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Naylor: the doctor is in
PROFILE »

by SARAH BARMAK
NEWS EDITOR

Dr. David Naylor is excitedly wav-

ing me into an unfinished, open

area in the east wing of the Medical

Sciences Building, towards some
closed double doors marked "CAU-

TION." "They built this atrium on

the site of the old cafeteria," he says,

gesturing to the space we're stand-

ing in. which is totally white except

for some whimsical coloured lights

inside oval shapes cut out of the

ceiling. He points to a crack in the

doors and tells me to look through,

at what looks like a patio covered

in tarp. "They added this outdoor

meeting place between the Faculties

of Pharmacy and Medicine, where

staff and students from both can eat

and interact with each other Its just

wonderful."

Naylor. currently finishing a six-

year term as U of T's Dean of Medi-

cine and poised to take on the helm

of president, is as enthusiastic as if

he'd designed the place himself. But

anyone would feel acutely conscious

of minute changes to an institution

he had been associated with for the

past 25 years. Unlike his predecessor,

Robert Birgeneau, who before being

chosen as president had spent more

than a decade at MIT, Naylor was, as

he says, "an internal candidate."

A Woodstock, Ont. native, Naylor

studied at Oxford, where he and his

wife met as Rhodes Scholars (she is

now CEO of the MaRS Discovery Dis-

trict, a non-profit corporation with

close ties to U of T). At a point from

which he could have joined dozens of

institutions, he returned to Toronto.

The reason for him is simple: "1 love

this city," he says. "It's a humane,

multicultural, exciting place. U of T is
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Velut arbor aevo: president-designate Dr. David Naylor believes Canadians value scholarsliip for scholarship's sake.

a first-class post-secondary institu-

tion that is on a very positive trajec-

tory." Naylor readily gushes about as-

pects of the city ranging from Mayor

David Miller to Scarborough's "large

contribution to our diversity."

It's these remarks which point

to Dr. Naylor's broad and inclusive

idea of the different things U of T

means as an institution to the stu-

dents, staff, and administrators who
call it home, and his keen interest

in all of these facets. He especially

emphasizes campus and student life

as "an integral part of the university

experience."

Though soft-spoken, he is passion-

ate about what he calls the Canadian

value of "scholarship for scholar-

ship." He criticizes "stakeholders

who are trying to steer researchers

toward doing things that are demon-

stratively relevant or have immediate

impact.

"This is different from commer-

cialization, but has the same tone of

saying scholarship can't be valued

in its own right—saying 'show us

how you're useful.' We can't lose

sight of the fact that fundamental

scholarship in the humanities, social

sciences, and sciences is incred-

ibly worthwhile in its own right and

should not require this constant

rearguard action to defend it."

On the other hand, the press for

greater accountability and "useful-

ness" is "certainly understandable

for us, given that there's a major new

investment which we all welcome

and which is hugely overdue."

Naylor is referring to the $6.2 bil-

lion in funding allocated to Ontario

post-secondary instituitons in the

provincial budget announced last

Wednesday. For someone who has

stated Ontario "should be number

one in the country in per-student

funding for universities," this comes

as a symbolic windfall, one that

can only mean a break in rising tu-

ition levels. Dr. Naylor emphasized,

however, that while "there is very

obviously a generous envelope of

See \ i ) //)fl on page 2

Confessions of aJunketeer

by COLIN TAIT

FILM CRITIC

LOS ANGELES—Ever wonder where those movie quotes

come from? You know the ones: praise rains down on yet

another film that you can tell is crap from a mile away and

yet some reviewer from Boise, Idaho says it's the greatest

flick since Gone with the Wind? Well, when studios aren't

inventing critics (as in the 2001 episode where Sony Pic-

tures invented a critic named David Manning to praise

their sub-par releases A Knight's Tale and The Animal),

they're treating writers from smaller markets to all-ex-

penses-paid trips to New York and L.A. and hoping that

having been wowed by the generosity of the hospitality

and unique access to star figures, that the experience will

subsequently garner a favorable review—or at the very

least, a zingy quote that the studio can then paste onto a

print ad to enhance the credibility of their new release.

Roger Ebert calls these people "quote whores" for good

reason, as they often trade their reputations for access to

the stars and repeated trips to paid-for splendour at the

many film junkets.

This was exactly what 1 experienced recently at the

press junket for the newest Ashton Kutcher vehicle A Lot

K.D&R.B. See./I \ A A / on page 6

Gov't to int'l

students: work it

by ALLISON MARTELL
NEWS ASSOCIATE

Citizenship and Immigration

Canada (CIC) announced two

changes on April 18 that will affect

how international students pay for

their educations. The first change

will allow those students who have

completed two semesters to work

off-campus during the school year

and full-time during the summer.

"I'm about to graduate," says Abril

Novoa. "So it came a little bit late."

Novoa came from Mexico to study

political science at U of T. As an in-

ternational student, she knows why
the change is important. She paid

about $12,000 a year in tuition.

"We know that the cost of educa-

tion [for international students]

has gone up tremendously in the

past ten years," said Adam Spence,

Executive Director of the Ontario

Undergraduate Student Alliance.

"Right now, on average, it costs

about $11,200, and ranges in Ontar-

io all the way up to $17,000-20,000

a year."

Currently, international students

can only take part-time jobs on

campus. It can be hard to make
ends meet. Novoa would have taken

advantage of a chance to work off

campus.

"Jobs on campus are not easy to

get," she says. Novoa found a job

with the University Health Insur-

ance Plan, but it didn't offer as

many hours as she wanted. "During

the year I was working about ten to

15 hours a week." She would have

taken a job off campus, "anything

like that would have been easier to

find, for more hours," but she wasn't

allowed to.

See 1 1 )/\k on page 3
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The Varsity \s celebrating our 125th anniversary

tliis year!

We'd like your help designing a logo for this

important milestone.

The winning design will be used throughout
2005-06 to promote 125 years of The Varsity

and the best student journalism in Canada.

The winner will also receive $500 worth of

travel on VIA Rati!*

Send your designs and contact information to

125@thevarsity.ca by June 1 (JPEG, GIF, or PDF
format, please)

(*some conditions apply. Contact us for details)

New Grads. Career Fair

Ideal for newly graduated students, a great way to launch your career into a

successful future. Help others with their career growth while developing your

career.

Founded in 1993, VTRAC Consulting Corporation (www.vtrac.com) is a consulting,

recruitment and training firm specialized in Technology, Finance, Consulting and

Government sectors. We provide our services to some of the top 500 global and

national organizations. We would to invite you to our open house and different

opportunities within our growing company. Recruitment will provide you with an

exciting start to a rewarding and prosperous career in business.

Time:

Address:

Wed May 18^2005 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Wed May 25'^ 2005 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM
366 Bay Street, 5'" floor, Toronto, Ontario

Please send you resume in word format to admin(S)vtrac.com Ref: 11039,

and bring a hard copy with you. To RSVP or for more information,

please call us at: (416) 366-2600 ext. 219.

^TRAC
"Solutions for Growth"

Protesters slam Uncle Sam
by BRUCE HARPHAM
NEWS ASSOCIATE

A presentation by ttie U.S. Army
International Technology Centre-

Canada scheduled to take place at

the Sanford Fleming Building on

May 2 was cancelled at the last min-

ute as two dozen protestors yelled

their objections. The presentation

was meant to recruit researchers,

mostly from the Faculties of Ap-

plied Science and Engineering and

Medicine, to participate in Penta-

gon-funded projects. The protes-

tors, a combination of students

and faculty, chanted "Great minds,

dead bodies," at the administration,

a spoof of the University's slogan,

Great Minds for a Great Future.

When the protestors attempted to

meet with U of T Interim President

Frank lacobucci, they were told that

he was unavailable. The president's

office later issued a statement say-

ing the administration would not in-

terfere with researchers' academic

freedom and that military research

often has unanticipated civilian

uses. Auntie S.A.M. (Stop American

Militarization), the name of the ad

hoc group, demanded in a letter to

lacobucci that U of T fully disclose

all of its investments, especially

military-related ones, in addition to

asking for an immediate end to all

military research on campus.

The incident, which was noted by

several Toronto newspapers, shows

U of T's odd bedfellows. Some
months ago, there were protests

at the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education (OlSE) when it was

learned that the Institute was as-

sisting Toronto-based Atlantis Sys-

tems Corp. in developing training

software for the U.S. military.

This is not far from the first foray

U of T has made into military mat-

ters: during both World Wars, many
members of the U of T community

jostled among each other to help to

develop military technology; in the

second World War, U of T scientists

helped develop the proximity fuse

which made it easier to destroy

aircraft without a direct hit.

Professor Paul Hamel, a medical

scientist who specializes in mam-
mary gland research was at the

protest and spoke to The Varsity.

"1 first heard about this from some
students and immediately became
concerned," Hamel said. "The ad-

ministration argues that military

research sometimes has peaceful

applications but we need to remem-
ber that the military research is

ultimately concerned with nothing

but developing better ways of killing

people." Hamel, who recently re-

turned from giving a series of talks

on the ethical responsibilities of sci-

ence in South Korea, also criticized

the administration's claim that the

civilian spin-offs justify military

research.

"The lack of discussion on this,

whether or not we should be engag-

ing in military research, worries

me. There needs to be a discus-

sion about the ethical implications

of engaging in this sort of work,"

Hamel said. "This is not an issue of

academic freedom, it's an ethical is-

sue," he continued. "If the USSR had

offered research grants while it was

invading Afghanistan, would it have

been appropriate to accept them?"

Chris Ramsaroop, a graduate

student who helped to organize the

protest, also spoke with the Varsity.

"This is nothing more than the U.S.

military trying to get our research-

ers to do their dirty work for them.,"

Ramsaroop said.

\ 1) /.O/? , Continued from page 1

new student aid money that's been

signalled in the budget, how that's

going to flow is still unclear."

"We should thank the province,

take some time to figure out how
to allocate these funds effectively,

and then get back to advocacy and

pressuring the government to keep

investing."

One conflict that U of T has been

consistently criticized for, both in the

past years and recently with protests

over the U.S. military's interest in re-

search, is the issue of academic free-

dom. As Dean of Medicine since 1999,

Dr. Naylor dealt closely with both the

ONLY FOR UofT STUDENTS

NEW Spring & Summer
six-week package deal

Olivieri and Healy disputes, in which

clinical faculty claimed their ability to

publish negative information about

drugs was blocked by the pharma-

ceutical companies who funded

the research. Dr. Naylor claims he's

confident "we've taken proactive and

positive steps to protect academic

freedom," and that tribunals in place

today would have helped resolve dis-

putes more quickly.

He also emphasizes that academic

freedom "cannot be constrained

by regulations and bans on certain

sponsors," like the U.S. Army. He

says that would put us on "a slippery

slope" and that, in any case, it is

"very unlikely that sensitive military

research is going to be done in an

academic environment where the

work must be publishable."

Naylor benefits from having cre-

ated policy in the fields of both

education and healthcare, areas in

which there is a "the huge amount of

crossover between issues." Both his

work as Vice-Provost facilitating U of

T's partnerships with hospitals and

other groups, and his experience as

a health researcher and advisor (on,

for example, the advisory committee

for the 2003 SARS crisis) translates

into knowledge of the complex ways

public institutions handle their re-

lationships with private and public

interests.

"It's startling to see the parallels,"

he says. "We're entering a new era"

in which there is a greater push for

accountability, productivity, and

integration in both spheres. "One of

the happy situations for me has been

dealing with both areas [of health-

care and education]."

One thing The Varsity had to know

was whether Dr. Naylor is planning

on serving his whole presidential

term. Could there be anywhere else

pressing to be? Smiling, he replied,

"not that 1 know of."

Now you can purchase an instructional

class and a $50 six-week membership

at the same time

Membership includes:

drop-in fitness

recreational swimming

drop-in basketball, soccer & ^^olleyba

cardio machines

200m air-conditioned indoor track f f

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

www.utoronto.cayphysical
Try our new online registration and save $5

55 Harbord Street @ Spadina 416-978-3436

COURSES:
aquatics

capoeira

chi kick

diving

fitness

golf

hip hop

Latin dancing

martial arts

nia

nutrition

piiates

spinning

strength training

sports

trampoline

Yoga

and so nnuch

more...

Correct Your Nearsightedness Naturally

Correct your nearsightedness naturally

in only five (5) minutes. At a fraction of

the cost of other intrusive methods. For

more information on the procedure, check

the following site: www.theeyefix.com.

Purchase credited against procedure.

Special rate for UT students.

For appointment call: 416-824-1745

NOTICE:

CIUT and Eddy Brake are pleased to announce

that the lawsuit commenced by Eddy Brake

against CIUT, SAC and others has been settled on

mutually satisfactory terms.

Current CIUT radio management and the Students

Administrative Council of the University of

Toronto regret the events of 1998-1999 which gave

rise to this claim and believe that the allegations

made against Eddy Brake in 1999 were unfounded.
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NEWS IN BRIEF » Teach English
Overseas

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

JOSEF SZENDE

Architecture critic Christopher Hume and food writer Naomi Duguid

discuss "the art of daily living" at Innis College during the Voicing Toronto

conference.

Toronto paints its self-portrait at conference

Post-secondary

education gets $6-

billion lifeline

Ontario's universities and col-

leges were allocated $6.2 billion of

the provincial budget over the next

five years, U of T learned in an an-

nouncement last Wednesday. The

amount includes $320 million in

funding for graduate education, as

well as $358 million for a reformed

government student assistance

program, lauded as a step toward

improving accessibility for students

regardless of income.

"The priority this budget places

on higher education is particularly

impressive in light of the province's

fiscal constraints," said interim

President Frank lacobucci. li of T

said that increased funding would

help it ameliorate student-to-tac-

ulty ratios, which according to a re-

cent study are the worst in Canada

at 24:1.

- SARAH BARMAK

Get more Varsity

online »
Maverick Independent MP

and proud U of T grad Carolyn

Parrish sat down with

The Varsity to tell us why the

Liberal government is finished

in the next election.

Go to www.thevarsity.ca for

the full interview.

U of T's Humanities Centre

welcomed the Toronto's leading

artists and critics to Innis College

from May 13 to 15 for Voicing To-

ronto, a conference on the state of

the fine arts in the city. Speakers

included playwright Djanet Sears

and CityTV's Moses Znaimer.

Despite the noted success of

the city's drama and literature

communities, there was a lot of

criticism of our architecture and

visual art.

Richard Rhodes, editor of Cana-

dian Art, commented that Toronto

fails its visual artists. He said that

an artist in Vancouver asks "if you

are traveling...the cost of a ticket

to New York and Toronto is the

same, why would anyone stop in

Toronto except to change planes?"

Architect Jack Diamond assert-

ed that many Toronto buildings

(such as the ROM and the AGO)
focus only on the aesthetics of the

building and disregard function for

the community. "It's easy to solve

problems based on one aspect

only," he said.

-JOSEFSZENDE

ESL Teacher Training Courses

Intensive 60-Hour Program

Classroom Management Techniques

Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recogniied Certificate

]ob Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

416-924-3240/ 1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseminars.coitti

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Penonal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxforciseminar5.com

Election Required

University of Toronto Community Radio Inc. has two vacancies on its Board

of Directors for full-time undergraduate student representatives

Nominees and nominators must each be a registered full-time undergraduate

at the University of Toronto.

Nominations open 10 am May 24

Nominations close 5 pm May 26

In the event that there are insufficient nominations obtained in the above

period, then:

Nominations re-open 10 am May 31

Nominations re-close 5 pm May 31

Election June 2 (9am 9pm). Voters may cast a ballot at 91 St. George St.

(2nd floor). Valid Student ID is required.

For more information please contact ClUT at:

416 978 0909 ext. 203 or by email manager@ciut.fm

Nomination forms are available at ClUT - 91 St. George St. 2nd Floor

ARE YOU A HEALTHY WOMAN
18-30 YEARS OF AGE?

Are you interested in

clinical research?

We are Women for Women's
Health Research and

If you have no history of oral or genital herpes

infection, you may qualify for participation in

an investigational vaccination against herpes.

TT (9/fA»Continuedfrom page 1

The second initiative announced

is an extension of the work permit

that international students can

apply for after they graduate. Cur-

rently, if they find a job related to

their degree, students can stay in

Canada for a year after graduation.

Under the new guidelines, the pe-

riod would be two years outside of

Toronto, Vancouver, and Montreal.

But there is confusion over how and

why the three cities are excluded.

"Initially, my understanding was

that it is the employer's location,"

said Ben Yang, coordinator of the

International Students' Centre

(ISC). "In other words, if a U of T
[student] finds a job in a smaller

community, then that's okay. Now
it's turned out to be not only the

employer's location but where you

study." This would exclude stu-

dents at U of T.

The CIC announcement says that

this initiative will apply outside

of the three cities, but does not

specify exactly how. For the ISC, the

distinction is important.

"We will continue to lobby the

government to say 'look, reconsider

this'," said Yang. Adding to the con-

fusion is a lack of agreement over

where Toronto, Vancouver, and

Montreal end.

Finally, it is not clear when either

initiative will come into effect. The

Ontario government has responded

positively, but will have to sign an

agreement with Ottawa. Yang had

hoped that students would be able

to work off-campus by mid-sum-

mer. But it may be more like the fall,

or even as late as January.

The second part of the agree-

ment, for international students

who have graduated, is supposed

to come into effect today. Though

that seems unlikely, both changes

will happen eventually. With that

in mind, student groups are think-

ing about the next major issue for

international students.

"Tuition [for international stu-

dents] must also be regulated by

the provincial government," says

Spence.

For her part, Novoa thinks inter-

national students should have ac-

cess to more student aid.

"I've done the math before, and

international students in Canada

pay quite a bit of money into the ed-

ucation system," she says. "That's

the way it works everywhere. But

1 think other problems are impor-

tant, like having no access to schol-

arships, and no access to other

sorts of funding."

Struggle for the Cloud Forests of Ecuador

Communities Clasli with Canadian Mining Company
An Ecuadorian community activist will be in Toronto

to speak to the public about their on going struggle

10 King's College Road, Sanford Fleming Building,

Room 1101, University of Toronto

May 17th 7:30-9pm

For more info contact qsaul(a)foecanada.org

For more information please contact:

Dr. Iris Gorflnkel

Family Physician

1849 Yonge Street, Suite 516

- at Davisville Subway

Please ask for:

CHRISTABLE (416)486-8444

.Herpevac
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Presidents aren't popes: open the selection process

Habemus presidentam! After

an extensive international searcti

by the Governing Council, the

University of Toronto wandered
into its own backyard to appoint

U of T Dean of Medicine since

1999, Dr. David Naylor, as its 15"^

president.

Who did Dr. Naylor beat out

for his new office? We'll never

know. While not quite matching

the mysterious rites of the papal

conclave, the opaque nature of

the presidential selection process

has been discouraging. Especially

for those who feel that after 150

years of Old Boys, it might be time

for a woman to try her hand at the

job.

Arguably this discretion keeps

the process from becoming

overtly political, but realistically

some exposure to the candidates

(a list of frontrunners, for exam-

ple) could shake up the lethar-

gic school community, get more
people out to selection committee

EDITORIAL "

meetings, and inject life into the

debate over what the president's

role should be.

If the president is primarily the

university's ambassador to the

rest of the world (and that seems

to be the current job description),

then Naylor is quite qualified.

He has been a Vice-Provost in

charge of relating to health care

institutions, and has a wealth of

experience in dialoguing with gov-

ernment and the private sector.

Dr. Naylor's connections can only

help ensure that the various lev-

els of government keep U of T in

mind when allocating funds, start-

ing with the recently announced

post-secondary education pack-

age in the provincial budget.

With his background in com-

munity outreach, Naylor should

recommit the university to engag-

ing the city and nation even more

actively, not only through official

corporate and academic partner-

ships, but also by encouraging

and providing opportunities for

a sense of outreach and social

involvement amongst individual

students and staff.

But besides acting as a corpo-

rate face for the university, here's

hoping Naylor will actively tackle

some of the everyday problems

affecting students. The president

by nature of the job has no signifi-

cant influence on the day-to-day

running of the institution, but

hopefully his past experience as

liaison may result in vocal lead-

ership in areas such as student

club space allocation, crumbling

infrastructure repair, sessional

instructor and associate profes-

sor packages, and commuter dis-

engagement.

Ideally, Naylor could have real

impact in strengthening this insti-

tution's most important resource

- the student body.

WWW.NEWS.UTORONTO.CA

"I believe that

universities are

magical places

ofinnovation

and imagination,

criticism and
creativity, dreams
and discoveries."

An example of president-desig-

nate Naylor's alliterative skills.

See www.thevarsity.ca for

Naylor's full acceptance speech.

Alliteration
is the repetition of the initial

sounds or sound clusters of two

or more words, as in pretty Polly,

invisible ink, or the splendid splinter

Alliterated words are usually placed

very close together, but they need

not be immediately contiguous.

Alliteration may often be catchy

in advertisements and in certain

kinds of oratory, but its overuse in

expository prose can strike some

readers as sophomoric.

Kenneth G. Wilson

(1923-). The Columbia

Guide to Standard American

English. 1993.

Takin' Care of Business

Internationalstudentsface an abrubt end to their Canadian

experience

My name is Ericka Skirpan, and

I am being deported because 1

took Drama. 1 have been living

and studying in Canada for the

last five years. I have paid all in-

ternational tuition fees, and been

quite loyal to this university. 1

have made friends, established

professional contacts, and essen-

tially built a life in my adopted

home.

Now, as 1 am ready to begin the

professional life my education

prepared me for, 1 am told 1 will

be sent back to the United States

upon graduation.

For all international students,

it is extremely difficult securing

permission to work in Canada

after receiving a degree. The gov-

ernment of Canada happily takes

a student's money during her

university career, but afterwards

wants nothing to do her; this is

something 1 have experienced up

close and personal.

Although current immigra-

tion laws have supposedly been

expanded to encourage more

students to stay in Canada after

graduation, it is still nigh impos-

sible for most graduates to quali-

fy for a work permit. The current

Citizenship and Immigration law

(as available on the International

Student Centre website) states

that graduates must seek em-

ployment that is "consistent with

the recently completed field of

study."

One might assume that "con-

sistent with the... field of study"

can be interpreted fairly openly.

A Bachelor of Arts is vast in its

ability to support various fields

of employment.

However, despite this logical

assumption, it seems that anti-

international sentiments aimed

at students like myself are in-

stitutionalized in conditions like

this one to an alarming degree. In

fact, the policy requires that the

job be entirely synonymous with

the field one has studied.

For me this means my Drama
degree, even though it is an Hon-

ours Bachelor of Arts, only quali-

fies me to work as an actor. Find-

ing work as an actor is not only

an arduous and poverty-inducing

challenge in itself, but this stipu-

lation also—more disturbingly

—

denies the array of other qualities

my education has cultivated as

being useful to my work life.

What about all the skills I have

learned in my five years that are

not limited to stage performance?

Was it only the art of the mono-
logue for which my thousands of

dollars have been doled out?

In this case, a political science

degree only qualifies a person to

work in government, (a position

for which an international student

would not even be considered). A
pre-med degree presents no op-

tions but to immediately pursue

graduate school if the student de-

sires to stay in Canada. And yet, no

explicit caveat has been made to

international students, and the elu-

siveness of the post-graduate work

permit remains hush-hush until it

is too late.

Joe Volpe's expansion of oppor-

tunities for off-campus woi-k per-

mits in April suggests the doors are

opening for international student

workers. Still, the strictness in the

law controlling graduate work per-

mits leaves international students

with very few options indeed. I find

it sad and deceitful that neither the

government nor the academy warn

international students of this pol-

icy before we put over $10,000 a

year in tuition into their country.

LETTERS

Dear students in

summer classes,

As the smoggish Toronto breezes

waft over you on your way to Sid

Smith's sterile and windowless

recesses, teasing you with summer's

promises of popsicles and tree forts

from so many years ago, don't lose

heart!

Now you are mature, no longer

titillated by the stale stick of gum
in the Fleer baseball card pack.

Now you like jazz. And sushi. And

sunblock.

But really, if you look at it from the

nerdy academic's perspective, sum-

mer courses are the most intense

affairs you'll have with your program

of study. Immunology in eight weeks

or less! The collected works of

Geoffery Chaucer in as much time

as it took to figure out that what he

was writing in wasn't English as you

know it!

This is the time to get up close and

personal with the degree you have

chosen to devote your years and

dollars to—this could really be the

make or break. The University seems

to encourage this kind of intensity

with the curiously hideous rooms it

allocates to summer courses.

Truly, they must be trying to foster

a purely intellectual appreciation for

what you're learning. If your class

was on the third floor of Victoria,

you'd just be looking out the window

anyway.

And so, beginning May 16'" the

previously subdued University of

Toronto campuses will again be

jammed full of Obusform pack-

packs and too-heavy textbooks for

those who choose to garnish their

May through August with a side of

academia.

But don't be fooled, the dank bun-

kers of New College are not the only

arteries of the University still pump-

ing. The Varsity is publishing one is-

sue each of the summer months, and

gets back into full swing with two

issues a week come September.

Isn't it lucky that term papers

and lab reports aren't only stimula-

tion outlet you have available while

you're soaking in all that heavily

condensed information! Not only

can you get jiggy with differential

equations, but you can also write

for us.

To make more of your summer
course experience than merely bor-

rowing books from a giant peacock,

send off an email to us as listed

below. Don't be selfish. This sum-

mer, give your time to more than just

your course readings.

^i^eVARSITY
21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6
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Payette makes the case for space

by MIKEGHENU
SCIENCE EDITOR

MIKEGHENU

Julie Payette at the U of T space design contest's fair. "I wish there were a lot more of these competitions

organized when I was a kid, because I would have loved to participate," said Payette. After obtaining a Master's of

Applied Science degree from UofT in 1990, she was hired by the Canadian Space Agency in 1992.

SCIENCE BRiEFS»

Worst convention ever
On May 7, an MIT time traveler

convention attracted over 400 people

from the present, but not a single

(genuine) specimen of Star Fleet's fin-

est. But there was some drama during

the countdown to 10 pm: a podium

collapsed during an MIT professor's

lecture: later, audience members

flinched when a musician dropped

his guitar on a cymbal. But only fog

from a smoke machine floated in the

designated landing pad area as the

appointed time passed. Students then

raided the treats that had been set out

for their time-traveling guests. Event

organizers have argued only one such

convention would ever be needed,

since future time travelers could just

attend retroactively—as long as word

of it survived far into the future.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Wired

Leprosy, influenza and

small pox (oh my)

Scientists have mapped the genome

of the bacterium Mycobacterium

leprae, the cause of leprosy, hoping

to find the origin of this crippling

disease. Leprosy is one of humanity's

oldest diseases, and is found in nearly

every country on Earth. An analysis

of 175 different strains of the bacte-

rium indicates that the variants are

so similar that they are all derived

from one individual bacterium, which

likely came from either Central Asia

or East Africa. Moreover, it appears

the disease was not brought by native

Americans who came to the Americas

across the Bering Strait. Rather, the

study indicates that leprosy came
with immigrants from Europe and

slaves from East Africa, adding lep-

rosy to the long list of diseases intro-

duced to the new world by the old.

-ZOE CORMIER

Source: Science

Seas warm and fish

migrate

The North Sea, located along

Europe's northeast coast between

Britain and Scandanavia, warmed
by 0.6 C between 1962 and 2001, and

already commercial fish populations

have felt the heat. Scientists report

in Science this week that 21 of 36 spe-

cies of fish living near the bottom of

the North Sea have shifted range in

response to this warming. Fifteen spe-

cies moved northwards (by as much
as 400 kilometres), and six moved
into deeper waters. Moreover, the sci-

entists note, warmer waters seem to

make fish breeding more difficult. To-

gether, these results indicate that fish

stocks—already under serious pres-

sure from overfishing—may plummet
in the near future; the study's authors

predict that the redfish and the blue

whiting will disappear from the North

Sea within 50 years.

-Z.C.

Source: Nature

For eleven days in 1999, Julie Pay-

ette was on top of the world, circling

the Earth every 90 minutes, 153 times

in all. "Out the window of the Space

Shuttle you see an extraordinary

spectacle, called the planet Earth.

You see the planet being alive: vol-

canoes, erosion—you can even see

where tectonic plates are colliding,"

Payette told The Varsity.

Her trip began at the Kennedy

Space Center, in Florida, with the

astronauts firmly strapped into their

seats. "You're on your back for about

two hours before launching," said Pay-

ette. That is when final launch prepa-

rations take place. "The first two min-

utes are a very shaky ride," she said.

This is due to the explosive power of

the Shuttle's solid-fuel boosters, one

on each side of its main fuel tank.

"You can feel the push - you're going

upwards, and you're going fast."

When the spent boosters fall away

into the ocean, the Space Shuttle's

three main engines kick in. "The

ride becomes much more smooth,"

Payette said. The liquid hydrogen and

oxygen fuels in the Shuttle's bullet-

shaped tank mix to provide the final

thrust to escape the Earth's grip. As

the craft accelerates upwards, astro-

nauts feel gravity's force pulling them

ever more strongly in the opposite

direction. "You weigh a hundred

pounds more due to the space suit,

and you can feel yourself getting

pushed back into your seat."

The most remarkable event occurs

eight or nine minutes after take-off,

when the Shuttle's engines switch off.

The astronauts go from being pulled

back by a force three times their mass

to feeling completely weightless - in

a quarter of a second. "It's an amaz-

ing feeling, because it's impossible

to train for it on the ground," said

Payette.

She is Canada's chief astronaut.

Along with the Canadian Space Agen-

cy's four other astronauts, Payette is

embedded in NASA's astronaut corps,

and works as capsule communicator

(CAPCOM in NASA-speak) at mis-

sion control in Houston. One of four

astronauts hired by the CSA in 1992,

by ELAINE CAIRNS

Ontario's Ministry of Natural

Resources is drawing up policy to

safeguard the province's biodiversity.

A draft of its Ontario Biodiversity Strat-

egy (OBS) is open to public review until

May 25.

"You go to other places in the world

and biodiversity is a common phrase. .

.

the public in Ontario doesn't know

what it means," said Jim MacLean,

of the Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources, who is managing the OBS

project. To clear up the confusion, the

document defines biodiversity as "the

variety of life, as expressed through

genes, species and ecosystems, that is

shaped by ecological and evolutionary

processes."

According to MacLean, the govern-

ment "started with a blank sheet of

paper and asked them [the public]

what they think should be in the strat-

egy...what can we do in the next five

Payette was selected from a field of

5,200 applicants.

She spoke at the U of T space design

competition fair, which took place

May 6-7. Fifteen teams of Ontario

high school students presented scale

models and designs of space colonies

for 10,000 people—a project students

had worked on since last October.

They also heard from Bob Rich-

ards, a space industry expert, who
in 1987 co-founded the International

Space University (ISU) in Strasbourg,

France. The institution has gradu-

ated over 2,300 students, creating a

network of individuals whose passion

is to further the exploration of space.

"ISU is Starfleet Academy," said Rich-

ards. "It really exists." He hopes space

exploration will embolden humanity

to begin to see itself as an interplan-

etary and interstellar species. "Are we
going to be a two-dimensional society

with two-dimensional thought, bat-

tling over borders and resources?" he

asked. "Or are we going to start seeing

ourselves as a planetary society and

years?" It has since evolved through

public commentary and input from

grassroots advocacy groups. The gov-

ernment seeks to engage the public on

the matter, as opposed to regulation,

MacLean explained. Ontarians must be

aware of the strategy in order for it to

succeed, since conservation depends

on getting the public involved.

Some agreements in the past have

had success. Through the Great Lakes

Water Quality Agreement, signed by

Canada and the United States in 1972,

the two countries pledged to tackle

pollution by adopting an ecosystem

approach. This has greatly decreased

pollution in the Great Lakes. The

Species at Risk Act of 2003 aims to

protect some of Canada's most endan-

gered species, such as the swift fox,

trumpeter swan, ferruginous hawk,

peregrine falcon, whooping crane, and

wood bison.

One of the emerging threats to

Ontario's biodiversity, however, comes

Earth as a spaceship in a three-di-

mensional universe?"

Richards said he is encouraged

by the recent success of the Ansari

X-Prize in stimulating private-sector

interest in space travel. The $10-

million award challenged would-be

astronauts to soar 100 kilometers

above the Earth's surface twice within

two weeks. Burt Rutan, whose team

won the X-Prize last fall, has signed

a deal with Richard Branson's Virgin

Galactic that may make the brief hop

into space available to paying custom-

ers by 2007. The ride will last about

40 minutes, and is expected to cost

around US$200,000—this in order to

experience three minutes of weight-

lessness.

For all the private sector's recent

successes, however, Payette said

that getting into space remains a

very risky business. "We are still in

the infancy of putting people into

space." Nonetheless, she said it un-

derscores our continued interest in

exploration. "The fascination that

from urbanization. Ontario's popula-

tion is expected to increase by 4 million

between 1996 and 2028. The OBS will

have to accommodate this unprec-

edented level of urbanization, while

retaining biodiversity. Like the canary

in the mineshaft, city birds are good in-

dicators of the existence of a dangerous

imbalance in an ecosystem growing in

numbers and complexity.

Elizabeth Zajc, at the University of

Waterloo, has shown that a doubling

in the amount of urbanization sur-

rounding a habitat actually leads to a

four-fold drop in bird diversity levels.

Using Global Information System (GIS)

technology and data about birds and

vegetation, she has determined that the

habitat area and the amount of urban-

ization surrounding it are the greatest

factors in determining diversity. "We

have to try to maximize habitat area

while minimising urbanisation," said

Zajc. Her model may be used in future

land-planning projects in the GTA.

we've always had as humans with

traveling in space, exploring, going

farther is still there—just look at the

popularity of science fiction," Payette

said. "If more people would have the

chance to go to space and see the

planet from above, I think we'd have a

different perspective on how to tackle

its maintenance and conservation for

the years ahead."

Payette does not know when she

will fly on the Shuttle again. She is

now helping prepare for the Shuttle's

future missions. "When they're on the

ground, astronauts put together the

missions of the others," she said. "It's

months and years of preparation."

The first step is getting the Shuttle

fleet flying again. "The planned date

for the next mission is in July," she

said. NASA's long-term goal is to put

a human on Mars, but that probably

will not happen for at least two or

three decades, according to Payette.

Still, she says, "there is a saying at

NASA that the first Martian is alive

today."

Are you more interested

in stars, orangutans,

cancer, wind power,

galaxies, genes. Mars,

aliens, opposable thumbs,

pesticides, mountains,

redwoods, UV vision, time

travel, schizophrenia, killer

viruses, dark matter, and
the meaning of life?

Write for Science
science@thevarsity.ca

Strategy to help conserve species and habitats
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Going

Deepa

KARA DILLON

Award-winning Canadian film

director Deepa Metha spoke last

Wednesday at the Koffler Centre as

part of Asian Heritage Week.

Review of Coldplay's

sold-out show at Kool

Haus

• Thievery

Corporation: an

interview with the D.C.

groove merchants

prior to their Toronto

gig this week

See the Arts

section at

www.thevarsity.ca!

Confessions of aJunketeer
Money cant buy you a goodmovie, hut it mightjust be enough to buy the critics

JI \X£'7>>Continued from page 1

Like Love. In addition to reviewing

the film, I was invited to fly to L.A.

and stay at the Beverly Hills Four

Seasons Hotel in order to participate

in a press conference with the film's

creators and stars. The trip would be

fully paid for; 1 would only have to pay

for transportation to and from the To-

ronto airport. A sweet deal, 1 thought,

and signed up immediately, having

never visited L.A. or been treated like

royalty by a studio before.

The first problem 1 encountered

was the fact that 1 hated the movie.

A Lot Like Love is one of the most

derivative and boring romantic com-

edies I've seen in recent years—one

that steals liberally from the likes of

generic mainstays like When Harry

Met Sally, Jerry Maguire, and even rips

off the ghetto blaster scene from Cam-

eron Crowe's Say Anything (replacing

the radio with a guitar and a terrible

rendition of a Bon Jovi song).

The film sets its story in the racier

early 90s, where Oliver (Kutcher) and

Emily (Peet) hit it off immediately by

joining the 'mile-high club' on the

plane, and then spending the next

seven years resisting the chemistry

of their initial encounter. Whenever

the two experience the relationship

blahs, they simply call each other up

and remember what was good about

their lack of a relationship—which

remains suspended throughout

the course of the film. That the film

'borrows' liberally from successful

romantic comedies along the way is

testament to the depressing state of

popular films today, and typical of the

practice of simply casting younger,

fresher faces in what used to be better

movies.

This, set the tone for the whole trip

for me, and also inserted a feeling of

dread that 1 was to experience for the

duration of my excursion. At every

step I was certain that at any moment

anyone—from the airport customs of-

ficer who scrutinized me excessively,

to the plane full of fundamentalist

Christians returning from the Holy

Land, to the entirety of the hotel

staff, and finally the publicists (who

1 dreaded most of all)—could at any

time revoke my plane ticket, throw me
out of the hotel, or the country for that

matter, based strictly on the fact that

I really despised the film that was the

basis for this whole journey.

The dread persisted as 1 sipped a

$14 beverage under a lemon tree by

the pool of the hotel, as three sepa-

rate waiters saw to my every need.

The dread followed me to my hotel

room (which had been upgraded to a

ridiculously expansive suite complete

with balcony view of the Hollywood

Hills and a king-sized bed). The dread

continued to rise in me when I found

out that the room came with $125 in

allowance to spend as 1 saw fit, and

did not subside until checkout time

the next day.

After a morning spent eating $50

worth of room service in my fluffy

hotel robe, 1 make my way to the press

conference. The brunch spread is

magnificent, and reporters scramble

to stuff themselves with miniature

quiches, exquisite bacon, and the

fresh berry platter. 1 scrutinize my fel-

low members of the press, scanning

for signs of the malaise I'm experienc-

ing—the idea that I don't belong—but

no one seems to be mentioning the

fact that no one enjoyed the movie.

At the press conference, the other

reporters' logic apparently follows

my own. They gently lob softballs

and offer up platitudes in lieu of ques-

tions. When we talk to the writer Colin

Patrick Lynch, people seem more con-

cerned with his biographical details

(a sub-par actor who appeared in bit

parts in Hot Shots and T2) than with

his questionable writing ability.

However, exposure to the personali-

ties softens my perception of the mov-

ie a little bit—it's hard to feel as angry

at someone who is obviously a decent

person trying to make a buck instead

of creating art. And you have to feel

sorry for a guy who has obviously

been left to his own devices while

the higher-profile talent (in the form

of Amanda Peet and Ashton Kutcher)

are ushered in by paparazzi, security,

and a small army of publicists.

Director Nigel Cole turns out to be

a joy to listen to. The director of Brit

comedies Saving Grace and Calendar

Girls is an amazingly entertaining

speaker, who laments the fact that

there just don't seem to be enough tal-

ented people in Hollywood anymore.

He tells us that he read about 50 or 60

scripts before he came upon this one,

and indicates that the talent pool for

actors is equally shallow (with the ex-

ception of Mr. Kutcher and Ms. Peet,

that is).

But as clever as Cole is, he's not the

star, or, in Tinseltown parlance, the

"talent." Ashton Kutcher and Amanda
Peet are ushered into the conference

room. Megastar Kutcher puts his audi-

ence of reporters at ease immediately

with his typical Punk'd-style shtick,

banging on the microphone and yell-

ing, "Test! Test! Is this thing on?" In

the presence of such beautiful people,

the reporters laugh graciously, having

been momentarily entertained.

While I'm tempted to ask Kutcher

and Peet why 1 got in a fight with my
girlfriend after watching the movie

(which is supposed to be 'romantic,'

right?), 1 don't stand a chance to even

ask amongst all the seasoned profes-

sionals whose technique of yelling

their questions as loudly as possible

over the other reporters has obvi-

ously been honed over the years of

attending such junkets.

Kutcher looks a bit shell-shocked,

and wonders if perhaps a better way

might be for each of the inquirers to

raise their hands. Chaos, however,

reigns supreme.

"Ashton! Ashton! Have you ever

been a member of the 'mile high

club?'"

(He tried it once, but it was re-

ally hard to coordinate because of the

line-ups for the bathroom.)

"Amanda! Amanda! Do you believe

in love at first sight?"

(She doesn't. She believes "in a lot

of chemistry and lust at first sight.

Maybe I'm getting too old, but 1 think

love takes work, and 1 think timing is

everything. Both people have to be

ready to be open, and I think that's

what the movie is about.")

There's a whole lot more of that be-

fore a publicist arrives and threatens

to take our stars away (geez, and just

as we were getting to the important is-

sues). Now is the last chance for that

all-important final question...

'Ashton! y4s/jton! When establishing

a relationship, do you make the first

move?"

(He's not really "a move guy." He

doesn't really know if he even "has

moves." He's "kind of shy.")

"Ashton! Amanda! Ashton! Amanda!

Ashton! Ashton!"

It is too late. They are whisked away

from our all-too-brief encounter.

We're left now to only see them repeat-

edly on our movie and TV screens,

magazine covers (both fashion gloss-

ies and the tabloids, of course), sitting

courtside at Laker games, and on the

Broadway stage. Sigh.

The phalanx of reporters walks to

the podium to retrieve their record-

ers. They, like me, have been changed

by this experience—not only by their

encounter with two photogenic rising

stars, but by their encounter with The

Great Hype Machine that attempts to

elevate mediocrity by throwing lots of

money at publicity, instead of spend-

ing it to make a better film in the first

place.

After the conference 1 decide to

walk. Thankfully, I escape my hotel

bill scot-free. Nobody walks in L.A.

because it's impossible to get any-

where without a car, and everything's

so spread out. But 1 have about six

hours to kill before my flight home,

and 1 hate not getting a pedestrian

sense of a place (even if it's, well, not

the most pedestrian-friendly place).

1 walk along Melrose Avenue, but not

the good part, where there are beauti-

ful restaurants alongside run-down

garages. I walk by outdoor malls and

gated communities. 1 walk by CBS

Studios, where the parking lot is also

guarded and locked up. 1 wonder what

people fear behind those walls.

I also wonder about the flow of capi-

tal, as it spreads outward toward the

terrible neighborhoods of segregated

space. South Central, Watts, Torrance,

Compton. Names I know from my ex-

posure to American culture. Images I

remember from highway chases and

riots. Los Angeles' inequity is inher-

ent in its geography, and yet the lure

of this place is precisely that. On top

of all the racial divides lie the Ameri-

can royalty who live the outlandish

lives that working for the big studios

provides them with—the very same

studios who have the resources to

shell out big bucks to wine and dine

the likes of me without a second

thought in order to procure a quote

that most likely won't appear in any

ad anyway.

To visit Hollywood is to understand

the amount of money at the studios'

disposal—the money to buy opinions,

to rent out several floors of a $350-a-

night hotel for the purposes of a glori-

fied press conference, the ability to

employ an army of people to promote

a film that might be better served by a

better script.

My review of the film unfortunately

remains the same, but my review of

the junket was that of a once-in-a-

lifetime experience. It felt like a trip

won on a game show. It possessed an

otherworldly aura of something that

I'll likely never experience again. So

the junket rates four stars, while the

movie. . . maybe one and a half (in ail

honesty, the half was earned by the

money that the studio spent on me).

And as for my own quote about the

movie, 1 offered up "Amanda Peet and

Ashton Kutcher are the new Meg Ryan

and Tom Hanks," which I figured was

ambivalent enough for people to de-

cide for themselves whether that was

a good or bad thing. In the end. practi-

cally all the assembled quotes ended

up being something to this effect, but

my status as a campus newspaper

critic was easily trumped by the likes

of Good Morning America and review-

ers from the major U.S. dailies. Ah,

well, so 1 wasn't a quote whore—at

least 1 could go home with memories

of L.A., and my dignity intact.
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Sex and sports: beautiful muscle?
MARISSE ROCO andSHARON McCALLA tack/e the conflict betweenfltness and beauty thatplagues modern

female sports inpart III ofIII ofthe series.

Women's involvement in

sports has radically in-

creased over the past 30

years. There are more women's

hockey, basketball, and soccer teams

than ever before. This rise in partici-

pation has dramatically improved

the level of competition and calibre

of female athletics.

This does not stop me, however,

from hearing little boys chide each

other for "throwing like girls" in

schoolyards nation-wide.

Resistance against women in ath-

letics still exists. Female athletes not

only tackle questions regarding their

athletic ability, but also their feminin-

ity. Competitive female athletes often

develop muscular physiques to meet

the demands of their sport. How do

female athletes tackle the demands

of their sport with contradictory so-

cietal standards of beauty?

In a 2004 study conducted by

researchers for the publication Sex

Roles: A Journal of Research, 21 fe-

male university athletes were asked

how they dealt with the relationship

between athletic performance and

femininity. The women reported that

even though they were proud of their

athletic bodies, theywere uncomfort-

able with being more muscular than

most women. Being 'too muscular'

gave the women the impression that

they were sacrificing their femininity

for the sake of their sport.

The study found that female ath-

letes tried to compensate by adopt-

ing traditional feminine traits. Female

volleyball players placed bows in

their hair, cricket players insisted on

wearing skirts instead of trousers on

the field, and one female boxer wore

pink shorts during her matches.

It is unsettling that a woman can-

not feel comfortable about herself

if she does not look 'feminine'. The
media doesn't contain diverse depic-

tions of women's bodies.

To be feminine, so the stereotype

goes, is to be one thing and one

thing only: thin, young and physi-

cally attractive. Women who do not

meet these criteria often wonder
if they are beautiful and desirable,

and unfortunately, in a society such

as ours, beauty is too often equated

with worth.

Women have the right to chose just

about anything in Canada—whom
they date, which school they attend,

what car they drive. So, why should

society deny women the right to de-

fine what it means to be 'feminine?'

-MARISSE ROCO

Society and the media place

great demands on women in

terms of beauty and attractive-

ness. Women involved in sports are

not exempt from this and have to

constantly struggle to be both physi-

cally fit and 'beautiful' in the eyes of

society.

Female athletes are expected to

be physically fit and excel at their

sport, and to be a size zero and not

overly muscular, to be accepted. This

social expectation can lead to severe

problems, one of them being severe

eating disorders.

Take a look at any sports magazine

or internet website and you will see

predominantly beautiful women like

Anna Kournikova gracing the cover,

instead of a woman who actually rep-

resents the average-looking wom-

Running Rivals take TO.
by MARISSE ROCO

On May 29, Nike will be sponsoring

the second annual lOK run on Center

Island. 1 had a chance to speak to three

Running Rivals, the official nickname

given to the individuals leading their

respective neighbourhoods in train-

ing runs. Meet Sandman (represent-

ing the Beaches), Urban Suburban

(representing Mississauga) and Bay

Street Brat (representing downtown
Toronto and U of T alumnus.)

Why didyou choose to become a
Running Rival?

Sandman: It was a matter of being

chosen by Nike. They wanted outgo-

ing, social spokespersons. I guess I fit

what they were looking for.

Urban Suburban: I've wanted to be

one my whole life. I've never stopped

running. It was a matter of time before

Nike asked me to be a Running Rival.

Bay Street Brat: It wasn't a choice. It

was a fulfillment of being.

What goals do you have foryour
runninggroups?

Sandman
: We're going to be #1 ! The

Beaches are taking you all down!
Urban Suburban: To be #1 overall!

Bay Street Brat: It would be great

if my running group became my own
little army. One day I'll come home

from work and my wife will have left

me, saying that 'you work too much

and don't care about me, blah blah

blah'. I'd like the group to become my
collective wife. Is that weird?

How do you determine who will be

#1 overall?

Sandman: The neighbourhood with

the greatest number of participants

registered, shoes donated to the Re-

use a Shoe program, and kilometers

logged wins.

Urban Suburban: Mississauga is #1

in the number of shoes donated. We're

working on the rest.

Bay Street Brat: We're dead last and

proud of it. Downtown people are too

rich and powerful to be aware of any-

thing besides our greatness.

Anythingyou'd like to say about

May 29th?

Sandman: We've got greater experi-

ence, better equipment, and we're out

tobe#l!

Urban Suburban: Holla at der boy!

We're fired up and we got game!

Bay Street Brat; Downtown will

dominate! We'll always be winners

because we live in beautiful, polluted

downtown!

For more information, check out

www.runto.ca

an—someone like Anna Sorenstam,

who is one of the most skilled women
playing golf today.

A 2001 examination of 41 competi-

tive female figure skaters by Canadi-

an researchers Gail Taylor and Diane

Ste-Marie of the University of Ottawa

found that all of the athletes used

some form of weight control, such as

\ gentleman who was .sitting

in front of me at the game

repeatedly kept giy ing me

unsolieited updates on the

plays of the first period,

ohviously assuming I could

not comprehend w hat w as

going on.

various diet strategies, at one point

in their lives. It was also found that

93 per cent believed the pressures

of weight-loss related directly to the

sport of figure skating, a sport show-

casing the skinniest frames.

It is probably safe to say that the

notion of what society believes to be

'sexy' is also incompatible with the

definition of the ideal female sports

participant. How does the average

woman deal with this

constant contradic-

tion?

I'd like to pose one

question: Is it right for

society to expect a fe-

male athlete to have it

all—beauty as defined

by pop culture, and

the athletic skills to

thrive in one's sport?

I will say this: as a

young and relatively

attractive black wom-
an, my male friends

are still surprised

by that I am a sports

enthusiast who not

only loves sports, but

also has an in-depth

knowledge of them.

I remember when I wrote my first

article for The Varsity on the men's

hockey team back in November 2004.

A gentleman who was sitting in front

of me at the game repeatedly kept

giving me unsolicited updates on the

plays of the first period, obviously

assuming 1 could not comprehend

what was going on. Kindly I nodded

and smiled and continued to make

my own notes on the game.

It's starting to seem like a Catch

22—society wants women athletes

Venus Williams: an example of a woman too muscular

to be considered attractive by today's society?

to be attractive, but when they are

appealing they are not really taken

seriously in terms of their sports

skills and knowledge.

In an industry that has histori-

cally been dominated by men, it is

imperative that women who become

involved in the sports world have

a strong self-identity, high self-es-

teem, and the drive to pursue their

careers. These are the new rules of

the game.

SHARON MCCALLA

MYSTERY SHOPPERS
Urgently wanted. Fun & perfect for

students. Flexible hours, Excellent pay,

PT/FT. FREE: Dining, Shopping, Movie,

Video, Travel & Merchandise. Call 416-

202-8844 Ext. 7.

WANTED: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
FOR MARKETING POSITION

In IT company, P/T or F/T, work visa +

salary + residence + car Phone to inquire:

416-994-8324.

WILLING TO EDUCATE

Highly motivated individual for reward-

ing career in financial services. Call Billy

Wong 416-823-3228 or 416-391-2267.

BUSY WEST END VETERINARY

HOSPITAL

Requires part-time kennel attendant:

Tues, Thurs and every other Friday, Sat,

Sun. Experienced preferred. Suit student

pursuing career in the Veterinary field.

Fax resumes to 416-588-8258.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

ON EUCLID AVE.

Just north of Bloor. Three bedroom with

kitchen and bathroom. Five minute walk

to Subway Available September 2005.

Can be shared. Veiy quiet atmosphere.

No smokers /no pets. Inquires: (416)

535-4295.

Classifieds
ARE YOU A STUDENT SUBLETTING

FOR THE SUMMER?
Mature, responsible individual looking for

Summer residence. Call 416-417-7619 or

email DavidTulloch44@hotmail.com

MILITARY TRAIL / MORNINGSIDE
Walk to U of T Scarborough campus.

Rooms for rent in brand new house

- shared accommodation. Call (647)

229-7970.

PARKING
Excellent spaces. Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805,

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St, George, 18 Baldwin, 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

ESSAY RESEARCH, EDITING

All original work, never recycled. Best

rates. Friendly, private service, completely

confidential. Essay research, writing,

editing, special projects, industry studies

and surveys, resumes, business plans, and

more. Call 416-561-4822,

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth,

dependence/independence issues,

sexual concerns, anger, feeling like a

fraud, panic, relationships, performance

anxiety Call 416-532-4769 for a consulta-

tion and see www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow!

Together!

PRIVATE TUTORING IN ESL

INCLUDING TOESL

Strong emphasis on reading comprehen-

sion and writing skills. Tutoring in French

also available. Lessons $35 per hour.

Contact Patricia Bishop at 416-922-2804.

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 235, ECO 220. CHEM 138.

139, 247. PAST TESTS AND EXAMS WITH
SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

416-785-8898.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING

Ensure that your manuscript uses cor-

rect spelling, grammar, and punctua-

tion. Let us strengthen your paper with

consistent style and formatting. Contact

avansvs@svmpatico,ca

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student
rate: $7.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line

(up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold
type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or
send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6.

Deadline for next issue: June 13 . Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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Hated postering ban kiboshed
by MARYGAZZE
NEWS ASSOCIATE

Individuals and small businesses

who mcike use of posters to reach the

U of T and greater city community can

breathe easier as debate on a contro-

versial postering ban in the city of To-

ronto was delayed until September.

The council took over four hours

to debate the issue. Councillors voted

21 to 17 to revisit the motion in four

months. Councillor Adam Giambrone

proposed the motion. "Perhaps we
can spend millions in a better way that

will benefit the city."

The slog showed how long the

city has been feuding over the issue:

the proposal has continually been

delayed since it was first introduced

in May 2001. Even Mayor David Miller

was away for all but 15 minutes of the

debate.

Throughout the debate, council

brought up such seemingly insignifi-

cant concerns as the cost of removing

glued on vs. taped posters. But they

notably neglected to mention much
about the real people that would be

affected by such a change.

How many times have you

been involved with a community

fundraiser? Have you ever sublet

your apartment, or offered tutoring

services to gain some quick cash?

Did you rely on posting small notices

around the city? For many low-budget

community or student groups, poster-

ing is often the main, if not only option,

because it is cost-effective. Just a look

at Sid Smith bulletin boards tells much

about the prevalence of postering on

campus.

Jordan Bimm, a third-year Ameri-

can Studies student, promotes his

KARA DILLON

Keep the man's hands off my glossies: Jordan Bimm values posters as the primary way of getting his fans out to shows put on by his band, Debaser.

band, Debaser, with posters every

month. Although posters may only

provide 20 to 30 per cent of the band's

audience, they promote the band in

the music community as well as the

city. "The best form of advertising in

general is postering," he said. "Posters

can have an impact because they let

people know that you exist. What di-

rection our city is heading in if we take

a voice away from young artists?"

However, many councillors, espe-

cially from the former city of North

York, feel that posters are an eyesore

and deter tourists. The proposal in-

cluded banning posters that were over

22 X 28 centimetres in size. Posters

referring to the same information

would have to be posted at least 100

metres apart, and a name and phone

number for the group organizing the

event would need to be included. The

proposed bylaw forces the acceptable

posters to be posted on collars, plastic

brackets on hydro poles designed spe-

cifically as a backing for posters. Also

See POSTEBS on page 2

Reading, writing, and rapping

Students at Regent Park's Literacy Through Hip Hop class show off mad spelling skills during a bee.
KARA DILLON

byBENSPURR
NEWS ASSOCIATE

In a library on the edge of Regent

Park, Rayon reads aloud from a

textbook while his classmates fol-

low along. It is a typical classroom

scene—except for what Rayon is

reading. "In 1979, 'Rapper's Delight'

by The Sugarhill Gang became the

first rap song to be recognized by the

mainstream," he says. This boy is not

enrolled in your average after-school

program.

Rayon and 19 other children aged

7-12 are participating in an innovative

new program called Literacy Through

Hip Hop (LTHH), a class that seeks to

help children in some of Toronto's

low-income communities who are

See /./
7

'/•;// ID on page 2

Third world loses a Ph.D,

Canada gets a cab driver

by CAROLYN HARRIS

NEWS ASSOCIATE

The U of T Faculty of Nursing has

created a website to assist female

immigrants in Canada. The site,

produced in conjunction with the

Women's Health in Women's Hands

Community Health Centre, addresses

the difficulties many new arrivals face

during their first months of settle-

ment, including language barriers,

cultural differences and the obstacles

to a professional career.

The situations unique to female im-

migrants receive particular attention,

especially the common expectation

that wives and mothers are solely re-

sponsible for the comfort and stability

of their families. The website includes

the contributions of immigrant women
from fourteen countries as diverse as

Pakistan, Sierra Leone, and Haiti.

According to Faculty of Nursing

Professor Dr. Denise Gastaldo, many

of the women involved in the creation

of the website faced unexpected diffi-

culties upon arrival in a Canadian city.

"They made decisions based on false

assumptions."

The selection process currently

includes evaluation of education and

professional experience, encouraging

many newcomers to assume that they

will be able to find immediate employ-

ment in their fields of expertise.

Contributors to the site discussed

both the financial and social implica-

tions for immigrant families when

professionals encounter obstacles to

employment.

An example of the advice on the site

reads: "Even though many immigrants

will try to get a job in their field, many
will be caught in the vicious cycle of no

Canadian experience. The solution for

them will be to do some other work in

Canada, generally of a lower status."

Maria Jesus Docando, a contributor

to the website, faced this situation

when her family arrived in Toronto

from Nicaragua in 2002. Although

she had trained and practiced as a

psychologist, her credentials were not

recognized in Canada.

"1 was only given a Bachelor of Sci-

ence Degree here, making it hard to

enter a professional career," Docando

stated. "At the beginning, I found life

here very difficult." She currently

works as a volunteer counsellor in a

community centre for immigrants,

gaining the Canadian experience

necessary to gain paid employment

See WEBSITE on page 2
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Grad bankrupcy break not enough: students

by BRUCE HARPHAM
NEWS ASSOCIATE

The federal government has re-

cently announced changes to the

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. The

new provisions will allow university

students to claim bankruptcy status

seven years after graduation, instead

of the current ten. The change was an-

nounced by Minister of Industry Da-

vid Emerson and Minister of Labour

and Housing Joe Fontana in early June

as part of Bill C-55.

The reaction of student groups to

the change was one of muted opti-

mism. They are appreciative of the

change, but see it as a merely interim

solution to the larger problem of stu-

dent financial need.

"This legislation is a step in the right

direction, but it is still fundamentally

discriminatory," Students Administra-

tive Council President Paul Bretscher

said. "Only two groups in Canadian

society are discriminated against in

bankruptcy legislation: criminals and

students. Nobody has explained why
students should be treated in this

manner.

"The federal government is sending

mixed messages about its policy on

post-secondary education. On the

one hand, Bill C-48 provides a big

boost in funding while this change

does nothing to change the country's

discriminatory laws," Bretscher com-

mented. (Bill C-48, the NDP's amend-

ment to the federal budget, includes

$4.6 billion for social programs,

including education.)

Joel Duff, a representative of the

Ontario branch of the Canadian Fed-

eration of Students, was even more

critical. "While this is good change,

it does not address the basic financial

problem that university tuition dra-

matically increased in the 1990s," Duff

commented.

Duff also sought to counter what

he considered a misconception

about student responsibility. "Only 8

per cent of students who take loans

default—and once they missed a

payment, many go on to fully pay the

debt," he said. The CFS has launched

a constitutional challenge to the Bank-

ruptcy provisions arguing that its pro-

visions discriminate on the basis of

youth, which constitute the majority

of post-secondary students. The CFS

has waited over a year to hear a judg-

ment on the case.

Joseph Allen, a bureaucrat at Indus-

try Canada, explained the rationale

behind the changes. He said that

amendments were being implement-

ed mainly as the result of a Senate in-

vestigation of the issue, though there

have been informal consultations with

interested student groups as well.

C-55 received its first reading in

early June and is unlikely to make its

way through parliament before 2006,

as the House of Commons is sched-

uled to rise for its summer break this

week.

In 1998, the Bankruptcy and Insol-

vency Act was changed to institute a

ten-year waiting period before gradu-

ates could declare bankruptcy.

Hooked on hip hop works for kids

/,/Z£7f,4r} »Continued from page 1

struggling with literacy. LTHH was

conceived bytwo students, Shahmeer

Ansari and Jason Shrouder-Henry, in

order to target kids who they felt were

being let down by the regular educa-

tion system.

"There are huge barriers for people

without literacy skills," said Ansari, a

third year commerce student at U of

T, "and youth of colour meet different

barriers [than other Canadians]. The
education system is not really aimed

at these kids. ..they would be losing

out if there wasn't a program geared

to them."

Although hip hop is widely seen

as anything but educational, the

initial success of LTHH suggests oth-

erwise. Ansari and Shrouder-Henry

have demonstrated that the verbal

agility and impressive vocabularies

exhibited by many of the world's best

rappers can be instructional to kids.

Part of their curriculum—which was

designed in conjunction with U of T

linguistics professor Kristin Phan

—

involves playing hip hop songs to the

children, who then are charged with

writing down all the lyrics. They then

point out all the words they don't un-

derstand and discuss them.

Ultimately, the students will write

and record their own hip hop songs

and produce their own compilation

CD.

A secondary goal of LTHH is to

dispel the popular image of hip hop

as being about nothing but luxury,

violence, and the objectification of

women. "Hip hop is a positive force,"

explained Ansari, "although right

now it's being used very negatively

in the mainstream." He insists that

artists like 50 Cent and Eminem have

hijacked the genre and steered it

away from its roots. "Originally, hip

hop was a force for change," he said,

in reference to its emergence in 1970's

New York in response to poor condi-

tions in the city's urban, low-income,

and racially diverse communities.

LTHH only uses songs by artists

like Talib Kweli and Immortal Tech-

nique, who the program directors say

have stayed true to hip hop's original

socially conscious message.

A typical day at LTHH is hectic.

Many of the students, who were re-

ferred to the program through three

local schools and a community orga-

nization, are not only struggling with

literacy but have behavioural prob-

lems as well. Even when teaching in

groups of four or five, the volunteers

have their hands full. But the kids are

almost as enthusiastic about spelling

as they are about causing trouble.

Getting a word right in the program's

frequent spelling bees sends them

into a flurry of excitement. They

sometimes break away from their

teachers only to challenge each other

to spell a certain word.

It appears their enthusiasm is pay-

ing off. Ansari tells the story of one

of the program's biggest successes.

Quiet 7-year old Tisean is one of the

youngest kids in LTHH. His mother

had never heard anything positive

about her son from his teachers at

school. "After a couple of days he read

better than anyone in the class," said

Ansari, "He didn't want to stop."

LTHH is garnering so much atten-

tion that there is talk of larger orga-

nizations taking the program to the

national level, which is good news for

Canada's underprivileged children.

"Ideally what we want is for these kids

to have the same chance as people

from more privileged backgrounds,"

said Ansari, "we want to get it into

their heads that they can do whatever

anyone else can do."

Michael Wilson gets honorary degree from Renaissance prince

KARA DILLON

Former Minister of Finance and Minister of International Trade Michael Wilson was awarded a Doctor of Laws

degree by U of T Chancellor and fashion plate Vivienne Poy at Convocation June 7.

NEWS IN BRIEF »

Thousands get sequential at

Toronto Comics Art Festival

The second biennial Toronto Com-

ics Art Festival organized in conjunc-

tion with comic shop The Beguiling

took over the back alley of Honest

Ed's May 27-29.

The well-attended event aimed to

promote the city's thriving comics

community, as well as hosting inter-

national talent.

The fest culminated in the intro-

duction of a new award to honour

outstanding contributors to Cana-

dian comic art. The Doug Wright

Award was won by cartoonist and

illustrator Seth, who also spoke at

the event, and comic artist Bryan Lee

O'Malley (pictured).

—SARAH BARMAK

lacobucci heads up gov't

compensation committee for

Aboriginal abuses

The interim president of U of T will

represent the federal government in

talks on changes to the Aboriginal

residential schools compensation

system.

Frank lacobucci, a former Supreme

Court Chief Justice, will consider

overhauls to the flawed compensa-

tion system for former students of the

often abusive residential schools.

Changes that come out of talks be-

tween the government, the Assembly

TYRONE MCCARTHY

of First Nations, the churches that

ran the schools, and lawyers repre-

senting former students would be

implemented by next March.

lacobucci is not commenting to the

media about his appointment.

-TRAVIS CAMPBELL

Rotman School gets $10 mil;

1 Spadina "haunted house"

gets $1 mil makeover

The Canadian Crescent Manage-

ment Foundation donated $10 million

to the Marcel Desautels Centre for

Integrative Thinking at the Joseph L.

Rotman school of Management.

The CCMF founded the Centre in

2000. The funds will help to attract

visiting scholars, organize interna-

tional academic conferences, and

finance the acclaimed Integrative

Thinking Seminar Series.

Toronto philanthropist Bernard

Herman contributed $1 million to the

restoration of campus heritage prop-

erty 1 Spadina Crescent this month.

Built in 1875, the mansion-esque

structure has housed both Knox

College and the Connaught Labora-

tories, as well as the offices of The

Newspaper (formerly The Independent

Weekly). It currently houses U of T's

Fine Art Dept. Bernard's donation will

refurbish the entrance and central

staircase to create the Sharon and

Bernard Herman Lobby.

-CAROLYN HARRIS
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in her field.

Jaycee Singh learned of the ob-

stacles to professional employment in

Canada before her family immigrated

from India. Her relatives, who had

already settled in Toronto, warned

her that Canadian experience and

qualifications are crucial. Singh states

that all newcomers should be aware of

this situation. "Information needs to

be given [so that immigrants know]

they may not get the same profession

in Canada and must not feel bad about

initially having to work in a factory."

The widespread phenomenon of

professionally educated immigrants

working in low-paid service jobs upon

arrival in Canada has led Gastaldo to

question the government's method

of selecting newcomers. She argues

that the government must either

streamline the process of evaluating

foreign credentials or select workers

with a technical instead of academic

education. The underemployment

of immigrant professionals is of par-

ticular concern to Gastaldo because

it results in the loss of expertise that

would benefit others. "When third

world countries lose a nurse, teacher,

or engineer and Canada gets a cleaner,

everyone loses."

POSTERS»Cor\t\med from page 1

proposed was a system (similar to our

SAC elections) where the advertiser

would pay a small fee for a stamp. The

ban would have excluded garage sales,

lost kitten signs, and the like.

"If the postering ban was imple-

mented, I would start putting flyers

on cars or mailboxes," said Kelly

McCarthy, who promotes her home-

based jewellery company Pink Lotus

Designs in Etobicoke. She estimates

that 40 per cent of her business is

generated from posters. "Postering is

the only form [of advertising] I cur-

rently use," she said. Other forms of

advertising "would be more than I can

afford. Magazines and others are not

an option."

Giambrone pointed out that the

ban would treat smaller businesses

inequitably.

Not all small business owners

agree. "Referrals save overhead costs

of advertising," said Giovanna Bono-

mo, a Private Langucige Consultant

who freelances as an English language

teacher. "Posters cause litter and

waste paper," she said. She promotes

her courses through student referrals,

and has never postered. "In a field

such as private education, a poster

does not exemplify the quality of the

service offered," she explained.

Posters will be put on the back

burner for now, until Mayor Miller,

who has opposed the ban, develops

an alternate solution that will allow

postering in September.
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Third time's not a charm for Varsity Stadium
U of T's existing athletics facilities

are already bursting at the seams,

and the need for more athletics space

can only grow over the next several

years. The need to refurbish the for-

mer Varsity Stadium site at the corner

of Bloor St. and Devonshire Place is

urgent. Two ambitious development

plans for the site have collapsed in

the last four years; the urge to do

something

—

anything—that will

make productive use of the site is

understandable. Understandable but

misguided.

This spring, U of T was working on

salvaging some sort of development

scheme for Varsity field, and in April,

unveiled a modest plan calling for

a new running track, a playing field,

bleachers to seat 5,000 spectators,

and, later, renovations to Varsity

Arena. The plan also tentatively calls

for an inflatable bubble dome to be

added later so that the field can be

used year-round.

We urge Governing Council to re-

ject this plan.

It pains us to say this: we want to

see something built on the Varsity

site; we want to increase the quantity

and quality of space for athletics on

the St. George campus; we want to

see it happen sooner rather than

EDITORIAL

later. But the current concept is un-

befitting Canada's best and largest

university.

Take a look at the neighbours:

The Royal Ontario Museum, just

down the block, will soon complete

a multimillion-dollar renovation by

one of the world's top architects;

some people already hate Daniel

Libeskind's building, and others love

it, but there's no doubt that it will be

an instant landmark. One door west

is the Royal Conservatory of Music,

which has just begun an ambitious

renovation designed by the premier

Canadian architecture firm, KPMB. It

will include a new recital hall which is

already expected to be a destination

for the world's best musicians. Stroll

a little further west and are we to find

that U of T has pitched an inflatable

tent on the corner? It positively reeks

of cheapness.

But keeping up with the Joneses

isn't really a good enough reason

for scrapping the plan. In the end,

we should say "no" to this design

because it's simply a half-arsed effort

which appeases development-phobic

neighbourhood NlMBYists without

substantially adding the facilities

which are so badly needed.

The running track is a welcome ad-

dition, but other than that there is lit-

tle of substance here. The 5,000-seat

stadium is a nice idea but out of date:

it is much too large for the number of

people who regularly watch games at

the field, and too small to make it of

any use for larger sporting events that

would be ideal to host there, like the

FIFA soccer championships. A later

phase of the project calls for a "three

or four-storey" building to house the

Faculty of Physical Education and

Health at the south end of the site.

The inflatable dome is also to be add-

ed as a later phase (you've seen such

structures before, lurking beside free-

ways like gigantic maggots).

The Bloor St. frontage of the site

remains undeveloped, which we be-

lieve is a serious mistake; construc-

tion of any indoor athletics facilities

are years away at the earliest, part

of the distant "Phase Three"; plans

for classrooms, offices, club space,

restaurants or cafes, and other

sorely-needed amenities are absent

or, at best, vague. And to top it off,

the most ambitious construction will,

under the current plan, be funded by

selling the naming rights to a wealthy

benefactor—likely a corporate spon-

sor. Will U of T athletes compete

on the Adidas running track or the

Gatorade field? Apparently, our in-

stitutional self-respect does have a

price after all.

After huge development plans

failed to materialize before, U of T
has lowered its expectations, and it

shows. How can the largest university

in Canada settle for such an anemic

and uninspired scheme, especially

when exciting and visionary building

is going on all around us, much of it on

our own campus? U of T has roughly

$800 million worth of construction

and renovation now underway and

planned for the future—why the sud-

den stinginess on the Varsity site?

This was—and still is—an opportu-

nity to add significantly to the quality

of student life on the downtown cam-

pus, something which the university's

administration has stated is a priority.

Give campus athletics the stature and

respect it deserves.

It hurts to say "no" to a project that

is so urgently needed, but it's better

to wait and build the right facility later

than build the wrong one now. There

is still time to fix this. We urge the

Governing Council to send the Varsity

plan back to the drawing board.

Recovering the Satellites

Are UTM and UTSCfated to become independent?

by SABRINA SINGH

Maclean's magazine has consis-

tently ranked U of T as one of the

best institutions of higher education

in Canada. This renowned reputation

for high-quality education continues

to attract thousands of new students

every year. Whether these students

receive the same quality of educa-

tion regardless of the campus they

attend, however, remains a conten-

tious debate.

Years ago, students from either the

Mississauga (UTM) or Scarborough

(UTSC) campuses would almost

certainly have had to attend some

classes at the St. George campus

during their studies. This practice al-

lowed students to enjoy the complete

U of T experience, and signified the

unified identity felt among students

from all campuses.

But now, as they continue to expand

in terms of student enrolment and the

variety of degrees offered, UTM and

UTSC are increasing their autonomy

from the downtown campus. Many

UTM and UTSC students are disap-

pointed with what they see as their

campuses' lack of equal access to St.

George resources. One UTM student,

who asked not to be named for this

article, expressed this frustration:

"UTM students are only eligible to

take downtown courses starting in

the second round of registration, so

downtown students do get first pref-

erence and most good courses may

be gone by then."

Students are attracted to UTSC and

UTM not only because they're close

to home—both schools are predomi-

nantly commuter campuses—but

because students seek to earn one of

the best degrees that Canada offers.

Traditionally these campuses offer a

more intimate learning environment

compared to St. George, as profes-

sors are more likely to know their

students' names, especially in upper

year classes. But class sizes at these

campuses are increasing as the UTM
and UTSC populations grow equal to

those of many independent universi-

ties, including Wilfred Laurier and

Lakehead. In fact, U of T's satellite

campuses are already considerably

larger than Trent and Laurentian.

If UTM and UTSC continue to

resemble independent universities,

they may be tempted to actually

become independent themselves.

Official autonomy for UTM and UTSC

would be a loss for the University of

Toronto, and for the students most

of all.

One UTM student comments: "As

long as we are tied to the St. George

campus and share the same Uni-

versity of Toronto banner as them,

we also get the same prestige and

preference that St. George students

have with regard to graduate study

acceptance and occupational attain-

ment. I think if we branched out as

our own university, we would lose the

long-established prestige and prefer-

ence of the U of T name."

Even if these two campuses don't

become independent, there is the

chance that U of T might soon resem-

ble the multi-campused University

of California, where Berkeley is seen

as elite while campuses such as San

Diego, Irvine and Davis rank consid-

erably lower in terms of the quality of

education they provide.

U of T must work harder to main-

tain unity between the campuses

and ensure that student access to re-

sources and high quality education is

maintained no matter which campus

they choose to attend. Interaction be-

tween campuses is essential for main-

taining a unified identity. UTM and

UTSC students—who have a greater

incentive to work for unity than do

St. George students—must continue

to actively use the resources offered

to them at the St. George campus and

attend more classes downtown.

Without a push for practical equal-

ity between all three campuses,

UTM and UTSC are fated to fragment

into separate schools (in practice

if not in name), cut off from the re-

sources and academic tradition at

St. George. To the dismay of students

at Scarborough and Mississauga, de-

grees from those schools would be-

come distinguished from St. George

degrees, and regarded less seriously

since they wouldn't be from U of T

proper. U of T students must become

consciously aware of the fact that the

unified identity of the university is

just as important as the unique iden-

tity of each campus—both must be

fostered and protected.

LETTERS

Less whining,

more research

I'm not sure who Ericka Skirpan has

been consulting in the course of

seeking work opportunities, but as

a former international student who
graduated last June, I can report

that my experience has been the

polar opposite of hers. 1 have yet

to encounter any anti-international

sentiment from government of-

ficials or others, and when 1 spoke

to Citizenship and Immigration

Canada, they intimated that any

job "related" to my field of study

would suffice. A prohibited situa-

tion would be a pharmacy gradu-

ate working in the field of law, or

something similar.

Also, contrary to what Ms.

Skirpan states, a "pre-med degree,"

which I take to mean any degree in

the field of life sciences (there is no

"pre-med degree" as such), does

not force the graduating student to

attend graduate school if he or she

wants to stay in Canada. To wit, 1

graduated with an Honours Bach-

elor of Science and am currently

employed as a lab technician.

1 wish Ms. Skirpan the best

of luck with her search for legal

employment. A little more research

and a little less complaining might

serve her well.

Ed Weiss

Department of Clinical Science

Run away, T.O.

Thanks for a good issue; 1 enjoyed

the 'junketeer' movie review and

the other articles. However, I did

not enjoy the Sports article giving

Nike free advertising for their big

scam run. I call it a "scam" because

people believe it is a charity run,

whereas it is actually an advertis-

ing campaign that cynically abuses

people's good will towards charity

runs. Let them BUY ad space, for

God's sake! As a zillion dollar busi-

ness, they can cough up the dough.

It's only to be expected that the

profit-driven media will chase the

easy, stupid stories and be manipu-

lated into advertising for free, but

this is our student newspaper!

Jamie Smith

Philosophy

The Vars/Yywelcomes letters

from our readers. Send letters

(250 words max.) with your

name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions are

also welcome.
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Much music
Balmy weather + great tunes = good times at the nth annualNXNE

byTABASSUMSIDDIQUI
and JORDAN BIMM
ARTS EDITORS

Music festivals can be exhausting.

But it's a good itind of tired.

Take last week's North by North-

east (NXNE) festival. With nearly

400 bands playing at 25 local clubs

over three nights, that's an awful

lot of music to take in. While this

year's lineup initially seemed disap-

pointing, littered with many of the

same acts that had played Canadian

Music Week last March, the balmy

nights had revellers packing nearly

every venue along Queen St. W. and

beyond.

Everyone has their own approach

as to what to see at NXNE, but some-

times it's just easiest—and often

most rewarding—to check in with

local artists, from fresh-faced new-

comers to scene veterans, who are

making things happen in their own
backyard.

THURSDAY, June 9

The Most Serene Republic

—The Reverb, 10 pm

Even a good party has its awk-

ward moments. Their appearance at

the crammed NOW Magazine show-

case was supposed to be the big

coming-out bash for Milton sextet

The Most Serene Republic, newest

signees to indie success story Arts

& Crafts (home to Broken Social

Scene and its various splinter acts),

but technical problems and a bad

case of nerves put a bit of a damper

on the celebrations.

Even before they took the stage,

the MSR kids (they're barely out of

high school) appeared completely

frazzled, and once they did start

playing, their instruments just

wouldn't cooperate.

Lanky frontman Adrian Jewett

bantered with the crowd and broke

into an delightful impromptu rendi-

tion of Coldplay's "Trouble" during

a long lull when guitar problems

brought the set to a standstill, but

subsequent keyboard issues and

difficulty triggering a sample during

another song threw a wrench into

what was otherwise a high-energy

performance by the talented crew.

As yet another rising large collec-

tive, MSR is already being compared

to the likes of Canadian indie heroes

Broken Social Scene and The Arcade

Fire, but their youthful take on odd-

ball alt-pop is encouragingly unique

and fresh.

When things did work and all six

TRAVIS CAMPBELL

Another NXNE, another stunt by local renegade squad White Cowbell Oklahoma, who stopped club-hoppers In their

tracks outside the ElMo with their impromptu gig on a flatbed truck (complete with fire baton twirlers!]

members—including three guitar-

ists, a keyboardist and an unbeliev-

ably ferocious drummer—locked

into an ecstatic swirl of sound, you

got the sense that there are very big

things to come for these indie-rock

fledglings.—TS

FRIDAY, June 10

Cities in Dust

—The Gladstone, 8 pm

If you wanted to start your night

of NXNE show-hopping with a smart

post-punk kick in the ass, then

the Gladstone was the place to be.

Despite lacking a label or even a re-

cord, Hamilton's Cities in Dust seem

destined to go places, already pop-

ping up on sweet bills supporting

Magneta Lane and C'Mon.

From the start of their power-

ful set, CiD frontman Zach Frank

assumed his trademark stance

(reminiscent of Cedric from At The

Drive-In), and was belting out jar-

ring lyrics with the zeal of a post-

apocalyptic preacher. For an early

set time, there was a decent crowd

on hand to catch the Cities' fran-

tic madness. While taking a stroll

though the ranks of the converted

during set standout "Beautiful,"

Frank climatically smashed his blue

plastic tambourine so hard into

the Gladstone's floor that bits of

plastic and metal went flying—the

largest, jagged part just missing the

face of Uncut guitarist Ian Worang

(wouldn't that have been ironic!).

By the time the sweat-soaked

quartet capped off their dance-punk

assault, the crowd appeared primed

and ready for a packed night of rock

and roll indulgence.—JB

Priya Thomas
-Club OV's, 10 pm

Thanks to the last-minute closing

of punk club The 360 last week, all

the showcases scheduled for that

venue were moved to Club OV's,

a beer hall that time forgot out in

the far reaches of Parkdale. Artists

grumbled there would be next to no

walk-in traffic at the rescheduled

venue, as opposed to The 360's

prime location on the Queen W.

club strip.

But the show must go on, and if

the true mark of a professional is

to just get on with it, then Toronto

singer/songwriter Priya Thomas
scores full marks for playing to

a half-empty room as if it was a

packed house twice the size.

Stalking the stage, the tiny

bleached -blond dynamo growled

like PJ Harvey, ably backed by a trio

who translated her alt-pop instincts

into something a little heavier.

While nearly all the songs seemed

to be in the same driving tempo,

many of the hooky new tracks from

her forthcoming record You and

Me Against the World Baby seemed

ready-made for radio.

Perhaps Thomas, who is far more

acclaimed in the UK than she is here

at home, will finally get the recogni-

tion she deserves once the album is

released later this summer.—TS

Debaser

-Club OV's, 11pm

The band may be named after a

Pixies' song, but rising young local

indie-rockers Debaser take their

cues from the dark, angular sounds

of the 80s, minus the synths. Singer

Luke Higginson's distinctive wail

adds to the moodiness of Debaser's

anthemic rock songs, which are

anchored by a killer rhythm section

[Disclosure: Associate Arts editor

Jordan Bimm is the bassist half of

said rockin' rhythm section].

The lyrics still need work, and the

band needs to learn that not every

song has to be an epic statement.

But any group that can nicely pull

off a Joy Division cover ("Transmis-

sion") has got to be doing some-

thing right.

By the time Higginson dedicated

aptly-named set closer "So Long" to

The 360, Debaser had managed to

fill Club OV's dancefloor with their

loyal local following. The quartet of

old school chums has been together

for a few years now under various

band names, but their dynamic

NXNE set showed that they've

gelled into a tight unit that deserves

to find a wider audience when their

debut album is completed in the

fall.-TS

Put the Rifle Down
-Club 2?9, lam

When electro-rock trio Put the

Rifle Down hit the stage at Club 279

on Friday night, all eyes were on the

empty space in front of the stage. It

wasn't going to last. The three have

a reputation for seamlessly turning

a nodding rock crowd into a sweaty

dance party with their pop-riddled

synth parts and distorted bass

lines.

Bridging the gap between rock

and dance, PtRD make great use of

technology, but are also smart to

employ drummer Anthony Bruno to

play an explosive live kit laced with

drum triggers, instead of resort-

ing to a drum machine. Sounding

like a cross between New Order

and later electro Radiohead, PtRD

exude a sincere and honest energy

that prevents them from falling in

with the lame likes of other synth-

driven acts like The Killers and

The Bravery (no one in PtRD wears

mascara!).

Splitting their set between new

material, fan favourites off their

indie EP Two Sides Stare and Smile,

and a crowd-pleasing cover of "Born

Slippy" by Underworld, Put the Rifle

Down got the receptive crowd at

Club 279 on their feet and dancing

halfway through their first number.

At the end of their set the boys were

rewarded by a loud chant for "one

more song!" which led to a spirited

encore. Mission accomplished.—JB

SATURDAY, June 11

Andrew Spice

—Art Bar (i The Gladstone, 10 pm

Singer-songwriter Andrew Spice

was determined to share his quiet

and thoughtful songs come hell,

high water, or the bleeding noise

of Queen West karaoke drunkards

belting out the chorus to "I'm Gonna

Be (500 Miles)" from next door. Af-

ter all, he didn't fly 942 miles from

Winnipeg to have his NXNE ruined

by the Proclaimers.

Andrew Spice cut through the karaoke filteringthrough from the Gladstone with his heart-wrenching ballads
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You too can be in a NXNE ad: Debaser took a last-minute venue change in stride and handily rocked Club OV's

Spice fought back, keeping his

casual cool and cracking wise about

the situation. When things finally

got back on track. Spice called on

secret weapon Jordan Kern (guitar-

ist for Emm Gryner, who produced

Spice's recently re-released Pretty

Demons debut) to back up his sen-

sitive piano ballads with bass and

guitar.

Despite the circumstances, Spice

looked at home in the cozy (and

packed) Art Bar, busting out a wick-

ed cover of Whiskeytown's "Choked

Up" towards the end of his set.

Though Spice has more in common
with Rufus Wainwright than Ryan
Adams, it seemed ridiculously over-

polite when he asked permission to

swear. Just belt it out, already!—JB

Michie Mee
—Drake Hotel, 1 am

In another casualty of The 360

shutdown, one of the few hip-hop

showcases at NXNE was moved to

the swanky front lounge of the Drake

Hotel, which could have been an

overcrowded disaster with all the

preening hipsters packed into the

bar for Saturday-night drinks.

"Where has she been?" was the re-

frain throughout the bar as Toronto

hip-hop icon Michie Mee's late-night

set approached. The multi-talented

musician has long been tapped to be

Canada's great hope for a rap break-

through, but recent forays into act-

ing meant that she hadn't been seen

on a local stage in some time.

Backed by a squad of dancers in

matching outfits, the diminutive

rapper blazed through a set of reg-

gae and dancehall-infused numbers,

switching between a sing-songy flow

and a harder-edged delivery. With

lyrics inspired by her upbringing

("I was born in Jamaica but made in

Canada!") and black empowerment,

instead of the typical bling-and-

babes cliches, Michie managed to

lift the spirits and energy of a crowd

exhausted after three long days of

NXNE—no mean feat in itself.

She closed her set by saying she's

in the studio working on new mate-

rial. Hopefully she'll get around to

releasing some of it soon, because

we need to hear more from this hip-

hop pioneer.—TS

KARADILLON

Michie Mee, 'the First Lady of Canadian hip-hop and R&B,' gets down at

the Drake

ONLINE EXCLUSIVES »
Movie reviews: Rock School and Layer Cake

Best ofthe tube: top ten TV shows from the season

that was

Cruise control
The superstar takes time out topromote hisnew movie, hut willaudiences

seepast his recentantics to handhimyetanother box-office success?

by COLIN TAIT

FILM CRITIC

Slightly before Tom Cruise appar-

ently lost his mind and began publi-

cizing his new love affair with Katie

Holmes (or rather, the couple began

cross-promoting each other's new

films), the actor/producer/megastar

gave what could possibly be his last

coherent interview, speaking on

subjects ranging from his acting pro-

cess, his collaboration with Steven

Spielberg, and his view of the purpose

of movies and how they contribute to

the world.

During a recent conference call in-

terview promoting his new War of the

Worlds opus, Cruise said that before

he works with a new filmmaker, he

views all of their movies.

"It doesn't matter if I have known

them for 20 years or they have been

friends and I have seen their movies

before," he notes. "Before I work with

them, I really take the time to go back

and just look at the journey that they

have taken as filmmakers." Cruise says

this allows him "as an artist... the op-

portunity to be part of that process"

and the ability to push the director in

terms of creating the story.

War of the Worlds gave Cruise the

opportunity to collaborate with direc-

tor Steven Spielberg once again. The

actor describes Spielberg as "without

a doubt one of the greatest storytell-

ers we have had in cinema; certainly

the most prolific one when you look

at him in terms of what he produces

and directs."

The collaboration came about

after their work together on the 2002

film Minority Report. When that film

wrapped, each asked the other what

projects he wanted to work on next.

"[Spielberg] mentioned three movies

and the last one was War ofthe Worlds,

and I looked at him and said, 'That is

the one,'" Cruise explains.

They kicked around the idea for a

while and signed on screenwriter Da-

vid Koepp (Jurassic Park, Spider Man)

"and everything aligned."

Cruise rejects comparisons be-

tween previous versions of the source

material, as the new film is an update

of the H.G. Welles novel, set in contem-

porary New Jersey.

"What you have to know about this

film is that it is not a remake of the

1953 film," Cruise says. Nor is it a re-

make of the Orson Welles' radio play,

but rather an idea spawned from the

brains of two of the most successful

box-office draws of the 20th century.

When discussion turns to Cruise's

opinion of America's current role in

the world and whether the film can

be read as an allegory of present-day

issues, Cruise suggests it is indeed

applicable, because mankind has

several common foes.

"When you look at the enemies we

have, 1 believe what we should be

doing is uniting and respecting each

other's cultures instead of fighting

each other over things like oil and ter-

ritory that has gone on century after

century," the actor opines. "When you

look at illiteracy, you look at crime,

you look at drug addiction and immo-

rality, no matter where you are—and

the places 1 have traveled from Japan

to Africa—it is the same from all

walks of life. Those are the enemies

of man."

Although he does not support an

American policy that endorses war,

he says that it is "easy to criticize

what others are doing. Instead of

talking about it, why don't people do

something about it? Why don't they

start going out and creating random

acts of kindness?"

The actor embraces this worldview,

and acts on his strong beliefs relating

to certain subjects. "I am very out-

spoken about the child drugging and

psychiatry," he says, prefacing his

recent comments regarding former

pal Brooke Shields. "Psychiatry is an

ideology that has caused more deaths

in [a] 15-year period than four wars. .

.

actually all the wars that the Ameri-

cans have fought in. So I am very,

very outspoken about these things

and 1 [think] it is robbing the culture

at its core."

When asked how his films contrib-

ute to the culture that he hopes to

improve, Cruise brings up his film The

Last Samurai.

"I think when you look at [that]

movie, the reason 1 made that film

was because I had been to Japan

many times, and 1 know that there

was racism and people did not un-

derstand that culture, where there

is such great beauty in that culture,"

he says. "I wanted to make a movie

that celebrated that culture so people

could have an understanding. 1 know

that communication is the only way

of resolving problems. Wars never

do that."

Ultimately, Cruise realizes that ev-

erything is relative: "People are going

to go to the movie and they are going

to respond however they are going to

respond. But as a man, those are the

things that I work towards."

Considering that his recent media

antics have lowered public opinion

of Cruise and his exploits (A recent

Entertainment Weekly poll showed

that 61% of all respondents stated

that they like Cruise less, and 43%

said that his recent statements on

Shields' postpartum depression and

his over-the-top Oprah appearances

would likely dissuade audiences from

seeing Warofthe World.s), it remains to

be seen whether Cruise can win back

the disaffected masses through his

movie magic, or whether his outsized

personality will end up hurting the

project he sought to promote in the

first place.

War of the Worlds opens in theatres

June 29.

END CREDITS

With this article, Colin

Tait bows out after three

long years as The Varsity's

film critic. Colin has

brought a deep knowledge
and love of cinema com-
bined with a sharp analyti-

cal eye and a healthy sense

of humour to our pages,

and we hope you've enjoyed

reading his reviews and
features as much as we've

been blessed to have him.

All of us here at The Varsity

wish him all the best as

he embarks on a Masters

degree in film on the other

side of the country at UBC.
We'll have some new voices

writing about movies in

the near future (see our
online edition for reviews

from writer Mike Meehan),
but Colin will be greatly

missed.

—TABASSUMSIDDIQUI,

Arts Editor
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SCIENCE BRIEFS»
Dr. Barrett knows good plant sex

The African plant Babiana ringens sports a stalk whose role is simply to provide

a perch for its principal pollinator, a bird. Botany Prof. Spencer Barrett recently

published this finding in the journal Nature. Plants depend on pollinators to

spread their seed to other, far-off plants, as self-fertilization presents a host of

disadvantages

Potential treatment for Lou

Gehrig's disease

Recent research by Dr. Peter Carmeiiat,

at the Flanders Interuniversity Institute of

Biotechnology, may lead to a treatment for

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), also

known as Lou Gehrig's disease. Carmeiiat

found that a protein known as VEGF (vas-

cular endothelial growth factor), which

promotes the development of new blood

vessels in the body, may be effective in

treating ALS and ameliorating the physical

paralysis caused by the disease.

ALS is a neurodegenerative disorder in

which the nerves controlling the body's

muscles deteriorate. Sufferers lose control

of their muscles and slowly lose the ability

to eat, walk, talk, and eventually breathe.

Meanwhile, they retain all of their cognitive

faculties, which heightens the emotional

trauma ALS causes. There is currently no

known cure, and people afflicted with ALS

generally die of asphyxiation within a few

years of diagnosis.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: Flanders Interuniversity Institute

ofBiotechnology

Stormier seas ahead
Long-term increases in ocean tempera-

tures and the amount of water vapour in

the atmosphere, caused by global warm-

ing, may lead to future increases in both

hurricane intensity and rainfall, accord-

ing to a paper published last week in the

journal Science by Kevin Tremberth, a

climate expert at the National Center for

Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colo-

rado. The links between climate change

and the strength of hurricanes are as yet

unclear, since the number of hurricanes

each year varies widely. However, it is

known that worldwide, the amount of

water vapour over oceans has increased

by 2 per cent since 1988. Warmer seas and

a moister atmosphere furnish more fuel

for the showers and thunderstorms that

drive hurricanes.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Science

Falling pollution levels may

quicken climate change

Recent findings, published in the journal

Science, suggest that pollution has been

both protecting us from and causing the

global warming trend. Data from the late

50s to 1990 indicates that the Earth under-

went significant global dimming. During

that time, the amount of solar radiation

reaching the Earth's surface decreased

by between 4 and 6 per cent. Recent data

from satellites, however, shows that from

1992 to 2000 there has been a dramatic

reversal from global dimming to global

brightening in China, Japan, Australia and

especially Europe.

Scientists believe this reversal is the

result of a decrease in the amount of aero-

sols in the atmosphere, a result of effective

clean air programs. This is most apparent

in Europe, due to a drop-off in industry

after the fall of the Soviet Union. Aero-

sols such as soot and sulfur absorb and

scatter the sun's rays, preventing them

from reaching Earth; but these pollutants

are short-lived in the atmosphere. This

means global temperatures may increase

more than originally thought.

-J.B.

Source: BBC /Veu^s

by CHRIS DAMDAR

You may not think ofa plant as sexual-

ly active. Yet plants include some of the

most promiscuous organisms on the

planet. "Plants can produce hundreds

of seeds sired by many other plants,"

said Dr. Spencer Barrett, a professor at

U of T's faculty of botany. Barrett stud-

ies the evolution of plant reproductive

systems in angiosperms. Angiosperms,

or flowering plants, include weeds, fruit-

ing trees and crops.

Plant sex, like human sex, involves

the fertilization of a female sex cell, or

egg, by a male sex cell, or sperm. How-

ever differences abound. In humans,

males and females inhabit separate

bodies, males producing sperm and

females producing eggs. To produce

offspring, males impregnate females

by fertilizing eggs with sperm. However,

noted Barrett, "most angiosperm plants

are hermaphrodites producing male

and female sex cells." So a single plant

can act as both father and mother.

As a father, it can disperse its sperm

(packaged in powdery granules called

pollen) and fertilize the eggs, or ovules,

of other plants. As a mother, the same

plant can get fertilized by sperm from

another plant and become pregnant

with seed.

For humans and plants, sexual suc-

cess involves looking attractive and

smelling good. But plants do not at-

tempt to entice their sexual partners,

because of their immobility. Instead,

plants lure mobile middlemen, called

pollinators, with their attractive floral

displays. Common pollinators include

birds, bats, beetles and butterflies.

The floral display, tailored to a plant's

particular pollinators or pollinators, ad-

vertises the energy-laden nectar found

inside. "The plant bribes the pollinator

with nectar and the pollinator unknow-

ingly carries the plants' pollen to other

I never met Bob. 1 have never

even considered myself an environ-

mentalist. Yet when 1 heard that the

memorial for Robert "Bob" Hunter

was being held at the Hart House's

Grand Hall, I decided to go and pay

my respects to the man whose self-

less love for this planet has brought

environmental issues to the fore-

front of political discourse. I entered

Hart House somewhat hesitantly,

and found myself surrounded by

Greenpeace activists, students,

politicians, television personalities,

authors, people who knew Bob

personally, and people who didn't.

An eclectic mix of people, but here,

they seemed to belong together.

His son Conan, tears in his eyes,

remembered the humorous side of

growing up with the long-haired,

environmentalist father in the late

60s and early 70s. His daughter

Emily recalled that in his final days

her father at last felt fulfilled and at

ease, recognizing he had done all

he could for his causes. She invited

people to remember her father by

ensuring that efforts to combat cli-

mate change continue. The memo-
rial ended with a speech from Bob's

widow, Bobbi, whose emotional,

plants," said Barrett.

In a study recently published in the

journal Nature, Barrett described the

South African plant Babiana ringens.

The plant sprouts a stalk that functions

solely as a perch for its pollinator, the

sunbird Nestarinia famosa. The perch

positions the bird to ensure pollen

stuck to the bird contacts the recep-

tive female part, or stigma, of another

plant.

By dependingon pollinators to shuttle

pollen between plants, plants promote

outcrossing—sex with other plants.

You may wonder why they bother; if a

plant produces pollen and ovules, why

doesn't it fertilize itself? This process of

self-sex, called selfing, would save the

plant the time and energy required to

produce floral displays and nectar. In

fact, many plants deliberately discour-

age selfing, and Barrett has made major

contributions to our understanding of

why plants refuse to self.

"One reason is inbreeding depres-

sion," said Barrett. This occurs in sex-

ual species when individuals procreate

with close genetic relatives—such as

cousins, siblings or in the case of self-

ing plants, themselves. The resultant

offspring suffer from high mortality. In

plants, it reduces the quality and num-

ber of seeds a plant produces. By avoid-

ing selfing, plants avoid inbreeding

depression.

Another reason plants avoid self-

ing concerns the number of offspring

a plant can father with other plants.

When a plant fertilizes its own ovules

with its own pollen, it cannot use

that pollen to fertilize ovules of other

plants. So plants that self produce fewer

offspring with other plants. This may

seem an odd reason given that a plant

produces millions of sperm packaged in

millions of pollen granules.

Even if a plant uses some of its pollen

to fertilize itself, shouldn't it have more

heart-felt speech brought tears to

the eyes of the most stoic members
of the audience.

Bob Hunter was best known as the

co-founder of Greenpeace. In 1969,

as a journalist with The Vancouver

Sun, he joined activists aboard a

ship to protest America's nuclear

tests in the Aleutian Islands. The

craft's epic voyage gained much me-

dia acclaim, and ultimately prompt-

ed then-President Richard Nixon to

cancel the tests. Hunter served as

the organization's first president,

from 1973 to 1977, and worked as en-

vironmental reporter on CityTV and

CityPulse24 for over 15 years and a

columnist for Eye magazine.

He was also an educator, an ad-

venturer, a painter, and most of all,

a fighter. But his battle with cancer

was one he could not win. He passed

away on May 2, 2005 at the age of 63.

Despite the grief and sense of loss,

I left the Grand Hall feeling surpris-

ingly optimistic. As the bagpipes

played and we made our way into

the street, we were given saplings of

white spruce trees with a message

from Bob: "Embrace your friends,

love your family, celebrate all life,

and hug this tree for me."

than enough left to fertilizeother plants?

"Only 1% of pollen successfully fertil-

izes other plants," said Barrett. When
a plant fertilizes its own ovules with

its own pollen, it reduces the amount

of pollen that would potentially fertil-

ize ovules of other plants. Since only a

small percentage of pollen successfully

fertilizes other plants, any reduction of

that number compromises the chance a

plant will fertilize other plants.

by CAMILLEMcLENNON
and PLENA MOROZOVA

Meet Mendel, the Hospital for Sick

Kids' (HSC) supercomputer. It generates

so much heat that a 10-ton air condition-

ing unit is needed to maintain it a con-

stant room temperature, yet its num-

ber-crunching powers are essential to

scientists in the fields of computationed

biology and bioinformatics. The former

uses the awesome computing power to

simulate the biological processes taking

place inside cells. The latter discipline

uses the tools of mathematics and

statistics to analyze databases of long

sequences of DNA.

A supercomputer is a machine that

channels all its resources into executing

programs as fast as possible. A cluster

is comprised of several machines called

nodes, which share common disk stor-

age. At the HSC, the Silicon Graphics

supercomputer has 192 processors, 178

GB of memory and 3 trillion bytes of disk

space. Supercomputers and clusters are

used for research that requires many

repetitive mathematical calculations.

Dr. John Parkinson, a researcher at

the HSC, uses the supercomputer for

his research in comparative genomics.

His research group has developed a

database of partial genomic sequences

of organisms whose full sequences cire

currently unavailable.

The database allows scientists to ac-

cess and extract valuable biological in-

Why should we care whom plants

have sex with? Consider geneticcdly

modified (GM) crops. Many people

fear modified plants can escape com-

pany enclosures and compete with

natufcd non-modified plants. "These

genes would mainly escape in pollen,"

said Barrett. Knowing how, when and

why crops produce and receive pollen

would allow for better containment of

GM crops.

TOMASRODINGER
Every nerd's dream: the

supercomputer at Sick Kids

Hospital needs a 10-ton air

conditioner to keep It cool

formation from sequences of parasites,

in the hope of developing new drugs or

vaccines.

Another HSC researcher. Dr. Regis

Pomes, uses the supercomputer to

study biological processes, such as

how ions travel across cell membranes.

His research group applies simulation

techniques to model the molecular

processes on the computer

With their mammoth number-

crunching ability, supercomputers can

tackle the most complex of problems.

But even then, the answer usually takes

some time.

'Hug this tree for me'

EnvironmentalistBob Hunter diedMay 2.

MARIANAVIDRIC reports on his memorialservice

A supercomputer at Sick Kids
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To build or not to build
by MATTSOMERS
SPORTS EDITOR

The possibility of U of T building a

new stadium to replace the one torn

down in 2002 is as close to becom-

ing a reality as it has been in years.

The only committee left to vote on

the latest proposal put forth by the

Project Planning Committee is Gov-

erning Council.

There is no doubt that U of T

is in much need of new athletics

facilities, as the current ones are

in marked disrepair. What used

to be known as Varsity Stadium

is currently nothing more than

Varsity Field, U of T can't boast of

anything resembling a respectable

outdoor 'track', and Varsity Arena

has looked like it's on the verge of

collapsing for years.

The main issue Governing Council

will have to settle when they debate

the Project Planning Committee

report for the new Varsity Centre

for Physical Activity and Health on

June 29 is whether this is the best

blueprint for the long-term future of

U of T. There are many pros working

in favour of the latest proposal, but

there are also some significant cons

and question marks that go along

with the plan.

On the plus side, the proposal

calls for a new 5,000-seat stadium to

be built, along with a new Wellness

Centre, a new running track,

other training facilities, and a small

amount of non-athletic space (i.e.

a cafeteria where weary students

can sit and enjoy a warm beverage

and babysitting facilities). There is

also $6 million allocated to renovate

Varsity Arena, which can only be a

good thing given the shape the old

building is in.

Intramural sports and interuni-

versity teams outside soccer and

football also stand to gain consid-

erably from this new project. An
artificial surface will be used on

the field of the new stadium instead

of grass because it holds up better

under heavy use and can be used

in the winter, allowing the facility to

be used for significantly more hours

each year. This surface will allow a

variety of teams to have more prac-

tice time on the field and will allow

more squads to compete in intramu-

ral competition.

The other element that will allow

the stadium to be used for a greater

number of hours per year is more

troubling. The proposal report calls

for the building of a "temporary, air

supported structure over the play-

ing field" which will "extend the

use of the field through the winter

months." This enclosure will basi-

cally be a large, white bubble that

will cover the field during the winter

so the facility can be utilized in cold,

wet weather—the likes of which can

be seen enclosing many tennis

courts throughout the GTA.

While it is excellent that the

bubble is practical and will increase

the stadium's usage, it will be an

eyesore at the corner of St. George

and Bloor. The cover will not be in

place all year, but when it is in place

it detracts from the aesthetics of

the area.

Also, there are many question

marks surrounding the funding

of the project. The university is

set to cover $16,386 million of the

project's estimated cost of $56

million. The university is hoping

to obtain the rest of the money
through private fundraising, and

sponsorship and naming rights for

the new buildings. U of T is looking

to raise $39.2 million from these

outside sources.

The danger with selling naming

rights is that students could end up

watching football games at a blue

Pepsi Stadium or attending yoga

classes in the Pizza Pizza room of

the Wellness Centre. It is becoming

clear that this university either no

longer has the capital, or is unwill-

ing to spend the money needed to

construct new athletic facilities

without significant financial assis-

tance from private and corporate

partners.

If all goes well, U of T hopes to

break ground on the project by April

2006 and hope to have the main

field and new seating in place by fall

2006. The expected completion date

for the project is fall 2008. All eyes

will be fixed on governing council

come June 29 to see if the plan is ap-

proved—or if it will be back to the

drawing board yet again.

SPORTS BRIEFS»
Men's Soccer

Carmine Isacco was appointed by the

Faculty of Phys. Ed and Health as the

new head coach of the men's soccer

team on June 6. He replaces John Vi-

dovich, who helped the Blues achieve

an Ontario University Athletics (OUA)

silver medal and a berth in the Canadi-

an Interuniversity Sport (CIS) playoffs

last year

In recent years Isacco has served as

the head coach and general manager of

the Hearts-Toronto C.S. Azzurri Soccer

Club. He has also had experience at the

university level, as he was an assistant

coach at the University of Maryland

before taking over the Azzurri.

Isacco has plenty of playing experi-

ence as well. He was a standout goal-

keeper at Maryland, has played for a

variety of teams in the Indoor National

Professional Soccer League, spent

some time with the Toronto Lynx, and

has suited up for the Canadian Olym-

pic team.

"I'm looking forward to the chal-

lenges and opportunities this position

presents," said Isacco when he was an-

nounced as coach. "1 hope I can add to

the already illustrious soccer history

at the university."

-MATTSOMERS

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

LSATMCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

i

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

Teach English
Overseas

ESL Teacher Training Courses

Intensive 60-Hour Program

Oassroom Management Techni<]aes

Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

]ob Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240 / 1 800-269-671

9

www.oxfordseminars.com | www.oxfordseminars.com

MYSTERY SHOPPERS

Urgently wanted. Fun & perfect for

students. Flexible tiours, Excellent pay,

PT/FT. FREE: Dining, Shopping, Movie,

Video, Travel & Merchandise. Call 416-

202-8844 Ext. 7.

WANTED: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

FOR MARKETING POSITION

In IT company, P/T or F/T, work visa -i-

salary + residence + car Phone to inquire;

416-994-8324.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR DAT (DENTAL

APTITUDE TEST) PREPARATION

I live in downtown Toronto. Email

vazkap@hotmail.com if interested.

BUSINESS GRADUATE NEEDED

For freelance part time work. Small Busi-

ness requires a candidate to help with

research and writing of business related

projects. Details: 416-960-9042.

RUSSIAN BUSINESSMAN

Is interested in better understanding the

Canadian market (Eastern Canada). I will

be arriving in Toronto near the end of July

and will require someone with knowledge

of general business procedures and a

familiarity with the Toronto area. Potential

applicant could be a local student. This

person should have general business and

real estate knowledge and should also

prepared to act as a local guide. Com-

pensation for 7 days 1.50$/day (Can.) and

all other expenses will be paid. Contact:

gorbun@sp.ru Alex Gorbunov

Classifieds

APARTMENT FOR RENT

ON EUCLID AVE.

Just north of Bloor Three bedroom with

kitchen and bathroom. Five minute walk

to Subway Available September 2005.

Can be shared. Very quiet atmosphere.

No smokers /no pets. Inquires: (416)

535-4295.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selection.

Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth,

dependence/independence issues,

sexual concerns, anger feeling like a

fraud, panic, relationships, performance

anxiety. Call 416-532-4769 for a consulta-

tion and see www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow!

Together!

ESSAY RESEARCH, EDITING

All original work, never recycled. Best

rates. Friendly private service, completely

confidential. Essay research, writing,

editing, special projects, industry studies

and surveys, resumes, business plans, and

more. Call (416) 760-3404.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

PRIVATE TUTORING IN ESL

INCLUDING TOESL

Strong emphasis on reading comprehen-

sion and writing skills. Tutoring in French

also available. Lessons $35 per hour.

Contact Patricia Bishop at 416-922-2804.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING

Ensure that your manuscript uses cor-

rect spelling, grammar, and punctua-

tion. Let us strengthen your paper with

consistent style and formatting. Contact

avansvs@svmpatico.ca

ARE YOU A HEALTHY WOMAN
18-30 YEARS OF AGE?

Are you interested in

clinical research?

We are Women for Women's
Health Research and

WE NEED YOU
If you have no history of oral or genital herpes

infection, you may qualify for participation in

an investigational vaccination against herpes.

^ 1 III ^1 M (
1 LH \l*; i :.

lAAMlSITY

Varsity Qasslfleds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student

rate: 87.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line

(up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold

type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or

send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6.

I

Deadline for next issue: Julv II . Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

For more information please contact:

Dr. iris Gorfinkel

Family Physician

1849 Yonge Street, Suite 516

- at Davisville Subway

Please ask for:

CHRISTABLE (416)486-8444

^Herpevac
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Kids in the hall: the Blues years
Class ofo^' inducted into UofT Sports Hall ofFame

by MARISSEROCO

Family, friends and prominent

figures in the university com-

munity gattiered at ttie beginning

of tfie month to honour a group

of athletes whose dedication to

excellence has made U of T well-

renowned in national and interna-

tional sport. The evening was de-

voted to commemorating the very

best of Varsity Blues athletics over

the past 50 years.

U of T's Sports Hall of Fame held

its annual induction ceremony on

June 1 at the Bader Theatre. The

evening was filled with emotional

tributes, heartfelt thank-you's, and

memories of humbling accomplish-

ments.

Five athletes, two teams and a

doctor were among the class of

2005, including soccer star Carlee

C. Alderson; divine diver Stephanie

Jaremko; gridiron guru Mark Ma-

gee; track & field phenom Robert

Fitter; hardwood hero Denise Scott;

daring Dr. David L. Macintosh; the

celebrated 1965-66 men's hockey

team; and the fantastic 1988-1989

men's soccer team. Inductees were

carefully chosen from almost 100

nominations of athletes, staff, and

the members of the community.

"These athletes have brought ad-

miration and respect to U of T and

the international community," said

Bruce Kidd, Dean of the Faculty of

Physical Education and Health.

Carlee Cardwell Anderson was

integral in helping the women's

soccer team win an Ontario

Women's Interuniversity Athletics

Association bronze medal in 1989

and a silver in 1990 (the OWIAA
was later amalgamated into OUA).

Meanwhile, Stephanie Jaremko col-

lected a staggering eight OWIAA

gold medals in diving during her

tenure at U of T, and Robert Fitter

claimed a gold and silver medal

in high jump at the 1978 Ontario

University Athletics Association

Outdoor Championships (OUAA
was also later rolled into OUA).

"These athletes didn't do it for

the money or endorsements, but

for enjoyment and to be the best

there is," said Mike RoUason, Chair

of the T-Holder's Association.

Speeches honouring the induct-

ees were by necessity filled with

such descriptors as "all-time lead-

er", "first", "only" and "undefeated."

Mark Magee is still the Blues'

all-time leading receiver, with 145

receptions for 2,385 yards and 20

touchdowns, while Denise Scott is

the only female basketball player

in U of T's history to be a four-time

conference all-star.

The 1988-1989 men's soccer team

not only won the OUAA title, but a

Canadian Interuniversity Athletic

Union (CIAU, now CIS) champi-

onship—Canada's top soccer

prize—as well. The 1965-1966

men's hockey team acquired the

celebrated University Cup, finish-

ing the season with an impressive

12-2-1 record.

The 1965-1966 team also did well

internationally, finishing first at the

Great Lakes Invitational College

Tournament in Detroit after defeat-

ing first-ranked Michigan Tech. in

the title match.

The Hall of Fame also recognized

David L. Macintosh, a pioneer in

sports medicine. An integral com-

ponent in the Blues' success, he

provided medical services at Hart

House from 1951-1958 and was the

first to accomplish an anterior cru-

ciate ligament (ACL) reconstruc-

tion—a procedure that has since

salvaged the careers of many pro-

fessional athletes.

U of T's rich history of athleti-

cism and achievement serves to

encourage and inspire current

Varsity athletes. As Liz Hoffman,

Assistant Dean and Director of Ath-

letics at U of T, stated, "our future

is as promising as our past." The

current crop of Blues athletes have

an outstanding group of past cham-

pions to model themselves after.

Twosdays with Petey
Two-dollar baseball is every student's dream

by PETER CUNNINGHAM

Most of my friends know me to be

one of the cheapest men on the plan-

et. I'm not sure what specific incident

earned me this label— it could have

been anything from the four-dollar

haircuts 1 receive in Chinatown to the

fact that I seem to have the jump on

every single campus giveaway imag-

inable. Ranging from various campus

barbeques and other complimen-

tary lunches to free condoms at the

Koffler center, my cheapness knows

no bounds.

Rather than resent this mark of

moderation bestowed upon me, I

have chosen to embrace my title

and am constantly looking for op-

portunities to secure my spot as the

foremost in frugality.

As the Sultan of Savings, 1 have

found that no day of the week is

greater than Tuesday. Despite the-

atre companies dropping Tuesday as

student night, Tuesday has remained

Canada's most exploited day of the

week since the 1996 introduction of

the Toonie.

The often imitated and always ap-

preciated slogan, "Toonie Tuesday"

has caught on in many marketing

schemes, and this past Tuesday 1

took advantage of my favourite of

the lot down at the Rogers Centre.

The Blue Jays hosted the defending

National League champion St. Louis

Cardinals, and with the ticket costing

only two dollars, there was no place

I'd rather have been.

This particular Tuesday had a lot

to live up to. The last time I spent

a Toonie Tuesday at 1 Blue Jay Way
was May 24, where 1 was fortunate

enough to witness the Jays beat the

defending World Champion Boston

Red Sox.

Even more spectacular than the

game itself on that date was the omi-

nous appearance of the number two.

After paying two dollars for my
ticket, I quickly encountered a pro-

motional giveaway, where two free

tickets to a game later on in July

were being handed out. Once 1 had

obtained my free tickets, 1 went to my
seat, second in the aisle, just in time

to catch the top of the second inning.

The game was being dominated

by Boston until, in the bottom of the

fourth, Toronto catcher (also known

in baseball as the #2 position) Greg

Zaun hit a two run home run off of

David Wells to make a game of it.

The Jays would score two more runs

in the inning and take a 4-3 lead,

which would hold until the top of the

seventh inning. At this point, Boston

took its second lead of the game
when, with two outs. Bill Mueller hit

a two run home run—his second of

the season.

Boston's lead would prove short-

lived, as Reed Johnson (no doubt

rejuvenated by the "OK Blue Jays"

song) hit a two run shot off of Bos-

ton's Mike Timlin in the bottom of

the inning. This was also Johnson's

second home run of the season.

Johnson would return to the plate

in the bottom of the ninth with the

game tied and hit his second home-

run of the contest, this time with two

men on, to win the game.

That many twos in one day is just

downright creepy. But with a Jays

victory—and only a two-dollar dent

in the wallet—a little creepiness can

be overlooked very easily.

Meanwhile, the second of the two

Toonie Tuesdays this summer was

a bit of a letdown, as the red birds

showed why they are favoured re-

peat as National League champs. The

contest started off well for the home
team, as sparkling defensive plays

took care of the first two batters.

The most impressive of the two

was the gunning down of Abraham

Nuriez at second after he tried to

stretch a single into a double. This

play would prove to be the only

"high-fivable" play of the game for

the Jays, though.

B.C. native Larry Walker opened

the scoring with a two run blast later

in the first, which would prove to be

all the Cards needed in the lopsided

hitting display.

Ex-Jays pitcher Chris Carpenter al-

lowed half as many hits as it cost me
dollars to come to the game in a stel-

lar complete game shutout against

his former club. The Cardinals man-

aged to pile on seven runs of support

to make their gunslinger's revenge

that much sweeter.

Dejected after the loss, solace was

quickly provided from the realization

that 1 had only paid two dollars to see

this one-sided mockery of a baseball

game—that and the fact that 1 could

still go to KFC and grab two pieces of

chicken and a side for $2.22. Gotta

love Toonie Tuesdays!

What is the moral of the story?

Well, next time you, the cash-

strapped student, are looking for

cheap entertainment, do not forget

about Toonie Tuesdays.
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Terrorism is

'weapon of the

weak': prof
U OF T REACTS TO LONDON ATTACKS IN

SOLIDARITY WITH RELATIVES, COLLEAGUES

Sarah Barmak

NEWS EDITOR

After news of subway bombings

in tfie BritisJi capital hit ttie world,

Zoe Cormier's initial emotion was
fear—until her mom called her up.

Her mother, Martha, lives in Lon-

don and takes the tube every day.

That day, she had walked to work
instead.

It was a close call for Cormier, who
graduated from U of T this summer in

life sciences and is flying to London
in a matter of weeks. Besides her

mom, her grandmother and many
friends live there. "They all seem
to be safe. One friend of mine was

evacuated from a subway train—he

was one station over from where one

of the bombs went off," she said.

Cormier is among many U of T

students and staff who spent July 7

scrambling to contact friends and

relatives in London. Their reactions

to news of the explosions ran from

shock, to panic, and finally to joy and

relief as phone calls from loved ones

began to trickle in.

Not all U ofT students with London

connections received those calls,

however. Natalie Smith is a political

science and philosophy major who
on Wednesday had still not heard

from a relative who lives very close

to ground zero of one of the attacks.

"When it was announced that one

of the bombs had gone off at King's

Cross Station, utter dread came over

me. I called my mum in B.C., even

though it was 4 a.m. for her." Smith

had frequently visited her aunt, who
lives five minutes away from blast

site.

SEE LONDON -PAGE
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Varsity Centre gets

new lease on life

Artist's rendition of what the newly approved Varsity Centre will look like in winter,

nice and cozy under a protective inflatable bubble.

MattSomers

SPORTS EDITOR

There was much rejoicing on

campus streets at the beginning of

July, and it was good. Okay, so there

wasn't really a celebration, but U

of T students received good news

about the building of new athletic

facilities on campus just a short

time ago.

On June 30 Governing Council

voted in favour of going ahead with

the latest Varsity Centre proposal,

which was outlined in last month's

VarsityO. The plan calls for the cre-

ation of a 5,000-seat stadium where

Varsity Field now sits, along with

an inflatable bubble for winter use;

the building of a wellness centre to

provide more athletic facilities; and

the eventual refurbishing of Varsity

Arena.

Funding for phase one of the plan

is already in place, as this money is

coming out of the pockets of U of T
itself. Phase one includes the design

of a master plan and all the renova-

tions to Varsity Stadium, excluding

the inflatable bubble that will be

SEE VARSITY -PAGE
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7.7 MILES IN THEIR SHOES»

Kieran Hayward, left, and Adrian Bradbury, right, wearing their signature orange "GuluWalk" T-shirts rest and set up camp at

City Hall on Saturday night. They are walking 12.5 km every night in July to replicate the trek that 40,000 Ugandan children make
nightly into urban centres, such as Gulu, to escape the dangers of their country's civil war.

Guluwalkers ^eep in Africa'
Alina Olshenltsky

VARSITY STAFF

U of T's Adrian Bradbury and Ki-

eran Hayward spent last Saturday

night under Africa's stars.

They did not have to cross the

ocean or take the plane. Embarking

from Victoria Park station at 8:30

p.m., and walking 2.5 hours west-

ward on Bloor St. to Queen's Park for

the seventeenth annual AfroFest, the

walkers got to spend the night enjoy-

ing the diversity of Toronto's African

community.

Bradbury, a sports information

coordinator at U of T, and Hayward,

a U of T graduate, are walking the

streets of Toronto, traveling from Vic-

toria Park station to Nathan Phillips

Square every night in July. Known as

the 'Guluwalk,' the nightly event is a

gesture of solidarity with children in

Northern Uganda who are forced to

walk 12.5 kilometers every night to

the nearest urban centre to avoid

attacks from the Lord's Resistance

Army (LRA), an armed rebel force in

their rural home towns.

On Saturday, the Guluwalkers were

invited to "sleep in Africa."

"AfroFest was a tremendous op-

portunity to give Guluwalk more

publicity and get recognized for the

effort to stop the 19-year-old civil

war in Uganda," said James Tay, one

of the organizers of AfroFest.

Bradbury and Hayward explained

that the walk is an exact replica of

the route that Ugandan children

have to make every night to save

their lives. The children leave their

homes with the setting of the sun,

and return in the morning after

spending the night at shelters in

nearby towns; Bradbury, Hayward,

and volunteer walkers sleep on the

streets of Toronto at night and return

home in the morning, attempting to

follow their regular schedule during

the daytime.

"We're tired but there are a lot

of great things that have happened

since we started with the walk. It

attracted tons of media attention

and we have been supported by the

Acholi community of Toronto," said

Bradbury, who is also a member
of 'Athletes for Africa,' the Cana-

dian Physicians for Aids and Relief

(CPAR) and the African Medical and

Research Foundation (AMREF).

The Acholi tribe, which is resides

largely in the northern Ugandan dis-

SEE UGANDA -PAGE 2

Multi-Faith Centre discriminatory,

says Secular Alliance
Colin Robert Ellis

The Governing Council's approval

of a Multi-Faith Centre on campus is

facing opposition from U of T's secu-

lar community. The newly formed

University of Toronto Secular Alli-

ance (TSA) has called the project

"disconcerting," and says little

was done to inform students of its

creation.

"The organizers of the Multi-Faith

project didn't go as far as to publish

anything seeking student input,"

said TSA member Justin Trottier.

In a press release to the media, the

TSA said that the Multi-Faith project

is endorsing religion and is thus dis-

criminatory against other lifestyles

that do not involve faith, including

atheists, agnostics, and humanists.

Nouman Ashraf, a Student Affairs

officer and supporter of the Multi-

Faith Centre, disagrees. "There have

been committees that have had

student membership, that have had

faculty membership... people from

various backgrounds have contrib-

uted to this [Multi-Faith Centre

project]."

The TSA is criticizing the use of

public money to fund the project,

which they argue, will be indirectly

funded by students through tuition

fees.

In a memo released to the Gov-

erning Council responding to the

issues raised by the Multi-Faith

Centre's opponents, Vice-President

and Provost Vivek Goel wrote that

the use of university funds Is com-

pletely within the school's mandate.

U of T, the memo asserts, has "an

obligation to respond to the broad

range of aspirations and needs that

our students, staff and faculty bring

with them to the university."

Although the TSA commends U
of T's desire to accommodate and

support interfaith dialogue, they be-

lieve the use of public money in the

funding of the project contradicts U
of T's status as a secular institution.

They also question its commitment

to diversity, claiming that secular

groups would not fall under the

banner of faith, and would thus feel

"alienated and sidelined.

"The Multi-Faith Centre would

set an entirely new precedent that

draws a dangerous line within a

SEE TSA -PAGE 2
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Trudeau Award
winner explores

social conditions of

diplomacy

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

University of Toronto doctoral

student Vincent Pouliot is optimistic

that diplomacy, not war, will lead to

global peace.

Pouliot, above, is one of fourteen

recipients of the prestigious Pierre

Elliot Trudeau Foundation Fellow-

ship, the largest scholarship in

Canada for doctoral studies in the

social sciences and humanities. He

is the only winner from U of T. The

scholarships provide $35,000 annu-

ally to recipients over a four-year

period, as well as up to $15,000 per

year to support research-related

travel. Through these hefty awards,

the Trudeau Foundation seeks to

encourage emerging scholars and

promote dialogue between academia

and public policy.

Pouliot studied previously at

the University of Montreal and the

Institut d'Etudes de Politiques in

Bordeaux, France, and is currently

researching the Sociology of Inter-

national Peace. He focuses on the

social context necessary for nations

to resolve disputes diplomatically,

studying the relationship between

North Atlantic nations and Russia,

which has evolved from hostilities

to a quasi-alliance. "My research

addresses the question, 'How is such

a reversal of history possible?' What

different practices do [nations] per-

form now that they did not practice

during the Cold War?"

Pouliot wants to challenge the

popular perception that the in-

creased power of one region always

acts as an oppressive force on other

nations. "It is an interesting paradox

that power may be used for peace. [A

powerful state] is able to force other

states to believe that diplomacy is

the only way to settle a dispute." He

cites recent disagreements between

Russia, Western Europe, and North

America as evidence that Western

nations have directed Russian

foreign policy toward non-violent

resolutions.

According to Pouliot, the recent

Orange Revolution in the Ukraine

demonstrates social acceptance of

diplomacy. "If Russia had not inter-

nalized diplomacy, it would have

reacted more violently. [The crisis]

shows how we are coming to settle

our differences peacefully."

During his undergraduate stud-

ies, Pouliot studied the models

traditionally used in International

Relations and found that they did not

adequately address the social con-

text that surrounds foreign policy.

"In IR, they say that nations change

their policies according to the bal-

ance of power 1 do not believe that,"

he said. He intends to use the travel

allowance provided by the Trudeau

fellowship to interview diplomats to

support his theses.

Pouliot admits that the social con-

ditions for diplomacy are not present

in all situations. Russia continues to

settle its internal disputes, such as

the Chechen separatist movement

through hostilities. In contrast.

North Atlantic countries use diplo-

macy internally but continue to use

violence against third party nations,

as demonstrated by the ongoing hos-

tilities in Iraq.

The relationship between Russia,

Europe, and North America contin-

ues to interest Pouliot because of

its potential to evolve further in the

coming decades. "I wanted to study

a case that remains unfinished. The

growth of diplomacy in Russian for-

eign policy remains fragile and we do

not know the end point."

News

NEWS IN BRIEF »
Alleged sexual harassment victim

damages from U of T.UHN, and 20

court appearance

Court proceedings began Monday

in a $3 million lawsuit that alleges

U of T mishandled a sexual harass-

ment charge against an employee

and robbed the victim of her career,

among other things.

Ph.D student Gwen Schwartz

is suing the University of Toronto

and the University Health Network

for allegedly failing to properly ad-

dress her claim that her academic

and employment supervisor. Dr.

Michael Fehlings, harassed her and

appropriated her intellectual prop-

erty. The Committee in Support of

Gwen Schwartz seeks $3 mil in

others; supporters protest at first

Justice for Gwen Schwartz picketed

outside the courthouse, demanding

that Schwartz's intellectual prop-

erty be returned and that the par-

ties involved be held accountable.

The Committee also demands that

a formal complaints procedure be

established for students both on and

off campus.

Both Schwartz and the Committee

allege that Fehlings, who has been

promoted within the university,

continues to appropriate Schwartz's

research.

-CAROLYN HARRIS

First Canadian PM's Scottish birthplace may be bulldozed; the

bulldozing may be done by company owned by Canadian heritage

lobbyist

A team of Scottish heritage officials

has recently rediscovered the birth-

place of Canada's first Prime Minis-

ter, Sir John A. MacDonald. The two

hundred-year-old building, where

the MacDonald family lived from 1815

to 1820, now houses a seedy pub and

massage parlour.

Ironically, the site is slated for de-

molition by Selfridges, a British retail

chain owned by Canadian business

magnate Galen Weston. Weston's wife,

Hilary, is a former lieutenant governor

of Ontario who promoted the protec-

tion of Canadian heritage sites.

A spokeswoman for Weston, who

also owns the Loblaws and Holt Ren-

frew chains, stated that Selfridges is

not connected to its owners' Canadian

operations.

The Scottish heritage experts hope

that the site's significance to Canada's

history will persuade Weston to pre-

serve the building. In the U.S., George

Washington's birthplace is located in

a national park.

The Scottish heritage experts sug-

gest that the original structure could

be incorporated into Selfridges's

proposed department store with

a monument to inform the public

that 20 Brunswick Street Glasgow is

MacDonald's birthplace.

-CAROLYN HARRIS

Religious centre part

of larger agenda

TSA»Continued from page 1

secular institution," said Trottier.

Instead, they endorse a Student

Centre that would be open to all

students, religious or otherwise.

Ashraf, however, says he looks at

the Multi-Faith Centre from a larger

perspective. "I see this as an incred-

ible opportunity for us to expand

the campus and to invite the entire

campus community to come togeth-

er and ask questions, some of which

will be difficult."

The Multi-Faith Centre is not the

only development which has put

spirituality on the school's agenda.

The Governing Council's Committee

on Academic Policy and Programs

introduced a proposal recommend-

ing that Council approve a policy to

accommodate students who observe

holy days not recognized on the U of

T calendar. The policy would mean
the publishing of a list of dates of

a number of holy days to assist in-

structors in "anticipating when stu-

dents would seek accommodations

for religious observances."

Deputy Provost and Vice-Provost

of Students David Farrar said such

a proposal would formalize a prac-

tice already in place. According to

the Committee on Academic Policy

and Programs, the policy would

coincide with the approval of the

Multi-Faith Centre, "demonstrating

complementarity with other ele-

ments of religious accommodation

[atUof T]."

An audience member quizzes producer Brian Flemming while panelists Rev. Paul

Walker and philosophy prof Ronald de Sousa listen on. Flemming answered questions

about his documentary, The God Who Wasn't There, via webcam at the Friday

screening put on by U of T group the Secular Alliance.

nein@thwarsltyxa

LONDON »Continued from page 1

"My mum tried calling my aunt all

throughout the day but to no avail

—

she would not answer her phone. To

this day, six days after the bombing,

we have not had any success contact-

ing her."

The terrorist blasts have hit close

to home for the large number of

University students and staff who
either are from London directly or

have friends and relatives there. In

2002, the UK was the fourth highest

country of origin among U of T inter-

national students, with 176 British

students here, according to the Inter-

national Students' Association.

"What really freaked me out the

most were the photos of [double-

decker] buses with the tops and

backs blown off, knowing how many

times I've sat on one of those buses,"

said Cormier

The University also sends a stu-

dents to the University of Sussex to

study during the summer, a mere

two-hour drive from London.

All of this adds up to a very tense

week for U of T, as some worried

about the possibility of a similar at-

tack here at home.

"I am very fearful that something

like the London or Madrid bombings

may occur in Canada. I feel like it's

only a matter of time," said Smith.

U of T experts on terrorism, poli-

tics, and the Middle East have largely

dismissed this notion as unlikely,

however "Canada is an unlikely tar-

get," said Stephen Clarkson, a profes-

sor of political economy.

"The risk of attack cannot be

reduced much further than it has

been," said History professor Derek

Penslar "We are living in an era of

constant low-intensity warfare.

"Terrorism is the weapon of the

weak. These are people who do not

have access to normal channels" of

politics or traditional war
Both Penslar and Wesley Wark, a

terrorism expert at U of T's Munk
Centre for International Studies,

agree that as horrific as the London

bombings were, they did not achieve

their goals of influencing politics,

particularly the outcome of the G8

summit.

Cold comfort, perhaps, for those

who still have not gotten—or will

never get—their phone call.

UGANDA»Continued from page 1

tricts of Gulu and Kitgum, is one of

the tribes who have suffered mostly

from LRA attacks. Since 1998, inter-

national NGOs have estimated the

number of abducted children from

the tribe to have numbered 6000,

with young boys turned into soldiers

and young girls forced into camp

labour and the sex trade.

"They are forced to walk because

if they don't, they will be kidnapped,"

said Hayward. "It has prevented

them from having even a remotely

regular life. 19 years is a long time for

war to be going on. Why isn't peace

happening?"

Although peace seems like a far-

fetched dream in a country that

has witnessed brutal human rights

violations for the past two decades,

domestic and international actors

are proving that, with enough noise,

this dream might turn into reality.

At the end of July, the cities of Mu-

nich, London, Boston, Denver and

Glasgow will be planning to organize

local Guluwalks to reach awareness

on a global level.

"We're incredibly humbled and

excited by the worldwide response

to the GuluWalk," said Bradbury.

"Humbled in that we are just two

guys out for a walk, and excited that

the children of northern Uganda are

finally being put into the spotlight.

They deserve the attention and need

our voice now more than ever."
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Have faith in the new Centre
As a place of communal gather-

ing, idea exchange and enrich-

ment of the whole person, U of

T's recently-approved Multi-Faith

Centre is a worthy addition to our

campus. It does not, as some have

suggested, use faith to threaten

freedom of personal philosophy.

The learning experience at every

level is about more than scholastic

education. A school does not teach

subjects; it teaches people—peo-

ple with needs that extend beyond

the academic. A Multi-Faith Centre

is a unique place in that it allows

students and staff to explore their

spiritual selves alongside people

of other faiths. In a time of ten-

sion between and within religious

groups, this type of coexistence

will only help improve understand-

ing and respect between groups

and individuals. Projects like these

also promote the welcoming diver-

sity of cultures and ideas on which

U of T prides itself.

There has been some opposi-

tion to the plan on the grounds

that building a Multi-Faith Centre

with U of T funds contradicts the

university's secular mandate and

entrenches it amongst the reli-

EDITORIAL -

gious. However, if the Centre is im-

plemented with some vision, it can

be a place not only for worship,

but for dialogue that welcomes the

kind of intelligent skepticism and

questioning that are characteristic

of all mature organizations, includ-

ing religions.

It is important to remember that

the vast majority of students who
would use the Multi-Faith Centre

for worship are critical think-

ers who question and challenge

their faith tradition and the other

institutions around them, just as

students without a religious back-

ground do.

A Multi-Faith Centre is not a

declaration of war on atheists or

an affront to thinkers and scien-

tists—and there are many of the

latter two in all faith traditions.

The centre does not symbolize

the fusion of the university with

religious groups at the expense

of non-religious students, since

student groups of every ilk are

granted space—including that

most essential discussion space.

the classroom—for exploring all

types of issues. It is ridiculous

to suggest that with the creation

of this centre, a university, of all

places, is discounting skepticism

and doubt. These are our bedrock

principles as academic investiga-

tors.

What the Multi-Faith Centre

should be, and the name leaves it

open to this, is a place where tradi-

tions are compared and questions

of religion and spirituality are dis-

cussed. It is sophomoric to suggest

that students fit rigid labels when
it comes to religion or lack thereof,

since many students identify with

religious tenets as comfortably

as they do with philosophies like

existentialism. The Centre would

provide a place for this myriad of

belief systems and ideologies to be

explored.

For those that practice faiths of

all kinds, for religious people look-

ing to deepen their understanding

of their own faith, and the faiths of

others, and for the non-religious

interested in learning about and

entering into dialogue with their

fellow thinkers, the Multi-Faith

Centre fits the bill.

Satellites firmly in orbit

DON'T TELL US WHERE TO GO, SCARBOROUGH STUDENT SAYS

Rumble at the golf

Jeff Rybak

1 would like to thank you for run-

ning the opinion piece by Sabrina

Singh ("Recovering the Satellites,"

June 20) but also to point out what

I consider to be some fairly glaring

errors and assumptions made in

the article. Specifically, I'd like to

address the assumption that it's

somehow the job of students at

UTSC and UTM to take more initia-

tive in terms of integrating them-

selves with the whole of U of T.

The geographic distance be-

tween the various campuses

dictates that it makes more sense

for most students to study at the

campus in which they are enrolled.

I don't see this as somehow detri-

mental to the identity of U of T as

a whole. How often do a student of

history and a student of engineer-

ing cross paths in the average year

on St. George campus anyway? The

problem is not that we have satel-

lite campuses; the problem is sim-

ply that U of T is big.

The most insightful comment in

the entire article came from the

anonymous student at UTM, who
noted that deadlines to enroll in

courses at St. George, which are

later for UTSC and UTM students,

prevent some students from find-

ing space in courses downtown.

Now there's a problem that could

be addressed. Rather than put-

ting the onus to study downtown

on the generally content majority

that has no wish to go to St. George

anyway, how about removing the

barriers for the minority who do

wish to access a greater range of

courses?

We are not in danger of evolving

similarly to the University of Cali-

fornia because we are constituted

on an entirely different basis. We
do not simply share a brand name,

we share a common faculty. Our

professors are your professors,

cross-appointed to the appropri-

ate departments downtown. This

connection is what maintains

parity between campuses in terms

of the quality of education, and

what also cements a permanent

bond between them. Even more

than students and administrators,

the faculty would never allow or

endorse a separation between

campuses.

I'd like to stress that it is on ab-

solutely no one's agenda that UTSC

or UTM should become separate

institutions. Recently I've had the

awkward task of explaining that

to several students who took this

article as a call to action against

a non-existent threat. I really

can't understand the need to rant

against the folly of doing some-

thing that no one wants or intends

to do.

Jeff Rybak is Vice-President of

Academics, Scarborough Campus

Students' Union

The l/ars/tywelcomes letters

from our readers. Send letters

(250 words max.) with your

name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions are

also welcome.

course

U OF T INSIDER FIGHTS FOG AND FOOLS AT THE G8

Christopher P. Collins

It wasn't until the middle of the

afternoon that things got out of

hand. Around 3:30 pm, some of

the more radical marchers, seek-

ing an outlet for their opposition

to the policies of the G8, breached

the summit security perimeter

But safely ensconced behind the

security cordon, those of us at

the summit scarcely noticed a

thing, aside from what we saw on

television.

It was July 6, the first day of the

2005 G8 summit. As part of U of T's

G8 research group, my job was to

wander around the media centre

on the grounds of Scotland's luxu-

rious Gleneagles hotel. It was here

that my fellow journalists and I would

cover the progress of G8 leaders as

they met to (hopefully) hash out deals

making at least some headway on the

pressing problems of African debt

and global climate change.

The day was cold and drizzly, but

the mood inside the media centre was

upbeat. The morning news had just

announced the success of the United

Kingdom's bid to host the 2012 Olym-

pic Games, and the terror of the Lon-

don bombings was still a day away.

By noon the only pall on the

day—besides the weather—were the

dozens of radical protesters blocking

the shuttle-buses driving journalists

from their hotels to the media centre

at Gleneagles. Their rather blunt at-

tempts to limit freedom of the press

had turned a standard one-and-a-half

hour bus ride into a car-sick three-

hour tour.

When I finally disembarked at the

security centre, my tummy hurt, I'd

missed the breakfast hours, and I'd

seen more than enough bucolic glens

and frolicking sheep for one lifetime.

But I was also curious.

If some protesters were motivated

enough to rise at the crack of dawn

and sit in the cold rain for hours to

block bus after bus full of harmless

journalists, what else would others

get up to?

Just before four o'clock, some of the

demonstrators deviated from the po-

lice-approved route, and before long

a large group of protesters managed

to break through a security fence

surrounding the hotel. Sadly for the

marchers, the fence was in fact so

distant from the central compound

that nary a disruption was felt at the

summit. However, as soon as they

crossed the fence, the summit secu-

rity apparatus—part of the largest

police operation ever mounted in

the history of the U.K.—sprung into

action and completely overwhelmed

the protestors.

Watching police clamp down on

this protest, with a Chinook helicop-

ter spitting out riot police and all,

felt like watching an outtake from the

opening scenes of Apocalypse Now
rather than an expression of dissent

on a world-famous golf course inside

a democratic state. An hour later, the

police had forced all the protestors

back across the fence.

The incident was one of the last ma-

jor shows of protest at the G8. Early

the next day, terrorist bombs would

detonate on the London underground,

changing the tone of the summit. No

more marches would occur. Even so,

that brief period of protest revealed

the flaws inherent in such an extreme

method of conve3ang opposition.

Protests of the lawful sort are

without a doubt a crucial part of de-

mocracy and democratic expression.

If a society represents itself as free,

it must accommodate the voices of

all citizens who choose to express

themselves within the boundaries

that society has established through

law. Scotland had provided for protest

within this model. But crossing a

fence and scrapping with helicopter-

borne riot police? That's just point-

less; it gives peaceful protests a bad

name, increases chances that future

peaceful marches will be banned or

monitored intensely by police, and

accomplishes little except provid-

ing some excitement to the small

coterie of radicals whose idea of a

pleasant Wednesday afternoon is be-

ing clubbed by a burly bobby from

Lancashire.
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String theory's story still slow to unravel

PHYSICISTS ARE STILL STRUGGLING TO PIECE TOGETHER A THEORY THAT SUCCEEDS WHERE ALBERT EINSTEIN LEFT

OFF. CHRIS DAMDAR AND JUSTIN TROTTIER REPORT FROM THE STRINGS 2005 CONFERENCE, HELD AT U OF T.

What goes on in a string theorist's mind: An artist's rendition of an interaction between two strings. Or, simply put,

"a time slicing of a two-string Interaction," according to Dr. Amanda Peet, a U of T string theorist. Unfortunately,

experimental conditions to test string theory may not be achievable in this century.

Physicists see a universe

awash with strings

M-Theory: A string that

unites them all?

4 Monday, July IB, 2005

SCIENCE BRIEFS»

Guardians of the brain

unmasl^ed

Researchers have uncovered the

secret identity of microglia, cells that

patrol the human brain, protecting

it from damage. Until now, they were

thought to be dormant in the healthy

brain. But using genetically engineered

mice in which microglia glowed green,

scientists were able to examine these

cells in vivo. Though they have virtually

immobile cell bodies, microglia have

thin tentacle-like projections extend-

ing from their bodies that grow and

withdraw randomly. They can patrol

the entire volume of the extra-cellular

environment of a healthy brain within

hours, collecting harmful by-products

given off by its cells and destroying

deteriorated tissue.

—JENNIFER BATES

Source: Science

I've been everywhere, man

Recent analysis of mitochondrial

DNA in the aboriginal populations of

southern India and southeast Asia has

led to a controversial new theory about

the initial exodus of Homo sapiens from

Africa. It challenges the conventional

wisdom that early humans entered

the Near East and Europe from Africa

through the Levant region about 45,000

years ago. The new findings suggest

that early humans traveled from Africa,

along the coast of the Indian Ocean to

southern India 66,000 years ago, and

reached Australasia relatively rapidly,

within a few thousand years. Over time,

human populations diffused from

coastal areas into Asia, the Middle East,

and eventually Europe.

—J.B.

Source: Science

A whiff of cosmic pixie dust

When the impactor from NASA's Deep

Impact probe slammed into the Tempel 1

comet on July 4, the resulting explosion

threw up a 720-kilometer-wide plume of

fine dust (see false-color image above),

which suggests the comet's surface con-

tained little frozen water and was more

porous than scientists had thought. Sci-

entists are now analyzing the deluge of

data from telescopes around the world

to determine the comet's composition.

Comets are thought to contain material

from the solar system's primordial days,

including water and compounds that

may have helped establish life on Earth.

—MIKEGHENU

Source: Nature

Corrections

In our article on bioinformatics research

last month ("A supercomputer at Sick Kids,"

June 20), we described the adjacent image

as showing a supercomputer Actually, it

showed a computer cluster, which is a series

of connected computers that work together

to compound their computing power. Sorry.

Also, our story on Canadian astronaut

Julie Payette said, that her mission in 1999

lasted 11 days ("Payette makes the case fa

space," May 16). In fact, it only lasted for

nine. Oops.

String theory primen

• Theoretical physicists are seek-

ing a Theory of Everything to

unite the four fundamental

forces of physics: strong, weak,

electromagnetic and gravita-

tional.

• The strong force holds the nu-

clei of atoms together.

• The weak force regulates the

decay of atoms.

• The electromagnetic force de-

scribes the interaction between

charged objects: like charges

repel and opposites attract.

• The gravitational force acting

between massive bodies.

• String theory suggest that all

matter, forces and energy are

manifestations of the vibrations

of tiny one-dimensional strings

much smaller than atoms.

• Skeptics have attacked the the-

ory because its predictions and

premises cannot yet be tested

through experiment.

Justin Trottier

VARSITY STAFF

Ever wonder why the constants of

physics, that parade of Greek symbols

in science textbooks, have the values

they do? A more vexing version of that

question continues to plague some of

science's brightest minds. They are

struggling to come up with a Theory

of Everything that could provide

some answers.

"They are beginning to ask, not

how the world is, but why the world

is and in seminars mostly attended by

physicists, not philosophers," said Dr.

Leonard Susskind, a Stanford Univer-

sity string theorist, at a Strings 2005

public lecture on string theory.

For a long time, the elegance of

Newton's equations, which described

the motion of objects such as the

apple that was said have struck him,

held sway. Then, in 1905, Albert

Einstein began laying out the founda-

tion of two powerful, yet inconsistent,

theories: general relativity, for objects

that are big and massive, and quan-

tum mechanics, for the microscopic

world of atoms.

Things massive and microscopic

don't often coexist, but there are rare

situations when they do meet. Mat-

ter falling into black holes—objects

so massive and small that not even

light can escape their gravitational

pull—and events such as the begin-

ning of the universe are two examples

where the theories clash, to produce

nonsensical results.

A century after Einstein's ground-

breaking work, theorists are still

struggling to sort out this mess. But,

as University of Amsterdam physicist

Robbert Dijkgraff explained, string

theory provided a spark of lightning

between the two conceptual clouds.

Born in the early 70s, string theory

replaces the notion of point particles

or events happening at a single point

in space-time with the concept of the

one-dimensional extended object

called a string.

Strings are supposed to exist at

scales smaller than the Planck length.

This distance is so small that if one

expanded an atom to the size of the

known universe, the Planck length

would be about the size of a tree. Most

string theories, since there are more

than one, assume six dimensions in

addition to our present four (best

thought of as length, width, height,

and time), twisted up into unimagi-

nable shapes at microscopic length

scales.

String theory, though far from com-

plete, may also answer the greatest

questions of existence. Ever wonder

why the attractive force between an

electron and a proton is unimaginably

larger than the gravitational force?

The relative strength of these forces

is important, because minute changes

in their values would have produced a

universe inhospitable to life.

"The world seems to be full of vast

numbers of conspiracies and coinci-

dences," said Susskind. Gravity is a

prime example. If the force of gravity

were ten times smaller, it would pro-

duce galaxies whose few stars would

be unable to catch the elements of life

seeded by supernovas. A force ten

times greater would result in stars

burning too quickly, producing too

many black holes.

The greatest insight of string theory

may yet be its ability to explain why
the universe gives the illusion of intel-

ligent design—a universe whose con-

stants are just right for life to arise.

Chris Damdar

The 'M' should stand for math, but

it doesn't. This despite the fact that

the mathematics of M-theory boggles

the minds of many mathematicians.

Yet, M-theory may represent that

Holy Grail of physics, a Theory of

Everything that explains how the

four fundamental forces—the strong,

weak, electromagnetic and gravita-

tional—fit together in the framework

of the universe.

The story of M-theory begins with

string theory—the idea that all matter,

forces and energy result from tiny one-

dimensional vibrating strings. Initially,

string theorists considered string

theory the path to a grand Theory of

Everything, but it soon frayed into five

contradictory theories. Each made dif-

ferent assumptions about the number

and types of particles in the universe.

In the early 90s, as theorists mathe-

matically explored more of each string

theory, they realized that each seemed

to describe the same underlying idea.

It's like an optimistic friend describing

a half-filled glass as "half full" and a

pessimistic friend describing the same

glass as "half empty." Both friends

describe the same glass, but they

describe it differently. Mathematically,

the five string theories described the

same underlying idea in different ways.

Theorists had not noticed this under-

lying idea because the theories rested

on contradictory assumptions. For ex-

ample, some theories assumed strings

stretched for long distances; others

assumed short lengths. Theorists

learned that the unique properties of

strings made contradictory concepts,

such as long and short, mathematically

equivalent. The contradictions that

had kept the five string theories apart

actually tied them together. Then, at a

lecture in 1995, Dr. Edward Witten, a

string theorist at Harvard, mathemati-

cally described the idea that strung the

five separate string theories together,

calling it M-theory. Unwittingly, Witten

had ushered in the so-called second

superstring revolution.

M-theory builds on string theory,

predicting 11 dimensions instead of

10 and the existence of 2-dimensional

objects called M-branes, similar to the

D-branes of string theory. However,

M-theory remains incomplete and un-

tested. "We have the secondary equa-

tions, but not the primary equations

they should have come from," Witten

told The Varsity.

Ejcperimental tests of M-theory

would require measurements at scales

far smaller than an atom , or micro-

scopic observations of black holes

—

feats far beyond our technological

capabilities. Witten cautiously offered

one suggestion. "It's at the fringe of be-

ing barely conceivable," he said, "that if

the Big Bang produced large numbers

of miniature black holes, we could see

them evaporating in space."

Practical difficulties aside, M-theory

makes the math of string theory make

sense. It may yet lead to a Theory of Ev-

erything. Furthermore, in discovering

M-theory, theorists have realized that

seemingly-impossible contradictions,

like long = short, become possible reaili-

ties. This has already affected the way

scientists think about the development

of massive phenomena like black holes

and the Big Bang.

So what does the 'M' stand for?

No one knows for sure. Current sug-

gestions include matrix, mother and

muffin. Witten has suggested it could

stand for murky, since at the moment,

much of M-theory remciins shrouded

in mystery.
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Fringe binge
Jordan Bimm, Brianna Goldberg,

Yasmin Siddiqui and Josef Szende

VARSITY STAFF

Wondering what that long lineup you saw at

some point last week was for? Well, another

July brings yet another successful Fringe

Festival in Toronto. The 17th annual theatre

extravangaza took place July 6 to 17 and

boasted 134 independent theatre companies

performing at over a dozen venues (including

some on campus).

The Fringe enjoyed a dramatic increase

in attendance this year, with full houses for

several hot plays, including Hip-Hop 4 Dum-
miez. The Slip-Knot, and Ttie Bible: The Com-

plete Word of God (Abridged). Our reviewers

caught those shows and many more.

Between Takeoff & Landing

Written and performed by Michael J. Walsh

Royal St. George Theatre

Rating: VVVW

Michael Walsh does a fine job of showing

you what happened in Newfoundland on

September 11th. Though interesting, it isn't

exactly the most significant story ever told.

Stranded in Gander, Nfld. during

his flight from Dublin to New York,

Walsh plays himself and his many
co-passengers in his one-man show.

His acting technique is refined as he

moves between his characters, who
are mystified by the tiny town and

its quaint hospitality. We hear from

his characters, but not enough from

Michael himself who feels lost in the

world and his acting career.

However, after the drama of getting

settled in and finding a place to sleep

in Gander, the rest of the plot is very

much in need of conflict—the char-

acters tend to have a Newfoundland

vacation instead of dealing with the

global disaster in progress.

By the end, it feels more like an

elaborate introduction for Americans to New-

foundland tourism than the story it's billed

as. Nonetheless, there's no denying a man
running around jumping between well-done

Irish, Newfoundland, Brooklyn, and London

accents is at least really cute.—JS

The Bible: Tlie Complete Word of God
(Abridged)

Written by Adam Long, Reed Martin, and

Austin Tichenor

Tarragon Theatre Mainspace

Rating: VV

Although The Bible was one of the best-

publicized and most buzzed-about shows

of the festival, it proved to be less inspiring

than last Sunday's sermon from Father Joe

Windbag.

The three-person show was written by the

same team who created The Complete Works

of William Shakespeare (Abridged) (which

this show is dubiously reminiscent of). Again,

it employs the same fourth-wall breaking

and 'Great Works of Western Civilization:

Lite' techniques as the synopsized plays of

the Bard. However, where everyone likes to

see the Hamlet death scene shredded with

wit, there was something so basic about this

production's hilarification of the scripture

that one was left wondering why the packed

theatre was erupting in knee-slapping ap-

preciation.

The problem may have been that, ironically

enough, Shakespeare abridged could have

more depth to its humour since audiences

are more familiar with his plays than the

word of God. The Bible stories highlighted in

this show were essentially the 'greatest hits'

of the Old and New Testament, and the script

was able to only make one-dimensional shots

(Above:) Gettin' into the groove: Boygroove's Scott

Walters, Matt Alden, Andrew Bursey, and Jon Paterson

(Below left:) Kickin' it old-skool: Eli Batalion and Jerome Sable teach Hip-Hop 4 Dummiez{Be\ovi

right:) Laughin' it up: Lisa Brooke and Alex Kane are The Magnificent Robertsons

at the tales.

So, was this attributable to the writers

(who hitched onto the "abridged" train with-

out much knowledge of the Bible), or was it

merely dumbed down a shade for ignorant

audiences? Either way, the show seemed

like it could have been written by a group

of drunken first-years rifling through an il-

lustrated Bible stories book in their parents'

basement.

The cast of Tim Bolen, Elan Farbiarz, and

Dave Lapsley were enthusiastic and limber,

but their lack of focus was evident in tran-

sient accents and flubbed lines. So, although

the show was mildly amusing, and the actors

did live up to their advertised "breakneck

speed," its curious success at the festival

leaves one to consider taking up the Hare

Krishnas on their free lunch campaign.—BG

The Book of Liz

Written by David and Amy Sedaris

Factory Studio Theatre

Rating: WWW

For fans of the biting story collection Me
Talk Pretty One Day, The Book of Liz stands

as a testament to the talent of the Sedaris

family. Written by siblings David and Amy
Sedaris, this show poking fun at the Amish

and their cheeseballs features the grotesque

and off-beat wit characteristic of the family's

other endeavours.

Set in the "Squeamish" (a.k.a. Amish)

community of Clusterhaven in modern-day

United States, the play details the escape

of Elizabeth from the community's tyranni-

cal ways. Although Elizabeth has a rather

disgusting glandular disorder causing her to

sweat profusely, she manages to pick up jobs

as a roadside Mr. Peanut, and waitressing at

a restaurant staffed exclusively by recovering

alcoholics.

As Elizabeth learns the ways of the outside

world living with a Ukrainian immigrant fam-

ily (who curiously have cockney accents,

since they were taught English by a "retarded

chimneysweep") and in the workplace, she

finds that even in a world of freedom she

is still sometimes constrained from being

herself. When the family is deported back

to "Ukrainia," Liz returns to the Squeamish

village with her sassy new ways, her sense

of self-worth, and the crucial ingredient to

perpetuating the village's cheeseball indus-

try—her sweat.

The four-person cast morphed seamlessly

from one role to the next, flaunting accents

and mannerisms with mere moments be-

tween character changes. Though the sets

were minimal and amateurish, and the con-

clusion was didactic (what conclusion isn't?),

the rock-solid acting made this show stand

out as a definite Fringe favourite.—BG

BoyGroove

Written by Chris Craddock, with music by

Aaron Macri

Tarragon Theatre Extra Space

Rating: VWW
Every year, the Fringe brings us at least

one play that seems destined to rise above

its humble beginnings. We've seen it be-

fore

—

Job: The Hip-Hop Musical went on to a

successful run at the Tarragon and spawned

a successful sequel; One-Man Star Wars went

to Hollywood, was performed for George Lu-

cas, and paved the way for One-Man Lord of

the Rings.

This year, the festival's undisputed smash

hit was BoyGroove, a musical documenting

the rise of the "world's biggest boy band."

The show follows Kevin, the sexy one (Matt

Alden, who looks like the Backstreet Boys'

Brian Littrell and has Justin Timberlake's

mannerisms down to a T), Andrew, the

sensitive one (Andrew Bursey), John, the

angry one (Jon Paterson), and Lance (Scott

Walters), the, um, gay one, from the day they

were handpicked by a shrewd manager to the

day the band disbands, capturing the ups and

downs of their road to stardom with bitingly

satirical hilarity.

Bits of real life creep into the parody as

Eminem shows up in 'Hypetastic,' the rapper

who has a beef with BoyGroove, and Britney

Spears turns into 'Chelsea,' Kevin's on-again,

off-again flame.

It's all held together by song and dance

numbers that are funny enough to make your

sides ache, yet accurate enough to get stuck

in your head the way any good boy

band number is supposed to. As a

bonus, all four actors can actually

sing and dance—which is more than

you can say for the Backstreet Boys

or N*Sync. Awesome.—YS

The Dispute

Written by Marivaux

Robert Gill Theatre

Rating: WWW

Lovers quarreling in an Eden-like

setting, discovering the elation and

treachery of courting—been there,

done that, you say? Not this way.

For the Fringe, director Kate

Lynch (who also moonlights as a U
of T drama prof) revived a long-bur-

ied short comedy from 18th-century

dramatist Marivaux. The text gives

everyone involved a lot to work with, as two

men and two women are raised in isolation

and then released to see how they interact.

This poses wonderful challenges for the

actors as we see the fully grown adult char-

acters encounter their world with baby eyes.

The cast was fabulously entertaining, using

shrill voices and wild movement to portray

their discovery of their sexuality amidst a

sheltered innocence. One couldn't help but

smile while the characters fell in love with

themselves and each other.

However, there are two stains left over on

the script from the 18th century: sexism and

racism. As funny as the women are in the play,

Marivaux characterizes them as innately evil:

vain, self-centered, and jealous. The white

lovers also make a few jarring connections

between whiteness and beauty.—JS

Hip-Hop 4 Dummeez
Written and performed by Jerome Sable and

Eli Batalion

Poor Alex Cabaret

Rating: WWW

Yo, let's get down to bidness, y'all. Jerome

Sable and Eli Batalion, formerly known as MC
Cain and MC Abel as they rapped their way
through stories both Biblical and philosophi-

cal in Fringe hits Job: The Hip-Hop Musical

and its sequel. Job II: The Demon ofthe Eternal

Recurrence, are back in da T-Dot, and in five

simple lessons, they can show you how to go

from wanksta to gangsta.

Hip-Hop 4 Dummeez, a slightly shortened

remount of the show they brought to the Tar-

ragon this spring, follows rap duo the Grafen-
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berg All-Stars—straight-man Vowel Move-

ment (Batalion) and his sidekick Bushman
(Sable)—as they take audiences through a

two-part "DVD" that aims to initiate newbies

into the complex world of hip-hop. Using a

simple PowerPoint presentation on a large

screen as their main prop and set piece, the

two performers riff on everything from dubi-

ous rhymes to hip-hop pronunciation with

impeccable comedic timing, playing off each

other like the old pros they are.

The show benefits from its intimate ven-

ue—while it sometimes felt sprawling and

sloppy on a larger stage at the Tarragon, the

tiny Poor Alex cabaret space, with its immedi-

ate access to the audience, made it easier to

play into the DVD-watching premise.

With material like this. Sable and Batalion

will never need bling-bling or pimped rides

to remain perennial Fringe favourites—and

dat's fo' real.—YS

The Magnificent Robertsons

Written by Lisa Brooke and Alex

Kane

Robert Gill Theatre

Rating: WWW

I cannot deny that 1 am bored with

plays that tell the story of how a

struggling theatre company tries

their darndest to put on a show. If

a company does choose to follow

this well-trodden path, there really

has to be a bigger twist than the old

geometric love triangle.

There wasn't anything all that

wrong with The Magnificent Robert-

sons (helmed by and starring local

Second City vets), which employed

the tried and true first-person nar-

rative, this time from the point of view of

the director's wife and stage manager, Mar-

sha Robertson (Lisa Brooke). Using actors

coming in and out of tableaux, she tells the

story of how her son became involved with a

struggling community theatre in Oshawa.
The characters were true to certain actor/

director stereotypes, but eventually I really

just stopped caring about what was going

on. A highlight was a little bit of edge courte-

sy of the character Alan Sabian, continually

typecast by the color of his skin.

For those who have been involved in com-

munity theatre, this show certainly reso-

nates. But just because it looks likes fun to

perform doesn't mean it's fun to watch.—JS

The Making of Jurassic Parii: The Musical

Written by Scott Andrews, Scott Sykes,

Darryl Hinds

Rating: WW ?

Tarragon Theatre Mainspace

Although the title may misleadingly sug-

gest a full-blown hour of song and dance,

prehistoric style, what the three-man pro-

duction does present is equally as entertain-

ing. Sketch comedy troupe Electric Boogaloo

recreates the experience of watching a pre-

production featurette for the titular fictional

musical.

Solipsistic director Patrick's interaction

with musical director Andrew and head rap-

tor Timmy is delightfully one-dimensional.

However, the way sensitive Andrew and

Timmy react with the temperamental Patrick

is really where the fun starts.

Timmy, having known Andrew and Patrick

from a previous production in which he was

cast as a dancing spoon, is the most effemi-

nate and untalented prancing velociraptor to

ever grace the stage. The first ten minutes in

which we encounter Timmy are hilarious and

encourages inappropriately loud laughter,

but the momentum isn't quite maintained

throughout (although the remainder of the

show is still cute and clever).

More actual music and dancing would

have kept up the pace, but maybe that's

too much to expect from three dudes in a

Fringe play. Regardless, it's clear these guys

had an awesome time putting together the

show, and that carries over to the audience

experience.

Clearly, any collaborators who work in

both bathroom humour (Patrick threatens

to eat Andrew's fingers and excrete them, so

he will play with poopy fingers) and a full-

cast song and dance preview (featuring a di-

(Above:) Tim Bolen, Elan Farbiarz, and Dave Laysley preach an abridged version of The Bible

(Below left:) Fringe king TJ Dawe recounts wage-slave woes in The Shp-Knot

(Below right:) Where the wild things are: The cast of The Zool(eeper's Lovesong

nosaur aria) isn't in it for the glory so much
as the unabashed fun.—BR

The Slip-Knot

Written and performed by TJ Dawe
Robert Gill Theatre

Rating: WWW

Over the past few years, TJ Dawe has

become better known for directing friend

Charles Ross' brilliant Fringe hits One-Man

Star Wars and One-Man Lord ofthe Rings than

he has for his own work. Back with his own
show, Dawe proves why he was a festival vet-

eran long before Luke Skywalker and Frodo

took the stage.

In the The Slip-Knot, he tells the stories

of three dead-end jobs from his past (truck

driver, Canada Post mail tracker. Shoppers

Drug Mart stock boy) with honesty and wit,

intertwining the tales in a fast-talking, high-

energy saga that doesn't let up for a second

throughout its 90-minute run.

Amidst musings on suburban drivers, post-

al regulations, and drugstore euphemisms,

the show finds its heart in side plots—a teen-

aged long-distance relationship, a quest to

sell a used van, and an attempt to find a place

to live in pre-condo-mania Toronto—that

manage to capture the moments of humanity

amongst days of meaningless labour.

With nothing but his voice, body, and a

few great stories, Dawe holds his audience

captive, giving a performance that is a tes-

tament to just how effective great acting,

backed by a sparkling script, can be—even

without Jedis or hobbits.—YS

Soap Opera

Written by Ralph Pape

The Poor Alex Theatre

Rating: VWWW

Ralph Pape, Samuel Beckett is on the

phone, and he's pissed. Not only did you

rip off his existential masterpiece Play, you

effectively turned his grand slam into a

strikeout.

Soap Opera, which gives no credit (offi-

cial or otherwise) to Beckett's conceptually

identical 1964 work, presents the audience

with the disconnected confessions of a shat-

tered love triangle. Lucy, Johnny, and Sharon

pronounce their woes to an omnipresent in-

terlocutor through a series of monologues

which in time reveals their lame, overly

simplistic, and idiotically emotional circum-

stances which led them all to be stuck in

their current state.

Of the three actors on stage, only Carolyn

Goff (Sharon) looked liked she was talented

enough to deserve something better. Sui Ta

(Lucy) seemed to just be blandly reciting

lines and Teza Lwin (Johnny) came off as

way too gay to be a believable heterosexual

threat.

Directorial choices were boring as well.

Where Beckett trapped his dead souls inside

giant urns, director Bernadette Jones had

her trio perched on stools. Costumes were

especially unexciting considering two of the

three were supposed to have died violently.

Why not make them actually look dead,

complete with gaping gunshot wounds and

tons of blood? Jones misses multiple oppor-

tunities to make this flawed theatrical fraud

visually interesting.

The last and largest problem with this

miserable misappropriation is that Lucy isn't

actually dead. She survives the violent im-

plosion—but how, or better yet, why is she

imprisoned in another plane of existence

with Johnny and Lucy? At least Beckett's

absurdity was consistent.—JB

Thirteen Over Seven

Written By Jes Watson

The Poor Alex Theatre

Rating: VWW

What do you do when the play you've writ-

ten for the Fringe isn't quite ready? Well, if

you're playwright Jes Watson, the answer is:

burn the sucker and go the improv route.

The rules of Thirteen Over Seven are

simple: upon entering the theatre, audience

members complete a survey detailing what

they would like to see on stage. Comic duo

Watson and Mark Andrada are bound to

fulfill as many of these requests as time

permits; they can never shirk, and they can

never decline.

With help from the lighting and sound tech,

a smoke machine and half a dozen bottles of

cheap champagne (distributed to the crowd

freely throughout the course of the perfor-

mance), the brave and ridiculously talented

duo plunge headlong into the strange and

downright disturbing imaginations of their

audience.

The result is a dark collage of short im-

proved pieces tied together by a casual,

off-the-cuff dialogue with the audience that

was part AA meeting and part parlour game.

All of it succeeds at being incredibly enter-

taining and funny, and some of it actually

borders on sheer genius.

Over the course of two performances (it's

never the same twice), I was treated to an

interpretive dance piece depicting the rise

and fall of the British Empire, partial nudity

(male and female), something being thrown

incredibly hard, a spontaneous break-out

into The Price is Right (complete with audi-

ence members being called to "Come on

down!"), a backflip, a hilariously moving

clown piece set to "On My Own" from Les

Miserables, a swift kick to the shins, a

reviewer from the National Post being

forced to write his review on stage, an

actual spiritual breakthrough, a Tony

Danza impression, and multiple glasses

of free bubbly.

Call it an open-format stage play,

user-based improv—or better yet, a

theatrical anomaly—either way Thir-

teen Over Seven succeeds in ways it

likely never even intended to. Bravo

—

easily the best play I saw at the 2005

Fringe Festival.—JB

Wonkytalky

Written and directed by Jimmy Hogg

Tarragon Extra Space

Rating VWvW

Wonkytalky is a cute, and funny clown

piece about three children who exist in their

own universe. Self-sufficient between their

fridge, TV, and shared bed, they communi-

cate with each other in a strange childish

version of English, which has been nicely

constructed to seem foreign yet understand-

able at the same time.

The three children, played by Emily Wurts,

Mark Andrada, and Tricia Braun are hilari-

ous as they jockey for control of the televi-

sion ("division") remote control ("sponge")

and argue over whether to have vegetables

("veges") or hamburgers ("burgers") for

dinner.

Their innocent paradise is shattered one

day when the television inexplicably and

unexpectedly breaks down, and a stranger,

played by writer/director Jimmy Hogg, is

called in to try to help them. What follows

is a hilarious interaction between the clowns

and the visitor which concludes with an awe-

some nod to Gulliver's Travels.

Although Hogg's script is nearly airtight,

his acting left much to be desired. His

rushed lines and poor delivery missed the

bar which had been set pretty high by the

other three. However, the brilliant score

written and performed live onstage by Mark

Volelsang was a splendid distraction from

this minor flaw.—JB

The Zookeeper's Lovesong

Written and directed by Johnnie Walker

Helen Gardiner Phelan Playhouse

Rating: VWvW

U of T Drama student Johnnie Walker's

play is comprised of whimsical and quirky

characters: an imaginary hippie zookeeper

who sings witty and melodious songs, a Hol-

lywood b-actor who has lost the limelight,

and a lovesick literate teen. These are the

cornerstones of the play and they're cer-

tainly loveable.

The problem is that not much happens

with them. We learn little tidbits about

all the characters that seem rather dispa-

rate and wonder how they are all going to

coalesce. When they finally do, it comes as

a disappointment that there wasn't some
grand purpose for it all.

Plot notwithstanding, the humor and

acting is right on the mark. The mockery
of the mother/daughter relationship is par-

ticularly amusing—the mother's nagging

whine is blood-curdling. The Zookeeper

himself is charming as he strolls around the

stage narrating, singing, and charming the

teen. And he's got a nice voice.—JS
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Classifieds

HELP WANTED

WANTED: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

FOR MARKETING POSITION

In IT company, P/T or F/T, work visa +

salar\' + residence + car. Piione to inquire:

416-994-8324.

RUSSIAN BUSINESSMAN

Is interested in better understanding the

Canadian market (Eastern Canada). I will

be arriving in Toronto near the end of July

and will require someone with knowledge

of general business procedures and a

familiarity with the Toronto area. Potential

applicant could be a local student. This

person should have general business and

real estate knowledge and should also

prepared to act as a local guide. Com-

pensation for 7 days 150$/day (Can.) and

all other expenses will be paid. Contact:

gorbun@sp.ru Alex Gorbunov

APARTMENT FOR RENT

ON EUCLID AVE.

Just north of Bloor. Three bedroom with

kitchen and bathroom. Five minute walk

to Subway Available September 2005.

Can be shared. Very quiet atmosphere.

No smokers /no pets. Inquires: (416) 535-

4295.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

PRIVATE TUTORING IN ESL INCLUD-

ING TOESL

Strong emphasis on reading comprehen-

sion and writing skills. Tutoring in French

also available. Lessons $35 per hour.

Contact Patricia Bishop at 416-922-2804.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per se.ssion). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

PROFESSIONAL EDITING

Ensure that your manuscript uses cor-

rect spelling, grammar, and punctua-

tion. Let us strengthen your paper with

consistent style and formatting. Contact

avansys@sympatico.ca

PROOFREAD & EDIT

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Teach English
Overseas

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of SatisFied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

ESL Teacher Training Courses

Intensive 60-Hour Program

Classroom Management Techniques

Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

]ob Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240 / 1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordseininars.coin www.oxfordseininar5.com

^'^ VARSITY

CCESS LEG
ERVICES

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student

rate: $7.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line

(up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold

type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or

send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6.

Deadline for next issue: August 25 . Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

25 years of negotiation

experience specializing in

OSAP / Student
Loan Dispute

Call: C416) 733-8880

Royal Caribbean Auditions
We are auditioning singers and dancers who will poilray parts between the ages

of 18-40. Everyone auditioning must bring a current picture and resume.

Vocally, we are looking for Sopranos and Altos who belt/mix to an F, Tenors

who have a solid Bb and Lyric Baritones who sing comfortably up to an A.

Toronto, July 20th & July 21th

fiC fl PflffT Of Ti!£ SHOIU!

Dancers — Our choreographers will

teach you a short, challenging combina-

tion. Must be technically trained and

have a strong background in Jazz.

Singers — Come prepared with your

best 16 bai-s of a ballad and uptempo.

Stylistically, must be able to sing

Contemporary Broadway, Rap/Rock,

and R&B. Sheet music required in the

proper key. Also, come prepared to

dance.

Toronto
Metro Movement

833 Broadview Ave., 2nd FL

Wednesday, July 20th — Singers

Sign in 9: 1 5am Auditions: 9:45am

Thursday, July 21st— Dancers

Sign in i •.30pm Auditions: 2:00pm

We offer:

Six-month performance contracts

Paid rehearsal period

Guest cruise privileges

Professional working environment

Contemporary stage productions

Excellent salaries

Also accepting resumes for:

• Stage & Production Managers

• Cruise Directors

• Sound & Light Technicians

For more informalion visit us online at:

royalcaribbeanproductions.com
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Indy brings the thunder during heatwave

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Steam rose and tempers flared

as cars crashed into tire walls,

bumped other cars, or ran out

of gas at Exhibition Place just

over a week ago. Spectators and
media alike were buzzing with

excitement when the checkered

flag finally ended the race and a

certain Englishman found him-

self in the winner's circle.

RuSport Racing driver Justin

Wilson of Great Britain was the

victor at the twentieth running

of the Molson Indy Toronto on

July 10. He started third on the

grid behind Sebastian Bourdais

and Canadian Paul Tracy, but

moved up after Bourdais had

tire problems and Tracy ran out

of gas halfway through the race.

"I am very excited for RuS-

ports," said Wilson after bring-

ing this relatively new team its

first Champ Car victpry. "1 was
pretty confident in this race that

everything was running clean."

Oriol Servia of Spain ended

up in second place by race's end
and Quebec's Alex Tagliani made
it onto the podium by finishing

third. Andrew Ranger, the third

Canadian in the race, had car

troubles near the end of the race

and did not finish.

From a roving fan's perspec-

tive, the most exciting spot

of the track to watch the race

from is near Turn 10. One can

actually get more than a split-

second view of the cars here, as

they have to slow down to take

the turn, and this spot is where

much of the passing in the race

occurs.

The collision between Bour-

dais and Tracy on lap 34 was the

most controversial and exciting

moment of the race. Bourdais

ended up with a sliced tire and

Tracy lost part of his front wing,

but continued to drive with the

damage until he ran out of fuel

on lap 57.

To this day Bourdais blames

Tracy for the incident, but many
race analysts believe Bourdais

to have been in the wrong. Justin Wilson, left, winner of the Molson Indy, celebrates post-race with second-place finisher Oriol Servia, right

Speed demon worthy of recognition "Gulu March":

a view from the

ground floor

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Sigrid Ziegler has been burning

up the track on her wheels for the

last three summers, setting re-

cords in the process; however, she

and her sport inexplicably remain

virtually unknown on campus and

in the community. Time for this

travesty to end.

Ziegler is a member of the na-

tional inline speed skating team

and a part of Team Lion Canada, a

group of professional skaters who
race against the fastest pavement

phenoms in the world. The fourth-

year U of T student admits that

inline speed skating (ISS) has not

caught on quickly in Canada, but

notes that the sport is taking off in

other parts of the world.

"Unfortunately for the moment
this sport is pretty small in Cana-

da, but inline speed skating is huge

VARSITY»Continued from page 1

"The first phase of the project has

been thoroughly costed by the uni-

versity and we are confident that it

will come under budget," said Bruce

Kidd, dean of the Faculty of Phys. Ed.

And Health. "We are confident that

by a year from now we will be able to

open the facility."

Funding for the other phases of

the project has not been attained

yet, but those involved with the

project are confident that private do-

nors and corporate sponsors will be

found to provide the needed capital.

Only sponsors who are acceptable

to university's ethics policies will

be allowed to sponsor the new build-

ings or buy naming rights to the new
stadium.

"We have to be as entrepreneurial

as we can, but ethical at the same

time by recognizing the values of the

in South America," says Ziegler. It

is also big in Europe, and this sport

has taken off like crazy in China

and Korea, with many pro teams

coming from these countries."

The speedstress is currently the

Ontario champion and the Ontario

record holder in the 200m race.

She recently finished first in sever-

al events at the Outdoor Provincial

Championships.

ISS races can either take the

form of a time trial, in which com-

petitors try to beat the best time

posted, or can feature dozens of

competitors on a single track or

road duking it out for a medal.

Currently there are ISS world

championships, international

events, national events, and the

Pan Am Games and World Games
also include this type of competi-

tion. This year the big event, the

world championship, is being held

in China and Ziegler will be there to

university. We want to get a sponsor

who will make the university feel

proud," commented Kidd. "Tobacco

and alcohol companies are ruled out

by policy."

Kidd realizes that many professors

and students alike are wary of selling

sponsorship and naming rights, but

says that they are necessary evils for

a project of this magnitude. He real-

izes the economic realities that this

school faces and is not under the

illusion that governments, students,

or alumni will be able to foot the con-

struction bill.

"Governments have told us that

they are not interested in funding

this project and U of t has used up its

borrowing capacity," said Kidd. "We
would much rather name the stadi-

um to honour an alumnus or pay for

the project through philanthropy,

and it would be terrific if the student

body said they want Varsity Stadium

show the globe what she can do.

"This is my first trip to the World

Championships. I will be racing

all events there in the hopes of

gaining lots of world-class racing

experience," says Ziegler. "I am
expecting personal best times in

the sprints and to be a part of the

10km points and 10km, 15km, and

20km elimination finals. I hope this

experience will bring me one step

closer to winning a medal at the

Pan Am Games in 2007 in Rio de

Janeiro and the World Champion-

ships in 2007 in Bogota, Colombia.

Ziegler is currently seeking fund-

ing and sponsorship for the World

Championships, which start on the

first of September. Send an email to

sports@thevarsity.ca if you would

like more information on how to

aid Sigrid in her quest for global

domination, and read The Varsity

in September for more on ISS and

Sigrid Ziegler.

to be a sponsorship-free facility, but

it's a very difficult business."

On the other hand, the dean is

optimistic that the new stadium,

complete with giant dome, will be

able to provide students and the

community many more hours of us-

age than the current field.

"From the middle of November to

mid-March we will have a bubble

covering the field," reveals Kidd. The

bubble technology has improved

over the last twenty years and it will

dramatically increase usage."

Diamond + Schmitt Architects,

Inc. and Ellerbe Beckett, an Ameri-

can company, have been hired as

consultants for the building project

now that it has received the go-

ahead from Governing Council. If

all goes well, when students start

the 2006-2007 school year they will

have a brand new stadium to call

their own.

Marisse Roco

VARSITY STAFF

Here is a minute-by-minute

breakdown of how the walk went

down for me, a willing and active

participant.

8:45: There are 150 people gath-

ered to walk 12.5 km all the way
from Victoria Park subway station to

Nathan Philips Square. I'm late and

worried that 1 will have to run along

the Danforth alone.

9:00: Thankfully, the group has

not left yet. 1 join Matt, our beloved

Sports editor, in the parking lot. A
sea of bright orange t-shirts, arm-

bands, and enthusiastic Gulu Walk

participants are anxiously congre-

gated, awaiting the arrival of Adrian

and Kieran.

9:15: Adrian and Kieran arrive.

Matt and I are eager to get moving

on this beautiful night. We begin

to march the 12.5km and are both

pumped and ready to roll.

9:45: Well-wishers cheer us on

as we pass. Some people from the

march are handing postcards that

read "Help End Poverty" and urg-

ing people to sign the petition at

www.guluwalk.com. Others are stop-

ping off at Tim Horton's and Baskin

Robbins for drinks and ice cream.

"I don't think Ugandan children do

that," I remark. Matt nods. We've cut

back on talking to preserve energy.

10:15: 1 have no idea how Ugandan

children do this day in and day out.

12.5 km is a lot farther than I thought

it was. It's only been 6 km. Little

children riding in wagons smirk as

they pass me. A film crew is run-

ning along ahead. I don't know how
anyone could run - let alone walk- in

this heat.

10:40: The group has stopped at

the Viaduct so that stragglers (like

Matt and 1) can catch up with the

rest of the group. Everyone is sur-

prisingly cheery and energetic. A
group of women break out into tra-

ditional African dance. We clap our

hands and cheer along. Matt and 1

feel a burst of sudden revitalization.

10.50: One onlooker turns to me
as we pass and asks, "Where are

you all from?" Someone calls from

behind - "We're from Uganda!" The

bystander stares at me suspiciously.

"You don't look African, " he replies.

My Filipino ancestors would have to

agree.

11:20: All 150 of us have made it to

Nathan Philips Square. I am thirsty

and exhausted. Adrian and Kieran

settle down for a few hours of rest

before they begin this trek all over

again. 1 am in awe of their determina-

tion. A few people pose for pictures

with the Ugandan flag and proclaim

"Help End Poverty!"

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca
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Low-income Students
"

to get $i6M in grants

SAC, CFS APPLAUD MOVE

Candice Debi

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Some students may be wel-

comed back to school this year
with a big fat cheque. Rookie
Minister of Training, Colleges and
Universities Chris Bentley has
announced funding for grants

earmarked for 16,000 low-income
first-year students entering uni-

versity or college. Students will

receive up to $3,000 towards their

tuition this fall from the new Mille-

nium-Ontario Access Grants and,

since most of these students will

also qualify for the Canada Access
Grant, the two grants will amount
to $6,000, covering first year's tu-

ition in full.

Bentley, who made the an-

nouncement early last week, says
it was important for these grants
to be available now. "Students
with low income are half as likely

to attend post secondary institu-

tions." he said. Due to the elimina-

tion of the Ontario Grant Program
in 1994 by former NDP premier
Bob Rae, students who have bor-

rowed more than $5,000 for post-

secondary education has quadru-

pled from 40,000 in 1992-1993 to

over 163,000 the following year.

Student groups across campus
have applauded this long-awaited

reinvestment in education, and
hope it is the first of many steps

towards making post-secondary
education more accessible. Of spe-

cial concern is the $1.5 billion set

aside by the federal government
for provinces to reduce tuition.

During the controversial Martin-

Layton deal in the 2005 federal

budget, $1.5 billion was designat-

ed for tuition fee reduction, but

whether or not this money ever

reaches the provinces is yet to be
seen.

Jesse Greener, Ontario Chairper-

son of the Canadian Federation of

Students, says the cash from the

feds "gives [the] Ontario govern-
ment the ability to increase num-
bers of grants and move forward
on the extension of the tuition

freeze and reduction."

But Bentley is cautious of using
money we don't yet have. "There
has been much talk about the $1.5

billion from the budget amend-
ments, but no province or territory

has seen one penny of that money
and there is some question as to

whether anybody will see any of

that money. In the mean time.

Premier McGuinty has committed
$6.2 billion to education [as part

of the McGuinty Reaching Higher

SEE 'BENTLEY' -PG 2

CBC's trash is

CIUT's treasure

Tabassum SiddiquI

ARTS EDITOR

Students missing the dulcet tones of

Andy Barrie when they turn on their

radios first thing in the morning will

be able to hear the CBC radio host

on campus airwaves starting next

week.

Barrie and a team of CBC produc-

ers and technicians from radio, tele-

vision, and the cbc.ca website will

be working with U of T's ClUT 89.5

FM to produce and air a two-hour

daily local morning program called

Toronto Unlocked starting Septem-

ber 5 from 6 to 8 a.m. The program is

expected to continue daily through-

out the ongoing CBC lockout.

The public broadcaster locked

out 5.500 employees belonging to

the Canadian Media Guild on Au-

gust 15 after negotiations for a new
contract broke down. CMG mem-
bers have been walking the picket

line since, and some employees
have started blogs and podcasts

while CBC television and radio gets

by on reruns and patched-together

broadcasts.

Barrie, host of CBC Radio's Metro
Morning, Toronto's top-rated morn-
ing show, will be joined by program
regulars Jim Curran (traffic), Kevin

Sylvester (sports), Jill Dempsey
(news), and Here and Noiv's Matt

Galloway (entertainment) on Toron-

to Unlocked.

SEE 'ClUT' -PG

2
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Two students (presumably) find inventive uses for the courtyard of the Bahen Centre for Information Technology. Rest up: classes

begin September 12.

//BRAIN GAIN

Media Star Michael

IgnatiefF returns to

UofT
Bruce Harpham

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Human rights scholar Michael Ig-

natieff is coming home to Canada.

After spending most of his career

in the United States and the UK,

Ignatieff, 48, is leaving his post

as Director of the Carr Centre for

Human Rights Policy at Harvard
University to fill the equally pres-

tigious role of Chancellor Jack-

man Visiting Professor in Human
Rights Policy at the University of

Toronto.

Ignatieff, will be a fellow at the

Munk Centre for International

Studies, advising graduate stu-

dents and teaching an undergrad-

uate political science course on
human rights and intervention, as

well as delivering a series of public

lectures. Janice Stein, a fellow at

the Munk Centre, had nothing but

praise for Ignatieff: "He will bring

to the Munk Centre a critical mind.

an unwillingness to accept conven-

tional wisdom... [and] a deep ap-

preciation of the complexities that

"He will bring to the Munk
Centre a critical mind, an

unwillingness to accept

conventional wisdom. .

."

we live with."

The Toronto born academic and
writer is internationally known for

his books on human rights, terror-

ism and international politics. One
of his recent books. The Lesser

Evil: Political Ethics in Age of Ter-

ror, explored the relationship be-

tween combatting terrorism and
human rights in democratic soci-

eties. Ignatieff is also a frequent

contributor to newspapers such
as the New York Times. In addi-

tion, Ignatieff has worked for the

BBC and worked as a journalist

in Rwanda and Kosovo. His 1988

book. The Russian Album, won the

Governor General's Award for non-
fiction. Several Canadian newspa-
pers have been rife with specula-

tion about whether Ignatieff might
pursue a political career. The aca-

demic is widely admired in Liberal

party circles and is known to have
campaigned for the Liberals when
he was growing up in Canada. How-
ever, he only came third in an An-
gus-Reid poll of who voters see as

Prime Minister Martin's successor.

Ignatieff has a bachelor's and
honorary doctor of sacred let-

ters degrees from the University

of Toronto and a doctorate from
Harvard. He is the son of former
Trinity College provost and Ca-

nadian diplomat George Ignatieff,

who also served as the Canadian
ambassador to the United Nations
and served of chancellor of U of T
from 1980 to 1986.
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WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.
(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

Teach English Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

» Comprehensive Teaching Materials

« Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924-3240 1 1-800-779-1779

w\AAA/.oxfordsem inars .COm

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply on-line'

OMSAS w\,mou3C.on,ca/omsas/

!• Ontario Medical School Application Service

'

1 I' 1 September 15, 2005: Last day foi regisienng for

! October 3, 2005: Application Deadline

wvvw.ouacon.ca/olsas/ OLSAS

Ontario Law School Application Service

November 1, 2005: Apphcaiicn deadlir.s - First year

May 1, 2006: Application deadline - Upper years

TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/
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Copps: "diversity" will save

China-West relations
Nitzan Rotenberg

The China Research Association held

the second in a series of conferences

on "the imminent collapse of commu-
nism in China" on August 5. Featured

speakers were invited to discuss

"The Nine Commentaries on the Com-
munist Party," a series of remarks on

the internal and external activities of

the Chinese Communist Party (CCP),

which was originally published in

The Epoch Times, a worldwide news-

paper network largely distributed in

mainland China.

"Mao understood that culture is

inexplicably linked to both language

and religion," Sheila Copps, former

Deputy Prime Minister of Canada,

told the audience at the Bahen Cen-

tre for Information Technology. She

argued that the suppression of funda-

mental freedoms of expression and

religion is used as an instrument to

both maintain uniformity and further

entrench the legitimacy of the CCP.

Examples were the "replacement of

traditional music with homage to the

communist party" and "Chinese his-

tory with party history."

"There is a deep importance to cul-

tural diversity," Ms. Copps told the

listeners, outlining the necessity of

pluralism and democracy. "Nuclear

shields will not save us; building a

wall around our sameness will not

save us, but diversity will."

Multiple speakers cited the per-

secution of the Falun Gong spiritual

movement as an example of the

current intolerance of the Chinese

government. Professor Frank Xie of

Drexel University referred to the sup-

pression as "internal bleeding."

"We have a government, a small

group of people who are denying the

people of China many fundamental

freedoms . . . and yet the world is run-

ning at breakneck speed to China to

do business," Senator Di Nino told

the audience. The economic rela-

tionship between China and other

nations is one dictated by "which of

[these] countries are soft on human

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

BENTLEY'- FROM PAGE 1

plan unveiled in the 2005 Budget]

and we're very busy making sure

those monies ensure access and
improve the quality [of post-sec-

ondary education]. The Premier's

money wasn't just promised; it's

real money and it's rolling out and
improving the student experience

now," said Bentley.

But this may all change by this

time next year, as the tuition freeze

is set to be lifted in 2006. Rising

tuition fees mean McGuinty's $6.2

billion investment, out of which
the Millenium Grants will be paid,

will only make a dent in the bar-

rier to accessing post-secondary

education.

Even more important is keeping

tuition regulated. SAC Vice-Presi-

dent Jen Hassum said she believed

President Naylor will be propos-
ing a deregulation of tuition that

would raise tuition fees by ten to

15 per cent, and SAC says they

will be lobbying hard against this

move. "You're going to be seeing

us on campus asking students to

send postcards and sign petitions

[against the proposed deregula-

tion] to send to MPPs and Dalton

McGuinty," said Hassum.
Bentley, who has already spent

some time meeting student groups,

said students should "rest assured,

the message has been heard" when
it comes to reducing tuition fees.

"For the last 12 years neither the

provincial nor the federal govern-

ment has been prepared to make
an investment [in post-second-

ary education]. Because of this

tuition has increased," said Bent-

ley. While he admits this, however,

he has yet to make a decision as

to whether or not the increase in

fees will continue or if the prov-

ince will deicide to deregulate

tuition. "We don't have a govern-

ment position yet. We are going to

sit down and hear from students,

parents, prospective employers,

[and] universities so that at the

end of the day we have a system

that is accessible for all.

"

Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities Chris Bentley doesn't believe students

should rely on the much-publicized $1.5 billion windfall from Ottavi/a: "No one has seen

one penny of that money and there is some question whether anybody ever will."

ClUT' - FROM PAGE 1

"The hundreds of thousands of

people who depend on us every

morning aren't getting the show
they deserve, since the CBC has

locked us out. We miss our micro-

phones and our listeners, and thank

ClUT for letting us volunteer our

services to do what we love best,"

Barrie said in a statement.

The unique partnership with ClUT
is being hailed as a new lease on life
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for CBC employees left dormant by

the lockout. The collaboration is

also beneficial for ClUT, as the com-
munity radio station may very well

find itself in the position of having

the top morning show in the city if

enough of Metro Morning's usual

listeners tune in.

"CBC's local morning program-

ming had a huge audience and, to

the credit of all involved, served a

great public good. During this dis-

pute, this audience is not being sat-

isfied and the need for local infor-

mation programming is not being

met. Both ClUT and the CBC occupy
public airwaves, so we are pleased

that some CBC producers and tech-

nicians have volunteered to con-

tinue to provide local programming
for listeners in Toronto on ClUT,"

said ClUT station manager Brian

Burchell.

The CBC and CMG resumed nego-

tiations yesterday, but the two sides

still have a long way to go before

reaching an agreement, said CBC
management spokesperson Jason

MacDonald, explaining that about

40 key parts of the union's contract

with the broadcaster still need to be

negotiated. The main issue at stake

is job security.

MacDonald said CBC manage-
ment has no issues with its employ-

ees working alongside ClUT during

the lockout.

"Clearly our journalists all have

a deep commitment to what they

do... If they want to do those sorts

of things while they're locked out,

they're entitled to. But the focus

needs to be on working towards an

agreement. . . and getting back to do-

ing the things we do (at CBC)," he

said.

Canadian Media Guild spokes-

person Arnold Amber is more effu-

sive about the project, saying that

similar partnerships are currently

under way in Calgary and other

cities across Canada. "When the

CBC locked out 5,500 employees,

it locked out an incredible num-
ber of talented people who love to

broadcast, and it unleashed all this

incredible energy and power, and

we believe that it's all to the good,"

Amber said last night.

"If you're a public broadcaster,

you want to keep the voice of pub-

lic broadcasting alive. We're very

happy and excited that they're do-

ing it."

Toronto Unlocked begins airing on

ClUT 89.5 FM Monday (Sept. 5) morning

at 6 a.m. Stay tuned to The Varsity\or an

upcoming feature about your campus

station and its newfound programming.
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rights violations." Mr. Erping Zhang,

a Harvard Mason Fellow and the Ex-

ecutive Director of the .Association

for .Asian Research told the listeners.

.A former Chinese security offi-

cial, who was speaking for the first

time since his defection, described

the labor camps and the methods
of brainwashing used on the Falun

Gong, such as sleep deprivation and
electric shocks, which he had seen

administered to a 15-year-old girl.

Many of the products exported by
China-among them Christmas orna-

ments-are produced in these camps.

The Nine Commentaries "exposed

the nature of the CCP," the former se-

curity official told listeners through a

translator. "The opposing principles

that govern human nature and the

universe." leave the "tottering regime

. . bound to self-destruct."

Prof. Xie described emerging

evidence that suggests that "gov-

ernment reported GDP [in China]

is fabricated." According to Xie, the

enthusiasm of foreign investors con-

cerning China is founded in the GDP's

"supercharged" growth.

"China is not strong in the sense

that the people of china are behind

them," Senator Di Nino told listeners.

"Eventually, it is my strong belief that

the Chinese people will solve the

problem."

//NEWS BRIEFS

Cuban beat goes on,

despite Canadian weather

The Canadian-Cuban Friendship As-

sociation's Toronto chapter kicked

off its tenth anniversary celebration

on Saturday at Nathan Philips Square.

Salsa in the City Square has become
an annual tradition, featuring perfor-

mances from Cuban and Latin Jazz

groups, as well as speeches by both

politicians and representatives of

the Cuban government.

Although some unwelcome rain

may have dampened people's shoes,

it did not dampen their spirits.

Visitors danced to music provided

by Pablo Terry and his band Sol de

Cuba, and some were even treated

to salsa lessons. Hungry friends of

Cuba treated themselves to samosas
and Cuban beer.

Notably present were many left-

wing and socialist groups, including

Socialist Action and the Toronto Fo-

rum on Cuba, with booths providing

music, books and other informa-

tion on Cuban politics and culture,

notably on topics relating to Cuba's

relations with the United States. Ban-

ners and posters calling for and end

to the American embargo on Cuba
were ubiquitous.

Guest speakers scheduled to take

h i
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part in the event included Liberal

M.P. Jean Augustine, city councilor

Joe Mihevc, and Counsel General of

Cuba in Toronto Laureano Cardoso.

Javier Gonzalez, a Cuban student

at U of T did not attend, but said he

believed Canada should continue its

"cultural and economic interaction"

with Cuba and not imitate the United

States' policy. He also said that "Can-

ada should be a more vocal critic of

Cuba's human rights violations.

"[We should look at Cuba] as a

beautiful country with vast human
potential that is being squandered

by poor government."

According to the Arts and Science

Student Union, U of T currently has

no exchange program with any Cu-
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GROUP 1

Cnfem; Preference will be given to undergraduate students who

are enrolled Ln a course in Bengali language/literature (cun-ently

NEW 211Y - Introduction to Bengali, aid NEW 311Y - Readings

in Bengali Literature), and have demonstrated a fair

understanding of the Bengali language through course \wrk.

Financial need will also be considered.

Value of Award: Up to $1000, paid after the successful

completion of the couree.

GROUP 2

Cnterw; .Vlust be an undergraduate or graduate student who is

pufiuing study or research related to Bengal, and who intends to

study in India/Bangladesh for a ininimum period of 24 weeks

(about six months) at one of the following universities; Viswa-

Bharati, RabindraBharati, Jadavpur, Calcutta, arid Dhaka. Other

recogni/ed institutions of learning/training in Bangladesh/India

wiU also be considered. Successful applicants must be able to

demoiistrate fluency in Bengali bnguage. Financial need will

also be considered.

Value of Award: S3500 (Students who stay in India/Bangladesh

beyond the 24 week minimum may be awarded an additional

$50 per week, to a maximum additional amount of $1500,)

For more information, or to apply to thi.s award, please email askffartsci.uloronto.ca

or visit www.3rtsandscience.utoronto.ca/schfjlarshlps/marchl5/chakravarty.shlml

ban schools or with the Cuban gov-

ernment.

-COLIN ROBERT ELLIS

U of T hosts conference on

Darfur quagmire

The Sudanese Canadian Human
Rights Organization hosted a dis-

cussion called The Human Rights

Situation in Darfur at Woodsworth
College on August 20th. Speakers

Ali Dinar, President-EIect of the

University of Pennsylvania and Su-

danese Studies Association and Dr.

Mohammed Ibrahaim of the Ameri-

can Friends Service Committee
spoke about the ongoing humani-

tarian situation in Darfur. Discus-

sion topics included the ongoing

political negotiations between the

rebels and the Sudanese govern-

ment as well as the Sudanese Immi-

grants in Diaspora.

-CAROYLN HARRIS

UNIVERSITY^ TORONTO

BANGLA STUDIES AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

South Asian Studies Program

The teaching of Bangla language and literature as credit courses

began in September 1998. Currently, the following two courses are

offered each year:

a) Introduction to Bengali, NEW 211Y (for beginners who

do not know how to read and write the Bengali script).

b) Readings in Bengali Literature, NEW 311Y (for students

with some skills in reading and writing Bengali).

Introduction

The Bengali language is among the half-dozen most widely spoken

languages in the world, and can claim one of the richest modern

literatures. In the multifarious Indian subcontinent, more people

speak Bengali as their mother language than any other language.

Bengali could be the foundation, at the University of Toronto,

for learning other Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi, Punjabi,

Gujarati, Marathi and Sanskrit, India's classical language.

People of Bengal and the Bengali literature have played a leading

role in Indian Renaissance and India's Independence movements.

Four of India's Nobel Laureates are from Calcutta, West Bengal.

The Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore was the first Nobel

Laureate (1913) of non-European origin.

Students from other Institutions

It can be possible for students from other universities in Ontario

(like York, Ryerson, McMaster, Brock, Guelph, Waterloo, etc.)

to study Bengali at the University of Toronto (U of T) and take

credit(s) toward their degrees without paying any extra fees to U
ofT or elsewhere. Students should talk to their own universities,

where they are registered, and to the South Asian Studies Program,

U ofT for the necessary arrangements for credit transfer.

Financial Assistance

Richly endowed Dipty Chakravarty Bursaries are available to

eligible part-time or full-time students, for studying Bengali at

U ofT and university-approved institutions in Bangladesh or India.

For more information please contact Nancy Garvie at 416-978-5404

or nancy.garvie@utoronto.ca .

Learn Bengali. Go to Bangladesh/India for

further erudition.

Have a unique and cherished experience.
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Gun violence coverage: a

response to your demand
It is a simple fact that news media
operates on the principle of sup-

ply and demand. Despite news
journalism's supposedly inherent

commitment to the objective com-
munication of current events, the

teeny-tiny content scrawling across

CTV Newsnet (and CBC Newsworld,

in less conflicted times) has un-

doubtedly been picked from the

produce aisles of potential stories

by Adam Smith's invisible hand.

News events are fondled to as-

sess their freshness, like so many
ripe avocados at the A&P. And,

while thirty of the bunch may be

perfectly plump, there is only ever

room for one or two of them in

Aunt Hettie's famous guacamole
recipe. So it is with the content of

our newspapers, magazines, and
news broadcasts.

Often there isn't time or space

to include all the interesting or rel-

evant events, and thus enters the

demand of the consumer. If the

audience has acquired a taste for

news of natural disasters, editors

bend to the tastes of their readers,

viewers, or listeners. Suddenly, mi-

raculously, briefs of earthquakes

and tornadoes abound. Conse-

quently, the perfectly ripe political

blunders of our politicians linger

on the shelves until popular opin-

ion gets a hankering for them once
again.

Recently, it has been nearly im-

EDITORIAL

possible to encounter regional

news without being assaulted by

a flurry of gun violence reports.

Shootings have blasted across the

city in alarming numbers, making it

significantly more perverse to wake
up to news on the clock radio.

The public has erupted in a ter-

rified clamour in response: moth-

ers warn their children not to go

out after dark; pundits and police

speculate that Toronto has become
the Detroit of the North; politicians

sputter ridiculous propositions to

randomly stop dark-skinned men
for mandatory searches; Toronto

begins to wobble its way toward

becoming a police state.

But this focus on violence is not

confined to the media beaming
into your living room, or arriving

on your doorstep. Rather, it is sym-
biotic with audience interests. The
issue has infiltrated even simple

anonymous social interactions as

a result.

When making small talk, awk-

ward conversationalists gener-

ally rely on the weather as an old

standby. However, the consistent

blanket of perceived threat and
subsequent hysteria of the re-

cent violence is now a juicier, yet

equally accessible, chatter prompt.

Although often these trivial back-

and-forths conclude with derision

for the moral decline of humanity,

it wouldn't be such a popular topic

if the conversationalists were not a

little titillated by the subject. Gun
violence, certainly a sexier issue

than partly cloudy skies with a

forty per cent chance of rain, is

an attractive subject. And editors

know it.

Although supplying this slightly

twisted demand of news for shoot-

ings does indeed rely on actual

occurrences of the sort, the lately

overwhelming coverage of them
should seem conspicuous to the

savvy consumer.

Puppy dogs and lollipops will, ob-

viously, never make the headlines.

However, we urge our readers to

approach this publication- and any

other from which they obtain the

news- with a healthy skepticism

most consumers are aware of, but

forget (or choose not) to exercise.

To reduce hysteria caused by news
harping on seemingly alarming

trends, it is crucial to acknowledge

the news as a small sample of a ripe

and juicy array of potential stories.

We encourage our readers to

examine the ingredients before

chowing down on a daily helping

of child-abduction gumbo. And, if

it then looks like the recipe will

cause nothing but indigestion, for

news' sake, leave it on your plate.

LETTERS

Student Centre

Skeptics

Re: Have faith in the new
Centre, Jul 18th

• The editor states that "intelli-

gent skepticism and questioning...

are characteristic of all mature

organizations, including religions."

However, was it skepticism and

intelligence that sparked the

Crusades or Spanish Inquisition in

our past?

It is also not true that "the vast

majority of students who would

use the Multi-Faith Centre for

worship are critical thinkers who
question and challenge their faith

tradition" when doctrines like

the Bible and Quran say you can't

question your faith or else you'll

go to hell.

If the intended use for this cen-

tre is skepticism and inquiry then

why is it not named the Centre for

Skepticism and Inquiry, or centre

for philosphy?

Elaine Cairns

• The response by Colin Robert

Ellis was excellent; I endorse his

statement about the "Multi-Faith

Centre" as an "incredible opportu-

nity for us to expand the campus
and to invite the entire campus
community to come together and

ask questions, some of which will

be difficult."

The comment about the Centre

as discriminatory is ironic, given

the inclusive nature of the mes-

sage of Jesus in the Gospels;

Given, not only the search for

truth, but also the application of

truth of religion in general, who is

the intruder in the university?

Jesus said, "1 am the way, the

truth and the life". Given the

origins of western education and

of the University of Toronto, in

and through the Church, how can

the secular world wing now raise

questions about intrusion?

Eunice Yantzi

Need to get

something

off your chest?

Write for Opinions

Send letters (max. 250 words)

and opinions (max. 600 words) to

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Pop music is pap today, classic tomorrow

Caleigh Rykiss

I remember being eight years old,

watching my mom belt out "Day-

dream Believer" by The Monkees
as it played on the oldies radio

station. Already a music enthu-

siast, I thought to myself that my
mom's generation must have been
a time of great music if there was
an entire station devoted to it. 1

was jealous she was so privileged

to grow up in a time of great music,

with artists like Lionel Richie and
the Beatles, when my own age's

artists seemed to pale in compari-

son. With every new act that came
around to me, it seemed as though

the musicians were criticized for

being unoriginal and uninspiring:

Madonna, Nirvana, and Green Day,

to name a few.

For years I wondered, "why have

all the musical greats come and

gone?" However, 1 now realize they

didn't come and leave...pop music

has always been in the same per-

Was Beethoven a Britney Spears in his

own time?

"Oops, I did it again... I played with your

glockenspiel..."

ceived rut. The natural progres-

sion of music critiquing spans the

ages: a popular musician bursts

onto the airwaves offering some-
thing new to the industry, and the

initial reaction is to perceive the

artist as shallow.

Take Madonna for example.

When she first hit the music scene

in 1984, her music and character

were scrutinized, criticized, and
despised by many. She was con-

demned for being too sexy, too

open, and too manufactured. How-
ever, if you ask anyone now to

name one of the most influential

female musicians of all time is, I

guarantee four out of five will say

Madonna.
It is clear that this trend has

been taking place over genera-

tions when one considers the "new
age" Madonna: the ever-so-famous,

and increasingly infamous, Britney

Spears. Not only is Britney a pop
artist who idolizes, praises and at-

tempts to emulate Madonna, but

she is yet another example of a

"pop-artist" whose sexy image and
bubble gum music was once heav-

ily criticized. Now she is a pop
icon who has greatly influenced

pop history.

People have been brutally judg-

ing new pop artists for decades.

Even those who 1 idolized for be-

ing so influential on my mom, were
for not always accepted with open
arms.

A prime example (that just hap-

pens to have current relevance) is

Pink Floyd. The band was dispar-

aged for many years as a new group
and now it seems that has changed.

Even though they had not played

together for 24 years, they proved

that they remained in the hearts

of many avid music listeners as

they drew an incredibly enthused
crowd of fans at the Live 8 concert

in London just a few weeks ago.

So, the question remains, why do
we always want to believe we are

experiencing a popular music rut?

Do we want to believe we're more
musically intellectual than we re-

ally are thus choosing a modern
day Chopin over Alicia Keys, if one
existed? Are we averse to change?

What is the reason we put down so

many of the great pop artists?

The answer is the stigma at-

tached to "pop." The term was
originally intended to describe

music that was literally "popular."

However, somewhere down the

line the term "pop" began to im-

ply many negative things. It now
indicates selling out for mass con-

sumption, connotes a lack of art-

istry, and consequently a lack of

substance. So many admired rock

bands (Coldplay, Billy Talent, etc)

are actually pop acts, in terms of

being "popular." But, regardless of

the nature of their music, because

they are not described as pop, they

are welcomed more readily.

Consequently, it is important for

music lovers not to be passive lis-

teners, but to search for their real

opinions about artists. Otherwise,

labels will keep us from opening

our ears, and the next new pop art-

ist you turn your nose at might be

the next Big One.
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Side effects may include loss

of marbles
Emily Glazer

Every U of T student possesses

the skills necessary to compile

a lengthy list of school-related

items that drive one a little over

the edge. Given thirty seconds
such a student could enumerate
no fewer than 7,004 university

elements that cause unwanted
changes in his behaviour or help

him slide closer to insanity.

Popular items include Robarts

stacks, Sodhexo pricing, and the

odour of Chinese food wafting

from the suspicious trucks on St.

George. No one in their right mind
would dare to suspect the univer-

sity course calendar as a source of

crazy, unless they had just come
off reading it themselves. But any-

one who had just done so would
not be in their right mind. That
glossy-covered, flimsy-paged de-

mon is indeed a major inducer of

panic, distress and madness.
On average, every three hours

a student's head spends inside

the confines of those rough-and-

tumble pages means an additional

six hours afterwards spent wind-
ing down— preferably in a pad-

ded room, and definitely removed
from heavy machinery.

The symptoms developed from
deciphering course descriptions,

weighing literature versus Rus-

sian as a Second Language, and ac-

cepting future prospects as being

either a grade-school

teacher or a Nobody
is enough to produce
a high sustainable for

a dangerously long

time.

There are theories

explaining the cata-

lyst of madness: some
say it's the cryptic

encoding of letters and
numbers designed to tell

you which courses occur
where, when, and with

whom (providing the

update available online

doesn't negate everything

you just read); others cite

the choice of font. Most
popular, however, is the

conviction that the pages are lined

with some mind-altering stimulus,

perhaps Speed. Scientifically, ac-

tivities related to the course book
are roughly equivalent to drinking

six cups of Turkish coffee.

Producers of the calendar are

considering warning labels, such

as the ones available on cigarette

boxes, to caution student read-

ers about possible side effects.

The only debate remains whether
or not to include a picture of a

crazed student darting frantically

from side to side, bug-eyed and
panting.

The accidental results of this

non-experiment may be useful for

other fields; English buffs are re-

evaluating the madness displayed

by Hamlet in Shakespeare's clas-

sic play using the new findings.

Experts are considering the idea

that Hamlet might have been ap-

plying to the University of Den-

mark at the time of the tragedy.

In terms of your own life, dear

reader, be forewarned that the

lovable and detestable book you
need call your crux during Sep-

tember (and its evil sidekick the

timetable) may have devastating

effects on your sense of mental

stability and on your ability to

control the volume of your voice.

Consider yourself as having been
warned, and hold on to your mar-
bles.
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Toronto M5S IRl
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Fi4'e OK the amter
Hillside 2005 burns bright

review@thevarsity.ca

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Photos by Afarin Fallahi, Melodie Kwan, James

McGarry, and Yasmin Siddiqui

For years, it was the summer concert calen-

dar's best-kept secret. Well, thanks to some
savvy programming, good timing and a couple

of red-hot buzz bands, the secret is clearly out

about the annual Hillside Festival (we should

mention The Varsity's been in on the secret all

along, bringing you full coverage the past three

years running!).

The three-day event, held each July on

Guelph Lake Island, is a remarkable example of

what a community can accomplish—over the

past 22 years. Hillside has grown from a small

local folk festival into an eclectic celebration

of music, spoken word and dance that runs on

volunteer power, green principles, and plain old

good vibes.

Thanks to two Montreal bands on the rise

—

everyone's favourite group du jour The Arcade

Fire and the similarly beloved Stars (not to

mention the last-minute addition of local indie

supergroup Broken Social Scene)—this year's

Hillside was a sellout weeks before the event.

What has always set Hillside apart from other

summer music festivals is its fiercely grass-

roots spirit that shuns corporate intrusion (in-

stead of overpriced fast food, local restaurants

sell everything from pakoras to dumplings at

the international food bazaar) and treats festi-

valgoers as cultured adults instead of mindless

cattle.

But hitting the big time comes with its own
growing pains—though an agreement with the

Guelph Lake conservation area caps attendance

at 5,000, the sellout brought with it the sort of

long lineups and minor headaches often found

at outdoor festivals that Hillside had managed
to avoid to date.

But the invasion by the city-slicker indie-rock

crowd was bound to happen sooner than later

—

artistic director Sam Baijal has been booking

the best bands around for years now, including,

yes, the Arcade Fire, who played the festival last

year as a relatively unknown commodity—and

watching the upturned, ecstatic faces of the

massive throng as they watched Stars and the

Arcade Fire go supernova was enough to reas-

sure even skeptical festival veterans that the

kids were all right.

While Canadian indie-rock's rising star has

clearly helped raise the festival's profile, Hill-

side's success has always come from Baijal's

uncanny ability to program just the right mix

of cutting-edge hip and rustic roots. There was
plenty of both sides on offer at this year's edi-

tion. Some highlights:

SATURDAY, July 23

Apostle of Hustle

5 pm, Island stage

Toronto indie label Arts & Crafts was all over

Hillside this year, its centrepiece band Broken

Social Scene and all its various splinter acts

popping up in nearly every timeslot throughout

the festival's three days.

BSS guitarist Andrew Whiteman may not be

the best-known member of the A&C constella-

tion, but his own band, Apostle of Hustle, has

come into its own of late, particularly with its

dynamic live show.

Whether the Island stage tent was jam-packed

due to Whiteman's BSS connection may have

been very well beside the point following Apos-

tle's tremendous Hillside set, which played out

much like a BSS show, replete with a full horn

section and members of Stars, Metric and The

Stills all showing up on stage to lend a hand.

Stars' singer Torquil Campbell ably handled

the backup vocals sung by Feist on the album

version of the sultry "Animal Fat," which benefit-

ted from the addition of stately violin.

Whiteman basically summed up his entire

set when he sang, "Everything's in place/It's

on." Though this veteran of the Toronto indie

scene clearly owes a debt of gratitude to BSS for

expanding Apostle's deep, languid sound into

something a bit looser and spacier, he's clearly

carved out his own fascinating niche within the

Arts & Crafts family.

Sarah Slean

7 pm, Main stage

"My favourite and yours," was the way artistic

director Sam Baijal introduced Toronto singer/

pianist Sarah Slean, and indeed, the cabaret-in-

fluenced songwriter had the mainstage crowd

in the palm of her hand from the moment she

sat down behind the piano bench and let her

rich soprano fly.

Slean's material has become increasingly

pop-oriented in recent years, and as such her

live show is more of a full rock band affair than

the demure piano recitals of old, but often the

band tends to overshadow the more ethereal

aspects of her sound.

That said, the upbeat "Lucky Me" was a total

romp, the band firing on all cylinders behind

Slean as she bashed out the ridiculously catchy

melody on her keyboard.

But Slean's beautiful songs are best expe-

rienced when it's just her and the piano, and

her note-perfect reading of the wrenching

"Your Wish Is My Wish" stood miles apart from

the overly melodramatic latter part of the set,

during which she stepped out from behind

the keyboard and took centre stage. While it's

interesting to watch Slean throw herself into

performing the songs, the material is already

inherently dramatic— it doesn't require any ad-

ditional frills to move the listener.

Stars

8:15 p.m, Main stage

While the festival's main draw was surely The
Arcade Fire, it seemed nearly as many were

there to see fellow Montrealers (by way of To-

ronto) Stars, and for those who have followed

the band from their beginnings as purveyors

of Smiths-obsessed synth sounds to their cur-

rent role as torchbearers of epic romantic in-

die-rock, to see them finally getting their due is

sweet indeed.

Yet another Arts & Crafts outpost. Stars fit in

nicely with the A&C ethic of fast friends piling

together on stage to play expansive rock, yet

their sound is far more honed and distinct than

that of their Broken brethren.

Plus they've got that wonderful boy-girl sing-

er thing going on—^Torquil Campbell (the best

frontman in Canada—every band should take

lessons in stage banter from this man) and Amy
Millan sound like they were born to sing togeth-

er, his arch sneer and her cherubic tones the

perfect contrast as they trade off verses.

The septet (fleshed out by BSS' Whiteman on

guitar and Kevin Drew on vocals), took Millan's

anthemic "Ageless Beauty" to new heights, the

shimmering guitars building up to a frenetic cli-

max before crashing back down to earth.

By the time the group concluded with the so-

lovely-it-hurts "Calendar Girl," you wanted to

just grab the person next to you and ask them
to waltz. And one got the sense that Stars, ever

the hopeful romantics, would probably have

loved it if we had.

The Arcade Fire

9:45 pm, Main stage

When the hype is so huge that it's nearly deaf-

ening, the only way to cut through the noise is

to deliver the goods. And if the Arcade Fire is

known for anything, it's their wild and wonder-

ful live show, which they brought with them
to Hillside, their only Canadian date this sum-
mer (the band agreed to play the festival even

though they were slated to be in Chicago for Lol-

lapalooza the very next day).

The Arcade Fire must be seen to be believed.

And if the worshipful throng packing the entire

surface of the island as far as the eye was any
indication, then the band's recent purchase of a

church in Quebec might just be prophetic.

Husband-and-wife team Win Butler and
Regine Chassagne are a fascinating study in

contrasts—his blond giant to her brunette

pixie—all the more heightened by the band's

penchant to dress in black-and-white formal

outfits on stage. The effect works well with their

songs, so lyrically bleak but rendered into joy-

ous anthems onstage, Butler's brother Will and
multi-instrumentalist Richard Parry beating on
anything they can find (whether it's the stacks

of speakers or each other) while belting out the

choruses whether they were anywhere near a

microphone or not.

The Arcade Fire are aptly named—they play

with such burning intensity that it's almost a

cavil to point out their one weakness—their

set tends to come to a complete halt between
songs due to a lack of interaction with the

crowd. Frontman Butler made more of an effort

than he usually does, mumbling his thanks and
introducing the band, but it would be nice to

see someone in the large ensemble master the

art of banter.

The one-two punch of recent hits "Power
Out" and "Rebellion (Lies)" would have been

the pinnacle if it wasn't for the magical finale to

the set—returning for their encore. Butler cited

the nightly curfew and suggested the band play

unplugged. Grabbing their instruments, the

band filed off the stage and straight through the

crowd, all eyes glued to the procession as ev-

eryone—from the hipster teens to grey-haired

folkies alike—sang along to the wordless cho-

rus as loud as they could. A sublimely power-

ful ending that, in bridging the usual divide

between band and audience, summarized the

community spirit of Hillside perfectly.

SUNDAY, July 24

Crescent and Frost

2 pm. Island stage

Sundays at Hillside usually tend towards the

folkier end of the scale, and after Saturday's

bracing dose of indie-rock, some rootsier fla-

vours were more than welcome. Brooklyn

folk/bluegrass act Crescent and Frost always

get such a good reception north of the border

that they've taken to proclaiming their desire

to be Canadians at any given opportunity—as

such, their Neil Young covers in the noon-hour

'gospel jam' ("It's the Canadian gospel!" guitarist

Daniel Marcus quipped) was probably a given.

While the indie kids opted to take in the Sar-

ah Slean/Buck 65 workshop on the other end

of the island, there were still plenty on hand in

the packed Island stage tent for C&F's honeyed

acoustic balladry, made even sweeter by singer

Maryann Fennimore's pitch-perfect tones.

Whether wrapping her twangy soprano

around a clever lyric ("I'm the kind of woman
who knows where to go/When 1 can't have the

man, then I steal the show") or engaging the

crowd with her adorable between-song ban-

ter, Fennimore was the front-and-center focus -

throughout C&F's engaging set, which nicely

alternated between their more countrified num-
bers and folk/pop-influenced songs from their

two albums.

That said, every jewel needs a good setting,

and luckily the rest of C&F—acoustic guitar-

ist/harmony vocalist Marcus, electric guitarist

Rich Hinman, and actual Canadian Jason Mer-

cer on upright bass—was more than up to the

task, providing a rich, warm base for Fennimore

to sing over

Smart move pulling off a show-stopper end-

ing: a cover of '80s nugget "Stop in the Name of

Love"—turned into a plaintive country lament,

no less.

Broken Social Scene

8:15 pm. Main stage

Yeah, we know 'em, we love 'em. But the best

thing about the multi-headed beast known as

Broken Social Scene is that you're never gonna

get the same spectacle twice. And what a spec-

tacle it is—the expanded version of BSS, com-

plete with members of Stars, Metric, and The

Stills, was out in full force at Hillside, led as

always by ringleader/mastermind Kevin Drew,

who gets more emo by the day (in a good way,

mind you).

Busting out numbers from their highly antici-

pated upcoming eponymous release (due Oct.

4), BSS did what they always do best—which is

to say, they make playing in a band look like the

most joyous thing in the universe.

Stars' Amy Millan, sporting an oddball fedora-

and-summer-dress combo, sang and shimmied

on practically every tune. Metric's Emily Haines

spurred crowd worship when she appeared

for her BSS classic "Anthems for a 17-year-old

Girl." Whoever was onstage quickly joined the

horn section, belting the brass on infectious

new songs like "Shoreline" and sending them

straight into the stratosphere.

Leave it to BSS to close out Hillside with an

unforgettable moment—rapper k-os, who ap-

pears briefly on the new BSS record, sauntered

out onto the stage, beer cup in hand, threw

down a few haphazard freestyle verses that

shouted out most everyone on stage, and then,

much to the delight of the crowd, stage-dived

into the audience and crowd-surfed before dis-

appearing as quickly as he came, leaving all to

shake their heads and contemplate what they'd

just seen. Awesome.
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She had the crowd eating out of her hands: AF's Regine Chassagne (JMcGarry)

2. Arcade antics: Richard Parry, Will Butler, Win Butler (MKwan)

3. Sweet songcraft: Maryann Fennimore and Jason Mercer of Crescent & Frost (YSiddiqui)

4. Shining bright: Stars's Torquil Campbell and Amy Millan (MK)

5. Andrew Whiteman, Apostle of Hustle (MK)

6. Frontman Adrian Jewett of latest Arts & Crafts signees Most Serene Republic (YS)

7. Emily Haines gets her rocK on with BSS (AFallahi)

8. Sarah Slean, drama queen (JM)

9. k-os causes a commotion (AF)

10. Best. Frontman. Ever. We (heart) Stars' Torq Campbell (L-R: YS, MK, YS, JM)
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Treating trauma in emergency staff
Geoff Allen

When firefighters, police, paramed-

ics and other emergency responders

become traumatized by their work,

who rescues the rescuers? According

to two Toronto social workers, trau-

matic stress in the emergency servic-

es is a widespread phenomenon that

requires a sophisticated approach to

prevention and treatment.

"Emergency responders are ex-

posed to huge numbers of traumatic

situations," said Cheryl Regehr, a pro-

fessor of Social Work at U of T and co-

author of In the Line ofFire: Trauma in

the Emergency Services. "At any time,

approximately one-quarter of fire-

fighters and paramedics are suffering

from traumatic stress."

According to Regehr and co-author

Ted Bober, exposure to distress-

ing events does not automatically

produce traumatic symptoms. Most
emergency responders are highly re-

silient and have effective techniques

for dealing with stressful incidents.

How, then, to explain the fact that a

particular event—a plane crash, say,

or a terrorist bombing—will trauma-

tize some workers but leave others

unaffected?

Regehr and Bober argue that many
factors influence whether an emergen-

cy worker will suffer from traumatic

stress. They favour an "ecological ap-

proach" to prevention and treatment

that examines "the interplay between

an event, the person encountering

the event, the public and media re-

sponse to the event, the organization

in which responders work, and the

supports and life that they have out-

side the workplace."

This perspective is a far cry from

the traditional approach to trauma

in the emergency services, which,

according to the authors, "tended to

ignore the problem or attribute the

traumatic reactions to inherent char-

acter flaws... In many organizations,

the culture has not allowed for the

expression of distress."

Some of their findings are unsur-

BOOK REVIEW
In the Line of

Fire: Trauma in the
Emergency Services

By Cheryl Regehr
and Ted Bober

Oxford University Press

prising. Critical events involving vio-

lence, multiple casualties, or a line-of-

duty death cause significant distress

for a large percentage of emergency
responders. Human-caused events,

such as terrorism or child abuse, are

particularly stressful.

"When an event has occurred be-

cause of malicious intent—that's

much harder on workers," said Re-

gehr. "You also have no way of know-
ing whether, when the rescue workers

get there, another bomb is going to go

off."

Traumatic symptoms include

sleeplessness, flashbacks, avoidance,

high levels of stress and tension, and
extreme anger. Long-term effects in-

clude "a reduced capacity to handle

stressful events, depression, and sub-

stance use." Families of afflicted work-

ers often suffer as a result.

Both authors have extensive clini-

cal and administrative experience in

emergency mental health. For most
of the last 15 years, they have been

co-directors of the Greater Toronto

Airport Authority's Crisis and Disas-

ter Response Team. (To get an idea

of the scale of this operation, imagine

being responsible for an emergency
response community that includes

about 100,000 people.)

Interestingly, some of the main

sources of stress for emergency re-

sponders are only indirectly related

to their work in the field. The authors

found that organizational dysfunc-

tion—including bureaucratic hassles,

lack of autonomy, shift work, and poor

relations with management—can

Emergencies that involve terrorism and line-of-duty deaths are especially traumatic for responders to cope with.

contribute significantly to traumatic

stress.

"One thing that surprised us was
how powerful non-traumatic events

were," said Bober. Being subjected

to public inquiries is another ma-

jor source of stress for emergency
responders. Often highly political,

inquiries can last for years and pro-

duce intense media criticism. Many
workers feel that their employers do
not adequately support them during

the inquiry process—for instance, by
providing adequate legal representa-

tion or protecting workers in the af-

termath of an inquiry.

According to Bober, "the aim is to

improve the system but [inquiries]

can be one of the most stressful ex-

periences for emergency respond-

ers. We were surprised at how many
emergency responders went through

the experience alone."

Regehr concurred. "It's very im-

portant for society to think again... if

we're asking people to do really im-

portant jobs that the rest of us don't

want to do, then we need to cut these

people some slack."

Regehr and Bober have clearly

thought through many aspects of

traumatic stress in the emergency
services. In the Line ofFire nicely com-
bines a theoretical discussion of trau-

matic stress with empirical research

and observations from the authors'

experience in the field.

Although the authors take pains

to delineate the different symptoms
of trauma, the terminology they use

can be confusing at times. Emergency

responders are variously described

as suffering from stress, distress, ex-

treme stress or distress, trauma, trau-

matic stress, post-traumatic stress

disorder, and depression. For the

most part, however, the authors did

a good job of balancing readability

with clinical precision. On the other

hand, the book could have used a

good copy editor. The text contains

typographical errors such as miss-

ing or extra punctuation, repetitive

phrasing, wrong verb tenses as well

as a few gummed-up sentences.

One of the most admirable aspects

of In the Line of Fire is the authors'

commitment to what they describe

as evidence-based practice; namely,

"the conscientious, explicit, and judi-

cious use of the best available scien-

tific evidence in professional decision

making." Elsewhere, they observe

that "those of us providing services

must find ways to evaluate our prac-

tice so that we can ethically speak

with confidence about the benefits

of what we are providing." Not a bad

place to start.

Acid flashback: Psychiatric research

into mental illness involving trials of

LSD was once legitimate, says a Mc-

Master doctoral student. Such work

first appeared in a journal in 1943, and

more than 1,000 research papers on

LSD appeared over the next two de-

cades; in 1966 the drug began getting

bad press, and by 1968 LSD research

had become illegal. The term "psy-

chedelic," she notes, is a Canadian

coinage. Stratosphere update (I): Re-

searchers say they are no longer see-

ing significant thinning in the Earth's

ozone layer, which protects humans
cind ecosystems from the sun's harm-

ful UV rays. This is largely due to the

1987 Montreal Protocol, wherein 180

countries pledged to ban the ozone-

destroying chlorofluorocarbons

(CFCs) that were then commonly used

in air conditioners and refrigerators.

But the ozone layer may never recov-

er to its pre-1970s size, the scientists

added. k!< Stratosphere update (11): The
European Space Agency said Tuesday

that the size of the hole in the ozone

layer above Antarctica is currently the

third-largest on record. The size of the

hole ebbs and flows with the seasons,

reaching its maximum size each Sep-

tember. kSlShoe craze: Archaeological

evidence suggests that humans began

protecting their feet from the elements

about 26,000-.30,000 years ago. Sup-

IX)rtive footwear reduces the amount
of force exerted on the toes when
walking, and research has shown that

human toes have become both smaller

and weaker in the intervening time.

//TOP OF THEIR CL

His math models may help fix fisheries

THE FIRST OF A SERIES THAT PROFILES PROFS NEWLY ELECTED INTO THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA

Chris Damdar

ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

Humans are impossible to live

with. Just ask the 820-odd species

humans have driven to extinction

since 1500 AD. In addition to extin-

guishing the dodo and the passen-

ger pigeon, humans have fished 20

per cent of the world's freshwater

fish species to extinction. Today, hu-

mans harvest over 100 million tons

of fish annually. To prevent harvest-

ing fish to extinction, scientists must

make careful decisions about the

frequency and intensity of harvest-

ing, a field called fisheries manage-

ment.

One such scientist is Dr. Peter

Abrams, a mathematical ecologist in

the department of zoology. Abrams
develops mathematical models that

predict the growth and size of a spe-

cies based on its interactions with

other species. For example, consid-

er a fishery where fish are mass-har-

vested for human consumption. The

size of a fish population depends on

its interactions with the tiny plants

and insects the fish eat, as well as

humans' harvesting efforts. A fish

species' ability to recover after a

harvest depends on its ability to cap-

ture and consume food, as well as its

prey's ability to avoid these fish.

After completing his graduate

studies at the University of British

Columbia in 1979, Abrams taught in

the U.S. before coming to U of T in

1999. Here, Abrams began applying

his mathematical models to manage
fisheries. "I have only gotten inter-

ested in fisheries since coming to

Toronto. This is in part due to the

excellent fisheries biologists who
are here," said Abrams. "I felt there

was a need to incorporate what we
know about adaptive responses

within species and food web interac-

tions to an applied area that has an

obvious need for new approaches."

In a recent study published in the

Canadian Journal of Fisheries and

Aquatic Science, Abrams describes

an odd situation where harvesting

fish can trigger a population explo-

sion in those fish. The result is that

with every harvest, the number of

fish goes up instead of down. Abrams
calls this situation the 'hydra effect,'

after the mythological monster that

sprouted two heads for every one

chopped off.

"The possibility of a species

Zoology prof Peter Abrams applies mathematical models to fish stocks to ensure they

don't go belly-up.

eventually increasing in numbers
in response to greater mortality or

worsening conditions is quite coun-

terintuitive," said Abrams. "This can

come about because of adaptive

changes in the fish itself." Unfortu-

nately, the hydra effect has a limit.

"This limit tends to occur abruptly

without the warning provided by a

diminishing population," he warned.
"This is probably why many fish spe-

cies have been overexploited. It also

argues that conservationists should

not rely on large or increasing popu-
lation sizes as indicators that a spe-

cies is safe from extinction."
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Shocking find: no defibrillators in Hart House

Hart House has no defibrillators to revive people, like this young chap, vi/ho go into sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) while working out.

The man in the picture is only pretending to be suffering, but thousands of people die annually from SCA.

Sacha Bhinder

After eacfi trip to the gym—as

tired as we may be—we know the

benefit has set in. We are stronger,

we are faster, but we never think

that the workout could have been

our last.

It is a sad reality that some peo-

ple do die unexpectedly while exer-

cising. The cause is a cardiac arrest

that can occur without warning.

At first, individuals may appear

to be quite normal, with no visible

sign of any abnormality. Suddenly,

the victim loses consciousness, has

no pulse, and fails to breathe nor-

mally. Brain death begins to occur

in just four to six minutes, and soon

after, they are dead.

In Canada, between 20,000 and

30,000 people die annually from a

sudden cardiac arrests (SCAs). An
SCA is an event in which the heart

suddenly ceases to beat normally,

which differs from a heart attack in

which the heart continues to beat,

albeit with low efficiency.

According to the American Heart

Association, as many as 50 per

cent of SCA victims have no prior

indication of heart disease. For

individuals without heart disease,

recreational drug abuse has been

shown as a leading cause of SCA. In

addition, a catastrophic SCA typi-

cally occurs during or shortly after

physical training, which suggests

that intense physical exertion is a

precipitating factor for SCA.

During an SCA, abnormalities in

the heart's electrical system cause
the heart to twitch rapidly and cha-

otically, leaving it unable to pump
blood to the brain and vital organs.

The heart of an SCA victim is not

beating, but still electrically active,

so an electrical jolt from a defibril-

lator is the only definitive way to re-

store proper electrical activity and

a normal heart rhythm.

It is important to emphasize the

immediacy with which defibrilla-

tion is required, as the survival rate

after SCA decreases by ten per cent

for every minute that passes with-

out defibrillation, To be effective,

defibrillation must occur within the

first few minutes of a SCA.

Studies show that 90 per cent of

SCA victims that receive defibril-

lation within the first two minutes

following an SCA survive to be dis-

charged from hospital.

The urgency of defibrillation fol-

lowing an SCA is the primary reason

why ambulances carry defibrilla-

tors; however, paramedic response

time affects the chance of revival.

In Toronto, the average ambulance
response time to a casualty scene

is eight minutes, with more time

required to reach victims inside

buildings.

Victims waiting for paramedics

to arrive and use a defibrillator are

not likely to survive. The bleak real-

ity of response times is one of the

driving forces behind campaigns

for Public Access Defibrillators

(PADS).

The goal of PAD programs is to

place defibrillators in public areas

for members of the general public

to access and use on a cardiac ar-

rest victim. These defibrillators are

specifically designed for use by vir-

tually any member of the general

public.

These defibrillators will only per-

mit the user to deliver a shock to

the heart if it is safe to do so and

the shock is likely to restore normal

electrical activity. The cost for a

single unit is approximately $3000.

Under Ontario law, in an emer-

gency, a defibrillator can be used
by a member of the public to pro-

vide temporary aid to a victim. The
Good Samaritan Act of 2001 pro-

tects individuals from liability if

they use a defibrillator in an emer-

gency situation.

According to information desk
staff, the Hart House Athletic Facil-

ity does not have a defibrillator unit.

while at the Athletic Center, the

David L. Macintosh Sport Medicine

Clinic has a defibrillator unit. Given

the size of the U of T's student and

faculty body, a new PAD program
for early response to an SCA would
enhance the superb safety and pre-

paredness of our athletic facilities.

World University games not a

Turkish Delight for Canada
Amita Parikh

VARSITY STAFF

The city of Izmir lies on the western

Anatolia peninsula and is surrounded

by the Aegean Sea. The 5000-year-old

metropolis now boasts an estimated

population of 3.3 million, coming in

third behind Istanbul and Ankara. It

is a bustling and vibrant place, com-
plete with museums, galleries and

a plethora of ancient tourist attrac-

tions. And for those who were lucky

enough to be in this eastern locale

during the middle of August, the

World University Summer Games
were an added bonus.

Between August 11-21 Izmir played

host to a gathering of athletes who
had arrived to compete at the 23rd

niversiade. The word universiade is

a marriage of 'university' and 'Olym-

piad' and is meant to mean 'Olympic

Games for students.' Similar to the

Olympics, there are separate uni-

versiades for winter and summer
sports. The Games are held every

two years, in a different country

around the globe.

In order to be eligible for competi-

tion, athletes must be full-time stu-

dents at recognized universities and

meet sport-specific criteria set by na-

tional governing boards. In essence,

the university games are just like the

Olympics; competitors stay in ath-

lete villages, take part in opening and

closing ceremonies, and compete in

Olympic-calibre venues.

"It's similar to the Olympics in that

they build a village and all the ath-

letes stay together, but it's not as

competitive," swimmer Liz Warden
said. "Everyone wants to do well, but

it's not like the Olympics. Everyone

is more friendly and social here."

This year's competition attracted

approximately 9,000 student athletes

from 170 countries. It saw 11 present

and former students from the Uni-

versity of Toronto head east to com-
pete against the world's best. Soccer

coach Beth McCharles and therapist

Angela Greco also represented U of T
at the event.

In the pool, physical education stu-

dent Jennifer Porenta competed in

five events and reached the finals in

two of them. She finished seventh in

the B final of the 200m freestyle and

helped the Canadian women place

seventh in the 4xl00m relay. Ian Ma-
cleod of Mississauga was 32nd in his

100m butterfly heat and did not ad-

vance further; however, former U of

T Varsity Blue and 2002 CIS athlete

of the year Liz Warden reached the

finals in all of her events. She placed

fourth, eighth, and seventh respec-

tively in the 200m individual medley,

400m individual medley, and the

200m backstroke.

"I was pretty happy with my perfor-

mance," said Warden. "It was a little

hard because 1 had just come back

from the World (Aquatic) Champion-

ships in Montreal, so my training was

geared towards that competition. It

was tough to carry over the momen-
tum to these games."

Warden, who also represented

Canada at the 2004 Olympic Games,

will enter teacher's college this fall at

U of T. Her next big competition will

be the 2006 Commonwealth Games.
Three other U of T students were

competing in track and field in the

blistering heat at Atatiirk Stadium,

five time CIS gold medallist Jocelyn

Adu-Gyumfi managed a fifth-place

finish in the long jump final, and pole-

vaulter Jason Wurster was 16th in his

qualifying round. Former national

junior champion Mark Dillon placed

14th in his heat in the High Jump.

Meanwhile, four students com-

peted in tae kwon do over at the

Kultiirpark Hoi. Females Diana Sen

and Dominique Bosshart (a bronze

medallist at the Sydney Olympics)

were eliminated in the quarterfinals.

All Ghafour of Ajax and Eric Ahn of

Etobicoke both made it to the round

of 16, but could not get any farther.

Brian Arcand, competing in the

archery competition, lost to Choi

Young Kwang from Korea in the

round of 64.

Team Canada won a total of 12

medals and finished 16th in the

overall medal standings at the 2005

World University Games. Russia won
26 gold medals at the games and fin-

ished with a standings-topping 65

medals for the competition. Japan

finished second with 18 gold and a

total of 65 medals.

The next universiade will be held

in 2007 and will take place in Bang-

kok, Thailand. Current U of T athletes

will be training hard in the hope of

helping Canada crack the top ten in

Thailand in two years.

BE WELL ROUNDED
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Women's hockey 04-05: hopes dashed in final

Matt Ventresca

VARSITY STAFF

For the Varsity Blues women's
hockey team, the 2004-2005 season

can be described as one of promise,

regular season success, and, in the

end, utter disappointment. It is a

shame that, for a team that played

solid and exciting hockey through-

out the year, it is the memory of

a crushing 3-1 loss to the Laurier

Golden Hawks in the Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) final that

lingers in most fans' minds.

Although the Blues failed to reach

university hockey's annual summit,

the Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) championship, it is impossible

to ignore the many positives that

came out of last season. The team
featured a balanced attack of scor-

ers up front with a steady defense

corps supporting a dazzling platoon

of goaltenders throughout the year.

The leader of the pack and master

architect behind the Blues last year

was once again Karen Hughes, who
has had great success as a coach on
national and international stages,

and who continues to be one of the

only female head coaches in CIS

women's hockey. This was the tenth

year behind the bench for the for-

mer U of T hockey star, who steered

her team to a winning record once
again. The Blues have not had a los-

ing season while Hughes has been
behind the bench.

U of T has seen four OUA champi-
onships and the school's only wom-
en's hockey national title during

Hughes' tenure as head coach. As-

sistant coaches Dave Wakabayashi
and Karen Spence were also indis-

pensable components of the Blues'

on-ice success throughout the sea-

son.

The Blues followed up an impres-

sive streak of wins during the mid-

dle part of the regular season with

outstanding play in the final few

matches of the campaign. The team
put together a seven-game winning

streak in November and January

and managed to secure victories in

four of their last five games.

This stretch of success secured

the team a first place finish in the

OUA East division, and propelled

the Blues to sixth overall in the CIS

rankings.

The team finished with a stellar

14-6-1-1 record in regular play. That

record includes an impressive three

overtime wins out of five games that

went to an extra session.

Several members of the team
were honoured at the end of the

season for their excellence on the

ice. Sue McCutcheon was awarded
the CIS Marion Hilliard Trophy for

her work in the classroom, on the

ice, and in the community. Also,

Kim Devereaux and Jill Savin were

named as OUA first team all-stars,

and Jackie Cherevaty and Mary
Modeste were given spots on the

second team.

For much of the season Cherevaty

was chasing the OUA's all-time scor-

ing record, but came up just short.

She still managed a respectable 14

points—seven goals and an equal

number of assists—on the season.

Cherevaty ended her Blues career

with 128 points, which is good
enough for fifth place on the OUA
all-time scoring list.

Savin earned her spot on the OUA
all-star team by leading the Blues in

scoring. She scored nine goals and
contributed eight assists on the

season, giving her a total of 17 hard-

earned points. Also on her resume
is a membership on Canada's under-

22 National Team in 2002-03, an or-

ganization which has been home to

many past greats from U of T.

The goaltending team of Lisa Rob-

ertson and Stephanie Lockert de-

serves honourable mention as well,

as both netminders had solid sea-

sons in the twine tent. The goalies

shut out opponents five times dur-

ing the campaign—Robertson had

four of those—and only allowed

more than three goals in a game
four times.

The playoff loss to eventual CIS

champions Laurier was all that kept

the Blues out of the national show-

down. The Blues had edged past

Queen's 2-1 in the semi-final game
the previous night, but had trouble

mustering any offence against an

explosive Golden Hawks team in the

big game.

The last time the Blues won the

OUA title was in 2003. That year U of

T lost a gold-medal thriller in over-

time and had to settle for bronze.

The team has now gone four years

without a national championship,

as their last CIS title came in 2001.

Veteran players such as Jill Savin,

Jacqueline Cheravaty, Amy Caldwell

and Kim Devereaux consistently led

the charge for the team all year, and

helped youngsters like Emily Patry,

Mary Modeste and OUA East rookie

of the year Laura Foster to emerge

as stars for the blue and white.

With Savin, Cheravaty and
Caldwell all having played their fi-

nal games for U of T, it will be up to

these emerging stars to step up and

become the new heroes for U of T in

the upcoming season.

^mm, BUT NOT RELIGIOUS?

Join our

secular

humanistic

community

and reclaim

your

Jewishness!

The Winchevsky Centre offers:

. Inter-generationa! holiday celebrations

. Engaging cultural programs

. Educational classes and lectures

. Folk Choir, Summer Camp, Reading Circle

The Morris Winchevsky School offers:

. K-7 Sunday school classes

. Enriching and stimulating curriculum

. Special Bar/Bas MItzvah program

We welcome non-traditional
and multi-cultural families.

for information, call 416-789-5502

or visit: www.winchevskycentre.org

The Winchevsky Centre - 80 years strong!

Toronto's Hub for Secular Jewish Culture & Education

585 Cranbrooke Avenue (Lawrenca & Bathurst area)

OPEN
HOUSE
SEPTS

. 7-9

Ei(Canada Computers
www.canadacomputers.com

Price in effect Sept. 01 - Sept 07, 2005

HPCsniiiaiiTaliletPCTCIlOO ReerftsiiireSOOOtSOOZWlCD

$1799

Intel' Pcmium M 733 ULV

40(58 HDD, 51 2MB RAM
Intel ProAVireless 2200

802-1 1 b-g & Bluetooth, lO.-r XGA
Windows XP Tablet PC Editio.n

Intel" Centrino Mobile Technoiogy $828

- Mobile AMD Sempron 2800 f

- 40GB HDD, 256MB SDRAM
- 15.4'yifXGA,SISM760GX

802.1 1 b/g. DVD,' CDRW Combo
- Windows XP Home

ASUS Z91N Series BareboiieNetelMWk Aeer Aspire 5006 l5e02WU;n

$869

- Intel* Piintium M 1 _5GH2

Intel® Centiino"^ Mobile Technology

60GB. 5400RPM HDD, 256MB SDRAM
IS.O'XGA.OS Free Audio

802-11 b/g. Wireless Lan, Modem
CD-RVV/DW Combo, Card Re.ider

1 Year Limited H.irdw.^re VVarr<inty
$989

- AMD Turion o4 Mi. 30

- 60GB HDD, 51 2M8 SDRAM
- 1 5,4" WXGA. SISM760GX
- 802 .n b/g, DVO.'CDRW Combo
-Windows XP HOMF

Ifi K-Nste ISSO-AONin Centriiie

Intel" Pentium M 735 [1 .7GH2)

40G8 HDD, 1GB RAM (512X2)

1
5" XGA, Intel 85SGME graphics

OVD/CDRW,802.11g,S6K

•Slirn and Ikjht, Long battery life

Windw/s XP HOMf$1299

AcerAsillre3S00I3502lCD

Inter-Celeion M 360 1.4GH2

40GB, 256MB, SDRAM
-15.0"XGA,SISM661MX
• 802,n b/g, OVD/CDRW Combo
- Windows XP HOME

$799

PNYVibe1GB/2GB
MPS Player

-^^^^CJ IGB 2GB

$119 $171

0-Unft4-port

Broadband Router &
Wireless Router

S4499

$6999

Apple iPod 20GB
Digital Music Flayer

|

IRecenditioned)

ATP Secure Digital

Super High-Speed
Card (60x] 1GB
,MAi.3iX<^-!i -Aile, iHUS!)

S/?6 'fl

$7699

0(»PC-3200DOR400
Performance Series

512MB Rev 3 CAS 2

[OCZ400512R3)

* $6999

Sony fWemory Stick

PRO Duo
Kingston Elite

Pro Compact
Flash Card
1024MB (SOX)

Western Digital

Caviar EIDE 80GB
IWOBOOiBKOEM}

$8399

Western Digital

Caviar EOIE 200GB
EIDE(yVD2000]Bl

ATA- 100

/200P.PM

8MB liuffci

$11299

$2651

Kmgmax PC27Q0DDR333

512MB 200-ninSO-DIMM

$6699
*

Kingston DataTraueler

USB2.0 512MBFIash Drive

$3999

All prices are already cash discounted. Visa or Master Card payment ate on regular prices

Prices are subject to change without notice. Items may not be as shown.
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Mf-a!Sau9»!905)«l«-97}7 Wat«to (519) 34? . 80JS MotthYortc:Ml« 733 -4481 RlchmondHlll:(9l75)883-081'/
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PART-TIME KENNEL ATTENDANT

REQUIRED

at the Annex Animal Hospital. Near U of T.

Please fax your resume to (416) 537-3652

Attn: Jill.

PART-TIIVIE VETERINARY KENNEL

ATTENDANT REQUIRED:

2-3 weeknights & every second weekend.

Fax resumes to 416-588-8258.

GREAT P/T JOB OPPORTUNITY FOR

U OFT GRADUATE STUDENTS!

Elsevier Inc., an international scientific

publisher, is currently seeking two can-

didates at the University of Toronto for

the position of "Student Ambassador" to

promote the awareness of a new research

tool available at your university library. For

more information about this position and

to how to apply, please visit U of T's Career

Centre at: http://www,careers,utoronto.

ca/ . Deadline to apply: September 9th,

ANIIVIATED CHILDREN'S

PRESENTERS NEEDED

to present fun & hands-on activities

in elementary. Car and exp. with kids

req'd. Cool activities. Gain valuable

teaching experience. Pay: $20-$25/l

hour class. CALL MAD SCIENCETODAY

AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31 or email:

employment@madscience.on.ca

BLOOR/BATHURSTAREA

Comfortable urban cottage. Steps to

subway, stroll to U of T. Share with profes-

sional: 1 room, furnished or unfurnished,

also a 2-room suite, unfurnished. Call

416-.531-2765.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION

From $150 p/wk, $500 p/mo. Hi-Toronto.

Close to King Stn, Located in st. Law. Mrkt.

Call 416-971-4440.

HIGH PARK/DUNDAS

1 bdrm above WEST TORONTO MUSIC.

Brand new. Great for a music student(s).

$950/neg. (416) 825-0244/763-6103.

CLASSIFIEDS
FULLY FURNISHED STUDIO

BASEMENT APARTMENT
Annex, six minutes by bike to Robarts.

Suit serious-minded person, peaceful

neighborhood, non-smoking. Includes

high-speed internet & full cable, -i- TV,

available now. $690; 416-537-3222.

PARKING
Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

ANNEX PARKING

3 bl N of Bloor St., on St. George St., safe,

clean & underground. $45 p/mth. Ph (416)

928-2150.

WILLOCKS/SPADINA

Parking space for small or medium sized

car. $55/month. Call 416-920-1437

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell, 3 minutes S of College

& St, George, 18 Baldwin, 416-979-2822,

Around Again Records.

HOUSE FOR SALE

COLLEGE AND SPADINA

4 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 kitchens, 2 decks.

Lots of recent renovations. Steps to U of T.

Habib (416) 516-7566.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443,

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology-

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September 416-530-9717

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www,letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts, Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

Thorough editing of theses, term papers,

and applications on hard copy or com-

puter file. Expertise in human rights,

world business. \rsmith@pathcom.com

Call V. Smith. 416-690-2576.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca
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Baby, you should be in pictures.

(And you should send them to us.)

Email your best Frosh Week photos to

photos@ VARSITY.ca

and you could win free stuff

!

email your photo, name, and your best caption by noon on September 10, 2005, and you could see your

masterpiece published in me Varsity AND take home an annload of CDs.

O ROGERS
WIRELESS

ROGERS~
Your World Right Now

GO TO R0GERS.COM, 1-800-462-4463, A ROGERS" WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS

SOURCE 0»*OGERS® Q ROGERS VIDEO ((WIRELESaWflVE))
Wi\ THE
Ml TELEPHONE
HI BOOTH'"

OOSt 686-8061
Milage Market Square
; Kingiton fid . Un.i 7

(90S) 428-6800
AURORA

1SA83 Vonge St

1905) 726-1050
SOLTON

12 Highway 50, Ur.i •!!

(90Sj 857-1204
BRAMPTON

Jramalea Ciiy Centre
(905) 791-7554
Shoppef 1 World
(905) 454-1389

(4161 663-9200
ETOBICOKE

55 Chauntey Ave
(116) 331-5333
22 Di»on Rfl

(416) 246-1656
6620 Finch Ave W

(416) 740-491

1

GEORCrrOWN
265 Guelph Si

(9051 873-3310
MAPLE

2943 Major MacVeniie Oriv

(9051 832-7103

F.iii Markham Pl^ce

(90S) 513-0800
0-8362 Kennedy RtJ . Uni

(905) 948 194B

Patiti

• £67
(905) 943-9432
31 SO Hwy. 7

(905) 513-8448
MISSISSAUGA

1100 eurnhamthorpe Rd. W
(905) 949-8880

(905) 274-8884
632S Ome Rd.

(905) 670-1980
310S Dunddi St W

(90S) 820-0000
Ei.n Milli Town Cenue

(905) 820-4412

(905) 542-9933
629S Miii<»auga Rd. *102

(9051 313-8600

[905) 279-1909 (905) 272-989
25 Watline Ave
(90S) 507-2088

ms) slo-llii
NORTH YORK

(416) 492-8800
149C Ravel Rd
(416) 493-3493

260 Sheppard Ave V
(4161 S12-O0I2

4367 Sieelei Ave W
(416) 650-0000
S815 Yofige St

(416) 250-3800
OAKVILLE

(90S) 842-4280
OSHAWA

1053 Simcoe Si N
(905) 725-5520
PICKERING

(905) 420^0744
611 K.ngnon Rd.

(905) 831-9557
RICHMOND HILL

(905) 770^33
10 West Pearce St

(90S) 731-7318

(905) 770-1010
10720 Yonge St

(905) 884-9558
SCARBOROUGH
1291 Kennedy Rd.

(416) 752-9655
3300 Midland Ave

(416) 332-8383
19 Milliken 8lvd

(416) 299-6006
5095 Sheppard Ave i

(416) 646-2146

(416) 609-3200
5661 Steeles Ave £., Ur

THORNHILL

(416) 531-9238
2400 eioof Si w
(416) 760-74S0

George Bfovvn College

(416) 937-7500
540 Church 5t.

(416) 644-9044
272 Danforth Ave
(416) 461-1010
Ouffenn Mall
(416) 588-6668

(416) 979-8350
479 Eghnton Ave Vi

(4)6) 485-2757
939 Eglmton Ave E

(416) 467-9800

(416) 757-1666
238 Queens Quay W

(416) 971-9700
1821 Queen St. E

(416) 406-2355
2 SI Cla.r Ave £

(416) 934-1313
1350 Si Clair Ave W

(416) 651-3000
2200 Yonge St.

(416) 322-9079

(416) 921-7559
VAUGHAN

1600 Sleeles Ave V\

(905) 695-1061
WHITflY

5969 Baldwin Street

(905) 620-0868
3S T

433-0701
WILLOWDALE

O ROGERS^

Woodbine Centre
(416) 798-0229
MARKHAM

OAKVILLE
eighland Ave Unit 2C

(905) 815-8871
OSHAWA

Oshawa Cenire
(90S) S71-6663
SCARBOROUGH

rbotough Toivn Cenif

(416) 296-9160
TORONTO

^) 603-7979
Tote

Phones shown may not be available at all locations, *Phone prices subject to activation on a new 36-month service agreement. **3 month offer inclucJes unlimited local calling and applies on new 36-month activations. Offer subject to change without notice.

tSave 15% off each monthly service fee. Some conditions apply. ©2005 Rogers Wireless Inc. All rights reserved. '"Rogers, Rogers Wireless, Your World Right Now, and the Mobius design are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. Used under License.

n Cer>ire

(416) 351 1523
Yo'kdale Shoppir>g Centie

(416) 783-0675
1 Yo.kdale Hd Ur>n 180

(416) 785-6216

8960 Jane St Ui>it 108
(9051 760-8157
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CHEATSHEET

heard

COEDUCA-
TION OF THE
SEXES...IS STILL

A VEXED
QUESTION

SEE VICTORIAN -PG. 8

science

At the CNE windmill, Toronto's

Hydrogen Village takes shape

SEE HYDROGEN' -PG. 16

commen
Vegan concert-goers are hungry

for more than just new music.

SEE 'VEGAN' -PG. 10

Control this! A&E does Q&A with

local death-disco squad

SEE CONTROLLER - PG. 23

sports

Blues run over by Mustangs in

season opener, but have reason for

optimism.

SEE 'FOOTBALL - PG 26

red letter

Today is Independence Day in

the sourthern African nation of

Swaziland.

history

On September 6, 1972, 11 members

of the Israeli Olympic team were

killed by terrorists at the Munich

Olympics.

todo

FRIDAY, SEPT. 9, 4 PM
U of T frosh concert feat. Sloan,

controller.controller. Free.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 9, 11:30 PM
Oz/Darkside at Bloor Cinema
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FROSH INVASION

BEGINS
YOUNG, FRESH, NEW

STUDENTS CONQUER

REZ, CITY STREETS,

AND THOUSANDS OF

T-SHIRTS
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Int'l students tuition spike hits

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

When Kathryn Fitzgerald opened

her invoice this July, she got a nasty

surprise—her tuition was almost

$5000 more than expected. An in-

ternational student from Boston,

Fitzgerald recently graduated from

Trinity College and is starting her

Masters of Information Studies this

fall. She had expected her tuition to

be close to what international stu-

dents who entered her program last

year paid, but instead it increased

by 37 per cent, to $18,000.

"1 accepted their offer of admis-

sion thinking that I would be about

$25,000 in debt," she says. "Now I'm

thinking that I'm going to be closer

to $40,000, and that's a big differ-

ence."

The decision to increase interna-

tional student fees was finalized at

governing council last March. They
vary across programs, but The Var-

sity reported an average increase of

20 per cent for incoming students.

"We put that on our website a year

ago," says Dave Farrar, Vice-Provost

of Students. "All of our recruiters

were made aware of it and all of our

literature referenced it."

"The literature that they sent out

with my admissions letter just said

that tuition numbers weren't avail-

able yet and they wouldn't be avail-

able until late July," says Fitzgerald.

Safwat Zaky, Vice-Provost, Plan-

ning and Budget, says that he has

discussed including more tuition in-

formation in offer packages. But for

Fitzgerald, it's too late.

"I'd made all my plans," she says. "1

guess I could withdraw but it would

mean totally changing around what

1 was going to do. [If I had known,] I

would have thought a lot more care-

^laster ot Museum btuilies

Master of Science in Biomedical Communications

Master of Inforniaiion Studies

Master of Social Work

'student *

i
OATEPfSKTEO Jul 27, 2005—.

$ 17,400.64

TUIIIOB - mst-Llbrery t Info Itds
200S rail
PrograjB f«« FT - International

Incidental tees-sociotles (see note S)

wmmm

% e<ooo.oo
$ 8,000.00
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Three documents received by international student Kathryn Fitzgerald reveal a gap in U of T's communication about the actual cost of her

tuition. The documents at the top related to fees w/ere sent to her in her admissions package, one explaining that current fees information

is unavailable (top left), and advising that the enclosed copy of the 2004-05 fees should be consulted (top right). Nowhere on either docu-

ment is the governing council website with the current fees mentioned. At bottom is Fitzgerald's actual fee invoice.
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HART HOUSE
Welcome to Toronto!

Welcome to UofTl

Welcome to HARTHOUSE...
YOUR STUDENT CENTRE

Enter these doors and find...

Friends Fitness

• Spaces to meet • Spaces to eat •

• Spaces to hang out •

• Lots of things to do • Spaces to be you •

365 days a year

7am to midnight

WtbE flPEN HOUSE
SEPTEMBER UJUrn-2pm

The House party of the year featoriwg:

• A great lunch for 5 bucks •

(the first '5-l?uck luwch' of 2005 - wore to follow)

live music by Hip Hop Headz

& The Kevin Howley Project

• a showcase of our activities & events •

• a chance for YOU to get involved •

6. mf^^^¥^^''fS'"'' ?^ '^YOURSrUDBNTCBNTRB ^
creativity,
concewed

// NEWS IN BRIEF

CBC journo and intellect Rex

Murphy to address new stu-

dents today at Orientation

On Tuesday, September 6th, Rex

Murphy will address Victoria College

and St. Michael's College frosh at the

Orientation Convocation. The lecture

will take place at 2:30 in Convocation

Hall, presumably to prepare the in-

coming class for PSYIOO.

Over the last 30 years, Murphy has

become one of Canada's most recog-

nizable journalists and ornery intel-

lectuals. He hosts CBC's national ra-

dio phone-in. Cross Country Checkup,

and recently published a collection

of his speeches and articles entitled

Points of View. In his Globe and Mail

column. Murphy recently criticized

CBC management - perhaps he will of-

fer some insight on the three-week-old

lockout keeping him off the air.

—ALLISON MARTELL

Doors Open Mississauga

invites all to explore West-

ern Toronto's heritage

UTM and its city will be on dis-

play at the second Doors Open
Mississauga on September 17-18.

Sixteen significant buildings and

sites will be open to the public,

free of charge.

If you regularly fight the urge

to trespass, this is your chance

to wander around places like the

Mississauga Civic Centre and

the Royal Conservatory of Music

at the Adamson Estate without

harassment. UTM's Blackwood
Gallery will be featured, with its

contemporary art exhibits. Visit

the Old Britannia Schoolhouse,

built in 1852. Even the Streets-

ville Cemetery is included. See

www.heritagemississauga.com

for more details.

—A.M.

Wander around UTM's Blackwood Gal-

lery, which features contemporary art

like Theodore Wan's series of medical

and surgery photography, as part of

Doors Open Mississauga. The Adamson

Estate's romantic architecture, also

available for touring, is now being used

by the Royal Conservatory of Music.

UTM gets three big gifts from philanthropic businesses to

benefit learning skills

UTM recently received three

large donations that will benefit

students through the Academic
Skills Centre. GE Foundation gave
$300,000 in honour of former GE
Canada CEO Bob Gillespie. Gil-

lespie added $100,000 of his own.
Finally, Gary Mooney, president of

Fidelity National Financial Canada,

gave $100,000.

The Academic Skills Centre's new
home will be the Hazel McCallion

Academic Learning Centre, open-

ing in 2006. The Skills Centre offers

seminars and advice on study skills,

time management, and writing.

GE Foundation's gift recognized

Gillespie's retirement, and the

university plans to name the new
centre in h\is honour. Mooney's
donation will create the Gary and
Brenda Modrtey award, to support

students in financial need who use

the Skills Centre.

"1 value the role the University

of Toronto at Mississauga plays in

the prosperity of this city," says

Mooney. "A University is the heart

of a community."

—A.M.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

The Guide to Whafs Happening

at Your Student Centre!

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Pick it up at Hart House, Visitors Centre

and orientation sessions across campus

Cliecii it out online www.liartliouse.utoronto.ca

Quick: how many
plane crashes

HAVE THERE BEEN IN

THE NEWS THIS PAST

MONTH?

Don't know?

Me NEITHER. We
don't cover PLANE

CRASHES.

Write eor news.

news@thevarsity.

CA

416-946-7600

[WILLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

10A.M. to 10P.M.

(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we

caafInd most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

20% Student discount
on any in-stock books

{$20.00 minimum)
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Welcome back, UofT Students!
Before you see a professor, enter a lab, hear a lecture or receive a grade

.•.We're here for you!

Serene starts her

academic journey.

MelbQ Remed/os helps Serene
access her program...

or

Senior Residence StewardTom McCallum helps
Serene find a place to live..

UQf I works
I because I

we do! Steelworkers Local 1998
Working without a contract

since June 30, 2005 www.uswai998.ca
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"What they're doing isn't right"

TUITION' -CONTINUED FROM PGl

fully about applying."

International students pay more
because the government does not

contribute to their education.

"The justification is simply that

the tuition rate was nota sufficient

to provide for these students," says

Zaky. "It was much lower than the

cost of their education." Farrar clari-

fied that international students now
pay the sum of domestic tuition and
the grant that the university would
have received from the govern-

ment. Some student groups, includ-

ing the Graduate Students' Union

(GSU) and Students' Administrative

Council, disagree with the formula.

They think that international tuition

should be frozen.

"We have an international obli-

gation as a wealthy country," says

Gina Trubiani, VP External at the

GSU.

The administration argues that

the increase brings U of T's tuition

in line with similar universities. Far-

rar explains that U of T's tuition was
in the bottom quarter of the coun-

try. Now it is in the top quarter. He
also points out that the new rates

are lower than most public univer-

sities in the United States.

New scholarships and a new work
permit allowing international stu-

dents to work off campus could help

international students cope with

their fees. But the scholarship pro-

gram has not started yet, and will

include few students when it does.

"It's going to be aimed at the very

top students that are applying,

but a small number of them," says

Farrar. "Probably single digit num-
bers." When the scholarships are

awarded next fall to undergraduate

and professional masters students.

they will cover tuition, living costs,

and transportation for four years.

The second part of the program is

already in place and will provide

emergency funding for students

once they are enrolled.

"A classic example was the tsu-

nami," says Farrar. "There were stu-

dents whose entire family income

was wiped out by that natural event.

So that's what we're putting in place:

a financial aid package that will deal

with unexpected changes."

International student work per-

mits are also not yet in place.

"Working with government is like

moving mountains," says Ben Yang,

director of the International Student

Centre. "It takes time. I receive calls

from students every day, asking me
when that policy will be implement-

ed. My estimation is maybe Janu-

ary." He isn't convinced that it will

help much. "We only have 24 hours

a day [to work]."

Fitzgerald has a job that she could

be working at part-time, if the per-

mits were in place. In the meantime,

she used some of those hours to

write an angry letter to the admin-

istration.

"I'm really not happy," says Fitzger-

ald. "I'm sure I'll be really happy in

my department, but the university

as a whole— I just think that what
they're doing is not right."

TO. to

rally in

support

of pot

activist

P.J. Greer

The arrest by Canadian police of

marijuana activist Marc Emery in

response to an extradition request

by the U.S. government has sparked

a worldwide protest in his support

and against the U.S.-led "War on

Drugs" more generally, and Toronto

is set to be a main Canadian locale.

Nearly 40 cities are planning pro-

tests against Emery's arrest as part

of "Cannabis Liberation Week."

Protesters claim that their cause

is a Canadian sovereignty issue,

with a Toronto rally poster depict-

ing a mountie as a puppet dangling

in front of an American fiag. They
also believe that Emery is being

targeted for his U.S. political activ-

ism.

Marc Emery has been openly sell-

ing marijuana seeds by online mail

order from his Vancouver head-

quarters to international buyers for

over ten years. He has the support

from many Canadian politicians

most notably the NDP leader Jack

Layton and the Vancouver mayor
Larry Campbell.

The Varsity spoke to Emery at his

office in British Columbia. Emery
asserted that pot is safe and has

beneficial uses; it is the penalties

that are harming people.

"I urge all students to seriously

consider what's at stake here. Do
you want the drug war machine
making prisoners out of harmless,

otherwise law-abiding pot smokers,

or should we continue our progress

to a safer more sensible society?

"The money we save on law en-

forcement could be better spent on

education and treatment for those

in need."

Emery has been recommended
by Health Canada as a supplier

where medical marijuana patients

could buy seeds to grow plants. He
claims he has paid nearly $600,000

in taxes from his seed sales over

the past six years, and that "Mari-

juana Seed Vendor" was clearly

marked on his tax returns.

Marc Emery is the leader and

founder of the Marijuana Party of

Canada. In the years that Emery
has been working as an activist,

Canada's zero tolerance approach

to marijuana has changed to one

of acceptance. A much-publicized

political debate on legalization is

ongoing.

Emery owned and operated an

addiction treatment centre in Van-

couver for four years and said that

the idea that pot is a stepping stone

to hard drugs is untrue. "Sending

fathers to jail for marijuana is more

a stepping stone to hard drug use

for both the father and child than

marijuana is," he said.

The US has the largest per capita

prison population in the world, sev-

en times that of Canada.

The worldwide protest, named
"Smoke Out America," is set to oc-

cur this Sunday, with both Ameri-

can and Canadian embassies listed

as rallying locations on an organiz-

er's website. The Toronto protest is

scheduled to take place at 3 p.m. at

the U.S. consulate.

'They're real.

And they're spectacular.

I
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I guess I could withdraw but it would mean

totally changing around what I was going to

do. [If I had known,] I would have thought a

lot more carefully about applying.
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...And then there were Frosh

A trail of bright-eyed University College frosh tour the grounds of Sir Daniel Wilson Residence, formerly an all-male residence and

now home to roughly 200 students.

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

On September 9, students arriving

at ttie University of Toronto will expe-

rience a SAC Orientation Day that dif-

fers substantially from years past.

Orientation coordinators Paul

Bansal and Luke Stark have infused

the traditional clubs fair, parade, and

concert with a host of innovations

aimed at demonstrating the Students'

Administrative Council's commitment

to enriching student life on campus.

With previous years' SAC frosh ac-

tivities shrouded in bad memories of

gross overspending and poor man-

agement including a reported $10,000

on a golf cart and thousands more on

a trip to Wonderland and a party at a

large concert hall, frosh organizers are

looking to distance themselves from

all that. SAC President Paul Bretscher

has stated his commitment to "keep

Orientation deficit-free."

The Orientation Day concert on

the back campus, featuring Canadian

bands Sloan and Controller.Control-

ler, is connected to the "Make Poverty

History" campaign, a change from the

straightforward hedonism of yester-

year.

Bansal and Stark chose to organize

the concert for the late afternoon so

that it would not conflict with evening

frosh events hosted by individual col-

leges.

SAC has encouraged university

organizations to provide funding in-

stead of relying on large-scale corpo-

rate sponsorship.

University College's own parade

around campus was already getting

underway Monday, as hundreds of or-

ange T-shirted frosh trekked up Spa-

dina Ave., stopping to collectively give

a flower to a taxi driver. The driver

backed up in order to receive the gift

from a student, drawing cheers.

Tom Marshall, an international stu-

dent who was marching in the parade,

said that he was enjoying the diver-

sity of the people he was meeting as

a frosh. "There's a guy from Pakistan,

from Dubai, from everywhere," he

said, adding that he was from Eng-

land. "1 could do without all the yell-

ing, though. When you're meeting a

few people it's fine, but a huge group

like this makes me a bit nervous."

Vice President and Provost Shirley

Neuman's 2003 report "Stepping Up:

A Framework for Academic Planning

at the University of Toronto" inspired

many of the changes to SAC Orienta-

tion. The report stated that "welcome

and orientation events during the

first week on campus can develop a

student's pride in his or her university

or sow the seeds of alienation."

Bansal and Stark recognized that

one of the most effective methods of

developing new students' pride in U of

T is to encourage them to become in-

volved in campus organizations dur-

ing orientation week. Stark noted that

"once you have alienated a student, it

is much harder to get them involved."

In order to facilitate this involve-

ment, the clubs fair will take place

on orientation day itself, and a new

student handbook will help students

navigate the rows of club booths on

King's College Circle. Stark describes

the handbook, which also includes

contact information for numerous
clubs, as "a good springboard for in-

volvement at U of T."

Bansal and Stark conceived the

idea of a partnership between the

frosh concert and "Make Poverty His-

tory" campaign as an opportunity for

students to support a common cause.

"SAC's Blue Crew will distribute ban-

ners for all students to sign, pledging

to make poverty history," Bansal said.

Stark regards the campaign as an

opportunity to highlight the advan-

tages of U of T's size, something many
students blame for causing alienation.

"The campaign demonstrates what is

possible when the entire university

rallies around a single cause. Even if

a student isn't engaged in this cause,

it may encourage them to become in-

volved in another event on campus or

in society as a whole."

Both organizers acknowledge that

the financial difficulties of last year's

orientation have affected the organi-

zation of the upcoming frosh events.

"SAC orientation hasn't always had

the best reputation. It is important

to overcome the stigma of the year

before," explained Bansal. This year

sees increased financial support from

the U of T Bookstore, Hart House, the

Athletic Centre, and other campus in-

stitutions.

Stark hopes that SAC Orientation

will serve as an opportunity to dem-

onstrate that "we're not the same old

SAC anymore."
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US students rally to support

hurricane disaster relief

Red Cross amassing thousands of volunteers to assist Gulf

Coast towns ravaged by Katrina

Kim Breaux

SPECIAL TO CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

Oxford, MISSISSIPPI —As the Red
Cross mounts what it is calling the

largest mobilization of resources

for a natural domestic disaster,

students, faculty and community
members at Ole Miss University

have joined forces to combat the

devastation left behind by Hurri-

cane Katrina.

On the Ole Miss campus, located

approximately 500 km inland, sev-

eral organizations, including the

Associated Student Body, Student

Programming Board and Student

Media Center, among others, are

collecting monetary donations and
goods for victims of Hurricane Ka-

trina.

But organizations are not alone

in orchestrating hurricane relief ef-

forts.

While Katrina was still ravish-

ing the Mississippi Gulf Coast and
surrounding New Orleans regions,

Scott Stewart, a freshman from

Biloxi-a Mississippi Gulf Coast

town- decided to organize a trip to

the Coast for people interested in

helping the clean-up effort and re-

building processes. The response

has been astonishing, he said.

"1 am truly overwhelmed at the

response," Stewart said. "We're just

looking for people to help."

At least 25 people have respond-

ed with an eagerness to either

donate or travel to the Coast and

physically help out. he said. At this

point, the trip is tentatively sched-

uled for Sept. 9, with the group

scheduled to return Sept. 11. The
time of departure has not been set,

and the trip's date is pending safety

concerns, Stewart said.

"If it's not safe next weekend, we
won't go," he said. "We won't go un-

til we are needed."

Stewart said he hopes the volun-

teers will be able to work in conjunc-

tion with the Red Cross or the indi-

vidual cities of Biloxi and Gulfport;

cities he said are most accessible at

the moment and most heavily dam-
aged. Sleeping arrangements will

be finalized soon, he said.

Red Cross Volunteers are cur-

rently staffing shelters for tens of

thousands of people in five states

—

Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-

bama and Texas, the site said.

"Red Cross will do everything

possible to help," said McCrum-
men.
McCrummen said the Red Cross

is collecting toiletries, clothing and
monetary donations, among other

things. She said finding shelter for

people is the top priority.

"If you don't have a shelter, what
good is a can of beans?" she said.

Online contributions to the Di-

saster Relief Fund can be made at

www.redcross.org.
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Break on through
ENGINEERING MAY BE A BOY'S CLUB, BUT THIS FEMALE PROF HAS THE PASSWORD

Sumaiya Sharmeen

Women in Science and Engineer-

ing (WISE) honoured Dr. Yu-Ling

Cheng, Chair of Engineering Science

at U o T with the "Breaking the Glass

Ceiling" award. The award recog-

nizes her achievements in her tradi-

tionally male-dominated field.

Even though society is often bom-
barded with the message that we
live in an environment where gen-

der equality exists, many employed
women disagree because they are

faced with the "glass ceiling" that

decreases the likelihood and length-

ens the time for promotion into

managerial positions. This situation

also hinders women's entrance into

traditionally male-dominated fields

such as science and engineering.

Statistics from a number of stud-

ies confirm this gender-biased in-

equality in employment as well as

imbalanced representation of wom-
en in various fields. This inequality

affects the role of women in society.

A few women, however, have been

successful in breaking these barri-

ers, and WISE strives to recognize

them for their accomplishments.

WISE is a national co-ed student

organization whose main goal is to

promote women in science and en-

gineering fields. The organization

also encourages high school female

students to enter these fields. This

past year, two executives of WISE
at University of Toronto, Jennifer

Pereira and Jennifer Yen, initiated

the "Breaking the Glass Ceiling Se-

ries": a series of events that would
spread awareness of the lack of

equality and prepare young women
for these gender-based barriers.

Through workshops, discussions

and empowering speakers WISE
hoped to inspire these women to

build the confidence and leader-

ship skills needed to overcome
the glass ceiling. Our legacy event

Professor Yu-Ling Cheng, the U of T Chair of Engineering Science, displays her "Break-

ing the Glass Ceiling" Award, a new prize given out by the Toronto chapter of Women in

Science and Engineering (WISE).

was the "Breaking the Glass Ceil-

ing Award," recognizing the amaz-

ing accomplishments of the female

faculty here at the university. WISE
honored Dr. Yu-Ling Cheng, Chair

of Engineering Science, with the

award this year because she has

demonstrated strength, drive, cour-

age, and accomplished remarkable

achievements despite the many
challenges facing women in today's

workforce.

One of Cheng's students, who was
also a member of the nomination

committee stated, "As her position

as Chair demonstrates. Professor

Cheng embodies everything that

this award celebrates, as a female

visible minority in a traditionally

male-dominated field, who for the

past five years has headed a global-

ly-recognized engineering program
at the largest university in Canada.

She continually strives to improve

engineering science, courageously

spearheading initiatives that benefit

students."

Many of Cheng's students state

that she is the best thing that has

ever happened to the Division of En-

gineering Science. She has taken the

program from obscurity outside of

the U of T community to one with a

reputation of producing highly qual-

ified engineering students. 2004-

2005 was Cheng's last year as Chair

of Engineering Science.

Through her work and accom-

plishments, Cheng proves that there

are no limits to what a woman can

achieve in her career. She motivates

aspiring young minds to achieve

their dreams as well.

To nominate a female professor

for the WISE award, visit http://

wise.sa.utoronto.ca.

Girl talk
When it comes to deciding trends in teens' ev-

eryday speech, age, gender are most important

factors, says UTIVI research

Sabrina Singh

Does teenagers' frequent use of

'like' or 'so' tell us anything more
about language than how not to

use it? Teen talk is commonly dis-

missed as faddish and unworthy of

study, but according to University

of Toronto at Mississauga linguis-

tics professor Sail Tagliamonte,

a 15-year-old girl's comment that

"he's so not cool" can tell us a lot

about the person who's speaking

it, including their gender and age.

In a study published online in

the Journal of Pragmatics in June,

Tagliamonte found that, depend-
ing on our gender andathe gen-

eration we are a part of, we will

choose different intensifiers to

Tagliamonte try to analyze these

patterns of usage.

"One of the most pervasive find-

ings of sociolinguistics is that

when you have language changing,

women tend to lead the change.

They pick up the new form and

they carry it forward probably

about a generation ahead of the

guys," said Tagliamonte,

Tagliamonte has been leading

a team of second year university

students at U of T in conducting

research on how these character-

istics originate, particularly in ad-

olescents, and whether they con-

stitute new features of Canadian
English that are here to stay. Re-

searchers interviewed their own
family members living in Toronto,

According to research, some adolescents

use the term like' more than they use the

word 'and'

express our feelings. She was ini-

tially interested in finding out why
teens, particularly girls, tended to

frequently use the words like, just,

and so in their conversations.

While elderly people frequently
use 'very' as an intensifier, often

saying "that's very nice" or "she's

very good," the mid-generation

uses 'really,' as in "its really ok"

or "that's really great" and teenag-

ers tend to use 'so', as in "he's so

cute" or "she's so mean." Conse-

quently, language reveals our age,

reflects our generation, our social

standing, and who we are in rela-

tion to others. Sociolinguists like
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who came from diverse economic
and cultural backgrounds.

According to Tagliamonte's

research, use of these words
among adolescents is extremely

frequent. Use of the term 'like" be-

gins gradually at around the ages

of ten to 12 years old, intensifies

around 15 to 16 and then returns

to comparatively conservative us-

age once students reach univer-

sity age. In fact, some adolescents

use the term 'like' more than they

use the word 'and.'

Generally, Tagliamonte has

found that girls lead linguistic

change. Tagliamonte's research

reveals that girls tend to lead the

change in usage of the word 'so' in

the mid-teens but the intensifier is

used more frequently by boys in

older age groups.

This research is innovative

because Tagliamonte is taking a

long-term approach to this study,

not only monitoring developments
over time among adolescents of

specific age groups, generally be-

tween ages ten to 17, but also the

transformation that occurs in the

language used by adolescents as

they mature and as usage trends

change through time.

The word 'like' is more frequent-

ly used during the mid-teens. The
repeated usage of 'like' among
teenagers may seem completely

random, but the term is used as

a distinctive placeholder in teen

language, usually positioned be-

fore nouns, full sentences, and
verbs. The usage of the words
'just' and 'so' seem to continue

at a consistent frequency beyond
the adolescent age range, which

may signify the influx of a new fea-

ture in commonly used English.

The research also recognizes

the integral role that adolescents

play in language trends and de-

velopment. Previous research

of adolescent speech has been

infrequent due to the common
belief that teens' language is not

completely developed and a pat-

tern of speech is less detectable.

Moreover, Tagliamonte's research

appreciates that people in these

age ranges converse very differ-

ently amongst each other than

they do with their parents or peo-

ple of other age groups.
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How to succeed in rule-breaking
The Varsity will turn 125 years old

on October 7, 2005, and the staff

have spent the past few months
looking over old copies of the

paper (which you cana see for

yourself in the Robarts library Mi-

crofilm room, where every page
back to 1880 is waiting for your

perusal).

One of the most important and
humbling lessons we've found

while browsing those decades-
old issues is that a school year is

a shockingly brief period of time.

Scroll through one of those reels

of microfilm and you can eas-

* EDITORIAL ^

ily skim a year's worth of issues

in half an hour and still come up
with a pretty good impression of

the main concerns of the day. In

one sense, this is kind of demoral-

izing: realizing that all the work of

the writers, editors, and photog-

raphers will, in a few short years,

amount to a few flimsy metres of

scratchy microfilm. And that in

many cases, those fragile records

will be the only evidence left of

the activities of U of T students

and faculty for that year.

But at the same time, this re-

alization can be liberating: the

harsh glare of history is focused

elsewhere at the moment, and
we're free to do what we want.

University is traditionally a

place for doing improper or in-

advisable things, which in stupid

movies about universities usually

means public nudity, substance

abuse, academic flameout, or

a combination of all three. But

in real life, the possibilities for

creative' rule-breaking are much
richer, and the rewards more last-

ing. Take mavericks who changed

their respective fields by combin-

ing novel new approaches: Mar-

shall McLuhan, Wayne Gretzky,

Frida Kahlo, Richard Dawkins.

They refused to do things the way
everyone else did, took a chance
on doing it differently, and they

made something new. There was
very little streaking involved, (as

far as we know).

University, especially one as

large and varied as U of T, gives

you the freedom to sample differ-

ent disciplines, take chances, do
things differently, and break or

bend the rules of everyday life.

Take that language class, try out

for that sports team, discover

your secret passion for 16th-cen-

tury Icelandic poetry. One thing

we can tell you, having observed

U of T life for 125 years, is that if

you take those risks and end up
creating something amazing and
new, the world will thank you for

it. But if your gamble doesn't suc-

ceed, you're among friends. And
in the year 2130, the dreamers, the

achievers, the mavericks, and the

conformists will all be together on

that little roll of microfilm.

The Varsity. Victorian retro review

style

Graham F. Scott

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Varsity wasn't always the

lithe, stunningly handsome pub-

lication that you hold in your

hands right now. When it pub-

lished its first issue, on October

7, 1880, it was a cramped little

booklet published once a week
and mostly concerned itself

with provincial education policy

and occasional rambling letters

on what universities were like

in Europe. Although it's inter-

esting as a historical artifact, it

was, quite frankly, a fairly drab
and dull little paper. Copies sold

for 5 cents each.

Volume One, Number One
of The Varsity opened with an
editorial entitled "The Start" and it

is, I'm sad to say, a terrible piece of

writing.

Obtuse, pointlessly wordy, annoy-

ingly hesitant yet also pompous and
self-important, it's a good example
of a peculiarly Victorian style: "The
Varsity starts on its career unat-

tended by malevolence and amid
the hearty "God-speed-you!" of

friends," it reads, after blathering

needlessly for an entire paragraph

about a bunch of New York Times ar-

ticles from the previous year.

"...[0]ur intentions are very de-

mure: not a guiding star, not an in-

terpreter, but a register of opinion in

and out of the University in matters

of education as unbiased annalist

of University life; and, in this last

connexion, a strenuous advocate

of what constitutes individual well-

being. Efficiency from each of these

points of view will demand from the

undergraduates intellectual effort of

no small significance."

Thankfully, over the years, a lot

more than the writing style has

changed: in the same issue, and also

on the front page, was an article en-

titled "Co-Education in University

College," and opened with the line:

"The question of co-education of

the sexes in College for the training

of adults is still a vexed one, and
some time must elapse before it can

be regarded as finally disposed of."

I am proud to say that The Varsity

advocated women's admission to U
of T a full three and a half years be-

fore the first female undergraduates

walked through the door at Univer-

sity College on March 6, 1884.

I may not like the style of that first

Varsity, and it's easy to pick on its

florid verbiage and stuffy tone. But

for all these superficial complaints, I

think the message of that first Varsi-

ty is a noble one of optimism, equal-

ity, breadth of belief and opinion,

and intellectual and moral courage.
" [We] desire that the University of

Toronto shall possess the best uni-

versity paper in [North] America..."

the editors wrote in that first issue.

We still desire that, although I know
we have a lot of work to do. If some-

one reads this editorial another 125

years from now, I hope they'll over-

look its quaint style and see that

while the words change, the mes-

sage still applies.

20 Years Ago
Sept 12, 1985

Thieves Nab Painting

"Despiteadded security measures,

another piece of artwork was sto-

len from University College's Ca-

nadian collection this weekend..."

The painting was valued at

$800, which to UC archivist Doug
Richardson meant it "wasn't par-

ticularly valuable." The painting,

along with the rest of the collec-

tion had been bolted down the

previous year to assuage thefts.

"As for making any deals to re-

trieve the painting, [Doug Richard-

son] says 'no." One has to wonder
how this bit hit the newsstands if

even the archivist wasn't trying to

track it down.

30 Years Ago
Sept 10, 1975

Banfield and the right to
speak
By: Mike Edwards

"In March 1974, Professor Edward
Banfield, University of Pennsyl-

vania urbanologist, was invited

to speak by the American Studies

Committee...

Banfield's book. The Unheav-

enly City, contained some inter-

esting, and somewhat eccentric

views on the problems of the city

and how they could be solved.

He described the US Black popu-

lation as a 'pathological culture,'

seemingly lower class by defini-

tion. He also advocated police

control and birth control as vi-

able solutions."

The response from "leftist-

oriented" Students for a Demo-
cratic Society resulted in various

charges of assault and "conduct

prejudicial to the interests of the

university."

LETTERS

Corporate

commandeering

and your CD
library

Re: Pop music is pap today,

classic tomorrow, Sept 1st

I hate to disappoint you Caleigh

Rykiss [author], but your initial

impression about pop music today

being pap is actually true. But for

different reasons than you suggest.

Far from just the knee-jerk cyni-

cism you cite as the cause, the real

cause is a full-speed-in-reverse

return to corporate hegemony and
the culture of conformity. With the

massive mergers of music corpora-

tions with other media outlets dur-

ing the 1990s, the increasing priority

became bottom line profits. For a

corporation, this means minimizing

risks, which translates into care-

fully calculated (in some account-

ing geek's mind, anyway) choices

about which musical acts to sign

onto major labels. The result: a new
era of mediocrity and demographi-

cally-pitched "artists." Not unlike

the 1950s, when it took mavericks

like Elvis and Chuck Berry to bust

mediocre white pop music out of its

kitschy dead-end.

All art is about taking risks. This

actively works against the corporate

principle of maximizing shareholder

profits. You mention Pink Floyd.

Well, under today's corporate

regime, a Dark Side of the Moon (the

world's record holder for number of

consecutive weeks in the top Album
charts) would never see the light of

day, except maybe as an indepen-

dently released CD. Thankfully we
have Radiohead to contradict this

principle. But how many others like

them can you honestly list today?

During the golden era of rock

and pop music, circa 1966-74,

record industry A&R men (or talent

scouts) were all competing with

one another to hunt out and sign

up new artists. In the open-minded,

genuinely liberal spirit of the times,

risk was seen as a valuable asset in

exposing new talent to the world.

Now record labels compete to clone

their version of Britney Spears. For

interest's sake, just compare the

sheer number of "classic" bands (i.e.

those whose music has just as much
freshness and appeal to successive

generations as it did when released)

produced by the "classic rock" era

with today. I guarantee you it's no

contest.

Until we decide to limit the pow-

ers of corporations at all levels, this

is just one example of their ongoing

negative effect on human culture

and society.

Art Joyce

New Denver, BC

Checkup on the

Epoch Times in

China
Re: Copps: "diversity" will

save China-West relations,

Sept 1st

Nitzan Rotenberg wrote that "the

Epoch Times [is] largely distributed

in mainland China."

The Epoch Times is in fact banned

in China and four of its reporters are

currently imprisoned there.

P. C. Choc
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Frosh need anger

management
A CALL FOR LESS ANTAGONISM, MORE FRISBEE

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Frosh week has arrived, and we can

hear it on every college campus at U
of T. UC is shouting to Vic that "Vic's

second choice!" Vic is hollering to St.

Mikes "SMC, virgins cause they have

to be!" St. Mike's is screaming at Trin

that "Your Mother F***ed the Dean."

Everyone is insulting the engineers.

Frosh leaders encourage the new-

comers to repeat the same chants

outside Convocation Hall on New
Students' day, at every campus piz-

za lunch, and even at the Sky Dome
when rival colleges continue to hurl

insults from opposite sides of the

stadium. There must be a more inter-

esting and welcoming way to initiate

the frosh into their colleges than this

monotonous barrage of insults.

The current frosh week initiation

resembles opening day at a summer
camp. Take away the swearing and
the sexual innuendo and the frosh

might just as well be eight years old

again, shouting to opposing groups

of campers, "there ain't no flies on
us."

I'm sure there were some kids who
enjoyed spending the day yelling at

everyone in sight. The shy ones, how-

ever, silently mouthed the words,

while the sensitive children were be-

wildered by the constant noise. The

kids looking to talk to one of their fel-

low campers, let alone a familiar face

in another group, found their words
overpowered by the din.

Frosh week should not repeat the

same mistakes many camps make
on opening day. Students of all per-

sonalities and backgrounds should

feel welcomed instead of intimidated

when they arrive on campus. Fur-

thermore, the desire for frosh com-
mittees to initiate newcomers and
encourage them to identify with their

home colleges should not supersede

the other purposes of the week.

The activities between Labour Day
and the start of classes give the first

year students, especially commuters,

the opportunity to connect with each

other. When those same frosh see

their new acquaintances in classes

and around campus, the university

will seem less large and impersonal.

It is difficult to befriend anyone when
you are yelling "suck my Vic" at any-

one whose t-shirt differs from yours.

What the frosh gain in college soli-

darity they lose in time spent bond-

ing with other students.

Even as an initiation ritual, the

hours of shouting abuses are not

as memorable or as effective as the

time the students in each college

spend enjoying activities together

and socializing as group. September
in Toronto provides a multitude of

opportunities for frosh to experience

the city where they live for the next

four years.

Many first-years are from other

places and arrive eager to explore

their new surroundings. Even com-

muters have the chance to visit un-

familiar areas of the city. Increasing

the number of frosh trips to events

and locations around Toronto would

initiate the frosh through shared ex-

periences and memories instead of

insults hurled at other colleges.

My own frosh experience was sub-

stantially different from what the

newcomers to U of T are immersed in

this week. At the University of King's

College in Halifax, classes started the

Wednesday after Labour Day. There

was not a frosh week, only a frosh day

too brief to be wasted hurling insults

directed at the other Nova Scotia uni-

versities.

Instead, my fellow frosh and I

boarded a bus for Crystal Cave

Beach. We spent the day playing fris-

bee, eating burgers, and chatting by

the ocean, returning to campus as a

more cohesive group than when we
had left. 1 will always remember my
frosh day and the connection I have

to the University where I spent my
first year. 1 don't think I'd be as nos-

talgic about hours spent in muddy
fields, shouting that "I'd rather be an

artsy than a f***ing engineer."

//SOAPBOX DERBY

Weighing in on Katrina

When an issue as epic as Hur-

ricane Katrina hits the news, it

is often difficult to separate the

story from the spin. In light of

the extensive media coverage of

the horrific event, the following

are several quotes from both

controversial and respected

news sources. Judge for yourself

which journalists' and politicians'

moments on the soapbox pull

ahead in terms of credibility by
comparing this small sample of

news quotes from the past week.

And, just as a soapbox racer is fu-

eled by physics, see if these clips

stand up to the forces of gravity.

Lost in the Flood: Why no
mention of race or class in

TV's Katrina coverage?
By Jack Shafer

August 31st, Slate.com

"I can't say 1 saw everything that

the TV newscasters pumped out

about Katrina, but I viewed enough
repeated segments to say with 90

percent confidence that broad-

casters covering the New Orleans

end of the disaster demurred from

mentioning two topics that must
have occurred to every sentient

viewer: race and class..."

Hurricane Flattens Mississippi

Coast
By John-Thor Datilburg and P.J.

Huffstutter

August 30th, LA Times

"I can only imagine," Mississippi

Gov. Haley Barbour said slowly,

"that this is what Hiroshima
looked like 60 years ago."

Vacation is Over... an open
letter from Michael Moore to

George W. Bush
September 2nd, MichaelMoore.com

"Dear Mr. Bush:

Any idea where all our helicop-

ters are? It's Day 5 of Hurricane

Katrina and thousands remain

stranded in New Orleans and

need to be airlifted. Where on

earth could you have misplaced

all our military choppers? Do you

need help finding them? I once

lost my car in a Sears parking

lot."

Hurricane prompts awkward
questions
By Elinor Shields

September 4th, BBC News

"Anger is mounting among Afri-

can-American leaders that this

section was left behind when oth-

ers fled...

But some hope that the after-

math of the hurricane will force

people to confront the issue of

inequality."

Bush tours devastated Gulf

Coast, faults recovery efforts

as 'not acceptable'
By Jennifer Loven

September 4th, CBC.ca

"Bush sprinkled levity in his re-

marks at New Orleans" airport at

the end of the day. He talked about

coming to New Orleans years ago

and enjoying himself 'occasional-

ly too much.' He said he believed

the city will recover and 'be a bet-

ter place to come to."
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Don't fear the vegan
NON-DAIRY RESPONSE TO SUMMER CONCERT DISCRIMINATION

Michelle Bourdeau

This past June, I was lucky

enough to score some tickets to the

Olympic Island festival. I gloated

sufficiently to friends and co-work-

ers about my sweet Sunday being

spent with the likes of Broken So-

cial Scene and Modest Mouse, but

soon after 1 hopped off the ferry

e-mailed the organizers ahead of

time to ask if there would be vegan-

friendly concessions. Despite their

affirmative response, when 1 asked

for clarification as to what exactly

there would be, I got no answer.

Although they had earlier replied

that I would be able to choose from

a selection of items, there were
none made available. Even the veg-

It is a losing battle either way: I'm not

going to convince the yeller that my choice

is valid, and he is not going to be able to

shout a steak down my throat.

to begin enjoying the afternoon

concert goodness, I realized that

although 1 had purchased a ticket, 1

was not welcome.

As with many concert experi-

ences of the past, I had prepared

a vegan-friendly snack to bring to

the all-day musical romp, since

generally the concessions are ex-

plicitly for meat-lovers or vegetar-

ians with very low standards. And,

as with many other concerts, food

and beverages were barred from

entry. My day-long excursion was
shortened to an evening, as I had

to go home to eat dinner. All of this

was in spite of my research.

Having anticipated some compli-
cations as a result of my diet, I had

etarian options were cooked on the

same barbecue as the meat, and
my last resort of the pre-packed

snack was not allowed in.

The following day my boyfriend

and 1 emailed the organizers again

to complain. The company promot-

ing the show denied that they had
ever made such claims, despite

the written proof their previous e-

mails.

For the past two years that I've

been vegan, I've encountered near-

ly every imaginable response to

that controversial five-letter word.

More often than not, people have a

glaring reaction when they find out

that I'm one of "those people." Ac-

cordingly, they display outbursts

ranging from bitter defensiveness

to disapproval, enthusiasm, and

panic.

Occasionally, it's met with po-

lite interest. However, that's usu-

ally from someone who is already

familiar with another vegan, and

they generally then proceed to

tell me about the relationship they

have with "their" vegan, and re-

count a charming anecdote to con-

firm their membership of the vegan

in-group.

But despite the diversity of reac-

tions veganism may illicit, you can
guarantee that accompanying the

emotion of choice will be a bashful

confusion. My favourite incident

was the first time my new boy-

friend promised to make me din-

ner. I received a panicked phone
call while he was in the supermar-

ket and couldn't figure out what to

make. We went out for dinner that

night.

In reality, being vegan is not dif-

ficult. But when you grow up taught

to plan a meal around some sort of

meaty centerpiece, it takes a little

practice to wrap your head around
a non-meat and non-dairy lifestyle.

It's quite surprising how many
people (complete strangers and
family members alike) absolutely

lose their cool over my decisions

of what to ingest. This is especially

surprising since while I condone
veganism, I do not preach it, and
1 do not judge people based on
whether or not they share such

It's not easy for vegans to stay satiated at all-day concerts, especially since celery

stalks concealed in purses aren't running beneath the radar anymore.

views.

Even so, 1 have been pulled into

an alarming number of arguments

and borderline harassments with

people, and have had to walk away
mid-shout. Often 1 know it is a los-

ing battle either way: I'm not go-

ing to convince the yeller that my
choice is valid, and he is not going

to be able to shout a steak down my
throat.

What I often marvel over is what
it is about my being a vegan that

sets so many people off. In some
cases, the complainants have had a

negative encounter with what some
of us like to refer to as the "vegan

police." This is a person who gets

a little too excited about their new
lifestyle choice, and attacks any-

thing which doesn't conform to

their exact views on veganism.

But for the most part, I find the

abuse comes from someone who
really does not understand what

a vegan is, and for one reason or

another does not want to know
the ideals attached to the identity.

That's fine by me. I am not writing

this to convert anyone or to edu-

cate the masses on the so-called

"levels" of veganism. I am just try-

ing to avoid future futile confron-

tations between the meat and/or

dairy poster-kids and the "grass-

eaters," such as the June concert

incident.

It's time to take this lifestyle

choice more seriously, and provide

options at venues such as concerts

and sports events for the already

significant, and ever-increasing,

vegan population. After all, vegan-

ism is not a trend confined to sub-

cultures, but is an ideal that many
different types of individuals are

subscribing to. Consequently, this

movement is creating a growing

niche that event organizers should

not disregard.

After all, as my roommate says, "in

between meals, we're all vegan."

FREE Laundry Service

by mom

Going home for the weekend has never been so easy.

Greyhound provides bus service directly to mom's laundry room.

Visit us at greyhound.ca to discover how easy it is to get

25"OFF
your next ticket purchase!

GREYHOUND^
www.greyhound.ca
1 -800-661 -TRiP (8747)
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Eat this city
You were meant

for the stage

The average university class ener-

gizes the mind and saps the body. If

you're going to mai<e it academical-

ly, you need to keep that scaffolding

you keep your brain in, your faith-

ful bod, walking around and awake.

Whether you live in a campus resi-

dence and just can't take another

night of limp institutional food, or

a commuter with an hour to kill for

lunch, fuel up with these cheap and

tasty dining options. And remem-
ber, for even more, look through

your copy of VarCity, inserted into

this issue of The Varsity.

Head west on Bloor to find several

of our favourite places for falafel,

like Sarah's (487 Bloor St. W),
Ghazale (504 Bloor St. W), and Laila

(553 Bloor St. W). Sarah's chicken

and beef shawarmas are late-night

staples among Bloor West partiers,

but all three places stay open late.

And don't just draw the line at stuff

wrapped in pitas—grilled eggplant

sandwiches, samosas, baklava,

take-out tabouleh and other middle-

eastern favourites are on the menu
and waiting for your say-so.

The recent arrival of a Chippy's

storefront near the St. George cam-

The schedule of a university stu-

dent allows for considerable flex-

ibility when it comes to scheduling

sleep, class, reading, lab time, eat-

ing, and the rest. As someone who
is most alert after the sun has gone
down, I'm perfectly happy to do
these things in the dead of night. It's

important to have a good roster of

places to go when you need to study

at 2 AM, or if you've been pulling

that all-nighter and need a pre-sun-

rise snack. Those early risers don't

know what they're missing.

—Graham F. Scott

Newly-renovated Fran's (416-923-

9867, 20 College St.) has been an

all-night favourite for decades, and
specialties like rice pudding, the

all-day-breakfast, and the Franburg-

er demonstrate why. A late-night

crossroads for clubbers, shiftwork-

ers, and miscellaneous zombie-

eyed insomniacs, most of the menu
is pretty affordable, but there are

cheaper breakfast options to be had

elsewhere.

...like at Vesta Lunch (416-537-

4318, 474 Dupont St.), which has

been around as long as Fran's but

hasn't upgraded its decor. The late-

night crowd can be a shifty-looking

bunch, which can add to the appeal

pus (490 Bloor St. W) was a welcome
relief for those of us accustomed to

hiking overland to the Queen West
West location (893 Queen St. W) for

our fish-fry fix. Sip on a Coke in a

glass bottle while the staff slice, bat-

ter, and fry your filet. It offers a larg-

er selection of fish than most places,

including salmon, which isn't for ev-

eryone but has won more than a few

converts from the haddock and cod

camps. Fresh-cut chips are sweet

and salty all at once. Bring a friend:

portions are big.

Former greasy spoon FNp, TosS

and Shake was converted a couple

of years ago Flip, TosS and Thai—as a

name, it doesn't make much sense,

but you can't argue with the food.

The Pad Thai is a perennial win-

ner, but to feed a crowd, you can

buy take-out dishes like curries in

various colours (red, green) and
with various ingredients (chicken,

tofu, beef, shrimp) or specialties

like country tofu, Evil Jungle Prince

(a vegetarian dish with lots of egg-

plant), cold salad rolls, and lots

more.

A close cousin to FT&T is Salad

King (335 Yonge St., on Gould), which

MORE T.O.

We just couldn't fit everything we had

to say into our special frosh-week

magazine VarCity (find the insert in

this issue), so here are more of our

favourite cheap restaurants, 24-hour

hidey-holes, and theatrical venues.

For way more Toronto tips like this,

get your issue of VarCity, available on

campus newsstands right now, and

make this city your own.

is more of a hike but has way cooler

decor. Located on the Ryeron Uni-

versity campus, it does a booming
lunch trade, with people lining up
to snag a spot at the long, stainless

steel tables. Daily specials include a

drink, and soups are a budget-con-

scious dream, thick with vegetables

and chicken or seafood, for under

five bucks. Curries and variations on

Pad Thai with many vegetarian op-

tions make this a great destination

if you're willing to make the trek to

Dundas. Sharing a table with strang-

ers can take some getting used to,

but you'll get over it once you taste

that lime leaf chicken.

The last hungarian outpost in the

Annex is the Country style Hungarian

Restaurant (450 Bloor St. W) which
has been serving the best goulash

soup in three time zones for de-

cades. The small-size goulash is

big enough for a meal, comes with

a plate of rye bread, and costs less

than five dollars. The schnitzel is so

big it hangs off the plate and leaves

more than enough for a doggy bag.

Stop by on Saturdays for the once-a-

week chicken soup with liver dump-
lings. It's a classic for a reason,

people.

The student experience in the big

city: a true travesty if one ignores

all the splendours Toronto has to

offer. One of the benefits of living

in this busy bit of Canada is the

diverse art scene the dense popu-
lation allows, and none is more ac-

cessible and affordable than the

Toronto theatre scene. If you're in

the mood for the big musical ABBA
sing-along-type glam-shows of the

King Street theatre district, they're

easy to look up at mirvish.com. But

we're going to get down and dirty

with those smaller, edgier, and,

above all, cheaper theatres where
they make ahht, dahling.

Take a look at the upcoming
season at Theatre Passe Muraille

(passemuraille.on.ca, 16 Ryerson
St.) if you're up for edgy theatre

in edgy Parkdale. Passe Muraille

has presented consistently unique

work in both its main and studio

spaces. Next season includes "The
Rochdale Project" written by the

Rochdale Collective, document-
ing the brief experiment of the

group in 1968 to create a coopera-
tive college at the University of

Toronto, which became a haven of

free thought, radical idealism, and
even gave birth to Theatre Passe

Muraille itself.

Other small but important spac-

es to indulge in all things thespian

include Factory Theatre (factory-

theatre.ca, 125 Bathurst St), which
produced several winners this

year with "Bigger than Jesus" and
"Pondlife".

If you're venturing north, try

Tarragon (tarragontheatre.com, 30

Bridgman Ave.) This year at Tar-

ragon promises not only a season
showcasing Morris Panych and Mi-

chel Tremblay, but also features an
under-20s playwriting contest to

keep an eye for if you're interested

in creating your own work.

Canadian Stage, usually known
as Canstage (canstage.com, 27
Front St. E), has produced some of

the biggest successes, and some

of the biggest flops in the past

few years. Regardless, their sub-

stantially higher budget than the

other theatres here ensures more
elaborate costumes and sets for

your buck. The upcoming season

is entirely drool-worthy, planning

for works by Edward Albee, Morris

Panych, everyone's favourite hip-

pie musical "Hair", and even a play

based on the work of Michael Cun-

ningham (author of The Hours, and
A Home at the End of the World).

Canstage has two theatres, at 26

Berkeley St, and 27 Front.

(All of the above theatres pro-

vide affordable student passes,

generally for five productions,

working out to be about ten dollars

a show. Getting signed up for one
of these is one of the easiest and

cheapest ways of getting a decent

seat. T.O.Tix, in following its New
York predecessor, is also great

news for cheap entertainment, of-

fering half-price same-day tickets.

Even in light of the above-men-

tioned picks, the best way to hear

about and get involved in Toronto

theatre is just to actually read

those pasted-up posters on tele-

phone poles and parking meters.

Student theatre from Hart House
Theatre, the drama groups at Trin-

ity University, and Victoria Colleg-

es, and smaller independent com-

panies use this as their primary

advertising. Productions you run

across this way tend to be more

daring, more intimate, and very af-

fordable (some just ask for a dona-

tion).

You may not be looking for su-

per-serious drama, though: many
comedy clubs around town offer

student discounts, and provide

hilariously bad and painfully good

entertainment (often both in the

same line up)

—

and allow you to

chug a beer while you watch it. Try

Second City (secondcity.com, 51

Mercer St.), or The Laugh Resort

(laughresort.com, 370 King St. W)
for an evening of corny goodness.

// AFTER DARK

LIVE LARGE IN THE WEE HOURS

ft

if you're in the mood. The food's not

going to win any prizes, but it'll hold

you down in a high wind.

7 West (416-928-9041, 7 Charles St.

W) is three storeys of hep nooks and
crannies, dimly lit for a moody mid-

night meeting. The grilled-vegetable

sandwich and all manner of salads

make a great break from the greasy

fare found in most late-night joints.

Desserts are a good pick at any time

of the day or night.

For a place to do some late night

studying, Tim Horton's or, less of-

ten, Coffee Time locations are sur-

prisingly good. Bright fluorescent

lighting, hard seating, and a steady

intake of cheap coffee really keeps

you awake while you read the last

160 pages of that awful textbook. Al-

though the signs on the wall usually

say you're only supposed to stay

for 20 minutes, no late-night mini-

mum-wage TimHo worker could be
bothered to care as long as you buy
a Timbit every other hour. For even

more bleary-eyed late-night fluores-

cent fun, grab a tasty apple at 24-

hour grocery stores like Dominion
or Rabba

Mel's Montreal Delicatessen (416-

966-8881, 440 Bloor St. W) says right

on the sign: "We Never Close." So
you'll never have to forego the Mel's

Big Baby Breakfast if you want it.

bitto those mile-high sandwiches.

If you've got a night's worth of

work to do but have to escape your

house and the cushiony bed inside

it that's just calling out for you to

lie down, just for a minute.... Get out

and go to the 24-hour study areas

at Robarts Library. From Sept. 18 to

May 4, the reading rooms, cafeteria,

and computer commons at Robarts
are open around the clock. After

regular library hours, you'll need
to show your student card to the

bouncer on the ground floor. Come
early during exam season, as space
fills up fast.
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^ GROGGy
Attention All Undergraduates

The Student's Adminstrative Council - your students'

union - is holding a byelection to fill vacancies on

the Board of Directors in the following constituenices.

Faculty of Medicine
Intiis College

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Toronto School of Theology
Transitional Year Program

Nomination Period
Sept. 20th at 9 am to Sept. 23rd at 12 noon

Second Nomination Period
Sept. 27th at 9 am to Sept. 30th at 12 noon

All Candidates Meeting
Friday September 30 at 4pm

Campaign Period

Oct. 3 at 12 noon to Oct. 14 at 5pm
Voting Period

Oct. 12 at 12 noon to Oct. 14 at 5pm

To become a candidate, members of a constituency

can pick up a candidate information package during
the nomination period in the SAC office. If no
candidates are nominated for a specific seat,

nominations for these seats will become open to all

full-time undergraduates during the second nomination
period. Full election rules are available from SAC.

For further information, contact Elections Committee
c/o Chief Returning Officer, cro@sac.utoronto.ca

12 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

416-978-4911 x229
| Q' iQ'jj

Students' Administrative Council & (Sal

NO CAR PAYMENTS
FOR 2 MONTHS.
TOO BAD YOU CAN'T DO THE SAME WITH
YOUR STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS.

Introducing the GM Student Bonus Program

This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance

before you talk to SmartCoverager Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage™ from your GM Dealer and get a no

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitations.





V / Play DVD or downloaded movies,

I wide-screen, in Windows Media Video,

/ OivX, Xvid. and other formats.

/ Break the language barrier. Windows can

/ input text in many non-English scripts. Use

/ speech recognition from the Tablet PC

/ Recognizer Pack to practice your

/ Japanese or Chinese pronunciation.

Upgrade/ Jot down notes, arrange them, even

/ highlight them, and then search them to

/ find what you need. OneNote will even

^0^^ search your handwritten notes!

/ / Organizing your time a real challenge?

/ Office users can keep track of

/ assignments and activities in Outlook

/ Calendar - it can even remind you to call

^ Mom.

Don't double major in symbology. The

ThinkPatf* X41 Tablet recognizes your

handwriting. It can convert your English

handwriting to text in an email, an essay, or

an Instant Message. Download the Tablet

PC Recognizer Pack to convert handwriting

to French, German, Spanish, Chinese,

Japanese, or Korean text.

Starting at 3.6 lbs, the ThinkPad X41 is the

lightest Tablet PC in its class*. Replace all

of your spiral notebooks into a single

electronic one. Download textbooks,

magazines, Word-'- documents,

presentations created in PowerPoint', and

the professor's notes right to your Tablet

PC. Use your pen to highlight and mark

them up. just like you would on paper

(except that it's easier to erase).

Use the scientific calculator that comes

with Windows* or download the one that's

handwriting-enabled. If you find typing

equations too tedious, use your pen to

draw them - you can insert handwriting

I into any Word document.

Take advantage of some late night crash

protection: The ThinkPad X41 s Rescue

and Recovery™ tools allow you to simply

and quickly recover system and data files.

\ At the push of a button, a "toolkit" with

\ system information, diagnostics and

\ recovery options comes to rescue your

\ saved data.

product of Lenovo

Note: Microsoft Office applications may

need to be acquired separate!

Look for the new ThinkPad X41 Tablet at the Arts & Science Vendor Fair

September 6, 9:00am to 4:00pm - In the Information Comnnons in Robarts Library.

September 1 , 9:00am to 4:00pm - In the Lobby of Sidney Smith Hall.

You can also check it out at the U of T Bookstore.

If you're ready to buy now, go to www.lenovo.com/uoftstudent/ca
Your Access ID is your U of T student number.

'"orporation. A!! rights reserved. Microsuft, OneNote, Outlook, PowerPoint, Windows, and Windows Mec : - -^arks or

r-r-M, Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Footnotes: (1) Battery life: Based on manufa. :. ^ \ETcom
dors in first quarter 2004 notebook sales as reported by IDC. (2) Class is 12" convertible tablet. Tiie tc - ^-vo:

d Recovery, I he names of actual companies and products mentioned herein niay be the trademarks of the
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Hydrogen age ahead?
AT UTM AND ACROSS THE GTA, PILOT PROJECTS POWERED BY HYDROGEN FUEL CELLS ARE STARTING TO EMERGE,

WRITES MARIANA VIDRIC.

More than 40 organizations, in-

cluding The City of Mississauga,

the University of Toronto, and On-

tario Power Generation, have come
together to create a Hydrogen Vil-

lage, a program designed to accel-

erate development of sustainable

hydrogen technology. The Village

consists of numerous hydrogen

and fuel cell infrastructure hubs
dispersed throughout the GTA. Ry
Smith, the manager of the Hydro-

gen Village program, said that what
sets this program apart from other

similar initiatives around the world

is that it is end-user oriented, that it

focuses on community needs. The
program aims not only to produce
and supply hydrogen fuel, but also

to raise public awareness, develop

safety codes and standards, and
to forge links to other energy pro-

grams concerned with conserva-

tion.

Only a very small percentage

of the energy we produce comes
from renewable and non-polluting

sources. Gasoline and diesel fuel

account for 97 per cent of all trans-

portation fuel consumed; alterna-

tive fuels such as propane, natural

gas, and ethanol, make up the rest.

But things are changing. In 2002,

the Ontario Legislative Committee
recommended that Ontario invest

more in developing fuel cells and
wind energy, two significant areas

in the alternative energy field.

Fuel cells are similar to batter-

ies, except that while batteries run

down and become depleted, fuel

cells can be continually replen-

ished with fuel; they also provide a

continuous supply of electric pow-
er. They can also be scaled down to

power a cell phone, or scaled up to

power a town, without significantly

changing the design. In theory, the

market for fuel cells could be virtu-

ally unlimited.

A hydrogen fuel cell is an elec-

trochemical device, that produces
electricity from a combined chemi-

cal reaction and electrical charge

transport that occurs within the

fuel cell. When the hydrogen fuel is

supplied, the hydrogen reacts with

oxygen to produce electricity, wa-

ter, and some heat. Greenhouse gas

emissions are almost completely

eliminated.

Earlier this year, Purolator Cou-

rier Ltd. introduced ten hybrid elec-

tric vehicles (HEV) and one hydro-

gen fuel cell HEV into its Toronto

delivery fleet. The latter uses a fuel

cell, combined with a battery elec-

tric propulsion system designed

by Hydrogenics Corporation. Hy-

drogenics is a, co-founded by two

U of T engineers, Pierre Rivard and
Joseph Cargnelli. The fleet is fu-

eled with hydrogen generated from

water using power from the wind
turbine at the Canadian National

Exhibition.

The HEVs are expected to elimi-

nate up to half, and the fuel cell

HEVs up to 100 per cent, of green-

house gases currently emitted con-

ventionally-powered delivery vehi-

cles. If the vehicles live up to their

expectations, Purolator expects to

introduce more HEVs to their fleet.

As part of the Hydrogen Village

program, U of T Mississauga will be

installing another breed of fuel cell

to provide electrical power to one

of its student residences later this

year. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)

are able to chemically convert a

wide variety of fuels with high effi-

ciency (they can be up to twice as

efficient as engines currently in use)

and are also able to use currently

available fossil fuels and natural

gas, thus reducing operating costs.

An additional benefit of these fuel

cells is that they produce heat as a

by-product, which can be used for

heating. Not only will this provide

hot shower water, space heating,

and power for computers and TVs,

it also has environmental benefits.

Unlike in the burning of natural gas,

no sulphur dioxides or nitrous ox-

ides are produced.

Although these alternative fuels

clearly have benefits to the environ-

ment and the consumer. Hydrogen
Villiage's Ry Smith predicts we will

not see hydrogen-powered person-

al vehicles in regular use any time

soon. However, he does speculate

that we may see cell phones fitted

with hydrogen-powered batteries

and houses with SOFCs within a few

years. It all depends on the market,

he says. The technology is there,

now consumers have to be willing

It's a gas

to give it a chance.

Most of the reluctance to use

these fuels is due to the relatively

high cost of fuel cells. As with any
technology, the price is higher in

order to recover the cost of devel-

opment, but with the advances in

manufacturing technology, the cost

should go down.
Another reservation consumers

have about the hydrogen fuels is

its perceived danger. Hydrogen is

combustible and is packed in highly

pressurized containers, and the

fear is that fuel tank storage facili-

ties or hydrogen tanks in cars may
ignite or explode. Although Smith

does not deny that some danger ex-

ists, he says it is comparable to oth-

er fuels currently in use. Ultimately,

though, the rising price of oil may
serve to bring these technologies

ever closer to profitability.

FILLING 'ER UP, WITH THE FUEL

OF THE FUTURE

Boys and their toys: Hydrogen Village manager Ry Smith demonstrating to your correspondent the Gator's uphill performance.

CNE people told me to stop riding this off the road," he said.

'The

"It sounds more like a Mars mo-
bile," says Ry Smith, as the electric

motors drivethe hydrogen-powered

Gator towards the refueling station

beneath the giant wind turbine on

the Exhibition grounds. Smith, the

general manager of the Hydrogen

Village, is here to show the public

the practicality of this cleein-but

still costly-alternative to fossil fuels.

Hydrogen fuel is produced on-site

through a process called electroly-

sis, using electricity generated by

the windmill and Toronto tap water.

Electric current is used to split

apart the water molecules, produc-

ing oxygen (O,) and hydrogen (H,)

gas. The oxygen is vented to. the

atmosphere, while the hydrogen is

purified and compressed to a pres-

sure of 6,000 pounds per square

inch. That is roughly the pressure

exerted by four full-sized football

players standing on an area the size

of your fingernail. The station pro-

duces 65 kilograms of the stuff each

day-enough to power 75 to 100 Ga-

tors.

Smith now begins the refueling

process. He first attaches a cable to

the Gator, in order to ground it. This

will prevent small, but dangerous,

electrical discharges in the form of

sparks. A faint hiss is heard, remi-

niscent of a gas stove, as the hydro-

gen gas begins to flow.

"The cylinder can. hold half a ki-

logram of hydrogen. That should

be enough for about four hours,"

says Smith. "And since the fuel cell

is twice as efficient (as a gasoline-

powered engine), that is about four

liters of gasoline equivalent." The
Gator has some neat features as

well. "When you switch the engine

off, you can take an electric hedge

clipper, plug it in and run it off the

fuel cell."

Smith says that gas prices would

have to top $1.85 a liter for hydrogen

fuel cell vehicles to become attrac-

tive. It currently costs them about

$2 to produce the same amount of

energy from hydrogen as you would

from a liter of gasoline, he estimates.

Though the cost of production

makes up only about half of that,

large overhead costs drive up the

price, since most of the equipment

at the refueling station is custom-

made.

Smith sees progress in several

stages. At first, fuel cell vehicles

will be adopted by corporate fleets,

fueled by on-site hydrogen-produc-

ing stations. "That then creates the

economic case for public, off-site in-

frastructure." As for the hydrogen-

fuelled Gators, "we expect them to

reach a commercial price point in a

couple of years," he says.

-MIKE GHENU
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A researcher at the Space Flight Laboratory of UofT's Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS) shows off the CanX-2 nanosatellite at

a demonstration event last Wednesday. The satellite is being developed there, and is due for launch from Russia in 2006. Its primary

mission objective will be to test new propulsion, radio, sensor and GPS technologies that make possible controlled formation flying

in space. It can also carry small scientific payloads.

Although a bit of a misnomer, the prefix "nano" is meant to differentiate the satellite from its much larger kin. Weighing in at 3.5

kilograms and about the size of a two-liter milk carton, the CanX-2 is a far cry from the bus-sized Hubble Space Telescope, which

weighs 11 tons. The CanX-2 is meant to pave the way for the CanX-4 and CanX-5 dual satellite mission in 2008. In the future, fleets of

such "nano"-satellites flying in formation could cooperate to do the work of much larger probes-and be much cheaper to launch.

-ADAM MANDARINO

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Atmospheric pollution

knows no borders
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

"You can't consider pollution as

being a local phenomenon," said

Dr. James Drummond, an atmo-
spheric physicist who studies the

global dispersion of pollutants in

the layer of the atmosphere found

four to five kilometers above the

Earth's surface. "We kind of knew
that already," he said, "but when
you actually see chemicals be-

ing transported, when you can
visualize that, then it really takes

hold."

Drummond was the principal

investigator on the team that

developed a satellite designed

to continuously track the global

distribution of pollutants such
as carbon monoxide. Dubbed
MOPITT (Measurements of Pol-

lution in the Troposphere), the

probe was launched in 1999.

"There have been other launches

since, but we were the first ones
up doing global measurements."
MOPlTT's findings have shed

light on how far afield pollutants

in the upper troposphere can
travel. "As far as carbon monox-
ide-which is produced from wild

fires-is concerned, we can see
that being transported at least a

third of the way across the world,

easily from one continent to an-

other," said Drummond. Carbon
monoxide from Africa crosses the

Indian Ocean, reaching Australia;

from China it crosses the Pacific

to reach North America; and car-

bon monoxide emitted in North
America drifts over Europe.

In 2003, pollutants sent up by
huge forest fires in Siberia per-

meated the whole of the northern
hemisphere. "Everybody affects

everybody else downstream-the
whole system is globally connect-
ed," Drummond said. "You find

that visibility thousands of kilo-

Physics prof James Drummond in front of the clean room used to test satellites, often at

temperatures as low as -200°C. The room contains fewer than 10,000 dust particles per

cubic meter of air.

meters away drops because of the

outflow from these fires."

Drummond completed his un-

dergraduate and graduate studies

at Oxford University, before com-

ing to U of T in 1979. This year,

he became one of 13 U of T profs

elected as fellows of the Academy
of Science of the Royal Society

of Canada-an academic's hall of

fame. On this topic, Drummond
was quite modest: "You feel such

a fraud, because you're always

part of a team," he said.

Most recently, Drummond has

been working on a team that is set-

ting up an Arctic research facility

at Eureka, in Nunavut, an isolated

environment where equipment

must be flown In by cargo plane,

and this only during summer. The

station will be measuring air qual-

ity as well as looking for tell-tale

signs of climate change. "Many

people think that's where the first

real signs of change are going to

happen," he said.

But in order to observe such

long-term trends, Drummond ar-

gued that Canadian science must
do better to organizing things for

the long term. "We have a scien-

tific space program that is frankly

the envy of the world," he said.

"For the amount of money that

is spent, the scientific return is

huge." On the flip side, he added,

"where we're worst is in making
long-term commitments to mea-
surements, because so much of

what we are funded for is focused

on the short term."

He has had to deal with up to

10 different funding agencies to

secure grants for the Arctic sta-

tion. "If you want a long-term

data record to understand what
long-term changes are happen-

ing, you need to make long-term

measurements," Drummond said.

"You can't make last year's mea-
surements this year."

//SCIENCE BRii

Catch me if you can
Skin cancer, caused by excessive exposure to UV rays, spreads through

the body faster than other forms of cancer, and kills almost 1,000 Canadians

each year. Researchers at MIT have traced the extreme malignancy of skin

cancer to a gene called Slug. When activated, the Slug gene allows cells to

move freely around the body. Usually, Slug is only activated in embryos,

where cells must move around and clump together to form the body's tis-

sues. However, in skin cancer, the Slug gene is turned on, allowing the can-

cerous cells to get around, implant, and grow throughout the body. When
researchers artificially knocked out the Slug gene in cancerous cells, they

lost their ability to migrate to other bodily tissues.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Nature Genetics

Targeting tumours
The human body has a natural defense against cancer: genes in our DNA

produce proteins that search and destroy aberrant, malignant cells. When
these genes get damaged, our bodies become susceptible to cancer. Scien-

tists have recently uncovered the importance of another of these genes,

dubbed Reprimo. This gene was found to be inactive during the primary

stages of many tumors-especially those of the gastrointestinal system. In

normal cells Reprimo, codes for a protein that teams up with another pow-

erful protein, p53; together, they are effective in suppressing tumors.

Reprimo seems to be one of the first suppressor genes that get inactivated

in a cancerous growth. This occurs through methylation-the addition of a-

CHj group to the gene. This knowledge could be applied in detecting certain

cancers early on, by looking for methylated versions of the Reprimo gene.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: International Journal of Cancer

No sugar for us thanks, we're felines
It is no wonder cats are cranky: they can't taIt is no wonder cats are cranky: they can't taste sweets, and have to re-

sign themselves to an Atkins-like diet of meat and fat. Sweet taste buds are

composed of proteins produced by two genes: Taslr2 and TaslrS. Research-

ers at the Monell Chemical Senses Center, in Pittsburgh, have found that

in domestic cats-also known as Felis sllvestris catus-the former gene is

active, while the latter is not. Unfortunately, this raises more questions than

it answers. For instance, when and why did cats lose the ability to taste

sugars? And which came first: this obvious handicap or their carnivorous

diet? Watch this space.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: Public Library ofScience Genetics

Tropical Cyclones

Tropical cyclones are rotating masses of air containing clouds,

wind and thunderstorms that funnel energy from the (warm) sur-

face of the ocean to the (cooler) atmosphere above. Warm mois-

ture-laden air rises from the surface of the ocean and condenses

to form clouds higher up in the atmosphere. The upward motion

of air creates a low pressure system that sucks in more air from

its surroundings.

Under the right conditions-warm oceans, plentiful moisture

and a lack of winds to disturb the upward flow of air-cyclones can

become self-perpetuating, sucking in surrounding air ever more
voraciously. When sustained wind speeds of 60-120 kilometers per

hour are reached, cyclones acquire their trademark spiral shape,

and are assigned a name by America's National Weather Service. At

the storm's eye, where atmospheric pressure is the lowest, things

stay relatively calm. But areas under the surrounding eyewall are

lashed with the most powerful winds and thunderstorms.

Facts & Numbers:

Last month, climatologists at Louisiana State University exam-
ined hurricane records dating back to 1851. These are some of

their findings:

Greatest number of named storms in a season: 21, in 1933

Second-greatest number of named storms: 19, in 1887 and 1995

Average number of named storms per season: 9.6

Top 10 seasons with the earliest occurrences of named storms:

1887, 1893, 1933, 1936, 1990, 1995, 1996, 2003, 2004 and 2005.

Average number of named storms during such "early start" sea-

sons: 16.1

Projected number of named storms in 2005: 18-21

Projected number of hurricanes in 2005: 9-11

Projected number of intense hurricanes in 2005: 5-7

Sources: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), Louisiana State University
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Lights, camera. . . Asprin? Stretch those limbs and rest your eyes before the movie marathon l^nown as the Toronto International Film Festival hits town this week.

Our reviewers preview the best of the fest (and one notable letdown).

Jennifer Fabro, Mike Meelian, Graham
F. Scott, Radheyan Simonpillai, and

Chris Spraakman

Water
Director. Deepa Mehta

Rating:VWW
Water brings to a close Canadian

director Deepa Mehta's trilogy, con-

cluding the elemental cycle that be-

gan with Fire and Earth, and it proves

once again why she is one of the most

important Canadian talents in movies

today.

Mehta's films have provoked riots in

India amongst fundamentalist Hindus

who object to her portrayals of reli-

gious ambivalence, feminist struggle,

and social inequity. And by "object"

we don't mean "writing an angry let-

ter" level of objection, but more the

"assembling a mob, storming the set,

and burning it to the ground" variety.

As Water opens, 8-year old Chuyia

has already been married to, and wid-

owed by, a man she has never met. By
Hindu religious custom, she has been

sent to live in a bleak widows' resi-

dence, where the women live a life of

self-denial and austere mourning for

their husbands. Rebellious Chuyia's

presence disrupts the widows' rou-

tines and forces a few to question their

glum situation: Kalyani (Lisa Ray)

falls in love with an idealistic young
Gandhi follower (John Abraham) and

breaks with Hindu tradition to marry
him, with tragic consequences.

Ray and Abraham's romance feels

perfunctory, as it mostly serves as

a hook to hang the film's agenda on.

The lovers' bland passion is over-

shadowed by a deeply conflicted and
plaintive performance by Shakuntula

(Seema Biswas), as a pious and hard-

working widow who begins doubting

her faith as the injustices around her

pile up. The heartbreaking final scene

proves that, while she doesn't take

up the most screen time, it's really

Shakuntula's story all along.—GPS

Where the Truth Lies

Director: Atom Egoyan

Rating:VWv¥

Moving between the past where
the story is being weaved to a present

where the twists are being uncovered,

the intricate plot and story develop-

ment of Where the Truth Lies will defi-

nitely keep your attention.

Where the Truth Lies follows in a

similar vein to Canadian auteur Egoy-

an's last film, Childstar, by showing the

inevitably destructive side of fame.

Based on the novel by Rupert Holm-

es, the story follows the careers and

eventual downfall of two Hollywood

celebrities from the 1950s (played by
Kevin Bacon and Colin Firth).

Karen O'Connor, a young journal-

ist (Alison Lohman) uncovers their

involvement in a scandalous murder
that led to the end of their success-

ful partnership. The byproducts of

their fame—lust, betrayed trust, and

sexuality all catch up with them, yet

their respect for each other keeps the

crime and their involvement a secret.

Enter O'Connor, who uses her brains

and beauty to reveal what really hap-

pened.

Through the many discoveries, she

finds herself torn between uncover-

ing the true story and trying to accept

who these stars she idolized as a child

really were. Their flaws become ap-

Capote
Director: Bennett IVliller

Rating:VWW

Top: Deepa Mehta's Waterruns deep. Bottom left: A different kind of chick flick: Familia leads a strong CanCon pack at the festival.

Bottom right: Phillip Seymour Hoffman gets his due as Capote

parent, yet she finds herself intricately

connected to them and her own inde-

pendence is questioned. Her struggles

to remain in control of herself and the

evolving story bring their own set of

twists.

The film succeeds mainly thanks

to the strong underlying story. How-
ever, Egoyan keeps up the suspense

by maintaining an ever-shifting move-

ment between appearance and recil-

ity—CS

Why We Fight

Director: Eugene Jarecki

Rating:VWW
Decisions made at crucial moments

often have long-felt effects. Winner of

the grand jury prize at the Sundance

Film Festival earlier this year, Why
We Fight starts with the premise that

the U.S. reaction to the attacks of 9/n
could have been much different— that

it was a rare opportunity which was
squandered.

In trying to answer questions about

why and how the U.S. got into its cur-

rent wars, this film explores whether

there is a point at which the U.S. mili-

tary goes from a force for good to a

force for imperialism.

Following a roughly chronological

path in looking back at the past 60

years, as well as employing a human
face—a New York City policeman

whose son died in 9/11— the film

draws connections between past de-

cisions and the inevitability of the cur-

rent Iraq war.

It traces the development of the

U.S. military and the companies that

support it and explains the impact

that this has had on American foreign

policy. Though viewers may tire of

hearing the term "military-industrial

complex" for the 15th time, this hard-

hitting documentary gets across the

real sense of urgency currently facing

the U.S.

In addition to providing solid back-

ground into understanding how and

why the world's only superpower re-

lates to other nations, one is left with

a sense that when war becomes this

profitable, there is little doubt that we
will continue to see more of it.

Why We Fight is the ideal antidote

for anyone who may have been glued

to 24-hour news networks after the

attacks of 9/11 or during the build-

up and downfall of the last Iraq war.

Highly recommended.—CS

Familia

Director: Louise Archambault

Rating:VWW
This top-notch French-Canadian

chick flick about mothers and daugh-

ters earned the opening night slot in

the festival's Canada First! program

(which showcases films by first-time

Canadian directors or, as in Archam-
bault 's case, first feature films by Ca-

nadian directors).

For those of us that remember teen-

aged parental tyrrany, Familia will

strike a resonant chord. Though the

characters in this film are taken to

extremes, it's done in such a manner
that the viewer can still empathize

with their behaviour. It's easy to sym-

pathize with the fucked-up moms in

Familia, and the rebellious daughters

are moving examples of the difficul-

ties of adolescence.

The premise of the film centres

around Michele (Sylvie Moreau), a

compulsive gambler who leaves her

husband when he cuts her off finan-

cially, taking her daughter Marguerite

(Mylene St-Sauveur) on the run with

her. They find shelter at the home of

Michele's old friend Janine (Macha
Grenon), whose teenaged daughter

Gabrielle (Juliette Gosselin) is the

same age but far less worldly than

Marguerite. The two young girls soon

bond over their problematic relation-

ships with their mothers, who both

have more than their share of neuro-

ses and destructive secrets.

The Martha Stewart-like ice queen

Janine and the lotto-addicted Michele

realize their differences run deep as

the plot unfolds to expose infidelity,

unexplained pregnancy, abuse, and

lies.

The acting in the film stands out,

particularly the performances of the

young cast members. Gosselin and

St-Sauveur are two very talented

young women who make the story

come alive in all its highs and lows

(though the lows tend to be more re-

markable—it is a drama, after all).

Familia is moving, entertaining, and

deals with unpleasant subject matter

in a way that is refreshingly open and

positive. Instead of serving as a cau-

tionary tale, this film presents flawed

characters coming to terms with their

inadequacies. Archambault's first fea-

ture is a sure winner.—JF

A film that focuses on the subtle

dimensions of Its flamboyant title

character. Capote will certainly be

recognized as a highlight at this year's

festival. The true story of Truman Ca-

pote recounts the creation of his most

sensational novel, In ColdBlood, which

revolutionized non-fiction writing.

The film follows Truman, a colourful

homosexual socialite played by Philip

Seymour Hoffman (Boogie Nights,

Magnolia), as he seeks the makings of

his masterpiece.

A family of four is brutally mur-

dered, and Capote recognizes the

opportunity for a successful story. He

begins a series of interviews with one

of the murderers. Perry Smith. As Ca-

pote investigates the facts with Perry,

the two forge a bond that will lead

down a dangerous path.

What culminates is a portrait of the

duplicity in Capote's character During

the interviews, he is both a friend to

Perry and a journalist seeking recog-

nition. He plays on Perry's hopes of

being represented in a more sensi-

tive light to a society that has already

deemed him a monster. The film cap-

tures Capote's struggle to either stay

loyal to his subject or exploit his trust

for the success of the novel.

Capote is a poignant study of a

troubled personality, which will likely

garner recognition for the often over-

looked Hoffman (finally playing a lead-

ing role commensurate with his talent)

come awards season.—RS

Thumbsucker
Director: IVlike Mills

Rating:VVW¥
With its folk-drenched soundtrack,

postmodern subject matter, and clas-

sic coming-of-age story, Mike Mills

(known primarily for his music videos

and album art)'s Thumbsucker tries

to be The Graduate for today's know-

it-all, scientific-prognoses-for-every-

thing age. Unfortunately, this movie (a

big crowdpleaser at Sundance earlier

this year) plays it very safe.

The film's titular "thumbsucker" is

Justin Cobb, a struggling 17-year-old

student played by Lou Taylor Pucci,

who has won several awards already

for his performance. Taking advice

from his parents (Vincent D'Onofrio,

Tilda Swinton), his debate team teach-

er (Vince Vaughn), and his free-spirit-

ed dentist (a hilarious Keanu Reeves),

Justin replaces his Linus-esque obses-

sion with medication for ADHD. Pre-

dictably, he becomes a brilliant yet

somewhat unstable youth.

The quirky concept of a young adult

engaging in an infantile activity makes

the film initially oddly relatable, as Jus-

tin stumbles through school and scor-

ing. However, the film loses its spirit as

soon as Justin takes the meds, show-

ing his new state in a more appealing

light rather than a discouraging one.

In addition, the film's exposition of the

flaws of the parents is an indication

of a filmmaker not having confidence

in the one character who is worth

having the movie all to himself. As a

result, Thumbsucker is as cowardly as

its childish protagonist.—MM

For more on TIFF, see Colin Tait's

guide to taking in the festival

cineaste-style (next page).
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I dream of screenings
HE'S BEEN THERE, DONE THAT. OUR (FORMER) CRITIC GIVES YOU THE LOWDOWN ON NAVIGATING THE 30TH ANNUAL FILMFEST

Colin Tait

SPECIAL TO THE VARSITY

That smorgasbord of celluloid

known as the Toronto International

Film Festival is yet again upon us,

and you've doubtless heard all about

the impressive array of famous folk

who will descend upon our fair city,

eat at its posh restaurants, and then

leave us hung over until the next edi-

tion arrives.

This year is the most glamorous

in recent memory, boasting a virtual

taxonomy of celebs (including the

likes of Orlando Bloom, Gate Blanch-

ett, Cameron Diaz, Gwyneth Paltrow,

Justin Timberlake, and Reese With-

erspoon) and an equally impressive

array of auteurs, including usual sus-

pects Tim Burton, Cameron Crowe,

Guy Ritchie, and homegrown heroes

David Cronenberg (already getting

tons of advance buzz for his A History

of Violence) and Atom Egoyan (there

are mixed reviews for his mystery
noir Where the Truth Lies, but Egoyan
is always worth watching).

But how does one participate in

such an affair, and how can one
possibly resist being blinded by the

luminance of so many stars in the

same place at the same time? Here's

a brief guide festival guide (complete

with this writer's biases, of course).

Develop a game plan:

There are two major strategies

for attending the festival: the first of

these is to get the jump on all your

friends for the fall releases—or,

what will inevitably come out in the

theatres in the near future. This way,

the next time someone asks you if

you'd like to go see Tim Burton's The

Corpse Bride, you can impress (or

alienate) them by announcing (for

all within earshot to hear) that you
saw it at "the festival" and that it was

no Nightmare Before Christmas.

The other way to approach the fes-

tival is to hunt out films that are go-

ing to be harder for you to find—the

ones that will eventually play in the

city, but likely at the Carleton with

an audience consisting of you and

two other people. These are more
likely to be the foreign films (or, let's

be honest, Canadian films), but if

you catch them at the festival, you'll

probably see them with an apprecia-

tive audience, and are more likely to

impress your friends when you an-

nounce that you saw the Dardennes

Brothers speak before their much
lauded film L'Enfant, than, let's say,

Ivan Reitrnan. For this reason alone,

it's almost better to pick the most
obscure films that you can. These
are inevitably found in programmer
Colin Geddes' Midnight Madness sec-

tion of the fest, and are invariably

the most messed-up and entertain-

ing of the bunch.

"Homegrown" doesn't mean
"lame'7

With three films in the pres-

tigious Gala program, this is a

banner year for Canadian film.

But that's not all—this year also

features new films from other ex-

cellent craftsmen. After working

for the last several years direct-

ing TV series, Toronto's Clement

Virgo (Rude} returns to his home
and native land with his new offer-

ing Lie With Me. Thom Fitzgerald

(hopefully returning to form after

The Event} directs a stellar cast

(including Stockard Channing,

Chloe Sevigny, and Lucy Liu) in his

latest film 3 Needles. Finally, mas-
ter documentarian Allan King fol-

lows up his unflinching portrait of

death and dying (Dying at Grace}

with Memory of Max, Claire, Ida

and Company, another sombre ex-

amination of human mortality.

No-bralners:

While no one should ever place too

much faith in film critics, early reac-

tion suggests there are at least a few

must-sees at this year's fest, including:

Roman Polanski's Oliver Twist, L'Enfant

by the Dardennes Brothers, 06/05:

The Sixth ofMay by murdered Dutch

director Theo Van Gogh, The Passion

ofJoshua: The Jew, by Pasquale Scime-

ca, and Le Temps qui Reste by French

lensman Frangois Ozon.

Former Varsity film critic Colin

Tait has retired himselfto the

milder climes of Vancouver, where
he is trying to adjust to the more
languid pace oflife as he embarks
on a Masters degree in film at UBC.

He will kindly be sending dis-

patches from the West Coast every

so often, because he simply cannot

get enough ofthis fine publica-

tion.—Ed.

ART TO THE

Back to SciiirSI>needs
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direc'ec bv GRAHAM COZZUBBO
KEARSTEN LYON & RICHARD STEWART

When a sfrugg//ng student visits her Professor's office,

a seem;ng/y t^armless encounter turns into sheer ttieatrical dynamite.

Adufts - $20, Students & Senio^ - $12

(416) 978-8849
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Track of the Week: "Shoreline (7/4)" - Broken Social Scene
(From the forthcoming self-titled album from the local supergroup,

due Oct. 4)

Check it: Missed the free download while it was up at the Arts &
Crafts website? Well, it's still up for grabs on their Europecin label's

site (sneaky, we know): cityslang.com.

The big ol' family that is Broken Social

Scene presents its long-awaited and much-
overdue offering to the indie scene next

month with its latest album.

"Shoreline," the album's first single, kicks

the fall season off right, with a lingering

guitar riff that anticipates a headlong jump
into that oh-so-Broken feel of fast drums
and frenetic guitars supporting slow,

drawn-out, mournful lyrics. Ringleader

Kevin Drew and la femme Feist share the

mic, trading call-and-response vocals and
giving the opening bars a relaxed, almost

conversational feel.

But Feist's tone soon turns to panic, as

she and Drew take us to the chorus, warn-

ing: "It's coming/it's coming in hard." The
guitars take on a discordant sound, and
Feist and Drew join vocal forces, layer-

ing their wails and bringing the song to a

boil. Then suddenly, the bottom drops out

and there's complete silence. And just as

quickly, we're back into it at full speed, gui-

tars wailing.

"Shoreline" was worth the wait, infused

as it is with BSS' usual glorious gusto

—

though the track can come across a tad

unvaried, as though it's one long (albeit

rippin') chorus interspersed with some
catchy instrumental breaks (it's all about

the horns, people).

The odd meter (7/4, natch) gives the

track an added touch of personality, as

does the nifty midpoint break, but shades

of You Forgot It In People's "Stars and Sons"

and "Almost Crimes" are definitely distin-

guishable. Not necessarily a bad thing.

Most importantly, "Shoreline" does

its job—piquing interest in the rest of

the album (which, by the way, features

a neat k-os cameo amongst the usual

BSS army)—well. If the tune is any in-

dication of things to come, the record

should more than sate Broken Social-

ites hungry for some epic indie-rock.

—MALCOLM JOHNSTON, Copy Editor

Teach English Overseas

« Intensive 60-Hour Program

» Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

« Internationally Recognized Certificate

6 Teacher Placement Service

« Job Guarantee Included

OXFORD
S E N A R S

416-924.3240 / 1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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//CONTROL FACTOR

Best thing about Frosh Week?

Contrary to popular belief, it's

not just the partying, but rather

the big (free!) concert on campus
that wraps up the revelry on

Friday evening. This year, we've

got always-reliable CanCon faves

Sloan headlining, and local up-

starts controller.controller kick-

ing things off death-disco style.

As it happens, the Control-

ler crew have a blistering new
record, X-Amoiints, due out

Oct. 11 on Paper Bag Records.

Before they hit the road (yet

again), guitarist Scott Kaija took

some time out to chat with The
Varsity about life in a band on the

rise.—TABASSUM SIDDIQUI

TS: Tell us a bit about the new
record. Was making a full-length

a different challenge than your

debut EP?

SK: I'm really happy with how the

new record turned out. 1 think it's

a little more eclectic than the EP.

I wouldn't say there's a dramatic

shift in sound but there are a few

nice surprises. The main challenge
for us was simply finding the time

to actually work on it. We toured a

lot since starting recording. It can

be difficult to balance the two. Al-

though, it did give us the oppor-

tunity to play a bunch of the new
songs live, which was helpful.

TS: You guys have toured a ridicu-

lous amount over the past year.

How has it changed the band
personally and musically?

SK: Touring can be incredibly dif-

ficult but also a lot of fun. You get

sick of one another pretty fast and
it's a challenge to eat or sleep well

but you get to meet a lot of new
peopleand see places you'venever
been to before. Eventually, I think

we were able to figure out a good
working dynamic, though, and

now I'm excited for the next tour.

Musically, you get tight as hell.

TS: Best/worst tour story?

SK: Best: Going to the UK with

Death From Above 1979 was
pretty amazing. I had never been

there before and we managed to

see a lot of England and a little

bit of Scotland. (I think we did 14

shows in 14 days or something,

from Brighton to Glasgow) Plus,

because DFA are doing so well

over there, we played for some
pretty big crowds and again,

met some incredible people.

Worst: We actually had a fire

in the back of the van as we
were on the highway to Chi-

cago. We managed to pull over

and deal with it before it caused

too much damage, but it was a

pretty intense couple of minutes.

Oh, and once, on thewaytoHam-
ilton, one of the back tires came
off as we were barreling down the

QEW. I was driving and could see

it rolling down the highway behind

us in the side mirror. Scary shit.

World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

• Over 25,000 GlobalTESOL

Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

|i«.«|Study In-Class, Online

i
or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mon & Tues @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

The controlier.controller crew get stylin' for The Varsity's camera last year at local

fashionista haunt 69 Vintage. That's Scotty K. rockin' it old-skool (second from

right).

What: Sloan and controller.controller

When: Friday, September 9th. 3:30-6:00 pm

Where: Back campus field, St. George just south of Hoskin Ave.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240
1-800-269-6719

www.oxfordlsemifiars.coni

— Got an IDEA? Need some CASH? —
Win $50,000 in cash and the DMK (Dominion, Magna, Kroeger)

Fair Enterprise & Pubhc Pohcy Internship

Do you have what it takes to be:

We need candidates for a nationally televised final

Tell us how you'd make Canada better, stronger and more prosperous.

Be compeliing.

Be inspirational.

And above all, be creative.

•Send us a 3 to 5 minute video telling us what you would do if you were Prime Minister

and you could win $ 50,000 cash or one of four separate prizes worth $ 10,000 each.

We'll pick the top 5 "candidates" between the ages of 18 and 29 to compete later this year.

'Ilie deadline for submissions is October 7, 2005.

To enter, please visit:

www.thenextgreatprimeminister.com

The DoMiWiOP
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OLEANNA Students can subscribe

^ and see all 4 st)ows

'^^Q for only $36!

25% off

by David Mamet
Directed by Graham Cozzubbo
September 1 4 - 24, 2005

ROMEO AND JULIET
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Jeremy Hutton

November 1 6 - 26, 2005

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW
Book, Music & Lyrics by Richard O'Brien

Directed by Elenna Mosoff

January 1 8 ~ February 4, 2006

THE STILLBORN LOVER
By Timothy Findley

Directed by Martin Hunter

March 23 - 25, 2006
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Getting you
where you
want to go...

for less!
For over 30 years, Travel CUTS
has been getting students to

school, back home, and to the

world beyond.

Start saving

money with

your...

• Low-cost Airfares for Canada & Worldwide]

on Air Canada, Canjet, Westjet & more
j
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\
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]
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j
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more! I
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international
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UTSC Student Centre Suite 149 (416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing (905) 820-1162
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See the world your way
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SAVE 25% OFF

ROGERS ^HoOf
HKSPEED INTERNET

Get what you want FAST with
Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet.

Right now, students get eight nnonths of service at 25% off*.

Can't wait to get it? Install it yourself and get a $40 gift card.

You could win* tickets to an
EXCLUSIVE SHOW at Massey Hall

OURLADYPEACE
Enter at www.rogers.com/winOLPtickets

ORDER NOW: 1-800-814-7953

CD in stores now.

www.ourladypeace.com Jo ROGERS
Your World Right Now

O ROGERS VIDEO

AVAILABLE AT THESE RETAIL LOCATIONS:

O ROGERS^ O ROGERS
WIRELESS

AUTHORIZED DEALER

'Offer expires October 31, 2005 and is for those who have not had any Rogers service within the past 90 days. Offer is subject to error/change at any time without notice, and may not be combined with any other promotion. Certain restrictions

apply. Taxes and connection/relocation fees are extra. Offer does not apply to Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet Ultra-Lite. Professional installation for Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet is $99.95. Basic installation is free. Tenninal(s) available for lease remain the property

of Rogers and must be returned at the end of the service period. Lease fees are not discounted. $40 gift card redeemable at Chapters/Indigo at stores or online. ^Contest closes October 1 5, 2005. Must be 1 8 years of age or older to enter. Prize value varies based

on travel and hotel costs, plus ticket value of $120/pair For more details or for no-purchase entries, visit www.rogers.com/winOLPtickets or call 1-800-814-7953. Skill-testing question to be correctly answered. Open only to residents of Ontario,

New Brunswick and Newfoundland. '"Rogers, Ihe Mobius Design and YOUR WORLD RIGHT NOW are tradennarks of Rogers Communications Inc., used under license. YAHOO!®, the Yahoo! logos, and other Yahoo! product' and service names are the trademarks of Yahoo! Inc., used under license.

Hill

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER - $25 FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10PM PERFORMANCES!*

BLUE 'REGULAR SCHEDULF <-o!vixarT in»mRn/!AT|ON Panasonic Theatre

lyi^ll Tue-Thu 8, Ms^aster 416.872.1 1 1 1 651 Yonge Street Toronto

GROUP Fri-i-Sat 7+10, Sun 2 ticketmaster.ca 1.800.BLUEMAN blueman.ca

Tickets available in person at box office on date of performance. Must have a valid student ID. Limit one ticket per ID.

Subject to availability. ©bmp2oo5
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// HOCKEY

Varsity roundtable: NHL 05-06
Last year, the Stanley Cup was

not awarded for the first time

since 1919. It was in that year

that a severe case of Spanish Influ-

enza ravaged the Pacific Northwest,

rendering the Seattle Metropoli-

tans physically unable to complete

their championship series versus

Montreal, leaving Lord Stanley's

mug without a winner. In 2004-

2005 it was not the Spanish Flu that

prevented the crowning of a Cup
champ, but instead an unhealthy

dose of contract negotiations and
collective bargaining, which result-

ed in the cancellation of the entire

National Hockey League season.

There is no question that the re-

lief over cost certainty the teams'

owners felt in the wake of the new
collective bargaining agreement

has now been replaced by the great

uncertainty of how fans will react

to the beginning of a new era of

NHL hockey. Feelings of excitement

and promise will most certainly be

offset by feelings of betrayal and
sheer indifference.

The NHL has taken strides to

prevent the latter feelings from

emerging in hockey fans across

the globe, with the most obvious

and controversial of these changes

being modifications to the game
itself. The NHL rulebook has been
altered by the league in an attempt
to increase fan base, or at the very
least, not lose fans they already

held before the lockout a year ago.

Whether it's through the addi-

tion of a shootout to break ties or

smaller equipment for goalies, the

recent rule changes clearly illus-

trate the NHL's desire to increase

goal scoring in regular season
games. However, these misguided

changes have drawn an unfounded
conclusion equating goal scoring

with overall excitement. The oc-

casional 9-5 shootout is certainly

a welcomed outburst of scoring

for most hockey fans, but I'm sure

most fans would agree that the

thrill of a fast-paced, end-to-end 2-

1 or 3-2 game surely breeds more
excitement than the arcade-style

shooting galleries the NHL is striv-

ing for.

The key concept to recognize

here is that it is not simply scor-

ing goals that leads to a more ex-

citing product, but rather scoring

chances. A flurry of shots around
a team's net or a nice passing play

The Air Canada Centre will be empty no longer come October 5, as there is no doubt Toronto is "Leafs mad." But are we true hockey

fans or just Leaf supporters?

is exciting regardless of whether or

not a goal is actually scored. The
chances don't all need to be con-

verted, they just need to be a regu-

lar part of the game play, which in

the past NHL seasons, they simply

haven't been.

The NHL has recently taken posi-

tive strides in this direction, most
notably the removal of the red line

and a commitment to cracking

down on neutral zone obstruction;

but, unfortunately for hockey fans,

defensive minded coaches have

spent all summer concocting ways

of circumventing these rules in or-

der to continue their dreary style of

play, clearly illustrating that there

is more work to be done in chang-

ing the game for the better.

This season will definitely be a

tell-tale campaign for the NHL, as it

is no secret the league has gone to

great pains in order to win back the

affection of its devoted fans. But if

NHL higher-ups continue to believe

that more goals equals more gains,

the 'coolest game on Earth' may
soon be on thin ice.

-MATTVENTRESCA

So
the NHL lockout has come

and gone. Die-hard hockey
addicts, who have been de-

nied their fix, are rejoicing as their

drug is set to return in full force.

The thirst for Canada's unofficial

national game will be quenched.

Here in Toronto, the mighty Maple
Leafs return to the Air Canada Cen-

tre in hopes of ending a Stanley Cup
drought that is steadily approaching

40 years. No curse of the Bambino,

but still quite a considerable length

of time given the city's fervour for

hockey. Now this begs the question,

although Toronto missed its Maple
Leafs did it support other teams?
Ultimately, is Toronto a true hockey
town, or simple a Leafs town?

Let's look for examples of possi-

ble places for people to go and see

hockey in Toronto. The American
Hockey League, which is consid-

ered to be the minor league equiva-

lent of the National Hockey League,

didn't even have a team in Toronto

last year. With the Roadrunners
closing shop and the Toronto Marl-

ies moving into the Ricoh Coliseum

this year, 2004/2005 served as an
empty year for A.H.L. hockey in To-

ronto. If the people didn't go here,

where else did they go?

There are the St Michaels Majors

of the Ontario Hockey League. They
play out of St Michaels Arena, which

has a very accessible location for

people in the city. They provide

fans with a taste of up and coming
players that have serious potential

to make the N.H.L. The players play

with grit and determination in the

hopes that they can achieve their

childhood dreams of doing some-
thing they love for a living. The tick-

ets cost a measly $12.50 a game, yet

out of the entire league, the lowest

average attendance per game be-

longs to the Majors. So if the people

aren't going here, where are they

going?

This brings us lastly to our be-

loved Varsity Blues. This team plays

out of historic Varsity Arena—a lo-

cation that couldn't be any more
accessible to Torontonians. In the

past 5 years U of T has boasted di-

vision champions in every season,

and have been ranked in the top

10 in Canada in 4 of the past five

years. These seem to be results

not attained by other teams in To-

ronto, yet the Blues have the lowest

attendance of all. This fact is very

strange, considering they also have

the lowest admission fee.

These three examples only point

to the fact that Toronto is a "Leafs"

town, not a hockey town. When the

mighty Maple Leafs return, those

who call themselves hockey fans

can report back to their local bar,

or sit in front of their televisions

and watch. Any hockey that isn't

the N.H.L. will never be successful

in this city, simply because we are

a city of Leaf fans, and not hockey

fans.

-MIKE LYMER

//FOOTBALL

Blues lose big, but pass closer inspection
Pete Cunningham

Do not let the final score fool you.

Judging from the numbers alone,

one might look at the Blues' football

team and think, "Here we go again."

Ail 1 ask is to not let the outcome of the

game make you think the team is just

as bad as last year

Yes, the Blues did give up seventy

points, including 28 in the third quar-

ter, and only managed to score one.

Yes, the Blues' defense did give up 689

yards while the offense only managed

to muster 258; but, you cannot let the

statistics and the score fool you.

The reason you can't allow the over-

whelming one-sided statistics deter-

mine your judgment is because of the

little things that don't show up in the

Stat column of Sunday's paper. As sec-

ond-year head coach Steve Howlett so

poignantly put it, "The score is just

not indicative of how we played out

there. 1 felt like we competed with

them. Western is a top tier team, and

that's the first time I can say that we
competed with a top tier team."

For the 800 fans in attendance, it was

clear that these were not the Blues of

old. The Blues finally got their wheels

in motion in the second quarter and

came knocking on Western's doorstep

after Western took an early 14-0 lead.

With a first and goal inside the West-

ern ten, it seemed a foregone conclu-

sion that the Blues would soon be cel-

ebrating their first touchdown of the

season.

After two punishing runs by second

year running back Marc Gaudett, the

Blues opted to go to the air Quarter-

back Mark Stinson, amidst strong

pressure by the Western defence,

threw an ill-advised ball to the far

corner of the endzone, and promptly

became an interception victim.

The Blues' hopes were not dashed,

however, as flags went flying due to a

Mustang offside penalty. The Blues,

after being given new life, took two un-

successful plunges for the end-zone

then opted to go to the kicking game,

only to have the field goal attempt

blocked.

The ensuing drive gave Western a 2 1-

0 lead and most of the crowd thought

that the Blues might as well close up

shop. Toronto must have missed the

memo on giving in to the Mustangs,

though, as it wasn't long before the

Blues were once again threatening to

score inside the Western ten.

However, Western's defenders tight-

ened up and didn't allow the Blues to

cross that much sought-after yellow

stripe, and the Blues settled for an-

other field goal attempt. This attempt

subsequently went wide and the Blues

were held to the single point on the

rouge. That's two drives inside the ten

and only one point to show for it.

The things that don't show up on the

score sheet are things like fans' atti-

tude and an atmosphere in the stands

that has been absent in years past.

The attitude in the stands wasn't one

of negativity, but an optimistic breath

of fresh air The fans recognized how
far the Blues have come.

At halftime many Toronto fans were

echoing the sentiments of one U of T
supporter who said, "This could eas-

ily be a 21-10 or even a 21-14 game right

now. We're gettin' there. We're not

there yet, but we're gettin' there."

Costly turnovers and big plays

cost the Blues in the second half, as

Western was able to punch in 49 un-

answered points, running the score to

an embarrassing 70-1 tally.

Andy Fantuz was the best receiver

for the Mustangs in this game, as he

caught five passes for 106 yards and

also scored a touchdown. Western

quarterback Mike Faulds had an oust-

anding day in the air overall, throwing

for 261 yards and three touchdowns

on 12 complete passes.

The ground attack was also ex-

tremely deadly for the London school.

DJ Bennet and Reindy McCauley each

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Slowly but surely: the Blues may have lost 70-1 to the Western Mustangs on Saturday,

but there are signs that they are making slow, but sure progress.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

ran for over 150 yards.

There was nothing embarrassing

about how Toronto played, especially

when one considers how much worse

the team was just a couple of seasons

ago. Inspired, tough opponents that

fought to the last down, and competi-

tive are all words that can describe U
of T's efforts on this Saturday.

What was embarrassing, however,

was the lack of blue and white in the

stands. It wasn't as if the Western

cheering section outnumbered the

Toronto fans, it was just that they all

came donned in their purple shirts

and hats to make an apparent sea of

purple in the stands. The players are

doing what they can on the field, so

it's up to us, the fans, to do what we
can in the stands.

In two weeks, on September 17th,

when the Blues take on York in the

annual Red and Blue Bowl. U of T
students who come dressed in their

best blue and white will receive free

admission to the game.

Last year the Blues had the home
crowd in a frenzy at half time during

the rivalry game, as U of T was lead-

ing York 27-10. Fans were excited and
hopeful that they would see the first

Blues victory since Varsity Stadium

was demolished, but alas, it was not

to be. York made a stunning come-
back in the fourth quarter to win the

contest 45-41.

The Blues have not beaten York in

a regular season game in ten years,

but that could all change very short-

ly. Quarterback Mark Stinson and

the rest of the team will be fired up
come game day, as they know this is

their best shot at victory this season,

and their best chance to show the

world just how far they have come in

a year.

Ifyou like football come out and sup-

port your boys on the gridiron. If you
don't like football, come out and get

drunk under the beer tent and make
some noise for the football team. Ei-

ther way, it's going to be a good time,

as the Blues look to ayenge their nar-

row loss in last year'stfontest.

//SPORTS IN BRIEF

DRAGON BOAT RACING

It has been confirmed that the

University College Water Dragons
will be Canada's lone representa-

tive at this year's International

University Dragon Boat Champion-
ships in tianjin, China. The tourna-

ment takes place on October 2 and
3 and features university squads
from around the globe.

The team had an incredibly

successful year last year, as they

were the best university team
in the country and were able to

score huge victories at the Pick-

ering Dragon Boat Challenge and
the Toronto International Dragon
Boat Race Festival.

-MATTSOMERS

BASEBALL

The men's baseball team con-

tinued their winning ways from

the end of last season by secur-

ing victories in two of their three

games so far this year. The team
was doubled up 4-2 by Western on
Saturday, but rebounded with two
victories over Waterloo Sunday.

The final scores in the victories

were 9-5 and 8-5, respectively.

U of T sits atop the Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) baseball

standings after the first weekend
of play, having captured four out

of a possible six points so far.

Guelph, McMaster, Laurier and
and Western are in a log jam for

second with one win and two
points each, while Brock and Wa-
terloo are still searching for vic-

tory number one.

Last season, award-winning
head coach Dan Lang guided the

Blues to an OUA silver medal, as

the team made it to the provincial

final, but lost to Brock in the best-

of-three championship. It was im-

pressive for the team to even make
it into the playoffs after starting

the year 0-5, and finishing fourth

in the league with an 8-10 record.

Lang, who shared coach of the

year honours in the OUA last sea-

son, is once again set to lead the

troops into battle. The team will

be relying on the likes of slugger

Harmon Brar and pitcher Jesse

Fulton to make another run at the

elusive OUA baseball crown in

2005.

-MS

FREE FROSH WEEK

SPORTS ON CAMPUS

Looking for a good way to spend
your last fleeting hours of free-

dom and happiness before anoth-

er school year is upon you? Want
to do it for no money? Then check
out Varsity Blues home games this

weekend whilst taking a break

from all your frosh week happen-
ings.

U of T's division-leading base-

ball team will take on the Guelp
Gryphons in a double-header on

Wednesday evening at Stan Wad-
low Park in East York's Stan Wad-
low Park. For those interested, the

park is located at 888 Cosburn
Avenue.

Similarly, the women's fastpitch

team will host their annual tour-

nament, the U of T Challenge, from

September 9-11. This event will

take place at Mississauga's Birch-

wood Park and features the Blues

taking on teams from all around
the GTA. U of T beat a team from

Port Perry in the final of last year's

exhibition series by a 6-2 score.

Charlsie Searle got the win for the

Blues and helped the team emerge
victorious in their own event.

In other action, the men's rugby
team will kick off their regular sea-

son on Saturday afternoon against

Trent. This will be the first chance
for rookie head coach Ed Sun to

test his strategies in a meaning-

ful game. Watch for a profile o Sun
later in September.

The Canadian interuniversity

Sports (CIS) silver medal-win-

ning women's rugby team kicks off

their home season the following

weekend, as their first game is on
Sunday, September 18 against Mc-
Master. The team finished 4-1 in

the OUA regular season last year,

and their only loss came at the

hands of of Western, the eventual

OUA champion.
-MS

CORRECTION

The byeline for the defibrillator

article from Thursday, September
1, 2005 should have stated that

both Sacha Bhinder and Sarah Mc-
Mahon were contributing writers

for the story. The Varsity regrets

this error and promises to never

let anything like this happen
again.

Well, we will try our best at the

very least. Nobody's perfect.

CLASSIFIEDS

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply on-line!

OMSAS wwA/v.ouac.on .ca/omsas/

\ 1 ! Ontario Medical School Application Service

<^ I
V

'J
September 15, 200S: Last day toi fegistering 'or

t\ ^ J on-line apoiirationsapt

October 3, 2005: Application Deadline

vvww.ouacon.ca/olsas/ OLSAS
Ontario Law School Application Service

November 1, 2005: Appiicatiori deadline - First yeai

May 1, 2006: Appiication deadline - Upper years

ANIMATED CHILDREN'S

PRESENTERS NEEDED

to present fun & hands-on activities

in elementary. Car and exp. with kids

req'd. Cool activities. Gain valuable

teaching experience. Pay: $20-$25/l

hour class. CALL MAD SCIENCETODAY
AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31 or email:

employment@madscience.on.ca

WHDLE FOODS MARKET
A natural foods grocery store is looking

for energetic, hard-working people to join

our team in various positions (kitchen,

cashiers, etc.) Please apply at 87 Avenue

Road.

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

TEAS v/vvvv.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2005: Application deadline

ORPASvww.ouac.on.ca/orpas/

Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Ser«/ice

{Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical Ther-ipy/Physioiherapy,

Speedi-Ldnguiige Pathology)

January 16, 2006: Application deadline

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk, $500 p/mo. Hi-Toronto.

Ctose to King Stn. Located in st. Law. Mrkt.

Call 416-971-4440.

FULLY FURNISHED STUDIO

BASEMENT APARTMENT
Annex, six minutes by bike to Robarts.

Suit serious-minded person, peaceful

neighborhood, non-smoking. Includes

high-speed internet & full cable, -i- TV.

available now. $690; 416-537-3222.

RENT A ROOM $350

$350 and up. Independent room bright

and clean in lux. th. Television, phone,

computer Close to Broadview Subway.

International students preferred. 416-826-

7734.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September 416-530-9717

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY
CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone; 647-388-9479. .Locations;

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

WRITING THE NOVEMBER 5TH D.A.T.?

Study guides, caning materials and much
more! For everything you need to suc-

cessfully complete the D.A.T. call Diana at

(416) 527-2323.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate.- $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For IVIonday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

ONTARIO UNfVERsiTiES- APPLICATION CENTRE 1 70 Research Lane
\ Guelph ON NIG 5E2
i CENTRE Oe DEMANDE O'ADMISSION ,^ „ „V AuxuNivERsiTesDELONTARio http.//centre.ouac.on.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

There
will be no
Sharia law in

Ontario

SEE 'SHARIA' -THIS PAGE

comment
Hitting a new kind of bottle to cure

clubland violence

SEE 'CLUB' -PG. 7

science

Intelligent design and evolution

lock horns at U of T

SEE 'EVOLUTION - PG. 11

Hart House Theatre season opens

with Mamet pressure-cooker

SEE HART HOUSE - PG. 14

Here comes Mr. Sun: Ruggers root

for new coach and hope for winning

season

SEE 'RUGBY' -PG. 18

red letter

Today Is Independence Day in the

West African island nation of Cape

Verde, which gained independence

from Portugal in 1975.

history

On September 12. 1957, the North

American Aerospace Defense

Command (NORAD) went into

operation in Colorado.

todo

MONDAY, SEPT. 12, 8 PM
Bloc Party concert at The Docks.

$21.50

MONDAY, SEPT. 12,7:30 PM

U2 concert at the Air Canada Centre.

$49.50+

Bulbs flash for Claire Danes on the red carpet at the Elgin Theatre Friday night. The actress was in town for the premiere of Shopgirl at the Toronto International Film Festival, in

which she plays a (guess what?) salesgirl looking for love alongside Steve Martin and Jason Schwartzman. The test, which celebrates its 30th anniversary this year, has drawn

plenty of star power to T.O. Check out The Varsitynext issue for the test in photos.

SA applauds as Sharia dropped
OUTSPOKEN U OF T GROUP RALLIED AGAINST ISLAMIC LAW THURSDAY

Montreal (left) and Queen's Park in Toronto were two of the locales that saw protests held by the International Campaign Against

Sharia law in Canada. Toronto's rally ended in disputes between both sides.

Anas Melhem

VARSITY STAFF

U of T's most visible new student

group, the Secular Alliance, par-

ticipated in the International Cam-
paign Against Sharia law in Canada
rally held Thursday at Queen's Park.

While they couldn't get SAC on their

side, the event was heard by some-

one else: Premier Dalton McGuinty.

Bowing to worldwide outcry, the

Premier announced late yesterday

that Sharia law will not be imple-

mented in Ontario.

"I've come to the conclusion

that the debate has gone on long

enough," he said.

"There will be no Sharia law in

Ontario. There will be no religious

arbitration in Ontario. There will be

one law for all Ontarians."

SA President Justin Trottier voiced

his reaction to the news late last night:

"1 haven't had a chance to digest it, but

I'm personally thrilled. ..this is the first

time that the SA has taken a stand and

seen the government respond. It's a

real victory for human rights."

The Secular Alliance had been

prominent in the international push to

outlaw Sharia.

"Cultures do not all share the same
values, even at their core, and values

which contravene freedom and hu-

man dignity are not to be respected,"

said Trottier in his speech at Thurs-

day's rally. "Recognizing more than

one set of values for different catego-

ries of citizens amounts to racism of

the sort that was practiced against

slaves, women, and minority groups

for millennia. In this manner, multicul-

tural ideology practices the very thing

it seeks to eliminate."

The SA proposed a motion for SAC
to support the rally at the executive

meeting August 29, but SAC's VP Ex-

ternal Jennifer Hassum disagreed.

"I just don't believe that the case was
made by the Secular Alliance for SAC
to support this motion." she said. "SAC

has supported and will continue to

support individuals' freedom of choice

to resolve their family disputes their

own way, religious or otherwise."

Trottier dismissed SAC's decision

to not support the rally as playing

politics. "SAC has always been very

politically active. Through their policy

book, which condemns the Iraq war,

they funded a trip to protest the Re-

publican convention. If SAC can take

issue with another country's war half-

SEE 'SHARIA' -PG 4

U ofT union

in strike

position as

talks continue

past deadline

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

United Steelworkers Local 1998

was scheduled to be in a legal

strike position as of midnight last

night after negotiations failed to

meet their midnight deadline. Talks

broke down early Sunday morning
and began again later that day. It is

not yet known whether the union's

3,300 workers will go on strike or

take other labour action.

The union has been in talks with

university administration since May
10, with late-night sessions held

over the weekend at the Chestnut

residence. Local 1998 represent ad-

ministrative and technical staff at

U of T, Victoria University, and St.

Michael's College. The union's con-

tract expired on June 30. 2005.

Wayne Fraser, a member of the

union negotiating team, said yes-

terday that talks between the union
and the administration broke off

at 4:30 a.m. on Sunday. The union
says the administration left the ta-

ble and the administration claims

they didn't.

"Without our people, the univer-

sity cannot function, and we real-

ize that thousands of students will

be starting classes on Monday, but

our responsibility is to our mem-
bership who sent us here to nego-

SEE'STEEL-PG2
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HART HOUSE

fl IP

SiPTIMBIt ]k Hani -2 pm
A showcase of our aciwHIes 8- events

"Welcome to Toronto" 5-bock lowcb .

OPEN MEETINGS THIS WEEK
sep13 7pm Debating

sep14 Sam • House Committee
• Recreational Athletics

6pm * Amateur Radio

•Investment

7pm • Camera
• Underwater

sepI 5 Sam Farm Committee
5pm Drama Society

OPEN
REHEARSALS & AUDITIONS

Call 416.978.2452
and ask about our 7 musical groups:

• Chamber Strings • Orchestra

•Chorus * Singers

• Jazz Chorr • Symphonic

• Jazz Ensemble ^^"^

ATHLETICS
Class registration begins

Plates and Yoga ONLY
Sept. 12, 8am-7pm

All other classes

Sept. 13, 8anfi-7pm

Membership Services Office

For all the information you need, pick up our Activities Guide or

check our website at www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

6.
'^YOURSTUDBNTCBNTRB
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U of T offers tuition and

liousing to students hit by

Katrina

U of T has offered to assist

university students whose edu-

cation has been disrupted by
hurricane Katrina. More than 30

post-secondary institutions were
damaged by the hurricane, dis-

placing over 100,000 students. U
of T is providing the opportunity

for affected students to continue

their education here, providing

free tuition as well as available

housing.

Students who accept this of-

fer will be expected to return to

their home universities once the

hurricane damage is repaired.

"Our goal is to assist in returning

some sense of normalcy for the

students as well as helping our
sister universities in the U.S. re-

sume normal operations as soon
as possible," stated acting presi-

dent, vice president and provost

Vivek Goel. U of T will also pro-

vide aid for those universities

affected by the hurricane and
extends its sympathies to all who
have been hurt by the natural di-

saster.

—CAROLYN HARRIS

//HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION

This year's first yoga en masse on Front Campus field encouraged students to

raise their level of physical activity. Here, SAC President Paul Bretscher joins

frosh for a warmup in Savasana—dead body pose.

'STEEL -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

tiate in their interests," said Mr.

Fraser.

According to a steelworker's

survey of their staff, 70 per cent

of union workers reported an in-

creased workload in the past three

years, while 44 per cent sometimes
worked overtime without pay. The
survey also revealed that union

members wanted better working
conditions, specifying anti-harass-

ment measures, anti-bullying mea-
sures, and stronger safety clauses.

The union's negotiating team
asked its members for a strike

mandate on August 30 to pressure

administration to speedily resolve

the dispute before the new term

starts on September 12. Members
overwhelmingly agreed to the mea-

sure, with 90 per cent voting in fa-

vour on September 6.

The union and the administration

have agreed not to reveal specifics

during the negotiation process but

the union has said in communica-
tions with its members that there

have been persistent problems se-

curing clauses to ensure job secu-

rity.

Workers at the University of

Guelph have also been in nego-

tiations this summer, eventually

securing 2-3 per cent in wage in-

creases; employees at York Univer-

sity have also been able to secure

comparable wage increases. The
union argues that with more than

1500 employees being paid over

$100,000, it is difficult to believe

that the university could not find

the resources to pay for a wage in-

crease.

The union has not said exactly

what action it would take in the

event of a strike. There may be

pickets on all three campuses. The
university is placing priority on

"maintaining central IT systems

that are required for academic op-

erations." Registrar services could

be affected, though they would ap-

parently be available at some cen-

tral locations. AV and lab support

could be affected, as could room
booking, and housing staff. It is not

clear what other services, if any,

would be affected. A statement on
the university's website says that

"the university will continue to

operate in the event of any labour

disruption. Our prime commitment
is to the quality of our student ex-

perience."

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

30% off all backpacks!

in the store with this coupon.

214 College St. 416-6A0-5835|
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SAC will, SAC will rock you

Bed racers: Engineering and New College frosh fly down King's College Circle in a scientific experiment to see whose bed is the most

aerodynamic.

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Students took over major intersec-

tions across downtown Toronto for

charity, ttien gathered on the front

and back campuses to party last Fri-

day as part of SAC orientation day.

Students from UTM and UTSC partici-

pated in Shinerama, shining shoes to

raise money for the Canadian Cystic

Fibrosis Foundation. While they were

doing good, upper-year students and

hundreds of froshies alike from U of

T's colleges and campuses convened

at the St. George campus for the clubs

fair, parade, and concert featuring

bands Sloan and controller.controUer

First-year students of St. Michael's

College also participated in the fund-

raiser last Thursday.

At the fair, dozens of clubs tried to

attract new members through discus-

sions, flashy displays and a wide array

of free nosh. At the Arts and Science

Students Union (ASSU) table, volun-

teers spun cotton candy to keep frosh

listening while they learned about the

services the organization offers. "It's

important that the frosh know that

university can be both fun and serious

and that there are groups here to help

them, like ASSU," said ASSU executive

Saswati Deb.
"1 thought the fair was brilliant, be-

cause I'm from a small town and have

never been exposed to this kind of di-

versity. It's great to see everyone tak-

ing pride in their ethnicities and orien-

tations," first-year University College

SEE 'FROSH' -PG 4
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416-946-7600

Tues., hept. ]3th: ina.m,-9p.m.

Admission: $2.00 (tree with student card

1 Early

J Bird

Wed., Sept. 14th: lOa.m.-Tp.m;

Thurs., Sept .15th; lUa.m.-7p.m.

Fri., Sept. 16th: lOa.m.wp.m.

-Sa^T-Septv 47-th:-' - 1 0a. in . -5p.m

.

for more information, call 416 978-5301
^
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' Selection • Low Prices • Freebie.s

}
FREE _
ADMISSION

Woodsvvorth College

University of Toronto

119 St. George Street

mobile

Phone. Walkie-Talkie.

And free text; too.

With Solo Mobile you get:

FREE Text Messaging*

FREE Mobile Browser,™ Call Display,

Call Waiting" and Call Forwarding.

$l/day 10-4™ calling

NO activation fees. NO contracts.

I
i

FREE MP3/USB Flash

ith purchaser

Monthly or prepaid—you choose.

Are you drunk with power yet?

MONTHLY

$30 All-in-one plan includes:

100 local daytime minutes; 350/mlnute

Ifyougoover

1000 local evening/weekend minutes

{8pm-7am); 30/minute if you go over

PREPAID

Local voice calls:

30/minute evenings and weekends

(8pm-7am)

350/minute daytime

Includes $10 startup credit — just a

little something from us to you

Fers available only at the Bell World

Eaton Centre

416 596-1006
Scarborough Town Centre

416 296-2280
Square One Shopping Centre (kiosk)

905 276-9454
Square One Shopping Centre

905 270-8245

Service subject to Soio Mobile terrncof service and service is available within Solo Mobile coverage areas where technology exists. Taxes extra. Pricing/offer subject to change without notice. Other conditions apply. System access fees and e911 charges are included in

the price 'Only applicable to messages sent and received within the Solo Mobile territory by participating carriers in Canada and US, excludes international and premium text messages. "Air time charges apply. See store for details *While quantities last One gift per

new activating Solo Mobile customer Solo and Solo Mobile design are trade-marks of Solo branding Inc., used under license.
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Steppin* Out Thursdays
Thursday Evenings at the Bata Shoe Museum

327 Bloor Street West, at St. George subway

Viva Mexico!: September 15, 5 to 8 p.m.

Food and festivities south of the border st)?]e. FREE

On Foot Lecture: September 29, 6-7 p.m.

Author Joseph Amato discusses the history of walking.

Pre-register to secure a spot. FREE

Shoe Design Workshop:
October 6, 6 - 7:30 p.m.

Learn about shoe design from artisan Sarali

Rotering. Pre-register to secure a spot. $10

Two-Tone Jazz Night:

October 6, begins at 6:30 p.m.

Jazz with Lina AUemano & Friends.

FREE

Watch for other Steppin' Out Thursdays

For more information call 416.979.7799 x242

or e-mail us at programs@batashoemuseum.ca

PROJECT OPEN SOURCE | OPEN ACCESS
STUDENT EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

FALL 2005 COMPETITION

Deadline for applications: Monday, Sept. 26, 2005

The Project OSlOA Student Experience Program is an

opportunity for U of T students to participate in research

projects investigating aspects of open source and/or open

access.

Funding awards are available for students to engage in these

projects as Student Research Assistants under the direction of

faculty sponsors. Students and faculty are invited to submit a

proposal for the Fall 2005 Competition.

Details regarding the Fall 2005 Competition are posted on the

Project OSiOA website at http://open.utoronto.ca. Approved

projects will receive funding in the range of $1000 - $2000, with

all funds being used to support students. Applications are due

on Monday September 26, 2005.

Project Open Source
|
Open Access is supported by an award from the U of T

Provost's Academic Initiatives Fund (AIF) and is being administered by the

Knowledge Media Design Institute

//I ONLY SAID SCHOOL'S OUT FO

Sloan frontman Chris Murphy does his thang for U of T's frosh students at SAC's

afternoon concert on back campus. The Toronto-via-Halifax rockers released hits

album A Sides Win: Singles 1992-2005 in May.

ART TO THE

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply on-line!

OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/omsas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

September 1 5, 2005: Last day tor registering for

on-line applications

October 3, 2005: Appiication Deadline

www.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS
Ontario Law School Application Service

November 1, 2005: Application deadline - First year

May 1, 2006: Application deadline - Upper years

TEAS www.ouac.on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2005: Application deadline

wAW.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Service

[Audiology, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy.

Speech-Language Petliology)

January 16, 2006: Appiication deadline

news@thevarsity.ca

FROSH - CONTINUED FROM PG3

student Kathleen Letwin, a native of

Brantford, Ontario, said of the various

cultural and religious student groups

also offering food and pamphlets to

students.

In the afternoon, frosh gathered in

front of Convocation Hall for the an-

nual SAC parade around the city. SAC
orientation coordinators kept to rigor-

ous safety guidelines for this year's

parade after they received complaints

about aggressive behaviour and ha-

rassment during the event last year.

Coordinator Luke Stark explained that

SAC asked all colleges and campuses

to give their first-year students guide-

lines regarding behaviour and respect

for others. "Last year, we had trouble

with students throwring water and so

we had the colleges tell their students

not to bring water bottles to the pa-

rade."

The restrictions did not rain on any-

one's parade. "The parade was really

fun," said UC first-year student and To-

ronto native Karleen Murrain, though

she added that some aspects seemed

inappropriate. "It was so ridiculous.

We're in Yorkville screaming vulgar

cheers."

The late afternoon concert on back

campus, which featured Canadian

bands Sloan and controller.controller,

was not as well attended as the morn-

ing's clubs fair. The audience only filled

a third of back campus, but those stu-

dents who attended were loud enough

to make up for it. SAC started the eve-

ning with speeches about the Make

Poverty History campaign, with which

they partnered for frosh week and to

which they had been encouraging stu-

dents to donate. Frosh students who
attended Friday's festivities seemed

to enjoy all the events. Alexandra Mar-

shall, a first-year student at UC, gave it

her vote: "I thought it was great to see

what U of T has to offer."

'SHARIA'- CONTINUED FROM PG 1

way around the world, surely a humein

rights issue right here in this very city

should be at least within SAC's scope

to examine."

The strong media presence at last

Thursday's demonstration highlight-

ed this issue's hot-button nature. The
group presented over a dozen speak-

ers, many of whom came from coun-

tries with courts governed by Sharia

law. They pleaded Premier Dalton Mc-

Guinty to repeal the Family Law por-

tion of the 1991 Arbitration Act, which

allows legally binding faith-based arbi-

tration of some civil disputes.

Mahmood Ahmadi, spokesperson

of the Federation of Iremian Refugees,

spoke out emotionally. "Open your

eyes," Ahmadi said. "It's not only in

Iran, Iraq, or Afghanistan that politi-

cal Islamists are attacking our secular

system, but here in the West, here in

Canada. The leader of Ontario's Gov-

ernment is attacking our secularism.

Shame on you, Mr. McGuinty."

The event drew nearly 300 people,

and was held in six other Canadian

cities, as well as London, England, Am-
sterdam, and Paris. The group warned

the Premier that any movement back-

wards in the struggle for women's

rights in Ontario will have dire con-

sequences for the Liberals in the next

election.

"I'm so happy, I'm dancing. This is

the biggest victory we've had. Now
that faith-based arbitration is illegal,

we want the government to enforce

it. No imam has been arrested for per-

forming polygamous marriages, for

example," said rally coordinator Homa
Arjomand.

McGuinty promised his Liberal gov-

ernment would introduce legislation

"as soon as possible" to outlaw such

arbitrations in Ontario in his state-

ment yesterday.

Mubin Sheikh of the Noor Mosque

accused protesters of racism Thurs-

day for condemning Sharia.

"The government has already made

it clear that it is ok to intervene when

matters of religion go too far, and they

are not labeled racists," responded

Trottier.

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES' APPLICATION CENTRE

CENTRE DE OEMANOE D'AOtvllSSION
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170 Research Lane

Guelph ON NIG 5E2
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Brit Lord joins Massey
Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

In a ceremony that brought to-

gether one of U of T's newest colleg-

es with one of its oldest, Lord Chris-

topher Patten of Barnes was doubly
honoured when he was awarded an

honorary degree from Trinity Col-

lege and became the newest Senior

Fellow of Massey last Wednesday
night.

Lord Patten, who is 61, recently re-

tired from a distinguished career as

a member of Britain's Conservative

Party, and is currently Chancellor

of Oxford University. He has likely

already secured his place in history

by being the last British governor

of Hong Kong and presiding over

its transfer to China in 1997, which

to many marked the final symbolic

dissolution of the British Empire. As
the British flag was lowered for the

final time over Hong Kong, Patten fa-

mously wept.

During his tenure as governor, he

drew praise from western nations

and ire from the Chinese communist

government when he liberalized Hong
Kong's electoral system to allow wider

suffrage. In his introductory speech

Wednesday night, John Fraser, mas-

ter of Massey College, said that Lord

Patten's leadership "left the people of

Hong Kong with a sense of hope for

the future."

Fraser called Lord Patten "one of

the outstanding figures of our era,"

and lauded him for his work in North-

ern Ireland, which he said has "been

crucial to the current peace" in the

region. Lord Patten chaired the In-

dependent Commission on Policing

in Northern Ireland in 1999 and his

recommendations to the current Brit-

ish government have been seen as

contributing to the cooling of hostili-

ties between London and separatists

in the embattled province. Despite

his many notable accomplishments,

Lord Patten has his detractors. Many
Sri Lankans were outraged when he

met with Tamil Tiger rebel leader

Velupillai Prabhakaran as European

Union envoy to the country in 2003.

His views on Northern Ireland also

angered many Irish unionists who are

loyal to the British crown.

While Fraser said that Lord Patten's

career has been characterized by
"decency, fair play, and the search for

justice," and has made him worthy of

the awards "for his own sake," he also

emphasized that the ceremony repre-

sented the University of Toronto's "in-

debtedness. . .to centuries of history

from Oxford." The function at Convo-

cation Hall was certainly imbued with

a sense of tradition, and featured a

procession of some of the university's

elite in ceremonial dress. There was
a sense, however, that the ritual was
traditional to the point of being out-

dated: as Chancellor Wilson of Trinity

College read out in Latin the declara-

tion of Patten's degree, the audience

of mainly Trinity graduates who had

received their degrees in the same
ceremony, could be heard laughing.

Lord Patten himself proved to be

somewhat of an antidote to the rigid

formality of the evening with his short

acceptance speech on the subject of

pride. "Pride," he said, "is the only one

of the Seven Deadly Sins that engen-

ders debate about whether or not it is

a sin...although lust has its support-

ers." Purportedly a very religious man,

he told the graduates that although

the Bible warns against excessive

pride, "pride can be identified with

respect, tradition, an institution...For

myself, 1 am very proud to be associ-

ated with you."

In accepting the awards at Convo-

cation Hall, Lord Patten became only

the second Honorary Senior Fellow at

Massey. He is in illustrious company,

as the only other person to receive the

honour is His Royal Highness Prince

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh.
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13-storey Morrison Hall, the newest student residence on the St. George campus, will be home to 270 students. Left to right:

Kathleen Stewar, Jennifer Shin, Karleen Murrain, Karen Marroum, Anne Rice, and Judit Takacs.

^ The majority ot

Vic students (71%) *.nk ^"^^
month or iess often.

OPIRG Toronto will be offering

refunds to Full-Time Undergrad,

Part-Time Undergrad and Graduate

UofT Students on the following days:

Thursday, September 22 from 2pm-6pm
Monday, September 26 to Thursday, September 29 from 2pm

at the OPIRG Office - 563 Spadina Ave,, Rm 101

.

(In the North Borden Building).

Please contact our office at 416.978.7770 or

opirg.toronto@utoronto.ca for further info.

6pm

—VIC-REACH—
STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

An academic outreach program staffed by Victoria College students

for disadvantaged students in primary and middle schools in the

Metropolitan Toronto region.

• Students volunteers will be providing up to 3 hours per week of tutoring and

assistance during the academic year.

» Every student of Victoria College is eligible to partidpate.

• Each student volunteer fulfilling the requirements of Vic-Reach will receive a formal

certificate from the College recognizing his/her participation in the program.

Introductory Meeting Wednesday, September 28, 2005 at 6 p.m.

in Senior Common Room, Burwash Hall

VICTORIA COLLEGE

Students who are unable to attend may call 416-585-4497 for further information

or send this form to Victoria College, Office of the Principal, Northrop Frye hall,

room 101, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1K7.

Name

Address

Telephone number

Year Subject fields of interest

.

E-mail address

12 years and older?

• Using prescribed asthma medications on a daily

basis for at least 3 months?

• Willing to participate in a clinical research study?

If eligible, you will be invited to join a 7-month study

investigating a new treatment concept for asthma.

The study is under the supervision of

Dr. K. Chapman, Inspiration Research Limited

For more information, call

Jane@ 416 944 9602

Hermesbroadimdi
Canada's VOIP Phone Company

BirabSishsa Since 199:

50% Less than Bell, Telus, etc. V
Your Phone Line Is Portable V
Dial without paying long distance V

HERMES Affvantaoes

NO Activation Fee*

NO Charge - Trial Period - First Month

NO Cancellation Fee

Calling Plans start fronn $19.^^/mo. * Plus Taxes

*with 9 calling feature?

Unlimited Calling in US & Canada, Europe & Asia
.1

h 1,,

epresenfative sur/ey dala- collected from,

id fall 2004 rondorn so-mples with a total of

->;nts responding.

Signup online: www.HermesBroadband.com

Use Your High-Speed Internet Connection,

Get a Digital Phone Line and Save!
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Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning
Comprehensive Teaching Materials

internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

OxfordSEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-779-1779
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J September 19, 6-8pm:

^%^% I OPIRG Members Meeting,

^1 '
I.S.C. (33 St. George St)

^ - -

At our members meeting you can learn more about

OPIRG and get involved! All of our action groups will be

having their first meeting at this evening and discussing

campaigns and actions for the year.

OPIRG Toronto is looking for new Board members!!

Being on the Board requires approximately four hours per

week. You will participate in financial management,

collective decision-making, organizational strategic

planning, media relations and much more. If you are inter-

ested, contact our office for more

info:

416.978.7770

opirg.toronto@utoronto.ca^
www. opirguoft.org

"They're real.

And they're spectacular."

Phones starting as low as $24.99* j^i^TELUS
mobility®

the future is friendly*

For more details, visit yourTELUS Mobility store, authorized dealer or retailer, or visit telusmobility.com today

teleoius»FUTURE SHOP

TELUS MOBILITY STORES & AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Toronto- University of Toronto Bungee Wireless Cell City

Toronto Eaton Centre • 464 Danforth Ave. Toronto Eaton Centre

(416)205-9489
(416)465-7550 (416)341-8822

'S24,99 price point available on Motorola V262. Based on a 3 »eai contract term. Effeaive net price based on in-stoie discount or credit on your future TELUS Mobility monihlv bill © 2005 TELUS Mobility.

Batteries

Cellular Systems

25 Davenport Rd.

(416) 923-9300

TELUS Store

ISOBIoorSt. West

(416)925-3850

//CORRECTION

The Sept. 1 article Copps:

"diversity" will save China-West

relations wrongly stated that the

newspaper The Epoch Times is

distributed in mainland China.

It is, in fact, banned there.

The Varsity regrets the error.

"Cheapest^ Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide. London. UK

422 College St., E of Bathurst

Open 4pm to 2am everyday

l)aJ/ron

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

mXOAY - SJNOAY

n:3C.a.M. - 10.30 P.M.

416.850.3179
www.toronto.cofTK'saffrontree

91 Gerrad Street Wesl Toronto. Ontario MSG 2A7

I Across from Hosptel for Sick Children i

Your local bar right

next to the UT campus

• Please check out our special

deal for Back: to School Pai^

• Monday and weekend, wing^

and beer special ^
1075 Bay St., I

^ South of Bloor '
•416-961-1975
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New Year's resolutions on

campus and beyond
Well, we're back! Despite where

we might be mentally, today we find

ourselves trudging up stairwells

across campus, beginning a year

of study and toil. But before we get

caught up in the routine of class,

study, and sleep, pause for a mo-
ment and use the perspective that

summer provides to really think

about the year ahead.

Try not to see the return to school

as merely leaving one job for an-

other. Instead, look upon this brave

new Monday as your New Year's

Day: a day when you can recommit
yourself to taking advantage of the

many things available to us at U of

T that go beyond books and belly-

aching.

It's difficult, once deadlines start

approaching and overlapping, to

find the time to exercise, play music,

volunteer, and do the countless oth-

er things that can actually make us

happy when school is doing its best

EDITORIAL^
not to. Now is the time to take a few
minutes and pencil in these extras,

when your year is a clean slate and
your spirits are—we hope— high.

Many of the important, memo-
rable lessons we will take with us

from this experience will be learned

outside the classroom: from time to

time it is absolutely essential to take

a Ferris Bueller-style day off and see

that free exhibit, play some frisbee,

and explore the many nooks on
campus and beyond. Our school is

unique in that it inextricably inte-

grated into the communities around
it; we don't have a definable campus,
but a mini-city, the variety of which
is quite wonderful if we take the time

to nose around a little. Your mental

health, and your schoolwork, will

thank you for it.

Those of you lucky enough to

have traveled Europe this past sum-
mer probably quickly noticed that

Europeans, moreso than North

Americans, embrace and make use

of their public space. Granted, Euro-

pean cities weren't originally built

with cars in mind, like ours were,

but the almost natural tendency to

socialize, walk around and fill the

squares, markets, and sidewalks

is something we can and should

emulate here. Doing so on campus
makes the learning process less

solitary, and perhaps brings the

institutional experience closer to

what Socrates envisioned all those

years ago.

Work will pile up, as it always does.

But, by keeping your ears open,

reading events listings, and simply

strolling about, it's possible come
next summer to have had some new
experiences as well as new courses,

and to find that you've learned a lot

more than you realized.

Water down the club violence

Caleigh Rykiss

The music is loud, the dancing is

hot, the drinks are strong. To any-

one who has ever had the oppor-

tunity to visit any of the various

nightlife hotspots in Toronto, this

scenario should sound extremely

familiar— especially during Frosh

week. Guys and gals gathering on
a sweaty dance floor to have some
good old-fashioned fun right?

Well... not always.

The truth is that what starts off

as a fun-filled night equipped with

hard alcohol and loosened inhibi-

tions can sometimes turn into ex-

cessive and out of control antics.

As people drink more, they lose

their sense of social propriety. As
a result, they can not only get sick,

but they can become more emo-
tional and in many cases more ag-

gressive.

Lately, there has been a slew of

violent tragedies taking place in

the downtown clubbing district.

To quote a few headlines, "Woman
dies in club shooting; Six others

wounded as gunmen open fire on
party-goers in Toronto nightspot,"

from The Spectator on April 25;

and "Local man shot and killed

outside club" in the Etobicoke

Guardian on August 10.

With this in mind I went to in-

vestigate various night spots to

uncover the various techniques

bars use to promote healthy
drinking. My findings: other than
the odd poster for MADD in the

washrooms, the clubs showed
little to no interest in promoting
responsible drinking. In fact, it is

my humble opinion that the ma-
jority of the clubs make it a chal-

lenge to drink responsibly despite

official mandates.

It is required of those who
serve alcohol in Toronto to take

what is known as the Smart Serve

course, which, in the organiza-

tion's own words, is a "non-profit

organization dedicated to devel-

oping and delivering responsible

server training to all individuals

who serve alcohol beverages or

work where alcohol beverages

are served in the province of On-

tario."

From my investigation's find-

ings, it is clear that bartenders'

mentalities are in the smart serv-

ing frame of mind; it's just a differ-

ent kind of smart: money smart.

The more they serve, the more
people drink, become frivolous

with money, and shell out more
tips. But the bartenders are not

the only culprits involved in this

phenomenon.
Think about it from the club

owner's perspective. Their only

real objective is to get custom-

ers to spend money, so often that

means serving drinks to those

who clearly don't need another,

and making sobering techniques
expensive and inaccessible.

Water is an essential tool to help

re-hydrate the body and balance

out the alcohol after a long night

of drinking. And, as I found, water

is not made very attainable at the

majority of the hotspots in down-
town Toronto. Au contrair, mon
amie. At one club a bottle of water

reached the high of $4.50, making
a shot of tequila seem more af-

fordable and more tempting.

Wouldn't it be much more re-

sponsible for clubs to offer free

bottles of water? Surely the ten

dollars club-goers pay at the door
should cover at least one "free"

bottle of water. And, if bottles

of water were readily available

for the partier, it would slow him
or her down from drinking so

much alcohol. Although it may
not initially seem to be in the

club's financial interest, provid-

ing water would allow the club

owner to avoid excessive drinking

nightmares—such as the recent

violence— from taking place in

his or her club. With this threat

removed, more crowds would be
showing up to have a good time.

It seems so simple: bottles of

water. Yet, this simple and afford-

able idea has been completely

overlooked in the Toronto clubs,

and the violence continues.

LETTERS

Vegan-friendly mu-

sic fest does exist

Re: Don't fear the vegan, Sept
6th

In regards to the op-ed by Mi-

chelle Bourdeau in last week's issue

of The Varsity, I'd like to inform Ms.

Bourdeau and the readership in

general that there is indeed a music

festival not far from Toronto that

serves a wide variety of vegan fare

(at reasonable prices to boot). I'm

talking, of course, about Guelph's

Hillside Festival. They not only

promote environmentally sound
practices, but also feature a food

tent which respects the vegan life-

style, with nary a hot dog in sight.

If it suits your fancy, you can even

have hemp cookies for dessert! The
festival even provides largely veg-

gie meals for all the artists.

Hillside is a place where free

spirits and vegans roam, free to eat

a healthy dinner near the port-a-

potties, as Broken Social Scene's

Brendan Canning, a very classy guy,

is apt to do. So, Michelle, don't be

glum just because the food at the

Olympic Island show sucked! Head
to Hillside next summer instead

and you won't have to choose be-

tween good music and good food.

Andrew Campbell

Frosh just wanna
have fun

Re: Frosh need anger
management, Sept 6th

After reading Carolyn Harris' article

about "angry" cheers common dur-

ing Frosh week, I wonder if she writes

about adults who are about to enter

university or children about to enter

grade four. These frosh students are

from the tops of their classes, coming

together to attain the highest levels

of educations Canada can offer.

Students know that none of the

cheers are true. I would challenge

Carolyn to find any student who
thinks that any of Trin's student's

mothers actually had intercourse

with the dean to secure placement

of their kid. And as for my own frosh

week, some of the most memorable

moments and best relationships 1

have are based in the very shouting

that she condemns.

Sean Hayto

7776 Kars/fKwelcomes letters from
'

our readers. Send letters

(250 words max.) with your full

name & phone number to:

opinions@tiievarsity.ca

Opinions submissions are also

welcome.

Passive-Aggressive Perspectives

There's nothing quite like deal-

ing with someone who says one
thing and means another. Here
two ofour writers take sides
in the pass-aggro debate, and
shed a little light on what hap-
pens when we bottle our emo-
tions. See for yourself whether
this subtextual behaviour is

effective, or better left for the

recycling bin.

Economic globalization has al-

lowed governments, corpora-

tions, and other major pow-

ers to be more passive-aggressive.

Throughout history, bloody wars

have been fought over scarce re-

sources, but such wanton killing is

no longer necessary in the modern
global economy, where the dollar is

mightier than the sword. The relation-

ship between Canada and the US is a

case in point.

The American military industrial

complex doesn t need to invade

pesky resource rich Canada. In-

stead the White House can just act all

brooding, ignore NAFTA rulings, raise

duties on Canadian goods and not

even have to call up the Pentagon for

help. This is certainly preferable to

an aggressive America trying to bring

democracy to Canada with stealth

bombers, ICBMs or, God forbid, nucle-

ar weapons. The same goes for West-

ern dominance over the developing

world. Brutally violent colonial rule is

no longer needed when the same prof-

it can be reaped through subtly inva-

sive economic means. Gandhi would

be proud. Hopefully these trends will

continue and governments, as well as

people, can work out their differences

in a non-confrontational manner, thus

limiting overt conflict and maximiz-

ing visible peace.

—ELI KIZNER-PRIEST

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Bottle return: start to Finnish
Alan F. Campbell

The silver lining the day after a

good house party is the bottle col-

lection. Sifting through the shat-

tered windows and mangled bod-
ies for those precious unbroken
empties can yield valuable extra

dollars to go towards next week-
end. But what about the Coke bot-

tles lying next to the Jack Daniels?

Couldn't those help you out for

next Saturday? Whether to save

the environment or simply help

poor students recoup their losses,

the tiny Nordic country of Finland

seems determined to lead the pack

of bottle reusing nations. Perhaps
Ontario should pick up a few tips.

Every collection day, Toronto

blue bins overflow with soft-drink

and water bottles. Instead of cram-
ming some landfill in Michigan,

these bottles will be melted down
and the raw material recycled and
put to another use. But before resi-

dents pat themselves on the back
for their beloved blue bins, it is

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924.3240/1-800-779.1779;

www.oxfordseminars.com i

f2.5 MIELION TO CIVI
AWAY...WANT fOMi?!

We'if show you the way!

As the largest campus student employer, the Faculty of Physical

Education and Health is interested in sharing some of this

money v/ith you.

Visit us online at www.utoronto.ca/physical/ieaders.html

to view the hundreds of casual positions, including work-study,

that are available to all U ofT students.

You can apply early online or visit us at our Get Involved

Fair on Wednesday, September 1 4th, 2005, from

1 1:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in the

Main Foyer of the Athletic Centre, 55 Harbord @ Spadina.

For additional information you may call the Leadership

Ofnce@ 416-946-5127

worth considering the further en-

vironmental benefits of using refill-

able bottles for our water and soft

drinks.

Finland is one of the most envi-

ronmentally conscious nations in

the world. From protecting their

forest resources to reducing fos-

sil fuel waste, the environment is

near the top of Finland's social

conscience. One pillar of their

green society is the bottle return.

Since the 1970s, the Finnish sys-

tem of reusable beverage contain-

ers has been protected by a federal

tax system. Companies that have

no plan for recovery of packaging

waste are charged 0.67 euro per li-

ter; for using recyclable materials,

0.17 euro per liter; and for using

refillable containers, there is no
tax. There have been several chal-

lenges to the tax by the beverage
industry, but to no avail.

One huge factor is public sup-

port of the tax. A Gallup poll in

2001 found that 79 per cent of Finns

preferred drinking out of refillable

beer bottles, while an overwhelm-
ing 94 per cent preferred their soft

drink bottles to be refillable.

It is estimated that this refilling

program saves up to 380,000 tons

of waste each year And Europe-

wide statistics show that although

refillable bottles are more expen-

sive to produce initially, they are

significantly cheaper in the long

run.

The province of Ontario does
have a limited system of bottle re-

turn, focused principally around
the beer industry. Canadian brew-

ers have traditionally used refill-

able bottles, and in 1989, Ontario

began enforcing a levy on import-

ed beverages to promote refillable

bottles. Despite being challenged

during a trade dispute and at-

tacked by the aluminum industry,

this levy has remained in place. It

is popular with domestic brewers

for both its cost-effectiveness and
its environmental benefits.

However, the practice of using

refillable bottles has become un-

popular in the Canadian soft-drink

industry. In 1985, 47 per cent of

soft-drink bottles were refillable;

by 1997, this figure had dropped to

5 per cent. As an alternative, the

soft-drink industry has promoted
taxpayer-funded recycling in On-
tario as a substitute to reusable

bottles. While this is better than

simply sending them to a landfill,

the costs in energy and water are

high. By using refillable bottles,

soft-drink companies could save

millions of dollars, and the envi-

ronment would get some much-de-

served relief.

So next time you are drinking

a bottle of water, do the environ-

ment a favour: keep the bottle and

the next time you need a drink,

use the tap to refill it. Until the

Ontario government and industry

take on this important environ-

mental responsibility, the onus

will be on the consumer to keep

the landfills and recycling plants

from overflowing with what could

easily be reused.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Passive-aggressive behaviour

usually arises when someone
is faced with an unfavourable

task. A brew of hostility begins to

swell within the individual, leading

to petty acts which passively sabo-

tage the task. Behaviours such as

procrastination or intended forget-

fulness may seem like viable solu-

tions in avoiding the task. However,

passive aggression does more harm
to the culprit than to the victims.

True, the pass-agro offender may
end up worming out of the task, but

he or she (yes, women can be just

as incompetent. We're all equal,)

will soon be labeled some unflatter-

ing things. Not a very becoming con-

sequence when a simple "no" would
have prevented the dreary outcome.

Understandably, it is often difficult

to say no. However, it remains an op-

tion, while a crowd pleasing "yes"

that leads to the "loss" of an impor-

tant fax or "forgetting" to feed Petey

the parrot can cause more severe re-

percussions for the passive aggres-

sor socially and professionally. So,

when you're faced with an unpleas-

ant task, just say no. If kids say no to

drugs, and my girlfriend says no to

sex, then you can say no to parrot-

sitting Petey for the weekend.

—STEVE HSU

THISWEEKS GAMES

Sat. Sept. \ 7

Football vs.York

Varsity Stadium

2 p.m.

Men's Rugby vs. KMC 2 p.m.

Baci< Campus

Men's Lacrosse vs. Guelph 2:30 p.m.

Back Campus

Sun..Sept.J_8

Women's Rugby vs. McMaster I p.m.

Back Campus

Soccer Doubleheader vs. York

Women I p.m.

Men 3 p.m.

Varsity Stadium
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FACULTY'?/'ARTS & SCIENCE
UNlVERSITYf?/ TORONTO
ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS: HAVE A DIRECT
IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF YOUR EDUCATION

Faculty of Arts and Science Student Elections

The Faculty's Curriculum Committees approve and monitor new courses, programs and

distribution requirements proposed by a department or college. The committees may also

suggest new courses, programs and distribution requirements. The following student

positions are available on the Faculty's Curriculum Committees.

• 9 student positions on the Humanities Curriculum Committee

• 11 student positions on the Science Curriculum Committee

• 5 student positions on the Social Science Curriculum Committee

Students applying for Curriculum Committee positions must be taking a majority of courses

in the Committee area for which they are applying - Humanities, Sciences or Social Sciences.

A part-time student shall hold at least one of the student positions on each curriculum

committee. Meeting dates are available at www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca/governance.

In addition, there are 4 at-large student positions on the General Committee of the Faculty

of Arts and Science and the Faculty Council. Election to a Curriculum Committee brings with

it automatic membership on the General Committee and the Faculty Council. The General

Committee formulates policy for the Faculty in areas such as admissions and curriculum

development, specifies regulations governing evaluation and standing, and determines the

general nature of the Faculty timetable. The Faculty Council meets at least once a year to

consider the actions of its committees and subcommittees. For more information on Faculty

governance, see www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca/governance.

Nomination forms for the Curriculum Committees and General Committee/Faculty Council

are available on-line at www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca/governance; in the Arts and Science

Students' Union (ASSU) office. Room 1068, Sidney Smith Hall, 100 St. George Street; and the

Association of Part-time Students' Union (APUS) office. Room 1089, Sidney Smith Hall.

Nomination forms must be submitted to the Office of the Faculty Registrar, Room 1006, Sidney

Smith Hall, by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, September 16, 2005.

For any positions not filled by acclamation, an election will be held on Thursday, October 6,

from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. The ballot box will be located in the lobby of Sidney Smith Hall,

100 St. George Street.

For more information, please contact Lanor Mallon, Faculty Governance Assistant at

lmallon@artsci.utoronto.ca or 416-978-7597.

GflNHDfl'S STUDENT TRAVEL EKPERTS

Getting you
where you
want to go...

for less!
For over 30 years, Travel CUTS
has been getting students to

school, back home, and to the

world beyond.

• Low-cost Airfares for Canada & Worldwide

on Air Canada, Canjet, Westjet & more

• Greyhound & VIA Rail Student Discounts

• Worldwide Tours & Independent Travel

Options

• Package Holidays & Spring Break

Getaways

• SWAP Working Holiday Programs

• ISIC & Hostel Cards, Travel Insurance &
more!

start saving

money with

your...

international

Student Identity

Card (ISIC)

Travel CUTS- College St.

187 College St. (416)979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149 (416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing (905) 820-1162

1^^TRAVELCUTS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com
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FREE iPod
with LG handset
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If that's not enough...
* You will also get a student

discount of up to 33% on

cell phone plans.

Check us out at:

Or call 1-866-287-1835

Ttiis offer is exclusive to StudentPhones.com, negotiated in partnership with the Canadian Federation of Students.

iocjers.com

GET IT TODAY ON FAMILY PLAN.
months unlimited minutes and messages.

Bundle 2 or more Rogers services and save 1 5%.^

O ROGERS
WIRELESS

o ROGERS
Your World Right Now

GO TO R0GERS.COM, 1-800-462-4463, A ROGERS™ WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS
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tSave 15% off each monthly sen/ice fee. Some conditions apply, ©2005 Rogers Wireless Inc. All rights resented. '"Rogers, Rogers Wireless, Your World Right Now and the Mobius design are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. Used under License.
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// CULTURE WAR

Intelligent design, dumb science?

'UNSCIENTIFIC, UNWISE, AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL SAYS AMERICAN SKEPTIC DJ GROTHE

DJ Grothe, director of the Centre for Inquiry, chats with a skeptical inquirer after his talk last Friday. Based in Amherst, N.Y. and

associated with the University of Buffalo, the centre is a non-profit organization that lobbies for of reason, science and freedom of

inquiry. Among other things, it engages in campus outreach and arranges public and media appearances for its speakers.

science@thevarsity.ca

// SCIENCE IN BRIEF

'DON'T YOU HAVE A

GIRLFRIEND YET?'

Old people's proclivity for asking

blunt but embarrassing questions

may not be completely purposeful.

New research at the University of

New South Wales, in Australia, pos-

its that their apparent lack of tact

could be due to people becoming
less inhibited as they age. Changes
in brain function caused by the ag-

ing process may alter their ability

to inhibit thoughts and actions—

a

key ingredient in socially appropri-

ate behaviour. The study compared
participants' likelihood to question

friends about health or family prob-

lems when in private or public set-

tings. Although older participants

(aged 65 to 93) were just as likely

as the 18- to 25-year-olds to deem
socially inappropriate public inqui-

ries about private issues, the older

group was much more likely engage
in them. Youngsters were more
likely to broach such matters with

friends, but this mostly in private.

-MIKEGHENU
Source Psychology and Aging

GETTING LOADED AND

SMOKING UP
Scientists at the Brookhaven

National Laboratory have linked

alcohol abuse and marijuana use

to the same receptor in the brain.

Chemicals in marijuana, or Canna-

bis sativa, activate receptors in the

brain termed CBl receptors, caus-

ing th^ physical and psychological

sensations of 'getting stoned.' In

the study, mice with different num-
bers of CBl receptors were repeat-

edly offered alcohol and assessed

for alcohol dependance.The study

showed that mice with inactive or

blocked CBl receptors are less like-

ly to become dependent on alcohol,

and that their degree of alcohol de-

pendence depends on the number
of CBl receptors in the brain. This

suggests a link between alcohol

and marijuana abuse.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
Source: Behavioural Brain Research

THE BALL AND CHAIN

EFFECT
A study at the University at

Buffalo's Research Institute on Ad-

dictions involving 634 newlywed
20-something couples has found

that husbands are much more
likely to curb their marijuana habit

during the first year of marriage

if their wives do not smoke it. Not

so in couples where the wives do,

though. In fact, a wife's marijuana

use was more likely to drive up her

husband's puffing—but hardly ever

the other way around. The study's

principal investigator, Kenneth

Leonard, suggested that marriage

may alter the relationship dynamic
in couples, giving women more in-

fluence in the relationship than be-

fore it.

-M.G.

Source: Journal ofDrug Issues

CORRECTION
In our story on hydrogen fuel

cells ("Hydrogen age ahead?, " Sept.

6), several words were regrettably

left out. The missing text identified

Hydrogenics Corp. as "a pioneer in

the field of hydrogen energy." The
Varsity regrets the error.

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

Last month, US President George
W. Bush made waves by endors-

ing the notion that teachers ought
to present the ideas of Intelligent

Design (ID) alongside the theory
of evolution in high school science

classrooms. "You're asking me
whether or not people ought to be

exposed to different ideas," said

Bush, "the answer is 'yes.'"

ID supporters argue that life is too

complex and organisms too suited

to their ways of living to have come
about through natural processes,

as asserted by evolution. Instead, ID

proponents invoke a Designer, and
claim that it is possible to scientifi-

cally show that life was designed.

The majority of scientists dis-

miss ID as religion disguised as sci-

ence. Yet proponents of ID are on

the brink of legally forcing Kansas

school boards to teach ID as a valid

scientific alternative to Darwinian

evolution. This decision would set

a strong precedent for similar cases

in the US and Canada.

The talk focused on whether ID

should be taught in schools, and
was put on by U of T student group
the Secular Alliance last Friday. It

featured DJ Grothe, the director of

the Center for Inquiry, who spoke

against the teaching of Intelligent

Design in science classrooms.

Grothe began with a short clip

wherein ID proponents blame soci-

ety's ills on secularism and human-
ism, and attribute practices such as

abortion to the rise of evolutionary

thinking. "Humanism is a religion

that has gained an unmistakable

grip on our schools," American tel-

evangelist Pat Robertson was seen

saying. "Students are forced to re-

place their faith in God with faith in

man."

During his talk, Grothe boiled

down his argument against ID to

three reasons: "It should not be

taught in schools because it is un-

scientific, unwise, and unconsti-

tutional," he argued. "Unscientific

because ID proponents have not

produced any scientific evidence

or research. Rather than advancing

a scientific program and appeal-

ing to a scientific forum, they use

political means to show why their

evidence against evolution should

be taught."

Grother said that teaching ID in

schools is unwise, because "sci-

ence teachers have a responsibil-

ity to teach the best science of the

day. Would you teach astrology in

an astronomy class?" In addition,

Grothe claimed that ID was reli-

gious and that its introduction into

schools would violate the separa-

tion of church and state. Grothe

also warned of the proliferation of

large religious organizations who
clamour against evolution and as-

sist in efforts to introduce ID into

classrooms. One such organiza-

tion is Campus Crusade for Christ,

which operates throughout North
America on a $400-million-a-year

budget; the organization has a

chapter at U of T.

In an interview with The Varsity,

Grothe dismissed the notion that

schools should "teach the con-

troversy" surrounding evolution.

"There is no scientific controversy

regarding the acceptance of evolu-

tion. The scientific evidence de-

mands the verdict of evolution....

However there is a cultural contro-

versy. I think Intelligent Design can
and should be taught in a history

class or philosophy class as a social

controversy, but not as a science."

During the question period, one
vocal audience member stood up
to challenge the audience's near-

unanimous support for evolution.

After a long introductory statement

asking for tolerance and pleading

to be allowed to go on without in-

terruption, he asked four prepared
questions and then read off a long

statement that purported to prove

SEE'ID'-PG 13

Starting next fall, inter-campus commuters

could cover the 32-kitometre trip between

U of T's St. George and Erindale campuses

aboard cleaner hydrogen-burnmg shuttle

buses. A prototype of the vehicle, which is

based on Ford's E450 chassis and burns

hydrogen gas to produce power, was shown

off last Wednesday at UTM. Able to seat 12

people—or seven when equipped with a

wheelchair lift—the bus is far less polluting:

its main effluent is water.

Though less efficient than hydrogen fuel

cells—which produce energy by chemically

convertmg hydrogen gas to water in a bat-

tery—hydrogen-fed internal combustion en-

gines (ICEs) are much closer to market. "It's

not so much developing a new technology, as

taking an existing (one) and adjusting it to

the fuel," said Rich Williams, a manager of

Ford's hydrogen ICE research program, who

took passengers, including your correspon-

dent, on a bus ride from downtown Toronto

to UTM.

Ford is looking to lease up to 100 of these

buses to clients in the public sector
—

"the

type of partners (who) want to be on the

cutting edge of technological innovation and

environmentally friendly," as Williams put it.

Their production cost, though, he estimated,

would be twice the price of the gasoline-

powered model it is based on.

-MIKEGHENU
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New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to lOP.M.
(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can

find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca
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2pm
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Demonstration 1pm

Adult Evening & Youth After School Programs

PI

REALIZE YOUR POTENTIAL!

275 Augusta Ave, Toronto
416-595-0617

hapkido@on.aibn.com

www.eastwesthapkido.com
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Theorists' spin could add

new twist to electronics

THE HUNT IS ON FOR SUCCESSORS TO ELECTRONIC TRANSISTORS

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

You never change a winning game

—

goes an old tennis adage—but al-

ways a losing one. The electronic

transistor, a workhorse in the elec-

tronic industry for the past five de-

cades, no longer seems at the top of

its game.

A transistor is much like the sluice

gate that controls the flow of water

through a channel. When a current

is applied to one of its terminals,

opening the gate, as it were, elec-

tronic signals can pass through. Ar-

ranged in sequence, transistors can

be made to carry out logical opera-

tions. This makes them the ubiqui-

tous building blocks of all electronic

devices.

But as the number of transistors

that electronics manufacturers stuff

onto a piece of silicon wafer soared,

circuit designers have started to

run up against fundamental physi-

cal constraints preventing them
from cramming in yet more. One of

the main culprits is heat, which re-

quires additional cooling of micro-

chips, pushing up their cost.

Seeking to add more tricks to

the transistor's game, research-

ers are looking to spintronics, a

new branch of electronics, for help.

While in traditional electronics in-

formation is transmitted by control-

ling the amount of charge passing

through a circuit, spintronics uses

one of the electron's more esoteric

properties—the quantum angular

momentum, or spin—to code and

process information.

The concept of spin is difficult to

fathom, since it is a vector quantity.

currents, say a spin transistor, the

world of electronics could be turned

on its head. Not only would spin-

tronic devices process information

more quickly and efficiently, say

scientists, but they would use a lot

less energy and they could packed

even more tightly than transistors

currently are.

A lot of that is still spin, though.

Researchers are still struggling to

Spintronic devices would use a lot less en-

ergy and they coul be packed even more

tightly than transistors currently are.

Roughly speaking, you can envision

an electron's spin as a little bar mag-

net. The magnet's arrangement—de-

termines whether the electron has

spin "up" or spin "down;" its direc-

tion determines the spin's direction.

Unlike electric currents, which

are flows of electrons, spin currents

are flows of electrons with their

spins oriented in a particular direc-

tion.

If devices could be made that

transmit information using such

generate sufficiently strong spin

currents, according to a paper pub-

lished in January in the journal

Science by Dr. Prashant Sharma, a

researcher at Argonne National

Laboratory, in the US.

But a paper recently published in

Physical Review Letters, by Ali Naj-

maie. Dr. John Sipe and Dr. Eugene

Sherman, three U of T quantum
physicists, proposes a way to do

just that. They have shown, theo-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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the falsity of evolution. Most of his

statements received chuckles from

the audience but patient responses

from Grothe. After presenting his

point of view, the audience member
advised attendees to visit the web-
site www.evoIutiondeceit.com for

more evidence.

"You can't go through life thinking

you know everything," he told The

Varsity. "I don't know exactly what
Intelligent Design is, but the debate

is all about whether God exists," he

said. "1 think God should be taught

in the classrooms." He met with

hostility during and after the talk,

mainly for taking up a lot of time.

One patient voice of opposition

was Dr. Larry Moran, a professor of

biochemistry at U of T, who coun-

tered the audience member with

the website talkorigins.org. Moran's

office server hosts an Internet dis-

cussion group called talk.origins,

which is devoted to debating the

evolution vs. creation controversy.

Started in 1988, the newsgroup has

also spawned an archived website,

talkorigins.org, a compendium of

articles presenting the evidence for

evolution, and counter-arguments

to common creationist claims.

In addition to countering the audi-

ence member, Moran also criticized

the third pillar of Grothe's case

against the teaching of ID—the fact

that it would be unconstitutional.

"You cannot defend against a cul-

tural attack by invoking the Consti-

tution," Moran said. "It's the wrong
strategy.

"[Evolutionists] rely on the courts

to defend them as their first line of

defense." That, he said, "plays into

the creationists' game—it reinforces

the notion they're being oppressed

by the atheist establishment."

"By and large there is no traction

(for ID) among university students

in Canada," said Moran. "U of T stu-

dents getting up in class to air anti-

Darwinian views would likely get

laughed at by their fellow students.

Most students at U of T don't see a

conflict between their science and
their religion," he said. "They just

don't see a controversy, so it's hard

to stir them up."

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

retically, that it is possible to create

spin currents in a galium arsenide

crystal—a common semi-conductor

material—using laser pulses.

These pulses, which deliver a

little kick of energy to electrons

in the crystal, cause an electron's

spin to flip to a specific orientation,

a process called "Raman scatter-

ing." "Light comes in at a particular

colour and goes out the other side

of the semi-conductor at a slightly

different colour," said Najmaie, the

lead author. The slight change in

colour accounts for the energy loss

photons incur from delivering their

punch of energy to electrons. The
geometry of the semi-conductor

crystal segregates electrons accord-

ing to their spin direction.

One upshot of Raman scattering

is that a lot less energy gets depos-

ited in the semi-conductor crystal.

"It's three degrees of magnitude or

so lower than previous proposals,"

Najmaie noted.

Sharma, the author of the Science

paper, said the idea seems a viable

one, but with one limitation. "The di-

rection of spin polarization remains

confined to a particular plane of the

crystal. As a result, the full potential

of a spin current—to use the vector

nature of the spin to transmit infor-

mation—is not utilized," he com-
mented in an e-mail.

The U of T researchers say they

will now work with experimentalist

colleagues to try to generate spin

currents in the lab. "We're creating,

in some sense, puddles of spins,"

said Sipe. "The idea is that device

physicists will figure out how to

take these puddles of spins and use

them in an information processing

scheme." The ball is in their court.

DON'T BE CHEAP: Shoppers are

more likely to splash out on ex-

pensive brand names when in the

presence of strangers, according

to researchers at the University of

Alberta. They suggest that people

do not like being perceived as

"cheap."

TUNE OUT: Children bombarded
with newscasts of the horrible

events in New Orleans are more
likely to develop Post-Traumatic

Stress Disorder, including feel-

ings of depression. Researchers at

New York University's Child Study

Center, who conducted similar re-

search after 9/11, recommend that

parents restrict news watching,

and talk to their kids.

PAST IMPERFECT: Researchers have

found unusually high levels of the

greenhouse gas methane in 2,000-

year-old ice core samples from Ant-

arctica. Their work appeared last

week in the journal Science. Study

co-author James White, of the

University of Colorado at Boulder,

linked these results to fires used to

clear land for farming. "There has

been a naive idea out there that

humans were just passive, pastoral

passengers on the planet up until

just a few hundred years ago. We
have shown that is not the case,"

White told UC-Boulder's news ser-

vice.

NINE LIVES: Unexpectedly, cats

vaccinated with an experimental

HIV vaccine resist the related fe-

line immunodeficiency virus (FIV).

The study, published in the journal

AIDS, argues that developing a vac-

cine against HIV will require an un-

derstanding of how the HIV vaccine

confers resistance against FIV.

ADDICTED TO LOVE: Research pub-
lished in the Journal of Neurophysi-

ology has linked the rush of good
feelings in the early stages of a re-

lationship with areas of the brain

that promote pleasurable sensa-

tions during drug use.

-BY CHRIS DAMDAR

Teaching Assistants' Training Programme
(TATP)

Fall Seminar Series

Registration - Now Open!

Sessions start September 12th!

First Time TA: Engineering & Science

First Time TA: Humanities

Labs in the Sciences: Your First Time

Engaging Large Classes

Are We Having Fun Yet? Teaching to Different Learning Styles

Preparing the Teaching Dossier

Award Winning TAs Tolk Bock

TA Dilemmas and the Ethics of Teaching

Oral Communication Skills

Evaluating Written Work in the Sciences

Responding to Written Work

Strategies for Teaching to Non-native Speakers of English

All sessions ore open to University of Toronto of graduate

students.

All sessions are free.

For full seminar descriptions and to register,

please visit our website:

www.utoronto.ca/tatp

NO CAR PAYMENTS
FOR 2 MONTHS.
TOO BAD YOU CAN'T DO THE SAME WITH
YOUR STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS.

Introducing the GM Student

This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease 3

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurar

before you talk to SmartCoverage!" Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage'" from your.GM Dealer and get a

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitatic

r wfiKi Services Inc is an affiliate of GM and offers auto insurance exclusively through MoXors Insurance Corporation also an affiliate of GM. ©Copyright 20O5 General Motors of Carwda Limited.
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Theatre with Hart
LOOKING FOR DRAMA IN ALL THE WRONG PLACES? TRY THE STAGE, RIGHT HERE ON CAMPUS

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Who says higher education lacks

heart—or is that Hart? Hart House
Theatre, a first-class performance

space nestled in between Univer-

sity College and Queen's Park, is set

to debut its 2005-2006 season this

week. Built back in 1919, Hart House
continues its long tradition of infus-

ing both drama and comedy into the

veins of U of T.

Ever since winning a new mandate

five years ago. Hart House Theatre

has been committed to mounting a

full season of productions that cater

to students, theatre buffs, and cul-

ture vultures alike. Tapping into the

talents of students, alumni, and well-

known professionals. Hart House has

long been an incubator of theatre on

campus, counting such luminaries

as William Hutt, Kate Reid, David

Gardner, Donald Sutherland, Nor-

man Jewison, and Lome Michaels

amongst its alumni.

The season kicks off tomorrow

with the Hart House premiere of

Oleanna, one of David Mamet's more
serious and ethics-driven plays. Di-

rected by Graham Cozzubbo, (who
was at the helm of The Ibsen Project

a few years back), Oleanna explores
the murky borders of student-teach-

er relationships. The play, which is

often described as one of Mamet's

most divisive and controversial, pos-

es tough questions about the defini-

tion of sexual harassment, and chal-

lenges the social tendency to accept

every charge as evidence of guilt.

However, Cozzubbo is quick to

point out that this is merely the tip

of the iceberg. "Mamet's up to much
more in the interior—it's not just a

lesson in being politically correct,"

quips the veteran director over the

phone during a recent technical run

of the play.

"This play is actually about two

people who have this hope of perfec-

tion, which ultimately leaves them
equally entangled and equally de-

stroyed."

As with most of Mamet's work, the

characters in Oleanna are rigged to

explode rather than merely interact.

Although it may lack the gratuitous

"jagoffs" and F-bombs (there are ex-

actly two in the script, compared
to the super-profane Glengarry Glen

Ross) of his more feisty work, Olean-

na still delivers the human fireworks

that make Mamet a master of taking

people apart piece-by-piece until all

that remains is raw emotion.

Ever-present in the prose is Mam-
et's trademarked dialogue style. His

voices have a unique way of sound-

ing intensely natural and fluid, but

upon closer inspection prove to be

loaded with a carefully arranged

code existing right below the sur-

face. Oleanna, in a style reminiscent-

of Kurosawa's classic film Rashomon,

creates a world in which different in-

terpretations of events are constant-

ly in conflict, and yet seem to exist in

concert. Mamet forces the audience

Kearsten Lyon as Carol and Richard Stewart as John in Hart House's production of Oleanna

to establish their own version of the

truth, which will almost always differ

from one person to the next.

Regardless of how the audience

interprets the actions of Oleanna's

characters, Cozzubbo is confident

that people will be affected by the

play

"He sets people off," Cozzubbo says

of Mamet's take-no-prisoners ap-

proach to scriptwriting. "He touches

some hidden nerve inside."

Oleanna stars Stratford vet Rich-

ard Stewart as professor John, and

fourth-year University College

drama student Kearsten Lyon (Hart

House regulars will remember her

as Val from last year's production of

WASPS).

Also coming to Hart House this

season are Romeo and Juliet (direct-

ed by Jeremy Hutton), Timothy Find-

ley's The Stillborn Lover (directed by
Martin Hunter), and get your black

eyeliner and lingerie ready for UC
Follies' January production of The

Rocky Horror Picture Show (directed

by U of T's own Elena Mosoff).

Oleanna starts tomorrow at Hart
House Theatre (7Hart House Cir-

cle) and runs to Sept. 24. Advance
tickets ($12 for students) are

available at uofttix.ca or (416)

978-8849. See The Varsity next

week for a review ofthe show.

Annie^s aim a bit off

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

The press release for Donna Feore's

summer production of Annie Get

Your Gun states that this incarna-

tion of Irving Berlin's classic west-

ern musical was originally intended

to be nothing more than a staged

concert. However, somewhere along

the line, presumably as the show be-

came increasingly more elaborate,

the "staged concert" was kiboshed

as the production circled its wagons
and forged ahead as a full-fledged

musical.

Good choices were made: Massey
Hall, one Toronto's more acoustically

perfect concert halls, was secured as

the show's venue. Louise Pitre, a vet-

eran force of consistency and quality

in the Canadian theatre scene, was
tapped to play the sharp-shooting

lead Annie Oakley, and Feore was
lucky enough to assemble a killer or-

chestral ensemble to anchor Berlin's

fun and infectious toe-tapping score.

Enter country singer Paul Brandt

(whose real name is Paul Rennee Be-

lobersycky, by the way) the twang-

happy Calgarian nurse whose 1996

hit single "My Heart is a History"

propelled him to considerable, albeit

temporary, fame. With her heart set

on presiding over a shotgun wedding

of pop-country and musical theatre,

Feore sweet-talked Brandt into the

part of Frank Butler, Annie Oakley's

cocky and misogynist mentor/com-

petitor/love interest.

Weeks of rehearsals followed.

THEATRE REVIEW

Annie Get Your Gun

Massey Hall

Aug. 2 - Sept. 3, 2005

Rating:

Sometime during this period, Brandt

realized that, while he could still

rock a corn roast in Medicine Hat,

with singing and dancing involved,

he just couldn't pull the trigger.

Exit Paul Brandt (with only two
weeks until opening night!). Enter

Billy Ray Cyrus. I swear to God I'm

not making this part up. The last we
heard from this Achy-Breaky wash-

up he was starring in Doc, the fish-

out-of-water medical drama that's

kind of like the opposite of City Slick-

ers. Seeing as how his last major hit is

about ten years older than Brandt's,

Annie's producers must have been

able to sense his desperation, and

instead of safely casting an able lo-

cal ringer, they thrust Cyrus, who
admittedly had "never even been in

a high school play," into the midst of

a major theatrical production days

away from premiering. What could

possibly go wrong? Well, not quite as

much as you might expect.

Cyrus's pathetic (and

mulletless!) deer-in-the-headlights

performance aside (c'mon, the guy's

a rookie and way out of his league

here), the show was a solid rendi-

tion of some classic musical theatre.

Pitre's performance shone, and quite

frankly, disarmed Cyrus in about five

seconds—as a result, the competi-

tiveness between Oakley and Butler

is relegated to exist purely in the

script, as nothing Cyrus can muster

is anywhere near the high quality of

Pitre's presence.

Another glaring error, presumably

a relic from the show's earlier incar-

nation as a staged concert, had the

orchestra seated right in the middle

of stage. This forced the entire ac-

tion of the show onto the fringes

of Massey's massive space. What a

waste—this is not a show about an

orchestra, for crying out loud. Annie

Get Your Gun is a musical about the

Wild West (or a traveling vaudeville

act which exports the ideals of the

Wild West to developing American

cities) and the transient nature of

traveling entertainers.

Open space is a huge theme in the

play, which seemed to be contra-

dicted more than merely ignored by
Feore's obsession with highlighting

the talents of the orchestra. A noble

cause, certainly, but also a need-

less one, as the orchestra was gifted

enough to shine without dominating

most of the usable stage space. It

wasn't only distracting, but disen-

chanting to watch cellists drink from

bottles of Disani while they waited

for their next cue. The orchestra pit

was Invented for a reason.

Billy Ray, to save the day. Or not. The mullet-less Cyrus (Lj cnngs to the always-reliable

Louise Pitre (R)
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Sman-screen dream team

BEFORE ALL THE NEW SHOWS HIT THE FALL AIRWAVES, THE EMMYS HONOUR THE BEST OF LAST SEASON.

THE MW/TTHANDICAPS THE RACE FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO ARE GLUED TO THE TUBE

Devan Sommerville

This weekend, the television in-

dustry celebrates those programs
and individuals that have reached

the pinnacle of artistic achieve-

ment over the past year. Well, at

least those shows that the voters,

exclusively from within the TV
business, heard about while they

worked on their own projects.

The Emmy Awards often re-

semble an annual social function

where the same guests are parad-

ed before the cameras, alongside

a barely tolerable comedy routine.

Think of it as the Oscars, but with

more people you've never heard

of, or the Golden Globes without

the absent nominees and drunken
tomfoolery. Yet, somehow we love

them nonetheless. Here are some
predictions for who's most likely

to rise to the top of the pack Sun-

day night.

BEST DRAMA SERIES:

Losf (along with Desperafe//ouse-

wiues} jump-started the struggling

ABC network and shifted the focus

of television back to scripted se-

ries. Such success is appealing to

voters, but Lost has several strikes

against it. The show is loaded with

supernatural elements (a turnoff

among voters), and its serial style

has not always boded well for past

nominees. It's also a new program,

and although it contributed great-

ly to TV's turnaround this year,

far too much of the credit went to

Desperate Housewives. As a result,

the revisionist western Deadwood
may have the edge in this catego-

ry, and voters have rewarded HBO
programs in the past. Deadwood
seems well-poised to secure the

victory, if Lost misses out.

BEST LEAD ACTOR IN A
DRAMA SERIES:

This stale category has seen a

much-needed infusion of new per-

sonalities this year, the strongest

contender being last year's vic-

tor, James Spader. Although The

Practice has given way to Boston

Legal, the character is identical

and Spader's work as lawyer Alan

Shore has improved. Not to be

counted out is Ian McShane, who
won a Golden Globe this year for

his portrayal of the hard-edged
Al Swearengen on Deadwood. But

don't overlook Hugh Laurie, whose
character battles withdrawal from

painkillers on House. This race is

tight, but Spader has a slight ad-

vantage.

BEST LEAD ACTRESS IN A
DRAMA SERIES:

The buzz right now is squarely

on Mariska Hargitay, who is finally

receiving proper recognition for

her portrayal of Olivia Benson
on Law & Order: Special Victims

Unit. The only serious challenge

she's likely to face is from Glenn
Close, whose performance helped
return The Shield to the forefront

of television drama this season.

However, Hargitay is still likely to

emerge on top, with the rest of the

nominees as near-afterthoughts.

Hey, at least The West Wing's Al-

lison Janney can't win again this

year.

Top: Desperate\o{ Emmy success: Those notorious Housewives

Centre left: HoX-so-Arrested Development—cn[\cs' fave buoyed by last year's win

Above left: Everybody may love Raymond, but will the Emmys?

Above right: This drama may not be Loston Emmy night

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
IN A DRAMA SERIES:

As is often the case in the sup-

porting categories, this one is

pretty much a toss-up. Terry

O'Quinn must be considered a

frontrunner for his memorable
work as John Locke on Lost, and

voters may fall in line behind

this screen veteran who has fi-

nally found his breakout role.

However, his selection of tapes

is somewhat perplexing, and

they are not as strong as those

of castmate Naveen Andrews.

Also not to be dismissed is Alan

Alda, a veritable television leg-

end whose portrayal of Senator

Arnold Vinick was one of the key

creative turnarounds for former

awards powerhouse The West

Wing. Best guess? O'Quinn will

steal it by a hair.

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS IN A DRAMA
SERIES:

Another tough one. Deserving

performers are confronted by
other nominees with Emmy his-

tory and tradition on their side.

BIythe Danner was surprisingly

nominated in three Emmy cat-

egories this year for three sepa-

rate programs, and her nomina-
tion here for Huff could certainly

translate into Emmy gold. CCH
Pounder continues to impress in

The Shield, but it may be a case of

'too little, too late' after being pre-

viously shunned. If the Emmys are

in the mood to reward new series,

Canada's own Sandra Oh (finally

coming into her own following the

surprise success of indie film Side-

ways) may come away a winner for

Grey's Anatomy.

BEST COMEDY SERIES:

It was terrific to see Scrubs finally

nominated in this category, but its

chances of victory are slim at best.

Everybody Loves Raymond remains

a popular Emmy nominee, but de-

parting series have rarely won this

award. All signs point to a show-

down between last year's victor

Arrested Development and this sea-

son's sensation Desperate House-

wives, with the rookie program
coming out ahead. Emmy voters

are no longer faced with a possible

cancellation of Arrested Develop-

ment, and will not campaign to save

it as they did last year. Although

Arrested Development is a far more
clever and, yes, 'comedic' program.

Desperate Housewives was a tre-

mendous success for the TV busi-

ness, and it's 'industry types' who
decide who gets the gold.

BEST LEAD ACTOR IN A
COMEDY SERIES:

The two funniest leading men on

television this year, Jason Bateman

(Arrested Development) and Zach

Braff (Scrubs), both earned much-de-

served nominations but suffer from

less than stellar episode selections.

Ray Romano remains a strong con-

tender, but there may not be enough

support for him to nab his second

Emmy in this category. A spoiler

lurks in Eric McCormack, another

past winner for his work on Will &
Grace. While his program may have

become a creative wasteland, Mc-

Cormack astutely chose a one-hour

episode for submission that will play

well among voters. The bottom line;

if Bateman doesn't triumph, expect

Romano in his place

—

il Monk's Tony

Shaloub doesn't rise to the occasion

once again.

BEST LEAD ACTRESS IN A
COMEDY SERIES:

The ladies of Desperate House-

wives have become media darlings

throughout the past year, and it was

no surprise that three of them earned
nominations in this category. Unless

the critical and media hype for Des-

perate Housewives is only skin deep,

one of them should walk away with

this award. Having won the Golden

Globe in this same category, Teri

Hatcher is the forerunner, assisted

by an image that has become asso-

ciated with the hit series. Yet one
shouldn't count out Marcia Cross,

who arguably portrayed a stronger

character and also made excellent

episode submissions.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
IN A COMEDY SERIES:

This year may finally lead to vic-

tory for veteran actor Peter Boyle.

After years of watching his counter-

parts on Everybody Loves Raymond
rewarded for their performances,

Boyle is finally due, now that the

long-running series has come to an

end. A strong challenge is mounted
in this category by the often-over-

looked Jeremy Piven, whose addi-

tion to the HBO series Entourage was
a universally praised aspect of that

show. But this is the end of the line

for Boyle and Raymond, so Piven's

performance may take a back seat

this year.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
IN A COMEDY SERIES:

Despite being overshadowed by
the phenomenal success of Desper-

ate Housewives this past season, the

cast of Arrested Development has

continued to put in performances
that place them at the height of TV
ensembles. Their exceptional ef-

forts, combined with strong indus-

try support, should catapult Jessica

Walter to the lead in this category.

Everyone Loves Raymond's Doris

Roberts, who has won twice before

in this category, could do so again,

but the surprising nominations of

two supporting actresses from Two
and a HalfMen should cancel them-

selves out in the voting, leading to a

Walters win.

The Emmy Awards (hosted by
Ellen DeGeneres) air Sunday,
Sept. 18 at 8 pm on CBS.
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larf House irieatre Presents

OLEANNA
directed dv GRAHAM COHUBBO

KEARSTEN LYON & RICHARD STEWART

Win passes to the new

Reese Witherspoon romantic comedy

Just Uke Heavenl

£3^

We've got some nifty merch (lipgloss and copies

of the novel the film's based on) plus passes to an

advance screening on Wednesday, Sept. 14

at 7 pm at the Sheppard Centre Grande theatre.

The first couple folks to drop by The Varsity

(21 Sussex/380 Huron, 2nd Floor) any time

before Wednesday evening snare the goods...

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Students

When a struggling student visits tier Professor's office,

a seemingly harmless encounter turns into sheer theatrical dynamite.

Adults - $20, Students & Seniors - $12

Meloche Monnex

Mother nature makes leaves turn.

We make heads turn.

H A A RT E K
salon

Qet the look.

Book an appointment with a stv !i

Tuesday to Friday and receive 50% off!

Call 416-964-2666 or visit our salon at 68 Scollard St.

3 blocks north of Bloor St, west of Bay St.

Services for women and men.

DiKoum applies tu r.i c-idiroaots.
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Disc of the Week: Kanye West

—

Late Registration

(Roc-A-Fella Records/Def Jam)

Check it: Listen to first single "Diamonds from Sierra Leone" here:

http://rocafella.ccm/Artist.aspx?v=av&key=7

These days it seems as though everything rapper/pro-

ducer Kanye West touches turns to gold (or, come to

think of it, platinum). West has single-handedly lifted

the hip-hop game onto his shoulders of late—over

the past 18 months, he put out his dazzling debut, The

College Dropout, produced the debut of R&B/neo-soul

sensation John Legend, and rejuvenated the career of

super-lyricist Common. As if that wasn't enough, West
has struck again with his own newest offering, Late Reg-

istration.

The great thing about West is his variety—in a genre

where standard party rhymes and beats sit at the top

of the charts, Kaneezy isn't afraid to put his heart and

soul into his music. On few other albums will you hear

lyrics that range from the political ("Diamonds From

Sierra Leone") to socially conscious ("Heard 'Em Say,"

"Crack Music") to comical ("Celebration," Gold Digger").

His penchant for mixing things up also plays a part in

his musical preferences, as West fills Late Registration

with everything from violins to trumpets, jumping from

big beats and horns on the Just Blaze-produced "Touch

the Sky" (the most killer track on the record), featuring

newcomer Lupe Fiasco, to the orchestra-assisted "Bring

Me Down," featuring singer Brandy on the soulful hook.

Of course, the album's rich diversity of sound can be

partially credited to Jon Brion (best known for his work
with songwriters like Fiona Apple and Aimee Mann),

whom West enlisted as co-producer. It's a move that

pays off in a huge way for the risk-taking West.

While some would argue that West is not quite skilled

enough an MC to hold down a great rap album, he's

smart enough to know his limitations on the mic, mak-

ing up for it by picking out the perfect guests to help

him put together a great record. Whether it's using the

smooth Cam'Ron on the infectious "Gone," gritty gang-

sta The Game on the conscious banger "Crack Music,"

or the Oscar-winning Jamie Foxx on the bouncy "Gold

Digger," West corrals every guest's strengths to his

advantage. Joining each together with the perfect beat,

the precise sound, or just the right song.

But there remain those few flaws that leave Late Reg-

istration just short of being a classic. West continues to

clutter his albums with awkward skits that go nowhere,

and "Addiction" sticks out as the weakest track of a

strong lot.

With Late Registration, West can hold his head

high for accomplishing something that even hip-hop

legends Jay-Z and Nas (who both appear on the al-

bum) could not: improve on an amazing debut album.

—SAMIR SIDDIQUI, Special Hip-Hop Assistant to the Arts Editor

The Naked Archaeologist
^Iff Hosted by Simcha Jacobovici

MONDAYS@ 9:30 P.M. FT
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OLEANNA
by David Mamet
Directed by Graham Cozzubbo
September 1 4 - 24, 2005

ROMEO AND JULIET
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Jeremy Hutton

November 16-26, 2005

% students can subscribe

^-55^, for only $36!

^^ 25% off

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW
Book, Music & Lyrics by Richard O'Brien

Directed by Elenna Mosoff

January 18- February 4, 2006 .

6 THE STILLBORN LOVER
^ By Timothy Findley

oei Directed by Martin Hunter
< March 23 - 25, 2006

Season Sponsor

HOUSE

Meloche Monnex
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//CYCLING

Campbell continues Fox's crusade
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

With the shadow of a one-legged

Canadian legend looming large in

the wake of the 25th anniversary

of his greatest achievement, an-

other man is training to carry out a

monumental task in a similar vein.

He may never receive the same ac-

claim and prestige as Terry Fox did

when he tried to cross Canada on

one leg, but his efforts will not go

unnoticed.

Michael Campbell is preparing

to cycle across North America,

Australia, New Zealand, Ireland,

the UK, and Fiji in the hopes of

raising money for cancer research,

and raise awareness of the terrors

of the disease. Call him the mod-
ern-day. Northern Irish version of

Terry Fox.

Campbell became motivated to

fight cancer after losing his close

friend, Nathan Hurst, and his moth-

er to the deadly disease in 2001.

These tragic events had a major

impact on the direction the rest of

Campbell's life would take.

"Sometimes it takes a personal

tragedy to get you motivated, to

draw your attention to something

that you may never have contem-

plated," said Campbell. "If by doing

these events 1 help even one per-

son, then the effort will have been
worthwhile. What a fitting memo-
rial to my Mom and Nathan."

The Irishman explained that

the idea to cycle came from a pro-

posed trip that he and Hurst, an

Australian, had planned but never

undertook: "In 1998 1 was going to

cycle from Perth to Sydney to meet
up with Hurst, but 1 had to cancel

the ride," he said.

The journey for Campbell will

be a lonely one, as he is traveling

alone. He does not mind this fact,

though, as it gives him flexibil-

ity and allows more of the money
raised to go to charities.

"It is more of a challenge this

way, with no one to argue with but

yourself," he said.

The cyclist is training for his

not been lacking for the charitable

crusader. Many media outlets have

agreed to cover his ride.

"So far I have secured the BBC,

Men's Health Magazine. Irish Con-

nections, a prominent Irish Ameri-

can magazine, and the leading

Northern Ireland daily to publicize

my effort," revealed Campbell. "But

this is only the beginning. 1 will

contact every major newspaper on

route and call local radio and TV
channels for coverage."

Campbell's cycling trip will most
likely commence in October in Van-

"Sometimes it takes a personal tragedy to get

you motivated, to draw your attention to some-

thing tliat you may never have contemplated."

upcoming marathon at U of T. He
looked at various training facilities

in the city before settling on the

Athletic Centre, which he chose for

its spacious facilities and friendly

staff. He can currently be seen

training for several hours a day
there.

Money is the only difficult issue

that remains for Campbell to over-

come before beginning his quest.

He is looking for cash sponsor-

ship and donations to pay for his

venture around the globe, and is

hoping to have these issues sorted

out soon so he can start his trek in

October.

However, media attention has

couver.

Those interested in donating to

the cause can either go to Camp-
bell's website, www.bikedreams.
org, which should be up and run-

ning within two weeks, or make a

donation to the Canadian Cancer

Society or the Terry Fox Founda-

tion. Campbell does not mind if the

money is donated to a cancer char-

ity other than his own, as long as it

is going to cancer research: "1 don't

care where people put their money,
as research is research wherever it

takes place. Mike Campbell may be no Terry Fox (pictured above), but he is continuing Fox's dream

of one day finding a cure for cancer through raising capital for resarch. Campbell is set

to ride across North America, parts of Europe, and Australia to raise awareness and

money for the cause.

School is no

excuse for laziness
Sarah McMahon

Are you someone who shudders at

the mere mention of exercise? If you
don't exercise, is it because you're

not athletic, don't enjoy it, have to

study instead, or don't have time?

The benefits of regular physical ac-

tivity are so numerous that perhaps

you should consider digging in the

back of that closet for your gym
shorts and running shoes.

You don't have to be athlete of the

year to enjoy the health benefits of

exercise. Exercise can include many
types of physical activity: cycling,

running, team sports, dancing, walk-

ing, raking leaves. There are many
ways to burn those pesky calories.

Incorporating a moderate amount
of physical activity into your life not

only helps you to maintain a healthy

body weight, but also can increase

the concentration of high-density li-

poprotein (HDL) (healthy cholester-

ol) and decrease that of low-density

lipoprotein (LDL) (unhealthy choles-

terol) lower high blood pressure, de-

crease your risk of developing high

blood pressure, strengthen your

heart muscles, increase your lung

capacity, and maintain the strength

of your muscles and bones. Addi-

tionally, exercise is an important fac-

tor in preventing and managing type

II diabetes, as well as certain types

of cancers.

Exercise also aids in maintain-

ing an appropriate balance of the

neurotransmitters (chemicals your

body uses as a form of communica-
tion), serotonin, and norepinephrine,

which may help to ward off depres-

sion. Exercise is also a great way to

relieve stress, as it stimulates the

production of endorphins, which are

chemicals the body makes naturally

to relieve pain and help relax and re-

energize the body.

Plus, people who exercise sleep

better and live longer. Convinced

yet?

Clearly, exercise is beneficial, but

when midterms are approaching, es-

says need to be written, and pesky

problem sets must be submitted,

staying motivated to exercise can

be hard, despite knowing the health

benefits. Don't panic. There are some
ways to stick with your exercise rou-

tine during these trying times.

Exercising wih a friend allows

one to be social and have a partner

around to keep motivated. You can

also set specific fitness goals and re-

ward yourself when you reach them,

or you can try a new activity if the

old ones get boring.

The most useful advice is to make
exercise fun. It's so much easier to

schedule an enjoyable activity than

it is to try to schedule, say, an extra

30 minutes a day of physics problem

sets.

So, in short, you can (and should)

enjoy exercise. Take a few minutes

away from those life-draining essays

and check out the facilities on cam-

pus to find an activity you will enjoy.

Your physical and mental health will

thank you!

//RUGBY

Men's rugby team is

home of the rising Sun
Miyoko Ohtake

"He's awesome."
That's what Josh Bowen has to

say about Edward Sun, the new
Varsity Blues men's rugby coach.

"He's given the whole program
direction. He's pulled together a

group of guys very quickly and
made a team," adds Bowen, a sec-

ond-year peace and conflict stud-

ies student who is returning to the

team for his sophomore year.

Although Sun is new to the posi-

tion of head coach, the 34-year-old

Taipei-born Canadian citizen has

been the team's assistant coach
for the past three years, and a

rugby player for much longer.

"1 started at [age] 14 at Neil Mc-
Neil High School in the Scarbor-

ough/Beaches area. One of the

biology teachers was from Oxford,

and he played [rugby] for Oxford
and got us playing," says Sun, who
was a member of the U of T rugby
team for two years before he grad-

uated in 1994 with a degree in biol-

ogy, zoology and botany. "Eventu-

ally 1 took it really seriously and
decided to go to Australia and New
Zealand. The original intention

was to go away for traveling, but

1 got a job and just stayed down
there playing rugby as well."

The clinical coordinator for nu-

Edward Sun took over as head coach of

the men's rugby team this season. For the

past three years he has been an assistant

for the team.

clear medicine at Toronto General
Hospital has also played locally

for the Toronto Scottish Rugby
Club and the Toronto Saracens
Rugby Club since graduating. He
continues to play the position of

loose forward for the latter, "just

for fun," as he puts it.

The decorated player has won
numerous awards, including be-

ing named the Saracen's Most

Improved Player in 1997 and Most
Valuable Player in 2001.

The big switch from main man
on the field to the main man off

the field came in 2002," continues

the new head coach. "I was still

playing pretty good quality rugby,

but I think my body just couldn't

handle it anymore."

Having Sun on the sidelines has

enthused the Blues players.

"It's great to have him on the

team," says Ben Loucks, a civil en-

gineering student currently in his

professional experience year, and
in his second year on the team.

"He brings confidence and knowl-

edge to the side. He really knows
individual skills."

After last year's 1-5 record. Sun
has a big job on his hands to pro-

duce better results this season:

"My goal right now for this year,

and the next five years, is to re-

build the program, in terms of

getting into the community," says

Sun, who plans on sending his

players into the Toronto schools

to help high school rugby teams
and their players improve their

skills. "Also, what we want to do
is have good overall structure

within the team, on the field and

off the field as well. We've gotten

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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//SPORTS IN BRIEF

FOOTBALL
The Blues were as close to win-

ning as they have been for years

on Saturday afternoon in Waterloo.

The Warriors stopped a late-charg-

ing Blues squad and held on for a

29-27 victory.

U of T made the game close in

the dying moments, as they scored

a touchdown in the final minute to

move to within two points of the

Warriors. Unfortunately, the team
was unsuccessful at completing a

two-point conversion, which would
have sent the game to overtime.

Adam Pomper made a 38-yard

reception for the Blues touchdown
at the end of regulation time, and
Tony Mammoliti had one earlier in

the quarter for the Blues. Mammo-
liti finished with 109 yards receiv-

ing.

Backup quarterback David Ham-
ilton replaced an injured Mark
Stinson during the game for U of T.

Hamilton may have earned himself

a shot at starting a future game
with his performance, as he was
12-for-32 passing, threw for 221

yards, was intercepted twice, but

also completed two touchdown
passes.

The Blues have now lost 27

straight football games, but have a

glorious opportunity to snap their

losing streak this Saturday at home
against York. U of T took a substan-

tial lead against the Lions into the

third quarter when these rivals

faced off last year, but squandered
the lead in the fourth quarter.

The dramatic end to the game
against Waterloo should serve to

inspire the Blues to finally make
it over the hump and win a game.

York will provide the best chance
for a victory this season, so come
out and support your team.

-MATTSOMERS

TERRY FOX RUN
This year marks the 25th anniver-

sary of Terry Fox's incredible run to

raise money for cancer research. His

memory and legend have only grown

since 1980. Since then a statue has been

erected in his honour in Ottawa and

countless documentaries have retold

his life story time and again.

The Terry Fox run takes place on Sep-

tember 18 this year, eind cinyone who is

interested can find details at terryfox-

run.org. -MS

BASEBALL

The men's baseball team got

trounced 9-2 by Brock at home on Sat-

urday ciftemoon. The Badgers scored

six runs in the first five innings, then

added three more in the six for good

measure.

The Blues could muster no offence in

response against pitcher Mark Nichol-

son and company. Nicholson pitched

five innings and only surrendered one

earned run. The offensive attack for

Brock was led by Jeff Leonard, who
had two hits and three runs batted in.

Travis Skelton led U of T with two

hits. Michael Cantwell cind Ryan Brown
each drove in a run for the Blues, who
are now 2-4 on the year.

The Blues have struggled so far this

season, as evidenced by their being

swept in games by Guelph on Wednes-

day. The boys in Blue were defeated 8-1

and 6-0 in the two games. -MS

SOCCER

The men's soccer team has domi-

nated opponents in its first two games,

a 2-0 shutout of Laurentian and a 5-0

blanking of Nipissing, respectively.

Goaltender Luciano Lombardi has

been stellar in the two wins, and has

been provided with significant offen-

sive support.

-MS

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

more communication involved,

have team meetings and players

talking and setting goals for them-

selves. We start there and then set

team goals."

Having a coach like Sun, with

an incredible playing history of

his own, makes it possible for the

team to achieve these goals.

"Being a player (before being a

coach), you can actually know nu-

ances, and you can get into their

heads a little more, just because

you have that perspective," he

adds. "Being able to think how a

player thinks, you can adjust the

training sessions or adjust the

game to the skill level and the fit-

ness level of the players."

Sun's biggest concern this year

is to make the Blues a competitive

club: "We're not looking to take

away a championship or anything

like that. We just want to play

good rugby for this year and just

develop from there."

The Blues play RMC on Saturday

to open their home schedule.

tVARSITY

Created for Happiness!

The Purpose of Life

Speaker. Joe Boot

{Ravi Zacfiarias Minlstnes Canada)

musical Guest: Jacob Moon

7pm, Tuesday, September 1 S"*, Sheraton

Hall, Wycliffe College, 5 Hoskin Ave.

Campus Gospel Ministries (cgm_ut@yahoo.ca)

Do you want to: Increase turnouts at your events?

Publicize your group? Increase membership?

The Varsity is offering a new section

called The Varsity Radar to help student

groups get their message out!

We also offer classified event listings on this page

For more info, please contact ads@thevarsity.ca

or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must bf paid in full before the run date.

BE WELL ROUNDED

Write for Sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

ANIMATED CHILDREN'S

PRESENTERS NEEDED
to present fun & hands-on activities

in elementary. Car and exp. with kids

req'd. Cool activities. Gain valuable

teaching experience. Pay: $20-$25/l

hour class. CALL MAD SCIENCE TODAY
AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31 or email:

employment@madscience.on.ca

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
A natural foods grocery store is looking

for energetic, hard-working people to join

our team in various positions (kitchen,

cashiers, etc.) Please apply at 87 Avenue

Road.

HIRING $9-$l2/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales positions and

outdoor labor positions. Send resume and

cover letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca

And then call 416-825-5463/416-887-0154.

TUTOR NEEDED DOWNTOWN
For 10 year-old with autism. Looking for

graduate student in Speech Language

Pathology to focus on grammatical sen-

tence structure and verbal sequencing.

Call Carol at 416-703-8282.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk, $500 p/mo. Hi-Toronto.

Close to King Stn. Located in st. Law. Mrkt.

Call 416-971-4440.

FULLY FURNISHED STUDIO

BASEMENT APARTMENT
Annex, six minutes by bike to Robarts.

Suit serious-minded person, peaceful

neighborhood, non-smoking. Includes

high-speed internet & full cable, -i- TV.

available now. $675; 416-537-3222.

RENT A ROOM $350

$350 and up. Independent room bright

and clean in lux. th. Television, phone,

computer. Close to Broadview Subway.

International students preferred. 416-826-

7734.

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

CLASSIFIEDS

NEWCONDO
2 bedroom/2 bathroom; Sheppard/Allen

Road. Commute smart - 2 minute walk

to Downsview Station, 25 minute ride to

Queen's Park; Quick access to Hwy 401;

5 minutes to Yorkdale; INCLUDES: 5 new

appliances, concierge/security, parking,

storage unit, exercise room, sauna, recre-

ation room, central A/C, spacious balcony.

Great city view. Maintenance fees $310/

month. Available immediately. $251,000 /

obo. 416-457-3473, condo-1030-sheppard@

rogers.com http://www.4salebyme.ca/

src/view_house.php?id=170

WRITING THE NOVEMBER 5TH D.A.T.?

Study guides, carving materials and much

more! For everything you need to suc-

cessfully complete the D.A.T. call Diana at

(416) 527-2323.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSEUJNG/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September. 416-530-9717

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT.

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit,

wvnv.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF & LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

MATH TUTOR: MA (MATHEMATICS)

Former calculus and linear algebra

TA. Emphasis on comprehension,

problem-solving and proof technique.

Flexible availability $25/hour. Mark 416-

768-2604.

CHINESE-ENGLISH EXCHANGE
Native English speaker, male, seeks

native Mandarin Chinese speaker

female, for language exchange and fun.

Arts/culture interests a plus. cdtl68@

gmail.com

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca

Thorough editing of theses, term papers,

and applications on hard copy or com-

puter file. Expertise in human rights,

worid business, vrsmith@pathcom.com

Call V.Smith, 416-690-2576.

ESSAY EDITING

Professional writer/editor edits and

proofreads essays, letters, graduate

applications, CVs, etc. Reasonable rates,

fast turnaround. Interactive or by e-mail.

Pay Pal accepted. Eari Miller (416) 566-

7149.

Varsity Classitieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate.- $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for eacti word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 cliaracters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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UP WITH
L DEALS!

I
Purchase Rogers Yahoo!

Hi-Speed Internet Express or

Extreme" Starter Kit for ^39''

& receive a Home Music System

Flip Phone

$>I099

A VALUE OF OVER ^240
'Includes first month of service and basic instaliation.

• 2-GB inbox and 9 e-mail

addresses from any computer

• Firewall, anti-spam, pop-up

blocker. Parental Controb and more
• Create the only radio

station in the world that

plays what you want

• Easily store and share

photos with UNLIMITED

online photo storage

2613032

HI^STEED IMTERMET

Now, you control your Internet'
'EAR TERM

Buiit-in Camera & Video Recorder

MMS capable-instantly take & send
pictures with voice, sound & text to

other phone numbers or email addresses

Picture Caller ID i;i?<(i

BUNDLE 2 OR MORE ROGERS SERVICES & SAVE UP TO 15%'' ©ROGERS"
Your World Right Now

O ROGERS'®
I OROGERSVIDEO

SHOP AT A ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE, 1-800-462-4463 OR ROGERS.COM
SOME CONDIISOKS W'J. St£ IN-SIORE fOf! KWaS. '(hsns pfKES si§*C7 !o adivMon ori 3 3-vear service a^esiwrit ori selected plari.'.. Rebate may be required. Phones sfiws.n may not be avsibbt; a! ^5 kxaaofv". Ti2ft;< av^stfe fcr iti»7iiS<iri iriEi •

' and ^sfi^ti i

"

Car.«Sari -ri^ege 01 ursvssifv -oler-^cxixi Jrocn a psPwpaSrsg eouatwa! irst'Rjttxv 0% recjxes 3 riew activation on 3 24- w 36- month service agreiimtnt. free caiiir^g wil appty ice the .iiration d ttie servk* aysemera, foth p*t»5 ori 3 raust fcr ; r's» the C39 8

rated as no rtts'jt C>% asal^e cri ssi»a cisrc orily, see m sore fef cietais Exisfeng customers iDay be eligible, a* for t^jaiifying details. A one-time Activation Fee, 3 trwitf-Jv System Access fee, 3 9n Isrmgirci Access by« 4^(Ct. ts3«?sfi5 sdtl'r:'- sdwssi arid

caWe laoes are estra tatiy c3^^^!aEcri fees 3|:<)Sosble, f*ograiTi inay csraled « cfaig^ Dine witt-iou! pria notice. s§Save up to 15% on each montNy sewce fee. Swt!? cwdiSoris appiy. Ss<?jifesa i4-?ncn!fi t^m oxrifTsamerS. Offer en-i
'

. > s!f*r i?j3r«5<s 1

«M«fem (wchaie rwjaed ttOS*; vJur irxSiste a OiafesI Vteil Moirable Compact Disc Music System wiSi Otgliai fiMfM Tuner (1200 in retail value), basic installation .»rd or* month d Rogers Yahoo' H-5a*d twerie! s««3 .cs s«r*s at JW 5-j Ss

received maf not be as pcture^} Not svalaWe iri aS ait»s. Certwi resiKliofis may appiy. Installatiori cterges may apply. Offer ends October 31, 2005 or vntiile cpantilies last. Sortte products and <e!vi.;es not avaiiWe iri a8 areas fe«e?s Asm not .-. pfXfiM or r^grtf^

errai fAHOO!®, ihe Ya*»o! logos, efrf c«t-w Yahoo! ptodua »iJ setwce names are tti» tradetnslcs isxyor registered tradematirs of Yahoo! he , used under license, ™ Tradeittarks of Rogers V/ir^ess Psrme'ship* otftogesCc^!ms^a^k«^c acense » 2CGS
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Disasters

can hap-
pen and you
can lose a lot

of money. J
SEE SWIFT TRADE' - PAGE 4

comment
Lose friends and alienate people

with emotionally crippling MSN

SEE 'MSN' -PG. 5

science

Read this before pumping yourself

full of pomegranate juice

SEE ANTI-OXIDANTS - PG. 6

a&e
Come together: campus arts groups

and the joys of being a joiner

SEE GROUPS' -PG. 8

SDorts

Varsity Blues a second late and a

yard short—literally— in Saturday

York U heartbreaker

SEE FOOTBALL' - PG 10

red letter

Today is Respect for the Aged Day

in Japan, held annually on the third

Monday of September.

history

On September 19, 1982, Scott Fahlman

posted the first recorded instance of

an emoticon, :-), on a Carnegie-Mellon

University online newsgroup.

todo

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 8 PM
Sigur Ros at Massey Hall, $37+

TUESOAY, SEPTEMBER 20, NOON

Margaret MacMillan on 'Ideas, Ide-

ologies, and Religion in IR' at Munk

Centre Rm. 208N. Free.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 V0L.CXXVI,N0.8

Historic College St. church

threatened with closure
CAUSE UNITES ACTIVISTS, POLITICIANS

IN BATTLE WITH DIOCESE

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

At the nortti end of Kensington

Market, St. Stephen-in-the-Fields sits

across the street from a fire station.

Trucks regularly scream, making the

148-year-old Anglican church seem
peaceful by comparison. Lately, it is

anything but. The parish owes the

Anglican diocese about $400,000,

and on September 30 it is facing evic-

tion from the building that has been

its home for a century and a half. Jeff

Nowers, a doctoral student at U of T,

has been a member of the congrega-

tion for four years.

"We basically just walked in off the

street, my girlfriend, who's now my
wife, and I," says Jeff Nowers. "It's

kind of a church on the margins...

a

lot of interesting programs, a lot of

multicultural dynamics." Nowers
chairs the advisory committee and
volunteers at the church's breakfast

program.

It's not easy running a church

downtown. Congregations are small,

but the social services that churches

can provide are more important than

ever.

St. Stephen's is no stranger to

those services. In 1962, it founded

St. Stephen's Community House.

The House now provides daycare,

employment services, and language

classes. Luckily, because it became
independent in 1974, it is not threat-

ened by the current conflict.

After creating the Community
House, the church continued with

its own programs, supported by
Archbishop Finlay, who designated

the church as an "urban mission." It

is the only church offering services

in three languages (English, French,

and Spanish) in an area with a con-

siderable community of new Hispanic

immigrants, and serves almost 7,000

meals a year to homeless people.

"Becausetheywanted this mission,

they were going to pay the priest's

salary," says Martha Cunningham,

another U of T doctoral student coor-

dinating much of the effort to save St.

Stephen's. But in 2004, Archbishop
Finlay retired.

"This had been a project that he
supported," says Cunningham. "And

when he left the new people didn't

support it." The new administration

told the parish that they had to pay

back eight years of the priest's salary

- in one year.

SEE CHURCH' -PG 3

Framing the debate: the original 19th-century stained-glass windows of St. Stephen's

Anglican Church tower over NOP leader Jack Layton and his wife, Trinity-Spadina

Councillor Olivia Chow, at a star-studded benefit last night.

//ALL IN THE FAMILY

Dr. Alan Bernstein, president of the Canadian Institute of Health Research and former U of T professor, gets set along with his

family and a friend for the Terry Fox Foundation's Marathon of Hope yesterday at the Medical Sciences Building at 1 Kings Col-

lege Circle. U of T drew 381 participants who contributed $28,419 to the cancer research foundation.

UFO cult

behind

OISE talk

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

A University of Toronto professor led

a recruitment session for the Raelians

Thursday evening, a religious group

that believes aliens created life on
earth and claims to have produced
human clones. The session, which
ran at the Ontario Institute for Stud-

ies in Education, was advertised as

"Intelligent Design: A New Twist on an

Old Debate," seemingly related to a

debate that took place the prior week
run by the Secular Alliance campus
group (see "Intelligent design, dumb
science?" in the Sept. 15 issue of The
Varsity).

The speaker. Prof. David Burman,
was introduced as "a U of T graduate

of the Faculty of Medicine with a de-

gree in behavioural medicine." How-
ever, when pressed by The Varsity

after the talk he admitted that "my
degree is in aboriginal medicine, not

behavioural medicine."

Burman's talk focused on the gen-

eral terrible state of the world.

"Two hundred and fifty individu-

SEE 'CULT' - PG 3
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HART HOUSE
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BUCK LUNCH
WEWESPAY,SEPrEMPER21st

mATHAU- 11:30am to 2pm

OPEN MEETINGS THIS WEEK
(Everyone is welcome!)

sep20 4pm Literary & Library

sep21 4pm

7pm

• Social Justice

• Rifle (mandatory session)

Revolver (mandatory session)

sep22 7pm Film Board & Film Festival

DROP IN

sep20 6:30pm
7pm

Bridge

Debating

sep21 4pm
9pm

Debating

"On Stage" in the Arbor Room

sep23 3pm Chess

ANTYIME: HANGOUT & MEET FRIENDS
Sign out games at the Porters Desk

(Poker, Monopoly, Trivial Pursuit & more!)

OPEN
REHEARSALS & AUDITIONS

Call 416.978.2452
and ask about our 7 musical groups:

* Chamber Strings • Orchestra

* Chorus * Singers

* Jazz Choir * Symphonic

* Jazz Ensemble 0and

ATHLETICS
DAILY DROP-IN FITNESS CLASSES

FREE! Pick up a schedule today!

Registered class enrollment continues in

the Membership Services Office

(Mon.-Thurs.9 am to 7pm
Fri.9amto5pm)

4. mp«.f¥>"'fSf"' f

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Campus cops go green: Special Constable Kim Senior is ready to serve and protect

mama earth with U of T cops' new hybrid patrol SUV.

OSAP two-term award limit

increased

The provincial government is in the

process of reforming OSAP to better

reflect the current costs of post-sec-

ondary education. The meiximum
award for a two-term school year,

which has not changed in 11 years,

will increase from .$9,350 to $11,200.

The increase will be provided

through grants instead of additional

loans.

Other reforms include reduced

expectations of parents' financial

contributions to education costs and
acknowledgement of non-tuition re-

lated expenses, such as computers.

—CAROLYN HARRIS

Campus police introduce

hybrid patrol vehicle

U of T police services unveiled its

new Ford Escape Hybrid SUV in

front of Convocation Hall last week.

Both the U of T community and the

municpal government have praised

the support vehicle, which is the the

first SUV of its kind to be incorpo-

SEE 'BRIEFS' -PG 4

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction
ioo7

• Breast Augmentation
^^^^J^^

•Tummy Tuck Available

• Gastric Banding

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinic.com

5400 Yonge Sf. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yaz member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

30% off all backpacksj

in the store with this coupon.!

2U College St. 416-640-58351
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CHURCH' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

"We put together a financial plan,"

says Cunningham. "The premise,

though, was that nobody could come
up with $400,000 in a year." They
asked for fifteen years. But the dio-

cese had another solution—take back
the building. After September 30, the

parish would still exist, with no debt

and some extra money, but it would
not have a building. The diocese says

that it would help the church rebuild

itself in another form.

"We really think that without the

congregation the building is without

a soul," says Rory "Gus' Sinclair, chair

of the Harbord Village Residents' As-

sociation. He isn't the only one who
feels strongly about the building,

which was built by architect Thomas
Fuller before he designed the Houses
of Parliament in Ottawa.

"It has become an effort from all

sorts of people in this community, of

different religions, coming together,"

says Rosario Marchese, the area's

MPR The church has been the site of

countless meetings and fundraisers,

and a petition has been circulated.

Last night, a benefit concert was
held featuring Daniel Lanois, Michael

Ondaatje, and several other Cana-

dian luminaries. Marchese recently

met with the bishop on the church's

behalf. Cunningham thinks that the

diocese's position may be changing.

"I think the only reason is that the

public pressure is just enormous,"

she says. "The community is behind

us so vibrantly." But September 30

is approaching, and the diocese has

not retracted its ultimatum. If the

congregation is evicted, no one is

Singer-songwriter and former U2 producer Daniel Lanois makes use of St. Stephen's

impressive acoustics.

sure what will happen to the build-

ing.

"I haven't even contemplated what
might happen to this church," says

Marchese. "Most of our efforts have

been devoted to making sure we
save the church in this form. I really

do believe we will succeed." In the

meantime, Jeff Nowers is feeling dis-

illusioned.

"Are poor people entitled to wor-

ship.in a nice building?" he says. "Or

is that just for rich people, you know,

because they can afford it?"

'CULT' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

als own as much as half the world's

population. Right now nature has no
meaning but to be exploited. We need
to create a new consciousness to get

through this. Capitalism isn't doing it.

God isn't doing it." Another speaker,

Diane Brisebois, attacked the oppo-

nents of genetically modified food.

"The government instills fears

about genetically modified organ-

isms because they are not profitable,"

she said. "What sells newspapers?

Fears."

A promotional video shown fea-

tured a young woman encouraging

the audience to become Raelians.

".
. . [T]he Elohim [the aliens] want us

to overcome fear and enjoy life, feel

good, and embrace science. Come
join us to prepare for the arrival of

the Elohim."

After the video, Brisebois led the

audience through a meditation ses-

sion. "Think of the tiny cells at the

tips of your toes. You're feeling good,

totally at peace, connected with in-

finity."

Although most religious groups

are legitimate, many try to attract

students into their ranks at recruit-

ment sessions guised as a conference,

debate, or similar presentation. The
Raelians hold meditation sessions

every second Sunday at OlSE.

"I think it's a bit over the top," said

second-year science student John

Soltis. "They advertise this as a dis-

cussion but it's actually a recruit-

ment thing." Another young woman
disagreed.

"It's good," she said. "It's incorporat-

ing science and religion and every-

thing. It's time to interpret things in a

way we understand it." When asked if

she was a Raelian, the young woman,
who wore a Raelian symbol around

her neck, smiled and said, "Oh no.

I'm just a student."

When Burman was asked what
he wanted U of T students to learn

from this article, he replied that they

should "challenge [their] assump-

tions."

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for Unive

@Uof7

563 Spadina Ave. Room 100

(between Wilcox and College)

Phone:416-978-8201
www.uoftwomenscentre.com

Mon-Thu: 11am-6pm
Fri: 12pm-4pm

All are invited to our

Fdll Opofi Uouset
Thursday, Sept. 22nd
between 12pm-5pm

Come check our space,

sen/ices & programs!

Raffle Prizes! Free food!

Music! Free quick sessions

from chiropractic students!

Bnng valid student ID & proof of registration

for SAC (full-time only) & GSU student

opt-out during office hours in Sept only

TENSIONS OF INTERPRETATION:
THE HOLOCAUSTIS POLAm, FRANCE, GERMANYAND THE YISHUV

An afternoon of presentations,

commentarj/' and discussion

exploring reactions to the

murder of European Jewry.

Visit www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca for complete

details about featured speakers and segment titles.

Monday, September 26, 2005

2-5 p.m.

Vivian and David Campbell Conference Facility

Munk Centre for International Studies

1 Devonshire Place, University of Toronto

Seating is limited. RSVP by September 21

to events@artsci.utoronto.ca or 416-946-5937.

Spnmored by Tlie Chancellor Rose andPay Wolfe Chair in Hokamt Studies, the

Deprirtmeni ofHistory, mid the Faculty ofArts &Siience at the University ofToronio

Trade Real Money.
Gain Real Experience.
Learn how to trade on real markets with SwiftTrade Campus.

FEATUfiES:

s Trcuie live on the NASDAQ, NYSE. CME and AMEX.
^ Get access to exclusive state-of-the-art charting software.

« Free on-campus training provided to selected candidates.

BENEFITS:

s Absolutefy zero financial risk. No upfront capital required.

9 Profitable students share a percentage ofthe earning^.

^ Employment opportunities available after graduation.

Space is limited! Apply now to ensure your spot today!

To leam more, visit: wv^w.swifttrade.com/campus.

This opportunity ts only availaWc to ful! w part-time students ai ttte UruversiCy ofTiwwrto (mtcmstiomi siudents wdoanc).

Pi^sse send rt5iinKs email or fax only. Resumes mAsubouttKl by ems^ <»'£)xw(iiM;a be constdetrd.

# THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Cnrne ana Funishment

In 18th Century London
and the Foundations of

Modern Criminal lustiee

John Beattie
' University Professor Emeritus

Department of History

Faculty ofArts and Science

Tuesday, September 27, 200S

7:30 pm
George Ignatieff Theatre

15 Devonshire Place

ARTS &
SCIENCE.

For more Information, visit

www.artsandscienc cj.otoronto.ca

or calf 946-5937

TiiK Urri-^ijrsty Professor LectLfTe Sef?es is presented

by ttts Giobai Knowledge Foursdstion and sponsored

fay the Facutty ofArcs znd Scpnc^ -md r^^?

Eldorwood Foun-datton.

Don't miss the BIGGEST

career event at U of T!

Career Information Days

September 19-22, 2005

11 a.m.-3 p.m.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
St. George Campus

www.careers.utoronto.ca

Presented by:

AIESEC Toronto, Career Centre, and Engineering Career Office
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Stay on Top of Things!

Idea Cruncher for Windows is designed to

help you organize your writing and manage
details in your project work.

Try it free for 30 days. If you like it, you can

keep it for $19.99 (US).

Download Idea Cruncher today!

www.idedcruncher.com

ERHESBROADBANDf

50% Less than Bell, Telus, etc. V
Your Phone Line is Portable V
Dial without paying long distance V

NO Activation Fee*

NO Charge - Trial Period - Fit^t Month

NO Cancellation Fee

Calling Plans start from imo. *P!us Taxes

*W!th 9 calling feab

Unlimited Calling in US & Canada, Europe & Asia

Signup online: www.HermesBroadband.com

Use Your High-Speed Internet Connection,

Get a Digital Phone Line and Save!

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars
Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Trade real money, get

in real trouble?
Ell Kirzner-Phest

VARSITY STAFF

Swift Trade Inc. (STI) is offering stu-

dents at U of T the opportunity to

trade real money on ttie stock market

in amounts ranging anywfiere from

$25 to $200,000.

But behind the appeal of this intern-

ship, there lie little-known facts about

illegal activity in the company's past.

STI is an international proprietary

trading firm that trades companies'

capital on the stock market using on-

line trading servers.

"It's an unimaginable experience,"

says Robert Schlaepfer, a 24-year-old

U of T commerce graduate. He shares

the rights to all Swift Trade Campus
(STC) offices in Toronto with two oth-

er young entrepeneurs, Shawn Catena

and Neal Roberts.

Ths first STC office opens at the

corner of Bloor and Avenue Road this

year, and they're advertising intern-

ships for U of T undergrads. According

to Schlaepfer, interns will go through

a brief training period of a few days

where they will work on trade simula-

tors, after which they will immediately

begin trading STl's money in the thou-

sands.

"Disasters can happen and you can

lose a lot of money," says Schlaepfer

"Sometimes there's nothing you can

do about it." To keep losses to a mini-

mum, interns will make 80-90 trans-

actions per day, as opposed to the

company average of 250. Catena, who
was head trainer for the Toronto STI

trading floor, will be watching every

student's screen. If a student is in a dif-

ficult spot and Catena misses it, STl's

software is supposed to take control

to cut losses.

"This model has been proven to

work," says Schlaepfer. If the STC ven-

ture is successful, they plan to open

"Cheapest ^Bost

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

422 College St., E of Bathurst

Open 4pm to 2am everyday

Wings
V2 Price 4pm to 9pm everyOoy

All day Wedgiiki Sunday

.—fs/_J II 1 L-J

HOID'IM

Poker
ACAOIMY

Learn how to WIN at Texas Hold'em Poker!

Start Winning! Learn from one of the toughest no-

limit players in the game!

Join us at Mel's Hold'em Poker Academy Workshop
on September 28th and learn The Dean's Top 10
Rules on how to become a winner at Hold'em Poker
today.

Register at

www.meispoiceracademy.com
or call 1-800-867-8611

(seating is limited)

Special University rates (+GST):

0 Students, Faculty, Seniors @ $49 ($69 at door)
o General Public @ $69 ($89 at door)

Players of all levels are welcome.

September 28th at 7 pm
University of Toronto

Koffler Institute of Pharmacy
569 Spadina Ave.

up more offices in campuses across

the country, including York and Ryer-

son.

The advantages of an STC intern-

ship for students hoping to get jobs in

business is undeniable. Students who
do well will have a guaranteed job

with Swift Trade when they graduate

at any of their 38 offices open on ev-

ery continent except Africa, and could

potentially receive salaries in the six-

figure range.

But with major corporate scandals

such as Enron still making headlines,

prospective interns may be unsettled

by STl's track record.

In 2002, the National Association of

Securities Dealers issued a press re-

lease stating that STI president Peter

Beck and co-founder Joseph lanni had

been fined for engaging in illegal trad-

ing. Swift USA and Beck were jointly

censured and fined $75,000, and were

required to give up profits from ficti-

tious "wash" sales.

In a "wash" transaction, two compa-

nies agree to make a swap of exactly

the same amount, often to make reve-

nue appear to be growing more rapid-

ly than it actually is, a tactic which can

fool investors. At STI, a wash was used

to attain profit by selling the assets of

a client back to that same client.

"They made a lot of money," admit-

ted Schlaepfer. "In their defense, they

did not know it was illegal, and it was
partially somebody else's fault. That's

why the fine was so low. For a compa-
ny this size, if that's their only fine in

the market, that's pretty good.

"The easiest thing to say I guess is

'shit happens.'"

For ethically conscious commerce
students, this might not be reassuring

enough. For others, such facts merely

attest to the realities of the business

world, and the benefits will prove to

be alluring enough to quell any ner-

vousness about trading real money.

"It's commercially impossible for us

to make money cheating... If we put

our minds to it maybe, but we've too

much to lose."

BRIEFS' -CONTINUED FROM PG2

rated into a Canadian campus police

force.

"Having the hybrid vehicle for

community policing is a great exam-
ple of what a safe and green place [St.

George campus] is for UofT students,

staff and faculty," city councillor Kyle

Rae said.

The vehicle can reach speeds of up
to 40 km per hour entirely with elec-

tric power. Its hybrid battery cap-

tures energy recovered from braking

and stores it for future use.

— CH

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

^ 416.850.3179
^

www.lorontoxomisaffrontree

91 Geirard Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

Acro^ from Hospital for Sick Children i

Oxford Seminars
416.924-3240/1.800.779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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Lights out for gang violence
The recent success of anti-gang

Project Flicker was welcome prog-

ress in the city's fight against crime.

Flicker, in which 300 officers raided

homes in and around the GTA earlier

this week, resulted in 47 arrests fol-

lowing investigation of the Ardwick
Blood Crew's gang activity. Conse-

quently, 1,350 charges were laid,

ranging from participation in a crimi-

nal organization to attempted murder
and armed robbery. But this is only

the beginning. According to the Star

of September 17th, police argue there

are more than 70 gangs in operation

city-wide.

These figures are brought forth

EDITORIAL^
with both triumph and caution. Al-

though Flicker proved progress is

possible, it also demonstrated how
overwhelming the gang situation is

perceived to be in the GTA.

When driving through Malvern or

Jane and Finch, it is striking that by
and large these are pleasant and well-

kept communities. On the outside,

they do not seem any more prone to

violence than does our fair campus.

Yes, those neighbourhoods are made
unsafe by the criminals who centre

their activities there. Even so, they

are by no means lost causes, as the

recent police action proves.

We should not throw in the towel

and try to simply contain the crime

in the hardest-hit areas, but instead

work aggressively to make those

areas as safe to walk through as St.

George and Harbord.

We need to remember that one as-

pect of the solution to gang violence

is already built in to the Regent Parks

and Rexdales of the city. The solution

is the interaction of the youth, dedi-

cated social workers, and program

coordinators who work in tandem
with the kids of these areas to better

themselves and their communities.

Not all kids want to become gang-

sters. The onus is on the city as a

whole to pressure politicians into

providing funding for programs that

will allow these kids to learn, volun-

teer, grow as responsible citizens,

and explore the world around them in

a safe setting. Many students already

receive and give help through initia-

tives like U of T's Regent Park tutoring

program. In these cases, all parties

involved reap the benefits.

Sadly, some teens do indeed want

to be gangsters, and the police must

play their crucial role in dealing with

them, as they did earlier this week.

But instead of seeing the bust of the

Ardwick Blood Crew as chopping an-

other head off the criminal hydra (to

only too soon sprout again with a new
name), let's look at it as a moment of

hope for areas that need some, and

as a reminder of the kind of vigilance

and dedication we need in all of our

communities.

Even the most well-to-do, safe ar-

eas have their problems. It is up to

caring citizens of all ages and back-

grounds to call tip lines, make use

of public spaces, work at community
centres, and firmly inform those few

thugs who would like to move in that

the spirit of the neighbourhood is not

up for sale.

//HYPERWORLD

Facing up to the importance

ofemoticons :-)

Tina Benigno

It's 9 p.m. You're bopping along to

some tunes, doing research, and
checking your e-mail simultaneously.

Aren't you the seasoned multi-tasker!

Mama would be so proud. Ooh child,

you're cruisin' in the fast lane. And,

thanks to the wonders of cyberspace,

you can converse with your pal in

Idaho without even considering long-

distance rates.

But don't blow it. You've got to be

as articulate as possible as you chat

your life away, while still maintaining

your rapier wit. You feel it is crucial

to communicate your true self, but

that can be difficult: the vague elec-

tronic responses in online conversa-

tions often lack the essence of the

true message. As a result, messenger

programs often distort the accurate

expression of your self.

The virtual path between you

and your buddies contaminates the

association of your souls through

cyberspace. Like you're not already

misunderstood enough in the physi-

cal world!

So, you're typing away, relying sole-

ly on the visual lexicon to save you.

Everything he sees on his computer

is all he knows of you at this very mo-

ment. The screen is your skin, and

the little box with words and pic-

tures is your voice. Whatever you say

will essentially be hit or miss. There

is no way of really knowing how your

comments will be interpreted unless

you specify how you want them to

be perceived, so there is no room

for under- or over-indulgence in com-

munication. If your friend does not

know you well, saying something you

intend to be endearing may actually

come across as insulting.

Can MSN really hit the mark?

Perhaps you say, "You're crazy."

Of course, you don't really think he's

insane, you're just being charming.

But he doesn't know that: "Oh, yeah?"

You think he's playing along with you,

so you continue. "Yeah." A few min-

utes pass without a response from

him. Maybe he's doing homework...

Oh! There he goes, typing quickly:

"I've got to go. Bye."

There you have it, my darling.

Congratulations, you've graduated

from the School of Poor Messenger

Etiquette, with an Honours in Emo-

tional Inadequacy. This is a realm

most commonly inhabited by males,

according to graduate student Ja-

net Baker from San Jose University,

but somehow you've managed to

squeeze in there.

Oh well, these things happen. At

least you didn't graduate top of your

class. There are definitely worse

things in the world than this situa-

tion.

1 know. You meant he's crazy in a

good way. But you didn't make that

apparent through the MSN Messen-

ger medium, did you? So, yes, it is

your fault.

What happened to your aspira-

tions of maintaining a real conversa-

tion? What you had did not mirror

your intentions, despite technolo-

gy's attempt to improve human con-

tact. So much is lost in translation,

but don't feel ashamed. Sometimes

people can't even seem to get it right

face to face. But now, the differences

in gender communication styles

aren't the only factors complicating

relations.

Think. What did your face look

like when you said he was crazy? If

you were smiling, why didn't you use

the :-) emoticon? Girl, that's why it's

there. It's supposed to emulate hu-

man expression. These messenger

programs should come with warn-

ings: "Chat online at own risk. Great

chaos can result from lack of respect

for the emoticon."

If messenger programs continue

to be a rite of passage for our genera-

tion, someone has got to set things

straight. What will redeem us from

miscommunication resulting from

the misuse of the MSN medium?
Maybe you're not into that whole

"express yourself" motif. Perhaps

you're quite content with emitting

emotionally non-satiating respons-

es. If not, maybe the telephone will

serve you better. Pick your poison,

my dear. Pick your poison.

But if you choose to stick to MSN,

and we're going to place blame here,

you are both at fault: you've both

neglected your humanity by resort-

ing to an electronic conversation. If

you're comfortable with being fused

to the realm of global mechanization,

then please carry on instant-con-

versing with emotional dissatisfac-

tion. But if you're going to make the

most of Messenger, the emoticon is

a necessity of communication tech-

nology.

Human beings are inherently

emotional creatures; therefore, if in-

stant messaging is ever going to ap-

proach normal interaction, all those

involved will need to become emoti-

con-sawy. And fast. :-)

LETTERS

Chairing the

Emery Board
Re: TO. to rally in support of
pot activist, September 6th

I hope that Canadians have the

intelligence and courage not to

be mindless slaves to the oppres-

sive stupidity of American's drug
war. The drug war has its roots

in racism, ignorance and greed.

Sadly, America is run by religious

zealots who deny science and are

incapable of understanding that

marijuana is a miracle medicine for

many because it is the only plant

that mimics the way our bodies try

to maintain balance.

Hopefully, the Canadian govern-

ment and judicial system is not as

biologically defective as found in

the United States.

Protect Marc Emery, he is a Cana-

dian asset.

Dr. Robert Melamede
Associate Professor and Biology

Chairman
University of Colorado

Taking Galloway

to the gallows

Re: George Galloway wants
real change, September 15th

I'm a first-year student here at

University of Toronto and I'm al-

ready ashamed that my university

is hosting a person like George

Galloway. As an English citizen 1

watched first hand the fall of this

man in English parliament and

he is hardly the anti-war hero he

makes himself out to be.

Galloway was not removed from

the Labour Party purely for his

outspokenness on the war as you

mentioned in the article in The

Varsity.

I wouldn't mind seeing another

side of the story rather than div-

ing headfirst into as much anti-war

hype as you can get your hands
on.

Ben Slater

• While SAC's yearly Xpression

Against Oppression week is sure

to be a barnstormer, I am con-

cerned about their unfettered

admiration for George Galloway.

Although he has admirably tak-

en Britain's Labour government
to account over their outright lies

in making the case for war in Iraq,

Galloway has an unsavory reputa-

tion in other areas. He has an
uncomfortably cozy relationship

with Saddam Hussein, and has
never plausibly refuted allegations

that he profited from kickbacks in

the Iraqi Oil for Food program.
Paul Tadich

Moscow

Secular Alliance

Rebuts

Re: Sharia Showdown,
September 15th

In response to Hina Abbas' letter

saying that we have opposed
Islamic law but not rabbis and

priests, I would like to clarify

our position. Our group has only

existed for about two months, and

the sharia law demonstration was

the first such protest we could be

involved in. Anyone who reads our

materials will learn that the Secular

Alliance does oppose faith-based

arbitration of any kind, holding that

religion is a private matter.

Alicia Pang
Secular Alliance member
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// HUMANOIDS ON THE MARCH

Sony project engineer Todd Kozuki with pair of QRIO robots,

as part of a weekend-long showcase of the latest in

humanoid robotics at the Ontario Science Centre. In their

pre-programmed routine, Sony's "corporate ambassadors"

showed that they could dance, and had even mastered

some PR basics: "We're happy to say there's no snow, eh?"

they said in their child-like robotic voices.

When not following programmed instructions, however,

their performance was less impressive: though the QRIO

was able to track a moving ball, it struggled to recognize

faces in the poorly lit auditorium. It was most human-like

when toppled, pushing its arms forward to break its fall

and prevent damage to the "head."

Sony, Honda, and Toyota are all deadlocked in the race to

produce human-like robots—each has spent vast, and

undisclosed, sums of money to develop them. Honda's

robot, Asimo, walks with the most human-like gait of all,

while Toyota's Partner has artificial lips and mechanical

lungs that allow it to play the trumpet. At 75 centimetres

tail, Sony's QRIO can store and recognize up to ten faces

and speaks 65,000 Japanese words—a newer model can

even run.

Though the company has no plans to sell QRIOs to con-

sumers at this time, Kozuki said Sony sees the potential

for "a robot for the home." One application could be caring

for the elderly: conversing with them and even taking

pictures—and sending those to a caregiver's cell phone

over a wireless link.

Look for such applications to appear in Japan first, said

Kozuki. The Japanese are much more receptive to home

robots, and tech-savvy to boot, he said; they are also more

likely to look to them as companions.

-MIKEGHENU
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The
trouble

with anti-

oxidant

studies

Health hype or fountain of youth? Check

out thevarsity.ca to find out what lies

behind POM Wonderful's $5-a-bottle

exterior, and the line of products mar-

keters dub "New Age non-carbonated

beverages."

Jennifer Bates

Though promoters of anti-oxidants

are quick to point to animal stud-

ies touting increased life-spans and

decreased age-related illness, these

benefits of anti-oxidants may not

necessarily cross over to humans.

Consider a recent report published in

the journal Science. Researchers ge-

netically engineered mice to increase

the amount of an antioxidant called

catalase in heart and muscle cells

"to examine the possibility that com-

bined enhanced antioxidant defenses

might provide further extension of

life span in mammals [including hu-

mans]." The life spans of the mice

were increased by five months. Mice

live three years at most.

In mice, the life-lengthening pro-

cess involving catalase takes place in

the mitochondria-the powerhouses

of the cell. They are intricately folded

membranes where respiration takes

place, turning the sugar we eat and

oxygen we breathe into so-called ATP,

which powers a cell's life processes.

With aging, harmful byproducts

such as hydrogen peroxide accu-

mulate in mitochondria, destroying

important biological molecules. The
free radical theory of aging maintains

that the build-up of these unstable

substances is a principal cause of ag-

ing and geriatric illnesses. Enter anti-

oxidants.

Catalase, an anti-oxidant, neutral-

izes hydrogen peroxide, turning it to

water and oxygen. By increasing the

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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amount of catalase in mitochondria,

as in the genetically engineered mice,

destructive byproducts were elimi-

nated and accumulated much more
slowly.

The Science study's authors said

that not only did the genetically engi-

neered mice live longer, but that when
they did get diseases associated with

old age, such as heart disease and
cataracts, they got them later in life

and with less severity. The authors

assumed these results would apply

to most mammals, like humans.
Dr. Jeff Henderson, at the faculty

of pharmacy, however, advised tak-

ing the results of the study in stride.

"One concern that you could point out

would be that mice are not people:

mice have shorter life spans... and
they have a much higher metabolic
rate," he said.

VARSITY SCIENCE

Also, the aging process in mice is

much simpler than in humans, which
may make the role of free radicals

much more dominant in the critters.

Though greater amounts of catalase

in mitochondria reduce damage to

mouse cells, said Henderson, "wheth-

er or not these findings can be carried

over to humans remains to be seen."
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To read more about anti-oxidants, visit

our science page at thevarsit^.ca

RAIN DANCE: It may sound odd, but

the submerged city of New Orleans

needs rain, says Dr. Seth Reice at

the University of North Carolina.

Described as a toxic stew, the flood-

waters contain household cleaners,

coliform bacteria and human waste.

Rainwater would water this stew

down, making it cleaner for plants,

animals, and humans.
HEATING UP: The number of Class 4

and 5 hurricanes, with wind speeds
over 211 kilometres per hour, has

doubled over the past 35 years.

Researchers at Georgia Institute

for Technology have linked this in-

crease with a rise in ocean tempera-

ture. Whether this relates to global

warming remains to be seen.

ALL BETS OFF: A common respiratory

disorder that afflicts racehorses

slows their running speed on the

track, reports Dr. Kenneth Hinchcliff

of Ohio State University. The disor-

der, Exercise-Induced Pulmonary
Hemorrhaging, causes blood to leak

into a horse's windpipe, interfer-

ing with its breathing and running.

Hinchcliff found that racehorses

with EIPH lagged an average of 14

feet behind healthy racehorses.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
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Join the club
We know—you've got all that reading to do, that GPA to keep up, but what's

campus life if you don't get involved? One word: boring. Get out there and

check out some of the many arts groups U of T has to offer

Emma Planinc

It's that time of year again. You icnow,

that time when you realize you haven't

read a single book on your summer
reading list, when you notice your

financial cushion no longer seems

stuffed, when it seems the beer no lon-

ger flows like wine—in short, first term

is rearing its ugly head.

It was my mission to begin the

school year by focusing not on the

overbearing burden of university it-

self, but instead on the multitude of

arts clubs and groups on campus. I

found an exceedingly diverse selec-

tion involving everything from dance,

MC-ing, jazz, literature, sketch improv

and, of course, the dramatic arts.

These groups are just waiting to be

discovered, and we hope that this run-

down of a select few will point you

—

whether you're a first-year or grad stu-

dent—towards a welcome distraction,

a new community of friends, or just a

whole lot of fun.

Who: HIP-HOP HEADZ
President Seshan Lokuge says: "If you

are looking to chill, learn a few things,

share a few conversations... or if you
love hip-hop, you grew up with hip

hop, or you just picked it up, clieck us
out."

What: A hip-hop collective formed in

2003 consisting of MCs, beatboxers,

DJs, breakdancers, hip-hop dancers,

and graffiti artists who "support and

try to encourage student life outside of

the classroom," says Lokuge.

When: The group is currently run-

ning drop-in hip-hop dance classes

Mondays from 4:30-5:30 pm at Studio

27 (27 Bloor St. E. at Yonge/Bloor) for

$10 per class. Also, DJ Bowza teaches

the basic fundamentals of DJing every

second Thursday at 171 Huron St. from

6-8 pm for only $5.

Where: check out the Hip-Hop Headz
online at http://hiphop.sa.utotonto.

ca and chat on the message boards,

or send an email their way at hiphop.

headz@utoronto.ca.

Why: "Hip-hop has more dimensions

than what the media has portrayed

it to be," says Lokuge. "If you want to

learn to hip-hop dance, breakdancing,

DJing, beatboxing, or even to make

tags (painting your name in graf style),

check us out...We have prepared an

eventful year, so try reaching (out)."

Who: ONLY HUMAN DANCE
COLLECTIVE
"A performing group that welcomes

all": Velta Douglas, Director.

What: Only Human welcomes all lev-

els of dancers—including us folk who
have no 'level' at all. Note: there are no

auditions.

When: The group (of approximately

150 members) meets once a week for

a company rehearsal, but also breaks

off into smaller groups with separate

choreographers who occasionally

meet more often.

Where: The group rehearses in the

Sussex Clubhouse (same building as

ye olde Varsity: 21 Sussex Ave ); email

them at onlyhumandance@utoronto.

ca or give them a ring at 416-707-9647.

Why: The collective attempts to pro-

mote the art form of dance by getting

both those with a dance background

and others with no experience to "per-

form on stage all together," Douglas

says. They accomplish that goal by

performing an end-of-year showcase

by participating in the annual U of T
Festival of Dance at Hart House The-

atre in April.

Who: U OFT JAZZ COMBO
Founder and manager Karin Chu
explains: UTJC is a very friendly

band. We don't do auditions because

we believe that jazz is for everyone.

What: UTJC is a group composed of a

lot of members: We have people from

all different backgrounds joining us.

We have science majors, math majors,

students from Ryerson, exchange stu-

dents from France, normal working

people from Hamilton... Basically, it's a

band for everyone, Chu explains.

When: The meetings normally take

place on Friday nights at 6 pm in the

Dean's reception room at St. Hilda's

College (44 Devonshire Place). The

band also plays occasional gigs on

campus and elsewhere in town.

Where: contact Karin and the UTJC

via email at chek_m8@hotmail.com,

or check out the website at http:utjc.

sa.utoronto.ca.

Why: Jazz is all about expression and

improvisation, UTJC celebrates that

spirit by welcoming all into its musical

fold: Even though people come and go,

and people come from different walks

of life, we're still a very unified combo.

In fact, we're like a family, Chu says.

Who: LGBT DANCE AT U OFT
What: "LGBT Dance is the only queer

dance club on campus, offering les-

sons, workshops, and club outings to

the U of T community and the com-

munity at large," explains Laliv Clen-

man. The group offers lessons in salsa,

merengue, and the cha-cha. "Most of

us are not students of dance at the uni-

versity," says Clenman, "though many
of us quickly become addicted to the

joy of salsa."

When: New classes ($40 for students;

$70 for non-students) start September

25 and run Sunday afternoons.

Where: classes are held in the Cum-
berland Room at the International

Student Centre (33 St. George St.). The
group holds monthly salsa parties at

Sylvester's in the grad student lounge,

and ventures out to clubs such as El

Rancho, Acrobat, and Lula Lounge.

Check out the schedule at http://lgbt-

dance.sa.utoronto.ca, or drop them
a virtual line at lgbtdance.club@uto-

ronto.ca.

Why: "The LGBT Dance club really is

L: And they don't stop: Hip-Hop Headz get down. R: Blowing their own horn: a performer

from the U of T Jazz Combo

an amazing community that is very

welcoming and supporting of beginner

dancers. Our cIuId nights and parties

are fabulous, and offer an opportunity

for queer and queer-friendly people to

dance the night away," Clenman says.

Who: THE GAS
A new sketch improv group that "sup-

ports the sport that reports laughter

to all sorts in a sort of a court that

consorts with persons that extort to

exhort audience members to thwart

from an abort of the show through the

use of offering substances to snort, and

when I say snort I mean the short and

contort comedy that is The Gas. . .ort,"

offers founder Jess Beaulieu, tongue

firmly in cheek.

What : The Gas is a group of funny

people for funny people—mostly

consisting of "arts students who want

to escape the restrictions of Shake-

speare and Mcirgaret Atwood," notes

Beaulieu, making sure to add that "all

are welcome, as long as we approve of

you on a completely superficial level."

Where: contact The Gas via e-mail at

the_gas_is@hotmail.com (or use the

"telephone if you can keep up the awk-

wardness that is phone conversation

pauses," Beaulieu shrugs).

When: "We're heading for Monday
and Wednesday nights, possibly in a

secret lair which we call any available

room in Hart House," says Beaulieu,

pointing out that the troupe hopes to

have their first show in December or

February.

Why: Why join The Gas? "There's free

watermelon for whoever joins," Beau-

lieu says. And that's that.

Who: THEATRE OFFSTAGE
President Boris Treivus: "Theatre Off-

stage is the most dramatic group on

the campus."

What: "We always find ourselves on

the edge of the cliff, even when there

is a bridge beside," Treivus says. How
dramatic.

When: Only for the bravest of souls

(and, apparently, those with a sixth

sense). Theatre Offstage's meetings

"are impulse-based. We don't usually

meet when our minds are too busy

with a daily routine or lacking any orig-

inal idea. Each meeting for us is like

labour for a pregnant woman, which

must result in giving a birth to some-

thing," explains Treivus. Right, then.

Where: Vou can contact Theatre

Offstage via email at worlddictator®

yahoo.ca. Apparently the club meets

only "in the most obscure places

where the ghosts usually dwell," ac-

cording to Treivus.

Why: Asked why students should be

interested in joining Offstage, Boris re-

plies: "I'd rather feel Theatre Offstage

is the place to avoid. It's too spontane-

ous and unpredictable. It's stressful

and destructive. And it's very dan-

gerous. You would feel much safer by

keeping a good distance from Theatre

Offstage." You heard the man.

For more info on these groups, and
a full list ofallSACand U ofT-rec-

ognized campus organizations, see

sa.utoronto.ca (click on Campus
Organizations).

Under pressure
HART HOUSE'S OUEANNA FAILS TO LIVE UP TO

SCRIPT'S POTENTIAL

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Playwright David Mamet's biggest

gift is his ability to write unbeliev-

able dialogue in a style that is natural,

confident, and bursting with energy.

Many compare his scripts to musical

scores, citing the fast-paced rhythm

that drives much of his work.

Oleanna, written in the early 90s,

is no exception. It documents three

explosive meetings between what ini-

tially appears to be a struggling stu-

dent and her benevolent, and about

to be tenured, professor. After the

professor makes a seemingly inno-

cent yet sexually ambiguous gesture,

the student decides to dedicate her-

self to ensuring his downfall.

When details about past events

become distorted and re-interpret-

ed, the power dynamic between the

two shifts dramatically, with Mamet
supplying each character with more

then enough controversial fodder

THEATRE REVIEW

Oleanna

Hart House Theatre

Sept 14 - 24, 2005

Rating:VWW
to sling in the other's direction. The
play, which textually offers no clear

resolution or judgment, serves as a

nice example of mutually assured

character assassination, or what not

to do if you're days away from win-

ning tenure.

Graham Cozzubbo's Hart House

production of Oleanna serves up
some nice moments, but ultimately

fails to find the Mamet groove—that

rock-solid, rapid-fire rhythm that al-

ways anchors his work.

In the role of Carol, Kearsten Lyon

is a generally apt pupil whose per-

formance gets better the angrier her

character becomes. The one glaring

exception to this was in her delivery

of the play's most famous (and final)

line. Instead of screaming the lines

as an accusation (or as proof of her

previous accusations about the pro-

fessor's character) or as a perverse

sexual release, the choice was made
to have her deliver each part slowly

and in a markedly different manner,

as if she were digesting what had just

happened.

The result was overwrought and

detrimental to the idea that she might

have planned the entire course of

events right from the start as a sort of

man-hating scam. Her reaction served

to finally paint Carol as the victim,

and prevented the play from ending

at a moral impasse, as Mamet had in-

tended.

Richard Stewart was decent enough

at carrying out verbal combat while

playing John, the self-hating professor,

but the secret third character in Ole-

anna is John's telephone—throughout

the play he puts the flesh-and-blood

Carol 'on hold' to take important calls

from his wife and business associate

—

and whenever he broke away to take a

phone call, his performance suffered.

To Stewart's credit, faking one side

of a telephone conversation isn't an

easy thing for an actor to do; there's

no voice at the other end of the line

supplying the lines intended to moti-

vate the next string of dialogue. How-
ever, it is up to the isolated actor to

somehow create the semblance of a

real conversation, and this is exactly

where Stewart came up short. Despite

his stronger moments opposite Carol,

his telephone dialogue was wooden
and easily broke the audience out of

their suspension of disbelief.

Also under-realized were the two

pivotal violent altercations between

John and Carol. The first, when John

forcibly prevents Carol from leaving

his office, seemed unnatural in that

Stewart did not go far enough with

his physical actions. Lyon looked like

she was in a position where she could

have easily overpowered Stewart's

half-hearted restraints, but failed to

do so only because of the script.

The second, occurring at the play's

violent final climax, felt unnaturally

subdued as Stewart failed to fully

exhaust the angry tension Carol had

built up.

Performance flaws aside, the play's

set was interesting and dynamic, with

the stage rigged (tilted at an angle) to-

wards the audience. For the second of

the three acts, the set was rearremged

to give the audience the impression

that the action was being viewed from

the opposite side of the room. This

effect worked well and added signifi-

cantly to the themes of perspective

and positioning that Mamet addresses

in the script.

All of its shortcomings considered, it

remains that this is still a production

of an excellent play. Mamet's script

delivers a heavy punch, even with per-

formances that are less then perfect.

That being said, Stewart and Lyon are

nowhere near incompetent and were

both able to make most of Mamet's

jokes work, and one crucial plot mo-
ment garnered a considerable amount
of audience reaction.

Ultimately, the most disappointing

aspect of this production is that it had

the potential to be truly great, but was
merely good.
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directed by GRAHAM COZZUBBO
h KEARSTEN LYON & RICHARD STEWART

When a struggling student visits tier Professor's office,

a seemingly tiorrr^less encounter turns into sheer ttieatrical dynamite.

Adults - $20, Students & Seniors'- $12

s
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.
{except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

HOME FOR THE HOLIDRyS

FLIGHTS FROM
TORONTO

VANCOUVER ow$198
(dep i9sep-3loct plus taxes/fees $59.52)

HALIFAX OW$105
(dep 19sep-15dec plus taxes/fees S*7.66)

MONTREAL OW $97
(dep 19sep-15dec plus taxes/fees $47.10)

CALGARY OW$179
(dep 19sep-15dec plus taxes/fees $58.19)

;
DON'T GET LEFT

;
OUT IN THE cold!

I

I FREE new sun brochures
0^

[
available In the office

/f?es mcSiido fuel surcnaf^e, airport improvement fees, and s\\ applicabie taxes. Valid for new bookings oniy

an oates shpwn. More info available from travel agent Travel on AC/WS./56/C6". TiCO #137'a998

187 College St. (416) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

HTRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

HART HOUSE
The House Committee invites you to:

'1-

Weanesday, September 21st

Great Hall - 11:30am to 2pm

The first*

5'BUCK LUNCH
of 2005

• LUNCH

• DRINK

• DESSERT

• KARAOKE

* Future 5-BUCK LUNCH dates: Oct. 1 2th, Nov. 9th and Dec. 7th

b.
V<«: Fn'ra.ve

^
VOUR STUDENT CENTRE

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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The longest yard
Pete Cunningham

VARSITY STAFF

With thirteen seconds gone in the fi-

nal quarter of play, number thirteen

Joseph Valtellini kicked a thirteen-

yard field goal to give the Varsity

Blues football team a ten-point lead

over the York Lions in the 36th annu-

al playing of the Red and Blue Bowl

at Varsity Stadium. By nature I am
not a superstitious person, nor do I

have a case of triskaidekaphobia, but

seeing that many occurrences of the

number thirteen will make anyone

wary.

When York erased that ten-point

lead in a matter of four plays in the

fourth quarter, I could not help but

wonder about the possibility of the

Blues truly being a cursed club.

Early on it seemed that way, as the

Blues' first possession lasted all of

one play. They coughed up a turn-

over—the first of five lost fumbles on

the day.

The Blues did not seem to get

discouraged, however, even though

York jumped to an 7-0 lead shortly

after the miscue. U of T even battled

their way to a 14-9 half-time lead,

and a capacity crowd of 1,167 fans

thought that this was it for their be-

loved football team's 27-game losing

streak.

The Blues didn't just go into half

time with a lead; they went in with a

swagger. The swagger of a team who
had made an early statement. The
passing game had been established

and quarterback David Hamilton

seemed poised to lead the Blues to

their first win since the demolition of

Varsity Stadium.

The second half started the way
the first had ended: with both teams

battling and all guns blazing. York

punched in an early touchdown tt)

take the lead, but the Blues defence

Life got you down Mr. Brown? Yes, it's true that the football team blew a lead in the fourth quarter to extend their losing streak to 28

games. But they put up a fight, including a last-second touchdown, to take York to overtime In another heartbreaking loss.

stepped up big after that, continu-
ously stopping the Lions' high-pow-

ered offence.

Andre Doyle's presence was espe-

cially felt as he compiled seven-and-

a-half tackles, one sack, and a forced

fumble in an inspired effort.

After the defence laid the founda-

tion, the offence seemed poised to

bring home the victory. David Hamil-

ton continued to pick apart the York

defence on his way to a 264-yard day.

which included two touchdowns and
no interceptions.

With the defence stretched to de-

fend the pass. Marc Gaudett was
able to pound his way to 139 rush-

ing yards on 30 attempts. The most

telling statistic of Gaudett's day,

however, would not be his yardage

or touchdown totals, but rather his

fumbles. The Blues running back put

the ball on the turf three times, and

the turnovers and mistakes started

to hurt the Blues.

Nothing seemed to go the Blues'

way after the eerily timed field goal

by Valtellini to start the fourth. For

example, Hamilton completed a

pass to Tony Mammoliti with just

over eight minutes remaining in the

final period, but Mammoliti was sub-

sequently stripped of the ball by a

York defender. The York player then

rushed all the way to the Blues en-

dzone for a 55-yard score to tie the

game.

York would score again with 55

seconds remaining in regulation

time, only to see Hamilton and the

Blues come back and tie the game
with no time remaining on the clock.

Hamilton completed a six-yard pass

to Mammoliti, carrying the unforget-

table contest into overtime.

The overtime session started with

a circus catch by York receiver Ri-

cardo Hudson, who scored his sec-

ond touchdown of the day. The Blues

were given a chance to counter—Ca-

nadian football overtimes aren't sud-

den death—but Hamilton's attempt-

ed keeper on third and goal came
up just inches short of the endzone,

proving the longest yard is always

the one right before the goal line.

So the streak for the Blues is ex-

tended to 28 straight games without

a win, and 28 straight games without

a stadium. Could it be that the ghost

of J.H. Mayne Campbell, who origi-

nally introduced the game of football

to the university in 1874, is ominous-

ly watching over the Blues after they

tore down their stadium? A new sta-

dium may be the only thing that can

deliver this team from Campbell's

clutches.

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

Baseball

team gets

wet and wild

Perry King

Happenings tend to become very unpre-

dictable when one mixes an anticipated

Blues intercollegiate baseball match, a

losing record, and a large abundance

of water No one who saw Wednesday's

slosh-fest against McMaster would ar-

gue this point.

The Toronto Varsity Blues have been

hungry recently to get back on the

winning side of things after suffering a

three-game losing streak. The oppor-

tunity to do so came this past week, as

East York's Stan Wadlow Park hosted a

face off between the Blues and division-

al rival McMaster Marauders.

The marathon game, which took

close to five hours to play and turned

into a war of attrition, ended in the 16-4

thumping at the hands of McMaster

The rainy, foggy contest saw first-

year Blues pitcher Jake Gallo take the

mound against rookie southpaw Mark

Ferguson.

"The game was a wet one," said Gallo

of the soggy playing conditions. "There

were a lot of wet balls."

Gallo allowed four earned runs on

six hits, while striking out seven, in four

innings of work. He received a no-deci-

sion in the contest.

His counterpart, Ferguson, kept the

Blues in check for the majority of the

game, striking out seven batters, while

only walking one, in six innings.

The match was a slugfest to say the

least. The Marauders drew first blood

and secured a 4-1 advantage early. Er-

rors by the Blues' infield and a solo

homerun by Marauder Jeremy Paikin

in the fourth accounted for McMaster's

lead.

The sixth inning saw a small turn-

around in U of T's fortunes. The timely

hitting of catcher Corey Cormier and

Steve Greening, aggressive base run-

ning, and infield errors on the side of

the Marauders caused the Blues to tie

the game 4-4 going into the seventh in-

ning.

Both teams encountered several

controversial officiating calls over the

course of nine innings as well. For ex-

ample, fourth-year pitcher Mark Tap-

lin, after relieving Gallo, held down the

Blues fort for several innings; but one

call certainly sticks out. Taplin hit a bat-

ter in the latter innings, yet the umpire

did not give the batter the free base be-

cause the batter didn't try to get out of

the way of the pitch.

There were countless objections by

the whole Marauder roster, but the um-
pire turned a deaf ear.

"The whole game was very touch-

and-go tonight," said Blues assistant

coach Andrew Green.

With the game tied 4-4, this game
seemed destined to become an extra-

inning classic, but then came the ninth

inning. Errors from Blues infielders

Harmo Brar, Daniel Lee, and Jordan Ar-

danaz caused the Blues to lose a great

amount of confidence and momentum.
The Marauders batted around twice in

the inning and scored 12 runs to blow

the contest wide open.

"Well, the weather had nothing to do
the loss," said Green. He then added
that two positive observations were

made during the game: the pitching

was solid through eight innings and the

timely hitting in the early innings was a

good sign.

Momentum swung back and forth

wildly in this contest, and McMaster
was able to capture and hold onto it

during the all-important ninth inning.

The Blues must now try to put memo-
ries of McMaster's huge inning behind

them, and need a significant winning

streak to get them back into the Ontario

University Athletics (OUA) playoff race.
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Textbook Sale
Hundreds of new and hard

to find textbooks.

Fast delivery.

Plus Free Shipping on orders over $39

chapters.indigo.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

ANIMATED CHILDREN'S

PRESENTERS NEEDED

to present fun & tiands-on activities

in elementary. Car and exp. with k\ds

req'd. Cool activities. Gain valuable

teaching experience. Pay; $20-$25/l

hour class. CALL MAD SCIENCE TODAY

AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31 or email:

employment@madscience.on.ca

WHOLEFOODS MARKET

A natural foods grocery store is looking

for energetic, hard-working people to join

our team in various positions (kitchen,

cashiers, etc.) Please apply at 87 Avenue

Road.

HIRING $9-$l2/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales positions and

outdoor labor positions. Send resume and

cover letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca

And then call 416-825-5463/416-887-0154.

ANIMAL CARE ATTENDANT WANTED

For part-time evenings and some week-

ends. Fax resume to Jill at Annex Hospital

(416)537-3128.

AHENTIONPRE-MEDICAL/

PRE-DENTAL/PHARMACY STUDENTS!

Need clinical research experience? Flexi-

ble hours. Excellent opportunity At Yonge

& Davisville. Fax resume to 416-486-2193.

RENT A ROOM $350

$350 and up. Independent room bright

and clean in lux. th. Television, phone,

computer Close to Broadview Subway

International students preferred. 416-826-

7734.

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

GET AWAY FOR FREE

For reading week. Find out more by email

students@sg-travel.com

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

AFEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September 416-530-9717

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone; 647-388-9479. Locations;

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History Philosophy PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONGDISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca
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vertise

in the Varsit
ads@thevarsity.ca

Do you want to: increase

turnouts at your events?

Publicize your group?

Increase membership?

The Varsity

is offering a new
section called

rhe ¥arsity iadai

to help student

groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on this page

For more info, please

contact ads@thevarsity.ca

or 41 6-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 116. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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\^FOR 3 MOS."

PLUS

FREE
WIRELESS HOME

NETWORKING UPGRADE*

Bell Sympatico™ High Speed Ultra Internet Service.

• Consistently fast connection, even during peak liours.

• 70x faster than dial-up for a better gaming experience.' Making itsimpleJ

Visit your Bell World
stores located at:

Square One Shopping Centre (store)

905 270-8245

Square One Shopping Centre (kiosk)

905 276-9454

Scarborough Town Centre

416 296-2280

Eaton Centre

416 596-1006

"Offer ends October 2, 2005; available to nev^ Sympatico Higfi Speed UUra subscribers. The tfien-current monthly rate (now $50.00) applies thereafter. Services available only to residential customers where technology permits. Pricing/offer subject to change without

notice and cannot be combined with any other oiler Taxes extra. Olher condiiioris apply, including minimum system requirements. "Results and online speeds may vary wilh Internet traffic, server or other factors. 'The Wireless Home Networking rental modem replaces

your existing rental DSL modem from Bell and is not compatible with Macintosh" operating systems. Additional equipment required, including cables and/or PC wireless adaptors, and is not included. A one-time charge of $69.95 for the purchase of the wireless modem
will apply following any downgrade to Sympatico Basic or Basic Lite service or cancellation of Sympatico Internet service. Sympatico is a trade-mark of Bell Canada; tvlacintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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CHEATSHEET

heard

California

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI.NO./ <^

IS

democracy
run amok.

SEE 'OP-ED' -PG. 5

comment
Will satellite radio save Canadian

music or kill it? Does anyone care?

SEE 'CANC0N -PG.5

science

Iff-,-

A Toronto lunar conference has

scientists moony-eyed

SEE 'MOON' -PGS. 8-9

feature

CIUT blasts its sound to 8 million

people—are you one of them yet?

SEE 'CIUT' - PG. 7

sports
Argos team up with community

groups to get kids playing with

footballs, not guns

SEE 'ARGOS' -PG. 12

red letter

Today is International Car-free Day.

In EU countries, it is the last day of

European Mobility Week

history

The first Farm Aid concert was held on

September 22, 1985, with a lineup of

blues and country singers performing

to raise money for U.S. family farms.

todo

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 7 PM

Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind at

Free Friday Films, Innis Town Hall

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. GPM

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club at the

Phoenix. $20.

Indie

media

office

challenges

York PR

//LIFE IN THE BIKE LANE

Shivma Maharaj

VARSITY STAFF

A new media office at York University

operating parallel to, and in competi-

tion witfi, York's current Communi-
cations and Media Relations Office

is slated to be launched this fall by a

group that includes at least one pro-

fessor.

York Public Access (YPA) will aim to

introduce what an announcement on
York's faculty union's website called

"truth and trust. ..in an increasingly

corporate and corrupt ethos of spins,

messages and lies."

York Public Access, which had its

inaugural meeting yesterday after-

noon at York's Student Centre, was
initially announced in June of this

year as a response to what orga-

nizers characterize as York Media
Relations' iron grip on the flow of

information, especially as it relates

to the university itself. They charge

that this approach is comparable to

the media strategies of the private

sector, and does not fit an institution

funded by the public.

York history professor David

Noble, one of YPA's key organizers,

described the new office as a "two-

way channel of communication" and

"a one-stop shop" to effectively in-

stitutionalize "ad hoc and isolated"

contacts. It is unclear at this point

exactly how sensitive information

will be accessed.

SEE 'YORK' -PG 3

Freewheelin' cyclists race some fancy new models at yesterday's launch event for The Bike Chain, a new repair facility for U of

T students and staff. See brief, pg. 3.

Striking grads back to work
FIRED HYDRO ONE ENGINEERS MOUNTED TV, PRINT ADS

Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

After a much-publicized 105-day

strike that saw U of T grads at its cen-

tre. Hydro One has agreed to settle

with its union.

According to the International Fed-

eration of Professional and Technical

Engineers (IFPTE), the strike was a

response to Hydro One's demand for

major concessions from the union, in-

cluding an indefinite 20 per cent pay

cut for new employees and a further

50 per cent decrease in benefits.

Hydro One's proposals were seen

by the union as discriminatory to the

largely young, non-white, and female

crop of engineers entering the work-

force who would have experienced

the lower wages.

The dispute was seen not only as

a win for the union, which mounted
what IFPTE International president

Greg Juneman called in a speech "the

longest strike in [its] 80-plus-year his-

tory," but for the two U of T engineer-

ing grads who were fired during the

strike.

The fired workers launched an

intensive and highly visible ad cam-

paign for print and television. It fea-

tured the fired U of T grads, all visible

minorities, appealing to Premier Dal-

ton McGuinty to stop what they called

discriminatory action against them.

The U of T grads who were fired

during the strike have since been re-

hired.

"It was really important to our mem-

SEE HYDRO - PGS

//MUD, SWEAT, AND TEARS

The women's rugby team fought the McMaster Marauders in the mud on Back Campus last weekend, but McMaster limped out

of Toronto with a 20-10 victory. The Blues will have another chance to capture their first win of the season when they take on

Guelph Saturday morning. Read Monday's Varsity for a complete game recap.

Buzz Aldrin

is watching

tlie sl^ies
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Hermesbroadbandi
hono CornpariV

tstabiished Since 1997

50% Less than Bell, Telus, etc. V
Your Phone Line is Portable V
Dial without paying long distance V

NO Activation Fee*

NO Charge - Trial Period - First Month

NO Cancellation Fee

Calling Plans start from ^ "*^/mo. *P!us Taxes

*with 9 calling feati

Unlimited Calling in US & Canada, Europe & Asia

Signup online: wvynw.HermesBroadband.com

Use Your High-Speed Internet Connection,

Get a Digital Phone Line and Save!

E
f%Canada Computers

www.camdacomputers.com your neighbourhood computer store
"

ACER BACKTO SCHOOL WithAMD21

$2299
WAS $2399

$979

- AMDTurion 64 ML-37 (2.0GHz)

- IGB DDR333 SDRAM.IOOGB HDD
- DVD+/-RW fdcsuble layer)

- 15.4"WSXGA+display
- ATI Mobility RADfON X7Q0 1 28 DDR
WLAN 802.1 Ib/g - Gigabit LAN, modem

- 5-in-l card reader, Bluetooth
- Windows XP Pro

Aspire SB02IIVU:i

-AMDTurion 64 ML- .30

- 50GB HDD, 5 1 2(V1B SDRAM
- 1 5,4

" WXGA, 51SM760GX Graphic
- 10/100LAN,V.92
- 802.11b/g, DVD/CDRW Combo

$888

tepireSOOSWiei
- Mobile AMD Semproir-3000+
- 512MB SDRAM.SOGB HDD
- CD-RW/DVD-ROM Combo Drive

- 1.5.4" WXGA
-SiSM760GX Graphics
- 802.11 b/g WLAN
- 10/100 LAN, V,92 Modem
- Windows XP Home

m AMD Athlon 64 3000+

Extended
Warranty:
- With ? vears

-S599

- $629

$549
- Kingston 512MB rjOR400

IfiOGB HOD /SOOrpm 8MB
- ATlXpteis 200 chipst-t

- Socket 939 Motherboard
- lOXOVD Writer

- aPod Blue ATX Mid Tower w/420W PSU
- Onboard ATI Xpress 200 Graphics

- Onboard 6-Ch Audio
- IEEE 1.404, 10/100WN
- 1 Year Parts and labour warranty

//Mother (Corp.) of a rally

CBC host iian Ghomeshi (left) and other notable Canadians (including writers Alice Munro and June Callwood, and former PM

Joe Clark) gathered at Massey Hall (along with plenty of supporters, top and bottom right) last night to call for an end to the

lockout at CBC that has left 5,500 workers on the picket lines since August 15. In other Corp. news, Toronto Unlocked, the

morning show on ClUT hosted by locked-out CBC personalities, comes to an end this Friday, and to celebrate, they're broad-

casting the final show from 6 to 9 am in the parking lot of the station (91 St. George St.) with live music from Ron Sexsmith,

Don Kerr, and Ritmo Flamenco.

Unksys Wireless NetworUsg iiriih SpeedBooster

WRT54GSWireiess6 WPC54GS Wireless 6

Broadliaim Router NotelieokiHlapter
NnS0fX)136 increased

Peeforman<e

$8888

increased
Performance

LGL1715SN Black ir
LCD monitor tZenitti 7150
MTLG0O0-M8 - 1 6ms

- 450:1

$265
Epson stylus Photo R200
Inkjet Printer ^Mm^A
PRE5Q00313 Mail-in-Rebate

$5999 $9r

0 $17999

Kingmax256NB
nash Disk Drive

$2499

AMDattilon643000+ BFG6600GT OCZ PC-32Q0 DDR400
1.8 GHz Socket 939 128MB PCI-E/AGP Gold Edition 1GB Kit CAS2
CPUAOOO'IS; yCBP00009i "After S20

i&Jt Mfil-iri-Reb-aie

fea $19999

SanDisk Cruzer

Micro USB2.0 Flash Drive
SMSD0O03I5 3i6 ice 2GB

$4599 $8699

RAMO00063--1

Maii-in-Rebdte

$170*

AVUnkF-403
Digital MPS Player
MPGNOOC>028 512MB

czj> $5999

Wad Otfi»:.(905) 946 -9438 fcro-t-

MiisissaiJ9a:S905iS6S-«/37 WaK-.o SQ39

Toronto Psychoanalytic Society Scientific Program

Save the date:

Friday, September 30, 2005 - 7:30 p.m.

PSYCHOANALYSIS AS SEEN
THROUGH CINEMA

WHAT IS TRUTH AND WHAT IS FICTION IN TERMS
OF PRESENT DAY PSYCHOANALYSIS?

GLEN GABBARD
will be addressing this subject through presenting film clips

from selected movies. He has written a number of books on key

subjects in psychoanalysis, including books on psychoanalysis and

cinema.e.g. "The Psychology of the Sopranos", "Psychiatry and

Cinema", "Psychoanalysis and Film".

The Place: Hart House, Debates Room
7 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

Entrance Fee: $25.00

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

MCiN-OAY - SU•^C!AY

416.850.3179'^
www.toronto.com/saffronlree

91 Gerrard Street WdsI Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

a Across from Hospitalfor Sick Children g

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

Student Travel Guide, London, UK

bistro

422 College St., E of Bathurst

Open 4pm to 2Gm everyday
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II NEWS IN BRIEF

Profs to get awards for

stem cell research

Tomorrow in New York City, two
retired University of Toronto profes-

sors will be awarded the 2005 Albert

Lasker Award for Basic Medical Re-

search. Professors emeritus James
Till and Ernest McCulloch will re-

ceive what is known as "America's

Nobel Prize" for discovering the

first stem cell four decades ago.

Their work reinvented a discipline

and is the basis of today's stem cell

research, which has the potential to

treat Alzheimer's and Parkinson's

disease, spinal injuries, diabetes,

and other afflictions. The professors

have received a great deal of praise

since the award was announced,
including congratulations from Uj-

jal Dosanjh, Canada's Minister of

Health.

-ALLISON MARTELL

Bike Chain opens amid

fanfare

A party of music, food, and bike

races on the SAC lawn yesterday

launched The Bike Chain, a stu-

dent-run bicycle repair shop that

will operate out of OlSE's under-

ground parking lot.

"The barriers to bicycle com-
muting at U of T and in Toronto are

enormous," said one of the coordi-

nators, Carlene Martin, in a press

release.

The Bike Chain will aim to break

down those barriers with work-

shops on bicycle maintenance and
repair. Experienced mechanics
will be on standby with tools every

weekday afternoon to teach stu-

dents and faculty, and do repairs

with bike parts sold at cost.

Organizers hope to provide a

place for cyclists to network and
spark more cycling advocacy on
campus.
The program is supported by

the Sustainability Office, the En-

vironmental Protection Advisory
Committee, SAC, and other stu-

dent groups.

-AM

Group blasts York spin doctors
YORK' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

He said the provincial govern-

ment's recent decision to include

universities under the Freedom of

Information and Protection of Pri-

vacy Act (FIPPA) galvanized efforts

to make York more transparent and

accountable.

"It is quite simply unreasonable to

expect that we're going to flow that

much new money into our post-sec-

ondary institutions and not demand
higher accountability," said Premier

Dalton McGuinty when the Act was
announced in May. YPA plans to hold

workshops and meetings advising the

public on how to use FIPPA to open
official channels of information.

"Over the last several years, York

administration has embarked upon
a full-blown branding and market-

ing offensive in the manner of the

private sector, replete with logos,

mottos, and saturation advertising,"

YPA representatives stated in an an-

nouncement.

They specifically point to York

Media Relations' characterization of

January's student anti-war demon-

stration there, which they felt spun

events in favour of York administra-

tors.

They have also referred to a report

issued in June by a law firm with close

ties to York Chancellor Peter Cory on
the controversial southlands deal

as reflecting the administration's

wrongheaded official line.

"The university is not a public insti-

tution in the sense that it is account-

able to the public for what it does,"

wrote Judge Edward Saunders in the

report.

At YPA's public session yesterday,

organizers provided information on
the office's proposed setup, empha-
sizing that they have a "core idea"

of a huge project, the groundwork

of which still needs to be laid. They
hope to have the project running by

the beginning of the next semester.

Some have objected to the public

becoming overly involved in univer-

sity affairs, saying that this could

hamper the administration, or at the

very least, cause conflicts between

official and YPA channels of com-

munication. Noble says that YPA is

simply an alternative opinion to that

of the administration and as such he

does not see any insurmountable

tensions arising between it and the

official York University Communi-
cations Office and York Media Rela-

tions.

Noble is no stranger to public

debate, having previously spoken

against such issues as online edu-

cation. His objections to cancelling

classes on Jewish holidays were

quoted last week in the Toronto Star.

World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

Study in-Class, Online

FREE Info Night

Mon & Tues @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp &focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction
^^^^

• Breast Augmentation financing

•Tummy Tuck Available

• Gastric Banding

• Botox Iniection

• Lip Augmentation

• Loser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinic.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yaz mennber of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount

Participants Needed
DID YOU EVER EXPERIENCE
A CLINICAL DEPRESSION AND RECOVER?

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a PET brain

imaging study at the Centre for Addiction and Mental

Health (College Street site).

Participants must be aged 18-50, non-smoking, in

good health and not currently taking any medication.

For more information, please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1770

For more information on CAMH's services

for mental illness or addiction problems,

please visit www.camh.net

or contact CAMH at 41 6-535-8501

.

J THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

iMtM

Crime and Punishment

in 18th Century London
and the Foundations of

f^odBrn Criminal Justice

John Beattie
Universtcy Professor Emeritus

Department of History

Faculty of Arts and Science

Tuesday, September 27, 2005

7:30 pm
George IgnatieffTheatre

1 5 Devonshire Place

ARTS&
SCIENCE

For mor^ information, visit

www.artsandscionce.utofonto.ca

or call (416) 946-5937

by TiS^G Giob-^i Knov.!?-::
'

by the ?-zcv.\zf of Arr^ -

Annual Victoria College

BOOK SALE
2005

Thousands ofgood used books!

All subject areas... amazingprices!

Thursday, September 29: 5-10 p.m.*

Friday, September 30: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 1: 10 a.m. — 6 p.m.

Sunday, October 2: 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Monday, October 3: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

* Admission $3.00 first niglit only: Students free with ID

Location: Alumni Hall and Chapel, Old Vic

91 Charles Street West (at Museum Subway Exit)

For more information call 416-585-4471

Proceeds support Victoria University Library
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Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

OxfordSEMINARS
416-924-3240 /1-800-779-1 779
www.oxfordseminars.com

Bloggers unite
Travis Campbell

VARSITY STAFF

To blog or not to blog, is that even a

question these days?

Blogging
—

'blog' being short for 'we-

blog'—was the topic discussed by me-

dia people of varying allegiances on

Tuesday night at the Robert Gill The-

atre in the Koffler Student Center. The

event, put on by the Canadian Journal-

ism Foundation, brought together a

lawyer, a professional journalist, and a

blogger to discuss this rising trend in

what was called "citizen journalism."

Edward Morrissey, or "Captain Ed,"

famous for publishing reports from

the Gomery Inquiry from his home
of St. Paul, Minnesota, during a media

blackout last summer, discussed what

blogging means and what it can do.

"Bloggers are not necessarily jour-

nalists, but can do journalism," Mor-

rissey said.

"It can be unique and relevant, not

only outside the mainstream media,

but sometimes in opposition to it."

Andrew Coyne is a Canadian blog-

ger and national affairs columnist for

the National Post.

"Bloggers can bring a lot of vin-

egar to writing. The power of the blog

comes from bloggers' ability to track

down errors," he said.

"It's the purest type of meritocracy.

Readers will find you or not based on

how strongly you write."

Julian Porter practices as an inde-

pendent counsellor and is co-author of

the law text Canadian Libel Practice.

"The law of libel now exists on the

internet, as it does on a radio station,

in magazines," he asserted.

"The matter is who can sue and

where the money is going to come
from. Bloggers run sites on a small

scale. What's the point in trying to pur-

sue a libel case involving one?"

Jesse Hirsh was the moderator for

the event. He frequently contributes

to the CBC and has published papers

and given talks on the political econ-

omy of culture and technology. He is

also the youngest on the panel, and
was passionate about the habits of the

young people on the web.

"The anarchy of blogging provides

social capital," Hirsh asserted. "Young

people are withdrawing from the

mainstream media." Hirsh pointed

out that youth are finding something

in blogging and the internet that they

do not have in mainstream media—

a

voice.

Coyne repeatedly pointed out that

the major flaw in the seemingly egali-

tarian world of blogging is accuracy.

"There is some good in having an

editor looking over your shoulder."

'HYDRO' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

bers that the young grads got re-hired.

The two U of T grads that were fired

will start work on Thursday morning.

We wouldn't have taken the deal oth-

erwise.

"48 per cent of the [striking work-

force] is looking at leaving over the

next two years to retire. It's totally

not about them, but they held out

r
Your chance to study in Sydney, Australia

University of r
Western Sydney
Brin^^ kr*owiec!ge to life

A free Information Session:

Sunday, 25 September, 2-4 pm
Holiday Inn Oakviiie

590 Argus Road

Come along to find out why over

1 ,200 Canadian graduates have

chosen UWS and made the most

of both study and travel!

As a 'new generation' university, UWS has
a contemporary approach to study, work
and innovation.

UWS highlights

UG, PG and research programs in over

1 00 areas of study

» Fantastic articulation to transfer your

diploma to a UWS degree!

» Teacher qualification program recognised

by the OCT
» Participate in paid work placements or

internships as part of your study!

» Small campuses - and classes - where

you get to knovi/ your teachers

» A new lifestyle in Sydney ...

For more information please contact: KOM Consultants, Canada on (905) 318 8200
j.derksen@uws,edu.au • www.uws.edu.au/intemational • CRICOS Provider Code: 00917K

University of Ottawa

Attend law school in Canada
and the United States

Earn two degrees:

• an LL.B. from the University of Ottawa; and

• a J.D. from Michigan State University College of Law.

Pay Canadian tuition for all four years.

mn

u Ottawa
L'U.'iiversite canadieniie

Canada's universit>'

For more information visit:

www.commonlaw.uOttawa.ca or

call (61 3) 562-5800, ext. 3288

Application deadline: November 1, 2005.

because of ttie principle ttiat the next

crop of engineers were going to be

discriminated against," said Micfielle

Duncan, a representative of the IF-

PTE.

"If you looit at other professionals

such as nurses, police officers, they

were all on our side and expressed

their support. If engineers took a hit,

who was going to be next? That's

what made it such an honorable fight,"

said Duncan, who also took the op-

portunity to criticize U of T's admin-

istration for failing to intervene on

behalf of the fired engineers.

"It would've been nice if U of T's Gov-

erning Council would've helped us

out last spring when we asked them
to take a stand on this issue. That's

a problem, because they're entic-

ing young people to take their pro-

grams, such as engineering, but they
wouldn't stand up for those people's

futures. They should be protecting

the profession."

CORRECTION

In last Monday's story Trade

real money, get in real trouble?,

The Varsity incorrectly implied

that students in Swift Trade's

internship program could lose

their own money. In fact, any

losses resulting from stu-

dents' online trading would be

incurred by Swift Trade, not the

students themselves.

Swift Trade Campus partner

Daniel Schlaepfer's name was
also wrongly reported as Rob-

ert Schlaepfer.

The Varsity regrets the errors.

Tomorrow's Professionals

Apply Today!

Apply on-line
OMSAS www.ouac.on.ca/onisas/

Ontario Medical School Application Service

V (| September 15, 2005: Last day fo! regisreii.ng for

on-iine aps'iicaTioni

October 3, 2005: Apoiicatior: Deadline

wvw/.ouac.on.ca/olsas/ OLSAS
Ontario Law School Application Service

November 1, 2005: Application deadline - First year

May 1, 2006: Application deadline ~ Upper years

TEAS wvw\/.ouac,on.ca/teas/

Teacher Education Application Service

December 1, 2005: /^plication deadline

vvww.ouac.on.ca/orpas/ ORPAS
Ontario Rehabilitation Sciences Programs

Application Sereice

(Audioiogy, Qcapatlonai Therapy, Physical Therapy/Physiotherapy.

Speech-Language Pathology)

January 16, 2006: Application deadline

ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES' APPLICATION CENTRE

CENTRE Oe DEMANDE D'ADMISSION
AUX UNIVERSITtS DE L ONTARIO

170 Research Lane

Guelph ON NIG 5E2

http://centre.ouac.on.ca
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CanCon to be lost in space
It should come as no surprise to any-

one who's remotely plugged in to pop
culture that most of the hottest bands

on the planet right now are Canadian,

but you"d almost never know it by turn-

ing on the radio. Sure, you can hear

The Arcade Fire sandwiched between

all the Shania-and-Celine caterwauling

on CHUM-FM, but the Montreal indie

band had to become one of the biggest

acts around before being added to the

playlist, not the other way around.

So much for CanCon, the much-

vaunted nationalistic beacon that was
supposed to level the playing field in

a market saturated by the American

" EDITORIAL ^

mainstream. It's argued that the Ca-

nadian content rules governing radio

helped foster homegrown indie artists,

but that heyday is long over. These

days, stations begrudgingly meet their

CanCon obligations by filling their

airwaves with processed cheese (see

Avril, Sum 41, et ai).

Some are touting satellite radio, a

fairly new technology that allows for

static-free, commercial-free broadcast-

ing across a huge range (unlike conven-

tional radio), as a possible solution to

curbing the banality.

A controversial ruling in June by the

Canadian Radio Television and Tele-

communications Commission (CRTC)

granted licences for satellite radio

service to two groups: Sirius Canada

Inc. and Canadian Satellite Radio. The
CRTC required the two licence holders

to provide only ten per cent Canadian

content on their stations, whereas AM
and FM stations must provide 35 per

cent CanCon.

Conventional stations aren't happy

with the decision, saying that it makes

for unfair competition. And yet, many
Canadian and independent artists are

hailing satellite radio as the next fron-

tier, arguing that it'll give their music

a wider audience (the signal can be

picked up across North America), es-

pecially seeing that most of them don't

even get played at home in the first

place.

But others aren't so sure—Metric

frontwoman Emily Haines among
them. During a recent chat, she ex-

pressed concern over the issue, say-

ing that it seems to be a catch-22: yes,

many independent artists might finally

get some exposure, but with such a

low CanCon quota, others might fall

through the cracks.
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So the CRTC decision raises more

questions than it does answers. Not

surprising, given the organizations

continuing inability to decisively regu-

late emerging technologies. So while

we wait to see how satellite radio

plays out in Canada, may we suggest

a simpler option: check out your indie-

friendly campus stations (see our ClUT

feature, pg. 7) or online sources like

the remarkable CBC Radio 3 website.

Here's hoping that those bringing

satellite radio here understand one ba-

sic fact about communications: if the

airwaves don't speak to us, we're going

to tune out.

Terminating democracy
GOVERNATOR'S LATEST WEAPON: THE VETO

Sean Kirby

VARSITY STAFF

The American journalist H.L. Menck-

en famously remarked that "democ-

racy is the system which holds that

the common people know what they

want, and deserve to get it good and
hard." Nowhere does this dictum

now seem more applicable than in

California, where the state legisla-

ture recently voted to legalize same-

sex marriage, but Governor Arnold

Schwarzenegger stated he would
veto the law out of "respect for the

will of the people."

When Arnold Schwarzenegger ran

for governor of California, he was

supposed to be the ultimate moder-

ate Republican: socially progressive,

fiscally conservative, even a poten-

tial ally of the gay and lesbian com-

munity. Liberal hawks, like myself,

hoped he might very well represent

the future of the Republican Party.

How then, did this backwards

state of affairs come about, in which

the Governor would strike down a

landmark piece of gay-right legisla-

tion passed by the elected represen-

tatives of his state on the grounds of

"respecting the will of the people"?

Were we duped into supporting a

closet social conservative? Possibly,

but it is also more complicated than

that. The problem is with the system

of government in the state of Califor-

nia itself.

In his excellent book The Future

of Freedom, Fareed Zakaria holds

up California as a prime example of

direct democracy run amok: a state

where nearly every aspect of budget

and policy is controlled by ballot ini-

tiatives, petitions and propositions,

not by elected officials. Voters have

come to expect to get what they want,

when they want it, even if the things

they demand are contradictory, like

lowering taxes while increasing

spending on social services.

As Zakaria puts it, "The ballot ini-

tiative movement has broken the

Maybe it's no wonder Ahnold became

a bobble-head, in light of his flip-flop-

ping policies on gay marriage. In 2004,

Schwarzenegger launched a lawsuit

against a company selling Arnold bobble-

head dolls with a gun accessory. He later

settled with the firm, under an agreement

they produce this firearm-free model.

logic of accountability that once ex-

isted between politicians and public

policy."

By ruling though propositions and

initiatives, Californians have created

a situation where lawm.akers are no

longer the sole or even the primary

source of legitimacy when it comes to

governing the state. Now, by choosing

to bypass the legislature to get what

they want, the people of California

are indeed getting it good and hard.

The initiative in question here is

Proposition 22: an amendment to

the state constitution passed five

years ago which stated that Califor-

nia could not be compelled to recog-

nize same-sex marriages from other

states. The purpose of Proposition 22

was to allow the people of California

to decide for themselves whether or

not they would recognize same-sex

unions, which they now have through

their elected legislators. In almost

any other state, the issue would end

there. Not, however, in the inverted

world of California, where the people

have made a practice of circumvent-

ing their own representatives so regu-

larly that the state is nearly ungovern-

able.

Arnold Schwarzenegger has good

reason to favour the initiative move-

ment— it is through such an initiative

that he was elected in the first place

during the recall of former governor

Gray Davis. But now that Arnold's

popularity has slipped to near-Gray

Davis levels, he also has reason to

retreat to his conservative Republi-

can base. For both of these reasons,

he chose to betray the socially lib-

eral voters who gave him a chance in

California by overriding the law of the

land, and doing so in the name of "the

people."

In the ongoing debate over gay

marriage in the United States, con-

servatives have consistently argued

that it was all about stopping "activist

judges." The courts, we are told, have

overstepped their bounds by making

law instead of just enforcing it. That

was the rationale behind the Pres-

ident's proposed Federal Marriage

Amendment, which would forever

ban gay unions in the United States.

Now, when a state legislature does

enact gay marriage, the Governor

responds by threatening a veto, and

demanding that the issue be resolved

by the courts! Clearly, anything will

do when it comes to preventing gays

from achieving full equality, and it is

a disgrace.

LETTERS

Props for

Galloway event

Re: Taking Galloway to the

gallows, September 19th

Contrary to what the letter in The

Varsity last week suggested, Brit-

ish member of Parliament George

Galloway was an ideal speaker for

Xpression Against Oppression week.

While Galloway made some contro-

versial statements, his speech was
entertaining, enlightening, and did

exactly what was intended to: spark

debate among students. So, whether

you are a supporter of the War on
Iraq or not, we should all consider

the event a success.

Andy Klein

• Contrary to the claims of letter-

writers Ben Slater and Paul Tadich,

George Galloway has clearly and

decisively refuted both claims that

he has "a cozy relationship" with

Saddam Hussein and that he profited

from the United Nations Oil-for-

Food scandal. He countered both

allegations most recently and most

dramatically during his appearance

before the US Senate Permanent

Sub-committee on Investigations on

May 17, 2005.

The Senate, like Galloway's other

accusers, has never been able to

produce one shred of evidence link-

ing him to the Oil-for-Food scandal.

The so-called "evidence" produced

at Galloway's Senate hearing turned

out to be the very same "evidence"

produced by the Christian Science

Monitor (for which it publicly apolo-

gised to Galloway), and the Daily

Telegraph (against which Galloway

successfully won a libel suit).

It is unfortunate that, despite

Galloway's success at refuting the ab-

surd claims leveled against him, he

has not been able to silence critics

like Slater and Tadich who continue

to throw at him the same unfounded

allegations time and time again.

Perhaps they think that if they throw

enough dirt at Galloway, some of it

will stick. For the more than 1,200

people who heard him speak at Con-

vocation Hall last week. Galloway's

anti-war record speaks for itself.

James Clark

Toronto Coalition to Stop the War

• George Galloway is a controversial

figure, and it is commendable that

the Students' Administrative Council

put forth the initiative to bring him

to speak. The campus is a place of

learning and discussion, which hav-

ing guest speakers like this certainly

facilitates. Someone who takes a

principled stance on a matter and

someone who can articulate their po-

sition clearly and succinctly is worth

having a listen to.

AusMA Malik

• SAC started off its annual Xpres-
sion Against Oppression week to a

blazing start. Along with SAC, the

Ryerson Students' Union and the

York Federation of Students both

sponsored this speaking event, and

helped promote and sell tickets to its

members, respectively.

Ram Sivapalan

Vice President ofFinance and

Services

Ryerson Students' Union, RSU

• Dear Paul and all members of SAC:

Thank you very much for being

one of the sponsors of the evening

with George Galloway. I was tremen-

dously impressed by his powerful

"truth-telling" and hope that many
will get his message and that those

who do will act to change the so-

called war on terror to a dialogue

of peace and understanding. The

world's people need the "swamp of

anger and bitterness" that is result-

ing in so much misery and fear to

come to an end.

Murray D. Lumley
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c'nmK course unions.
think past tests,
think student rights.

think volunteering
project:
universal mmd

Volunteer to tutor a high school student
for one hour a week.

Get a certificate of recognition
from the Dean of Arts & Science.

And a warm and fuzzy feeling inside.

For more information or to get your application
form, come to ASSU (SS1068) or visit assu.ca.

Application forms are due Friday,
September 30, 2005.

ink pink.

arts & science students' union
100 St- george St. room 1068

(Sidney smith hall)

stuclents.assu@utoronto.ca
http://www.assu.ca

416.978.4903

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240/1-800.779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

The B'9ht

In stores

FLY THE SKIES
WITH NICKELBACK
10 grand prizes including^

• Fly onboard a private WestJet airplane as you and a

guest travel coast to coast in 24 hrs with Nickelback

• Attend private performances and media events

• One night accommodation for two in Halifax and
Vancouver

Enter for a chance to win at

westjetcoasttocoast.com "^ilW- ^

Book now and fly for less/
students who book by October 17 for travel until December 15, 2005 receive 25% off our regular fare.

Call 1-877-937-8538, provide your valid student ID number and

quote promo code NICKEL to save today.

WILLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

lOA.M. to lOP.M.
{except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.
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Home is where the headphones are
Ever walked by the ClUT building and wondered what goes on inside those walls?

file Varsity a visit to U of T's campus station—just as some CBC types happened to drop by.

Chandler Levack

September 6 was supposed to be
Andy Barries tenth anniversary

on the air. He probably pictured

himself spending a nice quiet day at

his familiar CBC outpost, taking calls

from well-wishers and doing what he
does best—talking on air with his

team.

Instead, the crowded upstairs ra-

dio booth at the University of Toron-

to station CIUT-FM is a media circus.

It's 6 a.m., and reporters from the

Toronto Star, National Post, and the

Annex Gleaner are out to get a story.

Anyone who walks through the doors
is now fair game for interviews, and

.
even as we all try to wake ourselves

up with morning lattes and muffins,

it's easy to see that there is tension

in the air.

ClUT is not where Andy Barrie and
his motley crew of radio and televi-

sion workers pictured themselves
on a Labour Day morning. And while

they've been locked out of their usu-

al home base, they have to find a way
to keep busy when not on the picket

line fighting for their jobs.

The labour dispute at the CBC is

still ongoing, and Barrie's new show,

Toronto Unlocked (a lockout version

of his popular CBC show Metro Morn-

ing), is gradually accustoming itself

to the more collegiate environment

at ClUT. While the facilities may be

less sophisticated than those of the

Mother Corp., ClUT is giving Barrie

a temporary home to do what he

loves. In a way, for him it's almost fit-

ting to be back in the place where he

first began.

"I started in student broadcast-

ing in conditions almost identical

to what I'm dealing with now," he

notes. "We had to make things work
with what we had. In student radio,

there's a sense of freedom, a sense of

forgiveness for when you blow it. No
one expects you to be as good as you
are 30 years later.

"1 don't think we take ourselves se-

riously at CBC, but we take our jobs

very seriously. Maybe too seriously.

This was not that kind of thing. I feel

like I'm in university again and that's

a great feeling," he enthuses.

The morning radio program was
planned in about a week, and the

show's coordinators, writers, and on-

air personalities were pulled from all

areas of CBC's programming. Some
members of the crew are from televi-

sion, some from radio—creating an

interesting mix of departments from

the public broadcaster.

Still, the show seems to be going

well as^uests rush in and out, among
them musician David Usher, a visit-

ing York professor writing a cultural

study on the history of Labour Day, a

comedian slated for Just For Laughs,

and a flamenco band playing the

theme to Barrie's new show. It's hec-

tic, eclectic, and amazing. And when
Barrie's voice first hits the airwaves,

a few colleagues hug and cry out in

amazement that this whole project,

pulled together at the last minute,

has come to fruition.

"This is so much fun. This is such a

big boost for us, and we're so grateful

that we can come in here and share

your studio and your airwaves.

Sometimes people think of the CBC
as a bunch of snobs, and if we have

been in the past, we're sorry!" Jeff

Ska Party host Skip Viitala.

Obviously, the community radio

ideology runs deep throughout the

station. Or, as Viitala puts it: "Every-

one at the station has to have the

same core beliefs, or it doesn't work.

We try to support each other."

Hmm, a community radio station

trying to foster a sense of commu-
nity within itself? Call me crazy, but

1 think these guys are on to some-
thing.

"Volunteering here is a great edu-

cation," offers Emily Zimmerman,
soon to be ex-host (she's moving to

Saskatchewan) of Emily's Attic, a pro-

gram she's been working on for the

past two years.

"Lots of people pay money to learn

how to use the equipment we use

for free. And by learning (the techni-

cal side), by volunteering at station

events, and getting acquainted with

the staff, it's easier to get a program
off the ground.

"I've always been a music geek, but

now 1 have more status in the music
geek community. After all. commer-
cial radio sucks," she laughs.

Top: ClUT headquarters, 91 St. George St., right across from Robarts. Bottom left: Reverend Dr. Cheri Dinovo, host of The Radical

Reverend, v^hich airs Mondays at 4 pm. Bottom right: Tools of the trade

Goodes, host of CBC Radio's week-

end morning show Fresh Air explains

exuberantly as he watches his co-

workers. "I was driving down to the

station and 1 was so happy to hear

Andy's voice."

Finally at 8 a.m., the program is fin-

ished (with a musical send-up from

reunited 90s band Moxy Fruvous ex-

plaining the CBC situation) and there

is a rush of excitement in the air.

Four students carrying large boom-
boxes and cases of vinyl look sur-

prised to see a group of essentially

middle-aged CBC folks carrying on.

They begin to set up as Andy's crew

disperses. And for a moment it feels

like something has really been ac-

complished. Until tomorrow, that is.

There's another show to do at 6:00

sharp the next morning.

ClUT has been around since 1966,

when it was founded by a group of

students as an autonomous radio

station and a voice for the U of T
community. For years, it remained

a closed-circuit station broadcast-

ing only on campus, but in 1986, the

signal was expanded to reach as far

north as Barrie, as far west as Kitch-

ener, and as far south as Buffalo. Not

bad for a campus radio station.

Approximately 8 million people

can tune in at any given time for an

eclectic mix of over 70 shows. The
station tries to cover not only the

campus, but also the city of Toronto

with a mixture of talk and music pro-

gramming from many genres, from

many kinds of people, in many time

slots. And the programs are unique.

Visiting the station, 1 learned that

Ska Party is the only music program
in all of Canada to focus specifically

on the genre. Meeting the host of

Emily's Attic, it was clear what was
played on her all-indie show would
probably never see the light of day

on 102.1 The Edge. If anything, ClUT's

purpose is to promote acts, genres,

and music that can't be heard any-

where else.

They try to focus on Canadian con-

tent, to promote viewpoints and dis-

course that wouldn't otherwise be

broadcast, and to give a voice to the

people of Toronto, without corporate

influence. That's where your five-dol-

lar subscription fee goes.

There are two studios at ClUT—

a

basement space where Toronto acts

such as Final Fantasy (a.k.a. Arcade

Fire violinist Owen Pallett) have

played (live performances are re-

corded live off the floor). Then there's

the third floor studio where most of

the shows go live to air. Either way,

the environment is usually full of

introspective music lovers who are

just as excited about the new Broken

Social Scene single as you are.

ClUT's schedule reflects the di-

versity of the U of T campus. About

the Music. Roadrunner, and Alterna-

tive Radio focus on the indie scene.

Radio Punjab and Atlantic Ceilidh are

all about promoting a specific type of

music in a specific cultural context.

And shows like Morning Ride. Stylistik

Endeavors, and the popular Higher

Ground with acclaimed Toronto DJ

Jason Palma (who also owns awe-

some music store Play Da Record on
Yonge St.) all have a kick-ass collec-

tion of vinyl.

At ClUT, it's all about promoting

good music. They try to encourage

an interactive environment for those

who tune in, by answering your

phone calls and emails. That's how
you get people to listen.

Yet there is also a side of ClUT that

prides itself on housing interesting

speakers in a talk radio format. Class

lectures are broadcast every Thurs-

day at 11 a.m. on the program Be-

yond the Classroom. And shows like

Current Affairs try to focus on alter-

native viewpoints.

"Three or four companies basically

control our media. Everything is be-

ing compromised, and there is a filter

on your media. The station wants to

be able to hear its own voices. And
part of going to school is being part

of the community that it is in," says

ClUT is for me (or,

how to get involved)

If you are interested in volunteer-

ing or developing a one-hour

program, there are a few ways to

go about it. Make sure to fill out a

volunteer form at the ClUT office

(91 St. George Street, second

floor). Fill out a program proposal

sheet.

But most of all, get in the

administration's face. Stop by the

office on the second floor and

meet people like program director

Ken Stowar (ken.stowar@ciut.fm),

his assistant Cristine Paglialunga

(cristine@ciut.fm), music director

Ron Burd (r_ burd@ciut.fm), or

station manager Brian Burchell

(manager@ciut.fm).

Volunteers are needed for all

aspects of the station, and it's not

only DJs that are required. Why
not help catalogue the station's

immense vinyl and CD library?

(You can listen to music first that

way.) Submit your band's demo
tape, or learn how to work the

station's equipment. Most radio

hosts agree that learning how to

work with the station facilities

is important if you ever want to

be on air. No one wants to wait

around for the tech guys to do it

for you.
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Destination moon: the road to 2018
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

On Monday, NASA administra-

tor Michael Griffin announced a

US$104-billion project to return

to ttie moon, nearly 50 years after

liuman first set foot there. The an-

nouncement coincided with the

2005 International Lunar Confer-

ence, taking place this week in To-

ronto. Scientists and experts from

space agencies and industry are

meeting to share plans, ideas, and

roadmaps on mankind's return to

the moon—and beyond.

The moon landings will be pre-

ceded by sustained robotic explo-

ration. This is in order to map out

the lay of the land and the location

of important resources, such as fro-

zen water. Because, as NASA chief

scientist Jim Garvin put it, "We
haven't conquered the moon. It's a

planet the size of Africa, and we've

been to six spots the size of a large

backyard or farm or ranch."

But that is set to change over the

next few years. No less than five ro-

botic probes from the world's lead-

ing space-faring nations are at, or

will soon be heading for, the moon.
America is busily planning the

Lunar Exploration Lander, due to

touch down in 2010. The European
Space Agency's SMART-1 probe,

has been orbiting the moon for

nearly a year. Its instruments are

determining its mineral composi-
tion, and searching for pockets of

frozen water at the bottom of mete-
orite craters near the poles. Results

from previous probes have given

mixed results as to the presence of

frozen water on the lunar surface;

the debate might soon be settled.

SMART-1 is also looking for what
mission scientist Bernard Foing

dubbed "peaks of eternal light."

These are the ridges of craters

near the poles, whose geometry

is such that they are continuously

basked in sunlight for half the year.

Foing said such sites would make
for good refueling sites for solar-

powered robots roving the lunar

surface.

The China National Space Agen-

cy is launching a craft in 2007. The
probe, Chang'e-1, will also survey

the moon, and pave the way for a

Chinese lunar lander, the Chang'e-

2, which may launch in 2012.

The Indian Space Research Or-

ganization (ISRO) is also getting in

on the act. Its Chandrayan-1 probe

has recently had its launch date

moved up by a year, to 2007. Asked

whether that was in response to

China's planned launch, Narendra

Bhandari, an advisor to the ISRO,

dismissed the notion of a space

race. "If we wanted, we could actu-

ally launch it now," he told The Var-

sity. "As far as India is concerned,

we are not in competition with Chi-

na— I don't know about the other

side of the story, though."

Last is Japan's Selene. The probe

has already been delayed several

times due to budget constraints. It

will carry many of the same instru-

ments as the rest of the interna-

tional probes. One notable excep-

tion, however, is the inclusion of a

high-definition television camera,

to be used for public outreach pur-

poses.

Although Canada has no robotic

moon missions currently planned,

our space program also stands to

benefit from these endeavours, ac-

cording Bob Richards, a space in-

dustry expert, and the conference

organizer. Canada's strengths are

in robotic exploration, mining and
a technology called LIDAR, which
uses laser beams to determine an

object's proximity. Richards said

Canada can contribute "by finding

niche technologies and skills we
can add to international programs."

Howdy y'all: The reason behind George W.

Bush's vision to go back to the Moon.

"The other area we can contribute

is to provide another purpose for

our astronaut program," he added.
"We would very much like to see Ca-

nadians on the moon."

The Canadian government, how-

ever, has not yet drawn up policy

on that, and the U.S. federal govern-

ment has not yet clarified the Ca-

nadian Space Agency's (CSA) role.

"Extending our flight program to

lunar activities is something we're

still reacting to," said CSA program
scientist Victoria Hipkin.

TO SPACE FOR LESS

"Missions that NASA has been funding can

generally be done for about one-tenth the

cost," said Jim Benson, founder of SpaceDev,

a California-based private in 1997.

One key to cost savings, he said, is his

company's corporate culture: "you have to

believe that you can do things small, low-

cost, fast and innovative." SpaceDev built

the rocket engine for Space Ship One—the

winners of the Ansari X-Prize—with a team

of three engineers and two technicians.

Another is using existing technologies.

SpaceDev's satellites run Linux, and use off-

the-shelf technologies such as Ethernet and

USB to connect components "We're design-

ing microsatellites to be just like microcom-

puters, so you can plug in peripherals, add

device drivers, and off you go," he said.

Wendell Mendell, however, manager of

NASA's office of human exploration sci-

ence said there is a limit to what companies

such as SpaceDev can do, "The question is

whether NASA will structure its purchases

in such a way that companies like that can

bid on," said Mendell. "Also whether there

can be a set of activities where they could

sell a lot of something, as opposed to one of

something."-MIKE GHENU

Apollo's Aldrin still walks the walk
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Buzz Aldrin: still pining for the Sea of Tranquility, after 36 years.

At the age of 75, Buzz Aldrin,

the second man to set foot on the

Moon, shows no signs of strain. He
attended the 2005 International Lu-

nar Conference as a guest of hon-

our, asking questions during the

technical proceedings. He was also

at the Paramount movie theatre on
Tuesday night for a media screen-

ing of the new Moon-themed IMAX
3-D movie. Magnificent Desolation.

The Varsity caught up with Aldrin

there:

Mike Ghenu: Where should we go after we

build the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV),

and after we land on the moon again?

Buzz Aldrin: We have a CEV that is

going to be like the command mod-
ule and service module. 1 feel we
need a dedicated lander, and that

lander can contribute tremendous-

ly to the one we need for Mars. We
may need to build a bigger CEV to

be able to go to Mars, but basically

the design will be the same. And
we'll need bigger rockets.

Then we need to visit [a near-

Earth object] robotically, and con-

vince the world that if an object is

going to impact on the Earth, that

in the future we do something

about it—we can nudge it, change

its path. We could bring back re-

sources, and maybe we can have

humans visit.

As a matter of fact, there's a very

convenient one that's going to

swing by inside the satellite ring

that is geostationary, on Friday the

thirteenth of April, 2029. And we
should visit that briefly, with hu-

mans, and then go to the moons of

Mars. That doesn't mean that may-

be we couldn't have a brief landing

on the first time we go to Mars, but

maybe we shouldn't count on that.

MG: How should the private sector be

involved in pushing space exploration

along?

BA: 1 think now there is an oppor-

tunity for the private sector to do a

sub-orbital flight—like the X-Prize.

But I do not believe the private

sector can afford to economically

get people into orbit. A few people,

maybe three or four, but the ex-

pense is going to be such that the

only people that can do that are

the wealthy people. To me that is

not what we should be doing.

I think we need a vertical launch

[vehicle] to get into orbit, and I

think we need the biggest one, and
that's going to be a government one.

We need a partnership between the

space lines that operates equip-

ment that was designed for govern-

ment exploration and then modi-

fied—so that means it's tax payer

paid-for. And if that's only available

for the wealthy, it's going to make a

lot of people unhappy.

We want enthusiastic people to

become a part of taking a chance

on an opportunity to get into space.

That's much more important than a

lot of wealthy people [going there].

MG: What was your reaction when Space

Ship One won the X-Prize last fall?

BA: My biggest impression was
that they had a geometry that

changed—the [angle of the] tail

changed for re-entry. So the geom-
etry for re-entry was different from

going up or landing. They had to

lower the tail back down again to

land. That would not have come
back from orbit— it would have

burned up. So we need something

that has that principle, but is capa-

ble of re-entering the atmosphere

and then changing its geometry.

Now a parachute can change that

geometry, but that's not really what
1 mean. 1 think we can change some-

thing mechanically and land on a

runway. Someone's going to come
along and develop that, and I hope
1 can help.
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Raking in the dirt
MOON ROCKS COULD SUSTAIN HUMANS ON THE MOON

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Though humans will not return to the moon
for at least another 13 years, researchers are

already thinking about technologies for what
many of them see as a logical next step: a per-

manent presence there.

On Wednesday, NASA announced a prize

competition for inventors and scientists, to

design an automated robot able to scoop and
carry moon soil. These competitions help by
"reaching out to the research communities

you could not reach otherwise," said Brant

Sponberg, the manager of NASA's Centennial

Challenges program.

Other challenges include building a better

astronaut glove-as the current model strains

the user's hands-and figuring out how to

transmit power through a light or laser beam.
A breakthrough there would mean robots

could leave their bulky power source behind.

The new challenge, with a $250,000 prize

purse, involves the mining of the moon's

regolith, the fine rock rubble formed by tiny

meteorites striking the lunar surface. NASA is

challenging inventors to build an autonomous
excavator, no heavier than 25 kilograms, that

can move at least 150 kilograms of regolith

from place to place in 30 minutes.

But regolith is tough to work with. Its

grains are jagged and glassy, and tend to get

attached to things; static charge builds up on

them, so they stick to surfaces such as space

suits and equipment like iron fillings to a bar

magnet.

Barring that, though, it turns out a device

as simple as a microwave oven could turn

the stuff to pay dirt. Dr. Lawrence Taylor, a

geoscientist at the University of Tennessee,

has used microwaves to scorch moon soil.

He described his results in a recent paper in

the Journal of Aerospace Science. The micro-

waves cause the iron in the regolith to melt

and then resolidify, producing a glassy mate-

rial, blocks of which could be used as a build-

ing material. They might also free hydrogen
and oxygen trapped in the minerals. The only

drawback is a scarcity of moon soil on Earth

to experiment on.

Nonetheless, Taylor posits that lunar soil is

the most suitable material for immediate use

there. He envisions a road-paving wagon tra-

versing the lunar surface, using microwaves
to melt the top layer of soil. This could yield a

trafficable road surface for lunar vehicles.

Meanwhile, Lockheed Martin and NASA are

working on a way to extract and store oxygen
from the moon's surface. They plan to use mi-

crowaves or lasers to melt metal oxides in the

regolith, which are made of metallic atoms

bonded with oxygen—on Earth you would
call it rust. The process eventually produces

water, which is then split apart with electric-

ity into hydrogen and oxygen gas.

The goal is to produce oxygen gas and then

liquefy it, storing it in large cylinders on the

moon surface. These could provide breath-

able air to a would-be moon base, or gas up
Earth-bound spacecraft. In turn, the space-

craft could carry more cargo, since about

four-fifths of the weight of a typical mission

to the moon is taken up by fuel.

A lot of this technology is still science fic-

tion though, since the distribution of useful

resources on the moon, such as frozen water

and metals, remains unknown. But the arma-

da of satellites headed toward the moon will

soon start prospecting it. Still, the fact that

researchers are thinking about them shows
their hope that when humans return to the

Moon, it will be to stay.

WCSA BY-ELECTION!
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Sure, you used to make an annual pilgrimage to see some bard on the boards back in high school,

but it's still worth making the trek to the theatre town, our reviewer caught two of the festival's marquee productions.

Measure of a (wo)man
Aidan Johnson

Director Leon Rubin's sly and stylish

production of Measure forMeasure—
a study of the politics of power and

sex—takes one of Shakespeare's

less-performed plays, and through

it demonstrates the old maxim (one

that merits constant repetition) of

how little things change.

Well, of course, some things do

change: costumes, hairstyles, ac-

cents. (For example, the main char-

acter of the play, the postulant nun

Isabella, wears a gray suit that could

have come straight from Sister Helen

Prejean's wardrobe in the movie ver-

sion of Dead Man Walking.)

But Shakespeare's story of po-

litical corruption and violent sexual

assault hypnotizes on the Stratford

stage with an energy that cannot be

attributed simply to good acting and

clever conceits of modernization:

this is first-class delivery of excel-

lent and eternal lines, and Rubin's

dark 21st-century stage aesthetic of

dance clubs, strip joints, and corpo-

rate offices could not seem more ap-

propriate.

Measure for Measure centres on
what goes on in Vienna when the

Duke, Vincentio (played with suffi-

cient solemnity by Thom Marriott),

leaves the city for a time and puts

THEATRE REVIEW

Measure for Measure

Tom Patterson Theatre

Aug. 5 - Sept. 24, 2005

Rating:VWW
the corrupt and scheming Angelo

(Jonathan Goad, who is more than

sufficiently serpentine) in charge.

Isabella enters the scene in an at-

tempt to save her brother Claudio

from execution: an old law against

extra-marital sex has been some-

what randomly enforced against

Claudio, and Angelo is determined

to see the law's peculiar version of

justice done. When Isabella pleads

her brother's case, Angelo offers to

release him in exchange for sex. It

is up to the Duke (now disguised in

the city as a wandering priest) to set

things right, which he contrives to

do without revealing who he actu-

ally is.

The best scenes in the play come
courtesy of Dana Green's downtrod-

den and vulnerable Isabella. Her in-

terpretation is that of a modern femi-

nist: Isabella here speaks in calm and

rational cadences; Angelo's interrup-

tion is thus one of particular chaos.

Director Rubin's staging helps this

contrast along by making the scene

of Isabella and Angelo's first confron-

tation a moment of savage physical

assault—an atrocity not clearly

present in the scene as written, but

managed with enough realism and

sensitivity to make the moment work

without crassness.

In some ways, it would be more
challenging (and interesting) to

interpret Isabella as less of a mod-
ern feminist and more of a crazy

religious fundamentalist—she

refuses to have sex with Angelo

even though the act would set her

brother free, and justifies herself

with exuberant speeches on purity.

The most powerful scenes in the

production are possibly Isabella's

eerie defense of virtue in the face of

imprisoned Claudio, who begs her

to give in to Angelo so that he might

survive; yet one wonders, even as

one admires the performance, how
these lines can be spoken without

any semblance of sermonizing.

The obvious counterpoint, of

course, is that Isabella is a femin-

iste manquee, an Artemis figure, her

religious zeal an outlet for a stifled

liberationist impulse. While readers

and lovers of Shakespeare sort out

the truth in between, they can draw

inspiration from this production,

a show at once uncompromisingly

feminist and memorably, violently

beautiful.

Swinging 60s remake rocks

Aidan Johnson

When directors choose to set plays

written in a particular period in a

space and time not at all suggested

(at least not that clearly) by the play-

wright, they run the particular risk of

being gimmicky.

The faux pas in question consists in

distracting the audience from the bril-

liance and worthiness an actor might

bring to the worthy lines by focusing

its attention on the sheer 'ingenuity'

of props, costumes, lights, sets, toys,

whatever elements of the (re)setting

that are supposed to be new, original,

marvellous. Better a Hamlet—or an

As You Like It—that's well acted and

in tights rather than out-of-tights (the

imagination reels) and done in such

a way that any real actorly effort be-

comes a sideshow.

Antoni Cimolino (who used to be

in Stratford's acting company himself

before going on to become a festival

manager)'s radiant production of As
You Like It sets Shakespeare's story

of gender-bending in the forest of

Arden in the Anglo-American 1960s

(with a hint of the 70s), complete with

bell-bottoms and folk-inspired rock

versions of the play's songs (As You

Like It has more songs than any other

Shakespearean play), written for this

production by local popsters Barena-

ked Ladies.

Like any good gambler, Cimolino

plays to win, and does: his As You Like

It is a fun. visionary re-imagining of

the play that becomes more and more
relevant to our culture with every new
twist and turn.

The 60s re-setting may not seem like

much of a stretch—indeed, given that

the play glories in ambiguities of sex

and gender, and a theme of 'freedom'

THEATRE REVIEW

As You Like It

Festival Theatre

Apr 27 -Oct. 30, 2005

Rating:VWW

Sara Topham (centre, front) as Rosalind with Bernard Hopkins (centre, back) as Hymen

and members of the company in As You Like It

more generally, that time period may
seem like the perfect fit. But hippie no-

tions of sex and freedom are not nec-

essarily those of Shakespeare—one

might not necessarily suppose that

the Bard was more conservative than

the Rolling Stones (or the Barenaked

Ladies, for that matter), but one might

readily imagine his philosophical defi-

nitions of freedom playing out, as it

were, through a different set of pipes

than those of BNL singer Steven Page.

That said, Cimolino is able to dem-

onstrate that the 60s truly are an ex-

cellent aesthetic template on which

to re-imagine -4s You Like It, a success

largely due to his full and very non-

cliche concept of what that era really

meant. With this production, you get

flower power and folk music. But a Ro-

rnantic sadness (so much a part of 60s

art, yet so often censored by nostalgia)

is here, too.

This is most palpably on display in

the poetic performance of Graham Ab-

bey as Jaques, the melancholic cripple

who loves (and loathes?) nothing more

than a good dramatic interruption of

merrymaking by poignant, unhappy

reflection—by himself, of course.

One can almost feel Abbey's Jaques,

a wounded dark angel, savouring yet

hating the thud of his crutches on the

boards as he arrives and departs.

On the opposite end of the emo-

tional spectrum is Hymen, the god of

marriage who appears at play's end to

officiate at assorted weddings: Hymen
here is presented as Hindu god, or

rather a sanitized. Westernized, New
Age version of a Hindu god, and thus

most loyal to the whole Anglo-Ameri-

can 60s theme.

It's an easy part—other than his few

lines, jolly crowd-pleaser Bernard Hop-

kins just has to be wheeled around on

an impressive-looking flower-decked

dais with his arms stretched out, and

he does this beautifully.

Ironically, this production of As You

Like It is true to the 60s in a further

way that the director could only have

intended: all traces of homoeroticism

in the Forest of Arden are subtle and

below the surface. The interactions of

Rosalind (the girl disguised as a boy

disguised as a girl who was played in

Shakespeare's time by a boy actor, and

hereby SaraTopham) and her/his smit-

ten lover Orlando (Dion Johnstone) ac-

tively de-emphasize the homosexual

implications of Orlando's love for his

girlfriend when she's disguised, which

are plain in Shakespeare's text in ways

that historians of sex still continue to

debate.

One recalls that the Stonewall Ri-

ots in New York City that started the

modern gay liberation movement
did not happen until 1969. Before

then, all was code. This crypticness

is also emblematic of Cimolino's As
You Like It—in that sense, and oth-

ers, the director remains true to his

setting.

//And the

Keen on making the trip,

but are short on cash? The
Stratford Festival's PlayOn

program makes your out-of-

town sojourn more afford-

able. Those aged 18 to 29

can score tickets to plays

for only $20 by registering

for the program (it's free)

online at at stratfordfesti-

val.ca/playon.

Members gain access to

the best available seats

for dozens of designated

performances for only $20

per ticket.

Each week during the

Festival season (which con-

tinues to November 6), the

a new set of eligible perfor-

mance dates for the PlayOn
discount are posted on the

website.

There is a limit of two
tickets per person, per

performance. Tickets can

be bought online with a

credit card, or in person at

the Festival box office using

credit card or cash. Proof

of age is required at the box
office to pick up tickets.

PlayOn members also

have the opportunity to

receive savings coupons for

restaurants, accommoda-
tions, and services in Strat-

ford, as well as information

on transportation specials.
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This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance

before you talk to SmartCoverager Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage™ from your GM Dealer and get a no

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitations.
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CLASSIFIEDS

ANIMATED CHILDREN'S

PRESENTERS NEEDED

to present fun & hands-on activities

in elementary. Car and exp. witii l<ids

req'd. Cool activities. Gain valuable

teaciiing experience. Pay: $20-$2.5/l

iiour class. CALL MAD SCIENCE TODAY
AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31 or email:

employment@madscience.on.ca

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
A natural foods grocery store is looking

for energetic, hard-working people to join

our team in various positions (kitchen,

cashiers, etc.) Please apply at 87 Avenue

Road.

HIRING $9-$l2/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales positions and

outdoor labor positions. Send resume and

cover letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca

And then call 416-82.5-5463/416-887-0154.

ANIMAL CARE ATTENDANT WANTED
For part-time evenings and some week-

ends. Fax resume to Jill at Annex Hospital

(416) .537-3128.

HELP WANTED
Part-time/Full-time. Coffee/barista opera-

tors. Second Cup U of T campus locations.

Past coffee experienced preferred. Email

resume karia@rogers.com

"PUT YOURSELF THROUGH SCHOOL"

Work 2 to 3 hrs. per day from home. View

a 3 min. intro. & the 7 min presentation.

www.my.ws/thriving

ATTENTION PRE-MEDICAL/
PRE-DENTAL/PHARMACY STUDENTS!
Need clinical research experience? Flexi-

ble hours. Excellent opportunity. At Yonge

& Davisville. Fax resume to 416-486-2193.

VOLUNTEER MENTORS NEEDED
to assist students (grades 5-8) one-on-one

to complete challenging projects meeting

one hour weekly for 10-12 weeks. Mentor

orientation is at the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education, U of T. Please con-

tactJohn Bertram (416-429-5869). Website:

pmc@primementors.ca.

DRAMA STUDENT OR DRAMA
GRADUATE NEEDED

for part-time marketing position with

downtown investment firm. Please call

416-308-7764 for more information.

RENT A ROOM $350
$350 and up. Independent room bright

and clean in lux. th. Television, phone,

computer Close to Broadview Subway.

International students preferred. 416-826-

77.34.

PARKING
Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

TRICYCLE FOR SALE

Seven speed tricycle, black, almost new,

$480. Call 416-538-6761.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September 416-530-9717

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 .50% off first visit.

www.bay.streetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar

improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

i 1 W 1 i

VARSITY

Do you want to: increase

turnouts at your events?

Publicize your group?

Increase membership?

The Varsity

is offering a new

section called

to help student

groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on tliis page

For more info, please

contact ads@thevarsity.ca

or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 eacii for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for eacti word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S li6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-iVlonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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Caviar dreams and

champagne wishes

Finishing fourth last season in what

head coach Wayne Copeland calls the

Varsity Men's Lacrosse team's "best

ever season," the Blues have their

hearts set on gold for their current

season.

"We have lofty [goals], with bringing

home the championship banner well

within reach," says Copeland.

Leading the team for another year

will be Jon Reed—who "may be the

premier long-stick defensive player in

the league," according to Copeland

—

and his co-captain Ian Parrag. Last

season, Parrag and Piovesan led the of-

fensive line, finishing the season with a

combined 39 goals and 24 assists.

Also returning to the team are 2004

Canadian university field lacrosse

player of the year Steve Hoar, and at-

tack Dan Fleming. New talent will be

found in Nick Reed, the 2004 McMas-

ter rookie of the year, who is begin-

ning his master's degree at UofT. Also

watch out for frosh Scott Lemke from

Orangeville, who has been touted as a

future star.

—MIYOKOOHTAKE

Trading bronze for gold

Coming off a huge 2004-2005 season,

complete with an OUA bronze medal,

the Varsity Blues women's lacrosse

team has its eye on the trophies again

for this year. Although key players

like Ainsley Hunt on defence, goalie

Jen Charlton, midfielder Vanessa An-

derson, and attack Leanne Chu have
graduated, the team is still burgeoning
with talent.

Returning to the team are such

veterans as OUA all-star midfielder

Deanne Merkley, and fellow midfielder

and 2004-2005 rookie of the year Katie

Godfrey. New to the team this year,

and definitely worth keeping an eye

on, are attack Tory Merrill, Brooke

Reid in the middle, and Jennifer Jeffer-

ies on defence.

"We've got an energetic group of

new players on the team and the prac-

tices have been going very well so far,"

says coach Todd Pepper, who will lead

his squad into their season opener

against Brock University on Septem-

ber 24 at McGill University.

—M.O.

Generosity flowing like a river

The 2005 edition of the Terry Fox Run
was an enormous success in anyone's

books. The amount of money raised

was staggering and far exceeded all

expectations.

Over $2.3 million was raised in the

Toronto area alone on Sunday, which

was supplemented by a whopping $3.5

million that was collected by Toronto-

area students who ran their own ver-

sions of the marathon in school on Fri-

day. Never underestimate the power of

children to do great works.

Many other areas in Ontario were

proportionally just as generous with

their donations, which all go to fund-

ing cancer research. Over $300,000

was raised in the Hamilton-Niagara

region, the run in Sault Ste. Marie saw

$38,000 in donations made, and even

the small communities of Tinimins

and Parry Sound were able to collect

$20,000 and $2,000, respectively, for

the cause.

Skeptics will not have their faith

in humanity completely restored by

these heartwarming results, but this

is certainly something that everyone

can be proud of. There is no doubt that

Terry Fox himself would have liked

what he saw on Sunday.

Over $360 million has been donated

to help fund cancer research since the

inception of the Marathon of Hope 25

years ago.

—MATTSOMERS

Argos aim to clean up mean streets

Pete Cunningham

VARSITY STAFF

Head coach for the Toronto Argonauts

Michael "Pinball" Clemons received

many handoffs in his illustrious play-

ing days in the CFL. But you'd be hard

pressed to say that any were as impor-

tant as the one he took this past Satur-

day at an Argos practice at West Hum-

ber Collegiate high school.

No, Pinball is not planning on making

a comeback. The long-since retired CFL

great was not handed a ball; rather, he

was given two shockingly realistic toy

guns, along with a promise from a little

boy and his mother to pick up a ball be-

fore a weapon.

This little boy, Thomas, in his short

life has already gone through more

heartbreak and trauma than anyone

should ever experience. Last May little

Thomas was startled when he heard a

loud bang outside of his Rexdale home.

That loud bang was the sound of fatal

gunshots, which would leave him and

his mother without a close family friend

for the rest of their lives.

The next day his mother saw little

Thomas playing with toy guns around

the house and realized she didn't

want her son to grow up with even the

thought of gun violence: "I just want

him to grow up to be more like his un-

cle, who is a forensic detective, and not

like his other uncle who is in prison, so

1 said no more guns. Not even the toy

ones," she said.

The mentality of escaping gun vio-

lence in all its forms is what has mo-
tivated the Toronto Argonauts' new
"Stop the Violence—We Are Toronto"

campaign. Launched on August 23, the

campaign's goals are simple: to stop

the violence that has plagued the city

in recent months, and to unify the ur-

ban communities that are being torn

apart by these atrocious acts.

The Argos have been conducting

practices at various urban locations in

an effort to raise awareness and encour-

age urban youth participation in sports.

The players also conduct extended au-

These kids aren't camera shy: Sortie children pose for the camera as the Argos brought their practice to West Humber Collegiate

high school. The football club is on a mission to promote sport participation over gang involvement.

tograph sessions, give speeches about

sport participation, and have a whole

lot of fun with the children of these

communities while they are visiting.

Argo defensive back Chuck Winters

can relate to these kids. Having been

born and raised in downtown Detroit,

Chuck has seen first-hand the effects

that gun violence can have on a com-
munity, Chuck's brother Malik was
killed in a drive-by shooting seven

years ago.

"We don't want to see it get that bad,"

said Winters. "About a month ago,

when they asked us to use our name to

give these kids hope, there wasn't even

a hesitation. If all it takes is me coming

up here and saying a few words to give

these kids hope, I'm more than willing

to do it."

The feel of the practice and the sur-

rounding area was not one of a scared

community grasping its last bit of hope;

a frown was harder to find at this prac-

tice than an Alouettes jersey.

It was hard to believe that this was

the same area where five people had

been shot—three fatally—no more

than twelve hours prior.

"Violence is part of the urban subcul-

ture. Unfortunately a few incidents can

paint a community the wrong colour,"

lamented cornerback Jordan Younger,

who preached the importance of hav-

ing dreams and positive role models.

Younger described his position as one

of those models as "a blessing, an unbe-

lievable feeling."

As a Toronto native, running back

Jeff Johnson knows first hand how the

increased violence has effected the

city, and believes as a university we can

help. Jeff spent his formative years, as

well as his university days, in the very

community where he now dons the

double blue, and believes we too as uni-

versity students have the responsibility

to help the community.
"1 think it's important that we [the

Argos] relay the message that we're

just as much a part of the urban com-

munities as we are part of downtown,"

said Johnson. "As a university, I know
there's a lot of money at U of T, as well

as a lot of brains. With that I think U of

T could brainstorm as to how to get in-

volved with more community activities

and offer some scholarships to local

community centres."

Along with practicing in the

communities, the Argos are also

raising money through t-shirt and
bracelet sales. To find out more on
the "Stop the Violence—We are To-

ronto" campaign, visit the website

at www.stoptheviolence.ca.

A tale of two rivals

Kate Plyley

Last Sunday in Varsity Blues soccer

action, the women's and men's teams

took on their York counterparts at Var-

sity Stadium. The good news was that

both U of T goalies, Andrea Tristao

& Mate Jurkin, earned shutouts in

their respective games. Unfortunately,

both York goalies did, too.

After 180 collective minutes of soc-

cer, no goals were scored, and both of

the games resulted in a 0-0 tie.

The York Lions and Varsity Blues

have been closely matched soccer ri-

vals for years.

"York has always been our main

rival," said fifth-year defender and

women's co-captain Erin Osborne.

"Each time we meet, both teams give it

everything they have [and] it ends up
being really intense, great soccer."

Fifth-year veteran and men's co-cap-

tain Sean Myers agreed that a fierce ri-

valry exists, and offered some insight

as to why: in his mind it's all about

bragging rights. Myers said that some
of the U of T and York varsity players

play together on the same club teams

and "would like to have bragging

rights saved for later, when they go

back to their respective clubs."

But it was definitely fifth-year wom-
en's co-captain Donna Carvalhal who
put it best: "Traditionally, our biggest

rival is York, but regardless of that, we

don't want to lose to anyone."

This year's women's team has seen

a lot of changes to the roster, as some
key players graduated, and a talented

new group of rookies came in. Despite

the change in team dynamic, Osborne

is excited about the new squad.

"There have been a lot of changes

to the roster and we've lost some key

players, but 1 think we'll be just as

strong, if not better, than last year,"

she said. "The team has great chem-

istry so far and that will only improve

the more we're together. There's a

great dynamic between the experi-

ence of the vets and the enthusiasm

of the new players."

Last year the women's team lost 1-0

to Queen's University in a heartbreak-

ingOntario University Athletics (OUA)

semi-final. This year the squad has its

sights set on the OUA final.

Carvalhal is confident about this

season's goals: "We can definitely im-

prove upon [last] season, as we hope

to get into the OUA Final and make
[an] appearance at the Canadian In-

teruniversity Sport (CIS) tournament."

Osborne agreed with her team-

mate's ambitions: "Last year we made
it to the OUA finals but lost the game
to put us through to Nationals. I want

to match our performance last year,

but really take it a step further also,

and I think we can."

The U of T men's team has had a

very successful start to the season.

with wins on the road against both

Laurentian (2-0) and Nipissing (5-0).

Third-year standout Mike Bialy

commented on the early success of

the team: "In the previous two years

that I have played for the Blues we
have never come away from the road

trip to Nipissing and Laurentian with

6 points, so this was a first."

Blues co-captain George Davis

spoke highly of this year's squad as

well: "This year's team is one of the

most talented and deepest teams that

I've played on. "Although it is still ear-

ly, without a doubt we have the best

coaching staff in all my years here,

the best rookie class in all my years

here, and a solid group of returning

veterans to complete the team. You're

talking about clearly one of the best

teams in this country."

The goal of the men's team this year

is a national title, and every player

and coach on the roster feels that

this dream is achievable. When asked

what the goals were for this season,

Myers replied, "Given the current tal-

ent on the team, and because it's my
last year, I would love to say a national

title."

Davis' response to the same ques-

tion ended with a similar answer: "For

sure the goal of this team is to win a

national championship. When you

look up and down our roster and see

the level of competition a lot of our

players have experienced, there real-

ly should be no question that we will

be competing for the ultimate prize at

the end of the year."

Finally, Bialy's assertion of the

team's goals was just as confident as

those of his teammates: "The goal for

the team this year is simply a national

title. We have been one of the best

teams in the country every year that

I have played. The team has the skill

and talent to be at the top."

While most of the players from the

men's and women's team seemed to

share similar optimistic outlooks on

their respective seasons, there was
one fundamental soccer issue upon

which they all seemed to disagree

—

what country to cheer for in the up-

coming World Cup. Carvalhal said

that she cheers for England because

of the "controlled game that they play

and how they attack as a unit."

Osborne is undecided as to who to

cheer for in men's World Cup soccer,

but she definitely cheers for Canada
in the women's World Cup. As for Da-

vis, he cheers for "Italy all the way"

because his grandparents are Italian,

and he said that he would be "left out

of the family if 1 wanted to cheer for

any other team."

Bialy disagrees with Davis and sup-

ports either "Poland, since I'm from

there" or Spain, "since they play the

most entertaining soccer."

Meanwhile, Myers' choice is less

about familial background and more
about picking the darkhorse: "1 always

root for the underdog. Last World Cup
[it was] South Korea."

Luckily teammates don't have to

agree on everything.
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be pretty
stupid, yy
SEE 'LETTERS' -PG. 6

comment
The CBC brings Albertans into our liv-

ing rooms—and that's a ^oorfthing.

SEE 'CBC -PG. 6

feature

The Varsity invites you to take a trip

to Costa Rlca...//7 your mind

~EE COSTA RICA - PG. 8

The Metric shows are sold out but

you can meet the band here

SEE 'METRIC -PG. 12

Dorts

Varsity Roundtable: are all sports

team hazing rituals unacceptable?

PLUS: Meet the nevt soccer coach

SEE 'HAZING' -PG. 15

red letter

Today is Michaelmas, celebrated by

Catholics and Anglicans to mark the

feast day of St. Michael.

history

On September 29, 1962, Canada

launched its first satellite, Alouette I,

becoming the third country ever to put

a satellite in orbit.

todo fTOstudent com

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 29, 7 PM
Metric w/Jason Collett and The Lovely

Feathers at The Phoenix. $20.

SATUROA'f. OCTOBER 1.8 PM
Rewriting the Script - a play by Salima

Bhimani, at Hart House Theatre. $25
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AFTER 6,000 PARTIERS PELT COPS WITH BEER BOTTLES AND SET A FORD TEMPO ON FIRE, POLICE SAY

MORE DRASTIC MEASURES WILL BE NECESSARY TO CONTROL QUEEN'S HOMECOMING

Dave Weatherall

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

TORONTO (CUP)—Though police

bulked up their numbers to prepare

for It, this year's annual celebration

at Queen's University will go down as

less of a homecoming and more of a

rampage.

In the wake of an alcohol-fueled

party that saw a mob of approxi-

mately 6,000 people launch beer

bottles at police officers and each

other-as well as overturn and set

alight a parked car-Kingston police

Insp. Brian Cookman said the time

for soft policing is over.

"1 wouldn't be surprised if you see

public order units and other meth-

ods of crowd control, like tear gas,

next year," said Insp. Cookman, who
was the officer in charge last week-

end, when thousands of Queen's

University students, Kingston resi-

dents, and people from across the

country embarked on a rampage on

Aberdeen St., about two blocks from

Queen's University.

Police made 35 arrests-resulting in

18 criminal charges-and have forced

SEE 'RIOT -PG 3

A lesson

you'll

never

forget

Colin Robert Ellis

Think of it as Canadian Idol with a

chalkboard.

This October, fans of real-

ity TV will be treated to a slightly

more refined form of entertain-

ment. TVO's Big Ideas program is

launching a new fall series, the

Best Lecturer Competition, which
will pit the country's top profes-

sors against each other (albeit in

a gentlemanly way) in a competi-

SEE LECTURER' PG

5

Michael Collins, U of T professor of civil engineering, gets ready to whip viewrers into shape in his office on campus. He'll be on TVO's

Best Lecturer Competition on October 8.
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//NEWS IN BRIEF

No class on Jewish

holidays: York

Over the objections of one its out-

spoken professors, the York Uni-

versity administration has decided
to uphold its policy of not permit-

ting classes to be scheduled on the

Jewish holidays of Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur. The Senate Com-
mittee on Curriculm and Academic
Standards has studied the issue

and decided to uphold the policy

which the administration first put

in place in 1974. Political science

professor David Noble has written

in an open letter that he believes

the policy violates the 1965 York
University Act. Prof. Noble plans

to hold classes on Jewish holidays

anyway.

"On all the radio shows I've been
on talking about this issue, most
people responding are stridently

in favour of getting rid of this poli-

cy," he said.

—BRUCE HARPHAM

University enrollment

linked to parents'

education: StatsCan

Students enrolled in professional uni-

versity program—medicine, law, or

dentristy—are more likely to come
from well-educated families, according

to a recent Statistics Canada study.

As professional tuition fees in On-

tario dramatically increased over the

1990s, the demographics of profes-

sional enrollment changed greatly.

Children of parents with professional

degrees and no post-secondary edu-

cation increased, while children of

parents solely with an undergraduate

degree witnessed declining enroll-

ment.

The study used parents' level of

education as its mean way of measur-

ing socio-economic status. The study

pointed out this change is largely lim-

ited to Ontario.

"I'm not sure deans care [if the

money comes from student pockets],"

commented CFS spokeman Jesse

Greener, University administrators

have rejected the charge.

—BH

Woodsworth dismantles

"guerilla artwork"

In a move that has sparked student

ire, Woodsworth college has removed

a 5 X 20-foot painting that is being de-

scribed by some as "guerilla art." The

painting, called "Speaking back to the

walls," was accompanied by a state-

ment calling on students to participate

in university governance and resolve

iniquities present at U of T.

The statement also spoke against

the university's sympathy with "com-

mercial interests," while student needs

are neglected. There is a petition being

circulated by Woodsworth students

demanding that the art be reinstated.

It is not clear whether the art piece is

still surviving, nor is the identity of the

artist known at this time.

—BH

rParticipants Needed
DID YOU EVER EXPERIENCE
A CLINICAL DEPRESSION AND RECOVER?

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a PET brain

imaging study at the Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health (College Street site).

Participants must be aged 18-50, non-smoking, in

good health and not currently taking any medication.

For more information, please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1770

For more information on CAMH's services

for mental illness or addiction problems,

please visit www.camh.net

or contact CAMH at 416-535-8501.

DIY: The Diego Rivera-esqe mural

read that it was "commissioned by the

students for the students," before it was

taken down by Woodsworth officials.

SAC fomUs all

campaign promises
Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Is there a blue moon in the sky?

SAC President Paul Bretscher an-

nounced last week that the execu-

tive has kept all five of its central

campaign promises—a far cry from

the overspending scandals that

have plagued the organization in

the past few years.

The Progress Contract with Stu-

dents promised—and has now de-

livered—a deficit-free SAC orienta-

tion, more TTC Metropass sales

locations, secure twenty-four-hour

ROSI access, a 50 per cent increase

to the clubs budget, and the return

of all UTM dollars to the Mississau-

ga campus.
The Progress ticket, which in-

cluded Bretscher, VP Operations

Monique Ferdinand, VP University

Affairs Estefania Toledo, VP Exter-

nal Jen Hassum, VP Equity Shalia

Kibria, and VP UTM Walied Kho-

gali, pledged to return 5 per cent of

their combined salaries if they did

not meet their goals.

"Today 1 am pleased to state that

our collective objectives have been

realized, quite simply, five prom-
ises made, five promises kept," said

Bretscher in a September 26 open
letter to the 40,000 undergraduates

represented by SAC.

Toledo stated that the most dif-

I
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ficult promise was the pledge to

organize a deficit-free SAC orienta-

tion.

"Tiie Progress executives met
tiie ciialienge by undertaking new
initiatives, such as the hiring of two
orientation coordinators and imple-

menting a new standing committee
to oversee orientation and ensure

responsible expenditures." During

the past two years, SAC executives

mismanaged over $300,000 in stu-

dent levies through such initiatives

as a campus-wide Canada's Won-
derland trip and golf carts for the

SAC parade.

"The best part of orientation this

year is that it was under budget,"

said Bretscher.

The discounted TTC metropass,

widely praised as one of SAC's most
helpful innovations at U of T, is now
sold in six locations. Hassum is

pleased that the newest Victoria

College location makes the pro-

gram more accessible to students

who study east of Queen's Park.

"This location is a great con-

venience to our members to take

courses at the Victoria and St. Mi-

chael's Colleges." U of T administra-

tion has pledged to SAC that it will

improve ROSI in time for the 2006-

2007 academic year.

"The University has committed

to delivery of 24 hour ROSI access

including course enrollment wait

lists," said Toledo. The wait lists

will benefit the many students who
seek to switch courses in Septem-

ber.

"Our student union's allocation

of resources reflected in our oper-

ating budget is a true indication of

how we have increased club fund-

ing by 50 per cent and returned

all UTM dollars back to UTM," ex-

plained Ferdinand. The funds re-

turned to UTM contributed to the

development of a new childminding

service at Erindale.

Kibria has spearheaded a SAC
campaign to diversify the curricu-

lum in Mississauga, resulting in the

first African studies classes on the

satellite campus.

Bretscher said he is pleased with

the fulfillment of the Contract to

Students, and will continue to find

ways to improve the undergradu-

ate experience. SAC said their two

priorities for the remainder of the

academic year are the campaign

to maintain the tuition freeze in

Ontario and continuing efforts to

strengthen campus clubs and stu-

dent life at U of T.
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Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction „
• Breast Augmentation

financing ?

•Tummy Tuck Available

• Gastric Banding

• Botox injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinlc.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr, B. Yoz member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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Queen's University to reconsider

hosting a homecoming in 2006.

"A comprehensive review and re-

thinking of traditions (such as home-
coming) and practices that may play

a role in such offensive, illegal, and
dangerous behaviour will be carried

out," said principal Karen Hitchcock

in a statement released on the uni-

versity's website.

Aberdeen St. is composed entirely

of rental units save for one house
which is home to an elderly couple.

Following the weekend's events, the

university received complaints from

the couple's family saying they felt

they had been "held hostage" by the

mob and that their house and car

had been severely vandalised.

"I'm worried about brand equity

of my Queen's degree," said Paul

Heakes, a Queen's mathematics stu-

dent. His sentiments were echoed

by computer science grad Mike

Umpherson.
"1 don't want to be known as a stu-

dent from a school that will let stuff

like this happen."

Besides the 18 runs Kingston am-
bulance services made from Aber-

deen St. to Kingston's local hospital

on Sept. 24, Insp. Cookman said am-
bulance personnel were pelted with

beer bottles as they tried to retrieve

a half-concious woman who was ly-

ing in a street strewn with broken

glass.

"They also launched a beer bottle

through the window of a fire truck's

front window," said Insp. Cookman.
"That prevented them from putting

the fire out."

Despite deploying virtually the

entire Kingston police force-nearly

115 officers were on duty over the

weekend, far more than for earlier

homecomings-and using tear gas on
the crowd, officers were totally out-

numbered, something Cookman said

he hopes to address next year.

"We're looking at a number of op-

tions," he said, refusing to rule out

asking the RCMP for assistance.

"What the Kingston police need

A Ford Tempo, or what's left of it, lies on Aberdeen Street underneath a slew of party-

ers. The spotlight visible in the top left-hand corner was set up in someone's window

after Kingston cops ordered all party lights out out in a desperate attempt to quell

revels.

to invest in is a web of small flexible

solutions, instead of one large and
rigid night stick on Aberdeen," said

Mark Depaoli, a graduate of Queen's

in commerce returning for another

homecoming.

Part of the problem, said Insp.

Cookman, is that the reputation

about Queen's homecoming has

spread nation-wide, meaning Kings-

ton can expect an even higher influx

of out-of-town revelers this time next

year.

"One of the people we charged

over the weekend was from Dalhou-

sie University in Halifax," said Insp.

Cookman. "Another two that we
stopped for having open liquor said

they were from B.C. and had come
down just for homecoming."

The cost of policing Queen's home-
coming is both a human resources

and a financial strain on the city and

Kingston city officials don't intend to

foot the bill any longer.

Because of the extra strain caused

by the events on Sept. 24, Insp. Cook-
man said officers who had been
on-duty for 24 hours with little rest

weren't fully prepared to deal with

a homicide that occurred the next

morning.

"It's not fair to the Kingston com-
munity that a murderer gets away
because our officers were out bab-

ysitting 6,000 unruly partiers all

night," he said.

Queen's associate VP and dean of

students Janice Deakin said city of-

ficials are currently tabulating the

total cost of the weekend's events

and will sit down with the university

to determine who will pay what. The
report is expected to be released in

November.

Asked whether she believed it was
fair for Kingston taxpayers to foot the

bill for an increased police presence

for Queen's homecoming, Deakin

said the university is taking steps to

try and encourage student participa-

tion in homecoming activities away
from Aberdeen St. so as to mitigate

the need for increased policing.

"In my first, second, and even third

years of school this seemed like noth-

ing more than. ..the biggest party the

city sees each year," said Adam, a

Queen's student, on his blog.

"This year... [it looked more] like

an out-of-control riot."

—With files from Hunter J. Moyes.
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EQUALITY:THE HEART OF A JUST SOCIETY
LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD

Law Society of Upper Canada Thursday, October 27, 2005
130 Queen Street West,Toronto (East entrance) 5:00 p.m. — 8:00 p.m.

University ofToronto Faculty of Law
78 Queen's Park Crescent.Toronto

Friday, October 28. 2005
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This year, the rwenrjeth anniversary of rlie corning inro force of section 15 of the

Charter of Rights and Frccdonis, offers an opportune time to reflect upon the momentous
or igins of ti'ie Charter's e.quality guarantee, Tliis conference will revisit the political genesis

and transformative aspirations of section i 5, offer analysis on the Sispreine Court's

approaches to this controversial provision, and delineate the challenges that lie ahead.

Speakers include:

The Right Honourable Joe Clark, forfnet Pr ime Minister arid Leader of the

Progressive Conservative Party;

The Honourable Michael Br yant, Attorney General for Ontario;

The Honourable Peter Cory and The Honourable Frank iacobucci, former justices

of the Supr eme Court of Canada;

The Honourable Ed Br'oadbent,' MP for Ottawa Centre and Member of the Queen's
P?~ivy Council for Canada;

The Honourable Roy Romanow. former Premier of Saskatchewan and Member of

the Qrjeen's Privy Council for Canada; and

a number of prominent constitutional lawyers and academics

Registration fee: $50 genera! and $15 for students

For a complete list of speakers, the conference agenda and
registration information and forms, please visit the conference's website at

5^^w}wl_awaitpxonix}.x_a^t^^

The conference organizers wish to acknowledge the generous support of the Law
Foundation of Ontario. The Law Society of Upper Canada,The University of
Toronto Faculty of Law, the Department of Justice Canada, and The Ministry
of the Attorney General for Ontario.

Organized by the University ofToronto Faculty of Law,The Department of
Justice Canada (Ontario Regional Office), and the Ministry of the Attorney
General for Ontario.

For further information, please contact Jennifei- Tam at jennifei-.tam(a>utoronto.ca
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We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

MMmm THE FQBSmUME

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S

itotK mU STUDY ABROAD FAIR

Date: Thursday October 6tli, 2005

Place: Irateraatiofiial Student Cesmtre

53 St. Georg'e St

Please scop by, all are welcome.

Organizations will be on Campus to arsswer your cpjestions, come out and

visit their boodss.

Travel CUTS will also be offering several exciting door pri2«$ for rravel V.

For more information, please contact: i»cMfsiBi^SI^^MSM&3jSS^ or

Teach and Beach!
... Enjoy the best of both worlds

in FLORIDA and ONTARIO
"Especially for Canadians"

TEACHER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM (K-6)

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

St. Petersburg, Florida

• fully accredited • highly respected

• 75 years of academic excellence

www.spcoOege.edu

click on EspedaHy for Camnfians

• 1 year program starting January 2006

• excellent employment opportunities

• dual certification - Florida/Ontario

• an Ontario program strand

For info: Ralph Cuthberstson (416) 267-0840; Jim Watt (905) 309-9560

UPCOMING INFORMATION MEETINGS

Oct. 11 - Eatonville Library (Etobicoke) - 7:30 pm

Oct. 16 - Cedarbrae Library (Scarborough) - 3:00 pm
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Experts discuss African

AIDS crisis at Hart House

Travis Campbell

VARSITY STAFF

The fight against HIV and AIDS in

Africa was given a boost yesterday

as Hart House hosted two leaders

of the struggle against the disease

from the University of Namibia.

Barnabas Otaala, a professor and

the director of the University of Na-

mibia's Task Force on HIV/AIDS, and

Dr. Scholastika lipinge, the director

of the Community Health Program

in the Faculty of Medical and Health

Science, collaborated with eight U of

T students as part of an internship

directed by professor Richard B.

Lee in the faculty of anthropology.

The program, which began in 1996,

has had 40 U of T students partici-

pate in a wide range of short-term

research and training projects.

"HIV and AIDS needs to be ad-

dressed in a very holistic way and

the students who have gone to Na-

mibia show there is a way to do that,"

said Lee.

Nadia O'Brien, Fotis Kanteras,

Jing Jing Liu, Alex Teleki, Ilona

Kosova, Nidhee Jadeja, Ayaana Jean-

Baptiste, and Kate Rice were 2005's

interns.

"Our research will hopefully af-

fect children," said Kosova, "they

are the backbone of the community,

and helping children be physically

and spiritually healthy is the most

important thing we can do for the

future."

"The most inspiring for me was the

individual stories behind the HIV/

AIDS epidemic," said Jadeja.

"It was profoundly positive and

Interns Fotis Kantares, Ilona Kosova, Alex Teleki, Nadia O'Brien, and Ayaana Jean speak

about HIV/AIDS research they conducted with University of Namibia experts.

When the interns

come, they think

they come to learn

from us, but we

learn from them

profoundly negative. It was really

eye-opening. I got to put those nega-

tive experiences to use, making
them meaningful and positive," said

Teleki. She said Prof. Otaala and Dr.

lipinge helped them to accomplish

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Studenti

their goals.

"It is just gives me courage that

there are people who care," said Dr.

lipinge.

"When the interns come, they think

they come to learn from us, but we
learn from them, because they talk

about real issues and add to the pool

of knowledge around HIV/AIDS."

"When U of T launched the program

back in 2003, we wanted to ramp up

the whole program by bringing in

the people from Namibia," said prof.

Lee on the initiation of the Cen-

tre of International Health, which
emerged that year and included

the UNAM/U of T project, "The in-

terns act as a catalytic force to our

community," Prof. Otaala pointed

out, "our students then go out and
do more.

"There is a jump of hope there."

Dr. lipinge articulated a scathing

problem for poor nations undergo-

ing the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

"Some richer countries have been
actively recruiting our medical

staff to go to their country. They go

because they are tired of the con-

ditions at home and think it will be
better elsewhere.

"It is a monster of a problem we
cannot really handle on our own. It

is a global problem."

1 800 856-8488
www.forces.gc.ea Canada

Referendum 2005
The Arts and Science Students' Union (ASSU) is the largest academic student union

in Canada. ASSU currently has the lowest student government levy atUofT. ASSU produces

the ASSU ANTI-CALENDAR which provides student opinions on over 1,700 courses in the

Faculty and is free for all students. ASSU also funds Student Course Unions in departments

and programs and the new free ASSU SUMMER ANTI-CALENDAR.

ASSU also handles all academic concerns in our Faculty, both broad based (ASSU
succesfully achieved 24-hour study space in Roberts, extension of the refund schedule,

reduction in outstanding interest on tuition and eliminating and reducing Faculty fees, etc.)

and individually (advising on personal academic problems, fighting for your rights, etc.).

Youracademic Student Union is requesting a $2.00 increase per session to theASSU
fee so that we can continue our existing projects, including the ASSU ANTI-CALENDAR, and
supporting more Course Unions and their work. Unlike many student societies ASSU does
not collect an annual cost of living increase.

Do you approve of a $2.00 increase, from $5.50 to S7.50 per session, in the ASSU direct

levy on full-time Arts & Science undergraduate students on the St. George campus
commencing in May 2006?

YES NO
When: Tuesday, October 18th and Wednesday, October 19th

10 am to 7 pm

Polling Stations: Sidney Smith Hall (Lobby), 100 St. George St.

Gerstein Science Information Centre, 9 King's College Circle

E.J. Pratt Library, Victoria College, 71 Queen's Park Crescent

Voting is restricted to full-time undergraduate students registered in the Faculty of Arts & Science, on the

St. George campus. Please bring your University of Toronto Student Card.
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Profs are "a new kind of Idol"
•LECTURER' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

tion to see who merits the title of

Ontario's most engaging universi-

ty teacher. The school of the win-

ning prof will be awarded $10,000.

These aren't your run-of-the mill

lectures—the ones you can count

on not to disturb your nap in the

back row. In fact, if it sounds a

Uttle like Canadian Idol, don'f be
surprised.

"We're looking for a different kind

of idol," says the website of Big

Ideas, which is hosted by author

Irshad Manji. The search began in

the fall of 2004, and the producers

of the series had to filter through

359 nominations by students and
faculty members to find 30 names
for its three-person jury to evalu-

ate.

From that list of 30 profes-

sors, a team of judges whittled it

down to ten, whose lectures were
taped in front of their respective

classrooms. Among the ten final-

ists, whose taped lectures will be
shown on episodes of the show in

October, are two professors from

U of T: Megumi Harada, a math
professor, and Michael Collins, a

civil engineering professor.

"[Professor Collins] has a pas-

sion for his subject and an under-

standing of his field that is undeni-

able." said one student quoted on
the Bigldeas website. Both Harada
and Collins were flattered by their

nominations and commend TVO
for producing the series.

"1 liked the concept [of] putting

some importance on university

teaching." Collins said. "Within

the internal university we put a

lot more emphasis on [research]."

Robert Fulford. one of the show's

judges, agreed.

"The wonderful thing about the

TVO approach is that 1 think there

is far, far too little discussion on

and analysis of lecturing," he said.

There is also very little discussion

of who is and who isn't a good
lecturer, which makes it difficult

to learn from each other, Fulford

said.

The three jurors include author

and National Post journo Fulford,

Bronwyn Drainie, editor of the

Literary Review of Canada, and An-
drew Moodie, an actor and play-

wright.

"[Moodie] was more interested

in their theatricality, in their abil-

ity to put stuff across from a dra-

matic perspective. [Fulford] and 1

tended to gravitate more toward
content," Drainie said of their

evaluation of the 30 professors.

"You also think about whether
they have sense enough to use
charm and humour," Fulford said.

"Being a good lecturer is an art.

some people just come to it natu-

rally."

"Clarity and coherence, energy
and performance, and confidence
and authority" were the three

criteria picked by producers in

judging each professor's lectures,

according to the TVO website. "In

other words, we are looking for

the most engaging, entertaining,

and enlightening lecturer in On-
tario," producer Wodek Szemberg
said.

Among the 30 professors, ten

were from U of T, including Nick
Mount from the English Depart-

ment.
"1 think anything that tries to

break the wall down between the

city and the university is a good
thing," he said about the show.

"It's flattering... particularly be-

cause it's an absurd amount of

work."

Also in the top ten were four psy-

chology professors, three humani-
ties professors, and one physics

and astronomy professor, each
from other Ontario universities.

Szemberg was initially concerned
there would be a prejudice against

professors teaching subjects such
as science and math. Collins's and
Harada's styles, however, proved
difficult to ignore.

"You could tell from the way she
was presenting her material that

she was really engaging the stu-

dents," Drainie said of professor

Harada. "She had a level of enthu-

siasm and energy and a creative

way of talking about her subject

that even though 1 couldn't un-

derstand her, 1 could tell she was
a terrific teacher." Professor Col-

lins struck the same chord with
Drainie.

"To hear this man talk about
bridges was really quite inspiring."

Professor Harada is also in the

unique position of being the only

woman and the only visible minor-

ity in the top ten, the significance

of which she appreciates.

"As a young woman in mathemat-
ics. ..it made a huge difference to

me that there were women math-

ematicians. 1 know how much role

models mean and so if I could be

a role model for...young women or

young men, that would be great."

Viewers will get a chance to vote

for their champion beginning

October 8 at 1:00 p.m. on TVO,
either by phone or on the Big

Ideas website. The lectures will

be shown in pairs, beginning

with Professor Collins and
Professor Warren Thorngate from

Carleton University on October

8. Professor Harada's lecture airs

October 29. The winner will be

announced November 12.

Purdue
UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Advancing to a Higher Degree
COMMUNITY • KNOWhEDGli • DISCOVERY

An eqi.i3( access/equal opportunity university.

Attend the Toronto

Graduate Fair on

Sunday, October 2,

from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.

at the University of

Toronto Colony

Residence, in the

2nd floor ballroom, to

learn what the Purdue

Graduate School has to

offer you.

gradschool.purdue.edu

Professor Megumi Harada struck a chord with the show's judges. "Even though I couldn't understand her, I could tell she

was a terrific teacher," said show judge Bronwyn Drainie. In addition to explaining the ins and outs of weight

multiplicities and branching rules, Harada also enjoys playing guitar.

NOTICE of REFERENDUM
The Students' Administrative Council - your students'

union - is holding a referendum on the following question.

The Students' Administrative Council (SAC), your students' union, is responsible for providing an array of services

and programs to its members. This is achieved with one of the lowest central students' union membership fees in

Canada at only $11 .46 per session, not including refundable fees and levies

Over the past number of years, there has been a surge in student participation in SAC's campus clubs, on both

the UTM and St George campuses, in order to meet the increased needs of our approximately 362 campus clubs,

SAC has continuously worked to increase its clubs budget and to provide resources to improve campus life.

However, because of budget constraints and limited financial resources, 'S:AC cannot subsidize our campus clubs

to the same extent in the long-term.

SAC, your students' union, is seeking consent from its members to raise the SAC Soaety Fee by S3.82 per session,

indexed to the cost of inflation, for the purposes of increasing clubs funding and resources, and offsisiting

administrative costs related to SAC's campus life initiatives.

If approved, the S3.82 per session fee increase would be charged to all full-time undergraduate students at the

St. George and UTM campuses as part of the students' union fee beginning in the summer 2006 session. This

fee Increase amounts to approxirtiately one penny, per club, per session.

Are you in favour of a $3.82 per session increase to

the SAC society fee to help fund our campus clubs as

described in the preamble, above? (Yes/No)

Campaign Coordination Meeting ?
Friday, September 30th, 6 pm at SAC

Campaigning ' $ m
October 3rd to October 14th

Voting
on ROSI, October 12th to 14th

If you are interested in campaigning for or against

the above resolution, you must register with the

Chief Returning Officer at the Campaign
Coordination Meeting.

For further information, contact Elections Committee
c/o Chief Returning Officer, cro@sac.utoronto.ca

12 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

416-978-4911 x229

Students' Administrative Council
IhQdJ
1 fiml
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CBC adds flavour to national dialogue
Amidst the calls for lowest-bid-

der privatization and the outright

abolition of a public broadcaster

that seems to have lost its way,

the true importance of the CBC—

a

mirror that reflects what it is to be

Canadian—has been lost.

We can criticize the cheesy

sitcoms and laugh at the badly

written, supposedly "edgy" radio

plays. But the CBC is a crucial part

of our national media because it

takes the time to explore and lov-

ingly present the wonderful nooks

and crannies of our country in a

way that slicked-up networks like

CTV or Global never could.

The sometimes bumbling nature

of the Mother Corp. is part of its

charm—nowhere else will you find

EDITORIAL "

hours devoted to Nova Scotian

fiddlers or interviews with Prai-

rie farmers. And while programs
like these sometimes come off as

quaint when contrasted with the

usual 'newsy' content we tend to

look for in a story, who's to say

that every Canadian tale has to be

told in the same way?
It's a comfort to know there still

exists a broadcaster that will send

a reporter to small-town Saskatch-

ewan to interview a 100-year-old

man who still stubbornly travels

the province reciting the poetry of

Robert Service in a gravelly bari-

tone. These are the stories that

mainstream news outlets wouldn't

look at twice, but in the end are

crucial to preserve if we want to

understand and celebrate our dis-

tinct culture.

For decades, the CBC has been

the vehicle for transmitting the

many variations of that culture

from sea unto sea—without it,

could Newfoundlanders experi-

ence what it's like to work as a

logger in B.C., or Torontonians

ever hope to understand the la-

bour woes of small-town Quebec?
In a nation too often plagued by a

lack of regional interaction at the

political level, the CBC facilitates

dialogue and fosters understand-

ing between Canada's disparate

citizens. Programs like the late.

great Morningside and The Nation-

al (still one of the most mature and

balanced newscasts around) serve

to link together listeners and view-

ers who will never actually meet,

and help make the CBC a source of

national pride (much like the BBC
in the UK).

The current lockout and the

short-sighted, bitter rhetoric

coming from both sides inspire

anything but pride, and the gov-

ernment's continuing refusal to

intervene is a cowardly and ulti-

mately destructive decision. Sadly,

some politicians seem to be root-

ing for the network to crash-land.

If constructive action does not re-

place this pointless vituperation,

and soon, the pig-headed voices of

crass commercialism could drown
out the plain-spoken, insightful

drawls of the Peter Gzowskis and

Shelagh Rogerses of our land.

As many pundits have been spec-

ulating, the lockout could lead to a

major rethinking of how the CBC
operates. And that would be fine,

if the network can learn to better

manage labour relations without

sacrificing its defining Canadian

character. We cannot afford to

lose our CBC and replace it with

a stylish-but-empty broadcaster

that will present the "meaty" sto-

ries but leave off the seasoning. In

short, we need the CBC back doing

what it does best: telling our sto-

ry—to us and about us—for a long

time to come.

LETTERS -U ofT selling out

sessional profs

Jordana Stier

The high-quality study of the Hu-

manities is what makes U of T a

world-class institution. However,
Humanities does not receive its fair

share of resources from the univer-

sity. It does not get funding compa-
rable to other departments like the

Sciences or Business. This lack of

funding is becoming evident by the

increasing number of sessional pro-

fessors teaching specifically in the

English department. This trend is

very worrisome because it is hinder-

ing the potential of the professors

and students and as a result the de-

partment of English as a whole.

Essentially, what is happening is

that young and more experienced

PhDs are being hired temporarily

as contract or sessional workers to

teach one or two sessions instead of

working at the university full-time.

The growing number of sessional

professors is due to the fact that

there isn't enough money to hire

them full-time.

Even if a sessional worker teaches

at the university for a number of

years they still do not get into the

system, meaning that they do not

get the same benefits as the full time

professors do, and they are unable

to make tenure. No matter how hard

these sessional professors work,

they do not have a stake in the de-

partment as do the full time profes-

sors, and therefore don't have the

opportunity to shape the university.

On the contrary, many people

might think that hiring sessionals

instead of full time professors is a

positive trend because sessionals

will stay passionate about what they

do and will not get bored. Students

will constantly be refreshed as they

are introduced to new and exciting

professors. Nonetheless, the insta-

bility in the hiring and firing of pro-

fessors reflects upon the volatility of

The instability in the

hiring and firing of

professors reflects

upon the volatility of the

university as a whole

the university as a whole. Ironically,

if this trend subsided and the uni-

versity decided to hire young PhDs
permanently, they could bring ex-

citement to the more mature faculty

by mixing things up with new ideas

and perspectives.

The constant flux inherent in the

sessionals situation also impacts

negatively on students faced with

professors who are faced with un-

certain job prospects. The passion

that these professors have for their

jobs in turn can decline, and as a re-

sult so does the quality of their lec-

tures and teaching skills. Being in an

apathetic and depressed environ-

ment makes students feel desolate

as well. This is unfair to both the

students and the abused teachers in

the university.

In any subject, what makes or

breaks a class is how well the pro-

fessor lectures. During my stay at

the U of T I have had my fair share

of both bad and excellent profes-

sors, but one particular young pro-

fessor comes to mind. I had her for

two classes last year and absolutely

loved her. She was able to engage

the whole class with interesting

lectures and incredible material.

This year, her name was simply off

the course calendar. I later found

out from a friend that she no longer

teaches at the university, as it was
not worth her while. It baffles me
that U of T would let such a highly

qualified, remarkable teacher go.

In the field of English, professors

and students alike require so much
passion to fully dive into the mate-

rial and absorb every intricate detail.

This passion is diminished by the

university's lack of commitment to

its students. By constantly replacing

professors, the university is letting

down its students because disheart-

ened professors lose the dedication

to their work that made them excel-

lent teachers.

The English department thrives

on emotion and passion, but with

sessional professors coming in and

out of the university, the students

and professors are not allowed a

chance to develop personal con-

nection to their work or each other.

If this trend continues, the Humani-

ties will not grow and mature on

pace with the rest of the school. In-

stead, more uninspired professors

will come and go, and leave behind

derivative students.

Chavez the champ

Re: Chavez: champion or
charlatan?, Sept. 26th

I have also spent some time

recently in Venezuela and I have

to say that my impression of the

Bolivarian Revolution was starkly

different from Mr. Crooks'. What
1 saw were people, after being

subject to decades of economic
repression, finally receiving

healthcare, essential services, and
an education. I was witness to a

poor majority personally embrac-
ing the revolution and finally being

empowered. Never once did 1 feel

that 1 was in any sort of danger; in

fact the very opposite was true.

Contrary to the comments made in

the article, participatory democ-
racy is alive and well in Venezuela.

Perhaps that's why the piece failed

to mention that the attempted

coup three years ago failed after a

popular uprising forced the lead-

ers to back down, or that support

for Chavez has been affirmed at

the polls eight times since 1998 in

elections that have been endorsed

by international observers.

Jos£ Luis Granados

• For somebody who has sup-

posedly been seeing "first-hand"

what is happening in Venezuela,

Mr. Crooks omits a very signifi-

cant part of the story about what
has been going on in my country

since 1999. Mr. Crooks mentioned

the coup d'etat against President

Chavez, but he omits that the Cara-

cas police shot at the demonstra-

tors in order to create chaos and
force the government to use the

army, which never happened. The
idea of being recorded for buying

anything that criticizes Chavez is

also nonsense. Every single news-

paper and TV channel criticizes

the government every day, with

all the freedom of speech you

can imagine. So how can Crooks

make me believe that the 25-mil-

lion people living in Venezuela are

recorded?

Hahnemann Coll

Rah-rah-wrong

Re: Where our priorities lie,

Sept. 26th

This has to be the dumbest article

1 have ever read. How can this

writer compare the success of the

Varsity Blues football team with

the academic integrity of U of T?

This writer's assumption is that

the football team is too focused

on academics and is not focusing

enough on football. If he can say

that about the football team, then

the Varsity Blues soccer team
must all be stupid. The soccer

team is undefeated in 5 games, al-

lowing only 2 goals, and is ranked

3rd in the country. So in short,

the football players are all book
worms and the soccer players

are all academic failures. Pathetic

article!!!
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Sound and fury in the Ukraine
IS THE ORANGE REVOLUTION PEELING AT ITS EDGES?

Cam Vidler

Ukraine's future seemed bright after

last year's "Orange Revolution." The
peaceful protests against a fixed

election captured the attention of

the world and led the Ukrainian

Supreme Court to call for a second

round at the polls. The final results

saw Western-leaning challenger

Victor Yushchenko earn a slim ma-

jority over the pro-Russian Prime

Minister Viktor Yanukovych. West-

ern governments hailed the win as

a victory for democracy and a blow

to the corruption that has plagued

many former Soviet states. Yet the

political environment in Ukraine is

having trouble ridding itself of old

habits.

In many ways Yushchenko has

done a lot for Ukraine since he gained

power. The president claims to have

enacted many of his promised eco-

nomic reforms and has made an at-

tempt at combating the widespread

corruption in the Ukrainian govern-

ment. Yushchenko loves to brag

about the new social services made
available to Ukrainians, and recent-

ly announced that over 500,000 jobs

were created during his first seven

months in office.

Since his inauguration, he has

helped to stabilize the economy and
begun to reform the archaic, Soviet-

style bureaucracy. Perhaps most im-

portantly, Yushchenko has brought

an air of legitimacy to a country
that had lost its faith in govern-

ment. However, not everything has

changed and again there is a risk of

the population becoming alienated

from the political process.

Lately, Yushchenko's actions

smack of damage control and politi-

cal rivalry more than steady leader-

ship. Earlier this month, he dis-

missed Prime Minister Tymoshenko
and her cabinet from parliament.

They were former allies during the

elections last year, but as of late

there has been much controversy

surrounding Tymoshenko's politi-

cal dealings and management of the

economy.

Opposition parties-and Yush-

chenko himself-have accused Ty-

moshenko of siphoning off $1.6 bil-

lion US worth of government money
for private endeavours. These ac-

cusations have provoked a media
battle, with Tymoshenko and her

supporters accusing Yushchenko's

aides of receiving bribes in return

for granting access to the presi-

dent.

While the sacking of the prime

minister was supported by some,

the charismatic Tymoshenko still

enjoys a loyal following, so much so

that it looks like the next parliamen-

tary elections may see her party

gain a majority. The breakup of the

Orange Coalition may divide the na-

tion once more.

As if the political bickering were

not enough, the Ukrainian people

may also have to deal with a weak
economy that was just recently

showing signs of life. Growth has
slowed while inflation has risen.

Along with Tymoshenko's price con-

trols, unorthodox re-nationalization

projects have the potential of set-

ting back Ukraine's macroeconomic
gains.

What began as a noble attempt

to review former corrupt privatiza-

tions has turned into a scandal of

its own. In a case earlier this month,

an American firm had its office re-

possessed and licence revoked af-

ter an unannounced military raid.

The order was signed by a member
of the parliamentary cabinet. The
company was then sold to individu-

als associated with Tymoshenko's

party. Further governmental incur-

sion into private business is sure to

discourage precious foreign invest-

ment in Ukraine.

The next few months will be a test

for Yushchenko and the Orange Rev-

olution team. He must avoid falling

into the same trap as past govern-

ments. If Ukraine is to modernize,

the government will need to dem-
onstrate strong leadership that can

counter a tradition of corrupt public

office and political incompetence. It

is also necessary for Ukrainians to

hold their government accountable

by maintaining their political activ-

ism.

There is a new-found opportunity

for the media, now less regulated

under Yushchenko, to keep the

population aware of the actions of

public officials. Hopefully this moni-

toring will ensure that civil servants

act in the interest of Ukrainians and
not their own wallets.

Ukrainian presiilent Viktor Yushchenko after accepting the Philadelphia Liberty Medal

in Philadelphia, September 17, 2005.
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OVER THE LAST 20 YEARS, AMERICAN
ECOLOGIST DAN JANZEN HAS SHOWN
TROPICAL FORESTS CAN BOUNCE BACK.

WORDS AND PICTURES BY MIKE GHENU

Every surface in Dan Janzen's

house strains under the

load: empty jars, tools, and
publications everywhere.

Janzen's wife, Winnie Hallwachs is

sweeping the porch as we arrive,

battling a beetle invasion. Clothes

lines criss-cross the main room, and
plastic bags hang from clothes pins

pinned throughout their length. A
wasp"s nest in one, a colander in an-

other, some paper cranes.

Janzen is sitting at his laptop,

shirtless in the sweltering tropical

heat, entering specimens into his

computer. "60321," he mutters, tap-

ping away. He is taking butterflies

from jars and pinning them neatly

in rows on a wooden slat.

About 35,000 of these specimens,

sorted and labeled, pass through

his hands each year, he told me
later. They end up in collections at

universities and museums, begging

to be studied.

He's too swamped with work to

talk to me tonight though, he says.

So I sit and listen as Janzen chats

with zoology prof Dan Brooks,

whom I've followed here to the Area

Conservacion Guanacaste (ACG).

It's hard to conceive that from this

spartan hut sprang forth the idea

that damaged topical forests, once

thought lost forever, can be coaxed

to grow back.

"I want the biodiversity that's still

here to survive for 1,000 years," Jan-

zen tells me when I finally interview

him four days later, as he pins speci-

mens. "I figure if it survives that

long it'll survive longer."

Janzen takes a different, and con-

troversial, view to conservation.

"You can decree some big chunk of

the Amazon basin a national park,

"

he says. "You can walk around it

and see all the animals and say

'Wow!'. But it's dead—unless the

social structure gets around to en-

capsulating it like any other piece of

owned land."

Fenced-in, undisturbed wilder-

ness is of no use to anyone. It is only

'Most people are

extremely illiterate

with respect to

biodiversity'

a matter of time, Janzen argues,

before it gets clear cut, burned, or

turned to pasture. "Most people are

extremely illiterate with respect to

biodiversity," he says. And to an il-

literate person, he quips, a library is

nothing but thin sheets of firewood.

"For them, wild biodiversity is just

so much green junk."

To preserve a wild land, Janzen

advocates a radical approach: "us-

ing" some of the biodiversity, edu-

cating and involving the local Costa

Ricans as much as possible—-and

raising money from private and
public sources to pay for it all. Jan-

zen and Hallwachs have shown that

(above) A view of Volcan Cacao, one

of three volcanoes in tfie Guana-

caste Conservation Area (ACG).

Now 160,000 hectares in size, the

ACG features three types of tropical

forest: dry forest, rain forest, and

cloud forest.

(left) Dr. Dan lanzen, collecting

moths at a light trap, a site that he

and his biologist wife Winnie Hallwa-

chs visit twice per day.

with the right ingredients, tropical

forests can be restored—and over

the last 20 years in Guanacaste,

they have done just that.

Janzen first set foot in Costa

Rica's Guanacaste province

in 1963, a Berkeley graduate

student.

Back then, the landscape was
dominated by cattle pastures—less

than two per cent of the original

tropical forest remained. The de-

ciduous forests, which receive less

rain as they are at lower altitudes,

were a patchwork scattered across

the pastures, each too small to sur-

vive on its own.

A fast-growing species of grass,

called jaragua, brought from Africa

a century before, covered the space

between patches of forest, growing

as tall as a human. During the dry

seasons fires often swept through

the dry jaragua, each year cutting

deeper into the remaining stands of

old-growth forest.

But as the price of beef tumbled

in the 70s. many of Guanacaste's

cattle ranches started struggling. In

1985, Janzen and Hallwachs kicked

off a fund-raising drive to buy up

the surrounding ranches. Support

from Costa Rica's then-president,

who Guanacaste National Park in

1987, also helped. By buying up

land, stopping the ferocious fires,

they were able to halt the cycle of

destruction: by 1990, the deciduous

tropical forest had begun to grow

back.
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In the process. Janzen and Hall-

wachs developed the concept of

parataxonomists. They realized

locals, with their native knowledge
of animals and plants, could be of

great use in their work, once they

are given some scientific training.

"We decided to give them more
responsibility and train them spe-

cifically to handle that responsibil-

ity, to understand the project bet-

ter, and to be more in charge [of

it] than was commonly the case,"

Janzen told me. Parataxonomists

are now trained at the ACG, through

a lengthy apprenticeship program.

The most experienced of them can

earn paid three or four times the av-

erage wage in Costa Rica.

The ACG also runs education

programs for schools around the

conservation area. Its teachers visit

each of the 35 schools, and organize

trips to the park. "And now, every

single new worker in the area has

been in the education program, in

the past," Maria Marta Chavaria,

who manages the ACG's research

program, remarked to me.

Now aged 66, Janzen remains a

technical adviser to the park. The
ACG has long since evolved its own
administrative structure, staffed by
Costa Ricans, many of them expe-

rienced parataxonomists. Janzen

teaches at the University of Pennsyl-

vania in the fall, in tries to spend as

much of the time between January
and September at the ACG. While at

Santa Rosa, Janzen and Hallwachs

seem to work almost continuously

from 4 a.m. until 9 p.m.

Janzen's scientific career is no
less stellar—he has published more
than 300 papers, and won some of

the most prestigious prizes in biolo-

One of seven rearing barns on the

ACG. Eggs are harvested from the

moths Janzen and Hallwachs collect

at the light trap. The caterpillars

are then raised until they emerge as

adults. That way they can match the

look of the adult to its caterpillar

precursor. Janzen is cataloguing

the caterpillars of the ACG, 3,200

species of which are known, out of

an estimated 9,GG0-odd.

gy. And, according to William Allen,

author of Green Phoenix: Restoring

the Tropical Forests of Guanacaste,

Janzen has always been somewhat
of an iconoclast among scientists.

"Just by the titles of some of his

early papers 'How to be a fig'—not

exactly your standard technical ti-

tle," says Allen. "He seemed to rock

the boat a little bit, and he enjoyed

doing it."

On several nights, I went with Jan-

zen and Hallwachs to a black light

they had set up a ways off the ac-

cess road between Santa Rosa and
the Pan-American Highway. Two
fluorescent lights, one white, one
ultra-violet, attracted swarms of

beetles, moths, and the occasional

grasshopper. Janzen was collecting

moths, and occasionally, when he

found the one he needed, he would

stuff it in a plastic bag, or into an al-

cohol-filled vial.

I realized then the extraordinary

dynamic between the two. Janzen

was stern, argumentative and some-

times gruff; Hallwachs soft-spoken,

and often in the background. But

they worked as a team. Allen's as-

sertion that their work is the result

of a fairly equal contribution from

both seemed to ring true.

4(1The harder part is rais-

ing the money to do
these things," Janzen

told me back at their

house. "All the others are minor

inconveniences." But in developing

countries, neither the funds nor the

social inclination to fund conser-

vation are usually present. "That

means you've got to raise an inde-

pendent endowment, like a univer-

sity."

Janzen figures the ACG will need

an endowment of about US$25 mil-

lion in order to finance its opera-

tions from the interest earned—it

now stands at US$5 million. Raising

funds has forced him to doff ttie out-

fit of the tropical biologist, and don

the garbs of the conservation advo-

cate and activist.

One of his biggest fund raising

coups came in 1987, through a debt-

for-nature swap, detailed in Allen's

Green Phoenix. With a grant from

the Swedish International Develop-

ment worth US$3.5 million, Wall

Street investment firm Salomon

Brothers, the intermediary, bought

up Costa Rican debt worth 12 cents

to the dollar. Through an agreement

with the country's Central Bank,

Salomon Brothers then swapped
the debt for Costa Rican currency

bonds, worth 70 per cent of the pur-

chased debt. This netted the ACG
US$24 million, which was used to

buy up most of the land.

As we drove back from the light

trap one night, I recalled how, 20

years earlier, the landscape was
largely barren pasture land through-

out. It was now teeming with small

trees. The forest was returning. But

my feelings were mixed.

One one hand, I feared that Costa

Rica was simply the right place for

such an experiment. It is a rela-

tively stable democracy. In 1947,

Costa Rica's president disbanded

the army, which allowed successive

governments to lavish money on

education and health care. It is the

most prosperous country in Central

America—some of the villages on

the outskirts of the ACG feature In-

ternet cafes.

On the other hand. Janzen has

shown that some tropical forests,

once trashed, can be restored. The
ACG could even serve as a model
for tropical restoration efforts else-

where.

Asked later whether he hoped that

will be the case, Janzen dismissed

the notion, saying he did not believe

in models. "People may take pieces

of this and use it elsewhere," he told

me. "But we didn't do it in order to

show the world, we did it in order so
this thing can survive here."
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Our closest kin may vanish

within 100 years

Recent data, suggests that humans"

closest relatives in the wild, the great

apes, may not live to see the close of

this century. The orangutans of In-

donesia and the chimpanzees and

mountain gorillas of East Africa are

just a few of the species of great apes

listed as endangered or critically

endangered; their population may
shrink by 80 per cent within three

human generations. UN conserva-

tion agencies warn of the threat in

The World Atlas of Great Apes and

their Conservation.

Increased deforestation, both legal

and illegal, in primate hot spots such

as Sumatra and Borneo, in Indone-

sia, and the Democratic Republic of

Congo is to blame. It destroys the

already scarce habitats of the great

apes, and increases their suscepti-

bility to disease and viruses such

as Ebola. Conservation agencies are

scrambling to find a solution.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: BBCNews

Scramble for the moon

Air, water, and electricity are crucial

requirements for life, and must be
produced on the moon in order to

build a base fit for human habitation

there. NASA is trying to do just that,

using the Hubble Space Telescope to

hunt for ideal locations. Sites with an

abundant supply of ilmenite-a min-

eral from which oxygen, hydrogen,

and helium could be extracted-are

the subject of NASA's search. In ad-

dition to producing air and water,

some of those gases could be burned
to generate electricity.

While construction has yet to be-

gin, a handful of the 3.4-million peo-

ple who have purchased lunar plots

have made claims of ownership.

Their hopes are buoyed by the 1967

United Nations Outer Space Treaty.

Though the treaty states that no
country or government can claim lu-

nar land, it fails to address individual

or corporate ownership.

-WENDY GU

Source: BBCNEWS

To fill up on fibre, kelp can

help

A high-fibre extract from seaweed
could help make foods such as burg-

ers and bread healthier, scientists at

the University of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne report. When the extract is

added to white bread—and Dr. Jeff

Pearson, one of the boffins involved,

said he has baked some that passed

muster with colleagues— it can in-

crease four-fold the amount of fibre in

a loaf. The brown-coloured seaweed
is found in Asia, South America and
parts of northern Europe, and its ge-

nus name is Laminaria. Alginate, as

its extract is called, is already widely

used in the food industry as a gelling

agent and, oddly, to give lager beers

a frothier head.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: University ofNewcastle news

service
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Film fest focuses on Earth
FEATURES DOCUMENTARIES AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS ON TIMELY GREEN ISSUES

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

The science pages may seem an

odd place to publicize a film festi-

val. However, the sixth annual Plan-

et in Focus: Environmental Film &
Video Festival, which opened at the

Royal Cinema last night, should be

of interest to green-minded scien-

tist and non-scientist types alike.

The films explore the impact of

humans on the environment, and

the impact of the environment on
humans. "We have defined environ-

ment very broadly," said festival

manager Anne Rock. '"Environ-

ment' can refer to the ecological

environment, social environment

or political environment... .It de-

pends on the message."

The opening documentary of the

festival. The Real Dirt On Farmer

John by Taggart Siegel, won awards

at film festivals all over the US. Tag-

gart takes us through the life of

Farmer John, a progressive Illinois

farmer who overcame ostracism,

depression and bad weather to cre-

A scene from Atits: Nature's Secret Power, an Austrian film screening as part of the

Planet in Focus film festival. The festival continues through this Sunday.

ate an organic farm incorporating

agriculture, livestock and conser-

vation areas of wetland and forest.

"On one side 1 have an incred-

ible love of soil," said Farmer John

in the documentary as he danced

around in an orange feather boa

and a striped Dr. Seuss hat. "And

on the other side 1 have an incred-

ible sense of self-expression and

creativity."

Other documentaries include Co-

caine: Viva La Coca which exposes

the terror-stricken world of impov-

erished coca leaf farmers, and Kill-

ers in Eden which documents the

unusual alliance between whalers

and their killer whale accomplices

in Eden, Australia. Some documen-
taries eschew humans altogether,

like Ants: Nature's Secret Power

which reveals the ordered, milita-

ristic and bewilderingly complex

life of ants. All three of these docu-

mentaries will be screened on Sat-

urday. Remember to bring your stu-

dent ID as two students can get into

any documentary for eight dollars.

In addition to the documenta-

ries the three-day festival includes

panel discussions of environmen-

tal issues such as oil depletion and

filmmaking in the wild. The final

discussion entitled 'Global Gar-

bage' will be moderated by noted

Canadian ecologist David Suzuki.

The festival runs from until Sunday.

Documentaries are screened at The

Royal Cinema, The National Film Board

and on campus, at Innis College. Please

see planetinfocus.com for tickets,

directions, synopses and schedules.

Real human corpses are on

display for your amusement at

the Ontario Science Centre.

Read about the controversial new exhibit

BodyWorlds 2

in the next issue of VARSITY

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Boone busting

gene networks
Sandy Huen

For the past 20 years, researchers

have been trying to link human dis-

ease to single mutations in genes.

However, just as most of our physi-

cal traits arise from the combined
effort of a number of genes, human
diseases are often the result of an

interaction between multiple genes.

And from the thousands of genes

known today, deciphering mucigen-

ic interactions can quickly become
a mission (nearly) impossible.

Charles Boone, a geneticist in the

Banting and Best department of

medical research, has dug into this

huge task with a very small organ-

ism: single-celled yeast. Many yeast

genes are conserved, or have close

copies of themselves, in higher

organisms such as humans. This

means a map of genetic interactions

in yeast would make a very good
model of what human genetic net-

works may look like. The problem
lies in the huge number of interac-

tions waiting to be studied, even

among yeast's 6000-odd genes. "We

have to think of new, smart ways of

doing that," said Boone.

After completing his graduate

studies at McGill University, Boone
came to teach at U of T in 2000. In

2001, his research team developed

a system to uncover gene interac-

tions quickly and robotically: a syn-

thetic genetic array (SGA). "Eighty

percent of genes are non-essential,"

said Boone. So the mutation or dele-

tion of many yeast genes does not

lead to the death of the cell.

This points to the presence of so-

called buffering pathways—genetic

rescue teams—that take up a miss-

ing function when a gene is knocked

out of order. "Even though you
compromise a pathway by deleting

a gene," Boone explained, "another

steps up and backs it up." But what
happens if you also delete the back-

up gene? The term for this is "syn-

thetic lethality." It means the cell

cannot survive without the specific

gene combination you have knocked

out. When this occurs, it means you
have stumbled upon a buffering re-

lationship among the 5,000 non-es-

Charles Boone stands by one of his lab's synthetic gene arrays. He is the fourth prof

featured in our series of profiles of new fellows in Canada's Royal Society.

sential yeast genes. By systemati-

cally crossing mutant with mutant,

Boone's lab uses synthetic lethality

to find which gene-pair interactions

are important to the survival of

the yeast, and to what measure the

genes are buffering each other.

With the robotic arm of the SGA
screening thousands of genes at

a time, Boone and his team have

mapped four per cent of yeast-gene

interactions to date. "This [yeast] is

a little machine," Boone said. "We
can figure out how the machine
works."

With the yeast gene interaction

map started, Boone's primary fo-

cus is on completing the map and

finding new ways to screen genetic

networks in higher organisms. In

identifying genetic interactions

in organisms like yeast, flies, and

worms, Boone ultimately hopes his

research will help to model gene

networks in human disease.

Already, his research has sparked

discoveries from all reaches of the

scientific community. "That's one

of the fun things about doing large-

scale stuff," Boone commented.
"You cover many different topics

that you're not an expert in."
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New nano

lab open

Kelly Robertson

. The newly opened centre for nano-

structure imaging, at the department

of physics, could help U of T col-

leagues across different disciplines

collaborate more closely.

Its two electron microscopes can

visualize structures hundreds of thou-

sands of times smaller than a human
hair, the facility is used by chemists

to design and build nanostructured

materials. These have features on the

scale of one-billionth of a metre.

Making this type of structures is im-

portant, said Dr. Ian Manners, of the

department of chemistry, because

of the new applications that could

result from them. "You can generate

new functions by making structures

that small. You can divide them all up
and make dots and lines on the nano-

scale, generating new properties,"

said Manners.

"This is an area where there has

been a lot of investigation. The focus

now is on applications."

Manners, a leader in the field of

inorganic polymer chemistry, is

seeking new ways to synthesize poly-

mers—large molecules made up of

smaller molecules linked together in

a regular pattern. Inorganic means
using elements other than carbon,

and these types of polymers can take

on properties that make them useful

for high-tech applications, such as

electronics.

For instance, metal-based poly-

mers can conduct electricity. This

allows them to expand and contract,

or to change colour in the presence

of an electrical stimulus. Manners' re-

search could lead to a wide variety of

applications, including novel photo-

conductors, protective coatings and

sensors.

Another researcher at the centre,

Dr. Andrei Yudin, an organic chem-

ist, takes a different tack to materials

chemistry. He embeds catalysts

—

small amounts of inert compounds
designed to increase the rate of a de-

sired chemical reaction—onto thin

polymer films, in order to study new
organic methods for making biologi-

cally active small molecules.

"The way we look at material sci-

ences is mainly from the standpoint

of new small molecules that recog-

nize specific proteins." said Yudin.

He is working on ways to synthesize

compounds that could provide a new
cure for that terrible tropical disease.

Prof saw dawn of

rocketry, computers

Dr. Herbert Grosch received his PhD in Astronomy in 1942. In 1951, he headed the

American Rocketry Society. He has been teaching at U of T since 2003.

Will Richardson-Little

Of all the technological revolutions

of the twentieth century. Dr. Her-

bert Grosch, a professor at U of T"s

Institute for History and Philoso-

phy of Science and Technology,

was involved in two of the greatest.

He was there, in the midst of things,

at the dawn of both the space and
computer ages.

To him, rocketry and computers
went hand-in-hand. "Neither one
stood alone," he said at this year's

first Sigma Xi distinguished lecture

series, held on Sept. 14. Grosch's

long career includes time as presi-

dent of the American Rocket Soci-

ety (now the American Institute of

Aeronautics and Astronautics), and
the first manager of IBM's space
program, in the 50s.

Grosch professed a particular

"fondness" for the work done at

the Jet Propulsion Lab, in Califor-

nia. The JPL is the central nerve

in NASA's robotic space missions.

There, he saw mankind's first steps

into space, powered by the comput-

ing revolution, and he sees an even

greater use for computers in the

future.

"What we need is man's intelli-

gence in space but ... we insist on

bringing their bodies along," he

said.

While teaching at Columbia Uni-

versity, in 1946, Grosch designed

and taught one of the world's first

computer science courses. But for

someone with so much experience

with computers, knows both their

power as well as their limitations.

SEA MONSTER SEEN: For the first

time, humans have spotted the

elusive giant squid, research-

ers report in the Proceedings of

the Royal Society. According to

the study, the squid "attacked

prey from a horizontal orienta-

tion with a pair of long tentacles

and enveloped the prey within a

coiled tentacular ball."

MAYAN CITY UNEARTHED: Yale an-

thropologist Marcello Canuto
has found the lost Mayan city

known as Q, in Guatemala. Ar-

chaeologists were tipped off to

Q's existence 40 years ago after

many peculiar Mayan artifacts

began appearing on the antiqui-

ties market.

FELLOW TRAVELLERS: Researchers

at Simon Fraser University have

determined that the pathogenic

fungus Ophiostoma novo-ulmi,

which afflicts elm trees across

North America, forces its host to

ramp up production of a chemi-

cal that attracts bark beetles.

The beetles then carry the fun-

gus to other trees.

FUTURE WARNING LABEL: Women
who have smoked a pack a day

for at least 11 years have a 40 per

cent higher chance of develop-

ing breast cancer. Published in

Cancer Causes and Control, the

study also found that the risk

of breast cancer is 110 per cent

higher in women who combine

smoking with hormone replace-

ment therapy.

BUTTERFLY EFFECT: In the days

before the Hurricane Rita's land-

fall, gasoline use in the Houston

area—where some 3 million

people were ordered to evacu-

ate—doubled from 83 million to

170 million litres of gasoline per

day. Rice University energy ex-

perts have noted that besides the

evacuation, drivers' inclination

to keep their cars fully gassed

was one of the causes behind the

ripple in demand, which pushed

average gasoline prices in Ameri-

ca up from US$2.50 to US$3 a gal-

lon in Rita's aftermath.

-MIKE GHENU& CHRIS DAMDAR

"Space travel is limited not just

by fuels, not just by the number of

stages, ... but perhaps more than

anything else by the complexity of

debugging the software."
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HEASU OF A Bmo
METRIC LIVE IT LOUD AND PROUD ON HOT NEW RECORD

Tabassum Siddiqui

A&E EDITOR

In many ways, Metric shouldn't

even be around right now, let alone

riding the biggest high of their

career with a rockin' new record,

sold-out shows, and regular radio

play. They're brash. They're clever.

They're different. And they've nearly

imploded more times than one can

count. And yet, there's something

about their catchy brand of synth-

pop that's (finally) caught on with

the masses. It's about time.

They've got a crazy-sexy-cool

frontwoman in Emily Haines, mem-
bership in the extended Broken So-

cial Scene familia, a whack of great

tunes, and rockstar style to spare.

What's not to like?

It's been quite the journey for

Haines and James Shaw (producer/

guitarist) since they moved from

Toronto to L.A., hooked up with new
bandmates Josh Winstead (bass)

and Joules Scott-Key (drums) along

the way, had an album (the sultry

Grow Up and Blow Away) shelved

when their indie label went under,

found success with Old World Un-

derground, Where Are You Now?, and

came full-circle—right back home to

T.O.

Burned out from wringing every
last bit of juice from the Old World

juggernaut, Haines and Shaw (once

married, now separated) returned

to Canada last year, while Winstead

and Scott-Key went home to the U.S.

For a time, the band wasn't even sure

they'd go on, but after some down-
time and contemplation, regrouped

to make their new album. Live It Out.

Where in the past the focus has (de-

servedly) been on Haines' ice-queen

vocals. Live It Out sounds like a true

full-band effort—noisy, edgy, and
full-blast fun.

A conversation with Haines is nev-

er boring—thoughtful, poetic (her

father was the late avant-garde poet

Paul Haines), and unafraid to be

provocative, she's a rockstar for our

time. We thought we'd let her tell you
about her band and their new album
in her own words.

Tabassum Siddiqui: This record

has a really raw, energetic sound to

it. Was it a priority to make it your-

selves with no outside influence?

Emily Haines: James produced the

record, so we absolutely wanted to

make it as close to reality as possible,

with the four of us playing together in

the same room. We just tried to cap-

ture the mood of our live shows as

well as develop that a bit more. We
really wanted to establish ourselves

as three-dimensional musicians on

this record, and 1 hope that we did.

TS: With four people in the band,

how does the songwriting process

work?

EH: 1 wrote the songs on the pia-

no— 1 write the lyrics and the pro-

gressions, and then 1 bring them to

the band. James usually has some
vision of an arrangement, and a gen-

eral sound, and then the guys write

their own parts. Sometimes people

write parts for other people, but gen-

erally that's how it works. This time a

couple of songs were written on gui-

tar by James—usually there's a few

that he writes, but for the most part I

write them on piano.

TS: One of my favourite things

Above: Metric system—Joules Scott-Key, Josh Winstead, Emily Haines, James Shaw

Below: Metric rocked the mainstage at Guelph's Hillside Festival in 2004

about Metric is that you aren't afraid

to get political, both in the lyrics of

your songs (such as the chorus to

first single "Monster Hospital": "1

fought the war/But the war won"),

and in engaging the crowd during

your live shows.

EH: It's funny, just as a side note, I

did an interview yesterday where the

(interviewer) was saying he thought

that we completely lost all the politi-

cal content (on the new album)—he

was like, 'Can you explain why
there's no political content?' and my
answer was: "'1 fought the war, but

the war won'—did you, like, totally

not get it?" 1 think he hadn't listened

to the record or something—it's re-

ally disturbing.

Anyway, 1 think that song in partic-

ular, it's not so much about fighting

in the war, but fighting the fact that

there always will be war. I do feel

like we're fighting perpetual war for

perpetual peace—you could try to

focus on the particulars of one fight,

but you realize that on every scale

there are battles you're losing, and I

guess that was just an acknowledge-

ment of that.

And it's not a hopeless statement

—

it's a revelation, you know. Also, 1

think lyrically 1 speak for myself, but

1 also speak for the band; it's sort

of like the voice of the group. So it's

something that we all felt—this last

year's really been about facing our

personal demons, and for a lot of

people 1 know, it seems like we've

been in the belly of the beast... lots

of Dante's Inferno imagery of sin and

consequences, (laugh)

I don't know if you caught the ref-

erence in there to Bobby Fuller—he's

the one who wrote, "I fought the law,

but the law won." 1 only found out

later that he was actually murdered

in his car—it was, like, the Mafia or

something that killed him—he was
shot in the head, which 1 didn't know
when 1 wrote the song, so there you

go.

But 1 like the image of Daddy War-

bucks as a symbol of, 1 dunno, war
profiteering or something, up against

the average musician who's trying

to carve out an existence that isn't

totally corrupt. 1 think that's kind of

what we're getting at—you start to

realize that you have the best inten-

tions, but the world is already laid

out. It's really hard to find a way to do
what yOu want to do and not end up
complicit in really unpleasant things.

Not to be really negative—does that

sound negative?

TS: But at the end of the day, in

your songs, and also with the band
in general, there's a sense of hope.

How did you pull through that dark

period and soldier on to make the

record?

EH: 1 think what happened is that

we were just honest with ourselves

about everything. I'm sure every-

one can relate to that—you can just

spend your whole life blindly pur-

suing something, but at some point,

you have to stop and realize, 'What

am 1 working for; what am 1 trying

to prove? Are there more important

things I'm neglecting?'

1 think we came to a conclusion

about how we wanted to do this if

we were going to keep going. And it

wasn't even a conversation so much
as it was that each of us individually

had some time to figure it out, and
we all came back to it with twice as

much energy and passion.

The last tour that we did of Eu-

rope was a really amazing time for

the band. Just realizing that we are

family, and we are really, really good
friends, and it's hard, but if we can

all give everything to this...

The more you do it, the more you

realize what a compromise it is to put

your whole life into a band— it gets

more dangerous, if you know what

I mean. It's hard not to lose sight of

regular life.

So we made a real commitment
that all four of us were going to match

each other equally in the project and

just make it the most beautiful thing

we could for as long as- it lasts. And
I definitely feel that when I'm with

those guys, I'm protected, I'm with

the right people, and that we're do-

ing something good.

TS: You and James decided to

come home, and you appear to have

found some solace in that. It seems
to be such a great time to be part

of the local/Canadian music scene

right now.

EH: I think it's really great, and I

love that the bands all sound so dif-

ferent—there really aren't two that

are the same. It would be shitty if the

Canadian scene was just a certain

sound, but it's not—you could fill

your entire record collection with

albums made in Canada, and have

music for every mood and every oc-

casion.

TS: And yet, despite the burgeon-

ing popularity of many of these

bands, only a select few get that cov-

eted heavy rotation on the radio. You
once openly criticized Edge 102 at a

concert hosted by them, yet here

they are now playing Metric songs

on a regular basis!

EH: It's hilarious. In many ways,

that's exactly what the point of this

band has always been—we wanted
to be something genuine on the ra-

dio. Which is not to negate anybody

else's work, but it's not just me who
thinks that most of what gets on

the radio is completely prefabricat-

ed—you know, they come up with a

business plan before they come up

with the music, right? Which is not

a surprise to anyone, but still every-

one acts like they don't know that or

something.

But I think it's great—we're so hap-

py. I really commend them for em-

bracing us—it's not easy to embrace

real bands, because we're human
and we're outspoken and scrappy

and a little weird, and there are hun-

dreds of bands on either side of us

that would just do whatever it took

to be on the radio. So I think it's re-

ally amazing that they've taken a risk

on us, and that people like the music.

You know, except for the ones that

don't, (laugh)

TS: Is it fair to say, though, that

Metric's real popularity stems from

its killer live show?

EH: It's really amazing, because

that's something no one can take

away from you, and that you know
isn't artificial. We just went and did

some campus shows (out west)

—

these kids are there because they

found the music themselves, and

they came when we played tiny

shows.

We really have gotten to the out-of-

the-way places, and I love the feeling

when I go back and I know that no

one told them to like us— it wasn't

in some magazine, you know what

1 mean? They found it themselves.

Now we can just make records for

them, and we don't have to think

about anybody else, really. 1 like that.

It's really fun, too.

TS: In the pop milieu, we don't of-

ten see a lot of strong female imagery,

but you're pretty deliberate about

how you present yourself as a front-

woman.

EH: Yeah, man, the sexy librarian.

Sure, man, we owe it to the ladies. I

feel like I owe it to other girls to ac-

tually be a musician— it still seems
revolutionary to in fact be able to

play an instrument, I've noticed.

People are still like, 'And she writes

her own songs!' It's like, 'Of course

1 write—I'm a writerV 1 think some-

times more attention is paid to (the

girl thing) than it needs to be, but it's

okay. I want to do a good job.

TS: And you've been working on

your own solo project. When's that

coming out?

EH: It'll probably (be released) in

September next year. It's evolving

into kind of a larger project. 1 think

it's going to be this sort of... orches-

tral compositions. It'll be cool.

TS: The solo shows you did last

year were very 'anti-Metric,' almost

—

totally stripped down, quiet, and in-

timate. It was an interesting contrast

to the 'rockstar Emily" we're used to

seeing with the band.

EH: It was really hard to do, just

putting yourself out there like that.

But I'll figure it out. I just want to

make sure I don't set myself up to do

something really challenging for no

reason.

Metric plays the second of two sold-out

(sorry) shows tonight at the Phoenix Concert

Theatre.
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Something wicked

this way comes
MELODRAMA MAINTAINED IN OPERATIC VERSION

OF SHAKESPEARE'S INFAMOUS TRAGEDY

Georgina Lukaks as Lady Macbeth, Burak Bigili as Banquo, and Pavio Hunka as Mac-

beth in the COC's opera version of Macbeth

Brianna Goldberg

VARSITY STAFF

Little did the audience know, as it

streamed in to see Verdi's Macbeth,

that it was no coincidence the doors

looked like gaping, hungry mouths.

Once inside the theatre, it became
clear they were indeed in the belly

of a beast. It was evident over the

three-hour production that the

cultural behemoth that is Shake-

speare's tragedy had been manipu-

lated by the Canadian Opera Com-
pany into something so shocking

and weird that the experience was

truly like being slowly digested by a

giant monster.

The programmes kindly handed

out by the well-dressed, well-man-

nered ushers displayed a handsome,

shirtless Adonis. His chiselled fea-

tures and grave stare represented

everything we have come to accept

about Macbeth: it is full of evil, full of

torment, and even so full of power

that many actors refuse to speak

its allegedly cursed name. You can

imagine the shock, then, when the

COC's title character stepped for-

ward in all his overweight, bald, and

bespectacled glory.

This contemporary production

of what was Verdi's first foray into

opera-tizing Shakespeare drew on

so many obscure cultural elements

that the confusion felt by the Mac-

beths is effectively imposed onto

the audience through sets and

costumes. For example, the trans-

formation of Lady Macbeth upon
her husband's coronation: from a

morose-looking waif in a grey 19th-

century dress, she explodes into

an overblown Marilyn Monroe with

blastingly blonde hair and a blood-

red dress.

Similarly, the anachronistic cos-

tume of Malcolm's hoodie and ghet-

to bling contrast sharply with the

traditional garb of the Scottish war-

riors of Macbeth's court.

It was Verdi's decision, though, to
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inflate the chorus of witches from

the Shakespearean three to the

Verdian dozens. Verdi felt that the

success of the opera depended on

the potency of what he saw as the

three main characters: Macbeth,

Lady Macbeth, and the witches.

Consequently, he gave the weird

sisters strength through numbers,

making the overwhelming super-

natural presence in the world of the

Macbeths starkly visible as they

knit the mortal fates with their crim-

son yarn and darning needles.

The singers themselves communi-

cated passionately, and with sparkling

technique, as is characteristic of COC
standards. Although the Macbeths'

vocal performances were solid, Burak

Bilgili as Banquo expressed such

terror and tenderness for his son

that one wondered why he was

not in the title role. The only real

weakness came in the form of the of-

ten muffled sotto voce of the choruses

of witches and assassins.

The sound and the fury of Macbeth

is somewhat lost in operatic transla-

tion. Perhaps the true horror and

solemnity of the Shakespearean ver-

sion comes from the nuance of the

verse. However, when coupled with

the disarming sets and costume de-

signs, the eerie and uncomfortable

mood so key to the tragedy swal-

lows the audience into its wonder-

ful, monstrous legacy.

Back in Bach
J.P. Antonacci

VARSITY STAFF

Still basking in the afterglow of

the filmfest, Toronto's arts scene is

preparing to welcome yet another

international festival, albeit one of a

decidedly different nature. From Oc-

tober 1 to 9, U of T's Faculty of Music

will play host to a plethora of local

and international talent for a week-

long celebration of the music of Ba-

roque composer J.S. Bach.

Founded last year by U of T prof

Doreen Rao (who also acts as the

festival's artistic director), the fes-

tival is the faculty's most ambitious

event of the season. It features an

intense schedule of lectures, open
rehearsals, symphonic concerts,

organ recitals, and the centerpiece,

a series of choral performances fo-

cusing on Bach's cantatas.

Each cantata—a large-scale work
for choir and orchestra—will be

presented as an all-day affair. A day

pass grants access to a morning lec-

ture, led by famed guest conductor

Helmuth Rilling, which explores the

politics and historical conditions

around Bach's work. It also includes

an open choral/orchestral rehears-

al led by Rilling, and, after an open
chat with the performers, an eve-

ning performance of that same can-

tata.

The beauty of the cantata series

is that, in spending the day learning

about the music and being part of

the preparation process, the audi-

ence enters into the experience and
forms a bond with the music (and

the performers) that isn't present at

the average concert.

But with so much choral music to

choose from, why craft this grand
series of concerts around the music
of Bach? To third-year music educa-

tion student Jeff Magee, a member
of the MacMillan Singers choir, it's

all about the context.

"Bach's music was seen as revolu-

tionary during the time it was writ-

ten. He formed many of the rules

that we use and take for granted to-

day," Magee says.

Rao is more effusive in explaining

the choice: "Everything Bach wrote

embodies life. He combined deep in-
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tellectual content with a remarkably

emotional affective component in

music that is profoundly spiritual."

The notion of inclusiveness is the

founding principle behind the festi-

val, Rcio explains. There are many
points of access to Bach's music, so

everyone—from the most learned

musicologist to the casual listen-

er—can come away having enjoyed

and learned from the experience.

Students are also thrilled to wel-

come the special guests that are par-

ticipating in the festival. From famed
Canadian soprano Lorna MacDonald
and German tenor James Taylor to

members of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra and the Moran Chamber
Ensemble from Israel, there will be

plenty of opportunities for cultural

and musical exchange.
"I'm excited to work with people

from the other side of the world, and
to see how they perceive the music,"

says first-year music student Lily

Ling.

This exchange has a professional

benefit as well, explains Magee.

"It's a week that pays off" in terms

of personal development as a musi-

cian, he notes. "[The festival] pro-

vides a good opportunity to work

with a really great conductor and

gain valuable experience as a solo

performer."

The faculty envisions the festival,

now in its second year, becoming

an important annual event in the

Toronto classical music scene. But,

stresses Rao, this is a university,

and the educational focus will al-

ways remain paramount.

"The essence of education through

musical performance distinguishes

this festival as not just another col-

lection of performance ensembles,

but education at the highest stan-

dard of excellence," she points out.

Somewhere, of Johann is smiling.

Tickets for individual events range between

$10-$35. Call the Festival box office

at 416-978-3744, or go online at w/ww.

internationalbachfestival.com
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Dancehall darling certainly

not missing in action

Lindsay Tsuji

Anyone that can make an audience wait for an hour after

their opening act before finally taking the stage, and still

get an overwhelming response. . .is a force to be reckoned

with.

Strutting out in a black top with a sequined skeleton

design, M.l.A. (a.k.a. Maya Arulpragasam) took the stage

in full storm, playing to a sold-out crowd at the Phoenix

Monday night.

Emerging as Britain's indie dancehall darling, the Sri

Lankan-born, UK-raised 'rude girl' has blown up at home
and more recently been tasting success on these shores.

Her debut album Arular is filled with bhangra, baile funk

beats, shuddering basslines, and politically minded an-

thems.

M.l.A. blasted out of the gate last year thanks to her

mixtape with rising Florida-based DJ Diplo, Piracy Funds

Terrorism, through internet downloads, burned CDs and

sheer word of mouth. For those of you who caught on to

Arular but haven't listened to the mixtape, it's got all the

grime-y dancehall beats that you loved on that record,

and more.

To start up the show, Spank Rock, who looked like a

cross between Urkel and Pharrell Williams, was fierce.

His throwback to 80s hip-hop synth beats and dancefloor

flava was refreshing, and the crowd ate it all up and went

back for seconds.

The stage set-up was fitting for such a hyped-up show.

The backdrop was flanked with neon-stenciled prints of

army fighters and palm trees, a papier mache helicopter,

and a bhangra tiger decorated the stage—all of which

were designed by the fab-u-lous M.l.A. herself. (Before

gaining success as a performer, she was a visual artist,

designing CD covers for acclaimed 90s UK act Elastica.)

Definitely a crowd-pleaser, M.l.A. performed songs

from Arular but also dipped into the Diplo remix pool. As

a performer, she didn't seem to be one to really command
a crowd, but the DJ left little room for mid-song banter

anyhow and kept the momentum going.

But because the songs are so infectious, everyone was
bust in' a move— it was the most hyped up a Toronto audi-

ence has been in a long while.

Particularly great was the shout-out to the Tamil com-

UK It Girl M.l.A. tears it up at the Phoenix

munity. Toronto alone has over 200,000 Tamils living in

the city, the largest Tamil population outside Sri Lanka.

Growing up in a family very involved in the political strife

in Sri Lanka (her father was an active Tamil insurgent) and

seeing family and friends perish from civil wars, it was
clear that the struggle had influenced her music and art.

"Load up, aim, FIRE FIRE!" she bellowed, the crowd

glued to her every battle cry.

Despite the wait, and the overly short 40-minute set,

M.l.A. kept the people moving and gave them what they

wanted: the deliciously addictive, body movin', soul sha-

kin', record-breakin' party anthems that she's become
known for.
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Well, start walkin'

Time to get off tfie coucfi, walk out

tfie front door, and not look back
until home is but a distant memory.
Now keep it up for six weeks.

U of T has just launched its first

pedometer challenge, designed to

get students and staff to be more
physically active. The program
will encourage participants to find

ways to walk more on a daily basis,

which is a simple way for the ma-
jority of people on campus to im-

prove their physical health.

"Walking is one of the easiest

ways for people to increase their

activity levels," says Liz Hoffman,

assistant dean of co-curricular ed-

ucation for the Faculty of Physical

Education and Health, "Although

the challenge is for everyone at U
of T, we're really gearing it towards

students."

Taking the stairs whenever pos-

sible, walking after dinner instead

of watching television, and getting

off the subway a stop early and
walking are just some of the ways
that participants can increase

their daily number of steps.

This challenge is an unofficial

launch and introduction to U of T's

new ActiveU initiative. The goals

of ActiveU are to raise the level of

physical activity among members
of this university and to stress the

benefits of healthy, fit living.

There is absolutely no cost to

take part in the pedometer chal-

lenge. If you don't have a pedom-
eter, you can rent one from the

Athletic Centre for a refundable

$12 deposit.

The program will run in two 6-

week intervals, the first of which
goes from September 26 to Decem-
ber 18. The second session runs

from January 16 to April 9.

More information on this event

and other ActiveU initiatives can

be found at www.utoronto.ca/phys-

ical and activeu.ac-fpeh.com.

-MATTSOMERS

They're gonna need a

stiff drink after this one

The men's lacrosse team was hop-

ing to score a victory or two last

weekend, as they took on Brock
and McMaster. Winning was not in

the cards against these opponents,

though, as the Badgers and Ma-
rauders came to win.

The Blues (0-3) got crushed by
the undefeated Brock Badgers (3-

0) in the first affair of the weekend.
The score in the match was 21-8, as

Brock showed why they have won
the last three Baggataway Cups.

This was certainly a dominant per-

formance for the team named after

a really odd creature.

Badgers? We don't need no stink-

ing Badgers!!

The Blues were much more com-
petitive in the second game of

the weekend, which was at home
against the McMaster Maraud-
ers. Unfortunately, the result was
the same as the Brock match, as

the Marauders took home a hard-

fought 8-6 victory.

Tony Walker had a hat trick for

McMaster in the contest, and team-

mate Tommy Harley had a goal and
three assists. Dan Fleming and
Nick Reed played well for the Blues

in the loss, contributing two goals

each in the losing cause.

The Blues will now travel to West-

ern this Friday to see if they can

spoil the Mustangs' homecoming
and bring a win back to Toronto.

The team does not play their next

home game until October 23, when
they will take on Queen's on Back
Campus.
-MS

// Lacrosse

McMaster hacked their way to an 8-6 victory over the Blues on the weekend. The Blues are still searching for their first win, as they also lost to Brock in the last seven days.

//Swimming

Everybody back in the pool
Perry King and Kate Plyley

The summer is now autumn. Classes

have begun on campus, and so has a

new season of competition for the de-

fending Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) champion Blues swim teams.

To prepare for the year, the team

held their traditional Blue and White

Meet this past Saturday. This event

is a team-building exercise that the

squads take part in at the beginning of

each season in order to get back into

racing form and bond.

The meet operates similarly to a

scrimmage: instead of racing against

another university, the whole group is

divided in two and they swim against

each other, one half as the blue team,

the other as the white. The meet is

made up of non-traditional events,

such as the plunge for distance, 50m
kick for time, and an assortment of

random relays.

It is a great opportunity to get in

some racing experience, have some
fun, and build a strong team dynamic

for the upcoming year.

The Blues have high hopes for this

season. They came to the meet with

mounds of energy, and a winning at-

titude.

"I'm really excited for the year," said

Scott Briggs, this year's co-captain.

"The team is looking really good, we've

got a lot of new rookies and a strong

team, and we're going to swim fast."

The Blues are coming offOUA Cham-
pionship seasons, and they both also

had great respective showings at the

Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)

championships.

The men's fourth-place finish at the

championship last year left them just

short of the podium, and they are hun-

gry to meet this accomplishment and

surpass it.

"As far as the men's team is con-

cerned, we're out to do what we did

last year," remarked men's co-captain

Ian McLeod. "[We need to] continue to

be at the same level, challenge for the

OUA title, and try to go for top three at

Nationals."

At last year's CIS Championships,

the women's squad landed a bronze

medal after some incredibly hard

work. They were outdone by only the

University of British Columbia (UBC)

and the University of Calgary.

This season, the women are setting

out to outdo their national rivals at the

national finals.

"[The women's team goal at the

2006 CIS Championships] is to beat

Calgary and to scare UBC," women's

co-captain Dale Colman stated after

the meet. "It will take everyone having

the meet of her life to do it."

Both the men's and women's teams

are built on a solid foundation of re-

turning veterans, who have the skills

and resumes to give this team the

confidence it needs to succeed. For

McLeod and Marcia Bryon, the co-

captains of the men and women's

squads respectively, they look to use

their combined seven individual med-

als from the 2005 OUA Championships

as leverage and motivation for their

team.

The Blues will also look to Olym-

pian Terrence Haynes and decorated

swimmer Jen Porenta for clutch per-

formances during the season.

U of T's swim teams set out for

Montreal this Saturday to kick off their

seasons. Their first official meet of the

season takes place against McGill that

morning. Go to www.varsityblues.ca

for more information about upcoming
events and team rosters.

//Varsity Round Table

Consensus: Hazing is not cool

Take a minute and reflect on what

it means to be a team. Almost im-

mediately the concept conjures

up ideas of commitment, trust and,

most importantly, an overall sense of

togetherness between members. The
metaphors are endless: some call it a

brotherhood (or sisterhood); others

go so far as to call it a family.

But this type of relationship doesn't

just happen overnight. There is a cer-

tain amount of bonding that needs to

take place between teammates that

goes beyond simply wearing the same

jersey. To that effect, there are certain

devices that coaches or players can

use to speed up the bonding process.

That's where initiations come in.

These are attempts to build camarade-

rie, alleviate tension or nervousness,

and raise teammates' general comfort

level around each other. These types

of exercises exist at all levels of sport

from high school to professional, and

can be funny, embarrassing, or down-
right silly sometimes.

But the important thing to remem-
ber is, no matter how off the wall these

endeavours may seem, there is always

an underlying aim at building team

chemistry in one way or another.

Hazing is where this idea is taken too

far. It involves exploitation and abuse of

power, all for the sake of a cheap thrill

or hearty laugh. The question needs

to be asked: how does a ritual hazing

make a team better?

The answer is simple: it doesn't.

If anything, it creates an even wider

divide between the rookies who are

tormented, or let's face it, abused, and

the veterans who inflict the punish-

ment. The only bonding that takes

place is between the veterans who
planning the event, and between the

rookies that endure it. When preaching

togetherness and trust, something like

this is completely counterproductive.

Enjoyment of these events is had

strictly by the dominant veteran

group—that is, until the rookies be-

come veterans a year later and the

cycle begins again with a fresh crop

of unsuspecting victims. And that is

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Isacco's game plan

Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Carmine Isacco has brought experience and a solid defensive gameplan to an already

talented team.

In his first season as coach, Carmine

Isacco's goal is to win the national

championship. With an undefeated 5-

0-2 record and sporting the third best

team in the country behind McGill—

a

team the Blues defeated 2-1 earlier

this month—and UBC, the men's soc-

cer team is right on target.

"U of T has always had a long histo-

ry of winning," Isacco said. "The talent

is there. My job is to teach the techni-

cal aspects of the game, to build the

program into a proper development

tool that will continue that history."

The former head coach and general

manager of the Hearts-Toronto C.S.

Azzurri Soccer Club, Isacco believes

in developing a system that mimics

the international style of the game.

"Looking at the better teams in the

world, they do it with ball movement,"

Isacco said. "It's not run, run, run, and

then score on opportunistic chances.

They do it by developing from the

back, being patient and letting the

game come to them. You expose the

defence when they are shifting, and

when that opportunity comes, you

penetrate."

This season the Blues have out-

scored their opponents 16-4 and

already have four shutouts in the

books.

The defensive prowess displayed

by the team is aided by Isacco's pre-

vious experience as a goalkeeper. At

Maryland, Isacco was an ail-American

at the position, was named to the All-

ACC first team three times, and be-

came the Terrapins team captain in

his senior year, 1992.

He later would play with the Canadi-

an Olympic Team and compete at the

2003 World University Games. Finally,

Isacco was recently honoured as the

Ontario Youth Soccer Coach of the

Year after his Hearts-Azzurri squad

won a national championship in the

under-18 division.

Isacco's knowledge of, and involve-

ment with, the area's talent gives him

an edge in scouting potential players,

according to assistant coach Hieu

Quach.

"What he looks for in players is

athleticism, but also decision-mak-

ing; whether a player can consistently

make the right decision at the right

time," Quach said. "He trains his team
very hard. He demands a lot. He's

a perfectionist, really. You can't go

through the motions with him. He's

done it all as a player, and this team
respects his history in the sport. All

the technical and tactical, he's been

through it all."

Joe Reaney, a tri-captain with

George Davis and Sean Myers, agrees

with Quach: "He expects a lot from a

player," he said. "The way we train in

practice, it's a simulated game. The
intensity level is right there."

While he calls Isacco "nice and

funny," Reaney also knows his coach

for how seriously he takes the sport:

"What we take from him, we use in

the game. His philosophy is that he'll

give us the tools, but it's up to us to

use them and carry them over to the

match."

The Blues are currently in second

place in the OUA North division with

11 points. York is currently in first

with 13 points.

The Blues host McMaster this Sat-

urday and Brock Sunday. Both games
are at 3 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Help a child with reading and homework

for one hour a week with Toronto Public

Library. Call for more information at 416-

394-.5012.

HIRING $9-$l2/H0UR (FT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales positions and

outdoor labor positions. Send resume and

cover letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca

And then call 416-825-5463/416-887-0154.

HELP WANTED
Part-time/Full-time. Coffee/baristaopera-

tors. Second Cup U of T campus locations.

Past coffee experienced preferred. Email

resume karia@rogers.com

"PUT YOURSELF THROUGH SCHOOL"

Work 2 to 3 hrs. per day from home. View

a 3 min. intro. & the 7 min presentation.

www.my.ws/thriving

TELEMARKETER NEEDED
for part-time marketing position with

downtown investment firm. Please call

' 416-308-7764 for more information.

RENT A ROOM $350

$350 and up. Independent room bright

and clean in lux. th. Television, phone,

computer Close to Broadview Subway,

international students preferred. 416-826-

7734.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-$]20

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 2 spaces available

at the end of September 416-530-9717

WANT 2 GET FIT?

AC and Hart House too busy? Looking for

comfortable environment near campus?

Canada's top new trainer is accepting

new clients. Guaranteed results. Come

in for a free Fitness Assessment. BALLYS

@ Bay and Bloor. (647) 888-5332 ask for

Tim! Faculty and Student discount.

HAVE A FRENCH ASSIGNMENT DUE?

Get a perfect paper. Try to customized

corrections, grammar, syntaxesor essays

translations. Rush orders available. Visit

our Website: correctmyfrench.com

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SURJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

.Advanced Institute (jf Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50".,

off first visit.

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues tfirough individual

psychotherapy in a .supportive and gay-

positive environment. IVIoderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

MATHEMATIC TUTOR
iVlathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years

(416) 452-0279.

CHINESE-ENGLISH EXCHANGE

Native English speaker, male, seeks native

IMandarin Chinese speaker, female, for

language exchange and fun. Arts/culture

interests a plus, cdtl68@gmail.com

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

how these rituals persist: based on the

knowledge that those hazing you were

hazed themselves, and one day, you

will be in their shoes.

Bear in mind that the players at

McGill were not the first to concoct

or execute such a sick ritual act and

probably won't be the last. But we can

hope that such an incident can create

awareness and inform the institutions

behind university sport that this kind

of stuff takes place.

Or even better, perhaps this incident

will inspire others to resist hazing and

its ill effects in situations just like the

recent one at McGill. Because more
challenging than standing up in front

of a blitzing linebacker or blistering

slap shot is standing up for what you
believe in.

—MATTVENTRESCA

Let me start off by saying I am so

sick of it all. Initiations, hcizings,

and any other type of bullying

just annoy the hell out of me. And that

is exactly what every one of these ritu-

als amounts to—bullying.

Building camaraderie and cultivat-

ing friendship and unity among team-

mates are integral parts to any unit's

success. But aren't team dinners, par-

ties, decent practical jokes, retreats,

and pub nights enough? If one can't

feel comfortable among teammates af-

ter these social events, they probably

won't after any other activity either.

Especially when that activity is violent

and abusive.

Let me explain what I mean by de-

cent practical jokes. Throwing a pie at

someone's face or covering a sleeping

teammate's face with shaving cream

are examples of clean fun that will not

torment an individual long after they

finish their university days. Forcing a

rookie lineman to stand against a wall

and drop his pants, then proceeding

to sodomize the poor victim—which

is allegedly what happened at McGill

recently—is far more scarring.

Just because a guy is a veteran mem-
ber of a football team doesn't mean he

has to be a mean-spirited, domineering

idiot like the perpetrators of the McGill

hazing chose to be. Control, control,

they must learn control!

I hope that charges are filed this time

so that the the responsible parties cire

held accountable for their actions.

Maybe that would prevent this sort of

thing from happening again.

In closing I would like to ask two

questions: since when was S&M a part

of sports? And why can't the perpetra-

tors of such heinous acts save their vio-

lent fetishes for willing participants in

their own private time?

In any other context, what allegedly

happened at McGill would be consid-

ered R-A-P-E.

—MATTSOMERS

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For IVIonday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

Hooked any
kids lately?
When teens ask you
for cigarettes, caring

means saying no.

stop... think about it!

Canada
Pmducllon of Ihis advertisement has been made possible

by a financial contribution from Health Canada.

Supplying tobacco to anyone
under 19 is against the law

www.nottokids.ca
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CHEATSHEET

Going for goal: One of 25 plastinated corpses on

display at the Bo6^ (VorWs f exhibit, which opened
last Friday at the Ontario Science Centre. Their

author, German anatomist Gunther von Hagens,

cuts quite the controversial figure.

//PAGE 8

Matthew Barber whispers Sweet

Nothings just for you

SEE 'BARBER' - PG. 6

sports

Some of the best games get played

in the preseason—so why doesn't

anyone watch?

SEE 'PRESEASON' - PG. 10

red letter

Rosh Hashanah, the lewlsh new year,

starts today at Sunset, it marks the

beginning of the year 5766 in the Jewish

calendar.

history

On October 3, 1990, East Germany and

West Germany formally reunified. Also on

this date in 1995, G.J. Simpson was found

not guilty of murder by an L.A. jury.

do
';or

Jason Mraz w/ Raul Midon & Carbon Leaf

at Kool Haus. $29,50

THURSDAY OCT: m
Work and Study Abroaa hair at Uof T

International Students' Centre, Free,

Party's over, tuition

to rise: McGuinty
Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Premier McGuinty's two-year tu-

ition freeze is over.

In fiis 2003 election campaign,

Dalton McGuinty promised to freeze

post-secondary tuition for domestic

students for two years, after years

of increases. In September 2004 the

freeze came into effect—a rare vic-

tory for the student movement.
Now, those two years are up. On

Friday morning, during an address

to students at Carleton University,

McGuinty spoke about the end of the

freeze and an increase in tuition.

"We are going to lift that freeze,"

said McGuinty, according to a press

release from the Canadian Federa-

tion of Students (CFS). When Carole

Saab, president of the Carleton Uni-

versity Students' Association, asked

him if it meant there would be a tu-

ition increase next year, McGuinty
said yes, according to the release.

The premier's staff confirmed that

he replied that it would rise, though

they did not mention a timeframe.

"We're expressing concern and
surprise over the announcement,"

said Jesse Greener, Ontario Chair-

person of the CFS. Since July 20, the

CFS, along with groups represent-

ing university and college adminis-

tration and students, has been par-

ticipating in consultations with the

McGuinty Liberals on tuition.

"We were focusing on how to

move forward on tuition fee freezes

and reductions," said Greener. He
maintains that during a consulta-

tion in September, he was given no
indication that the freeze would be

lifted and that no decision was ex-

pected until December.

Most government staff had gone
home for the weekend at the time

of writing and could not be reached

for comment.
"We're frankly wondering if the

whole [consultation] process was
nothing more than a sham to begin

with," said Greener.

Jen Hassum, VP External at SAC,

is less surprised.

"We invited the minister to come
to SAC [at the beginning of Septem-

ber]," she said. College presidents,

faculty members, and students par-

ticipated in a question period.

"I had no confidence that our

tuition wouldn't go up," she says.

"That is totally on the table for this

government and that's what we got

out of the meeting."

McGuinty's staff also provided

The Varsity with his remarks from

last February, when McGuinty
spoke of a tuition increase after the

tuition freeze ends without specify-

ing when it would happen.

But the CFS wasn't the only one
caught off guard. Since Friday's an-

nouncement, SAC has been organiz-

ing students to call their MPPs.

"Many of [the students] got re-

sponses from the constituency as-

sistants saying, 'We didn't' know
this was happening, we weren't noti-

fied of this announcement and we'll

look into it,'" said Hassum.
Without the freeze, it is difficult to

predict how much tuition will go up
next year. Fees are usually approved

by governing council in March for

the following year.

There has been much discussion

of tuition in Ontario, particularly

over the last year. Recently, the On-

tario Confederation of University

Faculty Associations released a re-

port claiming that if tuition rises,

families "in the middle of Ontario's

income spectrum" will not be able

to afford university. University ad-

ministrations, for their part, say

that tuition freezes cause serious

budget problems.

The CFS is kicking their tuition

campaign into high gear. SAC's goal

is to collect 8,000 signed postcards;

they already have 7,000. The CFS is

planning student referendums at

universities across the province.

"We encourage students to con-

tact their MPPs to try and arrange

a meeting," says Hassum. Last year,

disputes over funding sparked stu-

dent strikes in Quebec. Though that

isn't likely to be the next step in On-

tario, it hasn't been ruled out.

"If they go ahead and raise our

tuition fees you can totally expect

students to be angry," says Hassum.
"[MPPs] should expect a public

backlash."

Not just

power
politics

Katie A. Szymanski

VARSITY STAFF

In the hours immediately after the at-

tacks of 9/11, then-Canadian ambas-

sador Michael Kergin had some crisis

management to do.

In the aftermath of the attacks, the

United States government froze the

US-Canadian border, through which

$1.4 billion of commerce flow each day,

and diverted around 3700 US-bound
airline passengers to Canada. What
motivated these moves?

"Fear," said Kergin last Thursday at

Isabel Bader Theatre—fear of more
terrorist attacks via Canada.

Kergin spoke at an evening of discus-

sion on the nature of Canada's role in

international diplomacy presented by
the Association of Political Science Stu-

dents (APSS)

.

The event, held at the Isabel Bader

theatre, was led by Kergin and David

Wright, both past Canadian ambassa-

dors to the United States and NATO.
Kergin, a U of T alumnus, cmd Wright,

the Kenneth and Patricia Taylor Distin-

guished Visiting Professor in Foreign

Affairs at Victoria College, both began

their careers in the Canadian Foreign

Service. They were keen to bring their

insights and experiences in the real

world of politics to a crowd of political

science students and others.

"Fear is a terrible thing. It's irratio-

nal," Kergin said, referring to the con-

SEE 'APSS' - PG 2
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HART HOUSE

1

SETT
A Passion for Colour: Expressionist

Art of Sam Borenstein
5 to 8pm Reception - East Common Room

Colours of My Father -

A Portrait of Sam Borenstein
5:30 & 6:30pm - Screenings - Music Room
Exhibition runs October 6 to November 3

MUSTC
oa4 9pm Stages (Arbor Room)

Tuni& the Volume

oaS 1 2 Noon Midday Mosaics (Music Room)
Guitar Recital: Floria Nika

Drew Henderson & Michael Kolk

OCX? 9pm Jazz at Oscar's (Arbor Room)
William Cam Quintet

NEW!!
BIG eCREEIM TV
LEAFS HOME OPENER

vs.
OTTAWA

Oct 5 • 8pm • Arbor Room
(Limited seating: first come, first seated)

TRIVIA CHALLENGE
Oct 5 • 6:3apm • Great Hall

Brain teasers and palate pleasers!

Tickets $12 - on sale at the Porters Desk

HAN& OUT!
Oct 5 • 2-4pm 80ZZWOR0 - Map Room

Coffee ( btscottron the House"

sign out the game of your choice

at the Porters Pesk: Poker, Scrabble, Trivial

Pursuit Pictfonary . . . billiards too!

FARM - C\m N' SONG
Oct 15-1 0:30am - 7pm • Hart House Farm

Make cider, hike the 150 acre property,

enjoy good food and good company.
Children welcome.

Tickets $24 with bus; $ 1 9 without.

On sale now at the Porters Desk.

^ ^ ^OORSTUDENTCENTBE

news@thevarsity.ca

//A PLAY OF GLANCES

Under the watchful eye of the eponymous Peter Munk, The Munk Centre for International Studies was host to countless

passionate discussions at the conclusion of the inaugural public lecture for the new Centre for Ethics Thursday evening.

// NEWS IN BRIEF

Bumper crop o' wacky

tobaccy up north, hollers

US headline

Marijuana is now Canada's biggest

crop, worth three times as much as

the wheat market, according to Amer-

ican business news service Bloom-

berg.

It is not clear how Bloomberg deter-

mined that the pot business is worth
$10 billion, but the article will likely

play into the hands of those on both

side of the border who claim that

Canadian pot exports to the United

States threaten relations between the

two countries. Bloomberg revealed

a tenuous grasp of Canadian politics

late in the article when they referred

to the government's coming decrimi-

nalization legislation as "legalization."

—ALLISON MARTELL

In game of publish or

perish, U of Tin top

form, says site

U of T is doing influential work, and
lots of it, according to a study by re-

search monitor Science Watch.

The bi-monthly newsletter, pub-

lished by Thomson Scientific, ex-

amined the number of papers pro-

duced by 46 Canadian universities,

and how often those papers are

cited by other researchers.

While the former measure can
show roughly how much research is

coming out of an institution, the lat-

ter shows how important and useful

scientists find a paper.

The University of Toronto placed

first in both categories.

—AM

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

Graduate and

Professional Schools Fair

Over 65 program representatives

from schools across North America

talk about admissions requirement,

application procedures, and deadlines.

Programs of study include:

• medicine • dentistry

• pharmacy • education

• graduate school • college

• business • law

Thursday, October 6, 2005

11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Career Centre and Bahen Centre lobby

214 College St. (St. George Campus)

Career Centre
A imim of Stotfent Sfloicej • Umreriity of Torontc

www.careers.utoronto.ca

APSS'- CONTINUED FROM PG 1

sequences of 9/11. 84 per cent of Cana-

dian exports go south of the border,

closed by a skittish U.S. government.

Kergin had to think quickly.

The key to diplomatic relations, he

stressed, is classic negotiation. In this

situation, political sensitivity and di-

minishing fear through increased se-

curity was necessary.

By December 2002, Kergin and a

group of ministers from Canada and

the U.S. had created a 30-point plan

to address and improve security and

trade
—

"which aren't mutually exclu-

sive," he quipped—based on risk man-

agement cind information technology.

Kergin called the endeavour "the un-

sung success of that period."

"Often our problem is getting atten-

tion and profile," said Wright. "Espe-

cially in a place like Washington, with

lobbyists running around all over the

place."

Kosovo was different. He and the

other ambassadors of the 19 NATO-
member countries were given incred-

ible latitude in decision-making, given

the quick development of the conflict.

When Slobodan Milosevic refused to

Western countries' requests, Wright

said that they had to make a decision

that night.

"We had to act quickly, get the in-

ternational community involved, and

avoid another Rwanda," he said.

Wright was hoping Kosovo would

set the standard for international in-

volvement and "war by committee."

However, given the brutality of the 9/11

attacks, Wright said U.S. foreign policy-

makers didn't look at Kosovo the same
way during their 2003 invasion of Iraq.

"The greater risk," Wright said, "is

[the Americans] withdrawing, and not

helping out [in international affairs],

rather than them intervening any-

where and everywhere."

Wright ended on an ominous note.

"The events in Iraq make it less likely

that we'll take things such as Darfur as

seriously."

§a//ron

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

11:30A.W, 10:30RM. /^ft»

416.850.3179
www.toronlo.com/saffrontrce

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Ontario M5G 2A7

I
Aaoss from Hospital for Sick Children
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Sharia argued atHH
Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

"This House Believes in Sharia Ar-

bitration in Ontario" was the resolu-

tion under fire last Thursday, when
the Hart House Debates Committee
presented its first formal debate this

year.

The debate featured special guest

speaker Anver Emon, assistant law

professor at the University of To-

ronto, who specializes in sharia law

(check out The Varsity's Sept. 15

profile of Prof. Emon). Joanna Nairn

and Gaurav Toshniwal represented

the "Ayes" or Side Government while

Rahool Agarwal and Melanie Thara-

mangalam represented the "Nos" or

Side Opposition.

The debate proved a refreshing fo-

rum in which to discuss many of the

controversial aspects of the organi-

zation and application of Sharia that

have become hot media topics.

"What's important is that two
consenting adults have chosen to

live their life according to a set of

principles and should therefore

be afforded the same right to end
their relationship in the same man-
ner in which they came into it" said

Toshniwal. His side argued that had
Muslims been given the right to ar-

bitration according to Sharia princi-

ples, trust would have built between
them and the government, because
it would have signified that the gov-

ernment is flexible and sympathetic

to their religious values.

Toshniwal and Nairn also argued

that not allowing Sharia law to enter

the public sphere "gives society a ste-

reotypical view that all Muslim men
are brutal and all Muslim women are

weak victims and lesser citizens in

society."

"It says that Muslim women are

competent enough to marry at the

age of their choosing and determine

the number of children they want to

have based on their religious beliefs,

but they are not competent enough

to end marriages through those

beliefs. Backdoor arbitration will

always exist, so why not give these

women a trustworthy system?"

"Who speaks for the Muslim com-

munity?" replied Side Opposition.

"The business of the state is to pro-

tect the weak, and often the case is

that Muslim women are not the ones

speaking, or are not in power within

the community."

"We cannot rely on religious lead-

ers to make equitable decisions

based on the charter. Sharia arbitra-

tion didn't create a fair system in oth-

er liberal democracies such as India,

and we can't expect it to do the same

here," said Agarwal.

The debate portion of the program

was followed by some words from

Prof. Emon.
"Many misconceptions about

Sharia exist. People seem to believe

that Islamic law is frozen in time;

they take a very ahistorical view of

Sharia.

"It's not about involving the gov-

ernment to legislate Sharia but creat-

ing a process of accountability that

will transform Islamic law, because

the vacuum of authority in Islam cre-

ates a marketplace of ideas. [This]

opens up the possibility for fresh en-

gagement with the tradition."

Prof. Emon supports Premier Mc-

Guinty's decision to not allow Sharia,

but for different reasons than the

premier.

"The civil society isn't there. There

isn't enough research, enough NGO
work, or infrastructure, or even

enough interest from the Muslim

community. Why did anti-Sharia

Muslim groups spend two years

shooting down Sharia instead of giv-

ing grants to competent Muslim ex-

perts who could have found ways to

make it really work?" he asked.

Matthew Macpherson, left, was mace-carrier at the Thursday's debate on sharia law.

Gaurav Toshniwal, standing centre, argued in favour of the resolution.

ERE IN THE WORLD
IMAeiNE THE POSSIBILITl

THE UNIVERSITV of TORONTO'S

Work AMD STUDY ABROAD FAIR

Thursday October 6th, 2005

Place: Interaational Student Centre

33 St, Georg-e St

Please stop by, all are welcome.

Or^arsizations will be on Campus to answer your quescions, come out and

visit their booths.

Travel CUTS will also be offering several exciting door ftiz^ for travel P.

For more information, please contact: S^^^$iii^i^SiiQSSSiSM&.&i

visit www.isc.Htororito.ca

Regis College invites you to a series of 8 free evenings of film and popcorn to

help you discover your spiritual path . Optional small group discussion after.

Interested? Contact Monty Williams @ Regis College 416 922 5474 x 251
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Teach English

• intensive 60-Hour Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detailed Lesson Planning
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service
• Job Guarantee included
• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORDSEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

Mother nature makes leaves turn.

We make heads turn.

Get the look.

Book an appointment with a stylist

Tuesday to friday and receive 30% off!

Call 4 16-964-2666 or visit our salon at 68 Scollard St.

3 blocks north of Bloor St., ivest of Bay St.

Services for women and men.

H A A R T E K
salon

VARSITY NEWS

Energy's green future

news@thevarsity.ca

NDP provincial leader Howard Hampton, Green Party member Paul Charbonneau, Dorothy Goldin-Rosenberg, Canadian Environmen-

tal Law Association, and author Michael Mehta discuss energy sources Saturday at the Native Canadian Centre.

Eli Kirzner-Priest

VARSITY STAFF

"NO NUKES"—no nuclear power, that

is—read campaign signs encircling

the room where energy experts, en-

vironmentalists, politicians, and citi-

zens gathered to discuss the future of

Ontario's energy this weekend.

The conference, entitled "Green

Energy Vision for Ontario," was held

at the Native Canadian Centre on Spa-

dina, just north of U of T.

"Nuclear power is expensive, pe-

riod," said Howard Hampton, leader of

the Ontario provincial NDP at an open

plenary on Saturday.

"It's a sinkhole of debt," echoed Paul

The Philosophy Graduate Students Association Presents

STEPHEN LEWIS
WHERE IN THE WORLD

IS THE WORLD HEADED?
Stephen Lewis will make a panoramic sweep
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especially on globalization, conflict, poverty,
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responsibility in all of it.
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Charbonneau, a member of the Green

Party of Ontario.

The event was organized by Energy

Vision (EV), a network of environmen-

tal and women's groups. EV has come
together to ensure the McGuinty gov-

ernment sticks to its promises of phas-

ing out coal power, and to see that

what replaces that coal is not nuclear.

All 20 nuclear reactors in Ontario are

prematurely approaching the end of

their life span and will have to be shut

down at the rate of about one a year

starting in 2008. The McGuinty gov-

ernment has promised to phase out

coal power plants by 2007. But some
are worried that they will rebuild the

ailing nuclear reactors to compensate

for the decrease in energy output from

coal.

Greenpeace estimates the cost of

rebuilding Ontario's 20 reactors at be-

tween $14 and $19 billion. This is aside

from the multi-million-dollar cost of

annual maintenance, the problem of

toxic waste disposal, and the ever-

present risk of meltdown. Coal, on the

other hand, is the largest producer of

greenhouse gases of any known ener-

gy source. If coal remains, Canada will

have a much greater difficulty meeting

Kyoto Protocol emissions targets. EV
hopes this could be the turning point

for energy in Ontario.

"The reason we don't have an ener-

gy crisis right now is very important,"

said keynote speaker Ralph Torrie,

who was commissioned by the David

Suzuki Foundation to conduct a study

on energy in Ontario.

Output of nuclear energy has steadi-

ly declined since 1994, due to aging

reactors, some of which have been

shut down for safety reasons. At the

same time, coal power has increased

exactly as much as the nuclear sup-

ply decreased. This has led some to

argue that coal saved Ontario from an

energy crisis. But Torrie offered a dif-

ferent picture, suggesting that what

actually saved Ontario was a dramatic

and unexpected increase in energy ef-

ficiency.

"Electricity efficiency has started to

grow dramatically in the last ten years.

Now, in 2005, its higher than its been

in 50 years."

This increase in energy productiv-

ity, he said, was driven by the demand
side of the economy without govern-

ment incentive.

Torrie proposed a plan for Ontario

from now until 2020 which includes

a mix of renewable sources such as

wind and solar, natural gas, cogen-

eration, imported electricity, nuclear,

and by far the largest "supply" coming
from increased energy efficiency. He
called on the McGuinty government
to first legislate better efficiency stan-

dards and incentives across Ontario

to boost already growing energy pro-

ductivity.

"It's the key to whether a green en-

ergy future, or any energy future, is

plausible."
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YorkU holiday policy not kosher
The campaign by York professor

David Noble to change his univer-

sity's current policy of not holding

classes on Jewish holidays, like

Yom Kippur and Rosh Hashanah,

has picked up steam this month.
Increased media coverage and an

appeal to Queen's Park for govern-

ment involvement have focused

attention on the broader issue of a

university observing non-statutory

holidays.

York, with one of the largest Jew-

ish student populations in Canada,

is thought to be the only school in

Canada that cancels class on Jew-

ish holidays. In response to Noble's

argument that canceling classes

violates school policy toward not

forcing any religious observances

EDITORIAL ^

on any student, York has upheld
its thirty-year practice. While most
York students are happy to be "Jew-

ish for a day" if it means more time

off, this practice raises an interest-

ing question of precedent.

Is it fair to cancel classes on reli-

gious holidays that are not observed
by all? And how far should we go
with that? Take the two most com-
monly known holidays, Christmas

and Easter, as test cases. One could

rightly say that Christmas is a holi-

day so ingrained in our cultural tra-

dition as to be enjoyed by all, even
if non-Christians do not appreciate

its religious significance. But one

couldn't say the same about Good
Friday, which is along with Easter

Sunday one of the most important

dates on the Christian calendar.

Putting aside the fact that the Eas-

ter holiday is statutory, it's hard to

see how taking off Good Friday—

a

holiday not observed religiously by

all citizens—is different than York

canceling classes on Yom Kippur, a

holiday that has no spiritual mean-
ing for more than two-thirds of its

student body.

If it's alright to keep these less-

universal Christian holidays, who's

to say that Jewish holidays should

not also be observed? To go further,

the demographics of Toronto's cam-
puses are shifting increasingly to-

wards students with backgrounds

outside of the Judeo-Christian tra-

dition. Many students at U of T, for

example, would welcome and actu-

ally benefit in a spiritual way from

a university decision to observe the

Chinese New Year or Id-ul-Fitr.

The catch in York's current policy

towards Jewish holidays is that the

administration could have no real

objection if Muslim or Hindu stu-

dents, representing large and grow-

ing student populations, demanded
their religious holidays off as well.

Being too inclusive and embracing

too many faith traditions could lead

to so many days off that little work
would get done.

It doesn't look like Christmas and
Good Friday's statutory status will

be changing anytime soon, dashing

the hopes of those, like Noble, who
wish to see all religious holidays

taken off the public calendar.

The political climate may be at its

ripest for such a change, consider-

ing the provincial Liberals' recent

decision to abolish all legally bind-

ing faith-based arbitration. But

tampering with citizens' holidays

is quite another story. Christmas

sure isn't going anywhere, and it is

doubtful that McGuinty would de-

prive Ontarians of a long weekend
in the spring.

What's left, then, is the poten-

tial addition of new holidays to the

academic calendar. If students take

some action, we could soon find

ourselves donning many religious

caps in the name of some time off.

//HYPERWORLD

E-oppression in China
NET COMPANIES FACILITATE TOTALITARIANIZED WEB

Sarah Barmak

VARSITY STAFF

Western governments believe that capitalism

and democracy are co-extensive. The spread

of capitalism to nations with repressive or

totalitarian regimes supposedly provides a

hospitable environment to democracy so that,

eventually, ballot boxes, government transpar-

ency, and a liberal media sprout in their midst.

When you drink Coke, you're really ingesting

freedom.

But what happens when a country with a ter-

rifying human rights record has such a huge

and important market that the U.S. is forced

to adopt aspects of its politics, rather than the

other way around, just to continue to do busi-

ness with them?

A week ago, a new manual for blogging was

published that gave aspiring critics of repres-

sive governments like those of Iran and China

tips on how to protect their blogs and them-

selves from surveillance and censorship.

It was mentioned as a side-note in one Arizo-

na paper's article on the manual that the Chi-

nese government has been helped in a big way

in its hugely successful efforts to censor and

monitor the Internet, thus maintaining road-

blocks to the genuinely democratic aspects

of a Western product, by none other than the

U.S. Internet corporations MSN, Yahoo, and

Google.

In order to access the unbelievably lucrative

Chinese markets, these companies have will-

ingly molded their Chinese networks to the

government's specifications, censoring dis-

senting content and reporting users to the au-

thorities. The Chinese version of Google shuts

down if a search for "Falun Gong" is performed

too many times, for example, and MSN's blog-

ging service there voluntarily censors terms

like "democracy."

The most shocking instance of such self-

censorship, however, was Yahoo's. The e-com-

When WWW becomes KGB, even a simple web searcb is of interest to the state.

merce, search, and email giant reportedly

supplied information about one of its users,

journalist Shi Tao. The information leaked to

Chinese authorities included the contents of

Shi Tao's private email account, which led to

his arrest and ten-year imprisonment.

This instance of an American Internet

company playing spy for a repressive regime

against its own users is shameful, and Yahoo

(and its Canadian partner, Rogers) should

bear the brunt of our anger.

But this issue goes beyond one company to

pretty much render absurd our rhetoric about

capitalism's promotion of democracy and free-

dom in the non-democratic world. Capitalism,

in fact, flourishes astonishingly well without

the annoying constraint of human rights laws.

It also puts the lie to the well-meaning work

of every university's I.R. department, every

human rights think-tank, every Western gov-

ernment's initiatives to spread democracy

without paying attention to the role played by

trade. It teaches us that work at the diplomatic

level alone cannot and will not lead to the pro-

motion of human rights. Not even the threat

of military action can safeguard it, although

many speak of the creation of a U.N. standing

army as a panacea.

The biggest irony is that companies like

Yahoo and Google, which so fiercely promote

their privacy policies and their abundant ac-

cess to information, will toss these values in

a second in favour of KGB-style surveillance.

From now on, their slogans should specify that

customers are important to them—as long as

those customers are American.

BLOGOSPHERE

Evolving out of the spirit of electronic community

precursors such as the AP wire and ham radio,

the blog has matured into an institution with

significant creative and political sway. In it, the

line between journalism and personal opinion has

been blurred, and consequently advocates for

online freedom of speech have become a neces-

sity—and not only in totalitarian states.

To learn more about bioggers' rights in the West

and abroad, explore the following links.

Committee to Protect Bioggers

http://comiriitteetoprotectbloggers.civiblog.org/

Electronic Frontier Foundation

tittp://wm.eff.org/bloggers/

The Bioggers' Rights Blog

http://rights.journalspace.cow/

LETTERS

Re-thinkingAIDS policy

Re: Experts discuss African AIDS
crisis at Hart House, Sept. 29th

I would propose that we restructure patent

law to allow charity drug manufacture. The
big Phama companies needn't make billions

off this epidemic, and the billions (USD) of

aid money shouldn't be diverted to them.
If we set up a good manufacturing

site in Africa, the drugs could be made
very cheaply. Local manpower could be
utilized. Strict rules preventing influx

of these "generic" drugs into the general

populace could be enforced with RFID

labeled packaging. This could also help a

variety of charity clinics. There are quite a

few orphan drugs and anti-virals, includ-

ing immunizations that could be likewise

affected. Faced with poverty, and given

enormous charity, we can't squander these

funds for individual profit.

James R Hughes, MD, PhD

Fast times at Queen's U
Re: Anatomy of a Riot, Sept. 29th

Dave Weatherall's article missed one

crucial component of what led to last

weekend's riot. It is well known that what

some call Queen's "traditions" are really

just excuses to get completely inebriated

and reinforce a perverse sense of entitle-

ment Queen's students seem to have so

easily mastered.

I have spent a lot of time at Queen's and

have always been amazed at the total dis-

regard for private and university property

that many students seem to exhibit. I'm al-

most glad this happened because it seems

to have gotten at least the current princi-

pal to acknowledge that there's a need to

review Queen's "traditions."

Andrew Bowman
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Paying his dues
He may have just released his major-label debut, but local melody man Matthew Barber still holds fast to his indie cred

Jill Langlois

Progressing from an indie

label to tiie majors often

means concessions on

tfie part of tfie artists, es-

pecially wtien it comes to their di-

rect involvement in the process of

putting out a record. Luckily, that

hasn't been the case for Toronto

singer-songwriter Matthew Barber,

who recently made a smooth transi-

tion from well-regarded local indie

Paper Bag Records to the Warner

Music behemoth.
Barber, whose new record Sweet

Nothing hit the shelves last week,

has heard all the horror stories

about fledgling artists being lost in

the shuffle in the big leagues, but

insists his experience has been a

positive one.

"The one thing I can say about my
situation, even though I signed to a

major label, is that I've never com-
promised any artistic decision at

all along the way," he offers during

a recent chat at a cafe in his Queen
West neighbourhood.

"I basically just established that

before I signed my contract. I said,

'1 want to have complete creative

control over everything,' and they

went along with it. They trusted me,

I guess."

Barber's leap to Warner hasn't

made him feel completely removed
from the indie scene, however. He
knows that he and his band, the

Union Dues, still have many ar-

duous days ahead of them if they

want their music to reach the main-

stream.

"I still feel kind of like an indie art-

ist on a major label," Barber notes.

"I still play clubs and 1 still don't sell

that many albums, and I still feel

Matthew sweet: Our man Barber in a rare restful moment in Trinity-Bellwoods Park

like not that many people know
who 1 am, really. It's growing, but

my fan base is kind of indie-level in

a way, even though I've got a song
on the radio.

"I'm still treating it like I've got to

get in a van and drive across the

country and make no money and
try to win people over one person

at a time. That's still my attitude to-

ward it. 1 just have the good fortune

of having a major record company

that's supporting me to do that," he

says.

As many fans of his music know,

Matthew isn't the only one carry-

ing the Barber name in the often

daunting music biz. His equally

talented sister, Jill, is a rising singer

and songwriter in her own right,

and Barber doesn't shy away from

speaking highly of his younger sib-

ling and frequent collaborator.

"1 think we're going to do a whole

album together at some point. Right

now it's just not a high priority, but

in the next couple years I think we
will. We both want to do it, but Jill's

working on getting songs together

for her next solo album, and I've

got this [album], so we're going to

be pretty busy with our own indi-

vidual projects for the next year at

least, if not longer," he explains.

With a new record comes a hec-

tic schedule, and for Barber that

means an extensive fall tour span-

ning the entire country, including

several stops at home in Ontario

this month. While some artists

would be dreading the prospect

of hitting the road for such a long

stretch. Barber's excited about

playing his songs for new audi-

ences.

"I'm looking forward to the tour

in general," Barber enthuses. "Just

playing every night is really fun. 1

don't get to do it as much as 1 would
like. That's the best part about be-

ing a musician, to me—going on
tour and feeling your band getting

better. When you're playing every

night, it just sort of becomes like

a job—in a good way—and things

become more effortless."

You can catch Matthew Barber
and his band, the Union Dues,

at the CD release for their

new record Sweet Nothing at

the Horseshoe (370 Queen W.)

tomorrow night (Oct. 4). [Bonus:
It's a free show!]

//IVORY TRADE

Two-handed talent
PIANO PHENOM DISPLAYS TERRIFIC TECHNIQUE IN TSO DEBUT

J.P. Antonacci

VARSITY STAFF

It's usually a good idea to take the

hype surrounding every new piano

phenom with a grain of salt. Often,

the young classical music debu-

tantes don't live up to their top bill-

ing. But this past Saturday evening

at Roy Thomson Hall, 23-year-old

Chinese sensation Lang Lang proved

that he's got what it takes, and then

some, in a sparkling concert with the

Toronto Symphony Orchestra.

Playing Chopin's famed Piano Con-

certo No. 1 in E minor, the likable

Lang Lang brought a new energy and

a deft emotional touch to a work that

is often performed, but rarely this

well.

The gala concert was somewhat

of a political evening, with premier

Dalton McGuinty and Lu Shumin, the

Chinese ambassador to Canada, on

hand to celebrate the 35th anniversa-

ry of formal diplomatic relations be-

tween the two countries. The TSO's

always-enthusiastic conductor, Pe-

ter Oundjian, welcomed the capacity

crowd to this evening of "cultural ex-

change" with the national anthems
of China and Canada.

Lang Lang led off the evening, and
from the opening bars he took the lis-

teners beyond the tuxes and the dig-

nitaries, dropping the formal mask to

reveal the simple lyricism and emo-
tional power of Chopin's music.

The most impressive thing about

Lang Lang's playing was that he

never repeated a phrase in the same
way. He constantly varied dynamics,

altered rhythms, and evoked many
different moods and colours using

the same notes.

In an expressive style that com-
manded the audience's attention,

Lang Lang delivered an emotional

yet controlled performance that was
perfectly balanced in terms of tech-

nique and feeling. His interaction

with the orchestra (never overpow-

ering it but always holding his own)

betrayed an early maturity that por-

CONCERT REVIEW

Lang Lang

Roy Thomson Hall

Oct. 1, 2005

Rating:VWW
tends great things.

The only downside was Lang
Lang's reluctance to use his full

weight during the louder, chordal

sections. It would have been nice to

hear a bit more power at times, but

then again, Chopin's style was more
restrained than, say, Beethoven's.

The road from rural China to con-

cert halls around the world has been
an interesting one for Lang Lang.

Born in Shenvang in 1982, he first

played the piano at age two, and

He's playing the world's top concert halls while you're stuck sitting in class at Con Hall:

23-year-old Lang Lang

later traveled with his father to study
at Beijing's Central Music Conserva-

tory, where he practiced six hours

a day in the small, unheated apart-

ment that they shared. He eventually

made his way to the Curtis Institute

in Philadelphia, and got his big break

filling in at the last minute for an in-

disposed soloist.

Only 23, Lang Lang tours and per-

forms with many of the great sym-
phonies of the world, and was recent-

ly appointed UNlCEF's youngest-ever

goodwill ambassador. It seems that

Lang Lang's life experience has had

a positive effect on him, for he was

appreciative and humble in accept-

ing the audience's prolonged praise

on Saturday, repeatedly acknowledg-

ing the orchestra and sharing broad

smiles with Maestro Oundjian.

As an encore, Lang Lang spoke

briefly of the ties between Canada

and China before performing a mar-

velously dramatic Chinese folk song

in honour of the occasion.
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French connection
DRAMA GRADS' PROJECT SUCCEEDS IN BRINGING OVERLOOKED PLAYWRIGHT'S WORK TO THE CAMPUS STAGE

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCATE ARTS EDITOR

Forgotten Parisian playwright

Pierre Marivaux is kind of like the

French Shakespeare. While there

is are many reasons that the Brit-

ish bard is better remembered,
Marivaux's plays are worth your
time and attention.

Largely ignored in their own time
(mid-18th century), both Harlequin

Enlightened by Love and La Dispute

deal frankly and humorously with
the logical disconnects of romantic
expectations in imperial France.

While Harlequin lampoons the idea

that one can be forced into love by
threats and coercion, La Dispute

tackles the philosophy of attrac-

tion and gender interaction in a

clever, forward-thinking way.

Directed by Paul Babiak, the

Grad Centre's production of Har-

lequin improved steadily as the

action progressed. Jessica Gold-

stein, who played the love-hungry
princess, was able to project an at-

mosphere of draconian intolerance

with her shrill commands, while

Chala Hunter was sweet and allur-

ing as Harlequin's true romance.
Playing the title role, Dimitry

Senyshyn conveyed a great pres-

ence on stage, showing a marked
change after meeting the Shep-
herdess, but he sometimes made
too much out of his high-pitched

clownish laugh.

The three different sets were
nicely represented by rotating

hand-painted backdrops, and the

THEATRE REVIEW

The Marivaux Project

Robert Gill Theatre

Sept. 22 - Oct 2, 2005

Rating: VWvX

bouncing puppet sheep were a

great amusing touch as well.

By far, Harlequin's roughest mo-
ments came right at the beginning,

while the Princess was venting her
frustration at Harlequin's idiotic

indifference to her romantic ad-

vances. While this exposition is

necessary to provide the appropri-

ate backstory to the audience, the

action on stage seemed inconse-

quential and repetitive. However,
this minor flaw was soon forgotten

as the plot began to explode with

passion and fury.

La Dispute, directed by Laura
MacDonald, illustrates the culmi-

nation of a royal experiment in

which four teenagers are raised in

complete isolation and then sud-

denly introduced to one another
to settle an old bet about which
of the sexes would be the first to

be unfaithful. The scene is one of

clownish self-discovery and pri-

mary interactions as the teenag-

ers get to know one^apother; and

Dimitry Senyshyn as Harlequin and Chala Hunter as Sylvia in Harlequin Enlightened by Love

eventually pair off into affection-

ate couples.

Highlights from La Dispute in-

cluded Toby Orr's splendid per-

formance as Mesrin and Roxanna
Vahed's hilarious renderinjg of the
greedy and self-centered Egle. As

with Harlequin, there were a few
slow-moving moments in La Dis-

pute which seemed to stretch the
audience's attention, but these al-

ways dissipated quickly as some
new element or twist was intro-

duced to the fray.

Despite minor flaws, the
Marivaux Project was successful in

providing a colourful and interest-

ing journey into some of the best
historic comedic theatre that has
gone largely unaddressed by the
mainstream.
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November 30, 2005-
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or visit the SAC web site at: www.sac-utoronto.ca
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Cocoa cures gastric

gushers

Chocolate helps relieve diarrhea, ac-

cording to a study published in the

Journal of Nutrition. Dr. Maximillian

Schuier, of the Children's Hospital

and Research Center in Oakland,

extracted high-levels of chemicals

called flavinoids from ground cocoa

beans. He applied them to human
intestinal tissue and found that the

flavinoids inhibited the action of a

protein called CFTR, which promotes

fluid secretions in the intestine. Ac-

cording to Schuier, dark chocolate

made from cocoa contains lower lev-

els of flavinoids but can still decrease

intestinal fluid-flow as well as ease

cramps. The find promises to lead to

palatable, inexpensive remedies for

diarrhea and explains why historical-

ly many cultures have ingested cocoa

to relieve intestinal troubles.

—CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Journal ofNutrition

Kidney transplants raise

cancer risk

Patients receiving kidney transplants

are more likely to develop melanoma

or skin cancer, report researchers at

the Penn State College of Medicine.

Dr. Christopher Hollenbeak com-

pared the incidence of melanoma

in the general population to 89 786

individuals that had received kidney

transplants. He found that kidney

transplant patients had a 3.6 times

higher incidence of melanoma. In ad-

dition, the study found that men are

much more likely to develop mela-
noma than women and that the risk

increased 5 per cent every year after

the transplant. Hollenbeak attributed

the higher incidences of melanoma
in organ transplant patients to the

immunosuppressants taken to pre-

vent organ rejection. "The take-home

message is that kidney transplant

patients-especially men-should have

a regular, complete skin examination

as part of their routine health care,"

he said.

—CD.
Source: CANCER

IVIalaria mechanism

uncovered

Scientists at the National Institute of

Child Health and Human Develop-

ment, in America, have figured out the

way in which malaria-causing para-

sites spread from one red blood cell

to the next. The disease is spread by

four parasites in the genus Plasmodi-

um. They spend part of their lives in a

mosquito's salivary glands, and enter

the bloodstream when they bite.

Upon infecting a red cell, Plasmo-

dium merozoites—as they are called

in this stage of their lives—multiply

wildly. Next is the so-called flower

stage, when rounded structures con-

taining merozoites cover the surface

of the cell. Finally, the cell bursts, re-

leasing a flood of vacuoles that con-

tain the merozoites. The vacuoles

then also burst, propelling merozoites

far from the now-defunct cell. By bet-

ter understanding the mechanics of

the Plasmodium life cycle, scientists

can now set about ways to disrupt it,

producing potential treatments for

malaria, which kills more than a mil-

lion people each year

—MIKEGHENU

Source: Current Biology

Fake plastic bodies
A CONTROVERSIAL EXHIBIT EXCITES, BUT FAILS TO RUFFLE VISITORS' FEATHERS

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

"I'm studying," said Kandice Baker, as

her eyes shuttled back and forth be-

tween her copy of Anatomy and Physi-

ology, and a plastinated specimen

called "The X-Lady."

"I've been picking out things [from

the book] and pointing them out [on

bodies] all day," she said. "I'm used

to seeing cartoon forms of what you

learn, but seeing it in real life ... has

been absolutely amazing."

Baker—a first-year kinesiology stu-

dent at Brock University—and her

mother drove from Bradford, an hour

away, to see the Body Worlds 2 exhibit,

which opened at the Ontario Science

Centre on Friday.

The exhibit features 25 bodies,

wholly plastinated, arranged in vari-

ous poses: among them are figure

skaters, a skateboarder, and a ski

jumper. On the side are 200-odd plas-

tinated organs, organs slices, and

body parts.

"I thought it would be a bit gross,"

said her mother, Irene Baker, a regis-

tered nurse. "I thought I would get that

nauseous feeling—but it's not bad at

all." Instead, she was very impressed

by the exhibits, and felt it would make
for a valuable educational experience

for medical and nursing students.

"I've seen surgeries, 1 can relate to

a lot of it because of my background,"

Baker said.

The brains behind theBody Worlds 2
travelling exhibit is Professor Gunther

von Hagens, a German anatomist. He
was born Gunther Liebchen in 1945,

in Poznan, which is now in Poland. He
grew up in East Germany, where he

was jailed for protesting the USSR's in-

vasion of Czechoslovakia. When West
Germany bought his freedom two

years later, he studied medicine there,

and received a doctorate in 1975. He
retained the surname "von Hagens"

from his first marriage.

In 1977, von Hagens developed the

plastination process, through which

the liquids in a tissue are replaced

with a polymer—theoretically allow-

ing the specimen to be preserved in

perpetuity.

The skin is cut away, and the fat

dissolved with warm acetone—the

stuff found in nail-polish remover The
corpse is bathed in a cold acetone

solution, which slowly diffuses into

every cell. Afterward, the body is im-

mersed in a second solution, contain-

ing the desired polymer

Polymers such as silicone rubber,

epoxy resins or polyester may be

used. Polymer choice determines

whether the specimen will be stiff or

flexible, transparent or opaque. In

the second step, polymer solution is

warm, and the process carried out un-

der a vacuum, causing the acetone to

evaporate.

Von Hagens founded the Institute for

Plastination in Heidelberg, in Germa-

ny, in 1983—the same year he started

a private donation program to collect

corpses for plastination. That, he said

at a press briefing on Thursday, has

now grown to 6,500 living donors, and

300 bodies already delivered.

In recent years, von Hagens has

been at the centre of much contro-

versy. His Body Worlds touring exhibit

premiered in 1995, attracting an esti-

mated 15 million visitors. In 2002, he

performed an autopsy in a London
theater, before a crowd of 500. It was

(above) A body slicing compares the innards an obese man, who died weighing 130

kilograms, with those of an individual of normal weight.

(left) "The Smoking Man," one of 25 wholly plastinated bodies on display at the Ontario

Science Centre's Body Worlds 2 exW\b\X.

the first public autopsy in London in

170 years.

The year before, allegations

emerged that von Hagens had re-

ceived a shipment of 56 bodies from

the Russian city of Novosibirsk, in Si-

beria. Some of the corpses, it is said,

may have been those of prisoners,

homeless people and the mentally ill

whose bodies went unclaimed after

their deaths. Further claims emerged

in 2002, that two of the 600-odd bod-

ies stored at his centre in Dalian, in

China, had bullet holes in their skulls.

(Recently, von Hagens announced

plans to open a large facilty for plas-

tinating corpses in Poland. There was
an uproar, however, after the Germem
magazine Der Spiegel revealed that

von Hagens' father, who works for the

Institute of Plastination, was suspect-

ed of comitting crimes against Poles

in World War II, as a member of the

Nazi Waffen S.S..)

At Thursday's press briefing, von

Hagens dismissed these claims. "The

internet is full of ... speculation that

there are prisoners or unclaimed bod-

ies ... in the exhibition," he said. When
Der Spiegel alleged as much in an ar-

ticle last year, von Hagenss' lawyers

won a 250,000 injunction against the

magazine. "Der Spiegel is not allowed

to ever state that there are unclaimed,

or even Chinese bodies in the exhibi-

tion."

He also defended his craft. "1 am an

educator. 1 gave up my university ca-

reer to be an educator of the laity." His

goal, he said, was the "democratiza-

tion of anatomy," by making available

to the paying public specimens of a

quality not available even to physi-

cians. His plastinated models, he add-

ed, also make good teaching aids for

anatomy classes.

Plastinated models are useful for

teaching, said Dr Mike Wiley, chair of

U of T's division of anatomy, but only

up to a point. "It's not cost-effective to

use plastinated specimens for teach-

ing if you expect the students to put

their hands on them."

Most useful are plastinated models
of organs, such as the brain, heart,

liver, and kidney. "Things like limbs

where there are lots of nerves, blood

vessels and tendons that students ...

can try to pull at so see underneath

—

they tend to get broken."

The anatomy division creates its

plastinated models in-house, at a cost

that Wiley estimated at around $100

per pound of tissue—and that is for

the chemicals alone. Other than these

models, students rely on plastic and

sculpted models as teaching aids, as

well as computer and internet pro-

grams.

"Still the most valuable to us is the

cadaver—commercially purchased

models don't represent the variability

that is really a key element of anato-

my," said Wiley.

Back at the exhibit, there seemed to

be little controversy. "I don't look at it

as dead bodies," said Baker, the Brock

kinesiology student. "1 see it as more
as a learning opportunity— 1 look at it

as a display of the human body."

Other exhibit-goers, however, such

as Rebecca Donne, were still some-

what troubled. "It's gross," she said.

"It's fascinating, but it's the fact that

these were human beings at some
point."

Though she had come to see "this

morbid curiosity" to get a glimpse in-

side human bodies you cannot find

in textbooks, Donne was plagued by

one thought. "1 can't understand how
some people would donate their bod-

ies for this.

"I'd rather donate [organs] so that

they can help people out, as opposed

to having people come here and gawk

at me on a pair of skis," she said.

Ryan Dunn, Jen Dunn and Elly

Pham, however, students at Seneca,

York and Brock respectively, thought

otherwise. "To be honest, 1 don't think

they'd wanna plasticize [sic] my body,"

said Ryan, eliciting giggles from his

sister and Pham. "But 1 wouldn't have

a problem with that, actually."

Body Wot1ds2r\ms at the Ontario Science

Centre through February 26, 2006. The

exhibit is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

and evenings from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Fridays

and Saturdays in October, and on Thursdays,

Fridays and Saturdays in November.

Admission to the exhibit starts at $20.
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Breaking ships—and lives

Chris Oamdar

ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

When a boat outlives its useful-

ness where does it go? Who breaits

it apart and who disposes of toxic

substances, such as battery acid

and asbestos? The gruesome an-

swer was revealed at the Planet in

Focus Environmental Film festival,

which ended yesterday with the

documentary Shipbreakers, followed

by a panel discussion moderated by
David Suzuki.

Shipbreakers takes us to Alang

beach, in India. Strewn with metal

scraps and toxic waste, Alang serves

as the world's shipbreaking yard.

Developed nations send decommis-
sioned boats, some as tall as 10 sto-

ries, to Alang, where they are broken

down to scrap. Workers use hand
torches, ropes and musclepower to

break boats down piece by piece.

One worker dies a day, on average,

and a quarter of all workers later

develop cancer from exposure to as-

bestos, PCBs and other toxins—all

while working for a few dollars a day.

"Everytime I speak to my parents

they ask about my health," said a

young worker who moved to Alang
in order to support his impover-

ished family. "They always beg me
to come home. 1 always refuse."

In the panel discussion that fol-

lowed, Greenpeace officer Andrew
Male condemned Alang's unsafe

conditions. "We want governments

to make sure [boats] are decon-

taminated before they are sent off to

Alang," he said. "We don't want any
workers losing their jobs. We want
them working in a safe, clean envi-

ronment."
"1 think economics is at the heart

of this," said Suzuki. "Whether it's

a boat, your TV, or your automobile

they're going to be sent to Third

World countries where someone has

to extract the toxic materials. We
have to look at every aspect of our

consumption and make major deci-

sions.

"If you live in an interconnected

world everything you do has reper-

cussions. Everything you do car''""

responsibility."

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Students

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.
(except Sundays noon to SP.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

NOTICE of REFERENDUM
The Students' Administrative Council - your students'

union - is holding a referendunn on the following question.

The Students^ Admitjrstrative Couricii (SAC), your sludenls' union, is responsibla for providing an anay of services
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Are you in favour of a $3.82 per session increase to

the SAC society fee to help fund our campus ciubs as

described in the preamble, above? (Yes/No)

Campaign Coordination Meeting
Friday.^Sei^ernber 30th, 6 pm at SAC

Campaignifig |
Octobel- 3r| toj October 14th

Voting »

on ROStr^^ober 12th to 14th

If you are interesteci in campaigning for or against

the above resolution, you must register with the

Chief Returning Officer ai the Campaign
Coordination MeetingT*^

'

For further information, contact Elections Connmittee

c/o Ctiief Returning Officer, cro@sac.utoronto.ca

12 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

416-978-4911 x229

Students' Administrative Council

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

Liposuction

Breast Augmentation

Tummy Tuck

Gastric Banding

100%
Financing

Available

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Remova

• Wrinkle rennoval

• Microdernnabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinic.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yoz member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

University of Ottawa

Attend law school in Canada
and the United States

Earn two degrees:

• an LL.B. from the University of Ottawa; and

• a J.D. from Michigan State University College of Law.

Pay Canadian tuition for all four years.

u Ottawa
L'Universite c^nadienne

Canada's university

For more information visit:

www.commonlaw.uOttawa.ca or

call (61 3) 562-5800, ext. 3288

Application deadline: November 1,2005.
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The big 3-0

Well, the football team has new favou-

rite number this week, and it's one

higher than 29. The Guelph Gryphons

beat them 58-30, handing U of T its

30th straight loss on the gridiron.

Gryphons quarterback Justin Dunk
passed for 278 yards in only three

quarters of action. The Gryphons

felt no need to risk him getting hurt,

so they pulled him before the final

frame.

The number 30 also provides a sil-

ver lining for the Blues. It is the sec-

ond-highest point total that the team

has managed this year, and well above

most totals from last season. In fact,

there was only one occasion when the

team put up more than 14 points in a

game last year.

I see a great deal of progress being

made with the team this year, and for

that they call me Mr. Brightside. Any-

one else who has attended a game in

each of the last two seasons will attest

to the fact that the team is significant-

ly better this year.

The defence and special teams have

taken steps forward since September

and the offence, led by David Hamil-

ton, is strides ahead of where it was at

this time a year ago. There is reason to

hope that the Blues will beat Ottawa at

home on Saturday afternoon, in what

should be an entertaining contest.

Cuz I'm Mr. Brightside da da da da...

—MATTSOMERS

Rest in peace

The U ofT community lost a great man

,

student, and athlete on September 21

when Kiran van Rijn suddenly passed
away while training for upcoming row-
ing events on Lake Burnaby in British

Columbia. He was just 29 years old.

Van Rijn was an excellent singles

competitor for the Canadian national

rowing team and for the Blues, but

truly excelled in the team events. He
led the men's eight team to a medal in

every event they took part in, includ-

ing silver symbols of success at the

2002 OUA Regatta.

Kiran and teammate Ming-Chan

Tsai won the gold medal in the men's

double event at last year's OUA Re-

gatta, which is the provincial rowing

championship for rowers from Ontar-

io universities. That was the only gold

medal U of T won at the competition.

The talented athlete was able to

compete in Italy, Taiwan, and other

foreign locales with his various row-

ing teams. He was set to compete
in the Canadian University Rowing
Championships—scheduled to be his

last event for U of T—in November in

Victoria, BC
As a person, van Rijn was known

for his great humility, generosity, and

friendliness. He was also a dedicated

and very hard-working individual.

Kiran is survived by his parents,

younger sister, and grandmother. He
will be missed by all who had the plea-

sure of knowing him.

—MS

Practice makes perfect
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

I'm sure you've heard it all before. The
preseason is meaningless. Preseason

games don't count. This player is on

fire, but it's ONLY the preseason.

These types of references go on

and on, making one believe that these

exhibitions of our favourite sports are

merely that: exhibitions, games with

nothing at stake, glorified practices.

But is there really that much of a

difference between the preseason

and regular season? The media sure

seems to think so. Preseason games

get half the amount of media coverage

as regular season games and seldom

make it onto television schedules. And
when games are shown, the emphasis

seems to be placed on who isn't play-

ing rather than who is.

But is that the right approach to

take regarding the preseason? Be-

ing a self-admitted skeptic, I decided

to head down to the annual Marion

Hilliard Tournament and find out for

myself.

The Hilliard tourney is the women's

hockey team's annual tune-up event

against some of the best squads in Ca-

nadian InteruniversitySport (CIS), and

features a series of friendly matches

with no playoff format and no over-

time (and thankfully, no shootouts).

One could assume that with so little at

stake, the game play would suffer as a

consequence, but it was evident to me
and all those watching over the week-

end that that was just not the case.

Over the course of three Varsity

Blues games, 1 saw players stretching

out to block shots, crashing into the

corners, and erupting in cheers for ev-

ery goal and every nice save.

What I didn't see was a group of

players simply going through the mo-
tions like there was nothing on the

line. Granted, the passes could have

have crisper and the positioning bet-

ter, but it was clear to me that the level

of effort was undoubtedly high.

These sentiments were echoed by

The women's hockey team get ready to hit the ice on a Toronto Saturday night.

newly anointed Blues captain Kim De-

vereaux who, while icing down both

her ankles, agreed that hard work

and effort are certainly a part of the

preseason: "The speed of play is defi-

nitely up there, it's just that the play

isn't as disciplined because the sys-

tems aren't developed yet. It's a little

sloppier overall."

Despite that fact, Devereaux was
quick to point out the importance of

the preseason: "The preseason may
be more important for younger play-

ers, but it's also important for older

players to get back into their routines

as well. It is hugely important."

So why the stigmatization and

overall public indifference to the pre-

season? Is there that big a difference

in mentality between the professional

and the university ranks?

I would tend to think not. The same
things are happening in the preseason

no matter what level of sport one is

involved in. There is intense competi-

tion for starting jobs and roster spots,

which, for the pros, can mean the dif-

ference between a job and the unem-

ployment line.

Teams are trying out new combi-

nations, new plays, and new strate-

gies that will be used again when the

regular season comes around. Play-

ers are playing for the first time with

new teammates and trying out at new
positions.

Despite all these positives, there

still exists an overall malaise when
discussing the preseason, one that in

my opinion stems from a preoccupa-

tion with seeing 'the best.' Fans don't

want to see miscues or watch players

they don't know; audiences want to

see the stars they recognize perform

at the absolute highest level.

The media do their part by down-

playing the preseason, which serves

as a tool to hype their regular season

and playoff coverage as superior qual-

ity

But it's important to see the pre-

season for what it is. There is no

question that preseason games are,

first and foremost, preparations for

the grind of the long season ahead

and may not have the star power or

overall calibre of play one might wish

to see. If you're a true fan of sport,

though, you'll recognize that just be-

cause it's the preseason doesn't mean
there aren't two teams on a field or

sheet of ice playing a game they love

with all they have.

Just be thankful there's a preseason

when you're enjoying the high level of

intense play you're accustomed to on

opening night. Without the 'meaning-

less preseason,' I have a feeling you

may end up slightly disappointed.

Cyclists climb to the summit ofsuccess

Miyoko Ohtake

VARSITY STAFF

Ah, ski hills. The powdery snow, the

swerves back emd forth and the grace-

ful gliding to the bottom before hop-

ping back on the chair lift to take you

to the top again.

That's the image most of us get, but

imagine sitting at the bottom of the hill

with a bike in hand instead of skis un-

der your nicely insulated boots. Then
picture facing the mighty task of mak-

ing it all the way to the top of the hill

on said bike.

That's what the varsity mountain

biking team is up to these days, as they

are on the way to defending the Uni-

versity Cup mountcdn crown they won
in 2004. Many of the year's races take

place on hills that would be easier to

descend on a flat synthetic apparatus

than ascend on a mountain bike.

Their mission this year is "to have

fun," says coach David Wright: "We
think that top student-athletes are

under enough academic—and often

financial—stress while at university.

and that being part of a varsity team

shouldn't add to those stressors."

While a training schedule of three to

four mountain bike rides a week may
seem stressful, the team members
love it.

"The best part of the team is just sur-

rounding yourself with smart, enthusi-

astic people," says team captain Mike

Falikowski. "Everyone on the team

shares a passion for cycling, but they

also bring their own personal interests

to the team, and it really enriches the

experience. It's not only about the bike;

it's also about camaraderie."

Mountain biking is not an Ontcirio

University Athletics (OUA) sport, so

the co-ed team of nearly 40 members
competes in the Ontario University

Cup Mountain Bike Race Series—an

Ontario Cycling Association-sanc-

tioned series that consists of four races

scheduled throughout the fall at vari-

ous venues in southern Ontcirio.

"There are team and individual rank-

ings, and champions are determined

by the cumulative points earned over

the season," explains Wright. "The Uni-

versity of Toronto mountain bike team

has become a powerhouse on the uni-

versity mountain bike race scene."

SEE 'BIKE' -NEXT PAGE
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Joe Rini fights for possession in men's soccer action on Varsity Field on tlie weekend. Tlie Blues defeated McMaster and Brock

to remain undefeated this year.

•BIKE' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

The team has proved Wright right

with their first three races of the sea-

son.

The Varsity Blues came home toting

two podium finishes after traveling to

Mansfield, Ontario September 18, to

race at the Mansfield Outdoor Centre.

Monika Chmiel, a fourth-year engineer-

ing student who "has been dominating

the women's sport division" according

to Wright, finished first in the women's

B division, and rookie Brett Waghorne
finished third in the men's B division.

The team raced at the Hcirdwood

Hills Mountcdn Bike Centre two weeks

ago in the second race of the season.

The energetic speedsters brought

home results from this event that were

good enough to vault the U of T team

into second place in the standings.

Highlights included two medcds in

the women's B division: another gold

by Chmiel and a bronze by her racing

partner, Robyn Smith, a physiotherapy

student.

Chmiel attributes her recent suc-

cesses to intensive off-season work-

outs and this year's training camp,

where she received "tips on the proper

positioning during climbs, down-hills,

cornering, balcuicing, 'bunny hopping,'

and how to get off and on your bike

quickly," she says.

"1 try to implement what I learned

during my practice rides during the

races," she continues.

All eyes in the final race of the se-

ries will again be on Chmiel, Smith,

and Waghorne. Another hot racer to

watch out for will be engineering stu-

dent Thorsten Klaus, who is currently

ranked fourth in the men's A (expert)

division.

The Ontario University Cup Moun-
tain Bike Race Series will conclude

October 16 with a race in London at

Boler Mountain, which will determine

this year's champion. U of T's biggest

challengers are Queen's and Western.

The team competed at Ganaraska For-

est this past Sunday, but results were

unknown at press time.

"Clearly, this year we would like to

defend our title, but results really don't

matter that much," says Falikowski.

"We've lost a few veteran riders and

are trying to cultivate some new talent.

Our team's main focus is to encourage

participation and promote a good time.

If people are having fun, then our pri-

mary objective is met."

TELEMARKETER NEEDED
for part-time marketing position with

downtown investment firm. Please call

416-308-7764 for more infonnation.

EGG DONOR WANTED
Childless couple seeks Egg Donor Must

be under 30, clean personal/family

health history, Northern/Eastern Euro-

pean ancestry, and eager to help a loving

couple build a family. If you are interested

in finding out more, please contact us:

rm-ds@hotmail.com

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELUNG/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, gender issues and

trauma work. Sliding fee scale f.$50-$120

per session). Experienced, caring individ-

ual with both a literature and psychology

background fPhD levelj. 416-.530-9717

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS. COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years

(416) 452-0279.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca

VARSITY

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON iyi5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

Men's Hairstyling
We are Professional in Old & New Bartering Techniques

V/SA accepted

"Open Saturdays"

56 Wellesley St. (at Bay)

416-922-8944

Doctor of^

Chiropractic:
your careerfor life

CMCC will be attending

the U ofT Professional

School Fairs on:

October 5, 2005
Erindale Campus

October 6, 2005
St. George Campus

October 13, 2005
Scarborough Campus

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

1-800-463-2923
admissions(^cmcc.ca • www.cmcc.ca

CANADIAN MEMORIAL
CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGE

VARSITY

Blue Like Jazz//Live

This multimedia solo

theatrical performance

is a humorous rellcction on

spirituality, God, and comraunitj'.

Wed, Oq%^§^ Iniji^^wrii^all

8:15pin\~
Tickets: ^ i

SIO in advS|^_

$ 1 1 online

SI 2 at the door

Visit: http : V cf

.

sa. utoronto.ca

Calling all U of T Student Groups!

Do you want to: Increase turnouts at your events?

Publicize your group? Increase membership?

The Varsity is offering a new section

called The Varsity Radar to help student

groups get their message out!

We also offer classified event listings on this page

For more info, please contact

acls@thevarsity.ca or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.
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See your doctor about

once a month
birth control options

3

Your choices define your life-

Visit www.mybirthcontrol.ca
for more information.
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CHEATSHEET

heard

^^ In a more
genuinely

fearful police

state, he would
have gone

quietly. 7 7
SEE IGNATIEFF -PG.6

comment
Fuck the NHL—and the

Zambonithey rode in on

SEE 'EDITORIAL -PG 5

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI,N0.13^

Toronto-based Tangiers keeps it in

the Fami/y

SEE TANGIERS - PG 7

science

Death of a star—and we're not

talking the Aaliyah kind

SEE SUPERNOVA' -PG. 9

sports

Blues women's hookey slip-slide to

loss in Hilliard Invitational

SEE HOCKEY - PG. 11

red letter

October 4 to 10 Is World Space Week.

The UN-decreed week starts on the an-

niversary of the launch of Sputnik I.

history

The night of October 6, 1998. two

assailants beat and tied to a fence gay

University of Wyoming student Matthew

Shepard. He died In hospital 5 days later.

todo iTOStudent com

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7. 8 PM

The New Deal at Mod Club. $20.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2 PM

U of T Varsity Blues Football vs. U of Ot-

tawa at Varsity Stadium. Free for students,

$5+ for others.

//WAITING IN THE WINGS

A birds-eye view of the Blues jumping on the ice to start their Marion Hilliard Tournament game with Ottawa on Sunday. The games were well-attended even though this was a

preseason event. The Gee Gees were victors over the weekend, while the Blues could only muster a pair of ties. Read the Sports section for complete game scores and recaps.

Gov't, CFS play

he said, she said

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

After it was revealed Friday that

the Ontario tuition freeze that has

been in place for the last two years

is being lifted, student groups includ-

ing SAC and CFS were moved to pro-

test what they saw as coming out of

leftfield. (See The Varsity's coverage

in the Oct. 3 issue).

But according to Chris Bentley, the

Minister of Training, Colleges, and

Universities, they should have seen

it coming.

"We campaigned on a two-year tu-

ition freeze, we implemented a two-

year tuition freeze," he said.

Most students became aware that

the freeze, which affected domes-

tic non-professional students, was
over when Dalton McGuinty spoke

to students at Carleton University

last Friday. According to a Canadian

Federation of Students (CFS) press

release, Carole Saab, president of

the Carleton University Students' As-

sociation, asked McGuinty if tuition

would rise next year. McGuinty re-

plied, "yes."

Within hours, the CFS had raised

an alarm, saying that throughout the

tuition consultations they had been

participating in with the government

since July 20, they had been under

the impression that no decision had

been made about whether to end or

extend the freeze. In short, they had

no clue that this was coming.

"One comment on what people

knew or did not know," explained

Bentley. "The premier said last Fri-

day exactly the same thing he'd said

last February." February 8, the day

after the Rae Report was released.

McGuinty mentioned the increase.

"What's going to happen when the

tuition freeze is lifted? Are students

going to see big increases there?"

someone asked the premier, accord-

ing to a transcript provided by the

premier's staff.

"I think we're going to see some
kinds of increases." he replied, and

went on to elaborate, but without

specifying when exactly those in-

creases would take place. Bentley in-

sisted he remembered someone ask-

ing how long the freeze would be and
that McGuinty replied that it would

be no more than two years, but the

transcript provided was partial and
could not confirm this.

The CFS said they believed that

the tuition consultations would lead

to an announcement in December.

Bentley says that they still will.

"We're now having the discussions

about the tuition framework, and I

hoped, I still hope, that we can con-

clude those discussions." This means
that an announcement in December
could, among other things, give stu-

dents some idea of how much their

SEE 'CFS' - PG 2

Her painting

speaks back
Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

When the administration of Wood-
sworth College took down Oriel

Varga's painting about university

life, they might not have known
what they were getting themselves

into.

The 5 X 20-foot painting was put

up in an unadorned hallway of the

college from September 21 until

around last Wednesday, when it

was suddenly taken down. It now
sits in the Association of Part-Time

Undergraduate Students' (APUS)
office in the Sid Smith building,

and APUS and the student govern-

ment of Woodsworth are circulat-

ing a petition to have the painting

remounted in the college.

"I don't know why it was taken

down; students were very inter-

ested in looking at it and lots of

them were talking about it," said

Varga, a graduate student at OISE.

Varga also works part-time for

APUS, which has come out in fa-

vour of reinstating the painting.

APUS holds most of its meetings

at Woodsworth, which is home to

many of the university's part-time

students.

"It was disappointing to see

that a college that was founded to

serve non-traditional students, to

make this university more acces-

sible has taken this move against

Oriel Varga's painting depicts men in

suits making decisions in a closed-off

area, separated from students.

student voices, " Varga explained.

"We were very surprised when it

was taken down since this painting

was fundamentally students talk-

ing about their own university."

The colourful acrylic painting,

entitled "Speaking Back to the

Walls," depicts five men wearing
suits, deliberating over a map of

the St. George campus. The paint-

ing is meant to draw attention to

SEE 'VARGA' - PG 4
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CorrectMyFririch.com
We correct... you learn!

Send us your assignments that you need corrected and your essays

that need to be translated. If you're pressed by time, get your work

handed in on-time with our new msh service.

We correct your French from the grammar to the syntax.

We underline our corrections so tiiat you can learn from your mistakes.

All our work is customized to your needs and done by certified professtonals.

Avoid the inaccurate translation tools available over the internet and get quality work.

The Friends of the Library, Trinity College

30th Annual Book Sale

October 21-25, 2005

Friday October 21: 6 pm~10 pm
{Admission $4)

Saturday October 22: 10 pm-8pm
Sunday October 23: noon- 8pm
Monday October 24: 10 pm-8pm
Tuesday October 25: 10 prn~8pm

(fio admission charge Sat - Tues)

cash cheque debit Amex Mastercard - V,

6 Hoskin Avenue, upstairs in Seeley Hall

Museum, St George Subway, or Wellesley Bus 94 to the door

41 6 • 978 • 6750 www.trinity.utoronto.ca/library/booksale

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

^* %^

Friday Oct 14 Sunday Oct 16

12 to 8pm 12 to 8 pm

$3 admission Monday Oct 17
Students free with ID 12 to 8 pm

Saturday Oct 15 Tuesday Oct 18

10 to 6 pm 12 to 6 pm

Credit cards, Interac and cheques accepted

If you have books to donate, please call (416) 978-0372

for Toronto-wide pick-up.

The Book Sale is an annual alumni-sponsored event.

Proceeds support the UC library and students

//NEWS IN BRIEF

NEWS

Yahoo!, U of T join to offer

Open Content

Yahoo has announced that they

will attempt to succeed where

Google Print failed by putting digi-

tized books online while at the

same time satisfying the copyright

demands of the publishing indus-

try. The University of Toronto is on

board, along with Adobe Systems

Inc., Hewlett Packard, the University

of California, O'Reilly Media Inc. and

the Internet Archive.

The Open Content Alliance will

put copyrighted material online

only with permission, and it will be

indexed and searchable by all major

search engines, including Google.

Google Print, which began digitizing

books a year ago, prompted lawsuits

over copyright infringement. See

www.opencontentalliance.org for

more information.

—ALLISON MARTELL

Canadians snubbed in

egghead "beauty con-

test"

Foreign Policy and Prospect Mag-

azine have put together a list of the

world's "Top 100 Public Intellectu-

als," from Chinua Achebe to Slavoj

Zizek. But only two Canadians, activ-

ist (and former Kars/fy editor) Naomi

Klein and returning U of T prof Mi-

chael Ignatieff, made the list, and

Canadian academe is sharpening its

claws.

Critics can't seem to decide be-

news@thevarsity.ca

tween dismissing the list, criticizing

Klein and Ignatieff, and proposing

substitutes. In a A'o?(ona//'os/ article,

Dane Rowlands of the University of

Ottawa called Ignatieff's work "light",

and "largely devoid of anything sub-

stantive." Klein's work, he said, is

"mindlessly short of anything that

would constitute being persuasive

at an academic or intellectual level."

Ouch. Rowlands suggested Janice

"Stein, head of U of T's Munk Centre

for International Studies, instead.

"Why don't we just make Truman
Capote or Paris Hilton [part of the

list?] How do you separate notoriety

from contribution?" said Douglas

Owram, past president of the Cana-

dian Federation of the Humanities

and Social Sciences, in the same ar-

ticle.

—AM

Ontario chairperson of the Canadian Federation of Students Jesse Greener is disappointed with the provincial Uberals' decision to

lift the current two-year tuition freeze, which the CFS claims they had not been informed of in their ongoing consultations on tuition

with the government. The CFS has been attempting to draw as much media attention as possible to the issue of the freeze. "Consis-

tently, over 80 per cent of Ontarians support freezing and reducing tuition fees," said Greener. "Students and their families want to

hear [if that's still] on the ta.ble."

TUITION' -CONTINUED FROMPGl

tuition will rise in September. But

another tuition freeze is out of the

question, according to Bentley.

"We have to have a system that is

accessible, of high quality, and that

is sustainable."

Student groups have not been de-

terred. On Monday, the CFS launched

a Fax-the-Premier campaign to de-

mand a new tuition freeze.

"McGuinty seems prepared to

push aside students and their par-

ents and follow Mike Harris's path

of market-driven fee increases," said

Jesse Greener, Ontario chairperson

of the CFS, in a press release. But

Bentley still thinks his government is

doing a good job.

"We campaigned on a two-year

tuition freeze. ...We've delivered what
nobody else has delivered," he says.

"We've also invested substantial new
moneys in the quality of education,

substantial new moneys in improv-

ing access."

Where can you can go to find michael ignatieff, sex guru sue johanson, claire Danes, and shiela copps?

Nowhere, really...they're very different people.

But you can read about toem separately in news.

Write for news!

news@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7600

WILLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a weel(.

10A.M. to lOP.M.

(except Sundays noon to SP.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2 .ca

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

422 College St., E of Bathurst

Open 4pm to 2Gm everyday
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A fair chance
at trade
Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

In Ghana, a can of tomatoes import-

ed from Italy costs less than a single

fresh tomato, grown within walking

distance of the Agra market.

It is an unfortunate reality that

trade disparities like this are common
throughout the developing world be-

cause the World Trade Organization

(WTO) and the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) often prevent individual

nations from imposing tariffs on subsi-

dized foreign goods. The result is the

collapse of local businesses that can-

not compete with imported competi-

tors.

Trade activist Tetteh Hormeku of

Third World Network Africa spoke at

Trinity-St. Paul's United Church last

night to draw attention to this burden

placed on African economies and to

encourage Canadian citizens to speak

out against unfair trade laws.

"On the Road to Hong Kong: Interna-

tional Citizen Action and Trade Laws"

was an evening of lectures and discus-

sion jointly sponsored by OlSE and

Intra Pares, a Canadian social justice

group that assists grassroots orgemi-

zations in developing countries. Inter

Pares spokesman Anton Kuerti spoke

before Hormeku.

"We are living in a world where the

deprivation gets worse and worse as

years pass," he said. He referred to

the continued proliferation of nuclear

weapons as an example of the devel-

oped world's misplaced priorities. The
United States government devotes time

and resources to military objective to

the detriment of humanitarian goals.

Kuerti asserts that American citizens

and the inhabitants of other wealthy

nations are often persuaded to vote

against socially responsible causes.

"One of democracy's great chal-

lenges is that the average citizen is...

not educated enough on the issues to

make the right decisions at the polls."

Hormeku reiterated the importance

of public engagement in government

policies, providing examples of small

groups of citizens persuading their

parliamentary representatives to ad-

dress human rights issues. He stated

that public awareness of trade dispari-

ties is particularly relevant now, as the

upcoming WTO summit in Hong Kong
will result in decisions that affect all na-

tional economies.

Hormeku devoted the bulk of his

lecture to the degree of impact trade

subsidies have on African economies.

If Italian tomatoes are cheaper than lo-

cal varieties in Ghana, native farmers

will lose their livelihood and become
unable to purchase goods from other

local businesses. The result is a wide-

spread decline in economic prosperity

for numerous citizens of Ghana. Local

business organizations and even gov-

ernment representatives are often un-

able to impose tariffs on foreign goods

because of the monetary debts that

many African nations owe to devel-

oped nations.

"When the government of Ghana
passed a law to protect local chicken

sales, the IMF threatened to refuse to

allow debt reduction." The result was
the continued importation of foreign

chicken pieces, which sell at a lower

cost than native poultry.

Horijieku appealed to Canadian

public to pressure the government to

promote fair trade policies that will

protect local economies in Africa.

"It is important to understand how
ordinary people can change a govern-

ment's mind."

//WHAT IVORY TOWER?

U of T president David Naylor shoots some hoops yesterday with Blues players during their basketball practice at the

AC (above), after which he celebrated the first day of Ramadan at the Medical Sciences Building at the Muslim Students

Association's sponsored dinner (bottom), which helps 200+ people break their fasts every evening after prayer with free

food. President Naylor has been attending classes, eating at cafeterias, and getting an earful from students this week as a

way of re-connecting with the university from the ground up.

TOO BAD YOU CAN'T DO THE SAME WITH

YOUR STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS.

This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance

before you talk to SmartCoverage'." Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage'" from your GM Dealer and get a no

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitations.

^SrortCoverjge Insurance Ser«« Int. ,s an affiliate of GM and offers auto insurance c-xclujwely through Motors Insurance Corporation also an aHiliate of GM. ©Copyright 2005 General Motors of Canada Llnrited.
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Teach English
Worldwide!

Start Your Adventure Toda^ World Class TESOL

^ fj
Certification in 5-days

• Over 25,000 Gbbal TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

Study In-Class, Online

I
or by Correspondence-

VARSITY NEWS news@thevarsity.ca

FREE Info Night
Mon & Tues @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270.2941

§dffron ^rm
^ ' Ftite IndiSti Cutstns

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

WC^^JDAY - SUNDAY

^ 416.850.3179
^

wwv/.torontoxom/saffrontree

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

tACToss from Hospital for Sick Children

'VARGA'- CONTINUED FROM PG 1

the decision-making process at the

university that Varga said she con-

siders overly hierarchal and unre-

sponsive to community needs.

Varga, who describes the work
as "student commissioned," was
inspired to create the piece af-

ter serving for a year as a gradu-

ate student representative on the

governing council, the university's

highest deliberative body, in the

2004-2005 year.

Serving on the governing coun-

cil was sobering experience for

Varga. For her, it underscored just

how unrepresentative the adminis-

tration is of U of T's student body.

"The Free University of Toronto

offered a much better vision [than

U of T] of what universities should

do," continued Varga. The Free

University of Toronto was started

in 1999 and offers classes free of

charge. She contrasted the com-
munity ethic of the free university

with the corporate, hierarchal de-

cision-making system in place at U
of T.

Jeff Peters, vice president inter-

nal of APUS, also spoke in praise of

the art project.

"I thought it was an excellent

painting. It was disappointing to

see it removed. Clearly this admin-
istration does not care about stu-

dent voices," said Peters.

"APUS is interested in the paint-

ing since it addresses the inequi-

ties present in this university, the

top-down decision making, which
is very problematic," continued

Peters.

APUS will continue collecting

signatures for its petition request-

ing that Woodsworth remount the

painting, until next week. If Wood-
sworth does not allow the painting

to be shown on its walls, it won't

stop Varga. She's already looking

for other venues at the university
to give it a home.

Campus cops caution

careening kids

A ring of tables offers pulled-over cyclists and other interested dawdlers information about U of T's campus police, the new Bike

Chain student cycle repair shop, and BikeShare, a community bike-lending program.

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Campus police officers stood by two

miniature stop signs set up outside

the Sid Smith building, stopping cy-

clists as they passed southbound on

St. George yesterday afternoon.

But though they were pulled over

by the cops, no one was getting in

trouble.

"We're doing an educational bike

spot check," says Veronica Amodeo,
bike coordinator for the U of T police.

"It's not enforcement related...we're

not giving out tickets or fines." In-

MERCER OLIVER WYMAN
A leader in financial services strategy

and risk management consulting

stead, they are telling cyclists about

potential tickets they could be getting,

as part of Safety Week, run by campus
police.

"We're seeing a lot of no helmets,"

says Amodeo, "and that's impor-

tant." Though helmets are not legally

required for adults, she points out,

everyone should be wearing them.

Cyclists have also shown up with no

horn (normally a $90 fine) or lights.

While they were stopped, people

were reminded to obey traffic lights

and stop signs and to know their

signals. Though cyclists were not le-

gally required to stop when they were
waved over by Amodeo, all seemed
to do so, likely because you can't tell

if the reason a cop is waving to you is

merely educational.

Behind Amodeo, a ring of tables of-

fered information on campus police,

community safety, the new Bike Chain

student repair shop running out of

OISE's underground parking lot (see

our coverage in the Sept. 22 issue of

The Varsity) and BikeShare. Off to the

side. Special Constable Kim Senior is

doing free tune-ups.

"I'm working on the rear derailleur,"

she said, wielding a screwdriver. "It's

not lined up properly." Senior used to

work in a bike shop, and now that she's

a cop, she still uses her repair skills.

"We have a fleet of nine bikes, and

I do all the in-house maintenance,"

she said. That way, small mechanical

problems get fixed before they turn

into major breakdowns.

Tony Goncalves, another officer, is

chatting with students by a large dis-

play on the campus police.

"I'm getting questions on how to reg-

ister a bike, what kind of lock should I

get," he says. Registration makes it

easier to get your bike back if it is ever

stolen.

Safety week continues until Friday.

"On Friday, our last day, we're hav-

ing a barbeque at main campus by
the Medical Sciences building," says

Goncalves. "That's free food." The
barbeque will run from 11:30 a.m. un-

til the free food runs out.

Can't decide between

Resume Deadline Today

October 6 Last day to submit your resume, cover

letter, transcript and standardized test

scores through Career Centre

October 19 First round of on-campus interviews

Direct all correspendence and inquiries to:

Meg Graham, NA Campus Recruiting Manager
Mercer Oliver Wyman
99 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016
Tel (212) 541-8100 Fax (212) 541-8957

campusrecruiting ©mow.com

www.MercerOliverWyman.com

. Boston frankfurt l5tanbu' London Madrid Milan f/unich New York Paris Seoul Singapore Stotkholm Sydney Toronto Zurich

NOTICE of REFERENDUM
The Students' Administrative Council - your students'

union - is holding a referendum on the following question.

The Sludenls* Adjnipistra'ive Caundi (SAC), your students' unsori. is reaponaible for providing an array of services

and programs to ite rnembers 7>iis is achioved v/rth one of the lowest central students' union memtifirshjp foes m
Canada at cn\y 311.46 persessiOTi, not mciudin^ returwiabfcfees arrd Jev.'es

Over the p^sl nutnbor of years, tnere has oeett a smtje m 5tudfeiit oatticipdiio--; in SAC'S can?pu& clubs, on both
Ine UTM and SI Ge-jfpe canipuses. ;n otder ;a :neei ihf) ;p.crfeasfed needs q( our approx^imaSely 3S2 campus clubs,

3AC has continuously wortied to mcrc-asc its ctubs biidget and to prov;de rosourc^-s to improve compus isfo.

rioy^'evor. because of bui^i corf^lrainu. or.d itmr.c^ finanoai resources. SAC cannot subsstizc our campus clubs

!o the same e-xlern in the ^zmu-jerm.

SAC, your zfj^cr.iz un'or, i^;. soGfcrn consoni Trom ;tE members to raise IJie SAC SociOty Fee by 53-32 per session,

indexc-d to the coritof infiarfcn. fof ino purposes of increaslrrg dubs funding and resources, and offsot^ng

adm:r!istraiive co&vii relcitea So Snu s campus iife intaatives,

!^ aoprovprfl. ttie So qot session fe-e increase Vioutd be charged io a!i fuSI-time undo -'graduate studontsat tfic

St George and 0 TM campuses as part of (no students union fee boginnmg in t'nc sammor 20GS session- This
ftG increase amounts lo oppfoxtmatefy one penny per club, per scssjon.

Are you in favour of a $3.82 per session increase to

the SAC society fee to help fund our campus clubs as
described in the preamble, above? (Yes/No)

Campaign CooTdination Meeting
PYiday, September 30th, 6 pm at SAC

Campaigning „

Octobe|- 3r| toj October I4th

Voting
on ROSI, October 12th to 14th

If you are interested in campaigning for or against
the above resolution, you must register v/ith the
Chief Returning Officer at the Campaign
Coordination Meeting.

For further information, contact Elections Committee
c/o Chief Returning Officer, cro@sac,utoronto ca

12 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

416-978-4911 x229

Students' Administrative Council
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Leafs nation blindly forgives and forgets
Well, herewe are again. NHL hockey

is once more upon us, and the hype
from the Toronto media is already in-

sane.

It appears that the lockout last year
did not have a negative impact on
professional hockey, at least not in

this city. In fact, the opposite seems
to have happened. Two years' worth
of pent-up hockey lust needs to be re-

leased by rabid diehards this season,

whether the Leafs are a crap team or

not.

The fact that all Leaf games will

be sold out this year, as usual, just

proves that Torontonians forgive and
forget very easily. Gone is the notion

that owners and players are spoiled

EDITORIAL "

groups of millionaires squabbling over

pocket change. Gone is the memory
that the Stanley Cup was last handed
out in June, 2004.

It would be fitting to see every NHL
arena empty on opening night. Fans

should have a great deal of disgust

and outrage to convey to the corpo-

rate giant that took away their enter-

tainment for the last 12 months. But

alas, tickets have been sold, no picket

lines will form, and the league appears
to have gotten away with murder.

The one fact that has once again

been made abundantly clear is that

professional sport in North America
is a business: a money-making ven-

ture first, entertainment for the unfit

and unskilled second, and competi-

tion among trained professionals

third. The 1994 baseball strike was
one glimpse of this ugly truth, and the

hockey lockout pushed the envelope

even further, as this was the first time

a whole season was lost over a labour

dispute.

So fans should be pissed off, but

most aren't. The NHL employed some
wise strategies to make people forget

the misery of the last year: a draft

lottery, a crazy summer of free agent

signings, the arrival of one Sidney

Crosby, and the introduction of revo-

lutionary new rules, like the shootout.

Around here, and in other large hock-

ey markets, excitement seems to be at

an all-time high.

Some defenders of the league might

argue that it was worth losing a whole
season to achieve economic stabil-

ity, and that small-market Canadian
teams like Calgary and Edmonton
will benefit in the long run. But this

is hogwash—we didn't need to waste
a whole season to discover that un-

monitored owners can't control their

spending habits, or that player agents

demand ridiculous money for over-

rated third-line grinders.

But there is a glimmer of hope on
the horizon. It isn't in professional

sports, but at the grassroots level.

University hockey is an exciting brand

of the game, full of passion, and it

costs nothing for students to see.

There has never been a season can-

celled because of a labour dispute,

and players are not making multi-mil-

lion-dollar salaries. Fans and players

get involved for the love of the game
and the camaraderie it fosters, not for

endorsement deals and million-dollar

NHL contracts.

Sowhy not go watch a Blues game in-

stead of the Leafs one Saturday night,

and avoid giving your money to those

corporate bastards who couldn't care

less about the fans, as long as they

have padded wallets.

A true revolution

ofhope
VENEZUELANS ARE BETTER OFF NOW THAN EVER,

COUNTERS FELLOVi/ TRAVELER

- LETTERS •>

Steven Borowiec

After reading Nathan Crooks' descrip-

tion of present dayVenezuela ("Chavez:
champion or charlatan?," Sept. 26th), 1

felt compelled to present the other

side of the story. In August of this year

1 spent two weeks in Caracas as part of

the Canadian delegation at the World

Festival of Youth and Students.

The Venezuela 1 encountered dur-

ing my time there was vastly different

than the oppressive state that Crooks

depicts. 1 found a warm, proud nation

of passionate people, excited about

the direction in which their country is

headed.

While debate abounds concerning

President Hugo Chavez and his time

in power, facts are facts. Chavez's rule

has been legitimated by several elec-

toral processes, including the ratifica-

tion of his redrafted constitution and

his reinstallation to power after being

unjustly ousted in 2002. While Crooks

cites widespread oppression, the poor

in Venezuela are undoubtedly better

off now them they were under previ-

ous dictatorial regimes. In particular

the rights of indigenous peoples are

now protected under the new constitu-

tion. Land ownership rights have been

changed so as to transfer the owner-

ship of indigenous land to the indig-

enous peoples themselves.

Crooks uses selective anecdotal

evidence to support his claim of de-

terioration in Venezuelan society, but

does not tell of the greater access to

social rights made available since

Chavez came to power. The driving

forces behind these improvements

are Chavez's Missions—programs that

bring literacy, food, and medical care

to poor communities. These are set up
in urban and rural areas alike, and are

run by volunteers who live nearby and
provide round the clock assistance to

anyone in need.

I was fortunate enough to tour rural

areas of Venezuela and see how these

programs operate up close. Wherever I

went; I found an infectious sense of op-

timism when I looked into the eyes of

the people, and felt how their lives had

been changed.

Chavez aside, a true description of

Venezuelan society is incomplete with-

out discussing the people themselves.

Without the support of the majority,

Chavez's policies are nothing but good

ideas. It is the people who make prog-

ress happen through their work and

dedication. In perhaps his most im-

portant feat, Chavez has sown genuine

hope and a positive sense of national

identity among the citizens of Venezu-

ela.

Analyzing politics can often be an

exercise in frustration and depression.

The political realm can seem like a

huge, amorphous mass of corruption,

inefficiency, and injustice. The ques-

tion of how to alleviate these ills can be

even more daunting. After seeing the

fruits of the Bolivarian Revolution first

hand, I learned just how simple it re-

ally can be. 1 learned there is hope, and

there are real tangible successes.

Chavez is just one man, but he has

become the face of something truly

remarkable that transcends any single

person. While there is still room for

growth in Venezuelan society—partic-

ularly regarding political expression,

as Crooks poignantly mentions—there

is another, inspirational side to Venezu-

ela that must not be ignored.

RETRO REVIEW

40 Years Ago
Oct.fi, 1965

Plus fa change...
The long-awaited Bladen Commis-
sion reported 40 years ago this

week on the future of university

financing. Like his future counter-

part. Bob Rae, Dean Bladen con-

cluded that tuition should not be
lowered, and that governments
should "resist the popular pres-

sure for the abolition of fees." The
report called for more than eighty

percent of the aid to education

budget to come from the provin-

cial and federal governments, and

advocated "free" graduate studies,

with a grant of $2000 per student,

per year—provided that the stu-

dent didn't have a summer job to

help offset costs. Will we ever win?

20 Years Ago
Oct. 7, 1985

OK Blue Jays! Let's skip
class!

Some of you may not be old enough

to remember the glory days of To-

ronto baseball, but it all started

at the Ex in 1985, when the Jays

clinched their first ever division

title as the whole city watched. Stu-

dents skipped class and jammed
bars and common rooms to watch

Canadian baseball's first foray

into the playoffs. Said one UC don:

"When it comes to the series, I'd

sell my textbooks for some tickets."

Remarkably, U of T, York, Laurier

and most other Canadian schools

did not even have Varsity baseball

or Softball teams at the time. Credit

the growing Jays fever with help-

ing to eventually bring our current

teams about.

Sharia short-

changed
(Re: Sharia arsued at HH,
Oct.3)

I attended the debate at Hart
House about Sharia law, and I was
totally appalled at the one-sided

nature of it. 1 thought debates
were supposed to give equal

weight to both sides before voting

on a winner, with the best argu-
ment winning. I mean, you obvi-

ously know which side is meant to
win when ttiere is a special guest
speaking afterwards in support
of one side of the debate, and
nobody to speak to the validity of

the other side. And yes, although

professor Emon ultimately

claimed he agreed with McGuinty,

that was after a long speech about

the misconceptions of Sharia and
why the opposition was mistaken

in their arguments.

Elaine Cairns

SAC Metrofails

(Re: SAC fulfills all

campaign promises,
Sept. 29)

I'm disappointed with SAC and its

ability to administer this TTC dis-

count program. 1 don't know how
many students and staff members
commute to campus, but I wonder
how myopic SAC is about estimat-

ing the number of transit riders

there really are among the three

campuses. 1 understand quanti-

ties are limited, but selling out

before the end of the second day?

Since Ryerson University sells

discounted student/staff Metro-

passes beginning around the 20th

of each month at their student

council office, I wonder why U
of T's SAC can't set up a similar

retail operation. We U of T folks

pride ourselves on being superior

to our Rye High counterparts.

Maybe SAC ought to step up to the

challenge and offer a comparable
arrangement.

Audrey Fong

Thanks for

coming out

It's time we looked at the setup of
our state-supported universities
in general, how their bureaucrats
behave, and how many of these

rude, ignorant snots are actually

necessary. This gargantuan insti-

tution, for example—a gelatinous,

inchoate affair, redolent of the

Austro-Hungarian Empire- com-
prises mostly denominational,

federated colleges with overlap-

ping faculties, whose redundant

academic departments and dupli-

cate registrar's offices are full of

scores of irrelevant officials vying

for importance. We might, in fact,

ask whether the mushy Bachelor

of Arts degree has become a bit

of a joke. Why should tens of thou-

sands of tenured scholars who
haven't the talent to write poetry,

fiction and drama make over a

hundred thousand dollars a year

for life, "teaching" the output of

Shakespeare, et al. when they

demonstrably do not understand
what makes it work? Phooey!

David Allan Stein
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INCOMING U OF T HUMAN RIGHTS PROFESSOR MICHAEL IGNATIEFF NEEDS TO PUT DOWN HIS ROMANCE NOVELS

AND FOCUS ON THE INJUSTICES IN MODERN-DAY IRAN, ARGUES SAMIRA MOHYEDOIN

"What the historian says will, how-

ever careful he may be to use purely

descriptive language, sooner or later

convey his attitude. Detachment is

itself a moral position. The use of

neutral language ('Himmler caused

many persons to be asphyxiated')

conveys its own ethical tone.

"

—Isaiah Berlin, "Introduction" to

Four Essays on Liberty (1969).

Ignati-

f—Canadian

author, journai-

,
and director

of the Carr Centre for Human Rights

Policy at Harvard's Kennedy School of

Government—was recently invited to

Iran by an Iranian NGO known as the

Cultural Research Bureau to lecture

on human rights and democracy. On
July 17, 2005, Ignatieff wrote a lengthy

editorial about his experiences in

Iran, entitled "Iranian Lessons," for

the New York Times Magazine.

Ignatieff notes early on that, due to

the recent victory of noted hard-liner

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in the Irani-

an presidential elections, the speaker

had to alter his planned lecture. In-

stead of asking, "What do democracy
and human rights mean in an Islamic

society?" Ignatieff asked, "Can de-

mocracy and human rights make any

headway at all in a society deeply di-

vided between the rich and the poor,

included and excluded, educated and
uneducated?"

Initially, one thinks that Ignatieff is

speaking to the necessity of equating

socio-economic rights with universal

human rights, a project that Cana-

dian Louise Arbour—currently the

United Nations' High Commissioner

for Human Rights—is advocating and

developing. Ignatieff, however, does

not speak to the constituents whom
he attempts so poorly to champion.

Instead, he chooses to give voice to

the enfranchised upper echelons of

Tehran's society.

Although his article begins in

southern Tehran, with a detailed de-

scription of a walled cemetery dedi-

cated to those who senselessly per-

ished in the first Gulf War, Ignatieff

does not address the concerns of the

more than forty per cent of Tehran's

population who live below the pov-

erty line in the city's south end.

Why would Ignatieff choose to not

have a single conversation with any-

one in southern Tehran? After all,

it was this exact constituency that

brought a divisive figure like Ah-

madinejad to power in response to

promises of practical aid. The same

constituency that made Michael Ig-

natieff alter the topic of his lecture.

Other than an overblown and prosa-

ic description of the walled cemetery,

complete with Persian poetry and

tea-drinking mourners, Ignatieff does

not offer much insight about the pop-

Above, a sumptuous street scene in Isfahan, central Iran. Left, author Michael Ignatieff

ulation and its challenges, and leaves

southern Tehran to its impoverished

mourning.

Referring to something that he

coins as "Persian pleasure," Ignatieff

paints a charming picture of pres-

ent-day Isfahan, a UNESCO heritage

city in central Iran: "I spent a night

wandering along the exquisitely light-

ed vaulted bridges, watching men,

not necessarily gay, strolling hand

in hand, singing to each other, and

dancing beneath the arches....I came
away from a night in Isfahan believ-

ing that Persian pleasure, in the long

run, would outlast Shiite Puritanism."

Never bothering to define what "Per-

sian pleasure" is, Ignatieff disregards

Iran's multicultural, multilingual,

and multi-ethnic reality, and instead

chooses to paint a little miniature of

boys and men frolicking with one an-

other—but who are not necessarily

gay—and just leaves it there.

Ignatieff also trivializes women's is-

sues by making repeated references

to women's dress, make-up, and hair.

Yet, Ignatieff fails to mention that the

covering of women's hair, however
miniscule an issue it may seem these

days, is mandatory for women in Iran,

and failure to do so carries the pen-

alty of 102 lashes.

After lamenting the fact that "young

Iranians are so hostile to clerical

rule," Ignatieff goes on to make an

audacious suggestion to the female

students that he speaks to in the

university, telling them not to reject

Sharia law outright but to "reform

Sharia from within." Irrespective of

Ignatieff's deluded prescription, what
was heartening was the answer that

those female students gave to Igna-

tieff's suggestion: "You are too nice

to Sharia law. It must be abolished. It

cannot be changed."

Early on in the article, Ignatieff de-

scribes how he came upon the scene

of a small student-led demonstration

regarding the elections in Iran and
was witness to a secret police offi-

cer attempting to abduct one of the

students and push him into the back

of an unmarked vehicle. Ignatieff

goes on to describe how some of the

demonstrators came to the aid of the

student by punching and kicking the

officer. Ignatieff's next assertion re-

garding what he had just seen is quite

puzzling and disappointing.

Referring to the student—who had

managed to wrangle himself free—Ig-

natieff posits, "In a more genuinely

fearful police state, he would have

gone quietly." Is he suggesting that

Iran is not a police state? Although

Ignatieff does recognize that the Ira-

nian government does not give much
credence to the concept of human
rights, he fails to offer any critical as-

sessment of the situation of human
rights in Iran.

This convenient disregard for the

facts is unfortunately not restricted

to Ignatieff alone. In 1985 the Unit-

ed States Congress tried to pass a

resolution officially recognizing the

massacre of more than a million Ar-

menians, specifically referring to the

"genocide perpetrated in Turkey be-

tween 1915 and 1923." Sixty-nine his-

torians sent a letter to Congress dis-

puting this resolution, writing, "As for

the charge of 'genocide,' no signatory

of this statement wishes to minimize

the scope of Armenian suffering. We
are likewise cognizant that it cannot

be viewed as separate from the suf-

fering experienced by the Muslim

inhabitants of the region... .But much
more remains to be discovered be-

fore historians will be able to sort out

precisely responsibility between war-

ring and innocent, and to identify the

causes for the events which resulted

in the death or removal of large num-

bers of the eastern Anatolian popula-

tion, Christian and Muslim alike."

One of the 69 historians was well

known Orientalist and Islamic schol-

ar, Bernard Lewis. Although the New
York Times reported in 1915 that Ar-

menian and Greek Christians were

"being systemically uprooted from

their homes en masse...and given

the choice between immediate accep-

tance of Islam or death by the sword

or starvation" ("Turks are Evicting

Native Christians," New York Times,

July 11, 1915), Lewis declared in a

1993 interview with Le Monde maga-

zine in France that what happened

should not be considered genocide.

In a second interview a few months

later, he referred to "an Armenian be-

trayal" in the "context of a struggle,

no doubt unequal, but for material

stakes....There is no serious proof of

a plan of the Ottoman government

aimed at the extermination of the Ar-

menian nation."

Although Lewis is not a human
rights or genocide scholar, he is a

historian and, like Ignatieff, who
purports to be a human rights cham-

pion extraordinaire, he has a certain

responsibility. I am not suggesting

that Ignatieff's self-induced myopia

regarding the abysmal human rights

record of the Islamic Republic of Iran

is on par with genocide denial. I am
arguing, however, that we all make
choices. Lewis made a choice dur-

ing the Le Monde interview when he

referred to the genocide of the Ar-

menians as "their version of history."

Ignatieff also makes a choice when
he praises Iran on "the achievements

of the revolution," and continually fe-

tishizes Persian culture throughout

his article.

On July 19, 2005, two days after

Ignatieff's piece was published, Am-
nesty International reported that

two youths, both under the age of 18,

were executed in the Iranian prov-

ince of Mashad for reportedly having

sexual relations with one another and

sexually assaulting a 13-year-old boy.

Prior to their execution, both were

given 228 lashes for theft, consuming
alcohol, and disturbing the peace.

Unlike Ignatieff's idyllic miniature

of late-night Isfahan, these boys are

"necessarily gay," and were hung for

being so, in true medieval fashion.

This is where his dreamy and con-

genial romance with Persian pleasure

falls apart. Ignatieff's self-induced

myopia regarding the socio-politi-

cal situation of Iranians, particularly

the young, is the specific reason why
his article on Iran reads more like

the account of a political-economist-

turned-harlequin-romance-writer

than that of a human rights scholar.
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Rock mythology
LOCAL LAOS TANGIERS SPREAD THEIR SOUND ACROSS THE GLOBE WITH A RIPPIN' NEW RECORD

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

It almost seems like every Cana-
dian band in existence is putting
a record out this fall. Occupying
a key position in this Can-rock
orgy is local quartet Tangiers.
For the past few years, Tangiers
have been touring sporadically
and receiving a steady stream
of critical acclaim for their first

two albums. Hot New Spirits

(2003) and Never Bring You Plea-

sure (2004), and now they're set

to add their latest effort. Family
Myth, into the fray.

The brainchild of native To-
rontonians James Sayce and
Josh Reichmann, Tangiers al-

ways seem to be a band on the
move. While the Constantines"
beautiful new disc, Tournament
of Hearts, represents the con-
clusion of one of Canada's most
heroic record labels. Three Gut,
the release of Family Myth sig-

nals the birth of the brand-new
Baudelaire Label, headed up by
former V2 (a major label that's

home to the likes of Moby) staff-

er Evan Newman. Tangiers have
also been picked up in the U.S.

by French Kiss Records (which
is also home to Thunderbirds
are Now! and Les Savy Fav) and
even have an Australian deal in

their pocket.

For Tangiers, Family Myth
represents less of a dramatic
departure from their classic

sound than the natural prod-

uct of a musical progression— it

sounds refreshing and familiar

at the same time. Working with

producers Chris Zane. the band
recorded the album this past

winter while jet-setting between
studios in New York City and To-

ronto.

Two from Tangiers: James Sayce (L) and Josh Reichmann (R)

Although cutting a record in

New York City might be an indie-

rocker's wet dream, the process
wasn't without its hardships.

"We stayed at our label's head-
quarters, which is in a really

nice part of town, in an amazing
space, but they had no beds," la-

ments Reichmann with a touch
of good-natured sarcasm. "So

we slept on the floor, and it was
freezing and weird."

"That was only for a few nights"

Sayce cuts in, setting the record

straight. "We were then given

a full apartment to ourselves
in the Lower Eastside, with a

couch, TiVo, and notfiing else."

"So basically we had blowup
mattresses and really good TV,"

Reichmann quips.

While the living may have
been spartan in some respects,

Reichmann and Sayce were con-

tent to focus on making their

songs sound as big and fully fur-

nished as possible.

"Our last record we wrote in

the studio, but this time we
wanted to go down there with

a really focused idea of what
we were doing," explains Sayce.

"We spent more time getting

things to sound good by focus-

ing on the production and not
having to worry about the song
structure."

Now that they've got the back-

ing of a decent American label,

Tangiers will be busy touring in

support of Family Myth. This fall,

they'll embark on a cross-Cana-

da mission with Sayce's former
bandmates The Deadly Snakes,

which will be followed by stops

in the U.S., Australia, and Eu-

rope. Sayce, who graduated from
U of T this past spring, admits
that previously school had got-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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All in the Family

TANGiERS
T*w Famijy Myth

Family Myth

Tangiers

The Baudelaire Label

Family Myth, the latest

release from Toronto in-

die darlings Tangiers, is

a lot like blasting off in a

rocketship built by the
Rolling Stones and Johnny
Marr... No, wait—it's more
like making a ham sand-
wich with Robert Smith
and Julian Casablancas...

Hold on—what it's actually

like is working at a fishing

conference with Richard
Hell and the Stooges... No,

that's not it either.

Ah, what the heck

—

Fam-
ily Myth is actually best

described as a really solid

rock record, plain and
simple. The vocal melodies
of James Sayce and Josh
Reichmann soar and dive
over lo-fi-sounding bass,
drums, keys, and guitars to
creating a barrage of wick-
edly unexpected hooks.
It's all anchored by driv-

ing, soulful rhythms that

bounce and attack with

equal ability.

Standout songs like

"Dragging the Harbour" and
the title track are instantly

catchy and will take up per-

manent residence in your
brain for weeks, while oth-

ers like "Crack Valley" will

reward the closer listening

that this album deserves.

—JORDAN BIMM

Pulp diction
BRIT NOVELIST'S LATEST BLENDS MYSTERY AND FANTASY INTO FUN FARE

Stephanie Thompson

Humpty Dumpty: Criminal? Philan-

thropist? Manic-depressive? Wom-
anizer? Whatever the case, clearly

this is no bedtime story.

Humperdinck Jehoshaphat Aloy-

sius Stuyvesant van Dumpty liked

to sit on walls. Until one night, after

a little too much to drink, he had a

great fall. Or did he? At first all the

signs to point to suicide, but for de-

tectives Jack Spratt and Mary Mary
of the Nursery Crimes Division,

the evidence doesn't add up. Too
much of Humpty's life is shrouded
in mystery: the shady land deals

in the former Soviet Union, the as-

sociation with serial killer Giorgio

Porgia, not to mention the shat-

tered hearts of abandoned lovers

and cuckolded husbands.
This isn't Fairytale Land, this is

Reading. An alternate-reality Eng-

BOOK REVIEW

The Big Over Easy

By Jasper Fforde

McArthur <& Co.

Rating: VVVV¥

land where literature is the driv-

ing force of popular culture, and a

detective's worth is measured by

how many copies of Amazing Crime

Stories his exploits sell. Aliens, gi-

ants, and nursery rhyme charac-

ters work in your office, and Pro-

metheus rents the room upstairs.

British novelist Jasper Fforde's

The Big Over Easy is the type of

book that is difficult to do justice

to. The wrong sort of description

can easily make it seem too silly,

too high-concept, or too surreal to

ever work. You just have to trust

that it does.

Certainly, it's not for everyone.

It's science fiction, but reads like

a 1950s pulp detective novel. The
jokes range from foot fungus to the

theft of the letter E, and almost ev-

ery proper noun is some sort of a

pun. The mystery itself does not

carry the novel, so if clever refer-

ences, brilliant wordplay, and a

Douglas Adams-like penchant for

paradox don't light your literary

fires, you can probably give this

one a miss.

The real problem is, it's hard to

read The Big Over Easy without

wanting very badly to compare
it to Fforde's brilliant Thursday

Next series, which started with

The Eyre Affair. Over Easy is tech-

nically a stand-alone novel, as

it does not require any previous

knowledge to understand or enjoy

it. But through clever links and

references, it is firmly entrenched
in the Next mythology. As a result,

its predecessors loom menacingly,

and it would take a truly extraor-

dinary work to get out from under
that shadow.
Over Easy is not quite that book.

It lacks the spark of The Eyre Af-

fair— its world is not as rich and
developed, and it seems to add in-

creasingly bizarre plot elements to

generate momentum. In addition,

it's also missing the delightfully

nerdy historical and literary ref-

erences of The Eyre Affair, which
puts good use to otherwise point-

less arts and science degrees.

Regardless, The Big Over Easy
is still thoroughly enjoyable, and
will introduce readers to a whole
new world of the fantastic. It's the

perfect thing to pick up before
the workload gets too heavy, and
we all head into a not-so-great fall

(pun intended).
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Play it loud
This one's for you fans of turning it up—way up. Sports Editor MATT SOMERS,

an enthusiast of the heavier side of things, reviews two recent releases that

are sure to have you reaching for the volume dial.

KMFDM

Hau Ruck

Outside Music

KMFDM's new release attempts

to give the "heave-ho" to every-

thing in American mainstream
culture (as the German title sug-

gests). It tackles familiar themes
that the German band has brought

attention to before: American fas-

cist politics, fear mongering and

terrorism, death and suicide, and
religion. Finally, some real lyrics

about real issues.

The beats are as heavy as always

on most songs, but "Give Me the

Real Thing" and "Auf Wiederseh'n"

provide good changes of pace. The
former is the most mainstream,
radio-friendly song this band has

ever produced, with a catchy cho-

rus and enjoyable vocals by Lucia

Cifarelli. The song is all about be-

ing jaded and unforgiven, but ask-

ing for a fresh start in life.

Three of the 11 songs are almost

totally in a foreign tongue (two in

German, one in French), making it

necessary to grab a translation dic-

tionary to fully appreciate those

ditties. This is a drawback for ca-

sual (and/or lazy) listeners.

Nonetheless, this is a solid al-

bum from the grandfathers of the

industrial sound, and sounds like

a good KFMDM album should. And
don't say I didn't warn you if "Real

Thing" actually gets some radio

play, which might shock longtime

diehard fans of this "underground"

band.

Corrosion of Conformity

In the Arms of God

EMI

There's nothing entirely unique

about this album—it's not experi-

mental, but instead provides the

familiar sound Corrosion of Confor-

mity fans have come to love. That's

not to say that it isn't a decent

straight-ahead hard rock record

from a band that has seen many
trends come and go in their two-de-

cade career.

This record starts off with a case

of the metal blues on "Stone Break-

ers," and from there continues to

plod along at a methodical, less-

than-breakneck speed until "Dirty

Hands Empty Pockets" kicks things

up a notch. On that track, lead sing-

er Pepper Keenan sounds eerily like

punk maestro Henry Rollins. In fact,

several riffs on the album sound

quite Black Flag-inspired.

Much of the album deals with

religion and armed conflict—two

issues that many American bands

can't avoid writing about these

days. Lead guitarist Woodroe
Weatherman shows off his solo skill

on this disc, and temporary drum-
mer Stanton Moore brings funk

and jazz experience to the table,

occasionally offering up some Led

Zeppelin-sounding percussion in

spots.

"Rise River Rise" and "Crown of

Thorns" provide acoustic interludes

on an album full of sonic booms
from Weatherman's six-string. The
former is the darkest and most emo-
tionally charged song on the album,

complete with thumping bassline.

Fans of the band will enjoy this

album, and casual listeners will be
impressed by the disc's consisten-

cy. Each song is worth a listen.

Miri Ben-Ari - The Hip-Hop Violinist

(Motown Records)

Check It: You can listen to "We Gonna Win (Feat.

Stylez P.)" and four other tracks from the album on

her website: miriben-ari.com

When an artist is name-
checked by the likes of

hip-hop mogul Jay-Z, the

Fugees' Wyclef Jean, and
Carnegie Hall (where she's

perfornried)'s acclaimed
violinist Isaac Stern, you
knov! they've gotta be pretty

special.

And no, Miri Ben-Ari isn't

a classical musician—she's

a hip-hop violinist. Known
by most hip-hop fans from
her dazzling work on Kanye
West's debut (on which she
wrote, produced, arranged
and performed all the

strings), and from Twista's hit

single "Overnight Celebrity,"

Ben-Ari has single-handedly

turned the violin into a hip-

hop mainstay.

A former jazz musician, the

Israeli-born Ben-Ari's love for

hip-hop and R&B led her to

combine the sweet sound of

strings with hip-hop beats to

make some of the best-sound-

ing jams around.

Ben-Ari's talent is obvi-

ous right off the bat, as the

sweeping strings are grand
on opening track "We Gonna
Win," which features striking

verses from rapper Styles

P (the first on a long list of

guests which includes rap

heavyweights West and Fabo-

lous, as well as some of R&B's
brightest stars: John Legend,
Anthony Hamilton, and Akon).

West, one of Ben-Ari's

mentors, appears twice on
the album: alongside Ben-
Ari, Fabolous, and Musiq
Soulchild on the soulful "Fly

Away," and on "New World
Symphony" (which he
also produced), one of the

record's best tracks that's

reminiscent of the Talib Kweli

classic "Get By."

At 15 songs, Ben-Ari doesn't

clutter her album with filler

tracks, and with the excep-
tion of a rather out-of-place

rendition of "The Star

Spangled Banner," there's

nary a bad track. At the same
time, the record is missing

a surefire radio hit to help

broaden her audience.

Unlike some of her con-

temporaries' records. The
Hip-Hop Violinist might not

sell millions, but Ben-Ari has
quietly crafted one of the

most creative hip-hop albums
of the year.

—SAMIR SIDDIQUI, Special Hip-

Hop Assistant to the Arts Editor

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

ten in the way of extended trips

abroad, but "now that I've finally

graduated from university, we
can actually go on tour."

"Yeah, James' education really

fucked our band up pretty bad-
ly for a few years," Reichmann
deadpans.
But now that Sayce is free

from his academic constraints,

and the band has a record that's

being released to both domestic
and international markets, Tang-
iers can expect to broaden their

fan base significantly. This po-
tentially also means that more
critics will have the opportunity
to pick apart Family Myth. That
doesn't seem to bother either

Reichmann or Sayce, although
they are tired of being constant-

ly compared to whatever band
happens to occupy the indie

rock spotlight.

"Badly written reviews are

the ones that only discuss oth-

er bands that are around that

month—saying, you know, 'They
sound like Arcade Fire, Franz
Ferdinand, Bloc Party, Hot Hot

Heat...'" Reichmann grouses.

"But at least those reviews are

usually positive!" Sayce adds
with a laugh.

Sayce's optimism is well

founded. Since their debut, crit-

ics have generally had nothing
but kind words for Tangiers'

loud and poppy garage rock.

They've even managed to win
praise from the notoriously pre-

tentious and elitist tastemaker
website Pitchforkmedia.

However, Reichmann and
Sayce are prepared for the worst,

noting that with such a wide re-

lease at hand, some negative

reviews are bound to surface

somewhere.
"We'll get a lot of bad reviews
on this one because we're go-

ing to get reviewed a lot more,"
Sayce jokes modestly. "There's

going to be someone from the

Boise, Idaho Examiner who's
like, 'These guys suck, they
sound nothing like Bloc Party.'"

Tangiers play a CD release for

Family Myth Friday (Oct. 7) at
Lee's Palace ($10 at the door).
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Offish, plants, and sex

Fish in the water help plants to have

sex on land, according to Dr. Tiffany

Knight at the University of Washing-

ton. Plants depend on insect polli-

nators, such as bees and beetles, to

shuttle pollen to other plants—a step

crucial for plant reproduction. Un-

fortunately, insect pollinators serve

as food for dragonflies, which begin

their lives in the water as dragonfly

nymphs, themselves a favourite food

of fish. Knight found that when fish in-

habit a pond, fewer dragonfly nymphs
survive to adulthood, so fewer polli-

nators get eaten, and more pollen gets

shuttled between plants, promoting

plant reproduction. When ponds do
not contain as many fish, more drag-

onfly nymphs make it to adulthood,

more pollinators get eaten, and less

pollen gets shuttled between plants.

Her find highlights the complex con-

nections in nature, and shows that or-

ganisms in one environment can have
profound effects on organisms living

in a completely different place.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
Source: Nature

A passage to China

(and India, too)
NASA researchers say they have

seen a continuous decline in Arctic

sea ice over the past 27 years, accord-

ing to satellite data. They estimate

that the area of the Arctic Ocean cov-

ered by sea ice has declined at a rate

of 8.5 per cent per decade in the inter-

vening time. Last month—as sea ice

reached its minimum, due to summer
melting—the extent of sea ice was the

lowest since satellite observations be-

gan. As for perennial sea ice, which is

thicker and does not melt completely

during the summer season, it has

been declining at a rate of 9.8 per cent

per decade, according to scientists at

NASA's Goddard Flight Centre.

Scientists are concerned that as

the amount of sea ice falls, it could

speed climate change in the Arctic,

by changing the earth's reflectivity,

or albedo. Since they are darker than

sea ice, expanses of water absorb

more of the sun's rays, and so less of

the sun's heat is reflected back into

the atmosphere. The surface of the

earth—whether water or land—then

gets warmer, causing the remaining

Arctic ice to melt even faster. "Feed-

backs in the system are starting to

take hold," warned National Snow and

Ice Data Centre's lead scientist, Dr
Ted Scambos.

For Canada, the continued melting

of the Arctic could make the long-

sought Northwest Passage for cargo

ships a reality—during summers, at

least—as soon as 2030.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: NASA

Future home for Mardi Gras

Researchers at the University of

Alaska at Fairbanks argue that the

shortening of Alaska's snow-free sea-

son is causing feedback effects that

may increase future rates of summer
warming. Snowmelt occurs 2.5 days

earlier in each decade they studied,

noted the study's author. Dr. Terry

Chapin. The study identifies two main

mechanisms behind the warming of

land in the summer. Firstly, the earlier

snowmelt increases the length of time

during which the land surface ab-

sorbs the sun's energy. Secondly, the

increase in snow-free areas invites

vegetation such as shrubs to move
in—ultimately advancing the treeline.

-M.G.

Source: Science Express
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When big stars blow
THE BIGGER THEY ARE, THE BETTER THE LIGHT SHOW: ASTRONOMY LECTURE

Jennifer Bates

VARSITY STAFF

Imagine hearing Beethoven's ninth

symphony with the sound filtered

such that you hear but one octave
out of the possible range of frequen-

cies our ears can detect. That was
the challenge Columbia University

astronomer Dr. David Helfand posed
to a packed audience at Convocation
Hall last Friday.

His was the second in a string of

four lectures of the Cosmic Fron-

tiers series, celebrating one hundred
years of astronomy at the University

of Toronto.

Filling the stage with his charisma
and the building with his booming
New York drawl, Helfand proceeded
to show the audience what filtering

Beethoven's ninth symphony would
indeed sound like: crickets chirping

iaihe far-off distance.

That, he said, is what happens
when you look up at the sky and gaze

at the stars. You see only a tiny por-

tion of the electromagnetic spectrum
that has traveled trillions of kilome-

tres to reach Earth. You're clearly

missing out on the whole story.

One of the most dramatic things

you miss is the death of giant stars

—

visible only in the UV and infrared

portions of the spectrum. Such stel-

lar leviathans have often several

times the mass of our own sun.

As with all stars, they are born

out of enormous clouds of dust that

coagulate under the force of gravity.

This forms a ball of gas at the core,

where temperatures reach about 15-

million degrees Celsius. Squeezed at

this temperature under tremendous

pressures, the hydrogen gas in the

core begins to transform into helium

through a highly energetic process

called fusion.

Eventually, the hydrogen depletes,

and gravity collapses the outer lay-

ers of the star into its core. In giant

stars, this force is so mighty that fu-

sion continues to occur, turning heli-

um into carbon, carbon into oxygen.

Champagne Supernova: In 1987, star-gazers in Earth's southern hemisphere were treated to a dazzling supernova in the sky, shown
on the left side in the photo above. The last sighting before that was noted by Chinese astronomers in 1054—according to their

records, the supernova was visible during the day for 23 days. Eager supernova-watchers have doutblessly taken to heart the Gal-

lagher brothers' proclamation that "Someday you will find me..." as they use their telescopes to comb the night sky.

oxygen into neon, and so on down
the periodic table all the way to iron.

At this point fusion stops. The tem-

perature and pressure in the core be-

come so great that atoms repel each

with sufficient force to counteract the

force of gravity, sending a huge cloud

of gas surging away from the core.

This explosion, called a supernova,

forms the remaining 66 (naturally-

occurring) elements of the periodic

table. Supernovae are so powerful

that we can see spectacular light dis-

plays here on Earth, often recorded

in history as signs of ill omen.

But the story of the dying star

doesn't end there. After the super-

nova, often a neutron star remains

behind, which is essentially a ball

of neutrons spinning on its axis 100

times per second and generating a

magnetic field ten trillion times the

magnetic field of the Earth.

As Helfand explained, neutron

stars have become increasingly im-

portant in cutting edge research for

studying quarks. These are the sub-

atomic constituents of protons and

neutrons—which are themselves

the building blocks of matter. Neu-

tron stars provide laboratory con-

ditions for studying these particles

that are impossible for us to recreate

on earth.

Helfand is enthusiastic about the

future of his research on stellar

corpses, as he terms the dead stars.

We have much more to learn. Pres-

ently, only about ten per cent of the

gas is left in our universe from the

time of the Big Bang.

According to Helfand. in a few

billion years, the gases will be con-

sumed altogether and stellar activity

will "wind down until the universe is

a very dark, cold, and lonely place.

And on that note," he said, "it's time

for a beer."

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Chemist's compounds
quicken reactions

Kelly Robertson

"Basically, we were just sort of

playing, trying to understand the re-

actions of hydrogen with metal com-

plexes. It led to this," said Professor

Robert Morris, a chemist who studies

the chemistry of compounds contain-

ing metal-carbon bonds—which are

called organo-metals—who discov-

ered a new type of bonding for hydro-

gen.

Organo-metals are prized for the

role they play as catalysts in chemi-

cal reactions. Catalysts act as facilita-

tors in chemicals reactions—speed-

ing up their pace, but not taking part

themselves in the reaction. Typically,

only minute amounts of catalyst are

needed to turbo-charge a sluggish

reaction.

Morris had been fascinated by or-

gano-metallic chemistry since his

graduate days at the University of

British Columbia. When he came to

the University of Toronto in 1980, he

began investigating replacements for

rhodium-based catalysts, focusing on

the element ruthenium because of its

relatively low cost.

In the late 80s, the price for rho-

dium skyrocketed. It was now being

used for catalytic converters in cars

to reduce emission, and, not being a

particularly abundant element, rho-

dium's cost increased dramatically.

This caused scientists to start looking

into replacements for rhodium-based

catalysts.

"Platinum metals—ruthenium, os-

mium, rhodium, iridium, palladium,

and platinum—are really catalyti-

cally active metals and so are used

in industry for all sorts of processes

where you want to speed up the reac-

tion. With the price of rhodium going

up, people turned their attention to

ruthenium, to see if it could to the

same thing [as rhodium]."

One particular area where rhodi-

um-based catalysts were useful was

for hydrogenation reactions. Hydro-

genation—the addition of hydrogen

to materials—is fundamental to many

Chemistry prof Robert Morris, handling compounds under inert Argon gas. The fifth

profile in our series on this year's Royal Society of Canada inductees.

organic processes. The synthesis of

pharmaceuticals, for instance, re-

lies heavily on the ability to transfer

hydrogen from one molecule to the

next.

"In industry, rhodium was used to

transfer hydrogen from one molecule

to another. Basically, it was used to

make pharmaceutical intermediates,"

said Morris, pointing to the use of

rhodium-based compounds to cata-

lyze the production of L-Dopa, a drug

used to treat Parkinson's disease.

Two important discoveries made
by his group in the 80s and 90s about

hydrogen aided Morris's research.

"They discovered compounds where
hydrogen is coordinated to ruthe-

nium in a soluble complex without

the hydrogen-hydrogen bond break-

ing, which was unexpected because
before then, whenever hydrogen re-

SEE MORRIS' - NEXT PAGE
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acted with anything, the hydrogen-

hydrogen bond broite," explained

Morris. These papers were published

in the Journal of the American Chemi-

cal Society.

"We discovered that when hydro-

gen is coordinated this way [without

the bond breaking], it reacts with a

base and you end up with a [negative-

ly charged] hydrogen bonded to the

metal and a [positively charged] hy-

drogen attached to the base, and they

remained associated with each other

at a really short distance." This was a

new type of bonding for hydrogen.

Morris's group found that when
the hydrogens were coordinated in a

ruthenium-complex, both negatively

and positively charged hydrogen

could be transferred across the polar

bonds of such organic molecules as

ketones to produce alcohols, a com-

mon step in making many pharma-

ceutical processes.

His work on the basic chemistry

of organo-metals continues apace.

Morris's goal is to produce organo-

metallic compounds where the metal

constituent is a cheap and abundant

element, such as iron.
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//FIRE IN THE SKY

Astrophysicists may have solved a 30-year-old riddle, according

to research appearing this week in the journal Nature. They had

been previously puzzled by bursts of cosmic gamma rays—highly-

energetic photons often ejected during cataclysmic cosmic events.

Gamma ray bursts are of interest because they herald cosmic events

before these can be observed in the part of the spectrum visible

to the human eye. They come in two flavors: when massive stars

collapse, the resulting gamma ray burst is long, and easy to observe;

when neutron stars collide, the bursts are short and hard to place.

Until now, astrophysicists had struggled to observe the second kind

of burst and hgure out what causes them. But using data from an

orbiting gamma-ray observing satellite, scientists may have finally

caught a glimpse. On recording the gamma ray burst, astrophysicists

rapidly trained the Hubble Space Telescope's lens on that region of

the sky, catching a faint afterglow on film. The theory is that brief

gamma ray burst was caused by the collision of two neutron stars.

The photo above shows a gamma ray burst captured by Hubble in

1998, in a nearby barred spiral galaxy. Since the burst came from a

star-forming region of the galaxy, astrophysicists posited that it was

caused by the explosion of a star 40 times more massive than our

own sun.

-MIKEGHENU

I 0_0_0_9 S » t

HE'S NO BUTTHEAD: Each year, as

the Amazon River overflows its

banks, the South American conti-

nent sinks by nearly eight centime-

tres as a result, Dr. Michael Bevis, a

civil engineering professor at Ohio

State University reports. Bevis

calculated the rise and fall of the

earth's crust using global position-

ing system (GPS) sensors.

IN LABOUR: One in every 250 Cana-

dian women die during childbirth,

researchers at Ottawa Hospital

have found, by tracking hospital

births from 1991-2000. The main

causes include uterine rupture and
respiratory illnesses.

FORECASTING GLOOM: Mathematical

modelers at the Max Planck Insti-

tute for Meterology predict drastic

climates changes in the next 100

years including the complete, melt-

ing of Arctic sea ice, a 30-centime-

ter rise in sea level, and intense

rains and flooding. Humans are to

blame.

HOT POTATO: Using DNA markers

and genetic profiles, Dr. David

Spooner, at the University of Wis-

consin, has determined a single site

for the origin of potato domestica-

tion: Peru. The discovery conflicts

with the "multiple-origins" theory

of potato domestication and will

force scientists to re-evaluate how
the potato crop spread throughout

the world.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
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the ice

lesn't start

Blues go winless in tourney

Women's hockey action heated up Varsity Arena over the weekend, as the IVIarion Hilliard Tournament pitted the Blues against UBC, Concordia and Ottawa. The Gee Gees won the
event with a 2-0-1 record.

//SPORTS IN BRIEF

Almost time to liit

Although their season

until late October, the Varsity Blues

men's hockey team has already

been hitting the ice for preseason

games—in Toronto at the end Sep-

tember and in Michigan and Massa-
chusetts this month.

With four key players—Ian Mal-

colm, Mike Nason, Jesse Rycroft,

and Mike Hutchinson—having

graduated, the team, which in-

cludes 11 rookies, will have to play

some excellent hockey to defend

their defending five-time OUA Mid-

East division champions title.

Coach Darren Lowe and veteran

players Ryan Grinnell, Andrew
Smale, Simon Barg, and Steve

Devine will lead the team through
video analyses, off-ice conditioning

sessions, and on-ice skill develop-

ment programs to help the team
reach their goal.

"This is a young team which will

have to learn how to play at this

level, but our expectation is that

they will improve on a daily basis

and be successful by the end of the

season," says Lowe.

The Blues will play York on Octo-

ber 12 in their last exhibition game
at home, and will kick off the regu-

lar season with a game at Laurier

on October 2\. The first home game
for the squad is against Brock on
October 28.

—MIYOKO OHTAKE

If you aren't too busy

stuffing the bird

Many of us will be busy making
merry with family and friends this

weekend, as Thanksgiving is upon
us. There are a couple home games
this weekend, though, to enter-

tain anyone who is not eating tur-

key and conversing with Aunt Ida,

whom you deny being related to

the rest of the year.

The men's rugby team will take to

Back Campus on Friday afternoon

in an important match against

Queen's. The Blues are 0-5 and
suffered a devastating 46-0 loss to

Laurier last weekend.
The football team will play the

Ottawa Gee Gees on Saturday after-

noon, as they are still questing for

their first victory. But they'll need
more than just Aunt Ida's famous
pumpkin smoothies to pull them
through: Ottawa is 3-2 on the year

and are coming off a high-flying 55-

12 win over the Windsor Lancers.

The Blues are 0-5, on the other

hand, and were defeated 58-30 last

Saturday. U of T has been scoring

more points this year than in re-

cent years, and will need to con-

tinue that trend if they hope to beat

Ottawa.

—MATTSOMERS

You can't see my net!

The men's soccer team may never

give up another goal this year. They
had two more shutout victories on
the weekend, giving them three

straight games without surrender-

ing a goal.

U of T defeated McMaster 3-0 on
Saturday and beat Brock 4-0 on
Sunday. Kyle Hall scored twice for

the Blues in the win over the Ma-
rauders.

Goalkeeper Luciano Lombardi
is having the season of his life so

far and coach Isacco's defensive

strategies have worked better than

anyone could have predicted. The
offence has also found ways to put

enough goals on the board to win,

which isn't hard to do when you are

shutting out every opponent.

—MS

Marlsse Roco

VARSITY STAFF

The 2005 Marion Hilliard Invitation-

al hockey tournament kicked off the

pre-season last weekend with the

Blues facing UBC's Thunderbirds on
Friday, followed by the Concordia

Stingers on Saturday, and finishing

up on Sunday with the Ottawa Gee-

Gees.

U of T's Varsity Blues and UBC
came to a 2-2 tie in the preseason

debut for the Thunderbirds on Fri-

day. Both teams scored once in the

first, the Thunderbirds added their

second score in the second, and the

Blues closed the scoring with a goal

Matt ZakrzewskI

The undefeated Varsity Blues wom-
en's soccer team played both the

McMaster Marauders and Brock

Badgers this past weekend. U of T
was, unfortunately, no longer unde-

feated when the weekend ended.

In the opening game, Lindsay

Lashley scored forty-five seconds

in, lobbing a bouncing ball over the

keeper's head, and underneath the

crossbar, to put the Blues up 1-0.

The half continued in a defensive

deadlock, each team's defence sti-

fling the other's ground game.

High breakaway passes were col-

lected by aggressive goaltenders

while defenders impeded the charge

of attacking forwards.

Just before the close of the first

half, McMaster's Hilary Frankov-

in the third.

Justine Todd, who had an impres-

sive weekend, scored the goal in the

third to tie the game. Neither team
was able to break the deadlock after

her score.

On Saturday, the tournament con-

tinued at Varsity Stadium as the Var-

sity Blues faced the Concordia Sting-

ers. Despite a slow start in the first,

the Blues battled back aggressively

to tie the Stingers I-l. Outstanding

performances from Blues goalten-

ders Lisa Robertson and Stepha-

nie Lockert made scoring for the

Stingers difficult. Stingers keeper

Cecilia Anderson was also impres-

sive, amassing several one-handed

ich tied the game, converting off of

a chaotically ping-ponging ball in

front of the Blues net.

In the second half, the Blues broke

the game open. The defence and
midfield kicked long balls up the

right side to the speedy Lashley,

whom the Mac defenders were too

tired to cover closely.

Lashley crossed the ball repeat-

edly into dangerous areas in front

of the net. As the half progressed,

her crosses became more and more
successful. Her first two drifted in

behind McMaster's net; her next one
found Shoena Morrison, who scored

after getting powerful shot away
from in close.

Lashley accidentally put her next

cross into the net, giving the Blues

a 3-1 lead.

McMaster's spirit was broken

saves.

After a strong defensive start for

both teams, Concordia took the lead

with a goal by Janie Brassard early

in the third period. With less than

ten minutes left in the third, the

Blues responded boldly to the Sting-

ers with a goal by Annie DelGuidice,

assisted by Todd. The game would

end abruptly in a 1-1 tie.

The double header concluded

Sunday with the highly anticipated

match up between the Blues and Ot-

tawa Gee Gees. Despite a valiant ef-

fort by the Blues, the Gee Gees took

home a 3-0 shutout victory. The
Gee-Gees would eventually go on to

win the Marion Hilliard Tournament,

throughout the rest of the game, as

they were unable even to convert a

penalty shot, which was stopped by

Blues' goaltender Andrea Tristao.

The Blues were victorious, winning

the match 3-1.

The game against Brock was a dif-

ferent kind of affair. The Blues man-
aged a few good chances to score

thanks to some stellar free and cor-

ner kicks taken by fifth-year veteran

Erin Osborne, but the mad scram-

bles in front of the net all ended
without a goal.

Brock's ferocious aggressiveness

on defence shut Lashley out of any
real scoring chance, and kept the

Blues offence under wraps. The first

half ended in a scoreless draw.

The second half saw Brock's al-

most-violent aggression back the

Blues up into their own end of the

finishing with a 2-0-1 record.

Kim Kerr had two goals in the vic-

tory over the Blues and Josianne

Garneau had the other Ottawa tally.

Megan Takeda stopped all 27 U of T
shots to earn the shutout.

The next match up for the Varsity

Blues will be an exhibition game
against Markham-Stouffville to-

night. The location of the game was
not known at press time.

The regular season for this group

of veterans and rookies begins on
October 15, as the Brock Badgers

visit Varsity Arena that night. Wind-
sor is the next team to come to town
after that, as they play the Blues on
the afternoon of October 22.

field. The tackling and pushing

amongst the players was anger-filled,

and Blues' defender Loretta DeTho-
masis was given a verbal warning by
the referee after giving a retaliatory

shove to one of the Badgers.

Brock finally broke the scoreless

tie ten minutes before the end of

the game. Andrea Tristao stopped

the initial shot, but Brock's Stefanie

DeBoer was there to put in the re-

bound. A renewed offensive effort

by the Blues was characterized by
a volley of shots on goal, but they

were unable to stave off their first

defeat of the season.

The defeat means that the Blues

will drop to second place in the

Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
North division behind York, whom
they will play in their last game of

the season on October 23.

Ya win some, ya lose some
SOCCER TEAM EARNS A WIN AND SUFFERS A LOSS ON THE WEEKEND
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// QUA CHAMPIONS

The women's tennis team gather around their QUA Championship banner after defeating IVIcGill in the finals last weekend. Read

Tuesday's paper for more on the team and the title.

Look up, look

WAY up
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Searching for its first Wilson Cup
in ten years, tfie men's basketball

team will attack opponents with

a more up-tempo style, accord-

ing to head coach Mike Katz.

"We will have to score more
points than we have in the past,"

Katz said. "The team will try to

run the ball more. We need to

wear out opponents by moving
up and down the court."

With the graduation of two-

time Ontario University Athlet-

ics (OUA) all-star centre Kenny
Hilborn—whose 6' 7" frame was
a linchpin for the Blues on both

sides of the floor—the Blues will

look to their backcourt of Mike
DiGorgio and OUA all-star Mike
Williams to lead the offence.

Katz also cited Dwayne Grant

and Paul Sergautis as key return-

ing components in the Blues"

quest for the postseason.

"We always need to make the

playoffs," Katz said. "What would
be an improvement would be to

host one. Last year we were away
for both of our games; we won

one and lost the other. Getting
one of those games at home this

year could help."

In the offseason, the Blues wel-

comed freshmen Ahmed Nazmi,
Nick Snow, and Mike Thomas
to the team. Katz said he was
"happy" with his first recruiting

class, although Snow will be lim-

ited in his play this season with
an illness. The 6' 7" power for-

ward from Banting High School
was considered one of the more
sought-after players in Ontario.

"Snow's situation is unfortu-

nate," Katz said. "Hopefully he
can come in at some point this

season and show what he's ca-

pable of doing."

While the Blues' regular season
starts November 11, the team will

face serious competition next

Friday when it hosts UBC—

a

team Katz considers one of the

top three in the country—in an
exhibition match.

The Blues are 1-2 in preseason

play, having defeated Central

Michigan but losing to Navy and
North Dakota St. in the NCAA D-1

Exhibition Tournament at Hum-
ber College September 3-5.

HELP WANTED

MAKE $3900.00 US PER MONTH
"PUT YOURSELF THROUGH SCHOOL"

Work 2 to 3 hrs. per day from home.

View a 3 min. Intro, and the 7 min

presentation at www.my.ws/thriving

For more info; my.ws@sympatico.ca

orcaii Felicity—519-846-9111.

HELP WANTED
Part-timie/Fuli-time.Coffee/barista opera-

tors. Second Cup U of T campus locations.

Past coffee experienced preferred. Email

resume karia@rogers.com

EGG DONOR WANTED
Childless couple seeks Egg Donor. Must

be under 30, clean personal/family

health history, Northern/Eastern Euro-

pean ancestry, and eager to help a loving

couple build a family. If you are interested

in finding out more, please contact us;

im-ds@hotmail.com

WEB SITE RE-DESIGN

Toronto company requires temp, program-

mer for immed. assignment. Send resume

w.wk.samples to; info@rbsinvestment.com

For interview call; 416-91.3-9968.

FREELANCE COMPUTER GEEK

NEEDED PART-TIME

to maintain website and help with server

problems for small business. Please send

resume to customessay@bellnet.ca, or

call (416) 280-6113.

ATTENTION: NEAT FREAKS

Terrific P/T retail sales positions available

with funky Yorkville storage solutions con-

cept. Flexible hours, Fri-Sun, 10-6pm, IQ,

courtesy, motivation, and sense of humour

required. Design or retail experience a

plus. .$9 hr -I- commission. Email andrew@

neatstorage.com with resume.

jCLASSIFIEDS
HIRING $II-$I5/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsitywindows@vahoo.ca And

then call 1-888-varCity

MISCELLANEOUS

READ DARK CHRIST BY DAVID SPIRIT!

available at Amazon and Barnes and
Noble.com

LAURIE-ARCHITECT GIRL

We talked on Labour Day weekend in

Seattle afterdinner— I hated Frank Gehry's

buildings, you love them—and I wish I got

your phone number. Andrew from Van-

couver andrew_vancouver@yahoo.ca

SERVICES

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/.539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

vand trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relation.ships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 50"'., off first visit.

www.bay.streetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts, Call 416-.595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years

(416) 452-0279.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

2,5y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

^#mRSITY

Calling all U of T

Student Groups!
Do you want to: Increase

turnouts at your events?

Publicize your group?

Increase membership?

The Varsity is offering a new section called

The Varsity Radar
to help student groups get their message out!

We also offer classified event listings on this page

For more info, please contact ads@thevarsity.ca or 41 6-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240/1-800.779-1779

www-oxfordseminars.com
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CHEATSHEET

heard

CC Well-

behaved
students will

never make
history. JJ
SEE LETTERS' - PG. 6

science

Bayou Deathmatch 2005: Python

vs. Alligator!

SEE 'SWAMP' - PG. 9

Tennis team comes home with hard-

ware: they're OUA champs!

SEE 'TENNIS' -PG. 14

red letter

Today Is National Coming Out Day,

marked every October 11 to encour-

age visibility for sexual minorities.

history

On October 12, 1957, Lester B. Pearson

was named winner of the Nobel Peace

Prize for his work during the Suez

Crisis. He became PM in 1963.

todo com

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12,7 PM
The Trouble With Harry: Christian

Responses to J. K, Rowling and the Potter

Craze. St. Mike's College. Free.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 8 PM
The Roots at The Docks. $34.50.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880

//WEARING HER HEART AROUND HER NEC

VOL. CXXVI, NO. 14

20 -year-old UTSC student Myuri Manogaran's volunteer work since childhood got her the Ontario Medal for Young Volunteers, awarded her by the provincial government last

week. She was given the award the with 19 others by Lieutenant Governor James Bartleman at Queen's Park on October 6. Check out her profile on page 3.

SAC
holds

vote on
club fees

Anas Melhem
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

This week, U of T students are be-

ing urged by SAC and other student

leaders to vote yes on a referendum

to raise funding for U of T's 382 ailing

student groups.

From October 12-14, students will

be able to vote on ROSl on whether

to hike the fees paid to SAC for clubs

by $3.82, which would provide badly

needed funding. Currently, 27,000

full-time undergraduates , or 70 per

cent of U of T's undergrads, belong

to a club or student organization.

"This is the most efficient, demo-
cratic, and accountable way to ask

students for their permission to

raise this money to essentially bet-

ter their student experience on
campus," said SAC president Paul

Bretscher, whose administration

has already raised the clubs budget

by 50 per cent.

"Unfortunately, the university's

administration has cut funding for

clubs, and we're sick of turning stu-

dent groups down for funding when
they come to us with excellent pro-

posals for events," he said. This has

SEE 'CLUBS' -PG

4

Aural pleasure
U OF T POET PUTS VERSE UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL

Nitzan Rotenberg

VARSITY STAFF

When Sonnet L'Abbe decided to con-

front random passers-by with poet-

ry this past Saturday, she went with

the spirit of the holiday weekend
and chose verses that were mostly

thankful.

Armed with a medley of Emily

Dickinson, Philip Larkin, Derek Wal-

cott, Robert Service, William Staf-

ford, and one of her own invention,

she participated in the second annu-

al Random Acts of Poetry event, an

initiative designed to bring poetry to

chance listeners from Oct. 3-9.

With downtown Toronto as her

stage, and anyone at all as her au-

dience, L'Abbe read forty to fifty

times each day. She tackled reciting

at Robarts Library, the Yonge and
Dundas advertainment-blitzed area,

Harbourfront, and the spaces in be-

tween.

The audience was varied; it includ-

ed cops on bicycles, dolphin-rights

activists, streetcar passengers, and

SEE 'POETRY' -PG 2

//ALL IN A DAY'S WORK

A glittering group ribbon-cutting ceremony officially opened U of T at Scarborough's brand-new Arts and Administration Building

last Friday, attended by U of T president David Naylor and provincial minister of public infrastructure and renewal David Caplan, and

presided over by UTSC vice-president and principal Kwong-Loi Shun. The $20-mil arts management facility features classrooms, fine

art and music studios, and a 300-seat lecture theatre.
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HART HOUSE
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SHAKESPEARES ^5-BUCK LUNCH
Oct 12*11 :45am to 2pm • Great Hail

A Shakespearean Feast

creativity conceived

Prof. Ernesto Laclau
Lecture: "Elusive Universality"

Oct 14 • 2pm • East Common Room

n aim n' song
Bm Get Out of Town!

Fresh air, tranquility, great food, toads of fun

Oct 15*1 0:30am - 7pm • Hart House Farm
Children welcbme

Tickets $29 with bus; $24 without
On sale now at the Porters Desk

W'VBJ^^ S^'Si ^Bf Free and all welcome!

Hip Hop Headz 8:30pm octI 3
Arbor Room

Jazz at Oscar's 9pm oct14
Arbor Room

Borealis String Quarter 3pm oct16
Sunday Concert • Great Hall

oct6 - Nov3

until OCT15

Sam Borenstein
A Passion for Colour: Expressionist Art

The Justina M. Barnicke Gallery

Kasla Ciesia

Artist Exhibit

Arbor Room

INVESTMENT ClUB SPEAKER SERIES

Mark Russell from BMC
"Equities"

Oct 1 1 • 6pm • East Common Room

GAMES
Chess Fridays • 4pm
Bridge Tuesdays & Thursdays • 6:30pm

BoardGame Anytime

PRAMA
Drop-in Improv Jams

Oct 13 • 7pm • Committees' Room

BUZZWORD
Oct 5 * 2-4pm * Map Roomi

Coffee biscotti "on the House"

6. mp^>^¥^^''fSf"'' f^
\0UR STUDENT CENTRE ^

'POETRY' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

sometimes couples—one half react-

ing enthusiastically, the other not so

much. L'Abbe explained that they al-

most always exhibited an initial ap-

prehension.

"They probably thought I wanted

money," she said after one bout of

surprise-attack recitation.

Following the guidelines of the

international movement, once she

gauged her subject's reaction to an

introductory poem, L'Abbe would
present them with a 'menu' of her se-

lected poems. She would then read

their requested selection, an array

of poems lasting twenty to sixty sec-

onds in length.

"As I read, you could see them
opening up, you could see them re-

alizing that 1 wasn't offering rhyme
sing-song syrup but considered,

thoughtful poetry, and they listened

and surprised themselves by appre-

ciating it", L'Abbe explained her ex-

periences converting skeptics.

As far as individual authors went,

Walcott proved "encouraging", Lar-

kin was "wry, almost caustic"; as far

L'Abbe's own work: "Well, 1 suppose
it's not up to me to describe it," she

said. All of them were chosen be-

cause of the undertone of gratitude

that the collective authors convey.

"Robert Service expressed thanks

for rest and sleep, and then for a

clean conscience and little moments
of friendship; Dickinson [expressed

thanks] for escape."

Sonnet L'Abbe published her first

Author Sonnet L'Abbe teaches poetry at the School of Continuing Studies, writes for the

Globe and Mall and News at U of T, and is working on her second book.

book, A Strange Relief (McClelland

and Stewart), in 2001 and is currently

working on her second, Killarnoe, a

work "about the exchange of energy

that happens in speech, the strange

agreement that language is." Indi-

vidual pieces have been published

in several collections.

L'Abbe described Random Acts

of Poetry as "public art." The pur-

pose of the week is to make poetry

familiar to a public that may misin-

terpret its accessibility, and to spur a

movement away from the perception

of art as existing on what she calls

a "rarefied" plane of "galleries and
graduate schools."

Initiated by British Columbia poet

Wendy Morton, Random Acts of Po-

etry is an international project con-

sisting of twenty-seven Canadian

poets and ten poets from England,

Scotland and Ireland.

L'Abbe's views poetry as some-

thing that can refocus people to

"the world inside their own heads."

Realigning the competitive and
negative messages that individu-

als receive
—

"Don't you want to be

prettier, richer, more powerful, more
comfortable than your friends"—to-

wards a focus on the reaffirmation

of self.

"Poetry says: you are wise, you

know beauty when you see it, you
believe in truth, you are discerning."

Islam's 'compassion and humanity'
Sabrina Singh

VARSITY STAFF

A lecture by a U of T Mississauga pro-

fessor entitled "Islamic Universalism

and Multiconfessionalism," held Oct.

6 at Erindale United Church, aimed

to dispel common misconceptions

that have plagued the Islamic faith's

reputation.

Professor Mohamad Tavakoli-

Targhi, chair of the department of

historical studies at UTM, discussed

what he called the humanistic fea-

tures of Islam. Islam's reputation of

militancy and extremism, according

to the professor, does not represent

the universalism, compassion, and

acceptance of others that is the foun-

dation of the religion.

Professor Tavakoli-Targhi said that

the modern perspective of Islamism

is a product of the media and their fo-

cus on what he refers to as "hyper-po-

litical sects" promoted by extremists.

He pointed out that while there

are various interpretations of the

Qur'anic text, intolerance, isolation,

exclusionism, and the promotion of

'the other' as the enemy goes against

the true spiritual message of the

Qur'an.

The most challenging part of

the lecture for Tavakoli-Targhi was
addressing audience questions,

particularly on the role of women.

The professor agreed that gender

inequalities are a large problem in

Middle Eastern societies but main-

tains that these views emerged in

Medievalist Islam and are predomi-
nantly a product of those countries

responding to urbanization.

Tavakoli-Targhi explains that it

is implicit in the Islamic faith that

Muslims must be able to understand

God from the perspective of other

religions. Many Muslims, he argues,

have a very "kindergarten under-

standing" of Islam.

The lecture launched Canadian

Perspectives Lectures, which will be

hosted by UTM every Thursday until

Nov 3.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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For the joy of it

Bruce Harpham

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

U of T student Myuri Manogaran cred-

its the losses in her life for getting her

the Ontario Medal for Young Volun-

teers, awarded her by the provincial

government last week in recognition

of years of volunteer service dating

back to her childhood.

Though 20-year-oId Manogaran,

currently in her third year at U of T at

Scarborough, has had to scale back

some of her volunteer commitments

to a still-hefty 12 hours a week in order

to study, she continues to be active at

Mount Sinai Hospital. She was given

the award with 19 others by Lieuten-

ant Governor James Bartleman at

Queen's Park on October 6.

In many ways, Manogaran's story

seems positively saintly. When her

young brother Sivaram died in 1993,

Myuri decided to get involved in sup-

porting Growing Together, an organi-

zation that helped her and her family

get over her loss. While still in elemen-

tary school, Manogaran helped Grow-

ing Together run community art

events and fundraise. Her brother's

death proved to be pivotal for her.

"Sivram is the main reason why 1

want to go into medicine," she said.

One of her other brothers had major

health problems when he was born,

only recovering with the aid of both

Sick Kids' and Mount Sinai Hospitals.

While still a student at Jarvis Col-

legiate Institute, Manogaran became
a major community leader. With the

help of her guidance counselor men-
tor Janice Picker, Manogaran set up
a club to fundraise for the Kids Help

Phone.

"When I was 16, 1 started to volun-

teer at Sick Kids," she said, a practice

that extended and grew in university.

Manogaran began to serve as a volun-

teer in several Toronto hospitals. She

started volunteering at Toronto Gener-

al as an intern during high school and

later ran a project for several years to

purchase Christmas gifts for patients.

Mangoran donates almost as many
hours to Mount Sinai and Sick Kids as

many students would spend at a part-

time job, in addition to her studies in

integrative biology and health studies.

Most of her volunteering these days

involves pregnancy wards or working

in neo-natal care.

Manogaran's activism is not limited

solely to hospitals. She has also par-

ticipated in the "RACISM STOP IT!"

campaign in elementary school and

helped found an organization called

Tamil FEM. FEM was designed to pro-

vide female Tamil students with a safe

place to go outside the home.
"1 managed to get $1,000 of funding

from Bell to get the organization off

the ground," Manogran said.

At one point, she was even a stu-

dent liaison with Toronto Police 55

Division.

In addition to her brother's death,

Mangoran was also inspired by the

work of Princess Diana.

"Princess Diana was an inspiring ex-

ample: she used her influence to help

with charities, landmines, and other

issues she cared about; it is a really in-

spiring example for women," Manoga-

ran said.

Darfur: our blind spot
Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

This past Thursday, U of T professors

Norman Epstein and Acol Dor spoke at

Innis College to remind students that

Sudanese people are still suffering.

Last March, U.S. Secretary of State

Colin Powell told the U.N. that drastic

action would be needed to prevent

genocide from happening in the Darfur

region of Sudan. Since then, however,

Darfur has been overshadowed by the

conflict in Iraq and hurricane Katrina.

Profs. Dor cmd Epstein are co-found-

ers of Canadians Against Slavery and

Torture in Sudan (CASTS), an organi-

zation dedicated to raising awareness

about Sudan's ordeal of intermittent,

devastating civil wars since their

independence from Britain in 1959.

The most recent period of violence

erupted in 2003, when rebel groups

in Darfur began attacking the nation's

government, which retaliated by mo-

bilizing militias. These militias, which
the Sudanese call the Janjaweed, have

ravaged Darfur, destroying villages

and displacing some 2.5 million people.

Some groups estimate that 10,000 Dar-

furians are dying every month
Profs. Epstein and Dor find the lack

of international intervention unaccept-

able. Prof. Dor knows the violence

firsthand, as she was living in the

country when the government waged
war against separatists in the south. At

only seven, she watched her father be

tortured and killed.

"Sudan needs to be owned by its

own people....It's time to say enough
is enough. The government needs to

change, and it doesn't look like it will

Einstein Rigtit?

Wednesday, October 19
7:30 pm

Clifford M. Will
Professor of Physics

Washington University

How has general relativity, the most celebrated scientific theory

of the 20* century held up under the scrutiny of planetary

probes, radio telescopes, and atomic clocks? After 100 years,

was Einstein right?

Clifford Martin Will was born in Hamilton, Ontario. He has

published over 160 scientific articles or abstracts and two books,

Including one entitled V\/as Einstein RiglitP.

Music prior to the lecture will be provided by The Borealis

String Quartet. Selections will include "Water to Ice", a

specially commissioned musical composition written by

Aaron Hryciw, a Ph.D. student at the rTpvn^ f.
University of Alberta, in recognition of ^JOZ^&ClllS
2005 as the World Year of Physics.

' string quartet

This event is tailored for Oie general public No scientific or

mathematical knowledge is necessary or assume.

Auditorium, Room 161/2
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
252 Bloor Street West

Free Admission

Visit www.physics.utoronto.ca or call

(416) 978-7135 or more information.

mm October Uote
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tMyi 'encn.com
We correct... you learn!

Send us your assignments that you need corrected and your essays

tfiat need to be translated. If you're pressed by time, get your work

handed in on-time with our new rush service.

We correct your French from the grammar to the syntax.

We underline our corrections so that you can learn from your mistakes.

All our work is customized to your needs and done by certified professionals.

Avoid the inaccurate translation tools available over the internet and get quality work.

The Friends of the Library, Trinity College

30th Annual Book Sale

October 21-25, 2005
Friday October 21: 6 pm-10 pm
(Admission $4)

Saturday October 22: 10 pm-8pm
Sunday October 23: noon - 8pnn

Monday October 24: 10 pm-8pm
Tuesday October 25: 10 ptTi-8pm
(no admission charge Sat ~ Tues)

cash • cheque • debit Amex Mastercard • V,

6 Hoskin Avenue, upstairs in Seeley Hall

Museum, St George Subway, or Wellesley Bus 94 to the door

416- 978 • 6750 www.trinity.utorpnto.ca/library/booksale

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

NivERSiTY College

Friday Oct 14

72 to 8 pm
$3 admission

Students free with ID

Saturday Oct 15

10 to 6 pm

Sunday Oct 16

12 to 8 pm

Monday Oct 17

12 to 8pm

Tuesday Oct 18

12 to 6 pm

Credit cards, Interac and cheques accepted

If you have books to donate, please call (416) 978-0372

for Toronto-wide pick-up.

The Book Sale is an annual alumni-sponsored event.

Proceeds support the UC library and students

Muslim Students Association president Shuaib Ally says liis club is the biggest on campus, and depends on fees from SAC to organize

events that make a difference, like the daily meal it's serving up all through the current month of Ramadan to help U of T's Muslims break

their traditional daytime fasts.

'CLUBS' -CONTINUED FROM PC 1

meant that SAC has had to trim its

student services and commissions
budget, so it can't sustain its mas-

sive increase in clubs funding for

long.

"Clubs funding is integral to ev-

ery group on campus. The MSA is

the largest and most active student

group on campus and it's impor-

tant for us and other clubs that we
do continue to get money from SAC
to help improve the student experi-

ence," said Shuaib Ally, president of

the Muslim Students' Association.

"The more money we can get from

SAC, the bigger the possibility of us

being able to hold bigger and better

events on campus."

"Just last year, the National Sur-

vey on Student Engagement ranked
over 300 colleges and universities

across North America on the quality

of their extracurricular student ex-

DARFUR'- CONTINUED FROM PC 3

[on its own]. So we must force it to,"

she said.

A 3,000-member African Union

peacekeeping force has been deployed

to monitor ceasefire violations. "Their

mandate has to change," said Dr. Ep-

stein, "And they need more troops,

properly armed."

Aid agencies predict that four mil-

lion refugees will face food shortages

in the coming months. They will have

to depend almost solely on food aid,

which is obstructed by the Sudanese

government.

The professors maintain that only

the international community can save

Darfur But, they said, the question re-

mains: "Does it have the will?"

OUT OF THE COLD
Bloor Street West

2005-2006
Every Tuesday night, during the 24 coldest weeks
of the year, the Out Of The Cold program at

Bloor Street United Church on the comer of

Bloor and Huron Street, serves a sit-down meal
for over 140 men and women, provides showers,
clean clothes, basic nursing care and recreational

facilities. Up to 45 people sleep overnight, eat a
full breakfast and take along a bagged lunch.

The program is organized and funded by six

congregations and the community at-large, to

serve the most vulnerable among us. Around 150
volunteers from the participating congregations,

supplemented by the community, work many
many hours cooking, serving meals, washing
dishes, handing out clothing, talking to people
and perfomiing many other tasks to make the

program run.

Program starts: Tuesday, November 1*.

Orientation sessions:
Tuesday. October 18 for returning volunteers

Tuesday. October 25 for people who have not

volunteered before for this program, or who
have volunteered but have never been to an
orientation session

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Place: Bloor Street United Church,300 Bloor
StreetWest (comer Bloor and Huron Streets)

otherways to help:
• Donate clothing, books and toiletries

• Prepare baked goods
• Make a financial contribution

For more information, call 416.410.6458.

perience. It came as no surprise to

students that U of T ranked dead last

not only in Canada, but across North

America," said VP external Jen Has-

sum. She pointed out that U of T
spent $250,000 on this study, only to

find itself severely lacking.

"The most effective way to im-

prove campus life is to adequately

fund our campus clubs. If this refer-

endum is successful, we expect to

see a demonstrable increase in the

quality and quantity of club events,"

said Hassum.

SAC's campaign to encourage stu-

dents to vote yes on ROSl includes

flyers to be passed out in high-traf-

fic areas as well as a letter sent to all

campus residences.

SAC currently takes $11.46 per stu-

dent, per term in fees. SAC's budget

is around $1.7 million a year, serving

the 41,000-strong undergraduate stu-

dent body, the largest in the coun-

try, with approximately $160,000 in

clubs funding after the 50 per cent

increase.

"We're still going to be paying the

second-lowest fees in Canada de-

spite the increase" said Bretscher.

It isn't difficult to see why SAC
leaders feel the increase is badly

needed, as SAC's budget pales in

comparison to that of the Ryerson's

Students' Union, which gets four

million dollars to serve only around

17,000 students. SAC believes that

the increase will bring in $300,000

in new funds and they promise that

100 per cent of this money will be al-

located to clubs. SAC would stop di-

rectly funding clubs, but would con-

tinue covering "internal services"

like the staff that work with student

clubs and photocopying services.

"I hope this referendum does
pass," said Ally. "We're encouraging

our membership to vote yes during

Friday prayers and any other chance

we get."

//THE PROFESSIONALS

students peruse displays at last week's Graduate and Professional Schools Fair

at the Bahen Centre for Information Technology.

News Meeting: Wednesday, Oct. 12 at 5 p.m., 21 Sussex Ave.,

2nd floor. Contact news@thevarsity.ca.
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Attn Full-time students!

Oct. 14 is your deadline to Opt out ofyour Student

Health Insurance Plan!

Ifyou have insurance through your parents, you may not need

this plan and will be eligible for a REFUND!

Give it back to your parents... or buy some food! :)

At Midtown Dental, we offer a wide variety ofdental services

from cleaning to advanced cosmetic work!

• General, Aesthetic, and Family Dental

• Invisalign (Straight teeth... no braces!)

• Lumineers (Veneers with no tooth preparation!)

• Zoom2! Teeth Whitening

• Assessment and Treatment ofGum Disease

• White fillings or better

• Wisdom teeth surgeries

• Root Canal Therapy and Retreatments

ALL Post-secondary, full-time, or part-time students who are

not employed full-time, get a 20% discount offof current ODA
fee guide rates at time of service provided.

Midtown Dental
20 Bloor Street East

416.966.DENT (3368)

www.midtowndentalcentre .com
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Giving thanks, quietly

Thanksgiving is a good time for talc-

ing stock of what we have around

us, and appreciating the bounty we
are blessed with here in Canada. It

is also an ideal time for evaluating

how we as individuals are helping

those who do not share our wealth,

and how best we can recommit our-

selves to this cause.

But take heed that, when donat-

ing or working to help others, your

ego doesn't get in the way of what

good you are trying to do. The Ca-

nadian Oxford Dictionary defines

"altruism" as "regard for others as

a principle of action," and it's worth

remembering that actions speak

EDITORIAL ^

louder—and resonate more with

colleagues and recipients alike

—

than does bragging about your ef-

forts.

What right do we have to expect a

charity to mail us a photo of a smil-

ing child wearing our second-hand

t-shirt, or to have a school named
in honour of a large donation, as if

these honorifics were a validation

of our gift? This type of tokenism

smacks of a colonial attitude to-

wards those we help, and puts us

at a higher level than the people re-

ceiving our self-gratifying kindness,

instead of seeing them as fellow hu-

mans who need a helping hand.

Especially considering the holi-

day weekend we just enjoyed, dur-

ing which many of us ate heartily

with family and friends, we should

feel compelled to assist aid efforts

at home and abroad—such as the

large-scale effort currently under-

way in Pakistan—for the simple

reason that this work needs to get

done, and we are the ones who can

do it.

Those who donate at all are to be

commended, of course. We're not

suggesting that everyone has the

means to do so, or that we should

feel guilty about what we do have.

It's a great thing when people take

any initiative, great or small, in-

stead of saying, "Oh, I'm sure some-

body else is taking care of that."

Of the many laudable reasons for

doing the Terry Fox Run or giving

to a food bank, one should be the

knowledge that you are helping

people you will likely never meet,

but who just the same have benefit-

ed from your existence, just as you

have benefited from theirs. This ac-

ceptance of anonymity is the death

of ego, but ultimately that's what

makes the most sincere gift.

opinions@thevarsity.ca

As serious as the issues we face

as students may seem, we should

remember that, living where we do,

we've already won the lottery of ge-

ography. As such, we have a duty to

help those, like the citizens of Paki-

stan and Southeast Asia, whom fate

has not treated so kindly.

But those we help do not have the

duty to shower us with pictures of

smiling aid recipients. Gratitude

—

expressed or received— is never

a bad thing, but when we can give

without expecting to be thanked,

and not care if we ever get the cred-

it, we will truly understand what it

is to be charitable.

" LETTERS •>

A bitter pill to swallow
COMPANIES OVER-MEDICATE, MISS THE BIG PICTURE

Sabrina Singh

VARSITY STAFF

Pharmaceutical companies have

been criticized recently for trans-

forming the noble cause of finding

cures into a billion dollar industry,

while capitalizing on the common
ailments that we all suffer from.

It seems that medical science

has made so much progress that

the pharmaceutical industry's ob-

jective is no longer always to find

a cure, but to find temporary relief

for sicknesses in order to create a

dependency on over-priced medi-

cations. Smaller pharmaceutical

firms have exposed these exor-

bitant prices by offering generic

brands of the same medications

at a fraction of the cost, but con-

sumer deception continues.

Children curiously

watch ads for

erectile dysfunction

during The Simpsons

Profits that were originally al-

located to research and develop-

ment are now geared towards the

marketing of company products.

Last year the pharmaceutical in-

dustry spent over four billion dol-

lars on advertising. We've all seen

or heard the peculiar ads that tell

you to go and ask your doctor if a

drug is "right for you" after spew-

ing out a long list of side effects

that seem to be worse than the

benefits themselves. Children curi-

ously watch ads offering cures for

erectile dysfunction during com-
mercials for The Simpsons.

This new trend of advertising

miracle cures to average citi-

zens completely undermines the
screening process that doctors
provide in recommending the

right prescription medication to

their patients. Doctors with years

of education and experience, who
have full knowledge of their pa-

tients' medical histories, are the

only ones qualified to prescribe

medication.

But it seems that the role of doc-

tors is changing; they are now
forced to dispel the myths about
medication use that these adver-

tising images create. Many ads

warn of "widespread, serious and
treatable" under-diagnosed ail-

ments that, in reality, affect very

few people.

Drug companies are determined

to change the way we think about

medication and sickness. Heart-

burn is now referred to as acid

reflux disease, male baldness is a

medical condition, and shyness is

an anxiety disorder. Is it diarrhea

or irritable bowel syndrome? Am
I suffering from depression or just

having a bad day? Drug ads create

more confusion rather than the

awareness they claim to offer.

The problem with this situation

is that these companies and the

entire industry have an obligation

to make life-saving medicines ac-

cessible to those who are in dire

need, an obligation that must su-

persede their financial obligation

to stockholders.

I'm not suggesting that compa-
nies should go bankrupt in their ef-

forts to provide affordable medica-

tion. In fact, they assuredly won't.

Mass production of most medica-
tions is relatively cheap, and as a
result pharmaceutical companies
have a greater profit to revenue

margin than any other industry,

according to Fortune magazine.

Am I suffering from

depression, or just

having a bad day?

Fortune also reveals that the

top seven pharmaceutical compa-
nies make more profit than those

in the automotive, oil or airline in-

dustries, raking in over twenty bil-

lion dollars of net profit last year.

Pfizer, Inc. is currently the world's

largest pharmaceutical company,
with annual gross profits of a tidy

$53 billion.

We need to recognize the in-

herent conflict in the fact that

pharmaceutical companies have

a fiduciary responsibility to their

shareholders but at the same time

have a moral responsibility to the

poor. With large pharmaceutical

firms focusing on advertising and
medicating maladies of affluence

such as hair loss, serious afflictions

like the AIDS epidemic currently

sweeping the developing world are

inevitably being sidelined.

In their own words

(Re: SAC Metrofails, Letters,

Oct. 6th)

There are many misconceptions re-

garding the TTC discounted metro-

passes that SAC offers each month,

and 1 would like take a moment to

clear up a few of them:

(1) There is a limit on the number
of passes we can purchase, and thus

during months when the demand is

high, we will sell out. Your students'

union cannot just order more,

though we are currently working

with the TTC to try to obtain that

ability.

(2) Other student unions own and

operate student centres and thus

have the ability to build sophisticat-

ed TTC sales spots. We do not have

a student-run centre, and this year's

executive thought that a temporary

solution to the line up problem is to

have six sales locations. The prob-

lem is that everyone keeps coming

to the St. George SAC office rather

then going to the quick lines at New
College or at Victoria College.

(3) Every year it costs SAC $60000

to sell discounted TTC passes, and
we do not make any revenues from

selling the passes. While all of the

other colleges and universities'

administrations pitch in 50-100% of

the operating costs of running this

program, U of T gives almost noth-

ing. We would love to have more
debit machines and more staff, but

SAC does not have the money.

(4) SAC sits on a committee with

all of the GTA university and college

students' unions and collectively we
are lobbying for further reductions

in the price of discounted metro-

passes. City council is also looking

into creating a "Universal Pass" like

the one at Queen's, Western, and
Guelph.

I know that the system is not per-

fect, but we are working on it. And 1

urge you all to help out, as the more

of us working for change, the better!

Jen Hassum

Vice President External, SAC

Let's get radical,

radical

(Re: Party's over, tuition to

rise: Mcuuinty, Oct. 3rd)

The students of Ontario, especially at

U of T, are not doing nearly as much
as they should to stop our tuition fees

from rising. 1 was particularly out-

raged at the comments from the Ex-

ternal VP at SAC and the chairperson

of Ontario CPS. The actions that are

being taken by these student groups

are extremely passive. 1 do not

understand why these groups do not

take a more radical approach and put

their foot down over the outrageous

tuition fees that Canadian students

are being subjected to. Writing letters

to your MPPs and MPs is honestly

useless. The solution is a massive

student protest that would teach

the McGuinty and all future govern-

ments a lesson. Look to Europe for

your example. You can find many
countries that abolished student fees

altogether due to massive student

protests, some of which lasted, day in

and day out, for more than a year. We
all know how hard it is to work two

jobs, do full-time school, and still be

in debt at the end of the day. All 1 have

to say is that well-behaved students

will never make history.

Tamara Adizes
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Is this seat taken?
GREAT MINDS LOST IN HUGE CLASSES

Abouzar Nasirzadeh

Last week, as 1 was restlessly await-

ing the end of a politics lecture, 1

looked around and noticed the large

number of students in class with me.

My deep thoughts on class sizes,

however, were rudely interrupted

by someone who was telling me
to move so that he could go to the

washroom! After the hour came to a

merciful close, 1 decided it was my
patriotic duty to look into the matter

of increasing class sizes.

Last year's Rae Review of post-

secondary education found that

the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at

St. George campus has lost around
15 per cent of its teaching staff over

the past two decades. During this

decline, enrolment at St. George has

gone up by 40 per cent.

The consequence of these two
trends is quite clear: with the decline

in the number of faculty members
here at U of T, the university's class-

es have grown in size to become on
average well above most other top

universities throughout the world.

According to the Princeton Re-

view, U of T currently has one fac-

ulty member for every 28 students,

which is up from one faculty mem-
ber for every 19 students a decade
ago. Now compare our 28:1 student-

faculty ratio with the 15:1 ratio at

UBC, the 7:1 ratio at MIT, or the cozy

4:1 ratio at the University of Chicago,

and you get a sense of how dispro-

portionate our system is.

This trend towards larger class

sizes is not just a U of T phenome-
non, however. The problem is preva-

lent throughout Ontario's education

system, from elementary schools

right up to its universities. The lead-

ing causes of the larger class sizes

in Ontario's post-secondary insti-

tutions are the double cohort and,

more importantly, the lack of proper

funding.

Now some might say that large

classes do not affect the students

too much. 1, however, beg to differ.

The growth in class sizes greatly

affects the quality of education in

negative ways. In bigger classes, stu-

dents tend to have fewer opportuni-

ties to meaningfully interact with

their professors during and after

class. This lack of one on one time

with professors and TAs penalizes

students by making it more difficult

to get answers to questions or other

concerns that arise.

This absence of personal access

also means that the professors will

not be able to get to know most of

their students very well. This is an

issue since most graduate schools

require recommendation letters as

part of the admissions process, and
students who can't get to know their

professors are deprived of this valu-

able source of effective letters.

Large class sizes also breed me-
diocrity and contempt amongst
students by cramming them in the

air-conditionless confines of 200-

year-old buildings for two to three

hours per week.

The problem is quite clear for ev-

eryone to see. Something should be

done now to prevent the further de-

terioration of our education system.

Many might think that pressuring

the federal and the provincial gov-

ernments to invest more money into

the system will solve the problem of

overcrowding, while others may say

that privatization is the answer.

Whatever the case, you, as a uni-

versity student, should quit being

apathetic and start pushing for

change.

RETRO REVIEW
40 Years Ago
Oct. 12, 1965

War good for generating
ideas
With the Vietnam War raging over-

seas, U of T hosted an International

Teach-in on the theme of "Revolu-

tion and Ideological Conflict," at-

tended by thousands and broadcast

over radio to over a million people

in Canadian and the U.S. Politicians

and academics from North America,

Britain, Soviet Russia, Kenya. South

Vietnam and elsewhere debated

America's interventionist role in

Vietnam, apartheid in South Africa,

the state of the Canadian university,

and more. One professor noted: "It is

ironic that the most progressive and

imaginative intellectual activity of

the year is taking place at the most

staid and conservative university in

Canada."

30 Years Ago
Oct. 10, 1975

Keep fit and have fun!
It might have been the middle of the

"Me Decade," but the kind folks at

the U of T Athletic Association were

determined to help others reach

their sporty potential. The UTAA ad-

ministered free fitness tests at Hart

House to help reform overweight,

out of shape students and staff. Af-

ter a series of body weight, strength,

and cardiovascular exercises, 75 per

cent of all males and 50 per cent of

all females who took the test were

deemed fit. Considering the average

sedent6iry lifestyle of themodem stu-

dent, that astounding success rate

would be decidedly smaller today.

ATTENTION ALL FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

^ 1 iJ

A

liVlPORTANT 1

DENTS' ADiVi
BOUT HEALT

MFORIVI
INISTR/
'H AND-

ATiON FROM THE
VTIVE COUNCIL. (SAC)
DENTAL BENEFITS

OPT-OUT DEADLINE: OCTOBER 14, 2005
Oid you know that you are automatically enrolled in a health
and dental plan administered by SA.C? If you have alternative

coverage other than UHIP or OHIP, then you may apply for a
refund by opting out through :

WWW- hieatli . 03/stucients

DEADLINE FOR CLAIMS FOR THE
2004-2005 YEAR (BEFORE SEPTEMBER)
Please note that the SAC Health and Oental Plan has not changed
from Oreen Shield- All claims from the period before September
1, 2005, must be received by Green Shield by no later than
November 30, 2005.

For more information, please e-mail health @sac-utoronto.ca
or visit the SAC web site at: www.sac-utoronto.ca

^y~Sf^' UNIVEOSITY OF TORONTO
students'adfnipistrati¥ec0iJiicil__________
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Costumes - Retail and Rental
SPFX Makeup and Prosthetics
Wigs, Masks and Accessories

Shop early for the best selection!

oted Toronto's best costume
10 years in a row!

14 McCaul St. Toronto 416-598-2581
just north of Queen, 2 blocks west of University

Shop online @ www.store.malabar.net

Darth Vader (TM) is the property of Lucas Films.

Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques

Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

^1 OxfordSEMINARS
416-924-3240 /1-800-779.1 779

www.oxfordseminars.com

o ROGERS
WIRELESS

feVARSITY

416-946-7604

Start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-ciays

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

Study In-Class, Online

or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mon & Tues @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

Saffron €r^^(^

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

Q ROGERS

1:3C!AM. - 10:30PM

Your World Right Now

GO TO Y-OUR LOCAL ROGERS WIRELESS DEALER FOR DETAILS
Phones ihom may not be available al all locations "Phone prices subject to anivation on a new 36-month service agreement, "6 month offer includes unlimited local calling and applies on new 36-month

aaivations Offer expires Oaober 31, 2005. tSavc up to 1 5% on each eligible monthly service fee Some conditions apply, © 2005 Rogers Wireless Inc, All rights reserved Rogers, Rogers Wireless, Voui World Right

Now, and the Mobius design are tradeniartts of Rogers Communication Inc Used undei License.

SCARBOROUGH
^ 416.850.3179

www.toronto com'saffrontree

91 Gerad Street West Toronto. Ontario MSG 2A7

Across trom Hospital for Skk Children
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Make it so.- China is launching its

second manned mission to space this

week. Shenzhou VI may blast off from

the Gobi desert, in northern China, as

early as Wednesday. Six would-be tai-

konauts have arrived at the launch site,

BBC News Online reports—only two of

them, however, will make the five-day

jaunt to space. According to Chinese

newspapers, the smart money is on Zhai

Zhigang and Nie Haisheng.

Buyer beware: A European-built

satellite meant to measure the thickness

of polar ice sheets fell into the Arctic

Ocean on Saturday, after the upper stage

of the rocket it was launched on failed to

separate. The launcher was a converted

Soviet-era missile with an upper stage

added on. Caveat emptor—^you get what

you pay for.

Turning supersonic: Boffins from
Japans National Aerospace Laborato-

ry tested an experimental rocket plane

in southern Australia on Monday.
They say the craft flew for 15 minutes,

reaching Mach 2, or twice the speed of

sound, 19 kilometres above ground. In

June, France and Japan started draw-

ing up plans for a new supersonic jet,

meant to carry 300 passengers from

New York to Tokyo in six hours. Atten-

tion high-flying executives—your flight

may be boarding in 2015.

Pains of poverty: There are two

Americas—at least as far as pain relief

is concerned, says a new study in the

Journal of Pain. University of Michigan

researchers compared pharmacies in

95 zip codes with predominantly white

populations with pharmacies in 93 zip

codes populated mostly by minorities.

They tracked pharmacies' stocks of

opioid analgesics, such as oxycodone,

morphine, and methadone.

In affluent zip codes, pharmacies

located in white areas were more than

13 times more likely to have sufficient

supplies than those in minority areas.

In impoverished zip codes, pharma-

cies in white areas were 54 times more
likely to have sufficient supplies than

in minority areas.

Dino-feathers ruffled: The
feathers" on dinosaurs found in

China—which scientists have hailed

as evidence of feathered non-flying

dinos—may just be bits of skin that

fossilized to look that way. Dr. Alan

Feduccia, a biologist at University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and col-

leagues examined such fossils under

an electron microscope. They found

that similar fossilized patterns that

somewhat resemble feathers also oc-

cur in fossils known not closely related

to birds. This, they say, shows that the

so-called "proto-feat hers" are more
likely to be tissues similar to skin.

—MIKEGHENU

Sources: BBC News Online, New
Scientist, Journal of Pain, Journal of

Morphology.

//RUMBLE IN THE SWAMP

A CLASH OF THE TITANS took place last

week in Florida's Everglades, when a

two-metre-long alligator [Alligator mis-

sissippiensis) took on a four-metre-long

Burmese python [Python molurus).

In three previous one-on-one python-al-

ligator encounters documented by wildlife

researchers, the alligator had never lost.

The python began the fight well, cornering,

constricting, and swallowing the alligator.

But the latter refused to quit. Even as it was

being digested in the python's gut, it man-

aged to kick and claw the python open with

Its muscular back legs. Everglades National

Park rangers declared the match a draw.

The picture above shows the tail end of the

alligator (pointing towards the right) jutting

out of the mangled python.

Alligators in the Everglades have a new

challenger to contend with if they want to

stay at the top of the food chain. Burmese

pythons, abandoned in the Everglades

by disinterested pet owners, grow up to

six metres long and can weigh up to 90

kilograms.

Their slithery agility and sheer bulk make

them more than a match for the Everglades'

reigning heavyweight champion, the slower,

stronger and territorial American alligator,

which weighs as much as 270 kilograms

and grows up to 3.5 metres in length.

—CHRIS DAMDAR

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Miller's stem cells may spawn
treatments—and fewer ethics rows

Camille MacLennon witti files from

Chris Damdar and Mike Ghenu

Dr. Freda Miller said she has always

strived "to improve the life of one
person in a tangible way."

Through her research on stem
cells and her quest to "unravel how
the nervous system was built and
using these principles to repair

injured systems," Miller, a senior

researcher at the Hospital for Sick

Kids, promises to improve the lives

of people around the globe.

Stem cells have the potential to

form any cell in the body, including

nerve cells or neurons, the biologi-

cal wires that make up our nervous

system. Potentially, neurons de-

rived from stem cells could be used
therapeutically to repair nerve

damage associated with spinal cord

injuries or neural diseases such as

Parkinson's and Alzheimer's.

Scientists initially thought that

stem cells were restricted in loca-

tion to the embryo, and that the

source of any therapeutic stem

cells would have to be aborted fe-

tuses.

Miller obtained her PhD in Medi-

cal Sciences at the University of

Calgary in 1984, and came to U of

T in 2002.

That previous year, while re-

searching stem cells at the Mon-
treal Neurological Institute, Miller

discovered they can be found in

the skin as well. New skin cells are

constantly regenerated, as older

skin cells die from the wear and

tear of everyday life.

Miller found that new skin cells

are formed from stem cells, found

just under the surface of skin. Be-

cause skin cells contain sensory re-

ceptors akin to neurons. Miller in-

vestigated whether skin stem cells

could also turn into nerve cells.

She found that the "dermis" layer of

skin, found just below the surface

skin layer or epidermis, contained

nerve cell precursors, cells that

could possibly have therapeutic

use.

The major benefit of Miller's dis-

covery Is that the skin is a less ethi-

cally controversial source of stable

and abundant stem cells, when
compared to aborted fetuses. Fur-

thermore, skin-derived stem cells

have a lower rejection rate during

therapeutic treatment than stem
cells harvested from embryos.

Miller's previous research in-

cludes work on how proteins

function in nerve cells, including

proteins that help nerve cells re-

sist damage after chemotherapy.

Recently elected as a Fellow of the

Royal Canadian Society for her

accomplishments. Miller holds a

Canada Research Chair in Develop-

mental Neurobiology.

On the side, Miller founded Ae-

gera Therapeutics in 2001, to de-

velop treatments that make use of

some of the things she has discov-

ered. Last year, Aegera won a pat-

ent on treatments involving "multi-

potent neural stem cells," extracted

from the dermis.

Other treatments in the works
involve controlling a process in the

cell called apoptosis—which essen-

tially causes the cell to commit sui-

HOPE IS ON THE WAY: You may remember Dr. Freda Miller from the 2002 educational film

Biology of Hope, which examined the potential and controversy of stem cell research.

cide. This process in inadvertently

triggered during conventional can-

cer treatments, with debilitating

side-effects. One trick is to rescue

irradiated nerve cells from self-in-

duced death. A neater one is to se-

lectively kill cancer cells, by induc-

ing apoptosis in them.

The sixth in our series onUofT
profs newly elected into the Royal

Society of Canada—the academic 's

hall of fame. In the society's words.

"Election to the Royal Society of

Canada is the highest honour that

can be attained by scholars, artists

and scientists in Canada. " This year
sixty new fellows were elected into

the society. They will be inducted at

a ceremony on November 27. 2005.

Members of the Canadian arts

community will soon be elected into

the body as well. The RSC says it

will welcome fifteen such individu-

als this year—but they have yet to

be named.
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^Referendum 2005
The Arts and Science Students' Union (ASSU) is ttie largest academic student union

in Canada. ASSU currently has the lowest student government levy atUofT. ASSU produces
the ASSU ANTI-CALENDAR which provides student opinions on over 1, 700 courses in the

Faculty and is free for all students. ASSU also funds Student Course Unions in departments

and programs and the new free ASSU SUMMER ANTI-CALENDAR.
ASSU also handles all academic concerns In our Faculty both broad based (ASSU

succesfully achieved 24'hour study space in Robarts, extension of the refund schedule,

reduction in outstanding interest on tuition and eliminating and reducing Faculty fees, etc.)

and individually (advising on personal academic problems, fighting for your rights, etc.).

Your academic Student Union is requesting a $2.00 increase per session to theASSU
fee so that we can continue our existing projects, including the ASSU ANTI-CALENDAR, and
supporting more Course Unions and their work. Unlike many student societies ASSU does
not collect an annual cost of living increase.

Do you approve of a $2.00 increase, from $5.50 to $7.50 per session, in the ASSU direct

levy on full-time Arts & Science undergraduate students on the St. George canapus

commencing in May 2006?

YES NO
When: Tuesday, October 18th and Wednesday, October 19th

10 am to 7 pm

Polling Stations: Sidney Smith Hall (Lobby), 100 St. George St.

Gerstein Science Information Centre, 9 King's College Circle

E.J. Pratt Library, Victoria College, 71 Queen's Park Crescent

Voting is restricted to full-time undergraduate students registered in the Faculty of Arts & Science, on the

St. George campus. Please bring your University of Toronto Student Card.

J
University of Ottawa

nm

u Ottawa
L'Universite canadienne

Canada's universitv

Jay Hennick LL.B. - MBA Program

Two Powerful Degrees
in a combined four-year program

Business and Law:

• an MBA froin the School of Management; and

• an LL.B. from the Facult)' of Law,

Common Law Section.

For more information visit:

www.hennick.uOttawa.ca or call (613) 562-5800 ext. 3288

Application deadline: November 1 , 2005

EXPERIENCE JAPAN
Join the Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Programme

The Government of Japan invites Canadian university graduates (by July

2006) to apply for positions as Assistant Ijinguagc Teachers or Co-ordinators

for International Relations at schools and government offices throughout

Japan. Renewable one-year contracts begin late July or early August 2006

with a salary of 3,600,000 yen (approximately C$40,000) after tax.

Applicants should be enthusiastic about Japan, have an excellent command
of the English language, and be mentally and physically prepared for the

challenges of living and working in a foreign environment.

For detailed information & to download an application visit:

http://www.toronto.ca.emb-japan.go.jp

Contact: The Japan Information Centre, Consulate General of Japan

Tel: (416) 363-5488 Fax: (416) 363-6074 E-mail access@)apancg-toronto.org

Or atterid an information session:

Tliursday, October 13, 2005 6:00-8:00pm at the Japan Information Centre,

Suite 110, 6 Garamond Court, Don Mills

Tuesday, October 25, 2005 6:00-8:00pm at the Consulate General of Japan

Suite 3300 Royal Trust Tower, 77 King Street West, Toronto

APPLICATION DEADLINE- NOVEMBER 18, 2005

BY APPLICATION ONLY- RESUMES NOT ACCEPTED

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924.3240 /1-800.779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

^"I BOND
ERS
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Talking 'bout our generatio
JJiEDAILYSHOm GENIAL FUNNYMAN SLAYS 'EM AT MASSEY HALL

Malcolm Johnston

VARSITY STAFF

It's a rare thing when a night out

feels like a night in. But that's exactly

what the sold-out crowd that packed

Massey Hall for comic Jon Stewart's

stand-up show experienced Friday

night as they enjoyed a two-hour tete-

a-tete with the sardonic and ever-pop-

ular host of The Daily Show.

Indeed, Stewart, casually clad in

jeans and t-shirt, seemed completely

at home in front of the giddy Toronto

crowd, riffing about anything on his

mind—which is to say, a lot. But it

was when Stewart called for a beer

halfway through the show ("What
time is it? Eleven? Well, we should

start drinking. .
.") that it became ap-

parent that, for Stewart, this was less

a performance and more of a night in

with friends.

A veteran standup, Stewart knew
exactly what buttons to press to fire

up the Toronto crowd. "What do you
guys wanna do now?" he asked dur-

ing a pause. "Are there any hockey
fights around here?" Taking the bait,

the hometown fans began educating

the comedian about the rivalry that is

the Battle of Ontario.

"Hey, wait a minute—aren't there

any Senators fans here?" Stewart

inquired, drawing a chorus of boos.

"Hold on," he interrupted, "We've

talked about science, religion, the war
in Iraq—and the only thing that pro-

vokes you is Toronto v. Ottawa? Can I

tell you something? That's what keeps

you guys out of wars."

Such well-honed stage instincts

have translated well to the TV stu-

dio, where Stewart and his team of

"news" correspondents have found a

COMEDY REVIEW
Jon Stewart

Massey Hall

October 7, 2005 (10pm set)

Rating:VWW
home aboard the flagship show of the

Comedy Central network. After tak-

ing over the helm of The Daily Show
from the almost funny Craig Kilborn

in 1999, Stewart guided the show
away from its sports tack and toward
his interests—politics and world af-

fairs—and, as a result, has seen the

show's ratings climb steadily.

To date. The Daily Show has gar-

nered ten Emmy nominations and
five wins, taking in 1.5 million viewers

a night in the U.S., and nearly just as

many here on CTV, which by Cana-

dian standards are pretty impressive

numbers.

But through it all, the comedian
has remained unfazed by the hype.

A multi-millionaire whose face is

beamed nightly into houses all over

the world, Stewart still comes across

as the kind of guy who wouldn't be
out of place at a hole-in-the-wall bar

in his native New Jersey, watching the

game with friends.

So it's an odd thing when one real-

izes that the man on stage—the one

who, in between sips of his Heineken,

just related the story of his dog's bout

with explosive diarrhea and told a

tale of sex with pifiatas—is the same
person who has sparred with some The Funny Show: Jon Stewart gets out from behind the desk

of today's most influential minds. But

perhaps therein lies the secret to his

success.

Stewart stands apart from the

Jimmy Kimmels and Adam Corol-

las—both courtiers of the same de-

mographics—of late-night television

because of his ability to be highly in-

appropriate (and certainly irreverent)

without ever being offensive. Indeed,

Stewart mixes cheeky with enough
charm to get away with almost any-

thing.

When interviewing former senator

John Edwards last week, for instance,

Stewart asked if meeting former run-

ning mate John Kerry in the halls of

Congress was for Edwards akin to the

meeting of two kids "who had a gay

experience at camp." Edwards, with

equal parts shock and amusement,
took it all in stride.

Certainly, Stewart's ability to dis-

cuss topics that wouldn't be out of

place on CNN while at the same time

keeping the conversation unpreten-

tious—and, frankly, hilarious—has

spelled immense success for the fun-

nyman. He comes across as one of

us—a kid in a politician's suit, some-
one who can mention Playstation and
the Patriot Act in the same breath, a

relevant and important voice for both
the detached teen and the Capitol Hill

veteran.

Which helps to explain the marked-
ly mixed-bag audience that filled both
his shows at Massey Hall (promoters

added a second late set after the first

show sold out). Fathers and sons, mid-

dle-aged couples, and as many young-

sters as could afford tickets filled the

rows, howling together and enjoying

a night in with one of America's top

—

and most unlikely—social voices.

Church ofGaiman
Adored in TO., multitasking author/comics genius takes his words from

the page to the stage

Bruce Harpham & Sarah Barmak
VARSITY STAFF

Celebrity author readings are a

strange animal, involving a base

formula of author, mic, and podium
that produces a "live rendition" of

the words on the page—kind of like

a musician doing a concert version

of their CD, but with somehow less

to-do about it.

But when you're Neil Gaiman, the

certified rock star of fantasy and hor-

ror who left his mark on the comics

world by taking comics into the realm

of literature with his acclaimed Sand-

man series, your reading is much
more of an entertainment event.

Gaiman spoke to about 750 people

filling the pews of the Bloor St. Unit-

ed Church on Saturday as part of his

North American tour to promote his

new novel, Anansi Boys, which was
released in September and currently

tops the New York Times bestseller

list.

The 4.5-year-old author of comics,

novels, television series, film scripts,

and children's books refuses to limit

himself to one genre or medium, and
his diehard fans like it that way.

"I was surprised that no one was
here before us," said Christine, who
was first in line after arriving two

and a half hours in advance. Gaiman,

who's known for going the extra mile

for fans, didn't disappoint: he prom-

ised to sign at least three items per

fan after his reading, in a streamlined

process that allowed him to process

100 fans per hour.

"I've figured out a way to do it by

moving my shoulder instead of my
wrist," he explained.

He signed copies of Anansi Boys,

in which an unremarkable man finds

out that his recently deceased father

was Anansi, a traditional African

trickster god that slaves brought

with them to America through oral

storytelling. A layered meditation

on how gods and myths still exist in

today's world, it was clear from the

reading that the novel is first and

foremost simply a heartwarming and

very funny tale.

The evening, sponsored by The
Learning Annex and filmed for later

broadcast on the Space Channel,

began with a video montage about

him and his work, and included an

excerpt from his new film MinorMask

(which he wrote and longtime collab-

orator Dave McKean directed).

Gaiman then walked out wear-

ing his trademark black t-shirt and

black leather jacket, his own take on

a visual antithesis to cult author Tom

Wolfe's white suits. After his reading,

Gaiman was interviewed on stage by
Canadian author Nalo Hopkinson,

and then answered pre-submitted

audience questions.

"Isn't it ironic that a reading from a

book with the tagline, "God is dead.

Meet the kids" would be done inside

a church?" Gaiman quipped, inciting

laughter from the pews.

In his interview with Hopkinson,

Gaiman spoke about his life as a

writer and about some of the themes

explored in his latest novel. He noted

that unlike most books written by
white authors, most of the charac-

ters in Anansi Boys are black unless

specifically identified as being oth-

erwise.

"It irritates me in books when black

characters are identified, because it

seems that white is the default," he

said. "I just liked the idea that white

wasn't the default."

Despite having a blog that's read

by over a million people, the British-

American writer now does much of

his writing on paper. This antiquated

approach is not simple Ludditeism,

though.

"Paper doesn't fail, doesn't lose

power, and 1 can write in a notebook

whether the plane is taking off or

landing," he explained.

Divine (comics) convention: A simple reading takes on a whole new meaning when

you're Neil Gaiman

Toronto has always loved Gaiman
with an intensity bordering on ob-

session, ever since Space Channel

producer Mark Askwith sold more
copies of Caiman's graphic novel

Violent Cases through local comics
shop The Silver Snail than "in all of

the U.S. combined," as Gaiman put it.

Askwith also featured Gaiman on the

short-lived Canadian science fiction

show Prisoners of Gravity.

"Which means this is the only place

in the world where 1 actually get rec-

ognized on the street," Gaiman not-

ed, much to the crowd's delight.

"There's just something about
the 'Neilness' of Neil," Askwith ex-

plained. "There was a time when we
wondered. Will he be able to make
the jump from comics to writing nov-

els?' But the fans just follow him."

"Will you ever write a story set in

Canada? What about Toronto?" read

one of the audience questions, which
he answered with his signature rock

star cool.

"Haven't 1? " he said, shrugging.

"No, 1 don't think 1 have. All right."
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EXPERiENCe ^ TRAVEL STUDY WORK

COME SEE HOW SMALL
THE

> The second annual Go Abroad Fair

will take place in Toronfo on October

W & 15. GU65T SPEAKER. Jean-Marc

Hachey, author of The BID Guide to

Living and Working Overseas, will be

on hand to answer your questions

and will present free seminars daily.

**» Exclusive Go Abroad Fair Offer -

Save off the retail price of The

BIC Guide fa Living and Worldng

Overseas, which is now a whopping

1,500 pages with CO-ROM. ***

•' Exhibitors at the fair will showcase a broad range of study,

::Sivolunteer, work and travel abroad opportunities. Hourly

seminars with detailed information on specific programs will

be presented. Come see what the world has to offer!

FREE ADMISSION

w
VISITOR DRAW PRIZES

GOABROAD ,FAIR www.goabfaadfair.ca

INGLE N/er-ge ^^iTWWELOrTS Oigsnlzed Uy:

"];«^^rT m«rw„fcf»,,.„ A «vowees CAMPUS
CEC Network .

^ „„ Roseau des CSC .

Canada

THEBESmACETO FIND YOURSELF.

Elizabethtown.com

SOUNDTRISCK fEAlURES,
Pi II It 111 Bifll 1 i 1

Sex, lies, and celluloid

EGOYAN'S LATEST SUFFERS FROM HOLLYWOOD-SLICK VENEER

Jeremy Greenberg

Canadian auteur Atom Egoyan's lat-

est plays out like a very good Hol-

lywood movie—v^hich is to say, it's

not much of an Egoyan film at all.

Where the Truth Lies, a noir-ish

thriller, is Egoyan lite. Where most
of his films juggle multiple time pe-

riods and myriad plots and charac-

ters. Truth only takes place within

two eras and encompasses one
main story: Colin Firth and Kevin

Bacon play Vince Collins and Lanny

Morris—a 50s comedy duo who
break up after a woman (Rachel

Blanchard) is found dead in their

hotel room. The film shifts between

scenes in the 50s leading up to and

following the fateful event, and

scenes in the 70s that follow Karen

O'Connor (Alison Lohman), a writer

determined to get to the bottom of

the story.

Egoyan fans will be disappointed

in the rather conventional pulp

novel-style plot (replete with the

sex and violence that got the film

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Students

IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE OCTOBER 14

Think you have the brains to win fabulous prices?
Are you up on pop culture trivia?

Can you handle the intensity of being in TV?

If you answered ''You Bet YourAss"\o any of

these questions, then you should be a contestant on

the hot new game show, "You Bet YourAss^'!

Go to www.yoiibetyourass.tv

to find out how to be a contestant.

NOTICE of REFERENDUM
The Students' Administrative Council - your students'

union - is holding a referendum on the following question.

Tne otudeniii AdmtTiJitrative Council (SAC i your students union, ts responsibie for providing on array of services

and programs to i6r members This 15 achieved wnb one of VnB lowesi cenira! s^iidents" union memborKhip fees in

Canada at only Sll.-ie per session, rjo? induding reiundartJfe'fecs-^iBStJewes

Over the past number cf yeajs. Uiore has been a surge m stuaan; partfCfpalioa m SAC i campus dubs, on both
me UTM :anii Gfrorge campuses, ;n order 10 cne«i ihe ;ncreds«d neeasi o' our ^ppiQxirnaieiy 352 campus ciubs.

SAC has cont-nuousiy worKcsf to increase its cmbsbudgot and ;o provide rosourcc-s to imorovo campus isfo

However, because of budgei constraints and i!iBj;ed finonaa/ rosources. SAC cannot Gub^ce our campus dubs
to the same extant m ihe 'onq-ltijm .

-

Sav,, your siiJflents union, is sceKmg corjwni frofn rtr- members to raise tne SftC Society Fee by S5 82 per sewon,
indexed 10 the cost of tnfia:ion. :hc- purpoS'^s or increasing clulss funcfing an^^sourccs- and of^tting
ad!ninistran\/e co5ts roj^iea 10 smC a earr^pus oie rnitiativGS. ^ '-mi-

ij-t G.>orae and u i fvi campusc
fG-£ increase amcunis to apuro'

if-o rit^p^se vvoiifd i?e cn3?ged to an lUJi-time yndergraduaie stude-nts^^ ino

5 part OT mc stude-nis union fee ceijinmng in the sumn-tor 2005 soss!on>"This

Are you in favour of a $3.82 per session increase to

the SAC society fee to help fund our campus clubs as
described in the preamble, above? (Yes/No)

Campaign Coordination Meeting
Friday, September 30th, 6 pm at SAC

Campaigning
October 3rd to October 14th

Voting
on ROSI, October 12th to 14th

If you are interested in campaigning for or against

the above resolution, you must register with the

Chief Returning Officer at tlie Campaign
Coordination Meeting.

For further information, contact Elections Committee

c/o Chief Returning Officer, cro@sac.utoronto.ca

12 Hart House Circle, University of Toronto

416-978-4911 x229

Students' Administrative Council

FILM REVIEW
Where the Truth Lies

Directed by
Atom Egoyan

Now Playing

Rating: VWTfW

slapped with an NC-17 rating in the

U.S.), which isn't really fleshed out

beyond a mere crime story.

However, the movie's real re-

deeming feature is the acting, espe-

cially that of the three male leads.

Colin Firth plays Vince, the

"straight man" in the duo, with a

subdued intensity. While onstage,

he is the cool-headed Brit, but

backstage, we are witness to his

various acts of depravity, includ-

ing pill-popping and graphic acts of

violence.

Kevin Bacon, on the other hand,

plays comedian Lanny, the film's

requisite "nice guy." But in this

story, nothing is as it seems. Like

his partner, Lanny also has a dark

side, and it's quite impressive to

see Bacon morph from likeable into

a creep as the film develops. Bacon
has never really tackled a dramatic

role this difficult before, but his

work here suggests he should get

more opportunities in the future.

Firth and Bacon are ably matched
by Scottish film/TV actor David

Hayman, who plays Lanny's but-

ler, Ruben, a definite oddball who
surfaces occasionally throughout

both time periods to help further

the plot.

For Canadian film buffs, veteran

actor Maury Chaykin plays Sally, a

mob boss and general sleazebag.

Other Canadians include Blanchard

(who played the lead in the TV ver-

sion of Clueless a while back), in a

nice performance as the ill-fated

woman, as well as two Egoyan reg-

ulars: Arsinee Khanjian (Egoyan's

wife) and Don McKellar (the hard-

est-working man in Canadian film).

Both turn up in what amounts to

cameos, but it's always nice to see

them at work.

Oddly enough, the film's weakest
point is its lead actress—the very

young-looking Alison Lohman is

SEETRBH '-NEXT PAGE

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

March 2000

bistro

422 College St., E of Bothurst

Open 4pm to 2am everyday

V2 Price 4pm

All day Wednesday & Sunday
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How many degrees of separation? Kevin Bacon, Rachel Blanchard, and Colin Firth get too close for comfort in Where the Truth Lies

TROH - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

not terrible in her role as the intrep-

id journalist, but she is no Sarah

Polley (who carried Egoyan's The

Sweet Hereafter) or Elaine Cassidy

(from his Felicia's Journey), and
there are some scenes where she is

clearly out of her element. Also, it's

a shame the film requires her con-

stant voiceover narration, which
gets awfully tedious after a while.

The other issue with the movie
is its unnecessary slickness. It's

regrettable that an indie filmmaker

like Egoyan has to resort to the sort

of overproduction we've come to

expect from Tinseltown

—

Truth is

saturated in glossy makeup and
bright colours. Exotica, one of

Egoyan's most critically lauded

films, takes place almost entirely

at night in a dingy, gritty part of

downtown Toronto. While it's un-

derstandable that images of pastel

70s California work as a contrast to

Truth's dark theme, it still seems a

bit overdone.

Overall, Where the Truth Lies is

still a good movie. Egoyan is a mas-

ter of his craft, even if he's working

with weaker material and imagery

than his previous, better works. If

you can ignore all the hyperbole

over the film's supposedly shock-

ing menage-a-trois (a crucial part

of the story leading into the death

of Blanchard's character) and try

to keep an open mind about where
Egoyan's headed at this stage of

his career (a popcorn movie this is

not, though the director is clearly

aiming at a more mainstream audi-

ence), there's some cinematic truth

to be found in his Lies.

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.
(except Sundays noon to 8P,M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,
——^^^^^^^^

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

Steppin' Out Thursdays
Thursd^ Evening at the Bata Shoe Museum

327 Btoor Street West, at St. George subw^

Icons of fashion I: October 13, 6 to 7 p.m., pre-re^ster

Curator lecture on Finet, Yantorny and Perugia. Pre-register to

secure a spot. Adults $10/ students $5

Latin Dance Showcase: October 20, be^ns at 6 p.m.

Discover Latin dance with the Dorotheo Dance Compaiiy. FREE

Vivid Vintage Night October 27, 6 - 7 p.m. pre-register

Learn about appraising and collecting vintage clotliing and check

out selections Irom Victoria Dinrick's collection. $15

Icons of Fashion I!; November 3, 6 to 7 p.m.. pre-register

Curator lecture on Ferragamo, Vivier, Levine and Jourdan.

Pre-register to secure a spot. Adults $10/students $5

Fiute and Harp: November 3, be^s at 7 p.m.

. Ruth Mar and Shauna Basiuk

) perform French and Latin pieces by
* Debussy, Ibert and Ravel. FREE

Watch for other Steppin' Out Thursdays

For more information call 416.979.7799 x242

or visit us at wm^w.batashoemuseum.ca

% to keep the Anti-Calendar free

% to continue free tutoring for

high school students

% to increase course union funding

% to continue academic representation

% to sustain ASSU awards, bursaries,

scholarships and donations

vote yes.
On October 1 8th and October 1 9th vote yes to

increase ASSU's levy by $2 per session.

Polling Stations: Sidney Smith Hall, Gerstein Science Information Centre,

£J Pratt Ubrary (Student ID required)

think pink.
arts & science students' union

http://www.assii.ca

1 87 Coliege St. (41 6) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416)283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905) 820-1162

niRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

Hart House Drama Society

presents

iMr. William J

ares
Renaissance

Wednesday,

October 12th

Great Hall - 11:30am to 2pm

6^ HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
4i6,978M5? vvvfw hartliouse utoionta.ca
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What's on tap this week,

bartender?

Many teams took last weekend off to

give thanks and take a well-deserved

break from university athletics. The
soccer teams get back to work at

home this weekend, though.

The men's soccer team will play

Laurentian Saturday afternoon and

Nipissing Sunday. Both games get un-

der way at 2 p.m. on Varsity Field.

The team has only allowed two

goals in seven games this season,

and keeper Luciano Lombardi has

posted three straight shutouts.

The women's soccer squad will

take on Laurentian and Nipissing's

women's teams this weekend as well.

Action starts at noon on Saturday

and Sunday, respectively, for those

matches.

-MATTSOMERS

Run run away

The Blues played several homegames
over the weekend that they were not

thankful for Sunday evening. The rug-

by and football teams were run over

by ungrateful visitors that were not in

the holiday spirit.

The men's rugby probably wished
they were camouflaged chameleons
after they tangled with Queen's Fri-

day afternoon. Queen's scored early

and often en route to a 58-0 blanking

of the Blues.

Bryn Davies put 13 points on the

board for the visitors, while Justin

Chang and Josh Chambers tacked on
ten points each for the Golden Gaels.

U of T was shut out for the second
consecutive game.

The next chance for the rugby boys
to redeem themselves is Saturday, as

the Blues will travel to Windsor to

take on the Lancers.

The football team looked for their

first win of the season against the

Ottawa Gee Gees on Shriner's Day at

Varsity Stadium Saturday. By the end
of the game they were searching for

answers, as the Gee Gees trounced

the Blues 72-0. They just couldn't be
all things to everyone on this day.

U of T was optimistic after a quar-

ter, as they trailed by only nine at that

point. Contrast that with the score

midway through the third frame, at

which point Ottawa was up 42-0.

Joshua Sacobie finished the game
with 319 passing yards on 15 comple-

tions. Gee Gees kicker Joe Valtellini

was named player of the game after

booting a 69-yard kickoff in the con-

test.

The Blues get their second-last

shot at victory this weekend in Kings-

ton, as they are scheduled to do bat-

tle with Queen's on October 15.

We be ballin'

The men's baseball team lost both

halves of a double-header against

Laurier on Saturday afternoon. Both

games were lost by a single run.

The Lancers scored single runs in

the fourth and sixth innings in game
one, while the Blues could only man-
age a lone run in the third in a 2-1

Laurier win. The Blues also commit-

ted four errors in the game.

In game two the Lancers posted

two runs in the first inning and two in

the third on their way to a 4-3 victory.

The Blues scratched out a run in the

third and two in the sixth, but came
up just short again.

Lancer Chris Mokriy drove in two

runs, while pitcher Robbie Thomp-
son retired the last five Blues batters

to record the save.

The team play their last two games
of the year today at McMaster. They
are not in playoff contention.

—MS

Smash success for tennis team
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM WINS OUA GOLD

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Elated shouts broke the sudden si-

lence that immediately followed the

final match. A hard-fought victory

had been earned on foreign soil,

prompting an emotional outburst

from the victors and gloomy looks

from the vanquished foes.

On October 1 the women's tennis

team celebrated their second con-

secutive Ontario University Ath-

letics (OUA) championship at the

University of Western Ontario. The
team cruised to a 6-1 victory over

York in the semifinals, then slugged

out a 5-2 decision over McGill to re-

tain the crown it won last year.

"It is an amazing feeling to win a

championship," said head coach

Nabil Tadros. "You leave with a

sense that the job is done."

The Blues were nervous about

facing an intimidating McGill team
in the finals, but used the nervous

energy to return serves and send

smashes into an empty area of the

court. Many on the U of T side con-

sidered the Martlets the most dif-

ficult opponent they had faced this

year.

"McGill was the toughest team

to play against, and some of us are

nervous playing any opponent, so

playing McGill in the finals may have

made us a bit more nervous than

usual," said rookie Tina Petkova.

"But it only made us play better."

Second-year co-captain Masha
Sidorova commented on the pres-

sure of playing McGill in the final

and the difficulty of trying to repeat

as OUA champions; "The pressure

was more apparent this year, but

as soon as the girls stepped on the

court it vanished. McGill girls are

always very intense when they play,

but we were able to carry on at our

own pace and win U of T style."

A combination of singles and
doubles success led to the down-
fall of the Martlets, who looked

poised to win the first of seven final

matches, until the pair of Qiuyan

Tian and Teresa Schirripa were able

to overcome a 6-5 match point and
beat their McGill counterparts 9-7

in a tiebreaker in doubles action.

That comeback gave the team mo-
mentum going into the first singles

match, which was on deck.

U of T's Isabel Jarosz was too

strong for all-star Cheren Baysan in

the second match of the day. Jarosz

did not waste time in dispatching

Baysan 6-2, 6-3 in straight sets.

"Isabel is the strongest female

player in the OUA," remarked Tad-

ros. "She has not lost a match in two

years. In fact, she has not lost a set

in two years."

The Blues won four singles

matches and two doubles matches

in their triumph over McGill, while

the Martlets could only win one in

each category. Veterans and rook-

ies alike contributed points to the

final tally.

"Some of our strongest players

from last year returned this year,

but we wouldn't have won without

a few new additions to the team,"

said veteran Ekaterina Alchits. "We
knew that it was going to be a close

match and every game mattered."

Tadros also added his feelings

on the new batch of talent
, that

emerged this season: "When rook-

ies like Tina (Petkova) showed up
for the tryouts I knew we had good
players who would really better our

chances of doing well. Hopefully

they will be here for three or four

more years."

Before winning last year, the

women's team hadn't won an OUA
tennis championship since 1984.

The Blues did not fare as well in

the men's draw. The team finished

in fourth place after a 6-1 loss to

York in the semifinal and a 4-3 loss

to Waterloo in the bronze medal

game. Stan Szczpanski had the only

victory against the Lions and was
responsible for much of the success

against Waterloo.

The OUA season may be over now,

but that doesn't mean members of

the tennis teams will be parting.

Sidorova made it known that

quite the opposite is true: "We stay

a family even after the season is

over, which is the best part of play-

ing tennis at U of T."

//FOOTBALL

DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND DON'T TURN AROUND: U of T's Marc Gaudette is pursued by a host of Ottawa defenders in last Saturday's tilt. The Gee Gees thumped the Blues 72-0.

Reaching above the rim
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Falling a game short of winning the

Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
championship last year, coach Mi-

chele Belanger said the women's
basketball team's goal remains the

same this season: winning a na-

tional championship.

Belanger said the Blues will rely

on the team's depth and athleti-

cism to take on opponents, as six

players from last year's team are

returning: "We're going to pick up
the pace," Belanger said. "We're

going to run the floor and run a

perimeter offence. On defence we
will use a full-court press and ha-

rass teams early."

Belanger also cited guards Laila

Bellony, Laura Burke, and liana

Weissberger as players that pro-

vide skill off the bench for U of T.

Finally, the Blues coach said she

is pleased with the team's offsea-

son acquisitions. Joining the Blues

in their first year are forwards

Kauri LaFontaine and Melissa Lun-

dgren, and guards Alaine Hutton

and Kendall Smith.

The team also welcomes Ashley
Keohan, who transferred from Ry-

erson. Belanger said Keohan came
highly regarded for her "experi-

ence out of the point guard posi-

tion."

While fielding a team that has

a strong mix of talent and experi-

ence, Belanger says that the com-
petition in the Blues division will

be "tight," with their major rivals

being Laurentian, Ottawa, West-
ern, and York.

The season starts for the Blues
November 4, and exhibition play

begins with a home game against

Laval on October 21.
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Firepower to come from young guns
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Except for the lucky few who get to

call themselves champions, teams

in all sports are faced with a long

and painful offseason. For the Varsi-

ty Blues women's hockey team, this

summer was no exception.

Losing to eventual CIS champi-

ons Laurier in the OUA finals poses

the inevitable questions of 'what

if?' How would the Blues have fared

with the opportunity to compete
against Canada's best? If one game
had played out differently, would

they be raising another champion-

ship banner to the rafters of Varsity

Arena?

On the eve of a new season, a

team must shed those types of

questions, and do their best to

look to the future. The questions of

'what if?' have to become questions

of 'what's next?' The Blues are hop-

ing to do just that this Saturday, as

they open their season at home ver-

sus the Brock Badgers (7:00 p.m..

Varsity Arena).

For any team, a new season offers

new opportunities and a renewed
sense of promise. But Blues' coach
Karen Hughes believes there are

more than a few reasons to be opti-

mistic about women's hockey at the

University of Toronto this coming
season.

It all starts in goal for the Blues,

as U of T's goaltending situation ap-

pears to be in great shape. Goalten-

ders Lisa Robertson and Stephanie

Lockert are both returning to the

Blues lineup after posting goals-

against averages under 2.00 during

the last campaign.

These outstanding netminders

will be protected by a skilful de-

fence corps that can contribute in

a variety of areas. Hughes expects

the defenders to continue to be a

key part of the Blues' success at

both ends of the ice.

"Our defence has always been
involved in the rush. A number
of them scored key goals for us

last year in key situations, and we

would be looking for this trend to

continue [this season]," he said.

Having such a solid and depend-

able back end is a recipe for suc-

cess in the opinion of the decorated

coach.
"1 believe that in hockey you need

to do a good job in your own end
and build from there. 1 think we
have a great starting point to im-

prove from this year, with a lot of

experience both in goal and [on

defence]."

It will be with the group of for-

wards that the Blues will face their

biggest challenge. The club lost

three of their top four scorers from

last year and face the task of replac-

ing that amount of production on a

consistent basis.

U of T will be counting on Emily

Patry, Janine Davies, Laura Foster,

and the return of Katie Dowdall to

pick up some of the slack left by
their departed mates.

But Hughes believes the Blues' of-

fensive attack won't stop there: "We
have also added several first-year

forwards who bring energy, enthu-

siasm, and good touch around the

net."

I think we have a

great starting point

to improve from

this yean with a

lot of experience

both in goal and [on

defence]

The Blues weren't the only team

to lose several valuable members,
as most teams—including defend-

ing champs Laurier—had key play-

ers graduate or move on.

"This is the nature of university

sport," says Hughes.

There is no question that the

OUA title is up for grabs this season.

There are a number of things that

need to happen for the Blues to be

in the hunt for that coveted title.

The key will be to use the first-rate

defence corps as fuel for the offen-

sive attack. Solid defence combined
with a plethora of speed up front

should facilitate offensive chances

in transition and on the rush. It will

be up to the Blues forwards to make
good on these chances.

The Blues start the season with

four straight games at home, and

then venture out on a prolonged

road trip. It would seem a fast start

would be crucial for the Blues, but

Hughes downplayed that fact, point-

ing to an excellent road record over

the course of the past season.

However, she did add: "Every year,

getting a good start is helpful."

The Blues begin their quest for

a national title on Saturday night

against Brock. This is not simply

a quest for the finals, but also a

chance to make next year's offsea-

son a little bit shorter.

1^1
National Defense
Defence nationale

Options

make all the

difference

No matter what

your university

education, you can

enjoy a career with

a difference in the

Canadian Forces.

• Engineers

• Physiotherapists

• Social Workers

• Pilots

• Doctors

• Nurses

• Pharmacists

• Naval Officers

To learn more,

contact us today.

CLASSIFIEDS

Les options

font toute

la difference

Peu importe

la nature de

vos etudes

unrversitaires,

vous pouvez

b^neficier d'une

carriere differente

dans les Forces

canadiennes.

• Ingenieurs

• Physiotherapeutes

• Travailleurs

sociaux/

travailleuses

sociaies

• Pilotes

• Medecins

• Infirmiers/

infirmieres

• Pharmaciens/

pharmaciennes

• Officiers

de marine

Pour obtenir

de plus amples

renseignements,

veuillez

communiquer

avec nous

des aujourd'hui.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.

Oecouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.

MAKE $3900.00 US PER MONTH
"PUT YOURSELF THROUGH SCHOOL"

Work 2 to 3 hrs. per day from home.

View a 3 min. intro. and the 7 min

presentation at www.my.ws/thriving

For more info: my.ws@sympatico.ca

or call Felicity—519-846-9111.

HELP WANTED
Part-time/Full-time. Coffee/barista opera-

tors. Second Cup U of T campus locations.

Past coffee experienced preferred. Email

resume karia@rogers.com

WEB SITE RE-DESIGN

Toronto company requires temp, program-

mer for immed. assignment. Send resume

w.wk.samples to: info@rbsinvestment.com

For interview call: 416-913-9968.

ATTENTION: NEAT FREAKS

Terrific P/T retail sales positions available

with funky Yorkville storage solutions con-

cept. Flexible hours, Fri-Sun, 10-6pm, IQ,

courtesy, motivation, and sense of humour

required. Design or retail experience a

plus, $9 hr -I- commission. Email andrew@

neatstorage.com with resume.

HIRING $9-$l5/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca And

then call 1-888-varCity

LAURIE-ARCHITECT GIRL

We talked on Labour Day weekend in

Seattle after dinner— 1 hated Frank Gehry's

buildings, you love them—and 1 wish I got

your phone number Andrew from Van-

couver andrew_vancouver@yahoo.ca

PARKING
'.

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.-

CLOTHING SALE/BOUTIQUE

Sat., Oct. 15, 10-2. High quality, brand

names, children's, teen's, men's, women's,

vintage. Grace Church on-the-Hill. 300

Lonsdale Road at Russel Hill, east of

Spadina. Access from St. Clair W. subway

416-488-7884.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 persession). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years

(416) 452-0279.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIICOM. Phone 905-

335-3192

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

t 800 S56-84S8
www.forees.ge.ca Canada

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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U Of T Students'
Administrative Councii
Now Offers Special Cell Phone Deals

FREE IPod with LG handset
Up to 33% off monthly plans

Free gifts — iPods, MP3 players

Discounts on handsets
+ $30

FREE $30
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

students'administrativecouncil

Visit our booth at the SAC Building

Call toll free 1-866-867-5328

Check out our website www.uoftsac.ca

fi
do

PVOTED #1 PARMPUB BY>1iORONTO.COM

PICCADILLY CIRCUS
184 i>EARL STREET

i DOWNTOWN TORONTO 1 416 5994887 1 Wllinill4liCCadiiiyciFCll&Ga
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CHEATSHEET

heard

CC This

constitution...

is a theocracy

in disguise.55

SEE IRAQ' -PG. 2

Does this turn you on? You, my

friend, are a filthy deviant.

SEE 'DIESEL - PG. 6

a&e
The film world goes nuts for

Quebecois flick C.R.A.Z.Y.

SEE 'CRAZY' - PG. 10

sports

U of T Phys. Ed. must do more to

help athletes with eating disorders.

SEE 'EATING' - PG. 15

red letter

Today is the UN International Day for the

Eradication of Poverty It has been marked

since 1993, but poverty, uh, still exists.

history

On October 17, 1970, the body of Quebec

Labour Minister Pierre Laporte was found

in Montreal, murdered by FLQ operatives

during the October Crisis.

todo
f corrs

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17,9 PM
Wolf Parade at Horseshoe Tavern. $12

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 7 PM
Franz Ferdinand at Ricoh Ctr. $32.50+

WEDNESDftY. OCTOBER 19.8 PM
My Morning Jacket at Guvernment. $25.50

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI, NO. 15

QUAKE MOBILIZES U ofT
CAMPUS GROUPS MOVE SWIFTLY TO RAISE $20,000 FOR EARTHQUAKE VICTIIVIS

m

i
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1. Warda Silim and Cindy Daoud collect donations; 2.

Abdulla Arain (president of Thaqalayn Students' Association) and Dina Sulaiman;

3. Hammad Siddiqui and donator; 4. KIDS booth; 5. Abdul Wahab Khan; 6. donation

incentive; 7. donations in action; 8. Fehman Khan.

All photos by JASON KRYGIER-BAUM, with the exception of photo 7 by CLAIRE FARMER.

Travis Campbell

VARSITY STAFF

Volunteers across U of T tiave come
togettier to tielp ttiose devastated by

the large October 8 earthquake that

rocked areas in Kashmir, Pakistan,

and bordering regions.

Over the past week, our usually

fragmented student groups have

formed an uncommon coalition, set-

ting up booths to collect donations

at Robarts Library, the Bahen Centre,

Sidney Smith, the Medical Sciences

Building, and at various campus resi-

dences.

The earthquake has killed some
54,000 people, wounding thousands

more and leaving millions without

shelter.

"Many students on campus are di-

rectly affected and many more are in-

directly affected," said Raza Siddiqui,

co-president of the Pakistani Students

Federation (PSF) at U of T.

"I have a friend in the Kashmir but 1

haven't been able to get in touch with

him since the earthquake."

The list of campus groups that

have committed their time and called

on members to help victims is a long

one. In addition to the PSF, the Kids

In Developing Societies (KIDS) group,

the Arts and Sciences Student Union

(ASSU), the Muslim Students Asso-

ciation (MSA), Thaqalayan Muslim
Association (TMA), Local Actions

Impacting Globally (LAIG), Near and
Middle Eastern Studies Undergradu-

ate Students Association (NMCUSA)
and others have been taking part to

various degrees in the fundraising

campaign.

Although ASSU and SAC are sup-

porting the coalition, neither is offi-

cially involved until they are able to

meet with their respective executives,

according to Abdullah Arain of KIDS

and Paul Bretscher, president of SAC.

"We can provide logistical support,

SEE EARTHQUAKE' -PG
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Garden party
NEW GREEN SPACE REPLACES CHEM BUILDING'S CONCRETE SLABS

One U of T student

discovers her Newfie roots

//PAGE 8

Emilio Reyes Le Blanc

VARSITY STAFF

Before its renovation, the space be-

tween the Lash Miller Chemical Labo-

ratories and the McLennan Physical

Laboratories was what chair of chem-

istry Scott Mabury called a "waste-

land."

Last Saturday, professors, students,

and children gathered on a windy au-

tumn afternoon to celebrate the open-

ing of a new green space in its place;

the Davenport Lash Miller Courtyard

Garden.

Comprised entirely of concrete slabs

and lonely weeds, the landscape be-

fore the garden was built had been "in-

humane and inhospitable," according

to Mabury. Its bleakness was further

dramatized in the winter, when heavy

winds made it unsafe to walk from one

department to the other.

The barren real estate has now been

transformed into an ecologically in-

Chair of chemistry Scott Mabury in front of the new fountain adorning the Davenport

Lash Miller Courtyard Garden.

spired thoroughfare on campus. The
wheelchair-accessible garden not only

provides a convenient route between

the chemistry and physics buildings.

but also connects the seldom-traveled

gap between Huron and St. George.

SEE 'GREEN' -PG

4
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Constitutional

quagmire
DIPLOMATS, PROFS DEBATE MILESTONE IRAQI VOTE

Anas Melhem

VARSITY STAFF

Two days before Iraqis voted on their

constitution on Saturday, the Munk
Centre for International Studies hosted

a forum to discuss the historic mo-

ment.

"For once in Iraqi history. . .the people

get to decide the fate of the country's

future," said Iraqi ambassador to Cana-

da Howar Ziad.

The panel, entitled "The Making of

the Iraqi Constitution," debated the

democratic process that produced

the constitution, cind the implications

that a yes or a no result would have for

Iraqis.

The event was moderated by the

CBC's Anna Maria Tremonti and fea-

tured a panel headed by ambassador

Ziad, former Ontario premier Bob Rae,

and U of T professors David Cameron,

Amir Hassanpour, and Shahrzad Mo-

jab.

They debated some of the more con-

troversial provisions of the new con-

stitution, including guarantees of the

rights of minorities and women, adding

Kurdish as an official language along-

side Arabic, and the place of Islam in

// NEWS IN BRIEF

Students vote to increase

clubs fees in SAC
referendum; 382 clubs to

get $300,000

The referendum to increase SAC fees by

$3.82 was passed by U of T's students,

with 63.8 per cent voting yes. The online

vote took place on ROSI on October 12,

13 and 14 and a total of 2,224 students

participated. The extra $3.82 per stu-

dent will generate an extra $300,000 for

the university's 382 registered clubs.

"The fee increase for our campus

clubs is a long term, responsible ap-

proach to improving campus life and

investing in our community," said Paul

Bretscher, president of SAC in a state-

ment.

"We intend to consult with the clubs

in January on the new services they

would like to see implemented for the

2006-2007 year," said Samson Romero,

SAC vice-president of campus life, add-

ing that liability insurance for events

was at the top of many clubs' list of fund-

ing priorities.

- NICOLE LAVIGNE

the new Iraq. Even among this primari-

ly academic crowd, the discussion was

peppered with disagreement.

"Democratic processes and ideals

are spreading in Iraq. We now have 250

privately owned and managed maga-

zines and newspapers, and private ra-

dio and television stations, free speech

and freedom of the press. Politics is

alive and well in Iraq now," said Ziad,

whose optimism was matched by that

of Cameron, a political science profes-

sor who advised the drafting commit-

tee of the Iraqi constitution.

"The headlines might be only about

violence and mayhem but on the

ground you see a different reality," he

said. "The Sunnis realize that they lost

out during the constitutional talks, and

now a significant Sunni party is encour-

aging Sunnis to vote yes. This is a very

positive step for Iraqi democracy."

Cameron likened Canada's constitu-

tional debates in the early 1980s with

those of the current Iraqi debates,

though he added, "we didn't run the

risk of being killed for our views like

the Iraqis are."

Not all of the panelists had such an

optimistic view of the constitution, for

which the vote ballots are currently

Audience soaks up

Buddhist message at

Earth Sciences Centre

conference

Professor Mark Epstein's lecture "Ex-

ploring the Mind: Buddhist and Scien-

tific Approaches to Mental Health" at-

tracted a crowd of several hundred to

the Earth Sciences Centre last Friday.

"It's not what we are feeling that's

important but how we relate to it that

matters," explained Epstein, who has

been practicing meditation for over

30 years. The lecture was part of the

Exploring the Mind conference, which

seeks to raise the profile of Buddhist

studies at U of T and to encourage an

interdisciplinary approach to the study

of the Buddhist tradition. The univer-

sity currently offers major programs in

Buddhist studies through the religion

and East Asian studies department,

but students argue that the creation

of a Buddhist centre would provide

infrastructure and much-needed re-

sources.

- LEAH STOKES

being counted.

"The constitution should recognize

the Kurds' right to unilateral seces-

sion...their right to do so should be

acknowledged," said Hasscmpour, as-

sociate professor of near and middle

eastern civilizations.

Prof. Mojab, director of U of T's Wom-
en and Gender Studies Institute, didn't

buy the constitution's guaremtees that

women's rights will be protected.

"Women are losing out in this con-

stitution. It is a theocracy in disguise. .

.

women in the region have reminded

me that states in the Middle East are

the first entities to violate the constitu-

tion they draft."

"This is an Iraqi constitution and

it should include ideas of collective

identities within it, and Islam is one of

those factors. Sharia will be a source

but not the source for legislation," said

Rae, who also served as an advisor to

the constitution's draft committee.

Cameron said that if the constitu-

tion passes, then a committee will be

set up to discuss amendments which

would be put to a second referendum

in the spring.

A full tally of votes is not expected

until midweek.

Juried Student Shorts film

festival will raise profile of

student cinema

Toronto-based film festival Student

Shorts will hit Innis College this week-

end, screening films made by post-

secondary students from around the

world and representing every genre.

Now in its fifth year, the fest was

established in 2001 by three film stu-

dents from Ryerson University who
felt that there was not enough industry

support for young film graduates.

This year's distinguished jury in-

cludes Toronto International Film

Festival's Myrocia Watamaniuk,

BravolFACT and MaxFACT's Judy Glad-

stone, National Film Board of Canada's

Silva Basmanjin and Toronto-based

documentary film maker Lalita Krish-

na.

Student Shorts will take place Octo-

ber 21 and 22 at Innis Town Hall. Visit

www.endlessfilms.com/shorts.htm for

more information on ticket prices and

screening time.

-NICOLE LAVIGNE and BENEDETTA

LAMANNA

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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416-221-5554
www.tccllnlc.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yaz member ot:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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De-gunking engineering
Jordanna Caplan

VARSITY STAFF

In response to a trend of sinking female

enrolment in engineering in Ontario,

the province's 15 engineering schools

are collaborating to implement strate-

gies they believe will solve the gender

gap-

This Saturday saw the launch of an

annual workshop at locations across

Ontario directed toward young girls

and their parents, where speakers chal-

lenged the typical image of engineers as

"grease monkeys."

Five years ago, women made up ap-

proximately 30 per cent of first-year

engineering classes, numbers which

have today shrunk to 20 per cent. The
decrease is seen as a reversal of years

of hard-earned gains in a traditionally

male-dominated discipline.

"Girls tend to experience 'math

phobia"," argued Dr. Doug McDougall,

associate chair of the Department of

Curriculum, Teaching and Learning at

OlSE. "They come to fear the subject of

math at an early age largely due to their

parents' influence and go on to doubt

their own abilities, often believing the

stereotype that math is for boys and

that it is not 'cool'."

The Toronto "Go Eng Girl" workshop

representing the engineering depart-

ments of U of T, Ryerson, York and the

University of Ontario Institute of Tech-

nology (UOIT) took place at U of T's 89

Chestnut student residence, and was

aimed girls from grades seven to ten.

While parents heard guest speakers,

such as professional female engineers,

frame engineering as a field in high de-

mand in a diverse range of areas from

biomedicine to computers, their daugh-

ters were off participating in hands-on

engineering activities.

Marta Ecsedi, advisor to the dean

on women's issues at U of T and chair

of the Toronto event suggested that the

new condensed four-year high school

curriculum, combined with the already

mandatory geometry and discreet math

courses, are contributing factors in the

decline of girls in engineering.

"Girls not confident in their math

skills see these courses as daunting,"

she said.

Ontario engineering schools are

implementing new admittance require-

ments to deal with the decline, in which

such math courses will not be consid-

ered compulsory, only recommended.

Critics of this change, however, are

suggesting that without these courses

students will not have the background

sufficient to succeed in the math-based

engineering programs.

"Discreet math and geometry are

fundamental concepts in the engineer-

ing curriculum and are returned to and

built upon each year," said Mike Kramar,

a fourth-year mechanical engineering

student at U of T. He argued that easing

the admittance requirements may be a

band-aid solution for the deep-rooted

problem of girls not taking an interest

and being encouraged in math.

Ms. Ecsedi said that while nothing is

finalized, there will be remedial math

courses offered to students who need

extra help.

"We won't be able to see the impact

of this workshop for two years, as the

oldest students are in grade 10," said

Ecsedi. However, the program has re-

ceived permission to track the students

in order to assess the campaign's suc-

cess.

Only time will tell if projects such as

Go Eng Girl will have their desired effect

of encouraging Ontario's young women
to get over the "grease" and embrace

engineering.

EARTHQUAKE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

but we'll let the coalition take the

lead," said Bretscher, "we haven't had

a meeting to discuss and take collec-

tive action yet."

"Basically, the PSF was at the cen-

tre of this, and 1 thought it would be

better to get together," said Siddiqui,

explaining how the rough coalition of

campus groups formed quickly and
without political difficulty.

"We created the coalition so that we
wouldn't have fragmented work. It is

a lot more efficient to gather all the

money and give them to well-trusted

organizations," said Anas Nader, vice-

president of KIDS.

Both the PSF and the MSA started

fundraising last Tuesday. Since then

the PSF has raised $4,500, and the

MSA a further $15,000 "from Muslim

students on campus," according to

Shuaib Ally, president of the Muslim
Students Association.

"We collected at our daily prayers,

when we broke the fast together, and

over the website," he said. "I'm per-

sonally amazed at the generosity of

the Muslim students, but then again,

they've always been pretty respon-

sive to helping others in their time of

need."

One question that came up in the

frenzy to help those in need was
where exactly to send all this cash.

"For now, [donations] are going to

the Canadian International Develop-

ment Agency (CIDA), Care Canada, Is-

lamic Circle of North America (ICNA),

and the North American Muslim
Federation (NAMF), because these
four organizations are working on the

ground now," said Nader.

Both Siddiqui and Ally, however,

are still determining where their large

quantity of donations will be going.

"At this point, we've narrowed it

down to organizations [whose dona-

tions are] being matched by the Cana-

dian government: the Red Cross, Red
Crescent, Oxfam, and Care Canada,"

said Siddiqui.

"We've been sending blankets and

goods through NAMF, but the PSF is

a relatively small group. People need

blankets, tents, and basic medicine.

"The rainy season is coming in Paki-

stan, and in Kashmir, up in the moun-
tains, there will be snow. The condi-

tions are terrible."

"We have the booths to collect

money, some blankets, medical sup-

plies—anything that could be donat-

ed," Nader said as he worked the Sid

Smith booth last Thursday. He noted

that the coalition was working against

a general tide of apathy.

"For now, we're just trying to spread
awareness, because unfortunately,

there is really minimum media cov-

erage for the disaster, compared to

other disasters that happened. Really,

I mean, more than 50,000 people now
have died, unfortunately."

The coalition has planned to have

a vigil next Friday night at the Great

Hall in Hart House. According to Sid-

diqui, they have asked U of T presi-

dent Naylor to attend, along with the

Counselor General of Pakistan.
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students, profs, and their kids tielp plant trees at the garden's Saturday opening. The green space was designed to improve the qual-

ity of life for the chemistry and physics departments, who use the surrounding buildings.

'GREEN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1 one of its planted trees is in its infancy,

forecasting a future of growtti and de-

The courtyard itself is fiumble and velopment. An animated fountain sits

quaint. Like the garden itself, every at ttie end of tfie lawn, greeting pass-
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ers-by with enthusiastic jets of water

as they travel down the chromed and

concrete courtyard walkway.

John Ford, a glassblower commis-

sioned by the project committee, de-

signed the outdoo lamps to look like

Bunsen burners. Mabury urged the

crowd to visit the garden at sundown
for the "fabulous visual experience"

elicited by the formidable two-story

structures.

Speakers emphasized the positive

impact the garden would have on the

academic performance of students

and professors. Joyce Dinglasan-Pan-

lil, a PhD candidate in chemistry, sug-

gested that the garden would stimu-

late scientific thinking in students,

"allowing students to dream up new
research products" by replenishing

intellectual exhaustion and providing

a setting to reflect on experiments in

peace.

Steven Morris, professor of physics,

reminded listeners that the garden

was designed moreover to be a place

of leisure.

"It gives students a place to eat lunch

and play frisbee," Morris said.

To conclude the event, Mabury rec-

ommended that students and staff

take their own initiative to maintain

the health of the garden.

"Pick up the litter, and suggest to the

skateboarders that perhaps the bench
is not the best place to skate."

While the ceremony was primar-

ily a tribute to the efforts of workers

who actualized this long-awaited plan,

Morris reminded listeners to continue

the push for more green spaces on

campus.

"Our job is not done here," he

warned. "There are many ugly plazas

on the other side of this building that

await our attention."

Saffron ^vm
' ' Firm Ir^iiar. CitGir^

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

{(i^'^y 1130AM.-10:30RM. ^^^^^

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/saffrontree

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

Across from Hospital tor Sick CtilidrHi__^J|
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Go abroad,

young man
ANNUAL FAIR LURES KIDS TO STUDY, LEARN, AND PARTY ELSEWHERE

Chris Barker

The second annual Go Abroad Fair

promoting opportunities to viork,

volunteer and study beyond Canada's

borders attracted a crowd at the Met-

ro Convention Center on Friday and

Saturday.

The Canadian Education Center

Network, a non-profit and indepen-

dent organization, presented the

event, which featured nearly 100 ex-

hibitors offering programs in more
than forty countries.

"These programs help you discover

how small the world really is." Joanne

Uyede, executive vice-president and

C. 0. O. of the CECN.

"We're proud to support and en-

courage Canadian youth who are

ready to discover the world."

John Hardy 111, a U of T economics

student interested in going to Mexico,

was pleased with the plans he en-

countered.

"There are some pretty interesting

booths here," he said. "1 want to go

somewhere cool like Tequila. 1 know
some Spanish so 1 think it would be

great to go somewhere and use that,

teaching English or volunteering,

while just partying like crazy."

According to their website, about

6,400 people turned up for last year's

Fair, and organizers were expecting a

similar number of students, parents,

teachers and others to come this

year.

The event did not please everyone,

however.

"A lot of the programs I've looked

at are tough to get into. But it's ok,

I'm finding a lot of information," said

former student Brian Dee, who was
interested in going to Japan to study

animation.

Organizations that had stands

at the fair include the University of

Glasgow, Contiki Holidays, the Ca-

nadian International Development

Agency, the American University of

Beirut, the Swiss Hotel Management
School, and Outward Bound.

The event also featured seminars

throughout each day, on topics like

international resumes and job hunt-

ing, adventure and working holidays

in Australia, and international devel-

opment. Jean-Marc Hachey, author

of the 1600-page BIG Guide to Liv-

ing and Working Overseas, spoke on

both days.

In the fair's brochure. Mayor David

Miller extended "a warm welcome to

everyone participating" in the event.

"This is the most comprehensive

event of its kind," he said. "1 invite

participants to discover some of the

attractions our unique and vibrant

city has to offer."

The CECN is a non-government

agency, partially funded by the gov-

ernment, and maintains 17 centers

worldwide to promote Canada as

a destination for foreign students.

According to their website, the Go
Abroad Fair is another part of their

mission to "bring Canada to the

world."

Sato Mi, a volunteer at the front

desk who is originally from Japan and

went abroad herself to study English

in Toronto, neatly summed up the

event.

"The fair is a good place for a lot of

people to come and get nice informa-

tion," she said smilingly.
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Running the sidewalk gauntlet
You may have noticed that campus
sidewalks have become markedly

more difficult to navigate over the

past week. In the physiological after-

math of pumpkin pie and leftover tur-

key dinner/sandwiches/soup, many
locals have decided it's time to shape

up. They plod along, water swishing

in their Nalgene bottles, keys clink-

ing in their pockets, and sweat away
their Thanksgiving pounds while

their iPods shuffle.

And yet, despite this rediscovered

dedication to self-betterment, the

Daily Bread Food Bank has reported

its lowest yield of Thanksgiving food-

drive supplies in years. Although we
are used to hearing this claim, this

time the numbers truly are stagger-
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ingly low. One would imagine that

those pudgy joggers would want
some random act of kindness to ru-

minate over as they get their cardio-

vascular workouts. So why, at this

time of cider-induced jollity, is the

food bank—a most necessary institu-

tion—coming up short?

The answer is because it's not only

the joggers creating sidewalk traffic;

the "Binder People" also play a part.

Likely you keep an eye out for them
as you walk along—crossing the

street when you spot the two-person

teams on either side of the walkway
traffic.

In their efforts to ensure a steady

base of day-to-day donations, orga-

nizations like Greenpeace have tre-

ated a street-staff of solicitors. Mostly

young and attractive, they smile and

ask you if you have a moment to save

a child, save the world, spare some
change. The impetus is understand-

able: the organizations are trying to

garner a large number of small dona-

tions to supplement their base fund-

ing.

However, the street-solicitors have

become so omnipresent and aggres-

sive that all they generally solicit now
is scorn. Especially on St. George

campus, where residents are con-

stantly asked to share their pocket

change with the homeless, newspa-

per vendors, and the like, another

outstretched hand is often just too

much to take. Pedestrians snuff out

any glimmer of philanthropy that

may ever have existed.

These canvassers are seen most
commonly at the downtown campus,

near the hub of student life (no, not

Hart House—Robarts). In the past

week, a small group of students con-

gregated with home-made signs and

boxes, asking those entering and exit-

ing Robarts to donate some change to

Kashmir Earthquake relief. Pedestri-

ans whizzed by them without looking

up, totally missing the earnestness of

the campaign. This disdain-turned-

ignorance, it seems, has even now
extended to charitable organizations

at large, like the Daily Bread.

The paradox of the situation is that

to effectively fulfill their function,

charities have had to commercialize.

However, we have become so jaded

to commercial exploitation that we
forget it is not WalMart asking for

our pennies, but sick children and

a sick world that demand our atten-

tion. While canvassers may seem
like pests, it is crucial that we make
an effort to overcome compassion

exhaustion. When we feel a tinge of

annoyance at the Binder People, we
don't necessarily have to cough up
change, but we do have to remem-
ber that Sick Kids is really about sick

kids, and ensure that charity doesn't

get overlooked.

Deviant Diesel

TIC-TAC-OUCH ! What's the deal with this Diesel ad?

Hayley Morrison

If you have ventured lately though
the underground at Bloor Station,

the Diesel campaign across from
Holt Renfrew probably caught
your eye. This picture disturbed

me for some reason, but I couldn't

put my finger on why until the im-

age suddenly came back to mind
during a "deviance" lecture in so-

ciology class.

For those with eyes wide shut

going through the subway, the

poster displays two women stand-

ing with whips, and in the back-

ground a man (smiling) with a

tic-tac-toe game beaten into his

back. This ad disturbs me because
Diesel is suggesting that you can
derive pleasure not only just from
wearing those jeans, but also from
being flogged while wearing them.
Intrigued by this wayward im-

age, 1 searched for the poster on
Diesel's web page. A cause for

greater concern arose in me when
the campaign slogan to this picture

appeared on the screen: "Unlock
the door to Individual Hedonis-
tic Pleasure Pursuits." The moral
flaw in Diesel's campaign is that

the poster corrupts the concept of

pleasure, turning it into something
that is gained by bringing pain to

others. To me, beating someone
while wearing jeans should not be
promoted as an acceptable form of

pleasure, simply because it under-

mines the basic "social contract"

which binds society together.

Yes, I readily admit 1 overana-

lyzed the ad, but for good reason.

My purpose was to demonstrate
that Diesel has cleverly construct-

ed the message that individuals

should do whatever they want to

achieve pleasure, no matter the

consequences for others. Diesel

stretches the concept of individ-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

SAC it to 'em!

(Re: Let's get radical, radical, Let-

ters, Oct. 11th)

I think it's time for SAC to heed Tamara

Adizes's advice and coordinate campus-

wide support to protest the upcoming

tuition hikes. SAC has the time and

resources to cultivate the student radical-

ism necessary to fight the government.

Whether it's in classrooms or on the

campus streets, SAC needs to spread the

message—and not just hang a sign out

on their lawn—that this is a cause worth

fighting for and something within our

ability to achieve. Will we allow ourselves

to become so obsessed with—and es-

sentially controlled by—our academic and

career pursuits that we lose sight of our

ability to fight for causes that really matter

to ourselves and our society? Will we allow

ourselves to become increasingly atom-

ized and anonymous to one another that

we lose all sense of university community

and camaraderie? The time for action is

now, and 1 hope SAC will lead the way!

Aaron Wdvter

You'll find us in the

clubs...

(Re: SAC holds vote on club fees,

Oct. 11th)

This article, as well as advertisements on

the same issue, includes some incorrect

information. Specifically, U of T did not

rank last in the National Survey of Student

Engagement (NSSE) as NSSE does not rank

institutions. Rather, NSSE provides bench-

marks—the mean scores from groups of

institutions—in five different categories of

the student experience. As documented

in the Measuring UP Report, U of T scored

about the same as our peer institutions

in Canada and the U.S. in the category of

Level of Academic Challenge, and below

the mean in the four other categories.

Also, the University spent approximately

$13,000 to participate in NSSE, and not

the massive figure reported. We remain

committed to participating in method-
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ologically sound surveys such as NSSE in

order to help us better understand how

we can continue to enhance the student

experience.

Prof. David Farrar

Deputy Provost and Vice-Provost, Students

• While 1 cannot agree more that the 382

student clubs are woefully under-funded,

Tuesday's article fails to raise impor-

tant ethical issues. By promising a 50%

increase to the SAC clubs budget during

their election campaign, Bretscher and

company were forced to spend beyond

SAC's means this year necessitating a

referendum to make the funding increase

sustainable. In effect, this means that

student clubs have been blackmailed to

the tune of, "If you vote no, next year your

funding will be cut by 50%." A far more

appropriate course of action would have

been to run the referendum first, then, if

it passed, to increase the clubs budget as

promised during the campaign. We can

only hope that this outrageous breach

of public trust will be remembered when

students go to the polls in February.

SamRahimi

Chairperson, Students for Barrier-Free

Access

Stickin' it to The Man's

wall

Re: (News in brief, Sept. 29th and
Her painting speaks back, Oct. 6th)

1 am writing in response to two recent

pieces about a painting that mysteri-

ously appeared on a wall in Woodsworth
College. It is important to know that the

piece was put up during the night without

permission or any consultation with of-

ficials at the College. However bureau-

cratic it may seem, there are procedures

to be followed to determine what can

appropriately be added to a university

building. In point of fact, contravening

these procedures could be considered

an offence under the terms of the Code of

Student Conduct. No one came forward or

actually admitted to having put the piece

up nor would anyone, including Oriel

Varga, admit to being the artist. Due to

the circumstances and not the content of

the picture, it was professionally removed

and placed in a safe place in the College.

1 don't think it is fair for Jeff Peters, vice-

president, internal of APUS, to assume

that removing a picture that was put up

without permission shows that the "ad-

ministration doesn't care about student

voices." If things are done property, they

can be dealt with accordingly. In a civil

society, there are rules that all must follow

if there is to be order

Barbara Track

Executive Director-Advancement, Alumni &
Communications

Woodsworth College

Don't play it again, Sam

1 am an Innis College student and I am
disappointed that The Varsity has not cov-

ered the Innis College election for a SAC

Director Innis students contribute a lot of

money to our student government, and we
deserve to be represented responsibly. I

have been doing my own internet research

into the two candidates and I have discov-

ered that one of them, Sam Rahimi, is a

disaster waiting to happen. Rahimi's SAC

allocated students' money to send himself

and 20 of his friends to the failed New York

City protest at the Republican conven-

tion. Bush still won—not that it's any of

SAC's business—and students were out

thousands of dollars. Or better yet, Rahimi

repeatedly spent students' money on use-

less marijuana rallies. Under Rahimi, SAC

held the failed Wonderland Orientation

and went over thirty thousand dollars into

debt. How is Rahimi going to focus on his

promises—like making the case for the

tuition fee freeze—when he himself has

a track record of frivolous overspending?

My opinion is that the old student politi-

cian, Sam Rahimi, should keep out of the

new SAC's business.

Steven Cho
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Free trade no trade-ofF RETRO REVIEW

Cam Vidler

After reading last week's article de-

tailing how foreign imports have
damaged Ghana's economy("A fair

chance at trade." Oct. 6th). I couldn't

help but imagine many students

patting themselves on the back for

already being aware of the "evils" of

free trade and the World Trade Orga-

nization. What people must realize is

that these arguments usually draw
their conclusions from anecdotal ev-

idence and miss the overall benefits

of free trade. Often the greatest bar-

rier to development is not free trade

itself, but a lack thereof.

1 am not trying to make light of

the difficulties that countries like

Ghana face, nor do 1 believe that

their complex problems have easy

solutions. Civil strife, disease, mas-
sive debt loads, and corruption

have stalled—and in some cases,

reversed—the economic growth of

many countries. Learning about the

despair faced every day by the ma-
jority of the world's citizens can lead

us to feel guilty, often rightfully so.

However, we must not let this dis-

illusionment with the state of the

world cloud our judgment. While

capitalism is obviously not perfect,

it has more potential for human pros-

perity than any other production

system we have yet encountered.

For those who disagree, 1 suggest

they take an economics course as

an elective as soon as possible. Free

markets, including international free

trade, present the greatest opportu-

nity for the elimination of poverty
worldwide. The benefits of interna-

tional trade have repeatedly been
proven empirically and are evident

both throughout history, and more
recently, in the rapid growth of East

Asian economies.

The classic argument supporting

free trade is based on 19th-century

British economist David Ricardo's

writings about comparative advan-

tage. Ricardo's theory shows how
nations that specialize in what they

are most efficient at producing will

experience economic gain at all lev-

els of society through increased out-

put and/or cheaper prices.

Imagine yourself or your family at-

tempting to independently produce

all of the things you use on a regular

basis. Obviously your living stan-

dards would drop dramatically as

your efforts would be concentrated

on mere survival. It is the same sce-

nario for a country as a whole that

attempts to be self-sufficient.

This is not to say that there are

only winners in trade. It is a fact that

when lower-priced foreign goods are

introduced into an economy, certain

industries may not be able to com-
pete, and many workers and busi-

ness owners temporarily lose their

sources of income.

However, those who benefit al-

ways outnumber those who are dis-

advantaged. Usually only a small

percentage of the population lose

their jobs, but all consumers ben-

efit from the availability of lower-

priced goods. When consumer
prices are low, purchasing power
goes up and real incomes are high.

In the case of developing nations

such as Ghana, lower prices help

both consumers and the local busi-

ness sector. Taking advantage of

lower prices for tools and machin-

ery, for example, allows industries

that have a comparative advantage

in the world market to increase pro-

ductivity, hire more workers, and
ultimately pay more taxes.

Using tariffs on foreign goods to

shield special interest groups from

competition will not only harm the

poor—who are in need of low pric-

es—but will also encourage sec-

tors of the population to engage in

industries that are not suitable to

their particular nation's resources.

Expending efforts illogically will

lower productivity, decrease in-

comes and provide less tax revenue

for needy governments. Without

adequate cash flow, governments
will be swamped by an ever-in-

creasing debt load and will be un-

able to fund the infrastructure and
social programs that are essential

for a higher level of economic ^nd
social development.

Can't "get a room," even at the Waverly? The intrepid Varsity

staff had the solution for you 75 years ago, though perhaps

giving away more than they intended to in this erudite

editorial, first published on Friday, October 17th, 1930.

The l/a/sZ/ywelcomes letters tram our

readers. Send letters

(250 words max.) with your full

name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions are also

welcome.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

ual liberty by encouraging people

to inflict pain on others to reach

their own state of happiness.
Viewers may not consciously in-

ternalize such a message, but on a

subconscious level they very well

could.

More worrisome if they do is

that they have the free will to pur-

sue their pleasures. Most people

will be satisfied with just buying

Diesel Jeans, but what about those

who are not? Will they go further,

as Diesel impishly suggests, to-

wards "unlocking" their deviant
desires? Let's hope not.

A petter's paradise?

Anyone who has ever tried to

find a legal place to park a car

in Toronto streets by day knows
full well that there is not a more
hopeless task extant. Police reg-

ulations conspire with the blue,

honking hazes of the traffic jams

to render it impossible to park

even a Bantam Austin unless you
have a spare vest pocket.

But anyone who has ever tried

to find a secluded spot in which

to park by night for the purpose

of tender whisperings and amo-
rous masteries must know that

all the hounds of hell could not

bay more hotly on the scent than

the city police in their anxiety to

stop the furtive embrace.

The sound has gone out, how-

ever, from mouth to mouth of

those who have long been chased

from high street to bystreet, that

there is a haven provided by the

merciful Venus for nocturnal pet-

ters.

"Park on the university

grounds!" runs the whisper. "No-

body will bother you there!"

So, night after night, parked

cars are to be observed distrib-

uted about the campus—quite

beyond the ken and jurisdiction

of the City constabulary. Special

investigation by representatives

of The Varsity has elicited the fact

that it is neither engine trouble

nor desire to watch the rising of

the harvest moon that prompts

the parking. It is the sex urge.

While the sex urge is not a

thing to be lewdly relegated to

the limbo of eye-brow raisers or

prudes, we cannot resist the con-

clusion that nocturnal petting in

parked and darkened cars is a

thing both ethically and aestheti-

cally unsound. It is not only a

source of stumbling to the young

and a source of regret to the old,

but it places the participator in

the position of one who reduces

the fine art of love-making to the

level of street-brawls and dirty

jokes.

Yet, parked petting by night

on the campus appears to be a

matter which is being completely

ignored by the university police.

Whether they are influenced by

an "Oh-well-they're-only-young-

once" attitude or whether they

are merely following the example

of others higher up who hold that

rules were made to be discussed

and not enforced, the fact re-

mains that the university police

are making no move to emulate

the diligence of their confreres of

the city police force in trying to

check a practice which has been

widely stamped as vicious and

immoral.

It is scarcely an inspiring ex-

ample to the outside world when
the University of Toronto cam-

pus becomes the last stronghold

of the parked petter.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Annual

Fall

Lecture Woodsworth College is proud

to present

Margaret MacMillan
Provost of Trinity College and

Author of Paris 1919

Personalities,

Power, and

'International

Relations

Where: Woodsworth College Residence,

William and Phyllis Waters' Lounge

321 Bloor Street West

When: Tuesday, October 25, 2005, 4:30 p.m.

Reception follows lecture.

Free Lecture, no registration required

Information: 416-978-5301

Bell Canada cause you problems?

Have you experienced installation

delays or service interruptions?

I am a lawyer working in the area of

consumer protection law. I am interested

in commencing a class action against

Bell on behalf of people who needed

to increase the use of their cell phones

due to installation delays or service

interruptions by Bell.

If you are interested in receiving

reimbursement for your increased cell

phone charges, please contact me,

Michael Munro (416) 410-4505, at no

cost to discuss this claim or visit my
website at www.bellclassaction.com

www.bellclassaction.com
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In going back to her family's roots on the East

Coast, writer JENNIFER FABRO finds that

home is where the Rock is

Photos by MIKE FABRO

In
Canada, everyone is an immi-

grant if you go bacic far enough.

In my family, whicfi is a mixture

of various European breeds, my
mother's side comes from a place

that has long been the subject of

wry amusement and lame jokes:

Newfoundland.

Up until this year, to me New-
foundland was a vaguely cold, damp
place where the people ate strange

food and spoke in very thick, Irish-

esque accents. My Mom decided

that it was time my brother and I

explored our roots, and that at the

ages of 21 and 22 respectively, we
were not too old for one last family

vacation.

And so, at the end of August we
embarked upon a whirlwind tour of

our rocky motherland at the eastern

edge of the continent.

DAY 1- Thursday, August 25

We wake up with the farmers,

and after several hours of eagerly

gazing through clouds during the

flight from Toronto, arrive in Deer

Lake, Newfoundland. From that

small northwestern town, we drive

to nearby Corner Brook for lunch.

I'm astounded by the fact that New-

foundland is, in fact, mountainous.

The Newfie accent is fantastic.

Gas station attendant advising me
on batteries: "Well, my dear, 1 tells

ya I t'ink dey're pretty good." Sold.

Every place we go is spotless, and
everyone is very friendly. We drive

to Rocky Harbour, a picturesque

town surrounded by Gros Morne
National Park, where we'll stay for

three nights.

DAY 2 -Friday, August 26

The Western Brook Pond boat

tour is our main activity today. Two
moose, the first we've seen, drink

on the opposite bank of the "pond"

(which is really a large lake) as we
board our boat. The tour takes us

across the deep freshwater lake, be-

tween breathtaking fjord-like cliffs

on either side.

After a homey dinner at a house-

like restaurant in Rocky Harbour, it's

time to go "have a drunk" with the

locals. We show up at the Anchor
Pub and realize it's actually just full

of tourists, the only people who are

willing to pay an $8 cover charge in

a tiny pub in Newfoundland.

"Beer racing" cheap pints of

Keith's with my substantially larger

brother ensures that tomorrow will

be painful.

DAY 3 -Saturday, August 27

...And it is. Nothing like a four-

hour car ride up the bumpy high-

TOP: Western Brook

Pond in Gros IVIorne

National Park

ABOVE: The Fabro

cousins' boat floating

in Pacquet harbour

way of Newfoundland's Northern

Peninsula to aggravate an already-

crippling hangover. The Viking site

at L'Anse aux Meadows is definitely

worth it, though. Forget Christo-

pher Columbus and his fleet of gal-

leons—these tough bastards made
the trans-Atlantic trip in small, roof-

less boats 500 years earlier, and
lived in sod huts in a cold bog.

Even though all that remains are

grassy mounds that outline long-

gone Viking buildings, the scene
blows my historical-nerd mind, and
I'm elated to have seen it. By the end
of the day, we've spotted three more
moose—all on the road in front of

us.

DAY 4 -Sunday, August 28

This is the big day—we're driv-

ing to the tiny coastal town of Pac-

quet, the birthplace of my maternal

grandmother and the home of most

of our Newfoundlander relatives.

We arrive just in time for din-

ner—meaning lunch, the biggest

meal of the day around here. Even

though my brother and I have never

met these people, they greet us with

hugs and welcome us very warmly.

The food is fantastic—roast beef,

chicken, potatoes, mashed turnip,

bread pudding, gravy, carrots, and

"Jigg's Dinner" (salt meat, cabbage,

and root vegetables boiled togeth-

er). We certainly won't be going hun-

gry in Pacquet, and are instructed

to "Make yersels at home, you fellas

jus' do whatever you wants: it's all

up to yersels."

That evening, several of us go for

a walk through the tiny town. The

stars are dazzling, and near the

wharf we see a hub of activity—the

fishing boats are returning to unload

their catch of mackerel (not cod, as

cod fishing has been severely re-
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stricted in recent years). For me,

fish comes from the grocery store in

tidy packages, so it is really interest-

ing to see where the food starts its

journey. I half expect a David Suzuki

voiceover to kick in as we stand and
watch the boats unloading in the

dark, clear night.

DAY 5 - Monday, August 29

The streak of gorgeous weather

we had been having breaks, and it is

a full 20 degrees cooler than yester-

day as my brother, cousin, and 1 set

out for a hike.

Pacquet is surrounded by beau-

tiful, berry-laden hills that offer

incredible views of the ocean. In

springtime, you can see icebergs

and whales from these hills. The
only wildlife we encounter is a pack

of local teenagers with pellet guns
and ATVs. Among them is our young-

est cousin, a brawny 15-year-old,

who asks me and my brother: "Is

this your first time comin' home?"
We've never been here before,

but somehow, it really does feel like

home.

DAY 6 -Tuesday, August 30

Another drizzly, cool day, mostly

spent watching news stations on
satellite ai\d eating. Hurricane Ka-

ABOVE: Brightly

painted traditional row

houses at the corner

of Prescott and Gower

in downtown St. John's

trina has everyone addicted to CNN,
perhaps moreso here because these

people have firsthand experience

with the destructive power of the

sea.

For supper, we have a meal I've

often heard about but never previ-

ously tried: Fisherman's Brewis. It

consists of hard bread (literally, re-

ally hard bread that keeps forever

and will break your teeth if you try

to bite into it) that's been softened

in water overnight, fried in pork

fat with onions and fish (cod, in

this case), and mashed together. It

doesn't necessarily look very tasty,

but topped with some molasses it

proves to be delicious.

DAY I -Wednesday, August 31

We tearfully say goodbye to our

newfound family amidst promises

to return and assurances that we're

welcome "back home" anytime. Ear-

lier in the trip, my brother referred

to the scenery at Gros Morne as

"humbling," but 1 feel the same way
about this place, our family, and our

history here.

Today we drive to St. John's, which

takes seven hours through lovely,

yet monotonous (there's only so

much forest one can take) scenery.

DAY 8 - Thursday, September 1

After breakfast we head to Signal

Hill (the site of the first trans-Atlan-

tic wireless transmission), at the

mouth of St. John's harbour. It's a

gorgeous, summery day, and the

view from the top of the huge hill is

beautiful.

After exploring the historic site,

we drive back downtown to our

next destination: the tour boat Sca-

demia. We leave St. John's behind

and head towards the easternmost

point of land in North America,

Cape Spear—which is shrouded in

fog by the time we arrive.

As we pass through the narrows

on the way back, the three of us

are "Screeched in"—a Newfie rite

of passage that involves drinking

some foul rum (Screech), kissing a

codfish, and swearing an oath.

Later, we embark on the Old St.

John's "Haunted Hike," led by a lo-

cal historian wearing a tricorner hat

and cape. 1 enjoy the cheesy, spooky

ghost stories, and the tour around

the back alleys of St. John's gives a

great sense of what the city was like

hundreds of years ago.

After our hike, the three of us head

to a bar on George Street (appar-

ently, there are more bars per capita

on this street than anywhere else in

North America). After a few drinks

we take Mom home to the B&B and

check out some interesting-looking

places on Water St.

We end up at a dive called The

Spur, which has cheap, cheap beer

(the most popular Newfie beer is

called Blue Star—$5.50 for two bot-

tles!) and an interesting cast of local

characters. A soused old Newfound-

lander man tells us we're both "real

pretty," which my brother and 1 de-

cide is an appropriate note to leave

on.

OAY 9 -Friday, September 2

We go back to the crowded, flour-

ishing interior of Canada after hav-

ing seen what lies on the country's

margins. In total, we've driven 1899.8

km. Meeting our cousins, great-aunts

and great-uncles was amazing, and 1

know I'll definitely be back some day

to visit them, and the new home I've

only just discovered.

Pick the MPS Walkman digital music player that makes
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ALREADY A SMASH HIT IN QUEBEC, DOMESTIC DRAMA HOPING TO DRIVE THE REST OF CANADA C.R.Ml

Marc-Andre Grondin's Zac goes C.RAZ.Y. in quirky Quebecois flick

FILM REVIEW
C.R.A.Z.Y.

Directed by
Jean-Marc Vallee

Now playing

Rating: VWvV

Peter Knegt

Going into its Canadian wide re-

lease, Quebecois director Jean-

Marc Vallee's CRA ZY, has al-

ready managed a great deal of

success. It was recently submitted

as Canada's entry into the Foreign

Language category at the Academy
Awards, and was named the best

Canadian feature at the Toronto In-

ternational Film Festival.

Its release in Quebec has earned

over $5 million at the box office

—

the equivalent of roughly $230 mil-

lion in the U.S., a feat matched this

year by only the latest Star Wars
movie and War of the Worlds.

More incredible is that C.R.A.Z.Y.'s

content is far from blockbuster ma-
terial. Essentially a character study

of a family over the course of two
decades, there are no Jedis or Sci-

entologists anywhere to be found.

C.R.A.Z.Y. begins on Christmas

Day, 1960, with the birth of the fourth

Beaulieu son, Zachary (played

with remarkable sensitivity by the

director's son, Emile Vallee). Zac

quickly becomes the viewer's eyes,

analyzing his French-Catholic fam-
ily with an endearing blend of intel-

ligence and innocence.
His mother (the lovely Danielle

Prouix) is certain Zac has a gift

from God, and goes as far as in-

forming their neighbours that he

can heal their physical ailments.

His older brothers (each fulfilling a

familial stereotype—the nerd, the

jock, the wild child) pay little at-

tention to anything beyond them-
selves.

This strengthens Zac's relation-

ship with his father, Gervais (Mi-

chel Cote), who Zac considers to

be quite "cool" despite his insis-

tence on singing along to Charles

Aznavour at family gatherings.

But Gervais quickly becomes dis-

enchanted by Zac's gay tenden-

cies, which sends the lad (and the

viewer) into a cynical tailspin on
all things Beaulieu.

Ten years later, Zac (now played

by Marc-Andre Grondin) is now an

angsty teenager with more blatant

sexual confusion. The Beaulieu clan

has not matured gracefully—there's

marital tension between the par-

ents, and "wild child" Raymond
is exhibiting some serious drug
problems. While the first half of

C.R.A.Z.Y. expresses a lighter and
more accessible side of the Beau-

lieus, the second half gets writer/

director Vallee's point across.

Despite cliched themes such as

religious imagery (the Jesus-as-a-

gay-man thing is hardly revolution-

ary), coming out, drug addiction, a

sympathetic mother and an over-

bearing father, the film manages

to blend it all together into a well-

crafted and surprisingly organized

narrative about the importance of

family and the faith people have in

one another.

It helps that Gervais and Zac's

relationship remains at the core

of the story, as both actors make
good use of the clever screenplay

and create a harshly realistic por-

trayal of the uptight father/gay son

relationship that manages to be

empathetic from both sides.

C.R.A.Z.Y.'s completion was de-

layed when the rights to the wide

range of nostalgic music (Patsy

Cline, David Bowie, The Rolling

Stones, etc.) became difficult for

the small French-Canadian produc-

tion to obtain. But the wait (aside

from the music clearances, the

film took over a decade to make,

largely because Vallee laboured for

years over the script) was actually

a smart choice by Vallee and his

team, as the film's most honour-

able attribute is its authenticity.

Some obvious formulas aside,

C.R.A.Z.Y.'s music, wardrobe, and
art direction paint an honest por-

trayal of a middle-class Montreal

family over a period of time.

Vallee's subtle direction and
the enthusiastic performances by
everyone involved help C.R.A.Z.Y.

rise above being just another mi-

nor Canadian indie flick, which is

likely why it has already been a

success even before most people

have had a chance to see it.

Sketch appeal

DROLL DOZEN ROLL OUT THE HIT SKITS EACH

WEEK AT THE POOR ALEX

Lauren Gillett

In a culture ruled by an obsession

with reality-everything, where bad

remakes of old movies and television

shows are the hottest blockbusters,

finding anything worthy of our genu-

ine interest and approval can seem
like a challenge indeed.

For those of you tired of consuming

recycled trash, fret not—the diamond
in the rough you seek can be found in

our very own backyard. The next time

you debate taking your chances on the

latest semi-appealing Hollywood junk,

consider cooling out on the box-office

bullshit for a while and check out a

promising live act that's right around

the corner from campus instead.

The word on the street is that sketch

comedy is making a huge comeback,

and no one does it better than To-

ronto's 12-member comedy crew The

Sketchersons. Hailed as "the hardest

working troupe in Toronto" by NOW
Magazine, this group is a must-see

bouncy ball of collective hilarity.

The Sketchersons have been doing

their thing weekly at the Poor Alex

Theatre for over a year now, and are

ready to make a name for themselves

in the Canadian comedy scene. Any-

one even remotely involved in the

local comedy scene will have heard

of them—they've performed at the

Fringe festival over the past two

years, and this year showcased at the

Toronto Sketch Comedy Fest.

Conceived by cast members Gary

Rideout Jr., Tal Zimmerman, and Pat

Thornton (also founders of the sketch

troupe Todd's Lunch) after they met

in Humber College's comedy program.

The Sketchersons (also featuring nine

other members) have cultivated quite

the following of devoted comedy ad-

dicts during their Sunday Night Live

weekly stint at the Poor Alex.

Modeled after the hit TV show Sat-

urday Night Live, the show offers new
material each week and features a live

band (The Magic Stuff) and a differ-

ent guest host every time (past hosts

include everyone from Kids in the Hall

funnyman Scott Thompson, acerbic

fan favourite Elvira Kurt and the ubiq-

uitous Sean Cullen to Toronto Sun jour-

nalist Mike Strobel).

The Sketchersons pack the house
week after week with their manically

animated energy, delivering a lineup

of skits ranging from the ridiculous-

but-true to off-the-wall absurd. It's

a night where anything can hap-

pen—and everything does happen.

It's a performance in constant peril,

skirting the possibility of disaster at

any moment (even the cast can't help

laughing at themselves when a skit

goes off the rails). Did 1 mention that

these guys are nominated for best

sketch troupe at this week's Canadian

Comedy Awards?
The highlight of the October 2nd

show had AI Pacino being accosted by
a horny hot pepper named 'Jalapeno'

(played by the hilarious Nikki Payne,

a nominee for the best female standup

at the comedy awards) on The Tonight

Show with host Jay Leno (Inessa Fran-

towksi).

Like porn for your funny bone,

sketch comedy is seriously addictive.

Once you are touched by its seductive

and enlivening appeal, you can't help

but go back for more. Sunday Night

Live is roughly an hour and a half long,

the cover is only $5 (cheaper than a

movie!), so get yourself a drink and

be ready to excrete some serious eye

juice.

The Sketchersons make 'em laugh

Sundays at the PoorAlex Theatre

(296 Brunswick Ave.). Tickets ($5)

are available at the door starting

at 8 pm.
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Don't have a cow

Environmentalists trying to pre-

serve wetlands look down on cattle,

whose grazing tends to destroy wet-

lands. But recent research published

in Conservation Biology shows cattle

may do more good than previously

thought. In fact, cattle grazing can

be critical for the survival of wet-

lands, and the many endangered

species that live in them. The scien-

tists looked at 36 pools in Sacramen-

to County and found that pools with

cattle removed had lower water lev-

els an average of 50 days of the year.

They also found that cattle had the

strongest positive effect when they

had been living at a pool for more
than 150 years. Apparently, cattle

grazing helps maintain moisture

and determines the degree of flood-

ing.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Conservation Biology

Death from the past 1918

Know your enemy. Scientists

at the Centre for Disease Control

(CDC), in Atlanta, have adopted the

first rule of Machiavellian thought in

their fight against the feared H5N1
strain of avian flu. By performing

autopsies of people killed by the in-

famous 1918 influenza, they plan to

strengthen the attack on its modern
day relative. The researchers have

successfully sequenced the genome
of the 1918 flu virus, and concluded

the virus was avian in origin. By
manipulating and mutating the 1918

virus, scientists are trying to under-

stand the mechanism by which the

virus mutates naturally, and hence

discover methods that may stop the

spread of the flu today.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: The Economist
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Avian flu update

With health officials the world

over gearing up for a global outbreak

of the flu, the last thing we need to

hear will be published in this weeks'

issue of Nature. Researchers at the

University of Winsconsin-Madison,

working with researchers in Viet-

nam and Japan, have isolated a

strain of the bird flu that is resistant

to the drug Tamiflu, the same drug
that scientists had hoped would be

the first line of defense against the

potential pandemic until a vaccine

was produced. The resistant flu

strain was isolated from a Vietnam-

ese girl who had been given Tami-

flu after she had exhibited flu-like

symptoms. Dr. Yoshihiro Kawaoka,
lead author of the report, suggests

that health officials begin looking

into other medical options.

-CD.

Source: Nature

Talk nerdy to me
A MONTHLY SHINDIG WHERE YOU CAN TALK SCIENCE WHILE QUAFFING A BREW

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

Science remains a daunting realm for

many, and though most people are no

doubt interested in the latest advanc-

es in science and technology, few feel

confident enough to read a technical

report or attend a technical meeting.

Fortunately, the Ontario Science

Centre may have found a solution:

alcohol. On the third Saturday of ev-

ery month a group of scientifically

curious people gather at the Rivoli to

discuss scientific issues over beer and

cocktails. Dubbed Cafe Scientifique,

these informal discussions, fueled by

booze, allow the young, old, informed

or not to discuss and debate scientific

issues.

Last Saturdays discussion called

The death ofgenius, " explored whether

our multitasking society of accessible

information and instant communica-
tion can still produce a genius on the

scale of Einstein, Darwin, or Newton.

The talk's expert. Professor Brian

Baigrie at U of T's Institute for His-

tory and Philosophy of Science and

Technology, didn't think a genius was
forthcoming. "All of the classic ge-

niuses enjoyed a reputation of forego-

ing many aspects of life and focusing

on a particular problem," said Baigrie

as he sipped his Steam Whistle."But

today science is a social endeavour
as scientists and subjects gather into

larger and larger groups."

Tracy Barber, a cafe veteran, chimed

in. "We've become multitaskers,

there's no time to think and it takes

time to think deeply," she said, sipping

a glass of red wine. "Technology has

led to quantity over quality."

The first Cafe Scientifique was set

up in Britain in 1998, and the concept

has thrived. There are now 43 cafes

in the British Isles, and 83 throughout

the world, according to the Cafe Scien-

tifique website.

Toronto's cafe was started by the

Ontario Science Centre, in June. "Cafe

Stephen Vassilev, a Toronto-based designer and inventor makes a point during October's Cafe Scientifique event, which took place

on Saturday at the RivQii.

scientifiques are very important be-

cause they give people a venue to

learn about scientific and techno-

logical issues in an informal setting . .

.

and it's accessible to anyone," said Su-

zanne Taylor, who organizes the event,

and works at the Science Centre.

At Cafe's Scientifiques, experts in

a scientific field explain in everyday

English a particular issue. Experts

wear casual clothes and sit at the

same chairs and tables as everyone

else. First names are used and the au-

dience is expected to do most of the

talking.

At first the discussion in the dimly

lit hall, normally a venue for concerts,

was tentative; but slowly, a diversity

of opinions emerged. Some said that

more widely available education is

bound to create more geniuses—the

law of averages; others, such as Barber,

who is a Pilates personal trainer, advo-

cated the need for a slower approach
to life; the odd optimist stressed the

human ability to cope with change.

After a while though, the discussion

began going adrift, as the participants'

booze buzz kicked in.

"The environment is like a soup, and
I'm not just talking about pollution and
plants," said the grandmotherly Cris-

tina Enrietti, a former school teacher

"The whole soup of factors humanity
lies in has changed since Einstein. You
may 'boo' me but now Bill Gates is a

genius, and so is the guy in charge of

Google."

"I think Ghandhi was a genius," a

man at the back chimed in. "Some of

the people at the genius extreme are

just plain odd and they have more

time to think because they don't have

any friends."

Not everyone thought as highly of

Ghandi's genius, though.

"Ghandi was a dumbass," remarked

Steve, a physics graduate who chose

to remain anonymous. "Geniuses get

results that make sense of big things

that don't make sense. Ghandi was not

a genius." He ruffled feathers, some-
what, by failing to follow the common
conventions of conversation.

And afterwards, he gave The Varsity

his verdict on the afternoon's discus-

sion: "It's a gathering of a lot of stupid

people who don't know a lot about

anything and the little they do know
is wrong."

Seeing planets for the stars

Jennifer Bates

VARSITY STAFF

I want to believe. Or so X-files fans say,

and for that matter so does Dr. Debra

Fischer, an astrophysicist from San

Francisco State University. And after

hearing her talk about The Quest for

Other Worlds and Prospects for Life on

Friday night, it's hard not to become a

believer yourself.

In 1996, a year after the first planet

orbiting a star outside of our own so-

lar system was identified, Fischer and

her team discovered a multi-planet

system, outside our own: Upsilon An-

dromedae, a star very much like our

own sun, was found to have three gi-

ant Jupiter-size planets orbiting it.

Before 1995, scientific consensus

considered it a risky leap of faith to be-

lieve even one extra-solar planet could

be found. The scientific intelligentsia

still clung to Aristotelian theories that

there could be no world but one: ours.

The powerful light and radiation

emitted by stars makes it almost im-

possible to gather direct evidence of

planets around them. Instead, two in-

direct but powerful methods are used.

One is astrometry—the the tendency

of stars with' large planets orbiting

them to wobble on their axes as they

spin.

The powerful light

and radiation

emitted by stars

makes it almost

impossible to gather

direct evidence of

planets around them

The other are the emission and ab-

sorption spectra of the stars—these

are characteristic black bands that

appear in the visible light spectrum of

stars, due to the absorption of certain

wavelengths of light by planets in the

star's system. The wobbling of the star

causes the black bands of its absorp-

tion spectrum to shift in a periodic

manner
Using this Doppler shift, as it is

called, the mass and characteristics

of planets surrounding the star can

be identified. The problem, however,

is that only planets the size of Jupiter

or Saturn—317 and 95 times more
massive than the mass of the Earth,

respectively—can be found. We have

no means at this point to detect Earth-

sized planets.

So if scientists were wrong about

finding other planetary systems, could

they also be wrong about finding life

on other planets? That depends.

In their book Rare Earth, Peter Ward
and David Brownlee argued that the

conditions for intelligent life must

mimic the conditions of Earth. The
planet must be the right distance from

its star; both the star and the planet

must be of a certain mass.

The planet must have a massive

Jupiter-like neighbour (whose gravity

deflects asteroids out of the inner So-

lar System), a Mars-like neighbour (to

possibly seed life), it must have a large

moon, the right tilt, the right amount
of carbon and oxygen, appropriate

atmospheric properties and plate tec-

tonics (which produces Earth's mag-

netic field that shields us from solar

wind). The list goes on and on.

Fischer, rebutted these arguments.

Many of these conditions, she said, are

unnecessary for intelligent life to form

and are merely factors that reflect our

biology, which is an anthropocentric

view.

A large moon is not necessary, she

argued; nor is a Jupiter- or Mars-like

planet; planetary tilts can vary, as

can the amount of carbon and oxygen.

On Earth itself we are constantly sur-

prised to find life (even simple tube

worms or bacteria) in hostile acidic,

cold or very hot environments.

"These extremophiles," said Fischer,

"have found other places to live than

we have," and new evidence suggests

that the warm sub-crustaceous ocean
of Europa, one of Jupiter's moons, may
be teeming with bacterial life. Why
should we then doubt the existence of

more complex life forms in less hostile

environments elsewhere in the uni-

verse?

There are billions of stars in every

galaxy and billions of galaxies in the

universe. In the trillions of stars in the

universe, is it so unlikely that other

intelligent life forms exist? For now,

one can either take a leap of faith or

remain a skeptic.
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Grad on the moon?
MIGHT DARLENE LIM BECOME THE FIRST CANADIAN THERE?

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

From the Haughton Crater on Devon
Island, in Nunavut, to scuba diving

for carbonates in British Columbia,

to the Atacama desert—the world's

driest—in Chile, to Antarctica.

Sound like a compelling backpack-

ing yarn?

Well, it's all in a year's work for Dr.

Darlene Lim—and fun to boot, as

she insists. She is a hands-on geobi-

ologist who regularly travels to plac-

es in the world that are either cold

and frozen, or hot and parched.

Lim completed her Master's and
PhD at U of T, in 1999 and 2003

respectively, observing climate

change in the Canadian high Arctic.

She was taken with the place on her

first trip there, in 1997.

Then, in 1999, just as she was fig-

uring out her doctoral thesis, she

fell in with the space exploration

crowd at a conference of of the Mars
Society—an organization whose
purpose statement begins boldly:

"The time has come for humanity to

journey to Mars."

Lim was one of three panelists at

an event at the newly opened MaRs
research complex last Wednesday.
Titled Forecasting the future, the

panel is part of a series dubbed In

Conversation with Maclean's, meant
to mark that magazine's centenary.

Now a post-doctoral researcher

at NASA's Ames Research Centre,

in California, Lim studies Mars ana-

logues—geographic regions and fea-

tures on Earth that closely resemble

conditions on the red planet.

She is a staunch advocate of space

exploration, and an active member
of the Mars Society. At the society's

research site in Nunavut, Lim said,

"People dressed me up in suits and

asked me to test future Mars proto-

type suits, to see how 1 felt in them."

Throughout, she insisted that now
is the time to reach for the moon

—

and beyond.

"It's too bad we haven't gone back

to the moon sooner." This would

have allowed space flight to ad-

vance, she speculated, to the point

where manned missions to Mars

may have been a feasible feat right

now. "1 wish that we were at that

point now—that we hadn't given up
in 1972."

Is the moon Lim's next must-see

destination? "That would be an in-

credible journey," she gushed. And
that may not be too far-fetched, ei-

ther. Given that Lim is only 33, and
the first moon flight a mere 13 years

away, it is not entirely inconceivable

she may be one of the scientists

brought along on one of the later

moon missions.

Darlene Lim, a U of T PhD grad who has been working at NASA's Ames Research Centre

since 2003, has seen the Earth's harshest otherwordly climates.

//NANOTECHNOLOGY

A sunny proposal
Mike Glienu

SCIENCE EDITOR

America is dependent on foreign oil,

said Dr. Ted Sargent, yet enough ener-

gy to power the country thousands of

times over falls on its surface each day.

In about a decade, though, cheap and
flexible nanotechnology-enabled so-

lar cells, however, could help change
that. Sargent's presentation on Sun-

day kicked off the Royal Canadian

Institute's fall Sunday lecture series.

The main snag currently solar cells

face is their abysmal efficiency—cur-

rently hovering between three and
five per cent. Part of the reason, ex-

plained Sargent, is because half the

energy reaching the Earth is in the

infrared part of the spectrum, where
current solar cell technologies can't

harvest it.

But in a Nature Materials paper
earlier this year, Sargent's research

group described how they did just

that. They sandwiched thin layers

of semi-conductors, each layer with

semi-conductor particles of a differ-

ent size. Each layer absorbed light of

a different frequency in the infra-red

spectrum to produce current.

Best of all, "all of the synthesis oc-

curs in solution, and all of the semi-

conductor processing is done by
painting things on other things," Sar-

gent said. Unfortunately, their device

was only 0.001 per cent efficient.

But they have been working at it,

and, in an upcoming paper in Applied

Physics Letters, describe how they in-

creased its efficiency 1,000-fold. Sar-

gent reckoned a further 10- to 100-fold

efficiency increase is needed to make
such devices work well.

And combining his infrared-har-

vesting solar cells with traditional so-

lar cells could help cross the ten per

cent efficiency threshold, the point

at which large, cheap, and flexible

solar cells will become commercially

viable.

"We need it to be so cheap and flex-

ible you could wear it," he said. "We
need it to be like a carpet—^you go into

Canadian Tire, you pay $100, you walk

out with your solar carpet [and then]

roll it across your rooftop." Flexible

solar cells, Sargent estimated, are still

about 10 years away. But potential ap-

plications already abound.

Konarka Technologies, a Massachu-

setts-based company, is putting such

Electrical and computer engineering prof Ted Sargent chats with audience members
after his lecture yesterday.

cells on tents. "They're now building

tents for the US Army, solar tents,"

said Sargent. "Soldiers can go out in

the desert, pitch a tent, and get all the

energy they need."

Another idea, floated by the US Navy,

is to paint aircraft with solar material.

"It has the potential to enable aircraft

which don't have to get refuelled," Sar-

gent said. Painting its underside with

the stuff could allow aircraft to fly at

night, since the Earth emits energy
even when it's dark—but in the infra-

red part of the spectrum.

|Nano dots may shed

i

light on cancer

: NEW PRODUCTS APPLY U OF T RESEARCH

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

s Seers who seek ways to save lives

I by detecting cancerous tumours
• early on using nanotechnology can
a smile. Last week, American nano-

l technology company Evident Tech-

l
nologies announced it would now

9 sell an expanded range of quantum

I dots, which seem promising for

• such research. Their products are

• based on research work done at

U of T, by chemistry professor Dr.

I
Greg Scholes.

To understand what the fuss is

about, you will first a quick primer

in semi-conductor theory. A piece

of semi-conductor has two impor-

tant properties, called conduction

bands and valence bands. Think
of them as two rows of musical

staffs—the upper staff representing

the conduction band, the lower the

valence band; and some distance

separating them, called the band-

gap-

Now imagine electrons residing

as various levels in these staffs,

much like individual notes. By na-

ture, electrons prefer to stay as

I close to the bottom of the valence
• band—their so-called lowest en-

• ergy configuration. They're natural

I tenors, you might say.

But one can entice them to go
soprano, as it were, by giving them
just the right flick of energy. This al-

lows them to clear the gap between
the staffs, and make it into the up-

per staff—the conduction band.

While in this band, electrons have
broken free of their parent atoms
and float around freely, producing a

current in the semi-conductor,

is When electrons drop down to

I tenor again, they tend to fall down

J
from the bottom of the upper staff

e to the top of the lower staff. So in

I falling from one staff to the other,

J
they nearly always cover the same

« distance. At the same time, they

I release they energy—as photons of

I light of a specific frequency.

• In common semi-conductor crys-

l tals, the distance between the two

Solutions containing quantum dots in

solution glow different colours accord-

ing to their size: the bigger the dots, the

redder their glow.

staffs is fixed. When manufacturing

quantum dots, however, it is possi-

ble to set this distance—or bandgap
value—which gets them to glow at a

specific frequency when subjected

to the proper energy stimulus.

"It's a very small pure crystal of

a semi-conductor," explained Scho-
les. "When you make these crystals

that small, properties become size

dependent."

"We developed a way to make a

very high-quality preparation of

the lead sulfide that Evident is now
selling," Scholes said. "We can make
those particles any particular size,"

he added, with great accuracy.

Until now, Evident had been sell-

ing based on Lead Selenide (PbSe),

but the new dots, said Scholes, glow
brighter and last longer.

Since quantum dots can be got-

ten to attach themselves to certain

cells in a tissue, and then made to

glow with the appropriate zap. said

Dr. Warren Chan, at U of T's Insti-

tute of Biomaterials and Biomedical

Engineering, "you can use different

colours to screen or label cells in

different stages [of health]."

"Based on the colour coding you
can tell which are tumorous," he

said. But while demonstrating this

concept in vitro has been easy, said

Chan, in vivo will take much longer,

since materials such as lead are

toxic.
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Ottawa, Queens, Rotnian.

Royal Roads, Saint Mary's,

Saskatchewan,

Schuiich, Simon Frascr,

Victoria, Wilfrid Laurier,

Windsor...
Discover

the

MBA
urogram

that s right

orvou!
INFORMATION
SESSION

October 20, 2005

4:30 - 7:30 pm
Toronto Marriott BioorYorkville

90 Bloor Street East

Toronto

CANADIAN MBA FAIRS
www.canadianmbafairs.com

WCSA BY-ELECTION!
The Woodsworth College Students' Association

(WCSA) is holding a by-election!

Vacant Position:

Assistant Social Director

Nominations close Friday Sept. 30th at 5:30 p.m.

(pick up and submit forms toWW 1 03)

Elections - Monday Oct. I /'''-Friday Oct. 21
St

You must be a Woodsworth student to run for WCSA

For more information, please contact us!

Woodsworth College Students' Association

Woodsworth College -
1 19 St. George St., Room 103

wcsa.wcsa@utoronto.ca

(416)946-3333

NO CAR PAYMENTS
FOR 2 MONTHS.
TOO BAD YOU CAN'T DO THE SAME WITH
YOUR STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS,

Introducing the GM Student Bonus Program

This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance

before you talk to SmartCoveragel" Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage~ from your GM Dealer and get a no

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitations.
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Voyageurs sail off

with victory
MEN'S SOCCER TEAM LOSES FIRST HOME GAME

The Blues control the ball at this moment, but couldn't control the game against Laurentlan Saturday. The men's soccer team suf-

fered their first home loss 2-1, but still lead their division.

Ahmed Ogunsola

All good things must eventually

come to an end, and the men's soc-

cer team found this fact out the hard

way last weekend. On Saturday af-

ternoon the Varsity Blues lost their

first home game of the season to the

Laurentlan Voyaguers, who kept a

very tight defence and played a mid-

field-centric game.

It was a spectacular first half, as

both teams created fine chances but

were unable to get goals. A few de-

fensive lapses and the Blues found

themselves two goals down in the

second half, the fatter score coming
on a penalty kick.

The defeat, however, still leaves

the Blues atop the Ontario Univer-

sity Athletics north division stand-

ings. York is a close second.

The first Blues scoring chance of

the game came five minutes after

kickoff. A dangerous looking left-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 19

Water Polo vs. York

Men @ 7 p.m. / Women @ 8;30 p.m.

50 m pool (Athletic Centre)

SATURDAY, OCT. 22
Football vs. Mcliaster @ 2 p.m.

Varsity Stadium

Women's Hockey vs.Windsor @ 5 p.m.

Varsity Arena

Women's Volleyball vs.Waterloo @ 3 p.m

Sports Gym (Athletic Centre)

Finding bronze

in Taiwan
Jaime Rosen

Late last month the University of

Toronto Women's Rowing team
traveled to Taiwan to compete

against some of the Pacific region's

best rowers. Leaving on Septem-

ber 18 for a weeklong adventure

at the Taipei City Rowing Champi-

onship Regatta, the crew enjoyed

an experience that verified their

commitment to U of T's rowing

program and solidified their love

of the sport.

"I feel extremely lucky for having

the opportunity to travel around

to the other side of the world to

compete, and it's times like these

that make rowing worth while",

says Lillian Parsons, a third year

student who joined the U of T Row-

ing crew last year.

The team was on a tight sched-

ule, which included adjusting to

the time differential and then wak-

ing up, most days, at 4:30 a.m. to

get an early start on their pre-race

routine.

Parsons added, "During those

brutal ERG tests or the 4:30 wake
up time, it's often hard to remem-
ber what 1 like about rowing. How-
ever, it's experiences like these

that remind me why 1 stick to it.

Not too many people get a chance
to travel around the world... so to

travel while representing U of T
and the sport 1 love, I realize how
lucky 1 am."

Racing a lightweight quad inlkm,

2km, and 2km time-trial races in

extremely rough waters against

teams from Japan and Hong Kong,

as well as regional Taiwanese
teams—including Taiwan's Na-

tional team—the U of T squad
managed to log some impressive

results. They placed fourth in the

1km, fourth in the 2km, and a proud
third in the 2km Henley Style time

trial. A Henley Style time trial con-

sists of a 1km time trial to seed the

racers, with the top eight going on
to race head-to-head.

"The teams that beat us were all

national teams", commented Ming

Chang Tsai, the team's coach and

U of T rowing veteran. "They had

been training hard—twice a day

for the past four or five months

—

and they were using the regatta as

a build up to their national games.

So for the team to represent us

this well against the local [basi-

cally professional rowers], it was
impressive."

According to Coach Ming Tsai,

the team can attribute this suc-

cess to great team chemistry and

their ability to stay calm in confu-

sion, adjusting to any condition

that may surface: "It was very

easy to work with these athletes,

as they were very disciplined and

motivated."

Along with the tough competi-

tion came high winds and a seem-

ingly random, under-prepared

race location.

"While we got to race in brand

new straight-out-of the-factory

boats with awesome oars, the

wind was absolutely horrible,

which made it very hard to row

with good technique", says Par-

sons.

Although the team has gotten

used to the rough waters of their

Lake Ontario training facility, this

was unlike anything they had en-

countered before. It was their abil-

ity to quickly adapt that kept them
in the race and got them onto the

podium.
"The team dynamics were amaz-

ing", adds Parsons. "From begin-

ning to end we all played off of

each others' enthusiasms and ex-

citement."

This positive attitude and stel-

lar work ethic will guide these ath-

letes through many more tough

and blustery challenges. And when
you combine these elements with

the commitment, support and ex-

pertise of the U of T Rowing Club,

this crew is bound to stand on the

podium again.

SUNJDAYJpjCTll
Field Hockey vs.Western @ 1:45 p.m.

Lamport Stadium

Women's Hockey vs. Guelph @ 5 p.m.

Varsity Arena

Men's Lacrosse vs. Queen's @ 2:30 p.m.

Back Campus

Women's Volleyball vs. Laurier @ 3 p.m.

Sports Gym (Athletic Centre)

www.varsityblues.ca

¥A1SITY
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Bad medicine
U OFT LACKS EATING DISORDER EDUCATION

Daniel Macri

I had no knowledge of eating disor-

ders until 1 learned that a close team-

mate was being treated for a food-

related disorder. This event made
me realize how easily one with such

a condition can go about their daily

routine as a student athlete undetect-

ed and untreated.

This event made me question oth-

ers who I felt demonstrated similar

types of behaviour, even if they may
not fit the classic medical definition

of a sufferer of such a condition. Many
of my friends and I, once made aware

of this matter, could easily recall wit-

nessing instances where an athlete

displayed symptoms of what could

easily have been an eating disorder.

It is precisely at this moment that I

felt a plan of care at the institutional

level should be in place and should

be easily accessible to all student

athletes. I started to do some digging

and did not like what I found.

U of T does not have a program in

place to treat athletes with eating dis-

orders, nor does it have a program to

educate staff or students about how
to avoid this dreadful condition.

I quickly learned that there was
not a plan of care in place that was
specific to student athletes except for

a few paragraphs in some Faculty of

Physical Education and health hand-

books. 1 found that the faculty and

the intercollegiate sport program
invested most of their resources to

areas concerning competition prepa-

ration, and to promoting inclusive

spaces for athletes instead of treat-

ment centres.

The FPEH has made important in-

novations in several key areas, espe-

cially in addressing equity concerns

in athletic spaces. Gender-neutral

athletic facilities are a welcome and

positive innovation at U of T, but they

do not address health concerns.

It is also apparent that while health,

in the general sense, is included in

the mission statement of the faculty,

it is evident that very little, if any,

practical results have been achieved.

There isn't much in the way of sup-

port, advancing, or disseminating

knowledge of eating issues in com-

parison to other areas mentioned in

the mission statement.

After much consultation with pro-

fessionals outside the faculty—psy-

chiatric doctors, counseling centers,

triad clinic professionals and hospi-

tals that specialize in eating disorder

prevention education—I believe it is

clear that U of T athletics must con-

front the issue of eating disorders in

sport head-on.

The men and women that I spoke to

all agreed that the faculty and inter-

collegiate program does not have an

adequate plan of care in place. All also

agreed that the number of female stu-

dent athletes participating in sports

has been steadily increasing and that

there needs to be programs targeting

their specific needs. Female athletes

are more likely to develop eating dis-

orders than their male counterparts.

All whom I have consulted with

have at some point known of a student

athlete from the University of Toronto

using outside health resources or in-

quiring about services not provided

by the university. Also, all of the pro-

fessionals are very familiar with the

lack of resources here and agree that

more can be done to decrease the

likelihood of such competitors suffer-

ing from an eating disorder.

My next step was to meet with

FPEH representatives.

I received a warm reception from

faculty members and they cleary in-

tended to address my concerns. The
feeling among everyone I spoke to

was that my worries were valid, that

more needed to be done to address

the problem of eating disorders, and

that they were interested in working

to improve this area of the FPEH pro-

gram.

I then became involved in assisting

with recommendations, consulta-

tions, and liaised with faculty mem-
bers and program staff on proposed

initiatives. Several meetings took

place where options were discussed,

and everyone was committed to

working to improve the quality of

support programs available for ath-

letes at U of T.

Sadly, the ideas generated from

our discussions were rarely put into

practice.

Several months later I revisited this

topic. I joined the same faculty mem-
bers and program staff and was told

that they were still looking into the

matter and that other matters took

priority.

When I continued to show interest

in discussing these matters shortly

after this period I was made aware

that the faculty was now taking a dif-

ferent position. It was at this stage

that 1 learned there was hesitation by
the faculty to become involved in any

preventative care initiative.

When I asked why there was a sud-

den change in attitude 1 received a

generic response: "It is difficult to get

students to attend drug seminars and

getting them go to a seminar on nutri-

tion, body image or healthy training

would be unlikely to happen."

1 learned that the program staff

had reconsidered their degree of in-

volvement and now—two years after

our initial discussions—they wished

to "study" the issue further. It was my
understanding from the initial stages

of the proposed initiative that all

agreed that more needs to be done to

educate and treat athletes, and that

there was a genuine need for action.

Apparently I was wrong.

My fear is that further examina-

tion of an already apparent concern

only delays the action required to ad-

dress the problem. Presently there

is no treatment or education plan in

place—not even an interim one.

Prevention through the education

of U of T's coaches, athletes, and ju-

nior development participants con-

tinues to be unaddressed by any of

the programming offered at this in-

stitution. The faculty remains silent

on this issue, while athletes at this

school continue to be at risk of devel-

oping eating disorders without even

realizing it in most cases.

I believe that further delays and

having no interim plan to address my
concerns denies the basic fundamen-

tal principle outlined in the mission

statement of the FPEH and causes

me to have serious concerns with re-

spect to meeting the health needs of

the student athlete.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

side cross from Vancouver's Josh

Gordon fiew past the forwards and

unfortunately ended up in the hands

of Voyaguers goalkeeper Ryan Brad-

ley.

Four minutes later, the Voyaguers

replied with a free kick that flew just

inches past the left post of the Blues

goal.

A miscommunication error around

the 18th minute led to a collision

between Blues goalie Luciano Lom-
bardi and one of his defenders, and

almost resulted in the first goal for

the away team. Later, with only five

minutes left in the half, Joe Jesseau

(Bradford. ON) almost converted a

through pass into a goal, but put the

ball just wide of the Blues left post.

The second half started at a blis-

tering tempo. A couple of misses

and free kicks were recorded on

both sides.

Defensive mistakes by the Blues

resulted in a Laurentian goal just

ten minutes into the second half. An-

other series of miscommunications

around the net left Lombardi to fend

for himself in the crease, and as he

scrambled he helplessly watched a

lob go over his head and into the net

behind him. This goal put the Voya-

geurs up 1-0.

Both sides had some scoring

chances in the second period, but

most of the half was spent at mid-

field. This suited the Voyageurs, who
were protecting a one-goal lead.

The game was put out of reach in

the last five minutes. Laurentian's

Patrick Murphy (Sudbury, ON) con-

verted a penalty kick into a goal to

make it two-nil with only moments
left on the clock.

The Blues will have to work more
on coordinating their defence and
play better at the front if they are to

remain near the top in their division.

Meanwhile, the Voyaguers remain in

third place in the QUA north division

after their win on Saturday.

PICCADIUY CIRCUS
184 PEARL STREET | DOWHTOWN TOROHTO 1 416 599 4687 1

WWW.piCCailillycircus.ca
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HELP WANTED SERVICES

HIRING $g-$l5/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsitvwindows@vahoo.ca And

then call 1-888-varCity

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT

REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

8258.

MlSCEllANEOUS

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

CLASSIFIEDS
ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY
CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT.

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR
IVIathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years

(416) 452-0279.

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-1

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements.

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM. Phone 90.5-

335-3192

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

Advertise in

mRSITY
ads§thevarsity.ca|

Or call 1

416-946-7604

«

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON IVI5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

MLLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

open 7 Days a week.
Noon to 10P.IVI.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of BloorSt. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

for News, Sports,

Entertainment, and
Science assign-

ments.
Should have access
to own equipment
and be willing to

contribute two
images weekly.

Please contact:

photo@thevarsity.ca

O ROGERS
WIRELESS

Qrc>gers

Your World Right Now

(;gGO TO YOUR LOCAL ROGERS WIRELESS DEALER FOR DETAILS
Phones shown may not be available al all locations 'Phone prices subject to aaiwtion on a new 36-monih sen/ice agreement "6 month offer includes unlimited local calling and applies on new 36-month

^aawations Offer expires October 31, 2005 tSave up to 1 5% on each eligible monthly sen/ice lee Some conditions apply © 2005 Rogers Wireless Inc. All nghts lesen/ed. ' Rogers. Rogers Wireless, Your World Right

Now. and the (vlobius design are trademarks of Rogers Communication Inc. Used under License
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CHEATSHEET

heard

What's

next? Leather

daddies playing

tiddlywinks?55

SEE WHIPPING -PG. 4

Missed Feist's T.O. Show? We've got

the Fab Feist Fotos!

SEE 'FEIST' -PG. 10

science

Why you should be afraid of your brain

SEE 'FEAR' -PG. 5

comment

Air Canada: economy class struggle

SEE 'AIRLINE - PG. 4

sports

Is that a shuttlecock or are you just

happy that Badminton has started?

SEE BIRDIE - PG 11

history

On October 20, 1977. rock group Lynyrd

Skynyrd's plane crashed in Mississippi,

killing six people, just three days after

releasing the album Street Survivors.

todo fTostudentl com

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 8 PM
The F*Word Magazine launch feat.

Ashley Johnson, State of Worth & more at

Sneaky Dee's. $6.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 21, 8 PM
Zadie Smith reading at Harbourfront Int'l

Fest. of Authors. Through Oct. 29, free

w/student 10.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL CXXVl, NO. 16|

Secrets and lies
WITHHELD EVIDENCE, IMMIGRANTS JAILED WITHOUT CHARGES: A NIGHT OF DISCUSSION
AT U OF T SHEDS LIGHT ON ISSUES—AND PEOPLE—THAT WE'RE SLOWLY FORGETTING

Smita Saxena

"Pause fora moment. Perhaps even
close your eyes. Imagine that instead of

this beautiful theatre, you are, in fact, in

a cold, concrete, 9x 12-foot prison cell,

in solitary confinement And in this cell

there is only a concrete bench, an open
toilet, and a small hatch through which
food comes and through which your
tray leaves. Now, imagine that this has

been your home for the last fouryears.

"

-Matthew Behrens, activist and member
of Homes not Bombs

This situation, hypotfietical for most
Canadians but a stark reality for a few,

set tfie stage for "Measuring Security

Measures," a night of discussion and
debate on Canada's imprisonment and
secret trials of immigrants and refu-

gees, held Tuesday at Innis College's

Town Hall Theatre.

Mohamed Harkat, Mahmoud Ja-

ballah, Mohammed Mahjoub, and
Hassan Almrei are Muslim men who
have been held by the Canadian gov-

ernment in detention centres in To-

ronto and Ottawa. Although the gov-

ernment itself has admitted that they

do not have enough information to

lay charges, they are still in jail where
they have been for the last couple of

years.

"These men are unique in Canada,

given the fact that they are bearing the

brunt of the repression being directed

against a much broader community.

They represent only the tip of the ice-

berg," said Behrens.

The rest of the metaphorical iceberg

was explored by a series of short films

depicting the stories of the prison-

ers. The films were followed by a dis-

cussion panel that included fTeather

Mallick, columnist for the Globe and
Mail, Sharryn Aiken, professor of law

at Queen's University, and Ahmad Ja-

ballah, the son of detaineed Mahmoud
Jaballah.

The first movie shown, producer/

director Anice Wong's Whose Rights

Anyway? Justice for Mohamed, re-

counted the story ofMohamed Harkat.

Canadian Security Intelligence Service

(CSIS) laid charges against Harkat in

2002 based on suspicion that he had
contact with terrorists in Afghanistan.

According to CSIS, Ahmed Muham-
mad Kheir Farag al-Zalawi, a high-pro-

file Al-Qaeda terrorist who was cap-

tured the same year, identified a man
with a similar description to Harkat,

who lived in Pakistan for five years be-

fore emigrating to Canada. This vague
description was enough fo CSIS to is-

sue a security certificate in Harkat's

name.
Harkat was jailed in 2002 wittiout

being told why or even what evidence
was used to convict him, as CSIS

claims providing such details would
breach national security.

The other movies featured the sto-

ries of the other four jailed men, as

well as Project Threadbare, a group of

people working to free Fahim Kayani,

a Pakistani man who has also been

imprisoned by Canadian authorities

SEE 'INNIS' -PG 2

Ahmed Jaballah speaks about his father, Mahmoud Jaballah's detainment by Canadian

authorities, while Queen's law professor Sharryn Aiken listens.

A tale of two plush heads
UTSC AND UTM RIVALRY HEATS UP IN FROSH WEEK MASCOT-SWIPING ANTICS

ECSU mascot head sits vanquished in the office of SCSU VP Operations Chris Van

Abbema after it and UTSC's kidnapped mascot. Rex the Raccoon, were captured from

UTM student union ECSU's offices during frosh week.

Sabrina Singh

SATELLITE CAMPUS BUREAU CHIEF

When a student bearing a Varsity

business card with the title "Media

Director" showed up to interview the

UTM student union (ECSU) presi-

dent Ryan Carroll during frosh week,

nothing seemed out of the ordinary.

That is, not until UTM's mascot,

the Blind Duck, went missing, along

with the kidnapped UTSC mascot,

Rex. UTM had been had.

Scarborough's student union

(SCSU) executives, along with UTSC
students, had construed a plot to ap-

pear at ECSU's office in disguise. The
stunt was retaliation for the theft of

Scarborough's mascot during the St.

George frosh parade.

"We decided that we couldn't

stand for UTM getting our mascot

again, and in the interests of UTSC.

we plotted an elaborate scheme to

get it back." said Chris Van Abbema.
VP of operations for SCSU, whose
girlfriend. UTSC student Lindsay Orr.

masterminded the plan and posed as

fictional Varsity reporter "Liz Scott"

in order to get access to the mascots.

ECSU learned a tough lesson.

"Nowadays when someone calls

to do an interview, we have to do
a background check, we have to

Google you." said Igor Masic. adver-

tising director at ECSU.

But Shawn Ibrahim, VP of Finance

for ECSU, is not apologizing.

"UTM students were too tempted,"

he said, when they saw Rex, usually

so well guarded, sitting unattended

in the back of a pickup truck at the

frosh parade.

Mascot-stealing is a tradition

among rival satellite campuses that

has been going on for years.

"So far it's been a very well-played

game, but mistakes have been made,

and ECSU will undoubtedly rise to

SEE 'FEUD'-PGS

)
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CORRECTION

The caption for the second clockwise

photograph forthe story OtfaAemoM/es

U of T 'm the last issue of The Varsity

incorrectly identified Kids In Developing

Societies president Abdullah Arain as

president of the Thaqualayan Muslim

Association. It also incorrectly spelled

his name.

The l/ara/Kregrets the error.

M 'Si NEWS news@thevarsity.ca

Mao: no ^great

unifier'
Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

When Mao Zedong assumed power in

China during the 1949 revolution, there

was not a single popular demonstra-

tion in his favour. When he died in 1976,

he left a legacy of seventy-eight million

deaths in his wake.

Jung Chang, the award-winning au-

thor of Wild Swans: Three Daughters

of China, and University of London Re-

search Fellow John Halliday presented

their groundbreaking new biography

Mao: The Untold Story last night at

Innis Town Hall. The book contains a

significant re-haul of the figure of Chi-

nese dictator and father of the cultural

revolution.

Trinity College provost Margaret

Macmillan, acclaimed author of Paris

1919. introduced the book.

"It is a wonderful book," Macmillan

said, "one of these biographies that

is deeply memorable because it deals

with the life of a monster."

Chang and Halliday explain in the

book that the famine of 1958-1961,

which resulted in the deaths of over

thirty-eight million Chinese people,

was the result of Mao's military policies

of exporting China's crops to Russia in

exchange for nuclear technology.

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp &focusecl, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

The Fields Institute

for Research in Mathematical Sciences
is pleased to announce the

CLAY MATHEMATICS INSTITUTE
PUBLIC LECTURE

October 24, 2005 — 6:00 p.m.
Koffler Institute, Room KP 108,
569 Spadina Ave., UToronto

LEO P. KADANOFF
University of Chicago

"Making a Splash; Breaking a Neck:
The Development of Complexity

in Physical Systems"

The fundamental laws of physics are very simple. They
can be written on the top half of an ordinary piece of

paper. The world about us is very complex. This

complexity has led some thinkers to suggest that living

things are not the outcome of physical law but instead
the creation of a (super)-intelligent design.

You are invited to hear world renowned theoretical

physicist and applied mathematician Leo P. Kadanoff
speak on intelligent design and complexity.

"Mao was a unique man," Chang

explained. "He seemed to be without

pity." Mao: The Untold Story places

this character within the context of

China's modernization during the first

half of the twentieth century. His ability

to reject the values of traditional Chi-

nese society allowed him to rule more

ruthlessly than any previous Chinese

leader.

"China had seen tyrants before, but

they ruled for the most part by tradi-

tional Chinese ethics. Mao was free of

the restraints imposed by traditional

Chinese culture," Chang said.

Chang and Halliday reject the theory

that Mao's dictatorship was necessary

to unite a decentralized China. They ex-

plained that this interpretation of the

1949 revolution is widespread in both

China and the Western world, even ap-

pearing in Time magazine's profile of

Mao as one of the hundred most influ-

ential figures of the twentieth century.

"Mao's ruthless vision united a frac-

tured people," states the Time profile.

In contrast, Chang and Halliday argue

that the Nationalist Chang Kai-Shek

united China before the Communist

revolution and that this unification

provided the necessary groundwork

for Mao's seizure of power. The authors

suggest that his principal influence was
Soviet dictator Josef Stalin.

Mao: The Untold Story and Wild

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Candlelight vigil to be held

for victims of India-Paki-

stan earthquake

On Friday October 21, U of T will come
together to remember those who
have lost their lives in the South Asian

Swans are currently banned in China,

where the constitution is shaped by

Mao's teachings and where his picture

even appears on the currency. Even

the review of the biography in the

Chinese edition of The Economist was
blacked out by government censors.

Chang, whose father was arrested and

Earthquake.

A memorial service will be held in

the Great Hall of Hart House between

12 and 1 p.m., with a candlelight vigil at

7:30 p.m. on the SAC lawn. The service

will include speakers representing the

university's South Asian community.

The tragedy has brought together

tortured for protesting Mao's policies,

fears that young Chinese citizens have

a distorted perception of Chinese life

under Mao.

"The government of China has cre-

ated this myth that Mao is a founding

father and only allows books to be pub-

lished in China that sing his praises."

several on campus groups and orga-

nizations who have been working over

the past few weeks to raise funds for

those who are still struggling in the af-

fected areas. This memorial has been
organized by these groups as a show
of collective support from the U of T
community.- NICOLE LAVIGNE
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without evidence or charges.

Security certificates have been in ex-

istence since the 1950s, although most
Canadians are not aware of them or

what they're for. Over time, the type of

person targeted by these certificates

has changed.

"Post-September 11, the victims

of these procedures have taken on a

very specific demographic. There is

no question that these victims have

been primarily Muslim and Arab," said

Aiken.

The Canadian government and CSIS

claim the reason they cannot disclose

their evidence is that they share their

information with other foreign intelli-

gence agencies. Aiken countered this

reasoning by invoking a basic tenet

of law, that there is no case if there is

no corroborated evidence. Even if the

government cannot disclose all their

information there has to be at least

some evidence shared with the pub-

lic.

Mallick decried the media's poor
coverage of the plight of detainees

and the problem of the certificates.

The lack of visuals is partly to blame,

she said, as these people are in jail,

hidden from news cameras. She also

disparaged newspapers for their plain

lack of interest.

"We are very shallow people," la-

mented Mallick. She also raised what
she saw as the problem of misleading

headlines.

"How can anyone come out with

their reputation intact when the head-

line reads: 'Accused terrorist'?"

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

Furthermore, she charged, these

men do not even get the equality that

serial killers do, since at least serial

killers get to see the evidence against

them.

The night ended with Ahmed Ja-

ballah's account of his family's ordeal

throughout his father's imprisonment.

Jaballah, at the age of eleven, had to

act as the CSIS agent's interpreter

when the agent came to interview his

father.

Jaballah played a tape he recorded

during one of the interviews, and the

recording showed the information the

CSIS agent gave the family was com-
pletely fabricated.

His father was freed, only to be ar-

rested based on the same allegations

that had been dropped during his first

trial. Jaballah is still in jail, his hearing

scheduled for the morning of October

19.

Behrens emphasized the numerous
ways people can get involved in the

problem, from attending court hear-

ings to volunteering, to simply talking

about the issue.

"We have to be the role model for

the Canadian government," said Ja-

ballah.
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Members of SCSU's executive with their re-captured mascot Rex and the head of UTIVI's

Blind Duck. The Duck has since been returned to UTM.

'FEUD' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

the challenge," said ECSU execu-

tives.

Although both student unions ar-

gue that the rivalry is harmless and
friendly, there has been the occa-

sional unfriendly confrontation.

"There have been incidents in the

past where students from rival cam-
puses have had to be split up by the

SAC Blue Crew because fist fights

have erupted," said Ibrahim.

There have been efforts, espe-

cially this year, to defuse the rivalry

between the two unions. UTM's 150

frosh leaders even went to the Scar-

borough campus to take part in a

combined frosh training session in

the hopes that the two teams could

bond.

Anti-UTM or -UTSC cheers were
also prohibited this year, but ac-

cording to ECSU execs, the truce was

broken when Scarborough students

began to yell obscenities at UTM stu-

dents doing a friendly cheer.

"Then the peace ended pretty

quickly, because leaders have been
leaders for years and they know all

the chants," said Ibrahim.

"We have no problems with ECSU,"

said Van Abbema, though it was
clear that the rivalry is far from

extinguished. The SCSU exec men-
tioned the upcoming UTSC/UTM
hockey game.

"Rex will definitely be there. We'll

see if the Blind Duck is brave enough
to show up."

So will ESCU strike back?

"From our perspective, they insti-

gated so we finished, or we thought

we finished, until they pulled the

latest stunt," said ECSU president

Ryan Carroll. "But there are plenty of

plans, and the year is not over yet."

-With files from Kevin Wong

Man dies after crossing

Toronto half-marathon

finish Hne
Dave Weatherall

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

TORONTO (CUP) — A 42-year-old

man competing in Sunday's Toronto

half-marathon collapsed moments
after crossing the finish line.

He was pronounced dead at near-

by Mt. Sinai hospital in downtown To-

ronto, where he was taken shortly af-

ter he collpased. Officials attempted

to revive him on the spot, but were

unsuccessful. He had no vital signs

when he was lifted into the ambu-
lance.

It took the ambulance over 15 min-

utes to arrive because of the number
of downtown streets that were closed

because of the marathon.

Officials had to wheel the man on a

stretcher to an ambulance waiting on
the edge of the event.

It's the third death in the 11-year

history of the race.

According to the Toronto Star, 42-

year-old Scott Labron of Guelph col-

lapsed and died last year, just min-

utes before crossing the finish line

after competing in the half jnarathon.

Aurora businessman Bob Hartwell

died while participating in the event

in 2001.

An unidentified man who competed in the Toronto half-marathon is wheeled to a nearby

ambulance. He collapsed shortly after crossing the finish line and was pronounced

dead at a nearby hospital.
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Whipping up some pluralism

Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

The op-ed by Hayley Morrison from
the Oct. 17th Comment section ob-

jected to an ad depicting model be-

ing whipped while wearing Diesel

jeans. In it, she argued that harming
others was against the principles

of ordered society, as she learned

in sociology class, and shouldn't

be promoted and glamourized by
Diesel. As much as her worry was
endearing, a few of her arguments
worried me.

I'm actually surprised that Diesel

succeeded in shocking anyone, with

their cutesy tic-tac-toe marks in-

stead of, you know, the bloody whip
marks that whips usually make. Are

we supposed to infer that the two
topless chicks got bored of whip-

ping the passive male model fellow

and decided to play a game instead?

What's next—leather daddies play-

ing tiddlywinks?

Pop culture and advertising have
long been suspected of feeding sub-

liminal messages to the masses.

They've been blamed for everything

from a rise in teenage promiscuity to

U.S. nationalistic brainwashing. But

the idea that you could put up an
ad outside the Yonge-Bloor subway
station, the sight of which would
compel an army of Holt's shoppers
to do your bidding, is a fleeting, if

potentially exciting, dream: Unfor-

tunately, the ad will merely make
them buy jeans.

But, to address Morrison's main
argument, even if the ad could some-
how convince unwitting citizens to

pick up a couple of bullwhips on
the way home from the Sears jeans

department, this wouldn't actually

contravene the idea of a coherent

society that she wishes to defend

—

it would, in fact, be perfectly in

line with the concept of individual

freedom within democratic society.

The man getting whipped is not the

victim of others' selfishly pursued

deviance. He's a consenting adult.

The behaviour being promoted in

the ad is technically "deviant." But

even if we decided to start relying

on advertising for our moral code,

we could also get from this image

a message of tolerance of alternate

forms of self-expression. Yes, there

is a social contract, but our cul-

ture includes alternative elements

whose practices can't be fully incor-

porated into the mainstream. Main-

stream culture is defined by them,

and eventually incorporates these

"deviants" into itself—in the form

of provocative ads, for example.

The result of deviance getting tak-

en up by the mainstream, of course,

is that it's no longer deviant. The
ad has entirely drained S&M of its

subversive value, and put another

value in its place—commercialism.

Really, the fact that Morrison
finds the fact that individuals have

the "free will" to make bad deci-

sions "worrisome" is what worries

me. Perhaps another article by
her where she reassures us that

her prof told her free will is a good
thing will soothe my nerves.

Stale peanuts
THE INEVITABILITY OF CLASSISM

Rasta Daei

Let's get something straight: it's not
"business class" and "economy"; it's

"first class" and "second class." It was
while I was recently waltzing around
Pearson Internationai;§ Terminal One
when I began to notice the subtle

truth of international travel: airline

classism. It started with the Air Can-
ada Maple Leaf Lounge, as its frosted

glass doors stared down at me. I won-
dered why I, an Air Canada passen-

ger, couldn't enter. But this was only
the beginning.

When I boarded the plane, those
in first class were already warmly
tucked in, indulging in fresh orange
juice and reading the Globe and
Mail. While waiting to move along,

I noticed a few other glaring differ-

ences. A quick phone call to their

head office the next day confirmed a

multitude of disparities: larger seats,

better food, hot towels, fine china,

personal televisions, free alcohol,

abbreviated check-in, faster luggage

retrieval, and—most importantly—

a

steward-to-passenger ratio of 12:1 in

"business class," compared to 35:1 in

economy/second class.

Paying for better, friendlier ser-

vice is using money as a tool to be
discriminated against positively,

which isn't intrinsically wrong. It's

just something about immaterial

benefits, like getting better service,

accelerated check-in, and preferred

seating, which get to the heart of

the matter. Although we are living

in the 21st century, and our history

has seen countless class revolutions,

humans are still ranked in terms of

financial worth.

But, while it is true that our soci-

ety is inevitably class-divided, that

doesn't mean we shouldn't try to

reduce classism. We should let the

business class retain the fine china

and hot towels they pay top dollar

for. However, we should eliminate

blatant cases of economic inequality

resulting in discomfort for the major-

ity of passengers, those sitting in the

back of the plane.

It may seem that I am just bitter

because I can't have what they do.

But, in fact, I believe people should at

least have the option of getting more
if they can afford it. Realistically, if at

check-in I was given the chance to

mingle in first-class, I would jump at

the offer. I'd love to eat yummy food,

not have my knees puncture the seat

in front of me, or experience the qui-

etude a screaming baby's absence
provides. Consequently, I can't object

to people who would prefer to spend
their money on comfort.

What I'm taking issue with is some-
thing much larger, more permanent
and unavoidable: social inequality. It

is timeless and is even manifest in the

most equitable societies we know of.

Maybe this phenomenon became so
obvious to me because in the aircraft

setting there are such clear dividers

between the haves and have-nots

LETTERS

CLASS STRUGGLE IN TRANSIT? Don't ask

Marx— he took the train!

(not the least of which includes the

infamous dividing curtain, and its

cousin, the chiding flight attendant

reminding you to "please remain in

your designated cabin, sir").

I discussed this dilemma with a

friend, and he argued that by paying

so much more, those in first class

are actually subsidizing the cost of

all those passengers in economy.
This suggestion underlies a very

disappointing reality—that we're

dependent on this upper class to al-

low us the very things we think we're

affording ourselves. Although it may
induce pangs of longing when we are

closed off from the lounge, classism

must be accepted as a reality.

I need to remind myself while wait-

ing for my peanuts and pop that this

problem is only natural and complete-
ly good, and maybe even thank the
airline gods for creating an obvious
setting to let my eyes notice a subtle

but complex social phenomenon.

Paradise lost

—

already?

Re: Garden party, Oct. 17th

I just had the pleasure to walk

through the new garden. I find the

transformation amazing. Gone is

the barren landscape of broken tiles

and unusable space. It has been

replaced by verdant grass, a splashing

fountain, and physical accessibility

improvements to both buildings. The
many student and administration

leaders that made it happen deserve

our collective thanks.

Stopping by the site today, October

17, I'm dismayed to see that the main

central marble bench has been

chipped and scuffed by skateboard-

ers. I know it's just a bench, but I think

it is disgraceful to have a new campus
site defaced just two days after its

opening.

Skateboarders are members of our

campus community and we should be

serving them with facilities for their

sport. However, the non-existence of

sport facilities does not give one the

right to destroy something built to be

shared by the entire community.

Chrkfopher COUJINS

Graduate Student Member, University

Affairs Board

Deja-vu, all over

again

Re: Darfur: Our blind spot, Oct.
nth

Over 1.5 million Armenians were sys-

tematically executed, raped, and de-

ported by the Ottoman Empire in 1915

during the first documented genocide

of the 20th century. The annihilation

and displacement of millions of Suda-

nese in Darfur is nothing less than a

part of the same repetitious cycle of

systematic genocide that continues

to haunt the global community to this

very hour.

The last century claimed 65 mil-

lion lives to genocide while nations

watched the carnage impassively. It

seems human kind refuses to learn

from its own past errors and remains

disinterested in rectifying its unbeliev-

able ferocity and moral failures. What
has the international community
learned over this century of geno-

cide? During the genocides, we have
learned that having the facts on your
side is not enough.

What can you do? Visit, phone,

or write your members of parlia-

ment and blitz the newspapers with

letters regarding the international

community's unacceptable indiffer-

ence to the violence in Darfur As
morally conscious Canadian youth,

we must vociferously encourage our
Canadian government to take every
step necessary to ensure an urgent

multinational intervention to provide
security for the people in Darfur.

MiRAN G. Ternamian

Redeeming Rahimi

Re: Don't play it amin, Sam;
Oct. 17th

Steven Cho's personal slamdering

of Sam Rahimi, past vice president

external of SAC, is simply preposter-

ous. SAC's decision-making process

relies on the due diligence of its com-

mittees, commissions, and elected

board of directors. To suggest Rahimi

was unilaterally responsible for SAC's

participation in the New York City

protest is unfair.

As for the ethics of SAC's involve-

ment, one need only turn to the Sep.

16, 2004 front-page feature of The

Varsity, where James Hughes writes

that the trip "was the most massive

political gathering I had ever experi-

enced, and the editors of The Varsity

thought a feature about the trip itself...

was in order."

It's one thing to disagree with what

SAC has done in the past, but it's

another to defame a good individual.

Sam Rahimi is a dedicated, well-re-

garded student leader Cho's com-

ments smack of political shenanigans

rather than genuinely constructive

criticism.

Shaun Chen

Student Governor, Governing Council

The economics of

pill-popping

Re: A bitter pill to swallow,
Oct. nth

We at the University of Toronto
Newspaper Review Board hope that

Ms. Singh is not in an economics pro-

gram. If she is, then she is probably

failing, for several reasons.

Pharmaceutical companies are the

companies everyone loves to hate. As
Roger Bate wrote in the Wall Street

Journal, "Good health is seen as a

basic human right, and the idea that

a corporation would charge you for

your rights, let alone deny them to

you because you can't afford its prod-

uct, is seen as morally reprehensible."

However, it is important to under-

stand that the business of developing

drugs is an extremely difficult one
that is filled with widening pitfalls.

Developing drugs is costly, and
these costs must be accounted for in

market price. Without a profit motive,

research and development ceases.

In that case, progress in the fight

against all maladies, "affluent" or not,

stops.

University of Toronto Newspaper
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Party like it's 1905

WATERLOO—A scientist defies poli-

ticians, entertainers, and atiiletes to

have the most recognizable face of
the twentieth century. He was the
focus of EinsteinFest. three weeks of
talks, exhibits, film, and music perfor-

mances running until Sunday at the
Perimeter Institute, an independent
theoretical physics think tank based
in Waterloo.

EinsteinFest talks explored Al-

bert Einstein's science as it fit into

the political, economic, and social

environment of the period. Believ-

ing, as he said, "only someone truly

independent can remain free enough
to behave morally," Einstein was
nevertheless an outspoken pacifist,

humanitarian, Jewish rights activist,

and socialist, warning intellectuals

not to compromise by, for instance,

testifying during the McCarthy inves-

tigations.

Exhibits focused on a period cen-

tered on 1905, presenting Einstein's

personal and professional mile-

stones. These are placed in context
with progress in other areas of sci-

ence and in culture, technology,

and society, illustrating how science

drove forward these other areas.

Technologies such as photography
and X-rays are an example; the for-

mer made conventional painting re-

dundant, and the latter opened up
new perspectives, leading to Cubism
and expressionism.

Interactive displays included

hands-on experiments demonstrat-
ing the photoelectric effect ^nd the
chaotic motion of milk particles

in water, known as Brownian mo-
tion—two of Einstein's famous 1905

findings. Physicists were on hand to

answer questions and to attempt to

explain relativity to a lay audience.

-JUSTIN TROTTIER
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The circle of trash

Thailand's rapid industrialization

during the 90s has spawned an infor-

mal waste economy of people who
make a living off other people's trash,

said Dr. David Brown, a Brock Univer-

sity ecologist who spoke at the Centre

for Environment seminar series yes-

terday. He spent a year studying the

phenomenon in Chonburi province,

on Thailand's eastern seaboard.

Waste is collected daily in Thai-

land; industrial and waste streams

are not separated. The first people to

scavenge the trash are the municipal

workers themselves. Of what they

scrounge, 41 per cent is paper, 28 per

cent plastics, and 5 per cent glass.

Landfill dwellers get in on the

action next, as the garbage there

is stored in large open-air dumps.

Three-quarters of what they get is

glass. After meticulously sorting it

(eg. brown glass, green glass, etc.),

they offload to itinerant waste bro-

kers, often family businesses that

criss-cross the region in their trucks.

The brokers then sell the stuff in bulk

to recycling plants.

"All of this was a spontaneous ac-

tivity," said Brown, who estimated

that about five per cent of all garbage

is diverted by the various levels of

scavenging. He said it is possible for

landfill dwellers to earn more money
than working in more labour-inten-

sive industries, such as construc-

tion.

-MIKE 6HENU

Fear's fiefdom found
Milena Guberinic

Though most people have nothing
to fear but fear itself, those grap-
pling with anxiety disorders and
post-traumatic stress experience
the feeling in a debilitating form.

Treatments for these conditions
are currently available, but U of T
physiologist Dr. Min Zhuo, working
with colleagues in China and South
Korea, may have stumbled across a

promising new way to treat these
conditions, by pinpointing the part
of the brain where fear memory
is stored. This they reported in a

paper in the journal Neuron last

month.

Previous research had hinted
at the hippocampus (a sea-horse-
shaped structure in the middle of

the brain) and the amygdala (an
almond-shaped structure located
in front of the hippocampus) as
potential sites for the origin of fear

memories.

But Zhuo and his team discov-

ered that the actual site is located
in a part of the prefrontal cortex
called the anterior cingulate cor-

tex (ACC). Their results suggest
that the pathways involved in the
formation of fear memories are
much more complex than initially

thought.

A key player in that process, Zhuo
found, is a type of molecule found
on neurons, called NMDA recep-
tors. (Receptors receive messages
from other neurons in the form of

molecules that bind to them, trig-

gering a response.) NMDA recep-

tors come in several flavours, NRl,

NR2, and NR3, with another letter

suffix attached.

In their experiment, the investiga-

tors injected the ACCs of mice with

a compound that blocked the NR2B
receptor. Then, the mice received

pairings of a tone and shock, which
elicited fear. The next day, the mice

"We can't stop here. This is bat country. ' An excess of NR2B receptors in Raoul Duke's an-

terior cingulate cortex may have caused his fear- (and drug-) addled sojourn in Las Vegas.

were placed back into the cages in

which they were trained and their

fear responses were measured.

Mice injected with the blocker of

NR2B exhibited little fear compared
to animals that received a neutral

injection. They did not avoid the

chamber in which they were previ-

ously trained, and exhibited little

fear when exposed to the tone used
in training. This showed that block-

ing these receptors blocks early

memory for fear.

When the investigators exam-
ined brain slices of these mice, they

found NR2B receptors in the pre-

frontal cortex. These findings lend

support to their theory that NR2B
receptors in the ACC receive sig-

nals that help form fear memories,
Although previous studies

showed that selectively damaging
areas of the prefrontal cortex does
not affect fear memory, Zhuo and
his colleagues argued that such a

procedure can have more wide-
spread effects in the brain than is

intended.

"We believe that the current study,

which combines genetic and phar-

macological approaches, avoids

many side effects when compared
with brain-lesioning techniques."

According to Zhuo, "NMDA re-

ceptors are important for induc-

ing long-term plastic changes that

code fear memory. NMDA NR2B
receptors are a major subunit of

NMDA receptors for this memory
function."

Zhuo said that "there are three
main findings in this study. First,

NMDA NR2B are the key protein for

producing long-term plastic chang-
es in the ACC. Second, ACC plays

a key role in the formation of fear

memory. Finally, pharmacological
inhibition or genetic reduction of

NR2B expression in the ACC re-

duced fear memory; providing the
potential clinic treatment methods
for [fear-related disorders]."

How can these findings be used
to implement treatments in hu-
mans with fear-related disorders?
"We do not know right now. How-

ever, with new mechanisms for fear

memory, we may introduce early

treatment in patients," said Zhuo.

Although such drugs may affect

other forms of memory as well,

Zhuo said that established memo-
ry should remain intact. It may take

five to 15 years of research before

this discovery makes it to medicine,

but, said Zhuo, "I am sure that it is

possible."

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Sefton sees way to build organs anew
Mariana Vidric

Though mending damaged hearts

with a patch of heart muscle may
sound like the stuff of sci-fi movies,

Dr. Michael Sefton said such treat-

ments may become commonplace
within ten years. He even thinks

engineered human hearts, created

from scratch (read; stem cells) may
become a reality within 20.

Sefton, former director of U of T's

Institute of Biomaterials and Biomed-

ical Engineering (IBBME), pioneered

the field of tissue engineering—the

concept of mixing cells with man-

made materials. He received an Sc.D.

from MIT in 1974, and came to U of T
shortly thereafter.

Early in his career, he developed

procedures for microencapsulating

mammalian cells for the purposes of

transplantation. Although the task

turned out to be more challenging

than initially thought, it wasn't in

vain. "In hindsight, this turned out

to be one of the origins of what is

now called tissue engineering," Sef-

ton said.

Possible applications for tissue

engineering run the gamut, ranging

from wound healing to whole organ

transplants. Sefton explained its idea

in the context of one application;

making a muscle patch that could be

used to mend a broken heart.

"The simple way that tissue en-

gineering works is to take cells,

cardiomyocytes, and put them in

a plastic matrix. You allow the car-

diomyocytes to grow, the matrix

degrades or is replaced by cardio-

myocytes, and you end up with a

chunk of heart muscle. That chunk
of tissue would then be sewn on as

a patch onto a damaged heart, the

idea being that the patch would do
some of the work that the damaged
heart couldn't."

With several such treatments cur-

rently in clinical trials, Sefton pre-

dicts they may see widespread use

within ten years. Meanwhile, he has

been working on other stuff.

"Over the last five to ten years we
have thought about biomaterials in

a different way. We think of them as

three-dimensional drugs, as solid

objects causing the same kind of

biological responses [as drugs]."

Sefton's sense of observation led

him to discover a polymer that in-

duces blood vessel growth, or an-

giogenesis.

This process is extremely valuable

in wound healing, after transplants.

A primary worry there is getting

nutrients to transplanted tissues,

allowing them to integrate into the

rest of the organism.

Chemical engineering prof Michael Sefton inside one of U of T's shiny new office tow-

ers: the centre for cellular and biomolecular research, on College Street.

Although the field of tissue engi-

neering is relatively new, Sefton is

optimistic about its progress. "Tis-

sue engineering has been technical-

ly successful in the skin and in bone
and cartilage. I think over the next

10 to 20 years we'll see more of these

tissues emerging into the clinic and
be available for patients." He also

thinks that the answer lies in com-
bining tissue engineering with other

technologies.

"Tissue engineering is being en-

compassed now in a larger field

called regenerative medicine, which
includes gene therapy and stem cell

[technology] . They all have the same
general purpose; to repair or replace

human tissues. That's probably what
we will see, not tissue engineering

by itself, but tissue engineering in

conjunction with gene therapy."
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Out of Africa
Justin Trottier

VARSITY STAFF

From running rapids to outrunning

crocodiles, the Imax film Mysteries of

the Nile presents a fast-paced docu-

mentary of the first expedition to

travel from source to sea down Afri-

ca's mighty Blue Nile. (The Blue and

White Nile merge at Khartoum, in Su-

dan; from thereon, the river is known

as the Nile.)

The film tracks a 1 14-day-long odys-

sey by Pasquale Scaturro and Gordon

Brown, two explorers, which begins

at the true source of the Nile, Lake

Tana in Ethiopia, and ends in the

Mediterranean Sea, 4,800 kilometres

down river

The Nile provided the pharaohs'

power source for 2,500 years of Egyp-

tian civilization. "The Nile turned

them into living gods, no wonder they

worshiped the river," said Egyptian

Mohamed Megahed, who joined the

expedition to test water quality along

the river. "These dynasties are long

gone but the Nile's power remains.'

Indeed, for two hundred million peo-

ple now depend on its waters.

The Imax cinematography provides

for both astounding panoramic and

close-up shots. Tisissat Falls, in Ethi-

opia, are shown up close as a single

massive wall of cascading water from

which it is impossible to discern up

from down. Another shot, in the mid-

dle of a camel auction, paints the sur-

prised faces of a half dozen camels.

Massive panoramic shots highlight

the fragile nature of the environment:

one shot shows rapids of the water,

the trees and vegetation upon their

banks, and the steep cliff walls just

beyond—illustrating just how nar-

row the hospitable zone in this brutal

Explorers Gordon Brown and Pasquale Scaturro negotiating some of the Blue Nile's

trickier rapids.

region is, often extending little more

than a kilometre on either side of the

river

Another shot, in Meroe—the an-

cient capital of the Nubian kingdom

of Kush, in present-day Sudan—bore

faint echoes of Jared Diamond's book

Collapse. It showed how when the Nu-

bians cut down 90 per cent of their

trees, soaring salinity levels in the

soil and desertification destroyed

farmland, causing the kingdom's col-

lapse.

The journey's dangers come to a

head at one point, with the expedi-

tioners caught between a rock and

a hard place: risk getting shot at by

local bandits if they stop, or endure

class VI rapids if they flee.

The film's exciting narrative joins

personal struggle with natural rugged

beauty, creating a sort of connection

between the expeditioners and the

mighty fiver "We've all got infinite re-

spect for this river We realized that

when we finally stepped foot onto the

beaches of Alexandria, final stop,"

said Scaturro.
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JAMES HUGHES ON THE LONG-LOST LOWER

BAY SUBWAY STATION, AND HOW THE TTC JUST

MIGHT FIND IT AGAIN

HOW IT

WORKED IN

1966:

Qeglinton

o
KEELE

a
ST. GEORGE

• 0 • •
BAY

o
•irONGE WOODBINE

••••o

acing down the stairs,

I knew the familiar sur-

roundings of my every-

day subway commute. My
'backpack snugly in place,

having just come from class, 1 was
fiddling with my mini-disc player;

just the usual sort of commuter
fidgeting. But this time, as I ap-

proached the collector's booth, 1

was waved through—without hav-

ing to part with the usual $2.50—by
Sandy Tsirlis, the Toronto Transit

Commission's Filming and Tours co-

ordinator. On the other side of the

turnstiles, waiting for me along with

Tsirlis, was Toronto Transit Com-
missioner Bill Saundercook. This

was no ordinary ticket to ride.

After introductions, we set out for

our strange destination, descending

from Bay station's mezzanine to the

bustling platform below. But instead

of waiting for the subway, Tsirlis led

our us to an innocuous steel door in

the middle of the platform that looks

like the entrance to every other stor-

age closet or maintenance hatch in

the TTC system. This door, howev-

er, was not like the others. It opened

to a set of tiled stairs identical to

the ones we had just descended to

the platform. Filing down, we were
confronted with a strange prospect:

an eerie, empty replica of the sta-

tion platform we just left. Known
to few and seen by even fewer, the

platform we found ourselves on was
that of Toronto's so-called "lost sub-

way station," Lower Bay.

Built in the mid-1960s as part of

the Bloor-Danforth expansion to

Toronto's subway system. Lower
Bay (or Bay Lower as it was officially

known) was designed to link up the

existing University line with the new
east-west subway. The Lower Bay
platform was opened, along with

the rest of the Bloor-Danforth ex-

tension, in 1966, making it possible

to catch a train along the east-west

corridor that would head downtown.
But with the two lines connected,

a delay at any point on the system

jammed up both lines, bringing the

whole subway system to a screech-

ing halt. After polling commuters
and finding that most commuters
didn't care about the service, the

TTC abandoned the station after

For a safe, (and very

fleeting) glimpse of Lower

Bay Station: get on a

westbound subway at

Yonge and park yourself at

the front window in the

lead car. As the train pulls

away from the station, you

will see a fork in the

tunnel. The train will pull to

the right, but if you keep

your eyes on the left fork,

you will see, for an instant,

the illuminated platform of

Lower-Bay station before

the train veers toward

Upper Bay.

MUSEUM

UNION

O

//LEGEND

• • •
STEP 1: Subway starts at

Eglinton, travels the loop,

and heads west to Keele

• • •
STEP 2: Subway reverses at

Keele, travels east to

Woodbine.

STEP 3: Subway reverses

again at woodbine, heads

west, and then turns south

at Lower Bay It follows the

loop all the way back to

Eglinton, and starts again.

• • ••

An electrified

third rail running

along the floor of

the tunnel makes

an unauthorized

excursion to Lower

Bay a potentially life-

ending proposition

only six months. The north-south

and the east-west lines were sepa-

rated and remain so today.

In addition to being used for stor-

age and staff training, the station

has found a second life as a back-

drop for film and television shoots.

Generally dressed up as somewhere
American, Lower Bay has been fea-

tured in both big-budget blockbust-

ers and bargain-bin TV schlock.

Today, Saundercook, one of To-

ronto's newest TTC Commissioners

and a long-time subway commuter,

wanted to see the station with his

own eyes, hopeful that maybe a

small, unused link in Toronto's tran-

sit chain might help revitalize a con-

gested system. Saundercook isn't

sure exactly what should be done
with the space—reopening the line

or turning the station into a transit

museum have both been floated as

ideas but so far haven't gone any-

where—but thinks the possibility of

using it more effectively should be

explored.

As our entourage descended
into the station, 1 was struck by the

height of the ceiling. It feels cavern-

ous compared to most TTC stations,

with a ceiling several feet higher

SEE 'BAY' - NEXT PAGE
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BAY' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

than Upper Bay's. The platform was
also much cleaner than I expected,

considering that the place has been
mothballed for decades. There was
a fair amount of garbage, but if you
tilted your head and squinted, Low-
er Bay could have been a normal sta-

tion after a busy day of litter-prone

commuters had passed through.

All of the standard TTC fluorescent

lights were in operation overhead,

and the walls weren't noticeably

dirtier than Upper Bay's. The yellow

safety strips that line the platforms

in other stations were conspicuous-

ly absent.

As we proceeded down the length

of the station's island, what used to

be an escalator came into view. Its

stairs had long since been ripped

out, and only the rubber handrails

remained. At the western edge of the

platform, drywall had been erected

to section off a locked storage room,

and the western wall of the station

had been recently repainted black,

likely, I was informed, for a movie
shoot. Signal lights glowed red

TTC Filming and Tours Coordinator Sandy Tsirlis, left, and rookie TTC Commissioner Bill Saundercook before descending to Lower

Bay station

beyond the mouth of the tunnel,

waiting for a train that would never

come.

As we walked, Saundercook won-

dered aloud about the logic of let-

ting a usable station sit vacant.

when nearby Yonge was pressed

to capacity during rush hour every

evening.
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'Consider the amount of money
spent in today's dollars for a sophis-

ticated transfer on the subway that

has been mothballed," he said. "Can
we do something with today's tech-

nology that would overcome the

issues with the delays?" he asked,

as a train thundered overhead into

Upper Bay.

Continuing the tour, I conceded to

myself that one of my principal de-

sires for wanting to see Lower Bay

(a desire that had nothing to do with

transit congestion) wasn't going to

be realized. In touring Lower Bay,

I was hoping the tiled stairs would
somehow lead me into the subway's

optimistic, jet-age past: to a space

so public, and so mercifully free of

advertising, that entering it would

be like time travel. A place where
one could imagine the ladies in bee-

hive hairdos primly clicking across

the platform. Where one could

imagine the echoing voices of the

men talking about Lester Pearson

and the Cold War. 1 wanted to see a

subway station of the 1960s, even a

grimy, abandoned one

—

especially a

grimy, abandoned one. But the walls

of Lower Bay, walls that have not

seen paying passengers since 1966,

turned out to be festooned with the

trappings of the modern world.

In this case, fake advertisements:

props from film shoots yet to be

taken down. Fake billboards ad-

vertising real products—Axe body
spray, Honda, T-Mobile—undoubt-

edly served as product placements

in the background of some thrilling

subway action sequence, a more
glamorous fate than the nearly iden-

tical ads on the subway platform just

upstairs. Either way, these ads, and
an inexplicable copy of the Toronto

Star from last August sitting crum-

pled on the floor next to the stairs,

erased any hope of an encounter

with some forgotten Toronto past.

Turns out Toronto's lost subway sta-

tion wasn't quite as lost as its com-
mercialized cousins. All it needed
was a few flashing plasma TVs.

Back on the eastern side of the
platform, the TTC had created an-

other storage space, this one out
of chain link fence, so the dusty
machine parts—some of them look-

ing like they'd been dropped there
in 1966 and never moved—were
visible inside. The corral was also

unlocked, much to the chagrin of

Tsirlis. From this side of the plat-

form, the trains running from Yonge
to Upper Bay were visible (and very
audible) in the tunnels. I asked Tsir-

lis about some very un-Hollywood-
looking grafitti that didn't look like

it belonged on a movie set, and she
explained that the station has be-

come a target in recent years for

"urban infiltrators"—those looking
to explore urban space off limits to

the general public.

Tsirlis said that TTC security rou-

tinely catches trespassers in the
tunnels leading to the abandoned
station. Even though the track be-

tween Museum and Lower Bay is

not in regular service, Tsirlis said it

is still used to transport equipment
from time to time and that this,

coupled with the hazard of an elec-

trified third rail running along the'

floor of the tunnel, make an unau-
thorized excursion to Lower Bay a
potentially life-ending proposition.

"The rails are always live," she
said, "I don't know why anyone
would take the risk."

Back at the base of the stairs, Tsir-

lis brought our hour-long sightsee

to a close, and we headed back up
to Lower Bay's populated doppel-
ganger. As soon as we were back
among the public, a disgruntled

elderly commuter, seeing the TTC
pin on Saundercook's lapel, rushed
up and began to offer his acerbic

opinions about the demise of the
St. Clair streetcar right-of-way. It

was clear my ride, out of the ordi-

nary as it was, was over. 1 looked
back at that innocuous steel door
and wondered if Lower Bay might
might some day be known not as a

dysfunctional station that the TTC
lost, but an idiosyncratic treasure
that was found again.
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From Hart House to Massey Hall: former U of T student hits the bigtime with new folk-pop duo

Nelia Raposo

Just last year, Sheila Carabine was at

the St. George campus studying re-

ligion and English as a second-year

undergrad student, just hanging out

eating lunch in the Arbour Room at

Hart House.

She'll be back at the Arbour Room
again tonight, but this time she'll

be on stage with her high school

pal Amanda Walther, belting out

songs from their debut CD Angels &
Thieves.

"I used to be quiet in most of my
classes so [my classmates] would
have no idea that 1 did music. It's

always kind of funny when you run
into people who are like, 'Whoa,
out-of-context meeting,'" says the

21-year-old, who has since put her

studies on hold.

Carabine and Walther's musical

duo, called Dala—a combination of

the last letters from both their first

names—just signed to Universal Mu-
sic Canada last month, only three

short years after deciding to pursue
music together.

Dala's music career sprouted after

writing a song together on a whim.
They'd been hanging out with a

mutual friend at Walther's place in

North York one evening and decided

to write a song about their friend's

journey home after he left.

"It was about Paul taking the bus

home," Carabine explains. "It came
so naturally. I remember being the

most excited I'd ever been in my
whole life, having created something

out of thin air with someone who I

was such good friends with. It was so

thrilling that I was like, 'We have to

Ti*. .ft

DYNAMIC DUO: Dala's Sheila Carabine (L) and Amanda Walther (R)

write a hundred songs.'"

"Our friendship comes first and
then the music is built on top of that

so that we give each other the cour-

age to do this scary thing," Walther,

23, says.

Both their musically-inclined fami-

lies have been encouraging. Most of

their friends are also musicians, so

they feel especially lucky to have got-

ten a major-label deal this soon.

"We know all about the struggles.

playing at places along Queen St. We
feel really grateful, and we are going
to work very hard," Carabine says.

"It's amazing. The response has

been so positive that it's led us to

continue. We really couldn't have

gotten to this point without the sup-

port of all our friends and family,"

Walther points out.

About half the songs on Angels &
Thieves are originals written by the

duo, loosely based on their life expe-

riences.

Catchy single "20-Something," set

to catapult them onto the airwaves
in the new year, explores the uncer-

tainty of early adulthood. Their folk-

pop music is mellow, easy listening

with Nelly Furtado-meets-Chantal

Kreviazuk harmony vocals.

"Where Have all the Boys Gone?"

(or "the poker song," as they like to

call it) is a whimsical tune with a nice

play on words: "Take your spade out

of my heart," and "You said I was
your queen/But you traded me in for

a straight flush to win."

The song came about when all

their male friends kept ditching them
on Friday nights for a whole year to

play poker with the guys.

"They never invited us, so we got

a little bitter and decided to write a
song about it," Walther says.

"Now we're never invited (to pok-

er)," Carabine chimes in, laughing. "If

they were thinking about it before,

now it's out of the question."

The album also features covers of

songs by Neil Young, Donovan, and
Louis Armstrong, among others.

Though their music is in a folkier

vein, Dala's musical influences span
a wide range, including Joni Mitchell,

Simon and Garfunkel, and Led Zep-
pelin.

The duo have been honing their

live performance, appearing at sev-

eral folk festivals this summer. Fol-

lowing their campus show, they're

about to play their highest-profile gig

to date: opening for one of Jann Ar-

den's five sold-out shows at Massey
Hall in November.
"We play a lot of songs at the live

shows, so you really get a true sense
of the variety of our music, as op-
posed to just the recordings," Wal-
ther notes.

Carabine hopes to see some of

her former classmates at the Arbour
Room gig tonight.

"We love performing live, and peo-

ple have a great time," she enthuses.

Dala play the Arbour Room at

Hart House (7Hart House Circle)

tonight (Oct. 20) at 9:30 pm.

These are the people in

your neighbourhood
U OF T GRADS TAKE TO THE ANNEX IN NEW ROGERS SITCOM

Taige Zhang

Ah, the busy college lifestyle. If we
couldn't download TV shows to

watch whenever we wanted, who
knows if we'd find the time to watch
TV at all?

But along comes a great comedy
that even students might want to fit

into their schedules. Hart of the An-

nex stars U of T alum Hart Massey
as a struggling actor who works at

a second-hand clothing store. From
the familiar locations (um, hello, the

Annex) to the local names, every-

thing about the show shouts, "Down-
town Toronto is where I live!"

With its Curb Your Enthusiasm-

style writing, this is one funny show.

You've heard of indie music, and in-

die film, but indie TV? Most 'indie' or

local TV shows are about, well, gar-

dening or something boring like that.

But brothers Hart and Yale Massey
are trying something different with

their sitcom on Rogers Television.

Hart of the Annex is a 'reality tele-

vision sitcom' that follows Hart, a

wannabe celebrity and bumbling ac-

tor who uses his wits to survive in

the urban jungle of Toronto. Shot on
handheld D/V cameras, the series

has the cinema verite feel of a reality

series, but is mostly fictionalized.

Both Hart and Yale graduated

from U of T a few years ago. Hart, a

drama major, was involved in many
.
student productions during his time

on campus, while Yale studied cin-

ema and American studies, and later

went on to learn the filmmaking

ropes at Sheridan College.

So, how does one go from a be-

ing a keen graduate to creating your

own TV show? Four simple steps,

say the brothers Massey: join the

Hart House film board and make a

short film, write and cast, buy a cam-
era and film, and—perhaps most im-

portantly—work that email.

"We tried to pitch the show to a

couple of stations that might be in-

terested in it. A lot of stations looked

at it originally and thought, 'Nah,

you're too young. What have you

done, what experience do you have?'

It was impossible to get any real, big

broadcasters to take a meeting with

us and consider us seriously. So we
sent an email to Rogers Television

and said we had this idea. They
looked at our two short films and
said, 'If you can make the show six

episodes, then we'll be your broad-

casters.'

"Now, that's making six shows with

no money behind us, just the way
you've been producing it yourself.

So for us it was an opportunity to

learn how to make a TV show, and

get exposure on television," Hart ex-

plains.

So it's not too surprising that my
first reaction after watching Hart of

the Annex was that it had fantastic

potential, but poor production val-

ues. It's hard to make something

professional when you have little to

work with. The brothers understand

this, and are hoping for the show to

be picked up by a national network.

FORGET THE KING OF KENSINGTON: Hart (R) rules the Annex with his brother Yale (L)

"What we really want is a national

show. That's our goal," Hart says.

Yale adds, "And if Canada can't do
that for us, we might have to head
south. Unfortunately."

That called for a follow-up ques-

tion: Does this dynamic duo plan

to test the waters in Hollywood?
They say that plan to try their luck

in the U.S. with their pilot for a full

series {Hart of Tinseltown?) if they

aren't able to get funding here. Giv-

en their go-getting attitude thus far,

one doesn't doubt that they'll give it

their best shot.

Hart of the Annex airs on Rogers
TV (Channel 10) Thursdays at

8 pm, Saturdays at 7:30 pm,
and Sundays at 10:30 pm.
For more info about the show,
check out hartoftheannex.com.
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//ONE (FEISTY) EVENING

WHO DOESN'T LOVE INOIE IT GIRL FEIST7 La Leslie (L) returned home to a heroine's welcome
for two sold-ouf shows at the Danforth Music Hall earlier this week, with Arts & Crafts family

members Jason Collett (above) and Andrew Whiteman (Apostle of Hustle; top R) In tow. Kids,

she played the drums (!!) on Collett's summery anthem "I'll Bring the Sun." That's right, you

s/jou/rfbe weeping if you didn't go.

New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week. Noon to 10P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning
Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service
Job Guarantee Included
Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD
S E M N A R S

416-924-3240/ 1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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Na na na na... hey hey hey...

McGill officially kissed its football

team's season goodbye Tuesday after

confirming that rumours of inappro-

priate hazing rituals took place prior to

the regular season. The Redmen were
1-5-0 heading into the final week of the

regular season.

"Following an investigation into a

complaint about inappropriate be-

haviour during the football team's ini-

tiation activities, McGill University an-

nounced today that it is cancelling the

remainder of the varsity football sea-

son, taking disciplinary action against

individuals, strengthening its policies

and procedures, and launching a se-

ries of educational and team-build-

ing initiatives," read a statement from

Jennifer Robinson, McGill's associate

vice-principal (communications).

The hazing activities, which in-

cluded sodomization of at least one
rookie on the team during rookie night

on August 27, were confirmed in a re-

port in received by McGill's principal

on Monday. The university is taking a

zero-tolerance stance on such behav-

iour, and decided that the only option

they had was to cancel the remainder

of McGill's football season.

Well, at least there will be one team
that the Blues finish ahead of in the CIS

standings, although the Redmen were
not having a very good year anyway.

-MATTSOMERS

Tragedy strikes twice

Ontario lost two fine athletes this past

week, as a marathoner and a univer-

sity ultimate frisbee competitor died

suddenly in separate incidents.

Twenty-one-year-old year-old Chris

Powell was found dead at the bottom

of an elevator shaft in Montreal last

Saturday morning. The third-year

Carelton student was taking part in an

ultimate frisbee tournament with his

team in the Quebec city at the time of

his death.

Friends say that Powell had been

at a social event with teammates late

Friday night and then left by himself to

return to his hotel room. Powell's body
was then discovered at the bottom of

a shaft in a parking garage early Satur-

day morning.

Foul play is not suspected in this

case, the Ottawa Citizen reported, as

Powell's keys and wallet were still on

his person when his body was found.

Meanwhile, the Canadian University

Press (CUP) reported Sunday that a

42-year-old man collapsed and died

soon after completing a half-marathon

in Toronto that same day. The cause

of death is under investigation and his

identity has not yet been made public.

The thoughts and prayers of every-

one at The Varsity go out to the families

of both of these unfortunate men. May
they eternally rest in peace.

-MS

Now that's grit and

determination

Two members of the University of To-

ronto Track Club placed in the top 12

at last Sunday's running of the Toronto

Marathon. Republic of Congo native

Danny Kassap finished 44 seconds off

the pace, which was good enough for

third place.

Jay Bercher, who finished in just

over two-and-a-half hours, came in

eleventh in the 42.2 km event. The
eventual winner on the men's side

was David Cheryot, and the women's
crown was claimed by Lioudmila Kort-

chaguina.

Congratulations to both men for

not only having the courage to enter

and the stamina to finish the gruelling

event, but for finishing in the top 12 in

a world-class field. 'Vou boys do U of T
proud.

-MS

Flight of the birdie
BADMINTON TEAM EARNS WEEKEND SPLIT AGAINST TOUGH FOES

Perry King

As the sun rose early Saturday
morning, the thought of another
football game became a stressful

note for Blues fans. But, there was
something that one could actually

get excited about this weekend: the

badminton squad was taking to the

courts and were ready to smash all

opponents.

Excitement was high in fans that

came out to the AC to see the team
play. Thoughts of a potential sen-

sory experience were apparent: the

whipping of the rackets, the sponta-

neity of the moving birdie, and the

feeling of support from the grand-

stands. The spectators were more
than ready for what was to come.
And they were not disappointed

by what they saw. The Varsity Blues

badminton team faced rivals Water-

loo Warriors and McMaster Maraud-
ers on Saturday and Sunday, respec-

tively, in high-paced regular season
matches. The Blues came incredibly

short of victory against the Warriors

Saturday, losing 8-5, but triumphant-

ly claimed victory—11-2 over the

Marauders—in Sunday's action.

"Our victory against Mac today
was really unbelievable, as the

Blues players dominated from start

to finish," Wayne King, head coach of

the Blues' squads, excitedly decreed
once all of the weekend's matches
had ended. "Although we lost two
matches out of the thirteen, they

were both in three games, and the

number two men's doubles match

involved a substitute. Warren Leung,

in place of veteran Phil Bennington."

After a rebuilding season in 2004,

the weekend's results were an indica-

tion that the tide is turning for these

fierce competitors. Their potential

really came through last weekend.

"Our success can be attributed

to the development of our starters

after last year's rebuilding season,"

said King.

The Blues saw outstanding perfor-

mances from much of their roster,

especially from the rookies. Men's

rookie and Glencoe Club alumnus

Andy Lam and William Wong warm up before their doubles match against McMaster's Darcy Shallow and Steven Wu Sunday. Lam and
Wong won the match 15-1, 15-7.

Will Johnson easily won his singles

match Sunday, 15-9, 15-2.

Rookie Tiffany Ngai had two wins
against the Marauders and another
victory against Waterloo in doubles
play.

"[Tiffany] and veteran Shilin

Cheung will certainly be a force to

reckon with in the number two spot

on the women's doubles team," add-

ed King.

Leung, Another rookie, who was
added to the roster just before ga-

metime due to a teammate's injury,

played extremely well both in men's

doubles—where he lost—and in a

victorious final match on Sunday
with mixed doubles partner Jennifer

Mok.

"As a group the women's team
has returned to its usual place of

strength in the league," King pro-

claimed after play had finished on

Sunday.

The women's squad has only been

defeated in three matches this sea-

son and has overwhelmingly out-

done its win total from last year.

They were a horrid 1-24 in 2004-05.

The foundation of the women's
squad can be found in its strongest

players. This year those players are

Melissa Nock and Anca Caspar.

"One strong point of this whole

day is that we had the crowd and

our teammates giving us a lot of sup-

port," said Nock, a graduate student,

after winning her first match of the

day.

Nock and Caspar put on incred-

ible performances on the weekend
for the women's squad, winning lit-

erally all their matches. At the mo-
ment, the pair are undefeated for the

season.

Although the men were not as

productive with match wins on

Saturday, they had a great showing

against McMaster, with landslide

wins from Andy Lam, Calvin Cheng,

and rookie Will Johnson.

Two weeks ago, the Blues pulled

off the upset of the year, as they
defeated the defending Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (QUA) champion
Western Mustangs in Western's own
backyard. The final score was 7-6.

"Most observers thought [the up-

set victory] was only because West-

ern had taken our squad too lightly."

commented King. "After this week-

end, where we played well against

Waterloo and McMaster, our goals

for the season have now changed to

thinking about winning a medal in

the playoffs, instead of just making
it into the playoffs."

And so the Blues prepare for their

next challenge, now expecting bet-

ter things from this season than they

previously thought possible. They
take their 2-1 record and a mountain

of confidence into Saturday's con-

test against the Ryerson Rams at the

AC'S sports gym.

//HOCKEY

Happy home opener
WOMEN'S HOCKEY TEAM OPENS WITH A

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

For any team, an opening night victo-

ry would definitely be music to one's

ears. It was certainly evident to ev-

eryone in attendance at Varsity Arena
Saturday night that Janine Davies was
definitely playing the right tune.

The third-year forward's 2 first pe-

riod goals led the Varsity Blues wom-
en's hockey team (1-0-0) to a convinc-

ing 3-2 opening night win over the

Brock Badgers (1-2-0). For the Blues,

it was a near-perfect start to a much-
anticipated season.

After Davies opened the scoring

early in the first period. Brock tied

the game with a controversial goal

where it appeared Blues goaltender

Lisa Robertson had frozen the puck

before it crossed the goal line. Just

minutes later Davies struck again,

tapping in her own rebound to allow

the Blues to regain the lead with 2:37

left in the frame.

In the second period, the Blues be-

gan to apply the pressure on Brock's

defence, but were thwarted by Brock

goaltender Angle Mallory, who de-

nied U of T forwards on several good
chances, including Davies' bid for a

hat trick. Meanwhile, the Blues' de-

fence kept the lead intact with solid

work in their own zone, especially on

key penalty kills late in the period.

The Blues once again carried the

play throughout the third period, but

could not cash in on any of a number
of good chances, despite having a

two-man advantage early on. It was
not until midway through the stanza

that the Blues got the insurance mark-

er they so desperately needed: Katie

Dowdall—who looked impressive all

game long—went five-hole on Mal-

lory to make the score 3-1 in favour of

the Varsity Blues.

Dowdall's goal would prove to be

an important one.

With a just under two minutes left

in the game. Brock's star forward

Kate Algood, who was constantly be-

ing frustrated by a tenacious Blues de-

fence, finally broke through, jamming
the puck past Robertson and bringing

the Badgers within one. But with six

attackers and the net empty. Brock

could not amass any significant at-

tack, allowing the home side to hang
on for the 3-2 victory.

The Blues outshot Brock 43-21 in

the match. The game could have got-

ten severely out of hand without the

stellar play of netminder Mallory in

the Badgers cage.

Davies believes that the Blues can

still improve on their offensive prow-

ess: "It's something we can work on.

I think we should definitely get more
goals on [43 shots]. We just need

to battle hard and get to those re-

bounds."

Davies also commented on the im-

portance of a fast start for her team:

"There will be no easy games this

year so it will be important to start off

on top. You want to make everyone

afraid to play you by looking at your

record."

The Blues will look to do just that

this coming weekend with a game Sat-

urday versus Windsor and one Sun-

day against Guelph. With a long road

trip forthcoming, it will be important

for the Blues to continue their strong

play at home and keep singing that

winning verse.
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'We have naughty ...AND nice.
(also scary, silly, historical, original, licensed, classic, weird, and frightening)

Costumes - Retail and Rental
SPFX Makeup and Prosthetics
Wigs^ Masks and Accessories

14 McCaul St. Toronto 416-598-2581
lust north of Queen, 2 blocks west of University

Shop online @ www.store.malabar.net

ShoD early for the best selection!

HELP WANTED

MAKE $3900.00 US PER MONTH
"PUT YOURSELF THROUGH SCHOOL"

Work 2 to 3 hrs. per day from home.

View a 3 min. intro. and the 7 min

presentation at www.my.ws/thriving

For more info; my.ws@sympatico.ca

or call Felicity—519-846-9111.

HIRING $9-$l5/H0UR (FT)

Work flexible hours around yourschedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsilvwindows@vahoo.ca And
then call 1-888-varCity

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT

REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

8258.

HELP WANTED
Part-time/Full-time. Coffee/barista opera-

tors. Second Cup U of T campus locations.

Past coffee experienced preferred. Email

resume karia@rogers.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $1.50 p/wk. $500 p/m Hl-Toronto.

Close to King Stn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

SERVICES

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CUSSIRM
COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off f^rst visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9032 www.customessays.com

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS
Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%
off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 1,35, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247 PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST. PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

2,5y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDiT.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192

'Calling all U of

Student Groups!

Do you want to:

•Increase turnouts at

your events?

•Publicize your group?

• Increase membership?

VARSITY

The Varsity

is offering a new

section called

to help student

groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on this page

For more info, please

contact ads@thevarsity.ca

or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

//SOCCER

sports@thevarsity.ca

How's that for

a rebound?
SOCCER TEAM FINDS OFFENCE SUNDAY

Kate Plyley

After a disappointing loss to Lau-

rentian University on Saturday, the

U of T men's soccer team was back

in top form on Sunday, defeating

Nipissing University by a score of 2-

0. The Blues came out strong right

from the opening kickoff, dominat-

ing most of the play and controlling

the midfield.

The forward line of Jose D'amore,

Evan Milward, and Kyle Hall worked
well together, creating many scor-

ing opportunities and showing off

an impressive display of running

speed.

The Blues' first goal came at the

20-minute mark and was scored by
co-captain Sean Myers. The tally

was a result of a skilful passing play

between D'amore, Milward, and

Myers, ending in Myers trapping

Nipissing goalkeeper Ian Sharpe

and putting the ball into the gaping

cage behind the helpless keeper.

Nipissing striker Alagie Gaye had

a couple of dangerous opportuni-

ties towards the end of the half but

was unable get the ball past U of T
goalkeeper Luciano Lombardi. The
Blues went into halftime with a 1-0

lead.

During halftime the Blues made
a substitution in net, sending in

backup Mate Jurkin for Lombardi.
Jurkin has not had many opportuni-

ties to play, as Lombardi has been
outstanding in the Blues goal.

The Nipissing offence came out

stronger in the second half than

they did in the first. Nipissing was
awarded a free kick just outside the

18-yard box during the sixty-third

minute of play and midfielder Matt

Prikken almost scored the first goal

for the Lakers, but narrowly missed

the Blues net.

Four minutes later Blues forward

Kyle Hall burst down the field chas-

ing after a long ball, outmanoeu-
vered the only Nipissing defender in

his way, and beat Sharpe to put the

Blues up 2-0.

All was going well until the Blues

had a scare late in the second half.

Jurkin misjudged a tricky-shot that

was lobbed high overhead by a

Nipissing player, and the shot al-

most found a home in the back of

the cage. Luckily Jurkin managed to

tip the ball over the net, resulting in

a Nipissing corner that was cleared

out by the Blues defence.

The last good scoring opportuni-

ty of the game belonged to Milward,

who just missed the net wide during

injury-time, which is added after the

clock has run out. Nipissing was not

able to create any chances of their

own in the bonus time and suffered

a shutout at the hands of U of T.

Lombardi and Jurkin combined
to stymie The Lakers Sunday. This

game also marked the end of the

home portion of the Blues regular

season schedule. The Blues have

one away game left in the season

—

against archrival York University

—

before heading into the Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) playoffs.

The Blues remain two points

ahead of their York rivals in the

north division, having amassed six

wins, one loss, and two ties so far

this year. Last time the two teams
met, the Varsity Blues and York Li-

ons tied nil-nil.

When they meet on October 23rd,

the Blues and Lions will be battling

for the top spot in their division.

The winner will clinch the top spot,

while a tie would go in favour of the

Blues.

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

NEXT WEEK IN THE VARSITY

so, D'^A THINK
VOO'D LIKS TO
HANG OUT A6AIM
SoHeTIK6 SOON?

A
UH, THAT'S COOL.
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CHEATSHEET

heard

This is a
government
marinated
in oil.

SEE 'NADER' -THIS PAGE

Imics!

Jason Kieffer's Downtown Toronto

has its Varsity debut! Huzzah!

SEE 'COMICS' -PG. 12

comment
The Open Content Alliance is not a

friend of culture and here's why.

SEE CONTENT - PG 5

a&e
New must-listen discs from Liz

Phair, Sheryl Crow, and Fiona Apple

SEE 'GIRLS' -PG. 7

sports

"My name is Nathan Kaiman-Lamb

and I don't like Hockey."

SEE 'HEATHEN' -PG. 10

red letter

Today is United Nations Day, commemo-

rating the founding of the UN on this

day in 1945.

history

October 24, 1929, was Black Thursday,

when the New York Stock Exchange

peaked before the devastating crash

that ushered In the Great Depression.

odo

Ted Sargent lecture on nanotechnology at

Hart House Library. Free.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 25 3 PM

Dame Edna: Back with a Vengeance at

Royal Alex. Through Sunday. $35-$94.

VOL CXXVI, NO. 17
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THE

TERMI-NADER
IS BACK

THE VARSITY'S SEVEN QUESTIONS

WITH HIALP^

Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

Ask any young, left-leaning, po-

litically savvy guy or gal what they

think about Ralph Nader, and their

answer will probably be a unique

blend of reverence and resentment.

An American activist lawyer and

three-time presidential candidate,

Nader is used to a fight. From going

up against General Motors on car

safety in the sixties, when the mere

concept of wearing a seatbelt was a

joke, to inspiring groups of bright-

eyed government lobbyists—known

as "Nader's Raiders"—to advocate

for countless environmental and

consumer protection issues, he has

left his mark on U.S. policy for the

last four decades.

Although he drew scorn from

the left for allegedly "splitting" the

Democratic vote in the last two elec-

tions, inadvertently helping usher

in eight years of the greater of two

SEE 'NADER' -PG 3

Coke deal

opposed
MCMASTER STUDENTS VOTE TO TAKE STANCE

AGAINST COKE'S CAMPUS CONTRACT

Christine Paglialunga

Coca-Cola's exclusive deal to supply

beverages to McMaster University

—

one of many contracts it has with uni-

versities and colleges across Canada

—

has been dealt a blow.

Students at McMaster University

overwhelmingly voted to allow their

student union to oppose exclusivity

contracts with Coca-Cola, in a refer-

endum that took place October 18 and

19. The contract prevents companies

other than Coke from selling beverages

on campus.

A total of 2,228 voted on whether the

McMaster Student Union should not

renew their contract with Coke, and

whether they should pressure the uni-

versity to cancel their deal. Approxi-

mately 1,500 answered yes to three

questions proposing that the MSU op-

pose the Coke deal.

The high voter turnout and the over-

whelming response could spell a shifts

McMaster's future relationship with

corporate sponsors, and speaks vol-

umes of growing resentment among
young people to the corporate pres-

ence in public institutions.

"Success here at McMaster could di-

rectly affect our collective ability to get

Coca-Cola to abandon its nonchalant

stance and implement better social

and environmental business practices

throughout the world," said Adam

Tracey of McMaster Campus Choice.

"Students have the opportunity to be

global actors by taking part in this ref-

erendum."

Coke has had an exclusive beverage-

supplier contract with McMaster since

1998. The company's reputation for

mistreatment of workers and environ-

mental degradation, combined with

its domination of the many campuses'

beverage supplies has resulted in a re-

cent, massive backlash from various

sectors.

McMaster's discontent with the deal

kick-started in March 2005 with the

inception of Campus Choice, a stu-

dent-run organization concerned with

the existence of exclusivity contracts

at McMaster University. The group

gained widespread support for their

cause, placing significant pressure on

student administration. On September

15, Campus Choice presented a motion

to McMaster's Student Representatives

Assembly (SRA) and the MSU to put

this issue to referendum, and the mo-

tion was approved shortly after.

"The greatest benefit is knowing that

we have taken an ethical action that

will pressure Coke to improve condi-

tions for its workers around the globe,"

said MSU's External Affairs chair Rob
Gillezeau. "The loss to students is en-

tirely financial, and will amount to ap-

proximately 0.1 per cent of university

revenues."

But for McMaster's administration,

the financial loss of losing Coke is far

from a non-issue. Roger Trull, McMas-
ter's vice-president of University Ad-

vancement, has argued that exclusiv-

ity contracts are standard business

practice. Moreover, he has said the

Coke contract has been important to

McMaster at a time when provincial

government funding has dropped.

"[If the university terminated the

contract] we'd have to find [the money]

elsewhere," Trull told the Globe and

Mail, "and of course, we only have two

SEE 'COKE' -PG 3
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The test version of the new U of T homepage. It can be viewed In its full glory at

http://preview.utoronto.ca/home.htm. See story on page 4.

Rain doesn't stop

GuluWalkers
U OF T ACTIVISM GOES INTERNATIONAL

Tyrone Darby

Daily, Acholi children in northern

Uganda walk many kilometres

into urban centres to escape cap-

ture and slavery.

On Saturday, U of T led an in-

ternational event that has raised

awareness about their plight.

Despite the poor weather, over

1,000 people joined the "Gulu-

Walk," marching 12.5 km into

downtown Toronto in the pour-

ing rain.

Ugandan children make this

walk each day—and again, each
night—to urban centres like Gulu
to avoid kidnapping by the Lord's

Resistance Army (LRA)—a group
that has been at war for the past

19 years with the Ugandan Peo-

ple's Defence Forces. Kidnapped
male children are forced to be-

come soldiers; females become
servants or sex slaves.

The GuluWalk was started by
Adrian Bradbury and Kieran Hay-

ward. Bradbury is the founder of

Athletes for Africa, a group dedi-

cated to fighting African poverty,

and also works for U of T's Fac-

ulty of Physical Education and
Health. U of T graduate Hayward
also works with Athletes for Afri-

ca, and helps coordinate summer
camps at U of T.

They began the GuluWalk by
walking those 12.5 km into down-
town Toronto, every day, for the

entire month of July. They would
sleep for about four hours, head
home at daybreak and try to

maintain their regular routines

—

including full-time work, in an
endeavour to repeat the ordeal

of the northern Ugandan youth
fleeing the LRA.
The GuluWalk gained interna-

tional attention, leading to Satur-

day's global GuluWalk Day a mere
month after the original walk.

Perth, Australia: Austin, Texas:

and Beijing, China were merely
a few of the 45 cities scheduled

SEE GULUWALK' -PG
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HART HOUSE

t

PRAMA
Improv classes withian Carauna

Oct 24 • 7pm • South Dining Room
$45 forHMDS members • $60 fornon-HHDS members

improv Drop-In
Oct 27 • 7pm • Committees' Room

WRITuals Pub
A Literary and Library Open Stage
Come out and share your poetry or lyrics

or just sit back and enjoy

Oct 26 • 8:30pm • Arbor Room

Triathlon

"MOTIVATIONAL TRAINING"
IVorkshop

Guest speaker Kevin Mackinnon
Oct 27 • 7pm • Hart House Library

RSVP deadline Oct 25 - 4 16.978.2447

INVESTMENT CLUB SPEAKER SERIES

John Propper of BMO
"Principles of Investment"

Oct 27 • 6pm • East Common Room

Open Stage 8:30pm Oct 27
All performing artists welcome
ArborRoom

Tim Laughlin Jazz Quartet 1 2noon-2pm Oct 28
"Thank You Canada Concert"

Direct from New Orleans sponsored

by the US Consulate • Great Hall

JayBoehmer 9pm Oct 28
Jazz at Oscars • ArborRoom

CHILDREN'S BOOK REAPiN&
Join author and storyteller

Adwoa Badoe
for an afternoon of African storytelling

with music and dance

Oct 30 • 1 :30pm - 3pm • East Common Room

HOCKEY NIGHT AT HART HOUSE
The BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room -

your SPORTS PUB on campus

Oct 24 • 7:30 pm Leafs vs. Bruins

Oct 31 • 7:30 pm Leafs vs. Panthers

Limited seating. First come, first seated.

PHILOSOPHY CAF^
Join in conversation with Prof. Peter King

"Artificial intelligence: The Real Thing"

Nov 2 • 2-4pm • East Common Room

creaflvib\
concewed

War Child at U of T was just one of the groups who joined Saturday's GuluWalk. From left to right: Adeline Brimacombe, David Kim,

Victoria Long, Vanessa Piercey, Alice Tien.

GULUWALK' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

to participate. The Toronto walk
began at Lawrence Station, went
southbound on Yonge Street to

King Street and west on King
Street to Metro Hall Square.

"It's way better than we ex-

pected in this weather," said

Bradbury regarding the turnout.

"We certainly hoped to have two,

three thousand people out [in

good weather], but to have over

a thousand in a downpour for the

entire two and a half hour walk

was phenomenal, way beyond ex-

pectation."

The Toronto GuluWalk con-

cluded with speeches and perfor-

mances from local, and not-so-lo-

cal, talent.

Notable speakers included

Bishop Ochola, a Ugandan who
praised participants for their ef-

forts and urged them to continue

their involvement.
"1 want to thank the organizers,

the Ugandans in the diaspora,

and I want to thank the Canadian
people for this wonderful solidar-

ity of love that you have shown to

our children who are suffering at

home," Bishop Ochola said.

Dr. Gerald Caplan, founder
of Remembering Rwanda: The
Rwanda Genocide 10th Anni-
versary Memorial Project, also

shared.words with walkers.

"Somebody once spoke to Bill

Clinton's National Security Advi-

sor and said, 'How come you let

800,000 people die in Rwanda?
How come you refused Gen-
eral Dallaire's request for more
troops? How come you refused

under any circumstance to help

Rwanda? And this fellow whose
name was Tony Lake said, 'The

phones didn't ring.' What that

meant was, there was no public

movement," said Dr. Caplan.

Both speakers drew parallels

with the Rwandan genoicide that

shocked the globe.

"When you look at the govern-

ment of Canada, they have let ter-

rible atrocities happen because
the phone never rang. And what
Adrian and Kieran did today,

was make sure that across the

world. ..the phones of politicians

are gonna ring off the hook in

the next week. ..and that's your
next job, today was only the first

stage," said Dr. Caplan.

The Toronto GuluWalk also

concluded with musical perfor-

mances by Belladonna and the

Awakening and Antonio Cayonne,
co-founder of Project: Humanity.
For more information about
the GuluWalk and how to get

involved, please visit

www.GuluWalk.com.

Writers Wanted.
Write for News

Contact news@thevarsity.ca

The 2005 S.D.Clark Memorial Lecture in Sociology

Segregation and the Perpetuation ofPoverty

is Canada Following the United States?

Douglas S.Massey
Department of Sociology

Princeton University Thursday, October 27,2005

7 pm

Room 1130

Bahen Centre for Information Technology

40 St. George Street

Admission is free

Visit www.art5andscience.utoronto.ca or call 946-5937 for more information.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

FACUll'Y
"/ARTS &
SgENCE

•/TORONTO

Presented by the Departnienl of Sotii)los;\ and the

facultv' ofArts and Science, liniversitx of loronlo
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"Kyoto was destined for failure"
'NADER' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

evils. Nader is a survivor, and he's

still fighting. In advance of his talk

about how social justice can pro-

vide the answer to climate change
this Friday at Ryerson University,

Nader sat down with The Varsity to

talk about what's getting him mad
right now (hint: it's black, slick, and
will soon be gone).

The Varsity: / want to ask you
aboutsomething that 's on everybody 's

minds right ndw, the energy crisis.

What happens when the oil runs out?

Will alternative fuels really be able

to replace the amount of energy the

world is currently consuming?

Ralph Nader: Yes, but that de-

pends on a few variables. One is

that as long as the price keeps going

up, the more they find oil that it was

'

not [previously] economic to drill

for or produce, offshore or onshore.

And that's true for natural gas, too,

and coal. Unfortunately, there are

far more fossil fuels available in the

world than we can environmentally

utilize. So, the problem is not are

we running out, but are we melting

down. If you look at what's going on
in the Arctic and the northern prov-

inces, it's not theoretical at all. It's

extremely accelerating the melting

of the permafrost and ice caps.

The second thing is that as the

price of oil goes up, solar becomes
far more immediately economic.

And of course, it's always been su-

perior environmentally and also

superior geopolitically, because it

wouldn't get us into wars.

V: But as superior as solar is politi-

cally and environmentally, there isn't

enough of it to sustain the kind of life-

style that we currently lead.

RN: Well, actually, there is. It's

just a matter of vested interests

blocking it. I mean, wind power
alone could produce all the power
the U.S. needs. 1 define solar as

wind power, biomass, like industrial

hemp, which you can grow in your
country but we can't grow in ours,

U.S. activist Ralph Nader will speak

Friday on climate change.

photovoltaic, solar, thermal. There's

huge amounts of solar; the problem
is, why should the oil, coal, and gas

industry do anything but obstruct

its advance?

Canada has enormous resources

of wind power, geothermal power,

biomass, but you have the same
vested interests up there. That could

be Canada's curse—you have too

many underground fossil deposits.

If you had a scarcity scenario, like

China, maybe you'd move faster.

V: In our prirrje minister's ap-

pearance on CNN, he warned softly

against drilling in the Arctic, and of-

fered the U.S. oil from tar sands as

a kind of replacement. Do you think

that the Canadian government stand-

ing up to Bush and his administration

as much as it could be? What role do

you see Canada playing at the upcom-
ing UN Summit on Climate Change in

Montreal?

RN: 1 don't think Canada [is

standing up to Bush], and I think

part of the reason is Ralph Klein

and Alberta. Your provincial pow-
er is more powerful than our states

in such matters. You've got to show
your independence from the United

States, and say energy's too impor-

tant for world peace, too irnportant

for the environment, too important

for economic efficiency, to follow

the Bush administration. This is a

government marinated in oil.

Ottawa's got to be more asser-

tive. If Chretien can say no to Bush
in the invasion of Iraq, then every-

thing else is easier. That's the hard-

est thing Canada's ever done.

V: What will happen globally to

the Kyoto Protocol? British PM Tony

Blair recently criticized it, and the

Gleneagles G8 Summit statements

downgraded climate change from a

"threat" to a "challenge."

RN: Kyoto was designed for fail-

ure. It excludes India and China,

and the U.S. has backed off...There
has to be a new imprimatur against

global warming. You start with ef-

ficiency for the pocketbook, then

pollution control, then you go to

reduction. People are more con-

cerned about the price of gas than

anything else.

V: flow is taking charge of our citi-

zenship the key to solving our envi-

ronmental problems?

RN: Well, you have to ask, where
is the initiative going to come from

to convert to energy efficiency and
solar? You've got to countervail

corporate pressure on the gov-

ernment with organized citizen

demand, consumers, small busi-

nesses, people who will benefit

from efficiency. Right now, sellers

of energy love SUVs because they

sell more gasoline. They have a

vested interest in wasteful tech-

nology. Do you think the coal com-
panies want a 50 per cent improve-

ment in generating capacity? Why
would they?

V: Are you planning on running

for president in 2008?

RN: It's too early to tell. But I am
committed to and engaged in a lot

of electoral reform activities, and
1 still want to break the two-party

election dictatorship.

V: Do you ever think it might be

more profitable to try to reform

from outside instead of from within

the system, for example, by return-

ing to advocacy and lobbying?

RN: Well, this is reform from out-

side, a form of outside. You have

to have a lever, a foothold inside

if you're going to mobilize from

outside, because it becomes too

abstract for people just to say elec-

toral reform.

If you put enough pressure from

without [on the process], like

more competitive candidates, it'll

start changing it from within. The
only language they understand is

when they lose votes.
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sources of income at the university.

One is the government. We don't ex-

pect them to give us more money. And
the other is the students. In a round-

about way, it's saving students money."

Coca-Cola Ltd. has repeatedly de-

nied all allegations of wrong-doing. In a

statement provided to the Globe, Coke

claimed that it "has been an exemplary

member of the business community,"

has not harmed the environment, and

treats its workers fairly.

"The exclusive rights Coca-Cola Ltd.

has to our campus not only conflicts

ideologically with an institution of high-

er learning, but diminishes our right to

freedom of choice," said Michelle Peek

of Campus Choice.

Peek also says the group plans to

take the movement further.

"We also plan to host a conference

in early 2006 aimed at addressing the

exclusivity contracts various multina-

tionals have secured in universities

around the globe. It will address the

problems that such a monopoly on
campus creates, in terms of a viola-

tion of democratic principals both lo-

cally and globally, and explore vcirious

means of resistance.

"By networking with administrators

at other universities, we can work to-

gether to ensure that the companies

our schools do business with act re-

sponsibly and respect basic rights.

The referendum is the first of its kind

in a Canadian school. The results speak

volumes to the future of what has be-

come a marriage between private cor-

porations and public institutions.

Campus leaders hope the referen-

dum signals a movement of power

from the corporate world back to the

student body, and that it will send a

wave of inspiration to other activists

involved in similar causes around the

world.

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE 1 fReznikoff's Cafe
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Tomnto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Student^

is the newest great coffee location on campus!

Come and check us out— we're offering a FREE COFFEE
with the purchase of a baked good until October 31st.

Offer valid from 9 am until 11 am weekdays with this coupon. ;

Reznikoff's Cafe is located at 75 St. George Street,

in the NW corner of Morrison Hall, across from Sid Smith

DO YOU WORRY MOST OF THE TIME?

Do you find it difficult to control your worrying and find yourself

worrying excessively about money, health, family, work, or

school, even when there are no signs of trouble?

Do you frequently experience:

An inability to relax?

Difficulty concentrating?

Irritability?

Muscle tension?

. Low Energy?

Disturbed sleep?

If you hove answered YES to three or more of these
questions, you may be eligible to participate in a

clinical research study.

Investigators at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health are
looking for volunteers to take part in a medication study for

Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD),

You must be at least 1 8 years old, and in good physical
health, with no recent drug or alcohol problems.

For more information please call

416-260-4209
to leave a confidential voice message.

camh
Cenue for Addiaion an<j Mental Health

Centre ile \outixnaix et tie sante moiSa;e

CAMH provides other treatment options for mental

illnass or addicHon. For more informalior>, visit

VfCJAQskm or coll CAMH al 41 6-535-8501

.

CAMH a Pan American Heoith Organlzolion/

World Heollh OrqanizoHon Colloboroting Centre and
IS affiliated v/ith the University of Toronto

Spend $35 before tax on

U of T Crested Clothing,

Giftware or Stationery

and receive a U of T Binder and

400 Sheet refill for only 1 cent.

While quantities last.

2U College St. 416-640-5835

ie

uiww.uoftboohstore.com
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U ofT tests new
homepage
Rehanna Manek

If you've ever tried to use the Univer-

sity of Toronto's website, you itnow tiiat

searcfiing for information can often be

like looking for a needle in a proverbial

haystack. Narrowing your search to

what you need can be confusing and

exhausting.

Students, faculty, and curious web
surfers everywhere will be happy to

know there is a team working long, hard

hours to revamp utoronto.ca.

The website, a preview version which

is viewable from campus computers or

within the U of T network, is character-

ized by bright colours, an airy design,

and an exceptionally user-friendly

structure. Equipped with a new Google-

powered search engine that gives you

the information you actually want,

designers hope students will be able

to find everything they need without

giving up and calling the front desk.

Although the images on the site are not

final, they give you a clear idea of what's

to come.

"[The current site is] especially

hard to navigate and find information,"

opined second-year linguistics ma-

jor Mera Nirmalan-Nathan. "It needs

a more refined search engine that

doesn't just pile everything in front of

you that has the keyword you type in.

Trying to find administrative informa-

tion in first year was like trying to find

a book in Robarts without using the

catalogue."

With the appropriate slogan of "Find,

Get, Do, ' a team of administration, stu-

dents, staff, and departments, together

with ad agency JWT Sauce, created a

site that was geared toward U of T's fu-

ture student body.

Information is readily available and

more obvious—athletic information is

in the Athletics section of the site, and

the same quick-to-find scheme goes on

with Student Services, Administration,

Academics, and the like making it that

much easier to navigate and find what

you are looking for.

"The site is more student-oriented

and easier to use, and more in touch

with the university's new visual identi-

ty," said Vicki Vokas of the Web Service

Project Office, one of the head adminis-

trative directors of the project.

After surveying 6,400 students and

getting input from faculty and staff the

team started the architecture of the

new site with students in mind. Using

visibility testing, where students were

observed navigating a test site, the

designers were able to keep real usage

patterns in mind for the redesign.

"[This is] keeping the university the

way [students] think of the university,

as well as keeping the site from being

stale and dated," said Marden Paul,

director of strategic computing, who
headed the project with Vokas. "A

specific emphasis on content design,

accessibility, and communication, al-

lowed us to centre on particular issues

and what is important, making sure ev-

erything is new with a lively dynamic."

Vokas and Paul said they wanted to

include all three campuses, to keep an

outline of seasonality within the cam-

pus scope, and hope to add new and

innovative communication techniques

like podcasting, opportunities for stu-

dents to experiment with images, and

animation.

"The 2 a.m. pizza and coffee breaks

were well worth it. The whole process

is thrilling," said Vokas. The duo is tell-

ing students to watch for it in upcom-
ing weeks.

//TEN GALLONS OF CRAZY

A fan and his cowboy fiat joined a facepainted and costumed bunch at Saturday night's Fourth Annual Rock Paper Scissors

World Championships at T.O.'s Steam Whistle Brewery. Canada and the U.S. celebrated today after taking the top three medals,

with Toronto lawyer Andrew Bergel capturing the gold and $7,000. "This could not have come at a better time for US/Canada

relations, given the recent animosity over trade," said Tournament Director Graham Walker.

U of T IRON CHEF COMPETITION
"COOKING KNOWS NO BORDERS"

Thursday November 24th, 2005

Sidney Smith Cafeteria

Time: 6:00pm

Register as a team of 3 students or as an individual who is willing to be part of a

team. Teams will be given a set of ingredients, and they are asked to prepare an

entree, a starch, a vegetable and a sauce of their choice and present the plate within

2 hours. Chefs from the Escoffier Society of Toronto and renowned food critics will

be the acting judges for the event.A maximum of 8 teams will be allowed to

participate on a first come first serve basis. Please register before October 3
1

, 2005.

E-mail your registration to suman.roy@sodexhocacom

Chef Suman Roy will train all the teams in basic Culinary Techniques

and Plate Presentation prior to the event

J St Team Prize: $1500 in Flex Dollars ($500 each)

2nd Team Prize: $750 in Flex Dollars ($250 each)

FREE DEMO
An artist from Ontario Golden Chefs will host a live Demo
on Fruit and Vegetable Carving at 7:00pm

Lots of free prizes <& Giveaways for audience
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The not-so-Open Content Alliance
U of T is in very good company by
recently joining the Open Content

Alliance, a consortium of internet

and software companies, national

archives, and academic institutions

dedicated to making digital content

available and free online.

One of the great promises of the in-

ternet is the ability to quickly find,

sort, and use the collected wisdom
of humanity. Most of that wisdom,

even today, remains imprisoned

between the yellowing pages of a

moth-eaten stack of dried tree fibre

at your local library.

Books are great: books are neces-

sary: but it's time to supplement this

time-tested technology with a mod-
ern alternative. The Open Content

Alliance will do just that, by scan-

ning, cataloguing, and making avail-

able online hundreds of years worth

of rare, fragile, or inaccessible texts,

films, and audio recordings. It's

about time, so bully for them.

The Open Content Alliance has

positioned itself in contrast to a sim-

ilar scheme to scan and post books

EDITORIAL -

online, the robust but controversial

Google Print. Google, the closest

thing we have to the collective con-

sciousness of the human race, has

caught hell from book publishers for

scanning copyrighted material with-

out their explicit permission.

The Association of American Pub-

lishers shrieked that Google Print

was pirating the text of their books
and launched a lawsuit to bring

it down. Google maintains that it

doesn't make the full text of copy-

righted books available unless the

publisher agrees to it, but it uses an

opt-out program that has angered

copyright owners.

In contrast, the Open Content Alli-

ance positively glows with righteous

assertions of fairness and obedi-

ence to the strictures of copyright

law. Publishers have responded in

kind, loudly congratulating the Al-

liance for its plucky determination

to awkwardly contort itself to fit the

absurd legal boundaries of 21st-cen-

tury intellectual property law.

Copyright, as a concept, must be

reformed. The intellectual and cul-

tural heritage of the 20th century

has been taken hostage by com-

mercial concerns bent on curtailing

the free exchange of knowledge and

ideas. That's not "free" as in "free

speech"; that's free as in "doesn't

cost money." More and more busi-

ness depends on monetizing "intel-

lectual property"—writing, music,

film, and other ephemeral content

that can't be stacked on a store

shelf—and that business model is

dependent upon the ability to stop

people from sharing culture without

paying for it.

Copyright holders have pushed

aggressively to extend their control

over how their work may be used in

the culture, and though it has made
a lot of people rich, it has made us all

culturally, poorer. The seminal civil-

rights documentary "Eyes on the

Prize," for instance, can no longer

be distributed because the filmmak-

ers cannot clear all their film clips

for copyright. American artist Mark
Chamberlain was recently sued by

DC comics for a gallery show of wa-

tercolors depicting a model wearing

a Batman costume. Companies like

the software firm SCO have been

founded whose only business plan

revolves around suing other busi-

nesses for patent infringement—al-

most always on dubious grounds

—

simply to settle out of court for cash.

Amazon, the online retailer, owns
the patent (U.S. Pat No. 5,960,411)

on "1-Click" buying; no other web-

site may use this "patented business

method"—otherwise known as "an

idea" by sensible people—without

paying Amazon for the privilege.

This is madness.

No reasonable person can argue,

by the way, that people who make
their living from writing, painting,

singing, or otherwise creating cul-

tural content shouldn't be able to

profit from their endeavours; copy-

right is a necessary protection for

artists who have to eat too. But the

current maniacal thirst by commer-
cial interests for the expansion of

the most restrictive possible copy-

right laws is eroding the greater cul-

tural good.

The Open Content Alliance is sup-

posed to throw open the doors of

human knowledge, but it apparently

has no critique of how that knowl-

edge is controlled and disseminated

in the culture. By meekly agreeing

to play by the copyright rules—no

matter how idiotic and damaging

those rules are—the Alliance is ne-

glecting an important part of its job

as an advocate for, and protector of,

the cultural heritage to which every-

one is heir.

U of T has noble goals in joining

the Open Content Alliance, and its

participation is a step in the right

direction. But if it does not chal-

lenge the cultural monopolists who
believe that every scrap of human
knowledge has a price tag, it is fail-

ing in its mission as an educator and

as a steward of the intellectual eco-

system on which all learning relies.

Conquering coffee talk

Brianna Goldberg

COMMENT EDITOR

It's no shock that I can't get my-
self out of bed without the prom-
ise of my tepid caffeine injection.

Apparently, as Hans Werner men-
tions in his March 2005 Toronto

Star review of The Coffee House:

A Cultural History, "[Caffeine]

beats out nicotine and alcohol as

the most widely used drug on the

planet, so maybe it's not surpris-

ing that the value of coffee traded

on the international market is sec-

ond only to oil."

So, it's true that I'm one addict

among many. But, in contrast to

more ostracized indulgences,

this vice is not only sociaHy sanc-

tioned, but in fact celebrated.

In an article for Language in

Society. "Coffeetalk: Starbucks^^

and the commercialization of ca-

sual conversation," Ralph Gaudio
makes a rather dated reference to

Good Will Hunting's overture to

Skylar to "get together and eat a

bunch of caramels" instead of "go-

ing for coffee." Indeed, Will's joke

is at the expense of our language
which has created an institution

of "going for coffee"— in reality,

an arbitrary affair.

The conversations that take

place in such settings are what
many North Americans would
characterize as casual, ordinary.

or even natural. But Gaudio ar-

gues they are "neither inherently
nor naturally so," and that the way
in which we "organize our sched-

ules to combine casual conversa-

tion with the consumption of food

and drink in a commercial retail

space are by no means natural or

universal."

To be sure, the big players of

the caffeine trade work their

hardest to cement coffee in our

routines and language. One com-
pany particularly guilty of this is

Starbucks, which has lassoed the

verbal associations related to the

coffee outing, and rustled them
into submission through an abso-

lutist imposition of slang.

Starbucks' slang is distinctive

for its overrepresentation of for-

eign loanwords such as grande

and venti, and its militant affirma-

tion of said jargon. How often have

you tried to order a "medium" at

a Starbucks, only to be chastized

into using their heavily-caffein-

ated NewSpeak of grande?

So, while engaging in the sup-

posedly casual social interaction

of "coffee," even the way we ex-

press our thoughts is controlled

by the corporate environment.

While Starbucks attempts to cre-

ate every semblance of a laid-back

and bohemian space, it is in fact

infecting its customers' mental

processes. But such is the irony

of a juggernaut corporation who
prints customer quotes ("The Way
I See It") on its cups. We should
not believe that they care what we
"see," if it is anything other than

a steaming cup of eighty-dollar

Chantico.

Contrast this with the compara-
tively earnest Tim Horton's. There,

a "regular" is sugar and cream,
and you don't have to accede to

the tyrannous title of the "double-

double" if you want two parts of

the same. At Timmy Ho's you can
order coffee the way you actu-

ally talk. Nevertheless, one has

to wonder how much of this pro-

letarian parlance is contrived—

a

calculated response to the affect-

ed pretentiousness of Starbucks.

But either way, Timmy's is really

more of a donut shop than one of

the ever-spawning empire of frou-

frou coffee nooks.

Consider the sociolinguistic

principle which argues that the

creation of a specific subculture

language requires dedication and
connection to an activity. Chilling-

ly, as 1 have argued, the language

that perpetuates the coffee cul-

ture is the one imposed by domi-
nant corporations like Starbucks.

It is not the customer who has the

last laugh in the supposedly care-

free coffee break: it is the corpo-

ration putting coffee, and words,

in our mouths.

Witfi the end ofDaylight Savings

this Sunday, many will count on

more coffees to perk up their long,

dark days. Here is a small sample

ofStarbucks "The Way ISee It"

quotes that may accompany the

exponentially increasing coffee breaks

#22: "Everywhere, unthinking mobs
of 'independent thinkers' wield tired

cliches like cudgels, pummeling
those who dare question

'enlightened' dogma. If 'violence

never solved anything,' cops

wouldn't have guns and slaves may
never have been freed. If it's better

that 10 guilty men go free to spare

one innocent, why not free 100 or

1,000,000? Cliches begin arguments,

they don't settle them,"

Jonah Goldberg, editor ofNational

Review Online

#47: "Wild salmon are the canaries

in the coal mines of our own world."

BiU Taylor, President & CEO of

the Atlantic Salmon Federation.

#54: "We are all brothers and

sisters. Each face in the rainbow of

colors that populate our world is

precious and special. Each adds to

the rich treasure of humanity."

Morris Dees, Civil rights leader

LETTERS

Treatment centre

needed
Re: Bad medicine: UofT
Lacks Eating Disorder Educa-
tion, Oct. I7th

As a current student of the Faculty of

Physical Education and Health, I felt

compelled to respond. I commend
Daniel Macri for the amount of work
he has done and for having the cour-

age to write this article.

I do believe that U of T has an ac-

complished, highly educated faculty

in the school of PEH. The subject

of eating disorders has come up
repeatedly in some of our courses.

Students are well-informed of the

signs, symptoms, and repercussions

of eating disorders.

However, U of T and the FPEH have

failed to properly educate the general

public (and/or students in other

faculties than PEH, as well as varsity

athletes) about eating disorders, and
to provide any form of intervention

other than Psychiatric Services.

It is the FPEH's ethical responsibil-

ity to establish a treatment centre

for individuals suffering from eating

disorders.

I strongly feel that U of T should put

their money where their mouth is.

A treatment and educational centre

for individuals diagnosed with eating

disorders would not only benefit

these individuals themselves, but the

overall culture of health promoted at

UofT.

Anonymous
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FREE Info Night
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Calling all U of Ti

Student Groups!

Do you want to:

• Increase turnouts at

your events?

• Publicize your group?
:

•Increase membership?
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Your World Right Now
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is offering a new

section called

to help student

groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on this page

For more info, please

contact ads@thevarsity.ca

or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.
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Do quit your da/ job
Singer/songwriter lands record deal and Letterman months after leaving computers behind

Julian Dunn

Vienna Teng laughs when I characterize

as "meteoric" her leap from being a cu-

bicle-dwelling software engineer to her

current career as a full-time performing

artist. Appearing on The Late Show with David
Letterman. NPR's Weekend Edition, and CNN
aren't everyday occurrences, after all. On the

other hand, maybe it's just a natural progres-

sion for a talented singer/songwriter/pianist

who seems to have fallen into high-tech by ac-

cident—but managed to escape the dot-com
crash with her spirit (though not her stock

options) intact.

Fortunately, the 26-year-old bailed out of

the land of Dilbert none too soon, having been
unhappily employed at Cisco Systems for just

two years before abandoning ship. Graduat-

ing from Stanford University in 2000 with a

degree in computer science just as the dot-

com bubble was about to burst, her timing

ironically turned out to be fortuitous.

"My stock options were underwater, Fm
not really liking the job anyway, and there's

the option of doing the music career... 1 guess

I feel lucky in that 1 was never tempted [to

stay]," she laughs.

Teng even describes her choice of major as

being almost an accident: "It was fun writing

these things that would run on my computer
and I started doing more complicated stuff, so

I thought, well, Fm doing it a lot, 1 might as

well major in it."

It's not exactly a ringing endorsement for

computer science as a career path, but then

again, Teng had considered performing mu-
sic professionally as far back as high school.

While applying to college, she'd asked her

parents if she could take a year off to try a

career in music. The answer, predictably, was
no. Still, the San Francisco native continued

to write and perform during her college years,

her lush piano songs forming the basis for her

first album, Waking Hour.

Through word of mouth, the album was
eventually picked up by tiny Boston-based la-

bel Virt Records in 2002. By the time Rounder

imprint Zoe Records (which is releasing her

latest CD internationally, including here in

Canada) came calling, she'd already quit her

software engineering job to promote her mu-
sic full-time.

Then the media took notice: she was fea-

tured on National Public Radio's Weekend

Doubly talented: Singer/pianist Vienna Teng showcases her Letterman-approved tunes at the Drake tonight

Edition, which led to a spot on the Letterman

show, and finally a profile on CNN. Still, she

recognizes that such attention is the excep-

tion.

"It's great to have that exposure, but all

this stuff happens in the stratosphere—you

come back down and you still have to do the

groundwork. You still go on the road and play

for 15 people in Arizona, and ten people in

New Mexico, and maybe 25 people in Texas.

And you celebrate the 25 people," she chuck-

les.

While she describes Waking Hour as mostly

autobiographical, her latest release. Warm
Strangers, is rooted more in fiction.

"The reason I gave the album that title is that

a lot of the songs came from getting a glimpse

of somebody but not really knowing a whole

lot about them, and [then] going home and

trying to fill in the blanks... In that sense they

become warm-blooded, breathing people to

me, after I have invented this whole history

for them," she says, evoking a comparison to

Aimee Mann's complex character studies.

While clearly in a contemporary folk-pop

vein, Teng's piano-based songs are richly

infused with sensibilities from her classical

background.
"1 wanted to not do the default thing, which

would have been drums, guitar, bass, and

piano," she explains. "I grew up in a classi-

cally-trained background and I've always

liked strings, but not just playing whole notes

in the background. It ended up being a very

classical instrument-driven pop-rock record

[with] not a whole lot of guitar, and that was
deliberate on my part."

Amusingly enough, despite having left com-
puting behind, she still describes herself as

a bit of a geek—musically, that is. Although

she tries to just take in and appreciate songs

during the first few listens, she inevitably

winds up examining them in minute detail,

even using the Pause and Play buttons on a

CD player to transcribe lyrics
—

"then I'm in-

terpreting them as 1 go, so I know what the

song's about"—and then dissecting the chord

progressions.

"Now and again I'll hear a song and think,

'Wow, that's really cool, and they're doing

something interesting, and I don't know what!'

and then I'll sit down and realize, 'I've never

seen anyone go from this chord to that chord

before,' and that's what makes it have that

nice little twist," she exclaims. "I get a kick out

of discovering things like that!"

Vienna Teng plays The Drake Hotel
Underground tomorrow (Oct. 25) at 7:30

pm. Tickets ($15) available at the door.

The girls

Markus Mercereau

In a marketplace seemingly dominated by 50

Cent and The Pussycat Dolls, new discs by

veteran singer-songwriters Fiona Apple, Sh-

eryl Crow, and Liz Phair come as a refreshing

change of pace.

Fiona Apple's long-awaited third album Ex-

traordinary Machine (Epic) is as close to per-

fect an album 2005 has seen. After alleged

disputes with her record label, switching

producers, and the attention-getting "Free

Fiona" campaign launched by fans awaiting

the much-delayed disc. Machine has finally

hit stores and given Apple the highest chart

debut of her career.

Her flawless lyricism is as sharp as ever

on first single "Parting Gift." Apple is one of

only a few artists who are able to express an-

ger, sympathy, desire, and regret all in one

track. The album seems surprisingly radio-

friendly, with rhythmic tracks like "Get Him
Back" and "Window" serving as two poten-

tial future singles. With an effort this strong,

let's hope that fans and Grammy voters alike

don't forget about this incredible piece of

Machine-ry.

While Apple has remained fairly constant

in her smoky, rich sound over the years, Liz

Phair shocked fans with her self-titled last

album (that included hit singles "Why Can't

are back

Fiona Apple - Extraordinary Machine

(Epic)

VVVVV

I?" and "Extraordinary") due to the drastic

change in sound from Exile In Guyville, the

album that first made her famous for her re-

vealing, stark sound and candid lyrics.

With Somebody's Miracle, current GAP
model Phair has crafted an album that will

cater to both old and new fans. Elements of

the overly slick pop production of her last al-

in sound

Liz Phair - Somebody's Miracle

(Capitol)

VVV

bum are present, but the songs are more me-
lodic—tracks like "Table For One" and "Why
I Lie" sound like the old Phair that many fans

have missed.

Sheryl Crow's back after the successes of

both her greatest hits album and her 'Cali-

fornia pop' record C'mon C'mon with a dras-

tically different sound on Wildflower. Eleven

Sheryl Crow - Wildflower

(A&M)

VVv

tracks of moody, adult-contemporary light

rock work well enough as a sort of concept
album, but nothing really stands out as a

highlight. Crow's amazing vocals and gritty

guitar work are still there, but this is not an
album that you need to rush out to get. It will

probably be spinning at your corner Star-

bucks all winter long anyway.
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Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
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Across from Hospital for Sick Ctiildren

Show off

your Business

Savvy
by Michelle Di Rocco
The world's leading cosmetics

giant, L'OreaL recently announced

the launch of its online business

competition, the L'Oreal e-Strat

Challenge 6"' edition. This is an

online simulation that puts the

world's brightest students at the

head of an international beauty

company, with finalists showing

off their business savvy to a

L'Oreal executive panel in Paris.

It not only allows students to put

their managerial, strategic and

critical decision-making skills to

the test, but participants may be

recruited as well. In fact, since its

inception. L'Oreal has recruited

over 180 e-Slrat players in markei-

ing, sales, finance and logistics.

Don't be left behind! To register,

visit vvww.e-strat.loreal.com

before December 1st.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS / INTERNATIONAL SCOPE

)ReAL
ADER IN BEAUTY PRODUCTS
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//ASTROPHYSICS

Fiat

lux
IF STARS ARE ALL

MADE OF STARS, HOW

DID THE FIRST FORM?

Jennifer Bates

VARSITY STAFF

Astronomy prof Bob Abraham is

on a quest for the Holy Grail... of

astronomy, that is. He gave the last

lecture in the Cosmic Frontiers lec-

ture series last Friday, explaining to

a spellbound audience just what that

this quest is.

It took three minutes after the Big

Bang, said Abraham, to make all of

the hydrogen and helium in the uni-

verse. This in and of itself is an in-

credible thing to fathom. It did, how-

ever, make for an incredibly boring

universe.

For about one billion years after

the Big Bang there were no stars, no

galaxies and no cosmic debris; our

sun was billions of years from being

born and humans were a tiny twinkle

in the universe's eye.

Then, something strange and fan-

tastic occurred: stars started to form

in this soup of hydrogen and helium

that was our universe. The how and

why of it continues to perplex the

most brilliant astrophysicists of our

day.

That is because our knowledge

of the universe leads us to believe

that stars are born from the debris

of other stars. This raises the ques-

tion: in the beginning, if the universe

consisted of a hydrogen-helium soup

without any stars, how did the first

stars form?

Abraham has one idea: namely,

that the hydrogen elsewhere in the

universe was different from hydrogen

here on earth. It existed as a plasma.

Plasma is a state of matter wherein

all the electrons are stripped from

atoms. As Abraham explained, this

state is akin to everyone in the au-

dience taking off their clothes and
running in one direction while their

clothes ran off in another. (His anal-

ogy met with much laughter, and

some cringing.)

Hydrogen plasma on that large of a

scale would have collapsed on itself

on large enough scale to begin the

formation of galaxies. The elusive

question that is the obsession of

today's top minds is what substance

turned the hydrogen gas to plasma a

billion years after the universe was
created.

No one knows what this substance

is. It is known only as First Light, and

is the Holy Grail of astronomy.

The Grail Race is sweeping the

globe, and Professor Abraham and
the University of Toronto are at the

front of the pack that is trying to

determine what First Light is—and
win a coveted Nobel prize for their

efforts. He and his team use power-

ful ground-based telescopes to peer

deep into space—and hence further

back in time—in search of their elu-

sive goal.

Abraham is optimistic that his

team will win the Grail Race. "This

has been a great hundred years for

the University of Toronto," he said,

"but you ain't seen nothing yet." Gen-

tlemen, start your engines.

Camera obscura
OUR CORRESPONDENT VISITS THE PLACE THAT KEEPS ONTARIO'S LIGHT BULBS LIT

POWER TRIP: With one eye on the grid and the other on the Weather Network, employees at the Independent Market Operator's system control centre keep our energy grid on track.

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

MISSISSAUGA—Conspiracy theo-

rists who suppose that there is a

darkened room somewhere where
suit- and top hat-clad capitalists

buy and sell everything are only

partly wrong. Such a place exists.

Sort of.

It is indeed dim, but the nine-

teenth century trappings are all

gone, replaced instead by the dis-

tinctly modern chatter of people,

the ringing of phones, and the

warbling of chimes and warning

sounds. The half dozen or so indi-

viduals who work there have a lot

of power in their hands—they con-

trol the provision of electricity to

homes and businesses across the

province.

The system control centre of On-

tario's power grid is found at an un-

disclosed location in Mississauga.

It is operated by the Independent

Market Operator (IMO), an entity

spun out of now-defunct Ontario

Hydro in 1999.

On a very hot (or cold) day, near-

ly 25,000 megawatts will course

through its veins—:enough to light

up about 400 million ordinary light

bulbs. Its centrepiece is a wallboard

that charts the power grid's in-

nards.

"It's a representation of all the

high-tension transmission ele-

ments we've got in the province,"

explained an IMO engineer who
asked to remain anonymous. He is

able to make sense of the jumble of

the power grid's circulatory system,

sets of parallel lines snaking across

the display in every direction.

"You can get a very quick over-

view of the power system," he said.

The display shows all the generating

stations in Ontario, and its connec-

tions to neighbouring provinces and
the U.S. Lines represent high-ten-

sion power lines.

Each is like a fragile artery that

can only carry so much juice. If

safety thresholds are exceeded, ex-

pensive damage to power lines may
occur.

"There's about 26 or 27 thousand

[data] points we monitor every two

seconds," to ensure that doesn't

happen, said the engineer. "They're

doing voltage control on a minute-

by-minute basis," he added, point-

ing to the three reliability engineers

sitting at work stations that bristled

with monitors.

Another challenge is to match
demand with supply—and this is

where the buying and selling comes
in.

Since electricity, once produced,

cannot be stored, the amount of

power streaming forth from power

.

outlets across Ontario must match
the amount produced at power
plants at every moment. With de-

mand spiking sharply between 6

a.m and 9 a.m., easing slightly dur-

ing daytime hours, and then peak-

ing around 6 p.m., that makes for an

around-the-clock job.

Since Ontario's energy is run as a

market, the IMO technicians are con-

stantly negotiating with the different

utilities to get the right amount of en-

ergy coursing through the grid, said

IMO spokesperson Terry Young.

Young explained that in the whole-

sale electricity market there are

price setters—utilities that can sim-

ply toss more gas or coal onto the

fire—and price takers—nuclear and

hydro plants, for instance, who oper-

ate best at constant capacity.

The IMO decrees how much power
is needed every five minutes. Utilities

pitch megawatts at increasing prices

into the pot (price takers pitch in

first, and price setters last), until the

necessary demand is met.

As a result, electricity prices of-

ten spike during peak hours, and fall

off at other times. At the moment,
though, these market rates only ap-

ply to large-scale industrial power
users.

"Larger users have to become
more sophisticated about using

electricity," said Young. But soon,

residential customers will have to as

well.

Smart meters will be installed in

all Ontario homes by 2010. These
will measure the time when power is

used, and will make residential users

pay for it at fluctuating market rates.

Have fun this holiday season
& earn some exira money!
Toronto's premiere winter wonderland event

is returning to Ontario Place this holiday season.

Here's your chance to get in on the excitement! You can:

• Earn extra money over the holidays • Cain valuable work experience

• Be considered for a summer job at Ontario Place

Applications are currently being accepted for the following positions:

Retail/Admissions Cashier Guest Services Attendant Business Office Clerk

Attractions Attendant Student Security OfOcer First Aid Crew iVIember

Holiday Dreams will run Fridays, Satiirdays and Sundays starting

November 25 to December 1 1, 2005,

and daily December 23 to January 8, 2006.

Applicants must be available to work at least one of the following dates:

December 25, December 3 1 or January 1

.

Apply today on-line at www.ontarioplace.coni by October 28, 2005.

"Appllations received by October 28, 2005 will be given priority coiisideralion.
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AppSy onfine st

www.mosaicjobs.com/rogersVmosaic

O ROGERS
Job Opportunity

Are you an energetic individual with

some retail experience and an interest

in all things technology?

Mosaic is launctiing a new in-store technology experience for the busy Holiday

Season with our client Rogers, a leader in wireless communication. We are

currently recruiting for sales oriented individuals with strong communication

skills and outgoing personalities.

In this role you will have the unique opportunity to utilize your people skills,

retail experience and overall make some great money before the Christmas

Season!

Interested? Find out more info about this and other great Mosaic opportunities

at MosaicJobs.com.

Apply today at www.mosaicjobs.com/rogers

(^eSl^ O ROGERS EPSON ^
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A heathen in the holy land
Nathan Kalman-Lamb

'

I love living in Canada...except when
it's hockey season. I'm part of a rare

breed in this country: the sports zealot

who doesn't worship the Stanley Cup;

a sort of heathen in the holy land.

My favourite fights involve Goode-
now and Bettman, not Domi and
Brashear. This past season-that-

wasn't satisfied me far more than any

that had ever been played before.

Don't get me wrong, 1 like hockey.

The game functions on solid sport

principles similar to the way soccer,

basketball, water polo, and lacrosse

do. Hockey is a pretty good game, but

1 don't love it the way others do. So

what's my problem? Why is it that 1

seethe with resentment at the pros-

pect of another winter with Bob Cole

and Harry Neale?

Because in Canada, when there's

hockey, there's nothing else. It's actu-

ally quite a remarkable phenomenon.
At ten in the evening, if you try

switching from TSN to Sportsnet to the

Score, one thing will remain the same:

hockey blather It doesn't seem to mat-

ter whether they're playing in the pre-

season or the playoffs—if someone
is holding a stick and wearing skates

in this country, then cameras will be

there and heads will be talking.

I don't think that I would mind so

much if the hockey season occurred

in a sports vacuum, as baseball does.

If there is only one legitimately inter-

esting league to broadcast, then net-

works can go ahead and overindulge

all they want.

The problem is that hockey is in just

the opposite situation. It coincides

with the NBA and NFL seasons, as

well as college and university football

and basketball. At any given moment
in the late fall, winter, or spring, multi-

tudes of sports stories and highlights

yearn to be told and shown. For Ca-

nadian audiences, most of them will

get buried deep within a Sportscentre

iWorldo'Poker ,

'^la em

m

broadcast or will not get told at all.

Instead, at the top of every broad-

cast we'll hear (yet again) about how
the Leafs still haven't figured out how
to play in the new NHL.

It took the lockout last year for me
to realize just how delightful sports

coverage could be in a market not

over-saturated by hockey. Desperate-

ly trying to fill the void left by its mar-

quee event, Canada's three all-sports

channels were forced to televise other

leagues.

For the first time, scores of NBA
and college games frolicked on our

airwaves. On Saturday nights, I was

no longer subjected to Leafs games

when 1 wanted to see my friends.

One of my buddies was even con-

verted to both football and basketball

in the absence of hockey. I wasn't the

only beneficiary of this media migra-

tion.

Sadly, this cornucopia of sporting

delights was interrupted in July by the

signing of a new collective bargain-

ing agreement. Now I can only long-

ingly look south to a land where my
dreams are a reality; where the NHL

//SPORTS IN BRIEF

This is not the finish you

are looking for

A season of promise and visible im-

provement ended for the football

team on Saturday, but the result was
not the one the Blues were looking

for. McMaster humbled U of T 63-13

in front of a disappointed crowd at

Varsity Stadium.

The Marauders were in control of

the game after the first half, as they

had already scored six touchdowns,

while the Blues managed but a sin-

gle field goal in the first 30 minutes.

Marauder Jon Behie caught three of

the touchdown passes and racked

up 105 passing yards on the day.

Cory Kennedy caught the only

TD pass for the Blues in the match,

which came off a 20-yard pass from

Mark Stinson late in the third quar-

ter.

-MS

inspires so little enthusiasm that it

is outdrawn by arena football, poker,

and bowling, and consequently had
to give away its broadcasting rights to

NBC basically for free.

To make matters worse, when
Sports Illustrated neglected to devote

a cover photo to its NHL preview, it

unofficially demoted hockey to the

status of NASCAR. Nevertheless,

thanks to its deal with NBC and a

lucrative new contract with the Out-

door Life Network, American hockey
fans won't be left out in the cold (they

do all live in Minnesota, after all).

Americans, at least, seem to real-

ize that hockey is one sport worthy
of coverage among many. Canadi-

ans constantly seem to critique the

United States for its egocentrism in all

things (usually justifiably), but when
it comes to sports it is we who paro-

chially cannot look beyond the game
at which we most excel.

For fans with a broad palette of

sporting tastes, Canada is a repres-

sive environment in which to watch,

whereas America, at least in this re-

gard, is the land of the free.

So tonight when you sit back

and relax in front of your beloved

hockey, spare a thought for those

few of us who suffer to please your

whim. I'm going to have to go back

to checking the internet for college

football updates.

The untouchables

The women's volleyball team started

off the season in fine style last weekend,

defeating Waterloo and Laurier at the

AC in their first two games. The Blues

won both matches in straight sets and

were untouchable on the court.

Mila Miguel was on fire in both

games. She managed 1 2 points against

the Warriors, 12 points against the

Golden Hawks, as well an abundance

of kills and digs in the contests. Expect

big things from the tall Victoria, B.C.

native this season.

Melinda Lee, Leah Towell, and Asya

Danilova also put up big numbers on

the weekend. Western is in for a dif-

ficult title defence this season if this

trio keeps and Miguel keep producing

points at such a high rate. The Blues

are one of the early favourites for the

OUA championship this season. Un-

touchable indeed.

-MS

Blues star Mila Miguel sends opponents reeling with a hard spike at the net.

If gambling is taking over a friend's life, she could use your help. Find out more at

friends4friends.ca

1-888-230-3505
Ontario Prnblem Gambling Helpline Responsible Gambling Council
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All's well that ends well

for hockey team
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It was by no means pretty, but the Varsi-

ty Blues women's hockey team salvaged

a win in their home game with Windsor

at Varsity Arena Saturday night. U of

T (2-0-0) came out on top of a seesaw

battle versus a Windsor team that has a

win, two losses, and a tie in its first four

games.

After a scoreless and sloppy first pe-

riod that saw the Lancers carry most of

the play, the Blues came out a little more
determined in the early stages of the

second. However, the Lancers matched

the Blues' intensity with an early goal

on a wraparound by Windsor's Jessica

Casey.

Despite some more inspired play by

the home team, the game remained 1-0

after forty minutes.

Janine Davies tied the game for the

Blues by tapping in her own rebound

—

tallying her third goal of the season

—

with five minutes gone in the third peri-

od. Davies' marker was quickly followed

up by the first of two goals by Justine

Todd, and the Blues led 2-L

The game took a dramatic turn in the

dying minutes of the third. U of T looked

like they were cruising to their second

win of the season until Windsor's Lau-

ren Swartz cashed in on a nifty pass

from Jacklyn Rumble with just over six

minutes left, and it was a tie game once

again.

But just under two minutes later,

veteran Sue McCutcheon put the Blues

ahead for good with a determined indi-

vidual effort. She fired a backhand shot

from in close that found its way over the

shoulder of Lancers goalie Katie Clubb

and into the back of the net.

Todd scored her second of the night

into an empty net with little time re-

maining. This goal put U of T up by two

goals and they held on to win the game,

despite a Windsor marker with just two

seconds left on the clock. The final score

was 4-3 in favour of the home team.

It was once again the line of Janine

Davies, Emily Patry, and Justine Todd
that supplied the spark for U of T, as

they tallied four points between them.

Goaltender Lisa Robertson, although

not sparkling, was solid when she had

to be—especially in the third period.

The Blues showed some definite re-

solve in this match, digging themselves

out of an early hole they found them-

selves in, and staving off any thoughts

of a Lancer comeback in the late going.

However, with tougher tests on the way
for U of T, falling into a hole certainly

won't be hard. It will be climbing out

that won't be so easy.

Read Thursday's sports section for

the results of Sunday's game against the

Guelph Gryphons.

CLASSIFIEDS

Think you have the brains to win fabulous prices?
Are you up on pop culture trivia?

Can you handle the intensity of being in TV?

If you answered "You Bet YourAss"{o any of

these questions, then you should be a contestant on

the hot new game show, "YouBet YourAss"!

Go to www.yoiibetyourass.tv

to find out how to be a contestant.

Hart House Investment Club

presents

The Basic Principles

of Investments

John Propper
MBA, CFA, FCSI

Investment Banker BMO Nesbitt Burns

October 27, 2005

7:00 pm • East Common Room
Hart House

6^
West Entrance,

Elevator & TTY

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

HIRING $9-$l5/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsitvwindows@vahoo.ca And
then call 1-888-varCity

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT
REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

8258.

ANIMAL CARE ATTENDANT WANTED
For part-time position at animal hospital

near U of T. Fax resume attn: Jill (416) 537-

3128.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk. $500 p/m Hl-Toronto.

Close to King Stn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

CLOSE TO UofT, SHARED I BEDROOM
CONDOMINIUM

No smoking, no drinking, no pets. Full

facilities. For preferred Indian female stu-

dent attending U of T. Call (416) 737-^

for more information.

PARKING
Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY
CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

FORMULA TRAFFIC TICKETS
"We have the winning formula to fight

your tickets." 100% guaranteed service,

save demerit points, lower insurance rates.

Call for free estimate (905) 482-1968.

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-1

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST. PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

FAST, FRIENDLY EDITING

Essays, resumes, professionally proofread.

3$/page double-spaced up to 12 pages, 12

and over: price negotiable. Style, format,

sentence/paragraph structure, grammar.

Please e-mail X'ittoiia d felicit\ spelling©

hotmail.com or call 905 82b 61 ^1

m
n

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for eacli word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON IVI5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer

COMICS The Varsity
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Confident, trendy or adventurous
Pick the MPS Walkman digital music player that makes

a statement about your personality and your style

MPS Walkman
Digital Music Player

Unique Organic EL Display

Super Stamina 50 hour battery life

Super High-Speed USB Charge
3 minute charge = 3 hours playback

ear candy
256MB. 170 songs''

512MB, 345 songs"

1GB, 695 songs"
33 Midnight Black

''Catcx^ale<il}ae0don4 mirK/tea

\Lf\L.hC/T\f\f\

MY MUSIC. MY STYLE.

www.sonystyle.ca/walkman

Rose Red

Olive Green

Ocean Blue
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Torontonians

are simply

dirtier people.

SEE SMALL FISH' -PAGE

6

SMELLS
LIKE TEAM
SPIRIT

Brit sample-poppers Crash shores

of North America with re-release of

SEE 'GO TEAM'-PG. 12

comment
Good riddance to 'Saug MP Carolyn

Parrish

SEE PARRISH'-PG. 6

science

U of T Zoology and Botany depts. to

combine into freakish frankenfaculty.

SEE SHAKEUP -PG 10

sports

Chicken soup for the hockey nut's

soul—new hockey memoir review!

SEE 'BOOK' -PG. 15

history

On October 27. 1951. a hospital in London,

Ont. debuted the use of the Canadian-

made "cobalt bomb." an early form of

radiation therapy for cancer patients.

todo com

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 3 PM
Jamiroquaiat Kool Haus. $40.

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 28 8:30 PM
An Evening with Ralph Nader at Ryerson

Theatre. Student tickets $15 in advance,

$20 at the door

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI.NO.IB

Name: MARC GAUDETTE Sport: Football Stats: Gaudette has been playing football since grade six, which includes stints with the Cedarbrae Colts-his high school team-and the

Toronto Thunder of the OUFL. The Colts were Metro Bowl champions while he was a member of the team in 2003. Marc is a second-year kinesiology student at U of T.

Universities dropped from
transparency bill
BILL 123 WOULD HAVE ENSURED THAT UNIVERSITY DECISIONS WERE TRASNPARENT TO THE

PUBLIC; THANKS TO LOBBYING EFFORTS, IT WON'T. OUR REPORTER EXAMINES WHY

Candice Debi

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The closed doors ttiat separate

students from the decision-making

process of post-secondary institu-

tions don't appear to be opening

any time soon.

Ontario universities have success-

fully lobbied to exempt themselves

from a bill that would have ensured

that their deliberations and meet-

ings become more open and acces-

sible to the public.

Universities have continuously

and quietly lobbied against Bill 123,

called The Transparency in Public

Matters Act, since its introduction

in October, 2004 by Liberal M.P.P

Caroline Di Cocco. The bill, which

has largely escaped notice, would

remove barriers that still exist be-

tween the public and public institu-

tions, requiring that the minutes of

meetings and the times they are to

take place be made available to any-

one who wants them.

On September 29, Di Cocco
brought forward a motion to amend
the bill, now in its second reading,

that will exclude certain public

bodies, including universities. The
amendments are expected to be

passed in the next month.

According to the current Ontario

laws, it is left up to individual uni-

versities to ensure that transpar-

ency requirements are followed.

"Each university has its own by-

laws, which means it depends on
the individual running the show
[to ensure transparency]," said Di

Cocco. According to her, her bill

will eliminate such "self-policing"

by enforcing standards on account-

ability.

The opposition of post-second-

ary institutions to the measure
has raised eyebrows among uni-

versity watchdog groups, who say

this proves universities will fight to

keep their decision-making process

secret, and that students and par-

ents would have benefited from Di

Cocco's legislation.

But not so, says Qaid Silk of the

Council of Ontario Universities, who
defends his organization's opposi-

tion to the bill.

"[Universities] fully support

openness and access to all informa-

tion," he said, adding that their op-

position stemmed from the fact that

"provincial legislation already regu-

lates how meetings [of universities]

will be held, and Di Cocco's bill was

similar to this."

Silk insists that current legislation

under the Freedom of Information

and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIP-

PA) already covers the principles

outlined in Di Cocco's bill and that

SEE TRANSPARENCY PG

2

Video game developer Koei opened their new Toronto digs at a grand launch on

Tuesday, and they need U of T grads. See story on page 3.
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Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

MOfiOAY-SUNDAY ^^^^
11:30m-1ft30P.M. (^^^^

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/«affrontree

91 Gerrard Street West Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

M Aao^from Hospital for SickCtii!dreii_ ^

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240/1-800-779.1779

www.oxfordlseminars.com

• Designed primarily for non business undergraduates

• For careers in Management, Finance and Accounting

• Extremely high co op and permanent placement

To learn more about the MMPA Program,

attend our information sessions:

CO. D ,

m

Wednesday, November 2, 200S 1 1 :30 am - 1 ;30 pm
Room 133, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

Thursday, November 3, 2005 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm

Room 244, Galbraith Building, University of Toronto

www.rotman.utoronto.ca/mmpa

NDP, CFS lobby for

new tuition freeze

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The tuition freeze may not be over

this fall, if the NDP have their way.

NDP MPP Rosario Marchese
(Trinity-Spadina) introduced a bill

to freeze tuition for all Ontario col-

leges and universities yesterday

morning.

Estimated to cost roughly $125

million—less than 1 per cent of the

provincial budget—the bill would
continue the Ontario government's

freeze until the next provincial

election scheduled for 2007.

Marchese has repeatedly asked

the provincial government to more
quickly seek the money promised
through the federal Bill C-48,

passed this spring. Bill C-48—of-

ten called the "NDP budget"—in-

cluded $600 million in funding for

Ontario post-secondary educa-

tion.

Speaking in the legislature on
Wednesday afternoon, Marchese
repeatedly referred to the input

—

and pressure—that the govern-

ment has been getting from the

Canadian Federation of Students

since Premier Dalton McGuinty
announced that his two-year tu-

ition freeze would be .ending in a

September 30 speech at Carleton

University.

"We want to reach out to as

many students are we can," Mar-

chese said. "How far this bill goes

depends on the public pressure

brought to bear on the govern-

ment. The only way to convince

this government to act on funding

is to pressure members."
"Students need to lobby their

MPPs, write to them, and meet
with them. MPPs have to be pres-

sured into supporting legislation

like this or nothing will happen,"

said Marchese on what is needed
to bring this bill to law.

"It is premature of the Premier

to announce tuition fee hikes at a

time when the federal government
has earmarked money for post-

secondary education," said Jesse

Greener, Chair of the Canadian

Federation of Students in a state-

ment.

"We are urging MPPs to support

Mr. Marchese's bill to extend the

current tuition freeze and we are

calling on the Ontario families to

join us in this campaign."

Marchese echoed Greener when
he said that current tuition levels

are hurting Ontario families.

"I'm profoundly worried about

// NEWS IN BRIEF

UTM to open brand-new

food bank for students in

need

Tuition fees are going up, and UTM
is getting its first food bank.

On Wednesday, November 9 SAC
and Erindale Part-Time Undergrad-
uate Students (FPUS) will launch

the bank, which will have food and
necessities such as diapers. Lo-

cated in the North Building, Room
131, it will be open from 4-7 p.m.

every Wednesday.

Students are invited to register,

and volunteers are still needed.
—ALLISON MARTELL

New Orleans jazz to fill

Hart House to thank U of T

for Katrina aid

This Friday, from noon to 2 p.m.,

the Tim Laughlin Jazz Quartet will

play a U.S. State Department-spon-
sored concert at Hart House to

thank the University of Toronto for

its hurricane relief efforts.

the social implications of this kind

of tuition. Debt levels [could ex-

ceed] $25,000 or more depending
on when people get married, or

how many children they have," he
warned.

"1 am hoping this bill will help fo-

cus the efforts of those who want
to see the problem of rising tuition

addressed."

The CFS claims that several

MPPs, including a Progressive Con-

servative, are already in favour of

the bill. It is not known whether
any Liberal party members are

also endorsing it.

Tuition levels have once again

become the hot topic for the CFS,

which U of T joined in 2003. To
lobby the government, the student

group has delivered 20,000 signed

postcards addressed to Premier

McGuinty saying, "I support tu-

ition fee reductions." In addition,

the CFS is holding a province-wide

plebiscite to gauge student opinion

on tuition fees. At York University,

96 per cent of students voted in fa-

vour of the freeze.

At UTSC, students also voted

96 per cent in favour of a freeze.

A plebiscite of U of T St George is

scheduled to take place from No-

vember 1-3.

The members of the quartet were
out of the country—on their way
to Paraguay, in fact—when Hur-

ricane Katrina hit New Orleans.

After their trip, the quartet wasn't

able to return home.
But that didn't slow them down.

Toronto isn't their only stop—ear-

lier this month the quartet did a

similar thank-you tour of Mexico.

At the U of T concert professor

David Ferrar, Vice Provost Stu-

dents, and Nicholas Giacobbe, will

speak.

—A.M.

A 'wealth of loopholes'
TRANSPARENCY' - CONTINUED FROM PG

1

being included would have simply

created "redundant legislation."

According to the current legisla-

tion, FOIPPA does allow access to

the minutes of public-body meet-

ings if requested; however, it does
not ensure that the public is noti-

fied of meetings. And according to

Liberal MPP Kim Craitor, there is a

wealth of loopholes public bodies

can use to get around the current

legislation.

Craitor, who is on the committee
reviewing the bill, says that current-

ly, it is difficult to make the closed

meeting of a public body such as a

university public.

"There is no mechanism to chal-

lenge [a lack of transparency],

whereas the bill [proposed by Di

Cocco] gives the opportunity to do
this."

U of T president David Naylor
could not be reached for comment,
despite requests.

Despite the lobbying from univer-

sities, Di Cocco insists her choice
to limit her bill's mandate to three

public institutions—city halls, pub-
lic schools, and hospitals—was a

practical decision, because narrow-
ing down the scope will give it a bet-

MRP Caroline Di Cocco: was she pres-

sured by universities?

ter chance of succeeding.

Craitor, however, said the opposi-

tion to the bill from public institu-

tions has been overwhelming, and
hinted that the new amendments
have more to do with pressure from
universities.

"I am not in favour of the amend-
ments, despite the huge opposition

to [the bill]," he said.

He recognizes the fact that aside

from closed-door meetings danger-

ously allowing universities to make
decisions that affect the public

without having public input, these

meetings also run the risk of putting

their employees in a compromising

position.

"[When 1 was a] city councillor, I

would challenge why we were hav-

ing closed-door meetings, and [the

response] would be that it fits in

to an exemption. Now, I had two

options. [Although] I didn't feel

that what we were discussing be-

longed in there but out in public, I

could stay to hear what was being

discussed because 1 needed to be

aware of the issues, or leave be-

cause 1 didn't agree. If 1 walked out

there was no recourse: there was no

way for me to challenge it.

"1 had no another body to go to

challenge it, and that's what Caro-

line's bill will do."

Although universities have been

dropped from Bill 123, which has

existed in some form since 2001, Di

Cocco said she is still hopeful that

universities will become more open.

If her bill is passed she will have es-

tablished "standard legislation for

the transparency of public bodies."

"Once you have standard legisla-

tion it becomes easier to apply to

[other] institutions," she said.
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Design samurai (and

make some cash)
JAPANESE GAMING HEAVYWEIGHTS PLUG INTO TO. TALENT

Jaime Rosen

Toronto's video game industry is

about to get a boost from a dose of

inertia.

Interactiveentertainment compa-
ny Koei Ltd., hosted a noisy and co-

lourful launch of their new Toronto

studios, and they're inviting U of T
grads to get in on the action.

Yokohama, Japan-based Koei un-

veiled its new PlayStation 3 game
title, Fatal Inertia, at the launch on
Tuesday and announced plans to

increase its share of both Europe-

an and North American interactive

gaming markets with its new state-

of-the-art Toronto headquarters.

"Toronto is a vibrant city with

a rich cultural mosaic that pro-

vides us with the necessary tal-

ent to develop games for a global

marketplace," said Koei's founder

and chief advisor Yoichi Erikawa

(known in the gaming world by
his pseudonym, Kou Shibusawa)

is regarded as one of the world's

top game designers, especially for

PCs.

Koei Canada currently has a

team of 30 world-class artists, pro-

grammers, designers, and support

staff who have already been given

the treat of working on Fatal Inertia,

a futuristic aerial combat racing

game for Sony's highly anticipated

PlayStation 3 console.

"1 feel that it will be a top launch

title for the PlayStation 3," said Eri-

kawa at the launch.

Satisfied with the work of these

Canadian coders and artists, Eri-

kawa plans to increase this work-

force to about 200 employees over

the next few years. Of these new
recruits, Koei anticipates that ap-

proximately 70 per cent will be

computer science grads, and 30

per cent will have fine arts or de-

sign degrees. They will also need
experience using the industry's

standard graphics and effects cre-

ation software. Erikawa said that

candidates with a fine arts back-

ground would be more valuable to

him than those with a mere famil-

iarity with the software.

Erikawa stated that students

graduating from Canadian univer-

sities have very strong technical

skills, specifically mentioning the

talent pool of the University of

Toronto and the University of Wa-
terloo as factors in the decision to

make Koei's Toronto location the

Above, a screenshot of video game softvirare

developer Koei's new game for PlaySta-

tion 3, Fatal Inertia, and one of their title

Samurai Warriors, for PlayStation Portable.

central hub for the expansion into

these markets. The company says

it will be focused on recruiting top
Canadian talent, and that the To-

ronto team members will be given

the opportunity to work at Koei's

other studios in Asia and Europe.

Koei is well known for devel-

oping artfully designed, action-

packed, epic battle games based

on Japanese and Chinese history

and mythology. The company has

sold more than nine million units

of its Dynasty Warriors series world-

wide since the game's first release

for the PlayStation game console in

1997.

For the fiscal year of 2004, Koei

posted worldwide revenues of $270

million U.S. and marked one of the

highest profitability ratios in the

industry. The company says it's

determined to become the world's

number one entertainment con-

tent provider and it's marking this

expansion as a vital step towards

that goal.

Jaggi's left jab
Colin Robert Ellis

VARSITY STAFF

Canada's benevolent image and role

in the world denies the true nature of

the country's past history and pres-

ent actions, said social activist Jaggi

Singh.

Singh made the case that the Cana-

dian government is complicit in the

oppression and suffering of refugees,

immigrants, and indigenous peoples,

in his talk at U of T's Hart House as

part of the Unlearn speaker series.

An outspoken advocate of immi-

grants and refugees, Singh was once

banned from amplifying his voice

anywhere in this country. Last night

he took aim at Canada, alleging that

they have a larger role in the world's

problems than most think.

"Canada's role really belies the

reality," he said. Singh, whose fam-

ily came to Canada in the 1960s, has

been active in many social activist

causes such as the 1997 APEC con-

ference in Vancouver and the FTAA
summit in Quebec City in 2001.

The Unlearn speaker series, which
hosted the forum, aims to "provoke

thought in the hope that it will en-

courage positive change," by creat-

ing a platform for critiquing social

issues.

Singh put issues of oppression and
dissent within the context of the Ca-

nadian image abroad and at home.
Although we Canadians like to pride

ourselves in contrast to our Ameri-

can neighbours, Singh says Canadi-

ans should be more self-critical.

On foreign policy, he attacks Can-

ada's roles in efforts to rebuild coun-

tries ravaged by poverty and war,

such as Haiti.

"The Canadian government is play-

ing an active role in complicity with

murder by supporting the backing of

an un-elected regime," he charged.

He also pointed to Canada's indi-

rect support of the American foreign

policy in its provision of troops to

Afghanistan in order to allow Ameri-

cans to be elsewhere, such as Iraq,

and by handing detainees over to

U.S. soldiers at Guantanamo Bay.

On domestic issues, Singh pointed

to the case of five Muslim men impris-

oned in Canadian jails without any
evidence or charges brought against

them, saying the Canadian govern-

ment has "ruined lives by denying

them contact with their families."

Singh also criticized the activism

in this country, which he says exists

"within a prism of some kind of loy-

alty to Canada." He attacked celebrity

activists such as Bob Geldof and U2
frontman Bono for creating a "spec-

tacle" of dissent.

"They've played a role that is com-
plicit in reinforcing the power of

those politicians. If they're going to

take a public role that undermines

grassroots movements than they

should be called on it."

"[1 call for a movement that] chal-

lenges the country and puts greater

attention on local grassroots move-
ments in order to build a culture of

.

organizing.

"The nature of our resistance de-

termines the nature of our oppres-

sion," he said.

Reznikoff's Cafe
is the newest great coffee location on campus!

Come and check us out— we're offering a FREE COFFEE

with the purchase of a baked good until October 31st.

Offer valid from 9 am until 1 1 am weekdays with this coupon.

Reznikoff's Cafe is located at 75 St. George Street,

in the NW corner of iVIorrison Hall, across from Sid Smith

MM ^ S 0 i

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week. Noon to 10P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp &focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102
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Making itJew: mini-fest explores

Judaism's future
Nicole Lavigne

What will the future mean for Jew-

ish culture?

That's a question international

conference-slash-mini-festival Re-

jewvenation is out to answer. At

least, they'll entertain you while

you're thinking about how a com-
munity that just celebrated its

5766th new year could reinvent it-

self.

If you look at U of T calendars for

the next few weeks, you'll see that

Rejewvenation has several events

scheduled over the next week
around downtown T.O., including

many on campus, that all contribute

towards the goal of rethinking and
reinventing Jewish Culture through

art and scholarly exchanges.

Organizer Louis Kaplan explained

that the conference is not about re-

forming Jewish identity, but instead

about thinking about where Jewish

culture is heading in the 21st centu-

ry. He explained that the wordplay
in the title was a way of indicating

this forward movement.
Of the productions staged this

week, a mixture of stage shows,

panel discussions, lectures, and
an art exhibit about Jewish culture

were featured. Each event looks at

a specific area of modern culture,

then examines it in a Jewish con-

text.

It is not necessary to be a mem-
ber of the Jewish community to un-

derstand the greater issues being

discussed. For example, there are

panels dealing with the internet's

effect on religion, some on femi-

nism, and others dealing with a

queer Jewish culture.

The art exhibit. Command J,

opened last Sunday to a large crowd
at X-Space which is located in Kens-

ington Market. The works featured

here provocatively pose a modern
question to different aspects of tra-

ditional Jewish law.

Included in the exhibit is Helene

Aylan, whose work entitled "The
Digital Liberation of G-D" focuses

on the problematic verses in the

five books of Moses, or the Penta-

teuch: using computer technology,

viewers are asked to express their

own views on the areas of the books
that have raised difficult questions

for Jewish scholars over hundreds
of years.

JeffereyShaw's "GoldenCalf" used

interactive 3-D imaging to show the

body of the famous, golden calf

that the idolatrous Jews adopted

to replace Moses. The calf sits on a

pedestal on a small screen.

This exhibit also showcases "The
Ten Commandments/Prohibited
Weapons" by Simon Glass, as well

as "Gender cuts/the Jew under thee

knife" by Melissa Shiff. Shift's proj-

ect depicts the ritual of circumci-

sion along with commentary from

prominent members of the Toronto,

Prague, and New York Jewish com-
munities, engaging the viewer to

critique the practice in light of new
gender and religious identities.

The conference and mini-festival

has so far received lots of interest

from the downtown Toronto com-

Command J, an exhibit that explores ways to ask modern questions of traditional Jewish law, runs until Nov. 20 at X-Space Gallery

(303 Augusta).

munity. Saturday's show Queer Jew-

ish Weddings on has sold out, and a

second show had to be added. Tick-

ets are still available to that.

Command J is free and runs un-

til November 20. All other perfor-

mance dates, times and availability

can be found on the Rejewvenation

website along with a list of the con-

ference events that will be taking

place. To find out more, visit www.
rejewvenation2005.com.

U of T IRON CHEF COMPETITION
'•COOKING KNOWS NO BORDERS"

Thursday November 24th, 2005
Sidney Smith Cafeteria

Time: 6:00pm

Register as a team of 3 students or as an individual who is willing to be part of a

team. Teams will be given a set of ingredients, and they are asked to prepare an

entree, a starch, a vegetable and a sauce of their choice and present the plate wrthin

2 hours. Chefs from the Escoffier Society of Toronto and renowned food critics will

be the acting judges for the event. A maximum of 8 teams will be allowed to

participate on a first come first serve basis. Please negister before October 3
1

, 2005.

E-mail your registration to suman.roy@sodexhoca.com

Chef Suman Roy will train all the teams in basic Culinary Techniques

and Plate Presentation prior to the event

I St Team Prize: $ i 500 in Flex Dollars ($500 each)

2nd Team Prize: $750 in Flex Dollars ($250 each)

FREE DEMO
An artist fronn Ontario Golden Cliefs

will host a live Demo on

Fruit and Vegetable Carving at 7;00pm

Lots of free prizes & Giveaways for audience

* * •

Sodexho
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
students's^o

On February 4, 2005, the Students' Administrative Council (S.A.C.).

held its annual general meeting. At that meeting, questionable

allegations were communicated about Rocco Kusi'Achampong (S.A.C.

president 2002/2003).

S.A.C. in no way endorses the comments that were made and offers its

unqualified apology to Rocco Kusi"Achampong for any hurt and injury

that he may have suffered as a result. We thank Rocco for this service

as S.A.C. President, and for his work within the U of T community.

Once again, we are sorry and wish him well in his future endeavours.

Sincerely,

Paul Bretscher

S.A.C. President 2005/2006

WWW .uoftsac .ca
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Canada's racist reality

Mythology and history so rarely col-

lide as they did with the actions of

Rosa Parks in the winter of 1955. She

refused to give up her seat to a white

mart. The words have been repeated

so many times, they may as well be

"once upon a time." And yet, this is

no fairy tale. Parks really was arrest-

ed, convicted, and fined for sitting on
a bus. She really was living in a time

when skin colour officially dictated

social station. She really was the

symbol of a movement that would

cast its shadow over the rest of the

20th century.

With Parks's passing on October

24th, the civil rights movement was
again making headlines—albeit

in obituary form. The sombre but

glowing reports lauded her courage

and spirit, and gave capsule summa-
ries of the progress our culture has

EDITORIAL ^

made. The implicit self-congratula-

tory tone, the "look how far we've

come"-ness oozed from between the

lines. But if you flipped another few

pages through the front section, you
would not have lost the irony of civil

rights' place in the obits.

On the same day, irrepress-

ibly nauseating photographs of the

Kashechewan First Nation reserve

gave blaring testament to the threat-

ened demise of civil rights. The
water at the site near James Bay is

contaminated with E. coli as a result

of its ill-maintained water treatment

plant. Newspapers printed images

of babies with pus-filled skin burns

and writhing impetigo, toilets over-

flowing with unidentified gunk, and

stovetops cluttered with the pots

needed ever since the boil-water or-

ders for the region went into effect

some five years.

This dire situation in Kasheche-

wan is a result of jurisdictional

haggling. Although the Ontario

government has been aware of the

water treatment issues since 2003,

MP David Ramsay, the minister of

natural resources who also oversees

provincial native affairs, and federal

Indian Affairs Minister Andy Scott

have been locked in a rally-for-serve.

Prime Minister Martin has called the

issue "worrisome," and his govern-

ment sent 1,500 18-litre bottles of wa-

ter to the community per day. Dalton

McGuinty said his government was
ready and willing to help, it's just

that the PM hadn't asked. The grand

chief responsible for the area, in the

meantime, deemed conditions on

the reserve to be "Third World."

Reserve. It's an interesting concept

in this story. Native reserve, water

reserve, reserving our civil rights.

As it stands in 2005, we haven't been

able to reserve the integrity of any of

these things.

Civil rights are due to every citi-

zen of a country. Despite competing

debates over exactly what rights

constitute the canon, it goes without

saying that clean water would num-
ber among the top three no matter

what your conception of the social

contract. The citizens who live on

the Kashechewan reserve have effec-

tively taken a trip back in time, and

are living in the same kind of biased

world Rosa Parks acted out against.

On Tuesday evening the province

of Ontario declared Kashechewan

to be in a state of emergency, and
ordered its evacuation. After a noon-
time phone call from Andy Scott,

David Ramsay sorted out the prov-

ince's duty to act and the country's

duty to put up the cash. How quickly

the evacuation is handled, to what
alternate conditions the community
is moved, and how their home in

Kashechewan is dealt with is yet to

be seen. Why this lunch-hour chat

didn't happen earlier will likely re-

main a mystery.

Still, congratulations to both levels

of government for finally working to-

gether. It's time to stop the haggling,

the finger-pointing, the side-step-

ping, and the feeble water-sending.

Kashechewan needs to reclaim the

basic human rights that the story of

Rosa Parks has come to represent in

our common mythology.

OmarSoliman

In a week marred by natural disas-

ter and yet another federal politi-

cal scandal, there was at least one
thing to cheer about. On October

13th, Independent MP Carolyn

Parrish announced in a letter to

her constituents that she would
not be seeking re-election in the

riding of Mississauga-Erindale. As
a long-time Mississauga resident, I

took in this bit of news with great

pleasure.

SEE 'PARRISH' -ON NEXT PAGE

School does help

eating disorders

Re: Bad Medicine: UofT
Lacks Eating Disorder Educa-
tion, Oct. iTth

This article states that "U of T does
not have a program in place to treat

athletes with eating disorders."

Although the focus of the article was
on student athletes, Student Services

would like to share that there is help

available to ALL students suffer-

ing from disordered eating. Eating

disorders are rarely about the pursuit

of thinness. Rather they are almost

always a manifestation of a deeper

psychological or emotional problem

or set of problems. U of T, through

its Student Services, offers students

a wealth of treatment resources,

including family physicians, regis-

tered nurses, an on-site dietician,

social workers, psychologists, and

psychiatrists. In addition to treat-

ment, the Health Service, Psychiatric

Service, and Counseling and Learning

Skills Service are active in outreach

activities, providing information and

education on a wide variety of health-

related concerns, including eating

and body image issues. See www.
studentservices.utoronto.ca or visit

the Koffler Student Services Build-

ing at 214 College Street for more
information.

Marilyn Van Norman
Director, Student Services

At least smiles are

still free at McG's
I, like most students, would prefer

lower tuition. However, I also believe

that students have to share in the

economic reality that governments

have to balance the competing needs

- LETTERS <

for funds in our society. The actions

taken by the McGuinty government

will positively affect students in a

way that the policies of the previous

provincial governments have not.

Where previous Tory and NDP
governments cut funding to post-

secondary education, the current

government are spending an ad-

ditional $6.2-billlon over five years, 14

per cent more for operating this year

alone. This new money is the single

largest investment in postsecondary

education ever in Ontario.

Access is being improved by mak-

ing $1.5 billion more available for

student aid. For example, grants that

the NDP killed are being reinstated,

and grants provided for up to 32,000

first and second-year students. In

addition, living and related cost

allowances are being increased and

expected parental contributions

lowered.

Tuition was frozen for two years.

This was the first time, on record,

that a provincial government has

frozen tuition. Continuing to freeze

tuition is an unsustainable approach

that will not improve access or qual-

ity. In consultation with student and

other groups, a new tuition frame-

work is being developed. It will result

in a system that improves access

and quality. The new framework will

reflect improved student assistance.

Jennifer Hodgins
VP, University of Toronto Liberals

Rahimi's broken
record
Re: You'll find us in the clubs,

Letters, Oct. 11th

What is it about Sam Rahimi that

makes him always disagree so

strongly with the student body.?

Why does he think it is a problem

that SAC increased clubs fund-

ing by 50% this year? They are

following the campaign promise

students voted for, and somehow
Rahimi would suggest this is

breach of public trust? Rahimi did

not carry out any of the things

he promised to do - isn't that a

greater breach of public trust?

We pay over $60,000 a year as

undergraduates to this "Students

for Barrier-Free Access" which Ra-

himi chairs, and yet there are no fi-

nancial documents or information

about where this money goes on
their website. That is outrageous!

Let's examine the results - 1415

students voted for a clubs levy,

and 31 students voted for Sam Ra-

himi in his unsuccessful bid to be

the Innis Rep on SAC. The students

have spoken.

Melanie Argent

That's futball,

you idiots, futball!

I look back at your sports cover-

age since the beginning of Septem-

ber and wonder why there is so

little on the achievements of the

Varsity Blues men's soccer team.

What you have written is the mini-

mum, with no proper context or

perspective on what this team has

accomplished. Nothing you have

written is likely to get your readers

excited about coming out and sup-

porting this team. Students come
to U of T from all over the world,

and soccer is the game the world

plays. Your coverage is devoted to

the minutiae of the Canadian foot-

ball and ice hockey teams. Wake
up, look out of your window and

see the rest of the world: soccer.

Ross MiLWARD
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PARRISH' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PG

It goes without saying that Par-

rish has continuously embar-
rassed the residents of Missis-

sauga at both the national and
international levels. Her trade-

mark "tell-it-like-it-is" approach
to political affairs was, at best,

undiplomatic, and, at worst, un-

democratic. Ironically, her often-

obscene remarks displayed the

same unjust and unfair attitudes

of the people that she claimed to

be battling against. Hers is a logic

that justifies the use of discrimi-

natory slurs to somehow promote
"justice"—that competing ideolo-

gies of hate can somehow cancel

each other out.

She represented a small, incon-

siderate group of Canadians who
believe that a key element of "Ca-

nadianness" is being anti-Ameri-

can. Still, even after her departure,

this obstinate attitude will survive

unnoticed in the highest echelons

of our federal government.

Her constituents rewarded her

with another mandate in June,

2004, only to see her stomp her

way back into the headlines.

Speaking in November, 2004, on
the re-election of George W. Bush,

Parrish said, "I wouldn't guess

what's next on his agenda, but it's

probably not peace and love." This

kind of rhetoric epitomized her

standard formula of incongruity.

For how could she have possibly

spoken about "peace" and "love"

in the wake of her overtly "un-

peaceful" and "unloving" rants on
everything from missile defense to

Liberal election strategy?

Again in November, 2004, she

claimed, "I do not seek any approv-

als from my leader or my party."

At this stage, she was beginning

to fashion herself as representing

a new, independent-minded, non-
partisan kind of politician. But
that too failed. One wonders, for

example, whether Parrish would
have made these seemingly rebel-

lious remarks if the Martinites had
actually accepted her into their

fold—giving her, say, a low-level

cabinet position or membership
on a parliamentary committee.
Instead, the system of political

patronage obscured her pursuits

from the start, and in the past two
years she has been relegated to the

role of powerless backbencher.
Parrish is a politician who self-

destructed before the eyes of Ca-

nadians, and didn't achieve asingle

piece of positive reform while in of-

fice. 1 say this because her encour-

aging advocacy for the Palestinian

and Arab communities— of which
I am a member—was eventually

underscored by her anti-American

racial slurs. Having worked on Par-

liament Hill as an intern, I found
it easy to see how her off-the-cuff

remarks undermined, rather than

elevated, the legitimate concerns
of these communities. In the realm
of political dialogue, what Canadi-

ans desire is a civil, respectful dis-

course. Parrish let down her con-

stituents by failing to display the

kind of professionalism of which
our Parliament is, at least these

days, in dire need.

The reputation of Mississauga-

Erindale on the national level—in-

deed, Mississauga as a whole

—

will benefit greatly from Parrish's

departure. As for her future, a

rumoured stab at municipal poli-

tics, she would better benefit the

residents of Mississauga if she re-

mained out of the public arena.

The Ka/s/^welcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

Small fish in the big

pond
A SUDBURIAN FIRST-YEAR TESTS THE T DOT'S WATERS

Simon Wozny

There are a lot of assumptions

made about Toronto by the citizens

of a medium-sized rural town like

my hometown of Sudbury, Ontario.

Before coming to U of T, 1 believed

that living in Toronto would help

me realize new heights as a socially

independent adult, and that the

city would be my gateway into un-

paralleled cultural events and op-

portunities.

Not that these assumptions were
necessarily wrong, but the images 1

had of my newfound identity as the

pinnacle of urban sophistication

were, upon retrospection, not com-
pletely realistic. 1 envisioned myself

in a luxurious drawing room, tap-

ping ostentatious wine glasses with

my high-class friends in their high-

class clothes, sitting in high-backed

chairs with a roaring fire playing

light patterns off our glasses. Per-

haps I'd say something clever, and
we'd gently titter behind our hands,

like nineteenth-century capitalists

at a "we're all incredibly wealthy"

party, and drink to our health. Yes,

this was my image of the university,

a concept that in complete sincerity

made up at least half of the reason

1 came.
My parents and perhaps more

I say, Clarence, wasn't that a riveting

discourse In POL 103 today?

level-headed friends had other

—

just as deluded—opinions of what

downtown Toronto life was like.

One widespread opinion in Sudbury

is that Torontonians are simply

dirtier people. This is, of course,

a ridiculous claim—in fact, in To-

ronto I know several people who
take showers at least twice a day.

In Sudbury, I had friends that would

sometimes go for weeks without

bathing simply to see if they could.

"Don't die, okay?" was a phrase I

heard often from friends during my
last week in Sudbury from friends.

Yes, Toronto has a reputation for

danger, but really, Sudbury is just

as perilous. Some of the stranger

wildlife found at College and Spa-

dina at 4 am on a Friday night could

give the rapid animals that roam
Sudbury a run for their money.

After a month, I'd say the true

Toronto lies somewhere in between

the two stereotypes. My initial

conception of Toronto left out the

vulnerability and isolation I felt just

walking down the crowded streets,

especially at first. The city is far

from empty, but that didn't keep

me from feeling alone. And there

is an element of danger. After a

month, I'm still uneasy about walk-

ing the streets alone after dark,

and I'm continually sizing up situ-

ations based on my surroundings.

My friends here do probably dress

with more of an "urban flair," but

conversely have no qualms about

drinking vodka straight from the

bottle.

Though the transition has at

times been challenging, I also feel

like the experience is valuable to my
growth into an independent adult

who can thrive in any environment.

What's a city, anyway? There are

just a few more people here. And as

long as you can find friends to ac-

cept and celebrate your presence in

their lives, and theirs in yours, any-

where can soon become home.
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Name:km "PRINCESS" KOPPEL

Sport: Rugby

Stats: Koppel, a commerce student, describes

himself as the "prettiest guy on the team" and is a

starting flanker in his first year at U of T.

He has lasted the whole season at forward without

sustaining any serious injuries.
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te; PETER JAMIESON

Spoft: Ultimate

5/5te. This PhD student in computer engineering is the captain of

Torontula, U of T's men's ultimate team, and led his squad to a

third-place finish at this year's national championship. Jamieson

spent his undergrad years at the University of Ottawa and is

currently single. Peter notes that he has hazel eyes.

s

/l/a/77e;MONIKACHMIEL ^

\

Sport: Mountain Biking

Stats: This fourth-year chemical engineering

student from Kitchener won four gold medals this

season and was the 2005 University Cup Series

women's champ. Chmiel was also part of last year's

University-Cup-winning squad. She enjoys running

and hiking in her spare time.

toe.- ANDY LAM

Sport: Badminton

Sfete; Andy is a second-year student and has played competitively since

grade41. He was named top rookie last year by his team and has a great

pas,slon for the sport. Lam went to Agincourt Collegiate Institute before

U o^'^and hails from Scarborough.

hotos by KARA DILLON; Text by MATT SOMERS

l^ame: IAN MA

Spo/t.- Swimming

Stats: MacLeod is a fourth-year science double-major from

Mississauga. He is highly decorated, having won six medals at CIS

championships, and was named U of T Male Athlete of the Year last

year. He is captain of the men's swim team and competed f

at the 2005 World University Games.
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Big Brother update

It was announced this week ttiat

a long list of colour laser print-

ers—including models from HP,

Dell, Xerox, Canon, and other pop-
ular printer manufacturers—have

been secretly printing microscopic

codes on every page they print.

The companies have included the

codes, which take the form of a

matrix of yellow dots visible only

under blue light, at the request

of U.S. law enforcement agencies.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation

this week announced that it had
cracked the code by cross-refer-

encing samples of the code taken

from pages mailed in by volunteers.

EFF Staff Technologist Seth David

Schoen said that the codes include

both a serial number unique to the

individual printer, and a timestamp
indicating the time and date the

document was printed. The manu-
facturers and the U.S. Secret Ser-

vice say the codes are used to foil

counterfeiters, but privacy advo-

cates accused the printer firms of

colluding with the government to

invade the privacy of consumers.

-GRAHAM F. SCOTT

Source: The Register, EFF

Indecision 2006

With SAC elections, Canadian

federal and American midterm
elections all just around the corner,

politicians and their ilk ought to

refer to the 2005 edition of a tome
dubbed The Science of Voter Mobili-

zation. Luckily, would-be campaign
managers and political strategists

need go no further than the pages

of The Varsity Science section to get

some ideas on rocking the vote.

Vote winners:

• Phone calls: Non-partisan calls

reminding voters when and where
to vote. They increased voter turn-

out by 3.2 per cent in a field experi-

ment in the 2002 Michigan guberna-

torial elections.

• Door hangers: A quick and cost-

effective way to spread the word. In

the same field experiment, they in-

creased turn-out by 1.2 per cent

—

at an estimated cost of US$23 per

vote. In both cases, the increase in

turn-out was equal for Democrats
and Republicans.

• Wooing Asian Americans: Stat-

isticians say they are not "high-

propensity" voting group. Person-

to-person phone calls are most
effective. They increase turn-out

among Asian Americans by about

3 per cent, at a cost of US$27 per

vote.

Vote neutral:

• Partisan mail and phone calls:

Messages directed to supporters

of either party, meant to fire them
up. Neither was shown to have a

significant persuasion of mobiliza-

tion effect.

• Phone banks: A roomful of tele-

phones staffed by campaign opera-

tives, either paid or volunteers. In

most cases, these have been shown
to have a negligible effect on voter

turn-out. Volunteer phone banks

calling on behalf of a candidate,

however, are somewhat effective at

increasing turn-out.

-MiKEGHENU

Source: Annals of the American

Academy of Political and Social Sci-

ence

When Arabidopsis met Drosophilia

ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY TO RECOMBINE IN DEPARTMENTAL SHAKEUP

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

The reorganization of U of T's

main biological sciences depart-

ments into two new outfits came a

step closer last Friday, as the de-

partment of zoology voted unani-

mously to disestablish itself. The
outcome of a similar vote in the bot-

any department was unclear as the

The Varsity went to press—but that

measure too was expected to pass.

Out of the ashes of the two will

emerge the department of ecology

and evolutionary biology (EEB),

and the department of cell and sys-

tems biology (CSB).

The approval process is not yet

complete, as the matter is due to

come up for Governing Council ap-

proval by early February. Zoology

chair Dr. Robert Baker said he ex-

pects the new departments to come
into being next July.

He added that the reorganiza-

tion will not affect undergraduate

studies, and that, in effect, it will

serve to streamline research efforts

along common lines. "We're no lon-

ger paying attention the taxonomic

differences between animals and
plants—we're focusing more on the

areas of research they are actually

involved in.

"There were more similarities in

research across the departments
of botany [and] zoology than there

were within them," Baker said.

"There's an awful lot of work in cell

and molecular biology in both zool-

A little bit of this, a little bit of that.

ogy and botany."

Those researchers share a lot of

the same equipment and ideas, so

"it made more sense for those peo-

ple to be in the same department."

Dr. Dan Brooks, a parasitologist in

zoology, welcomed the reorganiza-

tion of botany and his department.

Brooks said the idea has been float-

ing around at least as long as he

had been at the university, which is

17 years.

But he worried whether the

shakeup would inconvenience re-

searchers in both departments.

"We have to see to what extent

and how fast the administration

follows through on essential things

like building renovations and mak-

ing lab and office relocations hap-

pen without disrupting research

activities." Brooks commented in

an e-mail.

And there will be plenty of op-

portunity for that. Construction on

the centre for biological timing and
cognition is slated to start in late

November. The facility is a joint ef-

fort between zoology and the psy-

chology department, and, when
open in the summer of 2007, will

add another wing to the Ramsay
Wright zoology building. But it not

yet known how the vibrations and

noise from construction work will

affect researchers running delicate

animal experiments next door.

Also, renovations on the crum-

bling Ramsay Wright building are

due to start within two years, ac-

cording to zoology chair Baker.

"Ultimately we see the new cell and

system biology department being

housed in this building." EEB, mean-

while, would move to the Earth Sci-

ences Centre.

Brooks reckoned that is a prag-

matic move to attract funding to

facilitate the renovation of Ramsay
Wright. "Ramsay Wright needs to

be renovated extensively, and ecol-

ogy and evolution cannot generate

the private and public support (and

therefore funding) necessary."

While EEB may have a higher

research profile at the university,

according to Brooks, "cell and sys-

tems biology represents the area of

research that has the highest pub-

lic visibility and government and

private sector funding."

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Meet Dr. Pain
PHYSIOLOGY PROF WHO DISCOVERED "PAIN GENE" IS NOW UNCOVERING ITS CHRONIC COUSIN

Geoff Allen

New research into the causes of

chronic pain may lead to more ef-

fective medical diagnoses and treat-

ment, according to U of T physiology

professor Michael Salter.

In a field that one specialist de-

scribes as "one of the most exciting

areas in medicine," Salter has made
significant discoveries about how
the body's pain system functions

and what goes amiss to cause chron-

ic pain. For according to the Chronic

Pain Association of Canada, this af-

flicts 18 per cent of Canadians.

Unlike normal acute pain—which

warns us about actual or potential

harm to the body—chronic pain

has no known defensive or helpful

functions. According to a recent

scientific review, chronic pain can

be "intense, unremitting and often

resistant to all currently available

therapies."

It may result from damage to the

central or peripheral nervous sys-

tem, due to surgery, bone compres-

sion in cancer, or other medical con-

ditions. But until recently, its basic

mechanisms have been poorly un-

derstood.

A medical doctor by training, Salt-

er has been doing research at U of T
since 1978. In 2000, he helped found

Salter, the U of T centre for the study

of pain (UTCSP), which he leads.

In 2002, in a paper in the journal

Cell, he identified a a so-called "pain

gene." He showed that the absence

of a gene called DREAM reduced the

sensitivity of mice to pain.

For the understanding he has

brought to the mechanisms of pain,

Salter was elected as a Fellow of the

Royal Society of Canada this year.

Much of his research has focused

on the cellular and molecular means
that transmit pain signals between

the neurons of the dorsal horn (a

part of the spinal cord that process-

es these signals).

According to Salter, a key charac-

teristic of the body's pain system is

neuronal plasticity—the capacity of

neurons to change their function,

chemical profile, or structure. For

neurons do more than simply relay

pain signals through the nervous

system to the brain; they can them-

selves be altered in the transmis-

sion process.

Changes in how the neurons func-

tion can become pathological, caus-

ing pain hypersensitivity.

"Previously it was thought that

the nervous system was a passive

recipient of information. We now
know that that's a very antiquated

view," said Salter.

One of the major discoveries by

Salter and his team is that cells

called glia (from the Greek word
for glue) play an active role in pain

processes following nerve injury.

Originally thought to serve primar-

ily housekeeping functions, glia be-

come active following nerve injuries

and appear to play an important

role in helping neurons transmit

Physiology prof Michael Salter is the eighth U of T prof featured in our series on this

year's batch of Royal Society of Canada inductees.

pain signals. However, the precise

mechanisms that cause glia to affect

neurons in this way remain unclear.

Researchers hope that a better

understanding of the pain system

will lead to new drugs that can tar-

get specific pain mechanisms or

processes.

"There are lots of ideas out there.

The big question is which ones are

going to have a potential for work-

ing," Salter said.

He also noted that better diagno-

ses may help dispel misconceptions

about the nature of pain, as well as

the stigma that can attach to chron-

ic pain sufferers.

"The paradox is that you can

look totally normal but have severe

pain."
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Waste not!
FORESTRY RESEARCHERS ARE FINDING WAYS TO MAKE EACH FELLED TREE GO FATHER—SO WE CAN CHOP FEWER

Sandy Huen

A new wave of environmentally-

minded science—ranging from avia-

tion materials to papermaking—is

breaking into industries, promising

to reduce damage to natural for-

ests.

Two professors at U of T's forestry

department, Drs. Malcolm Camp-
bell and Mohini Sain, are caught up
in this movement, which aims to use

trees more efficiently.

Campbell's aim is "to develop a

mechanistic understanding of how
whole plants function." By identify-

ing genes that dictate a plant's up-

take of carbon, say, it is possible to

enhance trees in economically de-

sirable ways. In other words, we can

fiddle with their genes to enhace
their core competences.

Consider the pulp and paper in-

dustry. Students and businesses

use enormous amounts of fine white

paper But such paper requires the

expenditure of large amounts of

money and energy to remove natu-

ral lignin from wood cellulose.

While cellulose constitutes the

bulk of white paper, lignin is entirely

undesirable. A sort of molecular

glue in trees, lignin is removed, only

to form polychlorinated phenols,

or PCPs, which are released into

the environment. Remaining lignin

is then bleached to produce white

paper.

"It's economically and environ-

mentally costly," said Campbell. "It

would be really desirable if we could

find a way of not only identifying

trees that can fix more carbon, but

when they put that carbon away, it

gets disproportionately channelled

into cellulose as opposed to lignin."

One way of making such trees is

/^emember—Qnhi you can

Another outrage is the number of trees wasted each year by not being used more ef-

fectively. Greener technologies, though, including some that U of T forestry research-

ers are developing, are starting to change that.

by entering promising tree species

into breeding programs. By select-

ing for a favourable trait, trees can

be bred to make more cellulose than

lignin.

Campbell's model assigns func-

tions to forests: some will be farmed

for human use, some will sequester

greenhouse carbon and clean our

air, and others will provide an al-

ternate energy source. Most impor-

tantly, natural forests will remain

undisturbed. The Canadian Forest

Service has adopted this solution to

go toward meeting emissions goals

set by the Kyoto Accord.

"I'll buy that any day of the week
over someone going over the Car-

manah Valley with a chainsaw," said

Campbell.

But there's more than one way to

approach the problem of our dete-

riorating forests and meeting rising

demands for wood. Today, 60 per

cent of the world's wood supply

is used for heating. Mohini Sain,

another tree-lover in the forestry

department, looks to add value to

each tree cut down, so we may save

those still standing.

"Our focus in biomaterials is

based on lignocellulosic materials,

trees, barks," Sain explained. Cel-

lulose, the natural fibre that con-

stitutes much of the useful parts

of wood, is refined down to a micro

and nanofibre. This process can

also be applied to lumber wastes.

The high strength properties of mi-

cro and nanofibres allow them to

incorporate into plastics, without

disparities in performance.

The result is a composite material

for automotive parts, aviation mate-
rials, and food-packaging films that

work just as well, but can be pro-

grammed to biodegrade after use.

Instead of eating up the earth's in-

valuable fossil fuel store by making

plastic, researchers have developed

"BioBest" plastic that comes from

and returns to the earth. "If we can

add value to our natural resources,

then we're not going to take so much
from [them]," said Sain.

Environmentally, bioplastics

cause fewer greenhouse gas emis-

sions, preserve fossil fuels, and add

value to trees. The current problem

involves scaling the industrial pro-

cess up to reap economies of scale.

"We can do it scientifically, but

how can we do it economically?"

asked Sain.

But already, companies around

the world are making use of bio-

degradable composite materials.

Chemical makers Cargill-Dow and

Ingeo derive bioplastic from corn

poly-lactic acid (PLA). Out of these,

they make consumer products as di-

verse as plastic cutlery and duvets

and mattresses.

In Europe and Japan, Mercedes-

Benz and Toyota are making car

doors and parts out of plant materi-

als, like sugar cane, corn PLA, and

flax. Toyota boasts of easy-to-dis-

mantle car parts made out of "Eco-

Plastic" in its new Japanese model,

the Raum.
Home to ten per cent of the

world's forests, Canada's lumber

industry generates billions for our

economy and directly supports the

livelih,oods of thousands. But it is

also an industry that dumps toxins

in our air and water, and threatens

the sustainability of forests.

We now have some tools and mod-
els to tackle these problems. And
Sain, for one, is optimistic: "I think

in the next 50 years we'll be living in

a different society."

Saskatchewan engineering students

soar spaceward—on a sunbeam
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Chalk one up for the engineers.

Two teams of Canadian engineer-

ing students routed a field of five

American teams of privately funded

hobbyists, at the first-ever Space El-

evator Games, held in California last

weekend.

The challenge? Make a device

that pulls itself up a thin ribbon to a

height of 50 metres, at a speed of at

least one metre per second. And oh
yeah, the only power you can use is

a 10,000-watt searchlight, which re-

mains earthbound.

A team of University of Saskatch-

ewan engineers came closest, with

a team from the University of British

Columbia (UBC) taking second. But

no one went home with the $50,000

first prize. But they did show that it

is possible to transmit power over a

beam.
This is of great interest to NASA,

which has set up a series of Centen-

nial Challenges, through which it

aims to tap some less conventional

talent to solve some vexing space-

related engineering problems.

Beamed power is an attractive prop-

osition, because it could make for

spacecraft that don't need to carry

The beam-powered climber built by UBC's team Snowstar advances up the tether dur-

ing NASA's Centennial Challenge competition, held last weekend in California.

a power source around.

And such challenges have pro-

duced results in the past. Last

month, the Grand Challenge com-

petition, set up by DARPA—the

American agency that deals with

advanced military research proj-

ects—produced a winner. Stanford

students went home with a cool

US$2 million, after redesigning a

Volkswagen Touareg to drive itself,

completely unaided, through a 211-

kilometre-long course across Ne-

vada desert. It did so in less than

seven hours.

In designing climbing devices that

harness their power from a light

beam, both Canadian teams looked

to solar cells for help. The University

of Saskatchewan's climber was cov-

ered with a square-metre's worth of

arrays. It only managed to climb to

about 12 metres, but was plagued

with power problems.

"First of all, we weren't getting

enough power," explained Edwin
Zhang, one of the team leaders.

They were allowed to shine another

two searchlights onto their device.

But even then they had a snag.

"Those searchlights had to be ori-

ented at exactly the right angle" in

order to deliver sufficient power to

climb, said Zhang.

That is why Zhang's team couldn't

muster the rate of one metre a sec-

ond. "We weren't going up continu-

ously, we were going up in steps.

"In between steps, there was a lot

of frenzied adjusting going on, with

the searchlight, to get the right an-

gle," he said.

Snowstar, the UBC team, used a

similar design. But they only man-
aged to climb to seven metres.

While team leader Steve Jones ad-

mitted their climber was not as

clean and professional as that of

their Saskatchewan counterparts,

he did have some impressive results

to tout.

They were the only team to suc-

cessfully climb on the first day of

the competition; they were also the

only team that didn't make use of

the additional searchlight. "And we
were given an award 'Most likely to

succeed in 2006'," Jones added.

Both teams worked on shoestring

budgets: UBC's team spent $5,000.

and the Saskatchewan team around
$15,000. "Their initial reaction is a

confused, dazed look," said Zhang.

But eventually, they come around.

The sci-fi vision behind the com-
petition is that of the space elevator:

a long strong tether leading from
the surface of the earth into outer

space. Currently, neither the mate-

rials to build such a tether, nor the

beam-powered climber to traverse

it exist.

But while NASA has little enthusi-

asm for a space elevator, it remains
interested in sending power over a

beam. That's why the competition

is happening again next year; the

prize purse stands at $150,000.

Competition will be stiffer, though,

as both MIT and West Point Acade-
my have thrown their hats into the

ring. But the UBC and Saskatchewan
engineers are already sharpening
their knives.
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Get up and Go!
Frenetic UK indie-popster sextet's dazzling debut finally surfaces on these shores

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

It
seemed like everyone adores

sample-happy Brighton bri-

gade The Go! Team—even

though their effervescent

Thunder, Lightning, Strike

album was only available as a

(pricey) import on this side of the

pond for over a year. And what's

not to like? Judging by their sweat-

drenched (both the band and the

crowd) gig at the beyond-packed

Lee's Palace last July, enough folks

had loaded the Team's cheerleader

indie-pop tunes into their iPods to

fuel a full-on dance party.

The band has since gone on

to sign with the Sony/BMG jug-

gernaut (who recorded the Lee's

show for a future live DVD), which

finally put out the record here this

month. The Varsity caught up with

Go!Team frontman Ian Parton ear-

lier this summer while he was in

London remixing the album for its

North American release.

TABASSUM SIDDIQUI: So even though

The Go! Team is this madcap
collective, the record is actually

your brainchild, isn't it?

IAN PARTON: I wrote all the songs,

but I got people to chip in here and
there, so it wasn't exactly a soli-

tary project or anything like that.

Some of those have gone on to be
in the live thing, but others are

new to the band.

1 really wanted to bring together

people who wouldn't normally be

in bands together—like me and
Sam the guitarist are from an ex-

perimental, noisy guitar back-

ground, and then you've got Ninja,

who's from a hip-hop background.

North London sort of girl, and then

you've got Chi the drummer who's

from Japan, and Silke who's from
Germany... And we've all got sort

of different musical tastes and
such. I didn't really consciously

set out to do that, but it's turned

out quite nicely, and we all kind of

bring different stuff to the music.

IS: So how did you find all these

different musicians, then?

IP: Kind of just luck, really. Ask-

ing around, asking in the market

if anyone knew of any great drum-
mers and found Chi, and the two
lads in the group live in Brighton

where 1 live, and Sam used to be on
this label called Pickled Egg which
I was on in about 2000...

Ninja was the hard one to find—

1

checked out ladies' nights where
people go up on the mic and stuff,

but 1 didn't really find the right

people from that, because it was
all R&B and the kind of stuff I

wanted to get away from. Ninja just

kind of found out about the music
through the Internet, and 1 sent

her a CD and she dug it—one of the

few female rappers who kind of got

it and wanted to do something dif-

ferent.

I think we're kind of unusual

—

it's kind of almost a social experi-

ment, in how different we are as

people. Most bands are kind of

born out of a group of lads who've

been mates in school, maybe,

and want to sound like someone,

so they form a band. Most of the

M^iiiiitiiimfiii^^

Go, Team, Go! L-R: Drummers Chi Tayior-Fukami and Silke Steidinger, bassist Jamie Bell, frontwoman Ninja, guitarist Sam Dook, and

mastermind Ian Parton (with camera)

bands in Britain at the moment
kind of sound the same and look

the same, and swagger around in

a 'how they think a band should

act'-type way. You know, dress

in a certain way, have your hair a

certain way. . . I wanted to try to get

away from that kind of stuff, really.

TS: Thunder, Lightning, Strike

is an intricate web of spliced-to-

gether samples—what was your
process in putting the record to-

gether?

IP: It's a combination of traditional

songwriting and welding together

my ideas with samples from hun-

dreds of tapes I've collected over

the years, and layering the samples
with different chords over them to

make them new. 1 wasn't content

with just having one sample and
looping it, so 1 kind of crammed
together as many ideas without

hopefully getting too confusing.

So it's a combination of live and
found sounds, and blurring it so

you couldn't really tell the differ-

ence. It's sort of a punk production

style meets dance music technol-

ogy, 1 suppose. But 1 tried to get

away from the digital sound by
fucking it up a bit so it's not too

clean and coffeetable-esque.

1 wasn't really trying to make
it sound old or anything— I think

things sound more exciting when
you can hear the cracks, and the

drums are kind of breaking up and
the brass is kind of breaking up...

just so it's not too safe, and there's a

bit of an edge to it—that's what the

Go! Team sound is all about, really.

TS: It seems what listeners are re-

ally connecting with is the pal-

pable energy and infectiousness

of the music.

IP: 1 wanted it to be action-packed,

but I didn't want it to be super-

happy— 1 could have gone a lot

happier, but I do want to try and
get away from the sort of kiddie

associations that the music tends

to be associated with. People

sort of think of cartoons or Sat-

urday-morning TV and stuff like

that—which is fine, but I wanted
it to be action-packed and not

sort of just 'happy.' 1 don't want to

make out like it's vacuous music

or anything, because 1 think some
people associate anything upbeat

and joyous with being vacuous
and disposable, and 1 don't think

that should be the case, really. 1

don't think pouring your heart out

and doing power ballads and be-

ing all earnest necessarily makes
it good music, y'know? (laughs)

TS: It's taking the record some
time to finally be released in

North America thanks to sam-
pling issues (Ed: It finally arrived

in stores this month. See sidebar

review). I hear that even though
you had half a dozen major re-

cord labels courting the band in

the U.S., many were concerned
about dealing with sample clear-

ance.

IP: 1 think it's probably easier to

get away with in England. I think a

lot of the people I've sampled ac-

tually live in America, or there's

more likelihood of it getting

picked up. There's also this suing

culture over there, where people

are suing each other every sec-

ond, y'know? Basically, you can't

release a record in America with

dodgy samples on it; so people

won't do it, they're so paranoid.

TS: Even though the record isn't

even available domestically yet.

The Go! Team still has this rabid

following in North America—how
do you think that's come about?

IP: The record isn't out over there,

it's all import, so I just keep think-

ing, 'How the fuck do people know
about this?' and I really don't

know... I think it's Pitchfork, blog-

ging, word of mouth... I think in

Toronto there seems to be a lot

of word of mouth—once a certain

amount of people have heard it,

they kind of play it to each other

and tip each other off, and I think

that's been happening in Toronto

and the big cities, with pockets of

music fans getting it. We're lucky

as to how it's happened.

The Go! Team plays the

Phoenix this Sunday (Oct. 30).

Sold out.

In music, sampling is the practice

of using a portion of an existing

composition as an element of a

new work. Created by dub DJs

and selectors in Jamaica, sam-
pling broke into mainstream mu-
sic at the end of the 1970's when
The Sugarhill Gang sampled
part of Chic's funky disco romp
"Good Times" and used it as the

backbone of their hip-hop clas-

sic "Rapper's Delight."

The practice proliferated from
there, as it was adopted by such

high-profile avant-garde artists

as Public Enemy ("Public Enemy
Number 1"), Kraftwerk ("The

Man Machine"), David Byrne and
Brian Eno ("My Life in the Bush

of Ghosts") and, um. Vanilla Ice

("Ice Ice Baby").

The use of samples in com-
mercial music has created many
legal issues surrounding owner-
ship of music and forces people

to decide when love, inspiration,

and expression becomes copy-

right infringement and down-
right theft. Some examples of

famous samples and the stories

behind them:

Vanilla Ice - "Ice, Ice
Baby"

Sorry, Mr. Ice, this isn't Baskin

SEE 'SAMPLE' -PG 14

Thunder, Lightning, Strike

Columbia/Sony

Rating: WW:

Fans who feared that the North

American reworking of their

beloved Thunder, Lightning,

Strike—the sample-happy sum-

mer '04 album from UK squad

The Go! Team—would be a

pale version of the original

can breathe easy. The group's

remixed effort signals no great

departure from the earlier Brit-

ish release.

After conquering its home-
land, the six-member band,

fronted by vocalist Ninja and
backed up by two female drum-
mers, naturally set its sights on
the North American market;

but our pesky copyright laws

(see sidebar) forced frontman

Ian Parton to remix much of the

album with different samples,

delaying its New World release

for far too long. Now, Parton's

masterwork is finally out on
store shelves in its reuphol-

stered form.

But don't worry. If you hadn't

been told, you wouldn't even

notice the changes. The same
happy-go-lucky feel that char-

acterized the original is present

in this retooling: still Intact is

that colourful jumble of bright,

cartoony jingles and indiscern-

ible (but who cares?) lyrics.

Front-and-centre is the splash-

ing of funky loops—of throw-

back TV themes, schoolkids

shout-rapping, and strident

trumpet boasts—that made
the original such a winner. And
stili present are the not-so-or-

dinary instruments (is that a

harmonica? a recorder?) that

sent critics scrambling to find

new categories to slot the al-

bum into. Changes? Sure—but

you'd be hard-pressed to find

them.

In fact, with two new songs,

fans of the original might even
prefer this version. "We Just

Won't Be Defeated"—a laid-

back piano/trumpet jam laced

with school-kid rhymes—and
"Hold Yr Terror Close"—

a

delicate, plunky hymn where
vocals (drummer Chi sings

sweetly), rather than instru-

mentation, take centre stage

—

make for an even more potent

and well-rounded rendering of

an already excellent record.

—MALCOLM JOHNSTON
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Zine scene
As the annual Canzine extravaganza approaches, Broken Pencil celebrates a decade of publishing

Jennifer Fabro

VARSITY STAFF

Last month, a little magazine named
Broken Pencil celebrated its tenth

birthday. At its party, it had a yo-

deling psychic, sexual-preference-

quiz nametags, and lots of very hip

literary people with neat glasses

patting the magazine's staff on the

back in congratulations. Consider-

ing the rather strange contents of

the magazine, the event was per-

fectly appropriate.

For a decade now. Broken Pencil

has been a guidebook to navigat-

ing Canada's underground publish-

ing scene. In the beginning, it was
mainly focused on zines, but it has

since grown to include art, music,

books, video, and ezines.

Founding editor Hal Niedzviecki

started the magazine with another

writer named Hilary Clark in 1995,

and says it was essentially born

out of frustration with trying to

spread the word about indepen-

dent writing.

"We decided what we needed
was some kind of bigger magazine

to connect people to all these little

publishing projects, so we said,

'Hey, that should be the thing that

we start,'" Niedzviecki says.

What exactly are these little pub-

lishing projects, you ask? Zines

(pronounced "zeens") can be

many things, but they are always

independently produced, and non
profit. Often they are handmade
using only a photocopier and some
imagination, and they are distrib-

uted mainly by mail—though some
zines are sold in indie bookstores

like Pages and She Said Boom
(don't bother looking for zines at

certain shops that also sell pillows

and their own brand of bottled wa-

ter, though).

Broken Pencil includes feature ar-

ticle, new fiction, comics, excerpts

from other publications, and visual

art, in addition to its essential sec-

tion of zine reviews. Essentially,

it's a zine about zines.

To give readers a better sense of

what zines are, there are several

categories listed in Broken Pencil:

"Variations on the zine include the

comic zine (indie comics), the lit-

zine (literary—poems, fiction, es-

says), the perzine (personal, auto-

brokenpencil

biographical), and the ezine (zines

published only on the internet)."

The problem with zines is that

they are by nature hard to find,

and even harder to find out about.

Broken Pencil's zine reviews solve

that problem—and go a step fur-

ther, telling readers where to mail

their well-concealed bank notes in

order to get zines.

Another Broken Pencil initiative

that is a great help to anyone in-

terested in finding out about self-

publishing is the Broken Pencil

Zine Collection at the Toronto Ref-

erence Library. The collection has

over 600 zines that you can browse
through, as well as back issues of

Broken Pencil itself.

So, why do the people at Broken

Pencil concern themselves so much
with disseminating indie culture?

"There is a monoculture out

there and it's breathing down our

necks: zines and their zinesters

are among the only things keeping

the monster at bay. We're part of

a revolution—a very cute and en-

tertaining revolution," proclaims

Anna Bowness, the magazine's cur-

rent editor.

On their own, most zines hardly

seem revolutionary—they're often

just little collections of poems, sto-

ries, rants, or comics that an indi-

vidual has decided to put together.

But on a larger scale, zines are arti-

facts that represent a subculture of

society in a way that nothing else

does.

"Zines are sweet, honest—some-
times disturbingly honest—little

documents of people's lives, too:

they can convey a kind of intimacy

that no mass-produced or glossy

publication ever pulls off," says

Bowness.

Zines are an easy way for peo-

ple to create something uniquely

their own—all you need is access

to a photocopier and a head full

of thoughts itching to come out.

As such, a lot of zine creators are

young people who don't have any
other avenue for self-expression.

Dan Field, a U of T student and
former zinester, started making his

own zine, smelly fish, when he was
in high school.

"Since grade 9, I would always
go to ska and punk shows, and
one thing that 1 would always see

at shows was a kid selling zines. I

thought it would be fun to do my
own," Field explains. "It really

seemed like a way to express my-

self."

Broken Pencil founder Niedz-

viecki became interested in zines

as an outlet to publish his fiction,

and has since gone on to publish

several novels and short story col-

lections while continuing to act as

BP'S fiction editor.

"For a lot of people [zines] can be

a stepping stone to different kinds

of artistic projects... and for some
people it's something that they al-

ways do," Niedzviecki notes.

As if putting together a quarterly

magazine wasn't enough, the fine

folks at Broken Pencil also offer

an excellent opportunity to expe-

rience the zine community in the

flesh with their annual Canzine fes-

tival of alternative culture, taking

place this year on Sunday at the

Gladstone Hotel.

At the free event (1 to 7 p.m.),

you can check out 150 zines (and

meet their creators) as well as a

mixed bag of indie culture delights,

including live burlesque shows

throughout the day, panel discus-

sions, readings, and underground

film and video. It's the largest

festival of its kind in Canada (and

possibly North America; Canzine

also took place earlier this month
in Vancouver for the first time),

and will be bursting with creative

vibes and goodies. It's also a great

way to buy zines—you don't have

to pay for postage, and the grati-

SEE 'ZINE'-PG 14

TZIGANES
a dancemakers' expression

Evening performances @ 8 PM: October 19\22 & 25 - 29, 2005

Matinee performances @ 2 PM: October 23 & 30, 2005

S20 regular

$17 students
|
seniors

|
cada members

55 Mill street
|
The Cannery Building Studio 313

\
416. 367-1800

|
info@dancemakers.org

A co-production with Harbourfront Centre and The Banff Centre.

The original production of Tziganes was generously supported by Pareto and the Laidlaw Foundation.

Canada Council Con^eti des Arts

for 1)Te Arts du C«)nada

Canadian Patrimoine

Heritage Canadian
torontJartskouncil

Teach English

intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning
Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service
Job Guarantee included
Thousands of Satisfied Students

OxfordSEMINARS
416-924-3240/ 1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

^ "Cheapest & Best
^

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK
March 2000
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***^AMAZING!
mZAW OF OZ BY WAY OF DAVID LYNCH."

Sean Joitlan, CINEFANTASTIQUE

"EYE SCORCHING SCREEN CANDY.
A GORGEOUS EFFECTS-DRIVEN FANTASY FLICK."

-E! ONLINE

""MIRRORMASK IS A STUNNING \TSUAL FEAST OF DESIGN."
•David McDonnell, STA!!LOG

COLLEGE MUSIC

$12
KANYE WEST • WTE REGISTRATION

Includes the singles Diamonds From Sierra Leone
and GoM g/ggarteaturing Janiie Foxx

THE TREWS • HOUSE OF ill FAME

SEAN PAUL 'THE TRINITY

RIHANNA • MUSIC OF THE SUN
Includes Pan De Replay and It's Lovin 'TTatYou Wsnl

KfTUNSTALL • EYE TO THE TRESCOPE

TONYYAYO • TriOUGHTb OF A PREDICATE FELON
G-Unlt soldier Tony Yayo's dcbtil album Includes / Know

You Don't Love Me featuring G-Unit a So Seductive

featuring 50 Cent

The Varsity's turning

125!

To celebrate, we're

throwing an indie-

rock bash at Lee's

Palace on November

26 with The Most

Serene Republic and

Debaser!

For more details

about how you can

get tickets, see Mon-

day's Varsityl

'ZINE'- CONTINUED FROM LAST PG

fication is immediate, instead of

having to wait for them to come in

the mail.

As an interesting sidenote, Bro-

ken Pencil has roots at U of T. Hal

Niedzviecki was once the Review

editor of this fine independent

publication, and BP's production/

design man John Hodgins also got

his start at The Varsity.

"We kind of used The Varsity as

our technical base of operations,

and did all our layout and paste-up

at The Varsity" admits Niedzviecki,

who also drove the paper's deliv-

ery truck at the time.

Flash-forward ten years later,

and their fledgling publishing en-

deavour is now a reliable signpost

in the confusing warren that is in-

die culture. Here's hoping Broken

Pencil will continue to shine a light

on the underground for another

decade to come.

For more details on Canzine
or Broken Pencil, see

brokenpencil.com.

Broken PerJciliom6er (and former Varsity

arts editor!) Hal Niedzviecki in front

of The Varsity's old building during his

campus paper days

'SAMPLE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 12

Robbins, and those samples aren't

free. Now coveted for its ironic

trash appeal, "Ice, Ice Baby" was
once the object of a glamourous,

high-profile legal dispute. The
song, which topped the charts in

1990, was built on a sample from

"Under Pressure," the famous 1981

collaboration between Queen and

David Bowie.

This soon landed the Ice in

some hot legal water, as neither

David Bowie nor Freddie Mercury
were actually credited as authors.

NIGHTIY PARTIES @10pm

WEDNESDAYS
Raw City Grinder & (XI Shannon

[present live Punk/ Metal Rock. Call

for band inlii & limes. COVER

THLRSDAY8
ramous livc-lo-air DJ Owight!

\e» & Retro R(iok/Danc«.

NO CO\jm^

F rTd A YS
UJ Osaze. Altcrnatne ntash-up!

$2 drink specials until

midnight. NO COVER!

S A T L R dTyF
Eat Your Greens. DJs

Trevor & Duncan. The hottest

Brit-pop & Indie Roc k. $.5 CX)VER

SUNDAYS
DJs 0/ & Osa/e. Goth/EBM/

[
Industrial/Classic Alt. Guaranteed

to please. NO COVER! J

349a College Street (at Augusta)

Kensington Market, Toronto

info(i>neutraizone.ca 416-926-1212

Served with a multi-million dollar

copyright infringement lawsuit.

Vanilla kept it cool by heroically

settling out of court for an undis-

closed amount. In 1998, Ice took a

stab at reclaiming the tune when he

remade it into the track "Too Cold"

which appeared on his Christian

nu-metal comeback album Hard
To SivalloLU. If that doesn't get you
into heaven, will anything?

Fun Loving Criminals—
"Scoobie Snacks"

When their happy-go-lucky tale

of a drug-fuelled crime spree lit

up the international rock charts

back in 1995, NYC's FLC found

themselves in a sticky legal situa-

tion. Their cash crop hit "Scoobie
Snacks" was infused with sampled
dialogue bits from Quentin Tar-

antino's films Reservoir Dogs and
Pulp Fiction. Apparently the one-

hit trio had taken one too many
hits off the bong and had failed to

clear the instantly recognizable

soundbites before their first single

exploded on the airwaves.

The result was a legal settlement

that saw the Criminals bestow a

co-author credit upon Tarantino

for "Scoobie Snacks"—possibly

his greatest achievement to date.

The Verve—
"Bittersweet Symphony"

Verve frontman Richard Ashcroft

must have felt at least a little bit-

tersweet when all the royalties

from his band's biggest hit were
handed over to Mick Jagger and
Keith Richards. As it turns out,

1997's "Bittersweet Symphony"
contained an illegal sample taken

from an obscure orchestral cover

recording of the Rolling Stones'

song "The Last Time." The com-
pany that owns the Stones' back
catalogue successfully sued The
Verve for exactly 100 percent of

the song's royalties and insisted

that Jagger and Richards be given

writing credits and publishing

rights. As a result, "Bittersweet

Symphony" appeared in a Nike

commercial against the wishes

of Ashcroft and Co. and prob-

ably bought Keith a new kidney or

two.—JORDAN BIMM

Starting a magazine?
Thinking about it' This intensive two-day workshop covers

everything you need to knov; to do it right, Industry

expert D.B. Scott w/i!l guide you through the treacherous

territory of a magazine start up from business plan to

launch party.

THE CHANG SCHOOL

www.ryerson.ca/ce/StartaMagazine

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

Liposuction

Breast Augmentation

Tumnny Tuck
Gastric Banding

100%
Financing

Available

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

^-—
f

416-221-5554
www.tcclinlc.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yaz nnember of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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Extra! Extra! Read all about it!

Intramurals are back in the pages of The

lars//) ! Every Thursday, The Varsity will

feature an intramural game of the week,

highlighting the cream of the crop from U
of T intramurals for the week to come.

Each week, a game will be previewed

from any sport and any division in the

intramural ranks, followed by a recap of

that game the following Thursday. So keep

your eye on this space for all the best in

intramural action just in time for the fall

season's home stretch.

-MATTVENTRESCA

Wonder women, marvellous

men
U of T has another championship banner

to fly, and also the possibility of more com-

ing soon after a highly successful week of

action. The women's baseball team struck

gold on the weekend, while both soccer

teams look for Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) titles in the coming weeks.

The Blues took home their first Ontario

Intercollegiate Women's Fastpitch Associa-

tion (OIWFA) on Sunday, defeating Ottawa

2-0 in the championship match.

U of T's offence was sparked throughout

the playoffs by Karlene Headley-Cooper,

who went 13 for 19 at the plate on the week-

end. Lisa Kennedy also deserves honour-

able mention, as she pitched a scoreless

final game to lead the Blues to victory.

U of T gets to host the OIWFA playoffs in

2006 as a result of this victory.

U of T's women's soccer team, mean-

while, took the field Wednesday afternoon

in a playoff game against McMaster. The

Blues won 2-1 in a shootout, and will now

play York in the OUA quarter final on Sun-

day afternoon. Laura Arduini scored the

only goal for the Blues in regulation time.

The OUA north division champion

men's soccer team is preparing to take on

Nipissing in Toronto in their OUA quarter

final match. The Blues were crowned divi-

sion champs after defeating York 2-0 last

weekend.

-MATTSOMERS

Guelph Gryphons ground Blues

goalie, goal scorers

Afterstartingtheirseason with two straight

wins, the Varsity Blues women's hockey

team suffered their first loss of the season

Sunday night at Varsity Arena, losing 4-0 at

the hands of the Guelph Gryphons.

Arden Sullivan led the charge for Guelph

with two goals, including the game winner.

Bianca Kitts and Elaine Dumas also tallied

for the Gryphons who were bolstered by a

successful power play, scoring two goals

with the man advantage. The Blues, on the

other hand, could not take advantage of

their six power play opportunities.

Aleisha Lusk recorded the shutout for

Guelph (3-1-1), stopping all of the 28 To-

ronto shots she faced.

The Blues (2-1-0) continue their season

Saturday afternoon when they take on

defending Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) champion Laurier (4-0-0) at 4 pm at

Varsity Arena.

-MV

Bashing the birdie

Last Saturday, the badminton squad con-

tinued their regular season as they faced

the Ryerson Rams at the AC. The Blues

stormed past the Rams 11-2 in dominant

fashion.

The Blues went .5-1 in their singles

matches, as veterans Melissa Nock

and Anca Gaspar remain undefeated in

singles play. Nock beat Ryerson's Karen

Beamish 11-2 , 11-2, and Gaspar schooled

Karen Wung 11-0, 11-1.

In men's singles, Andy Lam won a close

contest 17-16, 1.5-6 against Sherman Lam.

Will Johnson and Calvin Cheng won their

respective matches in straight games as

well.

Doubles action saw just as much deci-

sive play as in the singles matches. The

Blues went 6-1 in men's, women's, and

mixed doubles play.

-PERRY KING

With a win they are in
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Gaining momentum as the season

comes to a close, the men's lacrosse

team (4-4) can cement a postseason

birth with a win in their home game
against Carleton (3-5) Saturday on

Back Campus. The Blues can also host

a playoff game by defeating the Ravens

by a wide enough margin.

Either way, the post-season begins

next Friday.

Coach Wayne Copeland is confident

the team will enter a Baggataway Cup
playoff picture that is "cloudy at best,"

as three teams may finish with identi-

cal records.

"We are peaking at the right mo-
ment," Copeland said. "Our goal is to

continue pressuring the ball in our

end, to make the opposing team make
passes, and force some errors. This

will jump-start our fast-break offence,

which isn't so much one-on-one, but

more of a give-and-go style, with cut-

ters going at the net."

Helping the Blues late in the season

is the return of defenceman Eric Scott.

"He passes well and he helps the

fast break," remarked Copeland. "He

also brings an intense factor to the

team. He wants to win."

Scott joins an improving defensive

half headed by captain John Reid,

whose consistent solid play and vision

is lauded by Copeland. Also helping

the Blues is the continuing maturation

of first-year keeper Bryan Richardson.

The Blues' defensive prowess was

on display last Saturday, as the Blues

defeated Queen's 11-4 here in what

was a must-win-game for both teams.

U of T continued their playoff aspira-

tions with the victory.

Jumping out to a 4-1 lead after the

first quarter, the Blues' stalwart ad-

vantage and man-to-man pressure

defence were too much for the Golden

Gaels.

Exemplifying the Blues' physical

presence was centre midfielder Steve

Hoar, who lost his first two faceoffs,

but then never lost another one. Hoar

used hts 6' 2" frame to repeatedly out-

muscle Queen's defenders for the ball.

"He was our top player," said Cope-

land. "We would almost always have

possession and he set up our short

game and power play. His role is to be

dominant and we expect him to carry

the team."

In the second quarter, after the Gold-

en Gaels struck back to make it 4-2, the

Blues scored three straight goals, at-

tacker Nick Reid scoring the final two

of the half. His second goal came off a

Queen's penalty, as the Blues sprinted

from defence, shuffling passes on the

run until Reid rifled the shot in the bot-

tom right corner of the net, making it

7-2 and effectively ending the game.

//BOOK REVIEW

Not just sentimental

musings

11 a FATHER, « SON, '. I^OM ,jS^OCK_

Matt Zarkzewski

Just in time for the new hockey

season, Tom Allen has published

his third book, a memoir called

The Gift of the Game; a Father, a

Son, and the Wisdom of Hockey.

Though at first one might be

tempted to mock the title by re-

peating it with exaggerated feeling,

it would not be fair to say that the

book is only a sentimental reminis-

cence about how hockey helped to

connect a father with his son. It is

also a successful rendering of the

role that hockey plays in Canadian
communities.

Tom is freshly separated from
his wife. The only thing harder

than telling his son Wesley and his

daughter Melissa that he won't be
living with them anymore is mov-
ing into his new, empty apartment,

wondering how he can still call

himself a parent now that he will

only see his children for a couple

of afternoons a week.

Desperate to maintain a pres-

ence in Wesley's life, he springs at

the opportunity to be an assistant

coach of his son's hockey team.

This is a humorous proposition be-

cause Tom can hardly skate.

Wesley's career is contrasted

against Tom's own struggle to

learn the game. We laugh with Tom
when he, a man in his 40s, relates

the humiliating experience of be-

ing outplayed by 12-year-olds dur-

ing a game of shinny.

We applaud him when he finally

learns how to pass. We cheer with

him when he scores his first goal

for his first beer league team, the

Vultures.

Through the mouths of parents

and coaches that Tom meets along

the way, we also hear addressed
some of the more serious issues

surrounding the game of hockey.

Is hockey inherently violent, and
should we involve our children in

such a sport? Should hitting be in-

troduced earlier or later than it is?

What are the politics involved in

cutting players at higher levels?

Of course, Tom's opinion of

hockey is overwhelmingly good.

His book is full of examples of

hockey keeping families together,

making immigrants feel included

in their new country, and rejuve-

nating poor communities like To-

ronto's Regent Park. If Tom Allen's

book proves one thing, it is that

hockey's centrality in Canadian
culture is not just a myth; it's an

observable fact.

Come play

for our

team
write for sports

sports@th8varsity.ca

Fore score

and just

about a

week ago

MattSomers

SPORTS EDITOR

Tees dotted the field and eyes crossed

the green to watch the Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) golf champi-

onship at Sunningdale Golf & Country

Club from October 17-19. U of T's con-

tingent was swinging for the stars on
this day, but achieved mixed results.

Both teams finished in the top sev-

en in their respective divisions, but

the women's team also managed a

medal. They finished second only to

host Western in the three-day event

and earned silver medals for their ef-

forts.

Bad weather wrought havoc on
golfers all weekend. Rain, clouds, and
high winds caused delays in the tour-

nament and made the course incred-

ibly difficult when play resumed.

The top individual performer on the

Blues women's squad was Jenn Beat-

tie, who finished tied for third with

Guelph's Lisa Boyko. Each of them
racked up 170 points in the champion-

ship, a tournament where the fewest

number of points wins.

Danielle Greene and Beth Evans

also finished in the top ten for U of T,

finishing seventh and tenth respec-

tively. Greene was selected to the first

all-star team for the event, while Beat-

tie and Evans took home second-team

honours.

The men's team, meanwhile, was
not able to capture medals, but still

finished in a respectable seventh place

in a 12-team field. Impressive rookie

Mark Bania led Blues' men's scorers

with a measly 152 points, which was
good enough for a share of ninth place

overall.

Waterloo was crowned men's cham-
pion after amassing a team total of

598 points, 13 points fewer than sec-

ond-place McMaster, and 15 better

than the Ottawa Gee Gees, who took

home bronze medals. Jason Wellings

had the best individual performance,

finishing with 146 points.

The Blues can now sit back and

enjoy a relcixing offseason full of ex-

ams and essays knowing that their

seasons ended quite well. Beattie and
the rest of the women's team will have

medals to shine, while the men's team

will be proud to have outdueled five

strong teams.
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You've always been a high achiever.

bo hove we.
At the Scotiabank Group, we're proud to have received a number of distinctive

awards tor delivering a diverse range of products and services. It's our

unwavenng dedication to customers and employees that help us attract the

brightest and most ambitious to Scotiabank.

If you're committed to excellence, join our team. We offer a variety of

opportunities, a stimulating environment, and rewards for performance. In fact,

we're one of Canada's 50 Best Employers.

Dlscs¥sr our career site and take the Scotiabank 101

Learn more about Scotiabank careers - and enter to win Travel-Anywhere

vouchers valued at $4,000 each, and gift certificates valued at S500 each.
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difference la difference
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Canadian Forces. beneficier d'une

carriere differente

• Engineers dans les Forces

• Physiotherapists canadiennes.

• Social Workers

• Pilots • Ingenieurs

• Doctors • Physiotherapeutes

• Nurses • Travailleurs

• Pharmacists sociaux/

• Naval Officers travailleuses
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To learn more, • Pilotes

contact us today. • Medecins
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HELP WANTED

HIRING $9-$l5/H0UR (PT)

Work flexible hours around your schedule

near where you live! Sales Positions and

Labor Positions. Send resume and cover

letter to varsitywindows@yahoo.ca And

then call 1-888-varCity

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT

REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

82,58,

ANIMAL CARE ATTENDANT WANTED

For part-time position at animal hospital

near U of T. Fax resume attn: Jill C416j .5,37-

3128.

HOW TO WRITE ESSAY, HELP NEEDED

IMMEDIATELY

Hourly rate paid. Call Leya 416-968-4193.

ACCOMMODATIONS

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk. $500 p/m HI-Toronto.

Close to King Stn, Located, In St, Law, Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440,

MISCELLANEOUS

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944-0805,

SERVICE!

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow,

416/539-9443,

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 persession). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance .anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 50% off first visit,

www.baystreetclinicca

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416j

960-9042 www,customessays,com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electroly.sis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%
off first visit.

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS
Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts, Call 416-,59.5-9026 or visit

www3,sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

FORMULA TRAFFIC TICKETS
"We have the winning formula to fight

your tickets," 100% guaranteed service,

save demerit points, lower insurance rates.

Call for free estimate (905) 482-1968,

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE, 416-785-8898,

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM, Phone 905-

335-3192.

Advertise

in the Varsity
ads@thevarsity.ca

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard
Nickelback

* represents

everjiihing that's

wrong with
Canadian rock
music right

now. 55
SEE CONSTANTINES'-PAGE

Vice Records release funkin' punkin

tracks for Halloween hipsters

SEE TRICK' -PG. 7

comment
Dracula and Frankenstein's monster

debate safe-injection sites. Really.

SEE 'SAFE'-PG.5

6 « ;

science

U of T Gairdner Awards applaud weird

Siamese mice and other freaks of

science

SEE GAIRDNER' -PG. 10

red letter

Today is Halloween, an ancient pagan

celebration that has evolved into

an annual festival of commercial

consumption and tooth decay.

history

On October 31, 1517, Martin Luther is

said to have nailed his "95 Theses"

to the door of the Wittenberg Castle

Church, sparking the Reformation.

todo com

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1.8:30 PM
Spoon at The Phoenix. $20.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2. 12 30 PM
George Roter (Engineers Without Borders

co-founder) Lecture at Wallberg Building

roo, 116. Free.

EITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 ¥9L.CXXVi.Na. 19

he Quebec referendum 10 years on

EXPERTS SAY IT COULD HAPPEN AGAIN. SEE STORY, PAGE 2?

Throngs of the walking dead filled the streets (perhaps after a night cramming at Robarts) for the Third Annual Zombie Walk on Oct. 23, lurching along in their search for

braaaaains until they came to Dundas Square, where a rally for "Mothers Opposing Violence" was taking place. The zombies' motor functions remained intact enough to dance

to "Thriller" playing in the square before organizers of the rally pulled the plug.

Days of despair and hope over

humanitarian crises

STEPHEN LEWIS CONDEMNS UN FOR

'COMPLICITY' IN AFRICAN AIDS PANDEMIC

Graham F. Scott

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

"I live in hope," said Stephen Lewis to

a capacity crowd last Friday at Convo-

cation Hall. "But I also live in rage."

Lewis, the 2005 Massey Lecturer,

was giving the last of five cross-coun-

try talks on the AIDS epidemic in Afri-

ca, in a series he titled "Race Against

Time."

"The Millennium Development

Goals will not be reached in Africa,"

Lewis bluntly opened, referring to the

UN plans to halve poverty and dis-

ease by 2015.

"We are in a desperate race against

time, and we're losing. It's simply im-

possible to reduce poverty, hunger,

gender inequality, disease, and death

significantly at their present pace,

and other than the contrapuntal beat

of hyperactive rhetoric, the necessary

acceleration is nowhere evident."

Lewis, a former Canadian ambassa-

dor to the UN, currently serves as the

UN Secretary General's special envoy

for HIV/AIDS in Africa. His dispiriting

experiences formed the basis for his

lecture, which attacked the interna-

tional community for its "heartless

indifference and criminal neglect" to-

ward Africa.

Lewis laid out ten measures that he

said would help to rehabilitate African

nations that have been devastated by
AIDS, ranging from the creation of a

special UN agency for women—who
have been hit hardest by the pan-

demic—to solid commitments from

Western governments to meet aid

pledges of 0.7 per cent of their GNP, to

the creation of an international coali-

tion of social workers to address the

large and growing population of AIDS

orphans.

Lewis saved his most trenchant

and emotional comments for the end

of his talk, when he delved into what

he delicately called "matters of con-

troversy." He accused the UN of self-

censorship, charging that it has re-

frained from criticizing countries and

regimes that have taken inadequate

SEE MASSEY' - PG 3

FOR ONE NEW CAMPUS GROUP CREATING A

U OF T SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

IS AN URGENT NEED

Anas Melhem

VARSITY STAFF

"The Millennium Development Goals

are the big challenge of our genera-

tion, and they can be met in our gen-

eration," said Humanitarian Response

Council director-general Asif Farooq.

The 23-year-old third-year econom-

ics and statistics student helped co-

found the ambitious campus group,

the HRC, because sustainable devel-

opment research is lacking at U of T.

Its mission is to raise awareness and

funds needed to tackle international

issues such as global public health,

poverty reduction, and key ecological

concerns such as environmental deg-

radation.

"U of T publishes nearly the highest

number of research papers annually

in North America, second only to Hcir-

vard. It is a billion-dollar research in-

stitution, but if you look at the material

you find, barely any of it is based on is-

sues that directly impact the develop-

ing world. U of T should be addressing

these concerns," said Farooq.

"Columbia, George Washington Uni-

versity, Harvard and others all have

multiple projects in the developing

world, but in comparison the U of T
has little."

With the help of Professor Jeffrey

Sachs, advisor to the UN Secretary-

General on the Millenium Develop-

ment Goals (MDG), the HRC plans

to lobby the university to create a

SEE 'HRC'-PGS

HOW TO ENJOY HALLOWEEN ALL YEAl

SEE 'WEEN' - PG'
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HART HOUSE

I

PHILOSOPHY CAFE
Join in conversation with Prof. Peter King

"Artificial Intelligence: The Real Thing"

Nov 2 • 2-4pm • East Common Room
BUZZWORD coffee & biscotti - FREE!

The Kalais Trio 1 2noon
Midday Mosaics * Music Room

9pmHip Hop Headz
Open Mike Nite • ArborRoom

Albert Rivera
}azz at Oscars • Arbor Room

9pm

Nov2

Nov3

Nov4

$mmmw mmmmt
The Academic Male Voice Choir

of Helsinki

Directed by Henrik Wikstrom

Nov 6 • 3pnn • Great Hall

HOCKEY NIGHT
at Hart House

The BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room
your SPORTS PUB on campus

Leafs vs. Panthers
Oct 31 • 7:30pm

Sign up for Squash classes and
learn to Golf Clinics from Oct 31

in the Membership Services Office 41 6.978.2447

DROP IN TO FREE FITNESS CLASSES!

November 6-12
Dance of Universal Peace

Raise your hands, lift your feet, and move your spirit

in dances from a variety of spiritual traditions!

Nov 6 • 7pm • Music Room

Film Presentation

Diamonds, Guns and Rice: Sierra Leone

and the Women's IVIovement for Peace
Nov 7 • 1 2 noon • East Common Room

^ \0URSTUD£NTC£NTBEWest Fjitfaoce.
creaf)vib\
concewed

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Dlwali's festival of lights

comes to U of T

This Wednesday, November 2 at 6

p.m., the Hindu Students' Council

will celebrate Diwali at Hart House.

The Council is planning traditional

games and foods for the festival of

lights.

"Diwali is the biggest celebration

of the year for Hindus' all around

the world," said Durgesh Singh, ex-

ecutive of the council, in an email.

The Hindu Students' Council

boasts over 400 members at U of T.

—ALLISON MARTELL

St. Mike's welcomes first

Jewish fellow

Rose Wolfe, a former U of T chancel-

lor, has been named an honorary

fellow at St. Michael's College. She is

the college's first Jewish honorary

fellow, a fact worth mentioning at U
of T's Catholic college.

The first female head of the UJA
Federation of Greater Toronto, Wolfe

raised funds for U of T, helping to en-

dow a professorship and four chairs

in Jewish and Israeli studies. She is

a member of the Order of Canada.

—A.M.

New College hosts

conference on racism

The Annual New College Conference

on Racism and National Conscious-

ness ran all weekend. This year's

theme was "Race, Nation, State

and Racial Profiling" and included

a dozen speakers, mostly graduate

students and professors. Free of

charge, the conference usually at-

tracts over 300 participants, includ-

ing, according to a press release, "a

wide spectrum of social and cultur-

al workers, activists, intellectuals,

artists, writers, students and con-

cerned individuals." —A.M.

UofTfrats Trick-or-Eat'

for charity

Frat houses might symbolize univer-

sitydebauchery, particularlyaround

party-heavy days like Halloween,

but it's not all they're about.

This Halloween, Sigma Chi and
the Alpha Gamma Delta Women's
Fraternity will dress up, but instead

of (or before) partying, they will

head out into the Annex to "Trick-

or-Eat" for food donations. Univer-

sity College, which already partici-

pates annually, will also be hitting

the streets.

The event is a program of Meal
Exchange, which works on campus-
es across the country to combat lo-

cal hunger. In the past three years,

Trick or Eat has raised 424,000

pounds of food. —A.M.

// QUEBEC'S REFERENDUIVI TEN YEARS ON

After ten years, we've learned

we don't know much
CANADA IS UNPREPARED FOR SECOND REFERENDUM, SAYS PANEL

Christine Paglialunga

At a panel discussion at U of T's Rot-

man School of Business last Thursday

to mark the decennial of the Quebec
referendum on sovereignty, the con-

sensus on the question of Canada's

preparedness for a future referendum
was a consistent "1 don't know."

The panel included former Ontario
Premier Bob Rae, law professors

Jean-Frangois Gaudreault-Desbiens

and Sujit Choudry, and Luke Turgeon
of the department of political science.

Each speaker illustrated the unclear

future of Canadian unity from a differ-

ent angle.

Not much has changed in the way
of public and political opinion in the

decade that has passed since Canada
came to the "brink of destruction"

over separatism. Public opinion polls

that show uncertainty over whether
Canada is ready for a second referen-

dum have varied only slightly since

1995, according to a Oct 22 report in

the Globe and Mail.

Turgeon, a PhD candidate, said that

young Quebecers tend to be indiffer-

ent to Canadian federalism. "It's not

as though they are resentful; they just

don't care," he said.

Prof. Gaudreault-Desbiens added
to this by quashing the common ar-

gument that since young Quebecers

are more globally connected, they are

not as susceptible to Quebec separat-

ist nationalism.

"There is no connection between

cosmopolitanism and [the rejection

of] movements of self-determination,"

and that this argument provides a

false sense of security.

On the political front, there has
been little action on the part of fed-

eral or provincial governments since

the last referendum. "Quebec's dissat-

isfactions have not been addressed,

despite the federal government's

openness to asymmetry," said tjaud-

reault-Desbiens.

According to Desbiens, the Clarity

Act, which requires that a secession

question be clearly phrased and de-

fined, has been the only significant

policy reform on the part of the feder-

al government in response to the ref-

erendum, with no positive, proactive

piece of legislation to complement it.

Rae argued that Canada cannot
lose sight of the fundamental other-

ness and sameness that exists within

it. He argued that the best way to ap-

proach provincial dissatisfactions

are through practical policy reforms

that clarify the powers of provincial

governments and their federal coun-
terparts.

"I think that there are a lot of things

that can be done to address the needs

of the country without constitutional

amendment," he said after the panel.

Rather than asking whether we are

prepared for another referendum,

Rae focused on whether or not Ca-

nadians want another referendum.

According to him, Canadians "sim-

ply do not want the country to break

up." The last referendum was hardly

about the destruction of the federa-

tion, he argued, but rather a demand
for an improved relationship between
the federal and the provincial govern-

ments.

Both Turgeon and Gaudreault-Des-

biens, however, attacked the myths
of Canadian and Quebec national-

isms. Turgeon argued that English

Canadians see Quebec nationalism

as aggressive, angry, and even racist,

juxtaposing it against a softer Canadi-

an nationalism that values diversity,

pluralism, and communication.

Professor Gaudreault-DesBiens

added that the Canadian myth of plu-

ralism must be confronted if we want

to address the issues that led to a ref-

erendum ten years ago.

"Canada is tolerant of diversity so

long as it is not deep and it is not po-

litical. . ..Canada is not a community of

communication."

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction

• Breast Augmentation

•Tummy Tucic

• Gastric Banding

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

100%
Financing

Available

Wrinkle removal

Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tccllnic.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yoz member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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•HRC- CONTINUED FROM PGl

sustainable development program to

boost research, with the ultimate goal

of establishing an institute.

Each year the HRC plans to help

raise awareness on a different global

issue.

"This year, we are focusing on ma-

laria in particular, because over 8,000

people die daily of malaria and it's eas-

ily preventable if they have access to

bednets," which kill disease-carrying

mosquitoes.

"They cost seven dollars per net, but

since they don't have the money, they

die. We plan to have a charity fund-

raising dinner later on this year that

will be co-organized by other campus
groups, and we'll use the proceeds to

buy bednets for people in sub-Saha-

ran Africa," said Farooq.

On November 1, the HRC is hosting

an event at Trinity College's Seeley Hall

called "The Challenge of our Genera-

tion," set up to help raise donations for

victims of the South Asia earthquake.

Co-organized by the Hart House De-

bate Club, the International Relations

Society, and the Association of Politi-

cal Science Students, the event will in-

clude a documentary on the MDG, a

debate entitled "Be it resolved that the

G8 Countries should Commit 0.7 per

cent of their GNP and Show Concrete

Effort to Pursue MDG," and a discus-

sion panel including faculty members

Asif Farooq is director-general of the newly-formed student group the Humanitarian

Response Council, which will be hosting a night of debate on the state of humanitarian

aid this Tuesday.

from the political science and econom-
ics departments.

"Many students on campus that I've

talked to believe that G8 countries

shouldn't be responsible for helping

reduce poverty in poor countries be-

cause those are assets that could be

spent on their own populations. That's

a wrong idea, but 1 think both sides

should be represented so students

Ccin make their own decisions.

"Personally, I believe people are in-

terconnected and our lives are interde-

pendent, so the HRC is trying to show

that and bring people together."

As for the HRC's ultimate goal of es-

tablishing a sustainable development

institute, Farooq is optimistic but rec-

ognizes the challenges that lie ahead.

"The HRC has already written a re-

port on a sustainable development

institute including policies and goals

that we've had approved by Professor

Geoffrey Sachs. It's a big project and it

needs a lot of support from high lev-

els at the university, including money
and a commitment to research, but we
think it's worth a try."

MASSEY'- CONTINUED FROMPGl

action.

"One learns, sometimes through

painful experience, that as a UN bu-

reaucrat, it's not always possible to

criticize individual countries without

arousing indignation and anger, not

to mention threats of retaliation,"

Lewis said. "But all of that caution is

thrown to the wind in the presence of

the pandemic.
"1 am personally persuaded that the

toll on society from AIDS, the threat

to the very underpinnings of African

survival, is so intense that the normal

diplomatic proprieties must be aban-

doned. 1 would argue that it's mor-

ally irresponsible to embrace silence

when there's so much at stake."

Lewis criticized a $ 15 billion U.S. aid

program called the President's Emer-

gency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)

because it has excluded several coun-

tries in which AIDS is most acute, like

Swaziland, Malawi, and Lesotho, and

because aid dollars come with the re-

quirement that programs emphasize
abstinence education over condom
use. He also attacked "recalcitrant

African countries" like Zimbabwe,

where Robert Mugabe's government

has disrupted AIDS relief efforts, and

Swaziland, where the polygamist king

builds palaces while 42 per cent of his

adult subjects are infected.

Lewis emotionally compared the

amount now spent annually world-

wide on arms—which will cross the

$1 trillion mark in 2005—with the

amount pledged, but not yet actually

given, by developed nations for AIDS

relief: $50 billion. "The military total

outstrips the human need 20 to one,"

he said. "Can someone please explain

to me our contemporary balance of

virtues?"

"All of us are quiet," Lewis said

hauntingly. "Nary a peep from the UN
family. How is this silence anything

other than complicity?"

\ VIA

V

FLASH YOUR ISIC CARD
Use the ISIC (International Student

Identity Card) to get 55% off

on our full adult Comfort* class

(Economy) fare. Be proud of your

student status. Flash your ISIC!

VIARaflCanajS

THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE COME IN A 6 PAK
Buy three round trip tickets

between the same two stations,

when presenting your ISIC,

and save a whopping SO^/o!

1 888 VIA-RAIL (1 888 842-7245)
S TTY 1 800 268-9503 (hearing inipaifed)

® Registered trademark owned by VIA Rail Canada Inc. VIA Rail Canada

NO CAR PAYMENTS
FOR 2 MONTHS.
TOO BAD YOU CAN'T DO THE SAME WITH

YOUR STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS.
Pontiac G6

Introducing the GM Student Bonus Program

This is how it works. If you're in high school, college or university or a recent graduate of either, you can purchase or lease any

eligible new GM vehicle and we'll make the first two lease or purchase financing payments for you. Sweet. Don't buy auto insurance

before you talk to SmartCoverage." Great rates for young drivers. Call SmartCoverage'" from your GM Dealer and get a no

obligation auto insurance quote. See, an education does open doors. Visit GMStudentBonus.ca for full program details and limitations.^ of GM. ©Copyright 2005 General Motors ol Canada IM.
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Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

i OXFORDSEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

//ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

Enjoy Halloween all year long
Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

The polymorphously perverse pag-

eant that is Halloween has been be-

loved by costumed candy-seekers

young and old as long as there have

been children with magic in their

hearts. But why, you might ask, can't

I enjoy it all year long? The Varsity

says: you can.

Let gawking know-nothings watch-

ing you in the streets be damned

—

Halloween has secrets we need to

unlock every day.

Halloween in tlie workplace

Suggest the idea of Freaky Fridays

in lieu of Casual Fridays on your of-

fice's bulletin board, and watch the

enthusiasm rise.

Don't you love it when that bootyli-

cious secretary comes to work in a

scanty PVC pirate wench costume

she bought last night at the adult

entertainment shop at Yonge and

Wellesley? Don't you love it when
your boss gets drunk and tries it on?

When you come dressed in some
cool costume, like, 1 don't know, Bat-

man, and finally, nobody yells at you

or makes fun of you anymore? Every-

one loves it! Make sure to pitch cos-

tume ideas to your co-workers.

Romantic Halloween

Nothing lets you get close to that

'special someone' like a spooky-

themed Valentine's dinner and

a movie. Share your innermost

thoughts over pumpkin soup, apples

that you've pulled from a bucket of

water with your teeth, and cute little

bat-shaped cookies. Then watch a

movie that's romantic and scary at

the same time, like Ghost. Or Gigli.

Halloween at family time

Weddings and barmitzvahs are

kind of hard to work with, as there's

usually a dress code at the reception

hall the party is at. Have some fun

with this by dressing up as a priest

or a rabbi and seeing how far you
can get with your own ceremony.

Funerals are a bit easier, since

they're already pretty gloomy.

Count Dracula fits in really well, as

he wears all black. It really lightens

the mood if you 'pretend' to bite

Aunt Bess's neck during visitation.

Win an iPod shuffle
or a pair of red socks!

Dental Hygienes Academy inc.

Need Your Teeth

Cleaned?

Bad BreatiiP

Gums SoreP

The condition of your teeth, gums and oral cavity wiU be noted.
Treatment may involve taking X-rays of your teeth, removing tartar,

ijiiproving the health of your gums etc. Treatment is rendered by
slxidents enrolled in our Dental Hygiene Program. Tliey are

supervised by a clinical staff which includes registered dental
hygierusts and dentists. The total cost of ti\e treatment is only $20.00,

payable at tlie first appointment by cash. Visa or Mastercard.

At the first appointment, the patient wiJl have a medical history taken by llie

student and reviewed by an instructor. No treatmeiit will be performed until

the next visit.

Since students are in a learning process, you should expect that any treatment
provided will take longer than in a private office. Also it recjuire.^ several

appointments to succcssfuiiy complete the necessary treatment.

We are located of 461 University Ave., 4th Floor, Toronto, Ontario.
Directly at the St. Patrick (Dundas St.) Subway Station.

Phone: (416) 341-0556 Toll Free: 1-866-666-0481

It's easy. Just corr»plete the entty form below, answer the

TWO questions correctly and drop your entry form at

The Varsity office, 21 Sussex Ave. 2nd floor.

Entry deadline— 3:00 p.m., Thursday, November 3, 2005.

Mflress:

Halloween in times of crisis

Visiting grampa at the hospital

can be even drearier than a funer-

al, so some Halloween dressup fun

is exactly what the doctor ordered.

Bring junior dressed as a cowboy
with his six-shooter and have him
pretend to 'trick-or-treat' at each

patient's bedside. Lord knows a

little jolt is usually all these pen-

sioners need to get a little blood

flowing. The key word is 'pretend'!

And remember, don't thank me

—

pay it forward!

Telephone:

Einari:

Please send me email updates on great
cell phone deals from ShjdentPhones.com.

Here come tte auestions^

1 . The StudentPhones.com store at U of T is located

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

2. (626 + 212) / 2 - 386 ^

Please join us for the draw at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 3, 2005 at

The Varsity office. Winner's names will be announced in The Varsity and at

www.StudentPhones.com

Go Home for the Holidays!

FLIGHTS FROM TORONTO
HALIFAX
(dep 31oct to 30apr

CALGARY
(dcp 14. 15, 18, 19 dec

VANCOUVER
(dep 14-16. 20.21dK

NEW Work Abroad
Brochures Availabie!

ow $98
plus taxes/tees S47.17)

ow$139
plus taxes/fees S55.3SI)

ow$199
plus taxes/rees S59.59)

Bookyour railor

bus trip home for

the holidays!

Fares are aironty. Prices may di^ depending of5 departure/return date. Valid for new bookings onty on

dates vtiijwn. Mow irrfo avaiUbfe Unm iwvel agenL Travel on AC/CI/W}.

Irav*! curs iffowned and operated by the Csnsdtan Federation of Students, fico #i'?2499g

KA KA PA Master of Management
/Vl /Vl lr\ & Professional Accounting

• Designed primarily for non-business undergraduates

• For careers in Management,'Finance and Accounting

• Extremely high co-op and permanent placement

To learn more about the MMPA Program,

attend our information sessions:

Wednesday, November 2, 2005 1 1 :30 am - 1 ;30 pm
Room 1 33, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto

Thursday, November 3, 2005 1 2:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Room 244, Galbraith Building, University of Toronto

www.rotman.utoronto.ca/mmpa

LLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

Noon to 10RM.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

187 CoHege St. (A16) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416)283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905)820-1162

nTRAVELCUTS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts .com

HALF PRICE
BOOK SALE
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Halloween hooliganism

is media sham
Lisa Wong

Here we are at the end of October:

the bringer of spine chilling weather,

exams around the corner, and (of

course) candy. Yes, candy! Ah, such

precious childhood Halloween mem-
ories come flooding back to mind.

But aside from sugar-coated nostalgia

in the making, it seems Halloween is

also teaching children less than noble

qualities.

While we may think that trick-or-

treating is all fun and games, the me-
dia tells us there are deeper social

consequences for these children than

we care to think.

I noted this darker side of Hal-

loween after consulting the ultimate

bringer of knowledge, my trusty side-

kick and companion, the Magic 8-baIl

that is the Yahoo search engine.

I searched for Halloween news re-

ports from the past to see what I could

find. To my surprise, practically every

piece that popped up was either per-

taining to juvenile delinquency or var-

ious mischievous doings: I discovered

everything from theft and vandalism

to poor little dogs being burned alive

in Halloween bonfires.

Even the so-called "reputable"

sources yielded articles linking Hal-

loween to violence and spikes in

"anti-social" behaviour. The BBC

news article titled, "Zero tolerance

of Halloween pranks" stated that "in

the weeks preceding Halloween, calls

to police regarding youths engaging

in anti-social behaviour dramatically

[increased], according to officers."

So, after being brainwashed by this

and many other similar articles, I im-

mediately assumed that there was
indeed an association between Hal-

loween and crime. 1 decided to delve

into this topic further in order to feed

my curiosity. This was when I sought

out professor Ron Gillis, a sociology

professor at the University of Toronto

who specializes in crime and devi-

ance.

After much anticipation, 1 was final-

ly able to get a hold of him and have

a quick chat over a cup of tea. What
1 was expecting out of the interview

was to have him reaffirm my ideas

that Halloween is, in fact, related to

all the horrible things that other news
sources keep going on about. Well, I

was in for a Halloween surprise.

"Part of what Halloween is, is a

mischief thing" commented Gillis. "I

think Halloween is largely fun." While

he acknowledged the darker Celtic

and Druid roots of the day, the expert

on deviance maintains that it is chil-

dren's joy that is now the hallmark of

Halloween.

In response to the reports of illegal

Halloween tricks, Gillis argued that

"people go around stealing stuff all

the time." According to him, these

news pieces were of the same mythol-

ogy that warns us of razorblade-laced

apples: "There's hardly any record of

this. It's mainly a moral panic." The
frequency of the crime/Halloween

articles, he says, is because "news-

casts want to get you listening to the

station or buy newspapers because

it's sensational, almost by definition,

unusual."

Gillis also expressed a concern that

certain people (ahem, the media)

were engaging in moral panic, limit-

ing people from really having much
fun. "What I worry about is [that]

you can have little bits of negativity

that cause people to overreact and

say 'oh, we can't have this anymore!'

And you get rid of a lot of really neat

stuff in doing that." Holidays like New
Year's and Halloween are mostly just

"a time for people to let off steam in a

relatively harmless way."

In other words, we're just panicking

over nothing. So, I'm just going to go

out and have fun. I'll be out there, in

some corner, bingeing on a bag of de-

lectable mini candy treats.

Gillis argued the worst thing that

can happen to your kid on Halloween

is getting a big cavity. So I say, bring

on the cavities!

Raising a glass to our drinking age

J.P. Antonacci

COMMENT CO-EDITOR

Last Friday I had the pleasure of cel-

ebrating my 21st birthday, and in true

Canadian fashion some buddies and I

went out for a beer. This was nothing

terribly novel, but if I'd been celebrat-

ing south of the border, that casual

outing would have been a milestone in

social achievement. Americans look

upon drinking age laws a little differ-

ently than we do, and their policy isn't

doing their young people or society at

large ciny favours.

In wonderfully contradictory Amer-

ican legalese, the National Minimum

Drinking Age Act of 1984 prohibits

"the purchase and public possession

of alcoholic beverages" by "underage

persons," though "the law does not

prohibit persons under 21 (also called

youth or minors) from drinking." So,

south of the border, you can have

your cake, but can't actually eat it.

This law reads like a neo-Puritan

edict banning "immoral" rock'n'roll

music in order to suppress hooligan-

ism in "those darn kids." It is insulting

to say to a young person who has the

legal opportunity to drive, be tried in

an adult court, and pay off a mortgage.

that the powers that be do not trust

him to consume alcohol responsibly

until he is 21.

It's never productive to generalize,

and many studies have concluded

that the vast majority of university-

aged kids in Canada and the US are

level-headed students who enjoy al-

cohol in moderation, if at all. But the

legendary tales of American collegiate

shenanigans—always featuring booze

as a cheap catalyst—seem to me at

least partly inspired by this repres-

sive drinking age policy.

A study by Drs. Ruth C. Engs and

David J. Hanson from Indiana Univer-

sity's psychology department found

that the higher drinking age, insti-

tuted federally in 1987, actually led

to an increase in collegiate drinking.

While acknowledging that "drinking

among college students has been tra-

ditional for decades regardless of the

legal status of their alcohol consump-

tion," the authors found that raising

the minimum age created a reverse

psychology effect, in which students

reacted by asserting their self-control

and flouting the law.

The cat-and-mouse enforcement

game between students and police

seems to be a waste of time. Imagine

trying to sell the American policy in

Europe; the 19-year-oId cop having a

drink at the corner cafe would laugh

at you.

Naturally, the drinking age is in

some ways artificial. Kids can get al-

cohol, and the gifted thespians among

us can, with a half-decent fake, con-

sume it in public places. But setting

the drinking age at 19 assures that

when students hit their academic

stride in their senior years, alcohol

is a regular part of life, in whatever

quantity, and not a magic elixir to be

finally consumed in a pent-up frenzy,

as it can be in the States.

But everyone will eventually be

able to imbibe anyway, so why not

get young people learning how to do

so early? A tolerant attitude towards

drinking ultimately produces more

mature adults, since the sense of re-

sponsibility needed to choose a desig-

nated driver, pre-arrange sleepovers

and take care of those who've over-

indulged—considerations that come

second-nature to Canadian stu-

dents—is one that can be applied to

all areas of life.

A friendly word to Congress from

your sauced-up northern buddies:

just take it easy, eh?

FaaoFF

Safe crack

Is the Toronto city council's 'Safe Crack' program, which

would provide safe environments for crack addicts,

a positive or negative move? Two special Halloween

guests tackle this fraught issue.

We thank ALEX TEPPERMAN for transcribing the debaters'

Monsterese.

Eet must first be said that, despite

being a blood sucker myself, I un-

derstand the anteepathy tooward
state-sponsored drug uuse. But I

also understand the grave eempli-

cations of transmeetable diseas-

eeses. The rates of S.Teee.Deees

are reeeching epeedemic levels

and there must be something
done for our deesenfranchised

ceetizens. Safe drug use programs
have already beeen instituuted

in various Northern Europeean
countries, successfully cutting

down on the rates of transmitted

diseeeses in that reeegion.

Vhat makes our pooor less

vooorthy, less human than the
pooor of Northern Europe or,

for that matter, Vancooouver,
which already hosts safe eeenjec-

tion sites for heroin uusers? Eeef

ve bite the poooor, do they not

bleeed?

Eeet must also be said that sup-

porting safe druug programs ees

not axiomateeecally in support

of druug use. Quite the opposite,

in fact. The creeeation of safe use

programs must be seen as a vay

to reeech out to the drug users, a

tradeetionally enclosed and pri-

vate group, to make the first steps

in ulteemately curing these people

of their dreadful condeetion.

—DRACULA

RRRRGGGHHHRRR... Legisla-

tion begin with preamble "we are

a drug-using society". ..No agree...

Provision in legal code should

make no exception for addicts. ..In

Canada, law built on societal con-

sensus . . .RAAAAAAARRRRRRR. .

.

not right to make certain peo-

ple exempt from law... Such

law not only supplement crack

use...GRR...it encourage it...

GGGRRRAAARRRR!
Studies still beingmade on heahh

benefits, if any...RRRRRRRR...to

'safe crack' sets. ..Crack pipe

non-invasive. . .GGRRHRHRR. . .No

need injection for crack. ..No war-

rant same approach as heroin...

RRGHG...or other intravenous

drug.

Not in. ..GRARRR.. .society's

best interest to. ..RARRR.. .loosen

restriction of crack use. . .RRGGR. .

.

Crack drug of poor.. .Better use of

money to spend. ..GGGRRRGGG...

on social program, improve lot

of poor.. .not to institutionalize...

RARRRRRARRRRRRARRRARRR
R!!!!!!!!!!!!...use of crack. ..Such act

destructive to soul of communi-

ty.. .RRRRRRR... not address real

problem of crack use.

—FRANKENSTEIN'S MONSTER
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s .„»S[TY SCIENCE _
And the winner is. .

.

GAIRDNER INTERNATIONAL AWARDS SEEK OUT THE BEST IN MEDICAL SCIENCE RESEARCH—AND FUTURE NOBELS

October is the month when science

turns the microscope on itself, rec-

ognizing some of the more spectacu-

lar sights along the road of discov-

ery. Sure, there's the Nobel, the top

prize in science, but there's also the

Gairdner.

Each year at U of T, since 1959, the

Gairdner Foundation has recognized

a handful of researchers who have

done influential work in the medical

sciences. And 71 of the 280 winners

between 1959-2004 have gone on to

win (or share) a Nobel Prize.

This year, the Gairdner Founda-

tion recognized the work of six re-

searchers, in three areas: memory,
obesity, and gene silencing. The
six presented their work at a sym-
posium last Thursday, and were
feted at a banquet later that evening.

These are some of their stories.

The ROM and RAM of human

brains

Dr. Brenda Milner is a giant among
Canadian neuroscientists, with a ca-

reer spanning many decades. Fifty

years on, she is still a researcher at

Montreal Neurological Institute and
McGill University.

In the 50s, Milner's work with Dr.

Wilder Penfield showed the role a
part of the brain called the hippo-
campus played in memory. Penfield

had been removing the temporal
lobes of seizure patients to lessen

their symptoms. Although the out-

comes were generally good, remov-
ing the left temporal lobe occasion-

ally resulted in severe memory loss.

A clue as to why this happened
came from patient P.B., who only

experienced memory loss after his

second operation, when the medial

region of his left temporal lobe was
removed. Since this region contains

the hippocampus, Milner and Pen-

field surmised that patients with

memory loss must have had prior

damage to the right hippocampus,

and that removing the left hippo-

campus had left them with no hip-

pocampal function. An autopsy on
P.B. eventually verified this.

Milner and Penfield's findings

caught the attention of Dr. William

Scoville, who had removed sections

of the temporal lobes of a patient

named H.M. The operation had left

H.M. unable to form new long-term

memories, and Milner was invited to

study him.

Through a series of experiments,

Milner demonstrated that H.M. was
in fact capable of certain kinds of

learning. One task, for instance, re-

quired H.M. to draw inside the out-

line of a star while watching his hand
in a mirror. After repeated trials he

made fewer errors, but could never

remember having performed the

task.

In another experiment, H.M. was
shown fragmented drawings, which

were progressively completed un-

til he could recognize the object.

Again, H.M. did not recall seeing

the drawings, but over time he rec-

ognized the objects more quickly.

Through this work, Milner showed
that the brain stores multiple kinds

of memories.

-SABRINAADAMSKI

Dr. Endel Tulving, another re-

nowned neuroscientist, picked up
where Milner left off. Over the last

few decades, he has studied and
described the mind's three main
memory systems: the procedural,

semantic, and episodic.

Procedural memory deals with

the details of executing tasks and
"knowing how." The most primitive

animals rely on this memory for

their survival. General knowledge-
type memories are encompassed
by the semantic memory system. All

higher animals possess the first two
systems, but episodic memory is a

recent, and evolved, addition.

First proposed in 1972, episodic

memory is an extension of knowl-

Laurel and Hardy: top. Compared to your

brain, the silicon-based memory chip

above left is a child's toy. The upward

spiral: the "single-stranded" stairs,

right, resemble a short snippet of RNA.

edge memory that allows one to

parse through temporal events in

subjective time. This "mental time

travel" enables humans to turn back
the clock, to remember past experi-

ences, or to fast forward, to antici-

pate the future. Our self-knowledge

and identity are also closely linked

to episodic memory. The human ad-

aptation of mental time travel—to

advance our survival—is absent in

other animals and human infants,

according to Tulving.

Evidence for separate memory
systems come from human amnesia
patients. Tulving has worked exten-

sively with patient K.C., a human
case of pure episodic amnesia. A
brain injury sustained in a motorcy-
cle accident had deprived K.C. of his

mental time travel abilities, but not

of other cognitive functions involv-

ing procedural and semantic knowl-

edge. The patient could solve word
puzzles, yet not have recollections

of ever completing the task.

Since the discovery of episodic

memory 30 years ago, "great prog-

ress has been made in memory re-

search", said Tulving. He is a U of T
professor emeritus, and researcher
at Rotman Research Institute in To-
ronto.

-WENDY GU

What makes us fat?

According to Gairdner Interna-

tional Award winners Drs. Douglas
Coleman and Jeffrey Friedman, the
answer to the question "to eat or not
to eat" and the obesity phenomenon
can be revealed from a hormone
known as leptin.

Both scientists were key figures in

the understanding and identification

of leptin and how it regulates the
amount of fat stored in the body. At
the Jackson Laboratories in Maine

during the 60s and 70s, Coleman,
a Stratford-born Canadian, discov-

ered a factor that was the metabolic

basis of obesity and diabetes.

Coleman used a method called

parabiosis. Pairs of mice are stitched

together so that they share blood

circulation.

When two strains of "fat" labora-

tory mice—a mouse genetically pre-

disposed for diabetes (db), and one
genetically predisposed for obesity

(ob)—were stitched together, the

db mouse gained weight, whereas
the ob lost its appetite and eventu-

ally starved to death. From such
experiments, Coleman deduced that

the obese mouse must be lacking a

so-called "satiety factor" that con-
trols food consumption. Also, the
diabetes mouse is unable to prop-
erly respond to this "satiety factor,"

increasing its appetite.

Flash forward to Rockefeller Uni-

versity in New York, in 1994. Using
positional cloning, Friedman and his

team identified the mutation respon-
sible for the ob mouse, and named
the gene "leptin," from the Greek
word for "thin." Friedman had put a
name to Coleman's "satiety factor."

Leptin is a hormone secreted from
fat tissues in the body and its func-

tion is to control food intake. This
hormone also "maintains weight
within a range, keeping the organ-
ism from being too heavy or too
thin," said Friedman.

Leptin travels to the hypothala-
mus, telling the brain there is enough
fat being stored. This in turn rewires

the neural circuitry of the brain to

inhibit feeding and to reduce hun-
ger.

While some obese individuals re-

spond well to leptin therapy, most
actually have high levels of leptin

in their bodies. However, these indi-

viduals are unable to put the leptin

to use, so the brain signal to inhibit

feeding is never created.

"Most obesity is a result of leptin

resistance," Friedman explained.

Drug companies are now targeting

the neural transmitter that controls

feeding, hoping to design a therapy

for obese individuals. But perhaps

the most significant contribution of

Coleman and Friedman's work on
leptin is to change public percep-

tions of obesity.

"It establishes there is in fact a

powerful biological basis for obe-

sity," Friedman concluded.

-MANDYLO

Shhh! (What the maraud-

ing virus said to its host's

mRNA.)

To stop a dangerous message, kill

the messengers—or silence them, at

least.

That is the rough idea behind RNA
interference (RNAi), a cell process

that can be used to shut down, or

"silence," the effects of a gene. The
term was coined by Drs. Andrew Fire,

of Stanford University, Craig Mello,

of the University of Massachusetts,

and others, who first described it in

a brief Nature paper in 1988.

Fire and Mello's work shed new
light on the way the immune system
works, and may make possible a new
class of drugs. These would fix prob-

lems that stem from DNA, without

causing changes or damage to the

DNA itself.

For if the double-stranded DNA
contains the master blue print for life,

then RNA, its single-stranded kin, is

its molecular agent that carries out

these instructions. One important

player is so-called messenger RNA
(mRNA), which carries the instruc-

tions for producing proteins—what
living cells need—that they gleaned
from the DNA master plan.

Fire and Mello figured out how to

use an odd sort of RNA, one that is

double-stranded, like DNA, to in-

terfere with the workings of mRNA.
They worked with Caenorhabditis

elegans, a simple kind of worm, and
a favourite among molecular ge-

neticists, who like to tinker with its

genes.

Double-stranded RNA enters the

cell, and gets sliced down the middle

by a type of molecule called (appro-

priately) DICER. Fire explained why
the cell's enzymes chop incoming

RNA into such short ribbons. To
identify a virus, you only need rec-

ognize a small part of it, which can-

not cause harm on its own.

The single-stranded RNA gets

chopped into even shorter pieces,

and makes its way into the nucleus.

Nonetheless, if one of the chopped-

up pieces ends up as the mirror im-

age of a piece of mRNA in the nucle-

us, the two of them lock together.

The mRNA is disabled. No protein is

produced. The gene responsible for

producing that protein is effectively

silenced.

Some types of viruses use RNAi to

fight a cell's anti-viral mechanisms.

If the virus can block the production

of proteins designed to fight it, vic-

tory is assured. So organisms and vi-

ruses are locked in an eternal arms
race. One seeks to interfere with the

workings of its host's mRNA, while

the other tries to throw a spanner

into the invading RNA's works.

-MIKEGHENU
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www.oxfordseminars.com
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Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Halloween conjures up spooky im-
agery of the dark and demented,
but it's all in good fun and general-
ly harmless, right? Not according
to the North American Halloween
Prevention Initiative (NAHPl), a
motley crew made up of some of

the biggest names in indie rock

—

Arcade Fire, Feist, Buck 65, mem-
bers of Sonic Youth and Rilo Kiley,

among others—who're trying to

spread the word that this seem-
ingly innocuous holiday might not
be what it seems.
NAHPls new single, "Do They

Know It's Halloween?" takes aim
at the old Band Aid chestnut, "Do
They Know It's Christmas?" with
an affectionate send-up of the Bob
Geldof-helmed all-star charity
tune recorded 20 years ago.

"Latvia, Laos, Chad, Peru/We
need their help or else we're
through/They don't know the fear

we endure once a year/Do they
know it's Halloween tonight?" the
indie hipsterati sing as they trade
off verses.

The pomposity of the original

sparked the idea for the spoof
(which is being sold as a CD
single with proceeds going to

UNICEF)—Nick Diamonds, front-

man for recently disbanded indie

group Unicorns (he's now head-
ing up a new band, Islands), and
pal Adam GoUner (a former VICE

magazine editor and current New
York Times contributor who's also

in the band Dessert) wrote the

lyrics and music and called on
their industry connections to put

together a star-studded roster to

record the tune.

VICE'S record label loved the

cheekiness of the idea, and got on

board to release the single, while

the artists—from electro-trash

rapper Peaches to Elvira, Mistress

of the Dark—lined up to record

their segments at a studio in L.A.,

or sent in their tracks from the
road.

The result? A delightful mix of

campy and vampy. Kinda sounds
like a certain holiday, doesn't it?

Gollner took some time out from
campaigning about the dangers of

All Hallows' Eve to answer some
questions about "Do They Know
It's Halloween?"
The Varsity: How do you and

Nick know each other, and had
you worked together before on
any projects?

Adam Gollner: Nick and 1 knew
each other from our horseback
riding classes and it just seemed
like a perfect continuation of

those hurdle-jumping and steeple-
chase events for us to try to sur-
mount the obstacles involved in a

benefit song.

V: There are some pretty amaz-
ing artists on the song—how did
you get them to participate?

AG: All 1 can say, in hindsight, is

that it was an elaborate process of

deception and cajolery.

V: With so many artists on
board, how did the recording

process work?
AG: We did it all via carrier pi-

geon—very, very traditionally.

V: I was reading that Feist

helped get Malcolm McLaren, and
even almost... Sting?! How so?

AG: She has magical powers.

Hell, no, they won't gO: Nick Diamonds (L) and Adam Gollner won't be trick-or-treating tonight

V: How much has the single

raised for UNICEF so far?

AG: We'll only know around
Christmas—with online sales,

hopefully $20,000.

V: Any reaction from Sir Bob or

his camp?

AG: 1 heard a rumour that he re-

ally enjoyed it and that he even
wants to collaborate with us on a

new song: "Do They Know It's My
Birthday?"

V: What are you going to be do-

ing this Halloween?

AG: Battling the forces of dark-

ness.

You can listen to the song, read
the lyrics, and buy a copy of
the single at vicerecordings.

com/halloween.

This English course sucks
...BLOOD, THAT IS. CONTINUING STUDIES PROF SINKS HER TEETH INTO THE LITERATURE OF VAMPIRES

Professor Elizabeth Miller gets her

Dracula on

Kyle Huff

For a retired English professor, Eliza-

beth Miller keeps some rather inter-

esting company. In fact, you'll often

find her curled up with a vampire

—

well, at least a novel featuring those

blood-sucking creatures of the night.

You see. Miller teaches a course

called The Literary Vampire at U of T's

School of Continuing Studies. The un-

orthodox class, which focuses wholly

on the study of vampiric lore through

the ages and from across the world,

was offered through the school for

the first time this fall.

After a distinguished career study-

I ing English literature ranging from

I Romanticism to British Gothic, Mill-

S er jumped at the chance to teach a

i course all about vampires, seeing

^ how prevalent they are in the canons

E of writing. And since the course was

S being offered through Continuing

Studies, with no marks, exams, or

credit value, only those with a keen

interest in the subject would likely

sign up.

And indeed, the first batch of stu-

dents taking the course were eager

participants.

"Everyone really enjoyed it," Miller

enthuses. "This is what all classes

should be like."

But why vampires, and how do

you structure an entire class around

them? It's actually not that hard. Mill-

er explains: "Vampires or similar un-

dead creatures exist in most cultures

around the world, with each genera-

tion reinventing them based on their

own social and cultural issues.

"There's only so much you can do
with a werewolf or a Frankenstein, but

vampires possess a certain human
element. Some are truly horrifying

and repulsive, While some are much
more romantic and sympathetic," she

notes.

Miller also points out that vam-

pires allow us to examine ourselves

through them. Vampire tales shine a

light on the dark side of human na-

ture—illuminating the hatred and os-

tracism often faced by 'outsiders.'

Having read Bram Stoker's Dracula

as a young girl. Miller admits that she

did not fully appreciate it for all that it

represented.

"I pretty much read it as just anoth-

er horror story," she recalls. But upon
re-reading it. Miller was fascinated by

the breadth and depth of the story.

She began studying the history of

vampires in literature, to see where
Stoker had garnered his ideas.

It was then that she discovered

there was (despite the widespread

public misconception) no stereotypi-

cal vampire, per se. Though most

people believe that Dracula, the

suave and charming eastern-Euro-

pean count, is the standard, this is in

fact not always so.

"People often see a vampire as a

metaphor for the times in which they

live," Miller explains. Whether it's

Dracula (derived from gentlemanly

19th-century conduct), the world-

weary and decadent Lestat of Anne
Rice's vampire chronicles (who epit-

omizes the MTV generation of the

1980s), or the scheming metrosexual

Deacon Frost of Blade fame (who him-

self was an updated version of an old-

er character), vampires in literature

are often tied to a particular era.

Miller argues that is precisely why
the vampires continue to live on—or

should that be "remain undead"—in

pop culture, because they are able to

transcend the antiquated archetype.

"There will always be another book
or movie [featuring vampires] com-
ing out," she reflects.

With the course now over (it was
a short fall session). Miller is off to

advise the Royal Winnipeg Ballet on
their upcoming production of Dracula,

which she calls "a classic example of

how vampires continue to evolve."

It's not yet known whether The Lit-

erary Vampire will be offered again

next year, but Miller says she would
love to teach it again.

"People love exploring the world of

monsters as it is," she notes, "but vam-
pires are monsters with character."
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Rock of stages
EVEN AS THEIR LABEL BOWS OUT LOCAL LADS MOVE FORWARD WITH THEIR BEST

RELEASE TO DATE

review@thevarsity.ca

Nightime, anytime, they're all right: hometown heroes The Constantines

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

If Niclcelback represents everything

that is wrong with Canadian rock

music right now, then Toronto/

Guelph contingent The Constan-

tines are leading the fight for every-

thing that's right. After exploding

onto the Canadian indie scene with

their self-titled debut in 2001, the

Cons reached new heights of noto-

riety and acclaim in 2003 with their

universally celebrated sophomore
effort, Shine a Light.

Having just unveiled their third

full-length, Tournament of Hearts, the
quintet is poised to launch their Mo-
lotov cocktail of passionate blue-col-

lar post-rock far beyond our rocky
Canadian Shield.

"It was a fun and strange adven-

ture," says singer/guitarist BryWebb
of playing a slew of stadium gigs this

past summer supporting alt-rock

royalty the Foo Fighters. "I was just

amazed at how efficient everything

was and how much money was ac-

tually changing hands," he admits

half-jokingly.

Handpicked by the Foos as the

supporting act for their summer
tour, Webb saw opening amphithe-

atre shows as a great opportunity

to further the Cons' mission to play

as many different kinds of venues as

possible (just to see what happens),

and to convert some of Dave GrohFs
minions at the same time.

Just as Death From Above 1979

were chosen to open for Nine Inch
Nails, and David Bowie and David
Byrne hitched their stars to The Ar-

cade Fire, the fact that the Constan-

tines are now playing stadium shows
is proof that good Canadian music is

impossible for the world to ignore.

"The tour was amazing—people

were really receptive," Webb offers

in his laid-back, matter-of-fact way,

modestly skirting the fact his band
was playing to something like 7,000

people a night. Not bad for a bunch
of ex-hardcore kids from Guelph.

The Constantines have quickly

become one of Canada's most im-

portant rock bands, making sizable

waves in the European and American
indie scenes as well. After releasing

Shine a Light in 2003, the Constan-
tines signed with Sub Pop Records
(home to the likes of Nirvana and
The Shins), one of the largest and
best-known indie labels in America.
At home, the Cons have remained

an integral part of the Three Gut Re-

cords family. Signed over a spaghetti

dinner in 2001, Three Gut offered the

Constantines indie-label freedom

coupled with the meticulous sup-

port, dedication, and practical care

of an extended family. Sadly, Tourna-

ment of Hearts will be the last new
release for Three Gut Records, as its

founders move on to explore other

projects.

"It's a sad sort of honour," laments

Webb. "It's exciting and strange; it's

one more thing that this record is

going to represent."

The Constantines play a
hometown CD release for

Tournament of Hearts at the Opera
House Nov. 2. Tickets ($17.50)
still available from the usual
suspects.

Tournament ofHearts, named after the Ca-

nadian women's curling championship,

and recorded at Toronto's Hallamusic

studio in the winter of 2005, represents a

coming of age for the Cons. No longer do

they scream of urban alienations as they

did on Shine a Ught, nor do they lace their

songs with the razor-sharp noise of "Steal

This Sound" or "Young Offenders."

Tournament is a more calculated, nu-

anced piece, produced with considerable

more polish than its predecessors. The

first track, "Draw Us Lines," builds from

tribal drums, feedback, and a monotone

bassline into a fist-pumping, rocked-out

reply to the Yeah Yeah Yeahs' "Maps."

"Hotline Operator," the album's stron-

gest song, shares its title with a b-side

from the Cons' 2003 Nighttime/Anytime

EP. While the original "Hotline" was a sev-

en-minute psychedelic art-rock experi-

ment best left to hardcore fans, the new

version (which only shares one vocal

line with the original) is a cool tribute to

Toronto's 2003 summer blackout, featur-

ing a killer chorus with backing vocals by

fellow Three Gut family member Gentle-

man Reg.

Fans jonesing for a reprise of Shine

A Light-era material shouldn't get their

hopes too high, although the last 35 sec-

onds of "Good Nurse" sound like they

could have been lifted from some from

an alternate version of "Nighttime/Any-

time."

Clocking in at just under 37 min-

utes. Tournament could have benefit-

ted from the addition of one more ge-

nius track, but regardless, the album
easily stands with the year's best

—JORDAN BIMM
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Notice of Annual General Meeting

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
students'admmistrativecouncil
your students' union • Local 98, Canadian Federation of Students

The Students' Administrative Council,

the students' union representing full-

time undergraduate students at the

University of Toronto, is holding its

annual general membership meeting

on November 18, 2005 in Room 1050
of the Earth Sciences Centre.

AttheAGM, audited financial statements

for 2004-2005 will be presented for

approval. In addition, financial auditors

for 2005-2006 will be proposed for

approval.

The complete audited financial

statements for 2004-2005, and
proposed bylaw changes, can
be found on the web site of the

Students' Administrative Council at:

http://www.uoftsac.ca/
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Sometimes the house

wins

The women's soccer team could

not equal their male counter-

parts in the playoff-victory de-

partment last weekend, as they

fell 3-1 to York in their Ontario

University Athletics (OUA) quar-

ter-final match. Almost 300 rabid

York fans added even more diffi-

culty for the Blues, who could not

overcome the odds.

York's Kristy de Vries opened

the scoring in minute 37 on Sun-

day, and was followed by three

quick goals at the end of the

game. York had tallies from Kyla

Jones and Nicole Burling, and the

Blues lone marker courtesy the

foot of Erin Osborne.

York will now play Queen's in

the OUA semifinal this Saturday.

-MATT SOMERS

Tap tap tap

BOO!!! MUAHAHAHAHHA!!!
-ANONYMOUS

Devilishly good

The women's field hockey team

repeated as OUA champions on

Sunday by defeating the Guelph

Gryphons 3-1 in the final game.

The win earned the Blues a birth

in the Canadian Interuniversity

Sport (CIS) field hockey champi-
onship next weekend in Vancou-
ver.

Guelph will also make the trip,

as the top two OUA teams qualify

for the finals.

Amanda Treacy, Rianna Sterk,

and Shannon Treacy were U of

T's goal-scorers in the contest,

and the lone Guelph goal was
scored by Rachel Hornsby. The
Gryphons were the best team in

the OUA in the regular season,

although the Blues were right be-

hind them.
Two Blues received great hon-

ours just three days prior to the

championship. Superstar Ma-
linda Hapuarachchi was named
OUA player of the year and head
coach Beth All was named coach
of the year.

Five Blues were also named all-

stars for the season. Jackie Dys-

art, Cailie O'Hara, and Samantha
Taylor were named to the first

team; Sarah Goertzen and Shan-

non Treacy were named to the

second squad.

Good luck in Vancouver, ladies.

-MS

You should be scared

Hello, 1 am the Dread Pirate Rob-
erts and I have come for your

SOULS! Right now you are here,

but soon you will not be here!!!

Oh, come on, don't run away!!l

am not such a bad guy deep down
inside. I only hunt souls to pay the

bills, not for the love of piracy.

I would rather be out on a pitch

playing croquet, drinkin' some
bourbon with my friend Jack Dan-

iels, or spending a night at the op-

era with a beautiful companion.
Incidently, 1 am single, ladies.

Imagine a great catch like me be-

ing still on the market. 1 spend

too much time at sea with those

silly boys, me thinks.

Won't someone remember a jol-

ly dread pirate at Halloween this

year? When you are handing out

goodies to the kiddies or plotting

the pillage of a village as a "trick,"

think of me won't you?

-A LONELY SWASHBUCKLER WITH A

GOOD HEART

Y SPORTS sports@thevarsity.ca

Bringing the west to theT Dot
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Rowdy was an appropriate word

to describe the Laker faithful that

made the uncomfortable bus trip to

St. Michael's College School on Sat-

urday afternoon to watch their team

in action. U of T fans at the game

were only slightly less boisterous on

this ideal, sunny October day.

Nipissing and U of T met to com-

pete in the Ontario University Athlet-

ics (OUA) men's soccer quarterfinal

match on the pristine St. Mike's field.

Over 100 fans took in the match and

were treated to an energetic game.

The Blues were the heavy favou-

rite going into Saturday's action.

They finished in first place in the

OUA north division and defeated

Nipissing every time they played in

the regular season. In fact, U of T

had not surrenedered a goal to the

Lakers all season, registering 2-0

and 5-0 shutouts.

Nipissing, in contrast, finished

third in the OUA north with a 3-5-

2 record. Head coach Tony Bitonti

was hoping his squad could pull off

another miracle upset like they had

against Guelph in their first playoff

game, which was Nipissing's first

ever soccer playoff victory.

In the first half it looked as if the

Lakers' luck had finally run out, as U

of T got the only markers in the first

45 minutes. Evan Milward and Sean

Myers were responsible for giving

the Blues a 2-0 half-time advantage.

Bitonti rallied his troops during

the break and his team came out

strong in the second half. Cameron

Culbert was able to convert one

chance into a goal, but Blues keeper

Luciano Lombardi shut the door af-

ter that.

The Blues held on to win the game
2-1 and received a scare from an up-

start Nipissing team that floundered

against U of T in the regular season.

The home side was hoping for a simi-

lar result as the previous two meet-

ings of these squads, which didn't

happen.

Both Blues and Lakers' fans stayed

to cheer their respective teams as

the match ended, with Laker fans

once again being the louder bunch.

A portion of the screams were di-

rected at the game officials as they

came off the field.

One spectator had these choice

words for the zebras: "Nice game,

refs. Good to see U of T had you in

their back pocket."

These remarks were partly in

response to the red card that was

given to third-year Nipissing de-

fender Derek Chamberlain during

the game, leaving the Lakers short a

man for the rest of the match. The

only card the Blues received during

the contest was yellow, and it went

to fourth-year forward—and Blues

goal-scorer—Sean Myers.

The Blues now move on to the

OUA semifinal match on Saturday,

November 5 against Western. West-

ern was undefeated this season,

sporting a nifty 7-0-2 record, and

are the second-ranked soccer team

in the nation. The good news for the

fifth-ranked Blues is that they get to

host the game.

The Lakers and their fans, mean-

while, are now faced with a daunting

bus ride back to North Bay, made

worse by the fact that some of them

thought officiating cost them the

match. What would playoffs be with-

out a little controversy?

The stuff of nightmares
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Thanks to a little research and the

help of the undead wide web, we
were able to put together a list of

some of the spookiest true sports

ever In no particular order here

they are:

1.Redskins predict

presidential election?

A Washington Redskins football

victory in their last game before an

election has meant that the incum-

bent American president will lose

the race in 15 of the last 16 elec-

tions. Baby Bush was the only one

to break that trend. Of all the times

to end the streak...

2. And the award for

strangest sports story

involve a goat is.

A fan named William "Billy Goat"

Sianis tried to bring his pet goat

into game four of the 1945 World

Series, but ushers told him and the

goat to take a hike. On his way out

Sianis said the Cubs would never

win the finals again on his way and

so far his curse has held. That is a

little spooky.

"They didn't win another until the year he was discovered, - Tragically Hip, 50 Mission Cap

3. Death is upon us

Bill Bariiko scored the Stanley Cup-

winning goal in 1951, then died in a

plane crash that summer. His body
was found the year the Toronto Maple

Leafs next won the Stanley Cup, 1962.

I am shivering all over now!!

4. The curse of the Forum

Montreal has not won a Stanley

Cup since they left the Montreal

Forum in 1996, which is the longest

drought in team history. Some say

the ghosts of the Forum are behind

it, but I think the team just sucks.

5. No pictures today,

please

From 2002-2004 the player that

has appeared on the cover of John

Madden NFL Football has spent the

year on the disabled list. Nuts to

this! 1 am outta here!!

Way to spoil the party
Marisse Roco

VARSITY STAFF

The Varsity Blues men's hockey

team hosted the Brock Badgers to

mark the official start of their home
season last Friday. The much-an-

ticipated season opener for men's

hockey ended with disappointment

for Blues fans, though, as Toronto's

faithful went home upset.

The Blues lost a decidedly tough

match to the Brock Badgers 5-2, de-

spite a valiant effort from the home
team. The well-attended, highly

charged crowd eagerly awaited in

vain for a comeback victory from

their heroes.

Both teams responded well to

the fast but even pace of the game
as the first period got underway.

Blues assistant captain Simon Barg

eventually broke the equilibrium

of the match up with an unassisted

fast-break goal at 15:28.

The Badgers responded in kind,

quickly tying the game with a goal

by Josh Bonar. Shots totaled 16-11

that period in favour of Brock.

The most interesting aspect of

the period was provided by the tre-

mendous defensive performance

by both goalies. Brock's Matt Harp-

wood offered some entertainment

to a listless crowd by putting up an

impressive one-handed save.

The second period, however, was
all Badgers. Resounding drum rolls

by intense and enthusiastic Blues

fans would have little effect on
Brock's offence.

Badger's centre Ryan Delmonte
scored the first goal of the period,

which was followed by another

marker one minute later by fellow

Badger centre Brennan Giroux. The
Badgers would go on to score four

goals that period, courtesy of sev-

eral powerplay opportunities pro-

vided by Blues' minor penalties.

Brock's J.J. Martin scored a quick
and bewildering goal toward the

end of the period, prompting one
Blues fan to turn to me and ask,

"What just happened there?" I

could only respond with a shrug
and a shake of my head. Brock's

Josh Bonar subsequently went on

to score another goal to end the

second period.

Fiercely determined, the Blues

returned to face the third period

undaunted. They responded to the

turbulent, fast-paced play of the

Badgers with ferocious intensity.

U of T's near-perfect offensive ex-

ecution and outstanding defensive

play would eventually pay off with

a goal by Blues centre Greg Palka.

Palka scored the only goal of the

period, ending off the chaotic game
with a solid effort.

Despite a disappointing loss on

Friday night, many men's hockey

fans are looking to the future for

better things.
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COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl
Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Students

WMOSAIC

Q ROGERS
Job Opportunity

Are you an energetic individual with

some retail experience and an interest

bt all tilings technology?

Mosaic is launching a new in-store technology experience for the busy Holiday

Season with our client Rogers, a leader in wireless communication. We are

cuaently recruiting for sales oriented individuals with strong communication

skills and outgoing personalities,

In this role you will have the unique opportunity to utilize your people skills,

retail experience and overall make some great money before the Christmas

Seasonl

Interested? Find out more info about this and other great (Vlosaic opportunities

at MosaicJobs.com,

Apply today at www.mosalcjobs.com/rogers

O ROGERS ^?^m

Knowledge is power. Increase yours.

GRADUATE STUDIES at Qi^een's

Where the best get better

Continue your education with us WWW.queenSU.Ca/SgSrQueen's
HI ' UNIVERSITY

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT

REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

82.58.

HOW TO WRITE ESSAY, HELP NEEDED

IMMEDIATELY

Hourly rate paid. Call Leya 416-968-4193.

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk. $500 p/m Hl-Toronto.

Close to King Stn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

PARKING

Excellent spaces, Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reserved 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark

416-944^805.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 persession). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

CLASSIFIEDS
BRIEF & LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History Philosophy PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

WHO SAY'S STUDENTS CAN'T OWN
THEIR OWN HOME

With the help of Isaac Olowolafe, founder

of Dream IVlaker Realty students can now

own a home with no money dn. and with

average credit. Also earn up to 1000 dol-

lars from any referral. Contact me at 416-

715-1053 and let me make your dreams

come true.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

"~
THAILAND TRIPS

— 40 day Exotic Thailand vacation

exploring 5 tropical beaches and a

jungle paradise. It's an unreal trip. Pic-

tures and info @ www.freeandeasy.ca

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in iVlATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-8898.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

VARSITY

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer

COMICS sports@thevarsity.ca

Two years ago, Ontario students won a tuition fee freeze ending ten years of increases that more
than doubled the cost of your education. Premier iVIcGuinty announced that the freeze is over and
tuition fess will be going up - irrespective of the $600 million dollars that the federal government
will be transfering to the provinces for the expressed purpose of tuition fee reductions.

What are we as students going to do about tuition going

November 1 , 2 & 3
Have Your Say

Tell McGuinty What You Think!

a) Should tuition

next year be raised,

reduced, or remain

frozen at the same
level?

b) what action(s)

would you participate

in to keep the tuition

fee freeze?

Polling Stations
St. George Campus - Hours 10am - 4pm
Robarts Library - 130 St. George St - 2nd Floor Lobby
OlSE/UT- 252 Bloor St. W - Lobby
Princess Margaret - 610 University Ave
Medical Science Building - 1 King's College Cr- Lobby
SAC St. George Office - 12 Hart House Cr - Front Desk
GSU St.George Office - 16 Bancroft Ave. - Basement
Italian Studies Department - Brennan Hall, 81 St. Mary St

Sidney Smith - 100 St. George St. - Main Floor Entrance
* APUS Office - 100 St. George St. Rm. 1089 - Open 4pm - 7pm

UTM Campus - Hours 10am - 4pm
North Building - Cafeteria - 3359 Mississauga Rd.

South Building - Outside the Library - 3359 Mississauga Rd.

SAC Office - Student Centre - Rm. 131 - 3359 Mississauga Rd.

*EPUS Office - North Building, NE131B Open 4pm - 7pm

Scarborough Campus 3:30pm - 7pm
H-Wing Kiosk (between Meeting Place and H-Wing)

Graduate Students' Union (GSU) - Local 19 Canadian Federation of Students

Students Administrative Council (SAC) - Local 98 Canadian Federation of Students

Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students (APUS) - Local 97 Canadian Federation of Students
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CHEATSHEET

heard

CC I would

say this all

in Yiddish if 1

could! *

SEE 'ROM' -PAGE

4

SDorts

The Raptors are looking more prey

than predator these days, but it's not

all bad—Nathan Kalman-Lamb looks

for the silver lining

SEE RAPTORS - PG 11

comment
UTSC Sunday exams outrage!

PLUS: lotsa, lotsa letters.

SEE SUNDAY' -PG. 5

science

When these guys say 'clean your

room,' they really mean it.

SEE 'CLEAN' -PG. 9

red letter

November 3 is Culture Day in Japan;

it was originally "Emperor's day,"

but was changed after the empire's

defeat in World War Two.

history

On November 3, 1838, the first issue

of The Times of India was published;

it is now the largest English-language

broadsheet newspaper in the world.

todo com

NOVEMBER 5-12. 7:30 PM
Opera Atelier's Armide at Elgin Theatre.

Student tickets $20 at Elgin box office.

SATUfiOAY. NOVEMBER 5, 6 PM
Bif Naked at the Phoenix. $20.

TOWERING 'NO
ROM'S PROPOSED CONDO TOWER HAS LOCALS MAD AS HELL

Community members sent a clear message
to Royal Ontario Museum directors Tuesday
night: a luxury condo sandwiched between
U of T and the Royal Ontario Museum is not

wanted in their backyard.

In a heated meeting held at U of T's Me-
chanical Engineering Building, residents

and U of T representatives angrily voiced

criticisms of the proposed 46-storey tower

to be built on the site of the closed McLaugh-
lin Planetarium.

"There is virtually unanimous opposition

to the luxury condo proposal," said SAC
vice-president Jen Hassum amid excited

cheers. Presidents of the Victoria College

Students' Administrative Council, the UC
Literary and Athletic Society, the Music Un-

dergraduate Association, and others also

spoke out against the plans, which they say

would increase property costs and traffic,

and are simply inappropriate for a cultural

and educational district.

The faculty of music, which is located

next to the ROM on Bloor St. West, released

a statement Monday morning of their op-

position to the tower, which they worried

would overshadow their three-storey build-

ing.

"I am totally opposed to the development

and will cancel my longstanding member-
ship at ROM in protest," said one music pa-

tron.

The chief architect of the project, Brian

Brisbin of Graywood Developments Ltd.,

who attempted to speak over boos and
catcalls from the audience, described the

proposed condo as a symbol that "people

would point to and say, 'That's where the

cultural district is.'"

The area is currently zoned for institu-

tional use only, and the meeting with resi-

dents was part of the process necessary to

change it to allow a mixed residential build-

ing— it would include 35,000 square feet of

gallery space—a change many in the com-
munity worry would open the floodgates to

other, similar developments in the area.

"Are we not establishing a precedent for

new 40- or 50-storey buildings built in the

SEE 'R0M'-PG4
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Day of

unrest

TENSION RISES AT

UTSC OVER SUNDAY

EXAMS

Sabrina Singh

SATELLITE CAMPUS BUREAU CHIEF

UTSC students are using an online

forum to voice their dissent over

a recent decision of the Academic
Committee to-start scheduling final

exams on Sundays.

Due to a recent increase in stu-

dent enrolment and a loss of space

suitable for exams, the college de-

cided it was their only option on

October U.

"We are short of space. We all

know that. Additionally, we have

been building better lecture halls.

// COAST GUARDS

In a sea of indie bands, sometimes you just have to look towards The Coast. Think you don't have enough hours in the day?

(From L-R) Singer/bassist Luke Melchoirre, singer/guitarist Ben Spurr (of Kars/fy associate news editor fame), drummer

Jordan Melchoirre and guitarist Ian Fosbery juggle school (they go to U of T and Ryerson), day jobs, and rock'n'roll with ease.

Theyll be playing their atmospheric anthems at the Bright Lights festival at the Distillery District this weekend. We think you

should go see them. For more about the band, see Pg. 6.

SEE SUNDAY - PG

4
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// NEWS IN BRIEF

TAs to hold strike vote Nov.

30

CUPE Local 3902 Unit 1, which rep-

resents over 5,000 TAs, student

instructors, lab demonstrators,

and invigilators, has called a strike

vote.

Barring an agreement, the vote

will be held from November 30 to

December 6. The union says it is

looking for "a better financial offer,"

and objects particularly to the way
that graduate students are funded

through TA work.

"Teaching is real work and teach-

ing pay should not be treated as

funding. And funding to help stu-

dents deal with skyrocketing fees

should be real funding, not work-

fare," said Archana Rampure, chair

of the local.

It is not clear whether a strike

would disrupt December exams.
—ALLISON MARTELL

Walk to help quake victims

this Saturday

On November 6, U of T students

and others will participate in a

"Walk for Relief" to raise funds

for UNICEF Canada. The event in-

volves eight student organizations,

including the South Asian Alliance

and SAC. They hope to help those

affected by the devastating earth-

quake that struck parts of India,

Pakistan, and Afghanistan on Oc-

tober 8.

"All children in the affected areas

are in danger due to hunger, cold,

trauma, and increased vulnerabil-

ity to illness," says a notice on the

South Asian Alliance's website.

—A.M.

MSA devises another way

to donate this Ramadan
On Monday, non-Muslims at the Uni-

versity of Toronto joined Muslim stu-

dents fasting for Ramadan. The event,

organized by the Muslim Students' As-

sociation, raised money through spon-

sors for the Daily Bread Food Bank.

Participants gathered for /'/tor, a

dinner to break the fast, and listened

to talks about hunger as well as the

meaning of Ramadan.—A.M.

Cellular research building

opens its doors

This afternoon, the University of

Toronto officially opened the new Ter-

I

rence Donnelly Centre for Cellular and

j

Biomolecular Research. The College

j

St. centre brings together researchers

!
from several faculties in a laboratory

and teaching facilities. The 20,550-

square metre building cost $105 mil-

lion,—A.M.

Utoronto.ca relaunches, Is

less crappy

U of T's main website, utoronto.ca,

switched over to its new design on

Wednesday, bringing a host of design

and usability improvements with it.

The old website was widely reviled for

its profound ugliness and near-total

uselessness, especially when it came
to the site's search function. The new
utoronto.ca site has a search engine

powered by. Google software, making

it more accurate and simpler to use.

There are also direct links to U of T
maps, a clearer navigational structure,

and a less cluttered design. Welcome
to 20th century web design.

-GRAHAM F. SCOTT

Men's Hairstyling
We are Professional in Old & New Bartering Techniques

VISA
"Open Saturdays"

56 Wellesley St. (at Bay)

416-922-8944

RlSPONSlBU

Gambling

Council

I

Work on Campus-Earn $10/hour!

The Responsible Gambling Council (RGC) is looking for students with

great interpersonal skills to assist with Know the Score, an interactive

awareness program designed to prevent gambling-related problems

among young adults.

The program will visit University of Toronto St. George Campus from

November 14-17. Students must be available to attend a paid

training session on Sundoy, November 13th from 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Apply online before November H, 2005 at wvAv.knowthescore.ca/on/jobs.cfm

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us^

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

MSA offshoot extends

a helping hand
STUDENTS FOR WORLD JUSTICE RAISE FUNDS ON CAMPUS DURING

RAMADAN TO SPONSOR ORPHANS ABROAD

Malcolm Johnston

VARSITY STAFF

Last year, Students for World Justice

(SWJ), a subcommittee of U of T's

Muslim Students' Association, raised

$36,000 to sponsor orphaned chil-

dren around the world. Most impres-

sive, though, is that they raised that

amount in only one month—the holy

month of Ramadan.
Donation boxes in hand, SWJ has

been raising funds on campus for the

orphans, often dollar by dollar. But

though the group's means are mod-
est, its results have been anything

but.

The effort, which began as an in-

formal project by Farhan Asrar, now
the head coordinator of the program,

has grown exponentially over its

three-year run. Starting with seven

orphans in its first year, the program

now sponsors 88—and counting.

"Our goal is to maintain and man-

age the number we have, then ex-

pand," Asrar said. For the current

drive that's now under way (that will

continue even after Ramadan ends

with the Eid-ul-Fitr celebration this

week), the group has its sights set on

raising enough money to sponsor 120

orphans.

But ultimately, the future of the

drive is in the hands of its donors.

Students from the MSA, Asrar ex-

plained, make up the bulk of the do-

nor pool and generally donate during

iftars, meals that break the fast each

evening during Ramadan. These free

Teach English
Worliiwide!

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over25,(X)0 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

In 85 Countries

mxMt Study In-Class, Online

:-=L iJ or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mon & Tues @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

888-270-2941

.A

A sampling of sponsorstiip letters details the plight of orphaned children from any of

13 countries around the world. To date, the Students for World Justice has raised over

$50,000 for the cause.

meals, hosted on campus by the

MSA, present an excellent opportu-

nity to get word out about the spon-

sorship program and to raise funds.

Coordinators like Asrar move among
the tables, donation boxes in hand,

explaining the cause and collecting

money.

"Even if someone gives one dol-

lar—every little bit helps," Asrar said.

[In making] donations—be they large

or small—we are doing something

positive."

Ramadan itself plays a major part

in the fundraising effort. Islam's holy

month is a time of particular obedi-

ence to God, when community sup-

port among Muslims is especially

encouraged. In that spirit, SWJ calls

on its fellow Muslims to help those in

need around the world.

But though religion plays a cen-

tral role in the fundraising effort, the

group does not sponsor Muslims

exclusively; SWT's goal is simply to

help out those in need, regardless of

religion or race. By the same token,

non-Muslims at U of T are welcome
to donate.

The money raised provides food,

shelter, and education for the or-

phans, who live in 13 different coun-

tries worldwide, including Sierra Le-

one, Pakistan, India, Kashmir, Bosnia,

Somalia, and Kenya. The SWJ is able

to stay updated on their sponsorships

through the letters and pictures they

receive from the orphans.

One letter from a young boy reads:

"I have diabetes and 1 use insulin. I

would like to have my own home and

my own room. I would like to thank

you for your donation which is very

helpful to me. I hope Allah will give

you everything the best in your life."

Another details the life of a young boy
from Sierra Leone whose father was
killed by rebels. In Bosnia, Dzonlic,

who is anemic and diabetic, cannot

return home because her house has

been destroyed.

Nuzhat Khurshid, external coordi-

nator for the program, feels that U of

T students are in a unique position to

help these and other orphans.
"1 think it's especially important for

students here to participate in this

program because, sitting in a world-

class institution where we have the

privilege of learning about the condi-

tions in other parts of the world, we
have an obligation to help in whatever

way we can," she said.

To donate or to get involved in the

orphan sponsorship program,
visit http://muslim.sa.utoronto.

ca or call 416-946-7788. Donations

will be accepted even after

Ramadan ends this week.

e)djjron TO

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

422 College St., E of Bathurst

Open 4pm to 2am everyday

1130AM.-10:30RM.

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/safirontree

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

Aatss from Hospital for Sick Cttildren
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//HALLOWEEN FUN

Give us something

good to eat
FRATS, COLLEGES TRICK-OR-EAT' TO FEED THE HUNGRY

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

When U of T student volunteers

banded together in small groups on
Monday to trick-or-treat in costume,

they weren't seeking candy.

Instead, they were collecting non-

perishable food items for local char-

ities, such as the Daily Bread Food
Bank and The Community Food
Room.
The Sigma Chi and Alpha Gamma

Delta fraternities, and Woodsworth
and University College students,

joined forces for the effort, meant to

fill food bank coffers in the dry sea-

son between Thanksgiving and the

holiday season, when people tradi-

tionally donate.

The event, called Trick-or-Eat, is

part of the Meal Exchange initiative

of the same name, and is by far its

most successful program, with ap-

proximately five thousand students

from 34 post-secondary campuses
across Canada participating on Hal-

loween.

Last year, the program was able

to collect 218,000 pounds of dona-

tions, which translated into 87,200

meals for the hungry. This year

Meal Exchange has raised the bar,

with a goal of $100,000 in donations,

and 120,000 meals.

"The Meal Exchange organization

has developed a reputation as a lead-

ing youth-focused national charity.

Their ability to engage young adults,

capture the energy and creativity of

youth and motivate students to be

active in their community is unri-

valled," says Alpha Gamma Delta's

campus relations advisor, Chantal

Coulen, in a press release.

Meal Exchange also runs the

Skip a Meal program, which allows

students to donate from their own
university meal plans, and Clear the

Shelves, which allows for the dona-

tion of excess goods accumulated

over the school year.

Each night last week, a differ-

ent group went door to door in

the community handing out flyers

which asked citizens to "Help Scare

Up Some Food," and have it ready

for pick-up on Halloween. Meal

Exchange campus advisor Dave

Kranenburg notes the importance

of this advance advertising.

"Since they are aware of the event,

even people who may not partici-

pate in Halloween will leave out a

bag for us to pick up."

The groups met up in the early

evening Monday and set out to gath-

er donations from houses in the An-

nex area. Following the collection of

food, student volunteers got to rest

and reward themselves at the after-

event thank you party.

Though the numbers are not yet

official, students from the Sigma
Chi and Alpha Gamma Delta frats

report that their group gathered ap-

proximately eight carloads or 1,000

pounds of food. The national num-
bers were placed at approximately

$300,000 worth of food.

"[It's been] a great way for stu-

dents to get involved. Poverty still

exists in Toronto and it's growing

if anything," said Jerome Ngyen of

The Community Food Room. "Trick-

or-Eat is bridging the gap [in dona-

tions] between [the holidays]."

S
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week. NocHtto 10P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

UNDERGRADUATES!!!!
Interested in Graduate Studies and
Summer Student Positions in

Interdisciplinary Medical Research?

Join us for our Department of Medical Biophysics Open House for

prospective graduate and summer students.

Potential areas of research;

> Molecular Genetics of Cancers
> Cellular & Molecular Biology
> Medical Physics & Imaging
> Molecular & Structural Biology

When? Saturday, November 12. 2005 . from 9:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

with a welcome presentation at 1G;00 a m.

Where? Ontario Cancer Institute/Princess Margaret Hospital

(OCI/PMH), 610 University Avenue, 7* Floor Atrium, Toronto, Ont.

Visit the various booths set up by labs, meet Professors, Post-

Doctora! Fellows and Graduate Students for informal discussions,

and tour the research facilities.

For more information, please visit our website at

http://medbio.utoronto.ca

Free Admission * Free Lunch * On-Site Registration

sponsored by the Dept of Medical Biophysics at the University of

Toronto in conjunction with the Research Divisions of the Ontario Cancer
Institute (Princess Margaret Hospital) and the Sunnybrook & Women's
College Health Sciences Centre

Come Celebrate the Arts at

the University of Toronto

1/ V

Members of the University community

are invited

to attend a Celebration of the Arts,

co-hosted by

Rose Patten,
Chair of the Governing Council

David Naylor,
President

Sunday, November 6, 2005 2:00 p.m.

MacMillan Theatre. Faculty of Music

Edward Johnson Building

80 Queen's Park

Complimentary tickets are available through

the Box Office at

(416) 978-3744 or

boxoffice.music@utoronto.ca

m UNlVERSlTYo/TORONTO

INSTALLATION OF THE PRESIDENT

Members of the University community are invited

to attend the installation of

David Naylor
as the 15th President of the University of Toronto

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2005

2:30 p.m. Convocation Hall

Tickets are available at the following locations

beginning October 3 1 , 2005:

THE NONA MACDONALD VISITORS CENTRE

25 King's College Circle, St. George Campus

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT

Room 3134, South Building

University of Toronto at Mississauga

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Student Centre Room SL- 1 57

University of Toronto at Scarborough
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SUNDAY' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

[and] the thing is that good lecture

hails actually make bad examina-

tion rooms, and vice versa," said

Jeff Rybak, the Scarborough Cam-
pus Student Union's vice president

of academics, on the forum.

Several options were debated by

the Board of Directors, including in-

creasing the number of exam slots

per day from three to four or filling

exam rooms to capacity. But ac-

cording to Rybak the only two fea-

sible options were to extend exam
days to include Sundays, or extend

the academic calendar.

That would have meant start-

ing classes earlier in September,

a shorter reading week, or having

fewer days between the last day of

classes and exam days. Although

students overwhelmingly support-

ed extending the calendar year, the

motion ultimately failed and the

Sunday exams option, favoured by

faculty, was chosen.

"From among a variety of poor

choices [the school is] most able

to live with Sunday exams," said

Rybak.

Scarborough's faculty was strong-

ly opposed to filling exam rooms to

capacity because it would make in-

vigilation difficult.

"One professor even said he'd

sooner invigilate an exam at 2 a.m.

than deal with the instances of

cheating that would be created un-

der those conditions," said Rybak.

"A student should not be put

in a situation where they have to

compromise their religious faith

to accommodate university conve-

nience," said Jemy Joseph, life sci-

ence director of the SCSU, referring

to a concern that has sparked a vig-

orous debate of its own on the site,

which allows students to express

concerns to their union, as well as

chat.

While some students argue that

Sunday should be preserved as

a religious day, others argue that

Jeff Rybak, VP Academics for SCSU, stands inside UTSC's Academic Resource Centre's

glossy lecture hall. The building was designed to comfortably accommodate large

classes, but its tiered seating presents a cheating hazard for exams.

this line of reasoning promotes the

favouritism that the Christian faith

has come to expect.

"No one is suggesting that re-

ligion isn't important to our stu-

dents. [But] making a plea to main-

tain a place for a very specific set of

religions to the exclusion of others

is the problem," said Rybak on the

forum.

"Those faiths that mandate
prayer on days and at times that we
don't commonly break for at UTSC
have been grappling with exactly

this issue for ages."

Another factor complicating Sun-

day exams is the TTC's unreliable

public transportation system in

Scarborough.

"Depending on where you live,

there isn't sufficient service or

[there's] no service at all on Sun-

days," said Joseph. Several transit

routes that go to UTSC are semi-

operational or completely decom-
missioned that day, making exams

scheduled at 9 or 10 a.m. impos-

sible to get to for some.

"Students should not have to

have exams on Sundays or lose

reading week because the school

has enrolled too many students and

not thought of the ramifications of

the designs of the new buildings,"

reads one student's post. "The ad-

ministration needs to deal with its

mistakes." It's a sentiment that is

representative of views expressed

by many. In a poll conducted on the

forum, three of 34 people voted in

favour of Sunday exams.

"I was disheartened by the fact

that the Board of Directors, elected

by students to represent them, did

not do their jobs," said Joseph. Ry-

bak is more concerned about deal-

ing with the reality students will

now have to face.

"1 can only say that I'm sorry and

I sympathize. 1 hope you'll all for-

give me if I get used to saying 'I'm

just doing my job.'"

'ROM' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

area for the same reasons—bud-

getary needs?" asked one Bloor-Av-

enue area resident.

"[The area] acts as a relief to

our intensely dense metropolis, a

chance to breathe," said another.

Trinity-Spadina councillor Olivia

Chow, who had chaired a similar

meeting in which residents reject-

ed plans for a new Varsity Stadium

complex, oversaw the discussion,

which was attended by several hun-

dred people, many who had to wait

outside for a chance to speak.

The proposal incorporated a

front "plaza" with a bridge to Phi-

losopher's Walk, a holographic wall

of images related to the Edward

Johnson building, as well as a refur-

news@thevarsity.ca

bished, "more symbolic" entrance

to the Museum TTC Station, ac-

cording to Brisbin.

"The tower wasn't merely a fi-

nancial justification," he argued. "It

tells a story that refers down to the

museum."
With such strong opposition to

the development, ROM CEO William

Thorsell's plans to simultaneously

finance the Renaissance ROM reno-

vations and transform the Queen's

Park cultural space have been dealt

a huge blow. Though the ROM could

technically go ahead with its appli-

cation with the city, it's an unlikely

prospect at this point.

"If the community is completely

united in opposition, then it won't

get built, " said Thorsell to applause

at the end of the night.

// HEARD

"I'm sure that the owners
of Casa Loma are having

money problems and would
love to have a 40-storey

tower plopped on top."

—Vice-President, Huron-Sussex

residents' association

"I find it interesting that

you use the word 'plaza'....

I'm Italian and I know what
'plaza,' or 'piazza,' means,
and it doesn't mean cars

whizzing by you five feet

away."

—

Carmen Marra, UTSC
planetary science student

"They've already built

that ugly crystal thing over

Bloor, now they want to build

an even uglier building....

1 won't keep my remarks to

two minutes! You're lucky I

don't have an interpreter; I

would say all this in Yiddish

if I could."—angry resident

lady

"Why not use the money
they're using to build the

[Michael Lee-Chin crystal] to

renovate the planetarium?"
—member of the Astronomy

and Space Exploration Society

atUofT

"Maybe the ROM should

build a glass elevator into the

condo for a new Canadiana
wing of the museum, so that

we could observe well-to-do

residents in their habitat."
—Craig White, area resident

"I think the next step at

this point would be to have
a drink." —William Thorsell,

CEO of the ROM
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Royal Caribbean Auditions

Toronto, November 8th & 9th

K 11 PflflT Of Tij£ SHOUJ!

We are auditioning singers and dancers who will portray parts between the ages

of 18-40. Everyone auditioning must bnng a current picture and resume.

Vocally, we are looking for Sopranos and Altos who belt/mix to an F, Tenors

who have a solid Bb and Lyiic Baritones who sing comfortably up to an A.

Dancers - Our choreographers vvill

teach you a short, challenging combina-

tion. Must be technically tiained and

have a strong background in Jazz.

Singers - Come prepared with your

best 1 6 bars of a ballad and uptempo.

Stylistically, must be able to sing

Contemporary Broadway, Pop/Rock,

and R&B. Sheet music required in the

proper key. Also, come prepared to

dance.

Toronto
Metro Movement

833 Broadview Ave., 2nd FL

Tuesday, November 8th — Dancers

Sign in i :30pm Auditions: 2:00pm

Wednesday, November 9th — Singers

Sign in 9: 1 Sam Auditions: 9:45am

Call Backs - 2:00pm

We offer:

Six-month performance contracts

Pcud reheareal period

Guest cruise privileges

Professional working environment

Contemporar>' stage productions

Excellent salanes

Also accepting resumes for:

• Stage & Production Managers

• Cruise Directors

• Sound & Light Technicians

For more information visit us online at:

royalcaribbeanproductions.com

RovalCaribbean
INTERNATIONAL
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Get out thereT
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//LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

A newspaper is not a soapbox
It is wrong to use the free press as the

mouthpiece of an organization.

In the past week, there has been

some behind-the-scenes controversy

over a submission you will find in

today's Letters to the Editor. Our Stu-

dents' Administrative Council and the

editorial staff of this newspaper have

been involved in intense dialogue

over how to properly inform our read-

ers of SAC's position on the current tu-

ition plebiscite. In the course of these

discussions, we have had to come to

an agreement on what the role of our

newspaper is in relation to our student

government.

SAC is our governing body. If The

Varsity were to include OpEds written

by Council representatives, readers

could infer that the paper endorses

the opinions of these powerful student

reps. Obviously, our readers will not

generally assume that The VorszTy sup-

ports the ideologies and viewpoints

of the individual writers who grace

these pages. Any student at U of T can

write for 77?^ Varsity, but it is a differ-

ent story when the writer is a member
of student government. In that case,

a personal opinion carries additional

weight due to the writer's position

of influence, and the distinction be-

tween an individual's private opinion

and professional responsibilty to the

organization becomes cloudy. This is

a dangerous, slippery slope that has

produced anxiety for this publication

and SAC alike.

At its core, this space is a forum

for individual debate and discussion.

We will not print OpEds that would

turn the section into a mouthpiece

for any given campus group. As we
tell our writers, the Comment section

plays a unique and important role in

the paper. Where the News section's

duty is to present objective accounts

of events happening around campus

and in our world. Comment writers

are called to offer opinions and analy-

sis that reflect the biases they bring to

the table. The biases—real or imag-

ined—inherent to issues of student

politics as discussed by SAC leaders,

though, carry an authority that affects

our readers, and could turn our forum

into a podium or a pulpit.

Letters to the editor, on the other

hand, we see as your opportunity to

engage in a free-for-all. There, it is ap-

propriate for SAC, as well as any other

student organization, to present their

united front on issues. There, it is also

appropriate to tell us if you think our

writers were wrong, if there's too much
litter in Sid Smith, or anything else you

can argue in 250 words or less.

A newspaper is not a soapbox. It is

not an open platform where anyone

can line up to get his or her say. Ar-

ticles are carefully screened and cho-

sen in an effort to present the campus
community with a reputable source of

journalism. We hope that our readers

will understand and respect our func-

tion, and continue to exercise their

right to expression either through

submitted OpEd content or letters to

the editor.

—BRIANNA GOLDBERG & J.P. ANTGNACCI

Bloody Sundays

Louis Tarn

It doesn't take a rocket scientist to re-

alize that UTSC is not a source of pride

for its students. The overwhelming

shortage of study space, the 20-min-

ute lineups at Tim Horton's, and the

school's preference for the ludicrously

substandard Staroffice software has

given students understandable justifi-

cation for promulgating the abbrevia-

tion UTSC as "UT Sucks Crap." UTSC
administration and the SCSU recently

added another source of complaint,

promoting the idea that Sundays be

fair game when scheduling exams.

What is most astonishing is that a

small number of students actually

welcomes the idea of Sunday exams. It

seems they fail to realize the broader

injustice that is being imposed upon

them. Proponents of Sunday exams

reason that the existing exam sched-

ule already conflicts with the obliga-

tions of many faiths—those that con-

gregate on Saturdays and weekday

evenings, for example—and that Sun-

day exemptions promote favourable

treatment to Christian worshippers.

As valid as this argument may be,

these students overlook the broader

sense of the problem. UTSC contin-

ues to enrol too many undergradu-

ates, and is running out of the space

needed to accommodate all exams

within the normalcy of weekday busi-

ness hours. While students can plan

their classes around religious com-

mitments, they have no say in the

extensive scheduling of exams dur-

ing ungodly weeknight and weekend

hours. Had effective administrative

planning adequately proportioned

enrolment in light of available exam

rooms, the issue of religious favourit-

ism would not have existed in the first

place. Why must the student popula-

tion suffer by placing their faith lives

behind academics when the adminis-

tration is to blame?

Other student activities on week-

ends play into this debate. In an in-

stitution where many students hold

part-time jobs to foot their educa-

tion expenses, students intentionally

schedule their working hours or fam-

ily obligations on weekends. Need-

less to say, students are being asked

to put their families and financial ob-

ligations on the backburner as the re-

sult of the administration's negligent

planning.

As the UTSC's commuter popula-

tion already knows, one might as well

watch the grass grow while waiting

for Sunday bus service. Students liv-

ing on the fringes of the city, who al-

ready spend over two hours commut-

ing to campus during weekday rush

hours, will see those times length-

ened even more on Sundays. In case

the administration hasn't figured it

out, more commuting hours equals

less study time.

The SCSU online forum has offered

a number of solutions to the issue

of Sunday exams. Adding a few days

to the beginning of the school year

seems most sensible; after all, U of T

already starts its fall semester a full

week behind its rival institutions.

Regardless of the disagreements

amongst students over how to solve

the issue, UTSC's student body can

agree upon a common distaste for

examinations outside of weekday

business hours. The only condition

that prevents these sentiments from

being expressed is a lack of student

activism. Without any strong and

organized student resistance to this

illogical administrative planning

—

which is, after all, the real culprit—

UTSC will continue ramming unfa-

vourable policies down the throats of

its students.

To paraphrase Marx, students in

the factory of broken dreams must

unite in protest. They have nothing to

lose but their chains of indifference.

You decide the

next battle

In efforts to send a strong message
to the government, SAC, your stu-

dents' union, is holding a plebiscite

on tuition fees in conjunction with

the Graduate Students' Union and

the Association of Part-time Under-

graduate Students. Most important-

ly, we'll be including a question on
what type of action you want to take

to keep our education system acces-

sible, be it another petition cam-
paign or a student walkout. When
over 200,000 Quebec students went
on strike last year in opposition the

government's plans to eliminate

$103 million in needs based grants,

they won. Today, in Ontario, the

question is on the future of tuition

fees. The provincial government,

as a result of the federal budget

amendment giving Ontario $600 mil-

lion for tuition fee reductions, has
[

more than enough money for a fully

funded freeze.

McGuinty's actions, unilaterally

announcing tuition fee increases

when none are needed, are not

only an attack on students, but also

on our most valued public good;

education. A high quality education

system, universally accessible ir-
j

respective of one's socio-economic

background, is the basic foundation

of our society. The choice is yours. It

is time to consider your beliefs, your

values and take action. The vote

takes place on November 1, 2, and

3 at polling stations across all three

campuses.

Paul Bretscher

SAC President

Freeze tuition?

NDPlease!

Re: At least smiles are still

free atMcG's, Letters, Oct. 27

Young Liberals on campus recently

LETTERS ^

suggested that, like most students,

they too would enjoy lower tuition

fees. However, Liberal Premier

Dalton McGuinty has stated that

tuitions are set to increase once
again, after finishing a brief two-

year freeze. C'est la vie. What
seems absent from this discussion

,

is the fact that last spring federal

NDP leader Jack Layton forced

the federal Liberals to reinvest

$4.6 billion of the budget towards

Canadians, rather than handing it

over to corporations in the form of

tax cuts.

It is a puzzle as to why Premier
McGuinty has decided not to con-

tinue the tuition freeze, consider-

ing that Ontario is entitled to $600
million of the amendment, spe-

cifically for investing into higher

education. The Ontario NDP has

proposed legislation to keep the

freeze until 2007. Such a measure

would cost approximately $125 mil-

lion—well within the investments

provided by the federal budget.

Jeff Sweeting and Emily Shelton

Co-Chairs. UofTNDP

Pigskin paradise

I'm writing in regards to the topless

football player you used for the

Thursday October 27th cover of

The Varsity[\\oi Jocks issue]. What

a hunk! You undeniably tackled my
fancy. Thank you!

Michael Pihach

Spread the good

word, please

Re: School does help eating

disorders, Letters, Oct. 27

I am pleased to hear that Student

Services "offers students a wealth

of treatment resources" for those

students who suffer from an eating

disorder. However, 1 think it would

be very pragmatic to post this

information in a highly visible area

of the Athletic Centre, for all of U of

T's athletic members and students

to see. I believe that this would be

more consistent with the FPEH's

mission statement "...to disseminate

knowledge...through education,

research, leadership, and the pro-

vision of opportunity."

Anonymous

Sam's last stand

Re: Rahimi's broken record.
Letters, Oct. 27

So the season of politics has

begun again, and with it, the petty

personal attacks. While I could

write pages and pages refuting two

nearly identical letters full of lies,

half-truths, and political spin, it

is far more useful for students to

know how their current SAC execu-

tive has performed during their

first six months in office. Back in

May, the Board of Directors raised

the salary of each executive by

$5,000 ($30,000 in total per year).

They have been forced to settle,

at great expense, a human rights

complaint brought forward by

former VP Equity Julia Munk due to

their refusal to provide adequate

disability accommodations. And in

the Oct 27th issue of The Varsity,

our esteemed Mr. Paul Bretscher

spent $600 of students" money on a

full page ad apologizing for certain

SAC members" vicious slandering

of former president Rocco Kusi-

Achampong. Kudos to Rocco and

Julia for fighting back!

Ms. Argent did have one good

point, though. The finances of

SFBA should be posted on our web-

site, and I will call our web devel-

oper immediately and request that

he make the necessary updates.

Sam Rahimi

bfVARSITY
21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 306

Toronto, ON M,-S 1J6
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THE COAST OF THE TOWN
WITH A NEW NAME AND A FRESH OUTLOOK, LOCAL INDIE ACT LOOKS TO SHORE UP SUPPORT

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

There's something about falling for a new band

that's rather akin to a crush: there's that whole

rush of discovery, then the descent into obses-

siveness, and everything about them seems

fresh and different and interesting.

But when you're an indie band in a roiling sea

of 'em, how on earth do you distinguish yourself

from the pack so that listeners take a fancy to

your music?

Local quartet The Coast doesn't have the

magic answer to that key question, but they plan

to keep playing until they find it. Formerly called

The July 26"' Movement (you may have seen

their gig posters up around campus over the last

few years), the band formed six years ago from

two pairs of best friends (and a set of brothers)

while they were still in high school.

"We've been together since we were 15. We
chose which university we were going to go to

based on the band. My most important ideas

and thoughts are put into the songs. We've just

found a way of communicating through the mu-

sic," singer/bassist Luke Melchoirre explains.

Melchoirre, fellow songwriter and vocalist/

guitarist Ben Spurr, and guitarist Ian Fosbery

(they're minus Luke's brother, drummer Jordan

Melchoirre, tonight) are hanging out talking mu-

sic at a Second Cup in the Annex, just around

the corner from campus. They're charming,

thoughtful lads, betraying their status as stu-

dents as soon as they open their mouths—that

unique blend of profound and profane marking

nearly every sentence.

They've got that fascinating mix of personali-

ties that can usually be found in any band, too

—

Melchoirre's the passionate, articulate one,

trying to find the perfect phrase to express his

point. Fosbery, on the other hand, is laid back

right down to his posture, slouching casually

against the wall and offering asides. Spurr's kind

of a bridge between the two, offering up licorice

all around and listening intently to his band-

mates before adding his own thoughts.

The name change came about a few months

ago because they were tired of people wonder-

ing what it was all about (the July 26th Move-

ment was Fidel Castro's revolutionary group

that stormed into Mexico City), so they changed

it to The Coast after the Paul Simon song.

"The old name was a little too politically

charged," Fosbery points out.

"We're actually taking a course in Latin Ameri-

can politics now, and now 1 think it's a worse

name than I did before," Melchoirre groans.

Going coastal: (L-R) Luke Melchoirre, Ben Spurr, Jordan Melchoirre, Ian Fosbery

"Now the first question people ask is, why did

you change the name?" Spurr chimes in.

"At least now they're not going to ask, Are you

Communists?'" Fosbery laughs.

Paul Simon may be one of their major common
influences, but The Coast's melodic, atmospher-

ic sound has more in common with the anthe-

mic British pop of yesteryear (Melchoirre con-

stantly references The Verve's 1997 album Urban

Hymns), with its chiming guitars, Smiths-esque

vocals, and bittersweet lyrics.

The band's sound hasn't changed all that

much since releasing their debut Take A Walk

Outside EP in 2004, Fosbery says, noting that the

group has been working on re-recording some
of the songs from that disc and also working on

new ones for a forthcoming disc that they hope

to release by next March.

"It's not like we've gone from what we did be-

fore to, like, disco-punk or something," he grins.

"Just in terms of all those bands that are making
it big right now, we're much less spontaneous."

Ah, yes. Making it big. Indie-goes-global. The
Coast don't really feel part of that whole group-

hug local scene thing, but that doesn't mean
they're not encouraged by the success of their

fellow Toronto/Canuck acts.

"1 ascribe to it in the sense that independent

artists are people who are making music for

the sake of music," Melchoirre offers, his words

tumbling out in a torrent as he warms to his sub-

ject. "We're putting ourselves out there—we are

producing something as opposed to knocking

something down. And that's one thing that 1 love

about the Toronto scene right now. People are

making stuff happen."

And while his band is still trying to find their

way in the often-frustrating indie scene, they

do share a common thread with those further

up in the stratosphere—a finger on the pulse of

youth.

"We're united by a kind of anxiety. People

are fucked up. It's awesome to romanticize, but

it's impossible to deny." Melchoirre declares.

"That's partly why bands like Arcade Fire and

Broken Social Scene have done so well—they're

crystallized that sense of panic."

Well, if anyone has reason to be stressed out,

you'd think it'd be these guys—all four juggle

their all-encompassing dedication to rocking

out with hitting the books. The Melchoirres and

Spurr (whose byline often graces these pages as

one of The Varsity's associate news editors) go to

U of T, while Ian is in Engineering ("six years, but

who's counting?") at Ryerson.

"I love U of T—it's an underrated school. 1 love

the campus, 1 love the foliage. Beautiful women
as well," Melchoirre enthuses.

"Yep. Everything but the work," Spurr adds,

dryly.

But they manage, squeezing in rehearsals

and recording between studying and day jobs.

They're hoping to find the right label to work

with once their EP is done and would love to do
more touring (they just drove all the way out to

the East Coast for a string of well-received dates,

save for one dubious show in Bathurst, NB) in

the future.

"It's a challenge, that's for fucking sure. We're

only now figuring out how to get your music out

there, like the Web, or always having CDs to sell

to people at shows," Fosbery says. "Being in a

band itself is a little narcissistic, so of course you

want to be successful."

The Coast will have a chance to bring their mu-

sic to new ears and perform alongside some ma-

jor UK acts (Elbow, The Duke Spirit) when they

play one of the biggest shows of their career this

weekend at the big Bright Lights festival at the

SEE 'COAST -PG 8

More than just Peanuts

TRINITY COLLEGE'S PRODUCTION OF THE CLASSIC CHARLIE BROWN

MUSICAL HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Ever since the first Peanuts comic

strip premiered in 1950, millions of

people have been able to commiser-

ate with the everyday plight of Char-

lie Brown, an ordinary kid with a bad

case of anxiety. Through Peanuts,

creator Charles M. Shulz offered sol-

ace to people who feel like nothing

ever goes the way it's supposed to,

by throwing a heavy dose of comic

relief into the downtrodden mix.

You 're A Good Man, Charlie Brown,

the popular 1960s musical based on

the comic strip, augments this ethic

by bringing Charlie's unfair world

to life, and allows the audience to

chuckle at—and sympathize with

—

his unfortunate existence.

Shawn Mitchell, director of Trin-

THEATRE REVIEW
You're a Good Man,

Charlie Brown

Trinity College
Dramatic Society

Oct. 20 - 29, 2005

Rating:VWW
ity College's production of Charlie

Brown, understood the need to

offset Charlie's doom and gloom
with quality comical moments, and

even more importantly, fun. Perfect

for the student stage, this musi-

cal doesn't depend on fiashy cos-

tumes or elaborate set pieces—the

strength of Charlie Brown revolves

around having a vibrant, dynamic,
and energetic cast to bring the well-

known characters to life.

Since the show is basically a series

of vignettes from Charlie Brown's
daily life, there is no overarching

plot other than the unique person-

alities of the characters themselves.

So even more than usual, the cast

can make or break this show. Lucky
for Mitchell, his cast turned out to

be more than just peanuts.

In the lead role of Charlie Brown,
Nicholas Nasrallah was able to cre-

ate a character that was both a pes-
simistic worrywart and a positive

presence on stage. Part of this was
his sheer charisma, but also his

wide-eyed physicality which con-
stantly reminded the audience that

even though Charlie is a bit of loser,

he still has lots of determination,

and some sense of hope. His expres-

sion when Lucy calls him a "failure

face" was hilarious.

Linus, the blanket-carrying wimp,
was nicely portrayed by Rob Cum-
ming, who displayed an admirable
vocal ability while singing, and an
appropriately childish lisp while
talking. As Linus' tyrannical sister,

Lucy, Allison Leggat hit just the right

balance of funny and edgy. She did

an excellent job of playing the self-

centered child who will do or say

anything to wield power over her

peers. The scene in which she steals

Linus' security blanket was especial-

ly good, because it showed how she

could be more than just a brat.

Overall the show succeeded be-

cause the cast as a whole was able to

give the production a cohesiveness

and real joie de vivre that is often

missing from even most professional

performances.
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Art smarts
TWO LOCAL ART FAIRS TAKE THE INTIMIDATION FACTOR OUT OF
THE VISUAL ARTS SCENE

Heather Saunders

Once a year in Toronto, it's possible

to visit a large number of galleries

without traveling from the Distillery

District to Queen Street West, then
onto Yorkville and Morrow Ave, to

hit the key art districts. Dealers from
Toronto and beyond meet under one
roof, tradeshow-style, featuring the

best of the best—from emerging art-

ists like Burlington's Heather Horton.

to household names like Picasso.

There's no intimidation factor, which is

a common complaint about commercial

galleries—this week at the Metro Toronto

Convention Centre, the crowds will be

dense, and one-on-one interaction with a

dealer is only likely ifthe \ isitor pursues it.

The e\ent is the Toronto International Art

Fair (TIAF), and for a mere S12. students

can see a v ast amount of contemporar_\'

art—81 galleries' worth, in fact, from a

total of 13 countries. The TIAF promotes

itself as being "big enough to be interest-

ing, [and] small enough to be intimate and

digestible."

Although the focus of the fair is

buying art. the commercial aspect

doesn't permeate the entire fair. This

year, ten percent of the 100,000 square
feet of show space is devoted to curat-

ed exhibits that explore diverse con-

cepts in the arts. There will be a video

lounge, an exhibit of contemporary
Chinese art, and an exhibition of pub-
lic interactive media art (that is, the

art will not exist without the presence
of visitors). There is also a Speakers
Forum, with discussions about issues

like collecting and the role of institu-

tions in the community.

The organizers describe the fair,

which is in its sixth year, as "the gal-

vanizing vehicle for the Canadian vi-

sual arts industry." It's a place where
people in disparate areas of the arts

converge—^TIAF attracts art enthusi-

asts, collectors, and arts profession-

als.

Bill Huffman, associate director of

the Toronto Arts Council and a Uni-

versity of Toronto graduate, says,

Tm quite interested in the continued
growth and refinement of the Toronto
International Art Fair. It's an impor-

tant initiative that has the potential

to make a unique impact on the local

scene. 1 think its ultimate success will

lie in a true embracing of the breadth
and diversity that comprises our cre-

ative community.

"That's what makes Toronto, as a

whole, strong and special. Of course
that's an undertaking of some size

—

we're a complicated, overworked,
under-resourced, and sometimes
admittedly ornery group. But having
said that, we're a gang badly in need
of better tools that can build an art

market, heighten awareness around

the arts in Toronto and develop a fo-

rum for professional exchange... all

of which the fair is well positioned to

provide," he explains.

While the majority of exhibits will be

consistent throughout the fair, every da\

will be different because of The News at

Five—in its third year, this rotating exhibi-

tion is curated by Richard Rhodes, editor

of Canadian Art magazine. This year's

theme is "Here, not there" and will include

four installation projects by Canadian con-

temporary artists.

Barbara Fischer, director of the .lustina

M. Barnicke Gallery at Hart House, en-

courages students to attend because "the

Art Fair is an opportunity to see galleries

and artists from beyond the Toronto re-

gion... This is one of the rare opportuni-

ties to see work from across the country.

Equally exciting, however, is the Toronto

Alternative Art Fair International."

That event, which gained a great deal of

attention when it launched last _\ear, rep-

resents the not-for-profit arena of the art

world. Events are held concurrently with

the TIAF, but in the edgier surroundings

of the Drake and Gladstone Hotels in the

West Queen West art district. TAAFl w ill

feature 25 exhibitors and 35 invitational

artists, as well as artist talks, and will

wrap up with a unique event featuring ex-

pat electro-trash rapper Peaches in a rare

hometown appearance Saturday night at

the Drake.

A schedule of TIAFevents (Nov.

3-7) and participating galleries is

available online at tiafair.com. A
four-day pass to the fair is $40,
or $12/day for students. A full

listing of TAAFI (which runs on
the same days as TIAF) exhibitors
and artists is available at taafi.

org. Admission is $6 and includes

a free catalogue.

^^^^
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Showcasing at TAAFI: (Left:) Fastwurms, Bast is Best (2005)
Top: Yuh-Sliioh Wong, Botanical Surprise {2005)

Above: Derrick Hodgson, Big Pinky and Blue Ghoul Find a Yeti{2005)

Author, author
IFOA 2005 DRAWS READERS IN BY CELEBRATING THE PRINTED WORD IN ALL ITS DIVERSITY

Tristan Samuk

Great graphics! Comics genius Seth, in a self-portrait

The 26th annual International Festi-

val of Authors wrapped up this past

Saturday at Harbourfront Centre,

bringing one of the festival's most

successful years to a close. By plac-

ing the focus on young writers of

fiction and the flourishing graphic

novel genre, this year's IFOA (which

took place from October 19 to 29 at

various Harbourfront venues) was
able to outsell 2004's event by a

wide margin—and attract a slightly

younger, hipper audience in the pro-

cess.

Alongside such youthful upstarts

as American sentimentalist Jonathan

Safran Foer, Britain's Zadie Smith, Ni-

gerian writer Uzodinma Iweala, and

Canadian cartoonist Seth were such

literary old-guarders as John Irving,

John Ralston Saul, and John Berendt,

all reading from their work and mus-
ing on the craft of writing.

One of Friday evening's main

events was a roundtable discussion

on the short story featuring Canadi-

an authors Lisa Moore and Craig Da-

vidson, along with American writers

Melissa Band and Daniel Alarcon.

The panel agreed that the short

story has not slid into the decline

that some critics have suggested, al-

though there were some interesting

revelations regarding the attitudes

of writers and publishers toward the

form. When asked by the moderator

whether they would want to be re-

membered for a great short story or

a great novel, the group was unani-

mous in their preference for the

novel. Davidson, whose first book
Rust and Bone is a collection of short

fiction, also lamented the pressure

from publishers and agents to aban-

don short stories for more lucrative

novel contracts.

Saturday's panel discussion on
"time and place" featured several

prominent writers of historical and
post-colonial fiction, including Can-

ada's Lydia Kwa and Rabindranath

Majaraj, along with German novel-

ist Zsuzsa Bank and one of South

Korea's most prominent literary

figures, Hwang Sok-Yong. The dis-

cussion touched on some intriguing

problems inherent in the relation-

ship between writers and the pres-

sure for national pride in their home
countries. Through his interpreter,

Sok-Yong also spoke briefly about

his government's 1992 decision to

imprison him for making an unau-

thorized goodwill journey to North

Korea.

The most hyped-up event of this

year's IFOA was undoubtedly the

roundtable discussion on classic

comic books featuring some of the

most popular alternative cartoonists

in North America. A sold-out audi-

ence of comic enthusiasts packed

into the Brigantine Room to hear the

panel featuring the anachronistic

Seth, ACME Novelty Library creator

Chris Ware, New Yorker cartoonist

Charles Burns, and book designer/

comic historian Chip Kidd discuss-

ing the influence of classic strips on
their work.

Burns cited Chester Gould's Dick

Tracy as an important milestone in

his artistic development, while Seth

described how the ceaseless mono-
logues of Little Orphan Annie provid-

ed a major inspiration for the tone of

his new graphic novel, Wimbledon

Green.

Another major influence for all of

the panelists, especially Kidd. was
Charles Schuiz and his classic Pea-

nuts strip. Seth, who designed the

recently released Complete Peanuts

anthology, suggested that due to the

excessive marketing of Peonu/s-relat-

ed memorabilia, there is a need for

readers to see the early strips and
view Charlie Brown and company
with "fresh eyes."

All four panelists also agreed there

has been a marked decline in the

quality of newspaper comics, but ex-

pressed enthusiasm at the increas-

ing literary and artistic legitimacy of

graphic novels.

Overall, this year's IFOA provided

an exciting look at some of the new-

est talents, ideas, and trends in Ca-

nadian and international literature.

By appealing to a diverse range of

interests and age groups, tne festival

proved that reading is far from dead,

and that literature is still in fact a

strong and versatile force in contem-
porary culture.
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We're turning 125!
To celebrate a century and a quarter of publishing, we're throwing
ourselves an indie-rock bash, and we'd love to see you there.

The Varsity and Arts & Crafts present:

THE MOST SERENE REPUBLIC
with

INI

B^EBASER

with _ _
IN-FLIGHT SAFETY

Saturday, November 26, 2005
Lee's Palace

19+ (with apologies to our younger readers)

Tickets at other outlets are $10, but we're offering a student discount of $5
if you buy tickets through us.

To reserve your tickets, e-mail review@thevarsity.ca.

Look for an upcoming contest to win CDs and tickets to the show!

COAST' - CONTINUED FROM PG 6

Distillery District put together by local

Brit-influenced collective/magazine

UKULA (founder Jordan Timm liked

what he heard during a recent Coast

gig at indie haunt The Boat and invited

them to be part of the show).

And maybe that's what being indie

is all about—taking it one show, one

song, one new listener at a time.

"There's something great about

the position we're in—there's a kind

of wide-eyed desperation, but also a

grandiose sort of bravado," Melcho-

irre muses.

"I like us embarrassingly a lot. I

think I'm our biggest fan. You always
have this idea in your head about
what the perfect band would be. And
we're working towards that."

The Coastplay the Bright Lights

Festival at the Distillery District

(55 Mill St.) this Saturday (Nov.

5). Tickets ($25 for the full day)
available at all the usual suspects
or at the door (note: doors open at
3 pm).

IGffilYPARnESeiOpnr

WEDNESDAYS
Raw City Grinder & DJ Shannon

present Iree Punk/Metal/RDCk. Call

for band Info & times. $5 COVER

^ThuWsday?'"^
Eat Your Cheese. DJ Cbedda. He's

such a noob. Fun, stupid, cheesy...

^ NO COVER!^
f rI d ayT

"
DJ Osaze. Alternative mash-up!

$2 drink specials until

midriigit. NO COi^Rt ^
SATURDAYS
Eat Your Greens. DJs

Trevor & Duncan. The hottest

Brit-pop & Indie Rock. $5 COVER

SUNDAYS^^^
DJs Oz&Osaze.Goth/EBM/

Industrial/Classic Alt. Guaranteed

to please, NO COVER!

349a CoUege Street (at Augusta)

Kensington Market, Toronto

lnfo@neutralzone.ca 416-926-1212

Starting a magazine?
Thinking about it? This intensive ^A'o-day workshop covers

everything you need to know to do it right. Industry

expert D.B. Scott will guide you through the treacherous

territory of a magazine start up from business plan to

launch party.

THE CHANG SCHOOL

www.ryerson.ca/ce/StartaMagazine

TRAINING CENTRE J

SECOND CITY CLASSES
IMPROV, ACTING & WRITING

Actor or improviser?

Expand your craft.

Corporate type?
Think quick on your feet.

Writer?

Release your inner comic.

Wallflower?

Boost your confidence.

Everyone.

All this with fun & laughs.

Term begins Nov 13, Register now.

New Second
City Student?

Get $25 off
your first class.

Good through Nov 11 with this

ad. Subject to availability. Not
valid with any ottier discount.

^^6-3^^-7270 I www.secondclty.com
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'Don't talk with your

mouth full.'

The world's longest health study,

which has followed the fates of

Brisbane mothers and their fami-

lies since 1981. has found that

teens stay slim when they eat

with mom and dad. Dr. Abdul-
lah Al Mamun and his team at

the University of Queensland
routinely surveyed 3,795 moth-
ers and their teenagers asking
about dietary and lifestyle hab-
its. Despite the fact that family

diets ranged from vegetarian to

fast food, and only half of the
families had active children, fam-
ilies that ate together had less

weighty children than those that

didn't. The researchers surmise
that when families eat together,

parents have more control over
what and how much kids eat. The
study also found that thinking it

important to eat as a family also
reduced a child's chances of be-
coming obese.

Financial AIDS

HIV patients of lower socio-eco-
nomic status die more frequently
than other HIV patients accord-
ing to a study published in the
Journal of Health Care for the Poor
and Underserved. Dr. William Cun-
ningham and his team at UCLA
compared the mortality rates of

2,864 patients receiving HIV care
from 1996-2000. They used vari-

ables such as wealth, annual in-

come, race, and education level

to ascribe patients to a socio-

economic class. Patients with no
financial assets had 89 per cent
higher mortality risk, and those
with less than a high school edu-

cation had a 53 per cent greater

risk. Cunningham attributes

greater mortality to the lower

quantity and quality of health

care received by individuals of

lower socioeconomic classes,

mainly because they cannot af-

ford it.

Tsunami stoppers
A recent study in Science shows
that mangroves helped protect

a coast line from the ravages of

the 2004 tsunami. Mangroves are

one of the world's most threat-

ened environments. Using sat-

ellite imagery of the Cuddalore
District of southeastern India,

Dr. Faizal Parish, director of the

Global Environment Centre in

Malaysia found that areas with

mangroves during the 2004 tsu-

nami suffered much less damage
than areas without mangroves.
Although mangroves could not

protect areas against total tsu-

nami intensity, this study backs
up previous experimental stud-

ies showing that 30 trees within

100 square metres stop less in-

tense tsunami flows by 90 per

cent. This is the first study to link

coastal vegetation with tsunami
protection and Parish believes

this research could be applied to

more common disasters like hur-

ricanes.

—CHRIS DAMDAR
Sources: Obesity Research, Jour-

nal of Health Care for the Poor
and Underserved, Science
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The men in white coats
A PEEK INSIDE TWO OF THE CLEANEST ROOMS ON CAMPUS

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

"It's a great place to work if you've
got allergies," said Dr. Henry Lee,

who manages the clean rooms at the

emerging communications technol-

ogy institute, on the seventh floor

of the Bahen Centre for Information

Technology.

He was referring to the fact that

the two rooms contain fewer than
10,000 and 1,000 dust particles re-

spectively, per cubic metre of air. By
contrast, there's one to ten billion

dust particles in the same volume
of air in a typical lecture hall or uni-

versity building—depending on its

griminess.

One of the things made here are

MEMS (micro electro mechanical
systems): tiny pumps, gears, and
motors often no more than ten mi-

crons in size—one-tenth the thick-

ness of human hair. Applications are

starting to appear in cars, as tiny

sensors that trigger airbag deploy-

ment, and in electronics, as the tiny,

quickly rotating mirrors that mix
varying amounts of red, blue, and
green to produce crisper colour im-

ages in the new—and pricey—televi-

sion sets based on DLP (digital light

processing) technology.

MEMS and other devices are made
through a sort of high-tech photog-
raphy, which uses beams of ultra-

violet light to etch patterns onto
thin silicon wafers. The wafer itself

is coated with a compound called

photosense, which hardens when
exposed to ultraviolet light. This

produces a negative of sorts.

"It's just like when you do pho-

tography," said Lee. Except that the

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS
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Henry Lee (background) and Yimin Zhou (right) check equipment in one of the clean rooms at the emerging communication technol-
ogy institute, in the Bahen Centre for Information Technology. There was not a graduate student In sight.

slightest piece of dust might ruin the

picture.

To keep dust out, the rooms are

airtight, and kept at 20°C and con-

stant humidity. "Before anything

goes in, we've gotta get off all the

dirt and grease," explained Lee.

Equipment is taken apart, and pains-

takingly wiped down with alcohol.

then vacuumed and blown with ni-

trogen gas.

The clean rooms are one of sever-

al so-called open facilities at U of T.

Students from different disciplines

simply book time, get trained on
equipment, pony up some user fees,

and then set about cooking up vari-

ous small silicon widgets.

Normally, the lab is teeming with
up to a dozen white-coated students,

according to Lee. But no one besides
him, and Yimin Zhou, one of the lab

technicians, was in when The Varsity

came knocking: one of the students

had pulled a no-show; another had

called to cancel. Ahhh, to be a gradu-

ate student.

Seeing in stereo
THE U OF T PROF WHO PERFECTED MRI SCANS,

BACK IN THE SOS

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

When a sports team's star million-

aire takes a bad tumble, he is usu-

ally packed off to the nearest MRI
clinic for a scan.

But if it weren't for the research of

Dr. Mark Henkelman, in the depart-

ment of medical biophysics, that

star might have to wait much lon-

ger, his medical diagnosis and play-

ing career in limbo. Or else he might

be burdened with heavy lead vests,

and zapped with harmful x-rays.

Henkelman is one of the pioneers

of magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI). He completed his PhD in

theoretical physics at U of T in 1973.

After a stint at the University of Brit-

ish Columbia, he returned to U of T
in 1981.

Back then, the entire MRI lit-

erature consisted of six published

papers. "Companies were playing

around trying to see whether these

things could make good images,"

Henkelman said.

He and colleagues at Princess

Margaret Hospital, however, thought

there were applications for this kind

of imaging in detecting cancer. They
were able to persuade the Canadian

government of as much, and, in

1982, the hospital got hold of a very

early prototype—the first such ma-
chine in Canada.

"The images were awful at the

beginning," said Henkelman. The
patient's motion would cause the

image to splatter all over the screen.

Another problem was boosting the

brightness of objects against back-

ground noise—the so-called signal-

to-noise ratio.

Henkelman and his team worked
away to iron out the various kinks.

They used mathematical algorithms

and computing power to eliminate

the motion artifacts. By 1985, MRI
was good enough to use clinically,

to look for cancer.

Although Canada lagged initially

in adopting MRI, with only 20 ma-
chines in the country in 1990, there

are now several hundred, according

to Henkelman.
"1 don't think anybody really

knew how far this was going to go,"

he said, "and we still haven't hit the

end of it."

The beauty of MRI is that it pro-

duces vivid three-dimensional

views through bodies, using only

strong magnetic fields and the mag-

netic properties of hydrogen atoms

Medical biophysics prof Mark Henkelman comparing MRI scans of normal and mutated

mice on the panel display in his office. "It's a new toy," he said.

in water (read: protons). A proton

in the body aligns its magnetic field

with the powerful magnetic field

from the MRI machine.

Kicks of energy from radio waves
then throw the proton's magnetic

field off kilter, and as this realigns,

the proton releases photons of en-

ergy that pinpoint its position. Since

the denser the tissue, the more pro-

tons there are in it, tissues of differ-

ent compositions come out in differ-

ent shades of gray.

Cobbling all this information to-

gether produces an image of one's

innards. Despite the progress over

the years, though, MRI machines
still cost a couple of million dollars

apiece, and about $1,000 per patient

to operate.

For his pioneering MRI work, Hen-

kelman was elected this year into

the Royal Society of Canada. He is

now imaging mice, at the Hospital

for Sick Kids' mouse imaging centre,

which he started in 2002.

"We're using imaging to pheno-

type based on ... deliberate genetic

changes," Henkelman explained.

They tinker with a gene, in other

words, and then look for observ-

able changes in the organism's

look. Through this, researchers are

looking to gain insights into human
diseases, by observing the effects

of mutations. They use much stron-

ger magnetic fields, which would be
hazardous for human health, to pro-

duce crisper pictures—their sub-

jects don't complain much.
"It's much better than cutting

them up," said Henkelman, "but

probably a bit more expensive," he

added, with a chuckle.
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APUS

NOTICE OF APUS COST-OF-LIVING
REFERENDUM

Mail-in ballots will be sent out to all APUS members. To be eligible,

return ballots must be postmarked by Friday, December 9, 2005. For

more information: www.apus.utoronto.ca

Preamble:
The Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students (APUS) is seeking member
consent for a small cost of living increase in the APUS Society fee. The proposed fee

amount is $3.65 per session.

Complete details of APUS programs and services are available on the APUS website;

vw\AA/.apu s.utoronto .ca

.

If approved, the APUS Society fee would be $13.65 per session and would be charged

to all part-time undergraduate students as part of the APUS fee beginning in the summer
2006 session.

QUESTION:

Are you in favor of an increase to the Association of Part-time Undergraduate
Students fee as described in the Preamble?

Yes No

For more information about the proposed cost of living adjustment, contact APUS
Executive Director, Paul Tsang at 416-978-0832, p.tsang@utoronto.ca

For more information about how to get involved in the referendum, contact the Chief

Returning Officer, Emily Sadowski, at emily.sadowski@utoronto.ca, (416) 978-7594

Check out: When it comes to

hockey, it's not the body checks that

do the most damage to youngsters,

say researchers at the University of

Buffalo. Out of the 2,360 injuries they

followed in junior leagues in Burling-

ton, Ontario, 55 per cent of them were
caused by accidental collisions with

the boards, ice, or other players.

Euro trashcan: A European

space probe designed and built

entirely by university students

went into "safe" mode shortly after

launch last week, after on-board

batteries failed to start charging

from the satellite's solar panels.

More than 300 students in ten coun-

tries had laboured for 18 months on
the washing-machine-sized micro-

satellite, by collaborating over the

internet under the aegis of the Stu-

dent Space Exploration & Technol-

ogy Institute (SSETI). Bruised egos

apart, their spin was still intact:

"There is a small but significant

possibility of recovery, the likeli-

hood of which is being ascertained

by ongoing testing," SSETI said in a

statement on Monday.

New moons: Two moons
have been spotted orbiting Pluto,

the farthest planet from our sun,

says a study in Nature. The plane

of their orbits is making scientists

reevaluate theories of how Pluto

formed.

What's up, doc: Mark Spigel-

man, at the University of Jerusa-

lem, suggests that after washing
hands doctors plunge them into a

vat of yogurt. He reasons that the

good bacteria in the yogurt will

leave little room for harmful bac-
teria to develop, and also decrease
bacterial transmission.

Euro cool: The soon-to-be
Galileo global positioning system
will pinpoint locations on the globe
much more precisely than existing

systems. So the recent Galileo Mas-
ters competition challenged Euro-
pean entrepreneurs to think up
environmentally friendly commer-
cial applications for it. The winners
proposed urban fleets of "green"

GPS-equipped public vehicles.

Drivers would dial up a ride over
their cell phones, and get directed

to the nearest available vehicle

—

which they would then drive and
drop off at their destinations.

Friendly fire: Greenpeace was
fined US$7,000 after its flagship, Rain-

bow Warrior II, damaged 100 square

metres of protected coral reef when
it ran aground in the Philippines

earlier this week. A Greenpeace

spokesperson blamed the Philippine

government's obsolete maps for the

mishap, but said the organization felt

responsible for causing the damage.

Football fever: Of 152 soccer in-

juries in professional soccer leagues

in Turkey looked at by Drs. Bulent

Zeren and Haluk Oztekin, nine were
caused by post-goal celebrations.

Injuries ranged from strained mus-
cles from sliding across the pitch, to

broken ribs and clavicle bones from
players forming pile-ons. The two
recommended that team physicians

and trainers teach behaviour modifi-

cation to reduce such injuries.

Future talking point: in

2004, 38.4 million Americans lived

in households suffering from hunger
and food insecurity, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture reported last

week. Five years ago, only 31 million

Americans went hungry.

—CHRIS DAMDAR& MIKE GHENU

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars
Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240/1-800-779-1779i
www.oxfordseminars.com I

NOTICED A BUDDY
GUTTING CLASSES TO CUT CARDS?

If gambling is taking over a friend's life, he could use your help. Find out more at

friends4friends.ca

1-888-230-3505
Ontaflo Problem GamblltiB Helpline Responsible Gambling Council
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Intramural game of the

week: birth of a brief

The inaugural game of the week comes
from men's division two basi<etball.

Victoria College takes on UTM next

Monday night at the Athletic Centre

(November 7, 8:05 pm. Field House 3).

UTM suffered a heartbreaking loss

last week to a surging University Col-

lege team after blowout wins in their

first few games, and are hoping to

bounce back with a convincing win.

Vic has had a disappointing sea-

son to date, but will hope to play the

spoilers against a UTM team that has

nothing but the championship on their

mind. With teams such as the FPEH
and those cagey engineers proving to

be real playoff contenders, UTM needs

to win this game to keep their champi-

onship dreams alive.

Check back next Thursday for the

results of this match as well as the first

playoff edition of the intramural game
of the week,

—MATTVENTRESCA

Running down a dream

Gold is the only colour on the minds
of the field hockey and men's soccer

teams this weekend. The main differ-

ence is that the field hockey squad will

be performing on the national stage

and the soccer team is hoping to earn

the same privilege.

Vancouver plays host to the Cana-
dian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) field

hockey championships from Thursday

to Sunday and the Blues are one of two
Ontario teams competing for the na-

tional crown. Guelph is the other.

Also taking part are the Alberta Pan-

das and the host University of British

Columbia Thunderbirds. The Thun-
derbirds are two-time defending CIS

champs cind will be extremely difficult

to beat on their own turf.

U of T, feeling like anything is pos-

sible, is prepared for the challenge the

Thunderbirds represent.

The Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) men's soccer final four will also

be held this weekend. It will be much
easier for Blues fans to cheer their boys

on to victory, however, as the medal

games are being played at St. Michael's

College School in Toronto on Sunday.

U of T will take on Western on Satur-

day at 2 p.m. at the Ontario Soccer Cen-

tre (7601 Martingrove Road) in their

semifinal match. The winner of this

game will play in the gold-medal game
on Sunday at 2 p.m., while the loser will

play for bronze at 11 a.m.

—MATTSOMERS
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Sue is U of T's buzz girl

Sue McCutcheon received yet another

honour to add to her collection Tues-

day night. The talented and active

hockey player was named U of T's

representative at this year's Women of

Influence luncheon held at the Royal

York Hotel.

McCutcheon was singled out for her

academic and athletic achievements.

She has also won the Marion Hilliard

Award (2004-0.5) and the Helen Gur-

ney Award in her time at U of T, and

was named an academic all-Canadian

in 2003-04.

Congratulations Sue. Keep up the

good work.

—MS

Why Toronto shouldn't give up on bball
Nathan Kalman-Lamb

It would be easy, surveying the pros-

pects of the Toronto Raptors for the

2005-2006 season, to assess all the

reasons why the team looks ripe for

failure. But that's not me: I'm an opti-

mist, a glass one-quarter full kind of

guy.

If you want to know why not to

watch the Raptors this year, read Dave
Feschuk in the Toronto Star. I'm here to

tell you five reasons why you shouldn't

give up hope.

1. Rookies. There's no better rea-

son to tune into Raptors games this

season than to watch the emergence
of power forward Charlie Villanueva,

small forward Joey Graham, and point

guard Jose Calderon—a trio of talent-

ed young first-year players on whom
the franchise is staking its future.

When an organization in professional

sports enters the dreaded 'rebuilding'

phase—GM Rob Babcock has actually

publicly conceded that the team won't

be contending this year—only a preva-

lence of talented young players on the

roster provides legitimate hope for the

future.

Villanueva, in particular, could be
a standout this year for the Raps. In

Who Is Sam gonna make cry this year,

now that Rafer is gone?

the preseason the 6' 11 forward led all

rookies in the league with an average

of 16.9 points per game, while contrib-

uting 5.3 rebounds and 1.4 assists in

30.3 minutes. It's always nice to have
a rookie-of-the-year candidate to take

attention away from the wins and
losses.

2. Draft Prospects, with the Rap-
tors almost guaranteed to land a

top-ten pick for the fourth straight

year, the June draft already sets up
to be the climax of the season. If this

makes Raptors games somewhat less

enticing to watch, it also dramatical-

ly increases the relevance of NCAA
basketball games to Toronto fans.

When Loren Woods' missed dunks
and Jalen Rose's forced shots start

getting you down, switch the chan-

nel to American college ball and
imagine what aspiring stars such as

Rudy Gay, Josh Boone, and Adam
Morrison would look like in Raptors

uniforms.

3. Sam Mitchell . It is hard not to like

Raptors coach Sam Mitchell. He is

the guy who allegedly bodyslammed
Vince Carter last season and made
former Raptor point guard Rafer

Alston cry. He hates it when grossly

overpaid and over-egoed players

don't play as hard as they can, and
isn't afraid to let them know it.

If there is anyone capable of con-

juring some magic from this ill-as-

sorted group of players, Sam is the

man. Of course, that's a big if.

4. Chris Bosh, when a 21-year-oid

is made the captain of an NBA team,

it's generally a pretty bad sign. In the

case of the Raptors' Chris Bosh, how-
ever, that may not be true.

The 6'11 power forward/centre

should play well enough to earn

an invitation to the all-star game in

this, his third season. Any success

the team has will be predicated on
Bosh's ability to both score and find

open teammates while confronted

with near-constant doubleteams.

5. Alvin Williams. The Raptors will

be worth watching this year just in

order to catch a last glimpse of point

guard Alvin Williams before his ca-

reer is officially ended by recurring

leg injuries. If there is an antithesis

to the unmotivated, selfish and frag-

ile Vince Carter, it is Williams.

Despite a large, guaranteed con-

tract, multiple surgeries, and near-

constant pain, Williams has dog-

gedly rehabbed and trained his way
back to the court for a last hurrah.

Alvin epitomizes nearly everything

good about the Raptors' brief his-

tory, and all that warms my heart

about the NBA in general. It is almost

worth going to games just to give him
a standing ovation when he steps on
the floor. Almost.

Lacrosse team faces another must-win game
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off crucial back-to-back wins,

the men's lacrosse team (5-4) is head-

ing into postseason play. The Blues

are the fifth seed and will be hosted

by fourth-seeded Bishop's (7-2) when
the Baggataway Cup playoffs begin

tomorrow.

Horrible conditions and Bishop's

attacker Jason Gail dominated the

scene the last time the Blues faced

the Gaiters in the regular season. The
forward tabbed seven goals on U of T
in an 11-4 Gaiter romp on October 16.

Bishop's also defeated the Blues

15-2 in last year's semifinals. Will the

third time be a charm for the road

warriors from U of T?

Blues coach Wayne Copeland said

it is "highly likely" the Blues will leave

Lennoxville with a win.

"If we get and hold possession and
come out with more loose balls, we
can win," Copeland said. "Our offence

will take care of itself.

"We can score goals," he added.

"What we need to do is, one, take

care of the ball and keep possession.

This includes winning faceoffs. Two,

we need a team defence that has ev-

eryone going with intensity. We're

a grimy team, and we need to be to

win."

The Blues showed a bit of that grit

and determination last Saturday, de-

feating Carleton 12-10 at Back Cam-
pus.

Midfielder Steve Hoar forced a

Raven attacker to turn the ball over

with 1:30 remaining after Blues at-

tacker Beau Basset tied the game at

ten in that game. Hoar then scooped
up the loose ball and rifled a pass
to attacker Ian Parrag, who sprinted

down the right side, hit a wide open
Dan Flemming with a pass, and cel-

ebrated after Flemming notched the

winning goal.

Hoar proceeded to win the follow-

ing faceoff, and after successfully

killing time Blues attacker Chad Pio-

vesan provided the insurance goal in

the closing seconds.

Copeland cited Parrag and goalten-

der Eric Scott as key players for the

Blues. Scott was a stalwart between

the pipes, especially in the second

half. His seven saves after the inter-

mission smothered several Raven
rallies.

"He showed his tenacity back

there," Copeland said.

Parrag scored four goals in the
match. At one point in the second
half he took over the contest and
scored three consecutive goals.

"He was our top small guy," Cope-
land said. "He controlled the game
and carried the team on his back."

U of T started the game 3-0, but

then let the Ravens back in it as Car-

leton went on an 8-1 run.

"After we jumped out 3-0 we fell in

love with ourselves," Copeland said.

"We lost our intensity and we lost our

discipline. We took bad penalties, and
were down three men at one point."

"It was something we talked about

at halftime. We came to our senses as

far as working harder in the second

half and knowing we had the fourth

quarter to shine."

Hockey
gods

frown on

UofT
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

The hockey gods can be unbeliev-

ably cruel sometimes.

Think about landing a 1-0 lead

on the defending champs, only to

have them tie the game a few min-

utes later. Or how about battling

back from a third period deficit to

tie the game, only to lose in over-

time.

These scenarios are all too famil-

iar for the Varsity Blues women's

hockey team, who lost a 3-2 over-

time thriller to the defending Ca-

SEE 'HOCKEY' -ON NEXT PAGE

Logan College of

Chiropractic,
The Right Choice For Your Future

Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with

a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could

you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all

this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional study in science, physiotherapy, riutrition, radiology, clinical

sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations, then

Logan College is the place for you.

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the s(<ills to help patients get
well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a

substantial income commensurate with your position as a Doctor
of Chiropractic. Most DCs work in a private practice setting, providing

time for family and other important quality of life priorities.

With a substantial Canadian student population, Logan College
IS well versed in issues that affect you as a Canadian. Our staff

of international advisors will help you navigate the process of

beginning your studies in the United States. Contact Logan
College at 1-800-533-9210 or at ioganadm@logan.edu to

receive an information packet describing the world's fastest

growing health profession. You can also visit our website at

www.logan.edu.

T OPA1SJ 1-800-533-9210
J-^V-yVJ'XX-L^ www.logan.edu
College of Chiropractic loganadm@logan.edu

1851 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield (St. Louis area), MO 63017

Tricia Brereton

Second-Year
Canadian Student

ire
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//SWIMMING

Caye Maki (above left) and Ian MacLeod (above right) make waves at last Saturday's swim meet versus archrival Western at the AC. Both the men and women were able to send the Mustangs back to London with

losses. The Blues hope to continue their successful run at the Quebec Cup this weekend.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED SERVICES

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT
REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknights and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

82.58.

HOW TO WRITE ESSAY,
HELP NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Hourly rate paid. Call Leya 416-268-4193.

TEMPORARY WORK
Earn $12/hr handing out flyers on campus.
2x3 hour shifts. Call 1-888-varCity ext 70.

EITELBACH CHOCOLATES
Retail sales help wanted for Saturday and
Sundays. Also seasonal Christmas sales

help wanted during week and evenings.

Bloor/Bay and King/Bay locations. Please

indicate availability on application. Fax:

(416) 256-0925 e-mail: sales@eitelbach.

NEED A PART-TIME JOB?
The Royal Ontario Museum seeks bright,

well spoken people for our telephone

membership campaign. Help promote

the ROM's new wing, galleries and shows.

Part-time evening hours. Call Wendy now!
416-916-13.52.

ACCOMMODATIONS

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From .$1.50 p/wk. $.500 p/m Hl-Toronto.

Close to King Stn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

MISCELLANEOUS

PARKING
Excellent spaces. Spadina and Willocks,

opposite New College and Earth Sci-

ences, personalized signs showing spaces

reser\'ed 24 hours, $80 a month, call Mark
416-944-0805,

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buv and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($.50-

$120 persession). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT.

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 .50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

ATTENTION VARSITY READERS!

WWW.TRADEPOINT.CA/UOTSTUDENTS

We help you Buy It. We help you Sell it.

Free Listings. Free Searches. Canada's

Fastest Growing Online Classifieds Site.

THAILAND TRIPS
— 40 day Exotic Thailand vacation

exploring 5 tropical beaches and a

jungle paradise. It's an unreal trip. Pic-

tures and info @ www.freeandeasy.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, .35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 1.36. 2.35, CHEM 138, 139,

247 PHYS 110, ECO 220, PAST TESTS
AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE, 416-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST. PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term papers,

and applications on hard copy or com-

puter file. Expertise in human rights,

worid business, bestediting,ca Gall V.

Smith, 416-690-2576.

AdMtisein

HOCKEY' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

nadian interuniversity Sport (CIS)

champion Laurier Golden Hawks.
This was the second straight loss

for the Blues, whose season record

fell to 2-1-0-1. Laurier, in contrast,

improved their undefeated record

to 5-0-0-0, good for first in the On-

tario University Athletics (OUA)
standings.

Justine Todd opened the scor-

ing for U of T, only to be answered
by Laurier's Denise Harrop a few
minutes later. Laurissa Kenworthy
gave the Golden Hawks the lead

again on the powerplay in the sec-

ond period, but Sue McCutcheon
tied the game 2-2 with 7:57 left in

the third.

It was in overtime where Saman-
tha Cully iced the win for Laurier

about two and a half minutes in,

dashing the hopes of any U of T

fans hoping for a dramatic come-
back Blues victory.

However, it must be noted that

any semblance of a U of T come-
back would not have been pos-

sible without Blues goaltender Lisa

Robertson, whose stellar play in

the second and third periods held

the game at 2-1 and kept the Blues'

hopes alive.

Up front, meanwhile, Katie

Dowdall was clearly the best Blues

forward on this night. It is only a

matter of time before the goals

start coming in bunches for this

speedy winger.

As the Blues embark on a lengthy

seven-game road trip, they will

need to try to do the little things

a little better. It is a return to the

fundamentals of the game that can
sometimes bringsuccess, and make
it just a little easier for the hockey
gods to smile down on you.

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

Tr%i.VARSITY

a(lsiir*^ity.ca

Or call

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

Teach English

20,000 JOBS!
Jh\s free information session will cover topics of interest to

anyone considering teaching Englisli overseas. It will answer
questions regarding employment opportunities abroad such as:

" Wtiat Is Teaching Abroad Like
' Where Are The Job Opportunities

When Is Peak Hiring Season
• How Can I Secure An ESL Teaching Joh Overseas
" How Much Will I Earn

• What Is A Working Visa And How Oo I Get One
How Much ExperioncG Do I Haeci

• When And Where Should I Sign A Contract

Do I Need A TESL/TESOL Certificate

" What Skills Should I Learn To Become A Better ESL Teacher

7:00pm Tuesday, Nov. 8
Rm. 2211, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (O.I.S.E)

252 Bioor Street West, University of Toronto

Free Information Session
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heard

44 There's

audience-

touching

all over the

place. 55
SEE 'SECOND' -PAGE 6

WIN AN IPOD!

(see page 3)

Swank new Donnelly Centre

opens—but should It have waited a

few weeks?

SEE DONNELLY' -PG. 8

comment
Mr.Thorsell—tear down this

planetarium!

SEE BUILD - PG 5

red letter

Today is the feast day of Saint Wil-

librord, an English missionary who

died on this day in 738 CE.

history

On November 7, 1991, basketball

player Magic Johnson announced

that he had tested positive for HIV

and would retire from the NBA.

todo
orr,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7 FRIDAY.

NOVEMBER 11

Peace Week at U of T; see

www.peaceweek.com for details

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9. 7:30 PM
Kanye West at Air Canada Ctr $45.50+
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University condemns anti-

Semitic flyers
HATE PAMPHLETS W/ARNING AGAINST 'JEWISH CONSPIRACY' PLANTED ON TORONTO CAMPUSES

Sarah Barmak

NEWS EDITOR

U of T's Jewish community is reel-

ing after Toronto police confiscated

hundreds of anti-Semitic flyers

found on Ryerson, York, and all

three University of Toronto cam-

puses last week.

The pamphlets, bearing the

title "Jewish Supremacism Un-

masked," were found inserted into

library books and sitting on library

shelves on Monday. The brochure

contained anti-Semitic and anti-

Israel attacks, and shocked both

students and members of the wider

community.
"In the 11 years that I have been

working on campus in Toronto, I

have never seen anything this dis-

turbing," said Zac Kaye, executive

director of Hillel of Greater Toron-

to.

"1 find that it creates a very hos-

tile environment for students, not

just Jewish students on campus,

that one group would target anoth-

er like this," said Hagai Kuperman.
president of Hillel at U of T.

Some of the more bizarre claims

of the pamphlet were that both the

U.S. civil rights movement of the

1960s and the attacks of September

11 had been part of a worldwide

Jewish conspiracy.

U of T's deputy provost and vice-

provost (students), professor David

Farrar condemned "hatred in all its

guises" in response to the crimes.

Jewish groups with campus con-

nections are taking steps to do so,

minimizing the damage caused by

the materials.

"We're working to support those

who have been affected by these

pamphlets, and to ensure that

they're taken off campus," said

Tilly R. Shames, director of Israel

Affairs at Hillel.

The anti-Semitic campaign comes
close to both the 25th annual Ho-

locaust Education Week, which

ends Wednesday, and the annual

meeting of the United Jewish Com-
munities (UJC) General Assembly,

which convenes in Toronto from

//QUA CHAMPIONSHIP

Blues midfielder Mike Biaiy battles with Carleton's Roberto Gutierrez for a ball in the air during Sunday's OUA championship.

Turn to page 10 for game results.

Sunday to Nov. 16 and at which Is-

raeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon

has been invited to speak.

News of Sharon's visit had al-

ready sparked a postering cam-
paign against him around campus,
which is close to the UJC, but there

was no evidence the two campaigns

were related.

Although the materials were only

found on university grounds, it is

not yet clear whether their source

was someone connected to the uni-

versity.

"If that is the case, we will take

swift and appropriate action," said

Farrar. Shames emphasized that

community members had been
pleased with U of T's quick re-

sponse to the situation.

Campus police said Friday that all

remaining copies of the pamphlets

had been destroyed or turned over

to Toronto police.

It's official: students want a tuition freeze
Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The results from last week's tuition

plebiscite are out, and they aren't

likely to surprise you.

According to the Students" Admin-

istrative Council (SAC), the Graduate

Students' Union (GSU) and the Asso-

ciation of Part-time Undergraduate

Students (APUS), 98 per cent of the

3,753 SAC students who cast a ballot

from November 1 to 3 thought tuition

should stay frozen or be reduced.

The plebiscite was part of a larger

Canadian Federation of Students

(CFS) campaign that kicked into high

gear recently, when the McGuinty

government officially confirmed the

end of the two-year tuition freeze.

The freeze had applied to domestic

students in non-professional pro-

grams; next September, tuition for

these students will go up.

"The government ended consul-

tation on continuing the tuition fee

freeze," said Jen Hassum, VP Exter-

nal for SAC, "so we thought of doing

a mass consultation with students

to get how they felt with regards to

what tuition should be set at."

The most recent plebiscite outside

U of T, at York University, had nearly

the same results. But as obvious

as these results seem, Hassum and
Jesse Greener, Ontario Chairperson

of the CFS, think the plebiscites are

valuable.

"I think it is very important that

we hear the unified voice of stu-

dents," said Greener. "You hear from

government officials, and they're

very receptive to the idea that not all

students agree with [lower tuition].

There is a very strong consensus

on campuses [that that is not the

case]."

Hassum spoke to the importance

of the campaign itself.

"Class presentations were amaz-

ing," she said. "People were ap-

plauding, people were signing peti-

tions, people were actually getting

involved."

Some might wonder who the two
per cent who support tuition in-

creases are. Christopher McKinnon,

a U of T student, doesn't support the

freeze.

"1 think that a prolonged tuition

freeze could have potentially crip-

pling effects on Ontario universi-

ties," he said. "The fact of the matter

is that even if tuition is frozen, infla-

tion will make the fees that we do
pay less valuable. And that means
that we start to fall behind."

McKinnon is no stranger to the

cost of education. He's racked up
$21,000 in loans.

"I know exactly what my education

has cost me and I know the value of

it," he says. "1 probably wouldn't feel

the same way if this had cost me
nothing."

McKinnon may not have many al-

lies on campus at U of T. But come
January, whatever their point of

view, students will watch the gov-

ernment unveil a new "tuition fee

framework," dictating how much
fees can rise.

For 98 per cent of U of T students,

it's not going to be good news.
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FILMS

Nov 7

Nov 8

HART HOUSE

UofT PEACE WEEK
1 12 -2pm 'East Common Room

Diamonds, Guns and Rice: Sierra Leone

and the Women's Movement for Peace

Let Them Stay: Voices of U.S. War
Resisters in Canada

Nov 1 0 The Remnants of War

SPEAKER
In Search of Peace: Paris 1919 to Present Day

with Margaret MacMillan

Nov 9 • 7:30 - 9:30pm • Great Hall

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

7:30 - 9:30pm • East Common Room
Nov 1 0 The Last Frontier: Weapons in Space and

What Canada is Doing About Them -

with Peggy Mason, Sarah Eastabrooks

and Paul Wiegert

Nov 1 1 Peace Teams: Using Non-violence in

Conflict Zones with Lyn Adamson

WAR CHILD BENEFIT CONCERT
All ticket sales proceeds to War Child Canada

Nov 1 2 • 7:30pm • Great Hall

HOCKEY NIGHT
at HART HOUSE (licensed)

Leafs VS. Capitals
Nov 8 • 7:30pm • Arbor Room

5-BUCK LUIMCH
Peace Week Networking Fair &
Anti-Racism Poster Launch
Nov 9 • 12noon - 2pm • Great Hail

ANTI-RACISM STUDENT CAUCUS
1pm • East Common Room

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE CREATIVE KINO
UofT Humanities Centre with Kerri Sakamoto

2005-06 Barker Fairley Distinguished

Visitor in Canadian Studies

Nov 10 • 2-4pm • Library

ART OPENING
Chung lm Kim "The lAGA Series"&
J. Lynn Campbe// "Subjective Body"

Drop in to the Gallery - view the art and meet the artists.

Nov 10 5-7pm • Justina M.Barnicke Gallery

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE
Nov 1 1 • 10:30am • Soldier's Tower

Reception to follow in Great Hall

risst F^raots.

liy/alOiiTIY
creafhfitor,
concevveoi

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Holocaust Education Week
continues with events until

Wednesday

Among U of T events marking Holo-

caust Education Weei<, Hart House will

host a musical night remembering the

victims, featuring Elie Wiesel's "Ani

Maamin" at 8 p.m. in the Music Room
on Tuesday. Leo Adler and Richard

Warman from the Friends of Simon Wi-

esenthal Centre for Holocaust Studies

will discuss hate speech on the inter-

net at the William Doo auditorium at

New College the same evening at 7:30.

Events will conclude on Wednesday
with a 24-hour reading of the names of

those who perished during the Holo-

caust at the Wolfond Centre for Jewish

Campus Life. —CAROLYN HARRIS

From Homophile to

Convergence—we've

come a long way, baby

The inaugural U of T Queer Conver-

gence descended on the Governing

Council chambers at Simcoe Hall on

Thursday to discuss issues facing var-

ious LGBTQ groups at all three cam-

puses. Queer groups in faculties such

as law and engineering agreed on the

difficulties caused by the "profes-

sional closet," while undergrad chap-

ters raised their desire for a stronger

queer-straight alliance. Sexual and

gender diversity organizations have

extended to the colleges, faculties,

and a degree program since the U of

T Homophile Association was created

in 1969.—KATIE SZYMANSKI

news@thevarsity.ca

Dlwall celebration lights

up Hart House with games,

prayer, and food

The Hindu Students Association

hosted a Diwali celebration for U of

T students at Hart House last week.

Diwali, the festival of lights, is one
of the most significant holidays for

members of the Hindu faith, as well

as other Indian faiths.

The celebration included tradi-

tional games and food and the HSA
encouraged both Hindus and non-

Hindus to attend.

According to HAS executive

Durgesh Singh, Hinduism is prac-

ticed by thousands of members of

the U of T community.

—C.H.

DIY students aid reserves
Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

When Candice Maracle heard about

the contaminated water crisis affect-

ing native residents of the James Bay

Riwoche Society presents

Sounds of Tibet

Concert
Helping recoversacred texts

from the roofofthe world

Featuring renewed flutist and Grammy

nominee NAWANG KHECHOG and renewed

Tibetan classicdmusician PENPATSERING

Guest perfomierSHANGRI LA

Saturday November 12 at 7:30 pm

$15 advance, $20 at the door

The concert will be held at the Masaryk-Cowan

Community Centre at 220 Cowan Ave

For further information, contact Riwoche Temple

(416) 766-7964. Tickets can be purchased

at the Tibet Kitchen, Rangzen Cafe, Little Tibet,

Himalayan Arts & Crafs

f0k Riwoche Tibetian Buddhist Temple

{^^^ 28 Heintzman Street

(416) 7667964 www.riwoche.com

Kashechwan reserves, she decided

she needed to help.

"You have to think that kids have

been in shelters for two weeks, living

in airports," said Maracle, who is presi-

dent of U of T's Native Students Asso-

ciation. Maracle "put the word out" in

her classes and on the NSA's listserv,

and was surprised by the response

she got.

"1 was in class and she said they'd

need skates and hockey equipment,

and 1 said, done," said Mike Mahk-

waauksi, hoisting a duffel bag full

of his own gear and several hockey

sticks ready to be driven to Sudbury

in Maracle's car, along with toys, cash,

and even moosemeat.

It has so far been students who have

found ways to help with the crisis,

while U of T officials haven't "reached

out by any stretch," said Maracle.

As she's speaking, Melanie Jeffrey

of the Medical Students' Association

slips $40 into her hand.

"1 know we're a little further away,

but we can still help," said Maracle.

Amen.

Candice Maracle and Mike MahkwaauKsi with supplies for aching native reserves.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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Golden boys and girls

NEVER HEARD OF U OF T'S GOLDEN KEY SOCIETY? YOU DIDN'T GET AN INVITE

Kevin Wong

if the popularity of recent block-

buster movie The Skulls sfiows any-

tfiing—iiow many sequels did it

spawn? Two and counting?—secret

societies are a throwback to a bygone
era of university life that continues to

fascinate us.

This was at least evident last week,

as the newest members of the Gold-

en Key International Honour Society

(GKS) at U of T were officially induct-

ed at a grand ceremony at Convoca-
tion Hall—even though most of them
had only a vague idea of what the so-

ciety stood for.

The U of T chapter of the GKS re-

ceived about 1,300 new members
this year, among almost 29,000 other

students across 17 Canadian univer-

sities who received invitation pack-

ages to join, for a "one-time-only, life-

time membership fee" of $80.

"You read about an honour soci-

ety, you don't know what it is, and
they're asking you for your money,"

said Alexandra Kellner, who received

one of three GKS Academic Awards
that night. She decided to join after

reading testimonials available on the

society's website.

It was because of the membership
fee that Jeff, a second-year student at

UTSC who wished to withhold his full

name, decided not to join.

"It may be a hoax, but more primar-

ily, it costs 80 bucks," he said.

Founded in the U.S. in 1977, the

organization started chapters in

Canada eight years ago. The prem-
ise of the society is the rough idea

of "achievement"— it brings together

the students scoring in the top 15 per

cent of the university in GPA. The
induction ceremony promised op-

portunities to "network" with fellow

"future leaders."

"The truth is being the top 15 per

cent at U of T or other universities re-

ally means nothing...given how many
students there are in each faculty,"

said April, a GKS member studying

at UTSC. "It's like throwing $80 down
the drain."

According to the Society's website,

the money funds the ceremony itself,

as well as scholarships, social activi-

ties, publications, and regional con-

ferences. Some events require mem-
bers to register and pay an additional

event fee.

A portion of the membership is

also sent to the GKS's headquarters

in Atlanta. The most recent, publicly

available IRS tax forms for the society,

state that $5 million U.S. in member-
ship fees were collected in 2003, from

350 chapters located in Australia, Ma-
laysia, Puerto Rico, South Africa, and

other countries. More than $200,000

paid the salary of CEO Alexander

D. Perwich II, with $800,000 going

to the rest of the staff. Scholarships

awarded by the society for the same
year amounted to a little more than

$600,000, not including those funded

by corporate sponsors.

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

a •* Study in-Class, Online

isssa

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941
l.com

Paul Dawalibi, president of U of T's chapter of the Golden Key Society, speaks at Con

Hall below.. .himself.

"If you want to retain good talent

and build something worthwhile, I

think that [money] is a necessary re-

quirement," said Paul Dawalibi, presi-

dent of the GKS atUofT.

The fact that a portion of the mem-
bership fees goes to the U.S. has been

subject to controversy, according to

Tom Nowers, the associate principal

of student affairs and services at

UTSC.

"People have asked the question, is

there a reasonable return in the form

of scholarships, given the amount of

revenues Atlanta is receiving?" he

asked.

Inducted as a honourary member
of GKS a number of years ago, Nowers
has one primary criticism with the

society's structure—the fact that,

once paid, the invitee becomes a life-

time member of the society, without

any need to prove your worth again.

"They don't seem to have any qual-

ity control over the organization," he

said. "That was one of the reasons

that I distanced myself from the Gold-

en Key Society," said Nowers.

Still, it seems students are willing to

shell out to be a member of the club,

whether they're critical, approving,

or not really all that sure.

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Student!

It 's easy, just compiefe the entry form bebw. answer the fHREE

questions correctly and drop your entry form at Ihe Varsity

office, 2 1 Sussex Ave. 2nd fiooi, OR at the StudenfPhones.com

store at the U of T Campus Bookstore, 2 i4 College St. W.

Entry deadline: 3:00 p.m., Friday November 11, 2005.

Mm-,

Mflrass:

TsteBhOBe:

Imtii:

\"
I

Piease send rrss email updates on greot
i—J ceil phone deals from S'lUdentPhones.con

1 . The Varsity office is located

2. The StudentPhones.com store on U of T's campus is located ,

3. (626 + 212)/2-386 = -

Please join us for the drov/ at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, November 1 ! , 2005 at

The Vars;7y office. Winners' names will be announced in The Varsily and
at wAAA'.STudentPhones.com

Ing NYC
storm.
THE AMAZING
NEW YORK ROADTRIP
December 18 - 25, 2005
Great hotel within minutes of mid-town

Manhattan • Tour UN, MET, and Statue of

Liberty • See STOMP • Skate Central Park

Shop in Soho and on 5th Ave. • Awe
inspiring interactive classes • Incredible

Shabbat in Passaic, New Jersey

Only $299' includes bus transportation.

Ages 18-26. For Jewish students.

All applicants subject to an interview.

dish
campus

A Division of
Aisli Toronto

For an interview: Call

Rachel at 905. 764.1818,

ext. 308 or e-mail
rzelunka@)aish.com.

International Project Management 3o
(0

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.
I,earn to manage inlernational development projects ove l 1

International Project Management is rtieonly

postgraduate program in Canada tliat shows you

how your degree can cliange the world.

Call 416-675-6622, ex!. 3032 or email

Tiipsn.das&nmher. caforfurther information.

Apply for all Business School programs at the

OCAS v.v-b site - nvi'.'.Lmtariocollegei.ca

Seating is Limited!

aim-

HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca

Steppin' Out Thursdays
Free Admission to the Bata Shoe Museum on Thursdays, from 5 to 8 p.m.

327 Bloor Street West, at St. George subway

Marimba Magic: November 1 0, be^ns at 6:30 p.m. *
Chris Hastings performs Bach and others on this traciitionai ^
Cualemalan instrument. FREE if ŵ
Shoe Design Workshop: November 1 0, 6 to 7:30 p.m. Pre-register.

Learn about shoe design from artisan Sarah Rolcring. $10

Solo Voice and Piano: November 1 7, begins at 6:30 p.m.

Ambur Braid performs pieces by Obradors, BriUen and Weill. FREE

Hip Hop Til You Drop: November 24, 6 to 7 p.m.
Find your 'bounce' and master the '1-2 step' with the

Dorotheo Dance Company. FREE ^

* ' W
Icons of Fashion 111: December 1 , 6 to 7 p.m.

Pre-register. Curator lecture on Blahnik and
LoLiboLitin. Adults $10/students $5

Watch for other Steppin' Out Thursdays

For more information call 416.979.7799 x242
or visit us at vvww.batashcicmuseum.ca
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November 6*'' to 12*^ 2005 - University of Toronto

The University of Toronto's fourth annual Peace Week
features an engaging program of presentations, forums,

music, and art aimed at fostering reflection and debate on

the prospects of creating a sustainable culture of peace.

Keynote speakers: Denis Halliday, former UN Humanitarian

Coordinator in Iraq and Nobel Peace Prize nominee, and

l^argaret MacMillan, author of award-winning book, Paris

1919: Six Montiis ttiat Oianged the World

All events are free Sunday through Friday.

Everyone is welcome!

For more information on the following events, locations, and

the speakers and organizations involved, please visit:

www.peaceweek.com

EVENT SCHEDULE :

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6™, 2005

EVENT: Dances of Universal Peace (Participatory Event)

TIME: 7-8:30 p.m.

LOCATION : Music Room, Hart House

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 7^", 2005

1. EVENT: FILM - Diamonds, Guns and Rice: Sierra Leone
and the Women's Movement for Peace
TIME : 12-2 p.m.

LOCATION : East Common Room, Hart House
Presented by : The Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom

2. £YEMI: Suffering & Hope: A Year Later - Starting over
again in Aceh, Indonesia, and South Sudan, after ttie

tsunami and decades of war.
Including a slide presentation of the work of local and
international NGOs
TIME : 7:30-9:30 p.m.

LOCATION : Adam's Room, Trinity College

SPEAKER : Ron Mathies, Professor of Peace and Conflict

Studies at Conrad Grebel University College at the University

of Waterloo and former Executive Director of the Mennonite
Central Congress Committee

"fullTOV NOVEMBER 8t^ 2005

1. EVENT: FILM - Let Tliem Stay: Voices of U.S War
Resisters in Canada
TIME : 12-2 p.m.

LOCATION : East Common Room, Hart House
Presented by : Students for Peace in Iraq

2. EVENT: Iraq and the UN: Is there Hope after Genocide
and Betrayal?
TIME : 7:30-9:30pm
LOCATION : Walter Hall, Edward Johnson Building, 80
Queen's Park Crescent
SPEAKER : DENIS HALLIDAY, former Assistant Secretary-

General of the United Nations, UN Humanitarian Coordinator

in Iraq from 1997-1998, Nobel Peace Prize nominee

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9*^ 2005

1. EVENT : Peace Week Networking Fair, Launch of the

UofT Anti-Racism Poster Campaign, and $5 Lunch

IIM£: 10 a.m. -2 p.m.
12;30p.m: UofT Anti-Racism Poster Campaign Launch
LOCATION : The Great Hall, Hart House
OTHER : Learn more about the many organizations dedicated

to peace, social justice and humanitarian issues and see how
you can get involved! Also enjoy a $5 lunch - vegetarian and
halal friendly.

2. EVENT: In Search of Peace: From Paris 1919 to Present
Day
TIME : 7:30-9:30 p.m.

LOCATION : The Great Hall, Hart House
SPEAKER : MARGARET MACMILLAN, author of award-
winning book, Paris 1919: Six Months that Changed the

World , and Provost of Trinity College at the University of

Toronto

Thursday, November iot\ 2005

1. EVENT: FILM - Aftermath: The Remnants of War
TIME ; 12-2 p.m.

LOCATION : East Common Room, Hart House
Presented by: The Coalition Against War and Racism

2. EVENT : PANEL DISCUSSION - The Last Frontier:
Weapons in space and what Canada is doing about
them
TIME : 7:30-9:30 p.m.
LOCATION : East Common Room, Hart House

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11*^, 2005

1. EVENT: Remembrance Day Service
TIME : 11 a.m.
LOCATION: Soldier's Tower, University of Toronto

2. EVENT: PANEL DISCUSSION - Peace Teams: Using Non-
violence in Conflict Zones
TIME : 7:30-9:30 p.m.
LOCATION: East Common Room, Hart House

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12t^ 2005 ^
£V£NI: War Child Benefit Concert
HME: Doors open at 7 p.m.

LOCATION: The Great Hall, Hart House
TICKETS: $6 in advance, $9 at the door. On sale at Sid Smith
this week, or e-mail war.childCSutoronto.ca to reserve.
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Ifyou build it, you are dumb
The strange tale of the ROM South

development, a 40-odd storey condo-

minium proposed for the site of the

defunct McLaughlin Planetarium,

is probably already over. A heated

public meeting last week to discuss

the proposal (see The Varsity, "A Tow-

ering 'No,'" November 3, 2005) was
decisive in its condemnation of the

plan, and it seems increasingly likely

that the project is doomed.
ROM South was an irredeemably

foolish venture from the get-go: it

was to be a residential building sur-

rounded by institutional buildings;

it was to radically dwarf every build-

ing around it, with a listless, slab-like

design; the condos it contained were

^ EDITORIAL <

to start at $3 million, capped off by
a $50 million penthouse—overblown

pricing even in condo-mad Toronto;

and there were few options for in-

stalling underground parking and

street access for the millionaire resi-

dents' luxury chariots.

This particular plan was folly, un-

deniably. But could another plan

work?

Neighbourhood residents' asso-

ciations were aggressive and vocal

in their attacks on the ROM South

development, and in this case they

were right to be. But then again, they

are vocally opposed to nearly every

new building development in the

area.

In the case of a proposed condo
development at the northeast corner

of Bedford and Bloor, the residents'

associations talked some sense into

the city planners and the developer

and achieved some important con-

cessions, like lopping off a few sto-

reys from the tallest building and im-

proving the building's planned street

frontage. In that case, the system

worked, and the building may yet go

ahead.

But the hyperbole displayed at

last week's public meeting over ROM
South was bizarre. Many people

seem to have decided to punish the

ROM for building The Crystal at the

north end of the building, a renova-

tion that everyone loves to hate.

Having failed to stop construc-

tion of the Libeskind crystal, the

ROM's neighbours seem determined

to prove that they're still in charge,

dammit, and they'll kick in ROM CEO
William Thorsell's little sand castle

because the arrogant little prick has

it coming. That's undoubtedly an

emotionally gratifying position, but it

makes for lousy development policy.

Facts: the ROM needs money; the

McLaughlin Planetarium, no mat-

ter how sentimentally charged it is

for some people, is an ugly derelict

building on a very prime piece of real

estate; downtown intensification and

mixed-use building schemes are the

only responsible option for a city al-

ready crippled by sprawl; and there

are no other residential-zoned build-

ings in the area that would be over-

shadowed by a more modestly sized

tower at the south end of the ROM.
ROM South was unworthy, but that

doesn't mean the ROM should give

up on the idea. A more sympathetic

project could work, and it should

be encouraged. The ROM lost this

round, and the neighbourhood won;

but if we don't work together to re-

sponsibly intensify this sprawling

city of ours, everybody loses.

LETTERS <

Slippery business
Jordana Stier

U.S. energy needs are becoming in-

creasingly desperate, and the coun-

try will stop at nothing to fulfill them,

despite the inevitable risks.

For over 25 years the Arctic Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) has

been fighting for the Arctic's refuge

against the United States' deadly oil

drilling plot, in order to preserve the

millions of animals that migrate to,

and live in, this vulnerable environ-

ment. The Budget Reconciliation Act,

which has been trying to pass the

rights to perform the potentially haz-

ardous drilling project in the Arctic,

is very close in obtaining its goal.

If the act passes, this will be an-

other example of America demolish-

ing our Canadian environment in its

relentless quest for oil. The remote,

small area targeted in Alaska is one

of the very few remaining rich and
rare ecosystems left in the Arctic

where the wildlife can live prosper-

ously.

The risks that come with drilling

for oil in the arctic are staggering.

Canada's environment and residents

will be devastated along with the

delicate ecosystem and wildlife in

Alaska. Bringing the oil down to the

States risks our Canadian environ-

Last week, Iran's newly selected

president Mahmoud Ahmadine-
jad called for the unequivocal de-

struction of Israel. In no ambigu-
ous terms, Ahmadinejad stated

that Israel "must be wiped off the

map."

By the next day, the international

community was bustling over the

Iranian president's comments.

ment enormously. Looking back at

the Exxon Valdez incident, for ex-

ample, sends shivers down my spine.

Without any new technology in

transporting this crude oil, the same
fate may occur again on our western

coastline.

The great number of wildlife that

lives in and migrates to the Refuge

is great. If the oil drilling takes place

in their environment many of these

animals will die because all their re-

sources will be contaminated. The
intrusion alone will be detrimental

to the environment. In addition, oil

will be spilled all over their natural

habitat and their homes will be de-

stroyed.

Once this affects the animals, it will

become a problem for the Gwitch'in

people of North Yukon who depend

on the endangered porcupine cari-

bou to live. If Canadian animals' lives

But the Islamic Republic of Iran

has been calling for the oblitera-

tion of the Israeli state since its

inception twenty-six years ago. So,

what's all the clamouring about?

Visit thevarsity.ca to read Samira

Mohyeddin's article in its entirety.

are put in jeopardy, Canadians are at

risk as well.

This expedition for finding oil in

the Arctic is not worth all the dam-
age it will cause. It has been re-

searched that the amount of oil that

will be found will only serve the U.S.

demands for less than a year. Events

in the past, like the 2003 blackout,

prove that North America's need for

energy is on the rise. Canada's en-

dangered natural resources are at a

great risk if the Americans continue

this expedition for oil.

Our society is in a vicious cycle

when it comes to our needs and
the environment. We have an ever-

increasing desire for energy as our

technology advances, and we abuse

our environment more and more.

As a result, we begin to run out of

our natural resources by fueling our

constant growing appetite for power,

and paradoxically damage our envi-

ronment even more. If this danger-

ous cycle continues, we will find our-

selves without any resources left.

Several encouraging amendments
were made to the bill in the Senate

earlier last week, but the results re-

main to be seen. The House of Rep-

resentatives' version will meet this

newly amended bill in conference in

early December.

Iranian president Ahmadinejad

Multitasking

Re: A towering 'no,' NoV 3

Is there no legal limit to lethal iro-

ny? Have people not grasped that

the condo tower, which is proposed

in order to finance the ongoing

beautification of the north end of

the ROM, is intended as a matching

bookend at the south end?

To kill three or many more birds

with one stone, perhaps the ROM
could offer to solve Toronto's

garbage problem by offering to turn

its south end into the new City of

Toronto official garbage dump, thus

matching the north end aestheti-

cally, taking care of their financial

problem, and solving our garbage
problem, all at once.

Ian MacMillan

Ad hominem:

back in style?

Re: A newspaper is not a
soapbox, Nov 3

Last weeks editorial lacked profes-

sionalism and demonstrated a

high level of immaturity. In the real

word, when editors have a misun-
derstanding with a person, they do
not use their position to print an
editorial berating them.

The editors also used the space

to self-congratulate themselves

for supposedly creating an arena
whereby regular students can
voice their concerns and debate

topical issues. While The Varsity

Opjnion section ''could* be a place

for healthy open debate, it is not.

To get an Op-Ed you must either be
friends with the editors, a campus
politico or a fellow editor of The

Varsity, like News Editor Sarah

Barmak.

Nor is the letter section a much
better place for student expres-

sion. There, Ms. Goldberg and

Mr. Antonacci have successfully

turned a respectable newspaper

into a cesspool of petty attacks as

they choose to feature slanderous

letters from Sam Rahimi and his

opponents fighting it out week after

week after week.

In the future, I would like to see

substantive debate on real issues. It

would be nice to read an Opinions

section and that is not a pissing

match.

Andy Klein

Copy or perish?

Re: The not-so-Open Content
Alliance, Oct 24

Most people find copyright issues

pretty dull, but it's time we started

taking them more seriously. The
federal government has tabled

legislation that does not guarantee

users' rights to the same extent

that our courts have of late, and
students, educators and scholars

alike must voice their concerns.

If restrictions on the use of intel-

lectual property are too stringent,

Canadians will lose opportunities

both to learn from and to influ-

ence others. Canadian universi-

ties and libraries have not been
active enough in making use of

Fair Dealing, which allows legal

limited copying for private study.

They would rather claim that since

the digital environment is not part

of their agreement with Access
Copyright, digital copying must be

I

illegal, but nowhere in our current

law does it say that such copying

cannot be done digitally.

Krista Murray

The I'ars/fKwelcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

opinions@thevarsity.ca
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THE VETERAN COMEDY COMPANY RELOADS WITH A FRESH SHOW AND A NEW HOME

Chandler Levack

The cast of Second City's new show,

Reloaded, are discussing the worit

of comedian Ray Romano. Cast

member (and Scarborough native)

Paul Bates is a close personal ac-

quaintance of the Everybody Loves

Raymond star after he played a role

in the notable Romano vehicle Wel-

come to Mooseport.
"1 have about ten lines, but I'm in

the movie about every ten minutes.

1 was Ray's buddy at his hardware

store. 1 was, for all intents and pur-

poses, mentally challenged," Bates

explains.

Of course, it's not too long be-

fore Bates is doing dialogue from

the film. In a slightly lower Bob
Mackenzie-esque voice, he begins:

"Heeeeeyyy, Ray." "Whaatt?" he an-

swers back in Romano's token nasal

whine.

I'm no expert, but it's pretty good.

The cast concurs.

Castmate Naomi Snieckus (along

with Bates and cast members Matt

Baram and Derek Flores, she's a vet-

eran of Second City productions)

exclaims her love for Raymond, but

co-star Lauren Ash (a former mem-
ber of the SC touring company) has
a dissenting opinion: "Watching
that show made me want to eat my
own face".

So, 1 guess everybody doesn't

love Raymond?
The cast is gathered in a cramped

yellow dressing room to discuss the

new direction that Second City is

taking. Big changes have occurred

in the past few months, including

a new cast, a new show, and a new
building located on Mercer Street.

"This is exactly the right direc-

tion for Second City. 1 wouldn't call

the last place a mistake, but 1 think

that they realized the mistakes they

made," says Bates, a veteran of the

Second City program.

For those unfamiliar with Second
City, the improv company (which

gave rise to such illustrious alumni

as Andrea Martin, John Candy, and
Mike Myers and spawned the clas-

sic sketch comedy show SCTV) for-

merly had a home at 56 Blue Jays

Way. The space was a pure tourist

Paul Bates, above, is brassy and sassy in The Second City show, Reloaded; fellow cast

member Derek Flores, left, is an SC veteran.

attraction (especially post-SARS),

with Tony and Tina's Wedding (a

cheesy Italian-themed dinner the-

atre show) and Wayne Gretzky's bar

just down the street.

"1 think that they had different

ideas about what it was going to

be...a casino was going to be in

there, it was going to be part of this

conglomerate," Snieckus notes.

But that's all in the past. After

months of training in empty spaces

(including the bar across the street)

and in the basement of the new
facility. Second City has a brand-

spankin' new venue. The layout is

simple, with only a bar, space for re-

hearsal, and the mainstage perfor-

mance space—which now seats 316

instead of the previous 385. Photos

of former cast members from all six

Second City theatres (aside from the

one here in Toronto, there are five

others across the U.S.) adorn the

walls. And the focus is back where
it should be—on the comedy.

"We've reclaimed that history

that it had in the glory days," says

Derek Flores.

"Here we can actually touch the

audience," explains castmate Matt

Baram.

"There's audience touching all

over the place," Snieckus quips.

"1 just think this is a better vehicle

for us to perform in. It's a better ex-

perience and environment for all,"

Bates offers diplomatically.

The Second City show itself has

been rejigged, putting focus on con-

troversial material.

"It's nice to take something that

people ordinarily can't find funny

and make it funny," says Anand
Rajaram, a newcomer to the cast

that's been a familiar face in the

local theatre scene as a puppeteer

and mime.

The sketches try to push as

many boundaries as possible. Take

the piece with landlady Karla Ho-

molka asking for a renter's refer-

ences ("Whatever my references

are, they're sure as hell better than

yours"), and Conservative party

leader Stephen Harper... well, kill-

ing children. Watching the perfor-

mance a week before opening night,

I was struck by how darkly political

the sketches were, reflecting the

current feeling of insecurity in a

U.S.-dominated world.

One sketch in particular, "Thank
You America," illustrates these wor-

ries. The cast, standing together in

a horizontal line, thanks America
for its scary political climate, ri-

diculous authority figures, and "for

making it so damn hard to get into

your country." You can sense the

tension within the audience as the

cast points out things that haven't

been directly said out loud. That

sort of razor-edge comedy makes

the new show truthful, dark, edgy

—

and adult. In short, Tony and Tina's

Wedding it is not.

So with such dynamic new mate-

rial to choose from, what are the

cast members' favourite sketches?

"My favourite sketch is the one

that just got cut," Snieckus shrugs,

putting an awkward pause into the

conversation.
"1 like the pizza sketch," Rajaram

says, referring to a scene where a

nervous customer played by Baram
trips over his own words asking a

Muslim pizza place owner if he's a

terrorist.

"To take something that people

traditionally do not or cannot find

funny. . .to transform this for people,

it changes the way they think about

things in the world. Sometimes you

can change their perspective, but

otherwise it's just about giving them

that coping ability," he points out.

The cast all have different theatre

backgrounds, ranging from George

Brown College dropout Lauren Ash,

to street performer Derek Flores.

And they all have different plans

once their stint at Second City is

over.

"1 want to do stand-up some time.

1 am so scared to, but that's kind of

why 1 want to try it. But first I've got

to write some jokes,' Bates grins.

"1 want to do theatre shows where
I'm animated or I'm a Muppet. That

would be an aspiration," Flores

chimes in. (Um, okay, then.)

"I've written a television pilot,"

Ash announces proudly.

Probably not the most original

thing to say amongst a group of ris-

ing comics. "Hey, you might be the

first comedian ever to write a TV pi-

lot," Bates shoots back, laughing.

Second City's Reloaded, a combination of

sketch comedy and live improvisation, runs

every Tuesday to Sunday at 51 Mercer St

.

After the show, there is a free live improv

set with the cast. (Oh, and the bartender

also makes a mean Bloody Mary.) For more

info, see secondcity.com.

Infiltration instigation
Allison Martell

VARSITY STAFF

On October 20, a book launch lor Ac-

cess All Areas: A User's Guide to the

Art of Urban Exploration took place

at the Distillery District's Gibson

Jessop Gallery. Written by Ninjali-

cious (a.k.a. Jeff Chapman) shortly

before his death from cancer last

August at the age of 31, the book has

come to represent the well-known

local urban chronicler's legacy.

When Chapman passed away, a

message posted on his website said

that he "can essentially be credited

with founding much of the modern-

day urban exploration subculture."

Urban explorers tour hidden parts

of their cities—including abandoned

or even inhabited buildings, storm

drains, and utility tunnels—often

places where they aren't allowed to

be. Chapman supported urban ex-

ploration with Infiltration, a zine he

BOOK REVIEW
Access All Areas

Written by
Ninjalicious

Infiltration Press

Rating: VVVv^

started in 1996. Access All Areas is

his how-to guide, an introduction to

the pastime.

Chapman's wife Liz Clayton spoke

about her husband, his book, and

his passion at the launch.

"He would have loved to explore

this building," she said. "I'd like to

think he did, before it opened."

Articles on the Infiltration site in

fact do describe Chapman's explora-

AIL AREAS
a user's guide to the

art of urban exploration

tions in the Distillery District before

it was restored to its current gentri-

fied state. But as interesting as the

Infiltration zine is. Access All Areas
takes the concept further.

For explorers (or would-be explor-

ers), the book is packed with infor-

mation on equipment, research,

and safety. (One unusual tip: smear
ketchup on the top of your flashlight

to maintain night vision.) But for

those of us too wimpy to imagine

walking past a "Do Not Enter" sign,

the book is a chance to daydream,
and to think differently about cities.

Chapman writes frequently and
seriously about ethics, particularly

the importance of "not breaking

anything, taking anything, defac-

ing anything, or even littering while

exploring." He outlines safety con-

cerns in different environments,

from asbestos exposure to flooded

drains.

But there is also a healthy dose of

dry humour, and a well-developed

sense of joy.

Chapman writes, "There are so

many locked doors in this world that

it would be a real shame to let an
openable one go to waste," and he's

not just using a corny metaphor, but

talking about actual doors.

There is at least one typesetting

error in the book, where a sentence
is cut off. And in another sense, we

are sometimes left looking for more.

Though many situations are de-

scribed. Chapman rarely mentions

which are from experience and

which are hypothetical. Despite the

handful of sections that detail spe-

cific adventures (including the aban-

doned Crystal Ballroom at the King

Edward Hotel and a secret viewing

gallery under the York University

pool) we are left wondering wheth-

er, for instance. Chapman's warn-

ing about the endurance required

to climb smokestacks has a longer,

more personal story behind it.

But perhaps that is for the best.

Back issues of Infiltration are still

available, both online (infiltration,

org) and at zine fairs like last week-

end's Canzine. They are full of spe-

cific explorations, including a full

issue on U of T's hidden nooks and

crannies, and are all worth reading.

In the last paragraph of his book.

Chapman writes about the way

"people get excited about the idea

of really seeing the world around

them. " By the time you've read that

far, you'll know exactly what he's

talking about.
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Mystery of history
ERINDALE'S DRAMA GRADS GET TO THE DARK HEART OF A CLASSIC STORY WITH THE HELP OF SOME FINE DIRECTION

Terese Saplys

Those of you who think that to enter

Mississauga is to slump into a case

of the doldrums, suspend your dis-

belief: Theatre Erindale has staged

what could possibly be the best

campus production of the year.

Laura Annawyn Shamas's adap-

tation of Picnic at Hanging Rock.

directed by Laurence Follows and

performed by the graduating class

of Erindale's drama program, is a

play marked by mysteries and en-

counters with the mystic. Based on

the novel by Lady Joan Lindsay and

set in Australia at the turn of the

century, the play follows a group of

young girls on a day trip from the

distinguished Appleyard College to

Hanging Rock.

Three of these girls decide to ex-

plore the upper limits of the rock,

forbidden territory to the likes of

them. Along with their elderly math
teacher, they mysteriously disap-

pear from the face of the earth,

plunging Appleyard College into

deep disrepute. A lone survivor is

found months later, with no memo-
ry of what happened to her or the

other women on the rock.

In between her disappearance

and her miraculous rescue, the

many faces of man—or should I say,

woman (a scant six men appear in

the cast of 20)—are peeled back

to reveal the terrifying depths of

human nature, the constraints of

THEATRE REVIEW

Picnic at Hanging Rock

Theatre Erindale

Oct. 27 -Nov. 5, 2005

Rating: VVVVV

memory and knowledge, and the

spiritual communion of women with

the land and each other.

A spectacular cast surmounts the

inherent difficulties in making this

play accessible to a modern audi-

ence—after all, upper-class Austra-

lia at the beginning of the 20th cen-

tury was still governed by a rigid

Victorian code inherited from their

British colonizers, a far cry from the

society viewers are familiar with.

Director Laurence Follows (a

member of the famous Canadian

drama clan—his sister is Megan of

Anne of Green Gables fame) whose
credits include a degree in drama
from Juilliard and producing the

Broadway hit STOMP in Toronto

and Vancouver, more than proves

himself. He deciphers the more am-
bivalent aspects of the work to such

a fine degree that the performance
is entirely cogent and evocative,

although the central evanescence

Theatre Erindale's production of Picnic at Hanging Rock preserves the evanescence and elusiveness of the play; it could be U of T's

best production of the year

and elusiveness of the play is pre-

served.

In the end, the audience is left full

of unanswered questions, the an-

swers to which they can only guess

at from the random and widely scat-

tered clues they have been given

by Follows. He leaves the intangible

mysteries of life and the Hanging

Rock disappearances floating in thin

air, forcing his audience into resig-

nation before the inscrutibility of

fate. His rendition of Picnic at Hang-

ing Rock is almost Dionysian—a mix

of the frightening, fantastic, and
the even more terrifying realities

of repression and denial—indeed, a

sight to be seen.

Knorir,
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//SCIENCE II

Hot on a scent

Figuring out liow insects smell,

and what they do about it, has

netted Dr. Pingxi Xu Science's

2005 international prize in Neuro-

biology. Xu studies how fruitflies

influence each others' behaviour

via scented chemicals called

pheromones. Xu has discovered

"odorant binding proteins" which
bind pheromone molecules to the

flies' nervous system, which in

turn affects the flies' behaviour.

Knowledge of these molecules

will help scientists develop ef-

fective means of controlling the

behaviour of insect pests that

impact human health and agricul-

ture.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
Source: Science

'FiU'er up with canola'

With gasoline prices skyrocketing

and the demand for alternate fuel

sources growing, oil producers in

Texas are realizing Canola oil's

potential as a biodiesel. Canola's

career began as a lubricant for

machinery during World War II,

but shifted to human consump-
tion in the 70s. Without even buy-

ing new equipment, Texan produc-

ers associated with agronomists
at Texas State University believe

they can cultivate canola for fuel

use. With both food and fuel mar-

kets vying for canola, producers

can expect increased profits.

-CD.
Source: Texas A&M University

'He was a good
pachyderm...'

Elephants may also mourn their

dead, suggest findings in Biology

Letters. When researchers at the

University of Sussex and in Ke-

nya presented African elephants

(Loxodonta africana) with bones
of elephants of the same species,

they showed more interest and
reacted more strongly to them
than when the remains on display

were those of other mammals.
"African elephants ... exhibit un-

usual behaviours on encounter-

ing the bodies of dead con-specif-

ics, becoming highly agitated and
investigating them with the trunk

and feet. [They] also to pay con-

siderable attention to the skulls,

ivory and associated bones of el-

ephants that are long dead," the

researchers reported.

In one experiment, where the

elephants were presented with

an elephant skull, a piece of ivory

and a piece of wood, the animals

always paid more attention to

the ivory than to any of the other

objects. They placed their feet

on the ivory, rocking it back and
forth. The scientists concluded

that elephants show evidence of

empathy, a trait once considered

unique to humans.
But their work could not test

hearsay theories that elephants

specifically visit the bodies of

close relatives. Other mammals,
such as chimpanzees, engage in

complex interactions with dead

social partners, but abandon

them when the carcass begins to

decompose.
-MIKEGHENU
Source: Biology Letters

SCIENCE

Storm in a beaker
TEETHING TROUBLES IRK U OF T'S NEWEST RESEARCH FACILITY—BUT AT LEAST

ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS LIKE IT

science@thevarsity.ca

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Though the $105-million Terrence

Donelly Centre for Cellular and Bio-

molecular Research (CCBR) opened

to great fanfare last Thursday, some
lab users worry whether the move
into the building came too early,

since some scientists have been ex-

periencing persistent problems that

have slowed work.

"To get distilled water, we must go

to [the Medical Sciences Building],"

said Lilia Baev, a lab technician.

Since her fifth-floor lab moved from

the Best Institute, in late September,

researchers had have had to bring

jugs of distilled water over on carts

from the Medical Sciences Building.

The CCBR's supply of distilled water

is not yet certified.

Frequent breakdowns have beset

their environmental and cold rooms,

both of which maintain the finely

tuned conditions scientists need for

their work. "The cold room, which is

supposed to be at four degrees was
17 C last week, so we couldn't do any

experiments."

As a result, Baev said, "the lab does

not function [at] 100 per cent." And
she has an explanation for that. "We
were rushed to move in."

The CCBR is the long and narrow

glass tower on College St., west of

University Ave. The building is billed

on the idea of collaborative work

—

the mixing and matching of scientists

from different departments in a re-

search lab setting.

Its layout is meant to help re-

searchers mix it up: indoor gardens

are scattered around the building;

the spacious lab floors—with seem-

ingly endless rows of lab benches

and large windows—have central

kitchenettes on each level; conve-

nient sets of stairs connect adjacent

floors.

On Friday afternoon, Neela Par-

thasarathy, a graduate student, wres-

tled with one of the autoclaves

—

mammoth pressure cookers that

clean and disinfect scientific glass-

ware. Her glassware was trapped in-

side, under vacuum.

"This is the second time this week
this has happened—and it's getting

tedious." For Parthasarathy, this has

meant a lot of wasted lab time. "All

Third year chemical engineering student Kelly Chen demonstrates the old-fashioned way researchers In the CCBR's fifth-floor lab

have been using to transport jugs of distilled water from the Medical Sciences Building next door.

because of moving into a half-fin-

ished building," she said. "We should

have moved in after Christmas."

Dr. Brenda Andrews, the CCBR di-

rector, said there had indeed been
some problems. "There's some is-

sues with the steam and the water

because they're finishing some of the

delivery systems." But she insisted

these are problems typically encoun-

tered in new buildings.

"With any construction project

there's always issues one discovers

when one moves in," Andrews said,

speaking on the phone from Califor-

nia. "1 expect most of this stuff will be

resolved in the next month or so."

Andrews did grant, however, that

these problems have pushed back

the move-in schedule for scientists

somewhat.

"We're assessing that now to make
sure that we have all the stuff that

we need to have in place for them,"

she said. The "principal investiga-

tors" were meant to have moved in

by the end of December. "1 think it

would probably be about four weeks

delayed."

While at the CCBR, your correspon-

dent encountered a group of architec-

ture students on an impromptu visit

of the building. They were in town for

a weekend architecture conference

at Ryerson University. Eric Zaddock,

the president of the American Insti-

tute of Architecture Students, was
taken with the bamboo garden by the

main entrance.

"It's intriguing," he said. "It softens

that hard concrete of this building

with the softness and detail of the

[Rosebrugh Building] next door. It's

the buffer zone, it makes that transi-

tion between the two."

The garden and walls of coloured

tiles also appealed to Heribert Geis,

a jetlagged German architecture pro-

fessor from the University of Applied

Sciences in Frankfurt am Main. Geis

was here to see the work of Gunter

Behnisch, one of the CCBR's archi-

tects. Notable buildings Behnisch

designed include the Olympic Games
Tent, built for the 1972 Munich Olym-

pics, and the former German parlia-

ment building, in Bonn.

But he had not yet made up his

mind about the CCBR. "Have you
talked with the users?" he asked.

Pieces of plywood blocking the

end of a hallway and one of the stair-

ways did catch his eye, though. "I am
wondering about such things," said

Gies, pointing toward them. "What
happened, is it not finished, or is it

broken?"

He also seemed surprised one

could go no higher than the seventh

floor of the building—by elevator, at

least. "So it's not really finished," he

remarked.

Water waste: learning from Israel

Jennifer Bates

VARSITY STAFF

How do 6.5 million people get enough

water for their daily and agricultural

needs when they live in a desert?

That, explained Dr. Ellen Graber at a

centre for environment seminar last

Wednesday, is the problem faced by

Israel every day.

Graber is a researcher at Israel's

Agricultural Research Organization.

She is working on a system of water

sustainability to make Israel "a para-

digm for semi-arid environments,"

as she put it.

It's a tall task. With a population

growth rate of four per cent per

year—90 per cent of them living in

cities—the amount of water taken

up by urban use has been steadily

increasing over the past few de-

cades. By 2020, it is estimated that

urban water use will surpass agri-

cultural use.

Not only have these been caus-

ing chronic water shortages—most
notably a 2002 shortage that caused

the levels of the Sea of Galilee to

drop below the level of the pumps

—

but pollution and over-consumption

have caused Israel's underground
aquifers and water supply to be-

come contaminated with unhealthy

levels of chlorides and nitrates. As
Graber put it, "what you can drink

depends on what you're willing to

drink."

And yet, Israel has become a

model for sustainable agriculture.

Technologies such as drip irrigation

systems and micro sprinklers has

increased agricultural efficiency to

90 per cent. Plastic pipes with small

holes are buried underground. The
holes release water at a controlled

rate, minimizing water losses due to

evaporation and seepage.

Sewage effluent reuse has been
particularly important in maintain-

ing this agricultural efficiency, by
reducing the amount of freshwater

needed for irrigation. The use of

marginal water in irrigation systems

has increased from ten per cent to

50 per cent in recent years. The ef-

fluent itself already contciins all of

the nutrients needed by crops.

But using effluent has some risks,

including negative effects on soil

structure. The soil becomes resis-

tant to water absorption, hindering

seed germination.

Graber argued that properly treat-

ed effluent is crucial to the mainte-

nance of Israel's green culture, from

which people in Israel derive an "in-

tangible life quality," by being able

to grow their own food for everyday

use, for instance.

Canada is also struggling with

water sustainability. A recent en-

vironmental report card by the

OECD (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development)
ranked Canada second-last among
30 developed countries in water

use. Per capita water consumption
in Canada has risen by a quarter in

the last 25 years, to over 1,600 cubic

metres a year. If one were to pour
that much water into one-pint beer

glasses and stack them up, the re-

sulting pile would be 477 kilometres

tall. Only Americans use more water

per capita.

It seems Israel has a handle on
sustainable agriculture; perhaps it's

time for Canada to reexamine its wa-

ter usage, lest we fall into the trap of

the unhappy mariner—water every-

where but ne'er a drop to drink.
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Teach English
Overseas

"Hair is the richest

ornament of a woman."

H A A R T E K
salon

Treat yourself!

Book an appointment with a stylist

Tuesday to friday and receive 30% oft.

*riow available ful! Aesthetics by Coiieen al 1 5% oft

Tuesday to Friday. Cail 416-964-2S66 or visit us

al 68 Scoiiard St., 3 blocks north of Pl'.ioi ,si.

west of Bay SL Services for vvorrren and men.
Dtscootit uppUtis to hair sicmces^wftii slvusis njl due^Jnis,

MATURE THEME, ^s^^ss^^
VIOLENCE, ss«™a«m«» ,«^.»,,«™.»»~,

COAflSe LANGUAGE

20,000 JOBS!
T/7/S free information session will cover topics of Interest to

anyone considering teaching English overseas. It will answer

questions regarding employment opportunities abroad such as:

• What Is Teaching Abroad Cike

• Where Are The Job Opportunities

• When Is Peak Hiring Season
How Can I Secure An ESL Teaching Job Overseas

- How Much Will I Earn

• What Is A Working Visa And How Do I Get One
• How Much Gxperience Oo 1 Need
• When And Where Should 1 Sign A Contract

• Oo I Need A TESU/TESOL Certificate

What Skills Should I Learn To Become A Better ESL Teacher

7:00pm Tuesday, Nov. 8
Rm. 2211, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (O.I.S.E)

252 Bloor Street West, University of Toronto

Free Information Session

WILLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

Noon to 1 0P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction
100%

• Breast Augmentation p-^^^^j^g >

•Tummy Tucic Available

• Gastric Banding

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Remova

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrosion

1

4U-221-5554
www.tcclinlc.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yazdanfar member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

Americon Society of Cosmetic Breast Surgery

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

APUS

NOTICE OF APUS COST-OF-LIVING
REFERENDUM

Mail-in ballots will be sent out to all APUS members. To be eligible,

return ballots must be postmarked by Friday, December 9, 2005- For
more information: www.apus.utoronto.ca

Preamble:
The Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students (APUS) is seeking member
consent for a small cost of living increase in the APUS Society fee. The proposed fee
amount is $3.65 per session.

Complete details of APUS programs and services are available on the APUS website:
www.apus.utoronto.ca.

If approved, the APUS Society fee would be $13.65 per session and would be charged
to all part-time undergraduate students as part of the APUS fee beginning in the summer
2006 session.

QUESTION:

Are you in favor of an increase to the Association of Part-time Undergraduate
Students fee as described in the Preamble?

Yes No

IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE NOVEMBER 9

Open Meeting on the APUS Cost-of-Living referendum

Wednesday, November 9, 7:00 — 8:00 pm
Sidney Smith Hail, room 1088
100 St. George St., Toronto ON

• Come out for a Question & Answer session on the APUS Cost-of-Living referendum
• Find out how you can get involved in the referendum (to be held November 3 —

December 9)

For more information about the proposed cost of living adjustment, contact APUS
Executive Director, Paul Tsang at 416-978-0832, p.tsang@utoronto.ca

For more information about how to get involved in the referendum, contact the Chief
Returning Officer, Emily Sadowski, at emily.sadowski@utoronto.ca, (416) 978-7594
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Yalose silver, but win bronze

U of T's field hockey team played an ex-

cellent game in Vancouver on Sunday,

earning them Canadian Interuniversity

Sport (CIS) bronze medals. They defeat-

ed cross-province rival Guelph 1-0 in the

game for third place at Wright Field.

Heather Clark of Oakville, Ontario

had the lone goal in this match. It came

after some nifty stick-handling allowed

Clark to maneouvre around a group of

Gryphons.

Blues goalie Sarah Goertzen made

three saves to record the shutout for

the Blues. Every shot she faced came in

the first half, as U of T kept the ball in

Guelph territory for the majority of the

second half.

Orleans, Ontario native Malinda

Hapuarachchi, the Ontario University

Athletics (OUA) player of the year, was

named player of the game for the Blues

for her play in both the offensive and de-

fensive ends. Caitlin Brady of Bancroft

was named Guelph's player of the game.

The University of Alberta Pandas won
the field hockey gold medal by defeat-

ing the top-ranked University of British

Columbia Thunderbirds 2-1 in the final

match on Sunday. The game was de-

cided by sudden-death strokes and this

was the first CIS championship in field

hockey for the Pandas.

-MATTSOMERS

The lion sleeps tonight

The men's water polo team was able to

tame the York Lions 11-5 last Thursday

in the mighty jungle on Keele Street

in an important OUA contest. The win

allowed the Blues to move into a first-

place tie with McMaster in the Ontario

standings.

Louis Zavodni, Max Pottier, and Sean

Mcghie all had hat tricks in the contest

for the talented Blues. Jordan Duffield

scored three goals of his own for York in

a losing cause.

The Lions remain in fifth place in

the OUA standings after the loss to U
of T, three points behind fourth-place

Queen's. York is now 2-5-3 on the sea-

son, while the Blues boast a record of

5-1-4.

I always knew cats couldn't swim.

The AC will host the final three regu-

lar season games of the men's water

polo team this weekend. The Blues will

play Western on Saturday, and Carleton

and Queen's on Sunday—all from the

comfort of U of T's own pool.

Water polo playoffs start November

26 in Hamilton.

-MS

Don't touch that dial

Stay tuned, kids, for incredible stories

coming to a sports section near you in

the month of November.

Be sure to read The Varsity on No-

vember 10 to catch interviews with two

of the stars of The Tournament, CBC's

mockumentary hockey series. Grab a

copy of the sports section on November

17 for the second part of this year's siz-

zling Hot Jocks series. They are gonna

go fast, so get one ASAP.

Don't forget to also read The Varsity

every Monday and Thursday for cover-

age of U of T's talented and successful

intercollegiate and intramural sports

teams as they quest for OUA, CIS. and

intramural championships.

-MS

SPORTS spoi1s@thevarsity.ca

Blues battle elements, nearly

capture soccer crown
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Thud. Carleton's net came crashing"

down midway through the second half

of their game against U of T Sunday

afternoon after an incredible gust of

wind. This unexpected delay served

as an omen that the Blues were not

going to score on the Ravens on this

day.

Carleton and U of T squared off in

theOntario University Athletics (OUA)

men's soccer final on a windy, over-

cast afternoon at St. Michael's College

School last weekend. The game was a

low-scoring affair that ended in a 2-0

Ravens victory.

The crowd of over 200 spectators

that took in the match was heavily

pro-Ravens. Chants of "Go Ravens!"

and "Go Red!" rang out all afternoon,

while only a handful of Blues support-

ers could be heard above the blister-

ing wind.

Weather wrought havoc on every

ball that left the ground in the game.

Wind caused passes and shots to go

well wide of intended targets all game
and a strong gust took down Carleton's

net in the second half, causing a five-

minute delay.

The Ravens got one goal in each half

to put the championship on ice. Paul

Waiganjo made the game 1-0 in minute

34 after capitalizing on a beautiful pass

across the goal, and Abdullah Abu-

nafessa sealed the deal for Carleton in

minute 56 with a header that beat div-

ing Blues keeper Luciano Lombardi.

Everytime the Blues got the ball near

Carleton's goal, the Ravens' stingy de-

fence and outstanding goalkeeper, Ar-

jun Langford, repelled them. Several U
of T chances went for naught because

Langford charged out and smothered

the ball before a Blue could bury them
in the net.

Honourable mention needs to be

given to Raven defender Roberto Guti-

errez, who single-handedly broke up
numerous Blues rushes by kicking or

heading the ball away.

On Saturday the Ravens put in a

similar performance to defeat York in

their OUA semifinal game. Timothy

Wakhanu Khaemba scored both goals

in a 2-0 victory to propel Carleton into

Sunday's final.

The Blues had to go through West-

ern—the top-ranked university soccer

The Blues fell to the Carleton Ravens in the OUA championship Sunday.

team in the nation—to make it into the

championship game, and pulled out

a hard-fought 2-1 upset win. The goal

scorers for U of T in the semifinal were

Allen Keri and Josh Gordon.

The championship game was not

free of questionable calls by the offi-

cials. Boos and jeers resonated from

the stands early in the first half when
no penalty was given to the Blues

defender who tripped a speeding

Abunafeesa near the Blues goal. The
Carleton forward was actually given a

yellow card for unsportsmanlike con-

duct on the play.

The Ravens received a total of four

yellow cards in the match, while the

Blues were only booked once. From
the heckling in the stands it was ap-

parent that the bulk of the spectators

thought U of T was getting favourable

calls all day.

Medals and the OUA championship

banner were handed out after the fi-

nal gun sounded. Silver medals were

given to the Blues first, followed by the

reception of gold medals and the ban-

ner by the victorious Ravens.

Western beat York 1-0 in the bronze-

medal game to round out the top three

at this year's OUA final four weekend.

Kyle Washington was the lone goal

scorer in that contest.

The soccer season is not quite over

for the Blues or Ravens. Both teams

will represent Ontario at this year's

Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)

men's soccer championships next

weekend in Prince Edward Island. U
of T hasn't won the Canadian crown
since 1988 and Carleton has never

won the title.

Bikers achieve silver, but

emphasize fun
Matt Zakrzewski

U of T's mountain bike team has com-

pleted another successful year of rac-

ing, finishing second behind Queen's

in the Ontario University Cup Moun-

tain Bike Race Series standings. In the

last seven years, U of T has finished on

top four times, while Queen's has won
the other three years.

"This year was a transition year

with a number of new members fill-

ing the race shoes of some elite racers

who graduated [last year] ," says coach

David Wright, addressing some of the

difficulties that his squad had to over-

come this year. "It was a young team

and we lost our last year's team cap-

tain who went off to medical school in

Ireland. This year's captain Michael

Falikowski did an amazing job and we
hope to have him around for at least

one more year."

Monika Chmiel was a standout

among U of T riders this year, finish-

ing first in her division in every race.

What was the secret of her success?
"1 don't give my secrets away,"

Chmiel says jokingly. "1 think that for

me it was a combination of training in

the offseason (the team has spinning

classes during the winter months)

as well as riding regularly during the

spring and summer months. Getting

out on the trails is the best way to gain

confidence and experience in this

sport."

Also, a purchase of a new, lighter

bike helps a little," she adds.

Despite the efforts of Chmiel and
a fantastic team showing during the

race at Ganaraska—where Chmiel,

Chantal Paquet, and Robyn Smith fin-

ished first, second, and third, respec-

tively, in the woman's sport division

—

Queen's still managed to stay on top of

the standings.

"The Queen's mountain bike team is

focused on winning, and that is not a
bad thing, but the U of T team focus is

on ensuring that our student athletes'

experience on our varsity team is a
highlight of their U of T experience,"

explains Wright. "Queen's University

racers are also excellent tacticians

when it comes to calculating what

it takes to win a race division, and

above all they have some very strong

racers."

The prospects for U of T's moun-
tain bike team look very good for

next year. Famous for the enormous
volume of its membership, fielding up
to forty riders in a race, the team will

have a good-sized coterie of experi-

enced riders as well as a fresh influx

of new talent.

What does it take to be on the team?

"Lungs and legs," says Wright. "And if

you want to be on the U of T mountain

bike team you better bring a positive

attitude."
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40'" Anniversary Nostra Aetate

SYMPOSIUM
University of St. Michael's College

Thursday Nov. 10, 2005
Guest Speakers:

Cardinal Edward Cassidy

Rabbi Riccardo De Segni
St. Michael's College

Sorbara Hall, 70 St. Joseph St.

Registration 8:30. Fee $10
(includes lunch!)

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars
• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Personalized Professional Instruction

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams
• Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240 /1-800-779.1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

HART HOUSE

S-BUCK LUNCH
PeaceWeek Networking Fair
Get involved with organizations interested in Peace,

Social Justice and Humanitarian issues

8c Anti-Racism Poster Launch
With special guests & previews of the

NEW Anti-Racism web site

Wednesday, November 9th

1 2 to 2pm ^ Great Hall

Anti-Racism student caucus - Ipm - East Common Room

Wild grain salad ~ Spinach salad

Gnocchi ~ Orrecchiette ~ RoastVeg tagine

Apple Flan with Hart House Maple Syrup

Sponsored by the Hart House Social justice Committee, UofT

Peace Week & the UofT Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity Office

Human Resources Management

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

.•\ltci just uvo scmi.-slt'r>, you'il Ix; al>le lo apply your

knowledge, skills and management tools to any human
resourcci department

Humber can prepare you for professional des^ation/

accredilalioii liy l)ie Human Resources Professionals

Association of OnUirio (HRPAO).

Call 416-675-6622, ext. 3381 or emailgraeme.simpscm&humber.ca

forfurther mforwatian. Applyfor all liusineis Schoolprograms at

the OC!S neb file - v.vAv.ortUiriowlk^es.ai

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
The Business School

www.buslness.humber.ca

Saffron ^^vm

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

Indochinese Dinner Buffet

Over 40 Items,

including Manchurian Chicken,

Chili Chicken and Hakka Noodles,

plus lots more

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/saffrontree

91 Geira'd Stree! West Toreilo, Onbra MSG 2A7

Across frKTi Hospital for Sick Chiijiren

Go Home for the Holidays!

FLIGHTS FROM TORONTO
RT$178

plus taxes/fees S8a,S3)

RT$238
plus tanes/tees 5103.43)

RT$398
plus taxes/fees $119.17)

HALIFAX
(dep 15, 16. 17, 18 dec

STIOHN'S
(dep to 13 dec

VANCOUVER
(dep 10,12,13, 14,15. 16 dec

NEW Work Abroad
Brochures Available!

^^^^

Book your rail or

bus trip home for

the holidays!

.'are'i a-'e air orsSy. Prices- may differ depencJIngon depafture/reitjm dete. Valid for new bookings o.^iiy on
date? sfitr-vr

,
Ai; f-d-'es vai.id ai sifne of 3d deacJiine and subject to c-'nange wirhoul notice. More ir-fc avaiiable

from Uavel a^eoi- Ttave! on C6/HQ, Oihtf! great fates availabfe over the hoiiday5-ca!i wiih your caie^jf

?r^voi cuiS isovvnGC and opcfsred by the tanadiar S-edoratitjr of Students. i tCU ^fl^2^59R

Come
play for

our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

187CoHegeSt. {416)979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149
(416)283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

niRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

. . . - www.trayelcuts,com

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

FRIDAY. NOV. I I

Basketball Doubieheader
vs.Windsor

Women 6 p.m./Men 8 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

Men'sWater Polo

vs.Western - 7 p.m.

Athletic Centre - 50m pool

MTyRDAY^NOV. 12

Basketball Doubieheader
vs.Western

Game on ROGERSTV
Women 6 p.m./Men 8 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

Water Polo
Men vs. Carieton/Queen's 1 la.m./4:50 p.m.

Women vs. Carleton/Queen s 1 :20 p.m./7: 1 0 p.m.

Athletic Centre - 50m pool

www.vars ityblues .ca

liiiliHHHiilili
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer
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HELP WANTED

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT
REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weeknigiits and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

8258.

NEED A PART-TIME JOB?
The Royal Ontario Museum seeks bright,

well spoken people for our telephone

membership campaign. Help promote

the ROM's new wing, galleries and shows.

Part-time evening hours. Call Wendy now!

416-916-1352.

HOW TO WRITE ESSAY,

HELP NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Hourly rate paid. Call Leya 416-268-4193.

TEMPORARY WORK
Earn .$12/hr handing out flyers on campus.

2x3 hour shifts. Call 1-888-varCity ext 70.

EITELBACH CHOCOLATES
Retail sales help wanted for Saturday and

Sundays. Also seasonal Christmas sales

help wanted during week and evenings.

Bloor/Bay and King/Bay locations. Please

indicate availability on application. Fax:

(416) 2.56-0925 e-mail: sales@eitelbach.

com

SEEKING TO HIRE FLUENT
MANDARIN SPEAKER

to teach delightful Chinese-Canadian 3

yo. Mandarin language. (416)760-9945,

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-

town Toronto, North York, Richmond

Hill. Managers to .$10.15/hour + bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour. Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-53.3-9727 or www.

TORONTOWRAPS.com

ACCOMMODATIONS

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $150 p/wk. $500 p/m Hl-Toronto,

Close to King Stn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

STUDY IN STYLE STUDENT
ACCOMMODATIONS

At centrally located, luxury Downtown
Toronto Hotel. Featuring: Elegant,

Modern fully furnished, private Phone

service, TV/Cable Accomodations, 24

hr. security service. Wireless Internet

& more (no 12 month commitment

required) Unitsfrom$1.098-INCLUD-

ING MEALS . (Tours available Mon-Fri

9am-5pm). Ill Carlton St. Call Joseph at 1-

800-565-8865 www.torontoprimrosehotel.

com (Password; Student).

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

NEW CONDO: 2 BR/2BATH;

Sheppard/Allen Road; next to Downsview

Station, 5 new appliances, sauna, excer-

cise room; Maintenance fees $310/month.

Available immediately $252,000 /obo.

416-457-3473 http://www.4salebyme.cay

src/view_house.php?id=170

SERVICES

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

JMSSIFjEDS^
COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level), 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

BRIEF & LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Togetheri

ATTENTION VARSITY READERS!

WWWTRADEPOINTCA/UOTSTUDENTS
We help you Buy It. We help you Sell it.

Free Listings. Free Searches. Canada's

Fastest Growing Online Classifieds Site.

THAILAND TRIPS
— 40 day Exotic Thailand vacation

exploring 5 tropical beaches and a

jungle paradise. It's an unreal trip. Pic-

tures and info @ www.freeandeasy.ca

SPRING BREAK 2006
Cuba, Dominican, Mexico, and more

starting at $890. MONTREAL NEW
YEARS starting at $99! LOWEST PRICE

GUARANTEED! Call 1-866-627-8747.

www.s-travel.com. BOOK FRIENDS-GO
FREE!

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192,

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term papers,

and applications on hard copy or com-

puter f^le. Expertise in human rights,

worid business, bestediting.ca Call V.

Smith, 416-690-2576.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www,scribendi,ca.

Calling all U of T

Student Groups!
Do you want to:

• Increase turnouts at

your events?

• Publicize your group?

• Increase membership?

VARSITY
F=! AF={

The Varsity
is offering a new
section called

to help student

groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on this page

For more info, please contact

ads@thevarsity.ca or 41 6-946-7604

Please note: Ttiis offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON IVI5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

46 War has
changed,

but loss

has not.
SEE 'OURS' -PAGE 6

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880

// CHANGING A SYMBOL: collective memory gets a

Is white the new red?
STUDENTS' PACIFIST WHITE POPPIES MAKE AN ANTI-WAR STATEMENT

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

a flight for 2

to the UK
[see page 3]

ax. Q

The Immaculate Machines aren't just

another cog in the system

SEE MACHINES' -PG. 12

The lessons of the past, written on

the road with a motorcycle journey

through the battlefields of France

SEE SOUTH - PG.

red letter

Today in Turkey Is a day of remem-

brance for Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, the

first president of the Republic of Turkey.

history

On November 10, 1969, the first episode

of Sesame Street debuted; in the 35

years since, it has won more Emmy

awards than any other TV show.

idO fTOS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 7 PM
Nme lnch Nails at ACC, $47.50+

12

Canadian Space Summit at U of T. Eartti

Sciences Auditorium and UC $30+

SATURDAY, NO VEMBE-

Matt Mays ft El Torpedo at The Opera

House. $15

Every year, in the last few weeks
of October, they appear—first on
politician's lapels, and by Novem-
ber they can be seen pinned on
anyone, from the oldest veteran to

the youngest child.

The only flowers that thrived on
the ruined earth of WWI battle-

fields, red poppies are our simplest

reminder of the complex phenom-
enon of war.

According to some students on
campus, however, it is high time we
examine the way in which we com-
memorate the losses of generations

past.

This year, members of Students

for Peace in Iraq (SPl) and the Wom-
en's International League for Peace
and Freedom (WILPF) are handing
out white poppies, an anti-war al-

ternative to the familiar flower.

"[The red poppy] is only recog-
nizing a piece of the impact that war
has," said Lara Barker, a spokes-
woman for WILPF. "We stand for

peace and we also recognize that

veterans aren't the only casualties

of these wars."

White poppies, although not

known to most students, originated

a few years after the red poppy was
first widely worn after World War
I. After unsuccessfully lobbying to

have a "no more war" message em-
blazoned on the red poppy, wom-
en's rights groups in Britain began

making their white flowers in 1926.

Claire Hurtig, head of Students for Peace in Iraq, talks up her hand-made white felt poppies to a curious Lyn Adamson at a table

inside Hart House's Great Hall yesterday.

Claire Hurtig, the head of SPl, be-

lieves that while justly honouring

the suffering of those who fought

in past wars, the spirit behind the

red poppies focuses on the military

rather than the broader impact of

war, and that it tacitly endorses

militarism.

"Part of their message is 'never

forget' and 'never again,'" she said.

"but we feel the white one is more
focused on the anti-war message,

while the red one can sometimes

SEE 'POPPY' -PG 5

TA strike vote looms
EMPLOYER SAYS A DEAL IS COMING

Nelia Raposo

The union representing the Univer-

sity of Toronto's teaching assistants,

who have been without a contract

for about five months, is set to hold

a strike vote in two weeks.

But a university administrator

cautions students against think-

ing exams will be cancelled, calling

such speculation "premature."

"The University is committed to

reaching a responsible and respon-

sive negotiated agreement with

CUPE 3902 Unit 1 (Teaching Assis-

tants). We have reached agreement

on a significant number of issues,

and are continuing to meet on a reg-

ular basis in an effort to resolve the

outstanding matters," said Angela

Hildyard, vice-president of human
resources and equity, adding that

both sides are still at the table with

a number of meetings scheduled in

the coming weeks.

Anil Varughese, chief spokesper-

son for the CUPE 3902 Unit 1 bar-

gaining committee, is also hopeful

members will be spared having to

hoist placards in cold weather.

"Right now what we have asked for

is a strike vote, not a strike. 1 think

that the difference needs to be em-
phasized. We have used a strike vote

at least ten times in the last 30 years,

and only ended up striking three

times, so mostly it is a mechanism
to generate additional pressure,"

Varughese said.

"We don't like strikes. We wouldn't

like to create a disruption on cam-

pus but if the employer leaves us

no choice our members are willing

to do what it takes to get a fair con-

tract."

Although both sides have agreed

on some issues, the main stumbling

blocks are monetary: wages, ben-

efits, and the continued reduction

of hours included in their funding

package.

A guaranteed funding package

has been in place since 2001 for all

doctoral students, including $12,000

plus tuition fees. For humanities and
social science students, that works
out to $18,000. A chunk of the cash

is remuneration for an agreed num-
ber of TA hours worked, Varughese
explained.

Currently the hours stand at 210,

but the union wants that number to

go down to 140 hours over the next

three years.

"Over the last four years since the

funding package was introduced,

the value of that package has gone

down to $11,100 if you take into ac-

count the cost of living. If our mem-
bers want to see any increase in

their take-home wages they have to

get a reduction in hours," Varughese

said.

The union also wants extended

benefits for dependants and is ask-

ing for a health care spending ac-

count.

Another sticking point is protec-

tion from tuition fee increases and
the need, the union argues, for a tu-

ition cost fund.

The union also wants a shorter

contract, but the university is stipu-

lating at least a 3-year contract as

non-negotiable. The most recent

contract was almost 4 years.

The strike vote begins on Nov. 30

following a membership meeting

from 6 to 8 p.m. at Emmanuel Col-

lege, room 319. Polling will continue

until Dec. 6 at a number of loca-

tions across campus. Ballots will be

counted on Dec. 7.

ROM yanks

condo project
-SEE PAGE 2

Jane and Finch's

new rap
-SEE PAGE 3

Peace Week
coverage

-SEE PAGE 4

In defense of

the U.N.
—SEE PAGE 5
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Harvey E. Rosenfeld, d.rm.
Doctor of Podiatric Medicine

Child, Adult, and Geriatric Foot Specialist

Medical Arts Building

170 St. George Street

Suite 330
Toronto, Ontario
M5R 2M8
Tel (416) 967-0600
Fax (416) 967-9294

Meadowvale Professional Bidg.

6855 Meadowvale Town Centre Circle

Suite 224
Mississauga, Ontario

L5N 2Y1

Tel (905) 814-5884
Fax (905) 814-4841

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

Teach English

Intensive 60-Hour Program
Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning

Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Csuarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

^ OXFORD^ SEMINARS
416-924-3240 /1-800-779-1 779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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David Naylorgets official

presidential robes, hat

Chair of the Governing Council Rose

M. Patten officially installed Profes-

sor David Naylor as the 15th presi-

dent of U of T at a ceremony at Con-

vocation Hall on Monday.

The ceremony was attended by

members of all tiers of government,

including former Minister of Defense

Bill Graham (a former U of T profes-

sor) and previous U of T president

Robert Birgeneau. Naylor, formerly

U of T's dean of medicine, was hired

last summer.
In his ten-page inaugural speech,

Naylor stressed the need for institu-

tional diversity, as well as increased

attention to the humanities and so-

cial sciences. He said that improv-

ing the student experience is his top

priority, and that he intends to es-

tablish U of T's first university-wide

teaching awards to encourage excel-

lence in the classroom.
"1 assure every student here that

your university will recognize, sup-

port and reward effective teaching

as never before."

Even though overflow capacity

was arranged at the Rotman School

of Management, the actual audience

did not reach the third tier of balco-

nies in Convocation Hall.

The staid and traditional installa-

tion ceremony—complete with ten

separate speeches presenting greet-

ings to Naylor, an organ voluntary,

and a vice-regal salute—was shaken

up at its conclusion by the arrival of

the Engineering Students' Lady Go-

diva Memorial Marching Band. The
20 musical engineering students

performed a loud march number for

the platform party, reciting it and

their cheer six times to the increas-

ingly nervous laughter of the audi-

ence. —CAROLYN HARRIS

Chair of the Governing Council Rose M. Patten congratulates President Naylor on his

new robes (not pictured here), dubs him "Viceroy of Velour."

Student Rafath Rahman

our first iPod winner

Rafath Rahman, a first-year mechani-

cal engineering student, was the first

winner of the StudentPhones.com/

Varsity iPod shuffle contest. Though
the first-place winner of the contest,

which continues for the next three

weeks, is given the choice between

an Apple iPod shuffle or a pair of Stu-

dentPhones.com red socks, Rahman
sensibly chose the iPod.

Joan Lee, a first-year commerce
student, won second place, a Cesium

MPS player.

Third-place winner Inja Kim re-

ceives a pair of red socks. Keep read-

ing The Varsity every Monday in No-

vember for more chances to win!Rafath Rahman and his new lapel pin.

ROM yanks condo project
Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The Royal Ontario Museum has

backed down from a proposed 46-

storey condo development that

would have overlooked U of T's

St. George campus. The museum,
along with its partner Graywood
Developments Ltd., announced the

decision to withdraw its application

on Monday, shortly after a public

meeting that revealed near-univer-

sal dissent among members of U of

T and the surrounding community.
"The ROM and its partners have

taken public concerns very serious-

ly, and will not proceed with this

project as proposed," said ROM Di-

rector and CEO William Thorsell in

a press release.

The luxury condominium would
have helped pay for future renova-

tions, as well as its Michael Lee-

Chin Crystal, currently under con-

struction.

The first part of the ROM's trans-

formation will be unveiled on De-

cember 26, and the conspicuous
crystal structure is scheduled to

open in the fall of 2006.
"1 had hoped that many vis-

ible public benefits would justify

a beautiful exception to the rule

on this site," said Thorsell. "In the

course of events, they didn't."

The University of Toronto Alumni Association

is now accepting nominations for the

2 0 0 6

GORDON CRESSY
Student Leadership AWARDS

Established by the University of Toronto Alumni Association in 1994, the annual Cressy

Awards will be presented to students at a special ceremony hosted by U of T President,

Professor David Naylor, on March 7, 2006.

The CressyAward recognizes students in their graduating year (June or November 2006) for

outstanding extra-curricular contributions to their college, faculty or school, or to the

university as a whole. Students may receive only one Cressy Award. Nominations must be

submitted through your college, faculty or school alumni office by December 2, 2005.

Students may not nominate each other or themselves.

Nomination forms are available online at

www.alumni.utoronto.ca/events/awarcis/awards.htm

.^TORONTO
U TAA For more information please call 4 1 6-978-588

1

ore-mail stacie.bellemare@utoronto.ca

Deadline for nominations: Friday, December 2, 2005
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Jane and Finch's new rap
GRAD'S SITE CLAIMS IT GETS KIDS OFF THE STREETS, INTO THE STUDIO

Candice Debi

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The Jane and Finch neighbourhood is

so synonymous with gun violence that

Prime Minister Paul Martin traveled to

the area to announce his commitment
to tougher gun laws Wednesday.

After a year of increased violence,

Martin's visit highlighted the area's

media image as an area of danger-

ous gang activity. York graduate Paul

Nguyen would like to turn the tide.

One year ago, he created the web-
site Jane-Finch.com with the hope of

re-branding the neighborhood as a tal-

ented and vibrant community.

The website has gained massive

popularity, with over 1,000 hits a day,

thanks to word of mouth popularity

among Toronto youth and the site's

creators, who have used the site as an

outlet for their views and landed regu-

lar guest spots on City Pulse and CBC
Radio.

"This place isn't known for anything

except for its bad rap. A lot of people

from outside have a lot of bad ideas

about this place. Even if they don't get

the chance to come here, [they should

know] it's not all gang violence that's

here," says Nguyen.

The most significant strides in

changing the reputation of Jane and

Finch have been made through the

site's displays of youth musical talent.

"Debuting the musical talent from

the Jane and Finch youth has given

cin outlet for kids to discuss the chal-

lenges they face living in the neighbor-

hood," said Phanath Im, a fourth-year

U of T student who is a contributor to

the site. In fact, the project has already

claimed one success story: rapper

Chuckle Akenz, who escaped gang cul-

Left to right: Mark Simms, Paul Nguyen, Chuckle Akenz and CityTV anchor Dwight

Drummond.

ture through music.

Akenz's music and videos, which

are aired regularly on the site, discuss

life growing up in Jane and Finch with

honest and at times controversial lyr-

ics. A now well-known artist in the To-

ronto hip-hop community, Akenz uses

his experience to help kids struggling

amidst the crime in Toronto's ghettos

by making regular trips to schools to

and give talks that encourage them to

stay away from violence.

"Kids are my thing. 1 love kids," said

Akenz. "People say stay in school and

don't do drugs. But when 1 say it I've

been there, I'm not talking shit, they

know when it comes from me it really

makes a difference."

"The site provides the opportunity

for people to help youth stay away
from violence in the community," says

the executive producer of Jane-Finch,

com, Mark Simms. "Chuckle Akenz is

a good example of this because he had

nothing to do, he didn't know what to

do or where to go, and we opened up

doors for him because of the site which

kept him from the violence."

Politicians have for the most part

ignored music and entertainment as a

way to uplift troubled communities.

"[Politicians] have invited us in to

their offices to talk about [solutions

for the community] , and one of my big-

gest ideas was to construct a recording

studio to encourage student to obtain

a certain grade point average [with the

incentive] of getting recorded," said

Nguyen.

"They could learn so many skills

from the music industry, like discipline

and hard work, but [politicians] just

want a social worker to come in and fix

everything. What's popular though is

this hip-hop thing, and we could use

this in a positive way."

With a mini "Jane and Finch Idol" in

the works, the Jane-Finch.com project

hopes their site will continue to help

youth take pride in their community
and give a teens a reason to stay off

the street.

AN EXCEPTIONAL GIFT

FOR A REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT

Buy Your Ring Now & Save 10%

Ring Days at U of T:

St. George: 1 1:00am to 3:00piii

Tues Nov 15th to Fri Nov 18th

Sid Smith Lobby (100 St. George St)

UTM: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Tues Nov 22nd to Fri Nov 25th:

outside the UTIVI Bookstore

UTSC: 1 1 :00am to 3:00pm

Tues Nov 29th to Fri Dec 2nd

at the UTSC Bookstore

UTSC Grand Opening - Thursday December 1st

jostens Quality JOSTENS graduation rings

are custom made to your order!

University of Toronto Bookstore
214 College St., Toronto • (416) 640-5835

www.uoftbookstore.com

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-boug^ and sold.

Open 7 Days a week. NoofrTiS lOP.IVI.

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

It's easy, just complete the entp/ form below,

ans\/'/erthe question correctly and drop your entry

form at The Varsi/y office, 21 Sussex Ave. 2nd floor.

Entry deadline: Thursday, December 8th 2005.

Name:

Address;

leieph

Question: wtio are Canadian Affair's partner airlines?

For SUMMER 06:

f^"*^-^^^^^-!!^
to

1-8778-FLY2UK www.canadian-affair.ca

1^ VARSITY

UNlVERSlTYqfTORONTO

mation studies

Discover what a

Master of Information Studies

can do for your future

Specialize in

• Archival Studies

• Information Systems

• Library and Information Science

Information Night

Join us for more information about our program on

Thursday, January 12, 2006 @ 7:00 p.m.

Apply or inquire now to:

416-978-3234

www.fis.utoronto.ca

inquire@fis.utoronto.ca
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Digital dreaming
U OF T ADDS ITS TWO CENTS TO THE MOVEMENT TO PUT FREE BOOKS ON THE NET
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Will Northrop be next? The first page of Henry James's novel An International Episode,

available to be read for free in its entirety on the site openlibrary.org, developed by the

Internet Archive.

Smita Saxena

Free course texts might just be in

the stars for U of T students—and

anyone else with a computer.

Yahoo recently announced its

new Open Content Alliance proj-

ect, a consortium of companies
and libraries that hopes to create a

digital archive of multicultural text

and multimedia content online. U
of T, along with the University of

California, has become one of the

founding institutions providing

books to internet giant Yahoo to

transfer to the web.

"We think that this is a great new
initiative and we are really pleased

to be involved on the forefront,"

said Carole Moore, chief librar-

ian at the John P. Robarts Library.

"This can be developed in many
ways to the benefit of our students

and our faculty and to making Ca-

nadian material available to the

world."

U of T is heading the selection of

books to be contributed from Can-

ada to the collection being estab-

lished by the Alliance. Jonathan

Bengtson at U of T's Kelly Library

is the chief coordinator of all the

Canadian universities involved.

The Canadian material to be in-

cluded in this collection is not only

chosen by Robarts librarians, said

Moore—the choice is based on

what students want to be put up.

Even though the project is still

in its initial stages, its support
tias grown markedly in ttie past
few months witti ottier universi-

ties and organizations joining such
as Columbia University, Emory
University, HP Labs, University of

British Columbia, McMaster, York
University, and others.

The issue of copyright infringe-

ment has so far been avoided

—

though it won't be for long. By
focusing on older literary mate-

rial, the Open Content Alliance has

been able to skirt the problems
that the similar project Google

Print faced regarding copyright.

Publishing houses did not shy

away from suing Google for alleged

infringement, and Yahoo has con-

trasted themselves to Google with

claims that they will get publish-

ers' permission to scan copyright-

ed material.

The fact that Open Content Alli-

ance has so far stuck to pre-nine-

teenth century books in the collec-

tion is really just more germane to

their mandate according to Moore.

"The primary aim of such a proj-

ect is to ensure that books that are

publicly available now should re-

main so even in the future."

With this online archive actu-

ally up and functioning, U of T stu-

dents will benefit from free texts.

Not only will research material be

accessible from any computer but

classics and English majors might

soon be able to read their course

books online at no cost—a boon

at a time when textbook costs are

skyrocketing.

The website www.openlibrary.

org gives a quick glimpse to what

Open Content promises. Surpris-

ingly, a book on this site looks for-

mally like a real book, and readers

can flip through it by clicking on

the pages. Words or phrases can

be found using a search engine

so that time isn't spent flipping

through the entire book, or thumb-

ing through an index or concor-

dance.

The step towards free knowledge

even aims to eventually include

the blind. An option on the website

allows for users to hear a record-

ing of the book. Even more impres-

sive, according to Moore, people

around the world are volunteering

to record audio versions of each

book or convert into a format that

is accessible by special readers

used by the blind.

Since U of T is heading the selec-

tion of books, this might open up
the opportunity for a work-study

program where students can help

in scanning and digitizing the

works or in even making the works
accessible to blind people.

There is no definite date on when
Open Content will be up and run-

ning. How quickly we see it will

depend, as nearly all altruistic and
noble efforts do, on the extent of

funding.

news@thevarsity.ca

Peace Week
explores

culture of

non-vio-

lence

Jordanna Caplan

VARSITY STAFF

November 6 saw the launch of U of T's

fourth annual Peace Week, an event

that features presentations, forums,

music and art to promote reflection

and debate on the "prospects of cre-

ating a sustainable culture of peace."

"Instead of just one day a year to

reflect on failed peace and our cul-

ture of war, the aim of Peace Week is

to address how peace might be suc-

cessfully sustained," said Guru Fatha

Singh, one of Peace Week's organiz-

ers and a chaplain at U of T.

The week-long program kicked off

with "Dances of Universal Peace," a

participatory event of multicultural

dance and songs.

A variety of films are scheduled

to be shown, such as Diamonds,

Guns and Rice, a documentary that

describes and analyzes the rise and

establishment of the Sierra Leone

women's peace movement formed in

Freetown in 1996.

Speakers include Denis Halliday,

the former assistant Secretary-Gen-

eral of the U.N. and Nobel Peace Prize

nominee, and Trinity College provost

Margaret Macmillan.

While Peace Week is currently lim-

ited to the St. George campus, Janet

Chow and fellow student organizers

hope that it will catch on at U of T's

two other campuses in Scarborough

and Mississauga—and beyond.

"Our ultimate goal is for Peace

Week to be a global event," said

Singh, with the main objective of

"raising awareness of the dynamics

of war, the preventability of conflict

and the need for peace in a world of

ever more devastating and diabolical

armaments."

Friday will see a presentation from

various international peace groups

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Eal
IN BEAUTY PRODUCTS

Show off

your Business

Savvy
by Michcile Di Rocco
The world's leading cosmetics

giant, L'Oreal, recently announced

the launch of its online business

competition, the L'Oreal e-Strat

Challenge 6" edition. Tliis is an

online simulation that puts the

world's brightest suidents at the

head of an international beauty

company, with finalists showing

off their business savvy to a

L'Oreal executive panel in Paris.

Ti not only allows students to put

their managerial, strategic and

critical decision-making skills to

the test, but participants may be

recruited as well. In fact, since its

inception. L'Oreal has recruited

over 1 80 e-Slrat players in market-

ing, sales, finance and logistics.

Don't be left behind! To register,

visit www.e-strat.loreal.com

before December 1 st.
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In defense of the U.N.
THE CRITICIZED INT'L BODY AIN'T SO BAD, SAYS HIGHEST-RANKING

CANADIAN THERE IN ANNUAL KEITH DAVEY LECTURE

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

"The United Nations today would be
unrecognizable to the founders of

1945," said U.N. Deputy Secretary-

General Louise Frechette as she de-

livered the ninth annual Keith Davey
Lecture at the Isabel Bader Theatre

last night.

"The United Nations at 60: Too Old

to Reform" responded to the popular

view that the international organiza-

tion does not have the structure to

address current humanitarian cri-

ses.

Frechette is the highest-ranking Ca-

nadian in United Nations history. Dr.

David Wright, a U of T faculty mem-
ber and former Canadian Ambassa-
dor to NATO introduced Frechette

as "one of the brightest stars in the

constellation of public service."

Frechette devoted a considerable

amount of her lecture to the institu-

tion of peacekeeping, a central ele-

ment of U.N. activity that, contrary

to what most might think, was not

part of the original charter.

"Peacekeeping was a later impro-

visation in which [former Canadian

Prime Minister] Lester Pearson

played a part," explained Frechette.

During the first 45 years of United

Nations history, there were 15 peace-

keeping missions to such conflict

zones as the Suez Canal and the

Belgian Congo. The presence of the

United States and Russia on the Secu-

rity Council prevented peacekeeping

missions from resolving Cold War-re-

lated conflicts in Hungary, Vietnam

and Afghanistan.

Since the collapse of the Soviet

Union, the number of peacekeeping

missions has doubled, and the U.N.

acted as a temporary government in

East Timor and Kosovo.

"The peacekeepers have not cre-

ated paradise anywhere, but those

nations have a much better chance

of a stable situation because of the

U.N," said Frechette.

The past 15 years have seen other

reforms to the international body,

demonstrating how it continues to

evolve in response to a changing

world. There are currently 70,000

U.N. troops engaged in missions

around the world, more than any
single nation except the United

States.

"The U.N. has shown itself ca-

pable of innovation in criminal jus-

tice," Frechette stated, describing

how the mandate for the Interna-

tional Criminal Court changed the

manner in which international law

is practiced. The ICC attempts to

hold human rights violators such

as the perpetrators of genocide in

Kosovo and Rwanda accountable to

the international community.

The General Assembly is cur-

rently debating structural changes

to U.N. that would strengthen its

ability to address both natural and
man-made humanitarian crises.

While most nations are willing to

formally condemn genocide and
terrorism, other issues such as

nuclear proliferation has inspired

widespread controversy. Frechette

acknowledges the work of U.N. re-

form will never be complete.

"Even if we successfully com-
plete all the reforms on our current

agenda there will still be more to

do," she said.

•POPPY - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

glorify war."

Kathy Bickmore, a specialist in

peace education at the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education,

agrees.

"They're certainly not raising

the question [of whether wars are

wrong]," she said of the red pop-

pies. "They take for granted not

only that wars will continue, but

that Canadian participation in

those wars...will continue."

But not all students see it that

way. When asked if she thought

wearing a poppy endorsed war,

one student, who wished to remain

anonymous, said no..

"I wear one because my grand-

father fought in the war, and it's

important to remember." Others

believe the red poppy sufficiently

delivers the "never again" mes-

sage.

"I think it's a protest to war per-

sonally," said Max Cameron, a

third-year history student. "You

wear a poppy to show that you are

aware that major conflicts exist....

The worst thing you can do is to be

apathetic."

Barker and Hurtig are careful to

point out that they are not advocat-

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

about their experiences as unarmed

civilian peacekeepers—heroically-

minded citizens of first-world coun-

tries who place themselves in areas

in conflict around the world to bring

attention to them, "getting in the

way" of injustice and death to stop it

from happening. They will speak at

Hart House at 7:30 p.m.

Peace Week wraps up Saturday

with a benefit concert for War Child

Canada, an independent charitable

organization that works to assist

children affected by war and to raise

awareness for children's rights.

The concert, to be held at Hart

House, features a line-up of local tal-

ent such as Wax Mannequin, Peter

Eikas, The Ghost is Dancing and Jas-

per Flat. Tickets can be reserved at

war.child@utoronto.ca and will cost

.$6 in advance and $9 at the door.

ing the red poppy be scrapped.

"The white poppy isn't the an-

tithesis of the red poppy, it's a

complementary message," said

Barker. "It's not trying to displace

the veteran's message, but it's call-

ing into question the whole system

[of militarism]."

Students have been making the

white felt poppies by hand. So far,

they've made a few hundred, and

last year they ran out. Hurtig be-

lieves that it's one sign students

are increasingly receptive to her

group's pacifist message.

"They're pretty popular because

we have a new anti-war movement

in the past few years," she said.

"People see what's happening in

Iraq and Afghanistan."

And according to Bickmore, Ca-

nadian attitudes towards war have

• changed since the country sent

thousands to fight overseas.

"The First and Second World

Wars were major nation building

moments in Canadian history," said

Bickmore. "In a way, the refusal

to join the U.S. war in Iraq was an

equally important nation building

moment in Canada... .That doesn't

mean that Canadians have become
pacifists, but it means Canadians
are asking good questions about

the consequences of war and the

alternatives to war."

// BY THE NUMBERS

A rundown of what conflicts

have cost.

Canadian lives lost in WWII: 39,300

Canadian lives lost in Korea, one of

the last "popular" wars we joined:

309

Afgan military and civilian lives lost

in the war on terror in Afganistan by

May 2003: estimated at 11,100

Coalition lives lost in the Iraq war to

date: 2256

Iraqi lives lost in the Iraq war,

according to estimate by Iraqbody-

count.net: over 30,000 (though U.S.

Gen Tommy Franks estimated it at

that number two years ago, so it

could be far higher.)

iGHIlYPAItnBglOprrr

WEDNESDAYS
Raw City Grinder & DJ Shannon

p»esent live Punk/Metal/Rock. Call

forbamJ infl&li^jLiSJS^

~^ThWsdays
Eat Your Cheese. DJ Chedda. He's

such a noob. Fun, stupM, cheesy...

^"^TrTdays
DJ Osaze. Alternative mash-up!

$2 drink specials until

"^^ATUROAYS
Eat Your Greens. DJs

Trevor & Duncan. The hottest

Brit-pop & Indie Rock. S5 COVER

"~"~Tun¥ays
DJs Oz & Osaze. Goth/EBM/

Industrial/Classic Alt. Guaranteed

to please. NO COVER!

349a College Street (at Augusta)

Kensington Market, Toronto

lafoSneutrabone.ca 418-926-1212

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK
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422 College St., E of Botliurst

Open4pmfo2ameve[ydoy

"PERFECT... A COOL, GRITTY
PSYCHODRAMA...CONSISTENTLY

FULL OF SURPRISES
"
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"A CUEVER FILMTHAT RELIES ON NUANCEAND
INTELLIGENCE TO MAKEYOU SQUIRM."

KATE GREENHOUSE ATOANDEVINE

'
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SHESPENT \lA\iS GETTIXG INTO THE MIND OFA MONSTER-

:
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EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11!
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Ours to hold it high
Remembrance Day is supposed to

be an unsettling, uncomfortable day.

Interrupting the normal pace of work
or school is the whole point, for the

interruption drives home the fact

that the democratic society we enjoy

came about, and is maintained, by
the efforts and sacrifice of our vet-

erans. That's why November 11 is a

day like any other; tribute is best paid

from amidst our daily routine, at the

places and with the people we have

been given the opportunity to work
and live in society with. For the sake

of those who served, let's not have

the moment of silence punctuated by

the snoring of holiday sleepers.

War has changed, but loss has not.

Though armies no longer lose tens of

- EDITORIAL -

thousands of troops in a single battle,

as was ludicrously common in the

First World War, our highly mecha-

nized soldiers still face danger every

day. Most readers will at least know
of a friend of a friend who is stationed

in Afghanistan or Iraq this month,

and for whom this time of reflection

and thanksgiving has a special poi-

gnancy.

We do not give thanks for war;

indeed, those who argue that the

day glorifies war aren't paying close

enough attention to the ceremonies,

and don't really listen to those who've

fought and returned to tell the story.

These stories, by and large, are not

filled with chest-pumping bravado,

but usually with tight-lipped modes-

ty. Veterans, by and large, have taken

from their war experiences a distaste

for the whole exercise, and, like most

people, express regret that we as a

species haven't evolved past it.

Not all moments of remembrance
are connected to the military, either.

While there are moving ceremonies

at Soldiers' Tower and at the col-

leges, the quiet "24 Hour Reading of

the Names" at the Wolfond Centre for

Jewish Campus Life, where a solitary

reader intones the names, dates and

execution sites of Holocaust victims

into a microphone, is a compelling

reminder that every casualty of war,

uniformed or otherwise, has an iden-

tity and a story. Remembrance Day is,

at heart, about remembering these

strings of life cut prematurely short,

and paying tribute to courage.

We can pay tribute with thoughts

and prayers, but one seemingly easy

way to do so seems to have been

avoided this year, if a quick scan of la-

pels on campus and in the subway re-

veals anything. Is it really that incon-

venient to pay a dollar for a poppy to

support veterans' care and programs,

especially in this, the Year Of The Vet-

eran? What is that—eighty dollars

over a lifetime, paid out in loonies, in

exchange for the society we enjoy?

The hardships faced by those active-

ly engaged in or affected by war make

our problems laughable in compari-

son; after all, writing a tough paper is

really, literally, nothing compared to

clearing a machine-gun nest.

This awareness is not designed to

make us feel guilty for using cmd en-

joying what we in Canada have been

blessed with; that would negate the

sacrifices old and new. We are en-

couraged this week simply to remem-
ber why we have our abundance. Our
work and study should never seem ir-

relevant, nor shouldwe feel somewhat

wanting in comparison to the young

men and women who answered the

call of duty. But the names inscribed

under Soldiers' Tower should provide

us with a little perspective, and that

never hurts anybody

//FEMINISM

Holocaust suffering

transcends gender

Brianna Goldberg
COMMENT CO-EDITOR

When taking on a study of the mass
slaughter of millions, it seems of

little importance to tout the ex-

perience of one victimized group
over another. Distinguishing be-

tween the Nazi holocaust for the

Jews, gays, Slavs, Afro-Germans,
and Roma (pejoratively known as

"gypsies"), among countless oth-

er groups, would appear to many
to be splitting hairs. The Nazis, as

my father would say, were equal
opportunity bigots.

However, this past Monday at

Ryerson, York professors Marlene
Kadar and Sara Horowitz brought
the uniquely female holocaust ex-

perience to the table as part of the
United Jewish Appeal's Holocaust
Education Week. Focusing on
testimonies and anecdotes from
Ravensbruck and Auschwitz con-
centration camps, the professors
argued that female gender iden-

tity had an impact on the intern-

ment experience.

A portion of their proposal rang
undeniably true, securing a place

for feminism in the realm of holo-

caust studies. Other arguments,
though, wobbled conspicuously,

suggesting that the characteris-

tically steamroller approach of

feminist analysis must necessarily

tread lightly in this delicate area
of study.

The green light for feminist

historiography of the holocaust
was given, in my eyes, when the
speakers presented overwhelm-
ing evidence of specifically gen-
dered sexual abuse in the camps.
Kadar's discussion of anti-natal-

ist racist policies explained the

disturbing details of abortion for

the persecuted and forced ster-

ilization, sometimes performed
on girls as young as eight years
old. This "delayed genocide" num-
bered among other abusive mani-
festations, such as forced sexual
labour at brothels for the benefit

of SS soldiers.

Horowitz's argument of uniquely
gendered violation stemmed from
her many researched accounts of

pregnancy in Auschwitz. Recog-
nizably pregnant women undoubt-
edly be among those first selected

for extermination, and those that

managed to conceal their preg-

nancy would often doom not only
themselves, but also the other
women implicated in what was
seen as their "conspiracy."

These details are certainly

uniquely feminine concerns. But
the feminist critique, as demon-
strated in later portions of the lec-

tures, can go too far.

As Horowitz harped on the im-

portance and uniqueness of moth-
er/daughter relationships in the

camps, evidenced by such things

as the overwhelming psychologi-

cal gravity of a mother's last dying
words to her daughter, I couldn't
help but wonder if someone was
going to speak of the unique na-

ture of a father/son relationship

in the same context. Similarly,

Kadar's entire presentation led

up to the performance of a Roma
lament. Although the song was
heart-rending and weighty, she
failed to argue why music would
have been confined to female us-

age alone.

The danger of ascribing a spe-

cifically female aspect to the ho-

locaust experience is that, since

its history is so tragic, emotion
often blurs with fact. Indeed, femi-

nist critique is demanded by the

history, to explore objectively

female-centred issues. When sub-
jective experiences like mother-
hood and music-making, which
are both culturally contingent and
potentially gender-neutral, enter
into the critique, the flags must go
up, and the dialogue of holocaust
must again be brought back to the

general.

The Vars/fymlcoms letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinlons@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

LETTERS

A towering "no"

Re: Ifyou build it, you are dumb,
Nov.?

We are pleased to let you know that the

ROM withdrew its application today to

develop a 46-storey tower at 84 Queen's

Park Circle. Thank you all the students

and faculty who came out to voice their

concerns with this project in such a

passionate, intelligent and effective

manner. I believe that the strength we
demonstrated as a community last week

at the community meeting shows how
much we can accomplish when we work
together.

OuviaChow
City Councillor, Trinity-Spadina

Here comes the

Sunday

Re: Day ofunrest, Nov. 3

Your article neglected to mention that a

large number of UTSC students, includ-

ing some who attended the SCSU Board

of Directors meeting, are in favour of

Sunday exams as the least of all evils.

After listening to all sides of the debate,

I voted in favour of Sunday exams, espe-

cially after learning that UTSC already

has a policy to accommodate religious

observances that allows students of all

faiths to defer writing an exam that falls

upon a day of worship, at no cost.

The only other potential solution was
to start the school year earlier There

are strong reasons against this idea,

including the difficulty of coordinating

joint Orientation events with St. George

campus, the lack of a break between

summer and fall sessions, and the

delay in receiving marks from summer
session. 1 am happy that many students

came out to voice their opinions, and
rest assured, their views were heard.

The SCSU Board of Directors specifically

addressed the issue of transportation

problems in the morning by deciding

to solely advocate for afternoon and

evening exam time slots.

Marc KiLCHLiNG

SCSUEnvironmental and Physical

Science Director

• As a board member of the Scarbor-

ough Campus Students' Union, 1 am
personally disappointed that the SCSU

failed to take a stronger position and

fight against Sunday exams. Granted,

the choices offered to us meant that the

SCSU is stuck between a rock and a hard

place, but this should not prevent the

SCSU, the supposed representative of

students' voices, to strongly and force-

fully voice concerns about Sunday ex-

aminations. If students of other religions

have been forced to write exams and

miss important faith commitments, this

is a problem that the SCSU also needs

to be addressing. Equal discrimination

against students of all faiths in not the

solution.

The role of a student union is not to

defend the decisions of the administra-

tion and clean up after them, but rather

to try to protect and advocate for stu-

dents in the event that their interests are

being harmed. The vote by the Board of

Directors doesYione of that.

TonyKao
SCSUComputerand Mathematical Sci-

ences Director

Washing our

mouths out

Re:A newspaper is not a soap-
box, Nov. 3

1 was surprised, and a little embar-

rassed for the editors of this paper, to

read an editorial about your attempts

at professionalism in the same issue

that saw your associate news editor's

'LETTERS' - CONTINUED ON NEXT PG.
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Paul Martin?
LEADERS NEED TO INSPIRE, NOT CONSPIRE

Evan Sotiropoulos

According to a recent Statistics Canada
report, the 2003-2004 academic year

saw ttie strongest increase in universi-

ty enrollment in almost three decades.

The almost 1,000,000 students now
registered in universities across the

country marks the sixth consecutive

year a new record was achieved.

Among the reasons for the in-

creased demand in post-secondary

education, the study highlighted a rise

in the number of students aged 18 to 24

registering in university. Since many
employers now require a university

degree or college diploma as the mini-

mum educational standard, students

recognize the importance of advanced

education in today's competitive glob-

al economy.

It is perplexing, then, that at the

same time young Canadians are wisely

choosing to continue their education

and improve their skills for the mar-

ketplace, they are choosing not to vote

and participate in the selection of our

political leaders.

There have been 38 general elections

in Canadian history. In every election

since 1984—when Brian Mulroney was
first elected with overwhelming sup-

port—^voter turnout has decreased.

In the 2004 election, which produced

Canada's first minority Parliament

since Joe Clark's short-lived govern-

ment, voter turnout was a paltry 60.9

percent. Even more disturbing, it is

Who would you rather be when you grow up? We thought so.

estimated that less than 25 percent of

Canadians between the ages of 18 and

24 cast a ballot.

The question thus arises: why, at a

time when university enrollment is sky-

rocketing, is voter participation among
university age students declining?

These statistics raise serious ques-

tions about the state of politics in Can-

ada. If future leaders are increasingly

deciding to forgo their basic civic duty

as young adults, it reflects negatively

upon the current slate of elected offi-

cials in all levels of government.

What does it say about the state of

our nation that young people will go to

school and listen to a two-hour lecture

on English literature, but aren't inter-

ested in going to a community centre

once every couple of years, stand in

line for five minutes, and mark an X on

a ballot?

There undoubtedly exists a lack of

representation of young people on

both sides of the House of Commons,
although this absence is certainly

more acute in the government bench-

es. Currently, only four Liberal MPs

—

Dr. Ruby Dhalla, Navdeep Bains, Jean-

Claude D'Amours and Mark Holland,

representing three per cent of the Lib-

eral caucus—are below the age of 35,

and only one, Mr. Bains, is under 30.

In addition, according to the Library

of Parliament, the average age for a

Member of Parliament after the 2004

election was 51 years old—the highest

average since Louis St. Laurent was
prime minister in 1953.

The tumultuous spring session in

the House of Commons, characterized

by bitter partisan battles, devalued the

very institution central to our coun-

try's governing and further alienated

the average Canadian, especially the

young, from participating In the politi-

cal process. The release of Mr Justice

John Gomery's report on the sponsor-

ship scandal adds to the absence of

confidence in our political leaders.

At a time when young people are

choosing to invest in themselves,

and in the future of Canada, through

education, politicians must recognize

that young people feel disconnected

from traditional political institutions,

and make a concerted effort to engage

these future graduates. All politicians,

but particularly Prime Minister Paul

Martin, must make it a priority to con-

nect with young Canadians and en-

sure that future leaders of this great

land are not dismissing politics as

undignified, but instead, recognizing it

for the noble and honourable career it

can be.
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band splashed across the front page in

living colour Do not pretend that this

newspaper is the bastion of journalistic

professionalism you'd like it to be. The

venerable institution you find yourselves

at the helm of is no less a loose circle of

friends and cdlies than any other

As far as the position of my student

union is concerned, I'd like to see Paul

Bretscher and the people 1 elected to

steer a $2 million organization be given

something more than 250 words to

explain and contextualize it. On this

campus, as on many others I'm sure,

communication between student lead-

ers and their electorate Is a difficult,

inconsistent business. Campus me-

dia—particularly The Varsity, because

of the depth and breadth It can afford to

provide—can and should play a central

role in that dialogue. That we have a

SAC executive willing to start such a

discussion is a blessing. That we have

a Varsity staff unwilling to let them is

shameful. The newspaper is a soapbox,

and It Is your responsibility to ensure

that a healthy variety of people get to

take turns on it.

Mo Farag

CORRECTION
A letter published in The Varsity on

Thursday, November 3 (see "Sam's Last

Stand"), contained incorrect information.

No increase is budgeted in the salaries

ot the Students' Administrative Council

executives. The letter also implied that

the current executive of the Students'

Administrative Council was culpable for

two specific incidents, a human rights

complaint by a 2004 executive and a

slander settlement with a former SAC

president. It is necessary to clarify that

while SAC as an organization was and

remains responsible for addressing these

two issues, neither originated with the

current executive.

Tfie Varsity regrets these errors.

New TrodMcP:

With the purchase of any

Kellogg's products,

You could win Music Downloads,

or an iPod shuffle*

Try the new

Sodexho connmitment

to food and nutritional issues,

as well as to improving daily life,

goes beyond the meals we provide for

our customers. Through the Canadian

Sodexho Foundation and our S.T.O.P.

Hunger initiatives, we actively work to

fight hunger as it affects 5.5 million

people in Canada. Our Foundation

dedicates 100% of contributions

to fighting hunger and 0%
to administration.

Philly Cheese

Steak Sandwich

at Sid Smith

Promotion available at:

Sid Smith Cafeteria,

Robarts Library Cafeteria

Medical Science Building Cafeteria

Sandford Fleming Cafeteria

'Rules and regulations will apply Sodexho

Meal Tims:
Available at New College only

Buy your Optional Meal Plan for the

WINTER TERM by November 30, 2005 . .

.

And receive a 5% discount on the meal

plan price.
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Dedicated to Sergeant Herbert Meek
6th battalion, Koyal Dublin Fusiliers

who died aged 25 on Thursday, 17'' October 1918

Kemembered with honour at St. Souplet British Cemetery,

Nord, France.

South to

the Cole cHAmr
Off how I discovered why Granddad didn^t like

to talk about the war

by Ian Cooper

In
the summer of 1964 my friend,

Colin Pryor, persuaded me
to join him on his Lambretta
motorscooter for a trip to the

South of France. Colin's father. Bill,

an engineer who had been named
a Member of the British Empire
for designing the aircraft main-

tenance program used during

the Berlin Airlift, volunteered

to overhaul the Lambretta,

and we jumped at his offer.

When you're on intimate

terms with military aircraft

engines, stripping down a

150cc two-stroke machine
is recreational.

Our trip originated in

Norfollc, a county 90 miles
northeast of London, in a

small market town called

Watton. The Automobile
Association, known as the "AA" in

England, supplied us with a route

map. Their comments on terrain

proved imaginative. "Gently undu-
lating" hills translated into a gradi-

ent of one in ten, a significant chal-

lenge for a glorified lawn mower
engine saddled with two strapping

18-year-olds, with sleeping bags,

tent, and provisions in tow.

After waving goodbye to my fam-

ily, we embarked on our adven-
ture through the country roads of

Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, and Kent,

eventually making our way to the

Dover/Calais ferry. Colin still has
a photo of me looking green dur-

ing the crossing; I have never for-

given him for hauling it out to show
friends on our return.

We spent our first night in a huge

sewer pipe we lucked into during a

torrential downpour east of Calais.

Six feet in diameter and twice as

long, the pipe lay close to a deep
trench. Although designed to carry

water from the inside, we adapted

its function to repel water from

the outside. It beat pitching a tent

in the pouring rain. We woke dry

at five in the morning, and a quick

trip to the local bakery secured us

a baguette loaf that radiated heat to

our cheeks before it even reached

our mouths. Who needed the Guide
Michelin with comfort like this?

Our travels continued through
the cathedral city of Lille, and Ar-

ras, a medieval wool and tapestry

centre, on the road to Cambrai.
Suddenly we noticed rows and rows
of perfectly symmetrical graves, as

far as the eye could see; each row
perfectly aligned with its neigh-

bour, each row at uniform height,

each row like the next and the next

and the next...

This was no ordinary cemetery.
This was a war cemetery.

We pulled off the road to get a

better look. A rotund Frenchman in

a standard blue maintenance uni-

form—complete with beret—was
balancing his 300-pound frame on
the seat of a lawnmower that could
have easily been found at a well-

maintained golf course. Systemati-

cally he weaved in and out of the

many rows of graves. The care he

took convinced us he knew each

occupant personally.

A metallic flash caught my eye.

The sun reflected off an antique

pocketknife, nestled on a faded

grey cloth between two graves

next to a water pump. I realized

why the Frenchman looked the way
he did. Spread on the cloth was a

crusty baguette, a ripe pear, slices

of pungent andouille, a hard orange

slab of Boulle de lille, and a white

cone of Boulette de Cambrai, com-
plemented by an unmarked bottle

of red wine. I fantasized about the

size of his dinner, when he could
actually sit at a table to savour his

food.

My focus drifted from the food
back to the graves. Some had crests

and names. Others simply bore
the universal epitaph "A Soldier

of the Great War." Each gravesite

was adorned with an individual

rose, tulip, or local flower, settled

in freshly trowelled earth with not

a weed in sight. Every plot had im-

maculately manicured edges where
soil met grass. The care reflected

and likely surpassed what their

families could provide these lost

loved ones. I speculated my grand-

dad would take comfort in knowing
that his brother received this much

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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attention.

My conception of war related to

watching my grandfather pin on his

medals and march with his British

Legion colleagues past our local

war memorial on a grey Novem-
ber day each year. The assembled
group of war veterans, military de-

tachments, cadets, and onlookers
would sing the hymn "Abide With
Me" and another that featured the
phrase, "For those in peril on the
sea." The haunting, piercing "Last
Post" seemed to focus and trans-
fix those present. Like many old

soldiers granddad said very little

about the war, but had once de-
scribed trench warfare and how
each man had drawn straws for

the assignment of crawling on his

belly under barbed wire to pick

up the mail pouch, and also how
his left ear had been disfigured by
frostbite. He never mentioned his

brother Herbert. 1 knew only that

he had died on the Somme towards
the end of World War I.

Colin and 1 were in the midst of

what, almost fifty years earlier,

had been the Western Front. Vimy
Ridge, where the old Dominion of

Canada bought its legitimacy with
the blood of young Canadians, lay

mere kilometres away to our north.

This war to end wars had spawned
an even bigger conflict a short 21

St. Souplet British Cemetery in Nord, France

years later. Casualties of that con-
flict lay in front of us next to their

equally idealistic comrades, whose
concept of war changed brutally on
these same French fields between
1914 and 1918.

South of us, originating near St.

Quentin, the River Somme curved its

way to the English Channel via Per-

onne, Amiens, and Abbeville. These
picturesque towns had likely been
artillery coordinates on my great-

uncle's map. I got to thinking. He,

and a whole generation of his peers,

many of them 18 years old and ideal-

istic like we were, had embarked on
their own adventure in France.

They had made a terrible mistake.

They did not enjoy the sun we
would enjoy, or the cool salt water

of the Mediterranean, or the olive

oil, sun-dried tomatoes and basil of

Provence, or the brief liaisons with

the local jeune filles. Their French
adventure included rain, mud, stale

food, loneliness, terror, and death.

As we left Arras for the warmer
Cote d'Azur, I understood why grand-

dad said little about the war. 1 un-

derstood why his eyes glassed over

when the bugler played the "Last

Post." 1 understood the horrendous
bond these old soldiers shared. I

understood what the American kids

in Vietnam would go through. Most
of all. 1 understood how fortunate

my generation was to have escaped
conscription and war.

All we had to fight that summer
in France was sunburn, hangovers,

possible jellyfish stings, and the

holiday traffic on the N7 AutoRoute.
Then we would come home.
Granddad and his memories made

it home from France. His brother

never did.

Ian Cooper graduated from
Woodsworth College in 1999, and
wrote this piece while enrolled in

the Professional Writing program
at Erindale.

Originally from Norfolk, U.K., he
has made Toronto his home since

1976.

//THE VARSITY IN TIMES OF WAR

While The Varsity]}as changed
shape and focus over the

years, the shadow of war that

has been cast over Canadian society

too many times has inevitably fallen

across its pages. During this time of

remembrance, we thought it fitting

to present some selections from
our past that reflect how some of

the major conflicts of the previous

century have occupied and changed

the university community.

The Boer War at the turn of the

century elicited little comment from

the paper, perhaps due to the fact

that it was a small-scale conflict

fought out of the public eye. This

simple brief sums up the pro-Empire

feeling of the time.

Nov. 15, 1899
"A very large and representative au-

dience greeted the eminent speakers

on Imperial affairs Thursday evening.

Dr Parkin emphasized two points in

particular, that England was in the

right, and that out of justice to herself

and to the nations in her charge, she

had to hold South Africa. The stu-

dents occupied the top gallery and

led the audience in patriotic songs."

In contrast, some aspect of World

War I made it into every issue of The

Varsity, be it a small news update,

an announcement when staff or stu-

dents were sent overseas, adver-

tisements for uniforms and copies

of the Infantry Training handbook

(sold for 20 cents at the bookstore),

or a military book review. As always,

politics and religion were at the

fore.

Nov. 4, 1914
Professor Duckworth, lecturing

on the Balkan trouble, proffered an

observation about Turkey, the spirit

of which might be found at a tense

EU meeting today, "Turkey, by her

participation in the war, hopes to re-

gain some of her lost territory in Eu-

rope. The events of the last few days

showed clearly however that there is

no room in Europe for barbaric Tur-

key—she has proven herself incapa-

ble of reform, and so must go."

Nov. 9, 1914
"Not the least remarkable feature

of the war is the spectacle of the

Churches in ten Christian countries.

each of which is calling on the God
of Calvary to take its side. Ministers

and clergy have been roused by the

call of country, in the least expected
and most intense struggle that the

world has seen. Hate is let loose in

the world, ft rests with the clergy to

say whether they will fan hatred by
reviling our enemy, or sustain the

Christian view.

Some doubtless in their hearts be-

lieve that only by fanning the flame of

hatred can we keep patriotic feeling

at white heat. In our view, patriotic

feeling so created is a poor thing. But

there is another patriotism, which

rests on another foundation. These

members of the clergy fight for a

Leader, who was Himself the victim

of the greatest crime in history. At the

worst. He said, 'Father, forgive them,

for they know not what they do.'"

The war had ramifications for the

daily lives of students as well.

Oct. 14, 1914
The Varsity called on the university

as an institution of learning to teach

skills useful to the war effort. One
such skill was the French language,

logical since it was the common lan-

guage between many continental

troops. An editorial called for those

professors, TAs and upper-year stu-

dents not serving overseas to fill this

need, toute suite.

"[The knowledge of French] is an

affair of life and death. Mens lives by

the thousand may be lost or saved by

the knowledge of French possessed

by one man. We appeal to the French

Department. What action is to "be

taken with regard to this matter? It is

vital."

Nov. 30, 1914
In a communique officiale, the Var-

sity war bureau reported on the war

games between the Officers' Corps

of various colleges held near the

banks of the Don River Describing

this "bloody battle" to hold a Leaside

factory and protect a C.P.R. bridge

in which "all the men of both armies

were shot several times," the corre-

spondent (with a touch of world-wea-

riness, we assume) reported: "The

main body (of troops], advancing in

two sections, pushed back their op-

ponents at centre, at the same time

driving in the fianks. When they be-

gan to cross the field, however, they

were mowed down in the hundreds
by the reserves of the defence, but

undeterred they fixed bayonets and
drove their enemy back. By the time
they were in striking distance of the

arsenal, it was decided that both
sides had had enough." Good prac-

tice, true, but troops overseas weren't

able to enjoy a riverside picnic lunch
before the battle, nor have noted "um-
pire" Colonel Lang decide the winner

and offer tips for next time.

March 3, 1915
Undergraduate science students

were quite disappointed when it was
announced that a new field hospital,

sponsored by the university and its

affiliated hospitals, would staff only

"a very few students, contrary to cur-

rent reports." The hospital, to be es-

tablished amidst the communication

area of the European front, would

instead employ graduate nurses, pro-

fessors and hospital staff to attend to

the wounded.

The heightened moral significance

of the Second War World brought

out the best in the university's

rhetoricians, but also produced

some interesting stories with a

resonance still felt today.

Oct. 15, 1942
A contributor who would have

something to say to Bush and the CIA

today wrote this letter decrying the

potential torture of German POWs.
"The threat, first by Britain, and now
even by Canada, to torture German
prisoners of war in retaliation for sim-

ilar offences committed by the Nazis

against British and Canadian prison-

ers, is viewed with alarm by many
progressive-minded Canadians. Is

then our proposed offensive against

Germany to degenerate into a slug-

ging match of reprisals and counter

reprisals against unarmed prisoners,

and later, 1 suppose, against enemy
aliens? The Nazis have been practic-

ing torture and oppression for years

and have become masters in the art

of cruelty; are we at this late date to

throw up the principles for which we
are allegedly crusading?"

Jan. 21, 1943
Perhaps betraying his optimism,

university president H.J. Cody fore-

cast "a large influx of student-soldiers

when once demobilization begins"

that would stretch staff and resourc-

es to the limit. The federal govern-

ment had pledged to generously com-
pensate students returning after at

least eight months of service—at this

time, over 4000 students and some
200 staff were employed by the mili-

tary in various functions—in order
that they might complete interrupted

courses. The school environment
welcoming back these "student-sol-

diers" would have a markedly dif-

ferent look to it, as the engineering,

dental and medical faculties had

increased enrolments to fill wartime

needs at the expense of enrolment in

the Arts. Women picked up the slack

in the Arts, however, as Sarah the

Student joined with Rosie the Riveter

in filling men's places at school and

work. Female enrolment has rightly

grown steadily in all departments

ever since.

March 12, 1943
The Aid to Russia Fund, one ofmany

philanthropic efforts spearheaded by

U of T students, received enthusiastic

endorsement from the community.

The fundraising effort to aid Canada's

beleaguered ally was seen as fitting,

since, as Elizabeth Adam from Victo-

ria put it, "We wouldn't be a university

at all if it weren't for the Russians."

Sept. 23, 1944
With the success of the D-Day land-

ings as a backdrop, these excerpts

from President Cody's welcoming

Varsity column express the new hope
present throughout the land.

"In a mood of fresh confidence and

hope, we begin another academic

year. Five years ago we had entered

upon a second grim world war in de-

fence of the old issues of freedom,

justice, mercy and truth. At long last

today the cordon about Germany be-

comes visible. The end of the begin-

ning has become the beginning of the

end. The Day of Judgment for the evil-

doers and their barbaric pedagogy is

at hand.

"Naturally, the more energy and

resource we throw into our war ef-

fort, the speedier and more com-
plete will be the victory. The war is

not yet over. Still must we stand fast

and strike hard. All our university

arrangements must be made against

the background of the war Certain in-

conveniences inevitably persist; but

how comparatively slight they are!

"It is a privilege at any time and
especially in these times to attend a
university; it is a great responsibility,

too. Make the best use of this oppor-
tunity, physically, mentally, socially,

and spiritually. 'Be prepared,' as the
Boy Scout motto puts it, for the world
after the war by efficient doing of

present duties. That 'new world' will,

we trust, be an organized world, a
world at work, and a world built upon
the best of the past. In any case, you
will be one of the 'living stones' in the

structure."

To come full circle, below are

excerpts from the Remembrance
Day editorial of 1944. The battle-

fields have changed, but the fight

continues—lest we forget.

Nov. 10, 1944
Twenty-six years ago, armistice

celebrants swept through their requi-

ems and parades, streamers and jazz

bands with an attitude very antitheti-

cal to that of many of us attending the

service tomorrow morning. When we
pause to turn back the pages of his-

tory, it will be manifest that the pas-

sage of time has ironed out former

joys and sorrows so keenly felt two

decades ago.

The fact that we have learned from

our second World War is that the old

bones of neutrality and international

fellowship are dead issues. The last

two universal struggles have respect-

ed no such ideals. Ideas of pacifism

have only been played upon to weak-

en national strength. The awareness

of these factors is the basis of future

planning. The Armistice Service to-

morrow serves as a rather terrifying

reminder of the number of lives in

the university alone which have been
given up for the maintenance of an

equal balance of power and its liber-

alizing concomitants. As the Honour
Roll increases day by day, we must
strive towards the establishment of

a new order which will decrease the

expendability of our youth as well as

avoid the culmination of events lead-

ing to an overbalance of power.

The men whom we honour tomor-

row represent the belief in a solid

ideal. The peace which we will com-
memorate symbolizes an attempt to-

wards the achievement of these two
ideals.

—COMPILED BY J.P.ANTONACCI
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//SCIENCE IN

Red kiwis coming soon

A new variety of red-fleshed kiwi

has been analyzed by a team of re-

searchers in Italy and New Zealand.

Kiwis of any colour are known for

their nutritional value, their flesh

being rich in calcium, iron, potas-

sium, folic acid and vitamins A,

E, and especially C. However, as

reported in the Journal of Agricul-

tural and Food Chemistry, the red

kiwi has been cultivated to also

contain high amounts of chemicals

called anthocyanins, antioxidants

common in other plants that give

the red kiwi its colour and which

may also protect against heart at-

tacks and strokes. Red kiwis are as

healthy as their green and yellow

counterparts, perhaps more so.

The kiwis have not yet hit markets,

but should be available soon.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Journal of Agricultural and

Food Chemistry

Sober talk on transit

"The reason you invest money
in transit is to get more people to

use it," said civil engineering prof

Richard Soberman, at a centre for

environment seminar on Wednes-
day. But he harbours no illusions

that this would help meet the

goals of the Kyoto protocol. For a

recent Transport Canada study on
the effect of public transit invest-

ments on greenhouse gas emis-

sions found that even aggressive

investment in public transit would
still result in an increase of 14 per

cent in greenhouse gas emissions

over 1990 levels, (a far cry from
the Kyoto target of reducing 1990-

level emissions by six per cent by
2010), but better than the business

as usual scenario, which predicted

a 30-per-cent rise.

Soberman has been at the fore-

front of transportation policy de-

bates in Toronto for the last few

decades. He supports the con-

struction of a new Scarborough
subway to replace the aging Scar-

borough RT. Also, the need to give

surface transit vehicles priority

over cars, thus preventing street-

cars from getting "stuck in the

midst of a bunch of upholstered

roller skates," as he put it.

And he offered some policy pre-

scriptions. One was in managing
the cost of running public tran-

sit—70 per cent which is taken

up by labour costs, according

to him. "This is an industry that

cries out for part-time labour," he

exclaimed. Another was revising

the governing structure of tran-

sit agencies, which are currently

staffed by elected officials—and
their two-and-a-half-year planning

horizons, said Soberman—replac-

ing them instead with professional

(and perhaps political) appoin-

tees, who may be better able to

push forward a more unified tran-

sit vision.

-MIKEGHENU

Fibre optics: not dead, just resting

INCREASED DEMAND

IN BROADBAND

AND WIRELESS

SERVICES IS TURNING

THINGS AROUND,

RESEARCHERS SAY

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Prospects for the optical telecom-

munications industry, which has

been stuck in a rut since the burst of

the so-called telecom bubble in 2001,

are looking up, said Dr. Vincent Chan,

a pioneering researcher in the field,

who hails from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (MIT). Chan

spoke at a lecture on Tuesday.

Optical fibres are hollow glass cyl-

inders. Photons of light are trapped

within, bouncing off their insides like

marbles travelling down a tube. They

were first used as gastroscopes in the

50s and 60s, to peer inside intestines.

In 1980, Chan's lab at MIT began look-

ing at ways to use these in optical

communication links between satel-

lites. By 1986, his lab was testing op-

tical fibres in earth-bound communi-

cations networks, an application in

which they are now ubiquitous.

Information travels througti opti-

cal fibres in the form of laser pulses.

These fibres carry many times more
information than copper wires, at a

fraction of their thickness. At first,

single laser beams were used to

carry information. But later add-ons,

such as wavelength division multi-

plexing (WDM), allowed for multiple

laser beams, of different colours, to

pipe information through the same
fibre.

Later still, optical amplifiers ex-

tended the range and speed of optical

networks. Since the strength of laser

beams slowly fades over distance, la-

ser signals had to be converted back

to electronic pulses every so often.

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Dr. Vincent Chan has been studying applications of fibre optics at IVIIT's laboratory for information and decision systems since 1980.

He spoke on Tuesday at U of T about the technology's history and prospects.

the strength of the signal increased,

and then converted back to laser

pulses. Optical amplifiers obviated

this need, by boosting the strength

of the signal without converting it to

an electronic form. The latest optical

networks, especially the long-haul

cables that criss-cross the ocean
floors, all use this technology.

The dot-com boom at the end of

the 90s fueled a frenzy in infrastruc-

ture investment among telecommu-

nications companies. The result was
a global glut. As expectations of sky-

rocketing bandwidth use—from tech-

nologies such as video on demand,
which would allow users to rent mov-
ies online, by transferring them di-

rectly onto their computers—never

materialized, the so-called telecom

bubble burst.

Companies such as Global Cross-

ing and Nortel, which had invested

tens of billions in optical networks,

saw their stock price melt down over-

night. "As far as I'm concerned, the

world went in suspended animation,"

for the last four years, said Chan.

Slowly, some of this excess capac-

ity has been soaked up, given the rise

in internet traffic and gaming, espe-

cially in Asia. And firms are starting

to replenish their inventories.

"They're beginning to order new
equipment," said Chan, "especially in

third-world countries." China and In-

dia, he added, are especially keen on
installing the latest optical networks.

"It's starting to build up again, just

the last half of this year."

Researchers now hope that gov-

ernment funding, which all but dried

up in the wake of the dot-com bust,

will start flowing again. "The U.S.

government, at my urging, is now be-

ginning to rearrange optical network

funding— it will appear in a year or

so," said Chan.

At U of T, things are looking up as

well, according to Dr. Stewart Aitchi-

son in the department of electrical

and computer engineering. This

summer, his department set up the

emerging communications technolo-

gy institute (ECTl). Several labs were

folded into the new outfit, which

looks beyond just fibre optic commu-
nications.

"It's not just fibre, that's the big

driver now, things are going to-

wards mobile," said Aitchison. Cell

phones and PDAs are increasingly

internet-enabled, through the wire-

less protocol known as Wi-Fi, and
its soon-to-be kin, dubbed Wi-Max,

which promises metropolitan-wide

wireless coverage. The trick, though,

is getting all these systems to speak

the same language.

"The areas of research are prob-

ably going to be in those new in-

terfaces," Aitchison said. "You're

interfacing a mobile wireless commu-
nications network with an in-ground

optical communication system."

This may not signal a return to

90s bonanza, to be sure, but at least

there's light at the end of the fibre.

Interpreting the book of life

Mavce Al-Sukhni

A top researcher in her field. Dr.

Brenda Andrews has contributed

greatly to our understanding of

the cell cycle and its role in cancer.

Yet, were it not for a late-coming

epiphany in her final high school

year, Andrews may have obtained

an arts degree rather than study-

ing sciences in university.

Andrews, who recently has been
appointed director of the new
Terrence Donnelly Centre for Cel-

lular and Biomolecular Research
(CCBR), researches the cell cycle

and the molecular mechanisms
that regulate it, using yeast as a

model system.

How does this research affect

medical science? "Much work over

the years has revealed that all cells

use the same basic machinery to

control their division," said An-

drews. "This machinery is univer-

sally perturbed in cancer cells, for

example."

In eukaryotic cells (including

human cells), cell division is pri-

marily controlled in the Gl phase

of the cell cycle at a critical regula-

tory point called Start. Start, along

with cell cycle progression in gen-

eral, is controlled by cyclin-depen-

dent kinases (Cdks), and Andrews'
research has been instrumental

in elucidating the action of one
important Cdk, Pho85. Pho85 con-

trols many cellular processes, in-

cluding metabolism, division, and
growth.

With greater insight into Cdks
and cell cycle regulation, scien-

tists hope to continue to unravel

the mysteries of cancer.

After completing a PhD in Medi-
cal Biophysics, and some post-

doctoral research work in yeast

genetics.

Her recent research has shifted

to take advantage of the tools of

post-genome biology, also known
as functional genomics.

In this field of study, scientists

attempt to establish a link between
gene expression and cell function

and dysfunction. If mapping the
human genome was akin to uncov-
ering the pages of the human book
of life, functional genomics tries to

decipher and translate the book's

contents, to determine how one
part relates to another.

Working with other colleagues

in the Banting & Best Department,
Andrews aims to build a yeast ge-

netic interaction map and to sys-

tematically discover the functions

for unknown genes. "Ultimately,"

said Andrews, "we want to under-

stand how genes work together in

health and disease, and how we
might influence cell function in

an intelligent way with small mol-

ecules or drugs."

Relocation to the CCBR has al-

lowed Andrews' research lab to

interact with other biologists, bio-

medical engineers, computer sci-

entists, chemists and others.

Said Andrews of her research
lab, "We seek to understand how
cell division is regulated because
it has profound implications for

human health. Proper cell division

is required during development of

all organisms, and if it goes awry,
birth defects result; improper cell

division leads to many human dis-

eases, including cancer."

Dr. Brenda Andrews, seen here in the

newly opened Terrence Donnelly Centre

for Cellular and Biomolecular Research,

is the tenth prof profiled in our series on

this year's new Royal Society of Canada

fellows.
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Jay Ingram, science journalist and host of Discovery Channel's Daily Planet, signed copies of his new
book at Innis Town Hall on Wednesday night. Theatre of the W/nrfgrapples with the mystery of con-
sciousness, drawing heavily upon the latest in neuroscience research.
In his hour-long talk, Ingram drew on anecdotes from the book as well as make-shift experiments to
illustrate the limitations of the human senses.

"The stream of consciousness is very narrow," said Ingram, in one demonstration. He held a playing
card at arm's length to one side, looking straight ahead, and slowly rotated his arm towards his field of
vision to show that high-resolution vision is limited to a very small area of the visual field.

Or, Ingram challenged, how many people have seen the arrow formed in the white space between the
last two letters of the FedEx logo? "Until you're told to look for it, you never see it," he remarked
-MIKE GHENU

Simon says: transcribe

my tape

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Computer science graduate Stephen Piron

dreams to revolutionize the surfing of media
files in the same way that Google revolution-

ized websurfing. Last month, his startup, Si-

monSays Voice Technologies, unveiled soft-

ware that transcribes audio or video content.

Currently, major search engines, such as Ya-

hoo and Google, merely parse through a file's

so-called metatags. These are terse descrip-

tions of the file, input by the user. Another

technique is looking at the text adjacent to me-
dia on the webpage, which often offers clues

about its content.

But while such searches would succeed in

retrieving a film documenting a canoe trip

through Algonquin Provincial Park, say, you
would not be able to search for and skip to

the part of the film where the protagonists en-

counter moose, or other wildlife.

SimonSays takes a different tack. "It's a serv-

er-based solution," said Piron, "so you would
log on and upload your audio, and it would

come back to you as text."

This allows SimonSearch to throw more
computing power at it. But their software also

works differently than packages available for

personal computers, for which the user must
first read some passages into a microphone.

"We're ... training a language model, rather

than a voice profile," Piron explained. Lan-

guage models work out the probabilities of

certain chains of words preceding each other.

Their proof of concept is online, at radio-

philes.org, a database of transcripts of inter-

views conducted by Jennifer Leonard, host

of the CIUT show Dialogue. SimonSays also

transcribes scripts for movie studios. Medi-

cal transcrption might be another untapped

market.

And scribblers? "1 didn't really think about

journalists," Piron said, adding that their soft-

ware might struggle with poor quality record-

ings.

SimonSays now aims to hitch its transcrip-

tion prowess to the search power of Google

or Yahoo. "That would be a perfect fit," Piron

remarked.

f5
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Forget about their indie connections—Immaculate Machine's music is strong enough to stand on its own merits

Alex Molotkow

Here's a concept: band forms, gets

good, works hard, ends up on a

prominent national indie label,

lands tour with one of the country's

biggest indie-rock acts. Not exactly

scandal sheet material; any future

biographers are going to have to

do some digging to unearth any in-

trigue.

"Nothing really has happened to

us that's been shocking. . . we worked

pretty hard, and everything's hap-

pened pretty gradually," says gui-

tarist/singer Brooke Gallupe.

Victoria trio Immaculate Ma-

chine's journey to the threshold of

success is a straight one, but lucikly

they don't have to rely on a rocky

history for artistic credibility. The

three wide-eyed pop enthusiasts

make sterling, bittersweet 80s re-

vival rock and sing together with a

stunning harmonic sensibility.

Though the band's three-year

history may seem fast-paced when
compared to the plight of other

struggling artists. Immaculate Ma-

chine packed enough labour into

a small span of time to make their

evolution seem perfectly natural.

Longtime pals Gallupe, Kathryn

Calder (vocals/ keyboards), and

Luke Kozlowski (vocals/drums)

formed Immaculate Machine in Vic-

toria in 2002, releasing two albums
independently before signing to vet-

eran West Coast indie label Mint Re-

cords last year and recording their

new Ones and Zeros album with

John Collins and David Carswell

(better known as JC/DC, the pro-

duction team behind Tegan & Sara,

Destroyer, and many others). They
spent most of the past few months
touring across the U.S. with label-

mates The New Pornographers, and
now they're touring on their own

This Machine's in Mint condition: (L-R) Luke Kozlowski, Kathryn Calder, Brooke Gallupe

again, with a few extra notches in

their guitar straps.

"It was really kind of a dream
come true—the tour was really

great; it was really low-stress be-

cause everything's already planned

for you, and everyone takes care

of you and all the shows are busy,

but... 1 kind of miss the unpredict-

ability," Gallupe admits, which is

partly why the band chose to book
their current tour by themselves.

"Putting too much difference be-

tween us and the people that put on

the shows, and the people that go

to the shows, doesn't seem like the

greatest idea to me," he notes.

Reaction to Immaculate Machine's

music from both critics and audi-

ences has been quite positive, but

it seems like no one can describe

the band without placing indie su-

pergroup The New Pornographers

at the centre of the discussion. Af-

ter all, lead singer Kathryn Calder is

head Pornographer Carl Newman's
niece, and she sang on their record

and has been performing onstage

with that band. Familial bonds

aside, however, there's no real rea-

son to staple one band to the other.

Gallupe says that plenty of review-

ers have likened their music to that

of The New Pornographers, which

is (if it may be interjected) a real

cop-out. Immaculate Machine have

their own sound, and time to polish

their own identity: "We're kind of

the young upstarts at the label, for

sure," Gallupe notes, adding, "1 love

it. It makes me feel hopeful."

Their sound is as darling as their

precocious reputation might make

it out to be, but it's far from twee or

trite. Imagine The Organ with a sug-

ar rush, or The Cure if they could

harmonize.

The trio (all students at the Uni-

versity of Victoria when they're

not on the road rocking out) is for-

tunately endowed with a whole lot

of good sense. They made their

own plans in the past, and cur-

rently deliberate about the future

with dreams anchored in reason.

However, reason seems to be giv-

ing their dreams some leeway these

days. They've finally obtained a

little financial recompense for their

efforts, which in turn has nourished

their ambitions.

"This is the first time that we're

kind of making enough money that

we can actually sort of survive,"

Gallupe says, "and it kind of makes
us realize that it's totally what we
want to be doing."

Immaculate Machine play the

Cameron House tonight (Nov.

10) w/ the Postage Stamps, and
tomorrow (Nov. 11) at O'Grady's

w/ Spitfires & Mayflowers and
The Guest Bedroom (part of

the Fitter Patter Nights concert

series). Both shows $5.

Just not good enough
WAR CRIMES DRAMA SUFFERS FROM WEAK STORYTELLING

Jeremy Greenberg

Normally, one could excuse the

weaknesses in a play like Michael

Redhill's Goodness with the old ax-

iom, "The whole is greater than the

sum of its parts." However, the pro-

duction's combined flaws corrupt

anything positive the play might

have had to offer.

The playwright even decides to

open the play with a formal apology
for what you're about to see—Red-

hill, in the person of actor Jordan

Pettle, introduces himself to the

audience, and explains what it is ex-

actly he planned to do with the play,

and how he hopes we'll appreciate

it.

The story itself is fine, if a little

banal. It concerns Redhill's quest

to find people in Poland who were
around at the time that his Jewish

grandparents were killed during the

Holocaust. No one is willing to talk

to him, but just before he is to board
his plane home, an old man in a bar
offers him an opportunity: "Go to

the building across the street, ring

the bell of Althea (Lili Franks), and
tell her the name 'Mathias Todd'

—

she can give you the answers you're

looking for."

The rest of the play involves

THEATRE REVIEW

Goodness

By Michael Redhill

Tarragon Extra Space

Oct. 5 - Nov. 27, 2005

Rating: VvWV
Althea's story, told through flash-

backs, of how she was the prison

guard for a war criminal in an un-

identified (but fictional) country.

The kicker (and this is where an

old formula steps in) is that Todd
(Victor Ertmanis) appears to be suf-

fering from Alzheimer's, and conve-

niently cannot remember the last 30

years, in which he was responsible

for the deaths of thousands.

The problem with this story is

that it has been done before, and
better. Consider Art Spiegelman's

graphic novel Maus, in which he
tries to comprehend what led to the
death of so many in WWII Poland.

In fact, Redhill's story is even less

prescient when one considers that

a very similar situation has already

been resolved in the real world.

Augusto Pinochet, the Chilean dic-

tator, was initially given immunity
from trial because of dementia, but

that immunity has recently been
revoked due to evidence that the

malady may have been faked. Even
at the end of the play, Redhill does-

not come up with a solution to this

dilemma, just more questions.

Pettle acquits himself well as Mi-

chael, but does not have anything

more to do than express guilt from

time to time. Francks, as the older

Althea, makes for a good narrator,

and the two other male leads, Ert-

manis as Todd, and Jack Nicholsen

as prosecutor Stephen Part (the war
hero in charge of the case) also put

in commendable (if tame) perfor-

mances.

The other two female roles, how-
ever, are another story. Tara Hughes
(the young Althea) and Bernadeta

Wrobel (Todd's daughter, Julia)

share the same acting range—which
is to say, the same decibel level.

While the pair may feel that shout-

ing every emotional line drives their

point across, instead all it does is

unnerve the audience in the small

Tarragon Theatre space.

And at what point will playwrights

learn that breaking the fourth wall

is never a good idea? The "fourth

wall" refers to the invisible barrier

between the audience and the ac-

tors. When people go to a play, they

want to observe a story from a safe

vantage point. Here, Michael delib-

erately pauses from time to time

to tell the audience what he thinks

of the scene or the characters, and

even concludes the play by asking

the audience, "What it's like to be

out there, watching these terrible

things on stage?"

In any play, and especially with

a plot like this, it is a lot better to

watch and make up our own minds,

rather than be forced to make deci-

sions because the playwright turns

and literally tells us to.

On the whole, Redhill comes up
with some semi-interesting con-

cepts, but even these are just a

rehash of ideas addressed better

elsewhere. There are certainly a few

satisfactory parts to this play, but

overall. Goodness is just bad.
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Fantasy fest
NEW FILM FESTIVAL SHOWCASING ALL THAT'S SURREAL BOWS IN AT THE BLOOR
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Ivy Ugarkovic

Fans of fantasy and science fiction

tend to be pretty die-hard, so it's

iiard to believe that there hasn't

been a film festival solely dedi-

cated to the genre—until now. The
Fantasy Worldwide International

Film Festival took its inaugural

bow this past weekend at the Bloor

Cinema, encompassing the mythol-

ogy, science fiction, and historical

fiction genres.

"We are excited to bring together

a global community of filmmakers

and filmgoers who love fantasy and
science fiction films," founder and
executive director Johanna Kern

said.

Submissions came from an excit-

ing array of talent from 13 countries

around the world, Kern explained.

"(We have) feature films, docu-

mentaries, shorts or animations

—

exceptional tales from six conti-

nents that will bewitch you, abduct

you and let you experience your

mythological side," she continued.

With over 30 selections, includ-

ing animated films, the festival

tried to program something for ev-

eryone. The Varsity caught a few of

the many diverse screenings over

the festival weekend, including:

Mystical animated sliort Afoo/7^/r/ delighted audiences at Fantasy Worldwide

Kiss Me

Directed by Antonio Cunha

Telles, this Portugese feature film

(subtitled in English) takes us into

the world of a woman who has had
her share of traumatic experiences

in life and decides to deal with her

anguish by living the myth of the

seemingly "perfect" Marilyn Mon-
roe as if it were her own life.

Moving to a new Portuguese ham-
let during the 1950s, Laura decides

to come to terms with herself and
her new life. Quickly, every man in

town becomes bewitched by the

beauty and raw sex appeal of this

mysterious newcomer. But where
there is beauty, there is jealousy

and deliciously devilish lessons to

learn. The audience gets a taste of

reality under Portugal's cruel fas-

cist regime, which tries fervently

to make it clear that there is no
place for myths or fantasies in real

life.

Not My Religion

In his compelling short film, Cana-

dian director Christopher Cordell de-

picts a bizarre encounter between a

mermaid and Jesus who meet under-

water. This intersection between reli-

gious belief and pagan myth is clearly

meant to provoke the audience's

theological ideologies, not to men-
tion their take on world issues. The
audience at the Fantasy Worldwide

screening certainly reacted strongly

to the closing scene, an audible mur-

mur arising throughout the theatre.

Moongirl

Fun-filled tales and animations for

children were also offered at the fes-

tival, such as the delightful animated

short Moongirl. Directed by Henry

Selick, who has helmed many suc-

cessful features such as The Night-

mare before Christmas and James and

the Giant Peach, the movie makes you

feel as if you are 10 years old again,

off on your very own top-secret ad-

venture.

After a young boy named Leon and

his flying squirrel are captured by

an enchanted fish and taken to the

moon, they're thrust into a world of

fantasy and fun. Leon meets Moon-
girl and her magical cat, and he must

help these magical characters save

the moon from being completely de-

stroyed by the evil Gargaloons.

This imaginative and adventurous

short left the festival audience at the

edge of their seats, thirsting for more.

On the whole, the first edition of

the Fantasy Worldwide filmfest may
not have drawn huge crowds, but if it

continues to program an expansive,

thought-provoking selection of films

like it did this year, in the future it will

surely draw in more moviegoers look-

ing to expand their horizons.

School of art

Campus group holds open house to introduce students to our very own

(overlooked) gallery

Why head to the AGO to check out the Group of Seven when you can do so right on

campus?

Mary Chaktsiris

This week, 1 discovered a seem-

ingly secret society of art lovers who
have managed to create a serene and

welcoming atmosphere in the heart of

campus. This past Monday, members

of the Art Centre Student's Association

(ACSA, which is comprised of U of T
students from various academic back-

grounds) orchestrated an open house

at the University of Toronto Art Centre

(which, if you didn't even know we had

one, is at 15 King's College Circle, on

the main floor of the Laidlaw wing).

Those who attended the event were

treated to a performance by the Var-

sity Brass band, followed by an open

house with an opportunity to meet

with members of ACSA and tour the

gallery. Over a delicious luncheon,

ACSA president Elizabeth Yeboah and

other members of the group filled visi-

tors in about their organization and

the widely overlooked Art Centre gal-

lery.

The ACSA strives to connect the Art

Centre with the U of T community and

make it more accessible to students

with an interest in art. They do this by

planning events that complement cur-

rent programs and exhibits at the Art

Centre as well as coordinating recre-

ational activities for students with an

interest in art.

Recent endeavours have included

a culturally-oriented Reading Week

trip to New York City, career work-

shops for students taking Fine Art and

Fine Art History, and trips to cultural

institutions within the campus and

throughout the city.

The ACSA encourages students of

all disciplines to become involved and

experience what the Art Centre has to

offer. Members can volunteer at the

gallery as well as access the commu-

nity of art lovers that exists within the

Centre.

This sense of community was on

display during an intimate tour of

"The Art of Structural Design: A Swiss

Legacy," an exhibit which explores the

work of four Swiss engineers and their

influence as the premier structural de-

signers of the 20th century.

Permanent collections at the Art

Centre feature various antiquities as

part of the Malcove Collection and

works by the Group of Seven. Particu-

larly intriguing are their collections of

pieces of medieval furniture and beau-

tifully gilded Coptic icons.

ACSA hopes more students will take

advantage of this artistic jewel hidden

in the campus crown by browsing the

gallery and attending their upcoming

events. Next Friday, ACSA is hosting

a Date Night at the gallery featuring a

jazz concert, gallery tours, and even a

wine and cheese spread. Bring a date,

or meet one there!

Admission to the Art Centre is

free for all UofTstudents.

For more information about

ACSA and their meetings, e-mail

uoftacsa@hotmail.com.

CORRECTION

UKULA music editor Jordan Timm was misidentified as the magazine's founder in last week's profile of The Coast. The

l^ars/f/regrets the error.

The U of T chapter of War Child Canada presents a Peace Week benefit concert

for the organization (which assists children affected by war) this Saturday (Nov.

12) at the Great Hail in Hart House, featuring local acts Wax Mannequin, The

Ghost Is Dancing (pictured above), The Coast, and Jasper Flat. "The participat-

ing artists are very socially aware and very willing to help out for such a great

cause," says the group's co-president (and regular l/ars/fyshutterbug) Claire

Farmer. Tickets are $6 in advance at Rotate This, Soundscapes, and the Sid Smith

lobby, or $9 at the door. Doors at 7:30 p.m.
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Lest we forget

Take two minutes out of your busy

schedule to remember all those U of

T faculty and staff who lost their lives

fighting for Canada in the various con-

flicts over the years. The sports staff

would like to send a special salute to all

the FPEH staff and students who were

killed in battle. Their contributions to

Canada will never be forgotten.

—VARSITY SPORTS DEPARTMENT

Intramural game of the

week #2
Last week's Game of the Week turned

out to a slightly one-sided affair, with

the University of Toronto at Mississauga

pounding Victoria College 92-39 in men's

division 2 basketball action.

UTM dominated this game from start

to finish and unquestionably cemented

their spot as one of the teams to beat in

division 2. They hope to continue this

stellar play and bring a championship

back to Mississauga after coming up just

short last season.

This week's edition of the Game of the

Week features the Men's rugby champi-

onship game, where the Faculty of En-

gineering takes on St. Michael's College

(Sunday, 12 pm, Back Campus West).

Both teams are coming off shutout

wins against very good teams in last

weekend's semifinals. SMC defeated

UTM 10-0 in the first semi, while SKULE

knocked off UTSC 19-0 in the other.

SMC holds the regular season brag-

ging rights based on a hard fought 3-0

win back in October. This match should

be one for the ages on what is sure to be

a very muddy back campus.

—MATTVENRESCA

On the road, Kerouac Style

On Saturday night, the Blues pummeled
the Brock Badgers 5-1 with youngsters

Kristy Paterson (1 G, 1 A) and Lyndsey

Ryan (2 G, 1 A) leading the way for U of

T.

The following night the Blues were

in tough against the first place Laurier

Golden Hawks. Laurier continued their

strong play, outshooting U of T 31-17 on

their way to a convincing 4-0 win. Kris-

ten Trost recorded the shutout.

The Blues continue to sit fourth in

the Ontario University Athletics (OUA)

standings with a 4-2-0-1 record.

This coming weekend, the Blues

travel to Queen's for back to back games

versus the Golden Gaels (5-2-1-0). U of

T will need a strong showing to prove

to the rest of the OUA that they belong

among the conference's elite.

—MV

Birdies fly into playoffs

The Blues finished their regular season

November 6 against York. Competitive

play saw the Blues win their closest

—

and most exciting—set of matches, 7-6.

The Blues went 3-3 in their singles

matches, and 4-3 in their doubles and

mixed doubles matches. Exemplary

play came from Melissa Nock, who
dominated her competition, and from

the team of Anca Gaspar and Phil Ben-

nington, who won an incredibly close

matchup.

Other great performances were seen

in wins by Calvin Cheng and the team of

Nock and Gaspar.

The Blues were down 6-4 in the late

going, but won the last three matches of

the day to steal the win.

The season for the Blues was an

incredible turnaround. They won an

amazing 41, which is way up from last

year. Both Gaspar and Nock only lost

one match each in singles play this sea-

son, and Bennington went undefeated in

the regular season (7-0).

The Blues will be facing Waterloo in

the semifinals in the playoffs on Novem-

ber 20 in London, while Western plays

McMaster The winners of those match-

es will face off for the gold medal later

that same day.

—PERRY KING

CBC hopes this

tourney sells

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Eccentric, obnoxious, beer-drinking

hockey dads. Who doesn't know a few

people like that? CBC is counting on

this familiarity to drive the success

of the second season of The Tourna-

ment.

The comical mockumentary follows

a fictional minor hockey team. The

Farqueson Funeral Home Warriors, as

they travel around the country to take

on other youth teams. The twist with

this series, however, is that the fathers

of some of the kids on the team are

even more rude, obnoxious, and over-

zealous than real hockey parents.

"My character is definitely a bore, a

boob, and an ass," said Alain Goulem,

who plays Barry McConnell on the

show. "But he comes from a pure place

and really believes in his son."

Christian Portenza, who plays Bar-

ry's best buddy, Doug, described his

character in similar terms: "My char-

acter is the loveable, drunken hoser

hockey dad. Through drunken stupors

I go from arena to arena with my son."

The show started as a six-part mini-

series last year, but will have 10 epi-

sodes to develop plotlines and charac-

ters in its second year.

"This year all the actors are more

comfortable in their character's skin,"

said Goulem.
"We have definitely gone deeper into

my character this year," added Porten-

za. "Doug has really evolved. Last year

was pretty safe, but this year we really

delve into neuroses of a hockey dad."

CBC is spending a lot more money

on the show this year and is giving it

a much bigger advertising push. The

budget for The Tournament this year is

$5 million and ads have been running

during peak ratings times, including

Saturday nights during Hockey Night

in Canada.

The cast believes the push will

help make the show one of the most-

watched Canadian series'. Goulem pre-

dicted big numbers for the mockumen-

tary this year.

"CBC has put a lot of muscle be-

hind the show, and I would like to see

double the ratings from last year," he

said. 1 would like to see Corner Gas

numbers."

"We're better than them," he added

with a chuckle.

The show is hoping to generate big-

ger laughs this year with absurd story

lines, which include a woman being

married to two men, stealing an oppos-

ing team's playbook, and Barry going

to extreme lengths to make his son into

the next Wayne Gretzky. McConnell

and Doug are joined on the show by a

rowdy cast of characters, including Dr.

Singh, Stan Ryckman, and a group of

hockey moms who have just as many
problems as their husbands.

The cast hopes that people will get

drawn into ttie show by scenarios that

they can relate to. They also hope that

Barry McConnell (played by Alain Goulem, foreground) and his best friend Doug (played

by Christian Portenza, tied up) return for round two of The Tournment.

once people start watching the show

they won't be able to stop.

People will say they really liked a cer-

tain episode because something simi-

lar has happened to them," explained

Portenza. There is not one person who
can't relate to this show."

"This season is rocking," he added.

"The arcing of the storylines is addic-

tive."

The Tournament runs every Tues-

day night at 8:30 from November 15 to

January 31. Tune in to find out if it re-

ally is as good as Corner Gas.

Enter the dragon...boat
Perry King

VARSITY STAFF

Where could one turn to find an cd-

ternative to the norm, a team that is

actually gaining in popularity, a group

that provides that invigorating feeling

of school spirit and vitality students

crave? The Varsity invites you to enter

the Dragon— the University College

Water Dragons that is.

The culture of intercollegiate sport can

generate great excitement and enthusi-

asm. The Varsity Blues intercollegiate

program, for example, has created

a cult following for some teams, has

compelled a plethora of emotions from

participants and spectators, and has

created multiple levels of competitive

spirit.

But, for countless reasons, with the

continuing disregard for the Blues'

amazing achievements—and in some
cases, their prolonged times of futil-

ity— one could feel that the cult is los-

ing members rapidly. Many students at

this school feel the need to look else-

where for entertainment, but the men
and women who paddle for UC hope to

reverse the trend.

In commission since 1998, the 26

dragon-boaters that comprise the UC
Water Dragons train and condition

during the school year to compete in

intense competitions over the summer
brecik. Don't think these training ses-

sions cire a stroll in the park, because

they aren't.

"When you train for the first sessions

with our staff, you can be guaranteed

that physically, and maybe even men-

tally, you will be exhausted," replied

Jason Au, the professional coach for

the Water Dragons. "But rest assured,

with devotion, you will get used to the

intensity."

"Unlike the conventional rowboat,

where the boats are built for speed, the

dragon boats are built like heavy blocks

floating on water," said Phillip Toppin,

the Captain of the squad. "The aspect

of strength has to be emphasized here.

When we train, we make sure that ev-

erybody is ready for competition."

The Water Dragons are certainly not

the new kids on the block, but they

definitely provide a unique approach to

sport and competition.

"When one approaches dragon boat

racing, one can certainlyexpect a broad

range of competitive realms," replied

Marcelo Alfonso, another coach of the

Water Dragons. "Everyone can truly be

serious when it comes to competing on

the water, but once the race is over, all

of us feel a sense of togetherness as we
reflect on our collective performance."

The team dynamic, according to the

Water Dragons, is pivotal to how suc-

cessful they can be.

"Let me put it this way: one person

cannot make this team win, but one

person can make you lose," claimed

Affonso.

Their 2005 summer season certainly

provided positive results. They placed

15th overall at the Pickering Dragon

Boat Challenge on June 4, but they

placed first in three of four of their quali-

fying races. Winning their first race by a

5.47 second margin over New College's

New Dragonz, the teemi qualified 13th

overall, just one spot short of the A di-

vision bracket in one of Ontario's most

competitive events.

"We won the University Cup with

over 10 rookie paddlers, and in the

open division, placed 3 divisions higher

than any other universityteam in atten-

dance," proclaimed Au excitedly, as he

reflected back on the summer.

Then the Water Dragons placed

third overall at Musselmcin's Lake on

June 11, getting on the podium in all of

their races.

The crew also entered in the North

American Club Crew Championships

in order to compete with the top open

teams on the continent. The team's

best performance was in its first race,

posting a time of 2:11, qualifying ahead

of Toronto A division finalists Tempest

in the 500m races. There were certainly

ups and downs at this and the other

June events for the team.

"As you can see," said coach Au,

"prior to our success in China, we took

our share of hard knocks before we re-

grouped and got ourselves together.

And China did set the stage for Water

Dragons prestige. The Tianjin tourna-

ment, as one of the most prestigious

meets in the world, certainly was at

the forefront of the squad's collective

thoughts.

"In Tianjin, the tournemient is just

a part of a cultural festival that takes

place in the town. The dragon boat rac-

ing is really the main event on Tianjin's

calendar," said Toppin.

The competition, whose participants

ranged from other university teeuns to

national racing teams from Italy cind

Russia, was an excellent display of

racing, but it reuses cmother issue with

respect to the growth of the sport.

Many university teams had concerns

about having to compete with national

teams.

"I am not exactly sure if we will be

able to win [these events consistently]

if Italy and Russia continue to be able

to send significantly older and more ex-

perienced paddlers who include their

Open National teams," said Au. "We
are in the business of using the talent

we have and ultimately measuring the

success of our performances by how
close we came to putting together our

best performance, [not beating older

paddlers]."

The Dragons placed sixth overall

in Tianjin, but were one of the fastest

teams at the tournemient. They were

placed in the Group B final even though

they qualified for the Group A finals.

The Water Dragons finished with a bet-

ter time in that final than the winner of

the Group A final.

The Water Dragons commend the

University College Literary and Athletic

Society, as well as a lot of other campus
student groups, for their funding and
sponsorship commitments, and are

currently training for next summer's
tournaments.
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Blues lose winning feeling

MEN'S HOCKEY TEAM LOSES TWICE ON WEEKEND

Bret Edwards

The 2005-06 season has not been
kind—so far—to the Varsity Blues

men's hockey team. Prior to its two
games this past weekend, the team
had struggled, recording one tie

against three losses in Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) play.

On Friday night, the Blues faced

the nationally ranked McGill Red-

men at Varsity Arena with the

hope of recording their first win

of this young season. In front of

a small but spirited crowd—com-
plete with a pounding snare drum
for extra support—the team put

forth a valiant effort.

In the end, though, U of T suf-

fered its fourth loss in five games,
6-3.

Poor defensive zone coverage

and special-teams issues doomed
the Blues on this night.

The latter reared its ugly head in

the first period, as McGill struck

twice on the power play to hold a

two-goal cushion after the first 20

minutes.

Feeling a sense of urgency, the

Blues turned up the pressure

in the second period. However,

these efforts were not rewarded
on the scoresheet. Instead, McGill

capitalized on several defensive

miscues and increased their edge
to 4-0 after 40 minutes.

To the majority in attendance,

the Redmen appeared to have

wrapped up an easy victory with

one period to spare.

To the delight of the home
crowd, however, the seemingly
insurmountable four-goal defi-

cit vanished quickly in the third

period. McGill was penalized

twice—both four-minute double-

minor infractions—handing U of T
a lengthy two-man advantage. In a

span of ninety seconds, the Blues

power play erupted for two goals

—

scored by Andrew Jakubaitis and
Ray Smegal—thereby slicing the

visitors" lead in half and giving the

impression that an improbable
comeback could, in fact, happen.

Further excitement ensued after

the Blues forward Matt Mclsaac
snuck behind the McGill defence

with five minutes left and nar-

rowed the gap to one with a wrist

shot that snuck in under the cross-

bar.

Unfortunately, the inspired

comeback fell just short.

With two minutes remaining,

a McGill offensive-zone center-

ing attempt deflected off a U of T
player and somehow found the

back of the net. This sudden and
unlucky turn of events proved to

be the backbreaker and deflated

the Blues' momentum.
A sixth McGill goal only seconds

later provided extra cushion for

the Redmen. Consequently, this

tough defeat, coupled with the

Blues 3-2 loss to Ottawa on Satur-

day night, keeps the team winless

as they travel to Concordia and
UQTR for games this weekend.

CLASSIFIEDS

PART-TIME KENNEL/ASSISTANT

REQUIRED

Suitable for student wanting to enter the

Veterinary field. 2-3 weekniglits and every

second weekend. Fax resumes to 416-588-

8258.

NEED A PART-TIME JOB?
The Royal Ontario Museum seeks bright,

well spoken people for our telephone

membership campaign. Help promote

the ROM's new wing, galleries and shows.

Part-time evening hours. Call Wendy now!

416-916-1352.

TEMPORARY WORK
Earn $12/hr handing out flyers on campus.

2x3 hour shifts. Call 1-888-varCity ext 70.

EITELBACH CHOCOLATES

Retail sales help wanted for Saturday and

Sundays. Also seasonal Christmas sales

help wanted during week and evenings.

Bloor/Bay and King/Bay locations. Please

indicate availability on application. Fax:

(416) 2.56-0925 e-mail: sales@eitelbach.

com

SEEKING TO HIRE FLUENT

MANDARIN SPEAKER

to teach delightful Chinese-Canadian 3

y.o. Mandarin language. (416)760-9945.

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-

town Toronto, North York, Richmond

Hill. Managers to $10.15/hour -i- bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-533-9727 or www.

TORONTOWRAPS.com

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION
From $1.50 p/wk. $500 p/m Hl-Toronto.

Close to KingStn. Located. In St. Law. Mrkt

Call 416-971-4440.

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen, Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

AS NEW-UofT Ph.D. GOWN, HOOD
AND MORTAR BOARD

On EBay.com now or contact wmbrooke@
telus.net

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Sliding fee scale ($50-

$120 per session). Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level), 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983, Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit,

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History Philosophy PolSci,

Sociology Psychology Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www,1010940,com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www,baystreetclinic,

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit,

www,baystreetclinic.ca

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees,

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-.595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico,ca/ajbenedetto

ATTENTION VARSITY READERS!

WWW.TRADEPOINT.CA/UOTSTUDENTS
We help you Buy It. We help you Sell it.

Free Listings, Free Searches, Canada's

Fastest Growing Online Classifieds Site,

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?

www.medical-schooLca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

THAILAND TRIPS

— 40 day Exotic Thailand vacation

exploring 5 tropical beaches and a

jungle paradise. It's an unreal trip. Pic-

tures and info @ www.freeandeasyca

SPRING BREAK 2006

Cuba, Dominican, Mexico, and more

starting at $890. MONTREAL NEW
YEARS starting at $99! LOWEST PRICE

GUARANTEED! Call 1-866-627-8747.

www.s-travel.com. BOOK FRIENDS-GO

FREE!

GET HELP NOW!

Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM, Phone 905-

33.5-3192,

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and disser-

tations, from style to format, APA style a

specialty Mary Anne Carswell, MA, MEd,

mcarswell@svmpatico,ca ,
416-303-3106,

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2 00 No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON IVI5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation iSeminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars
416.924.3240/1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

1^1
National Defense

Defence nationale

Options

make all the

difference

No matter what

your university

education, you can

enjoy a career with

a difference in the

Canadian Forces.

• Engineers

• Physiotherapists

• Social Workers

• Pilots

• Doctors

• Nurses

• Pharmacists

• Naval Officers

To learn more,

contact us today.

Les options

font toute

la difference

Peu importe

ia nature de

vos etudes

universitaires,

vous pouvez

beneficier d'une

carriere differente

dans les Forces

canadiennes.

• Ingenieurs

• Physiotherapeutes

• Travailleurs

sociaux/

travailteuses

sociales

• Pilotes

• Medecins

• Infirmiers/

infirmieres

• Pharmaciens/

pharmaciennes

• Officiers

de marine

Pour obtenir

de plus amples

renseignements,

veuillez

communiquer

avec nous

des aujourd'hui.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.

Decouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.

1 800 836-8488
wv/w.forces.gcca Canada
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Simon Barg (above left) skates away as the Blues fail to capitalize on a scoring chance against the Ottawa Gee-Gees last Saturday. Meanwhile, Scott Malcolm (above right) awaits a pass in the same game, which Ottawa won

3-2.

rogers.com/shine

Bonus - Unlimited local calling, text picture

and video messaging:

O ROGERS"
WIRELESS

H6) 752 96SS

10 Midland Ave

116) 8383

(416) 298-8821

TKORNHILl

Oi.ve. U

I90S) e)i

[416) S8S «e&8

Jill DofloinSi

(416) 78S J031

D>dqon C'ly MaH

Ml 6) 979 9JS0

479 fqimtor. A,e. W
(416) 485 27S7

939 Eglmlon Ave t

(416) 467 9800

(4161 466 8200

U46 Gcffatd St. t

(416) 46J 23SS

(416) 628-4000

10 Bumhatnlhtxpe He

(905) 274-8884

(90S) 670-1980

(90S) 813 8600

Squa.e One

(90S) 279 1909 {90S

WHrroY

(905) 620-086

(90S) 433-070

O ROGERS0
FTOBrCOKE

(416) 231-5973

(416) 79S-0229

OSHAWA

(90S) 725 S52(

ROGERS
Your World Right Now

(416) 449-608S

OAKVILLE

24D Leighldnd Ave

OSHAWA

(9051 571 6663

SCARBOROUGH

I
BUY

I
GO TO YOUR LOCAL ROGERS WIRELESS DEALER FOR DETAILS

i ONLINE I •Phone pncK available only with subscription to a new 36-month service agreement for a limited time only Offer subject to change without notice. Arailable at participating locations 'Bonus offer

includes unlimited local calling and text messages excluding premium messages (roaming, International, MSN Alerts, contests and promotions), pictuie and video messaging, if supported by your
phone, and only on new 36 month activation. See in-store for full bonus details Offer subject to change without notice. iTunes'» is a legistered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. registered in the U.S.

and other countries. "Rogers, Rogers Wireless the Mobius design and Your World Right Now are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. used under license, 6 2005

lo E.,lon Centd

16)
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I
Student Groups!
Do you want to:
• Increase turnouts at
your events?

• Publicize your group?
• Increase membership?

SAVE

The Varsity
is offering a new
section called

The Varsity R -- "'-r

to help student
groups get their

message out!

We also offer classified event

listings on this page

For more info, please contact

ads@thevarsity.ca or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student

Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.

All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

fniiiiiiffiiiiim-""
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CHEATSHEET

heard

CC God IS a

synonym for

intellectual

defeat,

SEE 'DEVIL -PAGE 7

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI, NO. 23

an iPod shuffle

{ see page 4 }

Among the unbelievers with the world's

top humanist and evolutionist

SEE 'DEVIL -PG. 7

a&e
A cavalcade of music reviews—from

backpack rap to Celtic punk!

SEE 'HOT WAX' - PG. 8

red letter

Today is Children's Day In India, marked

every November 14 on the birthday of

lawaharlal Nehru, the first prime minister

of India after independence.

history

On November 14, 1922, the British Broad-

casting Corporation made its first radio

broadcast. It now runs more than two dozen

international radio and television networks.

todo
om

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 15 7 PM
Bad Religion at Kool Haus. $34.50

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16-26. 8 PM
Romeo and Juliet at Hart House Theatre.

$12 for students. $20 others,

www.harthousetheatre.ca for details.

Muslim students kneel to pray at the Hart House Debates Room, used every Friday at midday as a makeshift religious space. The Muslim Students' Association Is hoping the

opening of a new multi-faith centre will eliminate the need for Muslims to scramble for places to pray on campus.

In the spring of this year, U of T of-

ficially went forward with plans to

build a multi-faith centre on the St.

George campus. Slated to be built

in the Koffler Centre, the three mil-

lion-dollar centre will be open by
November of next year, if all goes

according to plan.

The decision to provide a place

for students of all faiths to pray on
campus has stimulated much de-

bate about the status of religion at

U of T, or any university in a coun-

try that separates its instituitions

from religion.

Despite the fact that U of T
identifies as a secular institution,

many of its colleges have retained

prominent Christian affiliations:

Trinity Is Anglican, St. Michael's is

Catholic, and Victoria is Method-
ist-United.

This apparent contradiction,

combined with the construction

of more prayer space, prompted
Justin Trottier, a third-year stu-

dent, to found the Toronto Secular

Alliance campus group, to repre-

sent a segment of students that

Trottier describes as "large, idle,

and under-represented." A recent

Statistics Canada census estimat-

ed that forty-eight percent of our

student body is non-religious, and
he therefore sees the building of a

multi-faith centre as exclusionary.

But according to Samson Rome-
ro, VP Campus Life at SAC, almost

ten per cent of campus clubs have

some religious affiliation. For re-

ligious students, the university's

distinction as an entirely secular

space can become as blurry as the

line between studying and living.

Every Friday, the Hart House
Debates Room hosts roughly 450

SEE RELIGION - PG 4

It's rare when you can say debaters are kicking ass, but that's just what members of the Hart House Debating Club have been up

to. They've been on a roll so far this year, winning four out of five of their tournaments. Though some team members are now in

Oxford, England, perfecting their syllogistic skills, master debater Nicola Langille was around to ham it up with her team's "beer

mug trophy" as team members Melanie Tharamangalam, left, and Adrienne Lipsey looked on.

GRE ex-

pectations

EXAM'S NEWVERSION

IS ON ITS WAY

Miyoko Ohtake

VARSITY STAFF

Every year, millions of students take

the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) in

order to apply to graduate studies in

colleges and universities in the United

States—a test that has hardly changed

in its 55-year history.

But students thinking about apply-

ing to a U.S. university next year will

be treated to a new GRE—one that has

less emphasis on obsolete knowledge

and more on critical thinking, accord-

ing to the company that writes it.

The name behind standardized ad-

mission tests such as the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT), the Test of Eng-

SEE'GRE'-PG3
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HART HOUSE

Orchestra 8pm Nov 1

7

Conducted by HenryJamen • Great Hall

Chorus 1pm Nov 20
Conducted by John Tattle • Great Hall

Chamber Strings 8pm Nov 20
Conducted by PaulMcCullough • Great Hail

Onoscatopeia (Jazz Choir) 9pm Nov 25
Conducted by Markus Howard • Arbor Room

Symphonic Band 8pm Nov 26
Conducted by Keith Reid * Great Hall

msmmm
Playwrights' Circle 6pm Nov 15
North Sitting Room

OnStage! 7pm Nov 16
Open stage drama evening • Arbor Room

Open ImprovJams 7pm Nov 17 8f 24

Committees Room

The Golden Dogs 9pm Nov 17
Stages • Arbor Room
10° Clock Band 9pm Nov 18
Stages • Arbor Room

Romeo & Juliet

Nov 16 -26
Student tickets $1 2 - groups of 1 0+ save 20%

Nov 18 only! 5:30pm Dinner Theatre Night

Veronese dinner followed by Romeo & Juliet.

Student tickets $45 or two for $80
including dinner, champagne cocktail and show.

For tickets visit www.harthousetheatre.ca - or

call 416.978.8849

ATHLETICS
New this year . . . EARLY REGISTRATION for

Winter 2006 Classes!

Sign up foryour favourites BEFOREyou leave for the holidays

Dec 8 from 9am • Register for

YOGA and PILATES classes ONLY
Dec 9 from 9am • Register for all other classes.

Deadline for early registration is Dec2

1

PROP-IN
CRIBBAGE NIGHT!

Nov 14 • 7pm • Committees Room

HOCKEY NIGHT at HART HOUSE • Leafs vs. Rangers
Nov 1 5 • 7:30pm • BIG SCREEN TV in the Arbor Room. Licensed.

BUZZWORD
Relax with coffee & biscotti 'on the House' Map Room

Nov 16 • 2-4pm

^ ^
\0UR STUDENT CENTREinfest futranc^

concew

//NEWS IN BRIEF

We've got another winner

in our iPod contest!

Ben Sweeney was the second winner

of an iPod shuffle from StudentPhones.

com and The Varsity last Friday. Since

his name was drawn first, he got the

choice of the iPod or a pair of red

socks from StudentPhones.com. And
like the previous week's winner, he

chose the iPod.

Jennifer Weber won second prize, a

Cesium MPS player, and Amy Lin re-

ceived third prize, a pair of red socks

from StudentPhones.com. There are

two more weeks to win an iPod, and

now we've made it even easier to win

by entering online, at www.vfor.ca.

Find your ballot on page 4 and next

week could be your turn to win!

U of T remembers its war

dead

The University of Toronto community

gathered Friday morning to pay their

respects to our fallen students, staff,

and faculty in Korea and the two World

Wars at the foot of Soldiers' Tower.

Present were Canon W. Ebert Hobbs
of the Fort York Branch, Royal Cana-

dian Legion; Lieutenant (Navy) Owen
Williams, chair. Soldiers' Tower com-

mittee; and members of the U of T com-
munity. —SARAH BARMAK

Liberals launch new

university trust fund

The provincial Liberals announced
the creation of the Ontario Trust for

Student Support (OTSS), a fund that

will match private dollars raised by

institutions to build university endow-

ments aimed at increasing the finan-

cial assistance available to students.

OTSS will provide institutions with

endowments of under $1,000 per stu-

dent a ratio of 3:1 matching from the

government.—S.B.

ISRAEL IN THE MEDIA

Deconstructing

Israel in tlie Media

Friday November 18, 12pm

36 Harbord Street

Wolfond Centre for Jewish

Campus Life

David Horowitz
David Horowitz is the current Editor-

in-Chief of The Jerusalem Post daiy

newspaper in Israel and former

Editor-in-Chief of The Jerusalem

Report magazine. Horowitz is

also the author of "Still Life with

Bombers: Israel in the Age of

Terrorism."

For more information please contact:

Leemor@hilleltoronto.org

Brought to you by:

Hlllel of Greater Toronto

Saffron 1

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

MONDAY -SUNDAY

^11;MM,-10RM.Qo£^

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/saffrontree

WILLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

Noon to lOP.M.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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Jamie Smith, who completed his B.A. in philosophy at U of T last year, studies fervently for the old version of

the Graduate Record Exam, which will be phased out in October of next year.

'GRE'- CONTINUED FROMPGl

lish as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), and the GRE
is an American non-profit organization called

Educational Testing Services (ETS). Nearly all

American graduate programs and most Cana-

dian psychology graduate programs require

applicants to take the GRE. ETS's website states

that their "sole mission is to advance learning,"

though many students would object that their

real mission is to make their lives a living hell.

Currently, the GRE is a computer-based, high

school knowledge-centred test that focuses on

analytical writing, verbal skills, and quantitative

reasoning. The analytical writing section gives

test-takers 45 minutes to present their perspec-

tives on an issue and 30 minutes to analyze an

argument, while the 30-minute verbal section

consists of analogy, sentence completion, ant-

onym questions, and reading comprehension

questions. The final section is composed of prob-

lem-solving, chart, and quantitative comparison

questions.

Tedious, to say the least. By contrast, ETS's re-

vised exam, which will appear in October 2006,

will reduce each writing section to 30 minutes in

length, decrease the importance of analogy and

antonym questions, and put greater emphasis

on higher cognitive skills, such reading compre-
hension and analysis. Its quantitative section will

focus more on data interpretation and less on

geometry.

"It gives us a measure for comparing students

with different educational backgrounds," says

University of Toronto psychology graduate pro-

gram director Morris Moscovitch.

Nevertheless, the price is steep for a test

Moscovitch calls "not bad." Fourth-year psychol-

ogy student Jessica Wilkins, who will be applying

to the U ofT graduate program this year, says the

cost is too much—about $140 U.S.D for Cana-

dians, and $50 more if you need to re-schedule

which day you're taking it.

Looking at the proposed changes to the GRE,

Wilkins admits she would rather take the new
GRE test than the current one.

"I like that there is more emphasis on the data

interpretation. 1 think that complex reasoning is

more pertinent to graduate-level study. If 1 can't

think critically about psychology, what differ-

ence am 1 going to make in my field of study?"

Still, Wilkins will be ahead of the group who
will be taking the new version of the GRE in

terms of having lots of preparation materials.

"Unless [ETS] itself comes out with a lot of

practice tests, you won't have the large body
of prep stuff available," says John Richardson,

founder of Toronto-based Richardson Prep

Courses, which offers monthly weekend GRE
prep courses. "For people who like to practice,

there are definite advantages to doing the test

before October 2006."

The bottom line? If you're a high-school vocab-

ulary and geometry whiz, take the GRE this year.

But, if you'd rather prove your higher-thinking

and reasoning skills—those needed in graduate

study—show them what you've got next Octo-

ber.

AN EXCEPTIONAL GIFT ^
FOR A REMARKABLE

ACHIEVEMENT

Buy Your Ring Now & Save 10%

Ring Days at U of T:

St. George: 11:00am to 3:00pni

Tues Nov 15th to Fri Nov 18th

Sid Smith Lobby (100 St. George St)

UTM: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Tues Nov 22nd to FrI Nov 2Sth:

outside the UTM Bookstore

UTSC; 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Tues Nov 29th to Fri Dec 2nd

at the UTSC Bootcstore

UTSC Grand Opening - Thursday December 1st

Jostens% Quality JOSTENS graduation rings

^ are custom made to your order!

•nil

ROMEOandJULIET
JEREMY HUnON

'1hesa vfofertf deSghte have viotenf ends^."

Adults - $20, Students & Seniors - $12

BOX OFFICE

University of Toronto Boolcstore
214 College St., Toronto • (416) 640-5835

www.uoftbookstore.coiii
Meloche Monnex
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It's easy, just complete the entry form below, answer the THREE

questions correctly and enter online today at www.vfor.cai OR
drop oft a completed entry form at the SiudentPhones.com

store at the U of T Bookstore, 21 4 College St. W.

Entry deadline: 3:00 p.m., fridoy November 18, 2005.
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Mciress:

imali: ____

I

I

Please send me email updates on greaf
I—

1 cell phone deals from StudentPhones-cor

Here come the nuesttoiis^

1 . The Varsity office is located

2. What do you get for free from StudentPhones.com?

3. (626 + 212)/2-386-

Winners' names will be announced in The Varsiiyand at

www.StudentPhones.com
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Teach English

intensive 60-Hour Program
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Detailed Lesson Planning
Comprehensive Teaching Materials

internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students
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www.oxforciseminars.com

200 Bloor Sc. West 258B College St.

(416) 925-5600 (416) 593-7240 www.statravel.ca
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'RELIGION' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Muslim students who offer up

their Jumuah prayers and listen to

sermons between noon and 2 p.m.

Presently, there are four spaces

scattered around campus designat-

ed as makeshift prayer spaces for

Muslim students, who traditionally

pray five times each day. The Mus-

lim Students' Association (MSA),

one of the largest and most active

student groups on campus, claims

to have over 2,000 members.
"We are very fortunate to have

this level of religious accommoda-
tion on campus. Nevertheless, our

student body is expanding, and it

is difficult for us to perform our

congregational prayers when there

are space and design constraints,"

explained Safiyyah Ally, communi-
cations director for the MSA.
Rory Lindsay, president of the U

of T Buddhist Community (UTBC),

is keenly aware of the shortage of

student space on campus. UTBC
recently lost its office space, and

holds its weekly meditations in the

Wolfond Centre for Jewish Campus
Life.

"It's very nice that they let us

do it, but you feel like you don't

have any place of your own to go,"

he said, describing the multi-faith

centre as something that would
fulfill the club's needs.

"Persons in their student years

are often at a critical juncture in

their lives, making many impor-

tant life decisions," said Fr. Patrick

O'Dea of the Newman Centre.

Professor Michael Marrus, a

member of the Governing Council

and the Chancellor Rose and Ray

Teach English
Worldwide!

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

a a „ Study In-Class, Online

rM or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941
globaltesoLco^

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND

EINSTEIN-YEAR
SYMPOSIUM:
THE NATURE
OF LIGHT

The Department of

Physics and Institute for

Optical Sciences present

Apair ofpublic discussions in

honor ofthe World Year ofPhysics

focusing on Einstein's 1905

discovery that light is made up

ofparticles, and its relevance to

today's science and technology

Wednesday, November 16,

2005, 6pm - 7:00pm:

A pair of public lectures at the

Koffler Institute, 569 Spadina

Thursday, November 17,

2005, 4pm-5pm:
A "debate" on the photon

momentum, McLennan
Physical Labs, 60 St. George

THERE WILL BE A
RECEPTION AND

CHANCE TO MEET THE
SPEAKERS AFTER THE
WEDNESDAY TALKS

http://www.physics.utoronto.

ca/~aephraim/PhotonS.html

Wolfe Chair in Holocaust Studies,

believes that it is within the uni-

versity's mandate to build a multi-

faith centre to facilitate discussion

among different groups.

"Religious life at a university

should be a bit different from re-

ligious life elsewhere. More than

other institutions, we should be

involved in dialogue. We should

have religious leaders who explore

their faith with some attention to

comparative and intellectual con-

cerns, using instruments of ratio-

nality common to us all."

Universities across North Amer-
ica, however, have adopted varied

positions regarding the question

of religion's role on campus, some
far more in line with the Secular

Alliance. York University has pre-

vented classes from being sched-

uled on Jewish holidays for the

past forty years, but one profes-

sor, David Noble, has protested

this policy.

Noble, a Jew himself, sees York's

policy as discriminatory against

students of other faiths. In protest,

Noble decided to cancel classes on
Eid al-Fitr, a Muslim holiday mark-

ing the end of Ramadan.
Although York University justi-

fies its policy by claiming it has a

large number of Jewish students

and staff. Noble estimates that

only ten percent of the students

are Jewish, and that far more are

Muslim.

The strongest opposition to reli-

gion on a university campus, how-
ever, has come from McGill, which
announced last March that it would
no longer provide Muslim students

with prayer space, and that the

university's status as a secular

institution meant they would not

provide similar space for any reli-

gious group on campus.
Since then, the MSA at McGill

has claimed that the lack of space
forces them to choose between
their faith and education. Many
student groups have spoken out

against the decision and the Cana-
dian Council on American-Islamic
Relations has threatened a human
rights complaint against the uni-

versity. Without any indoor space,

many Muslim students have begun
praying in stairwells, empty class-

rooms, and even a field on campus.
Winter is now approaching, and no
resolution is yet in sight.

The fact that U of T is taking a

different approach to the question

of religion's role on campus may
stem from the fact that it has never

strongly distanced itself from its

historically Christian affiliations.

"[Our] version of secular has

been one that says, 'We're not

against religion, but we simply

don't have one particular religion

that we endorse.' We are neutral

rather than hostile or promotion-

al," said professor and Governing
Council member Brian Corman.
"Anyone looking for Christian

prayer space would have no prob-

lem finding it: there's always been
Jewish prayer space—and then

there's everybody else, and every-

body else keeps growing," he said.

Despite U of T's secular affilia-

tion, religion continues to play a

prominent role on campus. Wheth-
er investment in initiatives like the

multi-faith centre is consistent or

contradictory for the university is

clearly questionable, but there is

no doubt that its existence will be

appreciated by many religious stu-

dents—and maybe non-religious

students as well. For Lindsay the

space should be open to secular

ideologies as well.

"I just see it as another student

space that has an openness to dia-

logue."

Taking NYC
by storm.

THE AMAZING
NEW YORK ROADTRIP
December i8 - 25, 2005
Great hotel within minutes of mid-town

Manhattan • Tour UN. MET, and Statue of

Liberty • See STOMP • Skate Central Park

Shop in Soho and on 5th Ave. • Awe
inspiring interactive classes • Incredible

Shabbat in Passaic, New Jersey

Only $299! includes bus transportation.

Ages 18-26. For Jewish students.

Ail applicants subject to an interview.

3ich f^o"" 31 interview: Call

Rachel at 905. 764.1818,

ext. 308 or e-mail
rzelunka@)aish.com.

campus
A Division of
Aish Toronto

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

PUBLIC MEETING
The Access Center and Students for Barrier-free

Access, your disability rights activists on campus, will be

holding our Annual General Meeting to approve our new
constitution, elect executives, and discuss what we want to

do for the next year to make U oT T accessible for all!

Date: November 17th

Time: 4PM
Location: Hart House
FREE FOOD WILL BE AVAILABLE

If you require disability accommodations for the meeting,

or would like a copy of the agenda and constitution

in advance, please email

access.center@utoronto.ca or call 416.946.0986
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Auditors' Report

To the Members of

Graduate Students' Utiion,

University of Toronto

We nave audited ll;e balance shaet of Graduate Students' Union. University of Toronto (the 'Unionl as al

August 31
, 2005 and the slatenieiits of operations and changes in net assets and casii (lows tor the year tlien

ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Union's management Our responsibility is to

express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audi! in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
leouire that v/e plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whetiier Ihe frnanciai statements are
free of maletial misslalement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the aniouhls
and disclosures in the financial statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant esliirrates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation.

In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all inaieriai respects, the financial position of the

Union as at August 31, 2005 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year tlien ended in

accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles.

October 14, 2005

The Public Accountants Council for the

Province of Ontario Licence Number; 18393

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Slalement of Cash Flows

Year Ended August 31

2005 2004
Operating activities

Excess (deficiency! of revenue over expenses S 37,972 S (4.616)

Item not involving ca.'ih

.„__-,^™d!^?t!9?

4L2Z1

Changes in non-cash worthing capital iterrrs

Accounts receivable (6,151) 2,588

Prepaid expenses (13,105) (39S)

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities illli2.08)__ §1.115.

(130464) 96^34

Cash flows from operating activities (33,389) 102,302

Cash_ftows from investjng_activit3£s - puTt^a^ejrf^equJpment
j; ^ „L'Ll-'-*^®i

Net increase (decrease) in cash and short-term investments during the year (83,389) 90,904

Cast^ and short-term investtTtents, t)eginning of year 312.084____ ^_22Vi 80_^

Cash and short-term itwestments, end of year S 228,695 S 312,084

Revenue recognition

The Union follows Itie deferral method of accounting whereby exIemaHy restricted contributions are deferred

and recognized as revenue in the penod in which the related expense* are iniajrred.

Fees are recogni/.ed as revenue in the fisr^l year to v/hich they retate-

Fees received from the Unlversl^y of Toronto for insurance premiums are shown gross of the related insurance

premium expeases The fees from extended or family insurance premiums are presented net of ttie retBXeiS

insurance expenses.

Eqtiipmenl

Equipment is recorded at cost and is amortized on a straight-line basis over rts estimated useful life as fotiosifs:

Furniture and equipment

Security system
Computer equipiVtent

10 years

10 years

5 years

Cash and short-term investments consist of:

Cash
Short-term investttisnts

6,777

221,913

S 10,992

301,092

S 312,(

3. Net Assets Internally Restricted for Specific Purposes

The Union has set up internally restricted funds to support the following activities:

Building Fund

The Building Fund was established to finance capital improvements to the facilities of the Union.

During the year, the Council approved a transfer of S30,000 from the Building Fund to the Accessibility Fund,

Thesis Cabinet Fund

The Thesis Cabinet Fund was established to finance the costs associated with the Union's Tliesis CatiineL

including thesis reproduction expenditures.

During the year, the Council approved a transfer of $1 ,0(30 from unrestricted net assets to ihe Thesis Cabinet

Fund.

Erneroencv Fund

The Emergency Fund was established to finance unforeseen expenditures not included in the budget and

which are necessary between May 1 and September 15 of each year.

During the year, the Council approved a transfer of $10,000 from unrestncted net as-sets to the Emergency

Fund.

Directors' Uabilitv Fund

The Directors' Liability Fund was established to protect the Directors of the Union in the event that the Union

ceases operations.

During the year, the Council approved a transfer of S40,0G0 froin unrestricted net assets to "Oie Directors'

Liability Fund.

A^sslbilititFufid

The Accessibility Fund was established to finance accessibility-related improvements to the facilities,

communications, and ser/ices of the Union.

During the year, the Council approved a transfer of S30,000 from the Building Fund to She Accessibility Fund.

4. Credit Facility

The Union has avatiable an operating line of credit m the amount of $25,000 (2004 - 325,000). This faciiity

was not drawn upon during the year.

6. Equipment

Equipment consists of the follov/ing:

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Stalermni or Operaiicfis arKJ Cnangfts m Nftt AseelR

Year Gndod Aug-.ji( 31

Internally Re!iotct(Kl.for Specific Pur}M5;^
Thesis Directors'

Building Cabinet Emergency Llat)iil4y Accessibility

Equipment
RavBJiue

Fees (ode T) S
Suruiiy and interest

„ ,Jlfecefen^BjiKffiW^^ I _„jm,

Fund Fund Fund Unrestricted

?,165.082

35,605

Toliil

S 2,165.082

75.695

_ „

Tolol

S 7,018.431

__a)6__ 2,160,777 2J91,aSJ 2.047.664

Expenses
Granis and foes

SoJaries ana Mrieias

House expenses
Air,ortija!ion 9.103

Rcstaurai-^l and tar

Catn,iC't expefts*

Buikfeigregfliis „-l1..|Q7)._.

506

1,«90.436

341J^-6
107,990

«,9S7

1,090,436

341,556

107,990

9.103

4,997

?0','

1,5S5,165

359,257

101.310

9.9-54

5.148

15.415

il.30ri.-_. KIS 2^fiSSm_ _2.()52./!5g_

Excess (tteficiefiCy) ot iGvsJiue

over expenses (9,1031 1,307 46,763 37,972 (4,616)

Inie^und tiansfer 3) (30.0£IOi 1.000 10.000 40,000 30.000 (61.000)

Neta^B^^airerg^v^__44j|77_

^tMse*^ &}<loi ye©^_ ^^I^^^

__ffiSSS__.

^_JWOO^

^IIS.411 _,_lliJJ3_

Cost

2005
Accumulated
Amortization Net Net

Furniture and equipment
Security system
Computer eguipment

S 94.355
25,842

3_2,607__

87,293 S
5.580

2<U57__

7.062

20,262

_-.§j250_

S 8.544

22,846

1337

S 152,804 117,230 $ 35.-574 s 44.677

6. Deferred Income

lii'.jiuded in accounts payable and accrued liabilities are externally restricted contributions of $2,486 for the
Thesis Cabinet Fund Duhng the year, there were no contributions received and S506 was recognised as
income.

7, Fees

Fees received from University of Toronto during the year are as follows;

September 2004
January 2005
March 2005
May 2005
June 2005
Julv 2005

S 1,244,635

686,162

194,560

1.352

15,394

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Slatemaiit of Cash F!ov/s

2.153.150

Underpayment adjustment n 932
Year Ended AL-gust 31

2005 2004 ^,,.,,^^^^„^..„^_^^,^„^ S 2,165,082

Operating acUyities

Excess {deficiency; of revenue over expenses
Item not invo^*fng cash

Amortization

S 37.972

_.____%J2.?

S (4,616)

8,

____9984_
Financial instruments

47.07S 5.368
It is management s opinion that the Union is not exposed to significant interest, cjjrrency orcredit risks arising

from its financia! inslruinetils. In addition, due !o the siiort-term maturities of the financial instruments, book
values approximate fair values

Changer, m norv-cash v/or1:ing capital items

Accounts receivable

Prepaid expenses
Accounts payable and accnisd liabilities

(6.151)

(13.105)

Jin.208j

2.533

(389)

94,745

[1.30.464) 96,934

Cash fky*s from operating actrvitirss (83,389) iy;;.302 GSU ANNUAL
Cash fiows from investing activities - purchase of eouipmen* (11,388)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and short-term investments during the year (83,389) 90,904

Cash and short-te.Tn tnvestmcnts. beginning ofj^ar 312.084 221.180 vjLNtKAL Mtt 1 INCj
Cash and short-term investments, end of year J_ 312flM_

Casti and shcrt-term mvestments consist of:

Cas-h

SfiOft-term investments

6.777

221,918
$ 10,992

301,092

S 228,695 S 312,084

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Notes to Financial Statements

Year Erided August 31, 2005

1 . Nature of Organization

Ttie Graduate Students' Union. University of Toronto (the "Union ") is incorporated under trie Corporations Act

(Ontano) as a not-for-profit organi7ation Ttie Union was established to meet the needs of and provide

services to. graduate students of the University of Toronto

As a not-for-profit organization, the Union is exempt from income taxes under Part I of the Income Tax Act.

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

The statements have been prepared by management in accordance wilh Cinadian generally accepted

accounting principles, the more significant of which are outlined below

The preparation of financial statnmenl.s in conformity with Canadian generally accepted accounting pnncipins

requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amount of assets,

liafaifities, revenue and expenses. Actual results could differ from these estimates

Graduate Students' Union, U of T

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2005
6:10 pm SHARP

Koffler Institute Auditorium

569 Spadina Avenue

Agenda:
2004-05 Financial Statement & Audit

Appointment of the Auditor

Approval of Minutes

All graduate students have voice and vote.
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Bad year for holiday cheer
The sleigh bells aren't ringing, and
the news is to blame. With only 41

shopping days left till Christmas,

a quick channel-flip or mall walk-

through will reveal that retailers are

ho-ho-holding the Christmas spirit

as a year marred by gloom and mis-

fortune winds down.

This unusual reticence of adver-

tisers—who normally are hard at

work pushing the tinsel and toy

trains before we've even thrown

out our pumpkins—could be a by-

product of the general malaise the

population is feeling these days.

Reports of hurricanes, earthquake

in Kashmir, regular gun deaths on
our own streets, and terrorist acts

such as the recent wedding bomb-
ing in Jordan, that grow more repre-

EDITORIAL "

hensible with every new story, seem
to have made numb our expectation

for what is normally the happiest

of seasons. The unofficial kick-off

of the city's holiday festivities, the

Santa Claus Parade, embarks later

this year than most, a coincidental

bit of scheduling that fits the som-
bre mood.
Even the bastions of forced cheer,

the department stores with their

Bing Crosby soundtracks and the

radio and TV stations that usually

air chipper Christmas ads, have

been surprisingly quiet. And al-

though there are a few keeners with

Christmas lights up and blazing, the

spirit of the season, which annu-

ally emerges—snow or shine—hot

on the heels of Halloween, seems
generally far from everyone's mind.

With no big toy craze and nary a

"Ho-ho-hold the payments" to be

heard, the holiday frenzy may, for

the first time, start in December like

it should.

But this, as Martha Stewart would

say, might be a good thing. It's quite

refreshing to watch TV or stroll the

mall and not be bombarded with hol-

iday-themed ads when we've barely

left autumn. Could it be that retail-

ers have finally decided to let us live

our lives in peace and spare us the

commercialism until a healthy three

or four weeks before the holiday?

Unlikely, but a nice treat for those

of us whose conception of a winter

wonderland doesn't include cheesy

jingles and festive discounts.

The depressing causes of this

pre-holiday gloom are certainly un-

fortunate, but the bright side is that

maybe, unlike most years, we won't

all be burnt out come December 25,

ready to smash the next radio we
hear playing a Christmas carol. It

seems that the various end-of-year

holidays all suffer from over-zeal-

ous, drawn-out anticipation, and are

themselves anticlimactic and quick-

ly forgotten. Perhaps this year, if we
start the run-up at a more appropri-

ate time, we can enjoy the holiday

itself and keep the happy feeling for

a few days, instead of discarding it

like Aunt Edna's fruitcake.

Sexy silence a no-no?
Rasta Daei

Throughout the mid-eighties, a popu-

lar sexual assault campaign aimed to

clarify the definition of sexual con-

sent with the tagline "No means no."

Today, that tagline has been extend-

ed from "No means no" to include

"Drunk means no, silence means no,

and only yes means yes."

When 1 first noticed these posters

around campus, 1 was stunned, and
brought up the issue with a female

friend who felt the same way. She told

me she can't say for certain she's ever

expressly said "yes" to someone be-

fore engaging in any sexual activity,

or that she had ever even expressly

been asked to consent to sex. We
both recalled having been intoxi-

cated and then becoming involved

sexually with other people. My friend

even confided in me about moments,
after having been with her partner

for a long time, when she was silent

throughout the sexual act, although

she feels she was nonetheless con-

senting.

We were concerned about the impli-

cations the information on this poster

had for both of us. But being male, I

was specifically concerned about the

implications for men, since the poster

is clearly aimed at women: my female

friend found the poster in numerous
women's washrooms, when 1 couldn't

find any in the men's rooms on cam-
pus. I decided to investigate what's

really behind its message.

U of T assault counsellor Cheryl

Champagne said that the program
is aimed mainly at incoming first-

year students who are particularly

at risk of sexual assault, and that it

is meant, in part, to make people talk

more openly about sex. Nonetheless.

I couldn't imagine anyone literally

asking a partner to say "yes" before

engaging in sexual activity.

Legally, "consent" means "the

voluntary agreement... to engage in

any sexual activity." In practice, this

means that consent must be active,

and that without this active consent,

any sexual act is rape. The assump-

tion is that silence can mean a million

different things: fear, bewilderment,

bad intentions, or confusion.

A person not saying "no" doesn't

mean s/he is saying "yes." They
might, for instance, be too uncom-
fortable or scared to speak up. They
might be figuring out how to get out

of the room. They could be complete-

ly trashed and not know what's going

on. But they might be just fine.

Often things seem to just happen
and aren't planned every step of the

way; some would even argue that this

is the beauty of the sexual experi-

ence. Are people who engage in this

kind of sex committing rape? I now
understood much more of the rea-

soning behind this campaign. Yet, I

still can't wholly agree with it.

What if you kiss someone, and sub-

equently realize that person didn't

want to kiss you. Is this sexual as-

sault? Under the law, all sexual ac-

tivity must be expressly consented

to. "All" sexual activity explicitly in-

cludes kissing and petting.

The further problem with this law

is that it doesn't emphasize the re-

sponsibility of women when it comes
to controlling their alcohol consump-
tion. It surely should be their respon-

sibility to know their limits, and to

respect them.

It may seem as if, by pulling this

issue apart so deliberately, 1 am un-

dermining the seriousness of such an

important issue. 1 think what I'm do-

ing is very important to accomplish-

ing just the opposite: posters such as

these simplify this topic to such an

extreme that their audience may not

understand or accept their full mes-

sage. And that is not the best way to

get people to be open about sex.

- LETTERS ^

Poppy pride

Re: Is white the new red?,
Nov. 11th

It is with great sadness that I read

today on Remembrance Day, of all

days, that there are articles circu-

lating around campus proposing a

change to our beloved red poppy.

Reading the Varsity this morn-
ing 1 was surprised to see that the

colour red, traditionally the colour

of the poppies worn by citizens

and servicemen/women alike

since the First World War was
going to be "complemented" by a

more "correct" white poppy, an

initiative proposed by the SPl and

the WILPR
It's unfortunate that Kathy

Bickmore of OlSE even wants to

call into question whether or not

red poppies 'raise the question of

whether or not wars or wrong." It's

a sad day in Canada and around

the world when someone ques-

tions the right or wrong of the

Second World War. 1 hope that

these people aren't implying that

we should not have fought against

those who sought to destroy us

and our way of life.

It is with pride that 1 will wear
my red poppy today, and for the

weeks leading up to Remembrance
Day every year for the rest of my
life, but not to glorify the military

or to glorify war, or even to ignore

the millions of civilians who were
casualties of combat. 1 do so to

honour those who died so that 1

might live, and those who sacri-

ficed everything in the name of

hope.

John Wowk

The i/arsitymlcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

//ONLINE

France on fire
Living in France over the past few

weeks has been a surreal experi-

ence for those close to me, with

the insurrection of an underclass,

long held to be poorly integrated,

and the emergence of sleepy-eyed

and bewildered politicians trying

to string the right words together to

convey that they plan to get to the

bottom of the problem.

Last weekend, among other atroc-

ities, the number of cars torched
across the country was well over

2,000, elementary schools were

destroyed, a disabled woman was
badly burned when she couldn't

exit a blazing bus fast enough, and
a 61-year-old man was beaten into

a coma.

1 wonder how many of the ingredi-

ents of social and racial tension that

are currently exploding in France
are simmering beneath the surface

in Canada, too.

Please visit www.thevarsity.ca
to read Cathia Badiere's web
exclusive

Violence over 40 years ago, and violence today: only two additions to the saga of French street riots since the 18th century Revolu-

tion. Will Canada learn from France's example?
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The devil's chaplains?
OUT TO INTERVIEW BIOLOGIST RICHARD DAWKINS, CHRIS DAMDAR FINDS HIMSELF IN THE TRENCHES OF THE

CULTURE WARS.

AMHERST, N.Y. — With shaky hands

and a pounding heart I shook the

hand of biologist, writer, and Brit-

ish knight Sir Richard Dawkins and

told him what an honour it was to

meet him. He smiled, and in a soft in-

quisitive English accent asked me my
name. I said Chris, that I came from

Canada, and 1 thanked him for grant-

ing an interview.

"What interview?" he asked.

1 explained that I had arranged

through a media contact, Nathan

Bupp, to have an interview with him.

"Well, I have to give a big address

tonight," said Dawkins, "so I won't

have time for any interviews."

I jokingly muttered that he would
have to talk to Mr. Bupp about that.

"Actually," Dawkins shot back, "I

think Mr. Bupp is going to have to talk

to me."

I stammered a thank you, and, over-

joyed, beat back to my seat.

As a student of biology, I knew
that religious ideas often interfered

with scientific development, as in

the case of stem cells, cloning, and

evolution. Thus 1 sought and found

a philosophy called secular human-
ism that opposed the impediments

religion placed on science and soci-

ety. 1 tagged along with members of

the Toronto Secular Alliance (TSA)

as they drove down to Buffalo, for the

25th anniversary conference of the

Council for Secular Humanism (CSH).

I wanted to figure out what secular

humanists like Dawkins thought of

religion and to see if secularism was
for me.

Secular humanism argues that

knowledge, morals, and meaning

come from human minds in the natu-

ral world and not from ancient super-

natural religious stories. According

to the second Humanist Manifesto

(1973), "any account of nature should

pass the tests of scientific evidence;

in our judgment, the dogmas and

myths of traditional religions do not

do so."

Secular humanists respect differ-

ent views and see dignity and worth

in every individual, religious or not.

While recognizing religion's histori-

cal value, secular humanism argues

"that traditional dogmatic or authori-

tarian religions that place revelation,

God, ritual, or creed above human
needs and experience do a disservice

to the human species," according to

the manifesto.

At the conference. CSH president

Paul Kurtz explained the humanists'

perspective best. "We are disturbed

by the growth of anti-scientific atti-

tudes in the world. We are concerned

with the resurgence of fundamental-

ist religion everywhere and their alli-

ance with moral, political, and ideo-

logical movements to block scientific

inquiry."

Shortly after our awkward first

encounter, Dawkins slipped into the

seat beside me, warm and pleasant,

and answered some of my questions

regarding his views on religion.

"I think that religions are essentially

scientific theories about the universe

for which there are no evidence. I'm

prepared to be persuaded that some-

body needs religion in order for con-

solation to keep them happy, but then

that's like saying religion is a drug. It

doesn't make it true, and as a scien-

tist I care about what's true. As long

as nobody tries to say to me, 'People

need religion therefore religion is

true' I'm very happen to listen to '1

need my religion'."

To Dawkins, religion is a dangerous

drug indeed.

Tm prepared to

be persuaded that

somebody needs

religion in order for

consolation to keep

them happy, but then

that's like saying

religion is a drug

"I think that faith unsubstantiated

by evidence is dangerous because

it doesn't admit argument. We can't

say, 'Let's sit down and sort out our

disagreement', or 'Let's at least agree

what it would take to change our

mind.' If you have an absolutely un-

shakable faith and think it's a virtue,

and the other guy thinks it's a virtue

to have unshakable faith in the oppo-

site direction, there's nothing but to

kill each other And that's what's hap-

pened in history over and over again.

"1 also think it's dangerous to child

welfare because I think that children

are being brought up to not have a

questioning attitude to the world, but

brought up to believe things because

of faith and because of tradition, be-

cause of authority, because of private

relation and that's no way to believe

anything."

During the conference 1 heard

many excellent talks criticizing sharia

law and Intelligent Design, describing

the harmful effects of fundamental-

ism on childhood, and exposing the

Above top: A talk at the Council for Secular Humanism's conference held last

month in Buffalo, New York. Above: British biologist Richard Dawkins, who is an

avowed atheist.

media's portrayal of atheists as cur-

mudgeons. Many logical arguments,

spoken by distinguished minds, pro-

moted secularism and denounced re-

ligion. However, when I paid attention

to people more and logic less, I began

to wonder whether the reasonable

words of scholars, like Dawkins, fu-

eled religious hatred.

One incident was illuminating. Af-

ter my interview with Dawkins 1 lost

my pen. My only other pen, which

belonged to my religious father, said

"Jesus loves you." During conversa-

tions at the conference, the pen usu-

ally got noticed and I would receive

uncomfortable smiles, uneasy stares,

or, "That's an interesting pen" and the

conversation always stopped, even

when 1 explained the pen was not

mine. How would people that trans-

ferred discomfort with religious ideas

to those who presumably held them
react to the arguments of Dawkins'?

How about the words of Peter At-

kins? "God is a synonym for intellec-

tual defeat. Scientifically alert athe-

ism respects the power of human
brains to achieve understanding.

Religion scorns humanity by claiming

humans are intellectually too puny to

understand the world around them

without a higher power."

Like Dawkins, Atkins also thought

of religion's use as drug-like.

"It controls people," Atkins told me
afterward. "For the very poor it gives

hope. But it should be got rid of. On
the whole the evil it causes outweighs

the good."

Not all thought like Atkins at the

conference, though.

"1 don't like blanket statements and

generalizations," said Canadian sci-

ence-writer Eric Grace. "I do think so

much of religion is destructive, but I

think that a lot of people are uncom-

fortable with this belligerent form of

atheism."

During one of the talks, for instance,

Richard Dawkins stated "the jealous

God of the Old Testament is surely

one of the ... nastiest, most truly evil

characters in all fiction," and com-

pared him to a miserable two-year-

old, all to the boisterous laughter of

the crowds.
"1 think this whole conference just

fueled a whole lot of "us versus them"

attitude," said a secularist from Flor-

ida. Toronto Secular Alliance (TSA)

member Chris Wilmer noted, "They

didn't stress that religious people and

religion are different entities. I'm wor-

ried this may lead to a generation of

hateful secularists."

Wilmer's worries seemed justified

the previous night, when, in the pri-

vacy of their motel room, members of

the TSA ordered take-out for dinner

But alas, the restaurant had forgotten

to include napkins. What could the

TSA use to wipe their hands? Tissues?

Toilet paper? From what I could re-

construct from interviews, one of the

Torontonians defaced a motel-roon

Bible, using its pages as napkins.

"They didn't give me any napkins

with my pizza," said self-proclaimed

'militant atheist" and Ryerson radio

broadcaster Jean Hodgkinson on the

car ride home.

Although versions varied among
TSA members as to the identities of

persons who ripped the Bible, back
in Toronto everyone blamed Hodgkin-

son.

"[Hodgkinson] was too fast for us."

said TSA members Jen Harmer and
Elaine Cairns, in separate interviews.

"[Hodgkinson] is not representa-

tive of this group," said TSA president

Justin Trottier "He hasn't participated

in any of our events nor has he done
anything for this group."

I agree with the secular arguments
presented that religion impedes the

development of human understanding

and as such the role of religion needs

to be deemphasized in society. But 1

thought the tone of the arguments a

tad harsh. I felt that in the minds of

some secular humanists, such argu-

ments justified their religious preju-

dice and their expression of that prej-

udice. But 1 also learned that people

are responsible for their actions and
that promoting secularism does not

entail disrespecting religion.

"1 don't think [the Bible] is ap-

propriate to contemporary society,"

said CSH president Paul Kurtz, "but

it shows us a world of ancient tribes,

of humans, in the Middle East, their

visions and yearnings. It is of consid-

erable historical interest. 1 guess this

incident shows there are bad. stupid,

immature people in all groups, includ-

ing secularists."
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Blackalicious
The Craft
(ANTI/Epitaph)

Like many other artists who spit a

more conscious style of rap, Blaci^ali-

cious is burdened with the "nerd rap"

stereotype. But in reality, these are the

artists who are talking the truth about

everyday life in their musings. On The

Craft, you won't hear lyricist Gift of Gab
rhyming about bustin' a cap in some-

one's ass. Though he tones down his

signature fast-paced rhymes, he's still

keeping it innovative by delivering his

thoughts on people's aspirations and in-

dividual tragedies and triumphs. While

The Craft walks a fine line between

old-school and just plain dull on some
tracks, the songs seem to get progres-

sively tighter throughout the album.

Producer Chief Xcel makes up for loos-

er tracks by setting up a funk'n'soul feel

(with the help of guest vocalists George

Clinton and Floetry) on many other

songs, including "Black Diamonds and

Pearls" and "Lotus Flower." In addition,

"Powers" has an Andre 3000-esque feel

to it with a pop/dance/hip-hop vibe.

But while The Craft is certainly a re-

freshing and thought-provoking album,

Blackalicious needs to tighten up some
before they're in the Outkast league.

—JAYANIPERERA

The Burdocks
What We Do is Secret
(Black Mountain Music)

Upon first listen to "What We Do is

Secret," you think to yourself that it cer-

tainlysounds like a great Modest Mouse
record. The same kind of disjointed

guitars and world-weary lead vocals

are employed on the fourth release by

Halifax indie mainstays The Burdocks,

along with whip-smart lyrics like,

"You're in love with yourself/And I'm

not." But then you play it again because

review@thevarsity.ca

you want to hear the ending of "Let's

Cut Each Other Up" and the Strokes-

ish chord progressions in "Turn the

Century," and realize that it's only like

one band—^The Burdocks—that just

happens to remind the listener of a hun-

dred amazing others (like Pavement!).

This makes you like it even more. The
album combines an oddly accessible

mix of indie rock-out guitars and punk
screaming with sparse sjmth beats that

happily swim in and out of the mix. Is

it post-punk, prog-rock, or indie? Do
we even need to care? What We Do is

Secret is ferocious and tender whether

it's blowing your mind or breaking your

heart.—CHANDLER LEVACK

'COWBOY JUNKIES

Cowboy Junkies
Early 2V* Century Blues
(Latent Recordings)

For what is essentially a CD of cover

songs. Early 21st Century Blues is a re-

markable piece of work. In an effort to

touch at least some souls in this era of

unrest, veteran local act Cowboy Junk-

ies have pulled a number of songs from

different artists all having to do with

"war, violence, fear, greed, ignorance,

loss," as they put it. Some of their takes

on these tunes actually sound better

then the originals. Maybe it can be

chalked up to better current recording

technology, but the Junkies seem to

add elements that were missing from

the originals. The harmonies and melo-

dies are much clearer, and have that

much more of an impact. If there's one

flaw to be found in this record, it's the

hazy vocals, which are occasionally

indecipherable from the instrumentals.

Whether by intention (singer Margo

Timmins is known for her dusky mur-

mur) or not, it still got on my nerves.

—

PETER ClURCZAK

Cowboy Junkies play Massey Hall

February 4.

For The Mathematics
The New Science
(Independent)

Having professed an admiration for

now-defunct indie-rock legends At

The Drive-In, vocalist Robb Barnes

and the rest of this Ottawa five-piece

pull no punches on their debut LP.

A sweet falsetto mixed with sharp

screams counterbalances wailing gui-

tars and thunderous percussion, all

the while drawing sharp comparisons

to ATDI and its prog-rock successor.

The Mars Volta. The latter's influence

is especially noticeable on opener

"Redlightexitsignpastiche," as Paul

Frangione's Latin-tinged drumming
complements Barnes' ever-shifting

vocals. "Unter Ihrem Sitz" also en-

ters Mars Volta territory, beginning

with a burst of psychedelic, spacey

ambience before quickly delving into

a surprisingly welcome shriek-fest.

Frangione's phenomenal drumming
acts as a fierce pulse by which the

rest of the ensemble respond and

rise to the occasion. That tight co-

hesiveness prevents this extremely

promising band from resembling yet

another mediocre ATDI-wannabe

act.—BJ EDWARDS

Hiretsukan
End States
(G7 Welcoming Committee
Records)

The second EP from G7's Hiretsu-

kan puzzles me. Its musical arrange-

ments verge on a unified symphony
of rock rage, but vocalists Michelle

Proffit and Dave Sanders vomit all

over it with nonsensical screeches. A
karaoke version of this album would

be a pleasure to listen to, but with the

vocalists barreling through the half-

hour disc with shouts of unbridled

scratchiness, listeners will be left

wondering what the hell they are try-

ing to say. This is a decent album to

listen to when you are in a very sour

mood. The rage comes through, even

if the lyrics don't. You can jump up
and down in the invisible mosh pit

on your bed, grimacing as these New
York noisecore kids blast the ear-

drums out of your head. Once the re-

cord is over, you'll feel much better. If

you are into the hardcore scene, you

ought to check this disc out. If not,

remember—you have been warned.

—AVI WEINRYB
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Lenni Jabour & The Third

Floor

i£s Dangereuses
(Independent)

It's been a while since Lenni Jabour

and her band The Third Floor have

graced the Toronto music scene with

their vintage sound that's reminiscent

of times past in places visited only in

dreams. Imagine yourself in a Parisian

cabaret lounge, and there will you find

the theatrical and French standards-

inspired melodies of Lenni Jabour

Her band, composed of double bass,

drums, glockenspiel, accordion, and

even a tap dancer and a hula hoop, all

greatly add to the charming ambiance.

If you enjoy the sounds of local song-

stresses Sarah Slean and Valery Gore

with their sultry and almost fantasti-

cal voices accompanied by piano, or

Gallic folkie Keren Ann, this bilingual

collection of cabaret tunes is sure to

please.— SARAH STUNT

Lenni Jabour appears live to air on

CIUT89.5FM's It's Alive Nov. 21 at 1

pm.

1
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Neverending White Lights
Act I: Goodbye Friends of
the Heavenly Bodies
(Ocean Records/
MapleNationwide)

For his dream project, producer

Daniel Victor assembled a talented

roster of male vocalists, including

Nick Hexum of 311, Dallas Green of

Alexisonfire, Daniel Greaves of The
Watchmen, and Our Lady Peace's

Raine Maida. The result is a moody

masterpiece imbued with a whis-

pered urgency. Every track, sung
by a different guest artist, drips

with sincerity—by extracting the

artists from their bands, Victor

garners surprising results. Green

displays his versatility outside of

his screamo gang Alexisonfire on

the track 'The Grace," while Maida
leaves his "We are all innocent"

shtick from recent overblown OLP
ballads behind, and instead lays

down a powerful track about col-

lective guilt ("Liar"). Highly rec-

ommended.—AW
Neverending White Lights play

the El Mocambo Nov. 26.

The Planet Smashers
Unstoppable
(Stomp (Records)

This band makes people happy. The

Planet Smashers are the friendliest ska-

punk band in Canada, which perhaps

explains how they continue to tour and

sell records while making music of a

genre that many people consider pas-

se. Unstoppable doesn't break any new
ground, but bounds across the playful,

up-tempo terrain that they have lorded

over for more than a decade. The lyrics

are the only thing that have changed,

and they incorporate some deeper,

more political themes than on previous

albums—maybe a sign that the band

has matured beyond their "Pee in the

Elevator" years? If you haven't heard

the Smashers before, go buy 1999's Life

ofthe Party or l99Ts Attack ofthe Planet

Smashers. If you already like the band,

get this disc. You wouldn't want them

to stop touring because of low record

sales, would you?—JENNIFER FABRO

Precious Fathers

Precious Fathers
(White Whale Records)

Knowledge Is power. Increase yours.

Queen's
I UN [VFRSITY
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Continue your education with us WWW.queenSU.Ca/sgsr
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As a self-professed lyric whore who
counts karaoke as one of her passions,

1 nonetheless found Precious Fathers'

self-titled debut album to be surpris-

ingly satisfying. Each of the nine tracks

from the Vancouver instrumental post-

rock quartet is reflective of their laid-

back West Coast roots (band members
also contribute to other projects like

Destroyer and Sparrow). Electric gui-

tars, synth, bass, drums, and the oc-

casional horn unite to take the listener

for a mellow ride that flows seamlessly

from the beginning of "Prairie Train" to

the end of "Purple Mint." Not tailored

towards high-energy tastes, it's rather

the ideal album to unwind to. Precious

Fathers has made me an instrumental

music convert. .\Imost.—ANITA LI
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Janine Stoll

Wis is Where We Bury It

(Independent)

Toronto is just oozing with musical

talent these days, and one artist to keep
your eye on is singer-songwriter Janine

Stoll. Steering clear of today's highly dis-

posable pop sound, Stoll offers a little

of everything—from African rhythms
(Stoll often sings with Toronto afrobeat

band Mr. Something Something, and
seems to borrow a little of their fusion

style here) to jazz and funk, to folk bal-

lads and even a country song. There's

also an a capella piece done in a layered

vocal style similar to American folk

heroine Ani Difranco. More substan-

tial than her 2001 debut release, This

is Where We Bury It lacks traditional

folkie-style restraint and offers mysteri-

ous, intriguing, and thought-provoking

songs track after track. Stoll recorded

the album at World Records Studio,

a century-old home-turned-studio in

High Park affectionately known as the

Gingerbread House, and you can hear

some of that old-fashioned warmth in

her music—MIYOKOOHTAKE

The Jossers
7776 Valley of the Shadow of
Death
(Victory Records)

The grandfathers of the modern Celt-

ic punk movement, The Tossers deliver

anotheralbum in thesamevein as genre
heroes Flogging Mollyand the Dropkick

Murphys. Of course. The Tossers were

there first. The latest album from the

Chicago crew doesn't add any new ele-

ments to the Irish punk arsenal but is

a decent effort nonetheless. The acous-

tic guitar takes the place of the electric

twanger on this disc, which allows the

array of other instruments—banjo, tin

whistle, mandolin, strings, and the uil-

leann pipes—to come across strong

and clear. Starting off with the short

but punchy "Goodmornin' Da," the tale

of a wild child who ends up in jail after

a bar fight, the record winds its way
though similar themes ("A Criminal

of Me" takes on alcohol and prison),

but also delves into the concept of

finding your place in a new country.

"The Crock of Gold" is a Pogues-esque

tribute to life in Chicago, while "Drink-

ing in the Day" pays homage to Irish

balladeer Ronnie Drew. The good mix

of faster, punk-influenced songs and

slower, folksy ballads should satisfy

those looking to get their Celtic fix.

—MATTSOMERS

7776 Tossers play the PhoenixNovember

30.
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Show off

your Business
Savvy
by Michelle Di Rocco
The worlci's leading cosmetics

giant L'Oreal. recently announced

the launch of its online business

competition, the L'Oreal e-Strat

Challenge 6"' edition. This is an

online simulation that puts the

world's brightest students at the

head of an international beaut}'

company, with finalists showing

off their business savvy to a

L'Oreal executive panel in Paris.

It not only allows students to put

their manageria!, strategic and

critical decision-making skills to

the test, but participants may be

recruited as well. In fact, since its

inception,, L'Oreal has recruited

over 180 e-Stral players in market-

ing, sales, fmance and logistics.

Don't be left behind! To register,

visit www.e-strat.loreal.com

before December 1st.

Dreal
\ LEADER IN BEAUTY PRODUCTS
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There's silver on them thar

islands

The men's soccer team captured their

second Canadian InteruniversitySport

(CIS) silver medal in team history last

Sunday in Prince Edward Island. They

dropped a close 2-1 decision to the

University of British Columbia Thun-

derbirds in the championship match.

UBC scored the only goal in the first

half. Michael Elliot scored in minute

35 in a half that was dominated by the

Thunderbirds.

The second half saw U of T play a

much stronger game. Kim Saka tied

the game in minute 57, deflecting a

cross from teammate Josh Gordon

into the UBC net.

The referee became a factor as time

ran out in the second half. He gave

Thunderbird Niko Marcina a penalty

kick in minute 84, after the official

claimed Saka attempted to use his

hands to block a shot headed towards

the Toronto goal.

Marcina scored and after the penal-

ty kick the Blues put in a valiant effort,

but never managed to tie the game.

The Blues were shorthanded for

the championship match, as Evan Mil-

ward did not play and Mike Bialy only

played a few minutes at the end of the

game. Bialy was limping the whole

time he was on the field.

Congratulations to the Blues for

finding silver twice in the span of a

week. Read The Varsity on Thursday

for further coverage of the team and

for an interview with standout goal-

keeper Luciano Lombardi.

-MATTSOMERS

Run, run, as fast as you

can
The gingerbread man ain't got noth-

ing on the women's cross-country

team. There is no way he could keep

up with the ladies that helped U of T
earn a silver medal at the CIS cross-

country championship.

Leading the way for the Blues was
fifth-year runner Beth Wightman,

who scored a gold medal for herself.

She finished the 5km course in just

under 17 minutes, Dalhousie's Janice

Ashworth finished just behind her

in second place, and Guelph's Laura

Moulten claimed bronze.

The second-place team finish was
the best for the Blues since they won
gold in 2002. Guelph was the top

school at the competition and Victo-

ria was third.

The men's team finished ninth over-

all in an exceptionally strong field.

Windsor won their third team gold in a

row, while Guelph and Victoria placed

second and third, respectively.

Christiano Mauricio won his sec-

ond straight men's title in a time of

30:16. The top Blue was Joe Campan-
elli, who finished in 24th position.

Tune into the sports section in the

weeks to come for more on U of T's

cross country teams.

-MS

They aren't superwomen,

after all

The women's volleyball team had to

lose eventually. They started the year

at a torrid pace, going 6-0, but were

brought back down to earth by West-

ern on Saturday.

Western beat the Blues 3-1 in Lon-

don, handing the team its first loss of

the campaign. The Mustangs—last

year's OUA champions—are now 5-0

on the season.

Western's Melissa Mann was the

best player on the court on this day,

scoring 18 kills in the triumph. Melin-

da Lee had ten kills to lead the Blues.

The men's team, meanwhile, was

able to beat Western on Saturday for

their .second win of the campaign.

The Blues dropped the first two sets

to the Mustangs before winning the

final three frames.

-MS

Blues thwart comeback,

win home opener
Amita Parikh

The University of Toronto Varsity

Blues women's basketball team

took on the University of Windsor

Lancers in their home opener on

Remembrance Day and managed
to escape with a victory, despite

almost blowing their lead in the

middle of the second half.

This is a relatively new team

comprising mainly rookies. Coach
Michele Belanger said the team

had been working hard during

practices at "running the ball more
and being more forceful on the de-

fence."

Their hard work seemed to have

paid off. They won their opening

game on the road against Ryerson

73-55 with veteran Christine Cho
racking up 16 points for the Blues.

Next up was the Lancers at the

Athletic Centre. Coming into the

Windsor game, U of T was already

1-0, whereas Windsor had dropped

games to Western and Laurier, re-

spectively.

In the first half, the Blues were

obviously putting the skills they

had practiced into play. They
played an extremely aggressive de-

fensive game and a solid offensive

one. First-year guard Malissa Lun-

dgren continued to play well in the

game against Ryerson, scoring five

points and intercepting the ball a

number of times.

The Blues really stepped up
their game with about five minutes

remaining before the break, and
finished the first half leading 45-29

over Windsor.

Windsor used their break to re-

cuperate and stormed their way
back into the match in the second

half. They scored 19 points in just

under eight minutes and were one
point away from tying the game.

The Blues didn't look like they

were getting tired, but the game
got increasingly physical with nu-

merous players falling and many
fouls being called.

Acknowledging the threat that

Windsor was posing, the veteran

Blues answered. Cho, Kaila MacAl-

pine, and Ashley Keohan passed

the ball swiftly and netted five

points in less than a minute.

By the end of the game the Blues

had regained their lead and beaten

the Lancers 77-63.

In addition to the aforementioned

team members, Alaine Hutton is

definitely a player to watch. A first-

year guard from Hamilton, Hutton

netted a number of free throws

throughout the game. Fast on her

feet, she also had some beautiful

breakaways and steals.

Hutton had the highest point to-

tal among the Blues in the home
opener, scoring 15.

Equally impressive was second-

year FPEH student liana Weiss-

berger. Also a guard, Weissberger

was quick and aggressive, racking

up 12 points by the time the final

buzzer sounded.
The Blues kept the winning going

on Saturday with a 63-54 triumph
over Western at the AC. Cho scored

14 points in the win, while Kaila Ma-
calpine chipped in ten of her own
for U of T. Paula Romkey was the

leading scorer for the Mustangs,

netting 12 points on the night.

With three wins in a row and
plenty of fresh talent, the Blues

look like they could dominate the

Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
this year. Next weekend they will

play both Brock and Guelph on the

road.

The next home game for the

women's basketball team is against

York on November 25.

Six-foot-one guard Christine Cho of Lithia Springs, GA, lines up a free-throw attempt

Friday.

Field hockey coach praises team

for bronze-medal performance
Matt Somers

Sports Editor

Individual honours are always nice

to receive, but team success always

tastes sweeter in the long run. This

year a group of gritty women were

able to bear down and get the job

done together, bringing home medals

from the national championships.

The Varsity Blues women's field

hockey team earned bronze medals

at the Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) championships on November

6, just days after finishing first at the

Ontario University Athletics (OUA)

finals.

Head coach Beth Ali is proud of

what her squad has been able to ac-

complish. She always sets high stan-

dards for the team and is rarely disap-

pointed by the results.

"Given the youth of our team, it was

difficult to predict what would hap-

pen at the national championships,"

says Ali. "We have a strong tradition

of excellence within our field hockey

program here at U of T and the team
is committed to upholding that stan-

dard, so we set the goal of winning a

CIS medal, which we achieved."

The Blues defeated their OUA
archrival, the Guelph Gryphons, in

the bronze-medal game at Wright

Field in Vancouver to secure third

place in the tournament. Heather

Clark of Oakville was the only one

able to find the back of the net in the

contest, lifting U of T to a nail-biting

1-0 victory.

"We had a balanced lineup at na-

tionals, but we definitely looked to

our defence to set the tone for us,"

says the coach. "Deep defenders and

all-Canadians Malinda Hapuarachchi

and Samantha Taylor—along with

goaltender Sarah Goertzen—were

outstanding throughout."

Ali also praised the play of the

squad's low-scoring but skilled mid-

fielders and forwards: "In the mid-

field. Shannon Treacy, Cailie O'Hara,

and Amelija Zoehner possessed the

ball well and played a vital role in dis-

tribution. Up front, Amanda Treacy,

Rianna Sterk, and Heather Clark kept

the opposition defence under con-

stant pressure and generated good
scoring chances."

The Blues finished the round-robin

portion of the CIS finals with a 1-2

record, while Guelph went 0-3, mean-
ing the two teams finished third and
fourth in the standings, respectively.

They played for bronze, and the UBC
Thunderbirds and Alberta Pandas
played for gold after finishing in the

top two spots.

The Pandas went on to win their

first CIS field hockey crown ever, de-

feating the Thunderbirds 2-1 after

penalty strokes.

U of T went through Queen's and
Guelph in the OUA championships
to take home gold and qualify for the

national finals. The Blues squeaked

out a 1-0 win over the Golden Gaels in

the semifinals before beating the Gry-

phons 1-0 in the provincial champion-

ship match.

"The team had a great week of

training prior to the OUA tournament

and they peaked at the right time,"

explained Ali. "The leadership shown
by Goertzen in the semifinal was out-

standing. It was clear she was ready

to do her job in the net.

"The team played an outstanding

game in the final, given we had lost

both regular season games to Guelph.

The position of underdog is not one
we normally find ourselves in, but we
definitely used it to our advantage,

and with the 'we have nothing to lose'

attitude we scored three goals and
won the provincial banner 3-1."

Look for even greater things from

the team next year, as most of the

team will return for another shot at

CIS gold.
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Victoria University's

Literary Journal

s looldng for submissions!

POETRY PROSE

UTERARY ESSAY ARTOORK

Come play for our team

write for sports

Marketing Management

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success
In oniy nvo semesters in Mdrkeling Management,

yoii can have some of tfie most, sought after

business skilis-

CmiI 416-675-6622. ext. 3207 or email

Veterjnadolt&ntmber.ui tor further information.

Applyfor all Business Schoo!pTogrann at tin-

OCAS wih site ~ unvw.onlariocoUcgcs.ca

Seating is Limited!^^^—

HUMBER
The Business School

www.tHisiness.huniber.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams
Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

FRiPAŶ WOY. 18

Men's Hockey
vs.Waterloo - 7:30 p.m.

Varsity Arena

SATtfRPAY. MOV. 19

Volleyball Doubleheader
Women vs. Ryerson - 3 p.m.

Men vs. Laurier - I p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

Men's Hockey
vs.Westem - 7:30 p.m.

Varsity Arena

$MIIPAY« HOY. 10

Men'sVolleyball

vs.Waterloo - 2 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

wv/w.varsityblues.ca

NEED A PART-TIME JOB?
The Royal Ontario Museum seeks bright,

well spoken people for our telephone

membership campaign. Help promote

the ROM's new wing, galleries and shows.

Part-time evening hours. Call Wendy now!
416-916-1352.

TEMPORARY WORK
Earn $12/hr handing out flyers on campus.

2x3 hour shifts. Call 1-888-varCity ext 70.

SEEKING TO HIRE FLUENT
MANDARIN SPEAKER

to teach delightful Chinese-Canadian 3

yo. Mandarin language. (416)760-9945.

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-
town Toronto, North York, Richmond
Hill. Managers to $10.15/hour + bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour. Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-533-9727 or www.
TORONTOWRAPS.com

STUDY IN STYLE STUDENT
ACCOMMODATIONS

At centrally located, luxury Downtown
Toronto Hotel. Featuring: Elegant,

Modern fully furnished, private Phone
service, TV/Cable Accommodations,
24 hr. security service, Wireless Inter-

net & more (no 12 month commitment
requiredy Unitsfrom$1.098-INCLUD-
ING MEALS (Tours available Mon-Fri

9am-5pm). Ill Carlton St. Call Joseph at 1-

800-565-8865 www.torontoprimrosehotel.

com (Password: Student).

AS NEW-UofT Pti.D. GOWN, HOOD
AND MORTAR BOARD

On EBay.com now or contact wmbrooke®
telus.net

^'^^ '^^—-^ -^ s"' ^^^^^^g

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

CLASSIFIEDS
ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%
off first visit.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

TIRED OF HIGH RESIDENTIAL FEES

ON CAMPUS
let Dream Maker Realty take you out of a

place you rent into a place you will own,

for the same price. Or earn up to $1000

cash from each referral. Contact Isaac at

416-725-1053.

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS. COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Togetheri

ATTENTION VARSITY READERS! .

WWW.TRADEPOINT.CA/UOTSTUDENTS

We help you Buy It. We help you Sell it.

Free Listings. Free Searches. Canada's

Fastest Growing Online Classifieds Site.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

THAILAND TRIPS
— 40 day Exotic Thailand vacation

exploring 5 tropical beaches and a

jungle paradise, it's an unreal trip. Pic-

tures and info @ www.freeandeasy.ca

SPRING BREAK 2006
Cuba, Dominican, Mexico, and more
starting at $890. MONTREAL NEW
YEARS starting at $99! LOWEST PRICE

GUARANTEED! Call 1-866-627-8747.

www.s-travel.com. BOOK FRIENDS-GO
FREE!

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience, specializing

in MATH 135, 136, 235, CHEM 138, 139,

247, PHYS 110, ECO 220. PAST TESTS
AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. 416-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essa>'s and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

NEED ESSAY HELP?
Call Jason. M.A. Political Science.

Awarded for Excellence in Writing. Pub-

lished Freelance Writer. Research tips,

style, grammar. 416-990-7506.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON IVI5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.Ga

Oxford Seminars
416-924.3240/1.800-779.1779

www.oxfordsemmars.com
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer

PEOPLE AROUND HERE By Dave Lapp

DO you HAve /»/vy 8ook5
JON JOHNNY CARSON? j

'y/jw Sure, jusr^RouNo^]
rue CORNER tf^ rne y

U

OUT -TMC SOAP SeCflOf^J
OHt Of OWJ^ Re<^ULAR PORN
CUSTOMERS CO^eS tN

»T'5 so STRONG IT MAKCS

kOMPARED TO TW/S STINJK

VAHf.lGueSSI PRCFCR
REGULAR* To UNLCADeO/

Sweeeet/ Candy for your ears!
'alkman digital music '

• that makes
c.,.u yOur styie

Super Stamina
50 hour battery life

, cotton candy pink
^fiiiiM I tiirii

I 1 1 ij^ijiiiiiiii'

MY MUSIC. MY STYLE.

coconut white

'Calculatsd basedon 4 minutes
persong in ATRACSplus e 4Skbps.

ike.no.othef

3 minute charge = 3 hour playback
30 minutes = 80% charge
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Secularism

is not an

attack on
religion,

SEE 'SATAN' -PAGE 4

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI, NO. 25

m iPod

s^ffle!

{see^3}
or visit our new contest

website :wwW:¥for.ca

The mutti-faith centre is ready for

athiests—but they don't want any part

of it

SEE 'SATAN' - PG. 4

a&e
Meet Guy Terrifico, Canuck anti-legend

SEE ROCK & ROLL - PG. 7

science

A front seat at the robo-gladiator games

SEE ROBOT -PG. 6

red letter

Today Is World Television Day, pro-

claimed every November 21 by UNESCO

(United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization)

com

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 7 PM
The Iraqi Constitution: Recipe for

Democracy or Blueprint for Empire? at

Bahen Centre. Free.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 24.9:30 PM
Polo and Plaid party at Piccadilly Circus

Email aepito@gmall.com for tickets.

Kids wave to the camera during the Minor Hockey Night men's hockey game between Western and U of T Saturday night. Many children were in attendance that night, cheering on

their heroes in blue. Turn to the Sports section (page 9) for more hockey coverage.

Park 'n' cry
TRANSIT AND PARKING WOES PLAGUE SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS

Kevin Wong

Most of the patience and willpower

UTSC students need to learn is being

used up by their morning commute.
Transportation is becoming a huge

issue at U of T's Scarborough cam-
pus, with sardine-can-like TTC bus

conditions, the uncertain future of

Scarborough's Rapid Transit Line

(SRT), and concerns over inadequate

parking.

"We're all well aware of how
crowded the buses on campus are,"

said SCSU VP External Rob Wulkan.

"What used to be 20 minutes...turns

into 40 minutes."

The three TTC and one GO bus

routes that stop in front of UTSC's Stu-

dent Centre are already overcrowded

and frequently delayed—a problem

heightened by the addition of new
riders from Centennial College's new-

ly built HP Science and Technology

Centre across the street.

"We've basically doubled the

amount of students and kept the tran-

sit the same," said Wulkan. "Which

really doesn't make any sense at all."

Unsatisfied with the response from

the TTC, Wulkan is planning to circu-

late a petition signed by both UTSC
and Centennial College students.

"I get worried when all 1 hear is

'Something should be done by Janu-

ary, but if not, call me back,'" Wulkan

said.

U of T administration's committee

that focuses on transit has been slow

in the past, but is starting up again,

Commuters on the Scarborough Rapid Transit Line know the aging extension isn't

always so rapid.

according to Wulkan. He will sit on
the committee, headed by an officer

from UTSC's Office of Student Affairs

and Services.

The future of the SRT, Scarbor-

ough's mini-subway system, is also

on his mind. Wulkan was among oth-

er attendees at a November 10 city-

hosted public meeting to discuss is-

sues brought up by the Scarborough

RT Strategic Planning Study, which

heard the aging SRT needs to be re-

placed by 2015. The system handles

42,000 passengers daily—an "insuf-

ficient capacity" according to the

study, which is not yet complete.

Among the ideas considered at

the meeting was an extension of the

current SRT system that veers north,

away from UTSC, replacing the cur-

rent SRT vehicles with larger ones

that would require a modification of

the rails, as well as a streetcar-like

LRT and replacement subway lines.

York University is hoping for a sub-

way extension themselves, however,

and the TTC has made it clear that

there will not be enough funding for

two subway extensions at the same
time. But Wulkan is confident that

SEE TRANSIT' -PG

2

Chatting

for a

cause

PROGRAM SENDS

TUTORS TO REGENT

PARK ELECTRONICALLY

Nitzan Rotenberg

VARSITY STAFF

Daniel Nadler's desire to build bridg-

es between Toronto's underprivi-

leged children and much-needed ed-

ucation probably has a better chance

than most of becoming reality.

His idea to connect kids with edu-

cational resources has support from

the Bill and Melinda Gates Founda-

tion—something that could give him
a giant leg up.

Nadler's initiative uses MSKnowl-
edge, a tutoring program he devised

that uses MSN Messenger internet

messaging technology to connect

children from underprivileged neigh-

borhoods with volunteer university

students.

Nadler is a political science gradu-

ate student at the University of To-

ronto who appears to be filled with

concentrated energy. MSKnowledge
is Nadler's brainchild, born out of his

experience volunteering at Regent

Park's community center.

Regent Park, one of North Ameri-

ca's largest public housing develop-

SEE 'CHATTING' - PG 2
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HART HOUSE

rfii

I

PHILOSOPHY CAFE
Enjoy coffee & biscotti "on the House" and

join in conversation with

Professor Wayne Sumner

Does Canada need a child pornography law?

Nov 23 • 2pm • East Common room

ART: SETTING THE SCENE
Performance Art Piece by Shannon Cochrane

Big bird buiit before your very eyes.

Come and see how well it flies!

Nov 24 • 7pm Debates Room

SHOW OEBATE
Exploring the role of Police-Community relations

in addressing crime and violence

with Toronto Police Chief William Blair

Nov 30 • 7:30pm • Debates Room

HART HOUSE CONCERTS
Onoscatopoeia,the Hart House Jazz Choir

Concert conducted by Markus Howard
Nov 25 • 9pm • Arbor Room

Symphonic Band Concert conducted by Keith Reid

Nov 26 • 8pm • Great Hall

ORAMA
Audition Workshop
$5 for non-members • Debates Room

Open Drop-In Improv Jams
Cgmmittees'Room

Nov 21 6:30pm

Nov 24 7pm

FRINGOSITY! Nov 25 8pm
An Evening of Eclectic Entertainment • Music Room

ATHLETICS
416.978.2447 • www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

NEW THIS YEAR...EARLY REGISTRATION FOR
WINTER 2006 CLASSES!

Sign up for your favourite classes

BEFOREyou leave for the holidays!

Dec. 8 from 9am • Registrater for

YOGA and PILATES classes ONLY
Dec. 9 from 9am • Register for ALL OTHER classes.

Deadline for early registration is Dec. 21

.

HOCKEY NIGHT AT
HART HOUSE

on the BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room
Your sports pub on campus!

Next game: Nov 23 (Leafs vs. Bruins) • 7:30pm

^ ^
\OOR STUDENT CENTRE

fl»v2k)fiT!Y

Cops continue

investigation into campus

hate pamphlet campaign

51 Division has opened a hate crimes

investigation into anti-Semitic pam-

phlets distributed on campus at the

beginning of November. A pamphlet

entitled "Jewish Supremacism Un-

masked" appeared on campus at

York, Ryerson, and U of T (See cover-

age in the November 7 issue of The

Varsity). Hillel of Greater Toronto, the

Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC),

and university administration quick-

ly condemned the flyers. Last week,

SAC joined them.

"There is no fine line between hate

and free speech. There is free speech,

and there is hate," said Shaila Kibria

SAC's VP Equity, in a press release.

"It is clear that the individuals be-

hind this are either affiliated with or

have a political/spiritual bond with

white supremacist organizations in

the United States," said Steven Shul-

man, regional director of CJC, in a

press release.

Soon after the incident, the Ryer-

sonian reported that people who dis-

tributed pamphlets on that campus
were caught on security cameras.

Toronto Police refused to com-
ment, as their investigation is ongo-

ing. —ALLISON MARTELL

Med school grad gets

$5,000 incentive to

study family medicine

Dr. Caroline Collins, a recent U of T
medical school graduate, has been
awarded the $5,000 ALTANA Phar-

ma Family Medicine Scholarship.

Collins, who is currently doing

her residency at St. Joseph's Health

Centre, is U of T's first recipient of

the award, designed to encourage
Ontario medical students to spe-

cialize in family practice. There is

a shortage of family physicians in

the province.—A.M.

'TRANSIT' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Scarborough will win over.

"It just doesn't seem feasible to

take an existing service [the SRT]

and just axe it," he said. Wulkan

hopes the study will present an es-

timate of the costs for extended TTC
services to UTSC in March, the date

of the next scheduled public consul-

tation.

Scarborough student public transit

riders are not suffering alone. Park-

ing equipment malfunctions caused

by lightning were the biggest issue

that SCSU VP Students and Equity

Nicole Joron had to face during the

first few months of the fall session.

Burnt-out electronics meant that the

parking gates had to be left open for

more than a month until late Octo-

ber, when they could be fixed.

"A lot of students had a lot of ques-

tions, and those people who had

purchased their parking passes

were upset that other students who
didn't were able to get into the park-

ing lots," said Joron.

Regular checks by UTSC Parking

Services on the availability of park-

ing spaces revealed that the lots

were never completely filled.

"You were still getting the service

you paid for, you still got a spot, even

though it may not have been the spot

you wanted," said Joron.

Though the SCSU will not com-
pensate students who were incon-

venienced, Parking Services has

decided not to sell winter passes un-

less a person meets certain criteria,

such as only being enrolled in winter

courses. This is to ensure that peo-

ple who abused the system and used

the "free" parking at the beginning

have to buy passes for the full year,

including the fall.

Campus safety is also an "ongoing

issue" for Joron, after power outages

took out lights in the parking lots

and some red-painted emergency

phone polls broke. Transit and park-

ing may be only the first consequenc-

es of UTSC's continuing population

growth.

Ifgetting to UTSC is tough, The
Varsity's Sabrina Singh finds the trek

to U of T at Missisauga has its own set

of headaches. Check ou/ The Varsity

on Thursday for the second part of

our look at the transit problems facing

U of T's satellite campuses.

'CHATTING' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

ments, was originally designed in

the late 1940s as a self-contained

neighborhood. Today, its structure

is composed of crumbling buildings

and neglected streets.

Children from seven to nine years

of age make up 35 per cent of Regent
Park's population, which is high

above the Toronto's average of about

17.5 per cent.

Regent Park does not have a neigh-

borhood high school, however, so

children are bused to another dis-

trict to go to school.

"These students often fail their

courses, or else face significant so-

cial and economic barriers to high

achievement," said Nadler.

Nadler sees technology as a some-

thing that can "bridge the distance

between the tower and the country,

if only for an hour a day." MSKnowl-
edge, can assist poor neighborhoods

by exposing residents to resourc-

es—university-educated students,

for example—that can help them
meet and surpass expectations.

Volunteer university students are

assigned titles that are related to

their majors, such as "MSKnowledge
Math 1" or "MSKnowledge English

64". Children at library computer
labs and community centers are able

to "link up" with these tutors online,

who can explain things like func-

tions and prime numbers and offer

feedback on basic public school con-

cepts.

Children set their Messenger status

to "available" when they are ready to

study or have questions, and tutors

from Yale or U of T can begin chat-

ting. Conversations are scanned to

prevent any personal information

from being exchanged.

"The ghetto can't and won't come
to Starbucks, study halls, and dorm
rooms, but it is an unacceptable

waste—like not eating the crusts

during a famine—to eschew and ig-

nore untapped armies of collegiate

humanitarians simply because they

haven't already found their own way
to the ghettos," Nadler said.

For more information or to volunteer

contact Daniel Nadler at

daniel.nicolau@utoronto. ca.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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//CANADIAN INVASION?

The Toronto Haiti Action Committee (THAC) organized a protest last Friday to raise awareness about Canada's support for the

de facto Haitian government appointed by U.S. officials. The rally was part of broader actions organized across Canada last

week by the Canada Haiti Action Network (CHAN). Canada has played a key role in training the Haitian National Police force that

has been terrorizing the country's poor majority since President Jean-Bertrand Aristide's ouster in early 2004.

Peace treatise
Lisa Anthony

Young Arabs and Jews at U of T who
want understanding and peace rath-

er than conflict, have a forum on
campus to get their voices heard.

The journal Yalla launched its

first issue last year with the pur-

pose of creating a dialogue between
Canadian Jewish and Arab youth

about the Israel-Palestine conflict.

The journal features a collection of

short stories, poetry, photography,

and essays.

Editors say the journal is differ-

ent from other discourse about the

conflict.

"The purpose of the journal is

to get to the humanity behind the

headlines. There's always so much
controversy and shouting on cam-

puses and only bad news in the

papers," says Meena Rafie, one of

Valla's editors. "Youth care about

what's happening and [we want]

our generation to see the other

side's perspective."

There are an equal number of

Jews and Arabs on the editorial

board. The editors aim to have an

equal amount of submissions to the

journal from Jews and Muslims as

well, but are also looking for writing

by anyone else who feels attached

to the Israel-Palestine conflict.

The editorial board has grown,

with half of the editors based in To-

ronto, the other half in Montreal. The

journal was recently honoured with

an award from Forces Avenir, which

recognizes and promotes student

acheivement.

"We hope to attract as diverse a

crowd as possible, because this is a

global issue that affects young peo-

ple and adults," says Ran Goel. "Most

people have some opinion of what's

going on, but rarely do people con-

sider the other side."

The board is also interested in

broadening the distribution of Yalla

to extend to U.S. universities.

You can view last year's edition at

www.yallajournal.com and email sub-

missions to yallajournal@yahoo.com.

It's easy, just complete ttne entry torm below, answer ttie THREE

questions correctly and enter online today at www.vfor.ca
OR drop off a completed entry form at ttie StudentPtiones.com store

of ttie U of T Bookstore, 214 College St, W.

Entry deadline: 3:00 p.m. Friday, November 25th 2005.

iailB:

The Varsity respects your privacy. Would you like to receive

0 newsletter from StudentPtiones.com? YES NO

iefe corns the mmHom...
1 , The Varsity office is located

2, Wtiot do you get for free from StudentPtiones.com?.

3, (626 +212) / 2 - 386 =

Maximum three entries per person

Winners' names will be announced in The Varsity.

The draw will take place 4:00 p,m. at

The Varsity offices on November 25,

VARSITY

mm.

Please join us to celebrate the launch of the

Disability Studies Stream in Equity Studies

Thursday, November 24th, 6:00 - 8:00
William Doc Auditorium, New College

W ilUocks

pirit Synott
Spirit Synott is a dancer — on wheels. She has performed at

Dusk Dances, Ffida Fringe Festival of Independent Dance

Artists, as well as at the Hot & Spicy Festival at HarbourfroaL

Spirit has begun exploring tango witli lisandro Gomez, and

they performed together at this summer's TANGOFEST 2005.

COMEDY
Alan Shain

Alan's artistic work is founded on a deep commitment to dis-

ability activism and taking a personal responsibility for creat-

ing change. Alan is working towards a Master's Degree in

Social Work. Knowing all too well the transformative power

of comedy, however, his heart is profoundly committed to

performing.

Dr. Rachel Gorman, Disability Studies

ACTIVISM
Julia Munk, Students for Barrier Free Access

RECEPTION TO FOLLOW!
ASL interpretation provided. Event is wheelchair accessible.

If you require additional accomodations

please contact 416-978-5404 by November the 17th.

AN EXCEPTIONAL GIFT

FOR A REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT

Buy Your Ring Now & Save 10%

Ring Days at U of T:

St. Georcje: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Tues Nov 15tli to Fri Nov 18th

Sid Smith Lobby (100 St. George St)

UTM: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

l^es Nov 22nd to Fri Nov 25th:

outside the UTIM Bookstore

UTSC: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Ibes Nov 29th to Fri Dec 2nd

at the UTSC Bookstore

UTSC Grand Opening - Thursday December 1st

jostens Quality JOSTENS graduation rings

are custom made to your order!

University of Toronto Boolcstore
214 College St., Toronto • (416) 640-5835

www.uoftboolcstore.coiii
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Atheist, not Satanist
Jennie Fiddes

Atheists can be good individuals.

Its amazing how so many people fail

to grasp this concept. So often, this

valid philosophy is met with incre-

dulity ("How can you NOT believe in

God?") as if we do not deserve to ex-

ist in a predominantly theist society

where our views and opinions don't

matter. Chris Damdar's article of

November 14th, "The Devil's Chap-

lains?" is a prime example of this. It

contains a title that is derogatory,

insulting, and misleading, while

creating an image of atheists with

fanged teeth and red horns sacrific-

ing children on an open flame.

Most atheists I know are good,

moral people, so implying that a

lack of belief in God instantly makes
one immoral contradicts what athe-

ists in general and clubs like the To-

ronto Secular Alliance in particular

are trying to accomplish - changing

the negative public image of athe-

ism. The media is constantly guilty

of using clever metaphors that grab

the attention without any regard for

accuracy and negative repercus-

sions.

1 am a good person. My friends

know me as friendly and compas-
sionate. I donate to charities when I

can and volunteer to help out wher-

ever 1 am needed. 1 have a firm moral

code that 1 follow every day of my life

and I have a definite belief in what

is right and what is wrong. 1 do not

require a god to tell me to do these

things. I do not need the threat of

Hellfire or the promise of Heaven to

try and make my mark in this world.

This is the only life 1 will ever have

so I will try to make it the best of it.

Yet, because 1 don't worship a deity,

people automatically assume that I

am immoral, anarchical, or bent on

destroying all things religious.

Why did the article focus on a sin-

gle incident in a hotel room that had

nothing to do with the conference?

This is another blatant attempt to

demean atheists. While deliberately

attempting to mislead his readers,

the author failed to include relevant

facts, like the day before when the

president of the club returned the

undamaged bible from his room
to the front desk as a civil form of

protest. By choosing this as a moral

outrage story, the author relegated

CONTINUED ON NEXT PG

Paranoid in the

city
Caleigh Rykiss

As a young woman living and roam-

ing the streets of downtown Toron-

to on my own, my personal safety

is always at the front of my mind.

Cell phone in one hand and pepper

spray in the other, 1 try to take ev-

ery step with as much caution as is

humanly possible.

I walk into my house, instantly

fasten the three locks on my front

door and check the locks on the
back door to be sure they are still in

place. I don't answer the door when
I'm home by myself, and I'm always
sure to keep my cell phone within

arm's reach. One might think that

someone with an attitude like this

would be relaxed, knowing that

all precautions have been taken.

However, where I might be safer

than most from external threats,

some people might argue that I'm

in danger of something else: my
neuroses.

Maybe the above-mentioned rou-

tine was a bit of an exaggeration,

but the truth about life is that the

world is full of threat, danger, and
unfortunate turns of events. Espe-

cially with the 'war on terrorism'

in the forefront of most people's

minds, it seems that no matter

where we turn there is something

to fear. From driving the car, to ter-

rorist attacks, to rape, to Y2K, if we
let ourselves live in a state of panic,

we would all be prisoners of our

own terror.

Having said that, the flip side to

being overly cautious is often some-
thing 1 like to call stupidity. Those
who live their lives in ignorance of

the threats that are imminent in the

world are no better off. Sure, they

have peace of mind following the

old saying "ignorance is bliss," but

in doing so, they put themselves at

higher risk of something terrible

happening and furthermore will

be unprepared and shocked when
tragedy strikes.

Many of my girlfriends aren't wor-

ried about their personal safety. As
I sit, basking in my neuroticism,

while they explain to me how they

want to walk home alone at 2 a.m in

the downtown streets, I realize that

I am happy the way that 1 am, crazi-

ness and all. The truth is that 1 am
equipped with something that they

are not: knowledge and awareness.

There really is truth in the phrase

"Knowledge is power."

Being well informed allows peo-

ple to not only be educated about

the latest threats in the world, but

also have the sense to keep the fear

of these threats in check, and live

with confidence as a result. Only
with this knowledge can I beat off

the panic that can often set in, and
still be prepared if life should take

an unexpected turn, as it often

does.

So to those who loathe their cau-

tiousness, 1 urge you to own it and
the empowerment that comes with

it. Be cautious, be safe, but most of

all stay sane in the process.

The t^/sz/Kwelcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number tO:

opinjons@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

DotVtpanic!?

According to Bullfinch 's Mythology,

Pan was the god of woods and
fields, known for general frolicking

and chasing saucy nymphs. This

flute-toting fellow was also "dread-

ed by those whose occupations

caused them to pass through the

woods by night, for the gloom and

loneliness of such scenes dispose

the mind to superstitious fears.

Hence sudden fright without any
visible cause was ascribed to Pan,

and called a Panic terror.

"As the name of the god signi-

fies cill, Pcm came to be consid-

ered a symbol of the universe and

personification of Nature; and

later still to be regarded as a rep-

resentative of all the gods and of

heathenism itself."

What does this have to do with

mass panic in our own society?

Although we may not have plucky

little hooved men cajoling us, to-

day's Comment weighs in on how
the relics of Greek mythology are

still very much alive and kicking.

Death by
bookburning
Brianna Goldberg

COMMENT CO-EDITOR

Holy flaming peacocks. Batman!
It's a glut ofPHD students stuck in

the stairwell!

From the first moment 1 set foot

inside Robarts library four years

ago, I shuffled through its various

geometrical floors with trepida-

tion and barely-suppressed horror.

Perhaps it was the sheer oddity of

the polygonal space that set me
ill at ease, after a lifetime of rect-

angular-shaped rooms; perhaps it

was the thought of all those heavy
books weighing above my head,

just waiting to crush me as they

plummeted through the thirteen

floors; perhaps it was the blood red

elevators going up and up and up.

Regardless, my feelings towards

the academically impressive, yet

structurally horrifying, library had
been tainted from the very begin-

ning. And then it happened.
After all my years of fretting

over worst case scenarios that

never came to be, last month I was
trapped on the thirteenth floor of

Robarts that fateful day the fire

alarm sounded. And it wasn't a

drill. Doctoral candidates emerged
from their carrels like bugs out of

woodwork, undergrads using the

library computers to MSN left their

boyfriends hanging. Everyone just

stood up, and stood there.

It became apparent after about
five minutes that this was no test,

and the fear became palpable in

the air. Everyone tried to appear
calm, laughing and joking with

their study buddies as they filed

into the stack stairwell which was

clearly marked "NOT AN EMER-
GENCY EXIT." Sheepishly, embar-
rassingly, I followed them down,
despite the capital-case writing on
the wall. My remembrance of the

small and inconveniently placed

directions for what to do in case

of fire faded into mass panic obliv-

ion.

1 swear to Gutenberg, when 1 was
descending floors six through four,

I became notably hot in tempera-

ture and began to feel as though

I couldn't breathe. But the fates

were kind that day, and it turned

out that the repository for books
dating.back to the Renaissance did

not, in fact, catch fire.

What worries me is that, although

1 expect this ridiculous behaviour

from myself, on any particular day
it could be argued that some of the

brightest minds in Canada are cir-

culating through that building, and
nobody could find the bloody fire

exit. Isn't this the group of people

in whom we are placing our trust

for a better society?

I remember while traveling to

Victoria this past summer, con-

sciously tuning out the flight at-

tendants giving the safety spiel so

1 could finish the last ten pages of

a George Eliot novel. Although the

ending was wicked, this, clearly,

was not smart. It was also the

same tendency that left me, and
countless others, hyperventilating

in the library last month.
It is time for all of us bookworms

to reassess the importance of the

world around us, in relation to the

world between the lines. If we get

too lost in our studies, it's not just

our social lives that will suffer.
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LETTERS

Gun violence and

the family

"Where are the fathers?" is my
question? As a young blacit

female. I know that "the bloci<" is

filled with children and very few

fathers. My father stuck around.

Maybe that is why I am here today
at university.

There is definitely a pattern that

I have noticed among my black

friends: those of us with fathers

who play an important role in our
lives are at school, with a positive

attitude about our future, a strong

sense of identity and most signifi-

cantly, self respect.

What does it mean to be a self-

respecting, fully achieving black

male? For a lot of young black

males, there is no father to an-

swer this question. Instead, BET,

gang leaders and dealers take the

liberty of becoming the "black

male hero." It would be interest-

ing to discover how many of the

children involved in gun violence

have a father that plays a positive-

ly influential role in their lives.

Community centres, after

school programs, etc., definitely

can provide some substance to

the "father void" in the commu-
nity. But until young black males
are shown by example that they

are capable of much more than a

life of violence, we will continue

to mourn these children.

"What does it mean to be a

black male?" Ask yourself this

question and consider from what
source you are getting your an-

swer. Most likely from T.V., music,

and violent headlines in the news.

Brianne Bovell

Sexual

Responsibility

Re: Letters, Nov 17th

1 am appalled at the quick-to-

judge closed-mindedness on
behalf of the people who wrote
letters arguing with Rasta Daei's

"Sexy silence a no-no?" 1 went
back to his article, and couldn't

find the part where he pointed
out that it's your fault if you are

a woman who's raped after hav-

ing drunk too much. Nor could 1

find the part where he said that

women who dress in a certain

way are "asking for it."

1 too have been taken advan-
tage of after having too much
to drink. Do 1 feel like that's

my fault? Absolutely not. I do,

however, think 1 should be
responsible for putting myself in

dangerous situations in public.

As a woman, 1 personally would
never want to see a world in

which my safety is dependent
solely on the decisions of oth-

ers. I'm surprised other women
don't feel the same empower-
ment from taking responsibility

for themselves.
When 1 read the article 1 felt

relieved that someone had the

nerve to speak about this topic

and not say the same old thing.

Because of the issue's sensitiv-

ity, we need to handle it a bit

more carefully and not become
livid after putting words in

people's mouths.

Anonymous

CONTINUED FROM LAST PG

a fantastic weekend full of brilliant

speakers into a conspiracy theory

full of atheists bent on destroying

religion.

Secularism is not an attack on re-

ligion. It is a skeptical approach to

religion, and a rational view that reli-

gion should be excluded from public

affairs. It is a dynamic and evolving

methodology based on individual

logic and reason— not a series of

beliefs— that involves doubt, and
more importantly, proof. We are

dealing with a struggle towards the

separation of church and state, not

the complete elimination of religion.

Secularism is not a faith or a reli-

gion. Yet, we keep hearing just the

opposite, especially in response

to controversial issues such as the

creation of the Faith Centre where,

yet again, secularism is categorized

as a "faith." However, even this is in-

consistent. For example: Professor

Venter who leads the Faith Centre

project claims the Centre will accom-

modate us because we are a faith

group. Yet, he later bluntly stated "if

you're an atheist I'm not sure I'd run

to you for advice."

Why are we considered a faith

when religions claim to be open and

tolerant, but are not considered a

faith when religions get together to

discuss mutual projects? Perhaps

the Multifaith Centre should instead

be called a Centre for Inquiry, there-

by leaving it open to all methodolo-

gies, as opposed to accepting only

faith-based systems. Atheists want

to be involved in these discussions

and events because they are impor-

tant to our philosophy. However, we
are not a faith and should never be

considered as such.

Atheists and secularists are sim-

ply asking for honesty and an end

to religious propaganda. Until then,

1 will continue to fight for what I be-

lieve is right.

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.
(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.wi Ilowbooks2 .ca

THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSORi

ffl LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO]

Minority Governments
Are Here To Stay -

And This Is Good For

Canadian Democracy

Peter Russell
University Professor Emeritus

Department of Political Science

Faculty of Arts and Science

Tuesday, November 29, 200S

7:30 pm
George Ignatieff Theatre

1 5 Devonshire Place

ARTS &
SCIENCE.
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CHOOSE AN EDUCATION IN PHARMACY
at the

Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy

The B.Sc.Phm. degree opens
doors...

the Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy

(B.Sc.Phm.) degree is a professional

degree that provides an enviable array

of career opportunities for its graduates

as a pharmacist you will be a front-

line health care practitioner

^a B.Sc.Phm. degree is an ideal

launching pad for graduate studies

and further educational endeavors in

the field of pharmacy

We will be

admitting 240

students for

Sept. 2006

Apply online!

- T.-rrrtD- To find out more, check out our website and click under 'Announcements'.

Deadline for applications is January 20, 2006 at 12 midnight E.S.T.

website: http://www.utoronto.ca/pharmacy
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Two contestants pit their electromechanical creations against each other at the Eastern Canada Robot Games, which took place this weekend at the Ontario Science Centre.

The challenge in the "Sumo R/C" event here—toss your opponent's robot outside the 1.5-metre-wide "wrestling circle."

How to win funds

and influence people

MaxTouzel

Like it or not, science costs mon-

ey—and industry has it. As a result,

researchers routinely feel pressured

to make their intellectual property

commercially relevant in return for

funding.

"There are so many faculty trying to

do things that stretch their research

program towards industrial relevance

that they're basically abrogating their

role to really push the frontier," said

Dr. Dwayne Miller, of the departments

of chemistry and physics.

The institute for optical sciences

(lOS), set up in May, and led by Miller,

aims to change that. It is a joint initia-

tive by people from the departments

of physics and chemistry, as well as

engineers from the materials science,

and electrical and computer engineer-

ing departments.

Twenty years ago, a funding initia-

tive made U of T a magnet for optical

sciences, leading to world-class re-

search and the creation of a large tech-

nical facility. The lOS is an attempt to

consolidate this legacy, Miller said.

At the first of their distinguished

lecturer series last month, before in-

troducing Dr. Joseph Eberly, a heavy-

weight in the field. Miller opined that

industrial ages were defined by me-
diums and that after iron and steam,

"we are entering the age of light."

He sees science in general as suffer-

ing from the tragedy of the commons.
Though industry knows basic re-

search is useful, it refrains from fund-

ing it unless it gives a tangible return.

In an age where the conventional solu-

tion is a top-down approach, getting

academics to think like businessmen

has on the whole failed, so the lOS

takes a bottom-up approach.

Ideally, it allows for funding to be

distributed through a "good science"

lens as opposed to an industry-fo-

cused one. Miller hopes it can act as a

successful model for future institutes

and faculty, "allowing them to steer

themselves and not be steered."

The lOS's solution then is to pre-

pare students through co-ops and en-

trepreneurial courses. The lOS even

held a product competition, in which

students cooked up such diverse

ideas as ultrasonic dishwashers that

use less soap, magnetic kitchen pots

that don't require stirring, and a com-
pletely green way of constructing a

new semiconductor device known as

a quantum dot, which before now was
made of toxic heavy metals.

Along with this, the lOS has com-
mitted itself to providing technical

advice to industry. In Miller's words,

"[The lOS] will act as a knowledge

pool where industry can come to take

a drink." The lOS gets funding in re-

turn.

Consider the following example. A
company on the verge of collapse re-

cently came to the lOS, after grappling

for six months with a technical prob-

lem with their only product, a medi-

cal scanning device. An lOS team was
assembled, and, within an hour, the

problem had been solved—almost

certainly due to the varied expertise

of the teams members, according to

Miller. He stands by his claim that any
tractable problem in applied optics

can be solved here. So much for need-
ing a relevancy card.

//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Forming fear

A molecule that makes you scared

has been found by Dr. Gleb Shu-

myatsky, at Rutgers University.

Shumyatsky examined the amyg-
dala in mice, the region of the

brain involved in producing fear.

Shumyatsky found that genes that

produce a molecule called stathmin

were especially active in the amyg-

dala. When Shumyatsky turned off

stathmin production in mice they

became bold and ventured into

open spaces where normal mice

feared to tread. Shumyatsky also

found that mice without stathmin

failed to develop any fear of sounds

associated with electric shocks.

The find promises to change the

way we understand and treat irra-

tional fears and phobias.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Cell

"Brewmistresses"

manned Peruvian

breweries

Archaeologists digging around

Cerro Baul—a thousand-year-old

abandoned settlement in south-

ern Peru built by an Andean tribe

known as the Wari—uncovered ten

women's shawl pins in a burned-

down brewery on the site. Some
of the pins were found in the ash

on the brewery boiling room floor.

The researchers posit that the pins

were lost while being worn. More-

over, such elegant pins were found

nowhere else on the site. Their find-

ings support the theory that it was
elite brewmistresses—attractive

women hailing from the highest

social class—who manned the An-

dean breweries.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Proceedings of the National

Academy ofSciences

Birth of a star

Astrophysicists have long quibbled

over the fine details of star formation.

Two theories were in the running.

While they agreed that protostars,

the cores of young stars, formed

through the collapse of great clouds

of gas under the force of gravity, they

clashed over what happens next.

The "gravitational collapse" school

of thought argued that stellar cores

acquire nearly all their mass during

the phase when gas coalesces under

the pull of gravity; "competitive ac-

cretion," on the other hand, held that

star cores actively compete for star

matter with their neighbours, and

that their success in doing so deter-

mines their final size.

Theorists, led by Dr. Mark Krum-

holz of Princeton University, have

now spoiled the fun with supercom-

puters, reporting their results in Na-

ture last week. Their work showed

that the amount of mass that a pro-

tostar could gain through accretion

would in most cases be tiny com-

pared to its mass. Their simulations

also showed that competitive accre-

tion could only occur under condi-

tions rarely found in the cosmos.

"Competitive accretion is the big

theory of star formation in Europe,

and we now think it's a dead theory,"

Dr. Richard Klein, one of the report's

authors, taunted.

-M.G.

Source: Nature, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratories news service

Win a trip to Europe
For further information about the

Young Journalist Award

Contact: (613)238-6464

info@eucanyja.ca

www.eucanyja.ca
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A little bit country, a lle bit rock and rol

WRITER/DIRECTOR'S NEW MOCKUMENTARY FOLLOWS FICTIONAL CANADIAN HONKY-TONK BAD BOY

Musician IVIatt IVIurpliy rocks in a whole new way as Guy Terrifico

Radheyan Simonpillai

"1 don't know if I can go on with this

interview." Michael Mabbott, the

writer/director behind the new Ca-

nadian flick The Life and Hard Times

of Guy Terrifico. is flabbergasted as

he discovers that I never listened to

Bob Dylan. In fact, while attempting

to recall a Dylan song, I accidentally

jumbled "Tambourine Man" and "Mr.

Bojangles" to come up with "Mr. Jam-

boree Man."

"Interviews over!"

He's kidding, of course. However,

the country music and rock'n'roll-

loving director does not refrain from

referring to my ignorance of the

Dylan canon throughout our inter-

view. Which is understandable, con-

sidering he just spent the better part

of the last seven years developing his

'mockumentary,' which both pays

tribute to and affectionately takes a

critical look at Dylan's era of music.

Mabbott, 32, was a mere tot during

that period of musical history, yet to

hear him lecture about the early 70s,

one would believe that he was actu-

ally there, getting wasted while jam-

ming in Nashville (the vaunted home
of country and roots-rock music).

"1 just wanted to fit (into Terrifico}

this time in music, from the late 60s

to the mid-70s. With rock and roll be-

coming country, and country becom-
ing rock and roll... Everyone smoking
all sorts of drugs. The rock and roll

culture is inserted into Nashville,"

Mabbott explains.

Mabbott molded his lead charac-

ter, fictional Alberta-born singer Guy
Terrifico, from the influences of that

era's songwriters, who were previ-

ously not allowed to record their

own work.

"It (was) the rise of singer/song-

writers, for guys like Kris Kristoffer-

son. The songwriters (who) started

performing their own things, like

Willie Nelson and Waylon Jennings.

There was this time, right in the early

70s, where guys like Willie just kind

of said, 'Fuck you. I'm moving to Aus-

tin, I'm going to grow my hair long.

I'm going to record the songs the way
I want to record them, and I'm going

to sing them with my band,'" Mabott

notes.

To realistically capture the era

and its music, Mabbott recruited Ca-

nadian indie musician Matt Murphy
(the Halifax rocker formerly of the

Flashing Lights, the Super Friendz,

and currently. City Field) to both re-

fine the Terrifico songs and play the

lead character. The mild-mannered

Murphy, a first-time actor, hits just

the right exuberant note as wild man
Terrifico.

A long list of musical veterans

lend their support, including Kris

Kristofferson, Ronnie Hawkins, Phil

Kaufman, Merle Haggard, and Donnie
Fritts, making for an impressive cast.

With such big names, one wonders if

any others declined the opportunity

to appear in the film.

"We asked Dolly Parton," Mabbott

says. "And when her people read the

script, we got a letter back from her

lawyers, basically saying, 'If you even

think about her while you're making
this film, we'll sue you,'" he quips (we

think).

Evidently, Parton's people can't

recognize talent when they see (or

read) it

—

Terrifico was the winner of

the CityTV Award for best Canadian

first feature at this year's Toronto film

festival, a well-deserved surprise for

Mabbott.

However, the director was even

more astonished after reading the

inscription on the base of the award,

which read: "Sooner or later we're all

working for television," with Moses
(former head of CityTV) Znaimer's

initials attached.

"To have that quote given to the

first-time Canadian film thing, where

you somehow have the naive hope
that you can make a career in this

country without doing TV... And then

you look at the bottom, and (it's like)

'Hey, fuck-o, sooner or later we'll be

producing (TV) crap...'" Mabbott
grumbles.

Nonetheless, Mabbott is grateful

for the recognition that his film has

achieved so far. He's hoping it might

spark an interest in the country-rock

genre in people that go to see it. Or
at least educate lost souls like me:

"Can't get over the fact that you al-

most thought Dylan's song was called

'Mr. Jamboree Man,'" he marvels.

The Life and Times of Guy Terrifico

is now playing at the Carlton and
Kennedy Commons cinemas.

Queer eye for the cinema guy
Cinematheque screens innovative Brit filmmaker's pioneering work

Andrew Brudz

SPECIALTO THE VARSITY

It's been more than a decade since

artist and filmmaker Derek Jarman
died of complications from AIDS. For

20 years before his death, he used

film to depict queer lifestyles in all

their incarnations, from tender mo-
nogamy to bathhouse anonymity,

always confirming his assertion that

"our sexuality is as wide as the seas."

As today's queer voices are at risk of

becoming watered-down until palat-

able, his is needed more than ever.

Jarman, born in Middlesex, Eng-

land in 1942, began his work in tra-

ditional painting, before moving on

to costume and production design

for various theatrical and motion

picture projects. Like many filmmak-

ers, his first attempts at directing,

like Journey to Avebury (1971) and
The Art of Mirrors (1974), were ex-

periments in Super 8mm and 16mm
formats. He continued to make short

films through his decades-long ca-

reer.

In 1976, Jarman completed his first

feature-length film. Part historical

revisionism, part muscle-worship

video, Sebastiane told the story of

the martyred saint, but in Jarman's

retelling, he is killed not for preach-

ing the good word, but rather for

refusing the advances of his macho
captain. In keeping with Jarman's al-

ways-innovative style, it was the first

and last film shot entirely in Latin.

Continuing to film his own inter-

pretations of the lives of other rebel-

lious antiheroes, Jarman's themes

and aesthetic remained as much
inspired by his passion for classical

art as they were by the then-fledg-

ling punk movement. There was the

intense artist in Caravaggio (1986),

a disgraced king in Edward II (1991),

and a troubled genius in Wittgenstein

(1993).

In his bittersweet swan song Blue

(1993), a meditation on mortality that

used a collage of dialogue against

an unchanging blue screen, Jarman

himself becomes the unwilling hero,

as he faces blindness, endless drug

cocktails, and certain death.

In 1986, his revelation of his posi-

tive diagnosis put him in the spot-

light. He was, at the time, one of

the few public figures to talk openly

about HIV/AIDS. He was also an ac-

tive figure in the fight against the

controversial Section 28 of the U.K.'s

Local Government Act in 1988,

which would (in effect) make illegal

any materials or forum that depicted

homosexuality.

Always struggling to identify what

being "gay" meant, he said: "These

names: gay, queer, homosexuality,

are limiting. We're going to have to

decide to which terms to use and

where we use them." It was impor-

tant, he thought, that homosexuality

was always open for free discussion

and reinterpretation. The amend-
ment was finally abolished in 2003,

years after Jarman's death in 1994.

With a bold mix of stage musical,

modern dance, contemporary art,

and soft-core porn, Derek Jarman's

influence on modern filmmakers

is undeniable. Without him, there

would be no Baz Luhrmans, no Bruce

LaBruces, no Brokeback Mountains.

His body of work is defiantly sexual,

politically charged and unapolo-

getic, his often shocking images just

as potent and relevant today as they

were when first shot.

Until the end, Jarman remained a

fervent defender of his vision of Eng-

land, of people living with HIV/AIDS,

and of love—in all its forms. Blue

ends with Jarman's fear: "In time, no

one will remember our work."

A collection of 8mm and 16mm
films spanning Derek Jarman's ca-

reer screens this week at Cinemate-

que (an offshoot of the Toronto

Film Festival Group that screens

classics of world cinema through-

out the year). Programme 1 screens

Wednesday, November 23 at 9 p.m.,

and Programme 2 screens Friday,

November 25 at 6:30 p.m., both at

Jackman Hall (at the Art Gallery of

Ontario, 317 Dundas St. W.). Tickets

for each screening are $10, available

at the theatre.

Above: A still from Caravaggio {]S66). Below: Filmmaker Derek Jarman

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE:

Check out our review of Nine Inch Nails' sold-out Nov. 10 concert at the Air

Canada Centre on pur website, thevarsity.ca.
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U Of T IRON CHEF
COMPETITION

Thursday November 24th, 2005

Sidney Smith Cafeteria, 6:00pm

Come and watch U ofT students battle to determine

the ultimate Iron Chefs on campus.

Come by and enjoy free hors d'oeuvres, Sushi samplings,

Montclair and Red Bull giveaways and live fruit

and vegetable carving demo @ 7:00pm.

NATURAL SPRING WATER

BENTO NOUVEAU

student
Appreciation Day!

Fri Dec 2nd

up to 40% off

The U of T Bookstore would like to welcome
the Medical Class of 0T8 who will be offering
"free Gift Wrapping" and accepting donations
for the Steven Lewis Foundation on Dec 2 & 8.
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Meloche Monnex

University of Toronto Bookstore

214 College Street, Toronto •(41 6) 640-7900

Visit us at www.uoftbookstore.com
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Bringing home tlie bacon

U of T notched another Ontario

University Athletics medal Sunday
afternoon, as the badminton team
captured bronze in London. The
Blues beat McMaster 10-3 to capture

third place at the OUA badminton

championships hosted by Western.

The Mustangs, with the advantage

of playing on their home court, won
gold by defeating the Waterloo War-

riors 12-1 in the title match.

U of T, Western, and Waterloo were

all hot teams headed into the play-

offs. They each finished the regular

season with 4-1 records and all came
to Western with golden dreams.

The Blues lost 8-5 to Waterloo in

the OUA semifinal match early Sun-

day morning, which relegated them
to the bronze-medal game later that

day. Congratulations to Andy Lam,

Melissa Nock, and the rest of the

players and coaches for bringing

medals home to U of T.

—MATTSOMERS

Wait, did I see that right?

Well, it's finally happened. The To-

ronto Raptors earned their first win

of the season Sunday afternoon, and

it came against a damn good team.

Chris Bosh led the dinos to a 107-

94 win over the Miami Heat to give

them one win to go along with nine

losses. He had 27 points and 12 re-

bounds to hand Miami (6-4) the

loss. Dwayne Wade led the Heat with

22 points.

Mike James scored 25 for the Rap-

tors and Jalen Rose chipped in 22

points of his own.

Critics will say that the only reason

Toronto won was because Shaquille

O'Neal didn't play du to a sprained

ankle, but a win is a win. If the Rap-

tors are ever going to make progress

it is essential for them to beat teams

that are weakened by injuries.Sun-

day's game was a must-win.

The Raptors will look for their

second win of the season in Phoenix

on Tuesday night, when they tangle

with the mediocre—and beatable

—

Suns (4-5).

—MS

The sinking of the good

ship Argonaut

The Toronto Argonauts' dream of re-

peating as Grey Cup champions was
snuffed out by a determined Montre-

al Alouettes team Sunday afternoon

at the Rogers Centre. The Alouettes

came in and handed the boatmen a

33-17 loss in the east final.

Montreal got revenge for their loss

to Toronto in last year's east final at

Olympic Stadium—in which the Ar-

gos came into Alouette country and

escaped with a 26-18 victory—with

their triumph in Toronto. The Als

will now travel to Vancouver for the

2005 Grey Cup next weekend, where
they will play the Edmonton Eski-

mos for CFL supremacy.

The Argos, meanwhile, will re-

build the ship for a run at the 2006

Grey Cup in the coming months.

Hopefully Damon Allen will return

to the helm for one more crack at

the CFL's top prize. There will be

serious quarterback questions if the

42-year-old grandfather decides to

retire.

—MS

A face made for television

Congratulations to Byron MacDon-
ald, U of T's swimming coach, for

winning a Gemini Award in the best

sports play-by-play or analyst cat-

egory.

Tune into the sports section this

week for more on MacDonald and
the Blues' swimming team.

—MS
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Dupuis spreads the good word
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

The image of Lori Dupuis kissing her

gold medal with a wide grin evident on
her face at the 2002 Olympics is per-

manently burned on the minds of Ca-

nadian hockey fans. She was a major

contributor to her team's gold-medal

win in Salt Lake City and is now shar-

ing her experiences with people all

over Ontario.

Dupuis, originally from William-

stown, Ont., recently joined the Royal

Bank of Canada (RBC) Olympians

program, whose mission is to "bring

Olympic messages of excellence and

leadership to Canadian communities,"

according to the RBC website. The

site also says that amateur athletes

are "provided with the opportunity to

gain valuable skills that will help them

prepare for life after sport, while also

receiving much needed funding to

help them realize their Olympic and

Paralympic dreams."

"1 heard about the Olympians pro-

gram last year, but 1 only started in it

in mid September," said the hockey su-

perstar. "There is a big learning curve

for me right now, but 1 am looking for-

ward to sharing my experiences."

Dupuis takes part in a number

of events as part of her work in the

Olympians program—including bank

branch openings, community events,

and school events—as an ambassa-

dor for amateur sports and the com-

munity at large. She will also promote

an awareness of amateur athletics and

the importance of fitness to Ontar-

ians.

Dupuis meets people of all ages

through her work. Some events are for

RBC clients, some are for students, and

some are for anyone that shows up.

"1 did a branch opening in Barrie re-

cently, so that was mainly clients," said

Dupuis. "1 did a couple other events

with youth as well. 1 do a wide range

of everything."

She is still amazed that people con-

sider her a celebrity and a hero when
they meet her: "1 think any time you

watch people on television there is

some sort of celebrity status associ-

ated with them. To think that 1 am seen

in people's eyes as a hero is unbeliev-

able, and people sometimes get really

star struck when they see me. 1 was

like that when 1 met people like Steve

Yzerman, and Wayne Gretzky.

Dupuis got her start in hockey at

a very young age. She played every

sport she possibly could as a child,

and credits her mother for getting her

into hockey.

"She [her mother] probably saw that

women's hockey was starting up and

asked me if 1 wanted to play and 1 said

'sure'," relates Dupuis. "1 played hock-

ey on my farm with my brothers, and it

SEE lORI'-PG 10 Lori Dupuis shows off tiie medals slie won in the 1998 and 2002 Olympics.
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Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

/
Liposuction
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Tummy Tuck
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10 games in and no win
Jonas Siegel

The men's hockey team continued to

struggle this weelcend, suffering baci<-

to-bacl< losses. Losing has unfortu-

nately been a common trend for the

squad this season.

On Friday night the Varsity Blues

hosted the Waterloo Warriors, led by
6'5" defenceman Alex MacDonell. The

Blues battled and battled in this game

but could get few shots past the Water-

loo goalie.

Going into the second period tied 1-

1, MacDonell led a shorthanded break

for the Warriors early in the frame and

put a shot past Blues goalie Kyle Zoon.

Warrior forward Doug Spooner snuck

one past Zoon to put the Warriors

ahead 3-1 about four minutes later.

The Varsity Blues looked to be on

the ropes, but got back into the game
when first-year forward Anthony Pal-

lotta beat Warrior goalie Curtis Darling

on a breakaway. Pallotta played with a

lot of hustle and used his speed on the

top line along with third-year forwards

Ray Smegal and Simon Barg to create

plenty of scoring opportunities for the

team.

The offence, however, was in short

supply, as most of these opportunities

could not be converted into goals. The
penalty kill was up and down all night

forUofT.

Midway through the 2nd period, on

a penalty to winger Brendan Sherrard,

the penalty killers did an excellent job

keeping the puck out of their zone and
even managed to spend some time in

the offensive zone. This effort was not

sustained; during the next power play

for the Warriors, former Aurora Tiger

Jordan Brenner jammed home a re-

bound off Zoon.

Waterloo added an empty net goal

to win the game 5-2. Steve Devine was
given the Varsity Blues player of the

Ray Smegal circles the net pursued by Western's Evan Kotsopoulos. He had a good

game, but the team didn't, losing 5-2 to the Mustangs.

game for his consistent effort and hard

work.

The Blues took on the country's

tenth-ranked team, the Western Mus-

tangs, in their second game of the

week, Saturday night at Varsity Arena.

The Blues started the game very slow,

lacking energy and grit in the defen-

sive end.

Their sluggish start gave Western

the opportunity to take hold of the

game early, and they capitalized on

their opportunities. Western domi-

nated the puck and the offensive zone,

leading to three quick goals in the first

period.

A change of momentum was
needed and was granted early in the

second stanza. The Blues had plenty

of speed and offensive fire in the first

few minutes. The team got two or

three good chances before first-year

forward Charles Amodeo finally put a

wrist shot through the pads of West-

ern keeper Scott Dickie.

The Blues kept the pressure on as

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND

A little giving goes a long way
Wrap up the experience of travel by rail with a VIA gift card

VIA gift cards are available

in $25, $50 and $100
denominations at aii VIA stations.

For more information, call VIA Rail Canada at

1 888 VIA-RAIL {1 888 8'!i2-72A5),

MTP/ 1 800 268-9503 (hearing impaired).

Trademark owned by ViA Raii Canada Inc.

www.viarall.ca

VIA Rail Canada

they tried to mount a comeback ver-

sus a confident group of Mustangs.

Smegal, U of T's leading scorer, made
the score 3-2 when he buried a back-

hander in Western's net.

That was as close as the Blues

would come though, as Western began

to dominate both sides of the ice after

the Blues' second goal.

On one penalty kill, the Blues had

three or four chances to get the puck

out of the zone but could not do so.

The Mustangs took full advantage by

scoring to go ahead 4-2.

Western added one more goal when
a bad change left the Blues shorthand-

ed in their own end.

Frustration then set in for some
of the Toronto players. With only 23

seconds left, Charles Amodeo, Chad
Elliot, and Scott Malcolm got into an

old-fashioned Donnybrook with sever-

al Mustangs. The fight was eventually

broken up and the Blues had to admit

defeat. The loss left the U of T hockey
squad with a 0-9-1 record this year.

lORl'- CONTINUED FROM PG9

always came pretty natural for me."

From there, Lori went on to play

minor hockey in Cornwall before she

came to U of T and dominated wom-
en's hockey at the university level. She

played for the Blues from 1991 until

1997, collecting two nominations as

female athlete of the year, and setting

the regular season career scoring re-

cord with 136 points. Her mark stood

until last season, where it was broken

by Queen's scoring machine Elizabeth

Chiasson.

Dupuis continued to play hockey af-

ter graduatingfrom U ofTwith adegree

in French and geography (urban plan-

ning). She earned a spot on the Cana-

dian national team roster and started

playing for the Brampton Thunder of

the National Women's Hockey League

(NWHL). She won Olympic gold in

2002, Olympic silver in 1998, and has

won three world championships in her

career

In 1998 she was in awe when she

saw the Olympics from an athlete's

perspective for the first time: "It's one
thing to be a spectator, but it's another

to go behind the scenes in the Olympic
Village. All the athletes were treated

like kings and queens. Comfortability

is key when you are trying to compete
and do your best."

But not everything in the world is

gold in the eyes of the two-time Olym-
picin. She has been witness to an ex-

tremely disheartening trend in univer-

sity hockey in recent years.

"When 1 played at U of T there we
had three, four, or even five people on
the national team. You don't get that

anymore," said Dupuis. "Most players

come from the NWHL and American
colleges these days," which is due in

large part to the lack of scholarships

available to women's hockey players at

Canadian universities.

Go see Lori Dupuis at an event near

you if you want to hear her thoughts

on these and a whole host of other

topics. You might even feel a little star-

struck.
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Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

TEMPORARY WORK
Earn $12/hr handing out flyers on campus.

2x3 hour shifts. Call 1-888-varCity ext 70.

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-

town Toronto, North York, Richmond

Hill. Managers to $10.15/hour -i- bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour. Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-533-9727 or www.

TORONTOWRAPS.com

STUDY IN STYLE STUDENT

ACCOMMODATIONS
At centrally located, luxury Downtown

Toronto Hotel. Featuring; Elegant,

Modern fully furnished, private Phone

service, T.V/Cable Accommodations,

24 hr security service. Wireless Inter-

net & more (no 12 month commitment

requiredl Unitsfrom$1.098-INCLUD-

ING MEALS (Tours available Mon-Fri

9am-5pm). Ill Cariton St. Call Joseph at 1-

800-56.5-8865 www.torontoprimrosehotel.

com (Password: Student).

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY

can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety. Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetciinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,

CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone; 647-388-9479. Locations;

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

AHENTION VARSITY READERS!

WWW.TRADEPOINT.CA/UOTSTUDENTS

We help you Buy It. We help you Sell it.

Free Listings. Free Searches. Canada's

Fastest Growing Online Classifieds Site.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?

www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

GET HELP NOW!
TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in MATH 135, 235, CHM 138,

139, 247, ECO 220, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements.

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM.' Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, disseilations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

Advertise
in tn
ads@t

e Varsity
hevarstty.Cc

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For IVIonday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-IVIonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

Oxford Seminars
416.924-3240 /1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer

PEOPLE AROUND HERE By Dave Lapp

WMO'Re VOU CALUNG RUDE?.'.'

I AM MOT RUOElfOOM T
WAUK AWAV FROf^ /iC!!

.

WHAT ABOUT
THOSe KIDS,
ABDUCTED
RIGHT OFF
THE STREET?.'

HC1* POM'T
TALK ToTHOSE
PEOPLE That
WAVICOr^EONJ
NOW, LEAv/e
THEM ALONE!

LOOK, I'M WARNING
YOU GuoDx LeAVe
THESE PEOPLE ALONE!

Lead the Revolution,

Be an Apple Campus Rep.

An i Pod-wearing, concert-

throwing, PowerBook-toting,

savvy-taiking, paverr.ent-

pounding, Apple evangelist.

Representing Apple offers you

a unique marketing experience.

Throw events, distribute

marketing materials, embody
the digital lifestyle, and put

smiles on thousands of faces.

To find out more, please go to

apple.ca/campusreps.

Apple Campus Reps are employees of fireFox Marketing Services.
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Atheism
is most

certainly a
faitii. 55

SEE 'LETTERS' - PAGE 6

a flight for 2 to

the UK!
^{see page 2}

science

As more wind-power projects start

construction in Ontario, it's time to ask:

does wind power suck or blow?

a&e
Go a little wild with the Super Furry

Animals

SEE FURRY -PG 11

history

On November 24, Lee Harvey Oswald,

accused assassin of JFK, was himself

shot and killed on live television (on NBC)

by nightclub owner Jack Ruby.

red letter

Today is American Thanksgiving. It is

modeled on a 1621 feast between Native

Americans and Pilgrims, but this con-

notation is mostly a 19th century myth.

"com
todo ]^tudJ

THURSDAY. NOV 24-DEC 4, 2005

One of a Kind craft show at National Trade

Centre. CNE. $10+

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 25. 7:30 PM
Barnaked Ladies with Buck 65 at Massey

Hall. $42.50

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI, NO. 25

125 years.

...of typos, sunglasses, rock and roll, paste, papercuts, sacrificed GPAs, Chalet sauce, jazz, Malcolm X, asbestos, dreams, cyan, war, more war, Peter Gzowski, and sweat since

The Varsityms first published back in 1880, making us older than most commercial papers. From L-R: Mike Ghenu (Science), Jordan Bimm (associate A&E, Debaser), Nevin

Douglas (Debaser), Bill Turnbull (Debaser), Matt Somers (Sports), Graham F. Scott (Editor-in-Chief), Sarah Barmak (News), J.P Antonacci (Comment), Tabassum Siddiqui (A&E),

Brianna Goldberg (Comment). Debaser will be playing Lee's Palace along with The Most Serene Republic and In-Flight Safety this Saturday night in our honour. For more on the

participating bands and how you can win tickets and CDs, see pg. 10.

Pricey pavement
PARKING AT ERINDALE IS SO EXPENSIVE THAT REGULAR PARKING TICKETS ARE MORE AFFORD-

ABLE, FINOS SABRINA SINGH IN THE SECOND PART OF OUR SERIES ON TRANSFORATION ISSUES

"Parking has been an issue for

years at this campus, but it's not

about space, it's about manage-
ment," said Walied Koghali, presi-

dent of SAC at LITM and member
of the Parking and Transportation

Committee.
At Erindale, students are fight-

ing management in an uphill battle

to freeze the current price of park-

ing, and it looks like they're getting

nowhere fast.

The parking lots at UTM are

frequently half-vacant, which is

no surprise, since the spots that

aren't being used are also the most
expensive ones. A parking permit

for the sometimes vacant Com-
munication, Culture and Informa-

tion Technology building is over

a thousand dollars— $1,070—per

year.

"It's become so unaffordable

that students don't want to be part

of the system anymore, it's cheap-

er to park illegally or buy off the

parking attendants," said Koghali.

According to him, this perpetu-

ates a vicious cycle—when fewer

students buy permits, it means
less funding and leads to higher

It costs nearly $600 a year to park in UTM's lots, almost $ 1 00 more than last year—a price that has many students parkmg illegally.

parking fees for those who do pay.

Koghali has observed first-hand

that the lack of effective parking

enforcement means that students

who park illegally can, at the end
of the year, end up paying less in

parking tickets than students who
pay for a permit.

According to Koghali. this is all

because the UTM parking coordi-

SEE PARKING ~PG 4
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Teach English

• Intensive 60-Hour Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detailed Lesson Planning
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OxfordSEMINARS
416-924-3240/1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordsemmars.com

It's easy, just complete ttie entry form below, answer ttie

questions correctly and drop it off at The yarsiiy office. 21 Sussex

Ave, 2nd floor OR enter online today at WWW.VfOf.CQ
Maximum three entries per person.

Entry deadline: Thursday, December 8th 2005.

iress:.

Telephone:

.

Email:

Question: Who are Canadian Affair's partner airlines?

The Varsity respects your privacy. You may tell us not to shore your

information with companies outside The Varsity. Do you wish to opt out

of such information sharing? YES NO

For SUMMER 06:
Our best fare to

isLONDON

$139 tax

one way

1-8778-FLY2UK www.canadian-affair.ca

THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ARTS&
SCIENCE

Hinority Governments
Are Here To Stay «•

And This Is Good For

Canadiaxi Democracy

Peter Russell
Unrverslty Professor Emcritu:^

Department of Political Science

Faculty of Arts and Science

Tuesday, November 29, 2005

7:30 pm
George Ignatieff Theatre

1 5 Devonshii-e Place

For more information. viVit

wv/v/.artsnndscience.titoronto.c^

or call (416) 946.5M7

TJj'j Unr.-.'jrs^ty Professor Lc-:vyrft Scr;c:- :s pres^fi^M

by the Gic-baJ Ksto^Ai^^'^ f-cur^d-sDor, sp-s.n;cr£d

ETAO OF STUFFING YOUR FAC

Mike Tao submerges himself in pastry at a pie-eating contest put on by the Alpha Omicron Pi sorority Monday night. The contest

was a fundraiser for a sorority member's friend's mother, who has severe arthritis, and will use the money to relocate to the

warmer climes of Texas. Despite Tao's heroic intake of pie, he lost the contest to a ravenous Andrei Codrin.

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Ho, ho, hold the Xmas
shopping: tomorrow Is

13th Annual Buy Nothing

Day

Ttiousands of people around tlie

world will refuse to spend money,

demonstrate against consumerism,

and culture-jam on November 25,

the traditional start of the Christ-

mas shopping season.

The annual event, which started

in Vancouver in 1992, has included

mass credit card cut-ups and shopa-

holic clinics in past years. This year,

the organizers of Buy Nothing Day
are also heavily promoting the doc-

umentary Walmart: The High Cost of

Living, which critiques North Ameri-

ca's largest retailer.

The event is also meant to draw at-

tention to the environmental conse-

quences of North America's ever-in-

creasing and highly unsustainable

consumption of the planet's re-

sources. —BRUCE HARPHAM

Prof. David Noble: anti-Semitic Jew?

York prof seeks $10

million in damages from

university

York history professor David Noble
is suing his employer for $10 million

in damages in response to an ad-

ministration press release which
he believes defamed him by indi-

rectly referring to him as anti-Se-

mitic.

The controversy goes back to last

October, when Noble distributed a

pamphlet critiquing the presence

of pro-Israelis on the York Univer-

sity Foundation, an organization

responsible for fundraising for the

institution. The administration ar-

gues that the release did not name
Noble, and therefore no defama-
tion took place.

"The case is an obvious abuse of

power," charged Noble.

Noble has had a tumultuous
career at several universities in

North America, often finding him-
self at odds with administrators for

his political views. —B.H.

South Asian Earthquake

fundraiser held by coali-

tion of U of T groups

This Friday night, a coalition of U of

T groups led by SAC will be holding

a fundraising dinner called Hori-

zon of Hope to raise money for the
victims of last year's South Asian
earthquake.

Among the speakers will be Mr.

Ghalib Iqbal, Consulate General of

Pakistan, and all proceeds will be
to the Canadian Relief Foundation.
For more information about the
event, which is being held at the
Taj Banquet Hall on Steeles Ave-
nue, contact http://psf.sa.utorono.
ca.—BEN SPURR

Youth gear up for Montreal

conference on climate

change with own summit

In advance of the 2005 UN Confer-
ence on Climate change to be held
in Montreal (Nov 28 - Dec 9), a
wide variety of student and youth
groups will be gathering to present

their own environmental vision

from Nov. 24-28.

Organizers have set up two weeks

of events, including a demonstra-

tion called "Fiddling while the

Earth burns," to criticize the lead-

ership of U.S. President George W.

Bush on December 5, as well as a

Worldwide Day of Protest on Cli-

mate Change on December 3.—B.H.

Sisters share prizes,

glory in The Varsity's

iPod giveaway

Heidi Chan, a fourth-year student

studying radiation therapy, was the

third winner of the StudentPhones.

com/Varsity iPod giveaway. The

Chan family must have been feel-

ing lucky that day—Heidi's sister

was winner of the third prize in the

contest, a pair of red socks from

StudentPhones.com. Bringing up

the middle was Claudia Calabro,

who won second prize, a Cesium

MPS player—the second member
of staff of the UC Gargoyle to win.

But wait! There's one iPod left, so

enter at the StudentPhones.com

store in the U of T campus book-

store or online at www.vfor.ca.

Heidi Chan, our third iPod winner-

not our last!
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Inspirational ideas
TWICE VOTED ONE OF THIS COUNTRY'S TOP PROFS BY THE LIKES

OF MACLEAN'S, AMIR HASSANPOUR IS WORKING TO UNDERSTAND

MODERNITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

"I love teaching because I've been
a student all my life," said associate

professor Amir Hassanpour. "My
teachers have played a very impor-

tant role in my own personal develop-

ment and they changed the course of

my life because they changed my way
of thinking."

Hassanpour's attitude towards

teaching is a main reason he has be-

come so popular among the students

of the Near and Middle Eastern Civili-

zations department.
"1 try to make teaching as interac-

tive as possible," he said.

His teaching style, which he de-

scribes as "a two-way process" where
he says he "can learn as much from

listening to my students as they can

from listening to my lectures" has led

to his being recognized by Maclean's

magazine as one of Canada's top pro-

fessors for the second consecutive

year.

This hasn't gone to his head, how-

ever.

"1 think everyone would be interest-

ed in getting some positive feedback

and recognition from their colleagues

and their community," he said mod-
estly. He has also been nominated

by students and colleagues for the

Dean's award for excellence in teach-

ing. A campaign for him by his depart-

ment is currently in full swing.

His broad educational background
has contributed to a multi-disciplin-

ary approach to teaching. He has

studied economics, English litera-

ture, linguistics, communications,

and Near Eastern studies in Iran, the

U.S., Canada, and Europe, and still

conducts research on all those top-

ics.

"Unfortunately the world of aca-

demia has people only interested

in one particular field, but I'm not. 1

can't be interested in only one thing

because there's so much out there

and I enjoy studying the relationships

between phenomena," he explained.

If he had to narrow it down, however,

Hassanpour says his expertise lies in

"the modern Middle East and com-
munications."

Some of the many projects Hassan-

pour is currently working on include

research on popular media in the

Middle East, a bibliography of Kurd-

ish women's studies, a four decade-

long study of the tertiary economic

history of Mokri Kurdistan to which

he is a contributor, and journalistic

writing for Kurdish and Farsi lan-

guage newspapers in Iran and Iraq.

He confesses that journalism holds

much interest for him.
"1 would like to write more articles

and take on less academic projects.

Media has had a profound impact

on human societies since the begin-

ning of writing," he said, passionately

launching into a mini-comparison of

Middle Eastern and Western cultures

through history.

"The Middle East was the birth-

place of writing, the urban revolution,

and many other trends in intellectual

and philosophical thought and devel-

opment throughout history.

"But... radical changes in the 19th

and 20th centuries in communica-
tions technologies like photography,

the telephone, wireless telegraphy,

radio, motion pictures, television and

satellites all occurred in Northern

and Western countries and were ex-

ported to the Middle East.

"Understanding the impact of new
communications technologies on so-

cieties also helps us to understand

the relationships between these two
parts of the world, because commu-
nications technologies now shape ev-

ery aspect of our lives."

He began his teaching career in

the 1960s in his native Iran at Tehran

University. By 1987 he found his way
over to the University of Windsor. He
would later teach at Concordia Uni-

versity in Montreal before settling at

U of T in 1997.

In 1999 he began teaching at the

NMC department initially as a re-

search associate. He currently teach-

es two courses. Theory and Method
in Middle Eastern studies, and Na-

tionalism in the Middle East.

One of Hassanpour's major inter-

ests outside his research is to sup-

port and encourage student activism.

"The Middle East was the birthplace of writing, the urban revolution, and many

developments throughout history. But radical changes in communications technolo-

gies all occurred in Northern and Western countries. Understanding the impact of new

communications technologies helps us to understand the relationships between these

two parts of the world."

Several U of T clubs, including the

Arab Student Collective (ASC), feel

that his encouragement has been in-

strumental in their development.

"Of all the faculty members at U of

T, Professor Hassanpour has been
among the most supportive of the

ASC since it was started," ASC mem-

SEE HASSANPOUR -PG 4

Top quality styles

at bottom line prices.
Walk-In to Andre-Pierre and you'll get a top professional haircut, with

an average wait time of just five minutes. All at a special reduced price

that's hard to beat. So, next time you're in the area, just walk right in.

Men cut & blow dry $29

Women cut & blow dry $46

Cut & colour $110

^ Cut & foil highlights $160

11:30 4:30 4:30

$22 $24 $26 $25

$35 $38 $41 $39

$85 $95 $99 $95

$120 $130 $144 $135

Hair extensions and Japanese straighlening also available.

^ndre/Pierre

Student
Appreciation Day!

Fri Dec 2nd

up to 40% off

The U of T Bookstore would like to welcome
the Medical Class of 0T8 who will be olfermg

"free Gift Wrapping" and accepting donations

for the Steven Lewis Foundation on Dec 2 & 8.

' oJso ovoifobie ot vsatsiv Spoffe StOfo, nor? misd Mofe. victoric- urSvne^stJv Socsscse oo<s Coriipas Gi^cs Stc^e mwtv.ooftboe)! store.com

Cutting the hasslesC since 1972.

55 Bloor W. (Manulife Centre] 41 6.922.6946

(Receive 2 hours free parking at Manulife Centre)

22 St Clair E. (St. Clair Centre) 416.923.8780

University of Toronto Bookstore

214 College Street, Toronto •(41 6) 640-7900

Visit us at www.uoftbookstore.com
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Writers Wanted.

Write for News!

Contact

news@thevarsity.ca.

Saffron -M'rm

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

416.850.3179
www.toronto.com/saffrontree

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Onbrio MSG 2A7

Across from Hc&pM for Sick Children

MLLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

Noon to 10P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2 .ca

Master of Forest
Conservation

(M.F.C.)

U ofT AIDS advocacy group

travels to UN
Mallory Wankel

Some may wonder what impact advo-

cacy can liave on problems sucti as

violent conflict, environmental deg-

radation, or the AIDS epidemic at the

global level. But Students United is one

campus club that is proving its ability

to assist in creating concrete change

in the lives of some of the world's most

marginalized children.

Over the weekend of November
12-13, Shahmeer Ansari and Steven

Borowiec, founding members of Stu-

dents United for AIDS Orphans of Af-

rica, travelled to New York to attend

a meeting with the African Regional

Youth Initiative (ARYl).

Students United is a student group

that aims to raise funds to provide

educational opportunities for African

children who have been orphaned

by the spread of AIDS, as well as to

increase awareness regarding the

global impact of the AIDS epidemic.

ARYl is a U.N. initiative whose goal is

to unify community and educational

programs throughout Africa that ad-

dress the AIDS epidemic and its im-

pact on communities.

It is through its connection with

ARYl that Students United is able to

direct the money made through fund-

raising to specific NGOs that provide

support for children suffering the im-

pact of the AIDS epidemic.

The purpose of the weekend's meet-

ing was to discuss further collabora-

•HASSANPOUR' - CONTINUED FROM PG 3

ber Hazem Jamjoum wrote in an
email. "He has consistently given his

advice (and constructive criticism) at

every opportunity."

Hassanpour is himself an activist,

and was among the professors who
spearheaded a petition, signed by 120

U of T faculty members, to protest a

lecture by Campus Watch leader Dr.

Daniel Pipes last year.

"Campus Watch has engaged in

acts of espionage on academics all

over North America," said Hassan-

pour. "They used to have a list on

their website of academics that were

critical of U.S. and Israeli foreign poli-

cy" and who were "watched" by Pipes

and his followers.

"This kind of activism is violating

not only the framework for critical

thinking but also academic freedom

and university autonomy. The univer-

sities should be free environments

where students and professors can

critique and discuss anything, and 1

mean anything."

tion between ARYl and Students Unit-

ed. Representatives of the two groups

discussed potential projects to be

implemented in upcoming months,

such as providing resources for the

creation of libraries in affected com-

munities, as well as future prospects

for funding.

There are currently more than 11

million children in Sub-Saharan Africa

who have been orphaned by AIDS,

creating a problem of epic propor-

tions. The number of orphans in the

region has increased from 3.2 per cent

to 35 per cent due to the spread of the

disease, and the numbers are only ex-

pected to grow.

Orphaned children must often quit

school in order to seek work and

care for younger siblings, and many
are forced onto the streets, render-

ing them vulnerable to poverty and

exploitation, and making them more

likely to contract HIV, perpetuating

the spread of the epidemic.

The impact of the AIDS epidemic

on this generation of African children

has immense social and economic

implications for communities, and

contributes to deepening poverty,

instability, and diminished prospects

for development.

The central goal of Students United

is to provide support for orphaned

children so that they may strive for

a better future, and therefore act as

a positive force in the development

of their communities. The group con-

AIOS produces more than 11 million orphans a year In Sub-Saharan Africa, where one

in two people are infected with HIV.

ducts awareness activities and fund-

raisers, such as documentary screen-

ings, parties, art shows, and dinners.

The funds collected are then allocated

to partner NGOs in Zambia, Namibia,

Uganda, and Zimbabwe, in order to

assist in providing educational oppor-

tunities and basic supports for AIDS

orphans.

The club was founded just this year.

and hopes to increase its activities

and membership in years to come, al-

lowing it to further contribute to sup-

porting AIDS orphans of Africa.

Ifyou would like to get involved with

Students United, or simply want more

information about the group, please

contact Steven Borowiec at Steven.

borowiec@utoronto.ca.

'PARKING' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

nator position has remained va-

cant for a year.

Parking fees shot up by 30 per

cent at the beginning of this year,

going from $482 to $578. The in-

crease of almost a hundred dollars

was, Koghali says, put in place to

pay for the new CCIT building—

a

state-of-the-art facility with vari-

ous multimedia classrooms and

a high-tech lecture theatre which
opened in the fall of 2004.

It was also meant to fund a new
$24-million parking facility, one
that would have answered stu-

dents' calls for affordable spaces.

But according to Koghali, the proj-

ect was officially scrapped at the

last committee meeting. He points

out that according to the Trans-

portation and Parking Strategy Re-

port, current parking use is at 78

per cent and is projected to reach

91 per cent by 2010.

"The big thing we're fighting now
is to get a rebate for the increases

that happened. The increase was
supposed to pay for a parking ga-

rage that isn't happening, so that

money can come back to the stu-

dents," he explains. "Yet, they're

still calling for a five per cent in-

crease of unreserved and reserved

outdoor parking, which will not be
received well by Erindale College

Student Councillors."

But it's not as if students have

been beating down the doors of

UTM admin over the parking costs

that are hurting them. Faculty and
unionized staff are upset that stu-

dents aren't crying outrage over

the increased parking fees, which
are projected to go up every year

by at least thirty dollars.

"We need to make noise as stu-

dents," Koghali pleaded. "When
the vote for increased fees was
happening, every student repre-

sentative objected, but only five

students showed up to vote against

it out of over fifty student repre-

sentatives. If we had all of our reps

there to vote we probably would

have failed that motion."

Koghali believes that students

are genuinely fed up, however, and

that they will take action soon.

"I've heard rumours about an

organized demonstration if all the

talks fail with the university on

maintaining or reducing current

fees," he said.

The committee is looking at re-

striping the lots which will add

several additional spaces, and

there are going to be minor expan-

sions, including one currently tak-

ing place on lot nine.

These small concessions com-
bined with a demonstration may
lead to some change, but in the

meantime, students shouldn't ex-

pect any decreased fees, rebates,

or too much more affordable park-

ing space any time soon. Fewer

and fewer students will be able

to afford a permit for unreserved

parking, which comes with a near-

ly six hundred-dollar price tag, but

offers no guarantee that you will

actually find a spot.

The Faculty of Forestry

University of Toronto

gradprog@forestry.utoronto.ca

v/ww.forestry.utoronto.ca

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

GSU ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

Graduate Students' Union, U of T

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 2005
6:10 pm SHARP

Koffler Institute Auditorium

569 Spadina Avenue

Agenda:
2004-05 Financial Statement a Audit

Appointment of the Auditor

Approval of Minutes

All graduate students have voice and vote.
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Sodexho workers at

YorkU move to unionize
Chris Jai Centeno

EXCALIBUR/YORK UNIVERSITY

TORONTO (CUP) -Unite Here, an or-

ganization representing over 50,000

members in Canada, including hos-

pitality industry employees, will be
helping Sodexho workers unionize.

According to Unite Here's organiz-

ing coordinator, Courney Radic, So-

dexho workers at York are completely

overworked and underpaid.

"There's over 100 Sodexho employ-

ees on campus who . . . work for an

incredibly rich company. They're

getting paid really low wages and
are suffering from tremendous work-

loads," said Radic.

Radic further states that non-union

workers do not have any job and
health insurance guarantees.

"Being non-union, you are con-

stantly living in fear of 'Am I getting

fired tomorrow,' Am 1 going to lose

my health insurance tomorrow', 'Will

my hours be cut tomorrow'; and hav-

ing a union means stability in your

job, and that means seniority rights,"

said Radic, adding that seniority is a

union word that does not exist out-

side of a collective agreement.

Sodexho representatives say it is

the employees' decision to cast a bal-

lot and choose if they would like to be

represented.

"Our employees have a right to

consider representation and that is

something that we will honour and
respect," said Jon Kristjanson, VP
Communications for Sodexho.

"They have a voice if they would
like to be represented by a third

party and ... we encourage them
to educate themselves, understand

what the opportunity is at hand and
make an educated decision from that

and we respect that accordingly," he

added.

Kristjanson also added that since

Unite Here represents hospitality

workers, they stand to reason that

they are always looking for new mem-
bers.

"The organizing effort is obviously

to solicit encouragement of our em-
ployees to vote in favour of being

represented and our employees are

going to discuss that among them-

selves and make a decision. 1 don't

know personally how the employees

feel about that, but whether they are

thinking positively towards enrolling

or not, in the end of the day it will be

determined by the right to exercise

their vote."

According to Radic, upon organiz-

ing, Sodexho locations have put up
"No Solicitation" signs to intimidate

employee.

"'No Solicitation' signs went up in

all of their sites and what the union

finds is particularly interesting is that

for me, unions are talking to each

other and talking to union organizers

about their workplace problems. Put-

ting up 'No Solicitation' signs is just a

union busting tactic that they're try-

ing to use to scare the workers [into

believing] that they are not allowed

to talk to us."

In a recently released statement

Sodexho employee Wendy Wang said

that by joining a union, workers have

a right to do things and change their

workplace.

"I want [to join a] union because

I need better pay, better benefits, a

reasonable workload and to be treat-

ed fairly, respectfully," it read.

However, Kristjanson said he feels

a union cannot guarantee workers

job security.

"If you simply read some of the ma-
jor newspapers today, 30,000 employ-

ees are going to lose their jobs at Gen-

eral Motors, which is a huge company
that's paid well and has great benefits

for the most part, but unfortunately if

the model doesn't allow them to keep

those employees under their employ-

ment, this is what happens."

"Sodexho has a solid business

model. We are an employer of 320,000

people worldwide and we're a com-

pany that's growing [and] providing

some interesting employment oppor-

tunities, but it doesn't guarantee that

in every case all employees will get

what they want out of their employ-

ee/employer relationship," he added.

Unite Here also helped to organize

Sodexho employees at the University

of Toronto last spring, with less suc-

cessful results. In September 2004,

the decision by Sodexho employees

at U of T to create a union, resulted

in the indefinite suspension of two

union organizers two months later.

The decision was later overturned

and the union organizers were rein-

stated the next week. Sodexho has

since then ignored a petition to form

a union signed by most of their U of T
workforce.

Sodexho operates at least three

major eateries on U of T's campus.

Click here to pay

my tuition
STUDENT CREATES WEBPAGE TO GENERATE

UNIVERSITY FUNDS

Heather Travis

THE UBYSSEY/U OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

VANCOUVER (CUP) ~ A University

of British Columbia Okanagan stu-

dent is hoping to graduate without

student debt—and he is doing it

with the help of online advertisers.

David Bakker, a fourth-year his-

tory student, has launched mil-

lionlooniepage.ca as a solution to

his tuition problems. He is selling

advertising space on his website for

one dollar per pixel—and he has

one million to sell.

"The internet is so cheap. If you
have an idea, you can put it on the

internet," said Bakker. "If the idea

flies, you are in the money, so to

speak."

So far Bakker has managed to do
pretty well off his entrepreneurial

venture. He has sold $2,300 worth

of advertising space, which basi-

cally equates to his first semester

of tuition.

Bakker discovered the idea from a

British student that started his own
website to make some extra money.

Over a two month period, the stu-

dent made over $600,000.

That amount could cover tuition

for a few years and even allow for a

few nights out along the way.

"People think it is like a field of

dreams, 'if you build it, they will

come,' but a website doesn't work
like that," said Bakker. "I have put a

lot of work into it. I have made it my
business."

Bakker hopes that this will prove

to be a lucrative business because

he plans to apply to a teacher's col-

lege once he finishes his undergrad-

uate degree. The current tuition

fee for a 30-credit undergraduate

program is $4,011, according to the

UBC's Undergraduate Calendar.

That's a lot of ads to sell.

Bakker has his father to thank

for his interest in website design:

his father, Gerry Bakker, is an inter-

net entrepreneur. He has a website

hosting business, selling website

domains for $30—a price that Da-

vid Bakker was willing to pay to

start up the web page.

With the increasing costs of tu-

ition and living expenses, many
students are turning to their par-

ents for assistance. Many students

find it difficult to pay their tuition

fees using only funds obtained from

summer employment or part-time

jobs.

"I worked during the summer to

pay for school," said Queen's Uni-

versity graduate Leia Eraser.

"I made most of it [tuition money]
and my parents covered the rest."

In the future there may be more
students taking the Bakker ap-

proach to paying student fees: start-

ing a business to pay for tuition.

"It's a pretty good value for some-
one's money," he said.

THE CENTRE FOR INTERI^ATIONAL HEALTH, FACULTY OF MEDICINE

UNIvIr^ITY of TORONTO • 2005

WORLD AIDS
Thursday, December 1 , 7:30PM *

The Great Hall, Hart House
'

Speeches. Theatre. Music.

Welcome by

Dr. David Naylor

Keynote by

Dr. Philip Berger

GREAT
MINDS
FORA GREAT
FUTURE

t

information:

.kopelow@sympatico.ca

the chipnge.
of the.siUition.

STOP AIDS. KEEP THE PROiVIISE!

World AIDS Day is cominemorated around the globe on December 1 , It celebrates progress made in the battle

demic and brings into focus remaining challenges. World AIDS Day 2005 aims to accelerate the global response

preventing new infections, promoting equal access to treatment and mitigating the impact of AIDS.

With special thanf(s to Tlie Varsity and Tlie Bulletin.
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Crying fowl over the flu shot
It is surprising how many people you

will run into on campus who refuse

to get a flu shot. Otherwise charming

and capable students and faculty to-

tally balk at the prospect of that little

vial: some are wary of needles, some

concerned that the flu shot will actu-

ally give them the flu (a fallacy), and

some just can't be bothered. "Hon-

estly, the flu will just put me in bed

for a few days. I've really been falling

behind on my episodes of The Ellen

Show, anyway."

If you have had the pleasure to see

the government-funded commercials

promoting the flu shot, though, you

may have noticed a particularly sus-

EDITORIAL-
pect image included in its montage: a

waterfowl. Anyonewho has been read-

ing the papers lately will be familiar

with the somewhat terrifying reality

that, as of yet, we have no vaccination

for the dreaded avian flu. At this early

stage, the strain has been elusive, and

thus impossible to create an antidote

for. So why the bird in this ministry

public service announcement? Have

the ad engineers gone quackers?

The answer is a big honking no.

By vaccinating ourselves against the

more commonly circulating types of

flu, we are significantly slowing the

mutation of the deadly strain of the

avian virus if (when?) it lands in Cana-

da. If there are fewer "other" flu virus-

es for it to merge with, the form of the

avian strain will remain more stable

and mutate less, making it easier to

identify and vaccinate against.

An OpEd in last Wednesday's edi-

tion of the Globe and Mail, submitted

by the executive director of the Van-

couver Humane Society and member

of the Canadian Coalition for Farm

Animals, quaintly brings up the little

idea known as natural selection. The

piece charts the relationship between

increasing economic prosperity and

the corresponding increase in poul-

try consumption.

She argues that the overwhelming

demand for poultry has resulted in

more detrimental living conditions

for the birds, and that by discourag-

ing varieties of poultry on the mass-

producing farms, the birds' immune

systems do not evolve to withstand

new diseases. Blame KFC. The article

concludes that if only we allowed

natural selection to do its thing, we

wouldn't be in this state of global ap-

prehension over the new plague.

This rediscovered sympathy for

Darwin is appealing, but not realistic

for a world that chows down on eigh-

teen different kinds of chicken wings

during the course of a single Leafs

game. Sadly, this environmentally

empathetic solution is not viable, and

we must work with our perverted

consumption systems to come to a

new solution for a maligned world.

Uncle Charles will have to remain rel-

evant to just our studies, and not our

snacks.

What we, as individuals, can do to

try and disrupt this horror movie in

the making is as simple as booking an

appointment to see our doctor Get-

ting the flu shot will certainly not stop

the avian flu in its tracks, but we will

be doing our part to slow it down.

codes of silence
- LETTERS -

Artistic
Oriel Varga

Woodsworth College has a hallway

that had been empty for more than

seven years. Adjacent to the area

are a number of corporate ads, but

little that speaks to the original

spirit of the college. On September

21 a large 5x20 foot painting 1 had

recently completed was carefully

hung in the space. A plaque attached

stated that it was inspired by the

need for equity and inclusion within

our university. It called for greater

student involvement and pointed

to the growing corporate presence
on our campuses. The description

also explained that the work was
"commissioned by the students for

the students," and emphasized the

need for students to take back their

university spaces.

Although students seemed to

enjoy the painting, it was quickly

taken down by the Woodsworth
College administration. The reason

given by an administrator, printed

in a letter to The Varsity on October

17th, argued that it is not the mes-
sage which caused its removal but

rather that "there are procedures

to be followed to determine what
can appropriately be added to a uni-

versity building." One must wonder
what these formal policies and pro-

cedures are, and more importantly,

do students decide what their walls

should look like?

When 1 inquired more specifi-

cally, "procedure" was at first heav-

ily emphasized, but when 1 probed
further 1 was told that it is actually

the principal who decides, very in-

formally, what goes up.

So much for students' freedom of

expression and say over their uni-

versity spaces! After a year on U of

T's Governing Council as a student

governor, I have become all too fa-

miliar with this response to any
student expression that questions

the university's agenda, while the

corporate influences continue to go

The controversial mural now hangs at U of T

in Education Department on the 12th floor.

unchecked.

Why is it that commercial logos,

names and ads can go up all over

the university with impunity, yet

student art is removed? To under-

stand this situation, we need to look

at the bigger picture. The corporate

agenda is increasingly evident at

the university's senior decision-

making body. Just for starters, the

university routinely accepts large

donations which are voted on in-

camera, without public scrutiny,

and the hidden corporate strings

are rarely made visible.

At the same time, when duly

elected students follow "proce-

dures" such as putting forward

a formal motion, they are often

pushed aside, much like this paint-

ing was. For example, in September
2004, a notice of motion calling for

the university to form a committee
to garner broad-based community
support and lobby the government
for full public funding was simply

taken off the agenda. Another such
motion presented by students to

be discussed at the October 2005

Governing Council meeting called

for full disclosure of all corporate

OlSE, in the Sociology and Equity Studies

donations. Once again it was not

brought forward to the council for

a vote.

Instead what we got over the year

was an administration that repeat-

edly took positions towards further

deregulation of tuition fees and

increased corporate funding. 1 can

only imagine what would happen if

the same efforts that are currently

spent on fundraising were put to-

ward garnering broad-based com-
munity and government support for

our education system.

Unfortunately I have learned that

bureaucracy, policy, and procedure

are code words used by the univer-

sity to shut out student voices. The
letter to The Varsity by this admin-
istrator, who incidentally is also

responsible for raising funds and
donations for the college, goes even
further when it threatens that put-

ting up this work of art is somehow
a violation of the student code of

conduct. It is important not to al-

low such intimidation to stand. This
is exactly why students spoke so
strongly against the code when it

SEE 'ART -ON NEXT PAGE

Faith fury

Re: Atheist, notSatanist,

Nov. 21

In her article, Jennie Fiddes claims that

atheism is not a faith. 1 would beg to

differ. No one would argue that athe-

ism is a religion, as we understand that

concept. But atheism is most certainly

a faith. 1 can no more "prove" there is a

God than Ms. Fiddes can "prove" there

isn't one. I simply take the measure of

information 1 have and the put faith

in something 1 haven't seen. Likewise,

Ms. Fiddes takes stock of her informa-

I tion and puts her belief in something

p she can't prove. There is no amount of

i science that could address the issue

S of whether or not there is a being who
= is beyond the physical world—and
" therefore beyond science's ability to

measure it. Both beliefs clearly depend

on a faith, which can be defined as

"confident belief in the truth, value, or

trustworthiness of a person, idea, or

thing," to function.

It is clear that Ms.Fiddes has confi-

dent belief in the truth of her idea that

there is no God. She claims, "This is

the only life I will ever have so I will

try to make the best of it." How does

she know that? What logical proof is

she basing this on? There is no way
that she can prove that statement, and

there is no way I can disprove it. What
I can disprove, however, is her claim

that atheism is not a faith.

Selam Yohannes

• 1 am honoured by Jen Fiddes' re-

sponse to my article (see "The Devil's

Chaplains?" Nov. 14). Regarding the

title, I agree that it is "derogatory,

insulting, and misleading," and should

not be taken seriously. Fiddes spends

much space describing her unreli-

gious, prejudice-free morality that con-

trasts the immoral image many have of

atheists. However, does Fiddes realize

that not all atheists hold prejudice-free

morals as pure as her own?
1 did not go to this conference think-

ing that atheists were "immoral [or]

anarchical" but 1 didn't set out to paint

them with angel wings, either. I simply

described whatl experienced: confer-

ence-goers with seemingly prejudiced

attitudes towards religion. 1 questioned

how people with such attitudes would

respond to "the reasonable words of

Dawkins" [my words] or any other

scholar If my experiences did not por-

tray atheists in a flattering light, then

that is what 1 saw.

I
Chris Damdar

•
I am wondering whether any of you

at The Varsity even read my article. I

specifically denounced the associa-

tion of atheism with Satanism. And yet

not only does the title of my article

I reinforce that connection but the guide

I

to the article even says "see Satan." On
' the cover, you have a large picture oi

a devil and say that "The multi-faith

centre is ready for atheists - but they

don't want any part of it." There is even

a giant picture of Satan next to my
1

article.

This is completely misleading and

insulting and is exactly what my article

was talking about. First of all, atheists

do not believe in the devil, so why
would we worship it? Secondly, the

whole point of my article was about

;

media such as this paper abusing our

worldview for the sake of a few eye-

grabbing pictures, regardless of who
it hurts along the way. You have just

done exactly that. Thirdly, 1 never once

said that we do not want to be involved

with the Multi-Faith Centre. In fact, 1

said "Atheists want to be involved in

these discussions and events because

they are important to our philosophy."

We are against the Multi-Faith Centre

being strictly a "faith" centre, not the

existence of the building itself.

Jennie Fiddes

Pseudo-babble

Re: But is it science?,

Nov 17
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Great Scot!
When 1 signed up for an exchange to

the University of Edinburgh, I knew I

was in for a cultural experience. But

1 had no idea what that experience

would entail. A small episode of the

fiercest political debate in the world
soon got out of control, and 1 was
caught in the crossfire.

Go to www.thevarsity.ca to read
the rest ofJOSEF SZENDE's exclu-

sive account ofhow a proposal
to twin his new school with a
university in Palestine, a move
seen as an overt endorsement of
the right to Palestinian state-

hood, brought the passions of the
Middle East conflict to the heart
ofbonny Scotland.

•ART - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

was first proposed. Threats under
the code have since been used far

too often as a way to stifle expres-

sion by students who speak out

about their university.

I made the painting as a response

to my year as a student governor.

Where I saw processes fail I was
hoping that art might inspire the

communities within and outside

the university walls to come togeth-

er and ensure equitable, accessible,

fully transparent decision-making

from the bottom-up. What seems
to be forgotten while the univer-

sity emphasizes "process" is that

Woodsworth College was founded

by students who spoke up and ac-

tively organized against the status

quo, calling for access for mature
and part-time students. Given the

current state of affairs, a re-com-

mitment to this fiery spirit is very

much needed.

LETTERS' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

The Varsity has a habit of publishing

articles that are one-sided and devoid

of fairly balanced analysis, especially

unacceptable when used to prop up

pseudoscience. First it was an article

on UFO's that didn't bother interview-

ing any UFO debunkers. A better ex-

ample is the recent article on the film

What the Bleep do We Know? called

"But is it science?" The article seems
to answer that question in the affirma-

tive, but it's never made clear, nor is

anyone ever interviewed representing

the "NO" side. 1 thought 1 would answer

it myself.

"Miller admits that he cannot abso-

lutely prove these theories, but there

hasn't been any falsification either."

How exactly does one falsify a hypoth-

esis that states "we have a mechanism
of perception, which is a ten-dimen-

sional mind domain. .

." Are Tiller's 100

papers all "scientific papers" when
the journals include for example "The

Journal of Integral Thinking for Vision-

ary Action" edited by a former Bud-

dhist priest? If Tiller wants to create a

paradigm shift in science he needs to

account for all the old data that, for ex-

ample, consistently shows no effect on

the crystal structure of water caused

by happy thoughts.

Science is about honesty. If we
are supposed to be very impressed

because the film consists of interviews

with experts in quantum mechanics,

psychology, biology and spirituality,

why are speakers not connected with

their discipline until the end? In one

case a speaker on hardcore physics

turned out apparently to be a chan-

neled spirit-warrior named Ramtha.

Seminars hosted by the Learning

Annex include "Soul Mates and Past

Lives" and "Talk to the Dead." Their

focus is on new age pseudoscience.

Provocative? No doubt. Science?

Absolutely not!

Justin Trottier

President, Toronto Secular Alliance

Students' Union

solidarity

Re: Exporting student
government to Kosovo, Nov 17

The research project being conducted

by Ericka Stephens and Carolina

Bartzcak deserves much praise. The

situation that some students' unions are

facing across the world, including some
in Canada, needs to be discussed by its

members and awareness needs to be

raised on the issues. In Canada, we are

working together through the Canadian

Federation of Students and member
locals to obtain national and provincial

students' union acts that protect stu-

dents' unions and provide various rights,

including autonomy from the university

administration.

I was a bit surprised to find that the

Canadian government was aiding the

efforts of autonomy of a sister students'

union and has not paid attention to

the situation at home. The students'

union legislation that 1 am referring to

is already being enjoyed by students'

unions in B.C. and Quebec, granting

them the status and right to organize

and provide member services. SAC

offers all of our support to Ericka and

Carolina in their research and hope that

the delegation from Pristina visits our

offices. The first step for us in supporting

students' unions in obtaining autonomy

is by beginning to refer to them as

students' unions as opposed to student

governments, in efforts to acknowledge

the lobbying and advocacy work that is

conducted on behalf of the membership.

EsTEFANiA Toledo

Vice-President University Affairs, SAC

Anti-Semitism call

off-base

Re: Everi afterpamphlets, hun-

dreds denounce Israel, Nov. 17

As a participant in the protest against

Ariel Sharon's address to the U.J.C. Gen-

eral Assembly I think that it is completely

outrageous that accusations of anti-

Semitism have been advanced against us

as a way of shutting down discussion of

the substantive crimes that Sharon has

been party to. Sharon has long been ac-

tive in the settler movement encouraging

the construction of Jews-only settle-

ments in the occupied West Bank. In fact

a report by former Israeli state prosecu-

tor Talia Sasson provides evidence that

ministries Sharon formerly headed

channeled money to settlements that

were not only illegal under international

law but also under Israeli law. As prime

minister he has been responsible for the

construction of the ill-named security

fence which has enclosed entire Palestin-

ian cities inside of a concrete wall dotted

with security towers from which Israeli

soldiers are authorized to shoot. One

such city, Qalqilya, has only one check

point from which its over 40,000 citizens

can enter and exit.

If supporters of Sharon want to argue

in favor of these brutal and interna-

tionally condemned policies, they are

welcome to do so, but 1 would ask that

they refrain from slandering everyone

who calls attention to them.

John Dbhond Gibson

• This article discusses the discontent

of protesters alleging that "Israel's policy

against Palestinians [is] tantamount to

crimes against humanity." Is this such

an obvious and agreeable statement

that it would be appropriate for SAC'S

VP Equity, Shaila Kibria, to attend,

representing the U of T student body, to

oppose Israel? Should we be especially

impressed that Kibria took the stage as

an honourary speaker to self-indulgently

renounce what she considered to be a

glaring instance of "inequality," namely

Paul Martin's declaration that "Israel's

values are Canada's values. . .democracy,

the rule of law, and the protection of

human rights"? Kibria emphatically con-

demned our prime minister at a protest

during the United Jewish Communities'

General Assembly. Yet Israeli prime

minister Ariel Sharon did not even attend

the Assembly; their attack against him

was a convenient veneer.

But what is so controversial about this

gathering of the Jewish community and

Martin's professed support for Israel?

Israel is indeed exemplary of democracy,

rule of law, and protection of human

rights, embedded in a region of radical-

ism cind tyranny. As Jewish students

on campus, we are less than delighted

at Kibria's incompetence as VP Equity,

whose primary responsibilities are to

dispel discrimination and to ensure

equity. Let Kibria consistently speak out

on widely-supported, campus-related is-

sues as authoritatively as she did against

Israel.

Rebecca Wasekman

AND MeLYSSA LaNISMAN

Soccermania

Re: The Lombardi factor,

Nov. 17

I enjoyed this article. It's well written and

creates an interesting perspective from

a single point of view. Having witnessed

the gold medal game in Charlottetown

and the very emotional aftermath, I think

Varsity readers would be interested in

hearing coach Carmine Isacco talk about

his players, their individual contribu-

tions, their devotion, and the sacrifices

made to be a part of the team. In com-

parison to the old favourites of hockey,

football and baseball, Ttie Varsity's

sports coverage of Blues soccer this year

remained completely out of proportion

to the prominence of the sport on the

worid stage and the international make-

up of U of T. How will The Varsity s satisfy

its readers' appetites for soccer next

season ?

Ross MiLWARD

Fair Trade Coffee

Fair Trade helps improve the lives ol

the coffee farmers by guaranteeing a minimum

price for small farms harvests, and encouraging

organic and sustainable cultivation methods

that are sater for communities. The cultivation

of coffee has become an issue with both

environmental and human rights implications.

Sodexho is proud to be one of the first in our

industry to make Fair Trade Coffee available to

all our customers

Diversity and Inclusion

One of Sodexho's core strength is the

diversity of our workforce: we employ people

from every province and just about every

country in the world. At the U of T campus,

more than 15 languages are spoken. Over the

past several years, we've been successful in

bringing more women and minorities into the

Sodexho management ranks. We continue to

implement policies and programs to ensure all

our employees have an opportunity to grow^

within our compai^y.

Sodexho
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Say cheese

Students at the University of Texas

have developed bacteria that serve

as living photographic film. The

students, competitors in MIT's Ge-

netically Engineered Machines com-

petition, engineered colonies of E.

coli bacteria, found in human intes-

tines, to change colour in response

to light. Since E. coli cannot detect

light, the students installed a light

receptor protein borrowed from

photosynthetic, light-sensitive al-

gae. They hooked up this protein to

the pigment-producing systems in

E. coli cells so that cells exposed to

light turned black, and those left in

the dark stayed white, like millions

of pixels on a black-and-white TV
screen. By shining light on an object

positioned in front of the bacterial

"film," the students could capture

ghostly images of that object, in-

cluding themselves.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Nature

Drink up

Cranberry juice fights cavities, ac-

cording to oral biologists at the
University of Rochester. Scientists

have known for a while that drinking
cranberry juice helps lower ttie inci-

dence of urinary tract infections, by
preventing harmful bacteria from

sticking to the bladder surface. Dr.

Hyun Koo and his team found that

cranberry juice also lowers the inci-

dence of cavities, by preventing cav-

ity-causing bacteria from producing

plaque which glues them to teeth.

According to Koo, something in the

cranberry juice disrupts the forma-

tion of glucan, a major component of

plaque. Koo warns that commercial

cranberry juice contains sugar and
acid which promote tooth decay,

and hopes to identify and extract

the chemicals which disrupt plaque

formation.

-CD.

Source: Caries Research

Stripes away
The half-zebra- and half-horse-like

quagga (bottom row, above) was a

relative of the zebra once found in

South Africa. It went extinct about

100 years ago. How did the plains

zebras lose their stripes and be-

come quaggas? Researchers from

Yale University, the Smithsonian

Institute, and the Max Planck Insti-

tute for Evolutionary Anthropology

have now gleaned some clues as to

how it happened, by studying DNA
samples of 13 quagga pelts from

museum specimens. They found

that the two species diverged be-

tween 120,000 and 290,000 years

ago. The researchers posit that a

population of plains zebras became
geographically isolated during an

Ice Age, and rapidly evolved into

the quagga.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: Biology Letters

SCIENCE science@thevarsity.ca

Wind power to the people

INDUSTRIAL-SCALE WIND FARMS ARE COMING TO ONTARIO, BUT REGULATED ELECTRICITY

PRICES AND A LACK OF SITING POLICY ARE STILL HOLDING THINGS BACK, WRITES MIKE GHENU

KINCARDINE, Ontario — You can

see them from many kilometres

away, six tall steel pylons that tow-

er above the surrounding trees and

rotate lazily in the wind, 16 times

every minute. It's Huron Wind, On-

tario's first commercial wind farm,

a stone's throw away from Lake Hu-

ron. Each of its turbines stands 117

metres tall from ground to blade

tip.

Arguments for wind power

abound. Promoters promise clean,

emission-free energy, and that there

are plenty of windy places in the

world where it can be harnessed.

Denmark, for instance, gets nearly

20 per cent of its energy from wind,

through a combination of on- and

off-shore turbines.

But arguments against wind are

also aplenty. Cynics claim wind

turbines are unreliable, expensive,

noisy, that they generate power

intermittently, that they kill birds,

cause an annoyance to nearby

residents through shadow flick-

er—imagine having the shadow
of a wind turbine's rotor coursing

across your living room—and that

ice can form on rotor tips in winter,

causing so-called "ice throw."

Like it or not, though, large wind

farms are coming to Ontario. No
fewer than five wind projects, with

up to 66 wind turbines each, are in

different stages of development.

//TOP OF THEIR CLASS

Located near the shores of Lake Huron and boasting six wind turbines, Huron Wind is Ontario's only operational wind farm. But not

for long.

The McGuinty government aims to

add 2,700 megawatts of energy from

renewable sources by 2010—rough-

ly one-tenth the province's peak

power use—and wind farms are a

proven way to add a hundred or so

megawatts of power in one swoop.

The Huron Winds generating fa-

cility opened in December 2001. It's

a guinea pig, explained spokesper-

son Robert Liddle. And from what

they have learned so far, he said,

only two of the charges against

SEE 'WIND' -NEXT PAGE

Ordering chaos
PROF WORKED ON WAYS TO STORE AND SORT ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

Kevin Wong

Ensuring data privacy was Dr. Al-

berto Mendelzon's latest area of

research before he passed away,

after a two-year battle with cancer.

Mendelzon, a computer and math-

ematical sciences professor who
was based at U of T Scarborough,

pioneered research that aimed to

tame the World Wide Web.
Described as having a "unique"

and "fun-loving" personality, Men-
delzon was recognized by his col-

leagues as a leader in database

theory.

Databases are collections of re-

cords and facts that become infor-

mation when a user receives it, after

a query or search. In the online aca-

demic world, researching for essays

and papers often requires access to

lists, or databases of academic jour-

nals that may include abstracts and

the publication information needed

to track the article down.
Indirectly, Mendelzon's research

has been influential in the practical

world, benefiting businesses with

applications such as Google Base

and IBM's DB2 Universal Database

program.

The occasional blog-reader or

writer also benefits from this re-

search, which allows Google Base

to separate multiple listings and

items into more refined categories.

For example, searching for a blog

that is also a photoblog, is based

in Toronto, and is oriented towards

municipal politics will take a frac-

tion of the time to carry out as the

program, which is still in its "beta"

stage, evolves.

Mendelzon laid the foundations

for relational databases—research

that has made searching on the web
more efficient by reducing redun-

dancy and duplication of data.

When he started teaching com-
puter science at U of T in 1980, Men-
delzon also began research into

graphical query languages. In what

colleagues hailed as "prescient" re-

search into the area, Mendelzon re-

searched the foundations and was
a part of a project that looked into

Structure Query Language for the

World Wide Web (WebSQL).

The project aims to eliminate the

"lost-in-hyperspace syndrome" that

is often a result, for instance, of a

search for "thevarsity" that returns

32 hits—including the "free ency-

clopaedia," Wikipedia, and an entry

for an Atlanta, Georgia restaurant

chain.

In the flood of emails from around

the world that followed news of his

death, colleagues and friends ex-

pressed their personal thoughts

and experiences of an university

professor with whom you could dis-

cuss the latest Aerosmith and Cold-

play albums, among other subjects.

"There will never be anyone like

him," said Dr. Gosta Grahne, who
was Mendelzon's co-author on a

number of papers.

The busy professor also took

many graduate students under
his wing. They wrote in express-

ing their appreciation of a person

who was not only helpful, but also

UTSC computer sciences and mathematics proi Alberto Mendelzon passed away in

June.

played a role in shaping their way of

"thinking about research problems
and in determining what are the

right questions to ask when trying

to tackle them."

"So many people seem busy
and frazzled and 'life kind of gets

to them.' He was very calm and
at peace," said computer science

colleague Dr. Renee Miller, as she
chuckled quietly.

The culmination of his research

and influence was his election into

the Royal Society of Canada, which

he was informed of mere weeks be-

fore his passing on June 16, 2005.

77j(s concludes our series of articles

profiling U of T profs who were

elected into the Royal Society of

Canada this year The new Fellows

will be inducted into the Society at a

ceremony on Sunday.
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Holiday

Ideas for showing you care

without spending a fortune this

holiday season - and a few

ideas that cost nothing at all

X-Box 360? Blah. Playstation Portable? Yawn. Gameboy Micro?

Meh. These newfangled video games just don't have the irresistable

pixelicious awesomeness of the games of yesteryear. Luckily, those

gaming classics are finding new life on plug-and-play video games

like this one, which just plugs directly into the A/V hookup on your

TV. The 5-in-l features the original Pac-Man, Galaxzar, Dig-Dug, and

more; other versions look like the original Sega Genesis controller

and play the original Mortal Kombat or Sonic the Hedgehog. Relive

those childhood favourites for a fraction of the price, and show those

younger siblings how we did it back in the day.

$29.95; Future Sfiop, 355 Yonge St., 416-971-5377

uESKlNE

As it says on the cover,

Moleskine diaries (pronounced

'mole-skeen') were used by

Hemingway, Picasso, and Bruce

Chatwin. You'll be in excellent

company, but it's the extra-

smooth writing surface and

compact, leather-bound size

that keep these coveted books

on the wish-list of on-the-go

creative types everywhere.

$16.00; The Papery, 124

Cumberland St., 416-962-

3916

Once ubiquitous, cufflinks

have disappeared, shunned

by casual dressers who

find them too flashy and

fussy-looking. Well, we

think it's time for a cufflink

renaissance. An understated

flash of bling is a nice touch

on any wrist, male or female,

and at this price, why not

take the chance?

$4.50; Courage My

Love, 14 Kensington

Ave., 416-979-1992

NI-BALL 'POWER

It's not a gold- or silver-gilded pen like

the fancy {and pricey) ones that come in

their own little presentation box, but the

Power Tank boasts a pressurized ink well

that allows this pen to write smoothly at

any angle, or even on damp paper Pair it

with that Moleskine journal for a complete

epistolary experience.

$4.95; Grand and Toy, 180 Bloor

St. W., 416-928-0213

Available in a rainbow of colours and styles, this line of leather-bound boxes is the luxurious but curiously affordable

alternative to the shoebox most of us use. From jewelry to model railroad parts, paintbrushes to photos, these organizers

will help you sort all the junk in your life—or at least corral it.

$34.95; Neat Storage Essentials, 70 Yorkville Ave., 416-972-9700
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Web of buys
Can't face the thought of fighting your way through a ravenous clutch of holiday

bargain-shoppers at your local bricks-and-mortar Monstro-mart' Let your fingers do

the clicking and find some unique gifts online, with the magic of the interweb. Just

remember, shipping costs extra and takes longer, so order sooner rather than later.

And if you order from the U.S., some bored customs agent might slap a duty on that

special something.

Billed as 'the wallet for people who

hate wallets,' the Jimi is sleek and

tiny, featuring room for 5 cards and a

detachable money clip. Does someone

you know carry around a leathery,

phonebook-sized wallet? Help them

help themselves.

$14.95; www.thejimi.com

MUJI CARDBOARD
SPEAKERS
From Japan design firm Muji, these

cardboard stereo speakers come

flat-packed, which you origami-

ate into these cutesy cubes.

Disassemble them an take them

with you, or recycle them when you

upgrade.

US$42; www.momastore.org

KNOCKKNOCK
NOTEPADS
These impeccably designed

notepads from Venice, Calif.-

based KnockKnock come in over

a dozen whimsical variations,

from the "Someone likes you"

slip (US$4.25) to the "All out

of" list, which allows you to note

grocery-store essentials with

a checkmark instead of actua

you know, writin,

US$4.25 and up; www
knockknock.biE

'GpfTHADE' MANICURE SET
It's a gruesome name, but this baby is your secret

weapon against painful hangnails, razor-claws,

ragged cuticles, and other hand-related horrors. OK,

it's not the most romantic or sentimental of presents,

but with a stylish and portable design, this is one

practical gift that just keeps on giving.

$19.95; Neat Storage Essentials, 70

Yorkville Ave., 416-972-9700

HEMPEN STUFF SOAP
This enviro-friendly soap is made from

everyone's favourite multi-purpose

weed, and comes in a range of groovy

scents to replace that perfumed stick

of beef tallow lurking in the shower. And

since this soap is made with sustainable

raw materials, you're giving a gift to the

planet, too.

$5.95; Toronto Hemp Co., 637

Yonqe St., 416-920-1980

USED BOOKS
OK, so maybe a dog-eared

Harlequin romance novel from

1987 won't cut it, but used

books, especially hard-to-find

early hardbound editions,

make an elegant gift and

indicate a little more thought

than choosing something at

random off the Oprah table

at Indigo. A little digging

pays off.

$10 for pictured book,

but prices vary; Atticus

Books, 84 Harbord St.,

SLIPPED DISCS
-into your
stocking, that is

(or other non-
denominational
fireside footwear).
A selection of Can-
rock to warm your
ears by

WOLF PARADE
APOLOGIES TO THE
QUEEN MARY (Sub-

Pop)

This Montreal quartet is

! currently the leader of a

r pack of wolf-themed band;

and with good reason. Ttiel

i glorious full-length debut,

I' Apologies to the Queen

Ws/y delivers a sad. yet

satisfying blast of Isaac

Brock approved indie-rock

desperation.

tlie ladies a
SMAU.SII*

STAPLELESS
STAPLERS
These colourful and

enviro-friendly staplers

don't actually use

staples at all—they

punch a few small holes

in your paper and fold

over the flap to make a

secure bundle, with no

metal needed and no

cash expended

US$5.95; www,

shiptheweb.com

VINTAGE PUMA
JACKET

Don't think of it as 'used,' think of it as

'not further depleting scarce natural

resources by repurposing a high-quality

and increasingly rare item.' Why buy

brand new when you can go old school?

$24.99; Exile, 20 Kensington

Ave. (416) 596-0827
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RETRO ROBOT
WINDUP TOY
It says right on the box that

this toy isn't for children, it's

'for collectors only.' Doesn't

that sound so much more

mature and grown-up? No?

Who cares? it's a Chinese-

made knockoff of Robbie the

Robot from Forbidden Planet.

This awesome, no matter

what justification you use.

$19.95; Kidding

Awound, 91

Cumberland St., 416-

926-8996

YOU'RE GONNA MAKE
IT AFTER ALL
Sometimes the best gifts (or at least the most meaningful

ones) don't come from a store. It's probably been decades

since giving your mom macaroni glued to construction paper or

a plasticene ashtray seemed like a good idea, but you're older

and wiser now. How about a personalized blanket, like the one

at right? Sew on a few patches (cheaply available at any craft

store) or print out iron-on images with a bubble-jet printer

(see staples.ca for special iron-transfer. paper) and gussy

that sucker up but good. Unique, personal, and inexpensive,

you'll be a DIY do-gooder this holiday season. Bundle it with a

meaningful book or DVD, sit back, and spread the warmth.

LAOrES AND
GENTLEMEN
SMALL SINS <Boompa)

Ex-Carnation Thorn Darcy is

neither lady, nor gentleman, but

he is the driving force behind

the best Canadian pop record of

2005, Small Sins. The genius of

his simple yet irresistible electro-

tinged hooks is best evident in

instant favourites like "Stay" and

"She's The Source. ' For fans of

The Postal Service, Grandaddy

and Fleetwood Mac.

S.S. CARDJACS
FEAR THE LOVE
(Blocks)

The perfect soundtrack

for a snowy day, Fear the

Love makes an excellent

gift for anyone who loves

quiet indie-pop that really

rocks out at all the right

moments. This well-pack-

aged disc features killer

songs, standout lyrics,

and cute-as-hell vocals

from Jessie Stein.

BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE
BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE
(Arts & Crafts)

The clear winner of Canada's October

record orgy, Toronto's BSS delivers a worthy

competitor to their now-classic You Forget

it in People. Loaded with appearances

from the whole Broken family, the DIY rock

collective offers up epic indie anthems like

"7/4 (Shoreline)," "Major Label Debut" and

"It's All Gonna Break" which easily count

among the bands best work to date. Comes

complete with an instant yuletide classic.

"Handjobs for the Holidays."

WOOL-CASHMERE
SCARF
A 10% cashmere scarf is actually about

200% better than those ugly, sweaty,

don't-keep-you-warm, acrylic/polyester

strips currently strangling your friends

and family.

$39.95; Zara, 50 Bloor St. W.,

416-916-2401

r UK STOLt;
Like it or not, fur is back in. We have

moral issues with buying new furs, but

70-year-old used pelts collecting dust in

your grandma's basement are a different

story. This mink was $11 at a country

auction, and adds some old-money

panache to any outfit, especially if you le

only going to a gritty punk rock show in

some basement. The problem with these

is they look so good, they just churn

up demand for new, murderous, cruel,

beyond-the-pale fur products. Your call.
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628 College St., 416-536-3872

photos by Jason Krygier-Baum

LEFT: Danica large vinyl cosmetics bag in Aqua Leaf

Pattern, $15.

BELOW: Delux argyle hat and mitts, $18 each. These

unisex woollies are fleece-lined for maximum warmth,

and come in burnt orange, nutmeg, and black.

LEFT: The cozy College St. boutique just

celebrated ten years of busmess, and it's no

wonder—crammed with wonderful knick-

knacks mostly made by independent local and

Canadian designers, from silkscreened pillows

to handmade candles and the best assortment

of arty greeting cards in the city, Red Pegasus is

one of the best one-stop shops around for finding

the special something for everyone on your list.

ABOVE: 2006 Les Graphiques agendas, small

(4x6), $19.95, and large (6x8), $25.95

RIGHT: Caracol necklace, $20.

ABOVE: Mudlark Holiday scented candle, $25. These long-

burning (50 hours!) candles come in several different

scents and patterns in a reusable glass container.

photos by JacqueJine Urbano

686 Yonge St., 416-961-0555

Boutique store Propaganda (686 Yonge St.) is a great place to go to disabuse you forever of

notions that Toronto is a drab, uninventful hicktown—at least in the fashion department.

Ultra-cool owner Regina Sheung has oneatthea some the most unique, gorgeous clothing and

accessories that ever hailed from Hogtown.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1. Knitwits knitted finger puppets, $4 each; 2. Aimee Kennedy

'Swallow" double pendant necklace, $100; 3. Lime handmade cases to dress up those

ubiquitous, identical iPo(3s--$10 for NSnos, $25- tor Wfriis; 4. Freetoi-m handbags, made of

recyeled p'lastic shopping and garbage bags, $22;

Christmas \^ ah

teething 4 <ccesscr«>$

DETAILS: No retailer paid us anything to

include gifts in this supplement; all editorial

content was provided by Varsity staff.

CONTRIBUTORS: Sarah Barmak,

Jordan Bimm, Kara Dillon, Brianna Goldberg,

Malcolm Johnston, Jason Krygier-Baum,

Glenn Lowson, Graham F Scott, Tabassum

Siddiqui, Elvedin Tezric, Jacqueline Urbano

© The Varsity 2005; wood background

images courtesy Philipp Zinger under a

GNU Free Documentation License (GOFL) via

Wikimedia Commons

Midoco
art and office supplies

Your Creative Outlet im

10% off with a valid U of T student card
• offer ends Januay 1 sJ 2006

555BtoorSt.We^

East of Bathufst

(416) 588-7718

Celebrate and give gitts with Panache:

ini-redibie belts beautitui .'icarves and

'
• to complete an outfit and beguile.

:ur perfect new outfit for the

wilk

Accessories, jewels,

belts and scarves

from $10 to $60

404 BLOOR ST. WEST
TORONTO M5S 1x5

416.960.332,5

19S4 Queen St. Ea$l

East of Woodbine

(416)691-5676

Store Hours MoN-pRi 11-7

Saturday n-6

Sunday 12-6
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// RETRO REVIEW: OF SUPERCOMPUTERS, X-RAYS, AND INSULIN

Pius ga change

"Political interference from tfie

United States government could

delay installation of U of T's new
supercomputer, slated to be in op-

eration by the beginning of Octo-

ber ...
.'

The Varsity speculated that the

U.S. might still sell the device, but

with strings attached, as it had
done with supercomputers sold to

two British institutions.

"Both the University of London
and the University of Essex were
asked to guarantee that no stu-

dents from the Eastern Bloc or the

People's Republic of China would
be allowed access to the new com-
puter systems."

The computer was installed that

fall, but the university struggled at

first to find corporate clients who
could pony up the $2,000 per hour
to use it.

-"U.S. policy could delay sale of

supercomputers," Aug. 7, 1986

Get 'em while they're

hot
Although antibiotics have

tamed the scourge of tuberculo-

sis—incidence of which has fallen

from over 120 cases per 100,000

Canadians in the 40s, to six per

100,000 in the mid-90s—the dis-

ease remained on the public's ra-

dar screen into the 70s:

"The University Health Service,

in co-operation with the provincial

department of tuberculosis pre-

vention, is once again sponsoring

the annual university chest x-ray

survey. ... We invite all members of

the university community to take

advantage of this opportunity to

have a chest x-ray."

These scans were compulsory
for all first and final year students,

as well as for medical, nursing.

and physical and occupational

therapy students of all years.

-Seen in a U of T announcement,

Oct. 14, 1970

Save the best for iast
Everyone remembers Banting

and Best, right? In fact, it was Drs.

Frederick Banting and John J.R.

Macleod (of MedSci auditorium

fame) who won the 1923 Nobel

Prize for Medicine, for their dis-

covery of insulin. That fall, The

VarsfYy described a happy accident

that befell Charles Best at Harvard

University:

"A dramatic incident marked his

visit in Boston. At the close of Mr.

Best's last address. Dr. Johnston of

Harvard Medical School amazed
the speaker by reading a telegram

from Dr. Banting in Toronto which

announced the award of the Nobel

Prize and the fact that he was di-

viding it equally with Mr. Best."

(Macleod later split his share

with Dr. James Collip, a University

of Alberta researcher who had

helped the team purify pancreatic

extract for clinical use.)

-"Best explains insulin in Boston,"

Nov. 5. 1923

-MIKE GHENU

Don't let your bird flu fears take flight

Mariana Vidric

It has been almost ten years since the

first case of avian influenza was re-

ported in humans. However, in recent

months the media has been abuzz

with predictions of a major bird flu

outbreak, caused by the H5N1 flu

strain. So why is it that it seems like a

more real threat now than before? Ac-

cording to the WHO, in the past two
years 130 cases of H5N1 in humans
have been reported, with mortality

exceeding 50 per cent. Sounds scary,

no? But is it as bad as it seems?

The avian influenza strain H5N1
currently only spreads among birds,

and although it is highly infectious

and deadly to them, its spread to

humans has been rare and sporadic.

Even though thousands of people

must have been directly exposed to

poultry infected with the H5N1 virus,

relatively few have become infected.

All of the affected individuals were

in close contact with birds, so they

were likely exposed to large amounts
of virus and were particularly sus-

ceptible to it.

Sustainable human-to-human
spread of this virus has not been re-

ported. In order for the virus to be

able to spread in this way, it would
have to undergo specific genetic mu-
tations. Since the virus mutates at a

relatively high rate, there is a possi-

bility that this might happen. Howev-
er, the actual chances of it happening

are small.

Furthermore, although H5N1 has a

high mortality rate in humans in its

current form, any increase in trans-

missibility in humans will likely be

associated with a massive drop in

virulence, because swiftly killing its

host is a poor evolutionary strategy

for a virus.

Even if the virus mutates and is able

to infect humans, that doesn't mean
it will cause a deadly pandemic. The
deadliest influenza outbreak in re-

cent history, the Spanish flu of 1918,

had a two per cent death rate. Based

on previous epidemics, a group from

Emory University has predicted that

in the absence of intervention, the

next flu outbreak would have about

0.6 per cent death rate if it were to be-

come widespread in humans.

Although most experts acknowl-

edge that another flu pandemic is

inevitable, some wonder whether the

H5N1 virus now circulating in Asia is

'WIND' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

wind power stick.

It is still expensive, for one. Lid-

die put generating costs alone at

nine to 11 cents per kilowatt-hour.

This in a province where residen-

tial users pay a regulated price of

five and 5.8 cents per kilowatt-hour,

depending on use—though in re-

cent months industrial power users

have been paying market prices of

eight to ten cents per kilowatt-hour

for their power.

It is also unreliable. Power pro-

duction depends on how the winds

blow: turbines turn off when wind

speeds fall below four metres per

second, or when they exceed 25;

they produce the most power at

wind speeds of 18 metres per sec-

ond.

So, on average, each wind turbine

produces much less power than its

advertised capacity. Last year, for

instance, Huron Wind's capacity

factor was only 30 per cent—this

means you can only count on get-

ting 540 kilowatts of power from

each windmill, of its 1.8 megawatt

capacity. Around five thousand tur-

bines would be needed to replace

one atomic generating station. Lid-

die estimated.

But while there are upper limits

to their efficiency, wind turbines

are bound to get bigger with time,

said Hugh Campbell, general man-

ager of Vestas Canada. Vestas, its

parent company based in Denmark,

is the global leader in wind energy,

having installed one-third of the

world's wind power capacity.

"Megawatt-class machines are

the general trend in the industry,"

he commented. Currently, in the

North American market, Vestas

sells turbines with rotors 80 me-

tres in diameter and I.8-megawatt

capacity. In 2007, it will have a 2.75-

megawatt model available, with a

100-metre rotor diameter. And in

Denmark, the company is working

on a 4.5-megawatt model, with a

mammoth rotor 120 metres in di-

ameter. But this is earmarked for

off-shore use.

Huron Wind's Vestas-made turbines

stand 117 metres tall.

How big can they get? "There are

certainly some different schools of

thought out there," Campbell said.

"I'm hearing numbers of, maybe

larger, maybe up to ten mega-

watts."

Campbell also challenged the

common notion that wind turbines

kill a lot of birds. Earlier models,

such as those installed in California

in the early 80s, he said, had quick-

ly-rotating rotors. They were also

built as lattice-like structures simi-

lar to communications antennas.

"Typically, you'd get birds of prey

that would perch in the lattice tow-

ers," Campbell explained. Nowa-

days, the rotors are placed atop

steel towers that taper toward the

tip; rotors also turn at a quarter of

the velocity of older models.

But that has not stopped critics

from attacking wind farm devel-

opments. Toronto-based Brascan

Power, for instance, is building a

wind farm near Collingwood. The

project has come under fire from

the Blue Highlands Citizens Coali-

tion, which worries about damage

the project might cause to the sen-

sitive Niagara Escarpment.

That project is still in the de-

velopment phase, said Brascan

spokesperson Shelley Moorhead,

and is slated to open 2007.

Environmentalists, such as the

Sierra Club of Canada, are mostly

keen on this form of renewable

power—though they are keener on

conservation.

"We need to be prepared, on oc-

casion, to sacrifice something in

the way of a panoramic vista for

wind siting," said Dan McDermott,

director of the Sierra Club's On-

tario chapter. The big bugbear for

would-be wind projects in Ontario,

he said, is the province's circuitous

environmental approval process.

"What we really need, in terms

of dealing with this issue, is a class

environmental assessment process

on wind siting in Ontario," said Mc-

Dermott. "Then we can come up

with a prescription of where it is ap-

propriate to site turbines in Ontario

and where it is not."

Class EAs specify standard pro-

cedures for reviewing the envi-

ronmental impact of a whole class

of projects. This would make for

unified policy on wind farm siting

across Ontario, "rather than deal

with this as a constant series of

one-offs," as McDermott put it.

"We simply can't go through that

kind of long, drawn-out, energy-

draining process for every last wind

project that's proposed," he said.

really the one to watch.

One of the skeptics. Dr. Paul Of-

fit, of the University of Pennsylvania

School of Medicine, points out that

H5N1 is not likely to be the next big

pandemic since no H5 flu subtype

has ever caused one in humans. Oth-

er researchers counter that if it does,

it will be particularly dangerous, be-

cause the humans have no resistance

to it.

Whatever the case, widespread

prevention and detection methods

are still an integral part of prevent-

ing an outbreak of H5N1. But there is

no need to run in fear at the sight of

a bird. At the moment, the avian flu

does not pose a threat to the general

public, and, speculation aside, no-

body really knows when the next flu

pandemic will occur and how deadly

it will be.

Mariana Vidric is completing herPhD
in U of T's department of immunology.
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They're singing our song
Happy 125 to us! Yep, The Varsity, your friendly neighbourhood campus

newspaper, is turning a century and a quarter this year, and to celebrate,

we're throwing ourselves an indie-rock bash right in our 'hood at good ol'

Lee's Palace.

If you're a regular reader of these pages, you'll know that we're committed

to supporting local indie talent of all stripes, and as such, we've partnered

with local-label-done-good Arts & Crafts to present hometown heroes (and

heroine!) The Most Serene Republic in their first homecoming show after

being on tour for most of the year. And for any good soiree, you've got to up

the ante, so we've added Halifax melody-makers In-Flight Safety to the bill

and made sure The Varsilyls represented (natch) in the form of local rockers

Oebaser.

The show's sold out, but we hope to see many of our U of T comrades there

helping us toast the longevity of a campus mainstay If you see any of our

editors there, shake their hand, ask about how you can get involved, or better

yet, buy 'em a drink. After all, we work hard putting together your campus

newspaper week in and week out—but now, it's time to party Here's a look at

the lineup for Saturday night's festivities.—TABASSUM SIDDIQUI, Arts Editor

THE MOST SERENE REPUBLIC
-12:15 a.m.

WHO: Emma Ditchburn (guitar, vo-

cals), Nick Greaves (guitar), Adri-

an Jewett (vocals), Ryan Lenssen

(keys), Andrew McArthur (bass),

Adam Nimmo (drums)

What a year it's been for these

kids from Milton, ON. The

first band not part of the

extended Broken Social Scene family

to sign to red-hot local indie Arts &
Crafts, they've seen their Underwater

Cinematographer debut re-released

on the label, gotten all sorts of wick-

ed press for their quirky, clever-be-

yond-their-years sound, and gigged

non-stop, most recently opening for

most of Metric's North American

tour. In fact, Saturday's hometown

show at Lee's will be the first time

they've been back in months—and

they're not about to get much of a

rest—they're headed right back out

on the road next week to open their

BSS brethren's European tour. Heck,

they could probably use some seren-

ity right about now.

In fact, they're so in demand that

the last time we caught up with the

rising sextet was at tlie big Olympic
Island blowout back in the sum-
mer—sitting around a rickety pic-

nic table hidden away in a wooded
nook, the group was clearly beyond
excited about the wide-open road

ahead of them. As everyone oohed
over a red-winged blackbird that

had alighted on the table, and Jew-

ett performed mock-CPR on a dead

A rare moment of repose for The Most Serene Republic. (L-R:) Adrian Jewett, Emma Ditchburn, Andrew McArthur, Adam Nimmo,

Nick Greaves, and Ryan Lenssen

spider, they chattered about every-

thing from the rigours of touring to

the perils of being the elusive Next

Big Thing. Listen in:

On touring:

Jewett: "Touring is hard on loved

ones. It really is, because you're

away from that person all the time.

Relationships are very hard to do
when you're on the road all the time,

because it's the distance thing, and
that's a really rough part of the tour

process, because every day you're

busy doing something else... Tour-

ing is definitely for high-octane

people."

Ditchburn: "High-octane!" (laughs)

Jewett: "We're just very green and
very excited to be on tour."

On their musical influences:

Lenssen: "Um, anything I could say

would be way too long, so... Hard-

bop jazz, and mid-to-late 90s rock

—

there!"

-FLIGHT SAFETY -11 p.m.

WHO: Brad Goodsell (bass), Dan-

iel Ledwell (keys), John Mullane

(vocals, guitar), Glen Nicholson

(drums)

Not only do they have a catchy

name, but East Coast band

In-Flight Safety make equally

compelling music—their melodic

anthems, anchored by singer/song-

writer John Mullane's intense vo-

cals, won them the best unsigned

band award at the North By North-

east festival in 2003, and it's been a

steady rise for the group since then.

They'll be coming all the way from

Halifax (where they're currently

based) for Saturday's show, but met

while attending Mount Allison Uni-

versity in Sackville, NB, a few years

ago.

Their shared influences include

the melodic majesty of artists like

Wilco, Jeff Buckley, and Sigur Ros,

and you can hear that penchant for

atmosphere on their much-praised

five-song debut EP, Vacation Land.

The band is preparing to release

their debut full-length {The Coast Is

Clear) in January on local D.l.Y. diva

Emm Gryner's Dead Daisy Records

label. Gryner first happened upon
IPS during an East Coast tour and

quickly became a steadfast sup-

porter of the group, who she calls

"the most amazing band I've seen in

a long time. It has been a while since

a band has literally made me forget

everything and just made me sink

into their music."

Ditchburn; "Mid-to-late 90s?!"

Nimmo; "I'm a Tears for Fears kinda

guy..."

Jewett: "Nah, it was all Ace of Base."

Ditchburn: (making a pained face)

"Please exclude this."

On those that want to cut them

down to size for being so success-

ful so soon:

Lenssen: "If everyone loved what we

did, that wouldn't be a good thing,

because then we know that we're do-

ing something wrong—we're not chal-

lenging people enough; it's too easy."

Jewett: "For some people to have some

negative critique of us is actually kin-

da refreshing, because it means we

have done something that is question-

able, like, 'What are they trying to do?'

and really, this album was nothing but

questions—questions that we tried to

answer. And I don't know if everyone

agrees with our answers, but we're in-

terested to hear what everybody else

comes up with from our formulas."

Lenssen: "I really hate form, and if we
can get away with staying away from

form and traditional time signatures

and conventional ideas in music, but

pull it off in a way that's not com-

pletely alienating the audience—in a

complete 180-degree of how pop me-

dia is portraying how music should be

today—then I think that we've done
our job."

The Varsity 125 presents:

The Most Serene Republic

with

In-Flight Safety

and

Oebaser

Lee's Palace (529 BloorSt.W.)

19+ (sorry kids!)

Doors 9 pm//Show 10
[

OEBASER- 10 p.m.

WHO: Jordan Bimm (bass), Nevin

Douglas (guitar), Luke Higginson

(vocals). Bill Turnbull (drums)

They've been working the lo-

cal indie circuit for over four

years now, but this quartet of

old friends who met at the Etobicoke

School of the Arts in the late 90s has
finally just released their debut full-

length CD, Blackouts, a catchy blast

of dark punk-influenced indie-rock.

You've probably seen their gig post-

ers on a pole near you, but recently

the band has been venturing out be-

yond our local borders to play sold-

out gigs across Ontario.

They've even caught the ear of

infamous booker-'round-town Dan
Burke. To hear the band tell it, they
were doing one of their first rehears-

als in their former practice space, and

when they exited, Burke, slumped
into a sofa in a dark corner, beckoned
them over, told them they had a good
sound, and (even though they hadn't

played any gigs to date) offered to set

up some shows for them.

Though the Pixies (the band
is named after one of their clas-

sic songs) are clearly an influence,

bassist Jordan Bimm describes

their sound as "dark and hooky and
rocked-out," noting that all four guys

bring their own musical backgrounds
to the mix.

Aside from the fact that they're a

great up-and-coming local act, De-

baser were the ideal choice to open
the Varsity's 125"' anniversary show,

as bassist Bimm (a U of T American
Studies student) just happens to be
the paper's indefatigable associate

arts editor and chief financial officer

(no, really— it says so right on his

business card).

WIN!
The show's sold out, but you can

score a pair of tickets and a CD
from each of the three bands

who are playing by being the first

to e-mail review@thevarsity.ca

with the correct answer to the

following skill-testing indie-rock

question:

What artist was the first

international signing to

Arts & Crafts this year?

We've also got a pair of tickets

for the two runners-up,

so get e-mailing!
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Behind the screens
WHO ARE THOSE FOLKS THAT HOST FREE MOVIES ON CAMPUS EVERY WEEK, ANYWAY? WE SENT OUR WRITER TO FIND OUT

Prashannth Rasaiah

Free films? Two words that just might

cause the heart to skip a beat, as it

seems most everyone is a film buff

these days. With the soaring ticket

prices at any local cineplex, who
wouldn't give that a second look?

Well, free films are just one of the

many social events organized by the

Cinema Studies Student Union (CINS-

SU) at U of T. Though based at Innis

College, the group definitely has the

attention of the entire campus, not

to mention movie lovers throughout

the local community.

A completely student-run organi-

zation, CINSSU, the Cinema Studies

course union, has been the founda-

tion of the Free Friday Films program
on campus for the last 20 years (it's

worth noting that the Cinema Stud-

ies program itself has only been
around for 30 years). Seeing as it is

the link between the Cinema Studies

program and its students, CINSSU
helps develop future grad programs
and discusses the current curricu-

lum and course readings with the

program's faculty.

Apart from this, the group often

functions as a medium to negotiate

program-related issues at the admin-

istrative level. And of course they

organize film-related academic and

social events as well.

Enriching the Cinema Studies cur-

riculum are events such as panel

discussions and interaction with

prominent and independent film-

makers, such as the CINSSU event

Reel World—students interested in

the film world get the opportunity

to meet and chat with those in the

field, such as a recent session with

local filmmaker Clement Virgo, who

discussed his sexually provocative

new movie Lie With Me.

Those students involved in CINS-

SU come away with curatorial, archi-

val, and programming skills through

screening and selecting films and
organizing the group's events. Aside

from the Free Friday Films, they also

help arrange children's movies for U
of T's Family Planning Centre.

"CINSSU has been developing con-

sistently over the years, using differ-

ent ways to create outreach to not

just the program students, but also

the broader community at hand and
the film community," says Cinema
Studies program director, professor

Charlie Keil, about the open-door

policy that CINSSU has established.

While the majority of CINSSU
members are studying film, and their

events tend to cater to those in the

program, that doesn't mean they're

exclusive to only Cinema Studies stu-

dents. In fact, CINSSU is one of the

more welcoming and visible depart-

mental course unions on campus.

"Since we're about films, we have

something that everyone can be en-

thusiastic about," says former presi-

dent Shalyn Oswald (she recently re-

signed her post, and Matthew Seiden

has since taken over).

A fan of the Free Friday Films night

agreed: "It's right on campus and
next to Robarts. It's very convenient

on Fridays," he commented before

heading into a recent screening of

Old Boy at Innis.

Thanks to their posters all over

campus and good word of mouth. It

seems most students on campus are

familiar with ClNSSU's Friday screen-

ings. Almost every Friday night at 7

pm, the lights go down at Innis Town

Hall and this long-running CINSSU
tradition comes to life.

"We have the resource of screen-

ing in 35mm instead of digital projec-

tion so we can screen in the intended

format," Oswald explains (film pur-

ists, you can breathe easier!).

The matter of which films are

screened is also considered by CINS-

SU. While they do take requests, they

are selective, trying to find a balance

between artier hits like Sin City and

more esoteric foreign films like 3-lron

or anime like Nausicaa of the Valley of

the Winds (a classic by anime great

Hayao Miyazaki, who is becoming
better known on these shores follow-

ing the Oscar-winning animated film

SpiritedAway)

.

"Don't expect to see a Meg Ryan
film here," Oswald jokes.

CINSSU also handles occasional

sneak previews of big studio movies

in advance of their release in the-

atres—lucky students have caught

Alexander, Gothika, StarskyandHutch.
and Underworld, among others.

But the Friday films remain ClNS-

SU's most popular offering for those

who want to save a few bucks for

the weekend or just wishing to wind

down a long week of studying. Up-

coming they've got a great double

bill of Ed Wood and Lost in La Mancha
(Dec. 2), and closing out the term

will be Hong Kong master Wong Kar-

Wai's transcendental futuristic epic

2046 (Dec. 9).

For a complete schedule ofthe
Free Friday Films as well as more
info about the group, check out

the CINSSU website at www.uto-
ronto.ca/fff.

Top: Watch Zhang Ziyi vamp her way through Wong Kar-Wai's 204B on Dec. 9 at

ClNSSU's Free Friday Films

Bottom: ClNSSU's 2004 executive

The comedy network
FIRST ANNUAL SKETCH FESTIVAL BRINGS TOGETHER TROUPES UNDER THE GLADSTONE'S ROOF

L: New York troupe Freedumb R: Local lights The Imponderables

Michael Meehan

Stag Nation. Unckey Darryl's House of

Sketchola. The Understudies. Compet-

itive Awesome. The Sketchersons. Bet-

ter than Shakespeare. Dead Comics

Society The Rumoli Bros. Boiled Wie-

ners. Freedumb. The Wet Spots. The

Distractions. Scott& Cornell. Ten West.

The Imponderables. KK(WT?)C!

If you're reading those random sen-

tence fragments filled with nonsensical

words and are wondering as to what in

God s name we're talking about—not

to mention questioning whether this

reporter ever learned how to write

correctly—well, allow us to fill you in.

Those are the names of the various

comedy troupes taking part in the first

annual Toronto Sketch Comedy Festi-

val—and by the way, yes, 1 do know

how to string words together. Don't

poke fun.

All this week until Sunday, the Glad-

stone Hotel will be home to the festi-

val, with every night promising an eve-

ning of chuckle-filled and gut-busting

entertainment from a wide selection of

funny folks.

Festival publicist Sarah Milanes

notes that the Gladstone is a major

cultural force in Toronto's Parkdale

community and a wonderful area for

artists to show off their work and per-

form (it's often home to art exhibits

and performances of all sorts). Given

its reputation as a historic landmark

in Toronto and a showcase venue for

artists young and old, she says it's an

ideal place to hold the city's first festi-

val of comedic performance art.

Despite its title, the Toronto Sketch

Comedy Festival includes more than

just local talent. The majority of the

acts are indeed based here, but the

festival has garnered attention from

beyond our borders. Dead Comics

Society sculpted their comedic craft

in Montreal, and the troupes Free-

dumb (from New York), Ten West (Los

Angeles), and Competitive Awesome

(Chicago) will be crossing the Peace

Bridge to take part in the experience. If

the festival proves to be a popular and

successful one, troupes from around

the world could conceivably gather

here annually, Milanes points out.

There's even some cemipus content

in the festival—co-producer Julianne

Baragar graduated from UTSC last

year (as did Milanes) and was part of

their drama society. Jan Caruana of

Unckey Darryl's House of Sketchola is

also a recent graduate from this fine

institution.

The community aspect is what sets

the festival apart from other comedy
ventures—whether the troupes sink

or swim, the festival is a rare chance

to gather several diverse acts together

under one bill, hopefully making for

an event where there's something to

appeal to everyone's unique sense of

humour.

The Toronto Sketch Comedy
Festival runs until Sunday (Nov.

27) at The Gladstone Hotel (1214

Queen W.). Tickets per set are

$12, and a one-night that lets you
hang out for an entire evening
is $38. For more info on the

schedule and the performers, see

torontosketchfest.com.
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Super songkraft
The Furries escape the Welsh chill to soak up

some Spanish sunshine—and in the process

come up with their best album yet

Jonathan Melchoirre

Emerging out of Wales at the tail end

of the much-celebrated Britpop era,

the Super Furry Animals have distin-

guished themselves from most of the

bands of that period in one crucially

significant area—SFA are still mak-

ing great records a decade on from

their critically acclaimed 1996 debut,

Fuzzy Logic.

At a time when most of their more
famous contemporaries have either

broken up (see The Verve and Pulp),

or devoted their careers to retreading

past glories (see Oasis and Suede),

SFA (their name came from T-shirts

that singer Gruff Rhys' sister was
making) have managed to continually

produce dazzlingly innovative and

consistently excellent albums.

"We just try to never repeat our-

selves," is keyboardist Cian Ciaran's

simple explanation for SFA's incred-

ibly varied discography. "That's what

keeps the excitement going."

Ciaran and SFA guitarist Huw
('Bunf') Bunford (the other members
are vocalist Rhys, drummer Dafydd

leuan, and bassist Guto Pryce) are sit-

ting on the second floor of the Beggars

Banquet (their record label) office on

King St. The main topic of discus-

sion is the band's latest record, Loue

Kraft, which some critics (including

indier-than-thou online bible Pitch-

fork, which gave it a high 8.5 rating)

have hailed as their best yet. Mostly
recorded in Spain, Love Kraft is the
first Super Furries record to show-
case the songwriting talents and vo-

cal stylings of four of the band's five

members. After more than ten prolific

years and seven full-length albums,

what accounted for this reorganizing

of songwriting duties?

"It wasn't a contrived thing— it just

happened that that was the collection

of songs that we wanted to record. . .to

me it wasn't really a big change; going

to the studio was still the same shit,"

Ciaran offers.

In light of their new approach to

songwriting, Love Kraft is somewhat
surprisingly one of SFA's most musi-

cally cohesive records and perhaps
their most straightforward. Where in

the past the band was prone to use a

number of album tracks to delve into

various genre experiments, Love Kraft

maintains a similar feel throughout.

"We organized ourselves a bit bet-

ter this time when we went in," Ciaran

explains.

"We kinda went back to trying a

good-old fashioned way of doing
things, like, 'This is the beginning of

the song, it goes like this, this is the

middle and this is the end,'" Bunf
adds, pointing out that producer Ma-
rio Caldato (sometime Beastie Boys
producer) encouraged them to keep
things simple (though that didn't pre-

clude a string section on more than

World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 GlobalTESOL

Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

g »^ Study In-Class, Online

Of by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

half the tracks and the appearance of

a full Catalan choir).

As for the choice to relocate to Bar-

celona for recording, "[It had to do]

more with the weather and the wine

than it did any musical influences,"

Ciaran says with a bemused smirk.

"We had a pool and it was hot... it's

not like there are any flamenco danc-

ers clapping on the record or any-

thing."

So after releasing seven critically

acclaimed albums in 12 years, consis-

tently charting in the British top 20,

making a Welsh-language album, and

recently releasing a singles compila-

tion, what could the Super Furry Ani-

mals possibly come up with next?

"We haven't gotten bored of re-

cording and writing and making new
albums, so 1 think we will keep on do-

ing that, really," Ciaran replies.

Based on their past successes,

that simple strategy should be good
news for those who consider them-

selves enthusiasts of quality British

pop music.

Not so furry (but clearly super) animals: SFA kick up a racket with their stellar new record

"Cheapest & Best

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

SYRIANA isn't just hot
it's

You see it with the EXHILARATING FEELING that

A MOVIE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
This is the best acting George Clooneyhas ever done-

he's hypnotic, haunting and quietly devastating.^
Matt Damon gives a whiplash perfotmance.

Stephen Gaghan is in top form,
mixing potent writing with images that tear at the heart...

'SYRIANA' is a tough nui that demands attention...
It's the kind of give 'em-hell filmmaking that Hollywood

left for dead, the kind that matters."
Peier Travers, Rolling Stone
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Game of the week: trapped

over ice

Last week's intramural game of the

week saw the School of Graduate

Studies (SGS) knock off New College

1-0 in the men's division one soccer

semifinal. SGS now advances to the

championship game (Saturday, 10:30

a.m.. Front Campus North), where

they will face off against the Faculty of

Engineering, who won their thrilling

semifinal game over UTM 2-1 in pen-

alty kicks.

This week's intramural battle comes
from women's division one hockey,

where a battle for first place is about

to take place. The Faculty of Physical

Education and Health and the Univer-

sity of Toronto at Scarborough will

get it on in what will truly be a clash

of the titans (Saturday, 6 p.m.. Varsity

Arena).

Both teams have dominated this

division, although their first head-to-

head contest resulted in a 5-2 Scarbor-

ough win.

The teams are each coming off con-

vincing wins, and this game will be an

important one, as it will very likely be

a preview of what we will see in the

championship game.

-MAHVENTRESCA

Trying to keep their heads

above water
The Varsity Blues women's hockey

team continued to struggle last week-

end, as they continued their lengthy

road trip. They dropped a 4-2 decision

to the Waterloo Warriors Saturday

night, falling to 2-3-0-1 on their current

swing and 4-4-0-1 overall.

Stacey Grygiel scored the winner

for Waterloo midway through the sec-

ond period. Julianne Schmalz, Carissa

Casselman, and Kaleena Yeung also

notched goals for the Warriors. Annie

Delguidice and Kristy Patterson re-

plied for the Blues in a losing cause.

Despite their recent woes, the Blues

are still hanging on to fourth place

in the Ontario University Athletics

standings going into a key road game

against the third-place Guelph Gry-

phons (6-2-3-0) on Sunday afternoon.

-MV

A triple lutzto the gut and a

salchowtothe solar plexis,

or the longest title for a fig-

ure skating preview EVER
The Varsity Blues figure skating team

has been on the ice gearing up for a

new season and their first competi-

tion at Queen's University, November

25. With a team of 22, the fourth-place

finishers in last year's standings have

their eyes on medals this year.

"The returning skaters have shown

a strong desire to get back into the

top three placing overall and are en-

couraging all the new team members

to work towards achieving this goal,"

says head coach Sylvia Gryniewski.

Key veterans leading this year's

team Include free skaters Eleanor

Fung and Christina Hall, as well as

ice dancers Laura Stoveld, Stephanie

Hunt, Aimee Artinian, and Michelle

Woll.

Despite the loss of three-time OUA
short program champion Candice

Skelton, OUA dance champion Ellen

Simon, and last year's team manager

Caitlyn Paget, the squad's newest

recruits on the team are upbeat and

ready to go. The group is primarily

focusing on increasing technical diffi-

culty in routines and breaking into the

top three in the synchronized skating

event.

You can see the Varsity Blues figure

skating team compete at Varsity Arena

when Ryerson hosts the second com-

petition of the season on February 4-

.5, 2006. Be sure to wish them success

on the road in the meantime.

-MIYOKO OHTAKE
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Amazons couldn't

beat this team
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM STARTS SEASON ON FIRE

Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Consistently overpowering, the women's vol-

leyball team looks to add to its lead atop the

Ontario University Athletic (OUA) standings

before the midseason break.

While the Blues sit as the top team in the

OUA east division with 24 points, coach Kris-

tine Drakich aims for a winning streak to take

them to the halfway point of the season. Next
up are division rivals Ottawa and York, who sit

in second and third in the east, respectively.

Hosting the Gee-Gees this Saturday and vis-

iting the Lions next Friday, Drakich cited the

need for the Blues to keep their heads about
them.

'Our opponents will provide us with com-
petitive challenges, but it's our ability to take

care of the ball when it's on our side that mat-

ters most," she said.

'We need to manage ourselves so that we
play every rally with controlled execution and
with the energy used on match point. If we
play aware and focused we will be successful

against anyone."
The Blues (8-1) are also highly ranked na-

tionally, as they are tied for seventh in the

Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) top ten.

Western, the one team to defeat the Blues, is

also on that list. The Mustangs beat the Blues

in four sets in London on November 12.

U of T defeated Ryerson in three straight

sets (25-22, 25-22, 25-13) on Saturday. The
Blues hammered away at the Rams, relying on
a constant attack of kills to clinch the victory.

"Ryerson did a good job in the first two
games," Drakich said. "They were feisty and
served tough. At first we played hesitant—the

ball would just fall between our players—but

we regained our focus, executed well, and
forced them to earn their points. They strug-

gled with that."

Leading the way for the Blues was Leah Tow-
ell, who received player of the match honours
with her 11 kills and her outstanding hustle on
the court. Asya Danilova and Mila Miguel also

came up huge for the Blues, combining for 21

kills and blocking for five.

Ryerson was led by Erin Gallagher, whose 13

kills were not enough for the Rams, who fell to

2-6 on the season.

The first set had the two teams sharing the

score at four until All Greey killed for a point,

made a saving dig for another, and then served
in what became a 10-2 U of T run.

Ryerson then took the game by the horns, as

they rallied to take a 19-17 lead. Stopping the

The women's volleyball team has been unstoppable so

far this season. They are 8-1 after their first 9 games.

bleeding for U of T was Canciani Gioia, whose
timely block for a point got the Blues within

one.

After she killed the point to tie it at 21, the

teams traded scores before Gioia served the

Blues home. U of T took the final three points

to win the first set.

Rally play dominated the second set, as the

two teams traded scores until they were tied

at 20. Four kills, two each by Miguel and Tow-
ell, led the Blues to take the momentum in the

match. They took the second set 25-22.

By the third set, Ryerson was visibly fa-

tigued, their unforced errors allowing the
Blues to take an 8-2 lead. U of T then scored
the next eight points, which included six kills

and two aces, before defeating the Rams 25-

13.

Playoff fire to warm chilly

students
WATER POLO, FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS ON DECK

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

You'd better watch out, you better

not pout because provincial and na-

tional championships are coming to

town. Whether in the water or on the

gridiron, these games will provide

treats for weather-and essay-weary

students who just can't wait to be on

holidays.

The Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) waterpolo final four gets going

on Saturday afternoon at McMaster

University. The Blues are ranked first

in the men's draw and fourth on the

women's side.

Toronto's first test on the men's

side will come from the fourth-ranked

Queen's Golden Gaels. The Blues eas-

ily handled the Golden Gaels in their

two regular season meetings this

season, scoring 16-8 and 14-5 victo-

ries, respectively.

The other semifinal pits McMaster

against Carleton against eachother.

Vladimir Tasevski feasted on the

defence and goaltending of Queen's

this year, tallying eight times In the

two meetings between the schools.

Sean Mcghie and Max Pottier, mean-

while, added four goals each against

the Gaels this year.

The biggest test for the men's team

will be the second-ranked McMaster

The men's water polo team is entering this weekend's OUA championship as the favou-

rite. They are trying to defend their title as the best team in Ontario.

Marauders, who will have home-pool

advantage at the OUA champion-

ships. Both teams finished with iden-

tical 8-1-1 records in the regular sea-

son, and the Blues went 1-0-1 against

the Marauders in the regular season.

Toronto is the defending OUA
champion and are favourites to win

the final on Sunday.

The women's team, meanwhile, will

be underdogs this weekend in Ham-

ilton. They went 2-6-0 in the regular

season and enter the championships

as the fourth seed.

McMaster is the heavey favourite to

win the women's crown, having won
three of the last four titles. They also

went a perfect 8-0 this year, defeating

the Blues 13-2 and 8-0, respectively,

in their two matches thus far.

These two teams will clash in the

first semifinal match of the tourna-

ment Saturday. York and Carleton

will meet in the other semifinal.

Toronto must score many goals

and contain the offence of the Ma-

rauders if they want to see the OUA
final. Their defence stepped up to the

challenge in the team's two wins in

the regular season, as the group gave

up just one goal in those two games.

The other big championship be-

ing decided soon is the Vanier Cup,

the Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) football championship, which

will also be decided in Hamilton.

This year the Saskatchewan Huskies

will go into battle against the Wilfred

Laurier Golden Hawks at Ivor Wynn
Stadium on December 3.

The Huskies and Golden Hawks
have never played against each other

before. Saskatchewan has the edge in

experience, as they took on the La-

val Rouge et Or in last year's Vanier

Cup. Of course, they lost that game.

To reach the big dance the Huskies

had to knock off the two-time defend-

ing champion Rouge et Or, while the

Golden Hawks steamrolled over the

Acadia Axemen to make it to the CIS

final. The former was a suspense-

filled 29-27 match and the latter was

a 31-10 blowout.

The Vanier Cup will see star quar-

terbacks Steve Bilan and Ryan Pyear

oppose each other for the first time.

The game is sure to be much more ex-

citing than last year's mistake-filled

snoozefest that saw a grand total of

eight points scored.
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The flight of fantasy football
A CLOSE EXAMINATION OF A GROWING INTERNET PHENOMENON

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Hi, my name is Matt and I am addicted

to fantasy sports.

Ok, so maybe 'addicted' is too

strong a word, but I like them. I like

them a lot.

Online fantasy sports is a trend that

has more than made its mark on mod-
ern-day fan culture, and is still grow-

ing. First limited to only the major

professional sports—which includes

football, baseball, basketball, and

hockey—fantasy sports have grown

to include fringe sports such as auto

racing, tennis, and golf.

If you search hard enough, you can

even find fantasy sites for figure skat-

ing, curling, or waterskiing. Unfortu-

nately, my query for fantasy cricket

came up disappointingly empty.

Despite its spread to all sorts of

sports and leagues, fantasy sports

leagues started with football—and

more specifically the NFL. It makes
sense to focus on the first, and still

largest, domain of fantasy sport, so

let's take a look at the fantasy grid-

iron.

It occurs to me now that some of

you don't know what fantasy foot-

ball—or fantasy sport in general—is

all about. For those of you who have

never done a fantasy draft, or don't

know an IDP from the IRS, let me give

you a rundown.

Although there are countless varia-

tions, classic fantasy football involves

entering a league and having a draft

where each league member gets his

or her turn at selecting ai player from

the overall talent pool of NFL players.

After each roster is selected, teams

face each other each week and hope
that the players on their drafted ros-

ter team outscore those of their op-

ponent. Points are awarded based on

player performance, including catch-

es, yards, touchdowns, etc. At the end

of the season, the fantasy team with

the best record wins the league title.

Got it? Seems pretty harmless

doesn't it?

Well, there certainly are a lot of pos-

itive things that come from fantasy

football. First of all, it is a great tool for

fans who are trying to learn the sport.

Not only do you become familiar with

the players' names, but who is good

and who isn't, and how certain players

are used in certain situations.

Let me put it this way, if you un-

derstand that Mike Seller's injury will

mean more red zone looks for Chris

Cooley, you're either a fantasy player,

or should become one.

Secondly, fantasy football is usually

done online and is free to play. Any
financial involvement would be an ar-

rangement made between the friends

or co-workers in a league. This is a re-

freshing change from the sometimes-

ruthless world of sports gambling,

where gamblers can easily become
indebted to cutthroat bookies and

betting agencies.

Finally, from the league's perspec-

tive, fantasy football is simply another

way to market the game and create

interest. If it gets more people watch-

ing the games on Sunday, it can only

be seen as a positive thing by general

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-

town Toronto, North York, Richmond

Hill. Managers to $]0.1.5/hour + bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour. Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-.533-9727 or www.
TORONTOWRAPS.com

EARN THOUSANDS. PRE-SELL

TICKETS TO THE NEW YOU SHOW-
North America's Largest Beauty and Cos-

metic EntiancementConsumerShowheld

at the Metro Toronto Centre January IS-

IS. Tickets valued at .$12 each and receive

.50% of the proceeds. It's that simple. An
easy sell as giveaways and samples at the

show are worth far more than the ticket

itself. Call Lori at 416-777-9896.

CHILDREN'S PRESENTERS NEEDED
To present fun hands-on activities in

schools and at b-day parties. Car and exp.

with kids req'd. No science background

needed. Exciting activities such as slime

and rockets. Pay: $20/class. CALL MAD
SCIENCE TODAY AT (416) 630-.5282 Ext 31.

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Su.ssex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen, Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

COUNSELUNG/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.530-9717

CLASSIFIEDS
ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark
guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/.5.39-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 .50''o

off first visit.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-
position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

p.sychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

TIRED OF HIGH RESIDENTIAL FEES

ON CAMPUS
let Dream Maker Realty take you out of a

place you rent into a place you will own,

for the same price. Or earn up to $1000

cash from each referral. Contact Isaac at

416-725-1053.

GET HELP NOW!
TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in MATH 1.35, 235, CHM 138,

139, 247, ECO 220, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS
AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

2.5y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and disser-

tations, from style to format. APA style a

specialty. Mary Anne Carswell, MA, MEd,

mcarswell@svmDatico.ca
. 416-303-3106.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment
to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

National Defense
Defence nationale

Options Les options

make ail tlie font toute

difference la difference

Peu importe

la nature de

vos etudes

universitaires,

vous pouvez

beneficier d'une

carriere differente

dans les Forces

canadiennes.

• Ingenieurs

• Physiotherapeutes

• Travailleurs

sociaux/

travailleuses

sociales

• Pilotes

• Medecins

• Infirmiers/

infirmieres

• Pharmaciens/

pharmaciennes

• Officiers

de marine

Pour obtenir

de plus amples

renseignements,

veuillez

communiquer

avec nous

des aujourd'hui.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.
Decouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.

No matter what

your university

education, you can

enjoy a career witin

a difference In the

Canadian Forces.

• Engineers

• Physiotherapists

• Social Workers

• Pilots

• Doctors

• Nurses

• Pharmacists

• Naval Officers

To learn more,

contact us today.

1 800 856-8488
www.forces.gc.ca Canada
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managers and television executives.

It also keeps fans interested during

blowouts, or those awful 6-3 Browns

vs. Jets snore-fests.

But. with the good comes the bad.

For many sports purists, fantasy foot-

ball is ruining the game as we know it.

The fear is that fantasy football is put-

ting too much emphasis on individual

players, and not the teams they play

for.

Many NFL coaches—including Bill

Belichick and Bill Parcells—seem to

agree, refusing to answer questions

that have any bearing on fantasy

leagues. Many cite the fact that fanta-

sy football is promoting an individual

rather than team spirit to young fans

as a big problem, and this could spell

disaster for the future of the sport of

football.

So how much of this is true? Are

teams losing their importance in what

is regarded as the epitome of team

sport?

In my opinion, there is a little cause

for concern. New fans who are intro-

duced to football through fantasy

lecigues don't need a favourite team

to cheer for. They live and die with

their fantasy team alone and, best of

all, they get to pick the players them-

selves.

The television networks have cer-

tainly picked up on this phenomenon,

tailoring their broadcasts to fantasy

players with 'fantasy notebook' fea-

tures and a bombardment of stats

that will make your head spin. Is it

out of the question to think that a

network that allows you to customize

what games you watch based on your

fantasy squad will emerge in the near

future?

For those of us like me who rapidly

scan the channels hoping to catch a

glimpse of my fantasy players' per-

formamces, it is definitely an exciting

possibility.

Despite my love for fantasy football,

in the end I will put aside my fantasy

allegiances in order to watch my fa-

vourite team battle it out every Sun-

day, and I hope most other fantasy

players do the same.

NFL football is great as it is, and a

well-played game should be able to

override any gimmick a league and

its sponsors can throw at us, fantasy

football included. Don't believe me?

Just ask the XFL.
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Canadians
believe racism
only exists

south of the
border,

SEE SEGREGATED' - PAGE 9

mi
a flight for 2 to

the UK!
{ see page 3

}

feature

Could the solution to violence in the

black community be segregated

schools? What decade is this?

SEE SEGREGATED -PG. 9

comment
What makes New Orleans Wal-Marts so

precious that they're worth human lives?

SEE PROPERTY - PG. 6

history

On November 29. 1947, the UN voted to

partition Palestine Into Arab and Jewish

territories. And everyone lived happily

ever after. The End.

red letter

Today Is Liberation Day In Albania, cel-

ebrating the end of German occupation in

1944; yesterday was Independence Day,

marking the end of Ottoman rule in 1912.

todo
com

WEDNESD.AY,NOV30-DEC2.8PM

Sarah Harmerat Harbourfront Centre

Theatre, $32.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1,7:30 PM
World AIDS Day feat, Dr, Philip Berger at

Hart House Great Hall. Free,

THE UNIVERSITY 0 lUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1881 L.CXXVI,N0.27
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Not-so-barrier-freeAGM
GOVT MEMBERS

RECONCILE AFTER

SBFA MEETING GOES

HAYWIRE

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Usually the biggest problem at a

campus group's annual general

meeting is acute boredom. Not so
at last week's Students for Barrier-

Free Access (SBFA) AGM, which
was replete with shouting matches
and the threat of legal action.

SBFA is a student group that
advocates for disabled students,
working closely with U of T's ac-

cessibility services. A main agenda
item at last Thursday's meeting was
the election of a new executive.

"There were two opposing slates,"

said Sam Rahimi, chair of SBFA be-

fore and after the AGM. "The slate

that won the elections brought

about 30 people out with them to

make sure they would win, and they

did."

That slate included Alex Tepper-

man for External, Jennifer Hassum
for University Affairs, Luis Grana-

dos for Promotions Director, and
Asif Farooq for Social Director. Be-

cause Hassum is also VP External

Alex Tepperman, Students for Barrier-Free Access's External director, and Sam Rahimi, its chair, ride a wheelchair lift and make

at SAC, even before the meeting,

some at SBFA accused SAC of plan-

ning a takeover.

"The only student disability

rights organization on campus has

been hijacked by a bunch of stu-

dent politicians from SAC who want
to gain power for themselves," read

a pamphlet circulated before the

meeting by Rahimi. It accused SAC
of "overt discrimination against

students with disabilities." Word on

the street is that Rahimi, who has

clashed regularly with this year's

executive, plans to run for SAC
president next year.

The day of the AGM, Rahimi re-

ceived a cease-and-desist letter

from SAC's lawyers. The letter de-

manded that Rahimi stop making
"inaccurate, damaging and action-

able" statements, or SAC [would]

"take appropriate and immediate

legal action." Rahimi has complied

with the letter.

The initial conflict between SAC
and SBFA was about SBFA's financ-

es. SBFA is funded by a levy, which

SAC collects and passes on to SBFA,
though it is not controlled by SAC

—

SAC may not reallocate the money.
"All levy [recipients] have to sub-

mit their audited statements by
August 31," said SAC president Paul

Bretscher. "SBFA handed them in at

2:00 in the afternoon, 75 days past

due, and then at 9:00 in the morn-
ing were making allegations that we
were purposely withholding their

funds to close down the organiza-

SEE 'ACCESS' -PG 3

Non-confidence

vote passed
IGNATIEFF ANNOUNCES LIBERAL CANDIDACY

AS ELECTION CALLED

Bruce Harpham

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

OTTAWA - Canada is going back to

the polls in January after a non-con-

fidence vote initiated last night by
the Conservatives brought down
the government.

The motion passed, as had been

widely expected by political ob-

servers, by a vote of 171 to 133. It

marks a first in parliamentary his-

tory: never before has a Canadian

government has fallen on a straight

confidence motion. Before last

night, governments have fallen on

confidence votes relating to money,

especially on budget bills.

As the Liberal members began to

vote on the motion, Paul Martin and

his Liberal colleagues seemed quite

jubilant to be heading back on the

campaign trail. Unlike the nail-bait-

ing series of confidence votes in the

spring that turned on the decisions

of a handful of independent MPs,

this vote had the air of inevitability

about it. And unlike the last-minute

defection of Belinda Stronach, ev-

erybody in Ottawa yesterday knew
the government would fall long be-

fore the vote began. The fall of the

government ended weeks of elec-

tion speculation that has consumed
much of the national media.

The announcement that ap-

SEE ELECTION - PG 2

TRAILING THE ELECTION
Pick up upcoming issues of

The Varsity for in-depth election

coverage before and after the

holiday break.

//LIGHT SHOW

With a tree like that, who needs presents? Designer Christmas trees, each

created by a different artist, are currently on display at the U of T Art Centre.
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HART HOUSE

ll

FORMAL DEBATE
Toronto Police Chief, William Blair

explores the role of Police-Community relations

in addressing crime and violence

Nov 30 • 7:00pm • Debates Room

WORLD AIDS DAY
An evening of speeches, theatre and music, including

President David Naylor, keynote Dr. Philip Berger,

with student performances of Gahu Songs and original works

Dec 1 • 7:30pm • Great Hall

HART HOUSE CONCERTS
presents The Lorries Dec 1 9pmStages presents The Lorries

Opening act - Dan Gordon • Arbor Room

Jazz at Oscars - the Hart House Jazz Ensemble

Conducted by Jules Estrin • Arbor Room

Singers Concert

Conducted by David Arnot-Johnston • Great Hall

Dec 2 9pm

Dec 4 3pm

4t:h ANNUAL CHRISTMAS CAROL
A reading of Charles Dickens' timeless classic

Featuring international opera sensation, Adr/anneP/eczon/ca

Tickets ($20 generai/$1 5 students) 41 6.978.8849 or uofttix.ca

Dec 7 • 7:30pm • Great Hall

DRAMA SOCIETY
AUDITIONS FOR "MAD FOREST"

with professional director Christopher Morris

Sign up for a time at the Hall Porters' Desk

Dec 3 •! 2-6pm; Dec 4 • 1 2-6pm; Dec 5 • 1 0-4pm

HART HOUSE CHRISTMAS BUFFET
Monday Dec 1 2 to Friday Dec 16*11 :30am-2pm

$25 per person - Cash Bar

Call 416.978.2444 to reserve - BOOK EARLY!

COCKTAILS ® THE GRILL
Wednesdays and Thursdays • 3pm to 6 pm

416.978.2445 • www.gallerygrill.com

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Tfte Ilocfej fiorror gftoui
Jan 1 8 - Feb 4

|
A midnight show • Jan 25

Student tickets $1 2 • 41 6.978.8849 • www.uoftix.ca

HOCKEY NIGHT AT HART HOUSE
on the BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room

Your sports pub on campusi

Next game: Nov 30 (Leafs vs. Lightning) • 7:30pm

ATHLETICS
416.978.2447 • www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

NEW THIS YEAR...EARLY REGISTRATION FOR
WINTER 2006 CLASSES!

Dec. 8 from 9am • Register for YOGA and PILATES classes ONLY

Dec. 9 from 9am • Register for ALL OTHER classes

Deadline for early registration is Dec. 21

^ ^ ^duRSTUDENTCENTREWest FraraiKe.

De»2tK4TTY
creativity.
conceweu

// NEWS IN BRIEF

"Hardball" host faces at-

tack for U of T appearance

Chris Mattiiews, host of the MSNBC
political affairs show "Hardball," is

facing criticism in the U.S. for remarks

on terrorism made at U of T. During a

speech here last weekend he said that

the key to battling terrorism was under-

standing why enemies of the U.S. hate

Americans, among other things, lead-

ing to accusations that he is "soft on

terrorism." Although other parts of his

speech, as well as an interview with The

Varsity indicate that he favours torture

as a method of dealing with terrorists,

these remarks were not reported in the

U.S. The criticism came from fellow talk

show hosts as well as many of his view-

ers, one of whom described him as "a

pig-headed moron." —CAROLYN HARRIS

World AIDS Day to be

marked by events at Hart

House

Over thirty events will take place

across U of T's three campuses to mark

World AIDS day on December 1. The

university community is encouraged

to attend the evening programme at

the Hart House's Great Hall at 7:30 pm,

where a keynote will be delivered by

Dr. Philip Berger, medical director of

the Inner City Health Program at St.

Michael's Hospital. Dr. Berger has been

involved in the treatment of HIV/AIDS

patients since the epidemic began. The

Canada-Africa Partnership on AIDS will

host a dance night in Kensington Mar-

ket later that evening to raise money
for grassroots African organizations,

featuring African artists and local DJs.

—C.H.

//THE PEN IS MIGHTIER

Guests signed pledge forms at the Horizon of Hope charity dinner Friday night,

organized by fifteen different student organizations to raise money for victims of

the recent South Asian earthquake. Guest speakers included the Consul General

of Pakistan. The more than 300 guests collectively donated $8,175.

ELECTION' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

peared to generate the most buzz
at U of T was that human rights

scholar Michael Ignatieff, who was
scheduled to start teaching at U of

T's Munk Centre in January, will

be running in the western Toronto

riding of Etobicoke-Lakeshore. The
announcement confirmed months
of speculation that he would join,

or even try to lead, the Liberals.

If he is successful, some insiders

have intimated that he could be

appointed foreign minister. Many
admire Ignatieff's strong commit-
ment to human rights and to hu-

manitarian intervention, although

some question his support for the

war in Iraq.

It was unclear yesterday how his

candidacy will affect Ignatieff's ap-

pointment to U of T. For the past

several years, Ignatieff was direc-

tor of the Carr Centre for Human
Rights and Policy at Harvard.

Others on campus will likely be

interested in the contest for the

Trinity-Spadina riding, the federal

riding that encompasses the west-

ern side of the university's down-
town campus. Olivia Chow, wife of

NDP leader Jack Layton and long-

time Toronto city councillor, has

confirmed that she will be running

again as a New Democratic candi-

date against Liberal Tony lanno

who won by less than a thousand

votes in the 2004 election.

I J

Purchase $50 of regularily priced crested clothing before

taxes and get a limited edition UofT Travel Mug AND a

"somebody from UofT loves me" pen for only 1 cent.

214 College St. (416) 640-5386

www.uoflbookstore.coni

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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Doomed to repeat it

THE WEST HAS A HISTORY OF TRYING TO 'CIVILIZE' THE MIDDLE EAST,

A FOLLY ROBERT FISK HAS SPENT HIS LIFE DECRYING

Middle East correspondent Robert Fisk, hanging out in Yorkville the day after his U of T book talk.

Gus Constantinou

Its rather fitting to interview Robert

Fisk at The Pilot Tavern, so named
in homage to the brave pilots who
fought in the Second World War.

Fisk is currently on a speaking

tour to promote his new book, The

Great War for Civilization: The Con-

quest of the Middle East. He named it

in tribute to his father, a First World
War soldier, whose campaign med-
al had the phrase 'The war for civi-

lization' inscribed on the back.

War is central to Fisk's life, hav-

ing been a Middle Eastern corre-

spondent for 30 years, covering

wars in Algeria, Afghanistan, Leba-
non, Iran, Iraq, Israel, and Pales-

tine. Wars, he argues, that began as

direct or indirect results of the 17

months after the Second World War
during which the arbitrary drawing

of the Middle East's borders took

place.

Fisk stopped by U of T on his tour

last Wednesday, and The Varsity

spoke with him about the number

SEE 'FISK'^PGS

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE
STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

Courtesy Discount for University Students

It's easy, just complete the entry form below, answer the

questions correctly and drop it off ot The Varsity office, 21 Sussex

Ave, 2nd floor OR enter online today at WWW.VfOF.CQ
Maximum three entries per person.

Entry deadline: Thursday, December 8th 2005.

Uuestlon: Who are Canadian Affair's partner airlines?

The Varsity respects your privacy. You may tell us not to share your

information witti companies outside The Varsity. Do you wish to opt out

of such information sharing? YES NO

For SUMMER 06:
Our best fare to

LONDON IS

$139
+ tax
one way

1-8778-FLY2UK www.canadian-affair.ca

VARSITY

Top quality styles

at bottom line prices.
Walk-In to Andre-Pierre and you'll get a top professional haircut, witii

an average wait time of just five minutes. All at a special reduced price

that's hard to beat. So, next time you're in the area, just walk right in.

After Saturday

Men cut & blow dry $29

Women cut & blow dry S46

Cuts colour $110

Cut & foil highlights $160

11:30 4:30 4:30

$22 $24 $26 $25

$35 $38 $41 $39

S85 $95 $99 $95

$120 $130 $144 $135

Hair extensions and Japanese straightening also available.

ilndre/PierFe

Student
Appreciation Day!

Fri Dec 2nd

up to 40% off

The U of T Bookstore would like to welcome
the Medical Class of 0T8 who will be offering

"free Gift Wrapping" and accepting donations

for the Steven Lewis Foundation on Dec 2 & 8.

-

.^aio ofeo ovoiiobie at VOfSiV Spora Sioig, hgt* House Store, victono Ur^^Jty Soo^.-yc^e crr5 Congous Gc-^r v - uiWQf.aQttlioohstore.com

Cutting the hasslesC since 1972.

55 Bloor W. (Manulife Centre) 416.922.6946

(Receive 2 hours free parking at Manulife Centre)

22 St. Clair E. (St. Clair Centre) 416.923.8780

University of Toronto Bookstore

214 College Street, Toronto •(41 6) 640-7900

Visit us at www.uoftbookstore.com
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Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

National Graduate Studies Entrance Competition

Top students will be invited to visit our Department in

Calgary and meet potential supervisors

V N I V fc R. S i T Y O F

CALGARY
I A I U L ! Y Of

MEDICINE

For details see www.ucalgary.ca/bmb/

Application Deadline: January 27, 2006

WILLOWBOOKS
New and Used Books-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.lOA.M. to 10P.M.

(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.wlllowbooks2.ca

Healthy Participants Needed for

Research Study
Purpose of the study: To compare how three different

dosages of a commoniy uSed antipsychotic drug

(haloperidol) attach to different states of the dopamine

receptor using a brain scanning technique called

positron emission tomography (PET).

What is involved in the study: The study will be

conducted at the PET Centre at the Centre for

Addiction and Mental Health (250 College St). It will

involve four positron emission tomography (PET) brain

scans and one MR! brain scan. Participants will

receive financial compensation for their time.

Participation: Healthy male adults 18-40 years old.

Additionally, the following criteria must be met.-

No history of major medical or psychiatric illness

_No history of alcohol or drug abuse

_Competent to provide informed consent

_Right handed

To find out more please contact. Penny: 416-535-

8501 ext. 6452 or penny.barsoum@camhpet.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

//THE WINDS OF CHANGE

Activists made their presence felt at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Montreal last weekend. A group of 100

youth delegates wrote a Youth Summit declaration to present to the U.N. on the issue (below), while others brainstormed and

constructed elaborate displays, sculptures, and banners.

Don't miss another party! Events delivered directly

to your computer through RSS Feeds for free.

Get the Toronto Culture RSS Feed today.

www.eventsrss.ca

Toronto Cosnnetic Clinic

Liposuction

Breast Augmentation

Tummy Tuck
Gastric Banding

100%
Financing

Available

• Botox injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinic.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yazdanfor member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surger/

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surger/

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery

Oxford Seminars
416-924-3240/1-800-779.1779

www.oxfordseminars.com
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tion."

Ahead of the meeting, an email
was circulated to a number of stu-

dents, some sympathetic with SAC,
encouraging them to run in SFBAs
executive elections. But the new ex-

ecutive insists they had their own
reasons for running.

"There is obviously something
really ill with the university's sys-

tem right now," said Tepperman,
citing problems he has had using

the services to cope with his ob-

sessive compulsive disorder. "I feel

that Students for Barrier-Free Ac-

cess needs to be run completely au-

tonomous of the university and in

many instances has to work against

it, and 1 think it was too close to the

university. It was just a branch of

the administration, and 1 think that

made it impotent in many ways."

"It's about working towards im-

proving the services," said Hassum.

Hassum is dyslexic herself and has
been involved in SBFA for the last

two years. Before the meeting, she
asked Rahimi whether he thought
it would be appropriate for her to

run. He was encouraging.

Nonetheless, tensions at the AGM
ran very high, particularly after

Bretscher arrived to read a state-

ment from SAC refuting Rahimi's

allegations. At one point, Rahimi
stood on a table and ripped up his

cease-and-desist letter.

"I don't want to pass any type
of personal judgment," said Julia

Munk, staff at the Access Centre.

"My only concern was that the be-

haviour of everyone at the meet-

ing made it very inaccessible." She

said that students with anxiety and
learning disabilities left before the

meeting was over and didn't have

the chance to vote.

But by all accounts, Rahimi's was
not the only raised voice. Since

the meeting, everyone has calmed

VARSITY NEWS

down a bit.

"The most important thing to do
is to put our differences aside and
work together as best we can," said

Rahimi.

"We've already reached consen-

sus on every major issue," said

Hassum.
Tepperman is full of plans for the

months ahead, including canceling

honoraria, creating ties with the

Centre for Addiction and Mental

Health, tabling at Sid Smith, sign-

ing more people up for the listserv,

keeping the Access Centre open
longer hours and hiring a secre-

tary.

But even if the new executive and
chair work together, SBFA may face

further conflicts with SAC in Janu-

ary. That's when they will be re-

quired to provide more documen-
tation (including their bylaws and
minutes from meetings) in order to

receive the second installment of

their funding.
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of dead Iraqis, his "curse," and the

damning tale told by the history

books about the West's presence in

the Middle East.

The Varsity: why havent we
learned the lessons of history?

Robert Fisk: Well, because we
don't read them. Because we are

always setting off on our ideologi-

cal wars, thinking that we're right

and that it'll work out the way we
want it to. Why bother wasting our

time with what happened in 1920?

It was different then. But it wasn't;

it was the same of course. We have

General Sir Angus Moore in Iraq

in 1917 saying, "We come here not

as conquerors but as liberators to

free you." We do the same again in

2003.

We are always going to the Mid-

dle East in this way, but we are

never concentrating on what the

Middle East says to us, like, "Can we

have some freedom from you?' You

know? People want justice before

they want democracy and you can't

found democracy on sand.

V: These borders don 't seem

as though they were created with

peace orjustice in mind. If there

is peace and justice, what would it

look like? Can it even exist?

RF: Look, immediately after the

First World War the American diplo-

mats in the Middle East all told the

[U.S.] State Department we should

have a modern, democratic Arab

state. The borders of Europe are

largely formed by defensible fron-

tiers—rivers, mountains, valleys,

etc. We paid no attention to that,

with one or two rare exceptions.

V: Well, weren't they drawn quite

arbitrarily and with conflict in mind? up where you have left off?

RF: With conflict in mind, but

with oil in mind. The state of Iraq

was drawn to give the French the

largest proportion of oil in the

north and the British in the south.

It was drawn up on the basis of eco-

nomic resources, largely.

V: Can you describe the scenes at

the Iraqi mortuary where the death

count was not released to the press,

which you mentioned in your talk?

RF: Look, we don't care about

the Iraqis. I've said that. They don't

want you to hear how many Iraqis

have died. It is a shameful thing

that the Blairs and the Bushes con-

nive to prevent us from knowing
the tragedy of the Iraqi people.

One thousand one hundred in July

alone. But we don't acknowledge
that humanity. When you don't ac-

knowledge the suffering of a people,

you no longer acknowledge their

humanity. They cease to be human
beings. That's the problem.

V: They say with great privilege

comes great responsibility. You

speak about the "curse" ofyour

book. Is your curse part of the

privileged responsibility of writing

history's first pages?

RF: No, it's the fact that I spent 30

years of my life watching wars and

not having a safe life, bringing up a

family. 1 think I'd still do the same

thing again if I had my life over

again. You cannot but reflect upon

the fact that you spent 30 years of

your life witnessing the most ap-

palling things and managing to

keep going, and stay sane, and still

write well.

V: Do you have any advice for the

young and naive who hope to pick

j

RF: Be prepared to take risks

with your career to tell the truth.

And if you're asked to compromise
in telling the reality of the story as

you see it, fight, and go on fighting.

Look at Seymour Hersh. He's done
a real job of monitoring the centres

of power. So has Amira Hass. If that

means you lose your job at a paper,

then go and get a job at a better

paper. 1 left the Times ofLondon for

the Independent, which is very un-

stable. The Times, for the first time,

had censored a story 1 wrote on the

Middle East. So 1 left. That's it.

Teaeli SngiisA
Woritiwiiie!

start Your Adventure Toda
li World Class TESOL

Certification in 5-days

fl^jxi^ ' 'Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

iggjgAStudy In-Class, Online

or by Conrespondence

FREE Info Night

Mondays @ 7pm
#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

Master of Forest
Conservation

(M.F.C.)

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

You are invited to a service of

Lessons and Carols

for Advent

Trinity College Choir

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL

6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto

SUNDAY DECEMBER 4, 2005

5:00 p.m.

There will Ik a free will offering to support the

wort( of Romero House

The purpose of Romero House is to assist

refugees in establishing new homes in Canada.

For more information call 41M78-3288

Introducing

indochinese Dinner Buffet

Over 40 Items,

including Manchurian Chicken,

Chili Chicken and Hakka Noodles,

plus lots more

0

^^imM.-10:30P.M.(>^

416.850.3179
www.toronto.coni/saffrontree

91 Geaard Street West Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

Aaoss fram Hospital for Sick Children

The Faculty of Forestry

University of Toronto

gradprog@forestry.utoronto.ca

www.forestry.utoronto.ca

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused/ & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
We are accepting original compositions

Deadline for submissions is

January 15^2000

Concert is on March 31,2006

Further information and applications can be found at:

www.harthousemusic.com

and click on the "Student Composers Concert" link.

If you have any questions, please email

harthousescc@gmail.com

6^
HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
415.978.2'I52 wwvs.harthouse.utoronloca

Teach English
s

20,000 JOBS!
This free information session will cover topics of interest to

anyone considering teaching English overseas. It will answer

questions regarding employment opportunities abroad such as:

What Is Teaching Abroad Like

Where Are The Job Opportunities

• When Is Peak Hiring Season

How Can I Secure An ESL Teaching Job Overseas

» How Much Will I Earn

" What Is A Working Visa And How Do I Get One

. How Much ExporiencG Do I Need

. When And Where Should I Sign A Contract

. Do I Need A TESU/TESOL Certificate

What Skills Should I Learn To Become A Better ESL Teacher

7:00pm Wednesday, Nov. 30
Rm. 2211, Ontario institute for Studies in Education (O.I.S.E)

252 Bloor Street West, University of Toronto

Free Information Session
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Exams stymie student jobs

The holidays are just around the

corner, and we students are more

than ready for a few days away from

our favourite institution of discov-

ery. But there is a time of the year

when extra days off are not neces-

sarily welcome: namely, the extra

study days before exams in May. It's

high time that the university rethink

its policy on spring exam dates, be-

cause the current schedule hinders

those who need to be out of school

and into the workforce by the first of

May.

Consider, for example, a student

who plans to write his exams in April

- EDITORIAL <

and begin working at an out of town

job in early May—a job that will, of

course, pay for his next year of study.

At York, Western, McGill, Waterloo,

in fact pretty much all other schools

out there, this would be no problem,

as exam schedules at these schools

provide a clean break between the

academic and labour-intensive sec-

tions of the year. U of T's exam pe-

riod, on the other hand, runs almost

into the middle of May, meaning that

a student could potentially write

her last exam on May 12, killing any

chance of relocating for work should

the job require an early start date, as

most four-month contracts do.

Proponents of the late finish—and

there are obviously some in the reg-

istrar's office—would argue that the

week students get off between the

end of classes and the start of ex-

ams provides the study time needed

to succeed on the exams. But most

every other school in the province

gets by just fine with a day or two

break between classes and exams;

realistically, a fair amount of our

week is generally spent in blissful

procrastination. No one should deny

students time to study for what are

admittedly tough finals. But, a more

flexible, creative schedule needs to

be implemented—one that perhaps

starts exams on a Wednesday so

as to spread them out over an addi-

tional study weekend, one that does

not jeopardize students' chances at

quality summer employment.

If the study week is such a ne-

cessity, then adjustments could be

made to other parts of the calendar.

Do we need six more vacation days

after New Year's than students at

Laurier, McGill, or Waterloo? Per-

opinions@thevarsity.ca

haps we could start our year shortly

after Labour Day, like Western and

York do, and end within the month

of April without missing significant

class times.

With tuitions set to rise and stu-

dents' wallets about to be stretched

as never before, our university must

fulfill its mandate of putting students

first by giving us the chance to be as

competitive in the summer job mar-

ket as we are in our classes. It does

us and our bank accounts no good

to be starting our exam period when

some schools have already finished

theirs.

Property, above all else

Alan F. Campbell

How many soggy cardboard boxes

is a human life worth?

As Hurricane Katrina approaches

its three-month anniversary, this is

a question worth asking. As New Or-

leans sank into a state of chaos, one

of the first priorities of the Ameri-

can government, both local and fed-

eral, was to stop looting. This was

despite the fact that vast amounts
of assistance still needed to reach
people in danger of succumbing to
hunger, thirst, and disease.

To be fair, the attention paid to

looters was in part to protect aid

shipments to the more peaceful

victims. But upon seeing images

of destitute, mostly African-Ameri-

can people carting off goods from

the local Wal-Mart, officials were
unanimous in their goal: this must

stop now. Some even went so far as

to suggest perpetrators be shot on
sight.

Why such an extreme reaction by
the government? Certainly it seems
there must have been more press-

ing matters, such as rescuing those

stranded on rooftops, and getting

food, water, and medicine to the

thousands crowded in shelters.

Part of the answer has to do with

image. The United States is the rich-

est nation the world has ever seen,

yet a staggering amount of its pop-

ulation lives in poverty. The 2004

census showed that 35.9 million

Americans, or almost 15 per cent

of the population, live in poverty.

In New Orleans, the situation was
even worse, with 23 per cent mak-
ing up the fifth highest poverty rate

in America.

The Big Easy is mythologized as

the city of blues and bare breasts.

Yet, Katrina brought the city's dark

side to the surface. With no one to

stop them, hundreds of marginal-

ized citizens suddenly saw a way

LETTERS

Ending the widespread looting of local stores was a top priority in New Orleans.

out of their destitution, and seized

it. The thought that this could hap-

pen in America, on worldwide cable

news, horrified government officials,

and perhaps prompted a knee-jerk

reaction.

But surely this can't be the whole
answer. America's poor may be

swept under the carpet, but they

are far from invisible. Such explo-

sions of lawlessness have been seen

before, in riots in Detroit and Los

Angeles, in protests in Seattle.

Another answer may be found

in the status of property rights in

American culture and law. The Fifth

Amendment to the United States

Constitution enshrines the right

to personal property. This right to

private property even comes before

the right to a speedy and public tri-

al, and was enshrined in law nearly

one hundred years before the Con-

stitution included the freedom from

servitude and slavery for all people.

In fact, one of the great controver-

sies dogging the antislavery move-
ment was the insistence that as

property, slaves could not be forc-

ibly removed from one's ownership.

American citizens have the right

to protect their property against

encroachment, even to use lethal

means. The right to property is a

cornerstone of American legal and
cultural tradition.

With this in mind, it is not too

surprising that deadly force is seen

'as a viable defence against looting.

Despite the fact that they may have

been devastatingly poor people in

unfathomable circumstances, the

looters were treading on one of the

pinnacles of American rights.

It would be going too far to sug-

gest that this emphasis on property

rights is incorrect or unethical. Ev-

ery person in the Western world

enjoys the security that these rights

bring to their belongings. But before

shooting down a poor teenager mak-
ing off with some cheap Wal-Mart

t-shirts, perhaps the American peo-

ple should ask a very simple ques-

tion: how many soggy cardboard

boxes is a human life worth?

Clean up the

condos

With the recent influx of condo-

miniums and high rises being built

in Toronto's downtown core, it is

time to question if the builders of

these high rises are constructing

residential units that are more envi-

ronmentally friendly. Surprisingly,

there is no policy within the Ontario

Building Code whereby builders are

required to construct apartments

or condominiums that are energy

efficient and reduce emissions of

greenhouse gases.

Energy efficient housing is cost

effective for residents because it

lowers energy costs, and improves

the overall construction of build-

ings. A new more environmentally

friendly Green Building Code needs

to be established which would

increase energy efficiency and
environmentally friendly initiatives.

Call up or write to your local MPP to

raise this concern, because Toronto

and Ontario needs to become more
environmentally conscious!

Jennifer Lee

Staff saturate TTC
passes

Re: Dude where's my pass?,
Nov 17th

An interesting issue that is being

neglected is that SAC also sells the

TTC passes to U of T staff. 1 remem-
ber when the universities were

lobbying for the discounted TTC
pass and, from what I recall, it was
for students, not people who work
full-time at the University.

From all the times that I've been

at SAC during the terrible TTC sell-

ing days, I've witnessed U of T staff

members give the most trouble and
slow down the lines. Students are

the ones that are struggling with

part-time jobs, commuting and

studying. The discounted pass was

lobbied for students so we have a

break, not staff who have a full time

income.

If SAC wants there to be more

passes for students, then take them

away from those who aren't in need

of them.

Name withheld by request

Articulating

Atheism. Again.

Re: Letters, Nov 24th

Let me try to clarify something.

There are many different kinds of

atheists and they all think differ-

ently about the world. These mainly

break down into two categories:

"strong" atheism and "weak" or

"soft" atheism. Strong atheists are

the ones who state "There is no

God." 1 agree, this can lead to a

dogmatic view and I do consider

that a faith. This is a positive state-

ment of the universe and it may be

necessary to defend that position.

In this case, it is indeed a statement

of belief.

Alternatively, "soft" atheists lack

a belief in god. They are the ones

would say "I see no reason to believe

in a god" but are willing to at least

examine the possibility. 1 fall under

that category, as do the vast major-

ity of atheists. In this case, it is the

negative of another statement, not a

positive statement in itself. Thus, we
are not actually proposing anything

- the theists are. Therefore, the bur-

den of proof is on the claimants.

The idea that God exists is an

extraordinary claim and extraor-

dinary claims demand extraordi-

nary evidence. Until someone can

provide me that evidence, 1 will

remain an atheist. But I will always

examine the evidence. Soft atheism

is therefore not a faith.

Jennie Fiddes
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Satellite radio: all

noise, no signal

Graham F. Scott

EDITOR IN CHIEF

I'll admit that I'm a sucker for just

about any pointless gadget you
can imagine. My pockets runneth
over with ridiculous techy ephem-
era, from the predictable (iPod,

cellphone) to the outright use-

less (I have no idea why I bought
a barcode scanner on eBay: t have
even less of an idea why 1 bought
two). But even 1—a devoted early

adopter of any ridiculous electron-

ic bauble that comes along—am
baffled by the concept of satellite

radio. With two new such services

coming to Canada before the year

is out, I wish to register my back-

lash early: satellite radio is a stu-

pid idea.

How's this for a proposition:

First, you, gentle consumer, will

purchase a slick little piece of elec-

tronics. On its own, this gadget will

do nothing; but once you've paid

13 bucks per month (on top of the

cost of the radio), you can tune in to

hundreds of stations' worth of CD-
quality music, beamed down from
satellites. Satellites from Space. It

must be futuristic. You feel like

George Jetson already, ho?

Satellite radio somehow manag-
es to combine all the worst aspects

of normal, 20th-century FM radio,

with none of the benefits of digital

music available on even the cheap-

est, made-in-Kazakhstan mp3 play-

ers. First, you have to buy yet an-

other pricey chunk of electronics

to clutter up your life; you don't get

to control what music is playing at

any given time, as the digital "play-

list" from the satellite is controlled

by the radio network; you have to

pay for essentially the same crap-

py music and idiotic chatter that

you were formerly getting for free

from any normal, free-broadcast

FM radio station.

Do the math with me: A cheapo
mp3 player can be purchased for

less than $150, and you can fill it

to your heart's content with music
from your own CDs, tracks from

your friends, and maybe even

—

you filthy pirate—with a track or

two downloaded illegally from the

web. You can select which music
you want to listen to, when you
want it. Musical happiness.

Now, consider the satellite radio

way: the cheapest receiver is, say,

$50, and then you pay $12.99 per

month to subscribe to the service.

The one unique benefit: most of it

is ad-free. But you have to have a

clear line of sight to the satellite

in order to get the signal, so don't

walk behind any skyscrapers. Cost:

$179.16 (including tax) for one year

and less flexibility.

Am 1 missing something? Is there

something wonderful about this

service that someone hasn't point-

ed out to me, or is it just another

way to lock consumers into paying

for something that they used to get

for nothing? Subscribe if you want,

but I think satellite radio deserves
a bad reception from listeners.

RETRO REVIEW

^ww.worldAIDSday.org

WORLD AIDS DAY
The selection of Stephen Lewis as

this year's Massey Lecturer sig-

nals AIDS to be as familiar a topic

as tuition hikes. But this is not to

be taken for granted.

The first World AIDS Day was
held on December 1, 1988. But Var-

sity coverage of the annual event,

now so extensive since the millen-

nium, has been notably dwarfed in

past decades by issues of local and

national import: coverage of what
we now acknowledge to be an im-

mediately dire issue was conspicu-

ous in its absence.

"Policy bans AIDS discrimination

on campus" made the first page on
the actual date of the first World

AIDS Day, but there was no specif-

ic mention of the event. There was,

however, a piece on a new "Phone
book due in December." Explicit

coverage of the event was not fea-

tured, or even a real presence on

campus, until 1995.

Last year's Varsity of December
7th featured four separate articles

relating to World AIDS Day. This,

and Lewis's highly publicized

Massey Lectures from October,

attest to the triumph of increased

dialogue—and, hopefully, prog-

ress—for AIDS awareness seven-

teen years after the creation of

World AIDS Day. Participate in this

year's event to continue the fight

against AIDS stigma and silence.

Thursday, December 1 , 7:

The Great Hall, Hart House

4^

Welcome by ^^--^

Dr David Naylor

Keynote by

Dn Philip Berger

Speeches. Theatre. Music, 'f^^m

IE CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL HEALTH

FACULTY OF MEDICINE

JN ASSOCIATION WITH HART HOUSE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO • 2005

WORLD AIDS DAY
Think about the challenge.

Be part of the solution.

Information:

j.kopelow@sympatico.ca

STOP AIDS. KEEP THE PROMISE!

World AIDS Day is commemorated around the globe on December 1 .
It celebrates progress made in the battle

demic and brings into focus remaining clialienges. World AIDS Day 2005 aims to accelerate the global response

preventing new infections, promoting equal access to treatment and mitigating tlie impact of AIDS.

against the epi-

to HIV and AIDS.

- UNAIDS

With special thanks to The Varsity and The Bulletin.

BE THERE FOR
Architecture

Arts and Science

Dentistry

EVENTS IN YOUR FACULTY
Engineering Munk Centre for International Studies

Law
Medicine

Music

Nursing

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Pharmacy
Physical Education and Health

Rotman School of Management
Social Work

UofT at Mississauga and Scarborough - AND MORE
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Toronto has French-

immersion schools,

Catholic schools, and
Aboriginal schools, so

why not schools that cater

only to black Canadians?
CANDICE DEBI investigates

an idea that has become
contentious for Toronto's

black community

>Oast week, the shooting
death of a teenage boy at

^/ a funeral service in Rex-
^^^^—^dale brought a new level

of obscenity to Toronto's epidemic
of gun violence. As the federal elec-

tion swings into gear, the question
now resting on the shoulders of poli-

ticians is how to steer youth away
from violence. And it's no secret that

the areas most singled out as violent
in Toronto are united by factors of

class and race.

According to studies conducted by
the Toronto District School Board,
many of these are impoverished
communities with students of co-
lour who are receiving poor grades
in school. Lloyd McKell, the board's
executive officer for Student Com-
munity and Equity highlighted this

fact earlier this fall, saying the stud-

ies reveal students from poor com-

munities who are gay, lesbian, His-

panic, disabled, aboriginal, or black

are more likely to underacheive than

other students.

McKell has reacted strongly to

this data insisting the school board

is not doing enough to make stu-

dents of all backgrounds feel valued,

specifically African-Canadian youth.

His remarks have sparked a renewed

debate on a controversial solution:

the creation of black-focused, or

black-only schools in Toronto.

McKell created the board's first

Afro-centric program for students

from JK to Grade 5, which ran out

of the Shorham Public School in

the Jane and Finch area this past

summer. The pilot project was well

attended, with 70 students (15 of

whom were not black) showing up.

"[It focused] on the positive ex-

perience throughout the world of

Africans and was meant to provide

learning sources of knowledge to

students who are not able to get that

in programs in school," said McKell.

But critics such as OlSE profes-

sor of sociology George Dei believe

these programs are not enough.

He has been leading the debate in

support of creating black-focused

schools in Toronto since the early

1990s.

"[A black-only school] would not

be just a dumping ground for kids

who have problems," he said. "It

will be about creating a school of

learners, [because] students have

no sense of who they are, [and these

schools] will give them a feeling of

hope.

"[Those men involved in recent

gun crime] were probably in need of

some help, social and material sup-

port and spiritual healing," he said,

arguing that this is precisely where
education could make a difference.

Mention the idea of a black-only

school to most Torontonians, how-
ever, and immediately, the daunting

word "segregation" comes to mind.

But Dei shakes his head at this.

"With segregation theywere forced

Students were taught by black teachers only, and had access to materials related to
black history and culture (left) during Toronto's first Afro-centric school program,
run out of Jane and Finch-area Shorham Public School this past summer.

to go to a certain school [and] ride

a certain bus. No one will be forc-

ing anyone to go anywhere [if these

schools were built]. Segregation was
meant to oppress and discriminate

against blacks and deny them rights.

I'm talking about race in a positive

way, in a way that is part of our iden-

tity." Indeed, Canada already has a

network of separate schools—for

Aboriginal youth, French language

immersion, and Catholic students,

all funded by the government.

Others are also hesitant to em-

brace Afro-centric schools because

of the belief that these schools will

only perpetuate a belief that Afri-

can-Canadians need "special treat-

ment"—in other words, that they

are unable to achieve success within

"normal" society's conventions.

Christopher Cochrane, a political

science grad student at U of T, says

what we should be asking is why
black Canadians are experiencing

greater socioeconomic disadvan-

tages.

"Whatever the precise explana-

tions for this state of affairs, they

are certainly not remedied by tak-

ing "at risk" black children and put-

ting them all together in the same

schools," said Cochrane. "What kind

of a message does this send?"

But Dei believes the message of

black-focused schools would be

quite the opposite.

"To say the students risk being

.stigmatized or marginalized says

more about the system than the

students themselves," he said. "If

we take the position that by simply

continuing to do what we are doing

now all will be fine, we will continue

to produce failure."

In fact, McKell suspects Toronto's

fear of black-only schools reveals

a lack of awareness of the racism

black students face in mostly white

schools.

"A black-focused school concept

is not a skin pigmentation issue," he

said last month. "This is not the seg-

regation of black-skinned students

from white-skinned students. [This

is about] how institutional or sys-

temic racism currently operates in

our city, its effect upon people, and

about how racism acts to preserve

inequity among people in our soci-

ety."

U of T sociology grad student Kis-

rene McKenzie agrees racism is a re-

ality that all blacks face and should

be the driving force for a black-only

school, but she fears that framing

black-focused schools for "bad"

black youth will create "a juvenile

detention centre for black male ado-

lescents."

"Black people who are not char-

acterized as being "at-risk" such as

the middle class, or advanced black

students, will have no place, as if

they are not also "at-risk" of racial

discrimination."

U of T English professor George

Elliot Clarke argues, however, that

while it is true that racism plays a

key role in the upbringing of black

students, their success or failure

should also be an issue that is ad-

dressed at the level of their homes

and communities.
"As a black man, and as a profes-

sional black man, I still come back to
the question, 'What are we doing in

our community to allow our youth
to succeed, even if [there] is a thor-

oughly racist system?'" asks Clarke.

Fourth-year political science un-

dergraduate Katie Edwards agrees

with Clarke.

"A black student coming from a

home with supportive parents and a

good breakfast each morning would
be more likely to succeed than a

white student who comes to school

hungry and doesn't have anyone to

help him/her with school work at

night," she said.

Clarke also points out that the fact

of racism in Toronto's education sys-

tem has been a reality for some time,

and this gives the black community
an added responsibility.

"Black people have been treated

as labourers in the Western world,

which means [we've been taught

that] we didn't deserve to be edu-

cated. [The government] didn't have

to worry if Kwame and Leticia were
educated because they felt they

would be cleaners anyway; they

only worried about Mary and John,"

says Clarke.

He emphasizes the fact that until

there are significant strides in our

society, black and other students in

minority groups will always have to

struggle to succeed.

"One of the problems of having an

integrated society is that we have

bought in to the illusion and the

myth that everybody can ride the

subway together or watch the Blue

Jays together and therefore we have

a multicultural and harmonious soci-

ety. But we do not," he said.

"Black people collectively won a

battle to get our kids in to the same
schools as the other kids, but we for-

got to remember that those schools

were never there for our kids. We
simply can't send our kids to the

public schools and think that's good
enough; no, we have to be fully en-

gaged in those schools. If that means
going to the school every day and
every week and meeting the prin-

cipal until you become a nuisance,

and meeting with the teachers, then

that's what we will have to do."
Clarke even suggests that if the

black community are truly con-
cerned about the lives of their black
youth, they should take matters in to

their own hands.

"If we really want black-focused

schools, we have to take on the

burden to organize them ourselves,

because that would really send the

message to the government. A lot

of other ethnicities have private

schools, so why can't we?
"The fundamental question is: are

black schools enough to allow black

students to succeed?"

It's evident that the problems af-

fecting black youth cannot be traced

to a single cause, but a web of cir-

cumstances. They will similarly not

be addressed by a single solution.

What is lacking is a real political

forum in which this topic may be ad-

dressed. The lack of real discussion

at any level of government dealing

with the violence plaguing black

youth perhaps has more to do with

Canada's own fear of encountering a

taboo subject, says Kofi Hope, presi-

dent of the U of T Black Students' As-

sociation.

"We [don't] like to admit that there

is racial inequality in Canada." he

said. "There is an ugly form of rac-

ism [here], but Canadians only want
to believe that racism exists south of

the border."

Dei agrees.

"We still haven't had an honest dis-

cussion about the topic, (because]

people don't want to go there. We
have this idea that if we don't talk

about it will go away. The fact of the

matter is race is a touchy subject and
everyone is very afraid to get near

it."

Until politicians realize violence

among young African-Canadian

males is not just a black problem,

but a problem for all Torontonians,

dialogue on the issue of race and
violence will continue to be stunted.

Until we as a community explore all

the solutions available to help steer

black youth away from violence,

including the possibility of black-

focused schools, the collection of

young black male corpses will con-

tinue to grow.
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Specialized specialists

The division of labour in New
World army ant societies of the ge-

nus Eciton might have made Adam
Smith proud. Not only do they

have castes, such as soldiers and

workers, but several species in the

genus have castes within castes.

They have workers, called subma-

jors, that specialize in the task of

transporting prey. Researchers

had already noted that about three

per cent of workers in some species

were submajors, with longer legs

and disproportionately large heads

and mandibles. But they could not,

until now, explain what might have

favoured their evolution.

Eciton army ants need to be mo-

bile. They feed on other ants, as

well as insects and spiders, and

also stick to a cycle of raids and

migrations, wherein an entire colo-

ny can migrate overnight—queen,

larvae, prey, and all—workers

hauling loads beneath their bod-

ies. Two British biologists at the

University of Bristol have now sug-

gested an answer. They noted that

Eciton army ant species that fed

exclusively on other ants lacked

submajors. Submajors, they found,

proved better than regular work-
ers at transporting prey, both as
individuals and in teams. Their

long legs enable them to carry awk-

wardly-shaped prey with less fric-

tion with the ground. So submajors

"can be seen ultimately as a cost

of expanding out of the ancestral

feeding niche," the study authors

concluded.

Parasite mind control
The hairworm parasite Sphino
chordodes tellinii, it seems, has

Machiavelli written into its DNA
It spends part of its life inside the

grasshopper Meconema thalassi-

num, and induces bizarre behav-

iour in its host. Parasite-carrying

grasshoppers are known to active

ly seek, and jump into, bodies of

water. This enables the parasite to

emerge from its host to complete

the last leg of its life cycle—adult

hood and breeding.

French and British researchers

have now shed light on the para

site's machinations. They looked at

thetwoorganisms' proteomes—the

smorgasbord of proteins produced

by both. Several of the hairworm's

proteins, they found, are similar

to ones found in the grasshopper

and other insects. So the parasite's

manipulation of its host is a case of

molecular mimicry, they conclud

ed. The hairworm releases potent

concentrations of these proteins

directly affecting the development

and workings of the grasshopper's

central nervous system, causing

them to seek water.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Proceedings of the Royal

Society B
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NIAGARA FALLS, Ontario — "It's off

the point right now, coming right, go-

ing through the top of the trees. This

is a white-winged gull, it's an adult,"

said Jean Iron, directing the other

watchers' binoculars, their eyes

combing through the mass of gulls

whirling chaotically above the Niag-

ara River, forty metres below.

"It's in front of the red sign going

left towards—no... Ok, it's landed on

the water," she said, switching to her

scope for a closer look. "Very much

like a Thayer's gull," she noted. To

an unaided eye, though, all the gulls

were just white fleas, circling point-

lessly.

It was 9 a.m. on a Sunday morning,

and while most reasonable people

were still in bed, a thirty-person

group of eager bird watchers led

by Iron and Ron Tozel, toting bin-

oculars and tripod-mounted scopes,

were perched at a parking stop along

the Niagara Parkway, across from a

hydroelectric dam on the American

side.

All of them were members of On-

tario Field Ornithologists (OFO),

some having driven in from as far

as Kingston. They were here to spot

the Iceland, Herririg, and Thayer's

gull. And, the most elusive of all, the

Little gull. All were sure to be found

somewhere, among the thousands

of common gulls foraging above the

Niagara's waters.

Bird-watching is gaining popular-

ity in North America. An estimated

two million Canadians watch birds

for fun. The OFO has 1,300 mem-
bers, and, according to former presi-

dent Iron, is one of the largest such

groups in North America. OFO orga-

nizes monthly birding trips, and pub-

lishes their findings in their in-house

journal, Ontario Birds.

"Serious birding like this—trying

to identify gulls—is not as common-
place as people feeding birds in their

backyard. That's the thing that's re-

ally taking off," added Tozel. Tozel

is a former Algonquin Provincial

Park naturalist of 25 years; Iron is a

retired school principal. The group

they lead was made up mostly of re-

tirees.

The group's caravan of cars drove

Trip leader Ron Tozer (right) offers a glimpse of an Iceland gull through his scope, while co-leader Jean Iron (second from the right)

and others scan a mass of gulls sitting on a pier in the Niagara River, just upriver from the Falls.

south on the Niagara Parkway, mak-

ing stops at the Whirlpool, then up-

river from the Falls, and then several

more in Fort Erie. Each time, birders

filed out of their cars, set up their

scopes, and trained their binoculars

on nearby flocks. Occasionally, Tozel

and one or more of the experienced

watchers debated aloud whether a

gull they were watching belonged to

this species or that. This sometimes

went on for a few minutes, as each of-

fered evidence to back up his case.

"That's why these trips are so help-

ful," remarked Hart Brasche, an aca-

demic coach who hailed from Klein-

burg, north of Toronto. The leaders

are there to confirm sightings, and

to share what they see with others

so they too can see it, he said. "They

tell you the distinguishing features:

wing tips, colorations."

Brasche explained that birding is

akin to hunting, but with a twist. "It's

not killing, you're spotting it. That's

as good as a hit." But mostly, he

added, "It's a quest for points." Bird-

ers notch up so-called "life points,"

one for every new bird species they

see. Brasche had amassed over 350,

meaning he has seen nearly half of

North America's 716 known bird spe-

cies.

Justin Ripley, the youngest watch-

er there, aged 16, compared birding

to collecting things. "I have a check-

list that I keep, so 1 try to get as many
as 1 can." The OFO has the checklist

of Ontario bird species online (477-

strong), and avid birders dutifully

try to fill them out. Ripley had al-

ready amassed 200-some "lifers," as

he called them.

But he has not told all of his high

school buddies about his hobby. "A

lot of people wouldn't understand,

you know, 'Why go out and look at

birds?'" he said.

By 2:00 p.m. the watchers had
made their way into Fort Erie, with

no trace of the Little gull. A flock

that another group had sighted the

previous day, seemed to have dis-

appeared completely. The watchers'

last good shot was at Yeager's Rock,

in a residential neighbourhood di-

rectly across the river from down-

town Buffalo.

But the flock there was too far away
to examine closely through their

scopes. A pair of residents looked

on with bemusement from their liv-

ing rooms. It was 3:30 p.m., and light

was beginning to fade. So were Iron

and Tozel's prospects of glimpsing

the Little gull. There would be one

fleeting chance, though: watching

the flocks as they fly out at dusk, past

Niagara-on-the-Lake and toward the

middle of Lake Ontario, to roost for

the night.

Still, Tozer was able to keep a smile

on. "We see more gulls, sometimes,

but it wasn't bad. And we didn't suf-

fer as much from weather as we do
sometimes," he said, before he and

Iron scrambled off towards Niagara-

on-the-Lake.

Facing fear: using magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), Dr.

Pradeep Nathan, of Monash Uni-

versity, found that social phobics

looking at another person's face

showed increased activity in the

amygdala, the area of the brain

that controls emotional response,

breathing, and heart rate. He also

found that the amount of amyg-
dala activity increased with the

seventy of social phobia.

Forensic foibles: According
to A'eu; 5ciento/ magazine, gunshot
residue (GSR), presumably found
on the hands of those who fired a

gun, can be found on individuals

who haven't fired a gun, and even
on individuals that were not pres-

ent at the crime scene. The find

suggests that persons found guilty

based on GSR evidence may be in-

nocent.

Heating up-, ocean levels all

over the world are rising twice as

fast compared to 150 years ago, re-

port researchers in Science. Global

warming is to blame.

Maternal buzz ."Teenagers with

depressed alcoholic mothers are

more likely to grow into depressed
alcoholics, say researchers at the

University of Queensland. The
study says nothing about dad.

Swimming smile: Swimming
with dolphins lowers depression.

Reported in the British Medical

Journal, the find supports the bio-

philia theory that human well-be-

ing depends on nature.

Increased outbreaks: aids.

SARS, west-nile, bird-flu... The list

goes on and it will only get worse

according to the British Medical

Journal. Since most epidemics

come from animals, as humans
encroach upon nature more and

more expect to see an increase in

outbreaks.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
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//SUNDAY SCIENCE LECTURES

Walking into the Med Sci auditorium on Sunday afternoon I

expected a scene of total anarchy. What else could be expected

of a roomful of children—aged seven to 12— being forced to sit

still for an hour for a lecture on physics? Mutiny, I had thought,

was inevitable.

Yet Ontario Science Centre educator Russell Zeid rose above the

odds, capturing the attention of adults and children alike, with

the aid of his Tickle Trunk of toys. Zeid explained Newton's third

law of motion by projecting a plastic bottle thirty feet vertically

using compressed air; he taught the concept of air pressure by

levitating a beach ball over a leaf blower; he showed how energy

converts to different forms like light, sound, and heat by striking

together one rusty and one aluminum covered ball and sending

sparks flying across the stage, much to the delight and shock of

the audience.

Behind his antics, though, Zeid has a very specific goal. "[I want]

to bring science to the masses. . . to make science more under-

standable, a lot more fun. I think that if you can learn through

humour, it sticks." But he assumed a sober countenance as his

lecture wound down, challenging the audience; "We have the best

computer in the entire planet conveniently right inside our skull. .

.

That's your job. To go out there, to ask questions, to program that

wonderful piece of organic computing machine." Well said Zeid;

and well received. -JENNIFER BATES

//WORD WATCH

The "-omics" bonanza
Lexicographers, the people who
put together dictionaries, must be
having a hellish time these days.

First there was the prefix "nano-
"—now tacked to just about any
scientific research done at length

scales smaller than a hundred
nanometres. At the same time,

the mapping of the human ge-

nome has kicked "-omics"-minded

buzzword smiths into high gear.

"Omics" comes from "-ome" (as

in biome), which refers to the

whole set of something. The ge-

nome, for instance, is the sum to-

tal genetic information encoded in

an organism. Here's our guide to

a few such neologisms, based on

the number of times these appear
on PubMed Central, an online

archive of life sciences research

papers—since science terms gain

currency only after numerous ap-

pearances in peer-reviewed publi-

cations. No doubt there is a slew

of "-omics" terms out there (such

as functomics, regulomics, and
textomics) still vying to break

into the scientific mainstream.

GENOMICS: The study of the

entire of genetic information en-

coded in an organism's DNA. Hits

on PubMed: 8,335; Earliest record

on PubMed: Nucleic Acids Research,

Sep. 1987

PROTEOMICS: The study of all

the proteins produced by that

DNA during an organism's life

cycle. Hits on PubMed: 1,593; Ear-

liest record on PubMed: Journal of

Bacteriology, Jan. 1999

TRANSCRIPTOMICS: The study

of all messenger RNA (mRNA)

produced in an organism under

a particular set of environmental

conditions. The mRNA carries in-

formation from DNA to the place

in the cell where proteins are pro-

duced. Hits on PubMed: 103: Earli-

est record on PubMed: Cell, Jan.

1997

METABOLOMICS: The study of

all the molecules in a cell that are

by-products of its life processes.

Hits on PubMed: 88; Earliest record

on PubMed: Proceedings of the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences, Jun.

2002

GLYCOMICS: The large-scale

study of sugar molecules that are

themselves made up of chains

of smaller sugar molecules. HitS

on PubMed: 17; Earliest record on

PubMed: Journal of Clinical Investi-

gation, Dec. 2001

LIPIDOMICS: The large-scale

study of fat molecules. Hits On

PubMed: 9; Earliest record on

PubMed: Molecular Biology of the

Cell, Oct. 2002

-MIKE GHENU

Source: PubMed Central,

Wikipedia.org
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Eye on the Empire
AMERICAN FOLKIE DAR WILLIAMS STAYS POLITICAL ON HER NEW DISC

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Folksingers get a bad rap these days. There's

that whole patchouli/granola girl-with-guitar

stereotype that's often not far from the mark.

Then there's New York singer/songwriter Dar

Williams—yes, she strums an acoustic guitar

and sings plaintive, poetic tunes, but where
most folkies often fall prey to diary-entry syn-

drome, Williams has forged a 12-year career by

taking a long, hard look around her and offering

up a clear-eyed perspective on the social and

political through song.

Beloved by fans (especially Canadian ones)

for her warm music and engaging, amusing

live show (her between-song banter is always

priceless), over the years Williams has moved
from a more solo acoustic style to incorporat-

ing a full-band sound on her latest album. My
Better Self.

It doesn't come as a surprise that My Bet-

ter Self deals with struggles both internal and

external—Williams, a longtime social activist

who is known for her outspokenness on mat-

ters from human rights to ecology issues, found

herself writing about her profound disgust

about the state of her nation. Even the cover

songs selected for the album, from Pink Floyd's

'Comfortably Numb" (recast in a more feminine

light as a duet with folk icon Ani DiFranco) to

Neil Young's pointed "Everybody Knows This is

Nowhere," highlight a sense of alienation

We caught up with the ever-busy Williams

(aside from music, she's mom to toddler Ste-

phen, who was trying to steal his mother's at-

tention from the backseat, and she penned a
children's novel last year) as she was driving
back to New York prior to her visit here next
week.

Tabassum Siddiqui: ms record seems clearly

influenced by what 's going on politically in the

States—the song "Empire" in particular is a

rather undisguised metaphor for U.S. foreign

policy.

Dar Williams: I started writing "Empire" in

the fall of 2003, and then finished it after the

2()(J4 electicjn, and then decided to do "Com-

fortably Numb." You walk outside and take a

temperature reading of your life, and there

was a lot of nasty weather. There's something

deeply uncaring and wasteful about our gov-

ernment right now. The climate is unavoidable
for Americans right now.

TS: What's your response to those that think

artists shouldn't get political?'

DW: Mockery is a tool that's used to silence

people and silence viewpoints. There's another

word for those that silence artists—fascism. It's

fascism. Someone once told me, "A lot of people

don't want messages." It was meant as a veiled

threat to me. I'd say now more than ever, it's

time for people to sharpen their wits and wake

up the language and wake up the commentary

and hope we can get rid of this criminal govern-

ment.

TS: Do you have hope that the situation will

get better?Do you thinfi there 's going to be a

turning point?

DW: I think we think that the hope is going

to be the Internet and cable, but those things

mean money, and it can't be a money-only so-

lution; we've got to figure out how to make it

populist again.

TS: You seem to have a soft spot for Canada,

and your Canadian fans adore you in return.

DW: 1 love Canada! 1 even wrote a song called

"0 Canada Girls." 1 have a certain poetic appre

ciation for the Canadian landscape and the cul

ture 1 have encountered. And then there's the

Citizen Dar side that sees there's more arts in

the schools, people are engaged in more politi

cal/social dialogue, and there's a strong envi

ronmental ethic, no matter how you slice it.

Dar Williams plays the Church ofthe
Redeemer Dec. 7. Tickets ($25) at the
usual outlets.

Margaret's myth

Peggy's coming to campus! We spoke with the CanLit

icon before her visit to the Reading Series this weel<

Chris Damdar
VARSITY STAFF

With over 30 novels to her name in genres rang-
ing from 'Ontario Gothic' to science fiction, you
may wonder how legendary CanLit icon Marga-
ret Atwood stays motivated to write any more.
"The short answer is that I'm a writer; it's

what 1 do," Atwood responds in a recent inter-

view. "There really is no other answer."

In her latest novel, The Penelopiad, Atwood re-

tells Homer's epic The Odyssey, which recounts
the adventures of Odysseus as he travels the

Aegean Sea fighting monsters and cavorting

with goddesses. However, Atwood shifts the fo-

cus from Odysseus to his faithful Penelope, who
waits 20 years in their kingdom for his return

and whose motives, thoughts, and opinions are

never scrutinized in Homer's version.

""The Odyssey is a myth and there are other an-
cient sources that are quite different," Atwood
says. "But what is not being said? What is not
said was that [Penelope] was running the joint

without much help: Odysseus wasn't there for 20
years, no able-bodied men of his age were there,

and her teenage son was still a child. Therefore,
she had to have been a practical woman of af-

fairs no matter what else she was."

Atwood will be reading excerpts from The Pe-

nelopiad at Walter Hall on December 2 as part
of the U of T Bookstore's Reading Series, which
invites notable writers to read and autograph
their books in addition to answering audience
questions. Other writers featured in the series

include Frank McCourt, author of the best-sell-

ing Angela's Ashes (who reads at Con Hall Dec.

12) and Atwood's partner Graeme Gibson, who
will be reading alongside her on Dec. 2.

In 77?^ Penelopiad, Atwood emphasizes the
use and abuse of 12 young female maids, who
serve as slaves to Penelope and as sexual play-

things to rowdy suitors who arrive to seize

control of Penelope's estate. The maids end up
dangling at the ends of nooses thanks to Odys-
seus and what he perceives as their betrayal.

The emphasis on the maids has prompted some
critics to question Atwood's presumably femi-

nist agenda.

"These people tend not to read the newspa-
pers," said Atwood. "1 don't think you need to

have a righteous feminist agenda to point out
that slavery is still around today. A lot of slavery

and the sex trade involve women and children,

so what's so righteously feminist about point-

ing that out? As far as I'm concerned, these are

about- human beings. These are human rights

issues, not feminist ones."

Tickets for the Atwood/Gibson reading
at Walter Hall (80 Queen's Park) on Dec.
2 are $6.50 and can be purchased at the
U ofTBookstore, online at their website
(uoftbookstore.com), or by calling (416)
640-5829.

Tears through the talk

Adam Collier

1 went into Woodsworth College's production of

Euripides' Medea knowing nothing of the Greek
drama, and came out satisfied: the story was
performed clearly and enjoyably. Although the
acting (for the most part) oscillated between
heavy breathing and shouting, the plot climax
was magnificently achieved, as each player gave
a nuanced reaction to the tragedy.

Genuinely impressive was the cast's ability to

bring to life the final scenes, which happen to

have the least dialogue. Whether it's bad trans-

lation or the fact that Euripides was just fond of

highly portentous, clunky poetry, the script is es-

sentially an awful lot of repetitious blather. That
thedirector chose to whiz through it was a clever

decision, because there's little in it worth linger-

ing on. What hurt the cast the most, however,
was the task of having to say so much to express
emotions they were abundantly capable of show-
ing without any words at all.

Why so much talk? One assumes it arises from
preservation by scholars preoccupied with his-

torical and mythological accuracy. Taken up re-

peatedly yet superficially are political sacrifices

Medea has made for her husband—banishment
from Corinth, her husband's play for political in-

fluence in Corinth, and rebuffed offers of asylum.
It's not dry stuff, but it doesn't illuminate either. It

serves mostly to draw attention back to the plot,

making it stronger than steel and more than able
to sustain the weight of Medea's final action.

One cannot completely overlook Euripides' at-

tempts to contemplate emotions. In the second
act, the obvious subtext is Medea's tempered ac-
ceptance of fate. One can see how a director and
his players might be reluctant to yield for emo-
tion over tested explanatory tracts. However,
there was so much potential in this cast to infuse
the wordy exchanges with true emotion, yet the
rapid-fire pace robbed them of much of that abil-

ity

In particular, the interaction between Medea
and her adulterous husband Jason stood out—it

had the sparks of something deeper; it was the
first time characters seemed to really be re-

THEATRE REVIEW
Medea

George Ignatieff Theatre

Nov. 24-Dec. 3, 2005

Rating: VWv\

sponding to one another as opposed to enact-

ing grand enraged outbursts (see most other
scenes). And in a play rife with melodrama, the
husband-wife confrontation offers a glimpse of

genuine, layered pain.

The climax and its preceding scenes were
lushly emotional, with the aides huddled togeth-

er, and the role of the nurse devastatingly well

performed—the scenes were so stirring they
brought a lump to the throat.

The lighting worked much better than the set,

which added little—its classic-Gothic hybrid ap-

pearance seemed stolen from a poorly designed
bank facade, though it did the job, for what it's

worth.

In the end, sometimes the forsaken character-

ization was almost worth the hurried movement
toward the climax, which makes this Medea one
worth seeing.
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Republic-an party
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PHOTOS BY CLAIRE FARMER

If the rule of thumb for a good party is to host

as many people as humanly possible, then

our beyond-packed 125th birthday bash at

Lee's Palace Saturday night was certainly an

awesome one. Debaser rocked the house,

In-Flight Safety's epic set suggested Coldplay

should watch their backs, and The Most Serene

Republic got down and dirty (literally—yes,

that is, uh, mud you see in the photos—and no,

we're not entirely sure what that was all about,

either), basking in the glow of home after

months on the road. Above, L-R: The Most Se-

rene Republic's Adrian Jewett (vocals), Emma
Ditchbum (guitar/vox), and Andrew McArthur

(bass). Near left: Drummer Adam Nimmo
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Love cannot hit the mark
Some shall be pardon'd, and some punished: Our reviewer finds both fault and praise is due in Hart House's rendition of Shake-

speare's famous romance

Yasmin Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

Romeo and Juliet is, in many ways,

like a treasured family heirloom—

a

venerable piece placed on a pedestal

and dusted every few years to show
off to those who have heard its lore

and want a closer look. It's not sur-

prising then, that Jeremy Mutton's

staging of Shakespeare's best-known

play is Hart House Theatre's first pro-

duction of the classic since 1948, be-

cause directors rarely know what to

do with it. They either have too many
ideas, resulting in a Baz Luhrmann-
style mess, or too few, leaving audi-

ence members to wonder why they'd

bother when it's all been done be-

fore.

Hutton's production falls some-

where in between—after last year's

interesting and acclaimed take on

Othello, the young director seems to

be in an experimental stage, drawing

inspiration for this production from

the paintings of Caravaggio and early

Italian opera. While these concepts

sound promising at first, they are not

entirely successful; by the end of the

show, one wishes that he had been

more judicious in choosing from his

bag of ideas instead of tossing them
all onto the stage at once.

The performance starts off intrigu-

ingly, as a single actor walks into the

spotlight with a guitar in hand and
delivers the prologue in song. Un-

fortunately the music, in the hands
of sound designer Palmer Watt, be-

comes a distracting and intrusive
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THEATRE REVIEW
Romeo and Juliet

Hart House Theatre

Nov. 16-26, 2005

Rating: Wv

force as the play goes on, over-punc-

tuating key lines with melodramati-

cally ominous notes and obscuring

actors' lines when played in the back-

ground of several scenes.

Music isn't the production's only

distracting element. Several of Hut-

ton's directorial decisions seem more
experimental than coherent, such

as the choice to have the ensemble

engage in repeated patterns of styl-

ized movement in the background
of various scenes. Only once, in the

ball scene where the title characters

first meet, does this bizarre choreog-

raphy seem to have any meaning; the

audience is left even more confused

when the trope is dropped entirely

in the play's second half. The ill-ad-

vised movement work extends to the

show's many fight scenes, which are,

while well choreographed, marred

by extended slo-mo sequences that

seem more Zorro than Shakespeare.

Another example of misdirection

is the way in which the cast chooses
to deliver the play's less serious lines.

While any English student knows
that Shakespeare's works are full of

less-than-innocent humour, not ev-

ery line has to be a sexual innuendo.

One particular cringe-worthy mo-
ment occurs when Juliet exclaims

in horror, "Oh, God, she comes!" as

her nurse gets it on with her manser-
vant in plain view one floor above.

This double entendre is not only lin-

guistically incongruous to the play's

Bethany Jillard as Juliet (L) in Hart House Theatre's Romeo and Juliet

17th-century setting, but it is also an

extremely cheap throwaway laugh,

milking hoots from a modern audi-

ence more comfortable with The O.C.

than the Bard.

Still, Hutton shows promise as a di-

rector; the show's pacing is brisk and

sure, and he fills his stage with pur-

poseful and uncluttered action. His

best choice, perhaps, is the elegant

juxtaposition of the first two scenes

in the play's fourth act. Post-intermis-

sion, the two scenes, featuring Ro-

meo and Juliet seeking advice from

their mentors (Friar Lawrence and

the Nurse), are played simultaneous-

ly on either side of the stage, an idea
so inspired that audience members
unfamiliar with the original text may
well think it was written that way.

The acting itself is hit-and-miss.

Bethany Jillard and Jonathan Lang-

ley make lightweight star-cross'd lov-

ers, with Jillard in particular throw-

ing away lines with high-speed and
meaningless delivery and fidgety

stage movement that prompted my
companion to ask why Juliet had
A.D.D. As Mercutio, William Foley

shouts through the majority of his

lines without stopping for breath,

and Daniel Roberts makes a weak
and spineless Benvolio. The elder

cast members save the show with se-

cure, confident performances, with

Peter Higginson's wise and watchful

Friar Lawrence as the standout per-

formance of the production.

As usual with Hart House pro-

ductions, the show was beautiful

to look at, with Sheri Catt's striking

set design and Ming Wong's period

costumes helming the stylishly pro-

fessional look. Kudos, too, to Patrick

Lavender's lighting design, which

used sharply timed spotlights as a

transitional device between scenes,

capturing moments among charac-

ters that bring a bit of everyday life

to the drama.

Overall, the production is well in-

tentioned—impressive, even, for a

show that went from casting to stage

in a few short weeks. One just can't

help wishing, though, that Hutton

and his cast had taken the time to

appreciate the design of the wheel
before trying to reinvent it.

STUDENT TRAVEL & BEYOND
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//SPORTS IN BRIE

Refill the keg, Rufus, they won

again and they wanna party!

In 2002 they were Ontario University Ath-

letics (OUA) champions. In 2004 they were

champions again. Now. in 2005, the men's

water polo team have completed the hat

trick, winning their third title in four years.

The Blues squeeked by the host Mc-

Master Marauders 13-12 in Hamilton last

weekend to retain their title. The Blues had

been up 8-2 midway through the contest,

but that lead evaporated late in the game.

The Marauders rallied to close the gap to

one, but Toronto was able to hold on for

the victory.

The Pottier brothers formed a dynamic

duo on offence that McMaster could not

contain. Max scored four goals in the final

and elder brother Jake scored on three oc-

casions.

Louis Zavodni and Valdimir Tasevski

scored twice each for the Blues as well.

Toronto secured a spot in the gold-med-

al game by defeating Queen's in the semifi-

nal. Zavodni had s\x goals to lead the Blues

to an 18-6 thrashing of the Golden Gaels in

that contest.

Congratulations team for bringing home
gold medals. 1 hope there was a party to

celebrate the triumph, and if there wasn't

we will party on your behalf.

-MATTSOMERS

The shootout at B.C. Place

Corral
The Edmonton Eskimos were the last ones

standing when the dust settled Sunday
night. The beat the Montreal Alouettes 38-

35 in an overtime shootout to capture the

2005 Grey Cup.

This was one of the most exciting Grey

Cup games ever played. It saw dramatic

touchdown passes late in the game, Ricky

Ray's touchdown drought come to an end,

and a 96-yard kickoff return byEdmonton's

Tony Tompkins.

No one can say that NFL football in-

volves more skill or excitement after see-

ing the spectacle that occurred two short

nights ago. The CFL will be in great shape if

it Ccm keep churning out awesome displays

like this on a regular basis.

-MS

Family Night is coming to

town
Mark December 3 on your calendcir, kids,

as Family Night returns to Varsity Arena

that evening. The women's hockey team

will take on Western at 5 p.m., and free pop

and donuts are being provided for all U of

T families that attend the game.

This game is important to the Blues for

other reasons as well. The women's hock-

ey team has lost four of its last five games,

but wants to build on a 2-1 win over Guelph

last Sunday. Toronto is currently fourth in

the OUA standings.

Sue McCutcheon and Emily Patry

scored for Toronto in their victory over the

Gryphons. Bianca Kitts scored the only

Guelph goal in the match.

The Blues will also see action at home

on Sunday, as they will take on Windsor at

4 p.m. that day. Toronto beat the Lancers

4-3 in their first meeting this season.

-MS

Things can only go up from

here
The men's hockey team just had an ex-

tremely bad weekend, losing two games to

the Lakehead Thunderwolves in Thunder

Bay. The Blues are still seeking their first

win of the season.

Toronto lost 6-4 on Friday and received

a 10-0 beating on Saturday in front of large

crowds at Fort Williams Gardens, the home
of the Thunderwolves. Lakehead has been

doing this to teams all year, as they are on

top of the OUA far-west division standings.

The Blues, on the other hand, are tied

with Ryerson for last place in the OUA mid-

east division.

Dan Speer and Jeff Richards scored two

goals each in Friday's contest, and four dif-

ferent Thunderwolves scored two goals

each in the massacre on Saturday.

-MS
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In what was deemed a "groundbreak-

ing step for better student services"

by U of T President Dr. David Naylor,

the Varsity Centre for Physical Activ-

ity and Health had its confirmation

ceremony Friday in Varsity Arena.

Though the day was chilly, the pro-

ceedings went warmly in what Nay-
lor called a "happy day for the com-
munity of Toronto."

"This will help bring our outstand-
ing athletes to the national stage,"

he said. "It shows our commitment
to student life and the importance of

believing in physical health."

The centre is expected to be com-
pleted by September 2006 and will

feature a 5,000-seat stadium with an

artificial pl.niiig lifld .md an eight-

lane all-weather track. The state-of-

the-art surfaces will accommodate
field hockey, football, lacrosse, rug-

by, soccer, track and field, as well as

double the number of practice hours
for U of T teams.

An air bubble will cover the centre

in the winter months, which will in-

crease intramural hours from 90 to

1,285 annually.

The university will provide $16.3

million for the creation of the sta-

dium, field, and track. Subsequent
plans for the bubble structure, a four-

storey south-end building to accom-
modate training, teaching, research

and other renovations are part of a

proposed $56-million complex that

will count on a capital fundraising

campaign. This site will be open to

the community of Toronto by 2008.

Professor Bruce Kidd, dean of the

Faculty of Physical Education and
Health, emceed the event, calling

the future stadium the "centre of

campus life and community activ-

ity"

William Davis, a former Ontario

premier and alumnus of the univer-

sity, cited the respect the structure
will give the athletic program, say-
ing "finally a recognition that there
are also fine scholars who play ath-

letics. Thank you."

Also in attendance was Tony Ian-

no, minister of state (families and
caregivers) and MP for Trinity-Spa-

dina, and True Blue, U of T's mighty
mascot.

lanno was pleased that new ath-

letics facilities are on the way at U
of T: "Today's announcement dem-
onstrates the U of T's commitment
to both its students and our com-
munity."

Varsity Arena will still be in use
during every phase of construction
and renovation. The main entrance
on Bloor is currently closed due to
construction, forcing athletes and
spectators to use the entrance adja-

cent to Philosopher's Walk.

—CHRISTOPHEPOIRIER

//BASKETBALL RESULTS

Battlingwith the big boys and girls

BASKETBALL TEAMS HAVE MIXED SUCCESS ON WEEKEND

Pete Cunningham

This weekend the men's basketball

team looked to secure its third-place

spot in the OUA standings, as they

hosted the York Lions and Lauren-

tian Voyageurs on back-to-back

nights.

Friday night the Blues battled for

bragging rights against crosstown

rival York in what proved to be a real

backyard brawl. The Blues looked

sluggish coming out of the gate,

missing easy baskets and failing to

get on the glass for rebounds.

York's towering front court was
too much for the undersized Blues

early on, as the Lions were grab-

bing rebounds and getting second-

chance buckets with relative ease.

The Lions' early success prompted

Blues coach Mike Katz to make a

key adjustment—subbing in Nick

Snow and Elvis Ibrahimovic—in an

attempt to match York's size in the

paint.

After finding the answer for the big

men down low, the Blues' shooters

went to work. Mike Digorgio scored

five points in a ten-second span with

less than five minutes remaining in

the half to give the Blues their first

lead since the opening minute—one

which they would not surrender for

the remainder of the game.

The second half was dominated

by Toronto. Centre Mike Williams

racked up eleven defensive re-

bounds and denied York what had

been their strength early on. On the

offensive end there was no stopping

Toronto, as guard Dwayne Grant

sliced through York defenders like a

hot knife through butter on his way
to 20 points and player of the game
honours.

The Blues' balanced attack proved

to be the difference in the game. Five

Blues reached double digits in scor-

ing on their way to an 86-70 victory.

After proving they could win with

their offence on Friday, the Blues

showed they could get the job done
with defence less than 24 hours

later against Laurentian. Toronto's

well-executed zone defence forced

the Voyageurs into turnovers early

and often, despite being outsized by

their opponents once again.

When Laurentian could get a shot

off, they were off the mark. The Voya-

geurs shot just 24 per cent from the

field in the opening half.

Toronto took a 29-20 lead into the

recess.

The second half began as the first

ended: with Toronto's suffocating

defence denying Laurentian at ev-

ery turn. Williams' four monstrous

blocks, along with his 16 points and

seven rebounds, was enough to get

him named player of the game in the

Blues' 62-49 victory.

The Blues will look to improve on
their 4-2 record next weekend when
they travel to Kingston to take on the

1-5 Queen's Golden Gaels and the 0-6

RMC Paladins. The Blues will be at

home again after the new year. They
take on Laurier on January 5, 2006.

The women's basketball team, on
the other hand, has definitely seen

better days. Returning from a two-

game road skid, which included

tough losses to Guelph and Brock,

the Blues were looking to gain some
much-needed momentum when
they hosted their last pair of games
before the winter break last Friday

and Saturday.

Things did not exactly go as

planned, to say the least.

York was clearly the superior

squad on Friday night, as they

jumped out to a lead early on and
didn't look back. Laura MacCullum
sank her first three shots from be-

yond the arc to set the tone for the

Lions.

The Blues just had no answer for

MacCullum, whose shooting percent-

age was, interestingly enough, ap-

proximately equal to both her height

in centimetres and weight in pounds

(67). The little engine that couldn't

miss led all scorers in York's 89-56

mauling of the Blues with 16 points.

Alaine Hutton and Laila Beloney

contributed 11 points each, respec-

tively, for the Blues in a losing effort.

Saturday night's match against

the Laurentian Lady Vees seemed
more promising early on, as the

Blues amassed a 13-point lead in

the opening minutes. Foul trouble

and a three-and-a-half minute scor-

ing drought to end the half allowed

Laurentian to claw back and take

the lead for good before the opening

stanza came to a close.

Christine Cho played inspired

basketball for Toronto, amassing 18

points, 2 steals, and 6 rebounds, but

it wasn't enough. The Blues could

not keep the Lady Vees off of the

freethrow line in the game, which
led to their doom.
Leading the charge for Laurentian

was Cassandra Carpenter, who com-
piled 21 of her 35 points from the

line. Shooting 75 per cent from the

charity stripe is usually character-

istic of a bad night, but when you're

there 28 times, the points still begin

to add up.

With the two losses, the Blues

fall to 3-4 on the season. Their next

home game is on January 5, 2005.

They will take on Laurier at 6 p.m. at

the Athletic Centre that evening.
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// BRONZE MEDALS

Badminton
reloaded
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

They don't play a glamour sport and

they don't expect football-size crowds

at every tournament they take part in,

but they deserve the respect of the en-

tire student population at U of T. They
recently went into battle and came
home with the spoils.

U of T's badminton team won bronze

medals at the Ontario University Ath-

letics (OUA) championships on Novem-
ber 20 in London, defeating McMaster
10-3 after losing 8-5 to Waterloo in the

semifinal. Three members of the team

shared their insights and experiences

with The Varsity.

"Winning the bronze has reestab-

lished the Blues as one of the top teams

in the OUA," said Melissa Nock, a team

member and an assistant coach. "How-

ever, bronze is not so much an end

result for our team as it is a milestone

achievement, indicative of our team's

drastic improvement and future poten-

tial."

"It was great to obtain medals in the

playoffs, because 1 think it was highly

anticipated," added veteran Andy Lam.
"1 think we were pretty much where

we wanted to be, but of course, who
doesn't want to have the gold?"

last year the young squad struggled

against the likes of Western, McMas-
ter, and Ryerson, finishing last in the

league. In 2005 the team dominated

many matches and finished tied for

first in the OUA, making this year a re-

birth of sorts for the Blues.

"It feels like a great accomplishment

for our athletes in moving from a last-

place finish in 2004 to a tie for first place

in the 2005 regular season and third in

the playoffs this year," said head coach

Wayne King. "Last year we finished

with 21 wins and 44 losses, whMe this

year we rebounded to win 41 times

against 24 losses—an incredible feat

by any team. I think the kids from last

Melissa Nock and Andy Lam show off the bronze medals they won November in London on November 20.

year's last-place team must have been

really happy with the medals and they

were very proud to wear them."

Badminton will not cease for these

three devoted individuals during the

winter, even though the OUA season is

over. Each one will be involved in the

sport in some capacity in the offsea-

"I will be training some of the play-

ers on an individual basis and work-

ing with some of our new recruits,"

said King. "Our team will continue at

the club level and will also hold some
player clinics in which they will teach

youngsters in the GTA."

Nock added that the team will be

"gaining competitive experience by en-

tering in provincial and national tour-

naments," and Lam pointed out that

"the offseason isn't really an offseason

because we are still going to partici-

pate in Ontario Badminton Association

tournaments."

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS GIFT WRAPPERS
Creative individuals, locations—Down-

town Toronto, North York, Richmond

Hill. Managers to $10.15/hour + bonuses.

Wrappers to $8.15/hour. Full/Part time,

December 1-24. 416-.533-9727 or www.
TORONTOWRAPS.com

EARN THOUSANDS. PRE-SELL
TICKETS TO THE NEW YOU SHOW-

North America's Largest Beauty and Cos-

metic Enhancement ConsumerShow held

at the Metro Toronto Centre January IS-

IS. Tickets valued at $12 each and receive

50% of the proceeds. It's that simple. An
easy sell as giveaways and samples at the

show are worth far more than the ticket

itself. Call Lori at 416-777-^

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

SERVICES

CHILDREN'S PRESENTERS NEEDED
To present fun hands-on activities in

schools and at b-day parties. Car and exp.

with kids req'd. No science background
needed. Exciting activities such as slime

and rockets. Pay: $20/class. CALL MAD
SCIENCE TODAY AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31.

PIZZA PIZZA AT BLOGR & SPADINA
Looking for P/T / F/T contract drivers

and counter help. Store hours from 11am
to 3am. Please inquire in person or call

416-972-1111.

ACCOMMOOATiONS

STUDY IN STYLE STUDENT
ACCOMMODATIONS

At centrally located, luxury Downtown
Toronto Hotel. Featuring: Elegant,

Modern fully furnished, private Phone
service, T.V./Cable Accommodations,

24 hr. security service. Wireless Inter-

net & more (no 12 month commitment
required ) Unitsfroin$1.098-INCHJD-
ING MEALS (Tours available Mon-Fri

9am-5pm). Ill Carlton St. Call Joseph at 1-

800-565-8865 www.torontoprimrosehotpl.

com (Password: Student).

MISCELLANEOUS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS
of Storvtelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen. Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark
guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%
off first visit.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology Psychology Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

PRACTICAL SOCIAL THERAPY
can help you with your growth, depen-

dence/independence issues, sexual con-

cerns, anger, feeling like a fraud, panic,

relationships, performance anxiety Call

416-532-4769 for a consultation and see

www.letsgrow.ca. Let's Grow! Together!

JUNGIAN ANALYSIS

Explore life issues through individual

psychotherapy in a supportive and gay-

positive environment. Moderate fees.

Andrew Benedetto, Diploma Candidate

of the Ontario Association of Jungian

Analysts. Call 416-595-9026 or visit

www3.sympatico.ca/ajbenedetto

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 ,50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,
CONSULTATIONS. COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A.. OACCPP Certified,

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

i

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in MATH 1.35. 235, CHM 138,

139, 247, ECO 220, PHYS 110, PAST TESTS
AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,
improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING
We proofread, edit and style check
theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

Advertise in fAeWy
ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604 i

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment
to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

For further information about the

Young Journalist Award

Contact: (613) 238-6464

infoi^eucanyja.ca

www.eucanyja.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

It IS an
embarassment
to the name of

Swiss Chalet.

SEE 'LETTERS' - PAGE 4

4^
a flight for 2 to

the UK!
{ really, go to www.vfor.ca

to enterj^

Clash of the indie-rock titans as Broken

Social Scene and Arcade Fire face

off—and this time, it's personall

SEE 'INDIE' -PG. 6

A journey to

the dark heart

of the world of

competitive

cow-tipping.

SEE 'COW - PG. 7

history

On December 3, 1966, a diplomatic cri-

sis ensued when U.S. President Lyndon

Johnson gave Prime Minister Lester B.

Pearson a noogie on live television.

red letter

Today is the start of the UN-mandated

International Week for the Elimination of

Mattress Advertisements Featuring Sleep

Country Canada President Christine McGee.

todo ] com

MONDAY DECEMBER 5. 7:3GPM

Good Eating feat. Jeffrey Alford and Naomi

Duguld at Hart House Debates Room. Free.

TUESDAY DECEMBER 8. 8 PM
Excessive Behaviour Comedy Tour at

Isabel Bader Theatre. $19.
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Naylor quits U ofT to

be president at Berkeley
'NOT AGAIN!' SAYS GOVERNING COUNCIL CHAIR; BOB RAE TO BE INTERIM U OF T PRESIDENT

Former U of T president David Naylor stands in front of the famous Campanile Tower on the campus of the University of California at Berkeley shortly after announcing that he will

become president there. Naylor is the second U of T president in two years to be lured to California by a senior administrative position at Berkeley; Robert Birgeneau, who was U

of T president from 2000 through 2004, is currently chancellor there.

Robert Dullford

BUREAUCRACY BUREAU

David Naylor, who was officially in-

stalled as president of U of T less

than four weeks ago, will be leaving

in January to become president of

the University of California at Berke-

ley, The Varsity has learned.

"It has been a stimulating month
as president of this great institu-

tion," Naylor said in a conference call

on Sunday afternoon. "1 have been

pleased to meet so many members

of the university community over the

last weeks, and 1 will always treasure

the 20 business days I spent as U of T
president."

The announcement sent shock

waves through the university com-

munity.

"You've got to be kidding me,"

sources close to the president's of-

fice quoted Governing Council chair

Rose Patten as saying when she was
informed of the move late Saturday.

"First Birgeneau, now this?"

Robert Birgeneau, who was 14th

president of U of T and Naylor's pre-

decessor, left his position three years

early, in 2004, to become chancellor

at Berkeley. With Naylor's announce-

ment, it's deja vu for U of T brass.

"1 mean, not again," Patten appar-

ently said. "Are there any other U
of T professors that Berkeley wants,

while we're at it? John Polanyi? Mar-

garet Macmillan? I guess the U of T
academic smorgasbord is open."

Student leaders were also dis-

mayed by the move.

"Students deserve an explanation

for this sudden move," said Students'

Administrative Council president

Paul Bretscher. "1 mean, you don't see

me running off to be president of the

Associated Students of the University

of California, do you? 1 mean, I'd cer-

tainly be flattered if they offered, and
1 know it's a really prestigious school,

and the weather would be way nic-

er. .
." Bretscher trailed off. staring out

the window for a few moments. "But

it's just not right," he continued, shak-

SEE NAYLOR' -PG

3

IgnatiefF to Munk Centre: suck it

'I'M GONNA BE PRIME MINISTER, BITCHES,' SAYS SECRET LETTER TO PROVOST

Margaret Gently

EDUCATION BUREAU

"Being a professor at U of T was the

perfect cover story I needed to get

into politics, but now U of T needs

to back the fuck up," said Etobicoke-

Lakeshore Liberal candidate Michael

Ignatieff in a private letter to U of T
provost and vice-president Vivek

Goel recently obtained by The Var-

sity.

"There's no way I'm teaching at the

Munk Centre," he added. "Imagine

anyone ditching an Ivy League school

like Harvard for U of T—or any Cana-

dian university, for that matter!"

In the letter, Ignatieff exclaimed

he's now "on track to make my mark
on history, then retire with a cushy

emeritus position and write more of

my brilliantly compassionate social

analyses of whichever country Amer-

ica is liberating that month."

The letter also revealed Ignatieff's

desire that his wife "fuck Mick Jagger"

so that he could better remind nostal-

gic voters of a young Pierre Trudeau.

Conservative columnist wank John

Ibbitson has commented that the let-

ter "sounds like Michael."

A Varsity copy editor obtained the

private letter, addressed to Goel,

from Ignatieff's Toronto condo after

he agreed to write the former Har-

vard human rights professor's mem-

oirs in exchange for exclusive weekly

interviews for three years, or as soon

as Ignatieff becomes prime minister,

whichever comes first.

"But all he's been talking about

so far is how much he 'loves and
respects' Ukrainian culture," com-
plained the intrepid editor, who asked

to remain anonymous. "1 got bored

and stole his outgoing mail."

The letter further outlined Ignati-

eff's plans to "teach for maybe two

to three months" in Toronto, then get

himself fired so that he could go back

to Harvard, in the unlikely event that

he loses the election.

"If I need to, I could probably sexu-

ally harass a grad student, even

though I know you guys normally

don't fire people for that."

Ignatieff: "I'm no Janice Gross Stein!'
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HART HOUSE

I

I
5-BUCK LUNCH

FESTIVUS FOR THE REST OF US!

Dec 7 • n:45am-2pm • Great Hall

See ad this issue

4l:h ANNUAL. CHRISTMAS CAROL
A reading of Charles Dickens' timeless classic

Featuring international opera sensation, yidr/onneP/eczon/ca

Tickets {$20 generai/$1 5 students) 416.978.8849 or uofttix.ca

Dec 7 • 7:30pm • Great Hall

8:30pm

MUSIC Si CONCERTS
Worlds of Music Wrap Party Dec 8

Arbor Room

Hart House Jazz Ensemble Dec 9

Conducted by Jules Estrin * Arbor Room
Sunday Concert Dec 1

1

Features the Eyblet String Quartet • Music Room
VentElation Woodwinds Concert Dec 1

8

East Common Room

ATHLETICS
416.978.2447 • www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

DEADLINE FOR ADVANCE REGISTRATION - DECEMBER 21
Dec. 8 from 9am • Register for YOGA and PILATES classes ONLY

Dec. 9 from 9am • Register for ALL OTHER classes

Membership Services Office is closed Dec 22 to Jan 3

Registration resumes at Sam Jan 9

HART HOUSE CHRISTMAS BUFFET
Dec 12-16 • n:30am-2pm
$25 per person - Cash Bar

_ . . 416,97844M to reserye - BOOKJARm
WINTER CARNIVAL AT
HART HOUSE FARM

Jan 21
Advance ticket sales • Dec 1 2 at the Hall Porters' Desk

CONTEST &
SUBMISSION DEADLINES

5th Annual UofT Film & Video Festival Dec 14
Diaspora Dialogues Dec 2

1

Music Committee Original Compositions Jan 1

5

24th Annual Literary Contest Jan 20

Contact 416.978.2452 for more information

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Tfte tifith^ J^mn ^ftom
Jan 1 8 - Feb 4

|
A midnight show • Jan 25

Student ticlcets $1 2 • 41 6.978.8849 • www.uoftix.ca

BOOK NOW for a 3-week run

HOCKEY NIGHT AT HART HOUSE
on the BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room

Your sports pub on campus!

Dec 6 (Leafs vs. Kings) * 7:30pm
Dec 1 2 (Leafs vs. Mighty Ducks) • 7:30pm

- ^ ^OURSTUDENTCENTRe*te! fnirstice

r!s-,-3te^TTY conc«vv

news@thevarsity.ca

COLONNADE DENTAL CENTRE

Courtesy Discount f

STE. 447-131 Bloor St. West

Toronto M5S IRl

Bloor at Avenue Road

(416) 925-8282

students?

Men's Hairstyling
We are Professional in Old & New Bartering Techniques

"Open Saturdays"

56 Wellesley St. (at Bay)

416-922-8944

For submissions of poetry, short stories or short piays

DIASPORA DIALOGUES Public Reading
January 1 9th, 2006 at Hart House

The focus of Diaspora Dialogues is on first- and second-generation

immigrants to Canada who live in the GTA. The setting of the

story/poetry/play must be, at least in part Toronto. The project

is meant to create a literature of this city Students are encouraged

to keep this mandate in mind, but addressing this theme is not

essential in the submission.

Forsubmission guidelines, please visit

www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
and click on the Diaspora Dialogues link

i

Deadline for submissions is December 21,2005.

,
Results will be released the first week of January.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Helen Walsh -416.944.1 101 ext227

helen@diasporadialogues.com • www.diasporadialogues.com

Diaspora
Dialosjues

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Student

admits

her Ugg
boots look

'like ass'

Blisty Cratchford

FASHION BUREAU

Nicky de IVIerde, a first-year psychol-

ogy student who had vowed that

she would wear her lilac Ugg boots

through the winter, has reportedly

changed her mind, to the relief of

friends and family.

"1 tried to tell Nicky that we live in

Canada, not Australia," said her boy-

friend. Brad. "But she insisted that her

Uggs were really 'comfy.'"

De Merde whined that her sheep-

skin beach boots got "all soggy" after

she tried to walk to class in the snow
wearing them and a sequined mini-

skirt last week.

"She was really beginning to disrupt

the class," said Gudrun Vlortschenski,

one of her professors. "Those things

are really unattractive. She looks like

she's wearing part of a Barney cos-

tume."

"They really do look stupid," admit-

ted de Merde tearfully.

Survivor: New Orleans to

debut on CBS next month

CBS will be putting the 'reality' back
in reality TV with the latest incarna-

tion of popular series Survivor, to be
set in New Orleans.

The producer of the show said that

the idea came to him while he was
watching the news.

"I was worried that showing some
yuppies struggling to start a fire

will seem pretty lame now," he said.

—CLARK KENT

Purchase $50 of regularily priced crested clothing before
taxes and get a limited edition UofT Travel Mug AND a

"somebody from UofT loves me" pen for only 1 cent.

214 College St. (416) 640-5386

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
wuiw.uoftboohstor
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Toronto Secular Alliance

leader curious aboutJesus
Jon Cratsby

UNPAID INTERN

The U of T Toronto Secular Alliance

are attempting to distance them-
selves from leader Justin Trottier

after he was found reading the King

James Bible in the john of Kelly Li-

brary at St. Mike's College.

"Justin said he was only going to

pee," said his good buddy Xavier, a

member of the TSA.

"After he stayed in for half an hour,

1 went in to see if he was okay, but he

pretended not to hear me. I opened
the stall door and he was trying to

shove this big, gilded Bible back into

his knapsack."

The outspoken atheist had

claimed his campus group repre-

sented an "idle" but large number of

students who are not religious.

"I'm still 100 per cent atheist....

What's wrong with a little, uh, field

research on the enemy?" Trottier

said, attempting to stuff some ro-

sary beads up his sleeve.

'NAYLOR' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

ing his head vigorously. "Dr. Naylor

needs to consider the feelings of the

student Berkeley. 1 mean body. Stu-

dent body."

Speculation ran wild over the

weekend about Naylor's replacement,

but Naylor himself announced that

former Ontario premier Bob Rae had

agreed to step in as interim presi-

dent.

"Mr. Rae has ably proven that he is

willing and able to step into power
vacuums at a moment's notice, and I

believe that talent will serve him well

here," said Naylor. "Furthermore, Mr.

Rae has assured me that after com-

pleting the Rae Review of Postsec-

ondary Education in Ontario last year,

he has some great ideas for tinkering

with U of T over the next little while."

Rae was unavailable for comment

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2005

by press time.

"1 guess he's gotta do what he's gotta

do," said U of T criminology student

Monica Hryliakiw. "Berkeley sounds

like a pretty nice place. But leaving

his seven-year term six years and 11

months early—that's just rude. On
the other hand, he probably only got

to cash, like, one paycheque."

Naylor said that the move to the

San Francisco Bay Area would allow

him to concentrate on his passions

for windsurfing and mountain-biking.

"The Bay Area is a great place to live

a contemporary active lifestyle, with

bitchin' waves to surf in the morning,

mountain trails to bike in the after-

noon, and rich dotcom geek parties

to go to in the evening. U of T will al-

ways hold a special place in my heart,

but I think after these dozens of gruel-

ling days of hard work as president of

U of T, I need a little California sun."

MLLOW
BOOKS

New and Used Books

-bought and sold.

Open 7 Days a week.

Noon to 10P.M.

All subjects, special orders, we

can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2 .ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

i Proven Test-Taking Strategies

' Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

' Free Repeat Policy

' Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

mimmmm
www.oxfordseminars.com

§5ffron

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

December 6, 2p05

National Day of Remembrance and Action

on Violence Against Women

December 6, is the anniversary of the Montreal

IVIassacre when 14 women students were murdered.

CAIVIPUS MEIVIORIALS:

St. George-Dec. 6, 12:15 pm Great Hall, Hart House

President David Naylor will be giving the opening ^
remarks.

UTM-Dec. 6, 11 am Presentation Room, Student Centre

For further details:

www.status-women.utoronto.ca

status.women@utoronto.ca

416-978-2196
All Welcome

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

CHOOSE AN EDUCATION IN PHARMACY
at the

Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy

The B.Sc.Phm. degree opens

doors...

the Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy

(B.Sc.Phm.) degree is a professional

degree that provides an enviable array

of career opportunities for its graduates

as a pharmacist you will be a front-

line health care practitioner

•a B.Sc.Phm. degree is an ideal

launching pad for graduate studies

and further educational endeavors in

the field of pharmacy

We will be

admitting 240

students for

Sept. 2006

Apply online!

To find out more, check out our website and click under 'Announcements'.

Deadline for applications is January 20, 2006 at 12 midnight E.S.T.

website: http://www.utoronto.ca/pharmacy
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Jazzin' up the rocket
AN OPEN LETTER TO HOWARD MOSCOE, TTC CHAIR

Dear Howie,

As you requested, I have spent

many long hours deliberating and
pondering new ways to "pizzazz" the

TTC and to make it more enjoyable

for tourists and local patrons. This is

a topic near and dear to my heart, as

1 have spent a quarter of my life thus

far on your wretched transportation

system. And 1 say that with love. So I

have come up with this list, in no par-

ticular order. I do hope it helps.

Everyone's getting sick of those

furry little fake-whiskered Telus bun-

nies. So eliminate the advertisement

all together from the trains. You'll

make up the money, since more peo-

ple will ride the TTC because of what
you will replace the ads with: classic

television reruns. Shows commonly
found on stations like "Dejaview"

and "TV Land" should be played on
the trains as people come and go.

Those shows appeal to everyone, 1

swear—MacGyver alone will bring in

hordes of folks from all over!!

Power outages on the subway, or

the nuisance of those long delays

at Jane or Landsdowne, can cause

tension and stress in passengers. To
lighten the mood, you should hire lo-

cal musicians to wander through the

cars during long stops and distract

Tlie Mart Mouse Literary and Library ([Committee presents

tie Twenfe|-Four£h ADnad

Literary Contest
IMarilino: Midni<rhl. Janiiarv 20"'. 2006

1' Prizo S200
2" "Prize $150

r Prizes 100

and

r' Prize S2

r' Prize SI 50

1^ Prize % 1
00 "•'adlino: ^lidni<jhl. I cbruary 10'". 2006

the 2006

Poetry Prize

You can also submit your work co.

ffie200e

Hart House Review
Ih-adlinc: MidnijthL January 1T\ 2006

Submission forms for the Review and entry forms for the contests are
available at Hart House in the flyer slots (across from the Warden's

Office). The same material could be submitted to the Review
and the contests, but must be handed in separately.

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
7 Hart House CifCie. Toronlo M5S 3H3

vv\vM.haiih(»us('.ulor(>nlo.('a liarllioiiseroview(tt!vahoo.{'a

passengers. Themed days could

bring many different types of clien-

tele onto the system as well. People

will look forward to the stops at St.

George during Monday Indie Nights

and Thursday Rush Hour Mariachi

Time!

Perhaps cleaning the buses and

subways a bit more often would also

be a small means of improvement.

Dried puke is NOT pleasant.

On a more social level, dividing the

subway cars up into sections such as

"Meditation Point" and "Le Lounge"

would provide a clear way for the

more, ahem, extroverted riders to

gauge whether a fellow passenger

wants to be bothered or when he

or she wants to avoid humankind.
"Meditation Point" could be used

for reading, listening to music, and
thinking about life's great mysteries,

whereas sitting in "Le Lounge" would
alert fellow passengers that you were

up for a good discussion or two dur-

ing your ride. Who knows what kind

of excitement could ensue?

Last but certainly not least is the

creme-de-la-creme of improvement
ideas. Rent the TTC out at nights to

locals for large events. One subway
train per night could be rented out,

polished, and decorated for a party

like no other. The train would run

as scheduled but wouldn't pick up
new passengers at each stop—ex-

cept for those on the guest list, of

course. The stop time is used for

partiers to go between cars and visit

new friends. Tlie car is transformed
into any tfieme that is desired, from
beach party, to black tie, to strobe-

lit club atmosphere. The conductor
booths not in use would turn into

bars and DJ booths. Everybody's
gonna want a piece of The Rocket on
Friday nights.

Finally, Mr Moscoe, that orange
hat is so endearing. You should per-

sonally entertain passengers by jug-

gling, performing tricks, and other-

wise displaying your pizzazz!

Best of luck,

A LOYAL RIDER

LETTERS

World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

3-/er 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

Study In-Class, Online

ftil 0'' Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

All for the birds...

1 am writing to complain that there

haven't been nearly enough letters about

Sam Rahimi and SAC in this year's Varsity.

The Varsity is supposed to represent

student issues and student concerns, and

1 am both shocked and nauseated by the

fact that you frequently choose to feature

content on issues of local, national, cind

global importance that do not in any way

reflect on Mr Rahimi and/or SAC.

For example, in one of your recent

issues, the Science section featured a

long article on bird watching. Why didn't

science editor Mike Ghenu invite Sam

Rahimi or Paul Bretscher to go along with

him for the outing? Frankly, 1 don't care

what Mr Ghenu's objective article had

to say. 1 want to know what the president

of SAC would have thought about the red-

bellied cuckoo bird. Could you not have

at least photoshopped in a headshot of

the Samster amongst the birdwatchers?

1 just wanted to inform you and your

self-interested staff that I will no longer

be a paying customer of Ttie Varsity. For

now I will only ever use it to blow my
nose, when 1 find an already-purchased

and used copy stranded on the sticky

and goo-covered tables of the Sid Smith

student study area. Congratulations.

Because of your neglect of Rahimi and

SAC-related issues, you have lost a valu-

able customer of your publication.

P. Samuel Brehimi

Secretary, Students for Content-Free

Articles

Krazy4U

Varsity editors, I have gleaned from your
content that you are a superbly educated

and spiritually enlightened bunch. 1 have

a question for you: 1 Krazee-glued my
fingers together on my left hand. What
should 1 do?

I can't type any words for my election

platform that require the letters q, w, e,

r, t, a, s, d, f, g, z, x, c, or v. Do you realize

how very difficult it is to try and pick

words that don't include half of the alpha-

bet? It's very hard. It's a really lucky thing

that 1 got my friend to type out this letter

to you, or else it would probably have

taken much longer to write, and 1 would

have cried a few times.

IWlCHAEL IgNATIEFF

(Eventual) Prime Minister ofCanada

Not neutral on

Festival Special

Okay, something is occurring in our

very city that so upsets me to the very

core of my being that 1 must resort to

this letter to raise awareness. It's true

that this is nothing new, and in fact has

been going on for several years. But 1

am not ready to give up the ghost!

What the hell, Swiss Chalet?! What

did you do with the bloody Toblerones

in your Festive Special meal?

Ask anyone, and you will find out that

the overwhelming majority of Festive

Special fans find the replacement Lin-

dor bonbons pale in comparison to the

chocolatey, nougatey goodness of those

pyramid-shaped candies you used

to have. It is an embarassment to the

name of Swiss Chalet to parade around

a special holiday meal for the low low

price of $10.99 (or something there-

abouts) that is nothing but a shadow of

its former self.

Swiss Chalet, you know in your heart

that 1 can't give up the Festive Special,

with its little container of cranberry

sauce ("jam"), and steamy stovetop

stuffing ("washing machine lint"), and
juicy—oh, so juicy!—rotisserie chicken

and special sauce. Please stop break-

ing my heart by including an inferior

chocolate treat.

BUANNA GrOLDBERG

This is not a blank comic.

but rather four evenly spaced chiclets
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//STATISTICAL HOROSCOPE

The Varsity is introducing

its own horoscope,

complete with p-values

and probabilities.

Whoever said astrology

isn't a science?

Aquarius (Jan. 20 -Feb. 18):

You are in a high-energy cycle. Your

discipline will help you accomplish your

goals (p-value < 0.01).

Pisces (Feb. 19 -Mar 20):

Try not to overspend on social activities

(spending - N($35, 400)). If you don't

feel like going out on the town, invite

friends over to share interests.

Aries (Mar. 21 -Apr. 19):

The action is likely to be at your house

on the week-end (Probability(sex)>0.8).

Taurus (Apr 20 -May 20):

Partnership cind relationship matters

could present a challenge that you feel

unable to handle (not even the stats can

help you out here).

Gemini (May 21 -Jun. 21):

Financial matters appear to be more set-

tled, thanks to your recent budgetary

efforts (Probability(surplus) = grim).

Cancer (Jun. 22-JUI.22):

Problems at home will end in disaster

if you aren't willing to listen to the com-

plaints of loved ones (p-value < 0.001).

Leo (Jul. 23 -Aug. 22):

You may land the job you've always

been looking for (Probability = 0.32). Ro-

mantic opportunities will surface if you

take a vacation (Probability = 0.44).

Virgo (Aug. 23 -Sep. 22):

Untrustworthy individuals may try

to take advantage of you (Probability

= 0.97). Joint financial ventures may

backfire if you're not careful.

Libra (Sep. 23 -Oct. 22):

Overindulgent partners may cause

difficulties for you; let them know how

you feel. Your intelligence and style will

impress others (beta = 0.15).

Scorpio (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21):

Someone you work with may not

have your best interests in mind

(ProbabilityOt's the tech guy) = 0.4).

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec. 21);

You will meet romantic partners and

enhance your reputation due to your

dedicated contributions to a cause (p-

value < 0.1). - • -

Capricorn (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19):

Do your share of the work and you'll be

rewarded for your fairness. You should

spend more time with the ones you love

(Probability(lmminent death) = 0.2).

Am

n

U ofT's new Einstein statue weeps
Justin Trottier

EPIPHANIES AND MIRACLES CORRESPONDENT

The site of Einstein's statue in front ofMcLen-
nan Physical Laboratories has become a

sort of physics shrine, with dozens of PhD
students flocking to gain luck on their the-

sis defence by touching their manuscripts

to the statue's feet.

'All I want is a little confidence, and who
could give me confidence better than the

big man himself?" one student said yes-

terday, as he rubbed his tribology thesis

against the great bronze statue.

The excitement started last Friday, when
the physics department unveiled the final

component of the walkway construction

project. When the tarp was removed, Ein-

stein's statue showed prominent tear-like

stains leading from Einstein's eyes down his

cheeks.

"It seems that Einstein has clearly per-

formed yet another miracle and should be

hailed as a physics prophet," physics chair

Eric Clamburg said, to cheers and sobs from

the crowd.

Scientists are divided over the meaning

of this event. "Einstein's greatest dream was
to see the development of a single unified

theory for all of physics," explained Alexan-

dra Pert, the university's foremost expert

on string theory. "With the advent of string

theory, those are tears of joy we're seeing."

Lon Tollin begged to differ, flogging a uni-

fied theory of his own. "It's quite clear he's

upset the scientific community is wasting

its precious energy on the wrong theory,"

he said. "Einstein's message is clear: our at-

tention should be turned to loop quantum
gravity instead."

In some circles there is talk of canonizing

Albert Einstein. "It's time we honoured Ein-

stein for what he truly was: a visionary and

a prophet," said professor Roberto Amfori.

"Einstein was able to see the existence of

the cosmological constant without proof or

evidence—and this leap of intuition must

have been divinely inspired."

The new statue of Albert Einstein, installed in front of McLennan Ptiysical

Laboratories to mark 100 years since Einstein's "miracle year" of 1905,

began to weep last Friday.
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So much for the group-hug Canuck indie scene.

Forget those rap battles, yo—they ain't got nothin' on the irascible frontmen of our hottest buzz bands

Andrew Campbell

INOIER THAN THOU BUREAU

Win Butler is ready to start an Ar-

cade Fire— if the arcade in question

happens to contain one Kevin Drew.

The two frontmen of Canada's

bands du jour (Butler of Montreal's

red-hot Arcade Fire and Drew of To-

ronto behemoth Broken Social Scene)

have been duking it out in the form of

some choice words about each oth-

er's bands in various European publi-

cations. It's the new Jay-Z vs. Nas; the

new Fitty vs. The Game—get used to

it, indie kids. Even hipsters can start

beef.

"1 don't want to lecture anyone,"

Butler said in a recent interview with

France's Viande magazine. "But there

are the types of bands that decide on

a certain sound and are like, 'Let's

make songs like this, let's make sure

our music is really accessible no mat-

ter what.' We're more focused on mu-

sic as an art, and it's obviously good

music. Other bands sometimes wor-

ry too much about what other people,

the ones with influence, think about

their music, and that restricts the

art."

While Butler didn't mention any
names in his critique, Drew clearly

took it personally, slamming him
with a response in Ireland's Populist

Music.

"I think it's bullshit when people try

to pass their music off as some sort

of fucking indie gospel or something,"

Drew said. "Indie rock doesn't even

exist anymore. Music is about play-

ing something you love with people

you love, and yeah, fans are gonna be

a part of that. Being part of a commu-
nity is part of being a musician, and
people who deny that are fucking

elitists."

"There's a difference between elit-

ism and trying to stay true to the

art," Butler countered in an interview

with British indie weekly Anti-Chav.

"Certain bands spend all their time

cluttering their sound with another

cowbell or ten and forget what real

art is all about. The whole commu-
nity aspect is... 1 don't know. We
don't like to be pigeonholed. We like

to be unique, and we aren't going to

See no evil: Broken Social Scene's Kevin Drev^ (L) would rather not face fellow frontman Win Butler (of The Arcade Fire, right), who's been spitting some pretty nasty stuff lately in

a battle of the big bands. Always with the Toronto-Montreal rivalry. Sigh.

pander to anyone to be accepted into

this mythical 'community.'"

The argument grew more heated in

a feature interview Drew and his BSS

partner, Brendan Canning, gave to

Germany's English-language music

journal Ekaf.

"Tell Win Butler he can go screw

himself," Drew said succinctly. "He

has no idea what the fuck he's talk-

ing about."

"He might want to drink another

beer in the morning before open-

ing his mouth," Butler shot back in

a Dutch radio interview, insinuating

that Drew was intoxicated when mak-

ing the now infamous diss. "Appar-

ently it's a good hangover cure."

"He's calling me an elitist. That. . .it's

just bizarre," he continued. "We've

got around a dozen members rotat-

ing in and out of our band. If showing

up at our gigs sober and not dressing

like a gang of disrespectful hobos
makes us elitist, well, then... yeah. I

don't know. That just lacks class, in

my opinion."

On tour in the U.S. at the time of the

Dutch interview, Drew was rumoured
to have responded by brandishing a

voodoo doll in the likeness of Butler

at a show in Atlanta, throwing it on

the floor and repeatedly stomping

on it during an extended encore.

Postings on various indie message

boards reported that the BSS front-

man completely ignored the lyrics

to the song his band was playing at

the time, choosing instead to shout,

"Fuck you, Win Butler! Fuck you and

your class!"

More coherent the morning after

the Atlanta gig, Drew's explanation

for the night's outburst was concise.

He told a New York City television

station: "I like to change up the lyrics

once in a while. It keeps things fresh."

He went on to say that he was genu-

inely upset and confused at Butler's

comments.

"I'm not hungover. I'm just me," he

said. "We're just us. We make music

that people can appreciate. It's an

organic process, just like the food we

eat. All organic. And what's wrong
with our clothes? Didn't Win like my
wardrobe choices in our new video

[for "Ibi Dreams of Pavement," in

which Drew frolics in a kitchen wear-

ing nothing but briefs]?"

"Those Montrealers are so elitist

about things like fashion," he contin-

ued. "It's not about conformity. It's all

about love, man. It's about being your

fucking self."

Butler was displeased to hear Drew

slamming not only his band, but also

his adopted hometown.

"He can say whatever he wants

about me, but he should keep his

comments about Montreal to him-

self," Butler said. "Torontonians think

they live in the centre of the universe.

They don't think about the fact that

there are other cities out there that

have flourishing music scenes. Even

the New York Times thought Broken

Social Scene were from Montreal.

We're the scene in Canada right now
and that guy knows it."

"Hey, I have nothing against Mon-

treal," Drew told French weekly Men-

songes Menteur. "Hell, [Arts & Crafts

labelmates] Stars are from Montreal

and they're some of my favourite peo-

ple in the fucking world. But you can

tell Win Butler that all that shit about

Montreal being the scene or what-the-

fuck-ever is not true. What is true is

that his band doesn't have enough

cowbells on their record."

With hipster kids hanging on to

every word of the feud and indie web-

site CuttinToolz chronicling the ex-

change in a day-by-day "Fight Watch"

(cuttintoolz.com/drewvsbutler), the

intrigue and publicity continues to

spiral out of control. The Arcade Fire

and Broken Social Scene are sched-

uled to play the same town (the mu-
sical hotbed of Gananoque, ON) in

two weeks, and the indie media have

circled the date on their calendars,

anticipating a showdown—and pos-

sibly even fisticuffs. Will Drew and
Butler squash the beef, or will this

develop into indie rock's first gang

battle? Stay tuned (no pun intended).

"Cheapest ^BQst

Student Bar in Toronto"

student Travel Guide, London, UK

bistro

422 College St, E of Bothurst

Open 4pni to 2am everyday

Teach English

Overseas

L

» Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

« Comprehensive Teaching Materials

s Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Service

; Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924.3240/1-800.779-17J9

www.oxfordseminars.com

-J

Toronto Cosmetic Clinic

• Liposuction mr
.Breast Augmentation

p.^^^^.^^

•Tummy Tuck I Available

• Gastric Banding

• Botox Injection

• Lip Augmentation

• Laser Hair Removal

• Wrinkle removal

• Microdermabrasion

416-221-5554
www.tcclinic.com

5400 Yonge St. Unit 1 10, North York, ON

Dr. B. Yazdanfar member of:

American Academy of Cosmetic Surger/

American Society of Cosmetic Breast Surger/

Canadian Academy of Cosmetic Surgery
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Viagra to sponsor new

stadium

PfizerCEO Hank Mckinnel announced on
Sunday that Viagra has bought primary

sponsorship rights to the new U of T
sports stadium, in a move that surprised

every economist in North America.

"Our new philosophy is to get 'em

young, just like the tobacco companies,"

said Mckinnel. If we convince robust uni-

versity kids that our products will boost

their sex lives, then we can get them to

start using Viagra young and will have

them as customers for life...and...err...

we like football, too. Go Blues."

Mckinnel believes that having signs

up around the stadium and giving out

free samples of Viagra to students will

not only boost attendance, but will

cause sales of his company's products to

rise at a rapid rate. The only concern is

whether this increase can be sustained

over time. "The last thing we want is for

our profit increases to dry up or go limp

after a few years," he said.

Bruce Kidd, the dean of physical edu-

cation and health, was also pleased at

this latest development: "This giant

corporation has shown a firm commit-

ment to young people, and the funds

they provide will help us erect a new,

state-of-the-art facility. It was a long,

hard process, but in the end 1 think we
found a sponsor that complies with U
of T"s ethical criteria, and in honour of

them we shall name the new stadium the

Viagra Centre."

—JIMMY SWIZZLESTICK

Coming soon to a theatre

near you
Be sure to stop by Innis College over

the December holidays, as they will be

showing that inspirational sports classic

"Freddy and the Silver Mallet."

There has never been a sports movie

like this before. It follows the life of Sir

Walter Williams—the man who went

from being a crack dealer in the gut-

ters of London to a croquet champion

in sbc formulaic steps—from his life on

the mean streets until his death at 41

from an unfortunate accident involving

a spatula and a bowling ball.

He is inspired as a youth by a high

school teacher (played by Morgan Free-

man) who helps get Williams off drugs

and into croquet. The coach helps the

protagonist channel his rage into whack-

ing a ball around a delightfully groomed

lawn.

"Freddy and the Silver Mallet" is jolly

good fun for the whole family. You will

laugh, you will cry, and you will cheer

when Williams finally achieves his

dream of winning the Silver Mallet. This

unique film is stirring up much Oscar

buzz and is worthy of two index fingers

way up. Pip pip cheerio.

—MARY JANE CRACKBALL

Cowtippers full

of bull: study

You make me very angry Indeed: when asked for comment, Bessie (R) let out a very

angry moooooooooooo.

CHRISTOPHEPOIRIER

Varsity Beef Bureau Chief

In a report that came out of the Uni-

versity of British Columbia last week.

Dr. Margo Lillie deduced that the indi-

vidual sport of cow tipping is a sham.

The news has spawned outrage in the

cow-tipping community.

While calculating the newtons of

force required to topple an average

cow while it sleeps (i.e. estimating

the angles between left hooves, right

hooves, and the point of push; and
the resistance of the cow to down-
ward pressure), Lillie realized two

people could exert the required force

only if the cow made no reaction at all

to the initial touch. More than likely,

a successful tipping would require at

least five people.

The report prompted thousands of

proud cow tippers across Canada to

voice their disapproval. Six-time self-

declared cow tipper extraordinaire

Berger Funk held a tipping rally at her

cow field in Alberta.

"It's a travesty to the sport and

it makes a mockery out of the hard,

messy work I've put into my craft,"

she said to reporters at the five-day

event.

People at what Funk calls "Bovine

Bonanza" are encouraged to tip the

nearby cows and enjoy the huge bar-

bequed beef buffet, made possible by

the cows not able to survive the fall.

Similar rallies have spawned across

the country.

Funk's festivals have garnered pro-

tests from the Animal Rights Activists

group in Vancouver, and organizers

have planned a march in downtown

Ottawa this weekend.

"It is a sick and sadistic cover for

the slaughter of defenceless animals,"

said ARA founder Tommy Fay. "For

the Canadian government to just sit

by and let it happen is deplorable."

While Prime Minister Paul Martin

was unavailable for comment, parlia-

ment officials said that no action will

be made until Dr. Lillie's research

has been proved to be true.

Fay said the government's absence

at Funk's "Bovine Bonanza" is due

to the huge economic gains made in

the Canadian cattle industry. In fact,

since Dr. Lillie made her discovery,

Canadian cattle stock has risen fif-

teen points, piquing interest from the

international cattle industry.

Students of the professor of bio-

physics said

they were happy
with the knowl-

edge that cows

couldn't be

tipped by one

individual.

"It makes me
really happy,"

third-year stu-

dent Mike Weiss

said. "If it was
one person do-

ing it, I'd feel

really sorry for

the guy. But if

it's a group ac-

tivity, then it's

like alright, you

know? I can't

wait to go out

and tip a cow
with my family.

It's a new holi-

day tradition!"

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

*Wishing you Happy
Malidays from the staff
^ at Travel CUTS

#2006#
Come visit us in tlie

New Year for ail your
travel needs!

Give the gift of travel

\
Travel CUTS gift certificates

' now available!

Travfil CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian J-edcration of Students. TSCO ?fl32A993

1 87 College St. (41 6) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

X^TRAVELOUnrS
Sec the world your way

www.travelcuts.conrT^

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

With a cerlifioik' in Public Administralion, you'll

have the siTccializcd management skills you need ftir

advanced posilions in the goveriimenl/public sector,

CaW 4l6-67:r-6622. ex!. 32% or email

leii.glemi$humbixaiforfiutheritiformai.ion.

Applyfor all Business Sdwol programs at the

OCAS vcb site - nv.iv.ontdriocolhies.cd

Seating is Limited!^^-

HUMBER
The Business School

www.busine3s.humber.ca

THE WEBSITE FOR THE REST OF US

Is there spirit im y©«r m^^s^
Are 3f«u with tli^ ^rest

to Hart House and feast with usi

* 'Grievances' Greek salad

* 'Rocket' for the Rest of Us

Bagels with Cream Cheese

* 'Miracle' Macaroni v^ith Cheese

* 'Feats of Strength' Fajitas

* Baked Beans

* 'Disappointing' Doughnuts

Mulled Cider & Hart House Water

Wednesday, December 7th

Great Hall • 1 1 :45am to 2pm

Eieyatoi & TTY

^ VUR STUDENT CENTRE

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca



PEOPLE AROUND HERE By Dave Lapp

IN THE
NEXT

So you might have noticed

that this is our December Joke

Issue®, instead of the usual

stirring journalism you're used

to. But we know there's actual,

important stuff going on in the

world, and you can find it in the

next issue of The Varsity.

news
Read on Thursday for coverage of the 16th

anniversary of the Montreal Massacre, results

of the TA strike vote. World AIDS Day events,

election coverage that students can use, the

third part of our series on campus tranit, and

more real, hard news....

a&e
What's it like to have written the hottest book

of the season? We catch up with Lori Lansens,

author of acclaimed novel The Girls

In Thursday's Varsity

HELP WANTED

EARN THOUSANDS. PRE-SELL
TICKETS TO THE NEW YOU SHOW-

North America's Largest Beauty and Cos-

metic Enliancement Consumer Show held

at ttie Metro Toronto Centre January IS-

IS. Tici<ets valued at $12 each and receive

50% of the proceeds. It's that simple. An
easy sell as giveaways and samples at the

show are worth far more than the ticket

itself. Call Lori at 416-777-9896.

CHILDREN'S PRESENTERS NEEDED
To present fun hand.s-on activities in

schools and at b-day parties. Car and exp.

with kids req'd. No science background

needed. Exciting activities such as slime

and rockets. Pay: $20/class. CALL MAD
SCIENCE TODAY AT (416 ) 630-5282 Ext 31.

ACCOMMODATIONS

STUDY IN STYLE STUDENT
ACCOMMODATIONS

At centrally located, luxury Downtown
Toronto Hotel, Featuring: Elegant,

Modern fully furnished, private Phone

service, T.V./Cable Accommodations,

24 hr. security service, Wireless Inter-

net & more fno 12 month commitment

required ) Unitsfrom$1.098-lNCLUD-

ING MEALS (Tours available Mon-Fri

9am-5pmj. Ill Carlton St. Call Joseph at 1-

800-565-8865 v.'ww.torontoprimrosehotel.

com (Password: Student).

MATURE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share large 2 bedroom apartment in

a house. Features: 2 Vz bathrooms, large

living/dining room, separate large den,

fireplace, hardwood floors, laundry/stor-

age in basement. Close to subway. Rent:

$7.50/month + utilities. No smokers only

please. Eglinton & Avenue Rd. area; avail-

able January l"' or sooner Email enqui-

ries to: bududasarah@yahoo.ca

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Ej<perienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/.5.39-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school,ca

CLASSIFIEDS
CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, -research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

BRIEF& LONG-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY,
CONSULTATIONS, COUNSELLING

Life-style Coaching for your life con-

cerns... perhaps regarding relationships,

family, careers, health, loss... Contact

Linda Attoe M.A., OACCPP Certified.

Telephone: 647-388-9479. Locations:

Central Toronto & Niagara-on-the-Lake.

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
TUTOR, 35 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

Specializing in MATH 135, 235, CHM 138,

139, 247, ECO 220, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

INEXPENSIVE PROFESSIONAL EDITING

We proofread, edit and style check

theses, dissertations, essays and papers.

Instant online quotes, fast turnaround.

www.scribendi.ca.

Advertise in tteMy
acls@thevarsity.ca

Calling all U of T
Student Groups!
Do you want to:
• Increase turnouts at
your events?

• Publicize your group?
• increase membership?

TtiG \/arsity
is offering a new
section called

to help student
groups get their
message out!

We also offer classified event
listings on this page

For more info, please contact
ads@thevarsity.ca or 416-946-7604

Please note: This offer only applies to Student
Groups that have Student Affairs recognition.
All ads must be paid in full before the run date.

"mm.

Junk

t.rit VARSITY
i=S>=ViZZ>>^F=?

Acta Victonana,
Victoria University's

Literary Journal,

IS looking foi submssions

fm lis stconl miial sit siisisf

Junk Etc
Photographyj

Arfjvork, Sajipturej

Visit out '.vebsite

x^rms vicuijtotonto ca/

&iglish/Acta-

Victonana htn^

Oi email ictavic@vahoo ca

fot submission details

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-IVIonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

There
are too

few sweat-
shops. 55

SEE SWEATSHOPS' -PAGE 5

a flight for 2 to

the UK!
{ enter on page 3 or at

www.vfor.ca

}

Vanier Cup returns to Ontario—in ttie

hands of Laurier.

SEE VANIER' -PG. 12

a&e
The future lool<s bright for indie it-band

Stars

SEE 'STARS' - PG. 7

history

On December 8, 1869, T. Eaton & Co.

opened on Yonge St. At one time the

largest retailer in Canada, it went out of

business in 2002.

red letter

Today is celebrated by some Buddhists as

the date (circa. 528 BCE) when Gautama

Buddha achieved Enlightenment.

todo
com

MONDAY. DECEMBER 12. 7;30PM

Frank McCourt at Convocation Hall. $12.

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 9, 8 PM

Andy Stochansky at Mod Club. $12.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9, 8 PM
6wen Stefan! at ACC. $49.50+.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880

ELECTION HEATS UP ON CAMPUS

CXXVI, NO. 29,

//PAGES

Bargaining Committee spokesperson Anil Varughese raises a glass to celebrate the overwhelming yes' vote granting CURE Local 3902 Unit 1, which represents U of T's TAs, the
ability to go on strike. The mandate is expected to increase the union's leverage in their demands for increased benefits and funding from administration.

TAs willing to strike
EIGHTY-ONE PER CENT OF TEACHING ASSISTANTS VOTE TO STRIKE; NEGOTIATIONS TO CONTINUE

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The local unit of the Canadian Union

of Public Employees (CUPE) is cel-

ebrating after receiving a mandate to

strike against its employer, the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

The 5,000 member unit, which rep-

resents teaching assistants at U of T,

has been negotiating with administra-

tion for tuition guarantees, increased

benefits, and funding changes since

May 2005. The strike mandate re-

ceived the support of 81.4 per cent of

the voting members of the union, the

largest margin of support for collec-

tive action in the local unit's history,

during voting that ended Tuesday.

The mandate will not lead directly

to a strike, which would paralyze the

university during the upcoming exam
period. TAs are responsible for invigi-

lating and grading exams.

CUPE chief spokesperson Anil Var-

SEE 'STRIKE' -PG 4

Int'l students

get job deal
Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

For Ontario's international students,

the wait is finally over.

Federal immigration minister Joe

Volpe and Ontario minister of train-

ing Chris Bentley have announced

a federal-provincial agreement that

would allow international post-sec-

ondary students to work off-campus

during their enrolment as full-time

students.

To be eligible, an international

student must have completed six

months of full-time study and main-

tained a full-time status, working no
more than 20 hours per week while

class is in session.

The announcement, released No-

vember 28, comes as a relief to U of

T's international students, who have

had to make do with campus-relat-

ed work to pay their sky-high fees,

which were increased by 30 per cent

this year.

International students have only

been allowed to work at jobs directly

affiliated with their university or col-

lege while in Canada. U of T interna-

tional student Alex Schneider, who
is studying linguistics and anthro-

pology, remained in Canada for the

summer to help his family pay for his

education, but finding employment
was much more difficult than he had

hoped.
"1 started looking for jobs early, but

without much luck," says Schneider.

"I tried all of the libraries, but found

SEE 'JOBS' - PG 3

Student Sam Rahimi participates in a ceremony at Hart House to honour the 14

women who were shot to death 16 years ago. See story on page 3.
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I Saffron Cto |
n^.n-

,
,

''^'^ Cuisine

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

introducing

indoctiinese Dinner Buffet

Over 40 Items,

including Manciiurian Chicken,

Chili Chicken and Hakka Noodles,

plus lots more

416.850.3179
www.toronto.coin/saffronfree

91 Geirart Street West, TorontD, Ontarb MSG 2A7

AcrcRs from Hospital for Sick Ctiildren ,

LSAT mfiJ
GIVIAT GRE
Preparation Seminars!

' Complete 30-Hour Seminars

' Proven Test-Taking Strategies

' Personalized Professional Instruction

I Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

' Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

www.oxfordseminarsxom

New and Used Boolcs-bouglit and sold.

Open 7 Days a weel<.10A.M. to 10P.M.
(except Sundays noon to 8P.M.)

All subjects, special orders, we can find most out of print books.

758 Bathurst St.,

just South of Bloor St. W.

416-534-BOOK(2665)

www.willowbooks2.ca

We have all the vitamins&herbal

supplements to keep your mind

sharp&focused, & lots of organic foods

for a healthy body.

And great prices too.

Come and see us,

and get 10% off with your student card.

380 Bloor St., West of Spadina

416-925-8102

200 Bloor St, West; 258B College St.

(416)925-5800 (416)593-7240 [www.statravel.ca

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Ignatieff facing rising

controversy over

'parachute' candidacy

Michael Ignatieff, Harvard profes-

sor-turned-Liberal MP candidate,

is facing backlash from the Ukra-

nian-Canadian community in his

Etobicoke-Lakeshore riding. Other

nominees claim they w^ere blocked

by Liberal brass who sought to

"parachute" Ignatieff into his candi-

dacy. Seven per cent of the riding's

population is of Ukranian heritage,

and there has been a suggestion that

some of Ignatieff's previous work is

insulting to Ukranians.

Amid the controversy, Ignatieff has

reportedly cancelled a number of

press interviews, citing paper-grad-

ing responsibilities at Harvard.

—CHRISTOPHER MCKINNON

CFS rally demands tuition

freeze extension; Liberals

stand by hike

On Monday, Chris Bentley, Ontario's

minister of training, colleges and uni-

versities, ruled out an extension of

the tuition freeze Dalton McGuinty's

government instated in September

2004, confirming comments made by
McGuinty in October.

Bentley said that a freeze would not

help improve the quality of educa-

tion in the province.

"It doesn't improve accessibility

because it delivers the same benefit

to all students and it doesn't make

sure that students with increased

need get increased assistance," he

said.

In plebiscites conducted over the

past few months at schools across

the province, however, students have

voted overwhelmingly to extend

the freeze. On Monday, representa-

tives of the Canadian Federation of

Students, which represents 250,000

Ontario students, presented Queen's

Park with thousands of signed post-

cards protesting a raise in fees.

—BEN SPURR

Little Italy ain't so Italian

Does ethnicity have a market value?

U of T professor Jason Hackworth

and PhD student Josephine Rekers

think so. The two recently published

a paper suggesting Toronto's BlAs

and condo developers are capitaliz-

ing on "ethnic identities" to drive up

real estate prices.

Examining actual neighbourhood

demographics, Hackworth and Rek-

ers have found that property values

in Toronto 'hoods typically known
for a particular ethno-cultural char-

acter are rising, while the neighbour-

hoods themselves are home to fewer

and fewer people from those partic-

ular ethnic groups.

—CM.

The Varsity \?Q^ contest

ends with a fourth win-

ner!

It was a bittersweet week at The Var- I iPod winner Regina Lee.

sity as we gave away the fourth and
last iPod from the Kars/O'/Student-

Phones.com iPod contest. Too bad
the fun had to stop now, just when
we were really getting good at this

whole contest thing.

On the other hand, 12 lucky people

have taken home great prizes, and
we hope to bring you more contests

in the new year. Regina Lee took

iPod number four, Stephanie Hung
snagged a Cesium MP3 player, and
Jason Wong is strutting around

already in StudentPhone.com red

socks.

Remember, you can still enter (un-

til 2 p.m. on Thursday, December
8) to win a flight for two to the U.K.

by entering online at our contest

website, www.vor.ca. Come by The

Varsity offices today at 2 p.m. for the

draw, and good luck!

Top cop addresses students
Chris Damdar
VARSITY STAFF

Toronto Police Chief Bill Blair spoke
at the Hart House Debates Club
about the issue of gun violence in

Toronto last week.

"I think violence has caused a

great deal of concern in the To-
ronto community this year," said

Blair. "My officers have never seen
so many guns on the street." Blair

blamed gun violence on the lack

of rapport between the police and
community.
"When there's a great distance

between the police and commu-
nity, a lack of communication and
a lack of trust, those can be unsafe
places."

He also pointed a finger south
of the border, where gun laws are
lax.

"A great deal of these guns are
smuggled in through the U.S."

Many attending the talk com-
mented on the increased police

Blair considering a tough question.

presence now found in poorer Afri-

can-Canadian communities, a pres-

ence which they said implies mis-
trust, prejudice, and hostility from

the police towards those commu-
nities. Blair stressed that his goal
was to improve police-community
relations.

"It is absolutely critical to our
success. It helps us solve crimes.
More importantly, it helps us pre-

vent crime. It helps us create an
environment where crime is much
less likely to occur."

Blair also commented on why
these relations have not been
forged in the first place.

"There are a number of reasons
for it. There are a lot of new immi-
grant groups in the area and 1 don't

think the police worked as hard at

making and building that relation-

ship as they needed to. There was
too much emphasis on outputs
instead of outcomes: police mea-
sured how many arrests they made
instead of measuring how safe they
made the neighbourhood.

"1 don't think this lack of rela-

tionship causes the violence, but it

does exasperate it."
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Layton targets student vote U ofT marks

Montreal Massacre
THREAT EMAILED TO WOMEN'S GROUPS

DARKENS CEREMONY

Christine Paglialunga

Federal NDP leader Jack Layton
spoke to a group of U of T students at

Hart House last week to drive home
the message that his party is making
post-secondary education issues a

priority.

Layton focused on how students

and their families would benefit from
New Democratic policies on educa-

tion, including the restoration of $4

billion in education cuts implement-

ed by the federal Liberals.

"We will fix student aid so that

working people and the middle class

can afford to give their children the

skills they need, without mortgag-

ing their future," he said. "It's time

to build for the future by improving

education and training, rather than

spending money on corporate tax

cuts."

The "mini-budget" announced by

the Liberals just prior to the govern-

ment's fall due to a non-confidence

vote November 28, announced major

'JOBS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

that they had very few summer posi-

tions, and they filled the ones avail-

able with year-round employees. It

seemed that with so many students

filling the positions, there was no way
to get a job without inside help."

President David Naylor expressed

his appreciation to the agreement in

a statement.

"[International students] need and
deserve the opportunity to work off-

campus. The agreement will not only

allow...work opportunities to defray

the costs of their education, it also

gives them a better-rounded Cana-

dian experience."

Each post-secondary educational

institution that wishes to participate

must come to an agreement with the

province and make provisions for

monitoring reports to ensure that

working students are still attending

their schools.

Though the agreement is a positive

step forward for the province, some

students are skeptical, having been

false hope about this agree-

corporate tax cuts that Layton repeat-

edly criticized in his speech. Finance

Minister Ralph Goodale, however,

also announced additional funding

over five years for post-secondary

education in his Economic and Fiscal

Update (which the NDP have since

matched in their policy proposals).

The Federal Conservatives have

pledged no new money to post-sec-

ondary education, proposing instead

a restructuring of the Canada Student

Loans program, and new personal

savings plans to help parents save for

their children's education.

Layton added that the NDP plat-

form will soon be released, and will

include restoration of the funding

that Paul Martin cut from post-sec-

ondary education and changes to the

Canada Student Loans Program to re-

duce the burden of student debt.

Layton reminded the group how
important the student vote will be for

this election, as "students will be on
campus, discussing the issues," cre-

ating a community that will increase

the penchant for the student vote to

be present at the polls this January.

The importance of the student vote

couldn't be appreciated more by Lay-

ton's wife and former city councillor,

Olivia Chow. Chow is representing

the federal NDP in Trinity-Spadina,

the largest of U of T's two ridings. She

is running against Liberal candidate

Tony lanno (to whom she narrowly

lost the 2004 election) and Conserva-

tive Sam Goldstein.

Chow has spent the early days

of her campaign honing in on the

importance of the student vote dur-

ing this election. Elections are usu-

ally held during the summer months
when students are away from school,

and are therefore less likely to vote.

Estimates for the upcoming election,

however, are predicting voter turn-

out for those ages 18-24 to exceed 80

per cent, up from the customary 25

per cent.

This will be Ms. Chow's third at-

tempt at a federal seat. She has been

a Toronto City councillor since 199L

Chris Damdar
VARSITY STAFF

On December 6, 1989, Marc Lepine

brutally shot 14 young women
whose only crime was their ambi-

tion to succeed in what he saw as a

man's domain.

Lepine's horrific actions at the

Ecole Polytechnique triggered

a surging awareness of violence

against women and the conviction

to end it.

On Tuesday afternoon, students,

staff, and faculty braved the cold

and gathered at the Great Hall to

reaffirm their conviction against

violence and to pay respects to the

women who died senselessly sixteen

years ago.

"We are not immune to prejudice

and hatred," said President David

Naylor in the opening address. "All of

us at U of T need to combat the more
insidious forms of prejudiced behav-

iour against women and youth."

Opinions are mixed over the im-

pact that initiatives to stop violence

against women are having in Cana-

da.

"There isn't any possibility of it

happening again because we are

aware of it," said Asif Farooq, presi-

dent of U of T's Humanitarian Re-

sponse Council.

Undergraduate Susan Bustos dis-
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International student Kathryn Fitzgerald:

"It is unfortunate that it has taken this

long."

ment several times in the past.

"1 would say 1 am conditionally pret-

ty happy about it, but 1 don't expect

to actually benefit from it until next

September," said Kathryn Fitzgerald,

a U.S. native who is doing her master's

at the faculty of information studies.

The plan was first announced in April

of 2005, and was supposed to be up
and running by September

"I'm not sure why there need to be

so many levels of negotiation. 1 think

it is especially unfortunate that it is

taking so long to implement this pro-

gram given that the university went
ahead and raised international stu-

dent fees by 30 per cent this year,

with no provisions in place for ad-

ditional employment or scholarship

opportunities."

Domestic undergraduate arts and
science students with a full course
load paid just under $5,000 this year.

Their international equivalents now
pay over $17,000.

But international students

shouldn't start searching for jobs

just yet. The agreement will depend

on government funds to run, funds

which have not yet been pledged.

"Without federal funding this agree-

ment will flounder," Naylor says. "We

look forward to working with the new

government following January's elec-

tion to implement this plan."
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Between academe and city hall
Tyrone Darby

Sujit Choudhry is not only passion-

ate about scholarship, but about tak-

ing lessons outside the classroom.

The U of T law professor's paper

on racial profiling was the first aca-

demic article ever written in Canada
about the constitutionality issues

raised by the controversial topic,

one that he later organized confer-

ences and workshops to discuss in

depth. And over the years, his writ-

ings on constitutional law issues, se-

curity issues in the post-9/11 world,

fiscal federalisms, and more have

been published in a variety of pub-

lications.

Most recently, Choudhry was en-

listed to advise city hall how Toronto

should govern itself. Along with Cen-

tennial College president Ann BuUer

and Toronto businessman Martin

Council, he sat on the External Ad-

visory Panel of the city's Governing

Toronto project, where he listened

to both city workers and the public's

suggestions, given online, in order to

deliver a report on city governance

issues.

"It seems that the mayor is quite

pleased with [the report] and we've

been endorsed by the Globe & Mail

and the Star. We've received some
positive feedback from the commu-
nity and we're pretty pleased," said

Choudhry.

He credits getting the job to the

university and the faculty of law,

though he's not entirely sure why he

specifically was picked.

"The fact that I'm a constitutional

lawyer made it interesting for them,

because even though 1 didn't know
much about urban governance, 1 do

U of T law professor Sujit Choudhry advised the city on how it should be governed this past fall.

know how governments work at the

federal and provincial level. They
wanted someone who had no pre-

vious track record on urban gover-

nance issues, because there are a lot

of people who have been working in

the area a long time. They wanted a

fresh pair of eyes."

The son of a former U of T instruc-

tor, Choudhry completed his un-

dergrad at McGill University, after

which he attended Oxford Universi-

ty as a Rhodes Scholar and studied

at Harvard.

Choudhry sees great benefit in

mixing academic and policy work,

and thanks his former dean, Ron
Daniels, for supporting him in his ef-

fort to do both at once.

"[The faculty] combines both:

we're very academic and scholarly

but we also engage in the real world.

[This is] very important for me be-

cause I wouldn't want to be anywhere
else," says Professor Choudhry.
Choudhry believes that govern-

ments that search for fresh, outside

perspectives are sowing the seeds

of success, and that it's his responsi-

bility as an educator to contribute.

U of T doesn't only lend its stars to

the government, however. The fac-

ulty will soon be welcoming Mayor
David Miller to teach a few sessions.

"1 think those who can engage,

should engage," Choudhry said. "I

think it's very important for a public

university to serve the public inter-

ests."

Carpooling may help UTM commute
SABRINA SINGH INVESTIGATES TRANSIT SOLUTIONS IN THE FINAL PART OF OUR SERIES ON
THE COMMUTE CRISIS AT U OF T'S SATELLITE CAMPUSES

With parking at Erindale becoming
less affordable as the years pass,

transit and carpooling are musts for

many UTM students in their campus
commute.
According to Erindale's student

leaders, however, this alone won't

solve Erindale's transit problems, and
they're working to provide their own
solutions.

"Most Erindale Students see transit

as something that needs improve-
ment," said Ryan Singh, a member of

the parking and transportation com-
mittee, and chair of Student Leaders
at Mississauga (SLAM), a coalition of

every student union on campus.
With only three bus routes that

reach campus, long-distance com-
muters struggle to find ways to make
it to campus.

"We do realize that a lot of students

come from far away and that is our
next big issue," said Singh. He empha-
sizes that where Erindale's admin-
istration has done little to solve the

problem, the student committee has
made remarkable strides in champi-
oning students' access to transit.

"We have successfully negotiated

increased service hours for some of

the routes to as late as midnight," said

Infrequent bus service is a pain for Erindale students.

Singh, an improvement for students

who are cramming late into the night

during exam periods. There is also

a bus that has started arriving from
Brampton that goes to the Port Credit

Go station with very few stops in be-

tween.

The City of Mississauga has also

offered UTM an opportunity to add
three buses to their service to cam-

pus in any way they choose, which
could take the form of adding another
route, or giving existing routes more
buses.

Other issues the committee is work-
ing on include lobbying Go Transit to

make a stop at the campus, improved
bike lanes, and a more comprehen-
sive bike sharing program at UTM.
Perhaps the biggest step forward

has been the U Pass initiative, which
means that students who regularly

take Mississauga transit could look

at a yearly pass as early as the 2006
school year.

The city is making its own improve-
ments, such as the Smart Commute
program launched recently at UTM.
The program allows commuters to

carpool with others to a common des-

tination by running a ridesharing pro-

gram on their website that matches
drivers to passengers. The site, www.
smartcommute.ca, was launched
with praises from Harinder Takhar,

Ontario minister of transportation,

and Mississauga's mayor, Hazel Mc-
Callion. Congestion costs Mississau-

ga's economy over two billion dollars

every year.

"There are over 7,000 cars on
[highway] 403 everyday with only
the driver in the car, which means
21,000 empty seats," said Takhar. The
government is also working on many
incentives for would-be carpoolers,
including carpool lanes, already un-
der construction on major highways,
and car pool lots.

The program has attracted over
one hundred registrants since the site

was launched.
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agreed.

"People forget stuff like [the Mon-
treal Massacre] and get into a safe

mode. Sure there are memorials, but

people forget anyway. We need to

reach the people that don't come to

memorials."

It was terribly clear Tuesday that

the message of the memorial had
not reached all Canadians.

Frustrated with his inability to

register his new hunting rifle quickly

enough, Donald Doyle, a 59-year-old

divorced father with two daughters,
sent emails with the subject line

"Women, Bitches, Sluts" to several

feminist groups across Canada ear-

lier this month. In the email, Doyle
vowed to finish what Marc Lepine
started sixteen years ago. He re-

ceived a three-year probation and a
ten-year firearm ban.

Connie Guberman, U of T's Sta-

tus of Women officer, thinks the
increased awareness of violence is

still insufficient to stem violent prej-

udices like Doyle's and the outburst
associated with them.

"Hatred still exists, and our sys-
tem of holding violent perpetrators
accountable is still not strong," said
Connie Guberman, U of T's Status of
Women officer. "We have a huge re-

sistance to gun laws in society and

we hear music that endorses vio-

lence against women."
Guberman blamed violence on the

stereotyped gender roles of 'pretty
girls' and 'tough boys' that society
indoctrinates into children.

"We need to educate for change
from a very young age. We need to
teach girls and boys they can be-
have differently so there aren't rigid

expectations of how a boy or girl

should act."

news@thevarsity.ca
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ughese explained at a victory party

held Tuesday evening that he hopes
this mandate will increase the union's

leverage in its negotiations with the

university.

"We hope this decisive vote will

be enough to move the employer

to give us a fair deal," he said. U of

T's administration and CUPE have

jointly applied for a conciliator from

the Ontario Ministry of Labour, who
will supervise further negotiations in

January.

"Both SAC and the GSU have

overwhelmingly endorsed our deci-

sion to seek a strike mandate," Var-

ughese stated. SAC president Paul

Bretscher attended the victory party

at Hart House, and Varghese said that

Bretscher wrote a letter to the univer-

sity administration supporting the

union's objectives.

One of the central issues in the

negotiations is the possibility of in-

creased fees for graduate students

once Premier Dalton McGuinty lifts

the province-wide tuition freeze.

CUPE hopes that the university will

specify the amount by which graduate

tuition will increase and compensate

the teaching assistants accordingly.

"The administration states that it

will offer funding protection [only]

over the level of inflation set by the

university," explained CUPE chair

Archana Rampure. According to her,

the value of the wage increases of-

fered is less than the current rate of

inflation.

"The deal the university was of-

fering would leave TAs in a worse

financial position that the last col-

lective agreement did," stated Ann
Wolfgram, a teaching assistant in the

department of history. "Because the

tuition freeze has been lifted, tuition

will increase without a corresponding

increase in pay."

The nature of the funding package,

which U of T guarantees to all doc-
toral students, is also a contentious
issue. The package includes a maxi-
mum of 210 hours of work as a teach-
ing assistant. History Department
Union steward Melanie Brunet com-
plains that U of T sometimes counts
additional graduate work placements,

such as research assistant positions,

as part of the funding package, deny-
ing grad students much-needed addi-

tional funding.

"It's not that we don't want to

teach," explained Brunet, "We just

want to be fairly compensated for our
labour, especially if work keeps us
from completing our degrees." The
university expects doctoral students
to complete their dissertations within

five years of enrolment.

Kris Coward, a teaching assistant

in the department of mathematics, is

also concerned with U of T's stance
on parental benefits. He and his wife

are expecting a child in January.

While U of T already provides a
dental plan for graduate students,

CUPE is requesting improvements to

a number of equity issues including

increases for EI maternity/paternity

benefits.

U of T vice president of human re-

sources and equity Angela Hildyard

emphasized that the strike mandate
does not represent the breakdown
of negotiations between CUPE and U
ofT
"We've reached an agreement on a

large number of positive issues," she

said.

Hildyard did not state the particu-

lar issues that have been resolved. U
of T does not discuss labour negotia-

tions that are still in progress.

If CUPE does decide to strike in Jan-

uary, tutorials and labs on all three

campuses will be cancelled. Since

graduate students provide 40 per cent

of teaching hours at U of T, as well as

the majority of grading, a strike would

significantly disrupt undergraduate

studies. Both CUPE and the universi-

ty administration state that they hope

negotiations will succeed.

UTSC computer science teaching

assistant George Chalkiadakis ex-

plained. "We will not necessarily go

on strike, but we will go on strike if

necessary."
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Battle of the tidings
Have you heard there's a war on
Christmas? Throughout the west-
ern world, godless multiculturalists
are trying to brainwash us ail to cel-

ebrate "the holidays" and to send
each other "season's greetings."

Nonsense. Even a cursory sur-
vey of the news demonstrates that
Christmas is quite alive and well
and living in soft-news articles
about angry religious people de-
crying secularism. Fox News and
many Christian news outlets—let

us charitably assume, for the mo-
ment, that they are separable—are
chronicling anti-Christmas initia-

tives from sea to shining sea: Hard-
ware stores selling "holiday trees,"

greeting cards labeled as "Decem-

EDITORIAL-
ber 25th Cards," and other exam-
ples, large and small, of lapses in

sectarian righteousness, all for the
angst-o-tainment of conservative
Christians.

Canada, although less consumed
by such battles, still saw several
brief blowups, including a spat
over what the tree at the Governor
General's Rideau Hall is called (they
settled on "Christmas tree," by the
way).

Canada is a multicultural, offi-

cially secular country. Although
Canada's heritage has its roots in

Anglo-Saxon Christian Europe, it

is a much richer and varied nation
today, the most multicultural coun-
try on Earth, and home to growing
numbers of immigrants from wildly
different backgrounds. It's time to
acknowledge that Christmas's privi-

leged place in the pantheon of holy
days celebrated by Canadians is

fading away. We should let that hap-
pen gracefully.

The Canadian government takes
a "winter break," as does U of T. We
wish each other "happy holidays"
and send cards with "season's
greetings" on them. Most Canadi-
ans do this because they have non-
Christian friends and neighbours,
not because they have been loboto-
mized by the ACLU.

Macie in China
WORKERS LIKE SWEATSHOPS—WHY DONT WE?

Seyitbek Usmanov

What is a sweatshop? The word re-

minds us of low pay, poor working
conditions and long hours, but in

most cases these perceptions are
inaccurate Western stereotypes.
Sweatshops pay higher wages and
offer better working conditions
than local companies do. Long
hours? Workers are hungry for

work to help lift themselves out

of poverty. And, long, hard work
is what practically all immigrants

arriving in Canada go through as

well—a shorter work week is a lux-

urious option available only to the

wealthier members of society.

In a recent article, Steven Borow-
iec worries that the mainstream
media is overlooking "the army of

underpaid laborers" in China (Re:

China's white elephant, Nov. 17).

On what basis or standards are the

workers "underpaid' ? The workers

are not coerced to work, and pre-

sumably no worker would choose
underpaid work. Rather, jobs at

these sweatshops are much more
appealing than other jobs on the

market. If sweatshop work is so un-

desirable why do shops have end-

less queues of job applicants?

According to the Institute for In-

ternational Economics (HE), the

average Chinese annual manufac-

turing wages in 2002 were $817

USD in collectively owned enter-

prises; $1,316 USD in state-owned

enterprises; and $1,696 USD in for-

eign-funded enterprises. Besides

offering higher wages, foreign en-

terprises have "better occupation-

al safety, better health standards,

and observe higher environmental

standards than Chinese-owned
firms," writes an HE study. There-
fore, the sweatshops run by multi-
national firms set a higher working
standard.

Anti-sweatshop groups suggest
pressuring large corporations to
improve the working conditions of
the workers. But these efforts of-

ten lead to closures as the shops
become less financially viable, de-

priving poor countries of one of

their only assets that appeal to for-

eign investors.

In 1995, Nike and Reebok came
under intense anti-sweatshop heat

about their soccer stitching plants

in Pakistan. Both firms relocated

their plants, leaving fifty thousand
workers jobless and affecting nu-

merous others whose businesses

are related to the factories. Univer-

sity of Colorado economist Keith

Maskus pointed out that mean in-

come in Pakistan fell by twenty per

cent after the closures, and most
of the unemployed turned to petty

crime, begging, or prostitution,

since anything is better then dy-

ing of hunger. So, under the guise

of good intentions, groups pushing

for improvement are actually harm-

ing sweatshop workers.

There exists a broad misconcep-

tion that wealthy multinational

firms should be more charitable

towards their workers, since they

can easily afford to improve work-

ing conditions and pay higher wag-

es—despite the fact that they al-

ready offer better conditions when
compared to local companies. To
this 1 would reply that firms are

responsible for making a profit for

their own investors, and one of the

ways to do this is offering cheaper
goods than their competitors. Most
consumers prefer cheaper goods
and those firms that fail to pro-
vide them lose business. In having
sweatshops and producing cheap
goods, companies are simply meet-
ing customer demand.

If you truly believe in working
conditions and wages that are more
in line with Western standards,
why don't you open a firm that

strictly sells goods made outside

sweatshops? Impossible? There are

farmers who only produce organic

foods, and coffee shops that only

sell fair trade product. If enough
people believe in your cause, your
business will fly. There is no need
to pressure companies to change
their production habits as long

their workers and customers are

content.

The best way we can help the

workers in sweatshops is by buying

more and more sweatshop goods to

help lift up the millions who live in

poverty, as is happening in China

and has happened in Japan and
Korea. Jeffrey Sachs, a Columbia
University economist who heads

the UN Millennium Project, has

remarked, "My concern is not that

there are too many sweatshops, but

that there are too few." Well said.

The Varsitymkmes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

"Happy holidays" is a friendly and
mutually acceptable way to extend
goodwill to the people around us
without making unwarranted cul-

tural assumptions. Manners, one of
the great totems of modern Canadi-
anness, aren't just a bunch of point-
less rituals; manners are about mak-
ing other people feel comfortable
around you, and that means not
putting them in the awkward posi-
tion of having them say "Uh, dude,
I'm Jewish" when you wish them a
Merry Christmas. That's not politi-

cal correctness—it's just polite.

As Canada becomes less white,
less European-descended, less

Christian, Christmas is inevitably
going to become only one of a range

of holy days that are important to

a large segment of the population.
A truly representative government,
or a truly inclusive institution like U
of T, just can't privilege a Christian

holiday—no matter how beloved

—

over another.

The shift is not about belittling

Christianity, no matter how loud
Fox News shrieks: it's about ac-

knowledging and celebrating our
shared humanity, about loving
each other and the remarkable
community we've built together in

Canada. That's why we at The Var-

sity—whose staff and volunteers
come from every faith and walk of
life, and proud of it, damn it—wish
you Happy Holidays.

LETTERS

Calling M.
Foucault

Re: "Inspirational Ideas,"
Nov. 24

I was startled to read that Professor
Hassanpour—a great professor for

our time—is so terribly hypocriti-

cal. He says "universities should be
free environments where students
and professors can critique and
discuss anything, and I mean
anything." But at the same time, he
spearheaded the effort to restrict

myself and others from discussing
Islamism with Daniel Pipes. I'll pass
on academic freedom if it requires

that Mr. Hassanpour approve all

discourse.

Patrick Adler

Minority report

Re: "Separate school?"
Nov. 29

The recent story about separate

schools for black students complete-

ly misses the mark. The solutions

proposed in the article might have

worked if blacks were the only mi-

nority in this country. They are not.

The Chinese are a perfect ex-

ample. Canada used to be extremely

racist to this people, using them
as expendable labour to build the

railroad, then charging them a head

tax to get in. Eventually we passed

a law called the "Exclusion Act"— it

barred Chinese immigrants alto-

gether (the law actually said that it

was done to preserve Canada for the

White man). This law was only fully

repealed in 1967!

And yet, Chinese people thrive in

our society today. They are some
of the most educated people in this

country, and do not suffer the level

of social problems found in the

black community.

All this can only mean that the
problems blacks face are at least

partially self-created. I admit that

racism exists, but blacks have to

admit that they have been using
the race card as an excuse to blame
all their personal deficiencies on
others.

1 agree with the article's call for

honesty. But it has to be mutual.

Eugene Berezovsky

Rahimi-rama
continues
Re: "Not-so-barrier-free
AGM " Nov. 29

Ms. Martell's article failed to grasp

the spirit of the event. I was at the

meeting, and can tell you that Ms.

Martell merely glossed over Sam
Rahimi's laughable hissy fit. These
SFBA elections were a collective

democratic response to the mishan-

dling of the SFBA by both Sam and
Julia Munk, who were not serving

the student community.

I look forward to seeing how Sam's

going to explain away, not just

the now-famous 2004 Republican

National Convention misappro-

priations, but also his astonishing

boobery at SFBA, in the upcoming
SAC Presidential campaign.

Ambrose Roche

\
• To my mind, the key issue of the

I

SFBA election should have been fi-

nancial accountability. Sam Rahimi's

actions as the head of the SFBA, on
a financial level, have been totally

unaccountable. Hopefully the new

I

executive will make this student-

sponsored levy group financially

responsible.

Carla Manfredi
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Digesting Iraq

HOW MILBLOGS ARE MAKING THIS WAR'S

COVERAGE UNIQUE

Maya Reid

I have a friend who spent this last

summer completely tuned out

from everything and anything

mainstream media-related. It was

an inadvertent tuning-out, brought

on by the circumstances of his job

at the time, but this friend is some-

one who has been tuned in to the

happenings in and about Iraq since

the U.S. "shocked" and "awed" that

country back in March 2003.

So, to hear that he had spent mul-

tiple months under some weird,

quasi-forced abstinence from all

things news, I wondered if he felt

like he had missed out on crucial

events, now that there was a signif-

icant knowledge gap about the war

that he would have to scramble to

fill. His answer surprised me a bit.

He talked about how his previ-

ous mainstream routine kept up

with every Sadr City showdown,

every road-side bomb, and made
each successive day's events seem

unique and invaluable to under-

standing the trajectory of the war.

When his sole information source

was the mainstream media, things

perpetually sounded sensational

and groundbreaking, but that was

the extent of the coverage; there

was no real analysis, just lots of

"shock and awe." This discovery

was frustrating, to say the least.

But this kind of lament is noth-

ing new. When the U.S. military

offered to embed reporters within

battalions during the first Gulf

War in the early 1990s, there was

an outcry from within as well as

outside of media organizations

about how this was going to lead

to biased and/or censored report-

ing. And yet, the set-up prevailed.

It was even adopted for this Gulf

War.

True, embedded reporting is

dangerously first-hand, but it

makes for a made-for-TV war view-

ing experience that feels hollow.

It's not that news from embed-

ded reporters is necessarily bad

or faulty, it's that this trend has

spawned a new form of journal-

ism—the non-investigative kind,

where all information is handed

to you, and the sheer volume of it

makes it impossible to ignore. The

majority of war news coverage has

become a never-ending series of

press conferences combined with

footage from "the field,"— a.k.a. a

hotel room balcony. With this in

mind, I see how my friend came to

the conclusion that rehashing is

not the same as analyzing.

So, to gain real insight on what

path the Gulf War 11 is headed

down, a lot of people are turning

to blogs. Specifically, those writ-

ten by military men and women,
which have come to be known as

"milblogs."

As with most personal blogs,

these contain a mish-mash of top-

ics: entries on how much a soldier

misses his family are interspersed

with stqries on the struggles of

the local population, and detailed

accounts of medical emergencies

and attacks. There are eulogies for

dead fellow soldiers, photographs

of combat gear, and hang out time

in the Humvee; recipes; frustra-

tions are aired; patriotism is es-

poused. It's not your traditional
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newscast, but that's a good thing.

More and more people are look-

ing for alternative sources of infor-

mation/reporting these days (eg;

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart),

and milblogs are receiving more

and more hits as the war drags on.

These soldiers' "reports" are more

compelling and urgent than any

sound bite you'll hear on CNN, and

they're difficult to tune out, for fear

of missing some crucial event, and

having to fill a knowledge gap—
you are, after all, keeping tabs on a

fellow human whose life (at times)

hangs in the balance.

And, as long as people keep tun-

ing in, hope for change remains on

the table, both for the state of jour-

nalism, and for Iraq.

//DISPATCHES FROM THE FIELB

"1 immediately realized that

some of our humvees were

around that corner, the same
corner from which the smoke
cloud now floated over like

some evil spirit. That's when
time started spreading out,

forcing me to come to know it

intimately. I needed a ticket for

the train that would take me to

the next station, the next min-

ute, to get back to the present

that was leaving me behind,"

http://www.adayiniraq.com/

"The difference between the

' accounts is huge: Where
A.ssociated Press is pulling

. ]3unches and describing

the attack.s as the monstrous
atrocitieo. tr,e> are, the New-

York Times account makes
them look like legitimate acts

of resistance against military

targets."

http;/7iraqnow.blogspot.com/

2004 s "Best Military Biog"

according to Weblog .A.wards:

http:.//www,blackfive.net/matn/
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Burning bright
EVERYONE'S FAVOURITE ROMANTIC REVOLUTIONARIES END THEIR BLAZING YEAR

WITH A STRING OF SHOWS FOR THE HOMETOWN FAITHFUL

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Who doesn't love Stars? If this

year was all about Canadian indie-

rock blasting off, then Stars went,
well, supernova. And if there's a
band that deserves to be heard
as widely as possible (yes, even
if that means the inevitable, an-
noying nod from The O.C), it's the
Toronto-Montreal sextet (the core
of singer Torquil Campbell, singer/

guitarist Amy Millan, keyboardist
Chris Seligman, and bassist Evan
Cranley has been augmented by
drummer Pat McGee and guitarist

Steve Ramsay on the band's seem-
ingly never-ending tour).

With their near-perfect songs

—

mini-epics that swell with strings
one moment and bleed guitar
feedback the next—beyond-clever
lyrics, charming boy-girl vocal in-

terplay, and tell-your-friends live

show, what's not to like? More ac-

cessible than their Broken Social
Scene brethren, softer-edged than
their Metric pals, and yet catchier
than most indie-scene scream (1

don't care how much you love Wolf
Parade, kids, they're just not go-
ing to be in regular rotation, if you
know what I'm sayin'), Stars are
clearly well on their way to shoot-

ing into the musical stratosphere.

With the success of last year's

Set Yourself on Fire showing ab-

solutely no signs of waning, the

band has been touring across

the globe for months on end, and
won't be getting off the road any-

time soon. A planned remix record

will hopefully see the light of day
in 2006, Amy Millan's long-awaited

slow-burn alt-country solo record

should turn heads (and may throw

fans for a bit of loop) this spring,

and we wouldn't be a bit surprised

if several Stars turned up for Bro-

ken's big hometown stand in Janu-

Basking In the glow: (L-R.) Stars' Amy Mlllan, Evan Cranley, Torquil Campbell, Steve Ramsay, Pat McGee, and Chris Seligman

shacking up at the Kool Haus (ugh,

we know) for two nights, as befit-

ting the hopeless romantics they

are. Stars decided to go for some-
thing a bit more intimate, closing

out their amazing year right here

at home with six (count 'em!)

straight shows (bless their hearts,

they're even spreading the love

with two all-ages gigs for the kids)

at the much cozier Lee's Palace.

We can't wait for the shows, so in

the meantime decided to catch up
with marvellously manic frontman

Torquil Campbell before the band
heads home from their current

jaunt in the U.K.

ary.

But where BSS went for the big, Tabassurtl Siddiqui: Set Yourself on

Fire is the record tfiat will never
die! Are you surprised by its longev-

ity, or was it always the plan to

'work' it as long as possible?

Torquil Campbell: I think a record

with strong songs, like5e/ Yourself

on Fire, makes itself heard. The
album deserves to be around a

long time. We wanted to make a

classic Canadian indie record, one
for the vaults.

TS: You guys have been on tour for

over a year now—what's your best

and worst tour story so far?

TC: Best: Being loved in Dublin.

That was a thrill for everyone.

The Irish have really shown the
love! Worst: Ypsilanti, Michigan....

just wrong. No one should ever

play there... I'm sorry I can't

elaborate, but it's just too dark.

TS: It's an amazing time for Ca-

nadian music right now—what is

it about our acts that is striking a

chord with listeners, do you think?

TC: It's simple: we are not afraid.

We want to be original; we want
to make a home for our music
[and take it to] a place that has

never existed before.

TS: Any favourite bands froth

here or elsewhere that you've

come across during your travels

that you think your fans should
know about?

TC: [Portland lo-fi crooner] Bobby
Birdman, and [Montreal art-rock-

ers] The Dears, of course.

TS: Stars are always referred to as
a "Montreal" band, but really sev-

eral ofyou are from right here in

TO.—do you identify with one city

more than the other? Or it is just

sexier to say you 're from la belle

province.^

TC: I've been a musician in

Toronto for half my life, but
1 was pushed out of my city

because of the high prices. Yup-
pie rent bullshit. Montreal was
a place that we could create in.

It has a backbone and a certain

romance. The place just breeds
inspiration. We will always write
and produce music in Montreal

—

it gives us an edge.

TS: It's been quite a year for the

band—after all these years, do you
feel like you 've finally "made it?

"

TC: No. You can never truly 'make
it'— if you think you have, then
you're done!

TS: What's coming up for the band
in the next little while?

TC: We're going to keep touring

until the summer—and try to keep
our sanity.

TS: Stars are playing not one, not

two, but six shows at Lee's Palace!

What 's going to be your secret to

getting through 'em all?

TC: Good whiskey. And family...

We can't wait to come home!

Stars play Lee's Palace Dec.
15-18. All shows sold out.

//LET IT LIVE

Talk about full circle—we closed

out last year with a Feist photo, so

thought it only fitting that, after the

incredible year she's had, that we tip

our hat to the local chanteuse once

again. Turns out her star had only

started ascending in 2004—200.5

saw the Paris-via-Toronto singer-gui-

tarist become a veritable indie It Girl,

with her jaunty hit "Mushaboom"

entering pop ubiquity as it turned

up in everything from a Lacoste ad

to a Bright Eyes cover tune.

But even as she traipses across

the globe, the hometown heroine

hasn't forgotten her roots, return-

ing to her old stomping grounds at

the Rivoli last Thursday for a benefit

show for the George Herman House,

a holistic shelter that supports

women living with mental health is-

sues. She called on a little help from

her friends—Ron Sexsmith (play-

ing guitar in photo at right), Sloan's

Chris Murphy (middle photo), Peter

Elkas, and Jason Collett (all strong

musical influences) all played short

sets, and then the entire group got

together for a merry jam session of

cover tunes (Feist expertly channel-

ing Chrissie Hynde on The Pretend-

ers' "Back on the Chain Gang"). A
heartwarming way to kick off the

holiday season, and one of the best

shows of the year.

We'll be back Jan. 10 with our look

at the Best of 1)5, starting oft with

music. Want to know what the #1 re-

cord is? Well, here's a hint: while Feist

stood at the top of the pack last year,

she also figures in this year's pick.

Got it? Good. See you in the new year
—TABASSUM SIDDIQUI

—PHOTOS BY MELODIEKWAN
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Attached to storytelling

Author Lori Lansens' tale of conjoined twins is the CanLit hit of the season—and one

of the best novels of the year

Chandler Levack

Recently, I headed over to meet with

author Lori Lansens at her publisher

(Random House)'s office to speak

with her about her new novel. The

Girls. Biking furiously down Universi-

ty Avenue to make it to the interview

on time, I entered the building sweaty

and disoriented, only to walk in on the

publisher's fancy launch party for the

International Festival of Authors.

While a large gathering of famous

writers and publishers sipped white

wine and ate canapes, 1 tried to find

Lansens' publicist.

"Lori's almost finished," she assured

me as 1 took off my bike helmet. "Why
don't you hang out for a bit?"

So 1 drank a glass of wine and pol-

ished off some smoked salmon, engag-

ing in small talk with the crowd. And
then 1 was called in to meet Lansens.

She cut a glamorous figure, shod

in high-heeled boots and wearing a

black dress, her long and highlighted

hair flipped casually over her shoul-

ders. As we sat down to chat about

her newest work, she ran me through

the course of her lengthy cross-Cana-

da book tour (she was off to Montreal

the next day).

For those who haven't heard of

what is undoubtedly one of the hot-

test books of the year, Lansens' The
Girls is about twin girls in their mid-20s who
grow up in a small Western Ontario town
with their adopted parents. Aunt Lovey and
Uncle Stash. And oh, yeah—they are also at-

tached at the head (a rare condition known
as crainopagus twins—one pair of such
twins still survives today).

"The book is a love story, but between sis-

ters. It really is," Lansens insists. "Usually

love stories are more conventional, but this

seems to be attracting people's attention. I

am finding that people really do see them-

Author Lori Lansens

selves in these characters."
The author relates an anecdote of a wom-

an asking her to sign a book, "To Bob, the
conjoined twin of my heart."

"She told me it was because they really

couldn't live without each other," Lansens
says, smiling.

"One thing that struck me about the read-

er response was how much people want to

share this book. It really is about connec-

tions, and its core is the bond that people

have in their relationships."

Lansens always wanted to be a

writer, much like her main character.

Rose, who she claims is the character

closest to herself that she has ever

written. She certainly has an interest-

ing past—moving to Toronto at age

22 from small-town Chatham with her

husband, and working as a telemarket-

er selling subscriptions for The Globe

and Mail. After she quit her day job,

Lansens worked as a waitress in the

evenings so that she could write dur-

ing the day. Her first story sold for 11

dollars, which Lansens promptly spent

on a half case of beer (she claims it

was her "sweetest victory").

"I'm not a writer who suffers. I know

that writers often talk about how pain-

ful the writing process is, but I feel a

sense of celebration in my writing of

how lucky I am to have this job. It's in-

credibly cathartic.

"While I'm not conjoined and I don't

have a sister, there was something or-

ganic when 1 was writing this book,

some weird degree of channeling,"

Lansens explains. She notes that her

husband calls her a "Method writer,"

like Method actors who will live a cer-

tain way to prepare for a specific role.

In addition to her two novels—her

first book, 2002's Rush Home Road,

scored a coveted Oprah's Book Club

placement and was optioned for a film

by Whoopi Goldberg—Lansens has

also written screenplays, short stories, and

plays. After having spent a year and half

with The Girls (while raising two toddlers at

the same time), one wonders if there were
any parts of the story that Lansens wanted
to change.

"Oh, yes—all of it!" she quips.

"The character of Uncle Stash liberated

me when 1 realized that art is not something
you finish, but abandon. My book is rare and
imperfect, but I love that it will be read [any-

way] ."

Disc of the Week: Alicia

Keys—Unplugged

(J Records/Sony)

Check it: Listen to tracks from

the album at aliciakeys.net

It's been a while since the last installment

of the MTV: Unplugged series, but after two
multi-platinum discs and a few armfuls of

Grammys, it makes sense that MTV would
bring back the concept for the tremendously

gifted Alicia Keys. In the past few years. Keys

has become one of the dominant female voic-

es in music today, and MTV no doubt saw her

as the perfect vehicle with which to regain

the Unplugged series' popularity.

Keys' Unplugged set features a variety

of tracks from her hugely popular albums
Songs In A Minor and The Diary OfAlicia Keys,
and she even throws in a couple of brand-

new tracks to boot. A short piano intro leads

right into explosive renditions of "Karma,"

the final single off her sophomore effort, and
"Heartburn," both performed with near-per-

fect arrangements. Luckily, things only get

better from there, as she floats her soulful

vocals atop a low, thumping beat on new
track "Unbreakable," which is a good bet for

yet another hit for the crafty singer/song-

writer/pianist.

All the hits are included: stirring perfor-

mances of "If I Don't Got You," "Diary," and

"You Don't Know My Name" show off Keys'

impeccable piano skills and manage to put

an original and creative spin on songs that

we've come to know well by now.

Things slow down towards the middle of

the disc, with a casual vibe on "If I Was Your
Woman" and "How Come You Don't Call Me,"

but just as it starts sounding a bit snoozy.

Keys hooks up with Maroon 5 frontman
Adam Levine for a beautiful take on the Roll-

ing Stones' classic "Wild Horses," one of the

album's standout cuts.

The set ends on its highest note, as Keys

enlists Common, Mos Def, and Damian Mar-
ley to close out the show with two sensa-

tional songs, "Love It Or Leave It Alone," and
"Welcome To Jamrock."

With her Unplugged set. Keys contin-

ues to stand head and shoulders above
the rest of the neo-soul pack. MTV should
take comfort in the knowledge that they
caught a very special artist in the prime
of her career for a rather unique album.

—SAMIR SIDDIQUI, Special Hip-Hop Assistant to

the Arts Editor

//DOUBLY GOOD

CIR

BOOK REVIEW

The Girls

by Lori Lansens

Knopf Canada

Rating: WW^:/

Lori Lansens' second novel The

Girls is a fascinating look into the in-

ner psychology of twin sisters. The

unique thing about these particular

siblings is that they also happen to be

attached at the head (a real-life con-

dition known as craniopagus twins).

Writer Rose and her beautiful twin

Ruby share all their experiences to-

gether, whether they like it or not.

Rose cradles the dwarfed Ruby's

body alongside her as the two girls

grow up in small-town Leaford, On-
tario, with their charming and real-

istically portrayed guardians Uncle
Stash and Aunt Lovey.

As the story progresses, Lansens
delves deep into the realities of shar-

ing a body but not a mind. We enter

the twins' world and feel what they

feel. And maybe not so surprisingly,

it's very much like our own thoughts
and emotions.

Many twist and turns (including a

sex scene!) follow the girls' distinct

perspectives, as the novel shifts be-

tween Rose's more literary approach
to her life and Ruby's matter-of-fact

retellings. As the two women ap-

proach their 30th birthday, we un-
derstand their regrets and wishes
for an impossible future. There are
things that will simply never happen
because of their condition. But still,

both characters find time to cultivate

their own individual lives and care
for each other in a way that is the
very definition of unconditional love.

Lansens explores the protagonists

in a humanistic and sensitive way.
But as much as this is a story of love

between sisters, it is also a book on
writing. The craft of writing is shown
through Rose's chaltenges of how to

portray her existence and what to

leave behind on the printed page. If

Rose wants to be remembered for her
words, then what does she capture?
How can she properly tell the story.of

her life, and what repercussions will

her work have in the future?

A finely crafted and utterly remark-
able work. The Girls puts Lansens
on the map as another luminary
of Canadian fiction. Give it to the

conjoined twin of your heart this

holiday season and share the love.

—CHANDLER LEVACK

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE:

See thevarsity.ca for our review of

new movie Brokeback Mountain. ,
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Dog genome sequenced

Canines can take their place among
the 180-some members—including

microbes, bacteria, and the hon-
eybee—of the pantheon of organ-
isms whose genomes have been
sequenced. In this week's Nature.

researchers report the genetic se-

quencing of a boxer breed of dog.
Scientists say the sequencing of the
dog genome will be a boon to better

understanding human disease. Can-
cers, heart disease, epilepsy, and
deafness are diseases prevalent in

dogs and humans—and both live

under similar environmental condi-
tions. The dog in question, a boxer
named Tasha, was not the first ca-

nine to have at least a part of its

genome sequenced, though. That
honour falls to Shadow, a pooch
belonging to Dr. Craig Venter, the
brains behind the private effort at

the Human Genome Project.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Nature, New Scientist

"He + 3.5 MeV

n + 14.1 MeV

Fusion power update

India has agreed to chip in on the

International Thermonuclear Experi-

mental Reactor (ITER), joining China,
the EU, Japan, South Korea, Russia,

and the US. Though nuclear fusion

has been fourty years away from re-

ality for the last sixty years, ITER is

meant to lead to a prototype fusion

reactor. It is slated to go operational

in 2015, and last for 35 years, at a cost

of US$10 billion. Earlier this year,

the six project participants finally

agreed, after years of wrangling, to

site the project in France.

-M.G.

Source: BBCNews

Eat (bat) crap

Cave dwelling salamanders in the

US mid-west have switched their

diet from fungus to bat crap, accord-

ing to scientists at the University of

Oklahoma. The salamander, Eurycea

spelaeus lives in the caves of the US
mid-west along with bats who are fa-

mous for their nutritious feces. "If you
could somehow sterilise bat guano, it

would probably make a good human
food item," said lead researcher Dante

Fenolio, who first suspected the diet

change when captured salamanders

repeatedly spit up bat guano on his

hands and clothes.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Proceedings of the Royal Soci-

ety ofLondon

B

//SHAMBLE

Winter wonderland

1

With the school term at an end, and
The Varsity's presses shuttered un-

til Jan. 10, 2006, some of you will no

doubt be jonesing for a science fix

during the break. You can trust www.

inkycircus.com to fill this void, an intel-

ligent science blog penned by three

London-based science writers. Two
of them, Anna Gosline and Anne Cas-

selman, are U of T graduates, and,

together with a third scribbler, they

are striving to start a science maga-
zine for women. Check "em out.

Maggot murder mayhem
ROTTING FLESH TOPS THE MENU AT UTM'S MAGGOT RANCH

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

U of T is one of the few universities

where you will find a body farm,

a place where scientists conduct
the controlled decomposition of

animals. You can find the "Maggot
Ranch" off a lonely road in the back-

woods behind Erindale campus.
It's a fenced-off enclosure housing

twenty-six wooden boxes aligned
in rows. In the boxes lie corpses,

stabbed and mutilated. Their flesh

was chewed off their skeletons ear-

lier this fall by beetles, flies, and rav-

enous maggots.

The corpses aren't humans,
they're rats. And fortunately these
rats met their murderous ends post-

humously.

"We do not contribute to the death
of rats," said Dr. David Gibo, who
runs the place. "We intercept them
on their way to being cremated by
the psychology department. 1 think
the Maggot Ranch is a better fate

than being cremated, in my opinion,
at least for a dead rat."

On the Maggot Ranch, Gibo and
his team study the behaviour of

fleshflies, blowflies, and beetles—in-

sects that have a taste for dead flesh.

These bugs need an animal carcass
to grow, and excel at smelling death
and seeking it out. This makes them,
and Gibe's research, very valuable
to the field of forensic entomology,
the application of insect biology to

criminal investigation.

Insects that feed on flesh need to

grow up fast, before their food sup-

ply rots away. So by identifying the

growth stage of insects found on a

corpse, forensic entomologists can

estimate how long that corpse has

been dead.

Of course, using insect devel-

opmental rates tells you when the

body was exposed to the possibil-

ity of insects getting to it, which is

different from the time of death,"

corrected Gibo. "It would be ideal

if the insects were punctual and
showed up immediately upon death

but they show up when they show
up. But a rough estimate is better

than none."

Different insects occupy a body at

different times: first come blowflies,

then fleshflies, and beetles that eat

maggots, cartilage or skin.

Often, forensic entomologists use

Pure massacre: Entomologist David Gibo views the decomposing remains of a stabbing victim. Undergraduates are suspected

knowledge of insect development
as well as insect type to approxi-
mate a corpse's demise, although
Gibo warned that insects don't fol-

low fixed schedules.

"If you think it's all very nicely

scripted with certain species show-

ing up at certain times and develop-

ing at a certain rate, guess again.

A lot depends on the environment

and your starting assumptions."

Gibo's research on the Maggot
Ranch has already challenged some
of the assumptions of forensic ento-

mology. One is that maggots found

on a body hatched and developed

on that body. But Gibo and his team
have found that not only can mag-

gots smell another body and inch

their way towards it, but they can

also continue to develop on it.

"Somehow these maggots can

converge on dead flesh, but I haven't

seen maggots with tablets and pen-

cils (or arms and hands for that

matter) so 1 don't know how they

calculate where to go," he quipped.

Gibo's find has grave consequenc-

es for how forensic entomologists
use maggots to estimate the time
since death.

"The original assumption is if you
take the oldest maggots and figure

out how long it took 'em to get to

that size you would have an idea

as to how long the body has been
there," explained Gibo. "But if those

maggots spent half their develop-

ment on the thigh of a mouse that

dropped out of the corner of a fox's

mouth and then crawled over to a

freshly dumped body in the vicin-

ity, [forensic entomologists] would
think the body's been there longer

than it was." Gibo presented his

findings to the American Academy
of Forensic Sciences last February

in New Orleans.

In addition to research, Gibo

teaches an introductory forensic

entomology course, where stu-

dents oversee a grisly term project.

Students receive a dead rat, inflict

murderous injuries, plunk 'em in

the Maggot Ranch, and track the de-

composition of the rat as well as the

ensuing insect invasion. Gibo even
expects students to take maggots
home and rear them to adulthood.
The remains of this year's projects

still lie in the Maggot Farm's wood-
en boxes.

"They can feed the raccoons this

winter," said Gibo, "they've got to

eat something and it's better than

roadkill, even though there's a lot

of that lying around."

Students who have taken the class

have not forgotten their brush with

death. The Varsity spoke with some
members of Erindale's student fo-

rensics club, IVNVI (pronounced

"4-N-6," get it?).

"It takes some getting used to

once [the rats] start decomposing,"

said third-year forensic anthropol-

ogy student Monica Maika, waving
her hand in front of her nose.

"It was gagworthy," agreed Steph-

anie Migchelsen, a fourth-year fo-

rensic biology student. "But if you
want to go into forensics it's good to

take this course. I mean, you can't

smell the smells on CSI"

Truth is Stranger Than Fiction

MOTHER NATURE'S OWN NUKE

Nearly two billion years before humans first achieved sustained nuclear

fission—that rather sordid affair set up on a raquets court at the University

ofChicago, in 1942—a naturally-occuring vein ofuranium ore in the west

African nation ofGabon went critical, all on its own.

Since the uranium 235 isotope decays faster than the more common 238,

the fissionable isotope was much more abundant two billion years ago. Three

per cent ofall uranium atoms were the desirable fissionable kind back then,

as opposed tojust 0. 72 per cent today Abundant enough, in fact, for fission to

occur spontaneously—ifenough ofthe stuffwas put together within a certain

volume.

The key to a sustainable nuclear fission reaction is having a sufficient supply

ofso-called "slow neutrons, " to split the uranium 235 atoms. Unfortunately

most neutrons are the fast kind, so a so-called moderator is used to slow them

down. In most nuclear plants, heavy water or carbon rods are used as such.

In the natural nuclear reactor at Oklo, though—the first such site discov-

ered, in 1975—groundwater sewed as moderator And the rate ofreaction

never once got so fast as to become explosive, during Oklo's 100,000 years

ofoperation—output averaged 100 kilowatts, enough to light about 1,700

ordinary light bulbs. That's because the groundwaterplayed an important role

in regulating Oktos output.

As the fission reaction gathered puce, tlie wanium ore deposit heated up,

boiling away the moderator This in turn, intemipts the fission process. And as
the water boiled away, some ofthe nasty fission by-products ofuranium 235
became sequestered in deposits ofaluminum phosphate minerals, a discovery

that has led scientists to think about tiew ways to store nuclear waste for the

long haul.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Scientific American
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Wrestling with reptiles
MEET KATE JACKSON, A U OF T HERPETOLOGIST WITH A PASSION FOR VENOMOUS SNAKES

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

We had been in Santa Rosa for bare-

ly 15 minutes, but Kate Jackson had

already bagged her first specimen

—

an iguana that had ventured too far

into the open.

She had chased it around the

lightly-wooded area surrounding

the dorm rooms, and, just as the

lizard had half-disappeared into

its burrow, flung herself head-first

after it, grabbing its hind legs. Jack-

son pulled the iguana out of its bur-

row, and, save for a few scratches on

her right forehand, emerged trium-

phantly with her first catch.

This became a recurring pattern

over the next week at Santa Rosa—

a

tropical research station in Costa

Rica's Area Conservacion Guana-

caste (ACG). Snakes, especially,

made Jackson jump. Sometimes she

lunged at them with snake-handling

tongs; other times with bare hands.

Once, I even spent a tense few min-

utes with her as she flipped through

field guides to Central American

snakes, trying to identify a snake

that had just bitten her hand.

"A few of us never outgrow the

reptile and dinosaur phase," she

said. Such people become herpe-

tologists—scientists who study am-

phibians and reptiles.

As a child, Jackson obsessively

memorized the names and calls of

Ontario frogs from field guides. In

1992, she spent the summer as the
head curator at the Reptile Breeding
Foundation, a now-defunct serpen-
tarium in Picton, Ontario. "They had

SO little money that they couldn't

afford escape-proof lids," she said.

"Things were constantly escaping."

The summer after, she was a zoo

keeper at the Toronto Zoo.

Her PhD thesis, at Harvard Uni-

versity, turned upside down the

conventional wisdom on the evolu-

tion of venomousness in snakes.

Of the 3,000-odd snake species

in the world, 2,400 are considered

"advanced snakes," and lumped to-

gether into the Colubroideae "super

family" of species; 500 of these are

considered venomous. By examin-

ing the shape and look of various

snake fangs, Jackson determined

that the ancestor common to all

Colubroid species was venomous.

So many of the 2,500-odd species of

Colubroids currently deemed harm-

less may in fact harbour dangerous

venoms, but lack properly-shaped

fangs to deliver them. (Case in point;

At the ACG, the bite of a "harmless

colubrid" on Jackson's upper arm

developed into a largish purple and

orange welt that persisted for sev-

eral days.).

Jackson, 33, is a post-doctoral re-

searcher in the department of zool-

ogy. She plans to write a field guide

to the snakes of central Africa. "It's

becoming much less unusual for

women to become herpetologists,"

she said. "But venomous snakes

and crocodiles are the last bastions

of men."
Perhaps. Two Costa Rican herpe-

tologists, who went "snaking" with
Jackson one night, later said they
had felt uncomfortable with Jack-

son's "cowboy" tactics—a bad word

Iguana iguana, meet Kate Jackson.

among herpetologists. Jackson,

however, saw things differently.

"1 thought that was essentially sex-

ism," she countered. "I've handled

hundreds and thousands of venom-

ous snakes and have never been bit-

ten by anything 1 was trying not to

be bitten by."

She said their impressions had
been coloured by snaking with
Harry Greene—a world expert on
venomous snakes. Zoology profes-

sor Dan Brooks, who goes to the

ACG yearly to collect parasites, ex-

plained that Greene catches venom-

ous snakes by herding them from

a distance with a stick. This tires

the snake out after a while, allow-

ing Greene to gingerly stuff it into a

sack. Jackson, however, would have

none of the "c-word."

"I think we all have a streak of cow-
boy in us—all venomous snake bi-

ologists [do]," she asserted. "How-

ever sensible and reasonable we are,

there is a thrill to catching a venom-

ous snake."

The Varsity's Science section is

interested in profiling U of T's most

interesting young researcfiers on tfie

make. Do you know science nerds

wfio have good science stories to

tell? We want to know about them.

Email your suggestions to science®

thevarsity.ca

How many different fruit flavours

are enough?
The answer, for yogurt at least,

seems to be 15. This according to

Michaela Draganska, of Stanford's

Graduate School of Business, and
Dipak Jain, of the Kellogg School of

Management, who arrived at the

answer after cranking two-years'

worth of yogurt demand data

through econometric models.

Yogurt eaters, they report, can

be lumped into two "segments:"

the first segment, nearly a third of

yogurt eaters, is thrifty, and pre-

fers nine flavours of yogurt; the

second segment tends to react to

advertising and promotions, and

prefers around 20 flavours.

Addinga new yogurt flavour, they

found, should allow manufactur-

ers to charge higher prices—but

with a catch: every additional fla-

vour has a smaller effect than the

flavour before it. Adding flavours

and raising prices also decreases

a brand's sales and market share.

The Varsity scanned the shelves

at the neighbourhood Dominion,

to gain a glimpse into the yogurt

wars. There are three main play-

ers in the 175-gram single-serving

yoghurt category: Danone, Bea-

trice, and Astro. The former is the

market leader; the latter are both

owned by Parmalat.

Danone boasts the most flavours,

at 12, and the second-highest unit

price, at 89 cents. This probably

helps it woo both consumer types.

With nine flavours, and the low-

est unit cost, at 73 cents, Beatrice

seems best placed to appeal to

the thrifty segment, which prefers

fewer flavours. And it could put

out a few more flavours (and raise

prices) to better compete with Da-

none.

Worst off seems Astro, by Dra-

ganska and Jain's analysis. With

only seven flavours, and selling at

95 cents each, it has little room to

increase revenue by adding more
flavours; nor can Astro rev up
sales by removing some flavours

and dropping prices, as this move
would please neither consumer
segment. So Astros profits may
soon sink to the bottom, much like

its yogurts' fruity flavouring.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: Journal ofEconomics &
Management Strategy

ROM archaeologist reveals

Toronto's buried past

Billie-Jo Hardy

You may think archaeology a dead
subject in a modern North American

metropolis such as Toronto. But in

fact, archaeologists are still working

to unearth ancient settlements and
geographical features that have been
blotted out by development.

Mima Kapches.asenior curatorwith

the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM),
who spoke at a lecture organized by
Toronto Field Naturalists last Sunday,

revealed a face of Toronto that few

would recognize. She also shattered

some myths in the process.

For instance, the name "Toronto,"

commonly believed to derive from the

Huron saying for "meeting place," is in

fact Mohawk in origin. It means "sticks

in the water." Kapches also told how
sometimes the skies above Toronto
would have been darkened by flocks

of passenger pigeons (now extinct),

which are frequently found in archae-

ological digs around the city.

As a child, Kapches was very cu-

rious about Toronto's past, namely
what it must have been like here 'pre-

contact.' She started out by digging

up her own back yard. Now a museum
curator, Kapches has begun revealing

more about the history of the First Na-
tions in this region. She started aggre-

gating knowledge from different col-

lections of artifacts, such as copper
and stone collections. This has led to

the contextualizing of findings such as

the copper axe and stone point found
in the 20s near Bedford Avenue, dating

from approximately 2000 BC. When
combined, such findings are able to

tell stories of Toronto over time.

Historically, there have been several

migrations of aboriginals throughout

Toronto and surrounding areas. These
migrations were based upon the vari-

ous water systems in the area, such as

the Rouge River and Humber Creek.

Well-known Iroquois villages include

Teiaiagon, located where Baby Point

is now, on the Humber River, and Ga-

natsekwyagon, located at the mouth
of the Rouge River.

But that is not all that has been bur-

ied by the shifting sands of time. Up to

six creeks once coursed through the

built-up areas of downtown Toronto.

These were buried in the middle of the

nineteenth century, after newspapers

complained of their stench and water

quality. One of them, Taddle Creek,

roughly followed the path of U of T's

Philosopher's Walk.

A group of interested Toronto ex-

plorers are now rediscovering these

long forgotten creeks and rivers that

were buried for the sake of urban ex-

pansion. For instance, the Garrison

Creek Ravine, which includes buried

bridges, such as the one along Craw-

ford Street, in Trinity Bellwoods Park.

Since 1996, some members have been
working on creating storm water man-
agement ponds and restoring the bur-

ied bridges as part of the revitalization

of the Garrison Creek Ravine system.

Interested in pursuing a piece of

Toronto's history? Kapches advises

amateur archeologists to take a field

course, to learn proper techniques
while developing an understand-
ing and respect for the laws. A great

source of information is the depart-

ment of anthropology, right here on
campus.
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Merry (insert holiday here)

The sports department wishes every-

one of all shapes, sizes, and colours a
happy holidays. May a couple weeks
off refresh you, and may you get to

chow down on some great food. I

know we will.

See you in January, friends (If you
survive exams, that is!)

—TWfWffS/TrSPORTSTEAM

Playin' like giants

The men's basketball team has been
on fire this season. They are 6-2 and
won their last two games before the

winter break.

The Blues defeated Queen's 59-50

in a close match last friday, then de-

stroyed RMC 77-32 on Saturday night.

Theteam is quickly solidifying its repu-

tation as beasts from the east division.

They currently sit in third place in the

standings, only four points behind un-

defeated Carleton and Ottawa.

Mike Degiorgio and Mike Williams

led the Blues' offensive attack against

Queen's, scoring 18 and 17 points, re-

spectively.

The whole team chipped in against

RMC. as five players had eight points.

Toronto's Nick Magalas led all shoot-

ers with 12 points in the contest

against the Paladins.

Simmon Mitchell was the best play-

er for Queen's on Friday, scoring 14

points. f^C's suspect offence was led

by Josh Stansbury and Doug Priestly

Saturday, as they contributed eight

points each in their team's loss.

The Blues are going home for a little

rest over the next few weeks, but will

be back in action at home on January
5. On that date the Laurier Golden
Hawks will be in town.

—MAHSOMERS

Matching their male

counterparts
The women's basketball team also

won both games on the last weekend
of play before the holidays. Their re-

sults were almost a carbon copy of the

men's team's successes.

The Blues also took on Queen's and

RMC last weekend, also won both con-

tests, and also steamrolled the hapless

Paladins. The scores in the two games
were 54-46 and 105-58, respectively.

Christine Cho had an excellent

weekend for Toronto, scoring 18 points

against the Golden Gaels and adding

ten more against RMC. Kendall Smith

and Kaila Macalpine had memorable
games against RMC, as each scored 16

points in the contest.

Anna Dupuis answered with 17

points for RMC, but it wasn't nearly

enough for her squad on Saturday.

Claire Meadows led Queen's scorers

with 19 points Friday, also in a losing

cause.

Catch the Blues at home on January

5, as they play Laurier at 6 p.m. The
team will be ready to kick some ma-

jor ass that night and show their male

counterparts they are the dominant

basketball team at this school.

—MS

Get a tan for all of us, lads

Guess where the Ryerson Rams men's

volleyball team is going to spend

their winter holidays? In Cuba, that's

where.

Every year the team trains with

the Cuban junior national team for a

week. Cuba has one of the best volly-

ball programs in the world, and they

give the Rams useful pointers and

strategies.

Those tips and instructions have

been paying off for Ryerson so far this

season. The Rams are 9-1 this year,

which is good enough for first place

in the OUA standings.

The Blues are still within striking

distance of the Rams, though, boast-

ing a record of 7-3.

—MS

//VARSITY ROUNDTABLE

The line between privacy

and responsibility
JONAS SIEGEL AND PAUL JOHNSON BYRNE DEBATE THE HOT ISSUE ILLNESS DISCLOSURE IN

SPORT WHEN SHOULD ONE TELL ALL?

Saskatchewan Roughriders line-

backer Trevis Smith was arrest-

ed on charges of sexual assault

twice in the last couple of months. In

sports, news of this kind is not unusu-
al, but the shocking information this

case uncovered was certainly out of

the ordinary. Police announced that

Smith was HIV positive at the time of

the arrest.

The announcement came as a
shock to players, fans, and media
alike. This shock has led people to

question whether an athlete is re-

sponsible for sharing information of

this kind.

The answer to this question is a re-

sounding "no." Athletes in all sports

should have the choice of whether or
not they want to divulge their medi-
cal problems.

'Choice" is the keyword of this dis-

cussion, as a player should be able

to choose whether he can deal with
the repercussions of such a revela-

tion. AIDS is in no way something to

be ashamed of, but the ignorance of

many people can make it tough to

expose.

Many athletes are uninformed

about the disease and believe that

they can be infected easily. This ig-

norance can spur bitterness, resent-

ment, and anger from teammates
and players everywhere, who feel

that they should have been informed

of such a thing earlier. That factor

alone can lead to the player becom-
ing an outcast not just around the

league, but also on his own team.

Add in the scrutiny from the me-

dia, who will want to know the who,

what, when, and where of his disease.

Remember that this will all come to a

man or a woman who has just found

out that he or she is staring their im-

mortality in the face.

Any player who feels that he can

come out with his situation should

look to Earvin "Magic" Johnson as

an example of what to do. The three-

time NBA MVP and five-time NBA
champion dealt with this traumatic

event over fourteen years ago.

On November 7, 1991, with cour-

Trevis Smith was arrested twice for sexual assault on women in recent months. Certainly, he should have told these women that he
was HIV positive, but should he have informed the CFL? There is very little risk of him infecting a fellow player, and these pundits
think he is entitled to his privacy.

age in his pocket, Magic stunned the
world when he announced that he
had the HIV virus. At the time, the

details of the AIDS disease were rela-

tively unknown, which led to plenty

of speculation and an assault from

the media. Magic, though, was brave

and honest in his admission, and
took everything in stride.

Ultimately, a player must do what

he or she feels is best for him and

evaluate all of the factors that come
with such a decision. As a society, we
cannot force athletes to reveal pri-

vate information and must let them
make the decision that they feel is

right. What's personal is personal for

a reason.

—JONAS SIEGEL

In
late October of this year, Sas-

katchewan Roughriders lineback-

er Trevis Smith was arrested and

charged with two counts of aggravat-

ed sexual assault for failing to notify

at least two previous sexual partners

that he was HIV-positive.

In view of the fact that many ath-

letes often have comparatively
greater opportunity for sexual con-

tact with a wider range of partners

in consequence of their prominence,

wealth, and celebrity, they should

be particularly sensitive of their re-

sponsibility to undergo regular test-

ing for sexually transmitted diseases

and to report any positive results to

anyone who might legitimately be at

risk of infection.

However, such results should nev-

er be disclosed without the consent

of the individual unless their con-

cealment entails a real threat to the

safety of others.

The World Health Organization,

the American College of Sport Medi-

cine, and the Canadian Academy of

Sport Medicine unanimously agree

that, even in contact sports, the like-

lihood of player-to-player transmis-

sion is so negligible as to be virtually

impossible. HIV infection can occur

only if the virus is sufficiently con-

centrated, and neither sweat nor sa-

liva is considered a path of infection.

Teammates and opponents of Tre-

vis Smith could only contract the vi-

rus through unprotected sex with the
linebacker, or direct blood contact

from needle-sharing or virus-bear-

ing blood entering an open wound or

porous mucous membrane.
The only professional sport in

which athletes should be required

to disclose their medical histories

is boxing, where blood often flows

freely and could reasonably be ex-

pected to enter a fresh cut inflicted

on an opponent, particularly during

a clinch, when each boxer grips the

other close to support his buckled

knees.

Though there is certainly no ex-

cuse for deliberately withholding

knowledge when real danger can be
averted by its disclosure, neither is

there any justification for disclosing

sensitive information when no one
is legitimately at risk. It was Smith's

own obligation to inform his sexual

partners of his condition; if found

guilty, his failure to do so rightly con-

stitutes a criminal offence.

—PAULJOHNSON BYRNE

Hockey team takes a step in right direction

WOMEN WIN BIG BEFORE BREAK

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It may be too early in the season

to be throwing around cliches such

as 'must-win game', but for the Var-

sity Blues women's hockey team,

last Sunday's game against the

Windsor Lancers was as 'must-win'

as you can get at this point in the

season.

And the team responded to the

challenge in a big way.

The Blues trounced the Lancers

8-2 Sunday afternoon at Varsity

Arena, just 24 hours after being

handed a disappointing and de-

moralizing 3-1 loss by the last-

place Western Mustangs. It was
a statement the team needed to

make, and will hopefully signal the

start of a string of victories in the

new year.

However, even this convincing

win did not start out well for the

hometown squad. The Blues let

Windsor build a 2-0 lead midway
through the first period on goals by
Holly Quinn and Mara Delaroche.

It was clear someone needed to

step up, make a play, and dig the

team out of this hole. Even with all

the veteran talent and leadership in

the lineup, it was first year winger

Annie Delguidice who scored the

goal that opened the floodgates for

UofT.
This tally was the first of eight

unanswered goals by Toronto, in-

cluding three by Katie

Dowdall, another by Delguidice,

and singles from Kim Devereaux,

Justine Todd, and Emily Patry.

This offensive outburst may
have come at the perfect time for

the Blues. The loss to Western, a

game where U of T carried the play

for most of the contest, came after

an up-and-down road trip where a

lot of close games did not go the

Blues' way.

The fact that the spark for U of T
came from the spunky Delguidice

should come as no surprise to fol-

lowers of the team. She was clearly

the best player on the ice in the

third period of the Western game,
providing much needed energy
and scoring chances, not to men-
tion challenging her linemates to

match her tireless intensity.

The native of Hamilton is now
tied for third in team scoring with
eight points (3 G, 5 A) and has cer-

tainly been one of the pleasant

surprises for the Blues so far this

SEE HOCKEY - ON NEXT PG
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Hawks win Vanier Cup
in dramatic fashion

LAST-MINUTE

FIELD GOAL BRINGS

FOOTBALL TROPHY

BACK TO ONTARIO

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

After witnessing the bore bowl that

was the 2004 Vanier Cup, fans were

hoping for an exciting, well-played

football game at this year's champi-

onship match. The game delivered

the goods, as it was full of solid play,

drama, and last-minute heroics.

The Laurier Golden Hawks and
Saskatchewan Huskies met on De-

cember 3 at Hamilton's Ivor Wynne
Stadium to decide who was Cana-

da's best university team in 2005.

Both teams were unbeaten entering

the grand finale.

Saskatchewan was the heavy fa-

vourite in the eyes of many pundits,

largely because they had the edge

in experience in big games. The
Huskies competed in last year's Va-

nier Cup, losing to Laval in a sloppy

contest, but defeated the Rouge et

Or in this year's national quarterfi-

nals.

Laurier hadn't been part of a Va-
nier Cup since 1990 and had never

played Saskatchewan before. How-
ever, quarterback Ryan Pyear

wasn't about to roll over and hand
the title to the Huskies—he had

other plans.

Pyear, in his last year at Laurier,

passed for 254 yards and three

touchdowns and completed 20-of-

30 throws. By the end of the game
he could barely run, but he fought

through the pain to lead his team to

a thrilling 24-23 victory.

Steve Bilan, Saskatchewan's quar-

terback, also had a solid day. He
passed for 226 yards and one touch-

down, marching his team down the

field on a regular basis.

The game was in doubt until the

last minute of the fourth quarter.

Saskatchewan was up 23-21 and
seemed to have stalled Laurier's

last-ditch comeback attempt with

just over one minute to play, but

Pyear completed a 17-yard pass to

Dante Luciani on a third-and-16 that

kept the drive alive.

Then, with 19 seconds left on the

clock, Golden Hawk kicker Brian

Devlin connected on a 32-yard field

goal to give his squad a one-point

advantage. The Huskies could not

tie the game in the dying seconds,

giving the national title to Laurier

for the first time in 15 years.

Pyear and Devlin had nerves of

steel in the fourth quarter, execut-

ing game-saving and game-winning
plays with what appeared to be
great poise and ease. Pyear took

home the Ted Morris Trophy, as he

was named game MVP, and Devlin

will be remembered as the guy who
won Laurier the Vanier Cup.

Saskatchewan was up 23-15 and
appeared to have the momentum
midway through the final frame.

They built their eight-point lead on
an 85-yard touchdown run by David

Stevens. The sturdy running back

rushed for three touchdowns and
190 yards on the day, the fourth-

highest total in the history of the

CIS finaL

But Laurier fought back. Bryon
Hickey caught a touchdown pass

with just over three minutes re-

maining to make the score 23-21.

The Golden Hawks then failed on a

two-point conversion bid, but Dev-

lin bailed them out with his last-

minute heroics.

Many of the over 16,000 fans in

attendance celebrated on the field

with the winning players, coaches,

and trainers after the final whistle.

They were happy to see a team from

Ontario crowned Canada's best uni-

versity football squad for the first

time since 1994 when Western won
the Vanier Cup.

The Saskatchewan Huskies went

home empty handed for the second

straight year. If they hope to return

to the big dance next season they

will have to do it without stars Bi-

lan and Stevens. Both have played

for five seasons now, making them
Ineligible to play another season.

Ryan Pyear hoists the Vanier Cup after his team, the Laurier Golden Hawks, defeated

the Saskatchewan Huskies to claim national football supremacy.

Swirsky not ready to write offRaps

POOR RECORD DOESN'T EQUAL BAD TEAM

Jonas Siegel

Gone are the days of old when Vince
Carter was doing whirling 360 dunks,
when Alvin Williams was making
clutch shots, and the Junkyard dog
was barking his way into games.
Nowadays, the Raptors are strug-

gling to make headway in a competi-
tive Eastern Conference.

At 3-16, Toronto is finally starting

to compete consistently for the full

48 minutes every night. After Friday's

entertaining win over Atlanta and
Saturday night's complete effort win
over New Jersey, the Raps have sud-
denly won more games in December
than they did in all of November.

Record-wise, this season has been
a disappointment so far, but the Rap-
tors' win total hardly represents

their effort so far. I spoke to Raptors
play-by-play voice Chuck Swirsky on
this and a number of other issues

concerning the young team.

"The Raptors have been in a lot of

close games," said Swirsky. "The bad
breaks, bounces, and rebounds have
cost them. There is talent on this

club, though."

Head coach Sam Mitchell has been
preaching the same message all sea-

son: when the team learns to do the

little things, they will be successful.

The season so far has been filled

with inconsistent play from the vets

and the rookies.

The Raptors do have some bright

spots, though, and fans have some
things to look forward to for the rest

of the year.

Chris Bosh gets no publicity be-

cause his team is in the conference

Good or Chuck Swirsky, the voice of the

Toronto Raptors, sees a great deal of

potential in this young team.

cellar, but the third-year centre has
been outstanding. A nightly double-
double threat. Bosh is averaging all-

star numbers at 21 points-per-game

(PPG) and 10 rebounds-per-game
(RPG).

Bosh has improved his offensive

game each year, this year adding a
nifty hook shot. He has quietly de-

veloped into a go-to guy down the
stretch, with the ability to single-

handedly carry the Raps through
games. Areas where he can still im-
prove include defensive awareness,
shot blocking, and aggressiveness at

the end of games.
Jose Calderon is also someone who

has done well in the first quarter of

the season. Swirsky had nothing but
praise for the Spanish rookie.

"Calderon cares; he plays with
passion out there. He has one mind-
set on the floor, and that is to make
the right pass," said the voice of the
Raptors.

Calderon has stepped right in,

with a pass-first mentality and an in-

tensity to his game that has inspired

teammates. Jose rarely turns the ball

over and is patient when leading the
Raptors into their offensive sets. He
just needs to work on shooting the
ball when left open, defensive posi-

tioning, and containment of oppos-
ing point guards.

Thirdly, "enormous potential"

were Chuck's words when describing
rookie Charlie Villanueva. A highly
criticized draft pick out of the Uni-
versity of Connecticut, Villanueva
has come right in and proven the
critics wrong.

With a range of offensive weap-
ons in his arsenal, including a de-
cent three-point stroke, Charlie has
proven to be everything Toronto was
hoping for, and more. He is fourth in

rookie scoring at 12 PPG, and is pull-

ing down just under three offensive

boards a night. His man-to-man de-
fence and free-throw shooting have
been his only trouble spots so far.

Finally, Mike James has had A calm-
ing influence at the combo guard po-
sition (he primarily plays the point,

but often moves off the ball to the
shooting guard position). James has
exceeded expectations and made
Rob Babcock look like a genius for

trading Rafer Alston to make room
for him.

While not a true point guard,
James has been a steady scorer
averaging 15.7 PPG while also hand
ing out just under five assists per
contest. Mike has shot the ball well

from 3-point land and has turned in

a solid defensive presence.

He has also been an excellent pres
ence in the locker room, once telling

teammates that to "win together, we
must first learn to lose together."

The only thing that needs fine tun-

ing is his shot selection.

Swirsky also believes that Jalen

Rose will break out of his current
slump and become a major con-
tributor to this squad again: "He is

too good of a pro to lose [his ability]

overnight," he said.

If the defence improves as it did

Saturday night, when the Raps held
the Nets to 40 per cent shooting, the
wins will come. Patience is the key-
word here, though, as the team is

young and developing.

Of the nine-man rotation coach
Sam Mitchell employs, three are
rookies, two are second-year play-

ers, and another is only in his third

year. Keep an eye out for this team,
as one day very soon they will be
knocking on the doors of the play-

offs.

It's hard to get a true perspective
of what this team really is, if you do
not watch every game. They are not
a terrible team, and have shown the
potential necessary for winning ball

games.

"It's a building process," com-
mented the colourful commentator.
"Whether people choose to buy into

it is their choice."

'HOCKEY' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

season.

Coach Karen Hughes recognizes
that the play of the first year play-

ers such as Delguidice—as well

as Kristy Paterson and Lyndsey
Ryan—has been a much needed
boost.

"Our first-year group is doing
very well. They are working hard
and will continue to

improve if they stay with the
program and continue to challenge
themselves," she said.

The biggest challenge for the
coach in the second half of the sea-
son is to find consistency. The Blues
haven't won more than two games
in a row all season, but Hughes be-

lieves it isn't for a lack of effort, and
cites attention to the finer details

as a potential solution.

"It's hard to say, but we need to

do a better job on specialty teams.
We have given up too many power-
play goals and we probably need to

execute better on our own power-
play," remarked Hughes.
With half a season in the books,

the Blues (6-5-0-2) currently sit

fourth in the Ontario University

Athletics (OUA) standings and
are ranked tenth nationally. But it

is the next portion of the season
where the contenders separate
themselves from the pretenders,
and the Blues need to show that

they deserve to be associated with
Canada's best.

Hughes sees the team as a work
in progress but is optimistic about
the rest of the campaign: "The
league is very competitive so I

don't think anyone is disappointed
with how we are doing. We need
to continue to improve and to play
at the level we are capable of, and
working hard in the next month
should help us to get there."

Sunday's victory over Windsor
was certainly a step in the right

direction.
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heard

U At least

our mur-

der rate is

better than

Detroit. 55
SEE EDITORIAL -PAGE 6

We run down

the best music

and movies

of 2005. (Our

good friend

M.I.A. clocl^s in

at #3)

SEE '2005' -PG.

science

Why aren't more women taking up

engineering?

SEE 'WOMEN' - PG. 11

sports

All the results of the 2005 Intramural

teams

SEE INTRAMURAL - PG. 13

history

On January 10, 1929, Belgian comic

book hero Tintin made his first appear-

ance. Creator Merge illustrated the

books until his death in 1983.

red letter

Today is Margaret Thatcher Day in the

Falkland Islands, the small OK protectorate

over which Britain and Argentina fought a

war In 1982.

todo

WEONE-SDAY, JANUARY 11,8 PM
Over the Top Festival 2006 feat. Akron/

Family, Final Fantasy, Great Lake Swimmers.

The Great Hall (1087 Queen W.), $12,

SUNDAY, JANUARY 2 30 PM
Return: The Sarajevo Project at Tarragon

Theatre. PWYC for Sunday matinee.
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Student

politics
U OFT LAW STUDENT GOES

HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH

INCOMING PROF MICHAEL

IGNATIEFF IN HOTLY

CONTESTED RIDING

Precocious U of T student Liam McKu^h-Russeil is running for the NDP in the much-contested Etobicoke-Lakeshore riding. "When i heard that the Liberals were thinking of run-

ning a pro-war candidate who'd been out of the country as long as I'd been alive, I felt It was important to make my voice heard," he said.

Tabassum Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

Heading into the home stretch

of the federal election, there has

been much discussion about how
to engage young voters who are in-

creasingly tuning out the political

process. It's an issue first-year U of

T law student Liam McHugh-Rus-
sell understands all too well—so he

resolved to do something about it.

But where most might be content to

pin a button on their jacket or erect

a lawn sign, McHugh-Russell went

one further: he decided to run for

office.

"I've worked as an activist and
an advocate for a long time," said

McHugh-Russell, 25, on how he

decided to run for the NDP in his

home riding of Etobicoke-Lake-

shore. "When 1 heard that the Lib-

erals were thinking of running a

pro-war candidate who'd been out

of the country as long as I'd been

alive, 1 felt it was important to make
my voice heard."

McHugh-Russell is up against Lib-

eral Michael Ignatieff, a well-known

historian and journalist who was
recently appointed as a visiting

professor in human rights policy

and senior fellow of the Munk Cen-

tre for International Studies at U of

T. Ignatieff's return to Canada after

years in the U.S. (most recently as

a professor at Harvard University)

and first foray into the political are-

na have turned the spotlight on the

usually quiet suburban Toronto rid-

ing of Etobicoke-Lakeshore.

The other contenders in the rid-

ing are John Capobianco (Conser-

vative Party), Phil Ridge (Green

Party), Cathy Holiday (Communist
Party), and Janice Murray (Marxist-

Leninist Party).

While McHugh-Russell insisted

his focus hasn't been on the differ-

SEE STUDENT' -PG 5

Masters of persuasion
U OF T DEBATERS WIN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN IRELAND

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

While most students were off enjoy-

ing their holiday break from class,

others were busy arguing their way
to world championships.

Joanna Nairn and Michael Kotrly

are the passionate pair that won the

World Universities Debating Champi-
onship held in Ireland this year, end-

ing a two-year-long tour of debating

tournaments around the world.

In their final debate, the pair ar-

gued against the resolution, "This

house would abolish all laws prohib-

iting cruelty to animals."

The Hart House Debates Society

sent eight debaters and a judge to

the Ireland championship, where
they competed with universities

from 32 countries.

Their success is not all that sur-

prising when one considers their

university's pedigree—U of T won
the first world championship held

in 1981 in Scotland—and the signifi-

cant experience of their team.

Most of the eight debaters had at

least six years of debating experi-

ence, and several had already at-

tended prior world championships.

In addition, all four two-person U of

T teams made it to the final rounds

—

something no other institution in

the competition managed. Nairn can

justifiably attribute their success to

teamwork, as she and Kotrly are not

only longtime team partners, but

roommates.

"I think our teamwork is the thing

that contributes to our success the

SEE CHAMPIONS' -PG 3

One for the team: Michael Kotrly, front, sits with his teammates (clockwise from

top left): Rory McKeown, Ian Freedman, Ren, Ethan C. Hoddes, Rahool Agarwal, and

Melanie Tharamagalam

-RAMA! All you need to know about how to cast your ballot // see page 2

: THE VARSITY PROFILES EVERY SINGLE CANDIDATE IN U OF T'S RIDINGS, BEGINNING THIS ISSUE!
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Third time's the

charm?
NOP CANDIDATE OLIVIA CHOW IS BACK IN THE RACE FOR TRINITY-SPADINA

VOTIMi FOR STIJDEMS 101

Bruce Harpham

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Olivia Chow is tired of the federal

government neglecting Toronto.

That's why the former Toronto city

councillor is running for the third

time as the NDP candidate for Trin-

ity-Spadina.

Chow ran unsuccessfully in 2004

and 1997 in this riding, which cov-

ers the western half of the St.

George campus of U of T.

Chow, who speaks on campus
this Thursday, has much to say

about post-secondary education

—

not surprising given where she's

running.

"This riding has a lot of students

and they are concerned about the

rises in tuition. We are one of the

few developed countries that lack

a national grants program for stu-

dents and this is something that

the NDP would introduce," said

Chow shows her support In the CBC lock-

out Labour Day parade in September.

Chow, who spoke breathlessly to

The Varsity as she traveled between
two canvassing locations.

Chow attacked the Liberals for

their failed policy commitments
and drew attention to the NDP's

Participants Needed!!

Males and females, aged 18 to 50, needed for participation in brain

imaging study at the College Street site of the Centre for Addiction

and Mental Health.

Eligible participants must be in good health, with no past history of

psychiatric illness, and not currently taking any medication or drugs.

Compensation provided. Please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1634

camh
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health

Centre de toxicomanie et de sante mentale

For more information on CAMH's services for mental illness or addiction problems,

please visit \NVJ'^.camh.ne\ or contact CAMH at 416-535-8501.

recent accomplishments. She also

mentioned her involvement in the

Toronto Housing Corporation,

where she lobbied for more afford-

able housing.

In 2004, Chow lost by roughly 800

votes to Liberal incumbent Tony
lanno. She attributed this to the fact

that most university students were

out of town during the last election,

which was held in June.

"Students can make the differ-

ence in this election. The Liber-

als have ignored funding for our

colleges and universities but they

wouldn't be able to this time," she

said.

Chow also discussed the environ-

ment, homelessness, and violent

crime as other important issues

in the election. While she acknowl-

edged that Toronto is getting 6,500

affordable housing spaces due to an

NDP budget amendment, she said

that the lack of any national hous-

ing program is only exacerbating

the homeless problem in Canada.

She also addressed Liberal perfor-

mance on the environment.

"Toronto had 63 smog days in

2005 and the Liberals have com-
pletely failed to address global

warming," she said. "We are abso-

lutely serious in our environmental
commitments. Canada is one of the
worst polluters in the world—we
talk big but we have done very little

to fix environmental problems....

The NDP has a very complete Kyoto

plan to address the environment."

Chow earned her Honours B.A. in

fine art at the University of Guelph
n 1979 and got involved in NDP
politics in the early 1980s. She first

achieved office as a school trustee

n 1985. She served as a Toronto

city councillor from 1991-2005.

In theory, if you are a Canadian

citizen, have turned 18 by Janu-

ary 23, and you have received a

voter information card in the mail

in the district you want to vote in.

you're all set to show up on elec-

tion day and cast your vote.

For most students, however, it's

not that simple.

Students who move away for

university can choose to vote ei-

ther at home or the place they live

during the school year.

If you choose to vote where you
live during the year (whether that

is in residence or off campus)
you will likely have to register.

You can register on election day

at your poll, or ahead of time at

your local returning office. (Find

your nearest poll or returning

office at www.elections.ca.) To
register, you will need something

that proves your identity, such as

a driver's licence, and something

else that proves your place of res-

idence, such as a utility bill with

your name on it.

SAC has negotiated special ar-

rangements for some U of T stu-

dents living in residence. On Janu-

ary 15-17, there will be stations in

the lobby or cafeteria associated

with residences at Woodsworth,
Innis, University, and New Col-

lege, as well as Graduate House
and 89 Chestnut, where residence

students can both register and
vote. Elections Canada has not

clarified whether students can
choose to register on those days

and then vote normally on the ac-

tual day of the election, but every

residence student will receive a

letter from SAC with all of the de-

tails relevant to them. To register

in residence you will need iden-

tification as above, but a ROSl

printout showing that you paid

residence fees can substitute for

a utility bill.

If you would rather vote at your

permanent residence and will not

be there on election day, you need

to vote by special ballot. Special

ballots have to be applied for, in

person at any returning office or

by filling out a form from the Elec-

tions Canada website and mailing

or faxing it to Ottawa by January

17. Once yoii have your special

ballot, follow the instructions

on it and mail it back to Ottawa,

where it must arrive by January

23.

-ALLISON MARTELL

tSARKKAH—UNIOI

Students living on residence can choose to vote in either their home or resi-

dence riding, adding an element of strategy—or just plain preference—to the

voting process.

niRAVELCuis
Sec the world your way

vrsc student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

{^5)^Ti^'"'^''^''^ www.trayelcuts.com
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Liberals announce tuition deal

Candice Oebi

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

With only two weeks left in tbie cam-
paign, the Liberals have unveiled

their post-secondary platform in the

hopes of garnering the youth vote.

Called the "50/50 Plan," Paul Mar-

tin's Liberals are pledging to help

ease the burden of paying for post-

secondary education for students

by paying for half of an undergradu-

ate student's first-year tuition, and
half of a student's graduating-year

tuition—for a metximum of up to

$3,000 dollars.

Students pursuing an undergradu-

ate degree in 2007-08 will have the

choice to either subscribe to the

new plan or draw benefits from the

existing Tuition Tax Credit and Edu-

cation Expense Deduction.

The announcement comes as a

part of an overall strategy for post-

secondary education which also

includes the Lester Pearson Scholar-

ships that will be used to give more
opportunities for students to study

abroad and will allow more interna-

tional students to study in Canada.

Critics of the plan fear this strategy

will not be enough to help students

manage the rising costs of tuition.

"There's no doubt that [this an-

nouncement] is an important

change. Their perspective on finan-

cial aid and grants are good, but we
still need protection from tuition fee

increase," said Jesse Greener, On-

tario Chair Person for the Canadian

Federation of Students.

Greener contends that without

the promised increased transfer

payments for post-secondary edu-

cation, universities and colleges

may feel they have the green light

to increase tuition. In other words,

even if the federal program provides

grants, there is nothing to stop the

province from letting tuition go up

by $3,000.

"Lloyd Axworthy, president of the

University of Winnipeg said this [an-

nouncement] would allow him to

eliminate the tuition freeze because

some of the cost [of tuition] would

be offset because of these grants,"

said Greener. Fearing the same fate

for Ontario, Greener is hoping Mar-

tin will take his post-secondary pol-

icy one step further and allocate the

$4 billion he has already promised

in transfer payments to post-sec-

ondary institutions.

The Conservatives have not yet

come out with a policy on post-sec-

ondary education. But with stu-

dents in class during the election

this year, the youth vote may have

a greater impact than expected, and

more policy announcements on edu-

cation may yet be to come.

CHAMPIONS' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

most. We understand each other

really well, and we bring different

strengths to the team," she said.

Considering that debaters are only

given 15 minutes to prepare for the

topic, this history of cooperation no

doubt helped them win their final

bout of debates against the likes

of the University of Chicago, Yale,

and The Inner Temple (a British law

school).

In addition to developing the art

of persuasion together, the pair

also share legal aspirations. Michael

Kotrly is a third-year law student

who offers free legal advice to trans-

gendered people at a clinic, while

Joanna Nairn is graduating this year

and plans to begin her law studies in

the fall.

With debating topics drawn at ran-

dom, debating eloquently can be dif-

ficult.

"The big fear isn't losing, it's look-

ing like you don't know anything,"

said Rory McKeown, one of the other

U of T students who debated in Ire-

land. Judges placed a heavy empha-
sis on using examples, in addition to

rhetorical virtuosity.

"The only preparation you can re-

ally do is keeping up to date on world

events," said Rahool Agarwar, anoth-

er debater. Despite the fact that the

topics are not known in advance, cer-

tain issues tend to be recurring such

as major international issues—for

example, the justifiability of armed
humanitarian intervention.

In addition to U of T's crew, nu-

merous Canadian teams impressed

judges at the competition with their

broad skills.

"Canadian teams have been very

good at deploying facts persuasively,

something that not every team has

quite mastered," said Agarwar.

Every year. Hart House and other

parts of the university fully fund the

U of T delegation to the champion-

ship, allowing some of the best stu-

dent speakers to brandish their rhe-

torical skill and see the world.

Though Nairn and Kotrly aren't

likely to debate again— it's part of

university debating protocol that

nobody can win a title two years

running—they both feel lucky to

have been able to travel the world

and hone their skills on Hart

House's dime.

The Varsity and Hart House Theatre wont you to

WIN a pair of tickets to

Tiff fWWY H9flfl5>fl ^fW5>W

Visit

www.harthousetheatre.ca
HARTUii

today for your chance to WIN

Women's Safety
Information Fair

Friday, January

11am-2pm @
Koffler Student Services Center

Meet campus &
community groups

Learn about actions

that men & women
can take • Free whistles and

door prize.

Sponsored by the Assault Program at U of T

41 6-978-01 74 www.calss.utoronto.ca

^ Call for Nominations for the Governing Council

Nominations Open at 12:00 noon, Monday, January 9, 2006

Nominations Close at 5:00 p.m., Friday, January 20, 2006

Positions Avoiiobie:

For 1-year terms from July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007:

8 Students

• 4 full-time undergraduate students

• 2 part-time undergraduate students

• 2 graduate students

For 3-year terms from July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2009:

4 Teaching Staff

• Faculty of Arts & Science (Departments of Clossics, East Asion Studies, English, Fine Art, French,

German Languages and Literature, Italian Studies, Linguistics, Near and Middle Eastem Civilizations,

Slavic Languages ond Literatures and Spanish and Portuguese.)

• University of Toronto at Scarborough

• Faculty of Medicine (excluding the Departments of Paediatrics and Surgery)

• Faculty of Dentistry, Faculty of Nursing, Lesley Dan Faculty of Pharmacy and the Faculty of

Physical Education and Health

1 Administrative Staff

Nomination Forms will be available storting at 12:00 noon, Monday, January 9, 2006 on the Governing

Council web-site: www.utoronto.ca/govcncl/ and from the Office of the Governing Council, Room 106,

Simcoe Hall; the Registrar's Office, UTM; and the Registrar's Office, UTCS.

Worl( of the Governing Council:

The Governing Council is composed of 50 members, including the President, Choncellor, 16 government appointees,

12 teaching stoff, 8 alumni, 8 students, 2 administrative stoff and 2 presidential appointees.

As the University of Toronto's senior governing body, it oversees the University's academic, business and student

affairs. Decisions approved by the Governing Council affect all members of the University community.

The Council and its Boards are responsible for approving:

• Academic and incidental fees

• Estoblishment of new academic programs

• Admissions and awards policies

• University's budget and financial matters

Campus planning and capital proiects

Personnel policies

Campus and student services

Appointment of senior administrators

Questions?

Please contact Anthony Gray, Chief Returning Officer at 416-946-7663 or tony.gray@utoranto.ca

Ihe memtersMp of the Governing Council should reflect the diversity of the University. Nominations ore,

therefore, encouraged from a wide variety of individuals.

http://www.utoronto.ca/qovcncl/elections/

MAKEA DIFFERENCE: GET INVOLVED WITH THE GOVERNING COUNCIL

UNlVERSlTYqfTORONTO

mation studies

Discover what a

Master of InformaHon Studies

can do for your future

Specializein

• Archival Studies

• Information Systems

• Library and Information Science

Information Night

Join us for more information about our program on

Thursday, January 12, 2006 @ 7:00 p.m.

Apply or inquire now to:
www.fis.utoronto.ca

416-978-3234 inquire@fis.utoronto.ca
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Teaching Assistants' Training Programme

(TATP)

Winter Seminar Series

Registration - Now Open!

Sessions start January 2006

Titles include:

• First Time TA (Humanities)

• First Time TA (Science & Engineerirtg)

• Preparing the Teaching Dossier

• Time Management Panel Discussion

• Different Teaching Styles for Different Learning Styles

. Intro to CCNet
• Strategies for Non-native English Speaking TAs
• Demystifying Library Research for Your Students

• Responding to Written Work
• Voice Workshop for Native & Non-Native English Speakers
• Evaluating Written Work in the Sciences

• Evaluating Class Participation

• Microteaching Sessions

Ail sessions are open to University of Toronto graduate students.

All sessions are free.

For full seminar descriptions and to register, please visit our website:

wwvv.utoronto.ca/tatp

Teach English
Worldwide!

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

'»ver 25,000 Gtobai TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

^ in 85 Countries

a *^Sl3jdy In-Class, Online

or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

LSAT IVICAT

GIVIAT GRE
Preparation Seminarsj

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

• Personalized Professional Instruction

• Comprehensive Study Materials

• Simulated Practice Exams

« Free Repeat Policy

• Personal Tutoring Available

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

416#324(II1-80C-II9-1??9

www.oxfordseminars.com
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni
Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

our faculty, staff and students.

We are currently inviting nominations for the:
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FACULTY AWARD: $ 1 ,000

For excellence in teaching, research and

professional endeavours.

jOAN E. FOLEY
QUALITY OF STUDENT
EXPERIENCE AWARD: $ 1 ,000

For a student, alumnus/a, administrative staff

or faculty member v/ho has made a significant

contribution to improving the quality of

academic or extra-curricuiar student life on

campus.

CHANCELLOR'S AWARD:
$1,000
For outstanding contributions by an

administrative staff member.

CAROLYN TUOHY IMPACT ON
PUBLIC POLICY AWARD: $1,500
For a member of the teacfiing staff who

demonstrates excellence as a teacher

and as a scholar, and whose scholarship

has had a significant impact on public policy

and on the University's national and

international reputation.

LUDWIK AND ESTELLE JUS
MEMORIAL HUMAN RIGHTS
PRIZE: $1,500
A prize recognizing positive and lasting

contributions to education and action in the

fight against discrimination. Faculty, staff and

students may be nominated for this award.

NORTHROP FRYE AWARDS
The University of Toronto Alumni Association

is pleased once again to join the Provost in

sponsoring the Northrop Frye Awards. Each

year, one individual faculty member and one

department or division will be recognized

with the Northrop Frye Award for

demonstrating exemplary and innovative ways

of linking teaching and research.

One prize of $2,000 will be awarded to a

faculty member who demonstrates innovative

and exemplary ways of linking teaching and

research.

One prize of $6,000 will be awarded to a

faculty, college, school or department for

extraordinary curriculum innovation aimed at

strengthening the link between teaching and

research.

NOMINATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2006, 5 P.M.

Information and nomination forms are available at

www.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact:

Division of University Advancement,

J.
Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

21 King's College Circle

Tel; 416 978 6536 or e-mail linda.wells@utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY
qfTORONTO

Going Green in

St. Paul's

Chris McKinnon

Kevin Farmer, a third-year U of T stu-

dent, will represent the Green Party

of Canada in the election in the mid-

town riding of St. Paul's. The race Is

expected to be hotly contested, as

Farmer will be duklng it out for votes

with a trio of high-profile candidates

from the three major parties: incum-

bent Carolyn Barrett for the Liber-

als, former Global News anchor Pe-

ter Kent for the Conservatives, and

former chief economist for RBC Do-

minion Securities Paul Summerville

for the NDP
"It's good to see four strong candi-

dates in the riding," Farmer said. "I

thought that it would raise the cali-

bre of the debate. But the debates

are still political theatre."

Farmer, 41, moved to Toronto as

a teen and has lived in St. Paul's for

almost three years. He worked as a

restaurant manager before decid-

ing to attend U of T to study math
and computer science, and has also

made himself well-informed on en-

vironmental issues. He has spent

time writing to government minis-

tries and politicians, and said that

running for the Green Party was the

next logical step.

While an election win for the

Greens in St. Paul's may be a bit of

a long shot. Farmer remains an opti-

mist. "I'm happy that people will be

able to vote with their conscience,"

he said. "People will be able to vote

green."

A real compassionate

conservative
Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

You might only see four parties rep-

resented in the televised debates, but

they hardly exhaust Canada's politi-

cal spectrum.

For example: ever heard of the Pro-

gressive Canadian Party?

University of Toronto political sci-

ence major Asif Hossain (right) will

be happy to fill you in, since he's rep-

resenting the Conservative offshoot

party in the Trinity-Spadina riding.

The Progressive Canadians are

moderate conservatives (sometimes
known as "red Tories") who rejected

the Progressive Conservative Party's

merger with the Canadian Alliance in

2003. Hossain is already a veteran

—

he ran in the Trinity-Spadina riding

last year, finishing fifth of eight can-

didates.

'The Progressive Canadian Party

advocates a socially progressive ap-

proach to policy while remaining

fiscally responsible to the taxpayer,"

Hossain said. "Martin's Liberals and
the Conservatives are both right-

wing, while the NDP are political op-

portunists."

If elected, Hossain promises to sup-

port the Kyoto Protocol, advocate the

continued public administration of

the healthcare system and encourage

additional funding for after-school

programs. He also supports a mod-
erate foreign policy, suggesting that

Canada devote its military resources

to humanitarian causes.

Hossain also said that if he became
a member of parliament, he would
advocate the introduction of propor-

tional representation in Canada.
As a U of T student, the debt load is

an important election issue for Hos-

sain.

"There is a senate committee
discussing the decriminalization

of marijuana but no committee ad-

dressing the issue of student debt,"

he lamented. He intends to advocate

increased assistance to students who
are already in debt as well as funding

to lighten the debt load of new stu-

dents.

The world is waiting for you.

What are you waiting for?

Take a Gap Year Abroad! Experience the world.

Travel CUTS has been offering independent travel

options and specialized programs for over 35 years.

work in a cafe in Australia

volunteer to build a school in Costa Rica

teach English in Thailand

learn to speak Spanish inJVladrld

WORK • VOLUNTEER • TEACH • LEARN • LIVE • PLAY

wvvw.trave(cuts.com

www.swap.ca

www.volunteerabroad.ca

www.studyingabroad.ca

HTRAVELCinS
Travel CUTS Is owned & operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. SWAP fs a not-for-profit program of

the Canadian Federation of Students and a division of Travel CUTS.
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ences between himself and Ignatieff,

he wastes no time in setting out the

contrasts between his campaign
and that of his high-profile oppo-
nent. For one, Ignatieff was per-

ceived to have been "parachuted"

into the Liberal candidacy despite

opposition from the local riding as-

sociation, whereas McHugh-Russell
(a longtime resident of the area)

faced a tight race against two other

NDP hopefuls in order to get the

nod to run for the party.

McHugh-Russell credited the

throngs of supporters he attracted

to the nomination meeting for help-

ing him win the nomination on the

second ballot. Having made it past

that hurdle, he said he's not just

running to get his feet wet in poli-

tics—he's in it to win.

"Absolutely. We think we've got

a good shot. People from across

the riding have called us and said,

'We're disappointed with the un-

democratic process that brought

us the Liberal candidate. He hasn't

lived in the riding and doesn't

represent our concerns.' They're

excited that someone with youth

and energy is running to represent

this riding in Ottawa and make
their community a better place,"

McHugh-Russell said.

He may be young and still in

school, but McHugh-Russell is no
political neophyte—the co-chair of

the youth wing of the Ontario NDP,

he also sits on the Ontario Federa-

tion of Labour's Under-30 commit-

tee, was appointed by the provincial

government to the Ontario Student

Assistance Plan (OSAP)'s appeals

board, and he volunteers with a

law clinic that is fighting to get AIDS
drugs to Africa.

McHugh-Russell's activism be-

gan during his undergrad days as

a math student at the University of

Waterloo, where he did advocacy
work with his student union for im-

proved post-secondary education.

The NDP's proposals for educa-

tion and their firm stance against

the war in Iraq attracted him to the

party.

"I always felt like my voice mat-

tered in the party; 1 always felt like

I was respected despite my youth,"

McHugh-Russell said.

Getting young people interested

in politics means taking their con-

cerns (particularly in regards to

education) seriously and following

through with concrete action and

policies, he noted.

"I think at the core of the crisis

in post-secondary education is the

undermining of funding, the cutting

of $4 billion from the (federal) edu-

cation transfer (to the provinces). I

think (the NDP's) commitment to re-

investing that funding is at the core

of ensuring that the provinces have

enough money to provide high-

quality education without putting a

huge stone of debt around students'

necks," McHugh-Russell said.

Education aside, McHugh-Russell
says he's focusing mainly on issues

important to residents of his rid-

ing—namely, Canada's place in the

world, community safety, air qual-

ity, and providing a dignified retire-

ment for seniors (the riding is made
up of a largely older constituency).

Juggling pounding the pavement
of his riding stumping for votes and
hitting the books for his U of T law

classes has been tough, McHugh-
Russell admits, but he's enjoying

the challenge.

"Lots of students have huge
amounts of responsibility outside

of school; I'm just glad I have the

choice to do something to give back

to the community. I had exams,

and they might have gone better if I

hadn't been doing this..." he trailed

off, laughing. "But you know what?
It's worth it."

In fact, he noted, his studies go

hand-in-hand with his political as-

pirations.

"I still find math very interesting,

but my goal in my career is to try

to make things better. That's why I

chose law," McHugh-Russell says.

"I'm running (for office) for the

same reasons."

He's also following a family tradi-

tion: his mother Margaret McHugh
ran (unsuccessfully) for the NDP
in Etobicoke-Lakeshore during the

2004 federal election.

McHugh-Russell isn't the only

Ontario university student running

in the Jan. 23 federal election. Two
other U of T students have joined

the race (see profiles on previous

page), and Western student Steven

Maynard is also running for the

NDP in the riding of London North-

Centre.

While McHugh-Russell is pleased

to be an inspiration to youth look-

ing for alternatives to the malaise

currently marking federal politics

(he beams that two 10-year-olds

were volunteering in his campaign
office because "they were excited

about a young person working to

represent even them"), he's buoyed

in turn by the young people he talks

to on the campaign trail and his fel-

low students on campus.

"The best thing about U of T is

the diversity of its students and

their commitment, not just to the

academy, but also the community.

I think the students are its power,

what makes it great," he said.

He knows that there are those who
will dismiss him because of his age,

or see the race in Etobicoke-Lake-

shore as hopelessly imbalanced.

But running for office isn't about

which candidate monopolizes the

headlines or has a marquee name,

McHugh-Russell points out— it's

supposed to be about who can best

represent his or her riding.

"It's not about David versus Go-

liath, or the size of our campaign,"

McHugh-Russell smiles. "Some peo-

ple say, 'You have a young face,' and 1

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
IN RESEARCH

BANTING AND BEST DEPARTMENT
OF MEDICAL RESEARCH

(http://www.utoronto.ca/bandb)

For Arts and Science students who have completed at

least two years towards a B.Sc. degree, with a B+ average.

Preference will be given to 3"^" year students interested in

a research career. Students will participate in theoretical

and investigative aspects of basic research. Apply by letter

before February P', 2006. Include resume, transcripts and

names of two professors for references.

Send application to:

Sandra Grant, C.H. Best Institute, University of Toronto,

112 College Street, Toronto, Ontario MSG 1L6

say, 'That's not what matters—what

matters is my commitment to the is-

sues.' And once they hear me talk

and answer their questions, they're

pretty comfortable that I could do
a good job representing them in Ot-

tawa."

The irony of two U of T-ers facing

off in the same riding certainly isn't

lost on McHugh-Russell.

"It's an interesting dimension of

the campaign—the cynical, old pro-

fessor versus the idealistic student

who believes he can do better!"

Online Personals

FREE for women
Signup Now!

Promo Code: M9T1
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni

Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

students at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Students

demonstrating academic excellence and extra-curricular leadership are

encouraged to apply for these distinguished awards.

We are currently inviting applications for the:
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JOHN H. MOSS SCHOLARSHIP
The John H. Moss Scholarship carries a

prize of up to $16,650 and is awarded Co a

graduating student In Arts and Sciences.

JON S. DELLANDREA AWARD
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
The Jon S. Deliandrea Scholarship, of up

to $25,000, will be awarded to an

international undergraduate student. The

student must be entering the final year of

an undergraduate program at the

University of Toronto.

ADELS. SEDRA
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE
AWARD
Named for the former provost, the Ade! S.

Sedra Distinguished Graduate Award is a

prize of up to $25,000 awarded to a

graduate student. Students must be

registered and in good standing in the

second or third year of a doctoral

program at the University of Toronto.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2006, 5 P.M.

Information and nomination forms are available at

www.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact:

Linda Wells, Division of University Advancement,

J. (Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

21 King's College Circle

Tel: 416 978 6536 or e-mail linda.wells@utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY
o/TOKONTO

FELLOWSHIP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Are you interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research
j

and teaching universities? 1

If so, consider the field of Advancement. .Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and
'

human resources required to advance the goals of the universitv'. These activities include tundraising, alumni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growhig field filled with e.xciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of university

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006. The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer-term employment.

AppHcation deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit:

http;.//wvvw.alumni.utoronto.ca/stayconnectcd/career,.advancemenrfellowship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S, l^richard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during normal business hours.

For further information, please contact Michelle MacArthur at

(416) 946-8371 or michcllc.macarthur@utoronto.ca
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The violence must stop
Well, that didn't take long. We had

barely rung in the new year when
the first fatal shooting of 2006 was

registered. As Toronto bids farewell

to what most dailies were calling

"The Year of the Gun," we add our

voice to the crescendo calling for

tougher sentences for gun crimes

and concrete effort at all political

levels to make our streets safer.

The tragedy is that, as usual, our

leaders had to wait until something

as close to home as the Boxing Day

murder took place to really get seri-

ous about solving the problem.

Why was Mayor Miller so shocked

by these particular shootings? As

deplorable as they were, did the

fact that the deceased was not a

gang member suddenly elevate the

EDITORIAL -

act into a new violence bracket, at

last worthy of general attention?

Toronto lost its innocence not dur-

ing this holiday, but when we start-

ed dividing our city into pockets,

turning a blind eye to gang violence

as long as the problem was "out

there" in Malvern or Jane/Finch,

communities often stereotyped

—

and sometime tacitly accepted—as

ghettos.

It does no good to smugly declare

that at least our murder rate is bet-

ter than that of a city like Chicago

or Detroit, or to blame American

gun-runners for our problems. Nat-

urally the issue of gang violence is

complex, and it's also true that by

and large we live in a very safe city

(according to Statistics Canada re-

port released last July, Toronto had

the lowest crime rate in the coun-

try in 2004). But the reality is that

too many young people are dying

senselessly. Encouraging statistics

aside, this city is facing a real prob-

lem, and the onus is on us to clamp

down on this violence while the ef-

fect is still manageable.

We owe it to ourselves and our

fellow citizens to seriously "recom-

mit" (as Mssrs. Martin, McGuinty,

and Miller agreed to do in light of

Jane Creba's murder) to turning

the tide on this issue. This pledge

needs to come in the form of real

change, in the courtrooms and on

the streets. Our political and judi-

cial leaders need the courage to

bring in—and actually enforce

—

tough policies that put victims and

affected communities above the

gunslingers.

It shouldn't have taken the mur-

der of an innocent young teen in the

heart of the tourist district to break

our politicians—not to mention

ourselves—out of wilful lethargy.

Here's hoping that our approach to

combating crime in light of this es-

calation builds on already existing

programs and efforts—of which

there are many—and doesn't re-

semble the convoluted policies and

wanton spending announcements

too often seen at the federal level.

We've heard politicians recom-

mit to and then conveniently forget

about key issues like this before.

But we've also seen how, after a

very public reminder of the prob-

lem, political procrastination can

turn into immediate action, evi-

denced by the protests, community

marches, and roundtable discus-

sions that have set the city abuzz

since Boxing Day.

The dawdling and red tape can

often mysteriously disappear in

tim"es of crisis, which makes one

wonder what's stopping our lead-

ers from actually leading the rest

of the time. We can only hope that,

this time, all the consultations pro-

duce some sober thought and long-

term action—the kind that should

have been taken already.

The rock or the hard

labour
HUNGER, NOT DESIRE, DRIVES WORKERS TO SWEATSHOPS

Steven Borowiec

Seyitbek Usmanov recently
presented another way of look-

ing at the issue of unskilled la-

bour in developing countries

(Re: "Made in China," Dec. 8),

in which he questioned my
previous statement that these

workers are underpaid and
mistreated. The basis behind

my claim lies in the immense
discrepancy between the hours

and intensity of their work and
the fact that their compen-
sation barely affords them a

subsistence living. It is not a

uniquely Western notion that

if a worker toils for between
forty and sixty hours a week at

physically demanding labour

by which the employer gains a

substantial profit, that worker

should be entitled to a wage that al-

lows him to provide for himself and
his families.

Regarding the claim that these

workers are not coerced to work,

are the need to provide shelter for

one's family and that burning feel-

ing of hunger in the pit of one's

stomach not indirect forms of co-

ercion? It is insensitive and disre-

spectful to suggest that Chinese mi-

grant labourers choose to work and
thus deserve whatever treatment

they receive.

Usmanov writes that the fact that

these exploitative positions have

ample applicants is evidence of

Workers at a Chinese textile factory. Western consum

ers can improve their lot through ethical purchasing

choices.

their fairness, but that is a short

sighted, facetious argument. He
presumes that no worker would
choose underpaid work, but the re-

ality is that they do. These workers

take up these positions not after a

calculated assessment of their fair-

ness, but out of pure desperation.

For evidence that these workers

are not actually content one need

to look no further than the dramati-

cally increased number of protests

that have taken place in China in the

past year, particularly the recent

protests outside the WTO summit
in Hong Kong and the countless up-

risings of rural laborers.

The suggestion that the

free market economy guar-

antees equitable treatment
for all due to their right to

choose is a fallacy. When peo-

ple have no other options to

make a living for themselves,

they accept dirty, unfair work

because the meagre compen-
sation they receive is better

than the nothing at all yielded

by unemployment. This situa-

tion does not speak to the fair-

ness of these jobs, but rather

of the poverty of the situation

and the shameful willingness

of foreign enterprises to profit

from misery.

Usmanov displays the exact

type of thinking that I argued

in my article is in dire need

of change. He claims that

the way to help the exploited

working class is to feed into the sys-

tem that oppresses them, under the

na'ive expectation that profits will

trickle down. But to craft a truly eq-

uitable system, large corporations

must cease to put profit ahead of the

dignity of human beings.

Instead of leaving their liberation

up to the employers who profit from

the current situation, I contend that

as foreign consumers who live in a

position of relative privilege it is up
to us to spend our money responsi-

bly and draw attention to the plight

of this exploited class of labourers

whose suffering has been glossed

over by a thin veneer of glamour.

LETTERS

An appeal to

mercy

University of Toronto Peace Week
asks for the release of the four

members of Christian Peace-

maker Teams being held hostage

in Iraq. We were privileged to

have a presentation by CPT at a

panel discussion we organized in

November. We were impressed by

their commitment to non-violent

resistance and peacemaking in

Iraq and other parts of the world.

CPT has consistently opposed the

war and the continuing presence

of multinational forces in Iraq.

As we ask for mercy for our

friends we are aware that the Iraqi

people have suffered greatly and
that many have already died. We
grieve for all the dead and work
towards the day when there will

be enduring peace and justice for

everyone.

University of Toronto Peace Week

Hemp to the

rescue
One way to reduce greenhouse

gasses that no one seems willing

to discuss is to grow lots of hemp.
Hemp is the non-drug version of

marijuana, and has over 25 000

industrial applications. The plant

filters both the air and the soil as it

grows, it needs none of the chemi-

cal fertilizers and pesticides of

most other crops, and will grow on
even marginal land. This would do
wonders for Canada's struggling

farmers.

With hemp, we could make
cheap ethanol fuel for cars, and
throw clean-burning dried hemp
curd into our coal-fired power

plants. We could save trees by

printing our newspapers on hemp,

and can also use non-toxic, bio-

degradable hemp polymers to

replace all of our plastic needs.

Hemp is also full of essential fatty

acids and protein, and has the one

of the highest nutrition-per-acre

ratios of any crop.

But that would be stiff com-

petition for Big Oil and Big Corn

who have a lot of stroke with our

government, so it is no wonder we
aren't doing it.

Russell Barth
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The Liberals' handgun ban

In the run-up to the federal elec-

tion, our columnists will go head
to head in a series ofPro/Con de-

bates on key campaign issues. This

week, three writers ponder wheth-

er the Liberal party's proposed ban
on handguns will be effective in

stemming the tide of violent crime

that plagued our city in 2005.

Pick up Monday's Varsity for a
look at whether the Liberal's volun-

tary reduction plan will be enough
to meet the Kyoto emissions guide-

lines.

The Liberal plan to ban all hand-

guns is a politically expedient

reaction to Toronto's recent

crime wave, which plays on the an-

ger and fear of a hysterical public to

serve the needs of a heated election

campaign. The ban will probably be

passed in as much haste as it was pro-

posed, but is unlikely to significantly

reduce the actual number of guns on
the streets. Worse yet, the ban will

add to the perception that the guns

alone, and not the criminals wielding

them, are responsible for Toronto's

increasing rate of violent crime.

Handgun laws in Ontario are al-

ready so strict that it is almost incon-

ceivable that weapons used in violent

crime are obtained legally, or that

anyone who bothered to fulfill the nu-

merous regulations regarding owner-

ship, storage, and transportation of

their guns would pose any threat to

the rest of us. 1 do not oppose the ban

on handguns because I believe all citi-

zens have an innate right to possess

such weapons—they do not. 1 oppose
it because sweeping laws, passed

during periods of intense social out-

rage and a particularly intense elec-

tion season, are invariably the worst

kinds of laws: the kind that grant the

illusion of safety without delivering

the real thing.

-SEAN KIRBY

1support gun control legislation.

Not only does gun control do the

obvious (control access to guns),

but more importantly, it prevents

Canada from developing an Ameri-

can-style "gun culture" that could

lead to far worse problems than

what we face today.

While we should obviously ap-

plaud the proposed Liberal legisla-

tion promising tighter control on
handguns, we must remember that

nearly all firearm offences are com-
mitted with unregistered weapons
that are obtained illegally. It follows,

therefore, that tougher restrictions

must be coupled with a new strat-

egy to reduce the number of illegal

guns on our streets.

Many in law enforcement believe

that the guns coming in from U.S.

are being given to Canadian crimi-

nal entrepreneurs in exchange for

shipments of marijuana. Canada
grows far more marijuana than we
can consume domestically and
prices are also quite low—hence
the booming cross-border trade. If

we were to fully legalize marijuana

and regulate it in a manner similar

to alcohol or tobacco, more mari-

juana would be sold within Canada,

leaving us with less of a surplus to

be traded for illegal firearms. While
the legalization of cannabis clearly

will not solve our gun problem, it

would definitely reduce the number
of guns coming into this country

through cross-border smuggling.

-SAM RAHIMI

Recently, I saw a United Way ad

that struck a chord with me, as

I'm sure it might have with oth-

er Torontonians who are determined

to reclaim this beautiful city from the

grip of cold-blooded killers. The ad

shows a youth happily playing base-

ball in a sunny diamond and striking

the bat against the ball with all he's

got. Then the scene shifts to midnight

in a seedy street corner; that same
youth is swinging the bat, only this

time he's using it to break into a car.

The ad sends a resounding mes-
sage to the politicians arguing for a

handgun ban to reduce gun crimes:

the ban alone won't be enough. I for

one am willing to pay more taxes if

it'll ensure that youths in troubled

neighbourhoods are provided with

meaningful after-school activities

such as sports and non-violent con-

flict resolution programs. Without

such programs to keep them occu-

pied, teach them to cooperate with

others, provide them with a mentor

and a coach, and raise their self-es-

teem, these youths will turn to gangs

as the only future they see for them-

selves.

All citizens, especially our politi-

cians, should never again make the

mistake of taking Toronto for granted,

the apathetic mindset that prevented

concrete action before Jane Creba's

tragic death.

-ILHAMALAM
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Spin Cycle: Best of 2005
1. Broken Social Scene - Broken Social Scene (Arts & Crafts)

You gotta root for your own, and if sprawling indie-rock collective

Broken Social Scene has become somewhat of a local cause celebre,

well, they deserve it. It couldn't have been easy for them to shoul-

der the crushingly heavy expectations for their long-awaited (three

years and counting) second record, but the hometown heroes re-

warded the wait with a dense, difficult, and utterly beguiling work

that reveals more of itself with every subsequent listen. Yeah, it's a

mess—a massive, layered, dramatic mess—but that's the beauty of

it. What other group would bury a K-OS cameo in swirls of sound and

Leslie Feist's hyperactive yelps ("Windsurfing Nation")? Who else

piles slivers of vocals and bits of blips on top of each other until the

entire thing builds up to the point of collapse (the patented approach

of BSS producer Dave Newfeld)? Half the time you haven't the faint-

est idea what ringleader Kevin Drew is singing, and you realize you're

so deep into the music that you don't even care, as when the vocals

drop out of "Ibi Dreams of Pavement" before the entire thing bursts

into a cacophony of horns. Art for art's sake. A place for everyone

and everything in its place. Glorious noise for an equally wonderful

time in this city's musical history.

2. Jason Collett- idols ofExh- (Arts & Crafts)

Finally, a master craftsman gets his due. Flying under the radar

for years as one of this country's finest songwriters (yes, above and

beyond the likes of Ron Sexsmith), Jason Collett toiled as a carpenter

in the early years to make ends meet, and it's an apt trade for a musi-

cian whose work bears all the hallmarks of assiduousness. While he's

always had a knack for sketching out a story in song with little more
than a guitar and his rough-hewn croon, logging time in the Broken

brigade has clearly injected some much-needed bravado into the

troubadour, and he calls on a little help from all his talented friends

for his finest effort to date. Any record that opens with a one-two

punch of duets with Amy Millan ("Fire") and Emily Haines ("Hang-

over Days") has got to be something special, but the songs—from

bruised ballads to twangy rockers—are pure Collett. On the record's

centrepiece, the elegiac "We All Lose One Another," Collett and his

brethren sing in harmony, "We all lose one another along the way."

Hardly. In allowing his musical family into his own orbit, Collett en-

sured that his star would shine that much brighter.

3. M.I.A.-4/?#r(XL)

"1 got the bombs to make you blow/1 got the beats to make you
bang," Maya Arulpragasam declared on "Pull Up The People," a track

from her incendiary debut, Arular. No kidding. If 2004 was the year of

the mash-up, 2005 belonged to artists who took that modus operandi

to the next logical level. A Sri Lankan Brit art-school grad who learned

to make beats on an old drum machine, she rolled out the riddims

fast and furious, evoking her estranged Tamil freedom fighter father

in one breath while text.messaging a hottie in another If the iPod

generation was yearning for music that lured them onto the dance-
floor while also making them listen a little more closely through the

headphones, they found their gal in M.l.A. She didn't just cut-and-

paste from across genres—she gleefully stomped all over the idea of

musical boundaries and created something wholly her own. Or, as

she put it: "Slang, tang/That's the M.l.A. thang." Indeed.

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

6. Sarah Harmer -I'm a Mountain (Universal)

One day fledgling musicians will worship at the altar of Sarah

Harmer in the way they currently do fellow Canucks Neil Young and

Gordon Lightfoot. The woman writes the kind of deceptively simple

yet utterly timeless songs that deserve to be classics someday, as ev-

idenced by the acoustic framework of the bluegrass-and-folk-tinged

I'm a Mountain, which strips her tunes down to the melodic bones

and lets her finely nuanced voice shine through. There are those

who still long for Harmer to return to her scrappy indie-rocker per-

sona of Weeping Tile days past, but the turn towards sweeter strains

suits this country-gal-at-heart. Besides, she's more interested in a

whole other kind of nostalgia. Whether she's pining for a lost lover

on the note-perfect Dolly Parton cover "Will He Be Waiting For Me?"

or lamenting the degradation of her natural habitat on "Escarpment

Blues," Harmer sounds like she's keeping an eye on the past while

forging ahead into the future.

7. con\ro\\er.con\ro\\er-X-Amoiints (Piper Bag)

Post-punk. Death disco. Call it what you will, but controller.con-

troller ain't interested in your labels. They just wanna make you

dance—and think. Maybe even both at the same time (imagine

that). While the rest of the hipster set seems content to recycle the

same formulas ad infinitum, the controller crew keep pushing their

trademark dark sound further—the snaky basslines and ferocious

beats are still heavy, the guitars still snarly, but X-Amounts reveals

new shades of mood indigo with every listen. "You should swallow/

Every word that 1 say/So you can spit them out/When you cry," fiery

frontwoman Nirmala Basnayake sneers on "Poison/Safe," and hers is

a voice that can't—and won't—be ignored. While her spoken-sung

vocals and cryptic lyrics helped set the group apart from the rest

of the dancefloor-focused pack on their debut History EP, she's noth-

ing short of a revelation here, having developed her voice and her

lyrical imagery far beyond the promise of that initial release. And
controller's burgeoning popularity means that more T-dot indie kids

will get to see their city's diversity finally reflected in the pint-sized

singer of their favourite band.

8. Kanye West - Late Registration (Roc-A-Fella)

Lord knows Kanye West had a hard act to follow, given the size

and scope of his innovative The College Dropouf debut. But instead of

falling into the dreaded sophomore slump, the hardest-working rap-

per in the biz was smart enough to seek assistance from an unlikely

source—NYC producer Jon Brion, best known for his work with
songstresses like Fiona Apple and Aimee Mann. While the collabora-

tion may have sounded dubious on paper (high-concept hip-hopper

+ orchestral song doctor = overblown mess?), it translated to disc

splendidly. West's hyper-articulate flow aided and abetted by Brion's

elaborate arrangements. Of course, no good hip-hop record is com-
plete without its cast of characters, and West makes the most of his

guests—anyone who can make Maroon 5 frontman Adam Levine

sound like a smooth soulster rather than a castrated canine has got

to be doing something right. It's the blazing "Touch the Sky," featur-

ing newcomer Lupe Fiasco totally holding his own with West as a
horn section fires on all cylinders all around them that makes one
marvel at what's still yet to come from our man Kanye.

4. Metric - Live It l?i/f(Last Gang)

Sometimes the good guys win. After years of setbacks and a no-
madic existance. Metric came back home, turned up the guitars, and
delivered a dynamic salvo against the forces of pop mediocrity, and
in the process deservedly vaulted to the top of the indie-rock pack.

The radio stations they thumbed their noses at started spinning their

tunes in heavy rotation, they painted the small screen with blood
in their subversive video, and even scored a prime slot opening for

none other than the Rolling Stones—at Madison Square Gardens in

New York City, no less. While fiery frontwoman Emily Haines' sweet-
and-sour voice remains the focus. Live It Out is the sound of Metric
truly coming together as a band. The killer pop hooks are tempered
by Haines' always clever, often wary lyrics: "1 fought the war, but the
war won!" she declares on "Monster Hospital." Clearly she didn't get
the memo—the Metric system trumps all others by upholding one
simple truism: smart is sexy.

9. Sharon Jones and the Dap Kings - HatmaHv (Daptone)

Slide this disc into the CD player and close your eyes, and you'd

swear a vintage slab of hot wax had just been slapped on the 45.

But there's nothing self-consciously retro about soul mama Sharon
Jones' collaboration with Brooklyn funk combo the Dap Kings—in
fact, they make a compelling case that deep grooves and brass blasts

need to find their way back into contemporary music, stat. Because if

soul is all about tradition, boy, what we've been missing. It's not hard
to believe that Jones was working as a prison guard before being

discovered as a singer—you wouldn't want to mess with this woman.
If soul is all about feeling, then Jones will make you feel it, baby and
the Kings back her up in fine style. From their remarkable funk take

on folk standard "This Land is Your Land" to the sultry "How Long
Do 1 Have To Wait For You?", every number sounds like an unearthed
classic. "If you can't feel the music on this album, then you must be a

dead ass!" Jones has said. You sing it, sister.

5. Final Fantasy- Has a SoociHome moc\{s)

Boy writes (and plays, and sings) mini-symphonies about the CN
Tower. And Sarnia. Not to mention a love song for Win and Regine of
a certain red-hot buzz band from Montreal. How could we not fall

in love with Owen Pallett? It's tempting to avoid all mention of The
(cough) Arcade hre when discussing the violin wonder, but it was af-

ter he bowed and plucked his way into the indie-kids' hearts while
opening said band's sold-out three-night stint at the Danforth Music
Hall last April (not to mention joining the ensemble as part of their
string section) that his little gem of a record finally begin to fly off

the shelves. Armed with little more than his violin, choirboy voice,
looping pedal, and imagination to burn, Pallett found his place in this

year's Canuck indie-rock pantheon in a rather unique way: by stand-
ing alone. Not that he didn't have an arm entangled in the scene's
group hug—in fact, at a time when this city is flourishing culturally,

he reminded us that the final fantasy may very well be that there's

no place like home.

,1 t

10. The Kills - (Domino/RCA)

Fuck whimsy. Sometimes all you want is some good old-fashioned

sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll. On that score, bi-coastal (Florida/Lon-

don) duo The Kills (Alison Mosshart and Jamie Hince) come up aces,

all smeared eyeliner and heroin chic. They're cunning enough to

be coy about their romantic status, a la their most obvious touch-

stones The White Stripes, but while they share that band's penchant

for fuzzed-out blues, Meg and Jack only wish still they were making

music as visceral as this. If they're not a couple. The Kills are surely

fooling us—the two play up the fuck/fight dynamic at full throttle

(it comes as no surprise that two of the best tunes here are titled "1

Hate The Way You Love," and "Your Love Is A Deserter"), and blithely

drag the listener along into their twisted fantasies. What's more, they

make you wanna watch. But it's fitting that the song that sears itself

into your brain is the disco-beat-driven "The Good Ones"—Hince's

guitar throbs alongside Mosshart's nicotine-stained vocal come-ons

in perfect sync. "Did you get me the good ones?" she demands, and

you just know that he did.
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THE VARSITYS FILM CRITIC EMERITUS OFFERS UP HIS FLICK PICKS OF THE YEAR PAST

Colin Tait

FILM CRITIC EMERITUS

The past year was a long one as
far as the movies were concerned.
While studios lamented the continu-

ing decline of box-office revenues,

almost no one talked about how the
movies actually ended up getting

better. So while the blockbusters
largely tanked (with the exception of

Mr. & Mrs. Smith, the new Harry Pot-

ter, and Star Wars: Revenge ofthe Sith)

the only clear winner in the summer
bonanza was a little documentary
about cute birds (March of the Pen-

guins).

As a result, this list could easily

be twice as long with the films that

I thought were worthy of praise, and
one could almost easily exchange
one position on the list for another.

However, some films did seem a little

more significant than others, due to

the way they opened up a traditional

view of the world, geopolitics, or
even genre.

/. The Constant Gardener-m
lowing up his sublimely rendered so-

cial study of his native Brazil in his

magnificent City of God (2003), Fer-

nando Mereilles turns his eye to Afri-

ca and creates a haunting film about

love, loss, and conspiracy. Here, the

romance between a reserved British

diplomat (Ralph Fiennes) and a viva-

cious idealist (Rachel Weisz) serves

as a pretense to examine the collu-

sion of government and free-enter-

prise sources that wreak havoc on

the troubled continent.

The film is not only topical (hav-

ing been released in the year of Live

S), but heartbreaking as well. Here,

the issue of poverty in Africa is illu-

minated simply by its depiction—as

the actors interact with the popula-

tion there, they validate the issues of

poverty but also the humanity of the

subjects that they portray, making it

impossible to view the West's respon-

sibility objectively. In addition to the

film's content, The Constant Gardener

features as poignant and riveting a

love story as anything portrayed in

recent memory.

2. Crash - While some have criti-

cized this film for being overly didac-

tic, it features some of the most pow-

erfully affecting scenes in any movie

that 1 saw this year. Crash boasts not

only some great performances from

people you expect to act well (Don

Cheadle is the obvious example

here), but also by those you don't

expect anything from at all (Sandra

Bullock).

Crash also uses the metaphor of

car accidents to demonstrate that

the only way that people in contem-
porary society are forced to deal
with each other is when their little

cells (i.e. their vehicles) actually col-

lide. One need only think of the re-

cent events of Hurricane Katrina and
post-9/11 society to see the validity

of director/screenwriter Paul Haggis'

point here. At the same time, the film

tackles both the problem of racism
within society and also how these
impressions are very much ground-
ed in the realities of the everyday.

Haggis does an incredible job for a
first-time director, generating great

performances from equally compel-
ling material, and creating a memo-
rable work that not only hones in on
the key problems facing our society,

but hopeful ways of tackling them as
well.

3. Goodnight and Good Luck
- George Clooney's second film is a
tight recollection of the conflict be-

tween journalist Edward R. Murrow
and Red-baiting senator Joseph Mc-

Carthy. Here, director Clooney uses

his ample experience in television

to demonstrate in real time what the

conflict entailed and how it played

out at the offices of CBS News.

The interaction with an extremely

important episode from the Ameri-

can past acts as an important para-

ble in the ongoing question of media

accountability. That Murrow serves

as an example of someone willing to

sacrifice his reputation for a noble

cause is an important lesson and

something sorely lacking in contem-

porary times.

Clooney also plays a supporting

role to a riveting performance by

David Straitharn (who has always

been an incredible actor, but really

sinks his teeth into this meaty role)

and interacts with actual footage of

McCarthy when arguing with the his-

torical figure. The film is thus an ex-

tremely interesting hybrid of actual

footage and re-creation, and raises

vital questions by bringing the past

into the present. Along the way, this

trim, straightforward film makes the

most of its beautiful cinematography,

and takes the time to present several

great renditions of jazz standards

along the way.

4. A History of Violence-There's

just something about this film that's

impossible to put your finger on, but

Toronto's own David Cronenberg

continues his recent streak of bril-

liant work with this compact, brutal

story about a small-town cafe owner
whose past comes back to haunt him
in a myriad of violent ways.

Cronenberg demystifies the glam-
ourous aura of both the sex and vio-

lence we expect to see in the movies
by lingering just a little too long on
graphic images, so that our gaze is

caught past the point of enjoyment.
Viggo Mortenson does a remarkable
job as he subtly shifts from a man
who embodies the innocence of ru-

ral Americana to a ruthless killer and
back again.

While Cronenberg has always
been an amazing filmmaker, his ear-

lier work now affects the mainstream
in significant ways. Here, by way of

the film's subject matter and cinema-
tography (not a single shot is wast-

ed—everything fits perfectly within
its simple narrative framework), he's

shown that his influence will contin-

ue to be indelible.

5. Bmkebacli Mountain-This is

the film that finally reflects how the
mainstream actually feels about the

issue of homosexuality. By changing

the parameters of the argument, and
actually bringing love into the equa-

tion, this film does for homosexuality

what Million Dollar Baby presumably

did for euthanasia.

In other words, instead of simply

being the story of debauched cow-

boys, the film shows the effects of

their choices over time, and how
their love affects the rest of their

lives. It also offers a powerful dissec-

tion of the violence of male culture,

and reveals explicitly the process

of de-mythologizing the American

West.

Director Ang Lee recovers his

touch after his disastrous Hulk and

combines remarkable imagery of the

frontier (okay. Alberta) with great

performances, particularly from the

previously monosyllabic Heath Led-

ger.

6. The Squid and die Whale -

Noah Baumbach's return to form

(since his sublime directorial debut

with 1995's Kicking and Screaming)

presents the semi-auto-biographi-

cal tale of divorce, tennis, and grow-

ing up in 80s Brooklyn. His latest is

much like Wes Anderson's works

(Baumbach co-wrote The Life Aquat-

ic), but without all the distracting

stuff that disengages the viewer from

the story.

Not here, as Baumbach's film has

a great big teenaged heart in the

form of Jesse Eisenberg (last seen

in Roger Dodger), whose bitter jour-

ney through his parents' split is the
motivation for his acting out. Laura
Linney and Jeff Daniels also barely
contain their flaws and their fury

as his divorcing parents (Daniels
in particular is the very portrait of

pomposity). Following his failed writ-

er's flawed logic, this film is certainly

"the filet" of this year's crop.

7 2046 - While many said that

Wong-Kar Wai's latest film (and fol-

low-up to his immaculately rendered
In the Mood For Love) was rife with
problems and looked as if it would
never be finished, the result of this

fragmented series of love stories is a
beautifully conceived film about love

and loss and the seemingly impen-
etrable boundary between the two.

The futuristic epic features in-

credible performances from China's

most beautiful actresses (you really

can't ask for more beyond Gong Li,

Faye Wong, Ziyi Zhang, and Maggie
Cheung), and Tony Leong reprises
his role as the heartbroken bachelor
who missed his chance to fulfill his

love and must endlessly replay this

loss within the present day (Hong
Kong of 1962) and the science fiction

stories that he writes to express that

void.

Because of its fragmented nature

and its movement between eras,

Wong Kar-Wai once again establish-

es himself as one of the world's finest

auteurs.

8. The World- An amusement park

in Beijfng that has all the earth's land-

marks in their miniature form serves

as a metaphor for this rumination of

China's emergence in the global land-

scape. The hyper-commercialization

of the country looms in the back-

ground of this tale of youth who face

a bleak and uncertain future.

Communication is also strained

and a life of imagination is represent-

ed in brilliant animated sequences

where one of the main characters

uses her cellphone. Heartbreakingly

evocative. The World manages to

capture the distinct spirit of the piv-

otal moment that China finds itself in

on the world stage while also point-

ing towards the continuing struggle

that the country faces as it finds it-

self caught between the old and the

new.

9. Jarhead- It seemed that nobody
liked this movie (judging by the re-

views), and judging from the film's

box-office take, nobody went to see

it, either. While many argued that

this Gulf War drama wasn't 'political'

enough, wasn't violent enough, or
that Sam Mendes wasn't the director

to tell this story, I think it is one of the
best war movies in years (outside of

Three Kings). The way Mendes tells

the story, he shows that it's more im-

portant to depict the alienation and
isolation of the individual soldiers

than it is to make them stand for

something.

What Jarhead offers is a represen-
tation of a war that we had largely

disowned and forgotten about, and
that was over in a blink of an eye.

The film portrays the mundane and
insane details of an excessively male
culture whose participants have
nothing to do but become even more
male and more excessive. In this

sense, the film is a stark reminder
of what Americans are asking when
they send their young overseas—not
to mention the mental and physical
trials they face there.

10. Munich - Following the logic of
the rest of this list, Steven Spielberg's

latest has the distinction (along with
Syriana) of saying the most unpleas-

ant things about one of the most
pivotal topics of our time. By placing

the Middle East conflict within a his-

torical perspective, Spielberg nobly

attempts to elevate the dispute into

some sort of cinematic debate.

Rather than expressing the re-

demptive logic that usually follows

any discussion of the Israeli/Pales-

tinian conflict, Spielberg and screen-

writer Tony Kushner wisely address

some of the peripheral issues that

fuel the fire (including the role of

terrorism in the nation-building pro-

cess, and international spy agencies'

part in funding these organizations),

and reveal that the struggle is not

as simple as the occupation of one
country by another, but rather also

involves the rest of the world's re-

sponsibility and collusion in perpet-

uating the ongoing standoff.

The film, then, is a long-awaited

moderate statement that lays blame
at the feet of all, and having ad-

dressed the problems, offers hope
of a solution through the very repre-

sentation of those issues.

Colin Tait is the Varsity's former
film critic, currently doing a
Masters in film at UBC. lie's kind
enough to occasionally check in

with his old stompinggrounds,
so we gave him a fancy-sounding

title to encourage him to keep con-

tributing (but we know he misses
us as much as we miss him).
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Hart House Theatre

and the UC Follies Musical Theatre Company present

Richard O'Brien's
_
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Attention All Full-Time Undergraduate Students

Meloche Monnex

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
SPRING 2006 ELECTIONS

SAC, YOUR STUDENTS' UNION
LOCAL 98, CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

The Students' Administrative Council, your students' union, is holding

its Spring 2006 Elections to fill the following positions:

Position Seat{fl

Division 1

^ Victona Cc^i^^^^^^^^^^
University College 2

Innis College ^ i

Saint Michael s College 1
2

New College ^^^^^^^^^B
Trinity College 1

Woodsworth College 2

Toronto School of Theology 1

At-Large Arts and Science Rep 2

Division 11

Faculty of Music 1

Faculty of Dentistry

Faculty of Nursing
^

.-

Faculty of Medicinf- 1

Faculty of Pharmai^ \ 1

Faculty of Law 1

Faculty of Engineenng
'2

Faculty of Physical Education 1

At-Large Faculty Representative 2

Division ill

Mississauga Campus

Executive

Chairperson

Vice-President Internal and Services

Vice-President Equity

Vice-President External

Vice-President University Affairs

Vice-President UTIVl

N.B. iVIore seats may become availble. Contact the SAC offices for updates.

To run for a position, pick up a nomination package during

the nomination period at one of the SAC offices. Please keep in

mind the dates and deadlines.

Dates

Election Nominations Monday. January 30, 2006, 9am to

Friday February 3, 2006 at NOON

Ail-candidates Meeting Wednesday, February 15. 2006 at 7pm

Executive Election
Campaign Period

Monday, February 27, 2006 at noon to

Friday, March 10, 2006 at 5pm

Executive Election
Voting Period

Wednesday March 8, 2006 to Fnday
March 10 at 5pm.

Executive Election Results Friday March 10, 2006 at 7 pm

Divisional Election
Campaign Period

Monday March 27, 2006 at NOON to

Friday April 7, 2006 at 5PM.

Divisional Election
Voting Period

Wednesday, April 5, 2006 to Friday

April 7. 2006 at 5PM

Divisional Election Results Friday April 7. 2006 at 7PM

Referenda Campaigning Monday March 27. 2006 at NOON to

Friday April 7, 2006 at 5PM.

Referenda Voting Wednesday. April 5, 2006 to Friday

April 7, 2006 at 5PM

Referenda Results In conjunction with the Divisional

Election Results

For more information, visit our students' union website at

www.uoftsac.ca or contact the Chief Returning Officer at

cro@sac.utoronto.ca or telephone 416-978-4911 x 229.

SAC St. George office:

SAC Mississauga office:

12 Hart House Circle

Hours: Monday to Friday 9 am to 5pm
Student Centre, Room 131

Hours: Monday to Friday 9 am to 5 pm
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Cloning scandal update

A panel of Seoul National Universi-

ty experts reviewing the research

of Dr. Hwang Woo-suk on human
embryo cloning ruled Monday
that his team's results were faked.

In 2004, Hwang made waves with

claims of having cloned a hu-

man embryo. Hwang has been
embroiled in controversy since

it emerged last year that he had
been untruthful about the source

of some of the eggs used in his

experiments. "The stem cell num-
ber one which was documented
in the 2004 Science paper was
not a stem cell originated from a

cloned human embryo," the panel

of experts concluded in a state-

ment. They did, however, accept

Hwang's claim of having produced
the world's first cloned dog.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: BBC News

A caste of cooks

It seems everyone, including baby

ants, helps out with the cooking in

some ant colonies. Dr. Deby Cas-

sill at the University of South Flor-

ida tracked the fate of fruit flies as

they moved through the colony

of the insect-eating ant Pheidole

spadonia. Soldiers start supper

by slaughtering flies, while work-

ers carve up the carcasses and

drop the chunks of meat into shal-

low bowl-like depressions on the

stomachs of the worm-like baby

ants called larvae. The larvae

drool digestive enzymes into the

bowl and marinate the meat for

five hours, dissolving it into meat

stew. Workers then suck-up the

stew and serve it to the rest of the

colony. The study shows that ant

larvae are not helpless baby free-

loaders, but actively contribute to

the day-to-day running of the ant

colony.

-CHRIS DAMDAR

Source: Insectes Sociaux

Warming warning

Massive dumping of fresh melt

water—from melting glaciers,

say—in the North Atlantic Ocean

was the likely cause of a bout of

climate warming around 8,000

years ago, according to simula-

tions done by a Columbia Univer-

sity graduate student. The sudden

influx of fresh water disrupts the

ocean currents responsible for

circulating heat around the globe.

AUegra LeGrande also showed

that the resulting fall in tempera-

ture throughout northern Europe

caused by this disruption was not

as great as previously thought

Moreover, LeGrande's simulations

showed that after falling off dra

matically ocean circulation prob

ably rebounded within 50 to 150

years.

-M.G.

Source: Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences

Turning back on Skule
AFTER RISING FOR DECADES, THE NUMBER OF WOMEN IN ENGINEERING IS FALLING

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Faced with falling numbers of fe-

male applicants and students, U of

T's engineering faculty is starting to

reach out to ever-younger women to

promote the engineering profession.

'The grades that are the most impor-

tant are seven and eight," said Marta

Ecsedi, dean's advisor on women's
issues. "By the time you're in [Grade

9], you've made your decision."

There are two reasons for the

drop in female participation in engi-

neering, Ecsedi explained. First, the

four-year high school curriculum is

very compressed, making it difficult

for students to fulfill their engineer-

ing prerequisites if they don't start

early. Second, young women tend

to aim for "care-giving professions,"

and they don't see engineering as

such. "They're opting to apply to

Life Sciences," Ecsedi said.

According to the Canadian Coun-

cil for Professional Engineers

(CCPE), the proportion of women
enrolled in engineering programs at

Canadian universities fell last year

for the third year in a row, to 18.5

per cent (see chart). On the bright

side, there are more women in en-

gineering than in 1990. Though the

engineering student body in Canada
increased by 54 per cent between
1990 and 2004, the number of wom-
en enrolled in engineering doubled,

from 5,022 to 10,218.

At U of T, though, the numbers

look worse. The proportion of

women has fallen to around 20 per

cent, from a high of 29 per cent a few

years ago, faculty registrar Barbara

McCann noted. In effect, more wom-
en are graduating from engineering

than enrolling. The make-up of the

faculty's chemical engineering pro-

gram is telling: the fourth-year class

is 62 per cent female; in the first-year

class, however, only 39 per cent are.

Canadian engineering schools

are stepping up their outreach pro-

grams to stem these losses. Ecsedi

pointed to an event held last Octo-

ber called "Go Eng Girl!," organized

by engineering schools at several

Canadian cities for women in Grades

7-10. The Toronto event drew 500 of

them. Female engineers, research-

ers, and industry professionals

shared their life experiences. The

speakers were selected to highlight

'the caring side of the profession,"

as Ecsedi put it. And that was just

a start. "We need to do things on a

bigger scale," she said.

And in Dr. Cristina Amon, of Carn-

egie Mellon University, U of T's en-

gineering faculty may have found

itself another role model. She will

become the faculty's new dean in

July.

U of T student groups are also

doing their part. Tahmina Afroz

Engineering Ersroiment (139&=100)

ISO T

%m

and Dominica Yi, who run Women
in Science and Engineering (WISE)

Toronto, said that their group vis-

its Toronto-area middle schools to

speak about career opportunities

for women in science and engineer-

ing. They do so without promoting

a specific university. WISE Toronto

put on presentations at three To-

ronto-area schools in 2005; this

year, Afroz and Yi plan to visit many

more.

The Varsity consulted engineering

students on the issue in the atrium

of the Sandford Fleming building, on

Monday afternoon.

"1 don't think a better sales pitch"

is the solution to getting more wom-

en interested in engineering, said

Agnes Durlik, a fourth-year chemi-

cal engineer. "1 don't believe in ad-

vertising."

Instead, Durlik stressed good

teaching. "I understood the sub-

jects because I had good teachers,"

she asserted. One such, an OAC
chemistry teacher, warmed Durlik

to chemical engineering; another,

a civil engineering prof, has gotten

her thinking about graduate school.

Most women interviewed did not

seem bothered by the preponder-

ance of males in engineering. Sec-

ond-year chemical engineer Katrina

MacDonald said that growing up

with a lot of males around had pre-

HEADING FOR THE EXIT: The proportion

of women in Canadian engineering pro-

grams has fallen for three years in a row,

from a high of 20.6 per cent in 2001.

pared her for it.

MacDonald made light about the

women of engineering. "We're not

really girls," she said. "1 find that

most girls that go into engineering

tend to be tomboyish types."

Ellen Chan, a second-year mate-

rials engineer sitting across from

MacDonald had a different reason

for pursuing engineering. "My dad's

an engineer," she said. "It was al-

ways an option."

Chan's mother, it turned out, is a

nurse. This news traveled around

the table, and to the adjacent one,

causing commotion.

"My dad's an engineer, and my
mom's almost a nurse!" someone

else exclaimed.

"Your dad knew how to pick them,"

MacDonald quipped to Chan.

(A few decades ago, male-domi-

nated engineering and female-

heavy nursing used to have social

events together. During Frosh Week,

engineers still stomp around yelling

"Who do we like? Nurses!"—among
other things.)

Chan dismissed the lack of wom-
en in engineering as just another

campus stereotype. "Yeah, it's like,

we don't like writing, we don't like

English, we [only] do lab reports,'

she mocked.

DETROIT CAR SHOW PREVIEW

Smaller, fuel-efficient cars are the

trend at the automotive industry's

premiere event this year. Toyota is

unveiling a hybrid version of the

Camry—North America's best sell-

ing car last year, with 431,703 sold.

This reflects consumer demand

for hybrid vehicles, in the wake of

$70-a-barrel oil—sales of Toyota's

Prius hybrid doubled to 107,897 in

2005. American car giants General

Motors and Ford, meanwhile, will

introduce some muscular cars,

including a Ford Mustang convert-

ible.

TRACKING THE PAST

Archaeologists in Australia have

found the largest group of Stone

Age footprints around the dried-up

remains of an Australian lake. The

124 prints, almost 20,000 years old,

were made by a diverse group, in-

cluding six adults, a teenager, and

a child. One person seems to have

been running at nearly 20 kilome-

tres per hour, on par with our top

athletes, and some grew to be over

1.8 metres tall.

RETINAMIDE TO THE RESCUE

Researchers in Spain have found

that retinamide, a derivative of

vitamin A, is safe and effective in

specifically targeting and killing

the cancerous lymphoblast cells

that cause leukemia. The mecha-

nisms of this process are not yet

well understood but could lead to

effective and patient-specific treat-

ments in the future.

FLOWER POWER
A chemical in sunflowers stunts

the growth of HIV, the virus that

causes AIDS. Some sunflowers se-

crete a chemical called dicaffeoyl

quinic acid (DCQA) which prevents

fungal diseases from infecting the

plant. The same chemical prevents

HIV from infecting cells grown in a

Petri plate. The chemical promises

to extend the life of persons infect-

ed with HIV.

-JENNIFER BATES, CHRIS DAMOAR &

MIKE GHENU
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Art and science: Lightman has it both ways
Jennifer Bates

STAFF POSITION

"Ever since I was a young boy, my
passions have been divided between

science and art." So begins A Sense

of the Mysterious, a collection of es-

says by MIT physics-turned-humani-

ties-professor Alan Lightman. In

lyrical and elegant prose, Lightman

walks the reader through his inter-

nal struggle to reconcile his two pas-

sions. Juxtaposing science and art,

he examines the similarities and dif-

ferences, the advantages and short-

comings of these disciplines.

For example, Lightman uses a

striking metaphor to reveal how
science and art are the result of the

same creative thought process. Hav-

ing experienced creative epiphanies

in both disciplines, he writes that

moments of intense scientific and
artistic discovery are marked by, "an

experience completely without ego,

without any thought about conse-

quences or approval or fame... [like]

sailing a round-bottomed boat in

strong wind ... [when] a great hand
has suddenly grabbed hold and flung

you across the surface like a skim-

ming stone."

Conversely, Lightman argues that

there lies a fundamental difference

in the study of art and science. While

a scientist is obsessed with posing

questions with quantifiable answers,

an artist seeks the answer to ques-

tions to which there may be no sin-

gle answer. "Science is powerful, but

it has limitations. Just as the world

needs both certainty and uncertain-

ty, the world needs questions with

answers and questions without an-

swers." It is this uncertainty that so

engages Lightman, becoming a per-

vading theme in his life and work.

Lightman resists simplifying life

in his essays. Instead, he embraces

its complexity. This is evident in his

brief yet insightful accounts of the

lives and work of four very brilliant,

very different, and very public scien-

tists of the twentieth century.

The first is Albert Einstein, who in

one breath is described by Lightman

as "brilliant, supremely self-confi-

dent, brutally honest, witty, stub-

born—Einstein was above all else

a loner." He is shown to be a man

of endless contradictions, but more
importantly, he is shown to be but

a man (a fact often easily lost in the

Einstein mythology).

The second is Richard Feynman,

genius, eccentric, rogue, safe-crack-

er (you'll have to read to book to find

that one out) and closet sentimental-

ist.

The third is Edward Teller, a walk-

ing controversy and a character that

Lightman cannot sketch without

describing two completely different

men. "There are two Edward Tellers.

There is a warm, vulnerable, hon-

estly conflicted, idealistic Teller, and

there is a maniacal, dangerous, and

devious Teller."

The fourth is Vera Rubin, pioneer,

intellectual revolutionary, passion-

ate, dreamer, and well-rounded hu-

man being.

Lightman's accounts of the lives of

these four individuals are interesting

and surprising, contradicting pre-

conceived notions and providing in-

sights about these scientific giants.

Alan Lightman's essays take the

reader on a journey. We are made to

see the world from the point of view

of a scientist and a humanist all at

once. The collection is poetic, burst-

ing with metaphors and philosophy

but at the same time gripping with

logical, informative, and well-written

arguments. Do 1 contradict myself?

Very well, then I contradict myself,

as Whitman would say. It seems as

if the world is a living contradiction.

Certainly, that of Alan Lightman is.

WRFTE FOR SCIENCE!

Come out to The VarsityMs week

and learn everything you wanted to

know about science writing—but

were afraid to ask. If you can

speak, read, write, and "enjoy"

talking to scientists—as opposed

to actually doing science—science
writing may be ttie thing for you,

WHAT: Science section meeting

WHEN: Wednesday, January 11

at 2 p.m., and Friday, January 13,

at noon.

WHERE: 21 Sussex Ave, 2nd floor

(south-west corner of Huron St.

and Sussex Ave.)

Truth, is Stranger Than Fiction

MAMMOTHS RELOADED?
The Woolly Mammoth, extinct for

10,000 years, made some big splash-

es in the tail-end of 2005. Right be-

fore Christmas, labs working inde-

pendently in Germany and Canada
reported they had sequenced or

decoded large portions of DNA
from the ancient beast, a discov-

ery that could theoretically lead to

mammoths grown in test tubes and
the resurrection of the species.

The researchers, including genet-

icist Dr. Hendrik Poinar at McMas-
ter University, extracted the DNA
from bones of a 28 000 year-old

mammoth unearthed by paleon-

tologists in Siberia, whose dry and
icy permafrost layer has yielded

remarkably preserved mammoth
specimens over the latter half of

last century. Poinar decoded 30

million base pairs of DNA, which

represents a mere one per cent of

the mammoth's genome. Poinar

hopes to crack the remaining 99

per cent in the next two years with

the help of imminent technological

advancements and the collabora-

tion of labs worldwide. When com-
pletely cracked, the DNA sequence
could yield the blueprint of the

mammoth body as well as the re-

lationship of mammoths to their

Indian and African elephant cous-

ins. But more fantastically, it may
even be possible to resurrect mam-
moths Jurassic Park style.

Does this mean that one day we

will be gawking at mammoths as

they graze behind electric fences?

Although many scientists argue

that it is much too early to think

about Pleistocene Park, Poinar is al-

legedly planning a conference deal-

ing with the ethics and morals of

resurrecting extinct creatures. But

why don't you ask him yourself?

Poinar will be speaking at U of T on
January 29, as part of the RCl's Sci-

ence on Sunday Series (www.psych.

utoronto.ca/~rci/). Stay tuned for

more coverage.

- CHRIS DAMDAR

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

« Comprehensive Teaching Materials

e? Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

0 Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924-3240/1-800-7J9-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

Enjoy all the LEAFS game£
'Huge Patio 'Poker Night %

•Wl Gam ' Pool, daitandgam^
• Catch all your sports action on tmM
large Ws • l^ondayand weekend^^

wing and beerspecial %
1075 Bay St., south of Bioor^

YOU WANT TO KNOW WHERE AND WHEN TO VOTE?

Voter information card

Keep the voter information card we sent you.
It has ali the information you'll need to vote,
and you'll get through the voting process more
quickly if you have it with you.

To vote, you must be a Canadian citizen and be
at least 18 years old on election day.

ON MONDAY, JANUARY 23, VOTE.

If you haven't received your voter Information
card, or if you received it but found an error in your
name or address, please contact your local Elections
Canada office now. You'll find the telephone number at
www.elections.ca by clicking on the Voter Information
Service icon.

www.elections.ca
1 800 463-6868 toll-free in Canada and the United States
001 800 514-6868 toll-free in Mexico

g TTY 1 800 361-8935 for people who are deaf or hard of hearing
toll-free in Canada and the United States or (613) 991-2082 from anywhere Elections Canada
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Mssrs. Perfect

The last four days have been excellent

for the men's basketball team. This

super squad defeated Laurier (3-7) on

January 5 and Waterloo (6-5) on Janu-

ary 8, running their record to 2-0 after

the December holidays.

Mike Williams had the golden touch

against Laurier, scoring 19 points in 28

minutes on the floor. Dwayne Grant

poured in 18 of his own points for the

Blues (8-2).

Laurier's attackwas led by Rob Innes,

who led ail scorers with 21 points.

Paul Sergautis paced all shooters

with 21 points in the win over Water-

loo. The Blues are only two points out

of the Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) east division lead after defeat-

ing the Golden Hawks and Warriors.

—MATTSOMERS

Mmes. Had-an-Average-

Week
The women's team has gone 1-1 since

the start of January. They were de-

feated 89-84 by Laurier, but rallied to

destroy Waterloo 62-35.

Kaila Macalpine scored 20 points

against Laurier (6-5) to lead the Blues

(6-5), while Meaghan McGrath led the

Golden Hawks with 24 points. Chris-

tine Gibson added 19 points for Lau-

rier.

Every Blue hcMj a point in the blow-

out of the Warriors, and the same

can't be said about Waterloo, liana

Weissberger led all Blues with ten

points in the game.

Erin Button chipped in eight points

for the Warriors in a losing cause.

Toronto is currently six points be-

hind the York Lions for the OUA east

division lead.

—MS

Who needs Superman
when you have real-life

heroes
It's not every day that someone in-

volved in U of T athletics is named a

hero by a national magazine, and it's

even more surprising when that indi-

vidual is not an active participant in

any sport. But this year U of T's sports

information coordinator, Adrian Brad-

bury, along with fellow GuluWalk co-

founder Kieran Hayward, pulled off

that great achievement.

Bradbury and Hayward were rec-

ognized in the "heroes" section in the

year-end issue of Maclean's entitled

"Newsmakers 2005" for bringing the

plight of Ugandan children to the

world's attention. They were among
elite company, including the likes of

John Gomery, Bono, and Nelson Man-

dela.

GuluWalk began last July. At that

time Bradbury and Hayward decided

to walk from Victoria Park subway sta-

tion to Nathan Phillips Square, a dis-

tance similar to that which children in

Gulu must walk every night to reach

the safety of the nearest town.

The initiative culminated in an in-

ternational GuluWalk day, where peo-

ple from all over the world marched in

support of the children of Gulu.

Congratulations, boys, and keep up

the good work.

-MS

Fuelled by turkey and good

cheer

The men's hockey team did something

last week they haven't done all year;

they won two hockey games in the

span of three days. The Blues (2-11-1-0)

defeated Ryerson (0-12-1-1) in a home-

and-home series to earn their first wins

of the season.

The women's team (6-5-0-2) finished

in second place at the Theresa Humes
Invitational tournament at Concordia

last week and begin the second half of

the regular season this weekend against

Laurier and York at Varsity Arena.

-MS

Looking a little sluggish after a long layoff

Pete Cunningham

Coming off of a phenomenal first half

of the season (10-1 in conference

play), the women's volleyball team
had high hopes coming into the 16th

annual national invitational tourna-

ment.

Hosting the sixth-ranked Montreal

Carabins, the tenth-ranked Winnipeg

Wesmen, the Manitoba Bisons, and

cross-town rival the York Lions, the

Blues' expectations were not realized

as the team dropped all four of their

contests en route to a last-place fin-

ish.

"We didn't capitalize on oppor-

tunities and squandered too many
leads," coach Kristine Drakich said.

"We were a little tired. The trip ( an

exhibition tour in Vancouver) took a

lot out of us."

The Blues never found their rhythm

and the team's sole constant was its

tendency to let opponents back into

the match. Toronto dropped as many
contests in the first day, two, as they

had in the first half of season.

"1 don't think we played as well as

we have been," said Drakich. "I also

don't think we're quite as good as we
will be just yet."

The Blues will look to get back to

their winning ways this Friday when
they travel to St. Catherine's to take

on the Brock Badgers (2-7) and aim

for revenge on York Sunday at the

Athletic Centre.

The Blues drew the tournament

favourite Montreal (8-2) in their first

game of day one. After seeing Manito-

ba defeat Winnipeg in five sets earlier

in the day, this looked to be a preview

of the final, as the two teams exhib-

ited what appeared to be an elevated

level of play as compared to the first

contest.

In the opening frame the Blues' ear-

ly lead disintegrated under the power

hits of Carbins Myriam Aboumerchi

and Laetitia Tchoualack as Montre-

al took the first set, 25-22. Toronto

countered in the second frame, as

Melinda Lee and Asya Danilova kept

the Blues in it with big play after big

play, squaring the second set with a

25-21 victory.

The third set was a back-and-forth

battle as the Blues forced set-point

twice on the Carabins. It proved to be

not enough as Montreal eventually

clawed to a 29-27 victory.

In what would prove to be a recur-

ring theme for the Blues the entire

weekend, the fourth set started with

an early Toronto charge followed by
a complete drought, as the Carabins

coasted to a 25-17 victory, closing out

the game 3-1.

After Winnipeg defeated York in

the next contest and Manitoba up-

set Montreal, the Blues were look-

ing to find their rhythm against a

York squad that they had handled

in straight sets earlier in the season.

The Lions (6-3), however, returned

the favour as they handed the Blues

a straight-set defeat to close out the

action on day one.

It would not get any easier for the

Blues in their first match of day two,

taking on a Manitoba squad (5-5) that

was undefeated after day one.

Early on Toronto looked to be on
their way to blemishing that record,

as Blue Leah Towell came to life,

smashing the majority of her 12 kills

en route to a 25-17 set one victory.

As had been the case in day one, the

Blues failed to keep the momentum
throughout the entire match and

dropped the next three sets.

Toronto's final match of the round

robin had the Blues facing a Winnipeg

team (7-3) looking to rebound after

getting swept by Montreal earlier in

the day. Toronto won the opening set

25-19, but was stifled after that. The
Blues' powerful attack was countered

by the defence of Winnipeg's Kaitlyn

Jackson, who led the Wesmen with

nine blocks. Motivated by her, Win-

nipeg went on to win the set and the

next two, ending Toronto's hopes of

participating in the medal rounds of

day three.

Rounding out the tournament, the

Wesmen went on to defeat York 3-1

for the bronze medal in the final day
of competition, while Montreal took

the gold with a 3-1 victory over the

previously undefeated Manitoba Bi-

sons.

The Carabins' Melody Benhamou
took home tournament MVP honours
after recording 39 kills and 17 blocks

throughout the tournament. Joining

Benhamou on the tournament all-

star squad was teammate Myriam
Aboumerchi, Manitoba's Katherine

Davidson and Erin Nieuwenburg,

York's Nicole Carleton-Burnham,

Winnipeg's Jackson, and Towell of

the Blues.

Inspirational intramurals
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It's not very often that a journalist gets

to pat himself on the back. So when
such an opportunity comes about, it's

almost impossible to resist.

On that note, I'd like to congratulate

the University College division two

basketball team that was crowned

Intramural div. two champions this

past November. The victory was a

culmination of a journey that began

four years ago as a laughing stock,

but has ended at the top; it was a

journey that I am proud to have been

involved in.

Stories like mine are certainly not

rarities among the intramural ranks,

and as much as 1 could go on and on

about my own tales of intramural

competition, there were several other

exciting playoff runs that capped off

the 2005 fall season. The following

is a recap of some of the intramural

squads that took home top spot this

past season;

Basketball: The fact that every

championship game was decided by

six points or fewer shows how ex-

tremely balanced and competitive

this sport is across all of its divisions.

The Faculty of Physical Education of

Health (FPEH) and Victoria College

(VC) took home the co-ed cham-

pionships, while the University of

Toronto at Mississauga (UTM) and

the Department of Physical Therapy

and Occupational Therapy (PT/OT)

dominated the women's ranks. On
the men's side, Where's Darko? won
the division three title, and SMC/ln-

nis topped division four. The men's

division one schedule is at its halfway

break with University College (UC)

leading the way with an undefeated

record.

Flag Football: In a game that

featured no offensive touchdowns,

the Faculty of Engineering (Skule)

won its second straight men's divi-

sion one flag football crown, regis-

tering a 7-0 victory over the Faculty

of Law. St. Michael's College (SMC)

needed overtime to knock off a joint

Innis College/OISE squad to capture

the men's division two title. In wom-
en's division one, the University of To-

ronto at Scarborough (UTSC) Deuces

defeated the UTSC Titans in a battle

of UTSC teams, and in div two, PT/

OT squeaked by St. Hilda's College to

secure its first flag football champion-

ship in recent memory.

Volleyball: A different college or

faculty was crowned champ in each

division, once again giving evidence

of the competitiveness of the intra-

mural program. Skule, New College

and Trinity College captured the co-

ed championships for divisions 1-3,

respectively, while Pharmacy and

the School of Graduate Studies (SGS)

took home their respective women's

titles. In the men's divisions, SMC and

Woodsworth College were victorious

in finals both decided by 2-1 scores.

Ultimate Frisbee; In the division 1 fi-

nal. Law knocked off UC quite handily.

PT/OT marched through the division

two playoffs en route to a convinc-

ing 7-3 victory over a joint SMC/Innis

team.

Rugby: SMC also took home the

Nankivell Trophy (intramural rugby's

top prize) for 2005 after dominating

the schedule and posting an unde-

feated 7-0 record. They defeated Skule

11-5 in the final to secure the title.

Soccer: In men's soccer, SGS, VC,

and the Romanian Soccer Club were

all crowned champions. Victoria Col-

lege needed overtime to crack a 0-0

score versus Rotman in the division

two final, while SGS stunned Skule

by shutting them out in the div. one
championship game. In the women's
bracket, UTSC won its third straight

division one championship, with St.

Hilda's and PT/OT knocking off tra-

ditional powerhouses to win the div.

two and div. three titles, respectively.

Hockey: The women's hockey di-

visions featured two championship

teams that cruised to their respective

titles. In division one. UTSC didn't

suffer a loss throughout the entire

season, and Skule posted a pair of

shutout victories in the playoffs to be-

come div. two champs.

The men's side featured an incred-

ible display of talent and some ex-

tremely exciting finishes. FPEH won
in the division one contact league to

secure its first hockey championship
since 2003, whereas in the division

one non-contact final Trinity Col-

lege blew out defending champions
UTSC 8-2. After narrowly making the

playoffs and winning its semifinal in

a shootout, the UTSC division two
non-contact squad shut Innis out to

regain dominance in that division.

SGS Phys./Chem. took home the div.

three non-contact title, while in div.

four non-contact it was Pharmacy
that was crowned champion.

The above results certainly reflect

a healthy intramural program that is

fueled by a projected 9,000 partici-

pants spread over countless sports

and divisions. Although there are

traditional powerhouses, several of

the outcomes from the fall season

indicate that balance and competi-

tiveness are at the forefront of U of T
intramurals—a point also shown by
the several close races for the college

and faculty year-end awards.

With the program operating at full

capacity and waiting lists for almost

every sport, there is no question that

anticipation for the 2006 winter term
is extremely high. With teams primed
to take another run at the top, new
stories are destined to take shape

—

some brand new. others several years

in the making.
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//SENSATIONAL SWIMMER

Orlagh O'Kelly gives it her all during the finals of the women's 400ni freestyle event on Monday. She helped lead the Blues'

women's squad to a 93-65 victory over the McMaster Marauders. The men's team defeated their McMaster counterparts 92-65

on the same day. The women are currently ranked second in the nation, while the men are ranked fifth in the CIS.

JAN 18 -FEB 4, 2006
Adults - $20, Students & Seniors - $12

BOX OFFICE
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GilH^EMI www.harthousetheatre.ca,

ScienceCareers.org

now with Next Wave

SEE me M0V(E..fl£4D THE BOOK "GLORV flOAD" AVA/UBl£ WOW WHtRaCfl BOOKS ARE SOLD

OPENS FRIDAY, JANUARY 13, ATA THEATRE NEAR YOU

The leading science careers website just got better

In addition to a newly redesigned website with

easier navigation, ScienceCareers.org now
includes Next Wave, the essential online

careers magazine — all for free.

• Hundreds of job postings

• Career tools from Next Wave
• Resume/CV Database
• Grant information

• Career Forum

ScienceCareers-org

We knoiV science
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PEANUT & CIRCLE By Chris Krause
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WANNA WRITE FOR NEWS? INTERVIEW SOME POLITICOS? OF COURSE YOU DO. COME TO THE MEETING.

THURS. JAN. 19, 21 SUSSEX AVE, 2ND FLOOR. NEWS@THEVARSITY.CA

Focus on your i
; ,

e-possibilities l£

Bachelor of Applied Business

e-Business
Degree

HUMBER
The Business School

Learn from industry professionals

Gain real-world business skills

Experience a four-month paid work term

Obtain a four-year specialized degree

Have the freedom to pick and choose

For additional details on this unique de^ee:

Edmund Baumann, Program Coordinator
416.675.6622, ext. 3337
edmund.baumann@humber.ca

www.business.humber.ca

Fly for FREE to London
when you buy one of the following Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06:

European Explorer

Ultimate European

European Adventurer

47-Day Camping

HOL-IOAyS for ia-3S's

Or fly at special discounted rates

when you buy other selected Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06 - ask your

Travel CUTS consultant for more details.

BOOK EflRLy...SPflOE IG LIMITED AND IT WON T LAST LONG!

' Aj)pliC3ble tours must be booked and paid in full between )3n.02 - March 31/06. Space is limited, and may

sell out before this date. Weekend surcharges, taxes, and other government/aicline/service fees not

included. Valid Irrtemational Student Identity Card (ISIC) required. Terms a, conditions apply

/» CUTS '5 r>«r.ed aT) operated iv 'he Canadian Fcde-ation of Students. TICO «132"1998

fkVARSITY

Come play

for our

team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

I Saffron €r^^

Fabulous Lunch Buffet $9.95

Seeking a meaningful and satisfying career?

One Year Bachelor ofJournalism
^ Print, Radio, Television and On Line

UNIVERSITY OF

KING'S
COLLEGE-HAI.IF.^X

Cont^t The Registrar

University of King's College

Halifax, Nova Scotia

(902) 422-1271 ext. 123

adniissions@uldngs.ns.ca

www.ukings.ns.ca

Secure your future with a

University of Waterloo

Master's or PhD degree.

The best overall university in Canada according to Maclean's.

Uaiversitv of

Waterloo

w

I
a

^^^^^

% 1

iV!

Graduate programs are offered by our six faculties:

Applied Health Sciences

Environmental Studies

Arts

Mathematics

Engineering

Science

For more information, visit: WWW.grad.UWaterloo.ca

or contact: Graduate Studies Office gsoffice@uwaterloo.ca

University of Waterloo 519-888-456?, ext. 5411

Waterloo, Ontario

Best Overall • Most Innovative • Leaders of Tomorrow • Highest Quality

/ 11:30AM.-10:30RM. Q
416.850.3179,

www.toronto.com/saffrontree

91 Gerrard Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSG 2A7

Aaoss from Hospital for Sicl( Ctiildien
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fHIS WEEK'S

GANES
FRIDAY. lAW. I i

Women's Hockey

vs. Laurier

7:30 p.m.

Varsity Arena

5ATWRPAY« JAM, 14
Men'sVolleyball

vs. Windsor
I p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

SMHPAY, JAM. i5
Women's Volleyball

vs. York

I p.m.
Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

Women's Hockey

vs. York

5 p.m.

Varsity Arena
wvm.varsityblues.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

EARN THOUSANDS. PRE-SELL

TICKETS TO THE NEW YOU SHOW-
North Americas Largest Beauty and Cos-

metic Enhancement ConsumerShow held

at the Metro Toronto Centre January IS-

IS. Tickets valued at $12 each and receive

50% of the proceeds. It's that simple. An
easy sell as giveaways and samples at the

show are worth far more than the ticket

itself. Call Lori at 416-777-9896.

CHILDREN'S PRESENTERS NEEDED
To present fun hands-on activities in

schools and at b-day parties. Car and exp.

with kids req'd. No science background

needed. Exciting activities such as slime

and rockets. Pay: $20/class. CALL MAD
SCIENCE TODAY AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31.

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 Vi hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team

& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Mt. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many

majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and 5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

VOLUNTEER MENTORS NEEDED

to assist students (grades 5-8) one-on-one

to complete challenging projects meeting

one hour weekly for 10-12 weeks. Mentor

orientation is at the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education, U of T. Please con-

tactJohn Bertram (416-429-5869). Website:

pmc@primementors.ca.

SUMMER CAMP NORTH OF MONTREAL:

Hiring Supervisory staff, counsel-

ors, Canoe, Kayak, Sailing, Pottery,

Arts&Crafts, Beadmaking, Drama, Photo.

Football, Soccer, Archery, Basketball,

-^NURS1NG STUDENTS to assist doctor.

camp@bellnet.ca

MISCELLANEOUS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen. Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

DON'T PARK YOUR BRAIN AT THE

DOOR!

Check out gay-friendly Bloor Street United

Church, 'a community exploring faith,

seeking justice, and living with respect in

creation'. 10:30 a.m. Sundays at .300 Bloor

Street W. at the corner of Bloor and Huron.

www.bloorstreetunited.org

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mic.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

SERVICES

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139, 247, PHYS 110. PASTTESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature'and p.sychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and disser-

tations, from style to format. APA style a

specialty Mary Anne Carswell, MA, MEd,

mcarswell@svmpatico.ca . 416-303-3106.

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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i STORES NOW

Get the competitive edge at CCBC.

We are the inside source tlTat media arts professionais

turn to for all tlie supplies they need to keep wofWng

(Jigilally.

We carry the very best in professicmai produtts: Epson

printers and inks, a wide assortment of Inkjet papers,

LaCie external hardware, DVD media and much more.

We know that you are on your way and we would like to

help you get there, Tliat is why we launclring our new

student pi ogram. Show us your student card to get the

corporate rate discounts today that would normally t)e waiting

for you when you finisiied scirooi.

IHHYWIUTTOfilllUllllirL!

GsniSFESSieiiulllllU

Now it's your turn to get the same treatment that professionals

E
www, CCBC-CIUB.COM

#7 Lfitiiin Ave.

416.360.7-166

393 King St. VV»
416.593,016)

Human Resources Management

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

After just two .semesters, you'll be able to apply your

knowledge, skills and management tools to any human

resource.'- department.

Humbcr can prepare you foi' profes-siona) dosigiiaiion/

accreditation by the Human Resources Professionals

Association of Ontario (HRPAO).

Cull 4 i(?-675-6622, exl, 338/ or aimil graenic.smpson&mmber.m

for further inforntiithn. Applyfor all Rminesi Schoolprograms irt

ihe OCAS wch sile ~ mvv/.otUariocolli'gei.Cii

Seating is Limited!

(Q[ HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca

FINISHING YOUR B.A. or l3.Sc.?
Looking for a weli-paying career as a

health-care professiona!?

Dental Hygiene Academy inc.

What other profession allows you to:

Choose your place of employment - dental office,

hospital community centre, teaching

Choose how many days you wish to work

Be a respected health care professional

Earn a very good income

Phone for our brochure or visit our website.

Regency Dental

Hygiene Academy
481 University Ave. Ste. 400

Toronto, Ontario, MSG 2E9

Phone; (416)341-0100

info@regencydho.ca

wv\/w.regencyclha.com

Only a linnited nunfiber of openings for our

March 2006 class. DON'T DELAY !
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CHEATSHEET

heard

It seems
there was
a secret

deal made
here,

SEE 'VOTING' -THIS PAGE

a&e

One last "Best of 2005"

list—bel you didn t guess we'd

pick Battlestar Galactica

SEE EDITORS' PICKS -PG. 7

science

Dr. Bass wants to put a year-round

garden on your roof

SEE 'GREEN' -PG. 9

sports

The Jays are actually causing some

buzz, and it's only January.

SEE 'JAYS' - PG. 11

history

On January 16, 1605, the first edition of

Miguel de Cervantes' masterwork, and

one of the earliest European novels,

Don Quixote, was sold in Madrid.

red letter

Today is Martin Luther King Jr. Day,

held annually around the January

15 birthday of the iconic civil rights

leader.

todo
com

WEONESDAY.JA.NUARY 18. 8 PM
The Rocky Horror Show at Hart House

Theatre. Through Feb. 4. $12+.

THURSDAY. JANUARY 19 7i.30 PM
Thirteen Hands at Theatre Erinclale (3359

Mississauga Rd N). Through Jan. 28. $8+.

Campus voting sites axed
AFTER LIBERALS COMPLAIN, ELECTIONS CANADA PROHIBITS RESIDENCE VOTING STATIONS

Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

U of T students and members of

student government were shocked
to learn this weekend that students

would no longer be able to vote on
campus.
The speciart^oting s£a.U-QQ5. .were,

planned by the Students' Administra-

tive Council to allow students living

on residence to vote in or near their

own buildings. Elections Canada
nixed the stations in a phone call to

SAC Saturday night, citing legal is-

sues.

"We are shocked and angered by

the irresponsibility and unprofes-

sionalism of Elections Canada," said

SAC president Paul Bretscher in a

statement. "There are 4,000 students

living in residence who were expect-

ing to be able to cast their ballot to-

day. Causing this kind of confusion

for first-time voters will have a ter-

-.Jlble impact on youth voting."

Because concerns about the legal-

ity of the special stations were first

expressed by members of Liberal

Tony lanno's campaign, and not Elec-

tions Canada, canceling the campus
stations may have had a clear politi-

cal motivation, lanno is running for

re-election in Trinity-Spadina (the

larger of U of T's two St. George rid-

ings).

There is some feeling in the rid-

ing that NDP candidate Olivia Chow
stands to gain from higher student

turnout, as there is sizeable NDP sup-

port on campus. (In the last election,

held after students returned home in

the spring, she lost by only about 800
votes.)

Tom Allison, campaign manager
for lanno, confirmed that he called

a party lawyer on Friday, who called

Elections Canada to raise the possi-

bility that the special stations were
not legal. He said that Elections Cana-
da was not aware of the stations, and

Rogues gallery
WE TALKED TO CANDIDATES IN U OF T'S RIDINGS: TORONTO-CENTRE

Bill Graham
:
The defender Michael Shapcott: The activist Lewis Reford : Do it yourself

"I'm proud of the fact that we've put our

country's financial house in order," said Bill

Graham last Thursday at a Toronto-Cen-

tre candidates' debate in Alumni Hall. "Our

country witnesses real prosperity, [and] the

only balanced budget in the western world."

Graham is the Liberal candidate running

for re-election in Toronto-Centre, which in-

cludes the east half of campus.

Before his election, Graham taught inter-

national law at U of T. He went on to serve as

Minister of Foreign Affairs, and is currently

the Mmister of National Defence. He has been

voted best local MP six times in NOW maga-

SEE GRAHAM' - PG 2

"The NDP is the party which delivered results

in the last parliament in terms of more fund-

mg for postsecondary education," he said. "In

our balanced budget bill, bill C-48, we actually

delivered 1.5 billion dollars for postsecondary

education."

Shapcott is running in the Toronto-Centre

riding, which encompasses the east side of

campus, including Victoria and St. Milie's resi-

dences.

A graduate of U of T's law school, Shapcott is

widely l^nown for his worl( on housing and home-

lessness, particularly with the Toronto Disaster

Relief Committee. His activism is so respected

SEE SHAPCOTT -PG 2

Lewis Reford, Conservative candidate for the

Toronto Centre riding, intends to improve the

lives of university students by correcting Lib-

eral fiscal imbalances.

The 45-year-old J.P Morgan securities

broker espouses self-reliance and commu-

nity support over government-based social

programs.

"I believe in self-reliance," he said. "If you

have a problem, try to solve it yourself. If you

can't solve it. seel( help from your family and

friends. If it is beyond their capability then

turn to the government."

Reford hopes to increase the self-reliance

SEE 'REFORD' -PG 2

decided to cancel them. He insists

that he was just trying to make sure

everything was done by the book.

"There are no provisions in [elec-

tions law] for [this special voting] to

take place," he insisted.

"We only asked the question, 'Is

this legal?' And Elections Canada
said 'No.'"

SAC arranged the special vote with
the returning officer for Trinity-Spa-

dina, Nick Ranieri.

Allison claims that they were kept

in the dark about the special vote,

and that at its highest level. Elections

SEE AXED'-PG4

TAs seek
gov't deal

LOCAL POLITICIANS

OFFER SUPPORT

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Five thousand teaching assistants

at the University of Toronto, repre-

sented by CUPE Local 3902, began
conciliation talks at the Ministry of

Labour this morning.

In December, TAs voted 8L4 per
cent in favour of going on strike if

conciliation talks fail.

Union members invigilate exams,
act as lab demonstrators, and carry

40 per cent of the teaching load. If

they went on strike, the university

would have to close.

The local has decided to pursue
conciliation with the provincial gov-

ernment after talks with the adminis-

tration stalled last fall. The union has
concerns about salaries and other

issues.

The TAs, who have been without

a contract for nine months, are get-

ting support from local politicians,

including Rosario Marchese, NDP
MPP for Trinity Spadina, and former
councillor and NDP candidate Olivia

Chow, who both spoke at a press con-

ference with the union this morning.

Even though Varughese hopes that

the dispute will be resolved now that

the government is involved, he said

that the union is prepared to take

"job action to get a fair deal."
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HART HOUSE

Snd ANfSiUAL WIDE OPEN LUAU
5-Buck Luau Lunch - Tropical fare with Tropical flare!

Jan. 18 from 11:45 to 2pm
Great Hat! Night-time Party with Frank & Deiores!

7 to 1 1 pm Great Hall (see ad)

MAKE YOUR VOTE AN INFORMED VOTE!
TRINITY SPADINA ALL CANDIDATES DEBATE

Jan. 16 6:30pm (Doors open at 6pm) Great Hail

Bring your questions & join the party! DJ! Drinks! Debates!

BUZZWORD
Jan. 18 2-4pm Map Room

Engage with UofT student political parties over free

coffee & biscotti. Let your student voice be heard!

OPEN MEETINGS
Jan. 16 6pm South Dining Room

"Amateur Radio and the Blind: The Social Impact

of Amateur Radio on the Lives of the Visually Impaired"

Guest speakers CNIB Manager, Randy Nelson &

Chairman, George Fanjoy

Jan. 17 6pm East Common Room
Investment Club Dessert & Wine Social Guest speaker

HOCKEY NIGHT AT HART HOUSE
on the BIG SCREEN in the Arbor Room

Your sports pub on campus!

Next game: Jan. 1 7 at 7:30pm Leafs vs. Avalanche

ACCESSIBILITY WORKSHOPS
L Jan. 17 5:30pm - OR - Jan. 18 12 noon in the

Meeting Room - Make your events inclusive.

Understand the issues, learn the strategies, connect

with the resources.

NEW!! DIASPORA DIALOGUES
Jan. 1 9 7pm East Common Room (see ad)

HART HOUSE THEATRE
THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW opens Jan. 1 8 and

features a midnight show Jan. 28

Three-week run Tickets only $ 1 2 for students.

Call UofTtix (416)97UTTiX (978-8849) or visit www.uofttix.ca

MUSIC
Jan. 19 9pm World of Music Concert Arbor Room
Jan.20 9pm Jazz - Adrean Farrugia Arbor Room
Jan. 22 3pm Sunday Concert - Paul Pacanowski,

clarinet & Anna Dynarowska, piano Great Hall

WINTER CARNIVAL AT HART HOUSE FARM
Jan. 21 Cross-country Skiing Skating Sauna Lunch & Supper

Purchase tickets at the Hall Porters Desk

SKI DAY AT BLUE MOUNTAIN
Jan. 25 Members $42 (incl. transportation and lift)

Bus leaves Hart House at 7am returns by 6:30pm

CONTESTS & SUBMISSION DEADLINES
(info: call 416.978.2452)

Jan.20 - 24th Annual Literary Contest

Jan. 23 - Hart House Review

Feb. 3 - 1 0th annual One-Act Playwriting Contest

Feb. 10 -Poetry Prize

Mar. 2 - 84th Annual Art & Photographic Competition

Ss5t crtrance.

VARSITY NEWS

'GRAHAM' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

zine and he won the last election by a comfort-

able 32.7 per cent margin.

During the candidates' debate, Graham's op-

ponents criticized the Liberal government's cuts

to social programs. His NDP opponent particu-

larly criticized the lack of affordable housing In

Toronto-Centre.

"Long-term affordable housing Is Impor-

tant," said Graham In response, "and we are

now on the threshold of being able to do It, be-

cause we have a provincial government we can

work with."

Graham did not return repeated Interview

requests.—ALLISON MARTELL

news@thevarsity.ca

'SHAPCOTT' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

that Liberal, Conservative, and Green candi-

dates all pointed It out at a recent candidates'

debate.

"I know that students are also concerned and

committed about a whole range of other Issues, like

the high cost of housing," he said after the debate.

Shapcott is considered something of a long shot.

Liberal incumbent Bill Graham won the last elec-

tion with 56.5 per cent of the vote, while Shapcott

clocked in at 23.8 per cent. But Shapcott will hear

nothing of it.

"We're into a new millennium, and I'm very con-

fident that Toronto-Centre riding is going to become

the safest NDP seat In the country." -A.M.

'REFORD'- CONTINUED FROM PG 1

of university students through reduced taxa-

tion.

"The Conservative party feels that students

should not be taxpayers," he said. If elected,

Reford would advocate tax-free status for merit

scholarships.

Reford advocates textbook and supply allow-

ances for every student, to offset the incidental

expenses of post-secondary education.

Reford encourages students, who frequently

vote NDP or Liberal, to consider the merits of his

conservative platform.

"I am a very socially progressive person, and I

am all for gay marriage."—CAROLYN HARRIS

WANNA WRITE FOR NEWS? COME TO THE MEETING FOR NEW WRITERS! THIS THURSDAY, JAN. 19,

6:00 RM. AT THE VARSIJYOmCES, 21 SUSSEX AVE., SECOND FLOOR. SEE YOU THERE.

UTAA 2006 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni
Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

students at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Students

demonstrating academic excellence and extra-curricular leadership are

encouraged to apply for these distinguished awards.

We are currently inviting applications for the:
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JOHN H. MOSS SCHOLARSHIP
The John H. Moss Scholarship carries a

prize of up to $16,650 and is awarded to a

graduating student in Arts and Sciences.

JON S. DELLANDREA AWARD
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
The Jon S. Dellandrea Scholarship, of up

to $25,000, will be awarded to an

international undergraduate student. The

student must be entering the final year of

an undergraduate program at the

University of Toronto.

ADEL S. SEDRA
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE
AWARD
Named for the former provost, the Adel S.

Sedra Distinguished Graduate Award is a

prize of up to $25,000 awarded to a

graduate student. Students must be

registered and in good standing in the

second or third year of a doctoral

program at the University of Toronto.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 30,2006,5 P.M.

Information and nomination forms are available at

v/ww.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact:

Linda Wells, Division of University Advancement,

J.
Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

21 King's College Circle

Tel: 416 978 6536 or e-mati linda.wells@utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY
qfTORONTO

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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// U OF T'S CANDIDATES: TRINITY-SPADINA

Tony lanno: Four more years?

Last election, Tony lanno squeaked back into of-

fice, beating NDP candidate Olivia Chow by only

about 800 votes. After 12 years as the Liberal

member of parliament for Trinity-Spadina, the

riding that includes the west side of campus, he

is seeking another term.

At press time, lanno had not responded to

repeated interview requests.

Accordmg to his website, lanno's priority is to

build a fair, progressive, and inclusive society.

He cites such major Liberal achievements as

sound economic management and an additional

$41 million in health care.

lanno also commits to continue defending the

Canada Health Act, in opposition to a two-tier

health care system, and supports Project Green,

Canada's plan to meet Kyoto agreements. He

points out that the Liberal party has allocated

$2.2 billion for improving student financial

assistance, $550 million for Canada Access

Grants, which are extended to low-income fami-

lies, and almost $200 million for internships and

MBA scholarships for natural and health sci-

ences and engineering graduates.

There is widespread speculation that higher

turnout from U of T students could lose lanno his

seat. See story on page 1. —AMY SMITHERS

Sam Goldstein: "Dare to

compare!"

Sam Goldstein is so confident in the Conservative

platform, his campaign website for the Trinity-

Spadina riding provides links to information about

all the opposing candidates.

"We feel our candidate and party platform

are better than theirs and invite you to compare

them!" the site proclaims.

Goldstein said his confidence stems from his

frustration with the fiscal mismanagement of the

Liberal party

"I got tired of watching Paul Martin on televi-

sion, explaining away all the scandals," the Otta-

wa-born lawyer and former playwright explained.

"I finally rolled up a piece of paper and threw it at

the screen."

According to Goldstein, university students will

benefit from reduced taxation.

"Our proposed GST reduction will result in sub-

stantial saving for students," he said.

While Goldstein fought discrimination based on

sexual orientation throughout his legal career, he

argues that the legislature should decide the ques-

tion of same-sex marriage instead of the courts.

"Just because you're conservative doesn't mean

you don't care about people."

—CAROLYN HARRIS

Olivia Chow: Students' choice?

Former city councillor Olivia Chow is tired of

Toronto being neglected by the federal govern-

ment.

"This riding has a lot of students and they are

concerned about the rises in tuition. We are one

of the few developed countries that lacks a na-

tional grants program for students, and this is

something that the NDP would introduce," said

Chow.

Chow discussed the environment, homeless-

ness, and violent crime as important issues in

the election.

"Toronto had 63 smog days in 2005 and the

Liberals have completely failed to address global

warming," she said. "The NDP has a very com-

plete Kyoto plan to address the environment."

Chow also mentioned her involvement in the

Toronto Housing Corporation, where she has lob-

bied for more affordable housing.

In 2004, Chow lost by only 800 votes to Lib-

eral incumbent Tony lanno. She attributed this to

the fact that most university students were out

of town during the last election, which was held

in June.

"Students can make the difference in this

election," she said.

—BRUCE HARPHAM

siudent

DEBT

J&=^^5^

Time: 5:30 pm

Date: Thursday, Jan. 19

Location: Room 1190

Bahen Centre
40 St. George street

Enjoy a free screening of Mike Johnston's

documentary on student debt.

A free pizza dinner and beverages will be provided.

MY STUDENT LOAN

After graduating from Trent University with a large student

debt, Mike Johnston decided to make a film about his student

debt- in order to pay off his student debt.

Johnston documents his student experience in a style that

is humourously informative, soberingly sardonic and

absolutely entertaining.

Presented by the:

Graduate Students' Union • Local 19 Canadian Federation of Students

Students' Administrative Council • Local 98 Canadian Federation of Students

2006-07
HART HOUSE
ELECTIOMS
Play your part in

enhancing ttie student

experience at ttie

University of Toronto

Become involved in helping

run your student centre by

putting your name forward

for membership on one of

10 student-run committees

Art • Debates • Farm

Finance • House

Literary & Library • Music

Recreational Athletics

Social Justice • Theatre

NOMINATIONS
Open - Wednesday, Jan. 18th at noon

Close - Friday, Feb. 3rd at noon

VOTING
Tuesday, February 14th

& Wednesday, February 15th

Elections guides and nominations forms

are available at:

St. George: Hart House Hall Porters Desk

lississauga: ECSU Info Desk - Student Centre

Scarborough: Student Centre - Office of

Student Affairs {SL157)

FOR INFORMATION GO TO:

www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

What's on - 2006-07 Elections

or E-mail: laney.marshall@utoronto.ca

or Call: 416.978.2452

West tntfance,

Elevator & TTY

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY Of TORONTO
416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca CoYv
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FELLOWSHIP TN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Arc 30U interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching universities?

If so, consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and

human resources required to advance the goals of the university. These activities include fundraising, alumni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of university^

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-cajnpus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006. The fellow wii

performance, may be considered for longer-term employment.

receive a monthly stipend aiid, based on successful

Application deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit:

http://vvww.alumni.utoronto.ca/stayconnected/carcer„advanccmemfellovvship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during normal business hours.

For further information, please contact Michelle MacArthur at

(4 1 6) 946-837 1 or michellc.macarthur(S utoronto.ca

UTAA 2006 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni
Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

our faculty, staff and students.

We are currently inviting nominations for the:
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FACULTY AWARD: $ 1 ,000
For excellence in teaching, research and

professional endeavours.

JOAN E. FOLEY
QUALITY OF STUDENT
EXPERIENCE AWARD: $ 1 ,000
For a student, alumnus/a, administrative staff

or faculty member who has made a significant

contribution to improving the quality of

academic or extra-curricular student life on

campus.

CHANCELLOR'S AWARD:
$1,000
For outstanding contributions by an

administrative staff member.

CAROLYN TUOHY IMPACT ON
PUBLIC POLICY AWARD: $1,500
For a member of the teaching staff who
demonstrates excellence as a teacher

and as a scholar, and whose scholarship

has had a significant impact on public policy

and on the University's national and

international reputation.

LUDWIK AND ESTELLE JUS
MEMORIAL HUMAN RIGHTS
PRIZE: $1,500
A prize recognizing positive and lasting

contributions to education and action in the

fight against discrimination. Faculty, staff and

students may be nominated for this award.

NORTHROP FRYE AWARDS
The University of Toronto Alumni Association

is pleased once again to join the Provost in

sponsoring the Northrop Frye Awards. Each

year, one individual faculty member and one

department or division will be recognized

with the Northrop Frye Award for

demonstrating exemplary and innovative ways

of linking teaching and research.

One prize of $2,000 will be awarded to a

faculty member who demonstrates innovative

and exemplary ways of linking teaching and

research.

One prize of $6,000 will be awarded to a

faculty, college, school or department for

extraordinary curriculum innovation aimed at

strengthening the link between teaching and

research.

NOMINATION PEAPUNE; MONPAY, JANUARY 30,2006,5 P.M.

Information and nomination forms are available at

www.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact;

Division of University Advancement,

J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

21 King's College Circle

Tel: 4 16 978 6536 or e-mail linda.wells@utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY
0/TORONTO

'AXED' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Canada in Ottawa was also unaware

of it.

"We were never informed about

this. We only heard this was happen-

ing when we saw posters put up by

SAC about the stations," said Allison.

"I spoke to (Conservative candidate)

Sam Goldstein's campaign office and I

can tell you, they didn't know either.

"It strikes me that there was a se-

cret deal made here between SAC

and Elections Canada," he said.

In fact, a fax sent to SAC from Ol-

ivia Chow's campaign headquarters,

supplied by SAC, shows that both

her office and Elections Canada

knew about the special stations. The
fax is a copy of a fax sent to Chow's

campaign from Elections Canada on

Wednesday that lists the addresses

where each special poll was to be lo-

cated on campus.

Further, Bretscher said he had

been in contact with Derrick Barnes,

director of operations of Elections

Canada. Barnes had originally com-

plained about the accountability of

residence voter's lists last week. SAC
drew up lists from the deans of each

college and sent them to Barnes. Af-

ter that, they thought the issue was
settled.

"We've been working on this for

weeks. It's not a particularly big se-

cret," said Bretscher.

Although this is first time SAC has
had on-campus voting in a federal

election, it has done so for provincial

elections in the past.

Finally, a Varsity reporter asked

specific questions about the on-cam-

pus polls in a telephone interview

with Elections Canada last Monday,

meaning they have known about the

stations at least since then.

"I've never been able to vote be-

fore, so this election is a big deal

for me. Now 1 have no idea what I

am supposed to do," said first-year

residence student Jonathan Dickson,

who was planning to cast his first bal-

lot yesterday.

Students in Trinity-Spadina may
call their returning officer at 1-866-

281-5088 for information on their

nearest poll and on how to vote with-

out the residence stations. Elections

Canada has been going through the

residences since yesterday, register-

ing students to vote, and will contin-

ue until tomorrow.

SAC is currentlyattempting to set up

a polling station on campus for elec-

tion day. But according to Bretscher,

this will still be inadequate.

"Policy states that there must be

one polling station for every 250-350

livable units. That means we should

have 10-16 polls," he said.

"This is either gross incompetence

on Election Canada's part, or it's po-

litical interference," he said.

Healthy Participants Needed for

Research Study
Purpose of the study: To compare how three different

dosages of a commonly used antipsychotic drug

(haloperidol) attach to different states of the dopamine
receptor using a brain scanning technique called

positron emission tomography (PET).
What is involved in the study: The study will be
conducted at the PET Centre at the Centre for

Addiction and Mental Health (250 College St), it will

involve four positron emission tomography (PET) brain

scans and one MR! brain scan. Participants will

receive financial compensation for their time.

Participation: Healthy male adults 18-40 years old.

Additionally, the following criteria must be met.-

No history of major medical or psychiatric illness

No history of alcohol or drug abuse
_Competent to provide informed consent
Right handed
To find out more please contact: Penny: 416-535-
8501 ext. 6452 or penny,barsoum@camhpet.ca

THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Making Sense of

Numbers: Statistics in

Science and Society

Nancy Reid
University Professor

Department of Statistics

Faculty ofArts and Science

Tuesday, January 3 1 , 2006

7:30 pm
George Ignatieff Theatre

I S Devonshire Place

ARTS&
SCIENCE

FREE ADM!??'ON

For more infor niitioii, visit

www.artiandsciencf.utoronta.CJ

or cAll Ml 6) 946-5937

" 'Vvv^t L*ctiire Series a pnewtiM
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The partisan, public

broadcaster
With January 23rd quickly approach-

ing and a significant portion of

perma-Liberals reconsidering their

stance, information is at a premium.
But who can we turn to for The Truth

when each publication, broadcast

station, and figure of authority has its

own inherent bias? Surely, our public

broadcaster wouldn't lead us by the

choke-chain. This Hour Has 22 Min-

utes lampoons one national leader

as viciously as the next. That crazy

Shaun Majumder
The CBC states in its mandate,

among other things, that it will "ac-

tively contribute to the flow and
exchange of cultural expression,"

and "contribute to shared national

consciousness and identity," in all

of its programming. Oh, wait—no it

doesn't. It says that "the program-

ming provided by the Corporation

should," [editor's emphasis] conform

to these standards. This is curious

wording for the mandate of a corpo-

EDITORIAL^
ration which relies on a portion of all

of our taxes, and should be represent-

ing an unbiased presentation of the

national state of affairs.

But we can't expect any broadcast-

er or publication to give us a pristine-

ly objective view of things.

CBC's debate ads in the major na-

tional newspapers last Tuesday in-

cluded thumbnail photos of each of

the leaders. Duceppe, Harper, and

Layton were all enshrined in print

mid-sentence. For these three, their

representative photos showed them
with their mouths open, their eyes

inflamed in debate. Prime Minister

Martin, however, was shown directly

facing the camera with a large and

toothy premeditated smile.

The problem with turning to the

CBC for non-partisan election cover-

age is that the public broadcaster will

not bite the hand that feeds it. Our
expectation of impartiality is para-

doxical, since the CBC's mandate is

to provide a balanced view of current

events so that the "shared national

consciousness and identity" may be

achieved, but it is simultaneously

supported by the incumbent govern-

ment. What if the smiley picture had

been of Layton? It is reasonable to

expect that the Liberal grunts whose
job it is to scour the media would

remember that come next budget

time—especially following a year in

which the CBC has seen so much in-

ternal division and weakness.

To sift through the muck and mire

to find the golden nuggets of Truth,

we'll have to get our own hands dirty,

and keep our bias-alerts on high even

when settled in to CBC. Heed this

warning from a news-provider staffed

by people with our own values and bi-

ases: keep hip to the spin of your sta-

tion, to remain on guard for thee.

Kyoto Accord

The Liberals remain firmly be-

hind the goals ofthe Kyoto Accord

for the reduction of greenhouse

gases, while Stephen Harper has

suggested that the Accord is not

the best way for Canada to help

slow global warming. Is the Ac-

cord worth sticking with? Is

Canada's current environmental

policy up to snuff? Our writers

toss in their two pennies.

Paul Martin's support for the

Kyoto Accord is important to

multilateral unity on the topic

of global warming and to Canada's

commitment to internationalism.

A significant reduction in world-

wide carbon emissions requires

the participation and co-operation

of all states, especially the leading

industrial nations. Any defection

from the international consensus

on climate change undermines the

hard-won agreement and could

lead other states to withdraw from

the accord or otherwise ignore its

stipulations.

We know that reducing emissions

comes with economic costs associ-

ated with higher levels of business

regulation. However, the Liberals

have a $4-billion plan to support a

sustainable economy. This package

is full of tax incentives, subsidies

for clean energy, and public transit

funding that will help ease the bur-

den of tighter restrictions. With a

head-on approach to the problem,

a new "low-carbon" economy will

emerge and show the world that

industry and the environment can

co-exist.

An environmental policy that

places restrictions on emissions

will be forced to rely on voluntary

reductions from business. Politi-

cians who place their faith in this

method point to the emerging

trend of corporate environmental-

ism, which in fact is but an illusion

as companies are really trying to

find alternatives to high oil prices.

-CAMVIDLER

S
ince 1990, Canada's emissions

have risen 24 per cent, despite

our Kyoto pledge to reduce

emissions to 6 per cent below 1990

levels. One of the main causes of

this discouraging state of affairs is

the faulty environmental plan put

in place by the Martin government.

Canadians have become familiar

with commercials advertising the

"One-Tonne Challenge," a govern-
ment initiative tliat exhorts private

citizens to voluntarily reduce emis-

sions. This do-it-yourself policy

ignores the fact that, for example,

much of the population growth in

Canada has been in suburban set-

tings where single-family homes

inevitably consume a lot of energy.

There are incentives to retrofit

homes, but these incentives have

not resulted in an increase of en-

ergy-efficient suburban houses.

Martin's plan promotes wind

power, but does not acknowledge

that subsidies to other energy in-

dustries have made it impossible

for wind power to compete. Large

industries—including the energy

industry—are only responsible for

16 per cent of Canada's reductions

in greenhouse gas emissions, de-

spite the fact they produce 50 per

cent of total emissions. This imbal-

ance epitomizes the faulty Martin

plan that will result in Canada be-

ing unable to fulfill its obligations

under the Kyoto Accord.

-MIRIAM KATZ

Ttie \/arsitpNe\coms letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

Pulled poll stations

inexcusable
Elections Canada's decision to pull

out of its agreement with the Students

Administrative Council is both a

shock and an insult to the values that

should dominate this democratic mo-
ment. For all the students who have

just come to this university, the last-

minute decision to deny citizens in

the Trinity-Spadina riding the oppor-

tunity to vote on campus at the seven

proposed stations within campus
residences will leave many confused

about how and where to participate

in the election.

EDITORIAL <

Considering the density of popula-

tion in and around the campus, the

removal of these central locations is

inexcusable and infuriating. Further,

the irresponsibility and sheer rude-

ness of Elections Canada to make this

announcement late Saturday evening,

before the voting was to begin the

next morning, is an embarrassment to

the democratic process our country

is currently attempting to execute.

Attack ads an

embarrassing success

Mickal Aranha

A militaristic drumbeat in the back-

ground. Stark typewriter text. An
unflattering image of Conservative

leader Stephen Harper slowly coming

into focus. It's obvious how the Liber-

als are trying to portray Harper in the

series of 12 ads they released earlier

this week. Painting him and the Con-

servatives as a frightening party with

a hidden hard-right agenda isn't a new

tactic for the Liberals.

In fact, it was tested in the 2004 fed-

eral election, and worked. This time

around, however, the ads are being

criticized as blatantly false, implau-

sible, and simply desperate attempts

by a desperate party to capitalize on

people's fear of the unknown.

While the Conservatives made sure

to seem wounded by the slanderous

accusations made in the ads, they did

not hesitate to release a series of their

own, which, in keeping with the spirit

of smear ad campaigns, conveniently

leave out important information, tak-

ing some of Paul Martin's past state-

ments out of context.

And don't think that the NDP have

opted for the high road. Their infa-

mous "boot" ad doesn't exactly flatter

the Liberals, though it's not nearly as

personal as those released by the two

higher profile contenders.

And so we are forced to watch in hor-

ror as the leaders of this great nation

engage in such lowly forms of cam-

paigning.

When politicians choose to take the

negative route, they choose to detract

from a larger public policy debate.

They choose to accept that they may
be turning some citizens off voting.

They choose to make a joke of the

democratic process. What's more,

they reflect poorly on the nation.

Of course, political strategists know

this. They just don't care.

Politicians do what works, and

smear ad campaigns are apparently

worth the risk, as well as their high

price tags.

While the party leaders are address-

ing a country inhabited by intelligent,

well-informed citizens, they are also

addressing citizens that are known to

respond to sensationalized messages,

scandal, and drama.

Politicians know that their best bet is

to take the negative route as far as they

can, without crossing a very fine line.

In so doing, they seek to reinforce ex-

isting opinions and raise enough doubt

and questions about the opponent. It is

all very calculated, very powerful. It is

a game, and one they will continue to

play until it stops working.

So instead of just shaking our heads

at the sometimes appafling behavior

we see on the evening news, we should

take seriously that part of the onus is

on voters. We must keep informed on

the issues and demand that parties dis-

cuss the platforms instead of the per-

ceived faults of their opponent. When
we as voters reward the high road, poli-

ticians will be quick to take route.
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Editor's Pick: Year in Review
OUR EDITORS (A RATHER CULTURED LOT, OR SO THEY SAY) TAKE A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE TO REVISIT

THEIR FAVOURITE ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT MOMENTS OF 2005

Sci-fi for the postmodern

set

Go ahead. Tell me I'm a nerd. Break
my glasses and take my milk mon-
ey. But I maintain that the Sci-Fi

Channel remake of Battlestar Ga-
lactica is among the best shows on
TV right now. You should be justifi-

ably skeptical of TV shows set on
spaceships: they're usually embar-
rassingly bad (The original Battle-

star Galactica series, which ran just

22 episodes in 1978, was one such
idiotically campy mess).
For those unfamiliar with the

concept, the series begins as the
human race is nearly wiped out
by the malevolent Cylons, a race
of machines that have turned on
their human creators. A few thou-
sand survivors flee in search of a

mythical planet called Earth. Pret-

Hillside alive with the sound
of music

It all began some 23 years ago,

when a few motivated Guelphites

started a day-long community folk

jam featuring some local talent.

Today, it's a three-day, five-stage

extravaganza that each summer
draws some of the biggest names
in Canadian music to a small island

on Guelph Lake. But while the af-

fair has become markedly more
mainstream in recent years, the

Hillside Festival has managed to

stay true to its community-mind-

ed philosophy— it's still a unique

place where both musicians and

faas feel at home equally. Hillside

is truly an intimate event. On my
way from the hand-drumming
workshop to the spoken-word clin-

ic, feta-burger in hand, I rubbed

elbows with Andrew Whiteman
of Apostle of Hustle, whom 1 had

just seen on stage. And it was fit-

ting when the Arcade Fire's Win,

Regine. and Co. unplugged their

instruments and meandered
single-file through the audience

playing "Wake Up" to close their

set, the audience singing along

joyfully to the wordless chorus.

—MALCOLM JOHNSTON, Copy Editor

Just as the mainstream has

caught up with indie music, it was
only inevitable that local concert-

goers would catch up to Hillside.

And it's about time. Though the

ty geeky, at face value. But the sci-fi

gimmickry never obscures the fact

that, narratively and aesthetically,

this is one of the most aggressively

contemporaneous shows on TV

right now. It is by turns a savage
satire of the post-9/11 War on Ter-

ror, an earnest meditation on faith

and the clash of religions, and a
harrowing portrayal of a society
unraveling amidst paranoia and
fear.

Already it has deftly explored
issues like the treatment of "en-

emy combatants," rape as an in-

strument of torture, responses
to genocide, religious fundamen-
talist;, capital punishment, and
the erosion of civil liberties. The
whip-crack pace and handheld
verite-style camerawork reinforce

the concise inventiveness of the
writing, which says more about
21st-century American society in

an hour than CNN manages in a

week. Season 2, which was a com-
pact ten episodes last fall, is out on
DVD now.

—GRAHAM F. SCOTT, Editor-in-Chief

A wizard of the stage bows
out

In a year filled with exciting young
talent in concert and onscreen, it

so happened that the most signifi-

cant event 1 witnessed was the fi-

nal bit of magic from of one of Can-
ada's all-time stage greats, William
Hutt.

Having previously seen Hutt

(a Companion of the Order of

Canada and the unofficial dean
of Shakespearean theatre in this

country) in a memorable turn as

Vladimir in Soulpepper's produc-

tion of Waiting for Godot, 1 was quite

excited to see him breathe life into

his last Stratford role as the wizard

Prospero in The Tempest.

Hutt's Prospero had an author-

ity that one would expect from

a man still able to command the
stage well into his 80s, but it was
the actor's quick wit and spot-on
comic timing that left me marvel-
ling. He took his leave with a wink
and a smile, letting the audience
see for the last time the genu-
ine touch he brought to such di-

verse characters as King Lear and
Lady Bracknell.

As we in the audience clapped
to free Prospero from his art, we
were really showing our apprecia-

tion for a man who truly knew what
he was doing up there, and was
thankfully able to share his craft

with us for over 50 years. William

Hutt spun another night of theatri-

cal magic out of the Bard's words,

and experiences like that are too

special not to celebrate.

—J.P. ANTONACCI, Comment Co-Editor

The Arcade Fire's Win Butler (centre) gets up close and personal with the Hillside

faithful

sold-out crowds (all three days

of the festival sold out well in ad-

vance for the first time in Hillside

history) brought with them the

kind of annoyances (long line-

ups, litter, testy underage indie

kids) Hillside had managed to

avoid to date, the newbies were

nonetheless thoroughly charmed

by Guelph's little secret, and will

likely return for years to come.

As a Hillside veteran, I'd been rav-

ing to friends about the festival

for years, and finally managed to

convince a whole lot of them to

tag along this year, thanks to the

killer lineup (of course, pointing

out to them repeatedly on the ride

up to Guelph that a certain buzz

band from Montreal had played

Hillside last year, long before most

had ever heard of them). Saturday

night, sitting on the grass under a

clear sky full of stars, surrounded

by pals beaming ear-to-ear while

taking in the one-two punch of

Stars and the Arcade Fire back-to-

back as they bashed out their epic

anthems of hope and beauty, one

couldn't help but wish that Hillside

didn't come but once a year.

—TABASSUM SIODIQUI, Arts Editor

Not your average karaoke
nighi

Seeing Machine Head in May at the

Opera House was memorable be-

cause it Wcisn't just your average
kick-ass metal concert. Not by a long
shot...

Devil Driver was the

other major band on the

bill, and they surprised

me in a good way. 01' Dez-

zy and crew were in fine

form, screaming their way
through a 40-minute set

which ended with a spir-

ited cover of Motorhead's
"Ace of Spades." They eas-

ily proved the theory that

most bands sound better

live than on disc.

The most exciting—and strang-

est—part of the evening came when
Machine Head took the stage. After a
rousing rendition of the seven-minute
epic "Imperium," the band informed
the crowd that lead singer Robert
Flynn had lost his voice and couldn't

Whale of a tale

Director Noah Baumbach mined
his own adolescent life to create an

often painfully realistic portrait of

his parents' divorce in his film The

Squid and the Whale, creating a new
idiom of awkward humour in the

process. Replete with the uncom-
fortable comic pauses that mark
Wes Anderson's films, but without

their cosmic bizarreness (Baum-
bach co-wrote Anderson's The Life

Aquatic), The Squid and the Whale is

funny, sad, and full of the regret you

These were a few of his

favourite things

L GOYA. Museo Nacional de Arte,

Mexico City. (Nov 22, '05- Mar. 3,

'06). 30 oil paintings plus all four se-

ries of Goya prints. What happens
when the monsters that inhabit hu-

manity take over our sense of rea-

son? Few people have answered this

question in such a sublime way as

artist Francisco de Goya y Lucientes.

After seeing his works, especially his

disturbing and masterfully done se-

ries of prints, I couldn't help but feel

both ashamed and yet proud of be-

ing human.
2. Body Worlds 2. Ontario Science

Centre. (Sept. 30, '05 - Feb. 26, '06.

Disturbingly human.

3. Picasso and Ceramics. Univer-

sity of Toronto Art Centre (Sept. 29.

'04-Jan. 23, '05.

4. Nobody Knows (film; directed by
Kore-eda Hirokazu). Shockingly real.

5. MTV Europe Awards 2005.

Amazing visual design and a very

surreal and controversial host in Sa-

cha Baron Cohen,

sing much that night. But Machine
Head pressed on—instead of cancel-

ling the show, they got members of

the audience to sing (and/or growl)

while the band handled the instru-

mental.

The night turned into one big Ma-

chine Head karaoke session and got

the already-hyped crowd even more
excited. It would have been nice to

hear Flynn singing all night, but it's

cool to be able to say I'm one of few
that got to experience 'karaoke' with
the real band supplying the music.
—MATT SOMERS, Sports Editor M

develop about your childhood after

you grow up.
The cast all shine in their superbly

dysfunctional roles, but Jeff Daniels
is the biggest surprise, nailing his
part as a pompous, insecure author-
turned-high school teacher whose
wife (Laura Linney) leaves him at

the same time that her own writing

is starting to get noticed. Their two
sons accurately mimic their parents'

vanities, especially the eldest (Jesse

Eisenberg), whose view of the world

is coloured by his dad's division be-

tween "artists" and "philistines."

You get the feeling Baumbach
became an expert on his own life

for this film—he lovingly recreated

Brooklyn in the early 80s, and every

insensitive comment seems faithful-

ly ripped whole from the past. He's

developed a strong, personal style

in his fourth feature, which should

deservedly move him out of pal

Anderson's considerable shadow.

—SARAH BARMAK, News Editor

El Suefio de la Razon Produce Monstruos

(The Sleep ofReason Brings Forth Mon-

sfere), 1799, print by Goya

6. Hustle and Flow (film; directed

by Craig Brewer).

7. March ofthe Penguins (documen-
tary; directed by Luc Jacquet). Aes-

thetically beautiful.

8. The Concert for Bangladesh,

George Harrison and friends (DVD).
—-ROGELiO BRISENO. Production Manager

ONLINE: Check out more Editor's Picks and movie reviews of

King Kong and Munich at www.thevarsity.ca.
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2006 SCSU EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS

There are a total of nine (9) positions on the SCSU Executive available. The

student population of UTSC elects four of these positions during the Spring Elec-

tions.

THE FOUR (4) ELECTED POSITIONS ARE:

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

VICE-PRESIDENT ACADEMICS

VICE-PRESIDENT EXTERNAL

VICE-PRESIDENT STUDENTS AND EQUITY

THE THREE (3) HIRED POSITIONS ARE:

VICE-PRESIDENT OPERATIONS AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

VICE-PRESIDENT HUMAN RESOURCES

VICE-PRESIDENT CAMPUS LIFE

The selection for these individuals goes through a separate application process.

Information can be downloaded from: vmw.scsu.ca/elections

CRITICAL DATES:

JANUARY 11, 2006: Elections package available for pick up

JANUARY 23, 2006: Nominations form and deposit due by 12:00 Noon at the

latest

JANUARY 23, 2006 - FEBRUARY 6, 2006: Campaigning Period

Information about all Executive position descriptions is available through the job

postings online at w\ww.scsu.ca/jobs or by speaking to any member of the Elec-

tions Committee.

University

ofToronto

ur
abroad

The University of Toronto Summer Abroad programs
offer students the chance to complete a

full-year Arts & Science credit overseas

in 4-6 weeks. Details on the 2006
programs are now available online.

Information sessions for each program
are being held in January and February.

You are invited to attend these sessions

to meet some of the faculty and past

participants. We look forward to seeing

you there!

Professional & International
? ' Programs Office

Woodsworth College

Smr. University of Toronto
'" W^-' 119 St. George Street, Room 233

Tel: 416-978-8713

Email: summer.abroad@utoronto.ca

www.summerabroacl.utoronto.ca

INFORMATION SESSION DATES All sessions are from 5 to 7 p.m.

Australia: Sydney
Tuesday, january 1

7

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St.

West

Central Europe
Thursday, January 26
Woodsworth College

Residence,

321 Bloor .St. West

China: Hong K6ng
Thursday, january 1 2

George Ignatieff

Theatre, University of

Toronto, 15

Devonshire Place

Ecuador Amazon & Galapagos

Tuesday, February 7

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St, West

England: Oxford
Thursday, February 9

George ignatieff Theatre,

University of Toronto,

1 5 Devonshire Place

France: Tours

Thursday, February 1

6

George Ignatieff Theatre,

University of Toronto,

1 5 Devonshire Place

Germany: Berlin

Tuesday, lanuary 31

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St. West

Italy: Siena

Thursday, January 1

9

George Ignatieff Theatre,

University of Toronto,

1 5 Devonshire Place

Japan: Tokyo
Thursday, February 2

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St. West

Jordan: Madaba
Wednesday, January 1

8

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St. West

Mexico: Guadalajara

Tuesday, January 24

Woodsworth College

Residence, 321 Bloor St. West
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Curried cauliflower: a

cancer-busting delicacy?

Rutgers University researciiers re-

port that the curry spice turmeric

contains chemicals that may play a

significant role in the prevention of

prostate cancer. The immune sys-

tems of mice injected with turmer-

ic—also known as curcumen—and
with another chemical, phenethyl

isothiocyanate (PEITC)—found in

cauliflower, broccoli, and brussels

sprouts—fought more valiantly

against human prostate cancer

cells introduced into their bodies.

The report's authors surmise that

this may explain why the incidence

of prostate cancer—which among
cancers is the leading killer of

American and Canadian men— is

so low in India: Indians consume
copious amounts of foods rich in

phytochemicals—chemicals con-

tained in plants that have disease-

preventing properties.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: Cancer Research

Fill 'er up—with straw?

In a statement at the Detroit Auto

Show last week, Volkswagen, Shell,

and Ottawa-based logen said they

would examine the economic feasi-

bility of building a cellulose-based

ethanol plant in Germany in the

next few years, logen has been

working on cellulose-derived etha-

nol—a biofuel produced from ag-

ricultural wastes, including cereal

straws and corn stalks—for the

past 25 years. Such biofuels can be

used either directly as a fuel or as

a fuel additive.

In recent years, alternative fu-

els have garnered a great deal of

attention, as they could help de-

crease dependence on fossil fu-

els, and also help countries meet

their Kyoto Accord commitments

to decrease carbon dioxide emis-

sions. However, the advantage of

cellulose-based ethanol may be

in its believed ability to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions, pro-

duced by cars, by up to 90 per

cent. Currently, in Canada, some

gas stations sell unleaded gasoline

that contains a ten per cent blend

of grain-based ethanols.

In the past, critics such as

Greenpeace Canada have argued

that the inputs required by grain-

based ethanols, such as corn, are

far more energy-intensive given

that they are the primary output

and require pesticides and arable

land. In contrast, cellulose-based

ethanol is a secondary output re-

ducing its energy requirements.

Furthermore, farmers may benefit

economically from a secondary

market created for agriculture

wastes.

-BILLIE-JO HARDY

Source: PR Newswire, The Globe

& Mail

Winter gardens

in the sky
U OF T RESEARCHERS PROPOSE GREEN ROOFS

TO KEEP BUILDINGS WARM IN WINTER

Mandy Lo

Replacing a building's unsightly as-

phalt roof with lush green vegeta-

tion has long been an option for real

estate owners and city planners, but

while past research on green roofs

focused mostly on reducing air

conditioning demand on scorching

summer days. Dr. Brad Bass of the

centre for environment has taken

the idea a step further by designing

a green roof that lowers heat loss in

winter.

Installation of a winter green roof

could lead to "an estimated 8.5 per

cent decrease in the heating load

in an energy-efficient winterized

house", said Bass.

His green roof prototype consists

of three layers: an egg-carton-like

plastic membrane layer that pro-

tects the roof and stores water,

some light-weight soil, and a layer of

light, shallow-rooted vegetation.

Conventional green roofs have

only used seasonal plants, such as

sedum and wildflowers, which die

or turn brown as the weather cools.

Bass's previous studies showed that

during typical Canadian winters, the

membrane layer of the green roof

experience vast temperature fluctu-

ations. "This leads to the expansion

and contraction of the membrane
layer which eventually cracks and

causes problems," he said.

Instead, Bass designed a green

roof with evergreen juniper shrubs

and a thicker layer of soil to create

a "winter canopy" that can survive

the harsh Canadian winters. A test

roof built by Bass's collaborators

at the Institute for Research in Con-

struction, in Ottawa, showed that

the winter canopy evens out tem-

perature fluctuations on the roof,

helping to retain heat in the build-

ing.

The beneficial effect of the winter

canopy, Bass explained, is mostly

due to "thermal insulation added to

the roof by the soil". Also, the shrub-

by plants provide a "roughness fac-

tor" that lowers wind speeds on top

of buildings. This decreases the

wind chill over the roof.

While Bass agreed that few exist-

ing downtown roofs could support

the weight of the winter roof, he be-

lieves his winter green roof concept
could work for small office build-

Dr. Brad Bass shows off a cross-sectional model of a typical winter green roof, as

researcher Beth Anne Currie looks on. It was sent to him by a roofing company.

ings or warehouses in business

parks. These have flat roofs and are

sound enough to support the weight

of a winter green roof. Bass envi-

sions a lighter weight version of the

winter green roof, which make it an

option for more types of buildings.

Green roofs may become a more
common sight, said Beth Anne Cur-

rie, Bass's research assistant on
the project. She was one of several

authors of an environmental analy-

sis on green roofs presented to the

city's Roundtable on Environment

last November. Their recommenda-
tions will be discussed at a city com-
mittee meeting later this month,
and could be forwarded to the City

Council soon thereafter.

The report argues that green

roofs would provide a myriad of

benefits to the city, including col-

lecting stormwater, which would
otherwise go into the sewer system,

saving energy, reducing the urban

heat island effect, recreating biodi-

versity and adding green space. In a

survey last year, the city counted 59

private and public green roofs, with

another 17 under construction.

Reroofing costs are one barrier to

the implementation of green roofs.

That costs $75 to $90 per square

metre—and a green roof should

cover at least 350 square metres to

be considered as such—according

to the report. This would cost be-

tween $26,000 and $32,000. The city

is considering financial incentive

programs to help offset the cost.

Avian flu update

Researchers who have se-

quenced bird flu viruses that

killed two people in Turkey

in early January say that the

virus has undergone recent

mutations that have made

H5N1 better adapted to live

in humans than in birds,

and also better adapted to

the nose and throat regions

than to the lungs. Several

more beneficial mutations

are needed to set off a full-

blown pandemic, though,

they added. Eighteen avian

flu cases have been report-

ed in Turkey over the last

two weeks, and since the

start of 2004, 148 human
cases and 79 deaths have

been reported worldwide.

(Nature.com; WHO)

Unlikely polluters

A paper published in last

week's Nature suggests that

plants may produce about

20 per cent of the methane

entering the atmosphere

each year. (Science News;

Nature)

Comet dust retrieved

Geologists around the

world are itching to get

their hands on a pinch of

comet dust, collected by

NASA's Stardust probe,

whose collection capsule

touched down in the Utah

desert early Sunday morn-

ing. The probe made a ren-

dez vous with the comet

Wild 2 in January 2004,

when it deployed a tennis-

racket-shaped canister con-

taining a light porous gel.

The gel may have trapped

more than 2,000 comet

dust particles larger than

15 micrometres in size,

scientists say. Studying the

stuff will offer a snapshot of

the Solar System's make-up

shortly after it formed, 4.6

billion years ago. (Newsci-

entist.com; ESA)

Cholera's sticky

culprit

When it's not afflicting us

with diarrhea and nau-

sea, Vibria cholerae—the

bacterial culprit behind

cholera—hitches a ride on

zooplankton, microscopic

multi-celled organisms

found in brackish waters.

Scientists report in Nature

that Vibria uses the same

sticky protein to stick to

its aquatic friends, as well

as to the intestinal cells of

its hapless human host. Dr.

Thomas Kirn, at Dartmouth

College isolated the pro-

tein, named GpbA, which

binds to sugar molecules

protruding from the cells of

zooplankton as well as the

cells of the human intestine.

When an unassuming hu-

man swallows unsanitized

water—creatures and all

—

Vibria cells unstick GbpA
from the zooplanktonic sug-

ars and reglue themselves

to the sugars protruding

from the human gut. Since

Vibria needs GbpA to sur-

vive in both of its tempo-

rary holdouts, the sticky

protein may prove to be its

Achilles' heel. (Nature)

-CHRIS DAMDAR& MIKEGHENU

Career

Information

Session

Tuesday

January 17, 2006

12:00 pm to 2:00 pm

Galbraith Building

35 St. George Street

Room GB202

WANTED: New Grads eager for a challenge!

Provide software tools for the EDA

(electronres design automation) market

Positions available in software development

and quality assurance

Require baclielors degree in electrical

engineering, computer engineering,

computer science, or engineering science

Located in downtown Toronto

Subsidiary of National Instruments, located

in Austin, Texas

www.electronicsworkbench.com

Electronics

A NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS COMPANY
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Get the competitive edge at CC8C.

We arf! the ireide source that media arts professionals

turrs to foi al! the supplies they need to i<eep working

digitally.

We carry the very best in professional products: Epson

printers and inks, a wide assortment of Inkjet papers,

IjiCie external hardvrare, DVD media and much more.

We know (iiM you are on your way and we would like to

help you get there, Tlvit is y.'hy we laundilng our new

student progrann. Show us your student card to get the

corporate rate discounts today that would normally be wailirtg

for you wlien you finished school.

Now It's your turn to get the .same treatment that professionals

do.

eOPBOFESSIONAL

WWW.CCBC-CLUB.COM

%1 tahatTAve.

116.360. 7166

393 King St. m.m
416.593.0161

Losing the Christmas 25

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE AT HART HOUSE AND AC

Jessica McMahon

Wednesday, January 25

University of Toronto Scarborough Campus

Student Centre RM SL222

2:30 - 4pm Backpacking in Europe

4:30 - 6pm SWAP Working Holidays

Wednesday, March 8

University of Toronto Scarborough

Campus Student Centre RM SL222

2:30 - 4pm Backpacking in Europe

4:30 - 6pm Backpacking the South Pacific

RSVP to Travel CUTS in Student Centre

187CotlegeSt.

(416)979-2/^06

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(itl6) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905) 820-1162

IITRAVELOnS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

Sigh...another Christmas has come
and gone and, if you're anything liice

me, you may have noticed that your

pants have mysteriously become

tighter around the middle. Either

your dryer enjoys shrinking your

clothes around the waistline or

you've gained some holiday pound-

age. Don't sweat it, though, because

the Athletic Centre and Hart House

are here to help and will have you

back in shape in no time!

As a U of T student, your inciden-

tal fees allow you free access to

many of the services and facilities

offered at the AC and Hart House,

including: badminton, basketball,

and tennis courts; use of the squash

courts; table tennis; an indoor

track; volleyball; use of the exer-

cise machines; and the pools (with

free towel service. . .gotta love those

towels).

The AC and Hart House also offer

a variety of drop-in classes ranging

from cardio to classic conditioning

to aerobics.

The two buildings open in the wee

hours of the morning and stay that

way until late at night to accommo-

date students' schedules. They also

offer a locker service, and women's-

only hours are also available (check

the recreation boards by the AC
turnstiles for details).

For students who can't commit to

structured activity classes—we all

know how tight time is this time of

year—the flexible hours and wide
variety of drop-in programs avail-

able at the AC and Hart House offer

a refreshing and practical alterna-

tive. There's always time to play a

quick game of basketball or go for

a fast dip in the pool. Not only are

Historic Hart House is iiome to many a splendid activity. For example, there are numer-

ous fitness facilities, a pool, and an excellent track on the premesis. The AC is also full

of fun facilities to help improve the body.

these great ways to get in shape

and shake off your stress, they are

also already paid for, which, as any

university student knows, is a huge

bonus!

In addition to these free services

and drop-in classes, the AC and

Hart House also offer a number of

services for a fee. Along with the

standard sports like soccer, basket-

ball, and hockey, one can also reg-

ister for synchronized swimming,
diving, hip-hop dance, pilates, ca-

poeira, feldenkrais (curious? Check
out the website), fencing, karate,

kendo, and ultimate frisbee. Health

and wellness classes are offered, as

are personal training, nutritional

consultations, aquatic certification

(e.g.. Bronze Medallion), and First

Aid and CPR certification courses.

Some classes, such as dance and

yoga, range from beginner's level

to experienced. There are intercol-

legiate and co-ed intramural teams

as well as groups like the triathlon

club. 1 bet you didn't know there

was a triathlon club.

Registration is as simple as ABC,

and can be done in person, over the

phone, or online. Just tollow the

links from www.utoronto.ca. Regis-

tered classes fill up fast, so sign up
as soon as you know what is right

for you.

Take advantage of the AC and
Hart House and nobody will ever

know that Christmas breakfast in-

cluded second and third helpings of

apple pie.

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri.Jan. 20 vs. Queen s 7:30 p.nri.

Satjan.2l vs. RMC 7:30 p.m.

Varsity Arena

VOLLEYBALL
Doubleheader
Sat.Jan.2l vs.Guelph

Men I p.m. Women 3 p.m.

Doubleheader
Sun. Jan. 22 vs. McMaster

Men 1 p.m. AVomen 3 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

DIASPORA DIALOGUES
featuring:

fiction byRabindranath Maharaj,

spoken word by lisa "luscious" tai
and works by four emerging voices from the University

ofToronto - two poets and two short story writers.

January 19th

7:00pm - 9:00pm

East Common Room

Hart House

Everyone welcome - free admission

^ 1 D r
HART HOUSE

!
M

, :

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
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Winter ball
JAYS STEALING HEADLINES FROM LEAFS, RAPS

The additions of B.J. Ryan (far left). A.J. Burnett (second from left), Lyie Overbay (second from right), and Troy Glaus (far right) have

made the Blue Jays the "buzz team" in town this winter. Even the Leafs have been relagated to the back pages of sports sections at

times due to the "bat men."

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Ah, the holidays. Sleigh bells jin-

gling, chestnuts roasting on an

open fire, and... Blue Jays baseball?

Something's not right here.

But for any sports fan in this city

it has been virtually impossible to

ignore the Blue Jays over the last

few weeks. The flurry of December
and January deals pulled off by
Jays GM J. P. Ricciardi have made
big news in a time when baseball is

usually the farthest thing from the

sports consciousness of Toronto-

nians.

However, the acquisitions have

been met with a high amount of

criticism. Some did not like paying

B.J. Ryan $1.1 million per career

save, or shelling out $55 million for

A.J. Burnett, a pitcher with a 49-50

career record.

Many disagreed with trading

popular second basemen Orlando

Hudson for an injury-plagued third

basemen in Troy Glaus. Others sim-

ply do not know who Lyle Overbay

is.

But guess what, people—it all

doesn't matter.

What matters is that J. P. Ric-

ciardi is putting the Blue Jays on
the radar screen of a city that has

nothing but hockey on its mind this

time of year (my sincere apologies

to all you Raptors fans out there).

Keep in mind that we're in January,

over a month away from the start

of spring training, and over three

months away from opening day.

How well these deals pan out is

simply not the main priority at this

time.

The main priority is getting fans

talking baseball in the middle of

the offseason—a formula that has

worked well for successful sports

franchises for years. And the proof

that the Jays have got the hype ma-
chine moving at top speed is impos-
sible to miss.

The December 6 signing of A.J.

Burnett quickly became front-page

news. But more importantly, it rel-

egated the coverage of the previous

night's Leaf game versus the Los

Angeles Kings to the third or fourth

page in most Toronto newspapers.

Even more exciting for Jays man-

agement is that season ticket sales

are rumoured to be up around 15

per cent.

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

H^','^ / Halt Houie Circle. Toronto M5S 31!3

6^

The Jays haven't made such a

wintertime splash since the Decem-
ber 1996 signing of Roger Clemens;

however, that signing ended in a de-

bacle when Clemens—after winning

back-to-back Cy Young Awards

—

skipped town as a free agent.

This coming season, it will be

crucial for the Jays and their gen-

eral manager to prove that the hype
generated by a busy offseason will

live up to its billing. But right now,

the bottom line is not if Ricciardi

was right or wrong, but that I'm

writing an article about baseball in

January, and you're taking the time

to read it.

Win a Trip to Calgary!
The CIHR Training Program in Genetics: Child Development & Health at

the University of Calgary is having a Recruitment Competition for

students interested in transdisciplinary graduate training in the areas of:

U Complications in Reproduction and Pregnancy

2} Birth Defects and Systems Development

Successful applicants will be flown to Calgary in March 2006 to meet with

potential mentors and current trainees in the Program.

A day trip to the Rocky Mountains is also included!

Deadline: February 17, 2006
Details: WWW.MEO.UCALGARV.CAyGDTRAINING

GREATALL - INCLUSIVES FOR STUDENTS

MEXICO
7 NIGHTS ALL-INCLUSIVE

^ PUERTO
VALLARTA

Getaway Club

Adults only, 18yrs +

Resort, 2.5 star $689
Plus taxes/fees $263.00 per person.

Based on dbl. occupancy.

Depart )an. 30 Nolitours

Toronto return departures. Valid for new bookings only on date shown. More information is available from a

travel agent. Prices subject to change at any time without notice.

Travel CUTS mvned and cpersted by the Canadian federstion of Students. TiCO Sl'i2i5?'9fc

187 College St.

(416) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149
(416)283-0069

UTM Student Centre. East Wfng
(905) 820-1162

HTRAVELCUTS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

'ire (6h wM-^

Mors D'oeiivres - Art - Music - Dance - Ferjorniaiue - Wine Tasting

The Gallery Grill - The Great Hall

Thursday, February 9th at 8pm

Tickets $60 (students & Seniors $40)

Tickets available at uofttix.ca 416 978 8849

Meloche Monnex

Yorpe inyited

fide open luau

featuring D3 Wes Allen,

The Hawaiian Pacific Magic Dancers,

Prizes, and Great Food & Drink!

2nd Annual Wide Open Luau

In The Great Hall on the Sunny Shores of Hart House

Wednesday, January 1 8th, 2006 • 7pm 1 1 pm

All Welcome! Licensed!

And... Check out the 5-buck Luau Lunch

in the Great Hall from 11:45am until 2pm!

P.S. Remember, this is a LUAU! Wear your finest tropica! clothing - Prizes for the best dressed!

6^
West Entrance,

Elevator &TIY

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

creativity.
concewed
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer
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CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

CHILDREN'S PRESENTERS NEEDED
To present fun hands-on activities in

schools and at b-day parties. Car and exp.

with kids req'd. No science background

needed. Exciting activities such as slime

and rockets. Pay: $20/class. CALL MAD
SCIENCE TODAY AT (416) 630-5282 Ext 31.

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 y-i hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team
& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Mt. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many
majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and 5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

VOLUNTEER MENTORS NEEDED
to assist students (grades 5-8J one-on-one

to complete challenging projects meeting

one hour weekly for 10-12 weeks. Mentor

orientation is at the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education, U of T. Please con-

tact John Bertram (416-429-5869). Website:

pmc@primementors.ca.

MISCELLANEOUS

DON'T PARK YOUR BRAIN AT THE
DOOR!

Check out gay-friendly Bloor Street United

Church, 'a community exploring faith,

seeking justice, and living with respect in

creation'. 10:30 a.m. Sundays at 300 Bloor

Street W, at the corner of Bloor and Huron,

www.bloorst'-eetunited.org

DISCOVER EXCITING TURKEY

9 Day All Inclusive Group Tour 4 Nites

Istanbul, 3 Nites Aegean Coast with

Ancient Greek Ruins, www.depjuluresl.

com 647-229-2743.

FOR SALE

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mic.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50";, off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

AFEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compufiow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology Psychology Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139. 247, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

'(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

Advertise in

VARSITY

Residence Donships available at

Victoria University for September 2006

Victoria University runs one of the largest residence operations on the

St. George campus. Residence Donships are available for third and

fourth year Victoria College students, graduate students and students

in equivalent professional programs. A Donship at Vic will give you the

opportunity to live and work in a supportive and congenial environment
and will help ease the high cost of university studies. We are looking

for excellent communicators who are flexible, committed and who enjoy

working with and helping other students. For more information contact:

Krista Steeves, Residence Life Coordinator
Office of the Dean of Students, Victoria University

140 Charles St. West, Toronto, ON M5S 1K9

Phone: (416) 585-4494, Email: vic.dean@utoronto.ca

Applications are also available on line:

http://www.vicu.utoronto.ca/English/Donships.html

Info. Sessions: Wed. Jan. 18, 9:30 pm - Alumni Hall - Old Vic
Tues. Jan. 24, 9:30 pm -Alumni Hall - Old VIC

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 4:30pm, Friday, February 10'^ 2006

WHISTLER

LAKE LOUISE

SILVER STAR

TREMBLANT

BANFF

BIG WHITE

Incredible Student
Ski Packages Available.

Trnvpl CUTS is owned and operatprt by !he Cnnadinn Fedpration of Students, TiCO #i 3315998

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates Include one line (up to 21 characters Including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit In person or send with payment
tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday Issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarslty.ca

K.^^ niRAVELOUTS
UTSCSt«dentCentreSuiteU9

See the vtorld your v^ay

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre. EastWing
(905)820-1162 www.travelcuts.com
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CHEATSHEET

heard

The

Liberals are

blocking a

fundamental

democratic

right,

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI,N0.32
-

You know what sporting events need?

More male cheerleaders!

On January 1 9, 1 935, the first pair of Joclt-

ey briefs went on sale at a Marshall-Fields

department store in Chicago, revolution-

izing the men's underwear business.

red letter

Today is "Confederate Heroes Day"

in Texas, to recognize those on the

Confederate side who died in the U.S

Civil War.

TOstudeni

THU-SAT, JANUARY 18-20, 8 PM

Blue Rodeo feat. Justing Rutledge at

Massey Hall. $35-^

THURSOAY. JANUARY 18. 7:30 PM
U of T Faculty of Music Student Compos-

ers Concert at Walter Hall. Free.
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//NEWS IN BRIEF

APUS officially endorses

NOP; Liberal promises

"too little, too late"

For the first time, the Association of

Part-time Undergraduate Students

(APUS) is officially endorsing can-

didates for Monday's federal elec-

tion.

APUS, which represents 6,000

students on the three campuses of

U of T, is endorsing NDP candidates

in four ridings: Olivia Chow in Trin-

ity-Spadina, Michael Shapcott in

Toronto Centre, Jack Layton in To-

ronto-Danforth, and Rupinder Brar

in Mississauga-Erindale.

"Recent Liberal promises to re-

store access to post-secondary

education are too little and too late

to alleviate the years of inaction by
the governing party," said Terry

Buckland, APUS Vice-President.

—ALLISON MARTELL

NDP offers support to TA

union as it enters talks

In a show of support for U of T teach-

ing assistants, local politicians and

activists held a press conference

Monday morning at Hart House be-

fore the union began their first day

of conciliation with the university.

NDP candidate Olivia Chow, On-

tario NDP Education Critic Rosario

Marchese, CPS Ontario Chairperson

Jesse Greener, and SAC president

Paul Bretscher all attended.

"TAs are a critical part of the uni-

versity community. They are the

frontlines of where the teaching

system meets the students," said

Greener.—TRAVIS CAMPBELL

Munk Int'l Centre, Stein

illumined by TVO glitz

U of T's Munk Centre played host to

TVO's popular political discussion

show, "Diplomatic Immunity," last

Friday night.

Minister of Defense and Liberal

candidate for Toronto-Centre Bill

Graham, NDP defense critic Bill

Blaikie, and U of T professor Janice

Gross Stein took part in show, field-

ing questions from journalists about

foreign policy and its relevance to

the election.—SARAH BARMAK

CORRECTION

in the previous issue of The Varsity,

we mistakenly reported that the

union which represents U of T's

teaching assistants, CUPE Local

3902, was beginning conciliation

talks with the provincial government.

In fact, the union is engaged in

talks with the U of T administration, in

which the Ontario Ministry of Labour

is acting as a mediator.

The Varsity regrets the error and

any confusion it may have caused.

ROSI driving

people batty

NEW STUDENTS, NEW SEMESTER CRIPPLES

ERRANT WEB SERVICE

Rehaana Manek

With a torrent of users attempting

to add and drop courses, most stu-

dents are by this point used to U of

T's student web service being a little

difficult to access at the beginning of

the semester.

But after experiencing long periods

without the ability to log on to the

Repository of Student Information,

or ROSI, in the past few weeks, many
say they have had it.

For fourth-year philosophy spe-

cialist Angela Misasi, it nearly set her

back a term from graduating.

"I couldn't access ROSI from Janu-

ary sixth to the fourteenth," she com-
plained. "1 needed to switch classes

and pick up classes to graduate. I

couldn't sign in, when I did sign in

it wouldn't let me access anything.

They need to create a need-based

opportunity for those who need a

course to graduate or towards a de-

gree to have first crack."

ROSI, the cutely-named service

with its own cartoon robot mascot,

allows students to do a multitude of

things online, from adding courses to

viewing their invoices and grades.

SEE 'ROSI' -PG 4

'SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

'

IN RESEARCH
BANTING AND BEST DEPARTMENT

OF MEDICAL RESEARCH

(http://www.utoronto.ca/bandb)

For Arts and Science students who have completed at

least two years towards a B.Sc. degree, with a B+ average.

Preference will be given to 3"* year students interested in

a research career. Students will participate in theoretical

and investigative aspects of basic research. Apply by letter

before February P', 2006. Include resume, transcripts and

names of two professors for references.

Send application to:

Sandra Grant, C.H. Best Institute, University of Toronto,

112 College Street, Toronto, Ontario MSG 1L6

Mug shots
FOUR U OF T RIDINGS, 12 CANDIDATES—WE TALKED TO THEM ALL. UTM

AND UTSC ROUND OFF THE LIST

Tim Dobson: Keeping it big.

"I'm a highly motivated, hardworking guy," said

Tim Dobson. "Because I was trained at a univer-

sity myself, I know what the needs of university

students are."

Dobson is the Conservative party candidate

running for Pickering Scarborough-East riding,

which includes the UTSC campus.

"Our philosophy is to fix the problem at the

source," said Dobson, who spoke at a UTSC all-

candidates debate this week. According to him,

the problem of rising tuition is the lack of edu-

cation funds being transferred to the provinces

from Ottawa, something that he promises to

correct if elected.

Another important issue for him is the envi-

ronment. He is a professional chemist whose

environmental accomplishments include leading

major initiatives to install pollution abatement

facilities at Ontario's nuclear plants, and driving

down water-borne toxicity emissions to ensure

compliance with provincial standards.

According to his website, his solutions include

long-term funding to clean up federal contami-

nated sites, and creating incentives to encour-

age private sector cleanup of contaminated

lands.

"When resolving problems I say see it big and

keep it simple."—KUMUTHA RAMANATHAN

Rupinder Bran The innovator

As a university physics instructor who has

spent much of his life as a student, Rupinder

Brar feels a personal connection to the student

constituents of his riding.

"We need to invest in tuition reduction. Peo-

ple have to put their lives on hold as a result of

incredible debts after they graduate," he said.

Brar is the NDP candidate for the Missis-

sauga-Erindale riding, which encompasses U

of T's Mississauga campus.

Free internet access for everyone in his rid-

ing is only the beginning of Brar's mission to

have an innovative platform.

"There are career politicians who enjoy cam-

paigning, and then there are those who are

interested in politics because they thrive on

ideas, causes, and values."

Brar believes that the values of the NDP

are the values of Canadians, including "solid

healthcare, equal access to education and

protecting the future of our economy through

alternative energy initiatives."

Brar said that the common fear that voting

NDP means remaining unrepresented is a mis-

guided one.

"If someone chooses to vote NDP, they are

supporting a growing party, because every vote

translates into funding."—SABRINA SINGH

Gary Dale: A solution to

violence?

Gary Dale is so confident in his ability to win the

upcoming election, he offers praises for his con-

tenders and already assumes their defeat.

"Dan McTeague is an honest, hard-working

politician, it will be hard to fill his boots when he

leaves," says Dale.

He believes that his party's accomplishments

speak for themselves. "We are running on a track

record of getting things done for people."

Dale is running for the NDP in the Pickering-

Scarborough East riditig which encompasses the

UTSC campus.

A graduate of U of T's engineering program,

Dale has dedicated himself to promoting edu-

cation and social support in addressing youth

violence in Scarborough.

According to Dale, "[education] is the key to

thwarting youth violence."

Dale believes that it is the government's re-

sponsibility to ensure that youth have access

to various skill-training programs, such as ap-

prenticeships. Finally, he plans on developing

stronger relationships with teachers and reli-

gious leaders.

"The real solution lies in reinvesting in

people," says Dale. "We need to address these

problems by putting money back into programs

for them."—K.R.

Bob Dechert: The anti-tax-
man

Bob Dechert, the Conservative candidate for

Missauga-Erindale, intends to benefit stu-

dents by reducing taxes.

He also aims, however, to rectify damage

they say was done by Martin's own cuts in the

health budget by reducing hospital waiting

times.

Neither Dechert nor his campaign manager

could be reached to comment on exactly how

the Conservatives intend to make up for the

reduced taxation, or exactly how reduced taxes

will help university students.

As a result of a lack of Dechert's quotes on

his own website, readers will have to rely on

statements of his policies.

Dechert supports a 16 per cent tax credit for

all public transit users, which would result in

the average commuter saving $153 annually.

Helping immigrants in obtaining their work

visa is another aim of Dechert and the Con-

servative party, along with recognizing foreign

degrees.

Some noble goals indeed, although Dechert's

homepage does not resist including an attack

from party leader Stephen Harper on Paul Mar-

tin's general ambiguity towards issues.

—SMITASAXENA

Dan McTeague: Hardest

worker

"I have delivered results for my constituents

that are without parallel in the House of Com-

mons," says Dan McTeague.

McTeague is the incumbent tiberal candi-

date running in the Pickering Scarborough-

East area.

The second U of T grad in the riding, Mc-

Teague has been voted the hardest-working

MP by the Hill Times in 2002. He is also the re-

cipient of the Friend of Small Business Award

presented by the Canadian Federation of Small

Business and was recognized by the Ontario

Command of the Royal Canadian Legion for

his efforts on behalf of Canada's veterans in

2003.

Passage of his private members' bill C-

202 made him the first backbencher MP to

amend the Criminal Code, which makes it an

indictable offence to evade the police by motor

vehicle. He has also been directly involved in

changing the Competition Act and the passage

of another Private Member's Bill recognizing

Organ Donor Week.

"Over the last year and half, I didn't just lis-

ten to the issues and concerns that mattered

to my constituents. I acted on them."

—K.R.

Omar Alghabra: The pragmatic

rookie

Omar Alghabra, the Liberal candidate for the rid-

ing of Mississauga-Erindale, has been happy with

his first foray into politics so far

"It has been very positive. People are curious to

know more about me," said Alghabra.

He is replacing veteran 60-year-old Liberal

MP Carolyn Parrish, who won her third election In

2004 by more than 12,000 votes. Despite the his-

torically strong Liberal showing in the riding, there

has been rumours that Conservatives are target-

ing the riding due to Alghabra's rookie status.

Alghabra said that local concerns seem to be

at the top of his constituents' minds in the riding

which includes UTM. "Some want improvements

to GO Transit. Others are concerned about violent

crime."

Alghabra, who immigrated to Canada from

Syria in 1989, has long been concerned about im-

migration issues. He has been a volunteer with a

number of community organizations including the

Canadian-African legal clinic and Amnesty Inter-

national.

Lately, Alghabra has been battling controversy

around his nomination celebration after a Liberal

member was heard to remark positively that the

GTA was being dominated by Muslim candi-

dates —BRUCE HARPHAM
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Campus will vote on election day
ELECTIONS CANADA WORKS TO SET UP ON-CAMPUS POLLS, BUT URGENT QUESTIONS REMAIN ABOUT WHY VOTING STATIONS

WERE CANCELLED IN THE FIRST PLACE—ESPECIALLY WHEN UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA STUDENTS USED THEM JUST LAST WEEK

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

U of T students are breathing a guard-

ed sigh of relief after an announce-

ment that election polls will be open
on the St. George campus after all. But

many questions remain unanswered.

Confirmed by numerous sources,

but not by Elections Canada, the poll-

ing stations at the University College

dining hall, the Graduate Students'

Union, and 89 Chestnut will serve

residence students voting in Trinity-

Spadina in Monday"s federal election.

(See graphic, below left, for details.)

This comes after Elections Canada
cancelled special ballot stations that

would have let residence students

vote on campus from Sunday until

Tuesday. Because Elections Canada's

decision to cancel the voting stations

directly followed inquiries by a Liber-

al lawyer into their legality, the move
sparked heated accusations of politi-

cal interference in the close NDP-Lib-

eral race. Many feel the riding will be

decided by the student vote.

It is still not clear why the special

voting stations were cancelled, es-

pecially since similar special ballot

stations went off without a hitch last

week at the University of Ottawa.

"There was a concern that canvass-

ing could take place in those areas [on

U of T campus where voting would
have taken place] ," said Diane Benson,

spokesperson for Elections Canada.

Liberal candidate Tony lanno's cam-
paign had concerns of their own.

Tom Allison, lanno's campaign

manager, said that his office was not

notified of the existence, times, and

locations of the special ballot sta-

tions, and that when they found out,

the Trinity-Spadina returning office

told the campaign that they would not

be allowed to send scrutineers—vol-

unteers sent by candidates to observe

voting and ensure that elections are

conducted fairly.

"We found that there was a secret

deal made and that there was voting

happening in secret," charged Alli-

son.

After the special voting stations

were cancelled, lanno, SAC, and NDP
candidate Olivia Chow all called for

real polls to be set up on campus on

election day.

Elections Canada did not comment
on whether they had notified the lan-

no campaign of the special voting pro-

visions. A fax proves that Elections

Ccmada did notify NDP candidate Ol-

ivia Chow's campaign early last week,

Account Invoice

Liberal incumbent Tony lanno at a heated Q & A at Hart House on Monday after on-campus voting stations were shut down after a

complaint from his campaign. At the same time, students attempting to vote at the poll at St. Vlad's church were being turned away

because their proofs of residence were no longer being accepted.

however.

"I couldn't imagine an instance

whereby the returning office of Elec-

tions Canada would only inform one

campaign that a special ballot is going

on," said SAC president Paul Bretscher,

who was angered by the decision to

cancel the voting stations.

Elections Canada also did not com-
ment on whether scrutineers would

have been allowed to watch the spe-

cial balloting process at U of T. But Ra-

chel Crete, returning officer for Otta-

wa-Vanier, confirmed that scrutineers

were allowed to observe the special

ballots in her riding at the University

of Ottawa.

Tensions ran high at Monday's Trin-

ity-Spadina all-candidates' meeting at

Hart House.

"The NDP is listening; we have been

paying attention," said Chow. "Our

Liberal MP knows that, and that is

why he's afraid to let students vote."

lanno responded by reading aloud

part of a National Post article in which

Eric Hebert, NDP Federal Secretary,

supported the decision to cancel the

special ballots. Hebert has since re-

versed his position. The NDP filed

a complaint with Elections Canada
about the cancelled stations on Mon-
day, and Jack Layton blasted lanno for

interfering with the youth vote.

"What the Students' Administrative

Council had tried to do was to help

students exercise their right to vote,"

he said. "What Liberals are doing is

blocking a fundamental democratic

right, and it's completely unaccept-

able."

On top of this, there is confusion

over what identification students

can use to register to vote. In order

to register, you would normally need

two pieces of identification: one that

proves your identity, and another that

proves your place of residence—the

latter typically being a utility bill with

your name and address on it, a bank
statement, or a lease agreement.

Because some students in residence

do not have any of these, students vot-

ing on campus were initially told that

they could print an invoice from ROSI

to prove their residence.

Several days before the planned

special ballot, SAC received word
from Elections Canada that the ROSI

printout would not be enough. Elec-

tions Canada did not say why, but it

may be because students can easily

change their address on ROSI—mean-

ing any U of T student could alter their

invoice and vote on campus.

As an alternative to the ROSI print-

out, the deans of students from each

college have delivered signed letters

to the returning office that includes

the names of every student living

in residence, to serve as proof of

residency for those who don't have a

phone bill. But at the advance polls at

St. Vladimir's church on Monday, the

lists were not present, and a number
of students were not allowed to vote.

Since the advance polls. Elections

Canada has been signing up voters

using these lists, but they still have

not officially confirmed that the lists

are satisfactory proof of residence

—

something that is contributing to ris-

ing fears that students' votes could be

challenged on election day.

"I think this is indicative of the prob-

lems that have arisen," said Bretscher.

"If we had simply been allowed to con-

tinue the special ballot provision that

had been established between SAC,

Elections Canada, and Trinity-Spadi-

na. . .U of T students would have voted

by now."

Despite the change in plans, Uni-

S versify College dean of students Nona

^ Robinson has some cautious praise

I for the Trinity-Spadina returning of-

S fice.

"After that special poll was can-

celled. Elections Canada immediately
started registering students to vote,

and they worked very hard to do that

for three days," she said. "They've
also been very helpful in making sure

that there are polling stations on cam-
pus."

Only time will tell whether students'

votes will be allowed to count in U of

T's largest, and closest, riding.

The unconfirmed polling stations are to be located at (left-right): St. Vlad's church,

the Graduate Students' Union, the University College dining hall, and 89 Chestnut

residence (not pictured).
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The fact that students can change their addresses on their ROSI invoices is the most likely reason using the printouts as proofs of

residence at the polls was nixed by Elections Canada. Both versions of our Editor-in-Chief's invoice look legit. Good thing there are

no elections being held in Faketown, Antarctica right now.
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So fresh and so Green
WITH A HIGH NUMBER OF CANDIDATES UNDER 30, THE GREENS' INSIST

THEIR APPEAL FOR YOUNG VOTERS SHOULD BE A NO-BRAINER

Jordanna Caplan

VARSITY STAFF

The Green Party of Canada is sick of

being ignored. ~

Tfie party coroplained Monday
that the Canadian Federation of Stu-

dents left them out "in the cold," not

including them in their annual re-

port card-style evaluation of party

platforms.

Party leader Jim Harris asserts

that this makes no sense, since his

party has long enjoyed popular-

ity among youth. Indeed, many of

its candidates are students them-

selves, including U of T student Jeff

Brownridge (bringing the number U
of T student candidates in the 2006

election up to five, if you're count-

ing).

Although one of the Greens' pri-

mary concerns is the environment,

as its name suggests, it is not the

only one. Among its social policies,

the Green Party has outlined a plan

to improve post-secondary educa-

tion.

"It is important to provide stu-

dents with the opportunity to offset

their debt while still in school," said

Thorn Chapman, the Green Party

candidate for U of T's Trinity-Spa-

dina riding.

The Greens say they would invest

$8 billion in education, re-structure

loan programs into a needs-based

Green candidate for UTSC's riding Jeff

Brownridge does double duty as a U of T

student.

grants system, and boost participa-

tion in apprenticeships and coop-

erative education program to allow

students to work and earn money in

their fields while completing their

degrees.

Chapman also spoke of eliminat-

ing GST for students on "tools re-

lated to their education, such as

books," as well as giving a tax rebate

to students for their transportation

costs, such as metropasses.

Most significant for students is the

party's policy of working with prov-

inces to freeze tuition costs and ulti-

mately reduce them over time.

The notion that the younger gen-

eration is more environmentally-

conscious is illustrated by the fact

that many of the party's candidates

are young themselves.

Jeff Brownridge is a prime ex-

ample: the 25-year-old is both a his-

tory student and the Green party's

candidate for the campus's riding of

Pickering-Scarborough East.

"The Green Party has made two
major commitments," said Brown-
ridge. "The first is to have 50 per

cent of the Green party's candidates

as women. The second is to have 25

per cent of our candidates under
the age of 35.

"Instead of having a youth wing,

the Green Party works to incorpo-

rate the youth perspective into their

initiatives by encouraging young
people to take on leadership roles

within the party," he said.

In an attempt to boost lagging po-

litical participation among youth,

the party announced January 13,

the first day of the advanced polls,

as "Youth Voter Day."

When asked why a person should

vote for a party with no seats,

Brownridge urged voters not to vote

strategically.

"If you do not vote for what you
want, how can you expect to get it?"

he demanded.
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni
Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

our faculty, staff and students.

We are currently inviting nominations for the:
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FACULTY AWARD: $1,000
For excellence in teaching, research and

professional endeavours.

JOAN E. FOLEY
QUALITY OF STUDENT
EXPERIENCE AWARD: $1,000
For a student, aiumnus/a, administrative staff

or faculty member who has made a significant

contribution to improving the quality of

academic or extra-curricular student life on

campus.

CHANCELLOR'S AWARD:
$1,000
For outstanding contributions by an

administrative staff member.

CAROLYN TUOHY IMPACT ON
PUBLIC POLICY AWARD: $1,500
For a member of the teaching staff who
demonstrates excellence as a teacher

and as a scholar, and whose scholarship

has had a significant impact on public policy

and on the University's national and

international reputation.

LUDWIK AND ESTELLE JUS
MEMORIAL HUMAN RIGHTS
PRIZE: $1,500
A prize recognizing positive and lasting

contributions to education and action in the

fight against discrimination. Faculty, staff and

students may be nominated for this award.

NORTHROP FRYE AWARDS
The University ofToronto Alumni Association

is pleased once again to join the Provost in

sponsoring the Northrop Frye Awards. Each

year, one individual faculty member and one

department or division will be recognized

with the Northrop Frye Award for

demonstrating exemplary and Innovative ways

of linking teaching and research.

One prize of $2,000 will be awarded to a

faculty member who demonstrates innovative

and exemplary ways of linking teaching and

research.

One prize of $6,000 will be awarded to a

faculty, college, school or department for

extraordinary curriculum innovation aimed at

strengthening the link between teaching and

research.

NOMINATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2006, 5 P.M.

Information and nomination forms are available at

www.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact:

Division of University Advancement,

J.
Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

2 1 King's College Circle

Tel: 4 16 978 6536 or e-mail linda.wells@utoronto.ca
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Poverty debate

stumps McKay
U.N. HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCATE STEPHEN

LEWIS GRILLS CANDIDATES IN DEBATE NEAR

CAMPUS

Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

In what had to be the most gruelling

debate in the election campaign so

far, a group of candidates fielded

some tough questions' from former

Canadian ambassador to the U.N.

Stephen Lewis, journalists Linda

McQuaig and John Stackhouse, and

anti-poverty activist Josephine Grey

last Thursday night.

Humanitarian group Make Poverty

History held an election debate, en-

titled Poverty at Home and Abroad,

at the Royal Ontario Museum in the

Samuel Hall Currelly Gallery.

The debaters came mostly from

the GTA, and included Green party

candidate for Ottawa-Centre David

Chernushenko, Liberal candidate for

Scarborough-Guildwood John McK-
ay, and NDP candidate for St. Paul's

Paul Summerville. Neither one of the

two Conservative candidates—^The-

resa Rodrigues for Davenport and
Sam Goldstein for Trinity-Spadina

—

bothered to show up.

Lewis kicked off the debate by ask-

ing Liberal John McKay the first ques-

tion, grilling him on why the Liberal

government has never committed to

a timetable to reach the target of 0.7

per cent of GDP that they have fre-

quently endorsed—thus beginning

a series of attacks on the Grit candi-

date from all sides that did not let up
until Rockburn ended the event.

A clearly uncomfortable McKay
was ill-equipped to stand up to the

challenge posed to him by the ques-

tioners. He frequently reiterated the

Liberals commitments to health

care, child care, and a balanced

budget as reasons why the Liberals

couldn't come up with the $40 billion

needed to bring Canada up to 0.7 per

cent.

The event, which had a live audi-

ence of over 600, was moderated by
Ken Rockburn of CPAC. The parlia-

mentary station broadcast the tape-

delayed debate nationally on Friday

afternoon.

The debate was divided into four

parts, with the candidates relaying

their respective parties' positions

on aid, child poverty, debt, and
trade, answering general questions

from the audience after.

Aid issues included effective party

strategies on how to deliver aid mon-
ey to the right people. According

to Chernushenko, the Green Party

strategy is to "create a series of lo-

cal and Canadian partners who are

committed and accountable.

"Furthermore, the creation of

an accountability mechanism will

prove whether Canadian companies
or their local partners help or just

line their pockets with aid money."

During the section on child pover-

ty, the NDP's Summerville attacked

the Conservative child care policy

when he said that "according to

the Globe and Mail, cutting the GST
from 7 per cent to 5 per cent would
save someone making $12,500 a

year $64 but it would take out $5
billion out of the treasury. Guess
how much it would take to properly

fund adequate child care in Canada:
$5 billion."

'ROSr- CONTINUED FROM PG2

"It's unpleasant," said student in-

formation systems client services

manager Jennifer Leigh. "We know
that in the first week of January the

traffic is twice as high as normal, but

we have more students than before

and that leads to a higher demand for

resources.

"We are currently trying to aug-

ment the technical difficulties and
try to reassess the system so more
resources become available."

ROSI was implemented in 1999,

and it also allows administration and
faculty to access marks and regu-

late course enrollment. It requires a

considerable amount of resources to

keep it running smoothly.

"ROSI doesn't really have 'bugs.'

We encounter hardware failure. It's

an unfortunate built-in redundancy
so that when one system is down, the
rest don't crash as well," explained
Leigh.

Right next to the ROSI login warn-
ing, students can also see the dis-

abled link to Degree Navigator, a

buggy program that U of T installed

relatively recently, but is now indefi-

nitely out of service.

"Degree Navigator isn't our system,

so when it's down the glitch has to do
with the vendor, so we wait on them,"

Said Leigh, "We aren't happy with the

situation, it's unacceptable, and we
are trying to fix it. You guys pay for

this service and you deserve better."

Assistant dean and faculty regis-

trar for arts and science, George Alt-

meyer, said in extreme circumstanc-

es, dates will be adjusted.

"We do make allowances if, say,

the system is down on the last day to

add or drop courses. Then we extend

the date. But the first thing a student

should do if they can't access ROSI is

go to their registrar's office."

"I understand that every system

needs time to sort out glitches," said

Misasi. "But when you need tran-

scripts for grad school, or to add a

class in order to graduate, not being

able to access the system created for

this job just makes you crazy."
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iTuning in to politics

BLOGS AND PODCASTS ARE NOW INTEGRAL TO ANY ELECTION CAMPAIGN, BUT DOES THAT

MEANS ANYONE KNOWS HOW TO USE THEM?

Kevin Wong
VARSITY STAFF

The growth of the iPod phenomenon
and online blogging has added a new
technological gleam to the 2006 sprint

for Ottawa.

Some parties now offer access to

their own blogs and podcasts, pre-

sumably in a bid to attract a younger
generation of voters. All three major
parties include television ads and
speeches which can be downloaded
and tossed on to your nearest iPod or

portable media player

But despite the power of these

trendsetting, debt-inducing mediums,
opinions on their ability to get voters

to the polls are mixed.

"I think it might," said U of T student

Mojan Jianfar "You might read up on
something you didn't think about be-

fore," she said.

A visit to the main websites of the

major federal parties shows that links

to a campaign's multimedia content

are front-and-centre.

Their accessibility isn't quite uni-

versal, however If you want to get in

on podcasts from the NDP or Conser-

vative websites, you have to install

Apple's iTunes program or other soft-

ware in order to download the sub-

scription-based audio.

In addition to being able to hear
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Apodcast looks like this..

campaign speeches made all over the

country, some party websites have

regularly updated blogs that follow

their respective party throughout the

campaign.

A list compiled at www.confeedera-

tion.ca offers access to most, if not all

blogs run by the individual candidates

of all five major parties.

The main Liberal party blog, main-

tained by Paul Martin's speech writer,

Scott Feschuk, has drawn negative at-

tention that may explain the apparent

ineffectiveness of party blogs in being

able to draw in voters.

"Hegives a funny 'behind the scenes'

[account]...but he doesn't really give

any insight into the heart and soul of

the campaign," Mark Federman says,

formerly the chief strategist and head

of McLuhan Management Studies at
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the McLuhan Progreim in Culture and

Technology.

The Conservative's campaign blog

is not free from Federman's criticisms

either

"Neither party understands that

a blog is an amplification of an ordi-

nary human being's voice. . ..It's not

the voice of a campaign, because a

campaign isn't a human being," said

Federman.

Currently involved with research

in the area, Federman believes that

party blogs, if done right, have the

ability to gain support for the party by

removing their inherently cold, "cor-

porate face."

"There's no other way that they're

going to connect with the people, oth-

er than the very limited fashion that

broadcast politics provides," he said.

For Federman, who points to his

grey hair to indicate that blogs aren't

just for the young, "it is mandatory for

the leader of a political party to blog

him or herself" to make a connection

with the people.

There is no one else capable of con-

veying the heart and mind of a party

other then the leader himself, or at

least someone close to the campaign,

according to Federman.

None of the party blogs at this point

are written by the leader of the party.

As the internet, media, and politics

evolves, Federman notes that party

blogs are not the most important play-

ers in U.S. and Canadian politics. He
cites a case in which a house majority

leader in the U.S. senate was brought

down after mainstream media picked

up on the continuing chatter of regu-

lar bloggers.

When the results are tabulated

at the end of the day on January 23,

there will be at least one party leader

who will have time to consider Feder-

man's theories.
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THIS MONDAY, VOTE.

To know when and where to vote, consult your voter

information card. It includes all the information you'll

need to use your right to vote, and you'll get through

the voting process more quickly if you have it with you.

Voting hours for your polling station are indicated

on your voter information card and on the Elections

Canada Web site at v/ww.elections.ca by clicking on

the Voter Information Service icon.

If you haven't received this card, you are probably not on

the voters list. To be able to vote, all you have to do is go to

your polling station on election day, January 23, and present

an official document that includes your name, address and

signature. If you do not have such a document, you will be

given the opportunity to swear that you are eligible to vote

at the polling station you are in, as long as you are

accompanied by a voter registered in the same polling

division who can vouch for your identity.

For more Information, please contact your local

Elections Canada office or visit our Wel3 site at

www.elections.ca.

www.elections.Cci
1 800 463-6868 toll-free in Canada and the United States
001 800 514-6868 toll-free in Mexico
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Rock the vote—wherever you can
Some would say that what we have
learned from the sneaky actions of

Elections Canada on the weekend is

that we cannot trust the organiza-

tion whose most basic responsibil-

ity is to facilitate fair and accessible

elections. No matter whose thugs

were strong-arming the organiza-

tion, their attempt at thwarting the

vote of campus-dwellers is certain-

ly disheartening to many.

As political pawns in this red-hot

riding, it would be easy to opt out

of the game altogether. But it would
be wrong.

Setting aside this controversy,

the question that should be on
every Canadian's mind this week

- EDITORIAL "

is "What does it mean to be Cana-

dian?" As the four finely-dressed

white men squabbled behind their

podiums at each debate, scrap-

ing at the bottom of each of their

barrels to find the right handful of

muck with which to shock and dis-

credit their opponents, the real is-

sue that separated the leaders was
their respective conceptions of Ca-

nadian identity.

What does it mean to be Cana-

dian? To you, it may mean having

a publicly funded daycare system.

Or, it may mean that you should

have the option of a private, non-

governmentally funded healthcare

clinic. However, whatever minu-

tiae clothe your idea of Canadian

identity, there are certain things

that cannot be removed from the

skeleton of Canadian-ness passed

down to us.

To be Canadian it is not only our

right or our privilege, but even our

duty to vote. If we do not engage

this most basic of democratic pro-

cesses, then we might as well be

backpacking nomads without a

greater set of values to distinguish

us on a national level. To have your

say in a decision that will define

your national identity until the next

election is something thousands of

people the world over would liter-

ally kill for.

For many campus residents in

the Trinity-Spadina riding, the de-

cision to pull the seven student

polling stations might seem like a

mysterious, authoritarian decision

one would expect of a dictatorial

South American regime. But, de-

spite the striking front-page image

of Monday's Varsity, these students

have not been silenced. They have,

indeed, been frustrated. They have

been confused. But they did not

give into defeat.

In light of these events, we must
all take our responsibility to vote

all the more seriously. The best

way to fight against this inexcus-

able decision is to march ourselves

to the next-closest poll and show
Elections Canada that we consider

our vote so important that we will

go that extra mile to cast it.

Do not let the odds beat you. Do
not let the weather, or the longer

walk to polling stations truly si-

lence your say in this democratic

moment.
Vote on Monday, no matter your

riding, no matter your belief. Vote,

and claim the Canadian identity

that is yours for the taking—and
the making—on that little slip of

paper.

Why not retract the clause?

Kerri Sivec

During the second English-language

debate, Paul Martin stated his inten-

tion to remove the notwithstanding

clause, in regards to federal use, from

the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

The clause allows government to en-

act legislation that violates the Char-

ter, but the law must be reviewed after

a five-year period.

In the days following the debate, 1

was surprised at how much attention

Mr Martin's comment received, and
shocked at how strongly many op-

posed his intent to remove the clause. I

was even more shocked at the reasons

for this opposition, in particular the

claim that removing the clause would

undermine our democracy. 1 attribute

this point of view to a general misun-

derstanding about the role of consti-

tutions and judicial review, as well as

naive notions about democracy and

the value of majority opinion.

A commonly cited reason for main-

taining the clause is that it keeps pow-

er away from unelected judges. This

seems to be made based on a simple

and false assumption that "unelected"

is equivalent to "undemocratic." In

reality, sometimes power needs to be

vested in officials who are not elected

so that they can make rational and fair

decisions based on law and not major-

ity opinion. This is why judicial review

helps to uphold, and not undermine,

democracy.

Where majority opinion may be ex-

pressed is in the Charter itself, which

was created by and can be amended
by those we elect. Once created and

made law however, the Charter must

be applied fairly and universally, and
sometimes this application is contrary

to majority opinion. This is particular-

ly because the Charter protects rights,

and most frequently, minority rights.

For example, a Supreme Court ref-

erence case concluded that same-sex

marriage could not be prohibited un-

der the Charter. If it were a matter of

public opinion, it is possible that same-

sex marriage may have never been le-

galized, and it was feared that the not-

withstanding clause might be invoked

to allow such an injustice to be done.

Furthermore, politicians were re-

luctant to act on the issue without

the legitimacy provided by the Su-

preme Court, because politicians are,

of course, at the mercy of the major-

ity, whether or not majority opinion

is correct, rational, or fair. Judges

interpret laws created by elected offi-

cials, provide a rational and thorough

explanation for their decisions, and

can protect our rights without fear of

upsetting voters.

The fact that the majority has a

voice is one of democracy's best fea-

tures, and ironically, can be one of its

flaws. The majority is not always right,

and when they are not they should not

infringe upon the rights of anyone else.

We want to maintain majority rule as
well as equality, and sometimes the

former does not accommodate the lat-

ter.

This is why we create documents
like the Charter of Rights and Free-

doms, and this is why they must have

primacy. To say that the Charter pro-

tects rights, and then to include a
clause to allow the violation of those

rights, is more in contrast with notions

of democracy than allowing judges to

rule based on laws that are created by

democratically elected politicians in

the first place.

GST Reduction

Plan

Stephen Harper thinks that cut-

ting the GST by two per cent

would make a real economic dif-

ference to all Canadians. What
say our writers? Read on...

On December 1, Stephen Harp-

er announced his intention

to reduce the GST by two per

cent over his five-year term. With

this proposal Harper is seeking to

provide an up-front, tangible means
of returning money to all Canadians,

regardless of wealth. It only makes
sense that Canadians should be al-

lowed to keep as much of their own
money as possible. As it is, the tax

hits citizens' wallets while allowing

businesses to avoid these same ex-

penses. The result? Basic goods and
services increase in price for ordi-

nary Canadians.

The Conservative plan is the first

step towards fixing what the Liber-

als failed to do. As noted by one

commentator, the Liberals, after

promising for twelve years to re-

move the GST, are now in the awk-

ward position of having to defend it.

They must now pretend that what
they had been unconditionally de-

nouncing as "regressive," "hated,"

and "the worst tax in Canadian his-

tory" is somehow suddenly essential

to Canadian financial sustainability.

The fact that the GST has helped the

Liberals run up enormous surpluses

doesn't seem to register. Ultimately,

what Harper wants to do makes
real, tangible sense to ordinary Ca-

nadians and is a sound first step

towards correcting the mistakes of

the past.

—PETER O'HAGAN

Reducing the GST does nothing

for the real priorities of ordi-

nary Canadians. How, for ex-

ample, would a two per cent reduction

make an impact on our commitment
to climate change, or help lower crime

rates? How would it reduce wait times,

or improve education? In fact, for all

its expense, reducing the GST would
not improve a single thing for ordinary

Canadians.

This policy should act as a bright

red flag that signals the kind of regres-

sive and polarizing politics we can ex-

pect from a Harper government in the

future. Reducing the GST is expensive,

favours the already affluent, and can
only be paid for by cutting back ser-

vices that people depend on.

A reduction in the GST would widen

the gap between the rich and poor in

Canada. That would be politically and
socially disastrous for our country. But

then again, Stephen Harper, former

head of the National Citizen's Coalition

and author of the infamous Firewall

Letter (Google both), is not shy when
it comes to supporting policies that

run counter to our best interests.

—JEREMY KIROUAC
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Roll over, Leibniz
SIMPLIFIED HIGH SCHOOL CALCULUS DOESN'T DO ENGINEERS ANY FAVOURS

David Ruggiero

According to a recent article in the

Globe and Mail, the Ontario govern-

ment is considering changing the

high school calculus curriculum and
removing some of the more advanced
topics ("Ontario may change high

school calculus", Dec. 20). The an-

nouncement confirms the rumours
that portions the grade twelve math
syllabus could soon come under the

axe.

Sadly, this appears to be another

instance of treating the symptoms
but not the disease. Faced with in-

creasing dropout rates and the popu-
lar sentiment that calculus is simply

too difficult to understand, our politi-

cians seek to dilute the course mate-

rial so as to artificially increase the

success rate. A little clear-minded

thought should reveal this for what
it is: a band-aid solution, which while

providing inflated success in the

calculus course detracts from the

underlying goal—a proper calculus

education.

This type of "solution" is a step

backwards for any education sys-

tem. By catering to the lowest com-
mon denominator, it penalizes those

curious minds who are eager to

Think this Is hard? Just wait till calculus,

kid!

learn more than just the bare basics.

While it would be elitist to think that

only the best students deserve a

solid education, it is likewise unfair

to offer mediocre, "one size fits all"

schooling to those willing and capa-

ble of more. Ideally, students would

be offered the entire spectrum of dif-

ficulties without an arbitrary cap in

place.

It used to be that a high school di-

ploma guaranteed a certain level of

academic prowess, but ifthese chang-

es to the math curriculum come into

effect, this would no longer be true.

At the post-secondary level, though,

there are standards that must be

met. All undergraduate engineering

programs in Canada must be certi-

fied by the Canadian Engineering Ac-

creditation Board. This ensures that

every engineering student acquires

the skills and knowledge necessary

to be a professional engineer in

Canada. By the end of the four-year

program, every engineering student

must have learned a set number of

things, regardless of what his or her

high school education covered. If

less material were to be covered at

the high school level, the burden of

teaching it would just be uploaded

onto an already constricted univer-

sity curriculum.

At heart, high school level-calcu-

lus is not a difficult subject to master,

even though many students have dif-

ficulty with it. Certainly part of the

problem is psychological: there is a

stigma associated with the very word

"calculus." Many students pass judg-

ment on the subject even before they

open the textbook, simply because

of the horror stories they associate

with the name. Perhaps if we called it

"Rates of Change" instead they would

be more open to the subject.

I believe the fundamental problem.

however, is that children do not be-

come enthusiastic about math until

it is too late. It comes as a shock to

many students to realize that calcu-

lus is a prerequisite for their univer-

sity program of choice, when up until

that point math had just been an an-

noyance. Growing up we are told that

we can be whatever we want, but no

one ever mentions the necessary skill

set we need to acquire. Scrambling at

the last minute to catch up on years

of missed math skills, it is no wonder
that so many students face problems

in—and feel resentment for—grade

twelve math courses.

The challenge of reversing this

trend inevitably falls to early child-

hood educators. If a child learns to

enjoy math at a young age, they will

be "hooked" for life. Unfortunately,

math often seems to take a backseat

in grade school, and this is where ma-

jor reforms are warranted. The cur-

rent grade school math curriculum is

tedious and repetitive; it is little won-

der that math is branded as boring

by young, developing minds.

At a time when children's minds

are most impressionable, the quality

of their teachers is a deciding factor

in determining their attitudes toward

mathematics. While it is critical that

our high school teachers be well-edu-

cated, 1 believe it is doubly important

that grade school teachers be compe-
tent in these areas of study. Not only

is a yoiing child's knowledge expand-

ing at its fastest rate, but he or she

is also learning how to learn, and an

unenthusiastic teacher is unlikely to

motivate independent thought.

While it is not the norm, I have en-

countered grade school teachers who
would argue vehemently that one mi-

nus negative one equals zero. More
commonly, they harp on memoriza-

tion of specific cases rather than em-
phasizing the underlying constants

of mathematics, painting a patchy

tableau instead of showing it as a

continuous, dependable framework.

When faced with such a self-contra-

dictory picture of what math is, what
child wouldn't be confused?

If the decision is made to cater to

the unenthusiastic attitude of stu-

dents and teachers and simplify

grade twelve calculus, then we are

resignedly allowing our standards of

education to slip even lower. This can

only have negative repercussions,

for the inextricable consequence of

"dumbing down" our education sys-

tem is the dumbing down of the lead-

ers of tomorrow.

Que sera

sera. . . won't it?

DREADED "CAREER CHAT" SPOILS CHRISTMAS

DINNER

LizZahur

Christmas is a wonderful time to gath-

er with family, exchange gifts, stuff

ourselves with delicious and highly

unhealthy food, and simply take in

the festive season. Inevitably, on

Christmas day, following all the food

and presents, there is also the annual

family conversation about school and

"the future."

This year, one of my uncles got

the ball rolling while my cousins, too

young and carefree to have to worry

about things like majors and grad

school, were busy playing with their

new toys.

As always, it started with, "So what

are you studying again?" Double ma-

jor in human biology and health stud-

ies. "So you want to be a doctor?" No.

"But you're going to get your master's,

right?" No, it's not for me. "Well, what

do you plan on doing once you gradu-

ate?" I'm not sure yet. .

.

This answer never bodes well with

my relatives and is usually met with

uneasy looks, warnings that I had bet-

ter figure it out soon, and suggestions

of what I should do, ranging from doc-

tor ("They make lots of money!") and

teacher ("They get summers off!") to

scientific researcher ("You could dis-

cover the cure for cancer and win the

Nobel Prize!").

Some people know from a young

age exactly what they want to be

"when they grow up." Others are

not so lucky, and sadly there is no

step-by-step guide to follow when it

comes to choosing. There are those

who dream of becoming great actors

or writers, but settle on other, safer

professions out of financial consid-

eration, parental pressure, or lack of

self esteem. Then there are those who
do not have a clue what they'd like to

do, and simply want to find a nice job

that earns them a decent amount of

money.

Many factors besides education

contribute to what profession one set-

tles on. Upon graduation, many peo-

ple struggle to find work and end up

taking whatever job they are offered,

whether it is related to their degree or

not. People are inherently materialis-

tic, and if forced to choose between a

boring yet lucrative job and an inter-

esting, inspiring job that does not pay

nearly as well, many would choose

the former.

Discourse regarding choosing a

profession is often centred on ideas

such as income, status, and prestige,

as exemplified by my Christmas con-

versation. One of the most important

factors— if not the most—is normally

overlooked: happiness. Whether we
like it or not, the majority of our adult

lives are spent at work. What is the

point of having a prestigious, well-

paying job if one does not enjoy it?

As for myself, the idea of commit-

ting to a career that I will spend the

next thirty to forty years of my life on

is quite scary. If I choose the wrong

one, I could be sentencing myself to

decades of misery. Yes, it is possible

to later go back to school and switch

professions, but once one gets mar-

ried and has kids, a mortgage, and

other bills to pay, the responsibilities

of life can make this difficult. I would

much rather get it right the first time.

And if it takes a few extra years to find

the profession I am destined for, what

is so wrong with that?

Voting not rocket

science: poll

Re: Campus voting sites axed,

Jan. 16

It is appalling that university stu-

dents will be unable to exercise their

democratic and legal right to vote at a

registered polling station. ..oh, wait.

There are a number of legal polling

stations around campus, likely within a

block or two of all student residences,

and certainly within a ten-minute

walk of campus. Given that all you

need to vote is your driver's license

and signature, and you can't walk for

more than 10 minutes without seeing a

poster advertising the Elections Canada

website, how much more bending over

backwards is necessary to get university

students to vote?

Presumably there have been elections

held during a school term before, and

the number of polling stations set up is

a reasonable reflection of the number of

students who actually vote. If your right

to vote depends on your being aware

and interested enough to take twenty

minutes out of your day next iVlonday,

then that is fine with me.

Caroune D'Angelo

[For students whose permanent address

is outside their current riding, alternate

documentation confirming residency in

that riding is required. -Ed.]

• I find it commendable that our SAC has

taken the time to try and improve the

voting opportunities for the students on

campus. However, the efforts seem to be

directed only at the students who live

in the Trinity-Spadina riding. Students

who live in residence at Victoria and St.

Michael's Colleges vote in the Toronto

Centre riding, and to my knowledge

attempts to open special voting stations

in that riding were not initiated.

Hopefully SAC can work with Elec-

tions Canada to develop a plan for the

next election in which students in all

affected ridings can have better access

to polling stations.

In the future, SAC should direct any

commentary regarding issues like this

to the bodies that are responsible. The

decision to pull polling stations is the di-

rect responsibility of Elections Canada,

and not of any of the candidates. SAC

should at least attempt to promote itself

as being impartial, and sending out

press releases with not-so-subtle at-

- LETTERS "

tacks on specific candidates would seem

to undermine that impartiality.

Kristen Munro

Victoria College student

Building bridges

to ENG girls

Re: Turning back on Skule,

Jan. 10

This article highlighted a concern that

the Faculty of Applied Science and

Engineering takes very seriously: recent

indications of declining undergraduate

enrolment of young women into engineer-

ing.

However, the story does not place this

issue in sufficient context. Among the

15 Ontario undergraduate engineering

programs, our faculty currently has the

highest average percentage of female

enrollment over four years of study, at

22.8 percent. This figure rose from 0.35

per cent in 1960 to an all-time high intake

of 29 per cent in 1998.

Further, in terms of female graduate

enrollment in our faculty, the trend is up-

ward, at 25.4 per cent of our total gradu-

ate enrollment. The growth in female

Ph.D. enrollment has been particularly

strong over roughly the time period that

female undergraduate enrollment has

declined somewhat.

We must develop new meams of attract-

ing young women to the diverse, socially

meaningful and often lucrative paths that

a career in engineering can offer them.

We at the faculty welcome the input of

students and colleagues in engineering

and at U of T broadly on this issue.

Tas Venetsanopoulos

Dean, Faculty ofApplied Science and

Engineering, UofT

Reader response
criticism

Re: The rock or the hard labour,

Jan. 10

1 normally deride your paper as one

written for its writers, so when you put

together an issue that utilizes rather than

ignores your position as U of T's largest

student newspaper, it's only fair that I

congratulate you on your fine work on the

Jan. 10 issue.

From your cover stories on student

candidate(s) to the intramural sports

coverage, you produced an excellent

issue that should typify the type and
range of your coverage for all issues. I

would like to send my compliments to

two of your writers who consistently

produce solid, informative work; Allison

Martell and Matt Ventresca.

My usual beef with The Varsity rests

in its continued failure to localize issues

to the U of T student body. Mr Borowiec

obviously knows and cares a great deal

about the plight of unskilled labourers

in developing countries (as all of us

probably should), but his writings are

ultimately useless without explicitly

bringing the story back to U of T and its

\

students.

Keith Dell'Aquila

AnthemAWOL
1 was shocked by the lack of the "0

Canada" at the beginning of the recent

i

Hart House all-candidates forum. Our

national anthem is a thing of beauty and

j

of pride, something that we sing before

any event held for the betterment of

Canadians—be it a political event or a

hockey game. I was outraged that the

moderator and organizers were com-

I

pletely oblivious and that Olivia Chow,

the first candidate to speak, also did not

notice that there had been no anthem. It

made me seriously wonder how amateur-

ish she really is as a candidate, or if her

party, the NDP, take demonstrations of

our national pride seriously.

Stephen Mancer

QuoVadis?

Many Canadians, including Prime Minis-

ter Paul Martin, have tried to renounce

absolute truth in the mistaken belief

that there exists in Canada a separation

of church and state. However there is

no mention in Canadian law of any such

separation. On the contrary, Canadian

law has from its formation been compat-

ible with Judeo-Christian principles.

Canadians can no longer remain

indifferent to a Liberal government that

bases its morality and value judgments

on personal whims. Voters will have an

opportunity to voice their disapproval

in the upcoming election and put an end

to liberal tyranny in Canada. May they

choose wisely!

Paul Kokoski
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HORROR COMES TO HART HOUSE AS HIT MUSICAL SETTLES IN FOR THREE-WEEK RUN

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

It's going to be a real horror show

at Hart House for the next few

weeks. Not to be confused with the

1975 film adaptation The Rocky Hor-

ror Picture Show, the classic rock

musical The Rocky Horror Show
checks into Hart House Theatre for

a three-week run that promises to

up the ante and break every cam-

pus theatre taboo—the show fea-

tures an "audience advisory" for

adult content and a rare midnight

performance (Jan. 28) for all the

hardcore Transylvanian time-warp

junkies out there.

Presented by UC Follies in part-

nership with Hart House and di-

rected by U of T musical theatre

veteran Elenna Mosoff, the conven-

tion-bending show has stayed true

to its flamboyant form, already

generating a mean amount of buzz

around town. So far the production

has garnered coverage from several

local TV stations, including a cast

appearance on CityTV's Breakfast

Television.

In the years since its 1973 debut

in London, The Rocky Horror Show
has developed a reputation for

pushing the boundaries of what is

acceptable on stage.

"Oh, God, it's definitely R-rated,"

says Mosoff while taking a break

from a recent dress rehearsal. "Ev-

erything from the costumes to the

dance moves to the blatant comfort

with sex, drugs, and rock and roll...

It's all there."

Whips, chains, and motorcycles

aside, the show's plot follows the

horror-genre standard: Brad and
Janet, a newly engaged straitlaced

couple, become stranded in the

woods on a dark and stormy night.

Then it gets weirder: desperate for

a telephone, they stumble upon a

remote castle hidden in the forest,

only to find that it's the erotic labo-

ratory of gender-bending extrater-

restrial scientist Dr. Frank N. Furter

(played in the Hart House show by
Andrew Moyes), and to top it all

off, he's throwing a crazy sex party

which they must now bear witness

to. Things really heat up when Dr.

Furter takes more than a liking to

both Brad and Janet, challenging

their views towards sex and their

commitment to each other.

For Mosoff, getting a reaction out

of her audience is everything.

"Every reaction is a good reac-

tion," the director declares. "Wheth-

er you feel uncomfortable, or liber-

ated by it, or it makes you want to

go home and get laid, it's going to

make you feel something."

History would seem to validate

her point—in both its movie and
musical form, the Rocky Horror

story has won over a dedicated and
creative cult following. In Toronto,

screenings of the film at the Bloor

Cinema have become must-see-

events complete with elaborate and
hilarious audience participation

elements, including scripted call-

outs yelled in unison in response to

certain characters' lines, or the en

masse firing of squirt guns to recre-

ate a rainstorm. The show is famous
for inducing a rowdy, free-spirited

atmosphere amongst its audience.

Paying homage to the famous
Bloor Cinema screenings, Mosoff

has cast Nancy Hitzig, who often

appears at the Bloor showings as

a member of the 'shadow cast' that

mimics what's happening on screen,

to play the role of the emcee in the

Hart House production. Though
that bit of casting may seem like a

neat fit, casting for the project was
generally anything but smooth.

"With 11 rounds of auditions, cast-

ing the show was a bit of a night-

mare," Mosoff explains. "We had to

cast each part at least twice." A self-

described perfectionist, Mosoff is

thrilled with the final ensemble, de-

scribing them lovingly as "a twisted

unit of people."

"The level of professionalism in

this cast is better than any I've ever

worked with," she boasts, which
means a lot considering she's pre-

viously been at the helm of two hit

musicals at Hart House, 2004's A
Chorus Line, and last season's God-

spell.

As is the norm for most Hart

House shows, the cast comprises
both dedicated students and the-

atre professionals. Playing the flam-

boyant Dr. Frank N. Furter is Aus-

tralian-born actor Andrew Moyes,
who Mosoff claims has never seen

the film version, and is in real life "a

very conservative person." Moyes,
who moved to Canada last April af-

ter an acting stint in Dubai (that's in

the United Arab Emirates, kids) was
initially reluctant to take the part. It

took some convincing by Mosoff to

get him to play the sweet transves-

tite, but after deciding to take a risk,

"he was really able to take the part

and turn it into something that is

completely amazing and new," she

notes.

The show's three-week run is lon-

ger than any Hart House produc-

tion in recent memory, and Mosoff

expects that over the course of its

13 performances, The Rocky Hor-

ror Show will continue to evolve: "If

you come in the first week, and then

again in the last week. It's going to

be a totally different show."

The Rocky Horror Show runs
Jan. 18 to Feb. 4 at Hart
House Theatre. Tickets ($12

for students) are available at

uofttix.ca.

Lit picks

Remember what it's like to actually read books for fun? Our writer recommends some good reads you might

have missed in '05 in our final year-in-review countdown (we swear)

Chandler Levack

1. Killing Yourself to Live: 85
percent ofa true story- chuck
Klosterman (Scribner)

Maybe I'm a bit biased, but Killing

Yourself lo Live feels like a book that

was written just for me. Chuck Klos-

terman takes his sexy, druggy pop

philosophy on the road in his new-

est work as he visits the infamous

death sites of late and great rock-

stars. While driving in his rental car,

Klosterman expounds on his feelings

about life, death, sex, and rock'n'roll

while underscoring the universality

of those very things.

A perfect read, Killing Yourself to

Live not only justifies the greatness

of things like Olive Garden restau-

rants and Midwestern alt-rockers

The Replacements, it also makes
you think about the big realization

that everyone you know is going to

die and every relationship is going to

end. Perhaps Klosterman is getting a

little nihilistic, but his fresh, hilarious,

and ultimately prolific take on being a

30-something rock critic is one of the

most true and enjoyable reads since,

well, 1 last read his other works.

2. A Year ofMagical Jfiinking

- Joan Didion (Knopf)

Journalism icon Joan Didion's

memoir chronicles the year after her

husband (and love of her life), fellow

writer John Gregory Dunne, sudden-
ly has a heart attack in her New York
apartment a few weeks after daughter

Quintata goes into a sudden coma.
Her book is a personal recounting of

grief and what it feels like to lose the

people that make you whole.

As Didion identifies others' experi-

ences with sudden and irreplacable

losses, we connect to her not only as

an author, but also as a fellow human
being. Incredibly moving, incredibly

touching—in short, just incredible.

The book also speaks to her writing

process and interesting relationship

with her husband. They worked as

a team, writing together and editing

works in such a collaborative way it is

unfathomable to venture how Didion

coped with such a loss.

She handles it the only way she

knows how, by researching others

that have managed to deal with great

suffering, and ultimately comes to

terms with her emotions. A powerful

memoir from one of the greatest Uvt
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Eastern ink
TREASURE TROVE OF RARE KOREAN PAINTINGS UNEARTHED AT THE ROM

Emma Gorst

Sometimes it seems that the farther

you go, the closer you get to home.
Currently at the Royal Ontario Mu-
seum is an exhibition by 19th-cen-

tury Korean painter Gim Gisan,

and while this exhibit might seem
distant in time and place, it has one
very immediate connection to U of T
students: it's being co-curated by a

U of T doctoral candidate, Christina

Yee-Heon Han.

The ROM's Gisan exhibit, which
inaugurates the opening of the

new Herman Herzog Levy Gallery,

opened in late December and runs

until September.

The ink paintings by Gisan, made
to accompany a late 19th-century

missionary lecture, stand out from

other Gisan collections thanks to

their dimensions.

"The paintings are huge. Normally
Gisan worked on small paintings

—

these are 123 centimetres by 72 cen-

timetres, and they're fully coloured.

Most of Gisan's other paintings are

in ink," says Yee-Heon Han.

Gisan's work is dispersed through-

out the world, with pieces in Seoul,

New York, London, Chicago, and at

the Smithsonian Institute.

"Just because they have a piece

doesn't mean it's on display, though,"

explains Yee-Heon Han, who has

been with the ROM for two years.

Gim Gisan's other connection

with the University of Toronto was
his friendship with a 19th-century

Presbyterian missionary to Korea,

James Scarth Gale. Gale graduated

from U of T in 1889 and went to Korea

that fall, funded by the university's

YMCA. One of his first books was a

translation of Pilgrim's Progress into

Korean, for which Gim Gisan made
illustrations. Progress can be seen

in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Li-

brary.

Gisan's paintings are distributed

around the world because he sold

many paintings to Victorian tourists

wanting souvenirs of their journey

to Korea.

"I'm sure they wanted to take

something back that would show
how people lived, says Yee-Heon
Han. Just as it was a window onto
Korea for westerners of the Victo-

rian period, Gisan's art is now a

way for modern-day Torontonians
to imagine Korea at the end of the

1800s.

But Gisan's paintings have a spiri-

tual as well as a nostalgic purpose,

though they portray people doing

ordinary tasks such as hat-making

and weaving. Yee-Heon Han has dis-

covered that the paintings illustrate

a lecture promoting missionarywork
in Korea. Several different Canadian,

British, and American missionary

boards were at work in Korea by

1900, and Canadian missionaries

were among the first westerners to

visit a newly opened Korea.

The Christian origins of these

Gisan paintings belie the artistic tra-

dition within which Gisan worked.

"Gisan's paintings don't come
out of the blue. From the early 18th

century, a century and a half before

Gisan was active, court artists paint-

ed farmers, women at their homes,

craftsmen. This genre was picked up
by folk or artisan painters, people

who made ancestor portraits and so

on. In the 1880s, Korea was forced to

open its borders to traders and mis-

sionaries. Gisan, who did the paint-

ings already, adapted his tastes to

foreigners. I personally don't think

Gisan himself is nostalgic," says

Klaas Ruitenbeek, the chair of Far

Eastern Art at the ROM.
Ruitenbeek's comments highlight

the importance of Korean history

in interpreting Gisan's art. Gisan

painted at a crucial point in Korean

history, only a few years before the

Japanese annexation of Korea in

1910. Nicknamed by western travel

writers "land of morning calm"—

a

translation of choseon, a name for

Korea—Korea was anything but

calm after being opened to the west

in 1882.

Yee-Heon Han says it is significant

that Gisan showed great interest in

domestic production methods such

as weaving and pottery.

"At this time factories were being

built, doing damage to small-scale

production. Before this, people

were more self-sufficient. For Gisan

to capture this in such detail is, I

think, interesting," she says.

The political context of Korea in

the late 19th century was actually

used to help date the paintings. In

the rolled-up paintings found at the

ROM was an old map of Korea still

showing Taiwan as an independent

nation. Taiwan, previously known as

Formosa, became a colony of Japan

in 1910. The exact date the paintings

were made is still unknown.
The origin of the paintings also re-

mains something of a mystery, two

years after their discovery among
the ROM's vast collection of objects.

It is not known who donated them,

or when.

"We simply discovered a bunch

of rolled-up paintings wrapped
in newspaper that had been lying

around for 20 years. 1 had a feeling

about them—they had no signature

or seal, but they are quite distinc-

tive, so 1 checked with people who
know about Gisan. It's simply unde-

niable that they are his. The faces of

the people are very typical—also

the subject matter," says Ruiten-

beek.

With about 100,000 Koreans liv-

ing in the GTA, Ruitenbeek expects

the exhibit to be meaningful on a

personal as well as an artistic level

for some visitors. The paintings may
have been made for 19th-century

western missionaries, but nostalgia

and cultural contact fascinates us

all.

Korea around 1900: The Paintings

of Gisan runs until September
2006 at the Royal Ontario Mu-
seum. (Student admission to the

museum is $12.)v

Field Scene by Gim Gisan. Ink and colour on paper, 1900.
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ing American writers.

3. Tfte Girls -Lori Lansens (Knopf

Canada)

Canadian fiction at its strangest,

Lansens' second novel chronicles the

lives of small-town twin girls Ruby

and Ro.se as they grow up into their

30s. The twi.st is that these twins are

al.so connected by the head, a true-

life condition known as craniopagus

twins. Lansens writes an incredibly

moving and realistic account of what

it's like to live with someone you

can't escape from, exploring the re-

lationships the girls have with their

guardians, and with one another. As

we delve into the girls' psychology,

we discover who they really are and

what they want from life, and the rich

material yields some truly unforget-

table moments. The Girls stick with

you whether you like it or not.

4. The Hungry Years: Confessions of

a FoodAddict- William Leith (Bond

Street Books)

You'll never look at buttered toast

the same way again. At the beginning

of his memoir, Leith weighs almost

300 pounds and hates himself. How
did he get that way? William Leith,

a writer for the London Observer,

dictates his struggle with consump-

tion—a life of too much empty sex,

cocaine, and presumably, carbohy-

drates.

Along the way, he interviews diet

guru Dr. Atkins of the infamous

anti-carb diet and finds out why our

society is obsessed with all things

fat. Leith writes in a journalistic yet

personal style that allows the reader

to relate to what he's going through

and root for Leith to make it out alive,

happy, and hopefully a little bit thin-

ner to boot.

5. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood

Prince- J.K. Rowling (Raincoast

Books)

C'mon, you have to admit that you

couldn't wait to read the next Potter

book in the series. Rowling does not

disappoint, creating a work that is

much stronger than some of the past

installments by delving into Harry's

destiny and conflict with the villain

Voldemort.

It's another year at Hogwarts with

all the expected drama, but Rowling

takes a look into the fatalistic side of

Harry's life and sets the stage for the

final novel, creating an undeniable

s6nse of tension for the reader in the

process.

1 couldn't put the latest Harry Potter

down. It draws you In until you are to-

tally absorbed into the mythic world

of Hogwarts—as lame as you might

feel reading it on the subway and
missing your stop in the process.
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Hart House Theatre
and the UC Follies Musical Theatre Company present

Richard O'Brien's

Audience Advisory - Mature Content: sexuality/nudity

BOX OFFICE

uofttix.ca
,..978-8849

Meloche Monnex

Original

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
We are accepting original compositions

in the following music styles:

Classical • Jazz • Contemporary • Latin

Extended deadline submission

February 1 0, 2006

Concert is on March 31,2006

Further information and applications can be found at:

www,harthous€music.com
and click on the "Student Connposers Concert" link.

If you have any questions, please email

harthousescc@gmail.com

WssJ [Mrnoca.

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
416.978.2452 www.haithouse.utotonto.ca

Discover the
club culture within...

Location: 21 Sussex Ave.
{@ corner of Huron St.) A-^iim
Sussex Club House

Mission: Explore the Opportunities!
* Meet a variety of clubs
* Sample the food
* Compete in the challenge for prizes!
* Learn more about leadership development
and community involvement

it's not how far you go,
but what happens along the way!

Thursday Jan. 26th 3:30 - 6:00 p m
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Picture perfect

Human eyes just can't sit still. Even
when your gaze is fixated on some-
thing, they continue to move. These
rapid movements, called microsac-
cades, had puzzled researchers for

more than 40 years. In a new paper
in the journal Neuron, research-

ers from Phoenix, Arizona, suggest
these minute movements may in fact

explain why your vision is so clear.

"If our eye was perfectly still during

fixation, the world would quickly

fade from view due to the fact that

the neurons in our eyes and brain

quickly adapt to non-changing stim-

ulation," explained Dr. Susana Mar-
tinez-Conde, the lead researcher in

the project.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Neuron; St. Joseph's Hospital

and Medical Centre news service

Neanderthals: Not that

dumb
It is commonly supposed that mod-
ern humans, with their greater intel-

ligence, had better hunting practices

that allowed them to out-compete

Neanderthals. Anthropologists now
report there was little difference

in the hunting abilities of Neander-

thals and modern humans. Instead,

they suggest that better division of

labour and other social factors that

allowed humans to better use dis-

tant resources led to the Neander-

thals' demise.

-M.G.

Source: Current Anthropology

Jonesin'? Us too.
If you constantly cave in to your

cravings when trying to quit drugs

like cigarettes and pot, don't beat

yourself up about it: it could be

your genes. Dr. Paul Kruzich at the

Medical College of Georgia found

that rats from two different genetic

strains varied in how readily they

succumbed to the whims of with-

drawal. Kruzich hooked the rats

up to cocaine dispensers, allowing

them to self-administer the drug as

they pleased. After two weeks he

removed the coke and gave the rats

a hit of another drug that blocked

their glutamate receptors, which
scientists have linked to withdraw-

al. Because glutamate receptors are

built and controlled by genes (as is

everything else in the body) Kruz-

ich argued that the two genetically

different strains of rat would react

differently to going cold turkey and
having their glutamates blocked.

Sure enough, one strain seemed to

cope well with withdrawal, while

rats from the other strain searched

high and low for a coke fix. Because

of the hundreds of genetic differ-

ences between the two rat strains it

may be a while before Kruzich nails

down the genes that make a person

prone to relapse. However the study

does highlight that individuals can

respond in many different ways to

the addictive potentiaJ of a drug.

-CHRIS DAMDAR
Source: Psychopharmacology

Livin' on the ledge

SANDY HUEN TRACKS

DOWN THE FALCONS

THAT CALL TORONTO'S

CONCRETE JUNGLE

HOME

A juvenile Peregrine falcon totters

on a ledge of the Sheraton Centre's

fourty-third floor, flapping his

downy wings enthusiastically. It

is early June and in a few days the

young falcon will lose all his white

down and finally work up the nerve

to leap off that ledge. His first flight

will suffer the hazards of transport

in a big city: traffic, smog, and col-

lisions.

Perhaps he will miss his land-

ing and hurtle down the chimney
of the office building across the

street. He may flutter down be-

tween buildings and land before

startled tourists on the sidewalk.

Or, he may sail to safety on an ad-

jacent alcove, a sign he might over-

come the 80 per cent mortality rate

in a fledgling's first year of life.

Downtown Toronto seems
hardly the place for wildlife to

thrive, but the Canadian Peregrine

Foundation's volunteers see a per-

fect home for the falcons. With a

population in recovery from near

extinction in the 70s, urban Pere-

grine falcons substitute cozy hotel

ledges and alcoves for the tower-

ing cliffs and eyries they prefer in

the wild.

Between the two downtown per-

egrine nests, on the Sheraton Cen-

tre and at 18 King St. E., attendant

CPF volunteers make sure fallen

juvenile peregrines get a second

chance to fly. "Last year, we pulled

a bird that went down a chimney...

12 stories into a furnace," said Lin-

da Woods, a dedicated CPF volun-

teer since 1999. Luckily, after two
fearful hours and numerous phone
calls, the CPF team opened the fur-

nace door to find a dirty but unin-

jured juvenile.

But rescue missions are not

always easy or successful. After

all, "how do you think like a bird?"

Woods asked. And when a young
falcon is pitted against an active

boiler room, rescue may be pos-

sible, but survival unlikely.

For the fallen falcon, the heat of

the boiler room had burned his tal-

ons—his "tools to feed"—and elim-

inated the possibility of a release.

'He succumbed to his injuries a

month later," Woods said. "The
quicker we act on it, the chances
of survival are higher."

With the help of CPF volunteers,

many peregrines do live to see a

winter migration. Some travel as

flat

A Peregrine falcon, one of a pair which calls the Yonge Street and Eglinton Avenue area

home, takes flight.

far south as Ecuador. Upon spring-

time return, peregrines will mate
and nest in city centres like their

parents before them. In fact, the

majority of peregrines in eastern

North America have opted for city

life rather than country cliff sides.

New York city alone is home to

16 pairs of peregrines, 20 nesting

pairs of American bald eagles, and
is frequented by more than 15 spe-

cies of raptors.

Though they are strongly terri-

torial birds, the peregrines at the

Sheraton Centre and 18 King St. E.

are separated by a single kilome-

tre's distance. Also, the two nest-

ing females share a single male
mate, an almost undocumented
behaviour.

Mark Nash, executive director of

the CPF, believes Peregrine "dou-

ble timing" has much to do with

the plentiful food source in the

city, allowing territorial lines to lay

closer than in the wild. The con-

stant availability of prey, mostly

pigeons, allows settled peregrines

to over-winter in the city, rather

than attempting migration.

At the same time, human dis-

turbances—from trespassing win-

dow-washers to toxic chemicals

in the environment—constantly

threaten them. Pigeons, though

the peregrine's primary prey, are

also the city's primary pest. Not

only are 62 known human diseases

transmitted by pigeon poop, pi-

geon proliferation on city rooftops

is a nuisance to building managers
and property owners.

Pest control for pigeons includes

the potassium-channel blocker

4-aminopyridine, a drug being

studied for the treatment of hu-

man neurodegenerative diseases.

Mixed into pigeon feed, 4-amino-

pyridine acts as a hallucinogen,

inducing erratic behaviour that

scares flocks of pigeons away from

a building without killing them.

Though the drug is only active for

12-18 hours, peregrines and their

chicks that ingest contaminated

pigeons may die from bioaccumu-
lation of the toxin.

For the CPF, learning and acting

on dangers such as 4-aminopyri-

dine top their list of priorities. With
their team of educational birds, the

CPF tours the public school circuit

in the winter months to educate

children of the diverse wildlife

within their own cities. The CPF
also cares for injured peregrines

with the help of the University of

Guelph's veterinary facilities. In

spring, around 600 CPF volunteers

across Canada gather at nests like

Toronto's own Sheraton Centre
nest to ensure the safe fledging of

juveniles.

With the hustle and bustle of city

life, the urban peregrine encoun-
ters dangers never imagined. But
life in the big city also means we
can keep an eye on our wayward
neighbours when they take their

first leap.

As of March, the University of

Guelph will no longer extend chari-

table veterinary care to injured Per-

egrine falcons. As a non-for-profit

organization, the CPF depends en-

tirely on donations to fund medical

care for Peregrine falcons, and you

can learn more about their work at

at www.peregrine-foundation.ca
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Name:Falco peregrlnus

Stats:

• 40-50 centimetres in length; wingspan of about a metre

• males weigh 0.5-0.7 kilograms; females are larger, at 0.9-1.200 kilograms

• lives for up to ten years, or more

Acclaim:

World's fastest animal : attains speeds of up to 350 kilometres per hour when diving

History:

Peregrine falcons prefer to live along mountains, river valleys, and coastlines. Re-

cently, they have become more widespread in cities, where they nest on tall buildings,

which resemble their natural nesting sites.

Widespread DDT use in the 50s and 60s disrupted the birds' ability to reproduce,

by thinning their eggshells; their numbers dwindled. So much, in fact, that wildlife

organizations set up captive breeding programs around the world to get their numbers

back up.

In June 2005, Ontario's Ministry of Natural Resources proposed down-listing the Per-

egrine falcon and bald eagle from endangered to threatened. The peregrine was re-

moved from the U.S. Threatened and Endangered Species list in 1999.

Source: Wikipedia
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Nuclear vistas
WHAT TO DO WITH CANADA'S SPENT ATOMIC FUEL RODS?

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Any plans to add nuclear power plants in

Canada, or to refurbish existing ones, must
be preceded by a "full-on public debate," and

solid plans for storing all of tfie existing—and
future—nuclear waste, said Eva Ligeti, who
spoke Wednesday at a centre for environment

seminar.

Nuclear waste from Canadian reactors con-

sists of spent fuel rods half a metre in length

and 30 centimetres in diameter. Presently, it

is stored on-site at each plant. While highly

radioactive, the rods are stored underwater,

in massive pools. Later on, they are put into

containers for longer-term storage, but the

waste "remains a health hazard for essentially

forever—infinity," Ligeti noted.

Two million of them have added up since

commercial power generation began in Cana-

da in the 70s—enough to fill five hockey rinks

up to boards-level. And 85,000 more are added
each year.

Ligeti was Ontario's Environmental Com-
missioner between 1994 and 1999. Now, she

is on the advisory committee of the Nuclear

Waste Management Organization (NWMO), an
organization set up in 2002 to study the dis-

posal of Canada's nuclear waste.

In the 90s, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

(AECL)—the Crown Corporation that manages
Canada's atomic energy program—suggested

burying the stuff deep beneath the Canadian

Shield. A panel that examined the proposal in

1998, however, argued against the project, be-

cause it lacked widespread public support.

NWMO has now come up with a new plan,

dubbed "Adaptive Phase Management"—

a

plan that is implemented in phases, and which

may take up to 300 years to complete. The
point, Ligeti explained, is that the APM is not a

fixed process; it has "on-ramps and off-roads,"

as she put it.

The first phase involves preparing nuclear

waste for storage in a central repository; in the

second phase, waste is transferred to a cen-

tral storage location; lastly, it is transferred to

its final resting place.

For such projects, you "can't demonstrate

public support, but what you need is public

tolerance," Ligeti said. As an example, she

pointed to a nuclear waste storage project in

Finland, which succeeded with local support,

despite opposition at the national level.

But to build such public tolerance, a serious

discussion of the place of nuclear power in

Canada's energy policy must first take place.

"We need a full-scale, full-on public debate,"

Ligeti said. "I think there are many points of

view which need to be heard."

She lamented the fact that nuclear power is

never an issue during election campaigns

—

though that could change in the run-up to

Ontario's provincial election in fall 2007.

But that would be "a different kind of de-

bate," Ligeti worries—a debate over having

enough electricity, and maintaining living

standards, she said, and not an "open, sub-

stantive public debate."
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All is well at the supermarket self-checkout

station—until a piece of fruit or vegetable

without a barcode or produce sticker turns

up.

Using the touch-screen, you must then surf

a menu meant to identify your particular pro-

duce. A menu that is anything but helpful (see

photo above). Many of the eleven choices

baffle, by following no set rule: broccoli, cau-

liflower, cabbage, etnd cucumber are lumped

together; likewise with mushroom and egg-

plant; three categories contain the terms "oth-

er" and "miscellaneous;". Also, the buttons

"cancel" and "no label" are close together and

bear the same colour, but do different things;

"no label" and "call cashier" have the same
function, but are coloured differently.

Despite these problems, self-checkout is

good business for retailers. According to a

2004 survey of self-checkout adopters by IDC,

a telecommunications industry consultancy,

between 20 emd 50 per cent of transactions

take place at such stations. Self-checkout
allows retailers to redeploy staff; fialf the re-

tailers surveyed had shifted staff to so-called

"greeter" stations; one-third deployed more

baggers, shelf stockers, or more staff to pro-

vide "in-aisle assistance."

In Canada, Loblaws is the main adopter of

self-checkout. The stations have been built

into its newer, and expansive, big-box-type

stores. One such location, at the intersection

of Don Mills Road and Eglinton Avenue, had

four self-checkout stations, attended by one

employee; the Loblaws at Bayview Village,

in North York, had one employee attending

eight.

Confusing interface aside, another design

drawback the machines have is in the way
coins and bills are dispensed. Coins come
out on the left side of the scanner, while bills

pop out from a central slot, located half a me-

tre below eye level. It's all too easy to walk

away without your bills.

Lastly, it is worth noting that self check-out

relies on the honour system. For instance,

there is little to stop penny-pinchers from
punching up white mushrooms, while stash-

ing away the Portobellos.

-MIKE GHENU

ScienceCareers.org

now with Next Wave

The leading science careers website just got better

In addition to a newly redesigned website with

easier navigation, ScienceCareers.org now
includes Next Wave, the essential online

careers magazine — all for free.

• Hundreds of job postings

• Career tools from Next Wave
• Resume/CV Database
• Grant Information

• Career Forum

ScienceCareers.org

I

tVe know science

// RETRO REVIEW: THE ROARING TWENTIES

E is for eugenics

In the fall of 1920, The Kars//y reported
on a lecture by a British doctor. Dr.

Helen Boyle, on the topic of "congeni-

tal mental defects, insanity and other
abnormalities."

"Dr. Boyle stated that it is her be-
lief that defectives could be not only
trained to work but also to love it. '1

believe,' she said, 'if properly handled
we could get most of our hewers of

wood and drawers of water from
among the mental defectives.'"

Remember, this was an age when
locking up such "defectives" in insti-

tutions was de rigueur. More ominous
is what happened next:

"At the conclusion of the address,

a resolution was introduced by Mrs.
H.W. Parsons, pointing out the men-
ace of the feeble-minded in the com-
munity...

"She urged that immediate steps
should be taken to deal with this

problem."

Source: "Interesting address by Dr Hel-

en Boyle " Oct 6, 1920

Bee's linees: the yo-yo

Proof that The Varsity has long had its

finger on the pulse of popular culture,

one of our writers explains the work-
ing principles of the yo-yo—before

that toy "sold out:"

"Even during the fall, however,

news of the yo-yo and its insidious

influence had been reaching The Var-

sity office through exchange copies of

American college dailies. Yet not until

a Varsity reporter saw with his own
eyes a specimen, has it been possible

to report exactly what a yo-yo is.

"A yo-yo consists of two pieces of

wood, each shaped like a bicycle bell,

about an inch and a quarter in diam-
eter, separated by about an eighth

of an inch, yet joined by a spindle at

the centre. A string is tied around the

spindle; you wind the string up on
this, hold the end of it in your hand,

and let the yo-yo drop. As it drops,

the string unwinds and causes the

yo-yo to rotate rapidly. The speed
thus attained caused the string to

wind up off the yo-yo again, so that it

climbs up to its owner's hand. It then

drops, winds, drops, producing an ef-

fect much like a ball on the end of an
elastic."

Source: "Yo-yo enthusiast hails from

States," Feb. 4. 1930

-MIKE GHENU
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Ontario

The minimum
wage is going up.
If you're an employer, here's what you need to know.

General

Minimum Wage
Students under
18 and working not

more than 28 hours

per week or during

a school holiday

Liquor Server Hunting & Fishing

Guides: for less than

five consecutive

hours in a day

Hunting & Fishing

Guides: for five or

more hours in a day

whether or not the

hours are consecutive

Homeworkers (people

doing paid work in their

home for an employer)

Current

wage rate $7.45/hour S6.95/hour $6.50/hour $37.25 S74.50 1 1 0% of the minimum wage

Feb.1, 2006
wage rate

$7.75/hour S7.25/hour $6.75/hour $38.75 $77.50 1 1 0% of ttie minimum wage

On February 1 , 2006, the general minimum wage will increase to $7.75 per hour from the current rate of $7.45 per hour. Another
increase will follow bringing the general minimum wage to $8.00 per hour on February 1, 2007.

To find out more about how the new minimum wage guidelines affect

employers and employees, call or visit the Ministry of Labour web site.

Paid for by the Government of Ontario

1 -800-531 -5551 www.labour.gov.on.ca/info/minimumwage
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Intemational Project Management sa

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success
Leani to manage intemational development projects o

Interuational Projea Management is the otily

postgraduate program in Canada that shows you

how your degree can change tJie world.

CmII 416-675-6622, ext. 3032 or email

rupetidas&burnber.ca forfurther wformation. ^
Applyfor all Business Schoolprograms at the *
OCAS web site - vrm'.mtanocdleges.ca

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
The Business School

www.buslness.humber.ca

UTAA 2006 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
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Each year the University ofToronto and the University ofToronto Alumni
Association recognize the outstanding contributions and achievements of

students at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Students

demonstrating academic excellence and extra-curricular leadership are

encouraged to apply for these distinguished awards.

We are currently inviting applications for the:

JOHN H. MOSS SCHOLARSHIP
The John H. Moss Scholarship carries a

prize of up to $16,650 and is awarded to a

graduating student in Arts and Sciences.

JON S. DELLANDREA AWARD
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
The Jon S. Dellandrea Scholarship, of up

to $25,000, will be awarded to an

international undergraduate student. The

student must be entering the final year of

an undergraduate program at the

University of Toronto.

ADEL S. SEDRA
DISTINGUISHED GRADUATE
AWARD
Named for the former provost, the Adel S.

Sedra Distinguished Graduate Award is a

prize of up to $25,000 awarded to a

graduate student. Students must be

registered and in good standing in the

second or third year of a doctoral

program at the University of Toronto.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 2006, 5 RM.

Information and nomination forms are available at

w^vw.alumni.utoronto.ca or contact

Linda Wells. Division of University Advancement,

J.
Robert S. Prichard Alumni House,

21 King's College Circle

Tel: 4 1 6 978 6536 or e-mail linda.wells@utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY
qfTORONTO

Knowledge is power. Increase yours

GRADUATE STUDIES at Queens
Where the best get better

Qy^^D-!§ Continue your education with us WWW.queenSU.Ca/sgSr
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Well-timed digs at the

opposition

Some were worried about the wom-
en's volleyball team after strug-

gling at the National Invitational

Tournament they hosted last week.

The fears were silenced with a ven-

geance last weekend, though, as

the Blues swept their opponents.

Toronto (12-1) traveled to Brock

Friday to take on the pesky Badgers

(2-9) in an east-west showdown.

The Blues exterminated the team

named after a rodent in a most ef-

ficient manner, winning in three

straight sets and never giving up

more than 22 points in a set.

Mila Miguel landed 11 kills for To-

ronto, while Leah Towell and Asya

Danilova had ten each for the Blues.

Miranda Midgley was the lone

bright spot for Brock on the day, re-

cording 11 kills and nine digs.

Danilova was like Godzilla just

after being freed from his icy pris-

on during Sunday's game against

York (7-4): she was an unstoppable

frenzy of fury and energy, landing a

monstrous 27 kills and 16 digs. The

Lions were also defeated in straight

sets.

The Blues will play Guelph and

McMaster at home next weekend.

Be there or be square.

—MATTSOMERS

Afraid of peaking too

early, they made sure to

finish strong

The women's basketball team came
out even after the weekend, losing
a game and winning another. The
good news is that the Blues finished

their weekend campaign strong

and made their final impression a

victory.

Toronto (7-6) faced tough road

games against McMaster (13-1)

and Lakehead (5-9) on Friday and
Saturday, respectively. The former

ended in a 72-62 Marauder victory,

while the Blues dominated the lat-

ter, winning 81-65.

The division-leading McMaster
squad's attack was led by Chiara

Rocca, who scored 19 points in

Friday's game. Toronto's Christine

Cho had 20 points in a losing effort.

Lakehead fell to the Blues on Sat-

urday despite a double-double (17

points, 11 rebounds) from star Kath-

ryn Verboom. Cho once again led

the Blues' attack, scoring 17 points

and collecting eight rebounds.

The Liberal Party should take les-

sons from these gals.

—MS

A strong campaign from

start to finish

The men's basketball team dis-

posed of McMaster on Friday night

and Lakehead Saturday, running

their record to a perfect 5-0 in 2006.

Talk about ringing in the new year

in style!

Friday night was a 77-58 massacre

of the Marauders (9-3) by the im-

pressive Blues (11-2). Mike Digior-

gio and Mike Williams each scored

20 points for the Blues in the win.

Saturday's contest was much
closer, but Toronto still prevailed.

Lakehead (4-8), led by Kiraan

Posey's 22 points put up a good

fight, but lost 72-67 to the surging

Blues. Dwayne Grant made 11 of

15 shots taken, ending up with 25

points in the contest. Grant was
named Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) athlete of the week after this

performance

Toronto is now tied for the Ontar-

io University Athletics (OUA) east

division lead with 22 points.

—MS

More than a

simple game
The event started out inno-

cently enough. Last Saturday,

the infamous sports editor

and I saw the U of T men's volleyball

team thrash the Windsor Lancers.

The Blues defeated the Lancers 3-1

through carefully crafted play and

well-executed strategy.

Brendan Peel and Senan Ferrell

brought excitement to the after-

noon with some show-stopping kills.

My interest in the game, however,

was punctuated by something else

entirely; the presence of the U of T
Thunder Squad.

The Thunder Squad dancers are

best described as hip-hop cheer-

leaders. The squad is athletic, well

choreographed and focused. (1 could

never do an arabesque, let alone

with a volleyball darting between

my legs.) Despite being impressed

by their abilities, I found myself won-

dering how 1 felt about them being

there.

Why is it necessary to have a

bunch of tightly clothed, lithe young

women dance on display for a mostly

male audience? Are we really incapa-

ble of entertaining ourselves during

a 30-second timeout?

Even if we're not, there are other

ways of passing the time. Our U of

T mascot is a friendly and amusing
character who could keep any crowd
entertained.

1 am tired of hearing remarks like

"Gotta love short skirts" whenever a

girl is hoisted in the air at a football

game.

Women no longer have to be rel-

egated to the sidelines. Women par-

ticipate in just as many sports. Their

match-ups are just as exciting and as

exhilarating as men's sports.

So why the overwhelming majority

of female cheerleaders? 1 understand

that keeping audience enthusiasm

is important, but why then can't

we have more male cheerleaders at

sporting events?

—MR

One could always use the,

"They are doing this of their

own free will" argument or

say that the Thunder Squad is a great

example of "feminism at work." 1 can

understand how some people might

hold these views, but 1 myself do not

concur.

It is an excellent triumph for gen-

der equity that women have made
great strides in their fight for equal-

ity in an unequal world. As Claudette

Colbert once said, "It matters more

what's in a woman's face than what's

on it." That is why it's strange to see

women choosing to dance provoca-

tively to entertain a diverse crowd of

men, women, and children.

The dancers probably really like

their job and to entertain a crowd

and probably don't consider them-

selves exploited in any way. It just

seems like women fought for de-

cades against the societal notion

that females could be nothing but

sex objects, only to see subsequent
generations choosing freely to be
sexual entertainment at a male sport-

ing event.

The media still portrays women as

sex objects much more than they do
men, and give females the impres-

sion that being "hot" and desirable to

men is one of their main goals. Most

newspapers and television channels

don't give enough attention to wom-
en's sports or to the concept that

women excel at other types of physi-

cal activities besides cheerleading,

Charles Myton delivers a killer spike to the Windsor Lancers Saturday.

appearing half-naked in music vid-

eos, and stripping.

One outlet is trying to change that.

U of T's women's sports teams are

on par with their male counterparts

and often outperform their brothers

and have received—and will con-

tinue to—garner the same amount
of attention that male teams do from

The Varsity as long as they are in ex-

istence.

It is my belief that The Varsity pro-

vides more coverage of women in

sport than any other major national

newspaper on any given week. Com-

pare this to every other sports sec-

tion in the city for a few days to see

for yourself.

As time goes on and women's
sports are still battling for press at-

tention, don't be surprised if they at-

tempt to sex things up and sell their

product to a female audience by in-

corporating male dancers into sport-

ing events. Here is a bold prediction:

expect to see the increased use of

male cheerleaders at a professional

women's sporting event within the

next five years.

—MS

//FUN IN A GLASS BOX

m

Meghan Northey (left) warms up for a match, while Samantha Gowland (right) prepares to give the ball a good whack during last weekend's competition. The Blues lost to

Western, but rebounded with a win over McMaster.
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To be the best...

UNSTOPPABLE GOLDEN HAWKS CLAW BLUES IN FRIDAY HOCKEY MEET

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Ric Flair of WWE fame once
coined the phrase "To be the

man, you have to beat the man."

It may not be wresthng, and there

aren't many men involved, but

for the Varsity Blues women's
hockey team this idiom of athletic

achievement could not ring more
true.

'The man' in this case happens
to be the Laurier Golden Havi'ks—

a

team who handed Toronto anoth-

er 2-1 loss Friday night at Varsity

Arena, successfully sweeping the

season series versus the Blues.

The Hawks (14-1-1) have a whop-
ping ten-point lead in the Ontario

University Athletics (OUA) stand-

ings, are the top team in the na-

tion, and are a veteran team cur-

rently firing on all cylinders.

There is little doubt in anyone's
mind that the road to the OUA
championship travels through
Laurier.

Although they lost all three con-

tests against the Golden Hawks
this season, the Blues can take

solace in the fact that they have
played the defending national

champs tough all year. Besides a

4-0 loss at Laurier back in Novem-
ber, the Blues' defeats have come
in closely played games; one of

which being decided in overtime.

However, the problems don't

end there for the Blues. They are

a combined 1-5 this season in

games against Laurier, Guelph,

and Queen's—the teams they are

chasing in the OUA standings.

Of course, some of these losses

were in overtime or by one goal,

1*1
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Defence nationale
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but down the stretch these close

contests need to go your way, es-

pecially come playoff time; and
even more so against the higher-

calibre teams.

The good news is that the Blues

(7-6-0-2) have played very com-
petitive hockey this season and
are within striking distance of

both third-place Queen's and sec-

ond-place Guelph. The other piece

of good news is that after Friday's

somewhat demoralizing loss to

Laurier, the team responded with

a 4-0 shellacking of York Sunday
afternoon.

Janine Davies scored twice and
Lisa Robertson recording the

shutout against the Lions.

With the Blues having finished

their season series against Lau-

rier, they only play Guelph and
Queen's each once more. The rest

of the schedule is against teams
with sub .500 records, which
should allow U of T to put togeth-

er a solid stretch run.

However, when the Blues reach

the playoff rounds, it will natural-

ly be wins against the top teams
that will propel them towards a

chance at the OUA gold.

Come play

for our

team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca
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you tan have some of the most sought after

business skills.

Call 416-675-6622, ext. 3207 or email

petN.rruidoti&'humber.cafar-further wfomiaticm-

Apply for al! Business School pirograms at the

OCAS vxb site - v.w.-.ontariocDliegesxa

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
Ttie Business School

vvww.buslness.humber.ca

FELLOWSHIP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-bc graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENIS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Arc you interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching oniversities?

If so, consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and

human resources required to advance the goals of the univei-sit>'. These activities include fundraising. alumni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancen\ent is a rapidly growing field tilled with exciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of university^

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportiimties. on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006. The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer-temt employment.

Application deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit:

http://wvvw.alumni.utoronto.ca/stayconnected/carecr,advancementfello\\ship.hlm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during normal business hours.

For further information, please contact Michelle MacArthur at

(416) 946-8371 or michcllc.macanhur@utoronto.ca
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Floorball evolution
INTRAMURAL SHOWDOWN HELD AT THE AC

Perry King

VARSITY STAFF

Ok, I want a good clean match: opponents face off in the annual intramural floorball

tournament at the Athletic Centre last Sunday. The UC/Commerce team defeated all

comers and won the event.

If you are not familiar with the game
of floorball, you have certainly

missed out on one of the largest

growing intramural sports on cam-
pus.

The opportunity to really under-

stand this growing phenomenon
came when The Varsity learned that

the U of T floorball tournament was
looming around the corner.

For those who are wondering, the

dynamics of the sport share many
similarities with hockey, but there

are twists that make it unique.

"It differs from hockey since the

game takes on a very soccer-like ap-

proach to its rules," says Joanna Ky-

tola, an alumnus of the university, a

former member of the Floorball Club

at U of T, and one of the conveners

for last weekend's tournament. "The

sport stresses skill and non-contact

among players."

These basic premises allow for

more creativity with the ball they

use. As well, scores for games tend

to be much higher than hockey re-

sults. The tournament proved this

fact, as many of the final scores for

games were in the double digits.

The game has many positive,

ffiendly elements. For example, the

degree of sportsmanship is incred-

ible, as each team cheers for its op-

ponents after each match.

The day of friendly competition

was a refreshing change from the

standard hockey we are used to. This

difference was the main expectation

of the University of Toronto Floorball

Club (UTFC) and Floorball Canada

when they informally introduced the

game to the country in 2002.

"When we started, we were just a

group of ten friends who played once

or twice a month in a gym we rented

off campus," says Juha Mikkola, an

avid floorball competitor.

Mikkola was one of the many
people to push for the growth of

this Scandinavian-based activity. He
was an executive for the UTFC, an

alumnus of the university, and is the

league commissioner for local floor-

ball leagues in the Greater Toronto

Area.

"Since [2002], we've expanded

the sport to include leagues, adult

and youth programs, and school

programs across Ontario," adds Mik-

kola.

Mikkola certainly hit the nail on

the head. The game of floorball has

invaded the university athletic land-

scape, and has grown substantially

over the span of just a few years.

The tournament itself has had

more and more teams participate ev-

ery year in its short history.

The weekend was witness to many
great floorball games. Teams from

many of the colleges and faculties

had decent showings in this intra-

mural event.

"This was the largest tournament

we have ever hosted, with 11 teams

and probably over 100 students," re-

plies Mikkola happily.

Taking place on Sunday, the action

was fast paced in its entirety. The
afternoon was filled with incredible

team and individual play.

Pharmacy's Trevor Poison led all

scorers with eight points and Uni-

versity College's Adam Scott and

Pharmacy's Leann Roh each scored

five goals to rank as the top goal-

scorers.

The team from University College-

Commerce was a dominant force

during the tournament. They won
all their game and edged out the Fac-

ulty of Physical Education 2-0 in the

finals.

Looking back on the weekend,

Mikkola and Floorball Canada are

very positive of the sport's growth

on campus: "What makes me really

proud is to see how many people

have started playing and enjoying

the sport," says Mikkola. "We hope

that one day the sport will be as pop-

ular in Canada as it is in many parts

of Europe and Asia."

More information about the game
itself, as well as ways to take part, can

be obtained via the Floorball Canada

website: www.floorbaIlcanada.com.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 Vi hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team

& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Mt. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many
majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and 5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

SUMMERCAMP NORTH OF MONTREAL:

Hiring Supervisory staff, counsel-

ors, Canoe, Kayak, Sailing, Pottery,

Arts&Crafts, Beadmaking, Drama, Photo,

Football, Soccer, Archery, Basketball,

-i-NURSING STUDENTS to assist doctor.

camp@bellnet.ca

MISCELLANEOUS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen, Fables Myths & true tales, .$5.

DISCOVER EXCITING TURKEY

9 Day All Inclusive Group Tour 4 Nites

Istanbul, 3 Nites Aegean Coa.st with

Ancient Greek Ruins, www.departuresl.

com 647-229-/743.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing, in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

#26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-.school.ca

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business.

Accounting, History Philosophy PolSci.

Sociology Psychology Economics.

Administration, and more. Editing com-
position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.cu.stomessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS-
EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139, 247, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST. PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING
of academic articles, theses, and disser-

tations, from style to format. APA style a

specialty. Mary Anne Carswell, MA, MEd,

mcarswell@svmpatico.ca . 416-303-3106.

Advertise in fteto'f/

ads@thevarsityxa

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for ttie ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

"Hie Mart Mouse Literary and Librar^j (Committee presents

fteTwenfej-FoorftADmal

Literary Contest
^

»<'adlin»': MidnijihL .lanuary Hf. 21)06
2"*'

^

'

^-^^ Prize llOO

and

r- Prize $200 *e2006

2"^ Prize 1 150 Poetry Prize

o,d
p|,j^p 1 1 AA Deadline: Midnitrlil. Februarv I

O"'. 2006

You can also submit your work to...

the 2006

Hart House Review
Deadline: .Midnight. January 23 2006

Submission forms for the Review and entry forms for the contests are

available at Hart House in the flyer slots (across from the Warden's

Office). The same matenal could be submitted to the Review

and the contests, but must be handed in separately.

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
7 Han House Circle, Toronto M;S 3H3

« M w.hailhouse.ulnronhM'a harlhoHsereviPMC" vah(»o.<a
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2006

CHEATSHEET

heard

^^90% of the

perpetrators

and victims

are black.

f'

- r \

U of T squashes

the competition

;™ 1
SEE 'SQUASH' -PG. 10

comment
One good thing we can say about this

election: it's over.

SEE '0VER'-PG.7

science

The sordid and most lamentable story

of Dr. Woo Suk Hwang, clone fraud.

SEE 'D0G'-PG.8

history

On January 24, 1984, Apple Computerin-

troduced the Macintosh computer, the

first commercially successful personal

computer with a graphical user interface.

red letter

Today is the Roman Catholic feast day of

Saint Francis of Sales, a seventeenth-

century bishop of Geneva and the patron

saint of writers and journalists.

todo rTostudentl com

TUESDAY. JANUARY 24,6 PM
Suicide Bombing and the Limits of

Ethical Life feat. Dr. Stuart Murray at

Combination Room, Trinity College. Free.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 9 PM
UofTB3ndNightatTheRivoli.$8.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880

// DEPT. OF STANDING UP FOR CANADA

im OEBUSE
Campus voting works

for most, but some

students turned away

Chow elected in

Trinity-Spadina

Prof Ignatieff elected

Liberal spies at SAC t

VARSITY STAFF

After an eight-week campaign,
thousands of lawn signs, mul-

tiple debates, and dozens of TV
attack ads, Canada is feeling, as

Miles Davis would say, kind of

blue.

And that's not only because
January 23 was, according to

experts, the most depressing day
of 2006. Today, Canadians woke
up to (and stood up for) a new,
blue Canada.

St. George's main riding of Trin-

ity-Spadina, liowever, is neither

blue nor green, but orange. NDP
candidate Olivia Chow won one of

the closest races in the country by
fewer than four percentage points.

She has tried to capture the riding

since 1999, but lost two consecutive

times to Liberal Tony lanno.

Bill Graham was re-elected to To-

ronto-Centre, Dan McTeague was
re-elected to UTSC riding Picker-

ing-Scarborough East, and Omar
Alghabra was elected to UTM riding

Mississauga-Erindale.

A loud cheer erupted from the

packed and rowdy house at Univer-

sity College's Junior Common Room
when Chow's win was announced.

"Trinity-Spadina decided to vote,

not with fear, but with hope," said a

glowing Chow in her victory speech,

which was broadcast on the big

screen in the JCR.

For Ken Euler, a second-year cog-

nitive sciences and philosophy stu-

dent, education was the key issue.

He supported the Conservative in

last election, but felt that the NDP
had the best education package this

time. Euler passed over the Liberals,

whom he saw as too corrupt. Ulti-

mately, "it was time for a change,"

he said.

Samantha Kugelmass, a second-

year history student, displayed a

bright blue shirt with "Stephen Harp-

er" written in large font across the

front, and admitted to feeling some-
what outnumbered in the room.

"There's a lot of pressure on cam-
pus to vote NDP," she said. "But it's

nice to stand out and not go with the

group." For Kugelmass, a Calgary na-

tive, there was a distinct difference

between Toronto and her home.
"People here just don't get it," she

said. "At home, a lot of kids think we
might as well just join the States or

something... [In Ontario] people are

proud to be Canadian: there, they're

SEE 'BLUE-RGS

// NUMBER CRUNCH

Poll results from the four ridings encompassing U of T campuses, as of 1:30 a.m. last night.

Trinity-Spadina [ 73.2% voter turnout

45.9% CHOW, Olivia (NDP)

40.3% lANNO, Tony (Liberal)

9.0% GOLDSTEIN, Sam (Conservative)

3.8% M CHAPMAN, Thorn (Green)

0.9% other candidates

Toronto-Centre [ bS.S'/c

52.0% GRAHAM, Bill (Liberal)

23.7% SHAPCOTT, Michael (NDP)

18.2% REFORD, Lewis (Conservative)

5.5% M TINDAL, Chris (Green)

0.5% other candidates

Pickering Scarborough-East ! 65.9%
52.5%B McTEAGUE, Dan (Liberal)

31.6% DOBSON, Tim (Conservative)

11.6% DALE, Gary (NDP)

3.6% ^ BROWNRIDGE, Jeff (Green)

0.8% other candidates

Mississauga-Erindale [ 66,3% j

44.8% ALGHABRA, Omar (Liberal)

39.2% DECHERT, Bob (Conservative)

11.1% BRAR, Rupmder (NDP)

4.3% HUNTER, Adam (Green)

0.5% other candidates
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HART HOUSE

J^Puck Lunch
11 The Native Students Association

^welcomes you toafeast of wild

tf' game and otiier indigenous

Nortli American foods.

H •wild grain salad

B • venison & winter root veg stew

B • "Three Sisters" (corn, squash & beans)

.
• apple flan with Hart House Maple Syrup

_ Jan 25 11:45 to 2pm
Great Hall

Close Encounters of the

Creative Kind
Reading with: Daniel Heath Justice

"Kynship"The first volume of the

Way of Thorn and Thunder trilogy

Jan 25th 12:30- 1:30pm

Hart House Library

IN/IUS Ic in
Arbor Roonn
Jan 26th 8:30pm • Open Stage

Unearth your hidden nnusical talents

(sign-up begins 7:30pm)

Jan 27th 9pm • Jazz at Oscar's

Scott Kemp Collective

Vest Entrance

ElewtiJr
creativity.
concewed

U of T gets out the vote in style. At the Junior Common Room, Samantha Kugelmass represents for the sorely unrepresented Harper

fanclub, top left. Paul Bretscher, Shawn the volunteer, and drunk chicks Laura and Marianne also make the scene.

TTC proposes student Metropass
Tabassum Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

A discounted Metropass, dubbed the

"U-Pass," may be offered to under-

graduate students at participating uni-

versities and colleges by January 2007,

the TTC announced last Wednesday.

There's one small catch—all stu-

dents would pay for the proposed $59

U-Pass in their tuition fees, whether
or not they are TTC riders. Under the

current proposal, that could mean
students would pay nearly $500 more
per year in fees with no possibility of

opting out.

"This is an exciting opportunity for

the TTC, the city, as well as students

at the post-secondary level," said

councillor Joe Mihevc, vice-chair of

the TTC.

The U-Pass plan is the result of four

years of discussion and analysis by

the TTC and student groups, includ-

ing reps from U of T, York, Ryerson,

and several other GTA schools.

The program, which could involve

up to 150,000 students, would be de-

pendent on the participation of at

least three of the city's seven post-

secondary institutions and would be

put to a student referendum.

It's important to note that the U-

Pass is currently only in the proposal

stages, stressed Jen Hassum, U of T's

VP external.

"SAC is not going to take a position

without a proper public forum and
consultation with the board of direc-

tors and before seeing the details of a

plan," Hassum said.

Students can currently get a month-

ly Metropass for $87 from their stu-

dent unions, discounted from the

regular rate of $98.25. That reduced

rate came after years of lobbying the

TTC, Hassum pointed out, and the

U-Pass plan resulted from ongoing

discussions that continued after that

victory.

Student leaders from U of T, Ryer-

son, York, George Brown, Seneca, and

Humber met at Ryerson earlier this

week. They decided to wait to take a

stance on the U-Pass until the propos-

al is brought forth at a meeting of TTC

officials tomorrow.

SAC plans to hold a town hall meet-

ing for U of T students in February to

discuss the proposal. U of T's admin-

istration welcomes the proposal, but

says any decision on the pass is in the

hands of students.

"We support anything that reduces

the cost of transportation for students

and supports public transportation,"

said vice-provost David Farrar. "The

choice to move ahead with the pro-

posed system will have to be deter-

mined by a student referendum."

Mihevc is confident students will

support the U-Pass plan.

"The TTC has found a way to make a

great offer at a very reasonable price,"

he said. "1 trust students will seize the

opportunity."

Hassum is more cautious, noting

that students who don't take the TTC
on a regular basis might balk at the

added cost to their fees.

"If students want to go forward with

the U-Pass, we'll be lobbying all lev-

els of government to help reduce the

costs," Hassum said.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

Alexandre Trudeau
Before becoming a documentary filmmaker

and freelance journalist, Alexandre Trudeau

completed a degree in philosophy. Discover

how he made the leap into his present

career as we interview him as part of the

Career Centre's Great Careers Series.

Thursday, January 26, 2006

Noon -2:00 p.m.

Career Centre, University of Toronto

214 College Street

Register online at www.careers.utoronto.ca

2 1 4 College Street (corner of St. George Street)

Telephone: 4 1 6-978-8000

tJareer Centre
4 di'tision of SiijiJsM S«fyi-:ss • Universisy of ToroBio
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'Reporter,' really Liberal

helper, tapes SAC office

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The tight race in Trinity-Spadina

took a bizarre turn last weei< when a

volunteer with Liberal Tony lanno's

campaign was found posing as a CBC
reporter at the Students' Administra-

tive Council (SAC) office.

David Chu, whom The Varsity

tracked down at lanno's campaign of-

fice on Sunday, refused to comment
on the case until after election day.

According to staff at SAC, Chu and

another man have been in to their of-

fice more than once over the last sev-

eral weeks.

"They were asking questions about

our campaign to encourage students

to vote," said Rick Telfer, SAC general

manager. "We noticed that David Chu

was wearing a Tony lanno lanyard."

According to Telfer, Chu admitted

that he was a volunteer with lanno's

campaign, but also insisted that he

was an independent filmmaker. He
left shortly thereafter, and returned

last Wednesday.

According to SAC President Paul

Bretscher, Chu introduced himself

on Wednesday as a CBC reporter

and showed CBC press credentials.

Bretscher, who had not heard about

the initial incident, did interviews

with Chu and let him film around the

SAC office.

After the interviews, Telfer and SAC
VP External Jen Hassum recognized

Chu. On further questioning, Chu
apparently admitted that he did not

work for the CBC.

"We asked if we could photocopy

his media tags," said Bretscher, but

Chu refused, instead writing down his

name and telephone number.

That number was found to be out of

service.

"If somebody is pretending to be a

CBC journalist and they are not in fact

a CBC journalist," said Jason Macdon-

ald, spokesperson for the CBC, "then

that's disappointing, and it's highly

unethical."

There has been some hostility be-

tween SAC and the lanno campaign

over campus voting stations, with

campaign manager Tom Allison re-

peatedly accusing SAC of making a

"secret deal" with Elections Canada.

The Olivia Chow-Tony lanno race was
one of the closest in Canada, with

Chow winning by fewer than four per-

centage points.

'BLUE' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

proud to be Albertan." She was hap-

py with the result: a Tory govern-

ment, Kugelmass hopes, will help to

mend those divisions and bring the

West into the Canadian fold.

Some U of T students complained

about the Tories, but others com-
plained about problems encoun-

tered at residence polling stations.

For some students in residence at St.

George campus, being able to vote

depended on whether you knew
what to say.

"We've been getting calls from
people who are saying, 'They re-

fused me the right to vote,'" said SAC
VP external Jen Hassum yesterday
afternoon.

Tom Gifford, supervisor of the

GSU station, said he was given a

"dean's list" of students who were
registered to vote in residence, but

some students didn't know they

were on it. According to Elections

Canada rules, neither he nor any of

the deputy returning officers could

inform them of the list's existence.

"The rule was we couldn't tell stu-

dents if they were on the list. If we
did, we would be going against the

decision of the returning officers [of

Elections Canada]," he said.

At the entrance of the GSU and the

poll at UC's dining hall, some voters

were greeted and told to mention the

dean's list, one by one. SAC made an-

nouncements in the dining halls to

the same effect.

The lists were devised to replace

ROSI invoices as proofs of residence,

which Elections Canada rejected be-

fore the vote as unreliable.

As the polls closed in Etobicoke-

Lakeshore, forty-odd friends, volun-

teers, and campaign workers found
seats or huddled around TVs at

campaign headquarters. They were
there for Liam McHugh-Russell—

U

of T Law Student and NDP candi-

date for Etobicoke-Lakeshore—who
worked the room, chatting and
thanking everyone.

"I think that we've run an incred-

ible campaign," said McHugh-Rus-
sell, who, despite endorsements
from author Jane Jacobs and the

Liberal riding association president,

lost to Liberal Michael Ignatieff, a U
of T professor.

"We started late, we had a Christ-

mas break [...] Your candidate had

a large number of exams during the

campaign, something that a lot of

candidates don't have to deal with,"

he continued. "And I will let all of you
know, 1 did have a B average on my
exams.

"I'm proud of the fact that we in-

creased our percentage of the vote,"

McHugh-Russell continued. He also

noted that Ignatieff and the Liber-

als, despite winning the riding, had

lost some ground. "I think that a lot

of people in this riding voted out of

fear, out of worry for what the Con-

servatives would do," McHugh-Rus-
sell said.

Nevertheless, Liam looks forward
to devoting himself to law school
full-time. "It's hard to imagine being

a student again," he said. "It will be
like my first day of school tomor-

row."

With files from Malcolm Johnston,

Christopher McKinnon, Sarah

Barmak, Kevin Wong, Colin Ellis,

and Ben Spurr

2006-07
HART HOUSE
ELECTIONS
Play your part in

enhancing the student

experience at the

University of Toronto

Become involved in helping

run your student centre by

putting your name forward

for membership on one of

10 student-run committees

Art • Debates • Farm

Finance • House

Literary & Library • Music

Recreational Athletics

Social Justice • Theatre

NOMINATIONS
Open - Wednesday, Jan. 18th at noon

Close - Friday, Feb. 3rd at noon

VOTING
Tuesday, February 14th

& Wednesday, February 15th

Elections guides and nominations forms

are available at:

St. George: Hart House Hall Porters Desk

Mississauga: ECSU Info Desk - Student Centre

Scarborough: Student Centre - Office of

Student Affairs (SL157)

FOR INFORMATION GOTO:
www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

What's on - 2006-07 Elections

or E-mail: laney.marshall@utoronto.ca

or Call: 416.978.2452

i HART HOUSE
V-A UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

EievatoriTiY' 416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto ca EoKcewSd
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Steppin' Out Thursdays
Free Admission to the Bata Shoe Museum on Thursdays, from 5 to 8 p.m.

327 Bloor Street West, at St. George subway

lanuary 26 - 6 p.m. Two Harps A-Dancing with Aiisa Coffey & Ruth Mar FREE

r.nig. ) ,ind I'liumba, with kvo harps! Fcaniiing music bv Bach. Dclnissv and rithcrs,

lanuary 26-6 to 7:30 p.m. Shoe Design Worbhop with Sarah Rotering

Ski rrb vout shoe, choose a swatch and discuss the ekincnrs of design.

> !
i I. jeL>isrer to sccute a spot, ^

February 2 6 p.m. Dancing Shoes: 1 920s Charleston with Damx \Mth Alana FREE

.Shunmy down and shake your tringc m this hjgli CHcrgv vmtage dance class. ^
February 9 - 6 p.m. Dancing Shoes: Belly Dance with Siham Chowdhury - FREE

Try a unique Ijclly-dancc style in this energetic performance and class.

February 1 6 - 6:30 p.m. -Two-Tone Thursdays: |azz at the Museum FREE

.\nti) cw Downing and rlie Jl!NO award-winning Great Uncles perform

. chamber lazz in the Museum.

February 23 - 6 to 7 p.m. -Vivid Vintage Night with Elizabeth Mason

Learn about cck-bnr\' influences on tlie industry.

$15, pre-fcgisrer to secure a spot. i^

Watch for other Steppin' Out Thursdays
1

1 ! more inrorinaimn or to pre register call 416.979,7799 x242.

\ our \\el)SRe al w ww.baiashocniuseum.ca.

Participants Needed!!!

DO YOU EXPERIENCE:
Feelings of sadness
Difficulty sleeping
Loss of energy
Weight loss/gain

Difficulty thinking

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a
PET brain imaging study at the Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health- College St. Site.

Participants must be non-smokers,
aged 18-50, in good health, not currently

taking any medication or illicit substances.

Compensation and treatment provided.

Please call: (416) 535-8501 ext. 1750

WHISTLER

LAKE LOUISE

SILVER STAR

TREMBLANT

BANFF

BIG WHITE

Incredible Student
Ski Packages Available.

Travel CUTS is owned and operaled ijy the Canadian Federation of Students. TICO »132'i998

Ray ofHope
Black youth activist Kofi Hope says there's more to bling than

the rocks that you got

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Kofi Hope has one question for black

students: where is the love?

Hope, the energetic founder the

Black Youth Coalition Against Vio-

lence (BYCAV) and president of U of

T's Black Students Association, is try-

ing to find it.

BYCAV's Bring Love In Not Guns
(BLING) summit, Black Youth Stand

Up! stands to give black youth a fo-

rum to discuss the issue of gun vio-

lence. Hope said he'd like it to provide

them with an experience they can

convert into positive action, helping

to foster unity in Toronto's black com-

munities.

"Ninety per cent of the perpetra-

tors and victims [of Toronto's shoot-

ings] are black," said Hope. "That's

why the focus is on African-Canadian

youth to empower themselves....

They should be the experts and the

ones leading the struggle."

Though gun violence has been a

hot campaign talking point, consen-

sus about the causes and remedies

for Toronto's gun crisis has been elu-

sive. Hope dismisses the platforms

of major party leaders, saying they

don't focus on the problem's social

causes.

"They're failing to address the is-

sue," he said, "Almost across the

board, they're focusing on the law

and order side....The simple reply is

'Let's lock these people up.'"

Hope argues that harsher sentenc-

es for criminals will have little effect,

and that gun violence is the result of

larger endemic problems.

"Part of the cause is the systemic

Kofi Hope in 2005.

racism faced by black Canadians,

and a lack of job opportunities," he

said. "There are also issues within

the black community, issues of fam-

ily and society, [and a] consistent

cutting back of assistance to poor

families."

While the issue of Toronto shoot-

ings has recently impressed itself

on Canada's national consciousness,

especially after the much-publicized

Boxing Day murder of 15-year-old

Jane Creba in the city's downtown
shopping district, Hope sees the re-

cent media coverage as somewhat
misguided.

"My frustration is with people who
would portray the Boxing Day shoot-

ing as something out of the ordinary,"

he said. He points to last summer's
murder of 21-year-old Dwayne Taylor,

Get the competitive edge at CCBC.

We are the inside source that nnetJIa arts professionals

turn to for an the supplies they need to keep working

digitally.

We carry the very be5t in professional produrts: Epson

printers and inks, a wide assortment of inkjet papers,

IjOe external hardw-iro, DVD medta and rruich more.

We knov/ that you are on your vvay and we y/ould like to

help you get there. That is wtiy we launching our new
student program. Show us your student card to get the

corporate rale discounts today that would nomwily be waiting

for you when you finished school.

Now it's your turn to get the same treatment that professiorat:

do.

WHYWIUITStllllBIIIITL

BOrilOFESSieNUlllllil

C C B C • C L U

5

• 7 Lahatt Avo.

116.J60.7t66

393 King St W.»
S16. 593.0161

1m 1

490 Bloor St. West 416-S16-7776

$4.99
LUNCH SPECIAL

Mon-Thurs 12pm til 4 pm

who was shot to death in the midst

of a crowd in Dundas Square, just

around the corner from where Creba

would be killed five months later.

Among the participants in Satur-

day's conference are representatives

from the Black Business and Profes-

sional Association and the Toronto

Community Safety Committee. There

will also be a series of workshops

geared towards high school stu-

dents.

According to Hope, 'bling' refers to

the conference's strategy of question-

ing the images of black youth held by

Canadians in general, and by black

communities themselves.

"We wanted to challenge this

idea of 'bling'," said Yafet Tewelde, a
member of BYCAV representing York
University's Black Student Alliance.

Instead of the gleam of expensive dia-

monds, the BLING summit is about

"being proud of something positive,"

said Tewelde.

"If you're someone who works in

your community, in whatever ca-

pacity, that's something you should

be proud of, that's something you
should be blinging."

Although they sometimes refer

to the 'black community' in the sin-

gular, Hope and Tewelde admit that

the black population is anything but

homogenous. Black families living in

Toronto come from myriad cultural

and economic backgrounds.

"We believe in unity through diver-

sity," said Tewelde, "and the black

community is very diverse. But there

is a struggle among black people that

is distinct from any other group."

"Black people need to have unity,"

said Hope. "This isn't just a black is-

sue—it's a Canadian issue."

The Saturday summit has no spaces

left, you can still check out the musical

showcase following the conference.

McLeod Auditorium, Rm. 2158, Medi-

cal Science Building, 1 King's College

Circle, 7:30 pm. Free.

Yeach English
Worldwiile!

start Your Adventure Todav
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

MM Study In-Ctass, Online

or by Correspondence

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1.888-270-2941
ol.com

'ii^^ hthavelcuts
See the world your way

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing ^ • .

(905)820-1162
www.travelcuts.com
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Arbor Room to close
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Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Union representatives say they will

fight a recent decision to close the

Arbor Room, the cafeteria that has

served students in the basement of

Hart House for 51 years.

The almost institutional eatery,

which is to close June 30 until an an-

other food service is found, hardly

seems like a candidate for closure.

Patrons, including faculty and visit-

ing alumni, fill the tables at all hours,

lining up for the made-to-order deli

sandwiches (including the famous

avocado club), halal food, and chili

bar It serves well into the evenings,

when it presents a popular rotating

program of concerts, a list that in-

cluded indie chanteuse Sarah Slean

back in the day.

Hart House's bottom line isn't ben-

efiting from this popularity, however
According to its warden, Margaret

Hancock, the Arbor Room has always

operated at a loss. The Hart House
board of Stewards recently hired a

consultant, who proposed 43 chang-

es to increase the profit margin of the

cafeteria. But despite an expanded

lunch menu and extensive renova-

tions, the Arbor Room will have lost

$90,000 at the end of the coming fiscal

year, a problem Hancock attributes to

labour costs.

"The staff are unionized, and are

therefore paid well relative to the

food industry," she said. "We cannot

make up these losses by raising food

prices because the majority of our

customers are students." The Hart

House Board of Stewards, composed
primarily of students, gave Hancock
a mandate to find an alternative food

service provider on January 12. One
hasn't been found yet, but both Tim
Hortons cind multinational Sodhexo

Beloved 51-year-old Hart House eatery the Arbor Room may have a Tim Hortons in its

place next fall. The warden says they can't continue to pay the unionized staff.

(which already operates cafeterias

in Robarts and Sid Smith) have been

mentioned as possible candidates.

Both the local unit of the Canadian

Union of Public Employees (CUPE),

which represents the Arbor Room's

staff, and the Students' Adminis-

trative Council (SAC) oppose Hart

House's decision. CUPE objected to

the absence of prior notice for the

ten Arbor Room employees and their

manager, whom the closure will affect

directly. According to the workers'

collective agreement, the staff will be

guaranteed jobs elsewhere in the uni-

versity. Nevertheless, CUPE national

representative Mary-Catherine Mc-

Carthy said she deplores the reduced

labour conditions that will follow the

closure.

"It's a shame to replace $ 15-per-hour

jobs with $8-per-hour jobs in a place

that's been operated by the university

for 51 years," McCarthy stated.

SAC President Paul Bretscher ar-

gues that Hancock and the Board of

Stewards should not have decided to

seek an alternate food service pro-

vider without consulting the wider

student body.

"Hart House receives $100 from

each student," he said. "Therefore,

students should have the final say in

the Arbor Room's closure. The cur-

rent model calls for a corporate affair,

in a national historic site, which stu-

dents will be subsidizing."

Bretscher blames the Arbor Room's

failure to turn a profit on the nature of

the Hart House budget.

"Hart House has allowed its financ-

es to spiral out of control because it

expected tuition fees to rise, increas-

ing the funds it receives from stu-

dents."

Both CUPE and SAC intend to lobby

Hart House to reverse the planned

closure of the Arbor Room. Hancock

states that she expects opposition to

her decision.

"People care deeply about where
their food comes from."
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Train to be a Teacher

in Historic

Edinburgh, Scotland
www.education.ed.ac.uk/pgde

TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 2006

Hart House Theatre
and the UC Follies Musical Theatre Company present

Richard O'Brien's

^.udfence Advisory - Mature Conferst: sexuality/nudily

1-year Professional Graduate

Diploma in Education
(Primary or Secondary)

Presentations and interviews by University of Edinburgh staff

on Sunday February 5 2006 at 12 noon in The Toronto iVlarriott Downtown Eaton

Centre Hotel, 525 Bay Street, Downtown, Toronto.

For further details and interview an-angements contact:

TEACH EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS, 1030 Upper James St, Suite 301,

Hamilton, Ontario L9C 6X6 Tel: 905 388 8972 TOLL FREE: 1-800-884-9325

Email: teach@nas.net

THE UNIVERSITY o/EDINBURGH
IVomoting I-xcellence in Teaching and Research
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Jack Layton couldn't have pre-

dicted this. When the NDP leader

used his swing vote to topple Paul

Martin's Liberals last fall, he didn't

really mean for the Conservatives

to form a minority government in

2006. And despite impressive NDP
gains this time around, this parlia-

mentary balance might not grant

the New Democrats the king-mak-

ing power they enjoyed last year.

With the Conservative win, vot-

ers confirmed that it is time for a

change and that they are prepared

to accept a version of their coun-

try quite different from the one

EDITORIAL
they knew under the Liberals.

Reaction across the land this

morning is equal parts elation and
dread as Stephen Harper orders

new stationery and readies him-

self for what will undoubtedly be
an interesting first few weeks in

power. Canadians are all waiting

to see if the devil we don't really

know turns out to be a moderate
Tory, as he cast himself during

the campaign, or a type of "Bush-

lite," as the Liberals tried to paint

him. Also holding their collective

breath are those who currently

use and enjoy the Liberal social

programs now possibly on the

chopping block.

Despite a respectable showing
for the Grits, Canadians have given

the boys in red a "time out," as Lay-

ton called for, and the party would
do well to take the electorate seri-

ously and use the time in opposi-

tion to rout out any remnants of

corruption.

Paul Martin had some good ideas

and an appealing vision of the na-

tional character and direction of

this land. But his brief term in of-

fice was marked by a maddening
inability to implement the grand

ideals he again expounded dur-

ing this campaign. Changing the

leader—should the party choose
to do so—will not suddenly. recast

the Liberals as a fresh or trustwor-

thy face on the political scene, but

Martin's tired mug is emblematic

of a regime that has finally sagged

under its own suspect largesse.

It is a time of change for both

parties: the Liberals must re-learn

how to contribute to policy-making

without actually wielding power,

while the Conservatives must stop

whining and show us what they're

made of. They'll be on a leash as

tight as, if not tighter than, the

one reining in the Liberal minority,

since Canadians are wary of Amer-

ican-style rhetoric and will ensure

that our nation retains its distinct

character. As opposition partners,

Layton and Martin have much
more in common than did Layton

and Harper, and as such can hope-

fully keep Prime Minister Harper

from doing anything rash.

No, the sky hasn't fallen. But it

sure is a bright, blinding blue.

It ain't easy being Green

Samer Abdelnour

The Green Party of Canada, unfor-

tunately too young and misunder-

stood to have had a serious impact

on the 2006 elections, offers an al-

ternative to the destructive politics

of our main parties. In the hopes

of making sense of it all, we should

look at what a Toronto painted (or

'planted') Green might look like.

Sarcastic propagandists would

have us believe that, in a Green

world, fast-food restaurants would

be converted into vegan outlets

selling tofu burgers, organic salads,

and hummus.
Pet cows would become all the

rage—they'd fertilize our lawns and

provide fresh milk each morning.

Police and taxi drivers would have

the option of driving smart cars or

riding horses, and everyone would

take either Go Transit, the TTC,

their bike, or simply walk to their

destinations. Tree buggers would

abound and, accordingly, legisla-

tion would extend the legal defini-

tion of marriage to include human-

tree marriages.

People everywhere would trade

in their partner's morning breath

for the fresh scent of lilac!

More realistically, under a Green

government, air conditioners might

become extinct, replaced by green

roofing and vine-sided housing,

which keep buildings cool in the

summer and warm in the winter.

Senior-citizen housing would have

mandatory flat rooftops for gar-

dens, giving them the opportunity

to work in and enjoy a garden at

home.

Where other parties separate

environmental policies from those

of economic, health, or education,

the Green Party takes an integrated

ecological approach. Healthy indus-

tries would thrive and unhealthy

industries held accountable for the

ills they put on us. Sustainable use

of natural resources would ensure

that they regenerate before deple-

tion. Companies would be taxed

by how much they pollute, not how
much they produce. Water-free or

efficient toilets would help conserve
our most precious resource.

Currently, 40 per cent of residen-

tial water is flushed down the toilet,

pushing our waste kilometres upon
kilometres to the lake—our source

of drinking water. Instead of being

dumped back into the lake, our

waste could be collected, treated,

and sent to the local farm for fertil-

izer to enrich local produce.

Green energy means decentral-

ized, community-based efficient

systems. Instead of heating up

nuclear reactors to thousands and

thousands of degrees in order to

gain the needed energy to heat our

homes to only 20 degrees, each

community might have a windmill

as in many parts of Europe.

It is not a stretch to imagine com-

munal solar ovens placed in parks

(or 'piazzas' if on College St. West!)

providing a space for people to once

again bake and break bread togeth-

er. This will increase the strength

and depth of the community, and

provide a great place to discuss

community issues.

There is a lot of misinformation

surrounding the Green Party and

what their policies might mean for

our city. The success of the Green

political movement in Europe and

Australia are difficult to ignore, and

the benefits of Green are too numer-

ous to list—good ideas are simply

good ideas.

Thank goodness

it's over!

Maya Reid

This election exhausted me.

It tired me out so much that

1 voted two weeks ahead of

schedule. 1 went into to my rid-

ing's election office and per-

formed the simplest of acts: 1

pushed a piece of paper into

a box. 1 guess 1 just wanted all

the hoopla to end.

The election is every-

where—turn on the TV, pe-

ruse any paper, you can't es-

cape it. Now, a week (maybe-

even two) of heavy election

coverage is fine, even encouraged, in

my book. That's plenty of time to make
a decision about whom you're going

to vote for. If you feel like you need

more time, you're worrying/fearing too

much. So stop it. It's not a sign of under-

standing the brevity of your choice. It's

the candidates projecting their stress

onto you.

We've been aware that this fed-

eral showdown was going to happen
months ago. And I'm not talking about

last November when Martin's govern-

ment was brought down. Remember
April 2\, 2005? Sure, you might have

been too wrapped up in your exams at

the time to truly care about things like

the Gomery Report, but, somewhere in

the back of your brain a "January 2006

= election..." post-it note was floating

around, waiting.

That's nine months of news cover-

age on the same candidates you voted

for waaaay back in June 2004. It feels

like "filler"— a distraction from other

more pressing issues that we're not

learning about.

Some of you may say, "Hey, the Spon-

sorship Scandal is a pressing issue, and

it's going to affect my vote!" Well then,

chances are you know how you're go-

ing to vote. Does it really take nine

"This is the Bloc, signing off for another election.,

months of interviews with incensed

citizens and bumbling politicians to

solidify that decision for you?

And no matter how horrified you are

about the state of government, 1 grew

up in the States, and let me tell you, this

"scandal" is peanuts compared to lev-

els of embezzlement down there. The
same goes for the smear campaigns the

media is having a heart attack over

Stop clutching your chest. Martin ac-

tually apologized to Harper for one of

the ads. Did Bush ever extend the same
courtesy to Kerry for those Swift Boat

commercials? No.

1 think Canada is going to survive

this one. I'm not so sure about myself,

though.

To get a feel for what 1 wanted to say

in this piece, 1 Googled the definition

of "election," and the hit that I wanted

most to write about said "Election is a

1999 film adapted from a novel of the

same name by Tom Perrotta."

In the movie, G.W. Carver High

School's student body presidential

election only lasts a week. They even

vote in a quasi-megalomaniac, peppy,

obsessive over-achiever, and the build-

ing doesn't burn to the ground or any-

thing!

1 would love to live in that world right

now.
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California dreamin'
Budding botanists who want to do
serious research without heading

into the jungles might consider

looking for worit at Stanford Uni-

versity's Global Change Experiment

in balmy California. The main chal-

lenges for researchers there—who
are studying the effects of chang-

ing environmental factors on the

growth of plants—include mixing

up "soil smoothies" and keeping out

gophers, with mild Mediterranean

climes to boot.

That was one of the messages at a

Monday "ecolunch" seminar featur-

ing Dr. Hugh Henry, a plant ecolo-

gist from the University of Western
Ontario, who did a post-doctoral

stint at Stanford.

The peculiar microclimate at the

Jasper Ridge Biological Reserve

makes for a November to May grow-

ing season. And during the summer,
though temperatures are no hotter

than Toronto's, hardly any precipi-

tation falls. As a result, the grass-

lands wither each year, allowing

researchers to use the grasslands

as a model system. On various

experimental plots, they subject

grasslands to increased carbon di-

oxide (C02) levels, nitrates (they

promote plant growth), and humid-

ity, to gauge the potential impact

of future changes in climate on

grasslands. "You may see selection

here—for plants that are selected

for these environmental changes,

or you might see changes in species

composition across time," Henry

said.

Researchers knew that increas-

ing nitrates, humidity and heating

in a patch of soil can increase plant

"output," by up to 100 per cent. But

they could not explain why plants

didn't grow even faster with all

these factors present, when extra

C02 is pumped in. In fact, addi-

tional C02 slightly dampened plant

output.

Then, in July 2003, a freak fire

swept through part of the experi-

mental plot. But instead of ditching

the lot and heading home, the re-

searchers continued to monitor the

burnt plots. To their surprise, they

noticed that burning had caused the

"suppressing effect" of additional

C02 to vanish—the scrubs in those

plots grew greater than any other.

After digging further, they found

that the ash from the burnt plant lit-

ter, which contains phosphorus (an-

other promoter of plant growth), is

responsible for the plants' growth
spurt. So all went home happy, in

the end?

Well, all except Henry's field assis-

tant perhaps, who, having spent the

previous summer making smooth-

ies at a place called Jumbo Juice,

was rather unimpressed at having

to blend up soil smoothies instead.

"She's actually not in science

anymore," Henry quipped, drawing

generous guffaws.

-MIKEGHENU

SCIENCE

Dog gone-it!

the South Korean cloning scandal affect

the way stem cell research is practiced?

Billie-Jo Hardy reports

When the journal Science

released an editorial re-

traction last month of two

pivotal papers by South Korean re-

searcher Dr. Woo Suk Hwang that

announced breakthroughs in hu-

man embryonic stem cell research,

a two-year-long saga drew to a

close.

The first paper, published in Feb-

ruary 2004, described the creation

of the world's first cloned human
embryo from which stem cells were
mined. A second paper, published

in May 2005, described the creation

of 11 embryonic stem cell lines de-

rived from skin cells of individual

patients.

Both papers were then deemed
groundbreaking steps towards a fu-

//THE BIG PICTURE

ture where regenerative med-
ical therapies are possible.

And both papers were based

on fraudulent data, accord-

ing to an independent review

headed by the Seoul National

University, Hwang's former

employer.

"This was a lab that was
headed up by one individual,

who didn't have many interac-

tions, except for with people

below him," commented Dr.

Peter Zandstra, a stem cell

researcher at the institute of

biomaterials and biomedical

research (IBBME). "This individual

was under an extreme amount of

pressure, within his own country, to

produce results."

In contrast, he said, "Canadian
stem cell science is fairly collab-

orative in nature. There are more
checks and balances among scien-

tists in terms of generating results."

But independent validation by other

labs following publication is a vital

part of the scientific method. So
why did it take so long to discover

that Hwang's research had been
based upon fraudulent data?

The type of stem cell research,

somatic cell nuclear transfer

(SCNT), performed by Hwang, is

illegal in Canada, as per Bill C-6,

which legislates assisted human

"Frankencrops:" a biotech bust?
Despite decades of hype, high hopes, and investment, the market for

genetically engineered crops seems to have hit a plateau. Currently, almost all

genetically engineered crops are planted in four countries—the U.S., Canada,

Brazil, and Argentina—and three kinds of crops dominate: corn, cotton, and soy.

There are different takes on the matter: the International Service for the

Acquisition of Agri-biotech Applications says that genetically engineered crops

have increased the incomes of more than 7.7 million farmers in the developing

world, and that there is room for more.

Others point to the three powerful companies in agricultural biotech

sector—Monsanto, Syngenta, and Bayer—and allies among the U.S.

Government and World Trade Organization, as proof that plans are afoot in trymg

to sell genetically engineered crops to the rest of the world—especially to Asia

and Africa.

Source: Inter Press Service News Agency

Barrett boosts botany
You may think botany a 19th-century

preoccupation, now withering on the vine.

Not so, argues Dr. Spencer Barrett, of

the department of botany, in an editorial

this month in the journal Proceedings of

the Royal Society B. Despite a "gradual

attrition of 'botany' departments on

university campuses worldwide as a result

of reorganization within the life sciences,"

botany can still inform society on issues

such as "environmental consequences of

crops, mvasion biology and global

environmental change," he writes

Source: Proceedings of the Royal

Society B

reproduction and related research.

According to Zandstra, issues in hu-

man embryonic stem cell research

arise as the result of "important

ethical legal legislation," which has

resulted in differing legislation in

various countries, making it harder

to validate research through the ex-

change of reagents and data.

In a recent article in the journal

Nature, an editor proposed that re-

searchers should have their results

independently validated prior to

submission and publication. Zan-

dstra remarked that, "it would be

unfortunate ... if the integrity of

science was such that that sort

of oversight had to be imposed."

Ultimately, he feels that this event,

"can't help but taint the [stem cell]

field a little bit. Certainly, it doesn't

take away from the potential prom-
ise of stem cells and the importance

of doing the work.

"But I think it means that we are

sort of back at square one and that

we're now once again an important

step away from being able to deliver

therapies that might be important

for Canadians," Zandstra contin-

ued.

"This can be used, both in a posi-

tive way to regulate science but also

in a negative way that shows how
science needs to be regulated.

"You know, it's a two-way street."

science@thevarsity.ca

ANATOMY OF A
FRAUD

Feb. 1999: Hwang first draws

media attention by cloning a

milk-cow.

April 1999: Hwang claims to

have cloned a milk cow—this

time a Korean bessie. He never

published any papers, however,

proving these feats.

March 2004: The first of two

Science papers is published,

claiming to have created human
embryonic stem cells by insert-

ing the nucleus of a somatic

cell into an egg that has been

stripped of its nucleus.

May 2005: Hwang publishes

a second second Science paper,

claiming to have created 11 stem

cell lines from 185 donor eggs.

Acclaimed as a breakthrough in

biotechnology.

Aug. 2005: Hwang clones

Snuppy, an Afghan hound (see

photo above).

Nov. 2005: The plot begins

to unravel. Early in the month
one of Hwang's collaborators

announced he had ceased col-

laborating with him. He cited

concerns over the egg (oocyte)

donations that fueled Hwang's

work.

Nov. 21, 2005: One of Hwang's

Korean collaborators holds a

press conference, admitting

women were paid US$1,400

each to donate eggs later used

in their research.

Nov. 24, 2005: Hwang resigns

from all his university posts.

Jan. 2006: On Jan. 10, Seoul

National University ruled that

both of Hwang's papers had
been faked. The next day. Sci-

ence retracted both.

Ski season's over on Mars
But a few million years ago. Mars' poles pointed closer to the sun, which caused mas-

sive amounts of frozen water to evaporate, which eventually fell as frozen precipitation on

mountains around the planet's equator, scientists now report. The snow formed glaciers,

which gouged the landscape.

Since 1976, when NASA's Viking probesfirst caught sight of Mars' cornucopia of craters

and canyons, scientists had been puzzling about how these features were created. "The

findings are important because they tell us that Mars has experienced big climate changes

m the past, the kinds of climate change that led to the Great Ice Age here on Earth," said

Brown University lead researcher Dr. James Head.

Science, Brown University Nevjs Service

Dark days

Feeling down

this time ofyear?

Kelly Robertson explains

why, at www.thevarsity.ca

Regulators eye nano
As proof that the nanotechnology industry has started to break onto the public

agenda, a recent report by policy wonks at the Woodrow Wilson International Center

for Scholars urges America's lawmakers to consider legislation to regulate nano-

sized products. The authors define nanotechnology as any product that is between

one and 100 nanometres in size. The report expresses concern over such so-called

nanoparticles. which can be inhaled, possibly posing a human health hazard. '

It would

be necessary to place the burden on the manufacturer to show that the proposed

product is safe." the report states.

Source: "Managing the Effects ofNanotechnology." Woodrow Wilson International Center
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University College

DONSHIP APPLICATIONS
2006-2007

The University Coilege Residence Office is currently

accepting applications for Residence Don Positions

for the 2006-2007 academic year. Applications are

available at the Porter's Offices, The Residence

Office and online at:

http://www.utoronto.ca/ucres.

Deadline: February 17*^ 2006 - 4:30p.m.

\

Focus on your
e-possibilities

FELLOWSHIP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSri Y OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested In a career that involves:

MARKETLNC;
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Are you interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching universities?

If so, consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and

human resources required to advance the goals of the universit>'. These activities include fundraising, alumni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting

oppoitunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of university

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006, The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer-term employment.

Application deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit:

http:/7www.a{umni.utoronto.ca/stayconnectedi'careef_advancementfellowship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during normal business hours.

For further information, please contact Michelle xMacArthur at

(416) 946-8371 or micheilc.macarthur@utoronto.ca

<J^*
HUMBER
The Business School

fessicnais

ills

ree

ose %

For additional details on this unique de;;rce:

Edmund Baumann, Program Coordinator

406.675.6622, ext. 3337
edniund.baumann@huinber.ca

www.business.humber.ca

Fly for FREE to London
when you buy one of the following Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06:

European Explorer

Ultimate European

European Adventurer

47-Day Camping

Or fly at special discounted rates

when you buy other selected Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06 - ask your

Travel CUTS consultant for more details.

•I •

MOMSsiiVTS for t@-3S'sS

BOOK EflRLy...8PHCE IS LIMITED RND IT UiONT LR8T LONG!

AppiicabI* tours must Ije booked and paid in full between Jan.02 March 31/06. Space is limited, and may

5t!i O'jt bciotE this dato- Weekend surcharges, taxes, and other govcrnmenl/.lirlinc/sorvice fees not

induaed Valid International Slud«?nt Identity Card (ISIC) required. Temis 8. conditions apply.

IS IS ov/ned and operated by the Canadic

187 College St.

(416) 979-24M

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

(TTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905)820-1162

.dents rif.O »l.i34998

niRAVELOinS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

ScienceCareers.org

now with Next Wave

t

The leading science careers website just got better

In addition to a newly redesigned website with

easier navigation, 5cienceCareers.org now
includes Next Wave, the essential online I^^^V^tSC'^
careers magazine — all for free.

• Hundreds of job postings

• Career tools from Next Wave
• Resume/CV Database
• Grant Information |

\Ne know science

• Career Forum

ScienceCareers.org
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Longing for the

open road?

Bret Edwards

The Varsity Blues men's volleyball

team, plagued by offensive inconsis-

tency and defensive lapses, suffered

back-to-back losses to Guelph and Mc-

Master in Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) play at the Athletic Centre last

weekend. The two losses stretched the

slumping Blues' winless streak to three

matches—all of which have come at

home.

On Saturday, the Blues faced the

struggling Guelph Gryphons. A win

seemed probable, as Toronto had de-

feated the Gryphons (6-10) on the lat-

ter's home court several weeks ago.

The Blues (8-6) appeared to validate

this assumption in the early action,

taking advantage of several Guelph de-

fensive miscues to capture the opening

set, 25-19. The next set proved to be far

closer: both teams matched one an-

other point-for-point.

With the game tied at 19, a question-

able line decision went against the

home team, stunning the Blues and

much of the crowd. The re-energized

Gryphons, capitalizing on the sudden

change of momentum, mounted a late

surge to win the set, 25-22.

The Blues appeared deflated by the

dropped set and became increasingly

frustrated as the match wore on. Con-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

From scurvy knaves

to saluted squashsters

Amita Parikh

Public Administration

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

With a certificate in Public Administration, you'll

have the specialized management skills you need for

advanced positions in the government/public sector.

Call 41 6-675-6622. ext. 3206 or email

ted.glenn@humber.caforfurther information.

Applyfor all Business School programs at the

OCAS web site - www.ontariocolleges.ca

Seating is Limited!^^^—

Ijl* HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca

Dillon Casey will have a master's in

economics by the end of this school

term. Peter Lipscombe is completing

an undergraduate degree in environ-

mental science. David Yik is in his

second year of medical school. For

a sport that was allegedly invented

by inmates at Fleet Prison in London,

the face of squash has changed con-

siderably.

Originally played by felons at the

erstwhile debtors' prison, squash is

now considered an elite sport and is

played the world over. The top male

players from universities across On-

tario and Quebec congregated at the

Athletic Centre this past weekend to

show their skill in this frantic game.

All were playing in the second

and final Ontario University Athlet-

ics (OUA) championship qualifying

match. Western took top spot and
Toronto came in a close second.

The top six players from each

school were pitted against players

from competing schools that were

seeded the same (i.e., the number
one seed from U of T played the num-
ber one from Western, Brock, etc.). U
of T's team consisted of Jeffrey Best,

Dillon Casey, Robin Goodfeliow, Has-
san Muhammad, Christopher Spavin,
and David Yik.

Coach Paul Lee noted that the men
played very well en route to a sec-

ond-place finish behind Western: "1

am extremely proud of the way the

team played. They [combined] to

win three of their four matches. We
were playing with a slightly weaker
team today, but 1 think they did very

well."

The Mustangs have a long history

of excellence in the sport and have

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri. Jan. 27 vs. Concordia 7:30 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 28 vs. UQTR 7:30 p.m.

Varsity Arena

WOMEN'S HOCKEY
Satjan. 28 vs. Queens 4 p.m.

Sun. Jan. 29 vs.Western 4 p.m.

Varsity Arena

VOLLEYBALL
Doubleheader
Sat. Jan. 28 vs. RMC

Men I p.m.AA/omen 3 p.m.

Doubleheader
Sun. Jan. 29 vs. Queen s

Men 1 p.m. AA/bmen 3 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sports Gym

WWW.vaniityblues.ca

These guys don't look like criminals: Squash has come a long way from its prison-cell

prototype.

won the championship title for some
20-odd years now. The U of T men
have finished second for the past

two years and will be making a run

for first when the finals take place

at McGill University in Montreal two
weeks from now.

Casey was a junior-ranked tennis

player before he took up squash. The
accomplished student believes West-

ern is overrated and he is confident

that his team can rise above them.

"Western's had their time in the

sun. U of T is on its way up. We have
a great team and Western has got

something to lose," Casey says.

Paul Lee also believes that the

Blues have a chance to finish first.

But it will be difficult with the ab-

sence of a few key players, most no-

tably U of T's top seed, David Yik. A
former NCAA champion, Yik stands

out among the Canadian university

elite.

Yik won both his matches this

past weekend, including an exciting

finale against Western's top seed,

Andrew Jones. For someone who
doesn't fit the typical squash player

bill, Yik packs a powerful punch. He
is equally adept at smashing the ball

at top speed and deftly placing it in

a corner.

Yik constantly keeps his oppo-
nents on their toes and is ridiculous-

ly deceptive when it comes to plac-

ing the ball.

"1 wasn't nervous playing him. An-
drew and I go way back," says the af-

fable young man about his relation-

ship with Jones. The two have been
playing each other since they were
ten.

"It felt better than the game yester-

day and the more 1 played, the easier

it got. I think it was a solid match,"

adds Yik.

School commitments will keep

Yik from travelling to McGill, where
the Blues will have to contend with

number-one seed Peter Lipscombe
and the hometown Redmen. The
McGill team is a squad with a lot of

depth, though they have no stand-

out players, Lipscombe noted after

a thrilling win over McMaster
McGill is the only school from

Quebec playing in these tourna-

ments. This seems a bit strange, as

professional squash star Jonathon
Power calls Montreal home. Money
may have a hand in this matter
"The fact that we don't get a lot of

funding bugs us sometimes. Squash
is a sport just like any other, so it's

not really fair," Lipscombe points

out. Though he does admit that in

Canada, it doesn't draw large crowds
on a consistent basis.

"It's not really popular to play

competitively after university be-

cause there's no money (to be
made)," he says.

Paul Lee agrees, drawing atten-

tion to the cuts that the governing

body of these tournaments has

made: "Before there were four quali-

fying tournaments and now there

are only two and a final. We don't

get a lot of funding from the school

and it's difficult to get motivated

when you're only playing two tour-

naments—with the possibility of a

final—each season."

Still, Lee sees potential in his

team for years to come. "They are

all keen. They balance school and
squash well, they like the sport, and
work very hard. I don't think they'll

have any problems in the future."

Students. Keeners. Hard workers.

Squash has come a long way. Those
qualities are about as far removed
from a jailbird as you can get.
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Gryphons,

Marauders

get spiked
Perry King

VARSITY STAFF

The Blues women's volleyball

team continued their domi-

nant ways last weekend, go-

ing undefeated in two home
matches. They defeated both

Guelph and McMaster in sim-

ilar fashion, winning 3-0 over

both opponents.

The Blues stuck to their

hard-hitting game plan, han-

dling the Guelph Gryphons

(1-14) with a 25-11, 25-19, 25-

20 sweep. Canadian Interuni-

versity Sport All-Canadian

Asya Danilova and Caley

Venn lead the Blues with 11

points each on Saturday,

while Heather Hansley—the

Blues player of the game

—

had an incredible defensive

performance.

With the Saturday match

still fresh on the Blues'

minds, Sunday's match

turned out to be much of

the same. Toronto was slow

out of the gate, scrambling

and trying to play a game
of control instead of relying

on their usually powerful of-

fence, but turned up the heat

during crunch time.

They barely won the first

set of the McMaster match,

squeaking by with a 25-23

win, but went on to sweep
the Marauders (11-4) in three

sets.

Gioia Canciani, the Blues'

player of the game, led the

team with 11 points on the

day. Mila Miguel and Danilo-

va also contributed with

solid offensive and defensive

efforts.

The Blues continue their

regular-season campaign on
January 28 and 29. They will

be putting their dazzling 14-

1 record on the line against

tough RMC and Queen's

teams at the AC on those

days.

Leah Towel! and Heather Bansiey go up to block a spike from

Guelph's Naomi Brown.

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

sequently Guelph—assisted by a mul-

titude of U of T errors—easily took the

third and fourth sets for an unexpected

3-1 triumph.

The uninspired Saturday effort from

Toronto was not repeated against the

McMaster Marauders (11-4) on Sunday
afternoon. Unfortunately, the squad
still came up just short in their search

for a weekend split—losing a heart-

breaking contest to the powerful Ma-

rauders.

As was the case with Guelph, the

Blues were impressive early, surpris-

ing the taller Marauders to quickly win

the first set, 25-21. The next set proved

to be a titanic struggle that delighted

onlookers.

The thrilling second stanza finally

went to the Marauders after consecu-

tive defensive breakdowns by Toronto,

leading to a 29-27 defeat. However, the

team displayed an impressive ability

to regroup and roared back to win the

third set in convincing fashion, 25-20.

This strong play continued into the

fourth set, allowing the Blues to race

out to a quick lead. A victoryseemed all

but assured. However, as if sensing the

significance attached to a win against

a strong divisional foe, the Blues sud-

denly tightened up and struggled to

find consistency on the court. The Ma-

rauders were thus able to force a fifth

and deciding set after a come-from-be-

hind 25-23 victory.

As with the previous day, the sudden

shift in momentum demoralized the

Blues. The final set proved to be anti-

climactic. The inspired McMaster team

prevailed by a one-sided 15-9 score.

A bright spot for the Blues was the

play of Brandon Peel. Peel—ranked

third nationally in kills—had 37 hot

smashes over the weekend. This

brings his season total to an astound-

ing 229 kills in 54 sets played.

Peel's next opportunity to add to

his impressive numbers will come
next weekend, as the Blues welcome

Queen's and RMC to Toronto to con-

tinue their homestand.

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

Is your professor ready
for the spotlight?

TVO's search for Ontario's Best Lecturer begins

and $10,000 is up for grabs!

Students and alumni ! Who inspires you? This is your

chance to shine the spotlight on a professor you believe

rises above the rest!

A panel of judges will choose 10 finalists to deliver

complete lectures on TVO's Big Ideas early m 2007,

Your school could win a $10,000 scholarship! But hurry,

nominations must be received by February 20, 2006.

For complete entry details, visit

www.tvo.org/bigideas

tvo TVOntario
It's ail about learning!

Human Resources Management •a

University of Ottawa

u Ottawa
L'Universite canadieniie

Canada's university

Committed to graduate
studies and research!

The University of Ottawa is becoming one of Canada's top

research universities. In this perspective, it is investing

heavily in graduate studies.

As of May 2006 it will offer one of the most competitive

graduate award and financial support programs in

the country:

• Nearly 80 per cent of our PhD students (Canadians and

permanent residents) will receive at least $70,000 in

funding over four years.

• More than 50 per cent of our master's students

(Canadians and permanent residents) will receive

at least $14,000.

• Both groups will benefit from additional initiatives

such as our popular travel grants, which allow them

to participate in conferences and present their

research findings.

Several academic programs will guarantee even more

than the amounts mentioned.

For more information, please consult the following

site frequently:

www.grad.uOttawa.ca

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

Atier just nvo semesters, you'd be able to apply your

knowledge, skills and manjgemcnt tools to any human
resources department.

Humber tan prepisre vou tor protessional desianation/

accii;dilalK)ri bv ihe Human Resounn Professional's

Association ot Ontario {HfiPAOi.

( ' ' • !ip:p<im0>huniber.ca

A"i:i".'' :hooi programs ut

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.c3

GREATALL INCLUSIVES FOR STUDENTS

DOMINICAN- PUERTO

REPUBLIC PLATA

7 NIGHTS ALL-INCLUSIVE

Barcelo Punta Goleta

3 star

Depart Feb. 1

$757
Plus taxes/fees $274.05 per person.

Based on dbl. occupancy. Nolitours

Check out www.travelcuts.com for our

'Best of AU-lnclusives' property profiles

Toronto return departures. Valid for new bookings only on date shown. More information is available from a

travel agent. Prices subject to change at any time without notice.
Iravcrcu^S is c'.yned and operaled by the '^anadian redetstioi of StbdcTts. [1,0 St i.^i5Jb

nTRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149
(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

www.travelcuts.com
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imi furiously funny!" "A master class in comedy."

"Sickly fascinating and tiilarious."

1HEN0ia«USBlJ&
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CHAPTER

IN STORES NOWM
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till it hurts!"
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BIllYCONNOllY

PHYIUSDIUER

eilBElITGOmRIED

mUlUHER

PAOIBEISER

SURAH SIlVERMftN

PENN& TELLER

IND 10 MORE OF yOl FMODRITE CeMEDMNS!

Teach English

Overseas

.w»dMMinlesim8we
jotflinerseel

When the world's

funniest comedians get

together to reminisce,

analyze and tell their own

versions of the world's

dirtiest joke - an old

burlesque routine

called The Aristocrah -

it's 100% guaranteeil

that they will stretch

the limits of good

taste... and how loud

and long you can
laugh!

OWN IT TODAY

# SMASH HIT\
St OF THE

I SUNDANCE ,1
rS) fILM FESTIVAL 2005 (ST

• Filmmaker Commentary featuring
Paul Provenza and Penn Jillette

• Aristocrats do The Aristocrats"
Highlight Reel

• Behind T?ie Green Room Door-
Comedians Tell Some of Their Other
Favorite Jokes

• "For Johnny Carson" Clip

• "Be an Aristocrat" Contest Winners
• Never-before-Seen Extended Versions of

the Joke and Additional Footage of
Whoopi Goldberg, Jon Stewart
Jason Alexander, Sob Sage!
Sarah Silverman, Gilbert Gottfried

Black, Hank Azaria, Billy the Mime
. ANO MANY MORE

www.thlnkfjimcompany.coin www.thearjstocrats.com soomnrackAvaiiaDieon

'
* O 2005 MIghrv Cheese PfoducHons. LLC Dislnbuled exciiolvely by THINKF.Im

— AftwQO. & Design e 2005 THINKFilm LLC All fiighls Reserved THINKFilm

For 2 well-behaved children.

Good pay.

KILLER Location.

Call

877-467-7674
(TOLL FREE)

WHEN A STRANGER CALLS
IN THEATERS FEBRUARY 3'^'^'

_ _ SCREEN GEMS
[mxan^^Wm HaveYoiiCheckedTheChildren.com fdS^SiSm.

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

« Comprehensive Teaching Materials

( Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

» Thousands of Satisfied Students

J OXFORD
SEMINARS

416-924-3240(1-800-??9-1?79

www.oxfordseminars.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

; Comprehensive Study Materials

s Simulated Practice Exams

" Free Repeat Policy

! Personal Tutoring Available

} Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

416M0(1»1??9
www.oxfordseminars.com

HELP WANTED

DAILY BREAD REOUIRES SURVEY
VOLUNTEERS

Help Daily Bread eliminate the need for

food banks by conducting one-on-one

surveys in food banks across the GTA.

The annual survey of people who rely

upon food banks runs from February

until early April. A special need exists

for volunteers who speak a language in

addition to English. Everyone interested

must be at least 17 years old. Contact

Daily Bread at 416-203-0050x288 or e-

mail research@dailybread.ca

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 Vi hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team

& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Mt. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many

majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and .5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

SELF MOTIVATED STUDENT

To post flyers around campus; good pay,

work on your own schedule, ESL students

welcome. Need: Scarborough, Erindale,

and downtown. Details: 416-280-6113.

SUMMER CAMP NORTH OF MONTREAL:
Hiring Supervisory staff, counsel-

ors, Canoe, Kayak, Sailing, Pottery,

Arts&Crafts, Beadmaking, Drama, Photo,

Football, Soccer, Archery, Basketball,

-i-NURSING STUDENTS to assist doctor.

camp@bellnet.ca

COMPUTER STUDENT
With knowledge of web to freelance for

small downtown business. Details: 416-

280-6113.

TOUR GUIDES
Needed for elementary school trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in May and June.

Training provided. The job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
~

Exam prep service - www.prepl01.com
- seeks instructors in Chemistry (Physi-

cal, Organic). Candidates should possess

graduate degree, excellent spoken Eng-

lish, and teaching experience. Positions

are part-time on weekends and offer

excellent remuneration. Interested? Email

resume to andy@prepl01 .com

WHOWANTS TO EARN CASH
Dream Maker Realty is now hiring stu-

dents, and training them as Real Estate

Agents. Also we assist in buying and

selling houses/condos and also renting.

Contact Isaac: 416-72.5-10.53.

ACCOMMODATiONS

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLDOR)

apartment available March 1. $1395 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &
garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

315-8483.

CLASSIFIEDS

MISCELLANEOUS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen. Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

DISCOVER EXCITING TURKEY
9 Day All Inclusive Group Tour 4 Nites

Istanbul, 3 Nites Aegean Coast with

Ancient Greek Ruins, www.departuresl.

com 647-229-2743.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

ELECTRONICS SALE BY STUDENT
Brand-new Toshiba laptop with Centrion,

wireless net, CD-DVD -i-/- IG: $1100. Zire

71 Palm with Word to Go, Real Player

installed; IG memory card; $300. PS2

with 5 games, 2 controllers, memory card:

$350. Motorola V400 unblocked or V551

each $100. Contact 647-588-8153 for info

or purchase.

SERVICES

COUNSELUNG/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139,247, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN. FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic ariicles, theses, and disser-

tations, from style to format. APA style a

specialty. Mary Anne Carswell, MA, MEd,

mcarswell@svmpatico.ca . 416-303-3106.

ONLINE ESSAY EDITING

Competitive rates, fast tumaround. Proof-

reading & suggestions for improvement by

grad with M.A. English, Editing, Copywriting

courses. Visit www.studentessayhelp.com

Advertise in rtelto^s

ads@thevarsity.ca i

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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HART HOUSE

2DDE-07 HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
NOMINATIONS CLOSE FEBRUARY 3 at 12 Noon

Pick up elections guides and nominations forms

available at:

St. George Campus - Hall Porters Desk

Mississauga - Student Centre ECSU Info Booth

Scarborough ~ Student Centre Office of

Student Affairs

Info: 41 6.978.2452 or

www.harthouse.ca/WHAT'S ON/2006-07 Elections

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
FEB.

"Journey to the Present Day"

Display in Rotunda

FEB. /I

Screening of Spike Lees' "Get On The Bus"

7pm InnisTown Hall

PnOTOBIMNG TORONTO
Feb. 1 lecture by Sam Javanrouh,

creator of the award-winning

'Daily Dose ofImagery' 7-.^Opm Debates Room

5-BUCK LUNCH
M&fMmikl day& lmmfk}iiiYm

Feb. 1 from 1 1 :45 am - 2 pm Great Hall

STAGE DESIGN WORKSHOP
with Gillian Gallow

Feb. 3 from 5-7pm Meeting Room
Hart House Drama Society members free;

$5 non-members

6. mp^^^'M'^S!^''
\0UR STUDENT CENTRE

// DEPT. OF ENTERTAINING OURSELVES TO DEATH

Art smarts. Your friendly neighbourhood l^ars/YKeditors Tabassum Siddiqui (L) and

Jordan Bimm (R)

Every year around this time,

we put out an 'all-arts' issue.

That's right, page after page

of articles devoted to arts and

entertainment coverage. Every

year, we wring our hands and gnash

our teeth, fretting over reams of

unedited copy and piles of photos,

trying to figure out how to fill an
entire issue of the paper that usually

contains content from four sections

other than ours.

But as nerve-wracking as putting

together the All-Arts issue might be,

it's also an incredible opportunity to

showcase the writing and photog-

raphy of our dedicated volunteers,

and turn the spotlight on a wide

cross-section of arts-related issues

in an in-depth and creative manner
that's not always possible in the

rush of our twice-weekly publishing

schedule.

What's great about being an Arts

editor at the Varsity is that our focus

spans everything from internation-

ally renowned trendsetters to local

upstarts on campus and in the

community. The really exciting part

is when something we've covered as

a local story explodes under the na-

tional or international lens, a trend

we've been happy to see occurring

with increasing frequency and mag-

nitude. Our city is developing as one
of the most engaging cities for artists

to live and work in.

From rebel rocker/writer Mag-
gie MacDonald to the arts-not-ads

activists of the Toronto Public Space

Committee, in this issue we profile

some of the creative individuals and

groups that help make our city more
vibrant.

Toronto's arts scene is among the

most vibrant and progressive in the

world, and it's exciting to note how
this new vanguard of art is not just

limited to any one particular genre.

On our own campus alone, there are

thousands of talented people busily

pursuing their own creative projects

of all sorts. At the Varsity it is our

job—and indeed, our pleasure—to

explore and promote these endeav-

ours alongside the work of national

and international artists. It is our

hope, and in many ways our goal, to

help great campus talent reach new
heights.

Editing the arts section of the

Varsity may be hard work," but it's

also a labour of love—every week,

we strive to fill our pages with

stories about arti'sts and art that

we think deserves to be noticed,

and that often goes uncovered by
the mainstream media. The All-

Arts issue is an extension of that

mandate, and a manifestation of all

that's great about the Varsity's arts

and entertainment section. We hope

the stories in these pages will turn

you onto the new faces, places, and

spaces that are making home a more

artistic place to be.

Tabassum Siddiqui, ARTS EDITOR

Jordan Bimm, ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

A. students'admlnlstrativecouneli

APUS/SAC
APUS 2005-06

Undergraduate Teaching Awards

If you have an instructor who you believe deserves special recognition because of his

or her exceptional teaching ability, then you should consider nominating them for an
APUS/SAC Undergraduate Teaching Award.

Nomination forms are available online or at the APUS office in Sidney Smith Hall, 100

St. George Street room 1089; or the SAC office, 12 Hart House Circle. At the

University of Toronto at Mississauga, you can pick up a nomination form at the

Erindale Partrtime Undergraduate Students (EPUS) office in the North Building, Room
131B.

The Award winners will be announced at the end of March 2006.

The DEADLINE for acceptance of nominations is Friday, February 10, 2006.

www.apus.utoronto.ca www.uoftsac.ca
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Theatre with soul

Soulpepper and its academy of young

professionals move into sleek new digs

at the Distillery

Nelia Raposo

The Soulpepper Theatre Company
won't be using rehearsal space at

U of T's Helen Gardiner Playhouse
now that it has a new 46.000-square-

foot home, but that doesn't mean
the company (which specializes in

the classics) is forgetting about the

university's drama students.

"We are definitely going to be stay-

ing in touch with that department,"

says Soulpepper's director of educa-

tion Claire Loughheed, noting that

many U of T alumni have worked on
the company's shows since it was
festablished eight years ago.

Part of the company's mandate is

to foster young talent—a good rea-

son for entering into a partnership

with George Brown College to cre-

ate the $14-million Young Centre for

the Performing Arts in the Distillery

District (in the King St. E. and Parlia-

ment St. area), which opened to the

public last week with a production

of Thornton Wilder's Our Town.

Since Soulpepper was founded in

1998 by 12 famed Canadian stage ac-

tors and directors, the company has

garnered much acclaim for its 35

productions to daite that have been

seen by more than half a million lo-

cal theatregoers.

Their impressive new space, de-
signed by architect Thomas Payne,
was erected inside the skeleton of
an 1832 whiskey factory in the Dis-

tillery District. In the lobby of the
modern, streamlined two-storey

building, there's a lot of natural

light, wood, and exposed brick.

"Albert says every home starts

with a hearth, so there's ours,"

Loughheed smiles, pointing at the

fireplace by the front doors while

giving a visitor a tour of Soulpep-

per's new home. She's referring to

actor/director Albert Schultz, Soul-

pepper's founding artistic director

and the man credited with pushing

the project.

Three days before the first show
opens at the new location, Schultz

is busy preparing for Our Town,

but says: "A key piece of the vision

when we first founded Soulpepper

was the creation of a long-term,

in-depth training opportunity for

young professionals. Around here,

to see the academy coming together

is a dream come true."

The Soulpepper Academy is a

one-of-a kind chance for profession-

Soulpepper gets set to inaugurate the

brand-spankin' new $14M Young Centre

for the Performing Arts with their

production of Our Town.

als with four or more years of the-

atre experience to spend two years
training while getting paid $30,000 a
year.

"We're counting on learning as
much from them as they will from
us," Schultz says.

Ten apprentices ranging in age
from 26 to 35 have been selected.

Their backgrounds are as varied as

the places they come from, though
all are Canadian.

Their training starts in June, and
within 24 hours of arriving at the

school they will be performing for

the community.

"They are going to hit the ground
running, and it's not going to stop,"

Loughheed says.

The multi-disciplinary program
gives participants the chance to ex-

plore different areas of theatre.

That's exactly what apprentice

Lorenzo Savoini, a stage designer, is

most looking forward to.

"I'm interested in doing something

risky and uncomfortable, and hope-

fully I'll come out as a more dynamic
designer," he says.

He says the idea of stepping outside

SEE 'S0UL'-PG8

Literature for Ol.r Tiaie 2006

HOST}-DM NickMount
HiROMi Goto

Friday, 3 Febmaty, 3-4 P.M.

'The Kappa Child is a delightful, wholly oiiginai book, a

multi-layered stor}' of dysfunctional family life, unexpected

pregnancy, true friendship, alien abduction, budding

rofnance and intimate encounters with mytliical creatures.'

—TlFrUEE A\X ARD COMNm'IEE

Hifomi Goto won a Commonwealth Writers' Prize for !ier tlrst book,

the novel Cbmis ofMushroms. Our featured novel The Kappa Child ^'on

the annua! s/f and fantasy James Tiptree Jr. Award.

ALL WELCOME
Bader Theatre, Victoria University, 93 Charles St. W.

hup; individual.ut«ronto.ta/nickinounly'readingserics2005-06.1ilm

Department of English Canada Council
for the Arts

PRESS

Conseil des Arts
du Canada

2006-07
HART HOUSE
ELECTIONS
Play your part in

enhancing tlie student

experience at ttie

University of Toronto

Become involved in helping

run your student centre by

putting your name forward

for membership on one of

10 student-run committees

Art ' Debates • Farm
Finance • House

Literary & Library • Music
Recreational Athletics

Social Justice • Theatre

NOMINATIONS
Open - Wednesday, Jan. 18th at noon

Close - Friday, Feb. 3rd at noon

VOTING
Tuesday, February 14th

& Wednesday, February 15th

Elections guides and nominations forms

are available at:

St. George: Hart House Hall Porters Desk

Mississauga: ECSU Info Desk - Student Centre

Scarborough: Student Centre - Office of

Student Affairs (SL157)

FOR INFORMATION GOTO:
www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

,
What's on - 2006-07 Elections

or E-mail: laney.marshall@utoronto.ca

or Call: 416.978.2452

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
416.978.2452 www.h3rtho11se.utoronto.ca Eo^'ccvv'^

6^
West Enftance,

Eleuatof & TTV
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X) loud

There's more to the

Toronto music scene

than all that wimpy indie

rock, you know. Writer

JENNIFER FABRO takes

a look at the burgeoning

local punk and hardcore

scenes.

While Broken Social Scene

was playing to a sold-out

crowd for the second night

running at the Kool Haus last week,

other sorts of sounds were ema-

nating from an innocuous-looking

house in the Annex. Inside, the air

was thick with the sweat of scores

of tattooed youths, crammed shoul-

der-to-shoulder in every room and

passageway in order to see (or at

least hear) a band called Fucked Up
play a fiery set.

With all the fuss lately over the

local indie scene, it's often easy to

forget about all the other indepen-

dent music being made in this city.

A vibrant punk/hardcore scene has

existed here in some form or anoth-

er for nearly three decades, thriv-

ing even without the benefit of the

spotlight.

Toronto's punk/hardcore scene

started gathering energy in the

late '70s, but many argue that its

most important pioneers were

Bunchofuckingoofs, who in the

early and mid-'80s ruled over Kens-

ington Market from their basement

boozecan/home, Fort Goof. The

Goofs embodied the punk lifestyle

at the time, with its drinking, drugs,

and violence, but were also pillars

of the Market community, acting as

informal neighbourhood security.

Crazy Steve, the band's singer, even

ran for city alderman at one point.

"It was just a really small, un-

derground, tightly knit scene, very

street-level, a lot of very intense,

crazy people," recounts veteran lo-

cal concert promoter Ewan Exall,

who has been involved in the scene

for the past two decades.

"In 1986, you had to know where
the Record Peddler was to get a

Dead Kennedys record, and you had
to be brave enough to walk in there,

and you had to be smart enough
to look at the wall where the flyers

were to find out about the shows,"

he explains.

Though flyers are still omnipres-
ent in the scene, the internet has
spread punk/hardcore music to

more people than ever before.

"The internet has changed the

way people communicate about

Fucking things up hardcore: Emerging local band Fucked Up whip the crowd

into a frenzy at a house party in the Annex last Saturday.

PHOTOS BY CANICE LEUNG

shows and bands, and has defi-

nitely helped us gain and keep new
friends, bands, and fans all over

the place," says Naomi Allan, singer

for hardcore/punk rock band The
Sinkin' Ships.

Now, instead of seeking out ob-

scure record shops or relying on
word of mouth, punk/hardcore fans

can look up a band on myspace.

com, or sign up for mailing lists to

find out about shows.

While punk/hardcore bands ob-

viously appreciate having a crowd
to play for, part of the appeal of

the scene in times past was the

subversive, almost secret quality it

had. If you were really interested,

you could find out about shows and
bands, but it wouldn't be spoon-fed
to you. The internet has changed
this, and the scene is larger now as

a result.

Punk bands on large labels like

Epitaph and Fat Wreck Chords
tour globally and are managed like

mainstream artists. In fact, many
elements of punk have become
mainstream—Green Day albums
now win Grammy awards, little girls

are being sold "Punkz" versions of

Bratz dolls, and Tim Armstrong of

Rancid has penned songs for pop

star Pink.

Despite the mainstream attention,

the anti-establishment, do-it-your-

self ethic of punk still persists. On
any given night, there might be a $3

concert at Sneaky Dee's or the Bo-

vine Sex Club featuring local punk/

hardcore bands like The Sinkin'

Ships, The Fallout, The Tijuana Bi-

bles, The Heatskores, The Threat,

or dozens of others. At shows like

these, the cover is cheap, the en-

ergy is electric, and the bands actu-

ally hang around to chat with fans

before and after their sets, giving

the scene a real sense of commu-

nity. At expensive mainstream con-

certs, fans would be lucky to get

anywhere near the artists they're

paying to see.

Perhaps it's that sense of commu-

nity that explains the longevity of

the Toronto hardcore/punk scene,

but fans have their own varying rea-

sons for being drawn to it.

"Growing up, I saw problems in

the way my world was being run...

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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It made me angry, and pop music
just didn't address that. It was fun
to dance to, but punk and metal and
rap acts usually had some political
streak to them and had a lot more
heart," says Allen.

Others, like Exall and Allen's
bandmate Jamey "Cactus" Vella, had
older siblings who exposed them to
aggressive music as kids.

"The fundamental appeal of punk
rock music is that teenagers basi-
cally are completely insane, and it

allows them to have some sort of
sense of release, and maybe be ex-
posed to values or ideas that allow
them to negotiate that very difficult

period of their lives a little more eas-
ily or with more grace," Exall notes.
Whatever the appeal may be,

there is little doubt that Toronto
hardcore is attracting a lot of peo-
ple at the moment. One name in

particular seems to be everywhere:
Fucked Up. The five-member Toron-
to hardcore band is a top seller at

Rotate This—the scene's favourite

independent record shop—and the
band is also gaining momentum in

the U.S.

There have been rumours that
Fucked Up might be the next addi-
tion to Vice Records, a label that
boasts Bloc Party, The Streets, and
local boys Death From Above 1979
amongst its trendy fold. The snarky
harbingers of cool at Vice maga-
zine wrote a favourable piece on
Fucked Up in their October 2005 is-

sue, though a representative of the
record label responded via e-mail to

the rumours of their signing by say-
ing only, "We like them a lot."

When the crowd and humidity had
subsided after Fucked Up's Saturday
night house concert, the band sat

down to talk about their burgeoning
popularity and the local hardcore
scene. Damian Abraham, the band's
boisterous singer (and U of T Wom-
en's Studies major) explained how
things have changed since the band
formed in 2001.

"This, five years ago, would have

been the biggest show we'd ever

expect to see, and we would have

announced that, and flyered for

months," he points out.

As it happened, the band decided

at the last minute to drop out of an

afternoon show at the Funhaus club

in favour of playing the downtown
house party. Thanks to the inter-

net and good old-fashioned word
of mouth, they found a sweaty, fire-

code-defying houseful of fans in

attendance despite the impromptu
switch.

"It certainly feels like there's a

groundswell of hardcore activity.

Toronto doesn't really know it—this

scene goes totally under the radar

of like, NOWand eye" Abraham con-

tinues. "So yeah, it really feels like

things are blowing up here, totally

unbeknownst to Toronto, but be-

knownst to the rest of the world."

With their underground acco-

lades, rising international attention,

and penchant for vinyl releases,

multimedia features, and bizarre al-

bum art. Fucked Up do share some
similarities with Toronto's beloved

fey indie-rockers.

"We're the next Broken Social

Scene. I can't wait 'til we each have

our own solo records out. Sandy [Mi-

randa, Fucked Up's bass player] 's

going to be the new Metric," Abra-

ham declares jokingly.

However, the band is also quick to

counter any parallels.

"No, 1 don't think hardcore's going

to be the next indie rock," Abraham
says. "1 just think the music's too ag-

gressive. And we're called Fucked

Up, so that kind of limits the poten-

tial for this band. We're unsellouta-

ble' because we're called Fucked

Up."

Maybe so, but prick up your ears

at night and listen for the pneumatic

drumming, insistent vocals, and

skillful guitar playing coming from

that house down the street. You

never know who might end up at the

Kool Haus next.

REPUBLIC OF MAGGIE
The political is personal for local Renaissance woman (and U of T mainstay) Maggie MacDonald

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

"The weather is fucked!"

Maggie MacDonald is concerned.
It's the end of January and the tem-
perature outside is a balmy 12 de-
grees Celsius—that's 18 degrees
above the seasonal norm. At the
same time, Russia is experiencing
the deepest chill in a generation.

"The weather systems are just

changing really rapidly, and we
don't know what's going to happen.
We can't just say that everything
is getting warmer, because some
places will get warmer and others
will get colder; it's just going to get

less predictable, and when it's less

predictable it's going to be harder
for us to adapt and survive," wor-
ries Toronto's busiest singer/au-

thor/playwright/revolutionary,

who's hot off the sold-out premiere
of her rock opera The Rat King.

With her trademark intensity, she
offers: "What we've already done is

enough to completely fuck us."

While all this might sound like

the paranoid ramblings of a mod-
ern-day Chicken Little, MacDon-
ald's idea of the apocalypse plays
out T.S. Eliot-style, with fatal prob-
lems accumulating over time, or,

as Samuel Beckett puts it, "grain

upon grain, one by one."

But, as MacDonald points out,

this slow death is actually a bless-

ing in disguise.

"I don't want people to lose

hope— I think that it's important

that we think we're fucked, but at

the same time, we still have to do
something."

The bottom line is that there's

still time to save ourselves, and
MacDonald has made it her mis-

sion of mercy to motivate the

masses into an act of mutually as-

sured salvation.

Practising what she preaches: Maggie MacDonald rocks the parking lot at Dufferin

The former U of T political sci-

ence student and current Hart

House writer-in-residence has de-

voted much of her time to explor-

ing the curious place where art

and politics meet. Originally from

Cornwall, Ontario, over the last

few years she's set herself up as

a major triple threat, successfully

taking on Toronto's literature, the-

atre, and indie-rock scenes simul-

taneously.

Her critically acclaimed first

novel, Kill The Robot, was pub-

lished last month by McGilligan

Books. The story is a sci-fi tale of

technological alienation as experi-

enced by a teenage girl who's got a

secret interest in all things nucle-
ar. MacDonald's also a successful

playwright, winning the coveted
Robertson Davies award in 2001 for

her play A Clockwork Gorbachev.

In Toronto's blooming indie-rock

scene, MacDonald's political prow-
ess and endless imagination once
again set her apart from the rest

of the pack. Having already toured
internationally as a member of Joel

Gibb's homo-hymn folk explosion
the Hidden Cameras, MacDonald
moved on to a new band. Republic
of Safety, who have been garnering
all sorts of national attention

—

their widely acclaimed Passport EF
has just been shortlisted for CBC's
Galaxie Rising Stars Award.
With ex-Wavelength honcho

Johnny Dovercourt on guitar, and
Diabolos' hunky barista Evan Da-
vies on the drums, RoS make sexy,

political punk music that shoots
straight from the hip.

"North of the nation of fear, we
have a responsibility to build a re-

public... of... safety!" MacDonald
screams on their anti-free trade
ditty "Get Your Horses Back." Her
dark obsession with a potential
nuclear holocaust surfaces again
on the EP's standout track "The
Roaches Will Not," in which she la-

ments, "In North America, already
more radioactivity than we can
count for centuries," which is fol-

lowed by a grim civil-defence-style

countdown: "10, 9, 8, 7—duck and
cover, go to heaven."

Her latest artistic venture, the the-

atrical musical The Rat King, touch-

es on many similar themes found in

her writing and music: a dystopian

future finds an isolated family disin-

tegrated and clutching desperately

to the last dying embers of their

SEE 'MAGGIE' -PG 8

Apocalypse now

To call The Rat King a rock

opera is a bit of a misno-

mer. It's a strange piece of

avant-garde musical theatre writ-

ten, produced, and performed by
members of Toronto's renowned
indie music scene. It is in actual-

ity an 'indie musical,' and a damn
timely one at that.

Set in the not-so-distant future,

the world has begun to succumb
to all the vicious and unforeseen

consequences of pollution and

waste. The plot involves the iso-

lated Cannon household where
father Ed has been molesting his

only surviving daughter in order

to re-populate the dying, mutant-

infested earth. Troubled by an

incessant rodent problem and

desperate to find a fertile suitor to

complete the job of impregnating

his daughter, Ed decides to wel-

come a strange traveling worker

(with a horrible secret) into his

hermetically sealed household.

Many aspects of this splendid

theatrical warning jump out as

genius. The sets, decorated in

THEATRE REVIEW

The Rat King

by Maggie MacDonald

Alchemy Theatre

Jan. 19-22

Rating:VWW
(L-R): Jeremy Singer, Reg Vermue, and Magali Meagher in The Rat King.

true D.l.Y. aesthetic, appear cohe-

sive, thoughtful, and meticulously

crafted. The result is Brechtian

in the sense that everything is

obviously created for a set (with

papier mache, old wallpaper,

Christmas lights, random pieces

of furniture), but it actually works
against the effect of audience

alienation by being so consistent

and dazzling that MacDonald's
world draws you in instead of

keeping you at arm's length.

Featuring original music com-
posed and performed by local

iconoclast Bob Wiseman and star-

ring Gentleman Reg, members
of the Hidden Cameras, and the

Phonemes, the show has enough
indie-rock star power to run a

fucking solar system.

Not only did the cast further

prove their music chops, but stars

Jeremy Singer (Ed) and Magali

Meagher (his distrustful daugh-
ter Carlyn) displayed an acute

skill for the stage, rattling off

hundreds of lines of MacDonald's
terse verse as if it was the most
natural thing.

Glen Sheppard (possibly the

only person in Toronto not also in

a band) gave a great performance
as the boy traveler. One of the

highlights of the show featured

his personal backstory as told

through the hilariously creative

use of shadow play.

As with most things MacDon-
ald, The Rat King carries a stern

social message about the future

path of human existence. The
play serves not only as a witness
to a possible reality best avoided,

but also as a call to action for real

environmental change before it's

too late —JORDAN BIMM
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Enhance Your University Experience,

Grow Your Circle of Friends - Join TDX
(Come to Open House on Friday, Feb 3''') Founded 1847

An opportunity for undergraduate men interested in

improving their intellectual, moral, and social being

through lifetime friendship. You get:

• Option to stay at downtown

... . campus in our Victorian-style

mansion on Madison Avenue.

Participation in many
University and Charity events,

as well as our own legendary

parties throughout North

America.

• Friendships stretching

around the world and across

generations of Theta Delta Chi.

Contact Jeff Blake at 416-923-8450 or email at

president@22madison.com

Check out our website at http://tdx.org/houses.html

Summer Program forJapanese Language,

Asian Studies and Laboratory Work at

Kyushu University

July 3 ~ August 11, 2006

Kyushu University is offering a 6-week summer program,

Asia in Today's World (ATW), for international

students in any major. You can studyJapanese language

and take Asian Studies courses. Students of Natural

Science can take a Laboratory Work course instead of

Asian Studies Courses.

• Optional study trips

• Home stay option

• One-to-one peer tutor of a Kyushu University student

• An optional Intensive Japanese Language Workshop

• Scholarships for strong students are available

Please learn more about ATW at

http://www.isc.kyushu-u.ac.jp/atw/

Participants Needed!!!

DO YOU EXPERIENCE:
Feelings of sadness
Difficulty sleeping
Loss of energy
Weight loss/gain

Difficulty thinking

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a
PET brain imaging study at the Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health- College St. Site.

Participants must be non-smokers,
aged 18-50, in good health, not currently
taking any medication or illicit substances.

Compensation and treatment provided.
Please call: (416) 535-8501 ext. 1750

?r,rrs for Addiction snd Menta? Health

A longway from DangerBay
Canadian drama series eschew American-style glitz for a welcome dose of reality

Chris McKinnon

VARSITY STAFF

Television is important to Canadians,

and particularly when it's cold out-

side, we nurture a certain amount of

devotion to the glowing box. In the

winter months, studies show we'll

spend rriore than 25 hours of qual-

ity time with our TVs every week.

Most of this time is spent watching

programs imported from our neigh-

bours to the south, but not all the

time. When we're looking for sports

or news, we're after something home-

grown, with a Canadian perspective.

But ask a Canuck couch potato to

name her favourite Canadian televi-

sion show, and she's apt to give you

a blank look.

The singular exception toAmerican

television's dominance in Canadians'

viewing habits is CTV's hit series Cor-

ner Gas, which can sometimes land

ratings in the Top 20, with around

1.5 million viewers per week. It's a

surprisingly charming sitcom set in

small-town Saskatchewan, a sort of

Seinfeld-meets-'W. O. Mitchell. It's wit-

ty and refreshing, miraculously free

of profanity; in short, it's a blessed re-

lief from Canada's erstwhile favourite

homegrown sitcom, the unnecessar-

ily crass Trailer Park Boys. Yet, other

than that minor blip, Canadian-made

programming doesn't seem to regis-

ter.

The truth is that American drama
is our favourite kind of television.

Primetime U.S. series are the begin-

The cast of CBC's This is Wonderland

ning and the end of our most engaged

hours in front of the TV. Of those

many hours that we're in front of the

tube each week, most of us spend

them watching Desperate House-

wives, CSI, or Lost. This has created

a dilemma that Canadian television

networks have been struggling with

for decades—Canadian dramas are

entirely drowned out by a cacophony

of loud, slick American shows. Never-

theless, Canadian television offers up

some exceptional programming for

anybody who can tear themselves

away from Wisteria Lane.

Swap sexy .starlets and brutally

handsome leading men for a cul-

turally diverse and aesthetically

underwhelming cast, overwrought

story arcs for something a bit more
local and certainly more realistic,

and you've got yourself something

like the average Canadian drama. And
while the strongest Canadian dramas

regularly fail to register ratings that

would give them commercial ap-

peal, that hasn't stopped them from

garnering critical acclaim and even a

cult following of CanCon junkies.

Chris Haddock is something of an

oddity in the Canadian television in-

dustry. Having worked in television

on both sides of the border, he re-

turned to Canada committed to make
"serious" TV for the Canadian market.

In 1998, he created Da Vinci's Inquest,

a gritty crime drama set on the mean
streets of Vancouver that follows the

city's head coroner, Dominic Da Vinci

(played by veteran actor Nicholas

Campbell).

"I've had success in the U.S.," Had-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

HART HOUSE
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416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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dock says. "And 1 found that getting

an individual voice to air is certainly

[easier] here."

His dedication to capturing Van-

couver's underbelly in all its seamy
glory paid off. Da Vinci's Inquest re-

ceived kudos from critics and took

home shelves of Gemini Awards over
its 7-year run, and continues to air

regularly in syndication. For anyone
that followed the show, even sporadi-

cally, its easy to see why. Da Vinci's

Inquest pulsed with authenticity, ex-

hibiting none of the smug superiority

of its powerhouse American counter-

part, CSI.

"In the U.S., their demands are

quite a bit different," Haddock ex-

plains. "You have to have an immedi-

ate breakout hit, or you're gone."

Without the pressure to grab eye-

balls that dogs American dramas,

Da Vinci's Inquest was free to develop

powerful stories that set it apart.

"I think we've been successful be-

cause we're specifically Canadian

and we don't pretend to be from

some neverland floating over North

America," Haddock said. "We are spe-

cifically from Vancouver in our story-

lines and issues, and it has been uni-

versally true that people like to see

things from their own community."

Concluding after seven strong sea-

sons. Da Vinci Inquest inspired a fran-

chise, spinning off last year into the

follow-up series Da Vinci's City Hall,

which charts Da Vinci's move into

municipal politics. In the end, it was
a kind of television stickhandling that

couldn't happen anywhere but here.

Location is perhaps Canadian

television's most compelling feature.

Over the years, American film and

television producers have conspired

to make Canadian cities disappear

into a mist of bland, generic North

American-ness. How often has To-

ronto stood in for American cities,

robbing our distinctive street cor-

ners of their identity? In a movie like

Cinderella Man, the Hudson's Bay

Company building that takes up an
entire Toronto city block is magically

transformed into Madison Square

Gardens. Harold & Kumar Go to White

Castle was filmed in the Caledon Hills,

an hour north of Toronto. Brokeback

Mountain actually took place just

outside of Caleary. After years of our

willing suspension of disbelief, it has

become natural for us to see Cana-

dian cities camouflaged and masked,

playing anything but themselves.

Luckily, strong Canadian dramas
have surreptitiously found a home
at the CBC. With Da Vinci's City Hall

unabashedly portraying warts-and-

all Vancouver, it was only a matter of

time before Toronto begat its own lo-

cal drama. Entering its third season,

legal drama This is Wonderland draws

an audience (half a million strong)

into Old City Hall (which sits in the

heart of the city at the corner of Bay
and Queen Streets), which houses

the chaotic world of Toronto's lower

courts.

"When we went into the build-

ing, we were just faced with this on-

slaught of stories," says Dani Romain,

the show's co-creator and executive

producer. "We were amazed by the

volume of cases, by the different

people that were there—different

colours, different nationalities. There

are something like 166 different trans-

lators working in that building."

Romain and her co-creator, famed

local playwright George F. Walker,

clearly share a passion for these sto-

ries, but This is Wonderland is more
than an auteur's project. It's a fas-

cinating experiment in storytelling,

featuring Torontonians of all shapes,

colours, and sizes. With 25 regular

characters, each episode swings

wildly through four or five storylines,

a parade of the comic and the tragic.

Romain and Walker spent 18

months watching and listening in on
court cases.

"We spent a lot of time in the men-
tal health court, because the stories

there were so powerful," Romain

says. "You feel so helpless, because

these people don't belong in jail."

No other legal drama even at-

tempts to portray the heart-rending

cases that move through a court like

that, but it gets equal prominence

here, along with the more typically

portrayed bail and plea courts.

"[Bail court] is really the most im-

portant step in the judicial process,

because it's not about innocence

or guilt, it's just about whether they

have enough to detain you," Romain
notes. "[You] actually you have to

prove that you should be released

on bail. And if you're poor and your

mother can't afford to put up money
to get you out of jail, you kind of have

to stay there."

While Romain claims that This

is Wonderland isn't on a mission to

change prevailing notions about the

Canadian legal system, one can't

help but feel that the show espouses

a distinct social consciousness. On
American shows like Law & Order, the

philosophy is very much "put the bas-

tards away," whereas Wonderlands

focus is less black and white, more
humane.

"[We're] not dealing with murder-

ers or big fancy 'ripped from the

headlines' stuff," Romain said. "We
deal with real people's problems...

Like, 'I hate my mother-in-law, so I hit

her and she called the police.' Things

like that."

The human drama that Wonderland

dishes is as true to life as television

gets. The stories it tells may not be

ripped from the headlines, but they

certainly are plucked from the street.

For many Canadians, television

is a faithful companion, keeping us

company as we hibernate during the

bleaker months. Mostly, we're con-

suming a steady diet of American

content, but in the cold of winter, that

can be a weak broth that leaves us

feeling a bit anemic. Luckily, for those

of us bold enough to actually flip the

channel, Canadian drama serves up
a hearty stew of homegrown themes,

locally produced talent, and much-

needed reality.

Top: Brent Butt in CTV's Corner Gas

Bottom: Nicholas Campbell plays the mayor of Vancouver in CBC's Da Vinci's City Hall

Corner Gas - Mondays at 8 pm on CTV
Da Vinci's City Hall - Tuesdays at 9 pm on CBC
This is Wonderland -'Wednesdays at 8 pm on CBC
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A dramatic future: Soulpepper Academy apprentices Lorenzo Savoini (L) and Stephen

Guy-IVIcGratli (R)
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his experience as a costume, light-

ing, and set designer and into other

roles—perhaps as a director or pro-

ducer—makes him nervous, but in a

good way.

"Iwant to be someonewho can come
at a script from multiple perspectives,"

Savoini says.

Joining the academy presents him
with a personal challenge as well. It

will be the first time he and his girl-

friend, actor Sarah Wilson, will be

working as peers. The two met while

working at the Stratford Festival, but

never had the chance to share the

stage until now. He jokes that they'll

have to be extra nice to each other at

work if they're going to have dinner to-

gether at night.

Soulpepper has a tradition of mar-

ried people within its group; for exam-

ple, founding members Joseph Ziegler

and Nancy Palk, both involved in Our

Town, are a couple, as are Schultz and

plajAvright Susan Coyne.

Savoini is also taking a bit of a pay

cut to join the program, but after meet-

ing some of the other applicants dur-

ing the final selection weekend in De-

cember, he realized: "Who cares if I'm

living in a closet and eating macaroni

and cheese? This is the right thing to

do."

Fellow apprentice D'Bi Young, a

playwright, actor, and dub poet best

known for starring in local hit da kink

in my hair, describes herself as a story-

teller. She wants to learn more about

voice, movement, and theory during

her time with Soulpepper.

"I'm interested in stories of libera-

tion. Whether it's through Lady Mac-

beth or something Jamaican, so be it,"

she says.

She considers Soulpepper's selec-

tion of apprentices "political," noting

that the company should be congratu-

lated for moving away from Eurocen-

tric casting and opening its doors to

more diverse performers and cre-

ators.

"I think they are doing their compa-

ny a huge service by being progressive

and actualizing the rhetoric by chang-

ing the face of theatre in Canada to re-

flect what Canada really is—a land of

immigrants," Young points out. "At my
most hopeful, we will create work that

is most challenging to our own 'isms.'"

The first-time mother of a 20-month-

old son. Young is glad to have the secu-

rity of living in one place for the next

two years. At its core, being part of the

academy is about "growing up, open-

ing up, while being rooted in myself,"

she says.

National Theatre School alumnus

Stephen Guy-McGrath will also be

balancing parenting with work at

the academy, as dad to a 5-week-old

daughter.

After 11 years in showbiz working

at places such as the Great Canadian

Theatre Company in Ottawa as well

as many other regional playhouses

across the country, he's also looking

forward to the chance to take stock of

his craft.

"I felt I'd been out of formal train-

ing for too long. Professional training

is just what 1 needed," Guy-McGrath
says. "It's an opportunity unlike any-

thing I've ever seen before. It's a mas-

ter's program in a conservatory envi-

ronment."

Back at the former Gooderham and

Worts site at the Distillery, Loughheed

is talking about the usefulness of the

sprung floors in dance classrooms

that can easily be converted into per-

formance spaces. Each of the eight

performance halls has broadcast ca-

pabilities, and even the front foyer and

the courtyard can be used for shows.

The careful planning that went into

the Young Centre for the Performing

Arts translates through to Soulpep-

per's vision for the future, a big part of

which involves the young apprentices

at the academy, Loughheed says.

"We want to give these artists an op-

portunity to discover what they have,

because they've already found out

what they need," Loughheed says.

"We want them to have a network in

place so that they'll just keep working.

If we just do that, we'll have been suc-

cessful."

Our Town opens Thursday at the

Young Centre for the Performing

Arts. For more on Soulpepper, visit

soulpepper.ca.
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former social ideals.

"The people in this play—there's

been no nuclear war—they're just

living in the waste of the twentieth

century, and that's enough to have

people lonely and dying," MacDon-

ald notes.

Her overarching fixation on nu-

clear war aside, her point this time

is actually that the threat of instant

annihilation has blinded us from the

fact that massive, damning damage
has already been inflicted.

"It's the DDT that's out there, the

radioactive waste that's out there,

there are all these things out there

that we've already created, and it's

enough to create this slow, whim-

pering death," she states matter-of-

factly. "Hundreds and hundreds of

nuclear weapons have been deto-

nated in our atmosphere, and those

materials stay with us."

Spoken with the zeal of a true rev-

olutionary. So it's not surprising to

learn that MacDonald has already

tried her hand at the frustrating

world of Canadian politics. Back in

1999, she ran for a seat in the Ontar-

io legislature as an NDP candidate

in the riding of Stormont-Dundas-

Charlottenburgh, an experience she

describes as "really intense."

With a head full of political theo-

ry, the then 20-year-old set forth to

canvass her hometown, an adven-

ture that brought her face-to-face

with some stark realities; an elderly

illiterate man tragically trapped

outside of the political process, a

person stranded in the middle of a

complex gender reassignment pro-

cedure due to government funding

cutbacks, and, worst of all, "a lot of

poverty."

In a close race against Liberal in-

cumbent (and eventual victor) John

Cleary and his Progressive Conser-

vative challenger Noble Villeneuve,

MacDonald placed a respectable

third.

review@thevarsity.ca

Looking back on her expedition

into the often rough political land-

scape, MacDonald notes that there

is a need for "people who care about

politics to gear themselves towards

the people who are implicated in

politics," arguing that the reason

for rampant apathy amongst young-

er (generally left-leaning) voters

is "not because it's their problem,

but because politics are boring [to

them] at this time."

As a youth candidate, she was
able to get a glimpse beyond the

political theory that dominated her

university studies.

"You just see how politics oper-

ates in the world, and that's very

different from how it operates in the

books," she reflects.

Institutional politics behind her

for the time being, MacDonald's

many successes in the avant-art

world are stacking up nicely. With

all six performances of The Rat King

packed to the rafters last week,

MacDonald is now looking for an

opportunity to remount the show,

noting that she hopes to expand

the musical component by add-

ing more musicians to back up re-

nowned composer and keyboardist

Bob Wiseman, and add some songs

that had to be cut due to time con-

straints.

As for the future of humanity,

MacDonald isn't entirely sure we'll

make it, but emphasizes our collec-

tive responsibility to at least give it

our best shot.

"It's a gamble to say, 'Let's spend

our energy on trying to change our

ways, and trying to survive, and to

make a world that we can actually

live in,'" she says, "but let's at least

try to make life livable."

Check out some ofMacDonald's
many creative endeavours at:

ratking.ca

republicofsafety.ca
mcgilliganbooks.com
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Hart House Theatre
and the UC Follies Musical Theatre Company present

Richard O'Brien's

a-,

JA

directed by ELENNA MOSOFF

JAN 18 - FEB 4, 2006
Adults - $20, Students & Seniors - $12

Wed to Sat 8pm
Audience Advisory - Mature Content: sexuality/nudHy

BOX OFFICE

Coming soon to Hart House Theatre 1

I THE STILLBORN LOVER
^ By Timothy Findley

Directed by Martin Hunter

March 23 - 25, 2006

UofT Drama Festival - Feb 8th to 1 1 th

i| UofT Festival of Dance - Mar 30th to Apr 1 st

harthousetheatre.ca
2005/2006 Hart House Theatre Season Proudly Supported by:

Meloche Monnex
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"Through the sign, the spirit speaks"

Priest, professor. . .art collector? Dan Donovan's trinity of faith

J.P. Antonacci

VARSITY STAFF

On the surface, Dan Donovan seems

like your average Catholic priest.

Polite and soft-spoken, Fr. Dono-

van lives in a small apartment at

St. Michael's College, where he is a

popular lecturer of the Christianity

and Culture course and a faithful

celebrant of daily mass at St. Basil's

church.

But for over 20 years, this simple

priest has lived an intriguing double

life as an art aficionado. Donovan

has amassed a collection of almost

J50 works of contemporary reli-

gious art, and has turned several

buildings on the St. Mike's campus
into his own public gallery.

This collection does more than

display religious-minded artwork,

however: the pieces are carefully

chosen and arranged to highlight

the transformative power of art and
religion.

"I think of the works as signs of

the human spirit," Donovan ex-

plains, "especially as the spirit

reaches out beyond the ordinary

and everyday to what 1 think of as

the Mystery which surrounds and
permeates and gives depth and
meaning to our lives."

To the uninitiated, the works
scattered throughout Odette and
Carr Halls do not seem like parts

of a thematically unified whole. In

their rush to get to class, students

often speed past the art without a

second glance, and seemingly miss

the message. But Donovan thinks

otherwise.

"When students walk by the art,

something is happening, even when
they're not aware of it," he says.

In Carr Hall, a building with lots

of student traffic, Donovan saw an

opportunity to present powerful

artwork that was less outwardly re-

ligious in tone.

"1 would see students sitting on
the ground, waiting for a class to

begin, and staring at the blank wall.

So I thought, why not put some art

there?" he recalls.

The series of 15 eclectic photo-

graphs currently adorning the walls

are more accessible than, say, the

abstract paintings found in Odette,

and students can often be seen

studying them before class.

Donovan didn't set out to become
a priestly curator, but fate paints

with mysterious colours. His in-

volvement with visual art began
with two Jakob Steinhardt wood-
cuts he purchased as souvenirs

during his graduate theological

studies in Germany. Donovan went
on to further studies in Rome, and
made repeat visits to top art muse-
ums across Europe.

"Unconsciously, 1 was educating

myself about the history of Western

art," he remembers. These visits

also helped him learn by osmo-
sis the finer points of organizing

artwork within a gallery, skills he

would later put to use.

When Donovan purchased a

bronze sculpture in the late 1980s

to display at St. Mike's— it still sits

at its original home near Bay and

St. Joseph Streets—he thought of

it as a one-time donation to the col-

lege. But as so often happens, this

small foray into modern religious

art spawned the large project that

continues today. Donovan soon

became a regular at museums and

galleries throughout the GTA. As

his personal collection of mostly

Canadian artwork began to fill his

small apartment, he conceived the

plan that would put the collection

on display for his colleagues and

students to enjoy.

By happy coincidence, the college

was renovating Odette Hall—the

oldest U of T building still in con-

tinuous use—in the mid-'90s, and

Donovan's contemporary collection

matched the modernist interior ar-

chitecture of the new hall.

"The building is a vessel for the

art," says Donovan, since the clas-

sic exterior and modern interior re-

flect the ageless themes expressed

with contemporary sensibilities in

the artwork.

The relationship between curator

and college is an essential one, for

without the venue for exhibition,

the collection would lose its instruc-

tive raison d'etre. As Donovan says,

"If I couldn't show it, 1 wouldn't have

collected it."

And shown it he has, to over 4000

staff, students, alumni, artists, and
guests over the past ten years. Shar-

ing the art through guided tours is

a part of the experience that Dono-
van has found quite gratifying.

"Real collecting involves connect-

ing; it involves developing relation-

ships and revealing meaning," he

says.

Jane Wilson attended a small tour

with fellow St. Mike's alumni, and

came away quite impressed.

"It was a pleasure to walk through

the collection and hear Fr. Dono-

van's insight and passion as collec-

tor and curator. It isn't often these

days that you hear someone speak,

with a combined theological, aca-

demic, and artistic view, about suf-

fering, hope, and mystery," Wilson

says.

Fellow alum Loretta Scagnetto en-'

joyed the effort involved in viewing

the collection.

"Usually when I go to an art gal-

lery I wait and see if the painting will

affect me in some way," Scagnetto

explains. "But with this collection

SEE DONOVAN' -PG 13

Top: Trigram by artist Sarah Nind represents

humanity's longing for hope amidst darkness.

Centre left: Photographic triptych on the

fourth floor of Carr Hall. A scene at left from

the World Trade Centre bombing is linked to

the signpost of hope at right by a large bridge

in the centre, (photo by J.P Antonacci)

Centre right: Surrender, a large photo-

graphic work by Barbara Steinman hanging

in Odette Hall that digitally fuses two

images—one of an anthropological museum

in Berlin, and the other of ice pillars from the

Quebec ice storm, in a bold commentary on

the nature of the human psyche.

Bottom: Fr Daniel Donovan with a pho-

tograph from his collection, (photo by J.P

Antonacci)
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Innovative local collective champions contemporary South Asian artwork

Sheniz Janmohamed

In a city with such a large South Asian

population, it's perhaps unsurprising

that many groups exist in Toronto to

celebrate the diversity and culture of

the South Asian diaspora. The South

Asian Visual Arts Collective (SAVAC),

defines "South Asians" as "people who
can trace their ancestry back to the

countries of the Indian subcontinent:

Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Paki-

stan, and Sri Lanka." But they also rec-

ognize that being South Asian means
much more than simple genealogy.

To define oneself as South Asian is in

itself a difficult task, raising the ques-

tions: "What is South Asian?" or "What

makes me South Asian?" Perhaps

there can never truly be a definitive

answer—only more questions. SAVAC

allows local South Asian visual artists

to raise questions of identity and race

by providing them with opportunities

to express those concerns through

contemporary artforms.

A non-profit organization that focus-

es on presenting new works by artists

of South Asian origin in an unrestricted

environment, SAVAC doesn't have a

permanent gallery space because its

mciin goal is to integrate South Asian

artists into the mainstream Canadian

arts sector while ensuring they aren't

segregated by labels that might limit

their exposure.

The collective was originally formed

in 199.3 by a group of South Asian art-

ists who were determined to start their

own initiative to exhibit their work

and promote fellow artists. Despite

increased membership and funding

from all levels of government, SAVAC

still remains a completely artist-run

venture. Over 100 members, both local

and international, play an integral role

in developing programs, volunteering,

and brainstorming ideas to further the

cause of SAVAC.

"Our aim is to present opportunities

for artists of South Asian origin which

challenge preconceived notions of

South A.sian art and resist racist ste-

reotypes. The main challenge is the

small number of .South Asian artists.

While we work to sustain their artistic

development, there are still relatively

few artists from our community en-

gaged in contemporary art practice,

explains SAVAC's director, Rachel Kal-

pana James.

Despite the fact that SAVAC focuses

on South Asian art, membership com-

prises artists of both South Asian and

non-South Asian descent. The purpose

is to ultimately break down barriers of

race and stereotypical views of South

Asians by presenting work that is

unique, provocative, and innovative.

Garden of My Labyrinths, a solo ex-

hibit by Taha Ahmed Yasin, is a prime

example. A refreshingly different ap-

proach to the concept of corporate

culture, Yasin's collection of drawings

focuses on his experiences in the city

of Islamabad, Pakistan.

"Labyrinths is a series of drawings

based on my personal experiences in a

city of corporate culture," Yasin says.

"1 was practising as an architect,

working on one of the biggest amuse-

ment park projects in South Asia, the

Capital Park Islamabad, at a time when
the country's political landscape was

in turmoil. In 1999, after working on this

project for a year, the designs were all

completed and the project was ready to

be constructed. In October, the country

was taken over by the military regime.

Within days, all the investors of the

project were nowhere to be found. The

city, the faces, and the environment

started to change in front of me. As a re-

sponse, 1 began these drawings, which

were very spontaneous and an expres-

sion of what i was going through, what

1 felt, and how 1 was seeing the city and

the society fold and unfold," he notes.

The display is part of the Art in the

Workplace Project, a project SAVAC cu-

rated for the Ministry of Canadian Heri-

tage. Due to the fact that the exhibit is

smack-dab in the middle of a govern-

ment office, it is generally closed to the

public, but one can make a private ap-

pointment to see it (416-973-4038; ask

for Valerie Pagnotta).

Anyone who has been to a South

Asian wedding knows that it is no sim-

ple affair. Days ujjon days of too much

food, dancing, and 'aunties' attempt-

ing to hook up their daughters can be
exhausting. Rashmi Varma, a talented

designer, curator, and artist, celebrates

South Asian weddings and examines

the concept of the reality TV craze by

literally marrying reality with art. Her

project. Arrange My Marriage, is a per-

formance piece that will create a wed-

ding ceremony for a real couple who
will actually get married.

"It's both a critique and celebration

of the wedding spectacle in South

Asian culture and reality-based televi-

sion shows," explains Kalpana James.

If you've been thinking about asking

your significant other to tie the knot,

well, stop dawdling and do it in style

by applying to be a part of this unique

project. The 'art wedding' is scheduled

for August 2006 (go to the SAVAC web-

site to apply before it's too late).

SAVAC doesn't simply focus on ex-

hibiting art, but rather on expanding

the concept of art and artistic expres-

sion by holding lecture series, work-

shops, panel discussions, and various

other initiatives to encourage dialogue

about South Asian art and aspects of

that cultural identity. After all, what's

the point of looking at art if you don't

seek to understand it?

For more about future SAVAC
events, see savac.net.

II into the Breach

(un)covering, video by Farheen HaQ

SAVAC director Rachel Kalpana James

Two video screens. The bottom
screen fills with murky water; a

man is struggling, attempting to

escape. The top screen fades in, a

tangle of trees, flashes of sunlight,

feet balancing on bark.

Farheen and Christopher HaQ
are the creative power couple be-

hind Breach, the second video art

installation in the Water Series, an
ongoing project focusing on the

dichotomies between the inner

and outer realms of existence.

HaQ explains the symbolic im-

portance of water in her -work:

"1 had spent the last few years

swimming a lot, and being under-

water allowed me to escape from

the world. My sense of the world

completely changed, sound was
completely blocked out— 1 need-

ed to include an element of diving

into an underwater world (in my
work)."

The title. Breach, symbolizes

breaking through the surface of

consciousness.

"It encapsulates the visual

schematics in the installation; it

speaks to the gesture of emerging
out of the underwater space into

the ether, into a space where you
can gather air, " HaQ explains.

The soundtrack for the video

diptych was composed by her

husband Christopher, and it is a

fitting complement to the stun-

ning imagery of the work.

HaQ, a Pakistani-Canadian Mus-
lim artist (and U of T grad) who

uses digital video and photogra-

phy to explore ideas of politics

and culture such as the body, gen-

der, and language, has exhibited

her work in New York, Los Ange-

les, Vancouver, Victoria, and To-

ronto. She recently experienced

some controversy at U of T's Er-

indale campus when the adminis-

tration removed an exhibit of her

work from the Blackwood Gallery

in December because some stu-

dents found it "humiliating to the

Muslim faith." Thanks to support

from groups like SAVAC, the work
has returned to the gallery.

"My art was doing exactly what
art needs to be doing: raising

questions," she points out.

HaQ suggests that the pur-

pose of creating art is to re-ex-

amine—to raise questions that

may not necessarily have definite

answers. Her split identity as an

easterner and a westerner has al-

lowed her to examine her culture

from a critical distance, to aes-

theticize it, to come to terms with

it. She notes that being a member
of SAVAC (she used to sit on their

programming committee) has

given her the freedom and sup-

port to artistically explore her

relationship between those two
solitudes.—S.i.

Breach is on exhibit at Trinity

Square Video

(401 Richmond St W, suite 376)
until February 25.
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U of T dance company Silhouettes rehearsing a ballet at the Sussex Clubhouse. Their annual show will be performed at the

Betty Oliphant Theatre at the National Ballet School) in early April, and they will also perform as part of U of T's Festival of

Dance March 30 to April 1 at Hart House Theatre. Watch the Varsity for coverage of the festival.
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DONOVAN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 10

I found myself wondering what I

brougJit to the art, and taking a

more active role in the viewing."

That the collection is free for

perusal all year long allows for re-

peat visits that aren't often an op-

tion at pricey or foreign galleries. A
companion booklet, "Through the

sign, the spirit speaks," available to

visitors who tour the collection, of-

fers additional background on the

exhibit's diverse works.

Though he enjoys leading the

tours, Donovan most enjoys the

many relationships he's cultivated

with dealers, other aficionados,

and the artists themselves.

"Every Saturday afternoon I am
assured of several great conver-

sations," he says of his travels to

galleries and art shows, adding

that the chance to "think other

thoughts" is a welcome break from

the academic realm.
* Donovan continues his efforts at

artistic outreach by sitting on the

OCAD board of directors, and he

routinely grants tours to students

and staff from the design college,

many of whom have been inspired

by the collection to further pursue

their own efforts in religious art-

work.

Despite the outward focus of

the collection, Donovan hasn't ne-

glected his own enjoyment of the

art. His office is a richly decorated

mini-trove of artistic treasures

—

meticulously arranged, of course

—

that makes it just another leg of the

tour.

"I feel more at home here than I

do in my apartment," Donovan ad-

mits, adding that the art provides

a "comforting presence," not a dis-

traction, when he's there.

Donovan is at a loss when asked

if he has a favourite work by the

European masters that would look

just perfect in his collection. But

his silence tells of the deep attach-

ment he has to all the works he

chooses—a work parachuted into

the collection wouldn't fit with the

unified whole he presents.

"This is a Canadian contempo-
rary collection grown from person-

al experience," he explains.

This spring, many viewers in

Ontario will be able to tour the col-

lection virtually—OMNI Television

will broadcast a six-part miniseries

profiling the collection, an idea

conceived after a Rogers executive

toured the exhibit. In a situation

that all TV writers would envy, Don-
ovan wrote, narrated, and set the

thematic tone for each episode.

But this foray into the spotlight

hasn't turned Donovan into anoth-

er Sister Wendy, the ever-popular

nun who has her own miniseries on

art history.

Like the famed composer J.S.

Bach, who signed each of his manu-
scripts "Soli Deo Gloria" (to the

glory of God alone), Fr. Donovan
maintains his unique collection

as a way to "open faith to culture,

and perhaps even culture to faith."

At its heart, the collection is an ex-

pression of one man's understand-

ing of the divine, and our campus
community is the better for having

it.

Guided tours of the Donovan
Collection are available on
weekdays and can be arranged
through Fr. Donovan at daniel.

donovan@utoronto.ca. See
utoronto.ca/stmikes for more
information.

Artist Dianne Bos used a pinhole camera

to capture this photo of a statue of Mary

atachurchinGuelph.
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Cream of the

big screen

Cinematheque offers film buffs a more civilized

way to take in the classics

Andrew Brudz

Remember the last time you went to the

movies? Sure you do—the kids yammer-

ing behind you, the fountain pop-infused

popcorn stucl< to the bottom of your

shoes, the shell-shocic after 20 minutes

of obscenely loud commercials, the re-

gret after spending $14 and two hours

watching things blow up from different

angles.

There is an alternative—meet Cinema-

theque Ontario, the year-round division

of the Toronto International Film Festival

Group that seems to have systematically

remedied all that we hate about going to

the movies. Originally founded as the

Ontario Film Institute by Gerald Pratley

in 1968, its current incarnation under the

TIFFG banner was established in 1990.

There's no popcorn, no trailers, no one

under 18, and—most importantly—no

crappy movies.

But despite showing almost 400 films

per year, a reputable 16-year history,

over 3100 dedicated members, and its

high-profile mothership, Cinematheque

is still one of Toronto's best-kept se-

crets.

I'm hoping this will change eventually

when the public starts responding, when
people start taking more risks," says An-

drea Picard, an assistant programmer

and researcher at Cinematheque.

Korean director Hong Sangsoo's Tale of Cinema

"1 think what makes Cinematheque

different," Picard continues, "is the film

quality. We have access to a film archive

that other cinematheques don't."

Offering everything from tributes to

cinema's great idols like James Dean

and Liv Ullman, auteur retrospectives

featuring the likes of Godard, Fellini, and

Kurosawa, rarities from Canadian and

international cinema, as well as work-

shops, guest curators, and post-screen-

ing Q&As, Cinematheque is a veritable

refuge for misfit film, its creators, and its

admirers.

Great care is taken to show bodies of

work from a single filmmaker—recent

finhor art
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programmes have included queer activ-

ist filmmaker Derek Jarman, Japanese

master Mikio Naruse, and Matthew Bar-

ney's Cremaster Cycle.

"There's a fundamental educational

aspect in having an entire retrospec-

tive," Picard offers.

At last year's presentation of the

works of Thai director Apichatpong

Weerasethakul, audiences were equally

bewildered by his surrealist scrapbook

Mysterious Object at Noon one night as

they were entertained by his transves-

tite secret agent musical The Adventures

ofIron Pussy the next.

But for all the perks it offers, Cin-

ematheque is not without its obstacles.

Picard laments: "The problem increas-

ingly that I'm encountering is that the in-

ternational market does not see Canada

as a very important film market, which is

really ironic because the Toronto Inter-

national Film Festival is one of the most

important film festivals in the world."

She had to contend with Canada's in-

ternational identity complex while try-

ing to secure the rights to Theo Angelo-

poulos' The Weeping Meadow.
"They're not going to release the film

here be because they don't think they're

going to make enough money So what
I'm having to do is go to New Yorker Films

(the New York City-based art house film

distributor) and I'll have to secure the

print from them, and we have to pay for

that print," Picard explains.

For all the attention it garners during

those ten days in September, Cinema-

theque's affiliation with the high-profile

film festival can also work against it.

"People see TIFFG as a glamourous

organization with lots of money, which
we're not. People always expect us to

bring in filmmakers, which we can't. We
have a set budget for that," Picard notes.

Cinematheque also isn't invincible to

the recent and much-ballyhooed box-of-

fice slump.

"We are somewhat attributing it to the

DVD boom," Picard says. She cites The
Criterion Collection as their main com-
petitor, as Criterion has been steadily

siphoning the cinephile audience. But

she goes on to explain that the popular

DVD distributors can actually help them
with their work: "When they restore

a film, they produce a clean new print

which then becomes available for us to

screen."

With no $8 boxes of popcorn to sell or

ad revenue to draw from, Cinematheque
relies on government grants, sponsor-

ship, membership fees, and ticket sales

to survive. This may explain a recent

spate of high-profiling screenings, like

the long-lost Michelangelo Antonioni

road movie The Passenger, and the clas-

sic of Indian cinema, Satyajit Ray's The

Apu Trilogy, which sold out last week-

end.

Currently housed in Jackman Hall

at the Art Gallery of Ontario, Cinema-

theque is experiencing an identity crisis

of its own.

"Some people think we're part of the

AGO," Picard says. But that will soon

change. Picard is optimistic about

Cinematheque's future. "We're always

looking back and we're always looking

ahead," she says.

One thing that the Cinematheque staff

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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is certainly looking forward to is the 2008 comple-

tion of Festival Centre. The nearly $200-million

endeavour (including endowment and operational

funds) would see the construction of a permanent

home for the Toronto International Film Festival

Group and all its divisions, including Cinematheque

Ontario. It would be a stable headquarters for au-

diences wanting to watch, discuss, and ponder
the most profound and peculiar offerings from the

world of cinema.

"We will have our own home. We'll have more flex-

ibility because we'll have five screens there. We're

going to be more integrated. You can do a whole

day at Festival Centre, going from the film reference

library to a workshop and then to Cinematheque,"

Picard explains.

A movie house where film education is a priority?

Where subtitles aren't a liabilty? And where, even if

the rest of the audience is as perplexed as you are,

all commentary is politely left until after the credits

roll?

"There's nothing like seeing a movie on the big

screen," Picard says, but she likely means there's

nothing quite like seeing a movie at Cinematheque.

For more about Cinematheque Ontario

and its screenings, visit e.bell.ca/filmfest/

cinematheque.

DANCE
COALITION
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

DANCERS WANTED!!!

Festival of Dance
2006

Call for Submissions
For submission form and more info visit:

http://utdancecoalition.sa.utoronto.ca

Submission deadline - February 17th

FOD 2006 - Hart House Theatre - Mar 30 to Apr 1

HAirr
HOUSE
HEATR.E

Proudly Supported by: , ^J.®.

mbna¥
P r 1 n c v; o r

REWARDING
BUSINESS CAREERS
IN 1 YEAR OR LESS
LEARN FROM INDUSTRY EXPERTS

Use your diploma or degree to earn an Ontario College Graduate

Certificate fronn Seneca. Learn relevant business skills from

today's top experts. Study at one of Seneca's state-of-the-art

GTA locations.

APPLY TODAY

• Brand Management
• Business intelligence

• Customer Contact Centre Management
• Financial Services Compliance Administration

• Forensic Accounting

• Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management
• Human Resources Management
• International Business Management
• Marketing Management

For more information or to apply;

416.491.5050 x6292

www.senecac.on.ca/cfs

Seneca
i
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your space
It was the best of times, it was the worst of times: even as this city's arts scene thrives, corporate flotsam threatens

to encroach on our public spaces. Luckily, there's a group savvy enough to draw on the tools of culture to help limit

the visual pollution. AMY STUPAVSKY meets the fine folks of the Toronto Public Space Committee.

Our public spaces are starting

to stiow tlie effects of consum-

erism at its very worst. An in-

sidious web of advertising stretches

across tfiis fair city, infiltrating our

parks and playgrounds, our streets

and street furniture, touching all

of our lives with its menace. Every

day, we walk a growing gauntlet of

ghastly garbage cans and beastly

billboards, of wicked wire fences

and terrible TTC trams, all their sur-

faces plastered in ads.

Enter the Toronto Public Space

Committee (TPSC), here to rescue

our precious shared spaces (and

our impressionable minds) from the

grabby hand of corporate intrusion.

Recently named the best activist

group in the city by A'OW Magazine,

the TPSC is a grassroots, non-profit

organization dedicated to protecting

our public space from commercial

influence and privatization. Since

its inception in 2001, the TPSC has

become a major proponent of free

speech in Toronto's visual environ-

ment, reclaiming the city's streets,

sidewalks, alleyways, and parks in

the name of public property.

The TPSC is the story of one man's

passion that grew into community-

wide action.

"The city's anti-postering bylaw

really helped to launch the group,"

says Dave "Mez" Meslin, TPSC's

founder and local activist-about-

town. "1 couldn't help but notice the

double standard applied to poster-

ing. Citizens were not allowed to put

up their personal posters, but large

corporations—the people with the

money—had the city's permission

to post huge advertisements. I saw it

as very anti-democratic—it's clamp-

ing down on community expression.

And the amount of money the city

receives isn't even worth it.

"The city sells off public space

left and right, allowing advertising

in places it wasn't allowed before,"

he continues. "Whether it's Saddam
Hussein, Joseph Stalin, or The Gap,

the people are being shut out, and
the big corporations are given free

rein."

The group consists of mostly

young, community-oriented indi-

viduals who volunteer their time to

defend and beautify Toronto's pub-

Everyday art: Spac/flf magazine's In Tira/Js/Y exhibit is on at the Toronto Free Gallery until the end of February.

lie space. It appeals to volunteers

because it is not a typical activist

group.

"I always wanted to be involved

with political activism, but found it

intimidating," says Jonathan Golds-

bie, co-coordinator of the Monster

Garbage Cans campaign. "1 was at-

tracted to the TPSC because of its

non-traditional activist approach."

Rather than affecting change

through protest, the organization

exerts its influence from within the

system, debating municipal policy

at City Hall, holding community
events, and encouraging concerned

citizens to get involved. The group

prefers to lead by example, eschew-

ing sponsors and getting by without

a big budget.

TPSC campaigns are numerous
and varied. The Billboard Battalion

campaign, led by Alison Gorbould,

prevents the corporate takeover of

public space by billboards. Jona-

than Goldsbie's Monster Garbage
Cans campaign combats the side-

walk installation of giant garbage
dumpsters.

"They're designed first and fore-

most as billboards," says Goldsbie.

"Their garbage disposal function is

only an afterthought."

The campaigns also seek to im-

prove the aesthetics of public space.

Not only do they attack eyesores

such as billboards and giant trash

cans, but they also suggest alterna-

tives to advertising in public space,

such as various forms of visual art.

"I think art plays a huge role in

public space. It adds diversity to our

landscape and personifies our com-
munities," states Kristin Li, head of

the Art Attack campaign.

Under the leadership of Meslin,

the TPSC organized an art exhibit in

early January called What the TTC

Could Be, which encouraged local

artists to reimagine TTC streetcars

as blank canvasses and let their ar-

tistic imaginations run wild.

The ejihibit was similar in vision to

the current In Transit art show being

sponsored by local 'zine Spacing (an

offshoot of the TPSC) at the Toronto

Free Gallery. The exhibit of photos,

paintings, videos, and audio by 25

local artists examines the everyday

beauty and shared experiences that

breathe life into Toronto's buses,

streetcars, and subways.

But isn't advertising itself an art

form? After all, New York's Museum
of Modern Art routinely showcases

advertisements as works of art.

Li disagrees. "My problem with ad-

vertisement is often not about aes-

thetics," she says. "1 would welcome
public artwork from the same people

that currently design billboards. But

no matter how beautiful it is, I can't

see an ad as art—it's just attractive

packaging designed to fuel our ri-

diculous over-consumption habits. I

can appreciate a designer's skill, but

in the context of an ad, I can't ignore

the baggage."

Meslin concurs. "There's a very

clear distinction between advertis-

ing and art," he explains. "Art is an

expression of an individual. If an ad-

vertising company hires an artist to

create an ad, the individual expres-

sion is lost. You can have an artistic

ad, but it's not art."

Judging by the TPSC's numerous

accomplishments, their hard work is

paying off. They recently succeeded

in preventing the installation of TVs

in TTC trams, delaying the implemen-

tation of a new anti-postering bylaw,

and preventing Cineplex Odeon's

video billboards from being erected

along the Gardiner Expressway.

Despite some criticism, the TPSC

is touted as a group of urban heroes

by the Toronto community at large,

and its accolades more than justify

its place within the local activist

scene. The members remain com-

i

mitted to their vision.

; "We'd like to see public space re-

\
turned to the public to be used as

an expression of community," says

Meslin. "We'd like the city council-

lors to realize that public space is

something to invest in, and not to

sell off as a resource."

"Community messages, announce-

ments, poetry, and mural art can all

take the place of advertisements,"

Meslin adds. "The diversity of voices

in public space represents the diver-

sity of the city."

The TPSC hosts a benefit

screening ($9) ofdocumentary
film The End of Suburbia

tomorrow (Jan. 31, 7pm) at the

Bloor Cinema, followed by a
panel discussion.

In Transit runs at the Toronto

Free Gallery (660 Queen St. E.)

until Feb. 28 (Wed. to Sun. 11-6

pm). For more information on
the TPSC and how to get

involved, visit their website:

publicspace.ca.

Speak softly and carry a small phone
Innovative storytelling project that connects us with our city spaces comes to Hart House

Adam W. Meisner

One of the city's most innovative ar-

tistic projects is slated for installation

on campus at Hart House this spring.

The [murmur] project is an au-

dio archive of Torontonians' stories

about their city that began in 2003

when artists Shawn Micallef, James
Roussel, and Gabe Sawhney united to

create a new media project. Instead

of using computer-screen technology

(like many of the new media proj-

ects emerging at that time), the trio

concentrated their efforts on mobile

phone technology.

First, the trio collected and re-

corded multiple stories from Toron-

tonians—the first batch was set in

the Kensington Market area—then

they installed signage in the specific

locations corresponding to the tales.

Each of their signs—a stylized green

ear—included a telephone number
and a specific extension code. When
passersby call that number on their

cellphones, they are greeted with a

story that is set at the specific loca-

tion of the sign.

Since the first set of installations in

Kensington Market in 2003, additional

[murmur] stations have been estab-

lished in the Annex, down Spadina

Avenue, and even along Montreal's

St. Laurent Boulevard and in Vancou-
ver's Chinatown. The project's web-
site, murmurtoronto.ca, illustrates

the roughly 80 [murmur] locations in

Toronto.

Following much critical praise

for the project, Hart House artistic

programmers decided to invite the

[murmur] collective to install their

signature green-ear stations at Hart

House. Although [murmur] is a highly

in-demand project, the artist collec-

tive accepted the offer.

Micallef, one of the founders of

[murmur], explains the appeal in

working at this U of T landmark.

"Hart House is a lot more specific

[than our other locations]. I think

there will be more of a core, a theme,

to the stories we collect. But it's hard

to say until we get the stories. It is

up to our storytellers to weave it to-

gether."

Project coordinators continue to

collect the personal stories tjiat will

make up the [murmur] installations

at Hart House. Micallef notes that

people often worry their stories are

not important enough, and they are

hesitant to share; however, he stress-

es that "the stories we are looking for

are from everyday life."

Jenifer Newcombe, program advi-

sor at Hart House, cites the impor-

tance of having a project at Hart

House that includes everyday sto-

ries.

"[murmur] reveals the hidden his-

tories and personal narratives that

aren't included in the formal history

that is written in books," she points

out.

To be sure, the official plaque in

front of Hart House does not fully

portray the history of the building.

The project hopes to collect a variety

of stories from students, as well as

staff, faculty, alumni, or other Toron-

tonians with a favourite story about

a Hart House experience—really, all

stories are welcome for submission to

the project.

Likewise, volunteers are also need-

ed to meet the project's March com-

pletion date. Volunteers will help col-

lect and record stories for the project.

In fact, the [murmur] collective asks

that volunteers record storytellers at

the particular setting of their story.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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RIGHT: Map showing [murmur]'s many

locations in the Annex, part of U of T's St.

George campus community

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

This approach enables the storytell-

ers to draw on physical references for

their narration.

Once stories have been collected

and recorded, preparations will be

underway to coordinate telephone

numbers and install the signs in and
around Hart House. Although it is

uncertain how long the installations

will be in place, project coordinators

hope that their work will remain a

permanent fixture at Hart House.

Micallef muses that "90 percent

of the work is collecting the stories.

Keeping them up is easy."

Furthermore, the technology used

for the installation enables additional

stories to be added to the archive. In

this way, the project has the potential

to evolve with time.

Regardless of how long the Hart

House installation lasts, the U of T
community will be able to sample the

project first-hand at a launch March
15.

Lise Hosein, assistant curator at

the Barnicke Gallery at Hart House,

expects a warm reception for the

Hart House installations.

"The project has been extremely

well-received because they make
spaces very human, and they make
us realize how much these spaces

mean to us.," she says. "1 think [the

installations] will give us a grasp on
how much life actually takes place

within Hart House".

Until the launch, however, the

public can only speculate what great

life stories have taken place in Hart

House's chapel or library or swim-

ming pool—or any number of special

spaces nestled within the nearly cen-

tury-old student centre.

To find out more about[murmur] 's

other local installations, visit their

site at murmurtoronto.ca, or if

you're interested in contributing to

the upcoming Hart House project,

e-mail murmur@harthouse.
utoronto.ca.
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Europe, Australia or

New Zealand.

STUDENT AIRFARES

RAIL & BUS PASSES

TOURS & EXCURSIONS

HOSTEL MEMBERSHIPS

LOW COST INSURANCE
Travel CUTS 15 owned and operated by the Canadian Fertewion ot Srudonts.. TiCO *1 32^998

VARSITY

Summer Camp Jobs in the U.S.A.
Lakeside Residential Girls Camp in Maine • Visas Arranged

Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more

of the following activities; gymnastics, tennis, swim (WSI's), sail, canoe, water ski, arts

(including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery,

wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian, climbing wall.

Service Workers: including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries,

maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor.

Non-smokers only. June i8 to August 20. Attractive salary (US) plus travel allowance.

To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website:

www.kippewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff

brochure.

Kippewa, 926 Route 135, Monmouth, Maine 04259-6606, U.S.A.

tel- 207-933-2993
I

fax: 207-933-2996
I

email:info@kippewa.com

187 College St.

(«6) 979-2*06

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre. East Wing

(905)820-1162

SIIRAVELOUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

National Defense

Defence nationale

Options Les options
make font
all the toute la

difference difference

No matter what Peu importe

your university la nature de

education is. vos etudes

you can enjoy universitaires.

a career with vous pouvez

a difference beneficier d'une

in the Canadian carriere differente

Forces. dans les Forces

canadiennes.
• Engineers

* Physiotherapists • Ingenieurs

• Social Workers • Physiotherapeutes

• Pilots • Travailleurs

• Doctors sociaux/

• Nurses travailleuses

• Pharmacists sociaies

• Naval Officers • Pilotes

• Medecins
To learn more,

• Infirmiers/
contact us today.

infirmieres

• Pharmaciens/

pharmaciennes

• Officiers de

marine

Pour obtenir

de plus amples

renseignements,

veuiitez

communiquer

avec nous des

aujourd'hui.

Strong. Proud. Today's Canadian Forces.
Decouvrez vos forces dans les Forces canadiennes.

1 800 SS&-84S8
www.forces.gc.ca Canada

University of Ottawa

u Ottawa
l^'Universite canadierine

Can ada ' s university

Committed to graduate
studies and research!

The University of Ottawa is becoming one of Canada's top

research universities. In this perspective, it is investing

heavily in graduate studies.

As of May 2006 it will offer one of the most competitive

graduate award and financial support programs in

the country:

• Nearly 80 per cent of our PhD students (Canadians and

permanent residents) will receive at least $70,000 in

funding over four years.

• More than 50 per cent of our master's students

(Canadians and permanent residents) will receive

at least $14,000.

• Both groups will benefit from additional initiatives

such as our popular travel grants, which allow them

to participate in conferences and present their

research findings.

Several academic programs will guarantee even more

than the amounts mentioned.

For more information, pJease consult the follow/ing

site frequently:

www.grad.uOttawa.ca
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5:00pm to 9:00pm
For more info visit tiie SAC website www.uoftsac.ca
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HELP WANTED

DAILY BREAD REQUIRES SURVEY
VOLUNTEERS

Help Daily Bread eliminate the need for

food banks by conducting one-on-one

surveys in food banks across the GTA.

The annual survey of people who rely

upon food banks runs from February

until early April. A special need exists

for volunteers who speak a language in

addition to English. Everyone interested

must be at least 17 years old. Contact

Daily Bread at 416-203-0050x288 or e-

rnail research@dailybread.ca

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 y-i hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team

& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Mt. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many
majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and .5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

SELF MOTIVATED STUDENT
To post flyers around campus; good pay,

work on your own schedule, ESL students

welcome. Need: Scarborough, Erindale,

and downtown. Details: 416-280-6113.

SUMMERCAMP NORTH OF MONTREAL:
Hiring Supervisory staff, counsel-

ors, Canoe, Kayak, Sailing, Pottery,

Arts&Crafts, Beadmaking, Drama, Photo,

Football, Soccer, Archery, Basketball,

+NURSING STUDENTS to assist doctor.

camp@bellnet.ca

COMPUTER STUDENT
With knowledge of web to freelance for

small downtown business. Details: 416-

280-6113.

TOUR GUIDES
Needed for elementary school trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in May and June.

Training provided. The job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Exam prep service - www.prepl01.com
- seeks instructors in Chemistry (Physi-

cal, Organic). Candidates should possess

graduate degree, excellent spoken Eng-

lish, and teaching experience. Positions

are part-time on weekends and offer

excellent remuneration. Interested? Email

resume to andy@prepl01.com

WHO WANTS TO EARN CASH
Dream Maker Realty is now hiring stu-

dents, and training them as Real Estate

Agents. Also we assist in buying and
selling houses/condos and also renting.

Contact Isaac: 416-72.5-1053.

ACCOMMODATiONS

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)
apartment available March 1. .$1.3.50 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery; 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &
garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

31.5-8483.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

CAPE TOWN, S.A.

Beautiful furnished and serviced five-bed-

room home located close to University

of Cape Town and city centre, in Obser-

vatory. May also be rented by the room.

For more information and monthly

house and room rates, please e-mail

sharondempers@absamail.co.za

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVER EXCITING TURKEY
9 Day All Inclusive Group Tour 4 Nites

Istanbul, 3 Nites Aegean Coast with

Ancient Greek Ruins, www.departuresl.

com 647-229-2743.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-
muter rides, specifically for students. Take

#26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mic.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

SERVICES

WANT TO STUDY MEDICINE IN

EUROPE?
www.medical-school.ca

canadmin@medical-school.ca

COUNSELUNG/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Elxperienced. caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

SNOWBOARDING LESSONS
Learn how to snowboard form a CASI

Level 1 Pro!!! Teaching all levels and all

ages. Great rates, group lessons available.

Call Tom: (647)896-6625/ (905)629-0897

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill. www.10I0940.com

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139, 247 PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 90.5-

335-3192.

ONLINE ESSAY EDITING
~

Competitive rates, fast turnaround. Proof-

reading & suggestions for improvement by

grad with M.A. English, Editing, Copywriting

courses. Visit www.studentessayhelp.com

Advertise in

?VARSITY

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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heard

Americans

have created

a political

jockocracy.

SEE 'WAR' - PAGE 10
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Meet the prehistoric superanimals that

our anscestors ate or got eaten by.
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Muslim and Jewish students get

together for lecture series, nosh.

SEE TOGETHER -PG 5

U of T Ping-Pong—er, table tennis-

team paddle for greatness.

SEE 'BALLS' -PG. 10

history

On February 2, 1935, Leonard Keeler con-

ducted the first test of his new invention,

the polygraph lie detector.

red iptt^r

Today is Groundhog Day, when the

conduct of a small rodent named Phil in

Punxatawney, Pennsylvania, is thought

to control the meteorology of the entire

Northern Hemisphere.

todo Cu,.\^„
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 2 8 PM
Contemporary Muslim Theologies of

Democracy: The 2006 Larkin-Stuzart

Lectures with Prof. Juan Cole, at George

Ignatieff Theatre. Trinity College. Free.

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 3. 9 PM
The Sadies feat. Neko Case, Jon Spencer (

more at Lee's Palace. $25.

U of T students helped

elect NDP star Olivia

Chow to the university's

largest riding. Now she

wants to be students'

friend in high places.

See story, page 3.

Illegal vote was experiment,

says Yankee fraudster
Malcolm Johnston

VARSITY STAFF

An American U of T student seeking

to expose flaws in Canada's electoral

registration system was astonished

when he was able to register and vote

last week.

Peter Cunningham, 21, a third-year

student from Michigan, said that he

presented his T-Card, displaying his

name and signature, and a hydro bill,

displaying his Canadian address, to

elections officials at his Trinity-Spadi-

na polling station, and was permitted

to vote. Cunningham, who is in Cana-

da on a student visa, was not asked to

show proof of Canadian citizenship,

he said.

Cunningham learned of the per-

ceived flaw in the voting system while

training to be a campaign volunteer

some days before election day. An
aspiring journalist, Cunningham [a

contributor to a number of campus
newspapers, including The Varsity]

was motivated to expose what he saw
as a flaw in the elections system, but

also to create a good story.

"It's hard in journalism to get no-

ticed," he said. "I wanted to write a

good story and I wanted to change

a law. I killed two birds with one

stone."

Cunningham said he spoiled his

vote by writing outside of the desig-

nated area on the ballot.

He also said he was unaware at the

time that electoral fraud can carry a

penalty of up to $5,000 and up to five

years in prison. But the punitive mea-

sures are irrelevant, he said. Had he

not gone public with his actions—his

story ran in the Toronto Star and he

appeared on Canada AM—his vote

would have gone unnoticed, he said.

Cunningham fears that if such an

action were to become widespread,

election results, particularly those

in close races, could be significantly

altered.

Sean Boileau, an inquiries officer

for Elections Canada, confirmed that

the Canada Elections Act does not re-

quire electors to show proof of age or

citizenship when registering to vote.

The process is based on the honour
system, he said. "It's more about

SEE 'FRAUD' -PG 3

TAs,

admin
reach

tentative

deal
Travis Campbell

VARSITY STAFF

A provisional contract agreement

for 3,500 teaching assistants was

struck late last Sunday night after

more than a week of bargaining.

"After a long day, we came to a

tentative settlement and we will be

bringing that forward to the consid-

eration of the [union] membership

on February 7," said Anil Varughese,

chief spokesperson for CUPE 3902.

the union representing the TAs.

"We are pleased with the negotiat-

ed agreement," said professor Ange-

la Hillyard, vice-president of human
resources and equity to a U of T news

service. "We believe it is responsive

to the issues brought forward by the

union and the university."

Both the university and the union

have agreed not to disclose details

of the agreement until after it has

been seen by the union members.
"We want the membership to see

what is and what is not in the new
contract and have them make the

decision for themselves as to wheth-

er it is good or bad."

Varughese went on to say that the

TAs in the union will, by a majority

vote, decide whether or not they'll

ratify the new contract.

"During a ratification vote, polling

stations will be placed around cam-
pus, like the strike vote, and on Feb-

ruary 10 the votes will be counted."

Varughese said that if the contract

is not accepted, it does not mean a

strike will occur, nor does it neces-

sarily mean going back to the bar-

gaining table for a new agreement.

The Varsity contacted the human
resources department at the univer-

sity for comment, but calls were not

returned.

Teaching assistants have been
without a contract since last April

and have been negotiating with the

university since July. In December,
TAs voted to give their bargaining

team a strike mandate, leaving the

option for labour disruption avail-

able if negotiations collapse.

Union spokesperson Anil Varughese.
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//PITY IT'S WINTER

It ain't Rocky Horror. Proving Scarborougli has a fashion sense all its own, UTSC hosted Surfacing: the Red Cross Benefit Show last

Friday. Designer Rebecca Zigelman's show showcased legwarmers, lace, and ladeeez.

FRAUD' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

encouraging people to vote and less

about stopping them.... It's about try-

ing to find the balance," he said.

Elections Canada's mandate is sim-

ply to collect and count votes; any

change in that mandate must come
from Parliament, said Boileau. The
Chief Returning Officer makes rec-

ommendations on modifications to

the voting system in a presentation

held usually some months after the

election. Elections Canada would

not comment as to whether the Chief

Returning Officer would make recom-

mendations based on Cunningham's

actions.

Officials from Elections Canada
have not contacted Cunningham.

For Cunningham, the registration

process was not restrictive enough;

but some Canadian U of T students

found just the opposite. A number of

students who live in residence were

turned away at the polls because

they were unable to provide sufficient

proof of address.

In the days leading up to Jan. 23,

Elections Canada and the deans of

a number of residences had worked

to establish lists of the names of stu-

dents in residence. These lists, pass-

able as certification of residence in

the Trinity-Spadina riding, were given

to election officials.

But on Election Day, the Returning

Officer for the Trinity-Spadina riding

prohibited elections officials from

prompting voters to instruct the offi-

cials to look on the dean's list for their

names.

As a result, students who were un-

aware of the dean's lists were turned

away.

Rooms Available
at

Campus Co-op
Student housing co-op near Spadina and Bloor.

Seconds away from U of T campus

Meal Plan included

Private room with shared kitchen and bathroom

Strong community atmosphere

Campus Co-operative
Residence Inc.

wvvw.campus-coop.org
khur 1ey (S campu s -coop .org

(416) 979-2161 ext. 224

Community Cooperation Leadership

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

« internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford
SEMINARS

41M24-3240I1-800-J79-1779

wvm.oxfordseminars.com

Fostering

spiritual

collaboration

Bruce Harpham

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

"It's not about agreement or disagree-

ment, it's about hearing those views

which we are not exposed to," said

Nouman Ashraf, U of T's anti-racism

and cultural diversity officer about

his office's mission. As weeks of po-

lemic debate between Israeli and Pal-

estinian campus groups approaches,

Ashraf said he's working to make U of

T a more "equitable environment to

work and study in."

The Newman Centre, the campus
division of Hillel, and the Muslim Stu-

dents' Association (MSA) are coming

together to hold a series of events

called "Spirituality and the Student

Experience," an initiative which is be-

ing assisted by the Office of Anti-Rac-

ism and Cultural Diversity.

"Sometimes student groups ap-

proach me to provide logistical sup-

port, sometimes 1 suggest ways of

collaboration," said the 32-year-old

Ashraf, describing how his office is

trying to improve the student experi-

ence.

This collaborative approach taken

by the Anti-Racism Office, the MSA,
and Hillel is in marked contrast to the

considerably more confrontational

approach being taken by other stu-

dent groups on campus. The Arab
Students' Collective will hold "Israeli

Apartheid Week" in two weeks, an

event that generated considerable

conflict on campus when it was held

last February. Before that begins, Be-

tar Tagar, a Zionist activist campus
group, will hold "Know Radical Islam

Week." with events critiquing the

more extremist factions of that reli-

gion from Feb. 6-10.

In an effort to facilitate a more tol-

erant community, the office is hold-

ing a series of events on the impact

of spirituality on the student experi-

ence.

"This is not pro- or anti-religion,"

Ashraf is careful t,o point out, "but a

number of students have mentioned

that they felt this aspect of the stu-

dent experience was neglected here."

The first of these events, "Soul Food:

Spirituality, Diet and the Student

Experience," was held on Tuesday

when 140 people turned out to see

how spirituality relates to food issues

on campus. In addition to students,

a number of staff members showed
up.

"They were fascinated to learn

from students, and the students liked

being able to talk directly to adminis-

trators," said Ashraf.

"Students were saying that admin-

istrators and campus food providers

need to be more aware of the different

spiritual attitudes on food when they

provide service to the university."

Other events in this initiative in-

clude a discussion of pilgrimage in

different religious traditions on Feb-

ruary 7, and an event called "The

Feminine and the Divine" on Febru-

ary 14.

In addition to encouraging dialogue

on spirituality, the office remains

committed to its original mission of

fostering positive race relations. Last

weekend, it provided logistical sup-

port to a conference that considered

the concerns of black youth, and on
February 8, the office will be hosting

an event called "Beyond Stereotypes:

The Lived Experiences of Black

Youth" at Hart House.

When the Office of Race Relations

was redesigned last year to include

cultural diversity concerns, Ashraf

was brought on board in August to

help. Since then, Ashraf said he has

been active on all three campuses of

the university providing training and

"facilitating dialogue and discourse

in the university community." In par-

ticular, he has been active with the

campus police, including sitting on

their hiring committee.

"The university is probably doing

better on racial relations issues than

Toronto more generally."

Enhance Your University Experience,

Grow Your Circle of Friends - Join TDX
(Come to Open House on Friday, Feb 3"*) Founded 1847

An opportunity for undergraduate men interested in

improving their intellectual, moral, and social being

through lifetime friendship. You get:

Option to stay at downtown

campus in our Victorian -style

mansion on Madison Avenue.

Participation in many
University and Charity events,

as well as our own legendary

parties throughout North

America.

Friendships stretching

around the world and across

generations of Theta Delta Chi.

^^•^^GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

<
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

LOCAL 19, CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

NOTICE TO MEMB E RS : Nomination period FEB 6 to MAR 3, 2006

GSU Election for 06107 Executive Officer Positions
Term of Office: May 1, 2006 to April 30, 2007. Honoraria provided. Positions and duties include.

President: responsibility for the affairs of the Union and overall responsibility for all actions of the

Union; official representative of the Union;

Vice-President (Internal): responsibility for the duties of the President in the absence of the

President and assisting the President in the execution of that office;

The President and Vice-President (Internal) shall be elected on a two-person ticket.

Vice-President (External): serving as the GSU representative to the provincial and national student

organizations;

Treasurer: responsibility for keeping records of the monetary transactions of the Union and monitoring

Hart House and the Athletics Department;

Secretary: recording all meetings of the Executive and the General Council.

Contact Jeff Blake at 416-923-8450 or email at

president@22madison.com

Check out our website at http://tdx.org/houses.html

Candidates must pick up their nomination form in person at the GSU.
Nomination forms must include signatures and student numbers of fifteen graduate students.

Submit nominations in person to:

Elections Committee, c/o GSU Office, 16 Bancroft Avenue.

For further information on duties contact the GSU at 41 6.978.2391

.
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'Students judged accordingly'
After three campaigns, Trinity-Spadina MP Olivia Chow has her day

Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

It s no secret that member of Parlia-

ment Olivia Chow is popular with

the kids.

The veteran Toronto city council-

or lost in the previous two elections

to Liberal Tony lanno in U of T's Trin-

ity-Spadina riding, which were held

in late spring. This year, when the

vote was held while students were in

class and on campus, Chow won.

Coincidence? Not likely.

As a councillor for Trinity-Spadina

for 14 years, she put post-second-

ary education high on her long list

of social justice crusades. Combined
with her attention to the environ-

ment and other student-friendly

issues, it's no shock that Chow has

many young supporters.
"1 hope it's not just one vote. 1 hope

it's the beginning of a process," said

Chow last Thursday, audibly relaxed

after a workout at U of T's Athletic

Centre. (She and her husband, NDP
leader Jack Layton, spend weekends
near campus with her mom, Ho Sze

Chow, when they're not in Ottawa.)

But it hasn't been easy. One of

Chow's fundraising activities for her

first campaign in 1997 was auction-

ing off one of her own watercolours.

"Do you know what the painting's

content was?" she asks, her tone

briefly nostalgic. "It was students

standing in front of a tank in Tianan-

men Square." Human rights is just

one of those issues Chow said she
keeps bringing up, simply because it

hasn't gone away.

"When I ran in '97, ! talked about

Former art student Oliva Chow.

child poverty. It was the first thing

that came out of my mouth," she

said. In her victory speech last Mon-
day night, it was "still the first thing

that came out of my mouth!"

That was the same speech where

a radiant Chow—draped in a fiery

NDP-orange scarf—mentioned U of

T students by name, "who had to

work and fight so hard just to get

the chance to vote in this election."

She was referring to the campus vot-

ing stations that were shut down by
Elections Canada after complaints

from lanno's office. Many feared the

problems would alienate students

from the voting process.

Yet it actually had the opposite ef-

fect. Students almost seemed to take

the closure as a challenge. Voter

turnout rate in the riding hit 73 per

cent, far above the city average.

"I think young people don't want
to be taken for granted," Chow said,

laughing at the suggestion that

lanno's move, might have worked to

her advantage. "I think the students

judged accordingly."

Chow is incensed that many stu-

dents were still turned away from

the polls on election day. Elections

Canada workers were forbidden to

mention the special "dean's lists,"

which confirmed students' resi-

dence on campus, to students who
weren't aware of them.

"I can't believe it," said Chow. "No

Canadian should be turned away.

You would think that the common
sense thing to do would be to say, 'Oh

yeah, we have this list that proves

that you [live on residence]'."

There is no reason why students

shouldn't be able to vote in their

residence buildings, said Chow, be-

cause condo residents can.

Though she and her party might

have to work harder than ever to

effect changes to post-secondary

education with a Harper minority in

power, she's optimistic, as long as

the Tories don't devolve all power
to the provinces, she said. The NDP
election platform included an educa-

tion act that would ensure that fund-

ing for post-secondary education

has standards attached, like an up-

per limit to tuition fees.

"It's unfortunate that we are a few

seats away from the real balance in

power," she said.

Chow said she hardly celebrated

after her win
—

"1 gave Jack a hug,"

she said. She's more likely to pop
a cork when she gets legislation

passed.

"People keep saying, 'Aren't you so

happy?' Yeah," she said. "But put it

in perspective. You do this because
you want to get things done."

Women candidates

underrepresented

Safra Ducreay

There has not been a significant

change in the number of women
who ran in the federal elections

since 2004, according to a report

on Women and Elections from

Simon Eraser University and the

Parliamentary Library.

Out of 391 female candidates that

ran in the 2004 elections, 65 won
seats in Parliament. This year, 380

women were active candidates, and
64 actually won seats. Conserva-

tives have 14 female MPs out of a

124-member caucus, and the Liber-

als have 21 out of 103.

The popular NDP candidate Oliv-

ia Chow did land a seat in the com-
mons for 2006, but there are wom-
en who were and are in Parliament

who played prominent roles in the

evolution of Canada that many
young people do not even know.

A notable woman in government
was Jean Augustine, who was first

elected to Parliament for the riding

of Etobicoke-Lakeshore in 1993. The
first black woman elected to the

House of Commons, she served for

12 years as Secretary of State and

Minister of State for Multicultural-

ism and the Status of Women, and

founded the "Augustine Amend-
ment" to Employment Insurance

which protects low-income families

across Canada. Augustine did not

run for re-election in 2006, stepping

aside to make room for controver-

sial Liberal candidate Michael Igna-

tieff. But she brought about change
not just for women, but for citizens

whose voices are most of the time

left unheard.

Another prominent female figure

in Parliament is Albina Guarnieri,

who was re-elected to the Missis-

sauga East-Cooksville riding this

year. While in Parliament, through

Private Members' Bills and com-
mittee work, Ms. Guarnieri has pro-

moted initiatives to retrain older

workers, establish personal train-

ing accounts for lifelong learning,

combat identity fraud by reform-

ing the Social Insurance Number-
ing system, impose consecutive

sentencing for multiple murder-

ers, strengthen laws against child

pornography, and lower middle-in-

come tax rates.

Chow's NDP party currently

leads with a wide margin in the gen-

der equality department. Of their

caucus, 41.4 per cent are women,
including 67 per cent of all new
MPs. Of all the women running in

the election, more than a third was
NDP
According to Chow, having female

MPs depends on a party's explicit

policies of encouraging women to

run.

"We have a policy that a riding as-

sociation cannot nominate a candi-

date unless they can prove that they

searched out women and visible

minorities," she said. "This number
didn't just come by chance."

"We ran 108 women candidates,

and we ran them in priority ridings,

ridings that we could win. So it's

not the barriers, and all the other

side things" that are the issue. "It's

the leader's priority. If they don't

have that priority, it shows."

Train to be a Teacher

in Historic

Edinburgh, Scotland
www.education.ed.ac.uk/pgde

1-year Professional Graduate

Diploma in Education
(Primary or Secondary)

Presentations and interviews by University of Edinburgh staff

on Sunday February 5 2006 at 12 noon in The Toronto Marriott Downtown Eaton

Centre Hotel, 525 Bay Street, Downtown, Toronto.

For further details and interview arrangements contact:

TEACH EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS, 1030 Upper James St, Suite 301,

Hamilton, Ontario L9C 6X6 Tel: 905 388 8972 TOLL FREE: 1-800-884-9325

Email: teach@nas.net

THE UNIVERSITY o/EDINBURGH
Promoling Exceilence in'lcachiny and Research

a,@? AN EXCEPTIONAL GIFT

FOR A REMARKABLE
ACHIEVEMENT

Buy Your Ring Now & Save 10%

Ring Days at U Of Tt

St. George: 1 1 :00ani to 3:00pm
Ikies Jan 31st to Fri Feb 3rcl

Sid Smith Lobby (100 St. George St)

UTM: 11:00am to 3:00pm

Ikies Feb 7th to Fri Feb 10th

outside the UTIVI Boolcstore

UTSC: 11 :00am to 3:00pm

Another day added!

Tues Feb 7th to Fri Feb 10th

outside Campus Xpress

(Student Services Building)

jostens Quality JOSTENS graduation rings

are custom made to your order!

University of Toronto Boolcstore
214 College St., Toronto • (416) 640-5835

www.uoftbookstore.com
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A time to make history

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Coretta Scott King, widow of Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr., died this week
on the eve of Black History Month,

which began yesterday and lasts the

rest of February. The convergence

was heartbreaking: the obituaries

wistfully recalled Mrs. King's lengthy

uphill struggle alongside her hus-

band for the basic rights of African

Americans, but as Black History

Month begins, it is clear that we need

the Coretta Scott Kings of the world

now more than ever. Her loss is a sad

irony as racial tension simmers in our

own city and around the world.

Judging from the media, Toronto

is miraculously recovered from its

pangs of guilt about the year 2005,

which saw a record 52 gun murders,

almost all the victims and perpetra-

tors young, unemployed black men
from rough neighbourhoods. An

EDITORIAL "

epidemic of hand-wringing swept the

city as the year ended, and for a time

it seemed as though progress might

be made on Toronto's deep, largely

unacknowledged racial divide. But

now, a month into 2006, the guns

have fallen silent and the politicians,

community leaders, and newspapers

have followed suit.

Black History Month is dedicated

to acknowledging the wrongs of

the past and celebrating the people

and institutions that fought to right

them. Progress has been made, and

marking it is important. But instead

of just remembering Black History,

it's time to make it. A grim history

of indifference, inaction, and indeci-

sion is unfolding right this minute in

Malvern, Parkdale, Jane & Finch, and

other Toronto neighbourhoods, and

it is taking lives. During Black His-

tory Month 50 years from now, will U
of T students and Torontonians look

back at us with condemnation or ad-

miration? What will we do, how will

we reach out to the disenfranchised,

which politicians will we lobby? Who
will be our Mrs. King?

Toronto's race divide isn't the

only painful issue on the radar this

month.

Divisive rhetoric is going to be

widespread at U of T this February:

the new "Know Radical Islam Week"
will directly precede the second an-

nual "Israeli Apartheid Week" at U
of T, with lectures, screenings, and

other events organized by partisans

on each side of the Israel-Palestine

quagmire. Last year's Israeli Apart-

heid Week provoked fierce protest

and attracted the attention of the

international media; there is scant

comfort to be taken in the fact that

now the outrage will be mutual.

This newspaper will report fully

on both of these weeklong events,

and intends to give them equal cov-

erage. But we will say for the record

that we find Know Radical Islam

Week and Israeli Apartheid Week
neither righteous nor depraved, but

simply frustrating. The organizers

of each Week have legitimate griev-

ances and thankfully, they have the

freedom in Canada to air them, loud-

ly or softly, stridently or subtly, and

without resorting to violence. But

the them-and-us, with-or-against

mentality embodied in these events

is a dead end.

The day Coretta Scott King

breathed her last in Rosarito, Mex-

ico, two-thirds of Toronto's 2005

gun deaths remained unsolved;

about 6,500 Africans died of AIDS;

8.1 million African Americans were

living in poverty, and 900,000 more

were in jail; Israeli construction of

its controversial fence and/or wall

continued apace; on the far side of

it, Hamas was settling into govern-

ment, one finger stained with purple

ink and the other on a trigger. The
forces of racism, ignorance, misun-

derstanding, distrust, and blind ha-

tred were gathering steam.

The world is poorer for the loss

of Mrs. King, but perhaps by consid-

ering her tremendous sorrow and

equally tremendous compassion,

we will find the courage not just to

remember our past, but to take con-

trol of our future.

I Speak for the

Arbor!

Re: ArborRoom to dose,
Jan. 24

It's absurd that the Arbor Room
could be closed, or turned into a

franchised fa^t-food outlet. I am
an alumna and someone who has

worked on campus for almost six

years. The Arbor Room is not just for

undergraduate students, but also for

the whole university and surrounding

community.

At the Porter's Desk, I was informed

that the closures were all about the

financial bottom line. Which begs the

question: how has the best food and

campus service facility on campus
(reasonably priced, warm atmo-

sphere, good-quality food, packed at

peak hours, meeting place, work-

space) not been supported and nur-

tured? How has this come to pass?

What about all the people who are

going to performances in the theatre?

The best we can do in that venerable

building is a Tim Horton's, or yet

another barely marginal Sodexho?!

There's got to be a way to keep The
Arbor Room alive. Put your heads

together, folks! No talk of operating

with minimal staff during low periods

while still keeping the place open for

simple stuff such as coffee/bever-

ages, pre-packaged sandwiches,

and salads? Then, instead of putting

people out of a job completely, you

just cut their hours in low periods.

Don't you think that would be better

for the staff and the entire university

community?

I think we need to start a petition,

and I would be happy to assist.

Ruth Gilungs

Administrator/Manager, Medical

Alumni Association

- LETTERS "

Michael Moore,

look out!

Re: 'Reporter, ' really Liberal

helper, tapes SAC office,

Jan. 24

I'm frankly at a loss, at this point, as

to where to begin. My name is David

Chu; I have been a Liberal since I

was recruited in 1972 by Pierre Elliot

Trudeau. I didn't think this would
make my film project the target of

yellow journalism, but alas it's about

politics and politicians, and this is a

blood-sport.

I made a promise to a politican

who I have known for twenty years

that 1 would not air any of my footage

during this election cycle. My intent

was not to slag Olivia Chow, who was
compared to a dog early in this cam-
paign by a member of the exec board

of my own party. It was a low point

which we as decent Liberals will not

abide with. You may chuckle but the

fact is the core of the Liberal party is

not corrupt, racist, or too arrogant to

know that we have lost the confi-

dence of some Canadian voters.

What I said on that day in question

is on camera; my employment at

CBC, ending last election, is well-

documented.

I have been working on this issue

of student voting on campus begin-

ning in the summer of 2004, and I

spent many hours interviewing SAC
members past and present. I have

been impressed by the passion and

the hard work done by the youth not

only on campus but all though the

GTA. I am confident that this country

has new and bright leaders that will

change the political landscape of

Canada.

As for me and the "another man"
of the article, my cameraman Yoshi,

we leave you for a two month shoot

j

in Vietnam.

David Chu

' Vert-ily, thou

speakesttrue

Re . ft ain 't easy being green

,

Jan. 24

Beautiful column. It infinitely sucks
to have such a logical way of life not

even considered in the least by all

these idiots that make up the major-

ity. Keep planting the seeds of hope

for a better world.

Richard A.

Great balls of

thunder

Re: More than a simple game,
Jan 19

In a university that lacks school spirit

and attendance at sporting events,

we feel that it's rather ridiculous

to criticize a team whose goal is to

promote participation at U of T. Is it

not better to have a group of spirited

individuals at the games to support

the home team while promoting

school spirit than nothing at all?

Regarding our choice of uniforms,

a lot of thought and careful consid-

eration was put into the selection

of our dance wear. Our pants and
athletic dance tops sport the U of T
Varsity logo. They are neither low-cut

nor midriff-bearing. One must recog-

nize that we need to choose uniforms

that are dance appropriate to give

freedom of movement in executing

our routines. In no way have the

uniforms been chosen to sexually

entertain our audiences or promote a

"provocative" look. They are neither

inappropriate nor distasteful.

The Thundersquad joins the au-

thor of the article in emphasizing the

Importance of male participation in

cheerleading and dance teams. It is

unfortunate that the male population

at U of T does not share the enthusi-

asm for dance that we do. However,

we hope that more male dancers

come to our try-outs at the beginning

of each school year.

The most important issue that the

team would like to highlight is the

author's notion that we are exploiting

ourselves or promoting the objecti-

fication of women or what "women
[have] fought for decades against."

Dancing is our sport, just as vol-

leyball is a volleyball player's sport.

Dancers should not be penalized

as females for making that choice.

We pride ourselves in our abilities,

j

not just in staying fit to perform

the advanced skills that the squad

demands, but also as a way to get

involved in extra-curricular activities

at the university. By stating that the

media does not pay enough attention

to female sports while discouraging

the Thundersquad's presence at

sporting events, the author is simply

contributing to what his article

speaks so strongly against.

The University of Toronto

Thundersquad

One mighty voice

Since the election results were
unveiled I have been listening to

newscasters, pundits, and politi-

cians alike talk about how Canadians

"decided" to elect another minority

government, this time of a Con-
servative bent. They speak of how

Canadians seem to have felt the need

for a change in government, but not

so sweeping a change as to hand the

Conservatives a majority or to totally

decimate the Liberals. Many even go

so far as to deem the "decision" wise.

While these observations reflect a

certain intuitiveness into how riding

results finally shook down in the

country, they are totally preposter-

ous.

I
These analysts seem to be under

the impression that all Canadians

share an all-encompassing cerebrum

with which they seek the general

I will of the polity. 4.7 million indi-

1
vidual Canadians did not cast their

ballots with the intention of electing

124 Conservatives, 103 Liberals, 51

Bloc Quebecois, 29 NDPers and 1

independent. Each were, for the most

part, unaware of how the rest of the

country was going to vote and many
I'm sure had very different hopes for

final results.

Presumably, those who voted

Liberal wanted the Liberals to win

the election. Those who voted Bloc

probably didn't want to see their

part lose three seats from their 2004

total. There's no doubt that many
who voted NDP would have liked to

see even bigger gains and I'd bet that

most of those who voted Conserva-

tive in Alberta (and elsewhere) were

hoping for more than a minority.

Canadians did not intentionally

"decide" to elect a Conservative

minority that's just how it worked out

in the end.

Chris Clark
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//BRIDGING THE DIVIDE

Better together
Lecture series allows for interfaith dialogue

Aaida Mamuji and Melyssa Lantsman

We both remember taking our first

walk down St. George Street as uni-

versity students—a very intimidat-

ing experience. As higli school hall-

ways were transformed into campus
streets, no longer were there famil-

iar faces at every turn, and making
friends suddenly required a lot of

effort.

But the lecture series "Spiritual-

ity and the Student Experience" has

proven that U of T is not too big a

campus for students with diverse

backgrounds to get together. The se-

ries has offered us an opportunity to

learn from one another, make lasting

friendships and discuss relevant is-

sues—all over delicious meals.

This year, Nouman Ashraf from

the Anti-Racism and Cultural Diver-

sity Office worked to bridge gaps be-

tween the Muslim Students' Associa-

tion and Hillel by helping to organize

a three-week lecture series focusing

on the similarities between the re-

spective groups.

The first of the lectures, entitled

"Soul Food," was held on January 31

at Hart House and was a great suc-

cess. With over 140 attendees and a

scrumptious meal to complement the

talks, students and staff discussed

how both food and spirituality are

integral parts of the student experi-

ence, and what it means when there

are, or are not, enough places that

serve halal, kosher or vegan food.

Although there are many differenc-

es between human beings, there are

also many similarities. For students

for whom spirituality is important,

the battles and challenges that are

faced on a secular campus are com-

parable. Through discussion, the

Muslim Students' Association and

Hillel saw the potential collaboration

with the Anti-Racism and Cultural

Diversity Office as a unique opportu-

nity to work together.

By focusing on what we have in

common, both our student groups

are making an attempt to go beyond

labels ; and although there will always

be disagreements and differing opin-

ions, "Spirituality and the Student

Experience" has allowed us to move
forward.

At a meeting between all involved

student groups in this lecture se-

ries, Ashraf said, "I am just the fer-

tilizer, and you, the students, bring

the seeds." As such, although the

Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity

Office is there to encourage collabo-

ration, the onus is also on us as stu-

dent groups to engage each other. In

this way, we are able to create a safe

space and to get out of our accepted

comfort zones.

In the "Soul Food" lecture, and the

two to follow, what is guaranteed is

that there will be no judgment of one

another, but simply an ear to listen,

and minds to make a difference. The
challenge of prayer space, food alter-

natives on campus, and the distinc-

tive role of women in various tradi-

tions are topics that are relevant to

most all- communities.

We would both like to thank the

Provost and the Anti-Racism and

Cultural Diversity Office for making

these events possible by their gener-

ous donations. We hope that this lec-

ture series can translate into similar

collaborated events in the future.

/\aida Mamuji is vice president of the Muslim

Students' Association (St. George campus),

andMelyssa Lantsman is Vice Chair of Hillel

at U of I

The next two lectures in the series are

"Pilgrimage: A Unique Journey" and "The

Feminine and the Divine," to be held on Tuesday

February 7th at the William Doo Auditorium

and Tuesday February 14th at Hart House,

respectively between 6-9 pm. Meals follow all

the lectures.

Retro review

40 Years Ago

Feb. 2, 1966

Birth control law "an ass,"

grandma says

Priests who advocate chastity or the

"rhythm method" may be guilty of ad-

vocating birth control, heard the 160

students who attended a panel on "Birth

Control and the Law" at UC. Despite the

"definite tendency today against the law

entering people's bedrooms" identified

by the panel, it was still a crime in the

mid-'60s to spread any information about

birth control. The selling or advertis-

ing of condoms was subject to a $100

fine. Mrs. George Cadbury, an English

grandmother of eight, chuckled at these

measures and sh'essed that birth control

was "a private and medical matter" to be

handled by "sympathetic doctors." The

panel acknowledged that birth control

devices were easily available to "anyone

who knows his way around," much like

another "medical matter" in use today.

30 Years Ago

Feb. 2, 1976

J-E-L-L-Oh?

Proving that scientists will say anything

and that the steelheads may be even

thicker than previously thought, The Var-

sity ran this item off the CUP wire on this

day in 1976;

A Canadian researcher reports that he

attached electrodes to a bowl of lime Jell-

o and succeeded in picking up record-

ings of wave activity similar to that given

. off by the human brain. Doctor Adrian ;

Upton of Hamilton's McMaster Umveisi-

:
ty says that the portion of Jell-o involved

;
was about the size of a human brain

Upton stresses that the lime Jell-o

: was not doing any thinking. He says the

apparent brain waves from the gelatin

dessert resulted from various artificial

feeding machines and respirators that

were operating next to the Jell-o, causing

it to vibrate.

Upton did not explain why the lime fla-

vour was used.

20 Years Ago
Feb. 3, 1986

Future stars battle apartheid

Two decades ago the university wel-

comed to Hart House Glen Babb am-

bassador from South Africa, a country

where apartheid was still law and Nelson

Mandela, among many others, shll lan-

guished in jail.

Babb's appearance upheld the Hart

House tradition of granting any invited

guest a fair hearing, much to the chagrin

of the dozens of law students who pro-

tested the debate, including some mock-

ingly dressed as Ku Klux Klansmen.

;
Tony Clement, now a likely Conservative

;
cabinet minister who was then president

of Lawyers for Fundamental Freedoms-^

;
supported the protests, saying he feltth^

i students "demonstrated they stand fo^

; free speech."

i
Babb's opponent in the debate lawg

\

professor (and current -Toronto Centrep

: MP) Bill Graham, took him to task overj

\
South Africa's dismal human rights re-*

'

cord, much to the delight of the student^

;

in attendance.

I

This appearance was much calme^

i
than Babb's earlier stint at the House

I
November, 1986, during which warden

I (and current SMC prez) Richard Alwa^
! was injured when he blocked a ceremo-

t
nial mace that was thrown at Babb J

: - J.P. ANTONACCl
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A
Local scene queens join forces for their first exhibit

of 'tenderly psychotic' art

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

h , the incestuous local arts

scene. Sometimes it seems like

one giant game of six degrees

of separation. Indie rockers fiook up with experi-

mental video directors, fashion designers take

their cue from avant-garde painters. The walls

between modes of artistic expression aren't just

tumbling down; they're being gleefully disman-

tled throughout this town.

So it comes as no surprise that two bright

lights of the local music scene, piano songstress

Sarah Slean and Louise Upperton, art director for

red-hot indie label Arts & Crafts, have joined forc-

es for their first major art exhibit, Bleak House,

opening tomorrow at SPIN Gallery.

Longtime friends who met through their mu-

sic industry connections, neither Slean nor Up-

perton are neophyte artists—Slean's colourful

paintings have appeared in her CD liner notes,

and Upperton has placed her distinctive stamp

on all of Arts & Crafts' albums and promotional

artwork—but simply hadn't found the time for a

proper exhibit. Both had amassed an extensive

body of work, and realized their similar styles

would lend well to a joint show.

Uncannily alike (the two even resemble sisters

with their dark hair, light eyes, and similar vocal

inflections), the pair shares a penchant for the

dark, twisted, and Victorian. In their work, what

appears pretty and prim at first glance takes on

a more sinister tone upon further inspection—in

Slean's painting The Sweepers and the Maestro,

a chorus of grim Victorian ladies stand over a

figure slumped face-down on the floor of a ball-

room, while Upperton's large canvas Ladies of

the Industrial Revolution features ballerinas with

eerie masks for heads and splashes of what ap-

pears to be blood.

The exhibit marks a farewell of sorts for Slean,

who's moving to Paris for a few months to tour

Europe, do promotion for the French release of

her album Day One, and recharge her artistic

batteries. She swears she's coming back home,

though—and in fact is hoping to return to U of

T to finish the classical music degree she left

behind years ago when she signed a record con-

tract.

Though she'll be back in town for the Bleak

House launch tomorrow night (sorry, it's sold

out), we caught up with Slean in a late-night tele-

phone chat from a hotel room in lu belle ville last

week as she prepared to set up shop there. Turns

out the prospect of having her lifelong dream
come true was a bit much for our heroine, who
started the day off with a bit of a spill. .

.

^(f/xMnjl (^J/(/f/u^//: Heard you had a

little accident this morning—what happened?

(0rfm/f ("J/ea/l: \ have nice little neat

blue stitches in my forehead. I bailed on the

sidewalk— it was very elegant, (laughs) 1 had

just gone for a jog, and had gone into a little gro-

cery store, and I was like, 'This couldn't be any

better!' and I kind of broke out into a skip. So I'm

skipping along the street, looked at the time,

thought I was going to be late, started running,

and BAM! I bled all over Paris.

TS: Talk about giving of yourself. . . (laughs)

SS: (laughs) The doctor who was sewing me
up was like [adopts French accent], "You have

to give Paris your skin and blood before you're

allowed to come here."

TS: How long do you plan to spend in the City

of Lights?

SS: Six months, but the person I was having

dinner with today said, 'You're not going back.'

I dunno, I love Toronto, too. I really do. People

bash it all the time, but I'm like, "What's to

bash?"

TS: You're not new to art, but this is your first

art exhibit. What took you so long?

SS: I remember seeing Louise's stuff for the

first time and being really wowed by it— it was

a whole world that reminded me a bit of Tim
Burton and Tom Waits kind of landscapes, the

beautiful Trent Reznor videos and all that stuff

rolled into one. And we were like, "We should do
this for real, in an art gallery, and we should do
this together."

TS: Did it make sense to do something together

because you share a very similar aesthetic?

SS: We have a lot of the same influences, but

it manifests itself differently. We like to call [our

art] 'tenderly psychotic"—there's something

wrong, but it's also deliciously wrong, (laughs)

TS: What is it about that dark, Goth-y sort of

imagery that appeals to people?

SS: It's what we repress inside of ourselves,

you know? We're trained to be moral beings,

and we function best as moral beings amongst

each other in society— I mean, you can't have

psychos on the loose—but there's a violent,

primitive urge. That's why we love these horrify-

ing video games, and we love to see death in the

movies. I think it's just sort of our 'id.'

TS: I love that the show is titled Bleak House. .

.

SS: I knew you'd appreciate that, literary girl!

There's that whole grim Dickensian aspect to

it...

TS: Your paintings in the show feature mixed

media—cut-outs, different textures and such.

SS: I'd never worked that way before, ever.

When I painted, it was very traditionally—you
take out your pigments, and you have a blank

canvas, and you go. But when I was in the cabin,

I really went back to that infant mind, where I

was drawn to these children's books. It took me
three or four weeks to finally come to a place

where everything was unclenched, and when
your mind is that still, you go back to what the

Buddhists call "the beginner's mind." And it was
like childhood came back—my fascination with

pictures, and scissors and glue, and crayons...

just doing whatever. It didn't have to make sense,

or be perfect, or realistic— I was just playing.

TS: Do you see yourself doing more in the vi-

sual art realm?

SS: My first love was always music and it will

always be, but I need art to sort of take a vaca-

tion from 'music island' sometimes. They're

never really separate, but it's a balance between
the senses—you have to give your ears a break
or eyes a break, you know?

TS: Sometimes people have this need to com-
partmentalize artists into specific categories:

"She's a singer," "She's a painter," and so on. As
someone who dabbles in all the arts, do you find

yourself running up against that?

SS: I'm in love with everything. I'm in a perpet-

ual state of infatuation. So to exclude something
because 1 need to write one occupation on my
passport is not fair. 1 guess I could be under the
general umbrella of 'artist,' but I'm excited by all

,

of it. I make music, but most of my heroes were

(Far left:) Goth girls: artists Sarah Slean and

Louise Upperton

(Above:) The Sweepers and the Maestro by Sarah

Slean

(Near left:) Ladies of the Industrial Revolution by

Louise Upperton

writers. And a lot of my heroes, their exemplary

lives have inspired me, not just their art.

TS: A portion of proceeds from the sale of the

artwork from the exhibit is going to go to the

Royal Conservatory of Music—that must be a

cause near and dear to your heart.

SS: 1 love this part! This is the greatest thing

ever. 1 spent so many years at the conservatory

and trembled on so many of their piano bench-

es. I think back, and a lot of it was scary, but a lot

of it 1 wouldn't trade it for the world.

And I'm so grateful to that organization for be-

ing there, because it gave me music. And to me,

ttiat's been the difference between being able

to fly and not—that's what it feels like. If people

aren't given music or given the chance to have

music, that's a tragedy, and that's what's hap-

pening. So these people are doing whatever they

can to get kids interested in music.

TS: That you and Louise, both known for your

connection to the music industry, are doing a

visual art show really highlights the interesting

artistic cross-pollination that's currently hap-

pening on the local cultural scene.

SS: I feel like Toronto right now is on fire. ! re-

ally do. And not just Toronto, but the Canadian

scene in general. Canadian art is really starting

to get momentum—all of the arts—and really

starting to regard itself as worthwhile.

TS: But why now, at this moment?

SS: You know what? I don't know. But it feels

that way. A lot of the French journalists I've been

talking to, they've been saying, "What's going on

in Canada right now? How come all of this is hap-

pening? What's in the water over there? Hawks-

ley Workman, Metric, Feist. .

." And I'm like, "You

guys rock for knowing all these names!' They

know The Arcade Fire, they know The Dears. . . I

dunno what's going on—maybe we're just finally

figuring out how to attract attention!

TS: I understand you're headed back to U of T
when you come home.

SS: I gotta get my degree. There's just so much
more than I need to know from them. I took a

third-year orchestration class a couple years

ago—I was just chipping away at my degree a

bit here, a bit there, and the orchestration class

was just so much of the knowledge that I craved

that I was like, 'Oh, man, if it gets better, I have to

have the rest of this!'

TS: So, how are you going to spend your time

in Paris?

SS: Oh, I have so many stories—you can't fall

down and bleed on a Parisian street and not

write about it! I'm going to lap it up—every last

drop.

Bleak House runs Feb. 3 (launch is sold out) to Feb.

19 at SPIN Gallery (1100 Queen St. W.. 2nd fl.l open

Wed-Sat. (noon to 6pm) and Sunday (1-5pm). Free
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Firebrand filmmaker
Ryerson grad's first feature wows 'em all the way to Sundance

Radheyan Simonpillai

Vancouver w riter/director Julia Kwan
recalls a day of auditions held for her

debut feature film. Eve & The Fire

Horse: "I had to audition all these kids.

And then this one kid was giving me a

lot of attitude. Halfway through, he's

like. 'Oh, I'm so sorry, but I thought

you were an assistant director, be-

cause, seriously, I never had a girl di-

rector before."'

That sort of stereotyping is nothing

new for the rising Chinese-Canadian

filmmaker, who had to face a number
of obstacles before making her first

feature, which is currently garnering

accolades across North America—not

only was Eve & The Fire Horse the only

Canadian movie to be invited to Rob-

ert Redfords prestigious Sundance

Film Festival in Utah last week, but it

also took home a special jury prize.

'I think people have certain precon-

ceived notions about an Asian wom-
an," Kwan reflects. "I think in a sense,

I had to jump through more hoops. I

really think that 1 have to work twice

as hard to prove myself."

Kwan, 39, was eager to rise up to the

challenge. She recounts the extensive

journey from when she first had the

inkling to work in film at the tender

age of 16 to graduating from Ryerson

and working on numerous award-win-

ning short films for almost a decade

before finally making Eve.

Eve follows the misadventures and
religious awakening of two young Chi-

nese-Canadian sisters growing up in

Vancouver during the mid-'70s. The
title character is born in the year of

the Fire Horse, a bad omen in Chinese

culture.

"It happens every 60 years...and
the last time it happened in Asia, the

abortion rate spiked," Kwan points

out. "Nobody wanted a child who
was a Fire Horse. Fire Horses are

independent thinkers, and they're

strong-willed, and it's not really the

culture that (the Chinese) really en-

couraged."

Kwan herself is a Fire Horse, which

might explain her resilience in bring-

ing this deeply personal story to the

screen, regardless of a major lack of

support.

"It was quite difficult because Tele-

film [the governmental funding agen-

cy for Canadian film] had this new
mandate about box office sales. They
didn't see [Eve] as a commercially vi-

able project, because, you know, the

leads are Asian-Canadians, and it's

half in subtitles [for the portions spo-

ken in Cantonese], So people were a

little wary about the prospects of this

film," Kwan says.

The "stubborn" Kwan was neverthe-

less able to scrounge together enough
financing frorn various sources, in-

cluding a private investor, to deliver

the film that she wanted to make.

"It's a typical Canadian film because

it's always about cobbling together

funding," Kwan notes. "It's the reality

of making a feature in Canada—a lot

of paperwork."

Another element of her film that

places it squarely within the Canadian

tradition is the multicultural themes
that are frequently revisited through-

out the plot. The protagonist sisters

not only have to deal with the com-
plications of a multi-faith household

as they are jostled by both Christian

and Buddhist traditions, but are also

Writer/director Julia Kwan

often confronted by underlying racial

tensions.

"Back then, growing up in the '80s,

the racism was more overt," Kwan
says of her own childhood. "And so

it wasn't unusual to be walking down
the street and some kid would yell

'Chink' at you. Also, when I was a

child, there was this little Indian boy
in my neighbourhood who was picked

on a lot. And I remember specifically

that there were children who were

trying to knock off his turban."

Although that sort of blatant dis-

crimination doesn't occur as much

today, the director insists that a more

covert type of racism still exists.

"At least [back then] you knew what

people were thinking," she says.

But Kwan doesn't seem bitter about

the adversity she faced in the past.

In fact, it's clear she managed to har-

ness her experiences and incorporate

those same issues into her very per-

sonal—and very Canadian—movie.

You can readJulla Kwan'sjournals from

Sundance at CBCArts Online (cbc.

ca/arts/film/sundancediary.html).Her

debut feature, Eve & The Fire Horse,

is currently playingat the Kennedy

Commons cinema.

II DIVERSITY THROUGH ADVERSITY

FILM REVIEW

Eve & The Fire Horse

Written and directed

by Julia Kwan

Now playing

Rating: VWv

"Are Jesus and the Buddha friends?" This

proves to be a most encumbering question

{or a precocious Asian-Canadian 9-year-old.

as evidenced in writer/director Julia Kwan's

debut feature.

Eve & The Fire Horse, which follows two

Chinese sisters growing up in Vancouver, is a

fresh and imaginative take on the classic com-

ing-of-age tale, one that puts a more clo.se-to-

home spin on the genre.

The film traces the misadventures of Eve

(Phoebe Jojo Kut) and her older sister Karena

(Hollie Lo) as they attempt to come to terms

with a series of misfortunes that pester their

household.

When a pair of Christian reps (who show

up looking like smarmy federal agents) pres-

ent a new outlook on life, the sisters decide

that they must dedicate themselves to be-

coming all-suffering saints in order to avoid

further tragedy at home. Now trying to make

space on the mantle for the crucifix next to

the statue of Buddha, the girls struggle to bal-

ance the culture within their homes with that

of the outside.

Kwan's movie is a warm and personal trib-

ute to children who seek definite answers to

life from both family and religion, yet are be-

leaguered by the conflicting options available

when opposite cultures clash.

Hindered only by occasional spurts of over-

wrought melodrama, Kwan's enchanting and

honest depiction of a tale endearingly suited

to Canadian multiculturalism is a noble first

effort from a filmmaker with a promising fu-

ture.—R.S.
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Pernicious plastic?

Exposure to small amounts of a

substance commonly found in poly-

carbonate plastic may increase a

person's cfiances of developing Type

II diabetes, says a study from the Uni-

versity of Elchie, in Spain. Researchers

discovered that the chemical, known

as bisphenoi-A, causes pancreatic

cells to produce increased amounts

of insulin—a hormone the body uses

to control levels of glucose in the

bloodstream. Over long periods of

time, exposure to increased amounts

of insulin can lead to insulin resis-

tance, the hallmark of Type II diabe-

tes. Bisphenol-A is found in a wide va-

riety of frequently used plastic items,

such as dental sealants, microwave

cookware and even baby bottles.

Celebrities—Jessicas Alba and Simp-

son, Jamie Foxx, and Outkast have all

been spotted sipping Margaritas from

baby bottles of late—beware.

2005: Warmest year ever

According to a new NASA report,

2005 was the warmest year recorded

since climate monitoring started over

a hundred years ago. The report

compiled data from land sensors and
satellites, as well as ship-based mea-

surements of sea-surface tempera-

ture. Last year even beat out 1998,

the previous record holder, despite

the absence of the El Nifio effect,

which brings warmer than average

temperatures.

Macaque autocrat

A recent study, published in the jour-

nal Nature, suggests that monkey so-

cieties often have their own "police

forces" to maintain order and promote
social stability. The removal of domi-
nant males from groups of pigtailed

macaques resulted in those groups

undergoing significant fragmentation

into small cliques. Social activities,

including playing and grooming also

ceased and some of the macaques be-

came increasingly violent. The find-

ings suggest that monkey societies

require authority figures (read: those

aggressive dominant males) to make
cooperation possible.

Food preservative treats CF

complication
Sodium nitrite, normally used to pre-

serve luncheon meat, destroys the

bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa,

mutated forms of which cause often-

fatal pneumonia in sufferers of cystic

fibrosis (CF). The disorder produces

abnormally thick mucus in their

lungs, damaging them. The bacterium

makes the mucus sticky and harder

to clear. The researchers found that

mice with cystic fibrosis given a small

daily dose of sodium nitrite had none

of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa bac-

teria in their lungs after sixteen days.

An inhaled form of the compound
may be ready for clinical trials within

two years.

-MARY CAMPBELL WITH FILES FROM MIKE

GHENU

Source: New Scientist, PRWeb

Bring 'em onr
As scientists sequence

recovered mammoth DNA,

CHRIS DAMDAR wonders

whether Pleistocene Park

could be far behind

Have times changed since Hollywood scien-

tists cooked up a dinosaur from the stom-

ach contents of an unfortunate mosquito?

Even though society wrestles with stem cells, ge-

netically souped-up food and the cloning of sheep,

cats, horses, pigs, cows, and monkeys, the idea of

resurrecting extinct species still seems like a fairy

tale.

But some researchers think that Jurassic Park is

inching ever closer to the truth. Dr. Hendrik Poin-

ar of McMaster University has been seeking out

the DNA of extinct species. But instead of hunting

mosquitoes trapped in amber, Poinar chips away

at the permafrost in Siberia, whose dry and cold

refrigerator-like climate has kept DNA under fa-

vourable storage conditions—within remarkably

preserved mammoth carcasses.

"Entire heads have come out of there," Poinar

said at a Royal Canadian Institute science lecture

at the J.J.R. Macleod Auditorium, on Sunday af-

ternoon. He painted a picture of mammoths, sa-

bretooth tigers, and other Pleistocene beasts, all

extinct for over 10,000 years, going about their

business on a grassy tundra.

"I can't tell you anymore whether this will re-

main an illustrated image or whether or not 20 to

30 years from now, this will actually be something

you see on the northern edge of Siberia," he said.

Of course, Poinar has more than cloning on
his mind. In December, he reported that he had
sequenced, or decoded, a small portion of the

mammoth genome, with plans to complete the

job within a couple of years.

//A SURVEY OFMEGAFAUNA

Within

the chemi-

cally coded structure of DNA
lies the recorded history of

a species. By comparing the

codes of different species sci-

entists can figure out a species'

closest relative, where it liyed,

and even which other species

it bred—or hybridized—with.

"Now we can ask all sorts of in-

teresting questions about [mam-

moths], too," said Poinar.

Already scientists have deter-

mined that mammoths are close

cousins of the Indian elephant. Knowing the family

portrait makes mammoth resurrection more fea-

sible, as cloning one would simply require a com-

patible egg donor from the closest living relative.

Poinar explained that scientists would remove

the Indian elephant DNA, stuff the egg with mam-
moth DNA, and implant it into an Indian elephant

surrogate mom and let Nature take its course.

"Technology isn't what it used to be," comment-

ed elderly audience member Jay Hodges. "Who
would believe it?"

Even if we could wake these ancient beasts from

their eternal slumber, does that mean we should?

Poinar pondered how society would decide which

species to resurrect and which to let lie.

"What about the poison arrow frog that went
extinct a year ago? What about the dodo?
What about species that are still alive? What

about the lemurs that will go extinct in Madagas-

car or the spotted owls which have only about 100

individuals?

It's much easier to get the DNA of a species

when it's not dead in the ground (or ice). So does

Poinar really think we'll be making mammoths in

the decades to come?
In private, he seemed more pessimistic about

Pleistocene Park. "Theoretically it is possible, but

I don't see cloning in the short term. Long-term

maybe, but not short term."

Nevertheless, Poinar thinks it's time society

wrestled with the ethics of resurrecting extinct

creatures and is planning a conference to explore

the issues.

"Things move at such lighting speeds that it's

very difficult for some scientists to see the ethical

implications or ramifications before it's too late.

"I think it's about time."

Evolution is a fickle creature, as evidenced by the fact tfiat 99.9

per cent of all species to have walked the earth are now extinct.

But evolution fashioned some splendid outsized creatures in the

past. Amid this talk of resurrecting mammoths, The Varsity asked
its science writers to come up with some other species of mega-
fauna we might consider bringing back ets well.

Wilmaaa!
Who wouldn't want Fred Flintstone's sabertooth cat, "Baby Puss," In their

home? Cute, cuddly, and so much more, the Smilodon (knife

tooth) could be found roaming North and South America

between 10,000 and three million years ago. It was the

size of a lion but packed twice the punch in terms of

weight. With its 18-centlmetre-long fangs and powerful

jaws that could open 95 degrees, this kitty could scare any

mouse into your neighbour's home.

-MILENAGUBERINIC

The case for King Kong

Gigantopithecus blacki, Latin for "giant ape," was three metres tall and

exceeded 500 kilograms, based on fossil teeth found throughout China.

The giant ape surfaced in fossil records 6.3 million years ago, becoming

extinct 700,000 years ago. Some wags suggest that Gigantopithecus

blacki did not go extinct, but persists today as the Sasquatch and the

Yetl. Not likely, but it is fun to suppose.

-WENDY GU

Elephant bird McMuffin, anyone?
Madagascar Elephant birds are a genus of flightless birds believed to be

extinct since the 16th century They stood three metres tall, weighed over 500

kilograms, and produced eggs 30 centimetres in diameter and eight litres in vol-

ume. Though they co-existed with humans, their extinction has not been associated

with hunting. Perhaps people would have done better by domesticating Elephant birds

rather than chickens.

-MILENAGUBERINIC

Brawny d/7£f brainy

The American lion possessed that much envied combination of brains and brawn.

Not only a quarter larger than its African cousin, It also possessed the largest br"ain-

to-body mass ratio of any lion living or dead. Scientists believe it was intelligent

enough to participate in complex social behavior.-

-SHAILAJASAJJA

Cue vagina joke

At 3.7 metres long and weighing over 200 kilograms, the great beaver had teeth 15 centimetres

long with a ridged, cutting edge. Unlike our 1.2-metre-long, 30-odd kilogram modern beaver, the

great beaver had a roundish, rat-like tail. First discovered in Ohio in 1837, fossils of the Great

Beaver dated 70,000 years old have also been found In Toronto.

As a national symbol, the beaver has long been the subject of stamps, coins, political satire,

dirty jokes, and sugary snacks. Let us recognize the great beaver as having given rise to a part of

Canadian Identity—albeit a lumbering, cumbersome part.

-SANDY HUEN

Rhinoceros 3.0
The giant unicorn, or Elasmotherium was a hve-tonne. two-metre-tall, six-meter-

long rhinoceros with a two-meter horn projecting from its forehead. Although

fossils younger than 10,000 years have not been found, reports from the medieval

period of the creature's overtaking a rider on horseback and impaling him with its

horn, while leaving the horse unharmed, exist. Perhaps this theory could be tested

out on Fear Factor

-MILENAGUBERINIC

Rhinoceros 2.0

The woolly rhinoceros, Coelodonta antiqultatis, lived throughout the last Ice age:

it had thick fur and a flat horn used for pushing aside snow to graze on the grass

underneath. Woolly rhinos were clearly depicted in cave paintings of early humans

and probably served as easy prey, given their small stature. This species should be

resurrected for the enjoyment of petting zoo goers and Japanese tourists worldwide!

-HERMINA GHENU

A better bear?

The cave bear, which lived during the Pleistocene Era and disappeared by the end

of the last Ice Age, was one-third larger than the fearsome grizzly bear Unlike other

bears, though, it spent most of its life In a cave. Its short ears and pig-like face made

It resemble a teddy bear This animal's resurrection could be welcomed warmly by

children everywhere.

-MAYCEAL-SUKHNI
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//QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY

Crack me ifyou can
How Schrodinger's cat can help Alice send a message to Bob

without having evil Eve listen in

Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

For as long as humans have had

to pass secrets to each other, the

cat-and-mouse game pitting Alice

and Bob—as cryptographers call

them—against eavesdropping Eve

has raged. And for just as long, mak-

ers of codes have have sought to

outdo eachother.

Codes called one-time pads are

indeed unbreakable. But as their

name suggests, each code can only

be used once, so parties must pass

fresh codes to each other constant-

ly. Couriers can be bribed; or they

might secretly copy the codes en

route. But cryptographers now have

a potentially unbreakable cipher on

hand—and that's where Schroding-

er's cat comes in.

In Erwin Schrodinger's 1935

thought experiment, a cat is placed

in a box, with a poison gas canister

attached. An odd timing mecha-
nism governs the box: if a certain

unstable atom breaks apart during

the next hour—and the odds are SO-

SO—the canister gas opens, killing

the cat.

Until an observation of the sys-

tem is made, quantum physicists

say the system is in a superposition

of states. In the unopened box, that

is, the cat is both dead and alive at

the same time. The limbo persists

until a measurement is made: the

box is opened to reveal the feline's

fate. But while this oddness does
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not apply to macroscopic objects,

like ourselves, it certainly applies

to microscopic photons—the stuff

light is made of.

The simple act of observing a pho-

ton destroys it, and this quantum
quirk makes unbreakable codes

possible. Alice uses a laser to fire a

sequence of random photons at Bob.

Photons are of four kinds: they come
in two different orientations and two
"flavours." If the orientation of Bob's

photon detector matches that of a

photon sent by Alice, he registers

a "hit," and measures the photon's

flavour. Bob then tells Alice the se-

quence of hits he registered, and
their orientation. He keeps each hit's

flavour secret though—and this is

information only he and Alice know.

This information forms the key used

to encode messages between them.

And a fresh key is produced every

split-second.

If a photon is intercepted by Eve

on the way, her act of measuring (or

observing) it destroys the photon.

Nothing gets through to Bob. When
they compare answers, Alice's and
Bob's will not agree. If this happens
consistently, it indicates Eve may be

plying her crafts.

This system is still not fool-proof,

though. Lasers often produce sev-

eral photons, or multiple copies,

of each message. If Eve soaks up
enough of the extra photons, she

has a good crack at getting the key,

when Alice and Bob compare re-

sults publicly.

Last year, physics and engineer-

ing researchers, led by Dr. Hoi-

Kwong Lo, proposed a fix for this,

using so-called decoy states. Their

system uses two laser beams for

communication. Each laser produc-

es a different number of photons,

and Alice randomly varies the laser

uses when sending the key-making

photons to Bob, adding another de-

gree of complexity.

In a paper soon to appear in the

journal Physical Review Letters, they

now report sending signals using

decoy states over 15 kilometres of

fibre-optic cable—the quantum-
encrypted transmission record 120

kilometres.

Two companies are already com-
mercializing quantum cryptog-

raphy, Lo pointed out, and most
components they used in their ex-

periment are off-the-shelf. Custom-

ers include spooks and financial in-

stitutions—today's keenest keepers

of secrets.
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Prepare for war
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

"Americans and their iiyper-mascu-

line clique have created a political

jockocracy," stated Samantha King

of Queen's University. "My aim is to

highlight the constant relationship

between war, sport, and the state

which sponsors both," King's talk, ti-

tled "Sport, Culture and a Neo-Liber-

al State," was part of a joint presenta-

tion with U of T's own Peter Donnelly

that was presented by the Faculty of

Phys. Ed and Health on January 20.

King began by providing examples

of the way that military vocabulary-

-and sometimes actual soldiers-had

infilatrated the world of sport.

After September 11, war. became

an engrained part of American cul-

ture and the use of military terms by

the media became a more sensitive

issue in the sports world. King ar-

gued. She pointed to the refusal by

the media to refer to former UNLV
basketball coach Bob Knight as "the

general," the media's opposition to

NFL player Kellen Winslow's declara-

tion, "I'm a soldier," and NBA player

Kevin Garnett's statement that "I'm

loading up the Uzi...rm ready for

war," as evidence.

The media did not, however, hold

the military to the same standard

as those in the sporting community.

The Ministry of Defense shipped in

2,500 soldiers to a recent football

game in Washington, making the sol-

diers, in effect, marketing tools. She

also discussed news organizations

and political talking heads that used

sport metaphors in their discussions

of war.

A well-known example of this was

U.S. President George W. Bush's dis-

cussing a military bombing action

on Afghanistan on a golf course and

closing with, "Now watch this drive."

The coverage of soldier Pat Till-

man's death was another example

King used to describe the relation-

ship between military and sport

in the U.S. The story of Tillman, a

former NFL player who died in Af-

ghanistan, was given tremendous

coverage and his death was deemed
the "ultimate sacrifice" by news and

sports organizations.

Tillman's funeral was televised

on ESPN and Senator John McCain

spoke at the service. Even the White

House made a statement acknowl-

edging the soldier's death, saying

that Tillman was a great man both

on and off the field.

What King found telling was that

with all the media attention on Till-

man's death, it was not until months

later that the public found out that

he probably died in a case of friendly

fire.

"The focus was on the death in-

stead of why he died," King said.

"The sacrifice made by Tillman justi-

fied the action of going to war."

Donnelly, a U of T researcher, fol-

lowed King with a presentation on

how the power relationship between

manager and athlete has changed.

Donnelly presented research that

he and his University of Calgary col-

league Kevin Young had done on the

subject.

Donnelly also touched on why cru-

el and abusive treatment is accepted

in sport,

Referencing philosopher Michael

Foucault's theory of total institution,

Donnelly stated that sport-related

violence is the result of a culture of

control that surrounds athletes. He

termed this phenomenon Prolymp-

ism and said that it can be seen in

the hazing in training camps and

practices, and in verbal and physical

punishment of athletes by coaches

and managers.

"This culture of control surround-

ing high-calibre athletes establishes

the notion that an athlete has lost

sense of his body," Donnelly said.

"Sport is a bastion of machismic

and patriarchal control. Athletes

are motivated by fear and punish-

ment, which can be administered by

benching, trading, demotion, or los-

ing pay."

Donnelly also deemed that the

control of athletes was implemented

by a culture that would rather exploit

them than trust them.

Prolympism's characteristics in-

clude an increasing emphasis on win-

ning, and on the paternal-like control

wielded by coaches and managers
over their athletes. Baseball player

Carlos Delgado's refusal to stand for

"God Bless America" in 2004-and
the later creation of a clause in his

Bobby "the general" Knight looks outraged, as usual.

contract that threatened a pay loss if

he were to do it again-is one exam-

ple used to support the notion.

These imbalances of control "are

pursued and preferred by organiz-

ers and financiers, who impose more

intensive realms of regulation," Don-

nelly said. "It creates the farm anal-

ogy of athletes to be picked, kept,

cultivated, and then discarded,

and leads to the destructive loss of

identities.

Flying balls and

hot smashes
Under Quinsey's

watchful eye
Micayla Greschner

Another great U of T secret is about

to be revealed. U of T has a fantastic,

growing ping-pong community. There

has always been interest in table ten-

nis at U of T, with small groups of

students gathering to play on various

tables around campus, but it wasn't

until 2002-03 that it became an orga-

nized event.

Table tennis—or ping-pong—became
popular in the second half of the nine-

teenth century in England. Although

often considered to be more of an af-

ter-dinner amusement than a competi-

tive sport, table tennis has come a long

way from being the fashionable social

diversion for the elite that it once was.

By the 1920s the word "ping-pong"

became a registered trademark, na-

tional associations were formed, and

the rules were standardized. Over

the years the game has become very

trendy, with over 30 million competi-

tive players and countless recreational

players competing worldwide-many

of them right here at U of T.

At first it was just a small group of

people who met once a week at the AC,

but the group grew steadily in size and

intensity, gaining club recognition in

2003-04. Shortly after, the AC started

having supervised practices and host-

ing tournaments.

But this was just the beginning.

Currently, the table tennis team has

roughly 50 members, and boasts a

mailing list of over 200. The practices,

which are co-organized by the team

and the Faculty of Phys. Ed., are held

thrice weekly and are almost always

full with both team members and

drop-ins.

Many members of the team have

had previous competitive experience

at the national junior level, and most of

the players have been a Canadian table

tennis champion as a singles or a team

player at some point in their careers.

Although it is clearly a very talented

team, two players stand above the rest.

The team considers its best female

player to be Pei Pei Zheng, and its best

male player to be Alfred Chan. Both

have won numerous tournaments and

are extremely talented players.

The team participates in many tour-

naments over the year, most notably

the National Collegiate Table Tennis

Association (NCTAA) championship.

Over 100 universities from all over

the continent participate in this event,

making it the largest In North Ameri-

ca.

Toronto was very successful at last

year's NCTAA tournament, winning

their division and finishing sixth over-

all.

Unfortunately, funding for the team

has not grown as quickly as the team.

Although SAC provides some funding

for the team ($500) it is only a portion

of what is needed to organize and com-

pete in tournaments.

The team is getting creative with

ways to come up with extra money.

They have been fundraising and seek-

ing corporate sponsorships from table

tennis companies and sporting goods

manufacturers.

Despite its tight operating budget

the team is always happy to welcome

new members. If you are interested in

learning about, or playing ping-pong,

they encourage you to stop by, make
some friends, have some fun, and hone

your inner ping-pong star.

Jonathan Loh

Mike Quinsey arrives for wrestling

practice two hours before it begins

to prepare for each session's grueling

exercises, and he stays another hour

afterwards—he is a true student of

the sport. Only Mike Quinsey is not a

member of the Varsity Blues wrestling

squad; he is the head coach.

Rugged and powerful looking, Quin-

sey has been involved in the sport for

thirty years. Quickly climbing up the

ranks as a youngster, he garnered an

QFSAA championship in high school

before heading to Simon Eraser Uni-

versity, where he completed ah un-

dergraduate degree and collected a

second-place finish at the National

Association oflntercollegiate Athletics

championships.

During his time at SFU he became
the Canadian university all-time re-

cord holder for most wins by pins.

After serving as a national team mem-
ber and Olympic alternate, he began

to dabble in the field of coaching with

the intent of becoming a professional

educator.

Upon taking over as Blues wrestling

head coach at the start of the 2004-

2005 season, Quinsey successfully

instilled his hardworking mentality

into the fabric of the team, vaulting

the men's wrestling squad to one of its

best seasons in recent memory.

As the current campaign gets un-

derway, he is determined to gradually

turn the university's wrestling teams

into nationally top-ranked programs.

"Last year was the rookie year for

most of my athletes," articulates the

coach. "I'm expecting an improvement

this year in a number of weight class-

es, and a fifth-place finish for both the

men's and the women's squads is not

out of the question."

While wrestling is an individual

sport, a focus for Quinsey is strong

team chemistry: "This squad is terrific

to work with. To a wrestler they are

personable, coachable, talented, and
hard-working U of T students."

Chris Banic, a seasoned veteran,

agrees wholeheartedly: "The team is

very cohesive and everyone is friend-

ly. Wrestling is a rough sport and most

of the frustration is taken out in the

training."

But it is the character and strength

of Coach Quinsey as a leader that has

revitalized the Varsity Blues wrestling

program. This is a fact not lost on

Steve Suraci, a bronze medalist at the

McMaster Invitational Wrestling Tour-

nament.

"The team's improved quite a bit. U
of T has historically never been too

strong, but just a couple months after

Coach Quinsey took over we defeated

a very strong Guelph team," says Sura-

ci.

Each member attributes his or her

success to the positive attitude of the

coach and his ability to fine-tune their

individual talents.

"Technically he's helped teach me
techniques specific to my style and
size," says Banic. "He's very hands-on
and is all about the one-on-one atten-

tion. He's a very positive person and
offers constructive criticism."

As a teacher, Quinsey understands

the importance of a solid education

and tries to instill that mentality into

his wrestlers. Off the mat he is consid-

ered an adviserand trusted confidante.

"Individually he's been a mentor to

me," says Suraci. "He helps me balance

my wrestling and my work life outside

of the U of T environment. He's always

giving advice, always keeping on top of

our athletic and academic goals."

When Coach Quinsey has something

pertinent to say, his players listen, and

that utter respect has directly contrib-

uted to the success of the teams. At the

McMaster Invitational, U of T finished

with 15 points and two bronze medals,

ahead of the 12 points garnered by the

2004 squad.

The women's team, led by Tessa Bot-

ticella and Shannon Miller, continue to

improve under Quinsey's tutelage and

are likewise projected to place higher

this season.

"In one year Coach Quinsey has

completely changed the environment

of the team," crows Suraci. "He's sched-

uled more matches for us to compete

in and acquired brand new uniforms.

He's gotten more funding and given up

enough time to build on the program. I

think he almost lives in the gym some-

times. He does a lot for us wrestlers,

above and beyond."

Along the way, the wrestling coach

will undoubtedly accomplish his goal

of turning the Varsity Blues program

into a perennial powerhouse. For

Mike Quinsey, who has consistently

tasted success at every level, there is

no alternative.
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Wightman
lights up OUA
opponents
Amita Parikh

VARSITY STAFF

Cross-country running is a not a sport

for the weak minded or physically

unfit. As a former cross-country run-

ner myself, I can attest to the gruel-

ing practice schedules we adhered to

from early September till mid-Novem-

ber.

Coach never let us miss a practice,

no matter what the weather condi-

tions happened to be. We ran in the

scorching afternoon sun and in the

pouring rain. As the season drew to a

close and the weather turned cooler,

we'd often have to run our races with

snow flurries falling around us.

A lot of people called us crazy. We'd

be out running on the streets before

the sun was up, logging an insane

number of miles day after day. 1 had

planned on continuing my running

career at U of T, but when 1 realized

the practice schedule wouldn't allow

me to compete in the other sports I

enjoyed, 1 decided to quit competitive

running.

Most days, I am content with my
decision. But there are certain times,

like when I interview people like

Beth Wightman, that 1 wish 1 were

still pounding the streets early in the

morning.

Cross-country running requires

ridiculous amounts of discipline and
persistence, two qualities that seem to

run through Beth Wightman's veins.

Wightman is completing her second
year of a Master's in Physical Therapy

at the University of Toronto.

Prior to attending U of T, Wightman
received a degree from Queen's Uni-

versity. In addition to her academic

accomplishments, the athlete is also

a star on the university cross-country

circuit.

During her time at Queen's, Wight-

man won her fair share of medals,

including two Canadian Interuniver-

sity Sport (CIS) championship titles.

Making the switch to the U of T team
proved to be easy for the unassuming

student.

"U of T has been really good to me
as an athlete," she said. "I received

some really good coaching here, very

similar to what I had at Queen's, so it

wasn't too much of a change."

Wightman added multiple invita-

tional titles to her trophy cache this

past season, including an Ontario 'Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) championship

and her third CIS title in just five years.

She was also named to the first All-Ca-

nadian team.

As talented as she is, Wightman re-

mains modest and continually tries

to deflect attention away from herself:

"The team we had this year was amaz-

ing; we all got along really well and all

wanted to compete well as a team. So it

was great to go out there and do it."

The Blues did indeed compete well.

At the CIS championships, the wom-
en's team—^which included Wightman,

Erin McClure, Jacqueline Stillman,

Julia Kirby, and Donna Vakalis— ran

away with a silver medal, their best fin-

ish since winning the title in 2002.

The men's team—Joe Campanelli,

Jose Carvalho, Etienne Bredin, Nathan

Jowett, and Steve Anthony—managed
a ninth-place finish. This is an indica-

tion of good things to come, as the

team is still fairly young and will con-

tinue to develop.

Most of these cross-country run-

ners will be returning to the track this

winter to compete on the indoor track-

and-field circuit. In addition to Cana-

dian university meets, Wightman has

qualified for the FISU World University

Cross-Country Championships in Al-

geria. The competition will be held the

last week of March.

After she graduates, Wightman says

she is going to try to keep competing

at a high level for at least a couple of

years to see how fast she can get.

For 2 well-behaved children.

Good pay.
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FELLOWSHIP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Arc you interested in helping the Universifj' of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching aniversities?

If so, consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activitie.s tliat mobilize the financial and

human re.sources required to advance the goals of the university. These activities include fundraising, alumni and

public relations, advocacy and e\ent management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of umversity

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellovi'ship will begin in September 2006. Tfie fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer-term employment.

Application deadline: Friday, .March 3, 2(X)6

To download the application, visit:

http:A'Wvvw.alumni-utoronto.ca/'stayconnected,/career._advancementfello\vship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Aknnni House

at 2! King's College Circle during normal business hoiu-s.

For further information, please contact Michelle MacArthur at

(416) 946-8371 or michcllc.macarthur:! utoronto.ci

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE

at a prestigious coed sleepaway camp in

the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Penn-

sylvania, 2 y-i hours from NYC. We're seek-

ing counselors who can teach any Team

& Individual Sports, Tennis, Gymnastics,

Horseback Riding, Ml. Biking, Theatre,

Tech Theatre, Circus, Magic, Arts & Crafts,

Pioneering, Climbing Tower, Water Sports,

Music, Dance, Science, or Computers.

Kitchen and maintenance positions also

available. Great salaries and perks. Plenty

of free time. Internships available for many

majors. On-campus interviews on Feb 8.

Apply online at www.islandlake.com . Call

800-869-6083 between 9 and 5 eastern

time on weekdays for more information.

info@islandlake.com .

TOUR GUIDES

Needed for elementary school trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in May and June.

Training provided. The job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS

Exam prep service - www.prepl01.com

- seeks instructors in Chemistry (Physi-

cal, Organic). Candidates should possess

graduate degree, excellent spoken Eng-

lish, and teaching experience. Positions

are part-time on weekends and offer

excellent remuneration. Interested? Email

resume to andy@prepl01.com

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. $1.3.50 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &
garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

31.5-8483.

CLASSIFIEDS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen, Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web;

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%
off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 .50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135. 136. 235, ECO 220, CHM
138. 139. 247 PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PR.ACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements.

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

Advertise inrte to'fy

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10,00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1i6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity,ca
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10% OFF
Your next purchase*

Only at 131 Bloor Street West

PLEASE PRESENT COUPON AT TIME OF PURCHASE.

Excludes prior purchases, special orders,

layaways, loose diamonds and special events.

Cannot be combined with any other offer.

Cannot be redeemed for cash. One per customer

offer Expires February 28. 2006

Fine jewellers Since 1935

FINE JEWELLERS SINCE 1935
I 3 I Bloor Street West

THE NEW[;si irwr i on bi.oor
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CHEATSHEET

heard

" It's so
trendy to

be anti-

Israel. J5
SEE PREACHING' -PAGE

3

Neil Young hits the big screen and our

Varsity reviewer goes nuts for it.

SEE 'NEIL -PG. 8

comment
Everyone who ever had a complahit

about the Varsity made it this weelf.

Awesome!

SEE 'LETTERS' - PG. 5

sports

U of T's Ugandan Guluwalk connection

is true Varsity Blue—meet Adrian

Bradbury.

SEE 'ACTIVIST - PG 11

history

On this day in 1964, The Beatles played

live for the first time on the Ed Sullivan

Show, to an audience of over 73 million

American viewers, still the third-largest

television audience of all time, as mea-

sured by percentage of the population.

todo ITOstudenti com

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, NOON

Cartoons of the Prophet Muhammed:

Implications of the crisis panel discus-

sion at Hart House Debates Room. Free.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 9 PM
Darren Sigesmund Quintet at the Arbor

Room. Free.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 10, 9 PM
OK Go! & controller.controller at Lee's

Palace. $17.50.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880

U of T history professor Afua Cooper worked for years on her book (right),

The Hanging ofAngelique, which tells a slave narrative older than the famous stories

penned by slaves in the U.S.

Slavery not just

American shame
Candice Debi

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Think black slavery in North America

was only a part of American history?

As we celebrate the tenth anniver-

sary of Black History Month this year,

many Canadians still retain the image

of black history in this country that

they got in school—that of U.S. slaves

using the Underground Railroad to

reach freedom in the North.

But according to U of T history pro-

fessor Afua Cooper, this is a picture

that leaves out half the story—a his-

tory of the slavery, torture, and even

murder of blacks in Canada.

"Canada has always positioned itself

as morally superior to the U.S.," said

Cooper. "For Canada to acknowledge

its slave past, it has to look at itself in

the mirror and deal with an ignoble

past."

Long before this country became
a refuge for escaped slaves from the

United States, Canada had its own
shameful history of African enslave-

ment, one that Cooper has made it her

life's work to study.

In her new book. The Hanging of

Angelique: Canada, Slavery, and the

Burning of Montreal, she chronicles

the life and death of Marie-Joseph An-

gelique, a black slave in Montreal who
was executed in 1734 for allegedly set-

ting fire to the city.

The book tells the story of Ange-

lique's relationship with a white inden-

tured servant, Claude Thibault, who
attempted to escape the colony with

her. Angelique's story not only reveals

the history of Canadian slavery, it also

sheds light on the many types of op-

pressive labour systems in New France,

which included aboriginal slavery.

The first slave to arrive in Canada

was a young African boy christened

Oliver Le Jeune, whom explorers

brought in roughly the second quarter

of the seventeenth century. The British

and French continued to bring slaves

to Canada well into the eighteenth cen-

tury.

Canada's slavery did have differ-

ences from America's. Canada did not

have as much plantation-style slavery

SEE COOPER - PG 2

BLACK HISTORY

MONTH AT A GLANCE

Battle of the Sexes Trivia Night

Presented by the UTM BSA. Feb 9.

4pm. ecu Presentation Room, UTM.

Roots Part Two Three part

screening of The Saga of an American

Family. Feb 9. 6-8pm. Robarts AV

Room 3.

Interactive Children's Stories

With artists Adwoa and Fule Badoe.

Feb 12. llam-noon. Hart House East

Common Room.

Film Screenings Presented by

the UTM BSA. Feb 13. 6pm. CCIT

Presentation Room, UTM.

Toronto Bus Tour Presented by

the UTM BSA. Feb 14. 9am. Meet at

Student Center, UTM.

Black Professionals Discussion

Panel Presented by the UTM BSA.

Feb 15. 6pm. Location TBA.

The Hanging of Angelique Book

launch (see cover article). Feb 15.

7pm. Gladstone Hotel, 1214 Queen W.

Roots Part Three Three part

screening of The Saga of an American

Family. Feb 15. 6-8pm. Robarts AV

Room 1.

VOL CXXVI,N0.37

UPEI
reprints

Danish

cartoons

Student paper Le Cadre

taken off racks

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The University of Prince Edward
Island's student newspaper Le Cadre

sparked off its own controversy yes-

terday by publishing the 12 cartoons

of the prophet Mohammed, origi-

nally printed in a Danish newspaper,
which have inspired violent protests

throughout the Muslim world.

Campus authorities immediately

removed the 2,000 published copies

from campus, although the issue is

still online at cadre.upei.ca/files/cad-

recurrentissue.pdf.

"We're not in the business of delib-

erately inviting people to be insulted

to the point of causing an outrage."

stated university President Wade
McLaughlin.

He argued that the publication of

the cartoons on the UPEI campus is

"an invitation to trouble." The P.E.I.

Muslim Association did not request

the removal of the paper from cam-

pus, saying that they cannot control

what people print.

"I'm not entirely sure everyone

understands the issue at hand," said

Cadre staff reporter Andre Bulman on
the paper's online message board. He
argued that the Danish newspaper Jy/-

lands-Posten did not publish the car-

toons, which depict Mohammed as a

terrorist, with racist intentions.

Instead, the purpose of the drawing

was to demonstrate the difficulties in-

herent in finding an artist who would

satirize the Muslim prophet.

"The staff of the Cadre very much
understood this issue," said Bulman.

He complained that the UPEI adminis-

tration's decision to remove the paper

from campus reflected a fear of any
form of criticism.

"It is clear that the administration

is frightened by the idea of negative

feedback and is therefore more con-

cerned with image than freedom of

the press."

The publication of the cartoons in

The Cadre and the UPEI administra-

tion's decision to remove the images

from campus has divided the student

body. UPEI student Alan Trainor re-

sponded to Bulman's justification of

The Cadre's actions with an angry re-

buttal.

"You obviously think it's cool or has

journalistic value in publishing this

crap," said Trainor. "If you look at the

professional news agencies of North

America, they are not showing these

pictures for a good reason."

While manystudents at UPEI appear

to share this opinion, others argued
that students should have the oppor-

tunity to view the cartoons that have

inspired such widespread outrage.

Cadre Editor-in-Chief Ray Keating

defended the paper's publication of

SEE CARTOONS - PG 2
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//NEWS IN BRIEF

1,800 U of T Students

can't be wrong

The Students Administrative Council

is circulating a petition and organiz-

ing a rally to protest the impending

closure of the Hart House Arbor
Room. To date, 1,800 U of T students

have signed the petition.

The document requests that the Ar-

bor Room be kept in its current form

as a cafeteria and activity space for

students, that it continue to employ
its ten U of T staff, and that they con-

tinue to receive unionized wages.

SAC will present the petition to the

Hart House Board of Stewards on
February 9 at 5 p.m. SAC will hold a

rally on the front steps of Hart House
while the meeting goes on. —CARO-

LYN HARRIS

T.A.s move on to vote

stage in the slog to get

new contract

Members of CURE 3902, the union

representing U of T TAs, met Tues-

day night to vote on whether the new
contract should move to the next

stage of the bargaining process, rati-

fication.

While the members who attended

the meeting did not include every-

one in the union, they did reflect the

"bargaining unit," representing the

non-member union affiliates, said

Anil Varughese, the bargaining com-
mittee's representative.

While the thick levels of CURE
bureaucracy seem redundant, Var-

ughese explained the exclusion is

another means to ensure the union

members who made the deal acted

in the entire union's best interest.

tat*.

Rolling stations have been set up
on campus to collect the TAs' votes

and will be counted on Friday, when
polling ends.—TRAVIS CAMPBELL

Quick: what's a synonym

for 'procrastinate'?

The structure of the GRE test, which

is necessary for students to take for

admission to many graduate pro-

grams in the United States and was
scheduled to change October 2006,

now will not change until September

2007.

The overhaul will be the largest in

the exam's 55-year history, lengthen-

ing the test and introducing more
challenging questions.

GRE program manager Matt Fidler

recommends that those students

who have the opportunity to ade-

quately prepare for the exam in the

next year write it before the changes

are implemented.—C.H.

Chretien must have been

washing his hair

Keir Wilmut may not be a candidate

for Prime Minister, but he did play

one on TV. The U of T law student

was one of the top five candidates

on CTV's Next Great Prime Minister

special last Saturday.

The contest was judged by four

former prime ministers, three of

them Conservative: Kim Campbell,

Brian Mulroney, John Turner, and

Joe Clark.

Wilmut, who is also the editor

of the faculty of law student news-

paper Ultra Vires, argued in favour

of free tuition for those willing to

pay higher taxes after graduation.

—ALLISON MARTELL

1 1th Annual International Studies Symposium

Across Borders
DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES ON MEXICO
Across Borders: Diverse Perspectives on Mexico is the 11th Annual Internationa)

Studies Symposium held at Qlendon College, York University on Saturday, Feb. 1 1 , 2006.

This event will host various academics, professionals and policy-makers from Mexico,

Canada, Britain and the US presenting on a diverse an^y of topics concerning Mexico.

We invite you to visit our website

vww.MexicoSymposium.orq for

more infonnation about our lineup of

panelists — and to register! Cton't

hesitate to contact us for any further

information. Spaces are limited, so

register today!

The Independent Study

Committee on Mexico

Mx2006@Glendon.YorkU.ca

DONSHIPS
St Michael's College

Student Residence

Applications are now being accepted from men and women
for Donships in the St Michaels College Student Residence for

2006-2007. Eligible candidates must be enrolled in their fourth

year of undergraduate studies, or in a graduate, second degree, or

equivalent UofT programme during the academic session.

Application packages are available from the St Michaels College

mail desk (81 St Mar>' Street), from our web site, by email,

and by post at the address below. Interviews tor a short list of

candidates will be held in mid-March. For further information,

please contact:

The OflBce of the Dean of Students, St Michael's College

81 St Mary Street, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J4

Telephone: (4 1 6) 926 1300 ext. 3247

smc.residence@utoronto.ca

www.uioronto.ca/stmike.s

I he deadline for receipt of applications by the Dean of Students

is Tue_sdaj:JFebjiiaiy_28thj_^0^^

Sodexho workers

ratify contract
First collective agreement for Sodexho employees at U of T

Sarah Bartnak

NEWS EDITOR

Employees of food service provider

Sodexho voted to ratify their first-

ever union contract on Friday.

More than 98 per cent of the work-

ers voted in favour of the collective

agreement on campus. The agree-

ment marks the end of a long struggle

by employees of the French multina-

tional to improve their working con-

ditions, get better wages and job se-

curity, and proteqt themselves from

harassment.

"We worked hard for this," said

Valrie Gaynor, a member of the Unite

Here bargaining committee and a So-

dexho employee for over five years.

"We were able to negotiate a strong

contract that has improvements for

all Sodexho employees at University

of Toronto."

The three-year contract includes

set increases to base wages, which

puts an end to Sodexho's practice of

paying workers who have been em-
ployed for ten years the same wage as

someone employed for six months.

"When you've given years and
years of service to an employer, it

should count for something," said

Unite Here representative Courtney

Radic. "This is fair all across the

board. Nobody is working for mini-

mum wage anymore."
The contract includes a decrease

in the health plan's deductions from

employee wages, forcing the com-
pany to shoulder more of the cost, as

well as better provisions for health

and safety on the job. A completely

employer-paid defined benefit pen-

sion plan for both full- and part-time

workers was also secured.

The agreement won not only mone-
tary gains, but guaranteed improved

working conditions. It includes a de-

tailed grievance procedure for solv-

ing workplace problems, seniority

Maria Ferraz, a nine-year Sodexho employee ( pictured here at the Sodexho food

court at the Medical Sciences Building) and member of the bargaining committee, was

pleased to finally get the contract that was ratified on Friday. "We have job security

now."

rights, and a "respect and dignity"

clause.

"The 'respect and dignity' clause

ensures people are free from ha-

rassment, for example," said Radic.

"Along with the grievance proce-

dure, there's something you can do
about [harassment] now."

Some workers who lobbied man-
agement for the right to unionize suf-

fered verbal abuse for their efforts.

The drive to unionize went through

years of lobbying and rejection be-

fore workers unionized in April

—

around the time when Sodexho
workers from three other locations

joined the same local unit.

"Once we were certified and were
able to gain membership with other

Sodexho workers across the city,

[company reps] were more willing

to sit down to some bargaining ses-

sions," said Radic.

There are 14 eateries on cam-

pus—from Starbucks vendors to full

cafeterias—operated by the mul-

tinational. Hart House officials are

currently deciding whether or not
to open another Sodexho location in

place of the Arbor Room.
Before April, Sodexho workers

were the only employees at U of T
who did not have union representa-

tion.

After the vote, workers like Maria
Ferraz, a nine-year Sodexho employ-

ee and a member of the bargaining

committee, celebrated the contract.

"Now we are more protected at

work—we have job security now,"

she said. "After all our hard work, we
finally have a union contract!"

'COOPER' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

as the United States—it was more ag-

ricultural and domestic-based. But

enslavement in Canada was just as

ruthless. Based on white supremacy
and black subordination, Africans here

were punished, whipped, and some-
times killed by their masters.

Cooper describes her work on Ca-

nadian slavery as almost accidental,

something she came across in her

research of the black experience in

Canada.

"In many ways it was slavery in Can-

ada as a subject that found me," she

said. "I discovered that Canada had
intimate colonial links with the Carib-

bean and the U.S., and one of these

connections was the enslavement of

Africans. 1 discovered that slavery in

Canada was an institutionalized prac-

tice and was regulated by law in both

the French and British regimes."

The ignorance of Canadian slavery is

something she is steadfastly trying to

get Canadians to acknowledge. She re-

gards it as a by-product of our national

pastime of hating America.

"Canada neglected its history of

slavery because it is an unsavoury his-

tory, one that puts them in the same
category as the United States. Integral

to Canada's national identity is Ameri-

can-bashing."

She said that unlike the U.S., which
"has been bashed for being a repres-

sive slave society," Canada sees itself

as playing an almost heroic role.

"After all, we gave refuge to Black

Americans who fled slavery on the Un-

derground Railroad."

Although the historic fire burned 40

buildings in Montreal (which consti-

tuted half the city). Cooper's research

is the first account of the story of An-

gelique in English, and one of the first

English-language histories of slavery

in Canada.

Prof. Cooper's book will be launched

at the Gladstone Hotel next Wednes-
day, where she'll be accompanied by

fellow U of T professor George Elliott

Clarke, who wrote the book's fore-

word. Cooper hopes the book will help

ensure Canada's history of slavery be-

comes a fixture in both our textbooks

and our national narrative.

Ihe book launch of The Hanging of

Angehque takes place next Wednesday,

February 15 at the Gladstone Hotel (1214

Queen St Westat Dufferin) at 7:00p.m.

'CARTOONS' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

the cartoons in an accompanying edi-

torial that advocated the necessity of

full press freedoms. He compared any
limits on the freedom of journalists to

publish what they choose to the ac-

tions of the dictators of the Second
World War

"If you think back about recent his-

tory, a whole host of dictatprs have
made attempts to curtail freedoms
of the people. Our own fathers and
grandfathers fought and died to pre-

vent Hitler from spreading his evil

beyond Germany; should we allow a
group of religious extremists to dis-

honour their memory?"

//ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

Cole's notes
Juan Cole, professor of Modern Middle East history and
a prominent expert on the region from the University

of Michigan, was featured at Trinity College's Larkin-

Stuart Lectures over two evenings last week. A
frequent contributor to the PBS NewsHour, Professor
Cole joined The Varsity's Brendan Adam-Zwelling for a
frank discussion of the new Iraq, the meaning of Iran's

nuclear program, and recent changes in the Near East.

Check it out online at www.thevarsity.ca!
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Preaching

to the choir
'Radical Islam' suffers from lack of dialogue

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Anyone attending the events

of "Know Radical Islam Week"
got an official warning.

Huge signs posted on the

doors of every event read,

"The university's policy on the

disruption of meetings applies

to all activities of recognized

campus groups including this

event." The message consti-

tuted official recognition of the

potentially explosive nature

of the controversial lecture

series, which is being held by

campus Zionist group Betar-

Tagar all this week.

Betar-Tagar is staging the

talks to raise awareness of

the dangers of radical forms

of Islam, which the group de-

scribes as "a geo-political ide-

ology of oppression affecting

the entire world" and used by
some to "harness the power of

religious devotion to oppress

human and civil rights." The
U of T Objectivist Club and the

Secular Alliance are helping

with the events, which are be-

ing sponsored by the Friends

of the Simon Wlesenthal Cen-

ter for Holocaust Studies. No
Muslim student groups are

involved.

The Muslim Students' As-

sociation (MSA) released a

statement denying that it was
boycotting "Know Radical Is-

lam Week," but indicated that

the event might be upsetting

for Muslim students.

"MSA urges its membership
to exercise restraint and dig-

nity at a time when students

may feel that their faith is be-

ing threatened," the statement

said.

Patrick Adler, co-chair of

Wednesday's events entitled

"Media in the Service of Radi-

cal-Islam," doesn't see the lack

of Muslim participation as a

problem. "We have lots of Mus-

lims coming to these events,"

he said. "Half our speakers are

moderate Muslims. The opti-

mal response is when we're

not preaching to the choir,

when we have people with di-

vergent opinions."

Adler admits however, that

the students in attendance

have so far raised few objec-

tions to the Tagar agenda.

"One of the problematic

parts of the criticism so far is

[that] it's not of the content

so much, it's of trivial things

like the title," he said. "We've
encouraged more response to

the content."

A debate between Muslim and Jewish students including Salman Hossin, centre in glasses, and poll sci grad David Rottenberg, right, at the end of

"Sesame Street for Suicide Bombers" at Sidney Smith Hall last night.

If there were dissenting

opinions at the lectures, they

largely decided to remain si-

lent. After attending a lecture

called "Oppressed Pride—Be-

ing Gay in the Middle East,"

Nader Fahat expressed his re-

luctance to speak out against

the majority of the crowd.

"This has opened my eyes to

another point of view," he said

as the room emptied. "But as a

Muslim myself. . .this particular

lecture didn't offer anything on

Islam. It offered a lot on Arabic

culture, on the problems with

that...but it had nothing to do
with the religion."

Hussain, a third-year politi-

//FROM RUSSIA WITH LOll

G8 conference

gets intl exposure
Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

Not every U of T campus
group has met with world

leaders and has their re-

ports quoted by international

newspapers. But for the G8
Research Group, that's just

par for the course.

Today at the Munk Centre,

the G8 Research Group is

hosting a conference entitled

"Checking in on the G8's

Progress: From Gleneagles to

St. Petersburg."

"With Russia holding the

presidency of the G8 this

year, we wanted the confer-

ence to have a strong Russian

presence to highlight their

issues, and our reports will

also be addressing that," said

Vanessa Corlazzoli, Chair of

the G8 Research Group.

The Research Group stud-

ies and scrutinizes G8 na-

tions' policies and interna-

tional obligations from G8
summits and other interna-

tional conferences. A 22-year-

old peace and conflict studies

and international relations

student, Corlazzoli heads

an all-volunteer army of 125

students from all three U of T
campuses.

The group's all-day event

will feature six different ses-

sions that include such speak-

ers as Neil Chrimes, counsel-

lor of trade and economics of

the British High Commission,

Nikolai Smirnov, the Russian

consul general, and Sergey

Paltov from the Russian Min-

istry of Foreign Affairs.

The conference will even

be broadcast via webcam
on the group's site, www.
g8.utoronto.ca.

The organization's dedi-

cation to studying the G8 in

particular makes it the only

organization of its kind in the

world. Major international

news organizations have

used the G8 Research Group's

bi-annual reports, and each

year the club sends about 20

undergraduate members to

the G8 Summit, where they

are given the same access as

the international media.

Students have taken a

souvenir photo with French

President Jacques Chirac,

had a brief chat with former

Canadian prime minister

Paul Martin about Canadian

policy, and even met Mexican

President Vincente Fox.

"The students always get

an unforgettable experience.

We're really grateful that we
can have that kind of pres-

ence at the G8 Summits even

though we have to fundraise

ourselves," said Corlazzoli.

"This group of people really

deserves it. They work long

and hard to churn out the

reports and news bulletins,

but when they're finished, we
all feel a real sense of accom-

plishment."

This year the G8 Research

Group is expecting to release

four quarterly reports, the

first of which is the interim-

compliance report to be re-

leased today, just ahead of

the conference's start. The
second will be released three

weeks before the upcoming
G8 Summit in St. Petersburg.

"Last year's two reports

focused on Africa as well as

G8 reform and expansion,"

said Corlazzoli. "With India,

China, Brazil, Mexico, and
South Africa declaring them-

selves the 'G5' as they take on

a more vital role in the world

economy, we felt that our re-

port should speak to that as

part of the reform process of

the G8."

"Plus, our Africa report was
even handed to Bono after he

finished a press conference at

Gleneagles. That was cool!"

"Checking in on ttie G8's Progress:

From Gleneagles to St. Peters-

burg" will be held all day at the

Munk Centre on Feb. 9.

cal science student who also

remained silent during a lec-

ture called "Canadian Media

and Radical Islam," said after-

wards, "It was fair on some
points. On some points it was
biased."

Other students disagreed.

When asked if he thought

events like "Know Radical Is-

lam Week" promoted positive

dialogue on campus, Patrick,

a third-year student in atten-

dance, said, "Yes, definitely."

Allan Herman, a U of T alum-

nus who's been attending all

week, had a similar take.

"I think this is good for the

campus because it's so trendy

to be anti-Israel. . .and 1 don't

feel there's often a chance to

discuss the Israeli point of

view. So far I've been very im-

pressed," he said.

One of the most alarming

lectures this week was last

night's "Sesame Street for Sui-

cide Bombers," which featured

Barbara Cook of Palestinian

Media Watch. Cook showed

footage of Palestinian TV
shows aimed at children and

glorifying suicide bombers.

According to polls, she said,

70-80 per cent of children in

Palestine aspire to Shahada,

or martydom.
"An entire generation has

been brought up. . .with a radi-

cal view of Islam," she said,

"that hatred, violence, and

death are things to be aspired

to. It will take us many, many
years to undo that damage."

Sam Rahimi, a student who
attended the lecture, said he

thought that Cook didn't pres-

ent a fair picture of Palestin-

ians.

"1 would have preferred an

academic, balanced presen-

tation. What concerns me is 1

don't think events like this do

anything to advance the peace

process," he said. "I'd like to

see more events done jointly

between Jews and Arabs."
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to McFood

to Arbor Room

Sign the petition today!

Hart House is asking us to swallow

something that just doesn't taste right.

The Board of Stewards has voted to

close the Arbor Room as of June 30,

2006. They say that high labour costs

have forced them to decide in favour

of contracting out to a private food

services company.

Currently, 10 food service workers

earn a living wage as university

employees. The Canadian Union of

Public Employees and the United

Steelworkers represent them.

The decision to close the Arbor

Room will impose McFood and

Mcjobs on the university community.

While the workers won t lose their

jobs, some ofthem will be displaced from

work they've been doing for many years.

Sign the petition today! It's on SAC's

website at www.uoftsac.ca. Contact

SAC for more info, at 416-978-4911,

and vpua@sac,utoronto.ca.

Get in touch with your union office

on campus if you want more details.

Together, we can say NO to Mcjobs.
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IfFy ethics cloud new cabinet
Anybody who stayed awake during

this weeks atrociously boring swear-

ing-in ceremony may have spotted sev-

eral problems with our nation's latest

bunch of leaders. If you could pull your

eyes away from the decorating disaster

of a room and blot out the jarring violin

music and the Anglo ministers' painful

French, you no doubt noticed a Liberal

turncoat and an unelected Conserva-

tive organizer standing with Stephen

Harper's cabinet as they posed for

their first group shot together.

The defection of David Emerson from

the Liberal party to become Harper's

minister of international trade and the

surprise Senate appointment/cabinet

post for Conservative organizer Mi-

chael Fortier cast the shadow of scan-

EDITORIAL

dal on what was otherwise a pleasantly

balanced crop of ministers, at least as

far as regional representation is con-

cerned.

Though Emerson claims that he just

wants to serve his country best by con-

tinuing his work on portfolios such as

softwood lumber, his crossover can

clearly be seen for what it is: an oppor-

tunistic power grab, the manoeuver-

ings behind it as sneaky as the ones

that brought Belinda Stronach to the

Liberal ranks—a sleight of hand Harp-

er decried as bad form at the time.

Jack Layton's proposal that MPs call

a by-election if they wish to switch par-

ties carries even more credence now,

since not even a month passed before

Emerson bolted. Why have political

parties at all if voters can't trust the

people they elect under a partisan

banner to stand by the party, no mat-

ter the result?

If Liberal voters knew that Emerson
would turn Conservative right after

the election, they may well have voted

NDP, and the Grits would certainly

have run a different candidate in the

first place.

Forget Michael Ignatieff—in Michael

Fortier, a long-time party organizer

who has twice lost federal elections

and was rejected as PC leader in 1998,

we have the epitome of a parachute

candidate, since he only began his

"campaign" after the election was
over. Fortier's appointment as public

works minister (as if that portfolio

hasn't had enough controversy lately)

smacks of the kind of favouritism and

patronage that Harper pledged to root

out of government.

Everything about this looks ridicu-

lous. Unelected ministers are part of

the American system, not ours. Sneak-

ing in an unelected official through the

(apparently trivial) Senate to bolster

a weak minority is unethical, and the

Liberals have called Harper on it. We
can assume Fortier will do no actual

work as senator; he has said he will

quit to run (and, if history is an indica-

tor, lose for a third time) as an MP in
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the next election.

These examples don't exactly glow

with ethical purity, indicating that per-

haps Harper left a few chapters out of

the tome of ethical guidelines he dis-

tributed to his new team.

These moves also set a bad prec-

edent for young Conservatives hoping

to advance in the future. What does

it say about the party's competence

when the leader brings in an opposi-

tion MP and an unelected organizer to

fill spots that should go to homegrown
hand-shakers? While it's commend-
able and crucial to work with other

parties on complex issues like trade,

it's not too inspiring to see that the PM
doesn't trust his own party members

to handle the big jobs.

There's more ground

in the middle
Noaman Ali

Danish writer Kare Bluitgen complained

last year of the difficulty of finding an il-

lustrator willing to draw Muhammad,
the prophet of Islam. In September,

2005, as part of a "discussion" on free-

dom of speech and self-censorship

specifically with regard to depicting

Muhammad, the Danish newspaper Vy/-

lands-Posten commissioned twelve art-

ists to draw the prophet, creating the

current furor.

Mcunstrccim streiins of Islam forbid

depictions of God, Muhammad, and

other prophets. Historically, Muslim

artists depicting Muhammad have usu-

ally obscured his face with light. It is

quite possible to represent Islam in the

modern world without clear represen-

tations of Muhammad; in 1976, Mousta-

pha Akkad produced and directed The

Message, which masterfully portrayed

the early rise of Islam, all without ever

once showing the Prophet onscreen.

Not surprisingly, much of the west-

ern reporting on the reaction to the car-

toons glazes over the complex politics

of the matter, reducing the story to the

familiar stereotype of a homogenous,

worldwide Muslim community being

unable to appreciate—or worse, un-

derstand—freedom of speech. An un-

sophisticated view like this ignores the

fact that many of the images are shock-

ingly racist and stereotypical. The most

circulated image, for instance, is a de-

piction of Muhcimmad with a lit-fuse

bomb in his turban.

Many European newspapers claim

that this is a question of freedom of

speech. No doubt, free debate and criti-

cism of Muhammad and Islam are very

important. Muslims should be willing to

receive and respond to such criticism

rationally and reasonably. This doesn't

always happen. Often extremist Mus-

lims attempt to shut down public dis-

course, evidenced by the violent pro-

tests that continue in Syria, Lebanon,

Afghanistan, Palestine, and elsewhere.

But it must be acknowledged that

there have been no significantly violent

protests in Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, and

Iraq, all predominantly Muslim coun-

tries. There have been expressions

of disapproval by the governments of

these countries, perhaps the odd scuf-

fle here and there, but on the whole it's

been peaceful.

There is more to the reaction than

simply Muslims silencing any criticism

of Islam. While some are protesting the

fact that any depiction of Muhammad
was published at all, most are offended

at the insensitivity of the images.

Many countries have laws that pro-

hibit the use of freedom of expression

in ways that may incite violence or

promote hatred, such as laws banning

the distribution of anti-Semitic mate-

rial. The blatant, shameful racism and

insensitivity in many of these cartoons

reveal them to be undeniably provoca-

tive.

Claiming freedom of speech here

simply blurs the real issue and polariz-

es discussion; it's perfectly possible to

discuss and criticize Islam legitimately

without being so needlessly offensive.

Right-wingers who provoked the whole

"clash of civilizations" now seize upon

the protests as evidence to support

their anti-immigrant bigotry.

Both European right-wingers and ex-

tremist Muslims are working very hard

to show that there can be no common
ground. Instead of simply aligning with

either side, trying to understand the

complex dynamics of this situation will

allow discussion to progress construc-

tively and meaningfully. The issue is

not just protecting the sanctity of free

speech: it's being responsible enough

to know how to exercise it.

PreethySivakumarandZainShafiq contributed

to this piece.

Don't be haters

Re: Tear us apart, again?, Feb. 6

1 was present at the events for the

"Israeli Apartheid Week" last year and

did not see anything against the Jewish

people; there were actually some Jews

in favour of the Palestinian cause.

"Israeli Apartheid Week" critiqued the

Israeli government's actions; it was

not a generalization of how Jewish

people live and act. When reading the

title "Israeli Apartheid Week" there is

no mention of Judaism or any religion.

Last time 1 checked Israel was a coun-

try, not a religion.

On the other hand, "Radical Islam

Week" tries to depict Islam (as stated

in the title of the event) as a radical re-

ligion. This event tries to show that the

religion of Islam allows neither human
nor civil rights, and that it is served

by the media. There is also a section

about jihad and Islamic terrorism.

As you can see, all the topics of

"Radical Islam Week" concern the reli-

gion of Islam, not the political situation

in the Middle East. Therefore "Radical

Islam Week" is not a response to the

ASC's "Israeli Apartheid Week" but an

event on its own. Therefore, 1 would

suggest that The Varsity cover Israeli

Apartheid Week and Radical Islam

Week independently from one another

rather than compare the two.

Mashal Kara

• 1 am stunned by the front page as

well as the article it promotes. Clearly

the writer did extremely little research

on the events that The Varsity is ap-

parently against. The Arab Students

Collective is a secular group. They do

not adhere to any religion. The Muslim

groups on campus are not even associ-

ated with "Israeli Apartheid Week,"

so the very fact that you have created

such a dichotomy (a false one) on the

cover of your newspaper showing

that apparently "Know Radical Islam

Week" and "Israeli Apartheid Week"

are each attacking the other religion is

completely fabricated.

The Varsity editors as well as the

writer of the article should be ashamed

of assuming that all Arabs are Muslims.

LETTERS ^

Are people to assume that Indians are

Hindu, that Canadians are Christian,

etc.? The Arab Students Collective

does not in any way, shape or form

adhere to any religious doctrine. Such

association is blatant racism on the

part of the Varsity. Batar Tegar is a self-

acknowledged religious group, and the

ASC is not.

Navid Anvari

• As far as the Toronto Secular Alli-

ance (TSA) is concerned, "Know Radi-

cal Islam" week is about the dangers of

extreme politically-inclined religious

ideology disrupting media, govern-

ment and education. This is what the

TSA would have told The Varsity had

their reporter bothered to ask instead

of defining our mandate for us. Appar-

ently, we are now against all religion

and hence have no business support-

ing a Zionist organization.

The TSA's dual mandate is to

promote science while fostering a free-

thinking community that pushes for

the separation of religion from the pub-

lic sphere. There is nothing contrary

to that in working alongside a coalition

of like-minded broadly secular groups

brought together by a Jewish organi-

zation that, through mostly Muslim

speakers, is fighting a threat common
to the welfare of civilization.

At some point nearly every religion

has been guilty of giving rise to

extremism. The TSA could support

a week condemning the atrocities of

Jews, Christians, Hindus, and many
others, under the banner of faith. In the

current world context, political Islam

presents the single greatest ideologi-

cal danger. Look no further than the

Muslim cartoons that have engendered

violent reaction out of all proportion.

Justin Trottier

• The inconsistency of our univer-

sity's monitoring hatred on campus
is baffling. In 2003, former president

Birgeneau shut down a conference

hosted by the Arab Students Collective

because they required participants

to sign a waiver supporting their

controversial ideals in the Middle East.

Although those actions were contest-

ed, it gave the average student a sense

of safety that club-sponsored events

promoting hatred were not welcomed

in our university.

On a frightening note, a Zionist group

on campus named 'Betar Tagar' is host-

ing a series of events on campus titled

"Know Radical Islam" which seem to

be geared towards the dissemination

of anti-Islamic rhetoric. Public displays

of derogatory jargon against a religion

seems overly offensive to me, both

as a person who follows Islam and an

objective thinker in general. From an

elementary viewpoint, establishing a

series of events under a banner of ha-

tred will not inspire peace and respect

to Muslims on campus; many student

Muslims fear the contrary.

Let us hope for the sake of religious

respect and freedom that our new
university president has the same
chutzpah as president Birgeneau in

moderating the intensity of events that

promote hate on campus.

Sarah Nasser

Stupid is as stupid

draws...

Re: Protecting the Sacred, Feb. 6

Freedom of expression is important in

a democratic society. One should be
free to express what is on one's mind
without fear of reprisal. This is espe-

cially true of the press. We also know
that there are certain responsibilities

and duties that every individual—as

well as the press—has in that regard.

You cannot yell "Fire" just because you
feel like it. The press can't publish false

things just because they feel like it.

If some cartoonist from any Toronto

paper drew a picture of a black man
with big lips, a gun in one hand, and

made reference to his ignored child,

there would be some serious con-

sequences. 1, as a black man, would

demand that anyone involved with

that serious lack of judgment be fired.
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A history of silence

Hart House gun clubs have the press in their crosshairs, as Varsity

writer—and HH member—CHRIS DAMDAR is barred from joining

Guns have been getting a bad

rap in light of Toronto's sense-

less slayings and ineffective

gun control laws, none of which al-

leviates the public misperception

of shooters as gun-nuts. However,

many people—including some staff,

students and faculty at U of T—enjoy

shooting as a sport, a practiced skill,

and even an art. Many shooters have

nothing to hide.

But you wouldn't know that if you

spoke with the Hart House gun clubs.

The executives of the Rifle Club and

Revolver Club are a rather secretive

lot. Unlike other clubs, these groups

do not seem to make public the iden-

tities of their executive. The clubs'

only email is inconspicuously posted

on a single page on their website

—

www.hhrc.ca—buried under infor-

mation on the handling and shooting

of revolvers and rifles.

Worse than secrecy, though, is xe-

nophobia, a trait of these clubs that

really shines through in their bizarre

media policies, as related to me by
Timothy Rothwell, the gun clubs' pro-

gramme advisor.

1 wanted to join the Revolver Club

with the intention of writing a science

story about something gun-related

mirrored with my own experiences

firing a gun. The club draws lots at the

first meeting to determine who will

fill the limited membership. But after

informing Rothwell of my media affili-

ation, he told me I would not be able

to join if my number came up, even if

1 refrained from writing a story.

"I can tell you right now that as a

media member you will not be al-

lowed to join the club," Rothwell said.

He declined to comment further and

assured me that other execs would

give the same treatment.

"I can tell you right now that all

of our media goes through the com-

munications director, who actually

handles the media for all Hart House
clubs, not just this one," he said.

However, other clubs at HH seemed
unaware of these policies and claimed

to welcome media attention.

Rothwell's dismissal, and the gen-

eral anonymity surrounding the gun
clubs, seems puzzling given that The

Varsity has written positive articles

about them before. At the same time,

the gun clubs have had their fair

share of controversy under the pub-

lic spotlight.

For example, in 2001 a HH range

and safety officer named Mike Bras-

sard was arrested off-campus after

police discovered over 40 improp-

erly stored guns and 31,000 rounds

of ammo at his house. Brassard was
sentenced to six months in jail but

was released after serving one. The
incident shut the clubs down for two
years.

But regardless of the reason for

the distrust of the media, 1 wondered
how any club at U of T could be al-

lowed to maintain such exclusionary

policies. The director of programme
at Hart House, Laney Marshall, did

not recall any such policies regarding

the media in the rulebook.

"We don't look at you as the media,"

Marshall assured me. "We're looking

at you as a person, and if a person is

a U of T student who has paid their

fees, then they're eligible for mem-
bership if that club has capacity....

There are no exclusionary policies."

Marshall explained that Hart

House and their clubs do not inquire

into the private lives of potential

members. "We never say, 'What are

your hobbies because you might not

be allowed to join for that reason.' We
don't ask those kinds of questions."

After my talk with Marshall, Roth-

well had a change of heart (or policy)

regarding the media. "1 misspoke

when 1 said members of the media

were not allowed to join," he said.

"It's not our policy to have any in-

terest in what people do for a living

or as a hobby, unless it pertains to

their legal ability to handle a firearm,"

Rothwell continued. "For example, if

you hold a criminal record we can't

let you into the club."

As a harmless pastime, shooting

can reduce stress and boost confi-

dence. But whether or not the ben-

efits of firearms outweigh the poten-

tially terrible costs, it is clear that

secrecy and distrust of the media will

do nothing to boost the image of gun

users in the public eye.

Shooters at the Hart House gun

clubs should come out and smile for

the cameras, be proud of their extra-

curricular pursuit, and show the U
of T community that shooting a gun
does not always make you a thug.

LETTERS' - CONTINUED FROM PG 5

1 doubt anyone would disagree with me

on that. 1 would also doubt that news-

papers all over North America would

publish that cartoon to "show support"

for that paper and freedom of speech.

So why is Mr. Nadler asking that

of The Varsity with regards to the

Mohammed insult? I'm Christian and

even 1 am offended. Freedom of speech

means we tolerate opinions with which

we disagree. It does not mean that we

go repeating every stupid thing ever

said to make sure that the "right" is

protected.

Selam Yohannes

Ah, stuff a wrap in it!

Re: Audience-Ignatieff relations,

Feb. 6

1 agree with Brianna Goldberg's com-

ments on audience behaviour. The

people who asked questions to Mr.

Ignatieff last week obviously think read-

ing a summary of No Logo on Wikipedia

grants them the title of "all-knowing

prophet," thus grasping complex inter-

national dilemmas far better than those

naive intellectuals and UN employees

with first-hand experience.

But if Goldberg wants to experience

the question period with the highest

fuckface ratio, 1 suggest attending any

university event that uses the words

"Free Food" in its advertising. Socrates

coyly suggested he should be granted

free food in exchange for his pester-

ing. Jesus actually acted on this. U of T
regulars have made it an art.

Anthony Furey

Sports writers should

stick to laundry

Re: The problem is black and white,

Feb. 6

1 appreciated your clear piece on the

differences in language used to describe

black and white NFL quarterbacks.

The objectification of black athletes

has permeated public opinion and pop

culture in North America for decades

(just think of the movie title "White men
can't jump"). Matt Ventresca character-

ized the basis of such descriptions as

"embedded in football discourse and

not necessarily racist sentiments of

individual writers." He was wrong to shy

away from the word "racist" here, since

what he describes is the very definition

of systemic racism. When a biased and

hateful attitude runs so deep that it can

be casually expressed without obvious

malice, it is called systemic racism.

Don't let sports writers off so easily!

Marous Extavour

Chop the Arbor down

Re: ArborRoom to close, Jan. 24

1 would like to contribute my voice

in support of the recent decision to

terminate the Arbor Room. Given the

figure cited by Hart House—approxi-

mately $500,000 in food services deficit

amassed over the last five years—the

Save the Arbor Room petition's call to

protect "good union jobs" is hardly a

compelling reason to keep the Arbor

Room open in its current format.

Furthermore, the petition's claim that

union jobs will be eliminated is incor-

rect. The union agreement means that

the staff will simply be transferred to

other posts, or that new jobs will be

created for them.

1 liked the food at the Arbor Room, al-

though 1 always found it expensive, and

the service staff to be indifferent and

slow. Hopefully, a new food joint will

help Hart House staunch the bleeding

and re-direct money to its many other

worthy programs.

Nicholas Bentley

*when we do your student taxes Not a valid coupon.

Get a coupon for a free medium Domino's Pizza

witli student tax preparation.

Come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK
H&R BLOCK

To qualify, auitenl must Ofesent eittia (fj a T2202a documenliW) 4 or mote months of full time atlwdance at a coltege ot university during 2005 or (ii) a valid high school ide.Hificalioo card. Offer and coupon expire June 30, 2006. Coupon valid tor a medium one-topping pizza only at particioahng HSR Blod locations in Canada.
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Anything but simple
Homegrown indie flick may have plenty of buzz, but the hard part will be getting people out to see it

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Ah, buzz—that intangible murmur that

becomes perceptively louder the clos-

er you get to its source. Lately, writer-

director Aubrey Nealon and actor Kris

Lemche aren't just getting an earful

—

by now, they're probably deafened by

it. Their charming coming-of-age indie

flickA Simple Curve has just been cho-

sen by the Toronto Film Festival Group
as one of Canada's Top Ten of 2005 and
hit screens in Toronto, Winnipeg, and

Vancouver last week before opening

nationwide soon.

Nealon and Lemche are malting ev-

ery last moment of it. During a press

day last week at the trendy Drake Ho-

tel, the boyish pair appear exhausted

yet exhilarated, yammering away
non-stop with wide-eyed earnestness

about their labour of love.

Nealon's first feature following a

handful of well-received short films,

A Simple Curve is the story of Caleb,

a young man raised by hippie parents

in British Columbia's Slocan Valley,

who's trying to find his own way in the

world.

Nealon penned the largely autobio-

graphical script over the course of five

years (a early draft won an award in

2002 from the Writer's Guild of Canada
for the best feature screenplay by an

unproduced writer), finally cobbling to-

gether the financing to make his dream
a reality, and the movie was shot in the

Slocan Valley in the summer of 2004.

Though the spartan, rushed 20-day

shoot posed unique challenges for the

cast and crew (there were no daily

rushes because the film had to be fer-

ried back to Vancouver for processing,

which once nearly brought production

to a halt when there was believed to be

a problem with the negatives of sev-

eral days' worth of filming), the movie

couldn't possibly have been shot any-

where else, Nealon insists.

Star Lemche, 27, a city boy who
grew up in Brampton before head-

Caleb (Kris Lemche) deals with his quarter-life crisis and hippie father in the West Coast-set A Simple Curve.

ing out to L.A. to make his way in the

world of showbiz (he's best known to

audiences for his role as "The Cute Boy
God" in now-defunct TV series Joan of

Arcadia), knew nothing about his char-

acter's small-town world (Caleb, also

27, keeps the family carpentry busi-

ness afloat while tending to the needs

of his flaky father) before arriving in

Slocan Valley, but came to appreciate

its quiet charms.

"You can't help but be affected by

that place. There's a lot of resistance to

slowing down and embracing that type

of culture, when you're in this high-

anxiety, never-stop-moving mentality

of city life. But once 1 did—and no mat-

ter when 1 talk about it, 1 know 1 must

sound ridiculous and no one believes

me—but it's heaven! It's just heaven. 1

was so rejuvenated, when 1 came home
people didn't even recognize me, 1 was
babbling wonderful things about hu-

manity," Lemche enthuses, gesticulat-

ing wildly.

While an interesting study in con-

trasts—Nealon's the more serious

one, propped upright on a sofa in

preppy sweater and Converse run-

ners while listening attentively to an

interviewer's queries, while Lemche,

his angular frame folded into a chair,

strikes a James Dean-like figure with

his artfully dishevelled hair, white t-

shirt, and scruffed boots, stuffing su-

shi into his mouth between bursts of

excited chatter—the two are also like

brothers, teasing each other about a

just-completed photo shoot ("Kris is

up there looking all square-jawed, and

I'm, like, squinting in the background."

"Square-jawed? Do 1 assume a square

jaw when there's a camera pointed at

me? 'Assume the square jaw!'") and
generally coming off as a mutual admi-

ration society.

Nealon notes that finding the right

actor to play Caleb was crucial to mak-

ing his movie, and sure enough, the

engaging Lemche carries the film, ap-

pearing in nearly every scene.

"It's only the single most important

thing—it's a movie where if you don't

care about the people you're watch-

ing on screen, you're not going to be

interested. Because it's not like you're

going to wait for the next car chase or

anything," Nealon laughs. "That's why
I was just so happy to get Kris involved,

because he's got this likable quality.

You know you're watching someone
with charisma when they're making

bad choices and you still like them."

"1 haven't lived here or been part

of the movie scene here for seven

years, so 1 rarely get Canadan scripts,"

Lemche adds. "This one came to me
because everyone who had read it

loved it. 1 said sure knowing this was a

small Canadian film and there was no

money involved in doing it, but 1 just

loved it so much."

He recorded a scene on a "ghetto

tape" and mailed it to Nealon, who was

so taken with the actor's interpretation,

he immediately mistakenly assumed

that Lemche must have had a similar

background while growing up.

"We proceeded to have a conversa-

tion about how close 1 was to the role.

'So, your parents were hippies?' 'Oh,

God, no, absolutely not.' 'Where'd you

grow up?' '1 grew up in Toronto.' 'So,

you've never lived in any sort of small

town?' 'No, I've never really ever even

spent any time at all in a small town.'

And you could slowly hear the disap-

pointment creeping into his voice,"

Lemche laughs.

"But 1 guess they must've been

pretty desperate," he quips, "because

a week later I got a phone call from Au-

brey saying, 'Let's do it.'"

Though Lemche was more used to

the big-budget sets of Hollywood (he

chuckles that he told the Simple Curve

crew to ignore his Tinseltown manag-
er's many extravagant requests), he

says making the film was the best ex-

perience of his career.

"1 still nitpick all the time over what

I'm doing, but it's a nice thing to have

something of quality in your life, es-

pecially in this day and age in the en-

tertainment business, when you don't

have the opportunity to be picking

everything you do. 1 mean, I'm not do-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Getting to the heart of the music
Neil Young might be getting old, but new concert film shows he's still gold

Rebecca Addelman

SPECIAL TOTHE VARSITY

I want to avoid confusion. I'm not a professional

reviewer of films, and I'm no music critic. I'm a

fan. A rabid fan of everything that is Neil Young.

So when 1 was asked to weigh in on the aging

rocker's latest concert film, Neil Young: Heart of

Gold, helmed by Silence of the Lambs director

Jonathan Demme and filmed at the Ryman Au-

ditorium (the Nashville home of the Grand Ole

Opry), I said yes, then panicked. I wasn't sure

I was up to the challenge of judging a man 1 re-

spect at least ten times more than myown father

(sorry. Dad).

But what I'd forgotten is that the concert film is

a genre geared towards fans. It's a special person

who claims their favourite DVD is The Last Waltz

or Stop Making Sense, and it's to those folks that

Demme and Young now pay tribute.

And they do so expertly. Neil Young: Heart of

Gold rocks in every way—even minus the elec-

tric guitar. That is to say, even though Young

has gone back to his Harvest and Harvest Moon
acoustic roots for this concert film, he still

puts on a riveting, passionate, balls-out perfor-

mance.

Heart of Gold was made over two nights at the

Ryman in August 200.S, where Young debuted

his newest album, Prairie Wind. After a few quick

interview snippets with Young and members of

his Tennessee band (old-timers Ben Keith, Grant

FILM REVIEW

Neil Young: Heart of Gold

Directed by Jonathan Demme

Opens Feb. 10

Rating:VWW

Boatwright, and Spooner Oldham as well as his

wife, back-up singer Pegi Young), the concert

begins.

Demme's nine cameras take over to capture

what could have been Young's final perfor-

mances. Diagnosed with a potentially fatal brain

aneurysm in the spring of 2005, Neil refused to

have his head fixed until he'd finished the Prai-

rie Wind studio album and this film. So when the

curtains part and the crowd roars and Young

appears, standing tall, with white cowboy hat

on and Hank Williams' old guitar slung over his

shoulder, well, my heart started to race.

And the pace never lets up from there. Neil and

the band smash through Prairie Wind's ten tracks

with a mixture of honky-tonk hoedown and frag-

ile explosiveness. The cameras stay trained on

Young's face (which appears older and puffier

than usual), cutting away now and then to catch

the band and the mesmerizing Emmylou Harris

on back-up vocals. But Demme never turns to

the audience. The viewers become the crowd at

the Ryman, soaking in something new from the

mind of this musical chameleon. Throughout

Heart of Gold's 103 minutes, it feels like Neil is

playing for a privileged audience of one.

A high point of the film is title track "Prairie

Wind," a mediocre song on the album, but an

incredible thing to watch live. Young wrenches

the music out of his guitar, harp, and voice so

violently that one worries his brain is going to

splatter all over bass player Rick Rosas. Watch-

ing Young wet his harmonica is another tanta-

lizing bit, if only because it signals he's about to

play the thing.

IVlore depressing moments are Young's at-

tempts at stage banter. He seems rather bleary-

eyed and dull. But a strange joke about his dead

father's dementia sets one at ease—at least

Young's comic timing is still intact.

The film rounds out with a set of acoustic clas-

sics, including "I am a Child," "Harvest Moon,"

a seven-guitar "Comes a Time," "Needle and the

Damage Done," and, of course, "Heart of Gold."

Young plays the latter with his eyes closed—it's

the only song on which he does this, and it's a

tangible moment. Demme keeps the camera

tight, and as Young sings the refrain, "Keeps

me searching for a heart of gold/And I'm getting

Unplugged but still rockin': Neil Young

old, " the nostalgia is palpable.

Neil Young really is getting old. Heart of

Gold is his elegant transition into senior citi-

zenship. That may be an unnerving prospect
for fans of the Crazy Horse rocker, but after

watching the embarrassment that was the

Rolling Stones' Super Bowl halftime set, I'm

just thankful that Young's aging gracefully.

And who knows, he just might have a few
reincarnations left in him. Until then, Neil

Young: Heart of Gold is a new hallmark for

sexagenarian rock, and definitely one for the
collectors' shelves.
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Campus choirs

get vocal
Lindsay Tsuji

Gone are the days of letterman sweat-

ers, toe-tapping and finger-snap-

ping barbershop-style vocal groups.

There's a new breed of emerging

young a cappella (vocals only, with-

out music) ensembles just itching to

be heard across campus. Our south-

erly neighbours have already gotten

hooked on a cappella music—now
it's time we bring our toque-wearin',

beer-drinkin', hockey-playin' best to

meet the challenge.

Onoscatopoeia (the Hart House

Jazz Choir) was formed in 2002 by a

group of students who felt that the

university was lacking in vocal jazz

music. Their repertoire ranges from

Nat King Cole to Michael Jackson.

Under the direction of newcomer
Markus Howard, the 26 students have

traveled and performed at weekend

retreats, charity events, and regular

concerts on campus.

"0-Scat gives its members a chance

to sing a challenging and diverse rep-

ertoire under professional direction

in a social environment," says Larry

Lau, Onoscatopeoia's student repre-

sentative. .

The group has just released their

debut CD, From the Hart, and will be

hosting a concert at Hart House with

special guests Encore (a vocal group

from the Rochester Institute of Tech-

nology) on March 31.

Another campus group, TBA (To

Be Assigned) was formed in 2003 by

four students who all met in other

jazz choirs. One of the co-directors,

Jenny Mena, came back home to

Canada from the U.S. after finishing

her undergrad and caught on to the

ever-growing trend.

"A cappella is huge in the States,

particularly at the collegiate level. It's

definitely catching on here, especially

in the last five years. We just wanted

to bring it to U of T," Mena says.

Their repertoire is quite contempo-'

rary, spanning Alicia Keys, CSNY, and

Michael Buble, among others. The 19

students of TBA are soon headed to

Montreal for a performance with Mc-

Gill University group Tonal Ecstasy.

The Varsity Jews were formed in

2002 in the old Hillel Centre in the

basement of University College. Now
based in Hillel's brand-new building

and operating under the direction

of Robby Burko, the group has per-

formed for private functions at syna-

gogues, bar mitzvahs, and birthdays,

as well as public concerts.

"The group was formed out of a

love for a cappella music as well as

a desire to contribute to Jewish life

on campus," Burko says. "We sing a

combination of traditional Hebrew
folksongs, popular Hebrew/Jewish

tunes, and familiar songs with altered

lyrics such as My BarMitzvah instead

ofMamma Mia."

The Varsity Jews are gearing up for

their final concert at the Beth David

Synagogue on April 2.

All this vocalizing on campus is cul-

minating in the first-ever U of T a cap-

pella concert, Acappalouza, which

takes place this Sunday at the Old Vic-

toria College Chapel and will feature

all three acts performing songs from

their diverse repertoires.

Acappalouza takes place at the Old Victoria

College Chapel Feb. 12 at 6 pm. Tickets ($5)

are available at the door, or email

Top: Varsity Jews

Middle: Onoscatopoeia

Bottom: TBA

review@thevarsity.ca
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ing Dawson's Creek on theWB so I have

a bank account with $7 million wait-

ing. I'm trying my damndest to kind

of scrounge out some kind of career I

can be proud of and still eat, but every

once in awhile you really luck out," he

beams.

But for all the buzz surrounding

their movie, both Lemche and Nealon

know that despite its potential for wide

appeal, it'll still be a struggle to get

people out to watch it.

"This is an accessible film, and one

that audiences seem to enjoy, but the

promotional budgets for these proj-

ects are tiny," Nealon sighs. "I hope this

doesn't turn into another article about

young Canadian filmmakers complain-

ing, but we need to start going to see

our own movies."

Having seen both sides of the movie-

making machine, Lemche's far more di-

rect in his criticism of the homegrown

industry.

"I hate the way we make movies in

Canada. It's the worst film system I've

ever been a part of anywhere in the

world except Romania," he howls, com-

pletely straight-faced. "The idea that

we have nobody with the courage or

love of movie-making to finance films

in this country—I'm doing this rant,

yes," he throws over his shoulder at an

increasingly agitated Nealon.

"Somebody's got to stand up and

make a commitment to good material,

and put some money behind it, and be-

hind telling everybody in Canada what

it's about," Lemche declares.

"The idea that we're a small coun-

try, so we don't have the market that

the Americans have to make these

big films, that's just bullshit. We have

the entire world! If Americans can

speak English and sell their movies

to the world, well, we've got some of

the greatest artists on earth, and it's a

goddamn shame that nobody knows it

except us."

A Simple Curve is currentlyplaying at Canada

SQuare(2W8YongeSt.).
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Canadian Bar

More and more people these days have a dream of becoming a lav^er. A legal

career is seen as The Profession' by many aspiring students. It is a long and often

challenging path and many students v^ilt be frustrated trying to gain admission to

the law school of their choice. Competition for places at law school is fierce. It is

not simply a case of tal<ing the LSAT, as it is not uncommon for a law school to take

only one student from ten applicants (National Post, Oct 2005).

All Canadian provinces and territories, apart from Quebec, are governed by the

common law tradition from England and it is this very basis of common taw that

may permit the holder of an English law degree, LLB (Hons) to progress to the

Canadian Bar.

As the holder of a bachelors degree from a Canadian university you will be offered

a place with Holborn College on our University of Huddersfield LLB (Hons) degree

programme and as a graduate entry student you may be able to complete the LLB
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and www.osap.gov.on.ca.

Please contact us at:

flenq@holborncollege.ac.uk

+44 (0) 20 8317 6074
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Devil's Lake lies dormant in North Da-

kota near the Canadian border: land-

locked, trapped, stagnant, and reviled.

Nothing flows out of Devil's Lake and hasn't

for centuries; but lots of things flow into it.

Most notable is the run-off from the sur-

rounding agricultural activity and chemical

fertilizers.

Fish and other aquatic species have been

added to the mix. Unfortunately, these have

tended to be species foreign to the ecological

character of that part of the U.S. and Canada
and often cause severe environmental dam-
age.

Devil's Lake is North Dakota's largest natu-

ral lake. In 10,000 years, it has overflown nat-

urally into the nearby Sheyenne River only

a couple of times. The Sheyenne then flows

into the Red River and over the border to

Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, the tenth-largest

freshwater lake in the world. However, Devil's

Lake has been cut off from the Sheyenne for

many centuries, long before human settle-

ment of the area began to take its toll.

The runoff into Devil's Lake has caused sul-

fate concentrations in the lake to reach up to

2,780 mg/L and dissolved salts to reach up to

5,450 mg/L. To put this into context, consider

that above 1,000 mg/L of dissolved salts, a

body of water is no longer considered fresh.

As well, the lake battles foreign, accidentally

introduced species.

Over the past twelve years, heavy rains

have caused the lake's water level to rise by
eight metres, flooding more than 12,000 hect-

ares of surrounding land and causing $450

million worth of damage to homes, farms, and

infrastructure. The North Dakota solution?

Build a US$28-million outlet on the west side

of Devil's Lake that would transfer the water

into the Sheyenne.

This outlet, which can discharge water at

a rate of 8,500 litres per second, caused very

vocal outcries from people concerned that

the Sheyenne River and its tributaries would

suffer environmental damage from the release

of pollutants, invasive species, and dissolved

salts. This fear was increased substantially

when the outlet was opened for only 11 days

in August and was shut down after so short a

time because of huge, unacceptable increases

in sulfate levels in the Sheyenne River.

Avoiding an international dispute, the

United States and Canada reached a tentative

agreement in August. Dwight Williamson,

director of the Manitoba Water Stewardship

told The Varsity that "in the August agree-

ment, one of the major elements was recogni-

tion that a treatment system would need to

be put in place before water would be moved

out of Devil's Lake into the Sheyenne River."

Part of such a treatment system would be a

sand filter that would, however, have no con-
trol on levels of dissolved salts. A four-day

survey of Devil's Lake in July eased some con-

cerns about invasive species but Williamson

said that, "We [found] four types of algae that

potentially represent a concern to us... [they]

are capable of forming quite potent toxins."

Since then, winter has frozen over the lake,

the matter has fallen silent, and the media
has forgotten for the moment. But what of the

outlet?

The North Dakota government has said un-

equivocally that it will proceed. Draining will

begin on the first of May this year and will

continue until the first of November, without

any reference to the governments of the Unit-

ed States or Canada. A spokeman for the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers said that "the state

of North Dakota has chosen not to partici-

pate in a federal outlet...one that [would be]

constructed and implemented by the federal

government."

Interestingly, a more environmental but ex-

pensive (estimated at US$100 million) outlet

at Pelican Lake proposed by the U.S. federal

government was not constructed because no

department in North Dakota would sponsor

the government and pay towards the cost.

The Manitoban and Canadian governments

have serious water quality concerns that

relate to the increased loading of nitrogen

and phosphorus in an already eutrophically

stressed Lake Winnipeg and the difficulty of

controlling the level of sulfates in the water,

which can only be controlled by decreasing

the amount of water released by the outlet.

University of Toronto professor Anne Zim-

merman, a lake ecologist, remains critical

of the North Dakota outlet due to the lack of

scientific data available to assess the envi-

ronmental impact. "When we're faced with an

environmental problem," Zimmerman said,

"there's a lack of [environmental] assessment

... we base our decisions on imperfect data."

She said that alternative environmentally

sound options were not considered. One is

the restoration of the wetlands surrounding

Devil's Lake. Some have suggested that the

restoration would reduce Devil's Lake water

more than the outlet could. "The wetlands

were a missed opportunity," Zimmerman re-

marked.

How the situation will play out no one can

say. But as Zimmerman suggested, it may well

be water-related issues, rather than softwood

lumber or mad cows, that will cause contin-

ued friction between Canada and the United

States.

50 km
To Manitoba

(60 km)

Devil's Lake,

controversial

/ f • '^^vii's Lake

%Aa^_ (pop. 7,200)

'~~~2k overflfe^rV-Stump Lake

North

Winnipeg
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The vista from Devil's Lake National Park, in North Dakota, as captured on film by an American university

student—and shared on the internet (top).

//DRIVING THE DISPUTE

Devil Lake's fluctuating

water levels

Since the last glaciation event 10,000 years ago,

Devil's Lake water levels have been fluctuating

periodically, ranging from 426 metres to 444

metres above sea level. At the latter level, Devil's

Lake flows naturally into the Cheyenne River—but

this has occured only a couple of times in 10,000

years, the last known event being 1,000 years

ago.

Since 1993, heavy rains have increased

water levels to about 441 metres. Proponents

of the outlet argue that it would be a proactive

endeavour to release water, in a controlled

fashion, into the Sheyenne from Devil's Lake.

They don't want to wait for water levels to rise to

the point where Devil's Lake flows naturally and

uncontrollable into the Sheyenne. However, many

ecologists estimate there is less than a two per

cent chance that Devil's Lake will flow naturally

into the Cheyenne within the foreseeable future.

Resident aliens

Invasive species are organisms not native to a

given environment that are introduced, either

accidentally or purposely, and proliferate,

ausing environmental and economic damage.

Zebra mussels are an exotic species introduced

to the Great Lakes region in the mid-80s in

ballast water and have caused billions of dollars

of damage to government, industries, and

boaters.

Twelve invasive species in particular were

of conern to Manitoba officials when they

conducted their survey of Devil's Lake. These

species included zebra and quagga mussels,

spiny water fleas and striped bass—but none of

the 12 species were found in Devil's Lake during

a four-day survey last fall. However, certain

species of algae and parasites that were not

on Manitoba's most wanted list but still pose

a danger, as invasive species such as the fish

parasites G. hoffmani, Epistylis, and Trichodina.
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UBC Diploma in
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// SUPERMARKET SWEE

Duopoly diary

In the supermarket aisles, the

battle for shoppers' hearts and

mincJs—nay, eyes and bellies

—

is relentless. And retailers have

many strategies with which to

attempt to do so: there's strat-

egy behind everything, from the

way a product is priced, where

it's put on a shelf, and the type

and amount of advertising for it.

There are several strategies

retailers employ in setting pric-

es, according Venkatesh Shan-

kar, a marketing professor at

University of Maryland. One is

price consistency: the retailer

chooses whether to offer peri-

odic discounts on foodstuffs

—

called HiLo pricing—or, like

Walmart, use the every day low

pricing scheme. Then there's

promotion intensity—the depth,

duration, and frequency of a dis-

count on cream cheese, say. A
third lever is promotion coordi-

nation: flood the airwaves with

commercials |or a product, and

discount it in stores at the same
time.

The most coveted shelves are

those at an adult's eye level

—

and that is where most of the

premium priced, and popular

are found—often side-by-side.

An expensive product is often to

the right of a popular one, to en-

tice right-handers to pick them
up instead.

Finally, there's the amount
and type of advertising for a

product—since advertising is of

two kinds: there's the generic,

which seeks to drum up sales

for a particular product not a

brand; and also brand advertis-

ing, which differentiates a prod-

uct from its competitor. Oddly

enough, studies have shown
that generic advertising by one

brand has knock-on effects for

the same product of a compet-

ing brand—which can allow a

smaller maker of the same prod-

uct keep up to its larger compet-

itor, while spending little or no

money on advertising.

Keep that in mind the next

time you lavish your six seconds

of attention (on average) on a

would-be purchase at the gro-

cery store.

Sources: Marketing Science;

The Economist

-MIKE GHENU

// ONLINE EXCLUSIVES: SABRINA ADAMSKI reviews a book on psychological experiments;

also: Science in brief. Visit www.thevarslty.ca
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People actually wake up

that early?

Think track and field events are just

for the warm months of the year?

Think again.

Hart House will be hosting an in-

door triathlon, appropriately titled

Hart House Triathlon 2006, on Sat-

urday. The event is split into three

gruelling sections: 15 minutes of

swimming, 15 of biking, and a final 15

running.

Those who are new to the triathlon

world will be competing in the rookie

category. There is also an experi-

enced group for people who have
done this before, and those who only
want to do one event sign up in the

relay class.

The first wave of participants start

the competition at the unholy hour
of 8 a.m. Come watch these athletes

scurrying around Hart House like

crazed mice looking for cheese if you
are already awake, that is.

—MATTSOMERS

Bring it on

Be sure to telepathically send U of

T's swim teams your best wishes this

weekend, as they head to Laurentian

University to compete in the Ontario

Univers'ity Athletics (OUA) champi-
onships. The Blues took top spot in

the men and women's categories last

year and are poised to repeat.

Western's men's team will be the

biggest obstacle standing between U
of T and a golden repeat. They have
been destroying opponents at recent

meets and have just received an in-

flux of talent.

Toronto's women's team has clear-

ly been the best team in Ontario

and is ranked fourth nationally. The
Blues men's team is also currently

ranked fourth nationally, one spot

behind rival Western.

Good luck, girls and boys, in your

hunt for medals this weekend. U of T
will be cheering you on.

Also, be sure to check out www.
oua.ca this week for a story on Blues

swimmers Jen Porenta and Ian Ma-
cleod.

—MS

Oh, it's been brought!!!

The women's squash team took

home silver from the OUA squash fi-

nals last weekend. Western narrowly

prevented the Blues from captur-

ing their fourth straight provincial

crown.

The Blues easily defeated Queen's

in the semi-finals to advance to their

showdown with Western. The Mus-
tangs cruised by McMaster to earn

their spot in the final against the de-

fending champion Blues.

Western outmatched Toronto in

the final, taking the gold with a 4-

2 victory. Blues Christine Regan

and Edith Chow started things off

well with victories for Toronto, but

the Mustangs came back with four

straight victories to capture the

title.

The men's team was not as fortu-

nate as the women's squad. They
lost a heartbreaking 4-2 decision to

Waterloo in the bronze-medal match.

This came after the second-ranked

Blues were upset 6-0 by McGill in the

OUA semi-finals.

Western went on to sweep McGill

6-0 in the OUA men's final to capture

the school's second gold of the day.

On a brighter note, various Blues

were named OUA all-stars. Karlene

Headiey-Cooper was named to the

women's first team, while Samantha
Gowland and Brooke Biggs were giv-

en spots on the second team.

David Yik and .Sean Hanna repre-

sented Toronto on the men's first

team, while Chris Blumas was named
to the second team.

—MS
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The man behind the activist
A closer look at Adrian Bradbury, family man

Matt Somers
SPORTS EDITOR

"The attention that GuluWalk re-

ceived isn't about us, it's about the

kids," said Adrian Bradbury in a re-

cent email. He may be good at dodg-
ing the spotlight most of the time,

but just this once he is going to be
the centre of attention.

Bradbury, U of T's sports informa-

tion coordinator, has been bringing

the plight of many Africans to the

attention of the Toronto community
since 2004. At that time he founded
Athletes for Africa, a charitable or-

ganization that is "Canada's only ath-

lete-driven organization dedicated to

making a difference in Africa's most
under-developed regions," accord-

ing to a statement on its website.

In summer, 2005 Bradburywas able

to take his work to the next level. Last

July he and friend Kieran Hayward
began their now-famous GuluWalks
in support of Ugandan children who
must walk over 12km every night to

avoid being kidnapped by bandits. A
GuluWalk involves walking 12.5km in

a show of solidarity with, and to raise

awareness of, the children who must
perform this trek every night.

Joseph Kony's Lord's Resistance

Army (LRA) has been terrorizing

citizens in Uganda since 1989 in an
attempt to force current Ugandan
president Yoweri Museveni to re-

sign. The LRA has kidnapped over
10,000 children—many from Gulu
region—during the fighting, most of

them forced on the threat of death to

fight on the side of their captors.

GuluWalks were introduced to in-

form the world that these horrific

events were unfolding.

Little did Bradbury know that

these marches would quickly grab

the attention of media outlets the

world over.

"I thought that our 'stunt' would

get some attention in Toronto and

perhaps across the country, but I

genuinely had no idea that it would

go global," said Bradbury. "But that

says less about us and so much more
about how many people believe that

the conflict in northern Uganda is a

Adrian Bradbury enjoys a quiet moment with wife Kim and sons Isaac and Owen before departing on a 12.5km GuluWalk.

priority. These kids deserve peace
today!"

War raged in northern Uganda for

over 19 years without generating out-

rage or significant calls for help until

Bradbury and Hayward brought Gu-
luWalk to the people of Toronto.

"We were simply tired of reading

about northern Uganda being one
of the most ignored humanitarian

disasters in the world. And that's

where it seemed to end," Bradbury

explained. "It was like some bizarre

badge of honour for that country."

"These kids are our kids. It's cli-

ched, but it's the truth," continued

the information coordinator. "If this

was happening in my neighbour-

hood, no one would ask me why. This

planet is our neighbourhood; these

are our children too."

Bradbury and Hayward were hon-

oured in the "Heroes" section in Ma-

clean's magazine last December, and

received a 2005 Planet Africa award
for their tireless efforts. This recog-

nition rounded out an outstanding
year for the "two average Canadians
with a flair for the dramatic."

Now that we know Adrian Brad-
bury the activist, why don't we delve

deeper into Adrian Bradbury the

man?
Bradbury resides in Toronto with

his wife Kim and their two sons Isaac

and Owen. He said that his fam-

ily and Hajward's kin became very

close through working together.

"We really became a part of each

other's families through this and my
boys treat him [Hayward] like their

favourite uncle. Hayward's nick-

names for my children (I-Pod and O-

Dog) have now, in fact, stuck."

Bradbury did his undergrad work
at the University of Ottawa, while

Hayward is a U of T alumnus. Hay-

ward's father and his sister Kelly

are both U of T employees, and Hay-
ward's brother Colin is a recent U of

T graduate.

His favourite movies include A
Beautiful Mind, Field of Dreams, and
Zelig, and he enjoys watching The Of-

fice and The Daily Show. Elvis Costel-

lo and Toronto's own Lowest of the
Low are Adrian's "all-time favourites"

when it comes to grooving to tunes,

and credits Douglas Coupland's

Terry as the book that inspired Gu-

luWalk.

Adrian Bradbury recently returned

to his media job at U of T and is un-

sure if there will be any Guluwalks in

the future. He is sure that he will not

give up his mission to shed light on
under-publicized African conflicts,

however: "We're not certain if it will

be more GuluWalks, but we will con-

tinue to bring attention to the con-

flict in northern Uganda and we're

staying with it until there's peace."

Hanging on by a thread

Jonas Siegel

VARSITY STAFF

Third-year forward Michael Williams

helped the Toronto Varsity Blues with-

stand a rally by the Queen's Golden

Gaels Saturday night. Williams was a

force on both ends of the floor, finish-

ing with 12 points and ten rebounds.

Six of Williams' rebounds came on

the offensive end, leading to a number
of put-back opportunities. Also, many
of the forward's six blocks were of the

awe-inspiring variety and effectively

took the life out of a mediocre Queen's

team.

The Blues (14-5) started oH the

game with shaky interior defence,

leading to a few lay-ups for the Golden

Gaels. Forward Logan Rivers was also

huge in the first half for Queen's, put-

ting up 16 of their 30 total first half

points.

"We would have been up by 18 or

something at the half if it wasn't for

the shots that kid was hitting," stated

Blues head coach Mike Katz after the

game.

In the second half, however, sec-

ond-year guard Dwayne Grant really

picked up his one-on-one defence and
shut down Rivers, who only managed
five points in the second half. Stopping

Rivers, however, was not enough to

slow down a charging Queen's team.

Queen's (4-14) came out for the sec-

ond half full of energy and it showed
in their offensive assault. Guard Jor-

dan Balaban and forward Rob Shaw
made key shots for the Golden Gaels,

who came within one point of Toron-

to's once-big lead late in the game.

The Blues finished strong, though,

with the help of third-year guard

Mike DeGiorgio (ten points, three re-

bounds, six assists). His heady play

and aggressive nature kept the Blues

in the game.

With the game lying in the balance

and the Blues only up one as time

wound down, forward Nick Snow hit

a lay-up. Guard Paul Sergautis, who

wasn't a factor in the first half, finally

got on track, nailing a jumper off a

good screen set by Williams.

Queen's again made it close with a

bucket by Shaw at the other end. But

it was too little too late for the Golden

Gaels, as Toronto forward Moham-
med Safarzadeh hurried a three-

pointer that effectively put the nail in

the coffin.

Aside from his stellar second-half

defence on Rivers, Grant also had a

nice game on the offensive end for the

Blues. He finished with 11 points and
six assists, and used a lightning-quick

first step to generate opportunities for

himself and his teammates.

"It was nice to get our fourteenth

win," said Katz.

The Blues are starting to pick up
their play after a mini three-game

losing streak. They won Friday night

against RMC in a romp (93-44).

Their next game is at home on Feb-

ruary 10 against the University of Ot-

tawa.
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FELLOWSHIP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
Pt'BLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNTCATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Are you interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching universities?

If so, consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and

Iniman resources required to advance the goals of the university. These activities include fundraising, akimni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to ail aspects of universit>'

advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship wili begin in September 2006. The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer-term employment.

Application deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit:

http;//www.alumni.utoronto,ca/stayconnected/career,.advancementfellowship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during nomial business hours.

For further information, please coniaet .Michelle MacArthur at

(4] 6) 946-8371 or michellc.macanhurfi utoronto.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

TOUR GUIDES

Needed for elementary school trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in May and June.

Training provided. The job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, CIT girls

head, high ropes, inline skatepark, tennis,

gymnastics, canoe, basketball, soccer

pottery, photography, & nursing students

to assist doctor www.mishmarcom

INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS

Exam prep service - www.prepl01.com

- seeks instructors in Chemistry (Physi-

cal, Organic). Candidates should possess

graduate degree, excellent spoken Eng-

lish, and teaching experience. Positions

are part-time on weekends and offer

excellent remuneration. Interested? Email

resume to andv@preplOI.com

WHOWANTS TO EARN CASH
Dream Maker Realty is now hiring stu-

dents, and training them as Real Estate

Agents. Also we assist in buying and

selling houses/condo's and also renting,

contact Isaac: 416-72.5-1053.

ACCOMMODATIONS

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. .$1.3.50 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &

garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

315-8483.

MISCELLANEOUS

1001 FRIDAY NIGHTS

of Storytelling at Innis College Cafe, 2

Sussex Ave. every Friday 8PM-10:30PM.

Tell or listen. Fables Myths & true tales, $5.

FOR SALE

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mic.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career gender issues,

and trauma work. Ej<perienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/.5.39-9443.
'

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

SURVEY DESIGN & ANALYSIS

Doing a survey for your course or thesis?

Need help designing the questions, ana-

lyzing the results? surveyhelper@aol.com

for free quote.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

//NOW THAT'S CONCENTRATION

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE. SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139, 247, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-:

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

2.5y experience. We correct grammar
improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

ESSAY COUNSELLING/EDITING
by exp. researcher-writer with M. Phil,

degree, (416) 304-1169.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

Whitby's Sheva Zohouri gracefully executes her routine at the Ryerson Invitation-

al held at Varsity Arena last weekend. The Blues finished the meet in eight place,

collecting a total of ten points.

[Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

International Marketing
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Take your degree to a
whole new level of success
In just two semesters, kam the marketing concepts

and skills that drK'e successlxil and global business.

Ccdl 4 16'67> 6622, ext 3207 or cmaii

pete.r.inadotmiiwnhi;r.ca for further information.

Apply for all Business School programs at the

OCAS web site - wwn'.ontariocolleges.ca

Seating is Limited!^^^—

<5|* HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca
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>

See our complete rundown of the Hart

House Drama Festival: the hits, the misses

SEE DRAMA' -PG. 9

red letter

Today is the start of Random Acts of Kindness

Week. You are encouraged to be nice others.

history

On this day in 1988, the Olympic Winter

Games opened in Calgary, Alberta. It had the

distinction of losing the least money com-

pared to previous and subsequent games.

ido

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14. 6:30 PM

Eros and Psyche: Shouldice Designer Stone

Lecture Series in Architecture feat Diane

Lewis. At Faculty of Architecture, Landscape &

Design. Rm, 103. Free,

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 1B. NOON

The Early Years of Rastafari: Caribbean

Historians Series feat. Robert HilL Sid Smith

Rm.2098. Free.

Arbor
Room
to close

despite

protests

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Despite a SAC-orchestrated protest

and a petition bearing thousands
of names, the Hart House Board of

Stewards decided to uphold its de-

cision to close the Arbor Room in a

meeting on Thursday.

Prior to the Board meeting, more
than 30 students gathered outside

Hart House in freezing tempera-
tures to protest the decision. In

addition to many supporters from
campus unions, students carried

placards that read, "You can't have
velut arbor aevo without the Ar-

bor"—a reference to the universi-

ty's Latin motto.
"SAC has maintained that this

is a question of priorities for Hart
House," said SAC president Paul

Bretscher. "I think the message
from students, staff, faculty, and
alumni is crystal clear: they want
this to be maintained as a student

service and that choosing to out-

source this service would be to the

detriment of the student experi-

ence."

"The Arbor Room has been op-

erating for 51 years, and we want
these well-paying union jobs to

stay," said Ron Hoinkes, acting

president of CURE Local 3261. In ad-

dition to representing many of the

university's maintenance workers,

SEE 'ARBOR' -PG 2

ISRAEL WEEK BEGIN
The controversial event that was cancelled by Concordia gets green light at U of T, but students still

split by its contentious usage of one nine-letter word

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

For many Canadians, the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict is anything but

clear. Today, however, the Arab
Students Collective (ASC) at U of T
launches "Israeli Apartheid Week,"

an event which the group hopes
will leave no doubt in the minds
of students as to who's right and
who's wrong.

By equating the Israeli govern-

ment with apartheid, the brutal

system of racial segregation em-
ployed by the South African colo-

nial government until 1994, it ap-

pears the ASC is trying to draw a

clearer moral picture of the Middle

Eastern conflict.

"Israel is indeed an apartheid

state," said Nadia Dar, spokesper-

son for the ASC. "In South Africa it

was white dominating black; in the

Palestinian case it's Jews dominat-

ing the Arab population." Accord-

ing to Dar, Israel is in violation of

the United Nation's International

Convention on the Suppression

and Punishment of the Crime of

Apartheid, which it defines as "in-

human acts committed for the pur-

pose of establishing and maintain-

ing dominion by one racial group
of persons over any other racial

group of

persons and systematically op-

pressing them."

Dar draws many parallels be-

tween Israel and apartheid-era

SEE APARTHEID - PG 4

Thousands of South African activists demonstrate against Israel—which they see as

an apartheid state— in 2001.
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HART HOUSE

Black History

Month
A reading from T-Dot Griots, an Anthology of

Toronto's Black Storytellers'

Feb. 1 5 7:30pm in the Hart House Library

Sunday Concert "Songs of Joy, praise and

Worship" UofT Gospel Choir

Feb. 19 • 3pm Great Hail

READING
"Close Encounters of the Creative Kind II"

with Simon Ortiz

Feb. 13 • 2pm Hart House Library

Th ffe:m in in iz:

&Th(zf>iviniZ
Do Women Experience the Divine Differently?

Discussion, Food, and divine Company

Tue. Feb. 14 • 6pm in the Music Room

On St;age!
Open stage/drama performances

Feb. 1 5 • 6:30pm • Arbor Room

Music
Feb. 16 • Open Stage

Sign up al; 7:30pm • Arbor Room
Feb.lB Orchestra Concert

yzSOpm • Great IHaii

Feb. "IT • Jazz at Oscar's
Tara Davidson Quartet
9pm • Arbor Room

i 11 111 "Creation and Chaos''

m IV *1' An installation by Adnrea Maguire

im mm 1 ''Chiens Vagabonds" New prints

ijL11 A in the Series by Manuel Lau

The Justina M. Barnicke Gallery Runs to Feb. 28

^ ^ CuRSTUDENTCENTRE

// NEWS IN BRIEF

Though voter turnout

down, teaching assis-

tants ratify new contract

U of T's TAs voted in favour to ac-

cept the tentative agreement CUPE
3902 iiad been negotiating for over

the last few weeks on Friday.

The union represented not only

TAs, but also lab demonstrators and

Chief Presiding Officers in the Facul-

ty of Arts and Science. In all 486 bal-

lots were cast: 370 were in favour of

the tentative agreement, 116 against.

There were 3 spoiled ballots.

Voter turnout declined steeply

from that of the strike vote last De-

cember, where 1,247 ballots were

cast, 1,015 of those were in favour

of a strike if contract negotiation

failed, and 232 would not give the

bargaining committee the mandate.

—TRAVIS CAMPBELL

Cheney shoots lawyer on

hunting trip

U.S. Vice-President Dick Cheney ac-

cidentally shot a lawyer friend while

the two were out on a quail-hunting

trip in Texas, Cheney's spokeswom-

an said Sunday.

Harry Whittington, 78, was in-

jured after Cheney sprayed him

with shotgun pellets on Saturday at

the Armstrong Ranch in south Tex-

as, said property owner Katharine

Armstrong. He is reportedly "alert

and doing fine."—STAFF

ARBOR' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

the local unit represents the ten

workers who provide food services

in the Arbor Room. Under the terms

of their contract, the ten unionized

employees of the Arbor Room will

be reassigned to work elsewhere in

the university.

"Several years ago, there was an

attempt to close the Hart House The-

atre made on these same grounds

—

that it was losing money," Hoinkes

continued. "We shouldn't take that

argument seriously now."

Students had many different

grounds to oppose the closure.

"We are concerned about the clo-

sure of the Arbor Room since there

are very few places on campus for

musical performances," said Vita

Carlino, a student representing the

concerns of the Faculty of Music

which regularly holds performanc-

es in the room.

SAC cited Hart House's high ex-

penditures, including $470,650 per

year to fund its 30 clubs, as evi-

dence that they are losing money
for other reasons than the Arbor
Room.
The Hart House Board of Stew-

ards had originally decided to

close the food service portion of

the Arbor Room on January 12. De-

spite the protest that this move ig-

nited. Hart House warden Margaret

Hancock started preparations to

seek an alternative to the current

arrangement, preparations which

seek to address some student con-

cerns such as having access to ha-

lal and vegan food choices. Thus
far, no requirements for labour or

environmental standards for the re-

placement have been put forward.

The Board debated a motion to

rescind its earlier move to close the

Arbor Room. The Graduate Student

SAC VP Campus Life Samson Romero (left) protests with Robert Gaudio and Claire Dub

in front of Hart House Thursday. HH's Board of Stewards gave a thumbs-down to their

appeal.

Union, SAC, and the Association of

Part-Time Students (APUS) were all

opposed to the decision to close

the Arbor.

SAC representative Malcolm
Johnston presented a petition to

the Board to keep the cafeteria

open, the online version of which
had close to 5,000 names at press

time. But several members of the

Board—which is mostly made up of

student representatives—strongly

criticized it, saying it had factual

errors and misrepresented the fi-

nancial details behind the closure.

Joanna Langille, secretary of the

Recreational Athletics Committee,

described the petition as "mean-

ingless."

"We have some major problems

with the petition; it misrepresents

our decision," said Langille. "We
are not losing student space, there

are no plans to serve fast food and
there are no plans to have a McDon-
ald's, Tim Horton's, or anything like

that. No replacement has been cho-

sen yet."

SAC said their board will be meet-

ing to discuss the issue further. But

because Hart House is supported

by a separate levy, there is little

that can be done to compel it to

keep the beloved eatery open.

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ART COMPETITION

OPEN TO ALL UofT STUDENTS AND HART HOUSE MEMBERS

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

First Prize - $400

Second Prize - $325
Third Prize - $275

JURY MEMBERS
Natalie DeVito

Luis Jacob

Benjamin Diaz

SUBMISSION DATES:

MARCH 3rd and 4th

ENTRY FORMS AND RULES ARE AVAILABLE AT:

www.utoronto.ca/gallery
HART HOUSE NEAR THE PORTERS DESK

FINE ART DEPARTMENTS AT UTM AND UTSC

6^
West Entrance, Creativity.
Elevator STTY COnceWfea

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CALL:41 6.978.8398
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Muslim 'toons

debated at HH
Malcolm Johnston

VARSITY STAFF

Over 200 members of the U of T
community crowded in to the De-

bates Room at Hart House Thurs-

day to listen and contribute to the

panel discussion on the Danish car-

toon scandal, which has continued

to dominate headlines around the

world over the past weeks.

"The question 1 want to address

is "How did we get from an offensive

cartoon in a northern European
country to the brink of civil war in

Lebanon?"" said Jens Hanssen, to

open the discussion.

Hanssen, an assistant professor

of Middle Eastern and Mediterra-

nean history at U of T, was joined

by fellow panelists Haroon Sid-

diqui, editor emeritus of the Toron-

to Star, Amir Hassanpour, associate

professor from the U of T's depart-

ment of Near and Middle Eastern

civilizations, and Wayne Sumner,

professor from U of T's department

of philosophy. The event was orga-

nized by U of T's Anti-Racism and
Cultural Diversity Office.

Professor Sumner reminded the

audience that freedom of speech

and the press are not without lim-

its. He noted that free speech is a

valid defence as long as the mate-

rial in question is neither obscene

nor hateful. In this case, the car-

toons were neither, but that does
not pardon those who printed

them, he said.

"The Danish government and
newspaper are impregnable within

the free speech fortress, but not in

other places," said Sumner. "[The

papers that ran the cartoons] are

not guilty of abusing rights, but of

exercising appallingly bad judg-

ment. ...It's disrespectful to [the

Danish Muslim] minority in quite a

boorish way."

Hanssen argued that the main
source of outrage wasn't the mere
depiction of Muhammad, but the

cartoon of a Muslim wearing a tur-

ban as a bomis, because it carried

with it the idea that all Muslims are

terrorists.

Siddiqui drew attention to what
he termed "double standards" in

Europe. "Why is it all right to be Is-

lamophobic but not anti-Semitic?"

he asked.

The audience was invited to

respond to the panellists' state-

ments. Siddiqui received the most
response from the audience. One
audience member declared that he

agreed with most of what the pan-

elists had said. "But with you," he

said, pointing to Siddiqui, "I agree

only about 85 per cent."

"Hey, that's pretty good," chuck-

led Siddiqui.

Nouman Ashraf, who coordinat-

ed and moderated the event, said

he organized the event for just this

reason—so that people could feel

free to agree or disagree, but ulti-

mately be heard.

"I felt it important to create a safe

space where our various communi-
ties on campus could hear a range
of perspectives on this issue," he

said.

Talking to Canadians

Newfoundlander Rick Mercer had a dream: to raise a little hell in the

all-too-predictable world of Canadian television

Kim Wilton

Ask Rick Mercer about the current

state of U.S.-Canadian relations, and

he won't be optimistic.

"Between the gay marriages,

pot smoking, and the war in Iraq, I

wouldn't be surprised if there was
a deck of cards somewhere down
there with all of us on it," joked the

comic.

It was standing room only when
the creator of "Talking to Ameri-

cans"—he of the trademark blue

eyes, black suit, and East coast

twang—gave U of T a tour of his

career as one of Canada's favourite

satirists at the Ontario Institute of

Studies on Education on Thursday
night. He was invited to talk while

on his "Olympic break" by U of T's

Association of Political Science Stu-

dents, but there were many non-

students in attendance—a feat for

a show that was only advertised on

campus.

Mercer, who first became a rec-

ognizable face with his grainily shot

pier-side "rants" on "This Hour has

22 Minutes," now headlines his own
weekly show, "The Rick Mercer Re-

port." From mocking television com-
mercials to getting Canada's MPs to

sing Trooper's "Raise a Little Hell"

for an election ad. Mercer showed
on Thursday why he is one, if not

the only, reason to tune into the

CBC. Nothing was off limits, with

Mercer commenting on everything

Whether it's clueless Americans or clown-

ish Canadian prime ministers, Mercer's

puckish punditry shows no mercy.

from the current state of Canada-

U.S. relations to the CBC's logo ("the

exploding arsehole").

Mercer referred to "Talking to

Americans" as a career-saving acci-

dent, crediting its success to the mix
of a bad idea with his considerable

skill of bullshitting. Accident or no,

the show turned out to be a huge hit.

Mercer showed hilarious clips of his

various "Talking to Americans" ad-

ventures, from getting clueless pe-

destrians to sign a petition to save

the ecological reserve of Joe Clark's

hole, to getting a Princeton profes-

sor to congratulate Prime Minster

Tim Horton on getting a double-

double, to getting sympathy and

encouragements from beach-goers

in Miami about Canada's national

retardation epidemic. He even got

the governor of Arkansas to sign a

petition to save our "national igloo."

Mercer cited the time he took

then-prime minister Jean Chretien

out to lunch at Harvey's on Bud-

get Day—and experienced some
strangely perfect comic timing from

the PM—as one of the defining mo-
ments of his career. From that day

on, Mercer says he and the "This

Hour Has 22 Minutes" gang got re-

spect from the world of Canadian

media. Not every politician has ap-

preciated his sense of humour, how-

ever—he was once threatened with

a lawsuit by Preston Manning for

comparing him to a Nazi.

Mercer scored the "elusive water

cooler moment" during the 2000

election when a fake petition to get

Canadian Alliance leader Stockwell

Day to change his first name to Do-

ris got more than one million signa-

tures.

His favourite of the segments,

however, was getting late Canadian
Order of Canada member/literary

giant Pierre Berton to teach Canada
how to role a proper joint on televi-

sion.

"At the end," said Mercer, "he said,

'leave the dope.'"

o,

februa ry 13 - 17
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everything in the store*

plus
' an
additional10

Mon^Fri 8:45^6
Sat 10-5 / Closed Sun
Uniuersity of Toronto Bookstore

214 College St., Toronto M5T 3A1

(416^) 640-7 9 00

Items
already
on sale

Book
Store

wuiui.uoftbookstore.com

'see store for exceptions

As the largest Jewish student group at the University

of Toronto, we take strong offence to the untrue and

malicious way in which Israel is labeled on campus this

week.

Extremist titles and events, like those this week, do

nothing to promote dialogue, cultural understanding,

and campus unity. Rather they promote hatred and

intolerance.

Pitting Muslims against Jews, or Arabs against Israelis,

undermines the interfaith dialogue we at Hiliel strive to

promote.We are working hard,alongside the university

administration and other student groups, to create new

avenues for dialogue.

We are committed to freedom of speech on campus,

however we believe that this week-long program

against Israel is filled with inflammatory and misleading

messages. We need rational dialogue more than

anything else in this overheated arena of Middle East

affairs.

These are times to unite, not divide.

Hiliel @uofT
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Writers Wanted.
Write for News!

Contact news@thevarsity.ca

Public Administratioij

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

Witli a certificate in Public Administration, you'U

have the specialized management skiiis you need for

advanced positions in tiie govermnent/public sector.

Call 416-675-6622, ext. 3206 or email

ted.glerm&hiimher.ca for further information.

Apply for all fiumcss Scliool programs at the

OC.'IS web <ite - 'Avw.ontariocolleges.ea

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
The Business School

www.buslnes5.hutnber.ca

DONSHIPS
St Michael's College

Student Residence

Applications are now being accepted from men and women
for Donships in the St Michael's College Student Residence for

2006-2007. Eligible candidates must be enrolled in their fourth

year of undergraduate studies, or in a graduate, second degree, or

equivalent UofF programme during the academic session.

Application packages are available from the St Michael s College

mail desk (81 St Mary Street), from our web site, by email,

and by po.st at the address below. Interviews for a short list of

candidates will be held in mid-March. For further information,

please contact:

The Office of the Dean of Students, St Michael's College

81 St Mary Street, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J4

Telephone: (4 16) 926 1.300 ext. 3247

smc.residencc@utoronto.ca

www.utoronto.ca/straikes

The deadline for receipt of applications by the Dean of Students

is Tuesday Febji!a!5^iLtjl>_2006.

GREATALL - INCLUSMES FOR STUDENTS

PUERTO-

VALLARTA
IVIEXICO

7 NIGHTS ALL-INCLUSIVE

Getaway Club

2.5 star

Depart Feb. 24 $797
Plus taxes/fees $263.05 per person.

Based on dbl. occupancy.

Molitours

Check out www.travelcuts.com for our
'Best of AU-lnctusives' property profiles

Toronto return departures. Valid for new bookings only on date shown. More information is available from <
travel agent. Prices subject to change at any time without notice,

travel curs :s o-.vned and operated Iji'the Canadian reoera'.icn ofStudents. tICO *l-J24!)98

VARSITY NEWS

APARTHEID' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

South Africa. She said that the Is-

raeli government has denied Pal-

estinians the right to reclaim the

land that they held before they

were displaced by the creation of

the Jewish state in 1948. She calls

Arabs living in Israel "second-class

citizens" who are effectively pro-

'Palestinians live

under military law

and Jews in the West

Bank live under

civilian law'

—Nadia Dar, ASC

hibited from owning 93 per cent of

the land, and says that hundreds
of thousands of Palestinian refu-

gees live in "open-air prisons" sim-

ilar to the squalid and segregated

Bantustan settlements created by
the South African government to

house racial undesirables.

According to the U.N., there are

close to 4.5 million Palestinians

refugees in the Middle East. "Their

land has been stolen," said Dar.

"Palestinians and Jews living in

the West Bank have different-co-

loured I.D. cards," said Dar, "Pal-

estinians have different licence

plates than Jews do. Palestinians

live under military law and Jews in

the West Bank live under civilian

law."

Jon Jaffit, spokesperson for U of

T Zionist organization Betar Tagar,

said that such laws are necessary

to identify potential militants orig-

inating from Arab enclaves.

"Israel is a state at war," he said.

"It's attacked every day, and thank

God some of [the attacks] are

thwarted. So yeah, on identifica-

tion cards there are differences."

So where, you might ask, are U of

T's academic experts on the region

on the issue of 'Israeli apartheid'?

Predictably, they're split. Jens

Hanssen, assistant professor of

Middle Eastern and Mediterranean

history at U of T, believes the poli-

cies of the two governments are

"comparable." According to him,

the founders of both nations "were

driven by a civilizing mission to an

allegedly barren, hostile land they

considered their ancestral homes"
where "their treatment of native in-

habitants was marked by discrimi-

natory citizenship, property and
immigration laws. Both regimes

relied on a cheap native labour

population which they internally

displaced into townships."

Sharon Green, prpfessor at the

department of Near and Middle

Eastern Civilizations, strongly dis-

agrees.

"The use of the term 'Israeli

apartheid' is not only fictitious,

but is a form of slander against the

Jewish state," she said. "Shame on

U of T for allowing it!"

"Israeli Apartheid Week" will see

about a dozen speakers giving lec-

tures every night until Friday, and
topics include such controversial

titles as "The Ethnic Cleansing

of Palestine and the Right of Re-

turn." Last year, Israel supporters

showed up at many of the events

and disrupted proceedings.

Betar Tagar will be attending to

protest what Jaffit calls the "anti-

Semitic" and "hateful rhetoric" be-

ing presented. One of Betar's main
objections to the ASC stance is

that the collective advocates for

a single-state solution, unlike the

plan favoured by Israel and most
western countries calling for the

creation of an Arab state separate

from the Jewish nation. "The so-

news@thevarsity.ca

lution to the occupation Is a one-

state solution, just as In South
Africa," said Dar. "We believe in a

secular democratic state regard-

less of race or religion.'"

But because the majority of peo-

ple in the Israel-Palestine region

are Arabs, any single democratic

state comprised of Israel proper

and the occupied territories would

certainly elect Arabs to power, and
the Jewish state would effectively

cease to exist. Because of this, Jaf-

fit sees the single-state solution as

the denial of the Jewish people of

their right to self-determination.

Dar dismisses charges of anti-

Semitism as unfounded. "We are

against the Israeli state and Israeli

'Shame on U of T

for allowing it!'

—Prof. Sharon

Green

apartheid; we are not against the

Jewish faith," she said. "It's a very

important distinction." Uri Davis,

one of the more prominent speak-

ers at the event, is himself Jewish.

Another accusation made
against the ASC is that they sup-

port the Palestinian resistance in

whatever form it takes, including

suicide bombings against Israeli

citizens. When asked if she finds

such action acceptable, Dar skirts

the question.

"It's not a matter of acceptable

or not acceptable," she said. "The
point is to understand they're re-

sisting a brutal occupation. The
point is. ..to tackle the root cause,

and the cause is Israeli apartheid."

University
ofToronto

summ
abroad

The Galapagos Islands &
Amazon Rainforest

June 10 to July 10, 2006 (4 weeks)
This is an exciting new opportunity for

students to experience one of tlie most
ecologi-cally diverse regions in the
world. The program includes:

• 11 days in the Galapagos Islands

(including a 4-day boat tour)

• 8 days in the Amazon Rainforest

• 6 days in Quito
• 3 days in the Andean highlands

Course Offered:
ENV395Y0 Ecology and Conservation in

the Amazon & Galapagos

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE!
There are five Summer Abroad Awards for this program:

two awards at $2500 and three at $1000

Program and Award application deadline: March 1, 2006
For further information and application forms, please contact:

Professional & International Programs
Woodsworth College, Room 233
119 St. George Street

416-978-8713
summer.abroad@utoronto.ca

www.summerabroad.utoronto.ca

(476)979^2406 SITRAVELCIIIS
UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

'"^ """'"^ """^

(416)283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905) 820-1162 www.travelcuts.com
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The World in One Room

18 February to 8 April 2006
Curated by students ofthe University ofToronto

2006 Museum Studies Program in collaboration ivith

the University ofTorontoArt Ceittre

Basilisk image appears courtesy ofthe Centre for Reformation and

Renaissance Studies, Victoria University in the University ofToronto

Frank's Drawings
Eight Museums by Gehry

18 February to 17 June 2006
Curated by Professor Larry Richards

Public Lecture
Frank Gehry's Radical <> Common Space
by Professor Larry Richards

Thursday February 16, 4:30 pm
University College, Room 140

15 King's College Circle

free admission

to reserve seats call: 416-978-1838

The Art Gallery of Ontario Is presenting a parallel exhibition,

Frank Gehry Art + Architecture 18 February - 7 May 2006

Frank's Drawings: Eiglit Museums by Gehry is organized by the University

ofToronto Art Centre and supported byThe Abraham and Malka Green

Foundation, the University ofToronto Provost, and Dean of Arts & Science,

the Ontario Arts Council, University College, Supporting Sponsor Manulife

Financial, and Media Sponsor NOW Magazine.

d Manulife Financial

9^
ONTARIO ARTS COUNCJL

CONSEIL. DES ARTS DE L'ONTAftIO

£kYARSITY
im Manulife Financial

antiqu6showscanada.com

! Canada's #/ Antique Shows

I information studies

CA?®fViN
;;:d university
0 '•.TORONTO
Museum Studies

North Wing of University College

15 King's College Circle, Toronto ON MBS 3H7
416-978-1838 www.utoronto.ca/artcentre

hours: Tuesday-Friday 12-5 pm Saturday 12-4 pm
admission: $5 General admission, $3 seniors,

free to all students, UofT staff and faculty

o

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ART CENTRE
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Time to torch the Olympics
Graham F. Scott

EDITOR IN CHIEF

If you asked me to choose between

watching the 2006 Olympic Winter

Games and, say, resurfacing an entire

hockey rink with my own tongue, it

would be no contest: I'll take the rink,

thanks.

The Olympic Games are supposed

to be about the nobility of sport and

the simple joys of physical achieve-

ment, a peaceful gathering of the

world's youth where nations vie in a

friendly tournament of athletic will

and mutual understanding. Faster,

Higher, Stronger, and so on.

I come today to tell you that this is

horseshit.

From the aesthetic abomination of

the opening ceremonies—like a su-

perbowl halftime show that lasts three

ear-bleeding hours—to the simper-

ing, idiotic news coverage that satu-

rates the evening news, to everyone's

feigned surprise at the inevitable dop-

ing scandal, to the vulgar hectoring

of sponsoring companies, eager to

cash in on the cheap patriotism that

surrounds the whole event like a toxic

stink, the Olympic Games need to be

snuffed out and reborn.

Don't misunderstand me: some sort

of international gathering for amateur

sport is needed, and the achieve-

ments of young athletes at the peak

of their physical perfection need to

be acknowledged. But the Olympics

are a pale reflection of this ideal, be-

ing mostly about money, blubbery na-

tionalism, and dubious construction

contracts.

The Olympic Industrial Complex is

a multi-billion-dollar machine, chew-

ing up and spitting out the unfortu-

nate cities that continue to bid for

the chance to host the misbegotten

two-week fracas. For the sake of keep-

ing International Olympic Committee

president Jacques Rogges and his

IOC aristocrats knee-deep in caviar,

the poor citizens of Torino, Beijing,

Vancouver, and cities of the damned
yet to come toss truckloads of govern-

ment cash onto the pyre of fiscal ruin,

bravely boasting that they will be the

first in history who actually make a

net profit on the Games, while the me-

dia snicker behind their notebooks.

For those of us not actually in the

host city, life is hardly better: the

evening news is unwatchable, filled

wall-to-wall with glassy, jet-lagged re-

porters peppering you with pointless

statistics, drippily sentimental pro-

files of Canadian athletes who either

did worse or better than expected, or

hollow indignation when some previ-

ously unknown ski-bot from a former

eastern bloc country finishes the luge

a trillionth of a second faster than the

current record holder I would have

to devote a separate editorial to the

grisly spectacle of figure-skating.

I don't say this to be a spoilsport:

just the opposite. Sport is being

spoiled by the Olympics, that bloat-

ed, lumbering, grasping organization

which is dedicated to nothing but

its own high-flying existence, while

hard-working Canadian athletes toil at

minimum-wage jobs in between their

training sessions to pay for their own
protein powder and spandex onesies.

It's time to drop that Olympic torch

and let it sputter out permanently

—

the athletes of the world will go Faster,

Higher, and Stronger without the dead

weight of the Olympic machine shack-

led to their ankles.

LETTERS ^

Wikitedious, but
• -4 •

wiKipromising

Sean Kirby

VARSITY STAFF

Wikipedia, the "free, online encyclo-

pedia that anyone can edit" is prob-

ably familiar to many readers. It's the

resource of last resort to many a stu-

dent who need to rapidly assimilate

vast amounts of information in short
amounts of time. Who among us

hasn't turned to Wikipedia to study
a list of terms the night before a test?

But is this practice really "safe," in

academic terms?

Wikipedia is amazingly successful

as an experiment in collecting and
organizing reference information.

It has more than 800,000 articles in

English, and many thousands more
in every major language, all of them
contributed for free by a dedicated

army of volunteers. Wikipedia has
proved that enough people want to

have a part in contributing to the

world's collective knowledge as to

produce a fairly impressive result. So
impressive that it has created a de-

bate surrounding Wikipedia's status

as an encyclopedia, a title Britannica

and others obviously do not like see-

ing bestowed lightly.

Wikipedia has lately achieved a lot

of bad press, questioning the site's

standards of accuracy and suscepti-

bility to libel. A former aid to Bobby
Kennedy, John Seigenthaler, Jr., was
falsely accused of being linked to the

Kennedy assassination in a Wikipe-

dia entry about him, a scandal that

many have cited as proof that Wiki-

pedia cannot be trusted.

It is true that there is no formal

mechanism for ensuring the accu-

racy of information on Wikipedia,

which relies essentially on the good-

VARSITY
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will of its contributors to police them-

selves and each other. Furthermore,

its attempt to achieve encyclopedic

authoritativeness while claiming an

exemption from libel claims stinks of

having their cake and eating it too.

However, the larger principle be-

hind Wikipedia—that its contribu-
tors form a kind of collective con-
ciseness constantly growing and
self-repairing—has merit. While any-

one may put erroneous information

into Wikipedia, it is likely to be found

and corrected in time, and the trend

within the Wikipedia hive mind is

overwhelmingly towards breadth,

accuracy, and neutrality.

It is more than just traditionalist

academics and victims of slander

that sneer at Wikipedia's free and
open architecture. It has recently,

and not for the first time, become
the target of China's notorious in-

ternet censorship. Unhappy with

their inability to control the content

of articles on touchy subjects like

"Taiwan" and "democracy," Chinese
authorities have cut off access to the

encyclopedia throughout the coun-
try, leaving many Chinese students

outraged and unable to continue

their research, as well as unable
to contribute to a serious global

achievement.

What people should take away
from the Wikipedia controversy
is the futility of believing that any
source of information can or should
be trusted uncritically. A constant

process of comparison, reexamina-
tion and revision is at the heart of

all good research, just as it is at the

heart of Wikipedia. Why shouldn't

this process, if left open and given

an indefinite amount of time to run.

Bring it on!

Wikipedia provides a host of

guidelines and policies to answer
for its wikiways.

Its "Talk page guidelines" entry
brings the subjectivity up front,

and explains that "While we try

to respect consensus, Wikipedia
is not a democracy, and its gover-

nance can be inconsistent."

The "talk page" is thus used as a

check to this instability. The soft-

ware used at Wikipedia provides

that "each topic page has a corre-

sponding talk page, " and that the

two "are so intimately related that

they seem to form a combined
whole."

And, despite debates over the

legitimacy of Wikipedia as an au-

thority, Nature magazine in fact

found that science articles in the

online resource are approximate-

lyas accurate as those in Encyclo-

pedia Britannica.

In a story of December 15, 2005,

CBC.ca reported that the sci-

ence journal used independent
reviewers to assess the accuracy
of 42 pairs of articles from both
sources.

The journal found "Only eight

serious errors, such as misinter-

pretations of important concepts...

four from each encyclopedia."

produce excellent results? It's cer-

tainly better than the impulse to

impose the authoritative and the
authoritarian, or to accept it blindly

when presented.

Getting to "Know
Radical Islam"

Re: Preaching to the choir, Feb.

9

Thank you for including a nice clear

picture with your article on "Know
Radical Islam Week." The picture

shows two people standing in a Sid

Smith theatre and engaged in peace-

ful and impassioned debate. I never

would have expected such dialogue

at an event that, the adjoining article

claimed, suffers from "a lack of dia-

logue."

It seems as though the gentlemen
in the picture were not intimidated by
the "huge signs" on the doors of the

lecture hall [warning of the universi-

ty's policy on "disrupted" meetings].

I'm happy that the community
brought divergent views to the week's

events. I'm happier still that The Var-

sity has, in spite of itself, showcased
this dialogue.

Patrick Adler

Betar Tagar

Re: Letters, Feb. 9

Sarah Nasser is "baffled" by the

university's alleged inconsistency

in monitoring hatred on campus. If

I am "baffled" by anything, it's how
the university's permitting "Know
Radical Islam Week" contradicts

their earlier cancellation of the Arab
Students' Collective conference in

2003: this conference was problem-
atic because it aimed to filter out

and exclude dissent by requiring all

participants to sign to controversial,

even hateful, tenets.

The week wasn't canceled for its

controversy, but its unlawful method.
Nasser says that "Know Radical

Islam Week" seems offensive. But
her "taking offense" cannot be al-

lowed to determine what constitutes

hate speech, and therefore what is

expressed on campus.

Nasser deems the week "a banner

of hatred," but it was intended to

differentiate our subject matter of

Islamic religious fundamentalism

from Islam, precisely "for the sake of

religious respect and freedom." In so

doing, the educational week was a

tremendous success.

Students who cry "hatred" obscure

the real cases of hate speech.

Nasser's admitted discomfort should

compel an earnest re-examination of

the grounds of her vulnerabilities and

convictions.

Rebecca Waserman
President, Middle East Forum at Uni-

versity of Toronto

Don't drink the water

1 was disappointed by the way the

Hart House Board of Stewards meet-

ing confirming closure of the Arbor
Room was conducted.

These people are elected to act in

the best interests of the students, yet

attention to student responses to the

closure seemed poor. Little notice

was given to the petition save for

issues with the content and construc-

tion of it, and with the exception of

a handful of members' actions, the

steward's returned the topic again

and again to discussion of deficits

and budgets, and their notion of

"what the student would want."

I

I am sure that students who are

[

following this would question, as 1

did, how some members of the board

use the fact that the Arbor Room
I

is running a deficit to argue for its

closure when the water provided

at the meeting to the members was
professionally bottled and labelled

"Hart House" water.

1 am glad our money is going to

I good use.

EmY Victor
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• I just attended niy first Hart House
Board of Stewards meeting. It made me
feel physically sick. Though many of

the stewards claimed to represent stu-

dents, their behaviour was repulsive.

Instead of treating the petition with

the respect it deserved, stewards

made comments regarding its inau-

thenticity, because it could be signed

"on the internet." The argument was
put forward that Fred Flintstone could

have written the petition, and thus it

was entirely invalid. This disregard for

students is appalling.

Even more appalling was the Board's

utter contempt for the student unions

at U of T. Frequently deriding SAC in an

often disrespectful manner, stewards

mocked the ability of unions to reflect

the will of their constituencies.

It is remarkable to me that APUS, the

GSU, SAC, and their members all stood

in opposition to the closing of Hart

House Food Service, and yet the Hart

House Board of Stewards still made
the claim that they represent student

will in closing it. I am ashamed of the

Hart House Board of Stewards. They

do not speak for me.

Rachel Barton

False favouritism alert

Re : Audience-Ignatieff relations,

Feb. 6

Brianna Goldberg wrote: "Even fewer

[of the questions] came from members
who were not Homer-Dixon's students

edging for those extra participation

marks!"

Not a single one of the questions

that evening came from a current or

former student of mine, and only one

of the seven questioners was a student

associated with the Trudeau Centre.

Your strong implication that I

exercised favouritism in recognizing

questioners is entirely without basis.
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Shelter from the storm

Today was one of those days that

just don't fit in anywhere on a

calendar. Snowy rain, some sun,

cloudy skies and a mild chill served as

the backdrop for the bustle of this big

city.

I sit here at the Arbor Room as 1 have

done on so many occasions over the

past couple of years, relishing in the

taste and aroma of fair trade coffee,

working away to the sound of La Vie en

Rose.

I watch as students fit a visit to this

quaint, dimly lit cafe into their schedule

in a way that's uniquely theirs. Some sit

alone in a whirlwind of ideas, writing fu-

riously, others swing by after a workout

for a brief chat with friends before rush-

ing to class. 1 see professors, students

and visiting alumni discussing philoso-

phy, the economy, and physics.

If the Arbor Room has come to mean
so much to me in my short time at U of T,

it has surely found a place in the hearts

of countless others over the years. It is

one of the few places on campus with

a personality that radiates in contrast

to the bland homogenized cafeterias

that litter the university. The Arbor

Room has an ambiance that inspires

and unites some of the brightest minds

in the country, and offers students a

chance to taste a sweet though fleeting

calmness in the mayhem of university

life.

What is the value of an institution

that enriches the student experience

for so many? How much priority should

be given to maintaining and developing

it if it breathes warmth and life into an

otherwise large and impersonal univer-

sity?

While 1 can answer these questions

with a passionate plea in support of

the Arbor Room, tradition, and culture,

in doing so, am 1 failing to take into ac-

count the bottom line? After all, the

Arbor Room is a business, and one that

has not once in its 51 years of operation

turned a profit, despite recent renova-

tions and experiments.

But looking at the facts and figures

does not convince me that it's only

reasonable and good business sense

to seek an alternative food supplier

Instead I'm only further outraged by

the decision to close down the Arbor

Room. It's inconceivable to me how
in a university with such vast intellec-

tual resources, a business that is cen-

tral to campus life could be neglected

to the point that it sustains losses for

51 years. While there have been a few

changes made recently, it is too little

too late, and is an attempt that 1 find

kind of insulting. To me, it looks like an

attempt that would allow them to say,

"Hey, at least we tried."

1 would like to appeal to the Board of

Stewards and ask them not to see the

petition of thousands of students as a

plea based on passion without reason.

1 ask them to see it as proof that the

Arbor Room is not a liability, but rather

one of the university's great assets. I

ask that they give the Arbor Room a

fair shot and create a new business

plan that generates a profit reflective of

its value, while keeping its spirit intact.

And finally, I would like to point out that

it is not only their responsibility to con-

sult the wider student body in a deci-

sion of this magnitude, but that it is also

in their interest.

1 look around and it's obvious that

if Hart House is the cultural centre of

the university, the Arbor Room is the

beating heart. And as I savour my final

drops of coffee, I realize why my visit

here was different tonight. It seems

that comfort only comes with the trust

that which one has built a history with,

also has a future. It's time to go but it's

still pretty rough outside. It's hard to

ignore the weather at U of T. . . at least

1 brought my umbrella.

—MICKALARANHA

Strictly (bad) business

While many consider the Arbor

Room an institution on cam-

pus, the bottom line is that it

is a business with a bottom line of its

own.

Hart House has been running it at

massive losses, despite hiring an advi-

sor and introducing a long list of chang-

es that were intended to make the situ-

ation better These changes have not

yielded sufficient results, however, and

so it only makes sense that the Arbor

Room should close.

Though many complain about the

closure on the grounds that student

fees go to Hart House to run such ven-

tures, 1 personally support the closure

for the very same reason. I do not care

to have my money invested in a sinking

ship of an enterprise— even more so

when that same funding could be di-

verted to better and more sustainable

causes elsewhere in Hart House.

It does not make sense to run an

unprofitable business because of job

losses. Besides, all of the Arbor Room's

unionized workers will be placed in

other positions at the university. It is

the high wages paid to these workers

in the first place that has played a ma-

jor role in the losses. Raising prices to

correct this is not feasible at a student-

oriented eatery whose snacks are not

cheap in the first place.

While 1 understand the good inten-

tions of those who want to see food ser-

vice workers make more money, wages

have to be reasonable if an establish-

ment is to compete. Wages must be

fair and applicable to a given industry,

without being so ridiculously high that

business is no longer viable.

Even if Sodexho were to run the

food services in the Arbor Room, it

could still maintain much of its current

charm. The space could still be used

for performances as it is so frequently

at present, even if the vendor of the

food and drink was different. Given

that the Arbor Room just simply can-

not stay open because it can not profit,

one might as well accept it and realize

that it is not such a big deal.

—KERRISIVEC

What should be the bottom line for Hart House?

MAKE IT A GOMBO

2.99
Sodexho

IfiAciuiielie/

Wraps ,o

Chips ^'»'><^jf
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Four nights of one-act plays at the U of T Drama Fest at Hart House Theatre—our critics saw 'em all

Jordan Bimm, William Burr,

Adam Meisner, and Yasmin Siddiqui

WEDNESDAY, Peb. 8

Mollyand Stellamm Drama Club)

Rating: VV

Molly, a naive university student who
moves into a new apartment in Toronto,

struggles to befriend her neighbour
Stella, a morose, thirty-something head
case, who after six years of grief still

can't figure out why her husband never

returned from his "business trip" to Chi-

cago.

Missed moments and page upon page
of throwaway dialogue easily overpower
the few jokes and insights Molly and Stel-

la actually has to offer Lost somewhere
between a comedy of attracting oppo-
sites, and a commentary on the isolation

of urban living, Stella waxes philosophic

about all the usual questions of identity

that every 14-year-old wrestles with on
the first day of high school.

It's unclear what Molly actually does
to make Stella change after six years of

burying her head in the sand. To sug-

gest that it's just because "someone fi-

nally cares about her" is overplayed and
simply not interesting enough.

It's telling that the best scene in the

play (the two watching the movie A
Streetcar Named Desire) is totally de-

void of any deeper substance, and only

succeeds based on solid technical as-

pects.—JB

Uninvited

(St. Michael's College Drama Society)

Rating: VVv

Uninvited is a play about date rape. De-

spite its righteous attack on this most

despicable of assaults, the strong mes-

sage is accompanied by an annoyingly

heavy-handed dose of the most basic of

all sympathy tactics: tears.

There's nothing clever here, just a

boyfriend and girlfriend being interro-

gated in separate locations (girlfriend,

hospital; boyfriend, jail). It's like some-

one tried to adapt Play by Samuel Beck-

ett for The O.C., but was rejected for

being too predictable and overwrought.

Despite the vile, Kobe-esque actions

of his character, Ryan-James Hatanaka

(Alex) actually turns in a great perfor-

mance. He is somehow able to sell lines

that would sound ridiculously cheesy

coming from anyone else (his only miss

being the line, "Rohypnol? The date

rape drug?" which is delivered like a

narc asking for "reefer").

As the violated girlfriend, Allison

Christina Kerr (Juliana) shows some tal-

ent, but ends up stuck like a first violin-

ist who's only allowed to play one loud,

overly emotional note all night long.

To improve, this play needs to attack

the important issue of date rape from

a new perspective. Everyone's already

seen a million overly expository "why

me" confessionals on Dawson's Creek.

It's time to examine the problem in a

new way (like the queer date rape expe-

rience, maybe).—JB

Beyond Characteristic (\i^SZ Drama

Society)

Rating: V

Playwright Matt Riley delivers dinner

mystery theatre without the dinner

(ha!). Unfortunately that's about as fun-

ny as this unpolished sketch of a play

actually gets.

The plot, which was |)robably pur-

cha.sed from a vending machine (the

Vend-a-Plot 9000?), involves the death

of a cook at the mansion of some well-

to-do aristocrat. Here's the twist: it just

so happens that a group of extremely

eclectic individuals has a.ssembled

there just prior (for whatever reason,

it really doesn't matter) and any one of

them could all be the killer, etc. (Just

shoot me, please.)

In this monstrosity of a production,

only Mike Noorden (The Butler) is able

to create a character that doesn't seem
forced to the point of absurdity. Covin
Cheng's semi-awkward portrayal of

Beastly is actually awesome, but I'm still

not sure why or how. As a whole, the

cast seems disorganized, amateurish,

and under-rehearsed.

The real mystery here is how some-
thing so devoid of anything remarkable
could be amongst the best theatre that

U of T has to offer. To any aspiring play-

wrights out there on campus: get writ-

ing! Clearly, U of T's Drama Fest needs

you badly!—JB

THURSDAY, Feb. 9

ManyHappy KearsCWoodsworth

College League of Dramatists)

Rating: VV

Woodsworth College's first entry into

the drama festival in recent memory.

Many Happy Years tried valiantly to ex-

plore the complex topic of war crimes

but failed to deliver anything more than

an excessively sentimental extended

monologue.

With a heavy-handed setup involv-

ing a police officer (Corinne Stikeman)

interrupting the birthday dinner of

septuagenarian Yuri (Christian Morey)

to question him about his involvement

in the Nazi occupation of Ukraine dur-

ing World War 11, the play is well mean-

ing, but quickly devolves into cliched

speechifying.

Talia Zajac's script tries hard to be

poetic, and does manage to capture

some moments of genuine feeling, but

it suffers under the weight of its sub-

ject matter. Aside from protagonist

Yuri, the characters are nothing more

than two-dimensional cutouts on stage

there solely to push the story along with

cringeworthy lines.

Director Tina Benigno has little idea

of what to do with her cast onstage

—

characters wander aimlessly, pacing

from one side of the stage to the other

for no apparent reason, and costume

changes visible to the audience are both

awkward and unnecessary.

While Morey carries the play with a

largely sympathetic performance, his

female castmates are so weak that he

may just look better by proxy. Still, he

prevents the play from being an instant

cure for insomnia, and in a production

riddled with amateurish errors, this can

only be a good thing.—YS

She Moves Me (Hart House Drama

Society)

Rating: VVVv

Set in New Orleans in the 19:5()s, director

'

Michael Meehan describes She Moves
Me as "raw, visceral, and honest as the

blues music that inspired it." While that

description may indeed be true, I'm still

not entirely sure what the play was actu-

ally about.

Sitting by the dock of the Mississippi

River, Freddie (Alan F Campbell) longs

to leave town and set sail for new adven-

tures on one of the many boats going by,

but his empty pockets keep him tied to

the shore. His uncle John (John Paul An-
tonacci) offers to solve the problem by
buying him a one-way ticket to sea, but

there's a catch—Freddie must first ask
Lucky Boy, a shady figure with no Imme-
diately apparent profession, for a job.

Why does Uncle John want Freddie to

ask Lucky Boy for a job? Who, exactly,

is this mysterious Lucky Boy, and why
doesn't he have a real name? What's up

with the dude (Josh Wynn) sitting at the

edge of the stage, playing blues guitar?

1 don't really know the answers to any

of these questions, but what 1 do know is

that Adam Collier's script is full of clever

lines and smartly timed dialogue, and

that though his castmates' Southern ac-

cents may be a bit dodgy, J. P. Antonacci

is the standout of this cast. With spot-on

characterization and physicality, An-

tonacci's Uncle John takes the audience

back to a bygone age and helps them

forget that the plot is confusing as hell.

With a performance this good, all other

quibbles are easily forgiven.—YS

PlayAlive!

(Victoria College Drama Society)

Rating: VVVV

What would you do if one day your life

suddenly morphed into one big episode

of Survivor . .and the grand prize was

the chance to evade certain death? This

is the question that faces two self-ab-

sorbed actors (Chris Lewarne and Ann
Pornel) when a plane crash leaves them

as the only survivors on a seemingly de-

serted island in the hilarious PlayAlive!

David West Read's script is a witty,

meta-theatrical spoof that rips on ev-

erything from based-on-a-true-story

movies to improv games, while smartly

commenting on the elusive nature of

reality.

DirectorAnne Colangelo deftly guides

her strong cast through the production,

making the most of Read's snappy dia-

logue with clever staging choices and

quirky props. Pornel and Lewarne are

excellent in the lead roles—their comic

timing is impeccable, and both actors

manage to walk the tightrope between

amusing and outright annoying without

falling onto the wrong side.

This is a script that should be sub-

mitted to the Fringe circuit ASAP

—

with a judicious edit and a cast of

professionals. Play Alive! would

be an instant hit with hip Fringe

crowds. West Read is a young play-

wright with a big future. We'll likely

soon be seeing his work far beyond
the campus stage.—YS

ERIDAY,fei?. 10

P/ecesdJTM Drama Club)

Rating: VVV

Pieces, an engaging play about quirky

characters working at a design firm,

centres on Morris (played admirably
by Eric Double), an edgy geek whose
obsession with Jiis work detracts from
his ability to form meaningful relation-

ships. Throughout the play, several of

his colleagues attempt to coerce Morris
away from his work, but none of these
ventures are successful.

Despite a lacklustre set of three ta-

bles, the cast brings a sense of vitality

to the stage. Their refined portrayals of

the bizarre employees working at the

firm maintain a steady comedic rhythm.

Of particular note are Kevin Dowse as

Winter, and Claire Acott as Tina—their

lusty stage personalities tackle each

other atop a desk in a hilarious love

scene midway through the play.

The script (written by Dowse) pres-

ents some dramatic moments as well.

Unfortunately, many o'f these bits (often

in the form of reflective monologues)

interrupt the comedic flow of the piece.

Moreover, any amusing undertones are

completely undermined at the conclu-

sion of the play, when Morris ignites

a bomb, killing all of his colleagues.

While there is something enjoyably

tragic about the ending, it seems out

of place in a performance that, up until

the end, seems very much like a quirky

sitcom.—AM

UalityimZ Drama Society)

Rating: VV (Out of 5)

Uality opens with the character Virgin-

ity (Erin Heinze-Kehoe) questioning her

role in the over-sexed western world. Af-

ter preaching the virtues of her lifestyle.

Virginity is confronted by the other

characters—including Lust (Lourdes

Viloria), and Vanity (Aemilia Robinson).

Following this introduction, the char-

acters continue to explore the play's

central theme—sexuality—through

a series of spoken-woid monologues,

dance, and movement.

The cast's multi-disciplinary ap-

proach offers a welcome liveliness. How-

ever, said approach also encourages

unevenness: it is obvious the perform-

ers are more skilled working as mono-
logists than they are as dancers. Their

first dance piece is markedly weak, as

they move in rigid formations around

the stage for far longer than necessary.

Luckily, wonderful costuming gives

the audience something interesting to

watch during such lulls in the show.

Aemilia Robinson's spoken-word

monologue about vanity stands out:

she exhibits an enthusiasm for the text

while skillfully using gestures (and an
outlandish hair-do) to command the

stage. Unfortunately, the mirrors used
to accent her piece are covered with so
many handprints that they are barely

identifiable as reflective.—AM

Take YourKid to lVo/*(Trinity College

Drama Society)

Rating: VVVV

Adapted from an original script by Dev-

on Reece, Take YourKid to Work tells the

story of Jamie (read by the charming

Miranda Plant), a successful business-

woman working in the marketing sector.

Hoping to generate new ideas for her job,

Jamie kidnaps an aspiring 13-year-old

salesgirl from a young entrepreneurs'

conference. What ensues is, unsurpris-

ingly, a hilarious sequence of events.

Even though the performers are mere-
ly reading their lines (this performance
was a read-through staging of the play),

they do so with an enthusiasm for being

on the stage. Moreover, the performers
work with strong character voices, and
add lively gestures so that the reading is

not merely a panel of talking heads.

Of particular note are Danielle West-

brook's reading of Dmitra (a high-en-

ergy Pilates enthusiast) and Gabe De
Roche as Wayne (Jamie's flamboyant

executive assistant).

While this show is rather simple com-
pared to the other performances, the
wonderful script along with the actors'

strong dramatic reading skills makes for

quite the enjoyable performance.—AM

SATURDAY, Eeb. 11

F-wordUncut{\iJSC Drama Society)

Rating: VVV

F-Word Uncut ieWs the story of Sarah (An-

gelique Duncan), a young woman strug-

gling to accept something awful she did

years ago to Marc (Andy Wong), a boy

who had a crush on her in high school.

The young man haunts her, ceaselessly

visiting and not letting her leave her

apartment, while he periodically goes

out at night to convince people to kill

themselves.

The performance follows the inter-

play between Marc and Sarah, though

whether Marc is real or imagined is un-

clear Duncan and Wong are both very

competent actors, with Duncan por-

traying the deadbeat Sarah particularly

well. She shows that the young womcm
is depressed and cynical, but not a bad

person.

But ultimately the play does not reg-

ister sufficiently on an emotional level.

Towards the end of the piece. Sarah

marries Marc, instead of killing him "like

a coward." And then she runs away
from him. The actors and the writing

don't convince us of the emotional sig-

nificance of either of these events, but

take the nonchalance of the characters

too far. Nonetheless, F-Word Uncut does

not fail to entertain.—WB

Sandra Goodwife's Big Day
(UTM Drama Club)

Rating: VVVv

Sandra Goodwife (Sonja Seller) is an

eager-to-please young woman who has

always worn her cardigan with all the

buttons done up, and whose life has

mirrored her last name. She is getting

ready before the night of an important

date with a man she really likes. The
play shows her addressing, in her imagi-

nation, all the men from her previous ro-

mantic encounters, all of whom treated

her quite poorly. She is reveling in the

hope that they will all be jealous of her

new boyfriend.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Reel out the romance
Colin Tait

FILM EDITOR EMERITUS

Tony Leung and Maggie Cheung are In the Mood for Love

Romantic movies are like wines

—

there's truly no accounting for taste.

No studio prediction could ever fathom

Bill Murray in a leading role, or a film

like Harold and Maude succeeding, but

just like love, these films work for their

intangible qualities—the meaningful

look, a heartbreaking gesture, or. even

characters not touching at all.

In that spirit, here's a compilation of

romantic movies, just in time for Valen-

tine's Day.

For the ladies:

Pride and Prejudice

(BBC version!!)

In every discussion with any woman
about the greatest romantic movie of all

time, this one's always tops. The multi-

part adaptation of Jane Austen's sprawl-

ing novel accounts, to a large degree, for

Colin Firth (as the awkward Mr. Darcy)"s

popularity with the opposite sex, and

his subsequent casting in the (loose)

remake, Bridget Jones' Diary.

Fans of Pride are also extremely pro-

tective of it, and will discuss their issues

with the latest version (its length, its fe-

alty to the source, and the casting of Kei-

ra Knightley, to no end). Fellas, there's

no greater gift than even suggesting to

sit down and watch this four-hour epic

with your sweetie—you'll likely be able

to choose from either the VHS or DVD
versions that she has on her bookshelf.

Ij}ve, Actually

("Tlie Hugh Grant Movie")

While Hugh Grant appears in many
films which inspire (some) women to go

weak in the knees, it's in Love, Actually

that years of the 'British Romantic Com-

edy' coalesce to include their brightest

stars in one place. You get Hugh Grant

as the British prime minister, Colin Firth

as an awkward writer, Alan Rickman (of

Truly, Madly, Deeply), and their female

counterparts (Keira Knightley again,

and Emma Thompson) in a heartwarm-

ing statement about finding love in un-

expected places. This film also comes

as a timely and necessary statement to

counter the idea that the world is a hor-

rible place, as we're too often told.

Exile in Guyville:

SayAnything

It's impossible to escape the image

of a heartbroken Lloyd Dobler as he

stands below Diane Court's window
with a ghetto blaster playing Peter

Gabriel's "In Your Eyes." The scene is

wordless, and the gesture of Dobler hik-

ing the radio up to compensate for the

strain in his arms is the moment that

always gets you.

While John Cusack had already

carved out a niche for himself as an

offbeat romantic lead, he became a cul-

tural touchstone that in fact continues

to repeat itself (one need only look as

far as his roles in High Fidelity or last

summer's Must Love Dogs for proof).

In the Mood For Love

No one makes films about love like

Wong Kar Wai. While the second half

of his Chungking Express is incredibly

sweet, and his sequel to this film, 2046,

is bittersweet, the filmmaker's rendition

of Shanghai in the 1960s gives him the

perfect excuse to lavishly photograph

the gorgeousness of Maggie Cheung.

Cheung and Tony Leung's exquisitely

stretched-out suffering is exacerbated

when they learn that their respective

spouses are having an affair. In coming

together in a chaste union, they doom
themselves to endless frustration,

heartbreak, and (as we see in the film's

sequel) haunting each other with unful-

filled looks, gestures, and words that

can't be expressed.

. . .and perhaps the twain shall

meet?

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless

Mind

Leave it to Charlie Kaufmann to some-
how create one of the nicest break-up

films in recent memory, where the pro-

tagonist needs to somehow fight the

erasure of his memories (a nice meta-

phor for the need to try to forget follow-

ing the dissolution of a relationship).

Featuring a refreshing look at a flawed

relationship that ends with a hopeful

reconciliation (and features current

rom-com mainstay Marc Ruffalo in his

undies), this film is easily the smart-

est romance of the new century, fully

deserving of the screenplay Oscar that

Kaufman finally won last year.

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

Seller pulls off a great performance,

beginning the show by singing beauti-

fully, and then driving through the rest

of the play with tremendous energy.

Unfortunately, her portrayal of Sandra
is a bit too aggressive—more subtlety is

called for in this role. That said, Seller's

performance is nonetheless very skilful

and impressive—she never loses the

audience's interest, judging by their fre-

quent laughter.

Cleanly and cleverly written by Seller

herself, the whole show is a remarkable

effort on her part.—WB

U of T Drama Festival

2006 Awards:

Robertson Davies Playwriling

Award - Pieces/Kevin Dowse

Hart House Theatre Award for Best

Perfoniiance-/'/av/4/(ue.VChris

Lewarne &Ann Pornel

Robert Gill Award for Best Direction

- Play Aiive.'/Anne Colangelo

President's Award for Best

Production -P/av^/Zfe.'

LLER A; L'ETRAN

1^1 Foreign Affairs Affaires etrangeres H^ltB Canada Canada ' i SITipi/Hfl
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Diagnosis: Sex addiction?

Is it possible to become addicted to

sex, and is it a dependency just like

any other?

For university students, this might

seem a no-brainer, but research pa-

pers published in the last five years

show there is still much debate on
the subject among researchers and
clinical practitioners. In fact, sex ad-

diction is not listed in the Diagnostic

and Statistic Manual of Mental Disor-

ders, which is widely used by thera-

pists. Review papers in medical pub-

lications instead call it compulsive,

or excessive, sexual behaviour.

Between three and five per cent of

the population is said to be affected.

A great proportion of them experi-

enced emotional, physical, or sexual

abuse during childhood. There are

three male addicts for every female

sex addict—and their habits differ

greatly.

While male addicts are often ad-

dicted to pornography, and may
engage in unconventional sexual

behaviours—sadism, masochism, fe-

tishism, etc—females generally stick

to conventional sex. They often keep
multiple partners, or engage in com-
pulsive cruising—constantly seeking

out sex partners. Practitioners often

uncover the underlying condition

when patients come in with complica-

tions resulting from their behaviour.

About 40 per cent are said to con-

tract sexually transmitted diseases,

according to a 1991 survey of 1,000

admitted sex addicts. But data on the

subject is still insufficient—a lot of it

dates from the 90s and before. And
there is still not a theory to explain

what drives those at risk to "act out,"

or descend into a vicious, and perni-

cious, cycle (see diagram above).

One possibility, floated by Dr. Ray-

mond Bergner, of Illinois State Uni-

versity in 2002 in the Journal of Sex

& Marital Therapy, is that sex addicts

act out a preferred sexual scenario

in an attempt to overcome an early

experience of degradation. By acting

out, the addict seeks to overcome

this degradation—and builds up

his or her expectations accordingly.

When these attempts are not met,

the addict sinks into deeper despair,

and feels compelled to act out again.

Though successful treatment com-

monly involves three to five years

of medication and therapy, Bergner

argued the key to success is tackling

the root causes of the sufferer's deg-

radation instead.

-MIKEGHENU

Sources: Minnesota Medicine;

Lippincott's Primary Care Practice;

Journal ofSex & Marital Therapy

//IN THURSDAY'S ISSUE

THE STORY

OF

CATS!

An in-depth look at the furry family Felida;

• Back story: the evolutionary history of

the 37 species of cats

• Conservation: what to do about

America's estimated 2.000 pet tigers—and

that's in Florida alone. ,

.

• Hybrid species: ligers. tigons, and

designer house cats (oh my!)
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//READING WEEK PLANNER

Beach bum bummer
Kelly Robertson

The quest for a golden glow may do-
ing more than driving people to the

beach (or tanning salon): it could
be contributing to the dramatic in-

crease in skin cancer among young
adults that has taken place over the

last three decades.

"[Non-melanoma skin cancers]

are occurring in younger and young-
er people," said Dr. Cheryl Rosen,
head dermatologist at Toronto
Western Hospital. "It's not just a dis-

ease of sixty-year-olds anymore."

Once rarely found in people under
50, skin cancer is the most common
form of cancer diagnosed today. It

is caused by prolonged exposure
to the ultraviolet (UV) radiation

found in sunlight. UV light damages
skin cells' DNA, causing mutations
which lead to altered proteins, cel-

lular function and, ultimately, skin

cancer.

There are two major categories

of skin cancer: melanoma and non-

melanoma. Of the two, non-mela-

noma is the most prevalent and is

the one increasing amongst people
under 40. The two types of non-

melanoma cancers are basal cell

carcinoma (BCC) and squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC).

Though the cause of the increase

hasn't been determined, many sus-

pect the popularity of tanning sa-

lons are a contributing factor. With
many of today's beauty icons sport-

ing bronzed hues, this new aesthet-

ic may play a significant role.

The irony, however, is that young

adults who tan for vanity reasons

may be facilitating the aging pro-

cess. "UV radiation is responsible

for sunspots, liver spots and wrin-

'Let's get old together. ..'

kles - all signs of aging. When we
judge how old a person is by look-

ing at their face, what we're actually

judging is the extent the skin has
been damaged by the sun," said

Rosen.
Wrinkles result when skin loses

elasticity. The sun speeds up this

loss by destroying elastin found
in the skin. "If you look under the

microscope, you can see that the

elastin, instead of being nice and

wavy and spread out through the

[skin], is pale purple clumps. [This

can already be seen] in biopsies of

normal people in their twenties,"

Rosen explained. She said there is

a large disconnect between people
wanting to be tanned and then not

wanting to be wrinkled. "My mes-
sage is be happy with the skin you
were born with."

Rosen did recommend a number
of ways to prevent suffering the ill

effects of sunlight. First amongst
these is wearing a sunscreen with

an SPF 30 or more. UV radiation in

sunlight comes in two forms: ultra-

violet A and ultraviolet B. UVB is

one thousand times more effective

at causing sunburns than UVA, and

is therefore, the form that the skin

needs to be protected from.

Common sense also plays a role.

Try to avoid being out for long peri-

ods during 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., when
UV light is at peak intensity, don
hats and stay in the shade.
People not only need to be more

aware of shade, said Rosen, but ur-

ban planners, landscape architects

and engineers need to become more
aware of this need for shade when
designing and constructing urban

areas. "Everybody in Canada is so

busy trying to keep us warm, they

forget about the flipside: that we
need to be shaded when it's sunny."

Sex-for some,

it's to die for

Mandy Lo

Guys having a hard time getting

lucky, imagine this: you search

for a mate; you rival for her at-

tention; woo her into hooking up

with you—only to be eaten during

. sex. You escape from her hungry

grasp, but can't help but go back

for more.

Court, mate, sacrifice. Repeat un-

til she swallows you entirely.

Welcome to the life of the male

Australian redback spider.

Dr. Maydianne Andrade, an as-

sistant professor of zoology at

U of T Scarborough, studies

the eccentric mating ritual of

Latrodectus hasselti, a species

of spider in which the female
*' sets the mating rules, and

males must adopt extreme

strategies to mate successfully.

The female redback spider has

two copulatory organs, two geni-

tal tracts and two sperm storage

sacs—allowing for two sets of

copulations, sometimes with dif-

ferent partners. To adapt, male

redback spiders "somersault" into

the mouth of the female redback,

positioning their abdomen above

the fangs of their mate and offer-

ing themselves as food. While the

female lies still and slowly devours

her partner, male redbacks trans-

fer sperm. If the mating is long

enough for the lucky male, he may
even break off part of his copulato-

ry organ in her genital tract, which

acts as a plug that prevents future

mating with competing males.

Redbacks often constrict their

abdomen during courtship, allow-

ing them to survive the female's

cannibalism during the first copu-

lation and to try mating for a sec-

ond time.

"Males don't have many mating

opportunities anyways," Andrade
pointed out. With over 80 per cent

of males dying while trying to find

a mate, "even if they are not can-

nibalized, the chance of finding a

female because of their ecology is

very low. Therefore, they invest ev-

erything in this one mating."

Male redbacks spend between
five and eight hours courting a po-

tential mate, by moving around her

web and creating vibrational sig-

nals, while competing with up to

eight rival males. However, unlike

other species, fatal fighting is hard-

'Eatme!'

ly witnessed amongst the males.

By placing a pair of rival male
redbacks on the same web, An-

drade's graduate student Jeff Stoltz

and post-doc Dr. Damian Elias

have recently discovered that fe-

male redbacks will punish males

who are aggressive towards each
other. When a pair of redback

males approach each other and
are about to exchange blows, the

female redback will strike the web
with her forelegs to stop the fight,

sometimes with so much force that

it flicks the males off.

Additionally, smaller redbacks

who try to mate aggressively are

often cannibalized by the female

before the first shag even finishes,

giving them no chance for a second

shot.

One wonders why a female even
allows smaller male redbacks a

chance to mate. "Maybe some di-

versity in offspring is good," An-

drade suggested. For female red-

back spiders, who give birth to a

large number of offspring that will

disperse to unpredictable habitat,

perhaps it is advantageous to have

a diversity of genetic traits. Her
group is now testing this idea.

For Andrade, the redback spi-

ders' bizarre and complicated mat-

ing behaviours provide the perfect

system to study the factors that

shape the evolution of male mating

strategies.

"Unlike most other system, red-

back males only get one shot at

mating," she said. Whereas males
of other species are concerned
with mating as many females as

possible, the redback male can
only get one mating, and cannot
force copulation.

"Now we can ask what happens
when female interests are critical

to mating success and how do male
strategies evolve. What you end up
with is the counter-intuitive: self-

sacrifice is involved."
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//WORD WATCH

Beyond electrons

Electronics is so 20th

century. Initially it was a

moniker for the field of

science that uses or con-

trols the flow of a stream

of electrons to carry

out some practical task.

Over time, though, it has

spawned a smorgasbord
of words that end in the

suffix -onics. But which

will be the one to replace

it?

Photonics: This discipline

uses photons of visible

and infra-red light for

tasks such as transmit-

ting information, using

lasers and fibre optics

—

which carry a much high-

er volume of information

caompared to electrons

flowing through copper
Number of hits on Pub Med:

928 Earliest record on Pub

Med: Clinics in podriatic

medicine and surgery, Oct.

1987

BiophotOniCS: A combina-

tion of biology and photo-

nics. Researchers in this

field draw on concepts

from both to build micro-

scopes better at peering

inside living cells. Number

of hits on PubMed: 99 Earliest

record on Pub Med: Frontiers

of medical and biological

engineering, 1996

Bioelectronics: Though
not a recent coinage, look

to see more of this term

in the future, as scientists

in physics, biology, and
chemistry work together

more and more. Number

of hits on PubMed: 128 Earli-

est record on Pub Med: Suom
Laakaril (Finnish), Nov.

1966

SpintronicS: Researchers

in this discipline use an-

other quantum property

of the electron, called

quantum spin, to encode

and transmit information.

Disk drive heads already

use spintronics to read

from and write to memo-
ry, but researchers prom-
ise faster microchips that

give off less heat, and
computers that boot up
instantly. Number of hits on

PubMed: 71 Earliest record on

Pub Med: Physical Review

Letters, Jun. 2000

NanophotOniCS: An ex-

pected outcome when
"nano-" meets photonics.

Since much of photonics

already takes place at the

nano-scale, this neolo-

gism seems redundant.

Number of hits on PubMed: 27

Earliest record on Pub Med:

Organic Letters, Nov. 2001

PlasmonicS: in a review

paper in Science last

month, the author argues

plasmon could be used in

computer chips to carry

information faster than

regular wires. Number of

hits on PubMed: 16 Earliest

record on Pub Med: Science,

Nov. 2004

-MIKEGHENU

New tomb (I): Archaeologists have

come across the first intact tomb
since Tutankhamun's was found

in 1922—found only five metres

away from Tut's. A pundit with An-

cient Egypt magazine speculated

this could be the tomb of Nefertiti,

which has never been found. Sixty-

three pharaonic tombs have been

dug up since the 18th century (BBC
News)

New tomb (II): Archaeologists are

also busy with another find, this

time a large underground tomb in

Greece dating from the era of Alex-

ander the Great. Believed to be that

of a noble family, it could shed light

on the turbulent period following

Alexander's death. {BBC News)

Old bones (I): Archaeologists dig-

ging up a graveyard in a colonial-era

Mexican city have found what could

be some of the earliest remains of

African slaves brought to the New
World. The graveyard was used from

around 1550 until the late 1600s—so

slaves may have been present in the

Americas as few as 60 years after its

MATE
UBL

'

Jducatiori ana v^orkolace readv

Today's employers want more than a University or College degree or

diploma. They're looking for people who have the real-world skills

and experience you'll get with a George Brown postgraduate
certificate. Apply now and you'll have what you need to succeed.

Postgraduate studies at George Brown College.

Grad smart. Workplace readv.

• Business and
Financial Services

• Chef School

• Community
Services

• Design

• Engineering

Technology

• Fashion

• Health

Sciences

• Nursing

• Hospitality

and Tourism

Management

discovery by Columbus. (American

Journal of Physical Anthropohgy)

Old bones (II): Paleontologists

looking to extract DNA from fos-

sils have found a new source for

the stuff. Normally, DNA does not

weather well. But it turns out that

minute amounts of it get trapped

inside tiny crystals found in most

bones. Researchers now report

they can extract longer strands of

better preserved DNA from such

crystal clusters than from ground

bone. (Proceedings of the National

Academy ofSciences)

Old wreck: Researchers from the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology are using a tireless under-

water vehicle to explore a recently

discovered Greek shipwreck in the

Aegean. The ship sank in 60 metres

of water sometime during the fourth

century BC, and was found in 2004.

Beside the value of the cargo, finds

such as this reveal the intricate

trading network that existed among
Mediterranean peoples at that time.

(M.I.T. news office)

Rock solid: Paleobiologists have

figured out a way to image fos-

sils found inside a rock—without

smashing it apart. They use a pro-

cess called Raman spectroscopy,

and another called confocal micros-

copy, which uses a laser to make cell

walls of once-living things fluoresce.

Their procedure could be used to

scan rocks we may one day bring

back from Mars. (Astrobiology)

-MIKEGHENU

Teach English

Overseas

'i- Intensive 60-Hour Program

* Classroom Management Techniques

* Detailed Lesson Planning

9 Comprehensive Teaching Materials

! Internationally Recognized Certificate

' Teacher Placement Service

» Job Guarantee Included

« Thousands of Satisfied Students

w Oxford
r-,- SEMINARS

416-92«240/1-800-?J9-1??9

wvw.oxfordseniinars.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

» Complete 30-Hour Seminars

• Proven Test-Taking Strategies

f Personalized Professional Instruction

» Comprehensive Study Materials

i Simulated Practice Exams

' Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

George Brown

www.georgebrown.ca/postgrad The TorOntO City CoUege

Oxford Seminars
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www.oxforclseminars.com
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Finishing a degree?

Considering teaching?

Think about the

Bachelor of Education
program at UBC

Earn a second degree in 12 months
Earn a professional teaching certificate

Elementary options - 12 month or 2 year

12 month Middle Years option (English, Science, Social Studies, PE)

12 month Secondary option with 27 teaching areas

{Especially seeking: French, Matti, Physics, Chemistry, Theatre,

Home Economics, Spanish, Japanese. Chinese)

Academic self-assessment worksheets provided at

www.teach.educ.ubc.ca
Application deadline: IVIarch 15, 2006

UBC Faculty of Education

WRITE FOR SCIENCE

'science@'thevarslty.ca ^

Summer Camp Jobs in the U.S.A?
' Lakeside Residential Girls Camp in Maine - Visas Arranged

Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more
of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim (WSI's), sail, canoe, water ski, arts

(including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery,
wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian, climbing wall.

Service Workers: including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries,

maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor.

Non-smokers only. June 18 to August 20. Attractive salary (US) plus travel allowance.

To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website:

w^ww.kippewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff

brochure.

Kippewa, 926 Route 13s, Monmouth, Maine 04259-6606, U.S.A.
tel: 207-933-^993

I

^ax: 207-933-2996
I

email:info@kippewa.com

I 3| ^ I

J

Europe, Australia or

New Zealand.

STUDENT AIRFARES

RAIL & BUS PASSES

TOURS & EXCURSIONS

HOSTEL MEMBERSHIPS

LOW COST INSURANCE
Travel CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. TiCO #132'^99B

187 College St.

(416)979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149
(416)283-0009

UTM Student Centre. East Wing
(905)820-1162

niRAVELOinS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

FELLOWSfflP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you interested in a career that involves:

MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Are you interested in iielping tlie University of Toronto rank among tlie leading international pablic research
and teaching universities?

If so. consider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and
human resources required to advance the goals of the university. These activities include fundraising, alumni and
public relation.s, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting
opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive e,xfX)sure to all aspects of umversitv
advancement functions through specific program assignments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian universities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006. The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

performance, may be considered for longer term employment.

Application deadline: Friday, March 3, 2006

To download the application, visit;

http:.//wvvv*'.aiumni.utoronto.ca/stayconnected/career_advancementfellowship.htin

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House

at 21 King's College Circle during normal business hours.

For further information, please contact Michelle .MacArthiir at

(416) 946-8371 or michclle.macailhur''a'utoronto.ca

2006-07 HART HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEES
Congratulations to these students who will create and lead student programming at Hart House

ART
Lisa Betal WDWiV

Clayton Book TRiN I

Clair Dub NEW III

Jessica Gilles SGS

I

Janice Gumey SGS 1

Astrid Heyerdahl SGS I

Mohammad Khan COMM ii

Tai Lee UC II

Marie Nazar WDW IV

Ruvashtre Cindy Sinclair

Elena Soboleva TRIN II

Sarah Stanners SGS III

DEBATES
Mitchell Gerskup UC I

Ethan Hoddes TRIN IV

Michael Hodgkinson UCIII

Sarah Ingimundson TRIN II

Sean Jenkins SMC III

Richard Lizius ENG I

Matthev^ MacPherson NEW

Byoung Jun Park UC III

Hajira Razzak VIC II Maple Chong UTSc III Alex Hut UC III Janet Chow TRIN 11

GavaskerSiyaskandarajah UCIII Julia Edwards NEW III Cynthia Lan TRIN ill Vanessa Corlazzoli UC IV

Chris Somerville INN III Georgina Kotirakos NEW III Mani Mazinani UC III Hana Dhanji VIC 1

FARM Diiri Song SMC 11 Lyn-Shan Tieu UC ill Veronica Howa.rd TRIN III

Joel Loughhead NEW III
Derek Tsang TRIN III Xiaowen Stephanie Wang NEW III Vandana Kattar SMC Ii

Katie Mann UC 111
Alen Varkaki VIC III Win Win Wong SMC III Mathew Parrot MEDS

1

Mubdi Rahman UCIII
Cornia Wong UC 1 Shubeng Zheng TRIN III Sarah Yun TRIN 1

Rachel Tipton SMC III
(3 vacancies) (J vacancy) (1 vacancy)

Lindsey Van De Keere SMC II LIT & LIB RAC THEATRE
Bei Wang SGS 1 Fatema Amijee TRIN 11 Mia Baumeister TRIN IV Matthew McGreachy VIC 1

(5 vacancies) John Appleby WDW III Jomei Chang NEW III Sahwn Mitchell TRIN III

FINANCE Vikki Bryskiewicz SMC III Carolyn Paisie VIC III Yng-Tyng Tina Sun INNI

Andrea Armborst WDW III
Vinca Chow TRIN III Adrian Roomes TRIN III Kristm Wilson WDW II!

Aakrit Kumar VIC II
Cari Mason UC II Catriona Skeaff UC III Josh Winn UCIII

KasparNg PHARM 11

Rebecca Chunping Shen WDW ill

Wendy Shen VIC IV Mercy Ukposidoio UC IV (3 vacancies)

Crystal Vincent SMC III Payam Zarin UC II

Ziao-Shu Su WDW III
(4 vacancies) (1 vacancy)

David Walker VIC Ii MUSIC SOCIAL JUSTICE
(1 vacancy) Sarah Boland TRIN 1

Rajiv Arumugum TRIN Ii

HOUSE Robyn Chan-Kent UTSc III Emilia Bartellas MUSI

Melanie Buba SMC IV Hema Dodd UC II Abhishek Bhatia UTM II

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE TO GET INVOLVED AT YOUR
STUDENT CENTRE!
Questions?? Call 416.978.8400 or e-maih

laney. marshal l@utoronto.ca

6^ HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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No love lost

The men's hockey team shocked the

Ryerson Rams by putting up 11 goals

on Saturday night at Varsity Arena.

The win assured the Blues a place

at the top of the Ontario University

Athletics (OUA) mid-east division

standings.

Toronto (8-13-2-1) poured six

pucks past Rams netminder Pierre

Beauiien in the second period to

dash Ryerson's hopes of ending the

regular season with two victories. Si-

mon Barg had two goals and Antho-

ny Pallotta had three assists during

the one-sided middle frame.

Chris Sutton had the lone goal for

the Rams (1-21-1-1) on the day, com-

ing during a wild second period.

Pallotta led all scorers with four

points—all assists— in the contest.

The last time the Blues scored 11

goals in a single game was February

15, 2002. That night they defeated

the Waterloo Warriors 11-3.

Next up for the Blues is the OUA
playoffs, which begin this week. The

Rams will unfortunately be watching

from the sidelines, as they finished

dead last in the mid-east division.

—MATTSOMERS

What a slap in the face

It was a record-setting day in Ot-

tawa on Saturday, but it wasn't the

home team setting the records. The

Gee-Gees (13-8-2-1) were beaten 2-0

by the McGill Redmen, who tied or

surpassed four Canadian Interuni-

versity Sport (CIS) marks in the con-

test. How is that for a slap in Ottawa's

face?

The shutout was the 12th for the

Redmen ttiis season, establishing

a new CIS record. McGiil (19-1-3-

0) also set the record for shutouts

on the road, this being their eighth

away from Montreal.

The other two records achieved

by McGill on Saturday also related

to goaltending. Starting netminder

Mathieu Poitras recorded his sev-

enth shutout of the season Saturday,

passing the old mark of seven held

by Chuck Goddard (St. Mary's, 1972-

73) and Luc Belanger (UQTR, 1997-

98).

The shutout lowered McGill's team
goals against average (GAA) to 1.13

for the season, by far the lowest sin-

gle-season GAA in CIS history. The
previous best was 1.50, which was
set by the Redmen during the 1937-

38 season.

The Redmen will take their stingy

defence and superb goaltending into

the OUA playoffs starting this week.

They are a heavy favourite to rep-

resent their league at the national

championships in March.

—MS

Worst. Valentine's. Gift.

Ever.
The Blues gave the visiting Ottawa

Gee-Gees the gift of losses when they

came to town for some basketball ac-

tion Friday night. The Gee-Gees left

Toronto with broken hearts, not vic-

tories.

Ottawa's women's team lost in a

particularly heart-wrenching way.

Toronto (13-8) snuck by their oppo-

nents with a narrow 57-55 victory.

Rookie guard Alaine Hutton hit four

free throws in the last 12 seconds of

the game to put the Blues ahead for

good. She finished with 16 points on

the game, just two short of teammate
Christine Cho's 18 in the game.

Toronto's men's team, meanwhile,

beat the third-best university team

in the country on Friday when they

outscored Ottawa 78-66. The win

was the ninth home victory for the

Blues (15-6) this season and pro-

pelled Toronto to 11th in the national

rankings.

—MS

//WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON?

Canada's Olympic controversy

MATT SOMERS and MALCOLM JOHNSTON present opposing views on the flag-bearing issue in

the premiere of a new Sports feature called "Which side are you on?"

I
want to congratulate Pierre Lued-

ers, Beckie Scott, Clara Hughes,

and Cindy Klassen for asking not

to be nominated to carry the Cana-

dian flag in the opening ceremonies

of the Torino Olympics. They had

the courage to think of the long-

term benefits of this controversial

decision despite the media roasting

they faced immediately after.

The majority of athletes that de-

clined to carry the flag told report-

ers that they felt carrying the flag in

the opening ceremony would have

negatively impacted their perfor-

mances in their events in the com-

ing days. This is as good a reason

as any. These athletes have to com-

pete early in the Games and there

is no doubt marching with a flag for

a number of hours would make one

tired before having to sled, ski, or

skate.

In fact, two of the last three Ca-

nadian flag bearers at the Winter

Olympics (freestyle skier Jean-Luc

Brassard and figure skater Kurt

Browning) have failed to medal af-

ter entering the Games as medal
favourites.

Also, people remember ttie Cana-

dian athletes who win medals much
longer than they remember those

who carried the flag. Do people re-

member that Brian Orser carried

the flag into the Calgary Olympics

in 1988, or do they remember that

he won the silver medal during that

event? I am convinced it's the lat-

ter.

Finally, amateur athletes have to

be a bit selfish and consider financ-

es when they consider carrying the

flag. The reality of the situation is

that amateur athletes are given

very little funding by the Canadian

government—much of their living

and training is paid for by sponsors.

Catriona LeMay Doan won gold after being Canada's flag bearer during the opening

ceremonies of the 2002 Olympics. Does carrying the flag really lower one's chances of

winning a medal?

The best way to keep sponsors hap-

py and attract new donors is to win

a gold medal. If the best way of win-

ning a medal is not to carry ttie flag,

then so be it.

Canada will forgive Pierre, Beckie

and CO. for making the "unpatriotic"

choice not to carry the flag if they

come home with medals. After all,

that is what really matters in the

long run, isn't it?

—M.S.

Canada's Olympians—the

toughest, most competitive,

most unshakable athletes in

the country, right? Well, the num-
ber of high-profile athletes who
chose not to hoist the Canadian flag

in the opening ceremonies suggests

otherwise.

Our top Olympians, it seems,

have gone soft on us. But the issue

isn't a lack of patriotism; it's a lack

of mental and physical toughness.

Catriona LeMay Doan, flag bearer

at the 2002 Games, said recently,

"Marching in the opening ceremo-

nies is exhausting, it takes so much
out of you." Ok, sure. But at last

check, these were Olympians—ath-

letes at the height of physical stam-

ina and fitness.

Can Pierre Lueders, 6'1" and 218

pounds of pure muscle, really not

hoist a stick and smile for the camer-

as for a few hours? Can Beckie Scott

punish herself in the 15-kilometre

pursuit but not complete a few laps

of the stadium? Are the opening cer-

emonies really that draining?

It's doubtful, but even if they are,

isn't it equal-opportunity fatigue?

All of Canada's athletes are expect-

ed to participate, after all, whether

they carry the flag or not. So when

it comes down to it, what difference

does a pole and a few square yards

of material make?

And what's more, all countries pa-

rade around the stadium, if you're

tired, rest assured your competitors

are, too.

So what is it, then? Pressure? The

flag bearer does become the sym-

bolic leader of the Canadian del-

egation. But, really, if our Olympic

athletes wanted to avoid attention

and pressure, they chose the wrong

line of work. The premiere sport-

ing event in the world isn't the best

place to play bashful.

Frankly, you'd think these ath-

letes would jump at the chance to

carry the flag, since it's hard enough

already for Olympic hopefuls to get

media attention in this country. And

if more face time generally means

more sponsors, doesn't it make

sense that our athletes would want

to soak up as much attention as they

can get?

In the end, if these are the tough-

est, most competitive, most unshak-

able athletes in the nation, shouldn't

they be able to shoulder the stress

of a few extra flashbulbs in their fac-

es or a few added kilograms during

the parade? I think so. And so did

LeMay Doan. In the face of potential

exhaustion, she proudly bore the

flag (despite the added pressure of

defending a gold medal). She didn't

shy away from the weight (literally

or figuratively) of leading the Cana-

dian squad—she relished in it, then

went out and decimated the compe-

tition. If only all our athletes were as

Olympic as she.

—M.J.

Triathlon is a contact sport
Pete Cunningham

On February 11 Hart House hosted

its 13th annual indoor triathlon. Ev-

erybody knows that participating in

a triathlon is a grueling test of athlet-

ic ability and endurance. What many
don't realize, however, is how hum-
bling an experience participating in

these races can be.

I didn't participate in this one, but

I have done triathlons before, so I

know what difficulties they involve.

My story begins on a brisk July

morning. With the dew still wet on

the grass and the sun peeking its

head slowly above the horizon, I ar-

rived at the battleground ready to

embark on this most colossal of en-

deavours.

As I lined up to register, I noticed

not all the participants fit the pro-

totypical triathlete mold. There

were men and women of all different

shapes and sizes. Some people had

six packs which you could bounce a

dime off of, while others looked as if

they had spent their last dime on a

six pack.

The age range of the participants

also baffled me. There were kids reg-

istering who had to be dropped off by
their parents because they couldn't

drive, and others who sported WWII
veteran licence plates on their SUVs.

After much anticipation, the race

finally began and I embarked on the

initial leg, a half-mile swim. The herd

of cattle which had previously oc-

cupied the registration area quickly

became a stampede of Pamplonian

proportion.

In a matter of seconds my goals of

winning the triathlon had been trad-

ed in for the simple wish of surviving

the next five minutes of my life. It was
the elbows, knees, and dunkings be-

ing freely offered by my fellow com-
petitors which made the swim so

exhausting, not the swim itself.

No amount of laps in a pool can pre-

pare you for the downward stroke of

a large 43-year-old accountant who,

according to the tattoo on his chest,

was more than willing to offer you
his firearm if you "pried it from his

cold dead fingers."

Different age groups and sexes

started five minutes apart so that the

300 contestants wouldn't all be in

the water at the same time. Besides

opening the swimming lanes for me
to doggy paddle in a sorry effort to

catch my breath, this also provided

me with my next bit of embarrass-

ment. People who were much older

and less fit than me were passing me
with ease.

How did I know the ages of these

participants, you ask? In an effort to

keep all age groups organized prior

to the race, everyone's age was writ-

ten on their calf large enough for

judges (and trailing participants) to

see.

I suggested to the coordinators

that next year they put how many
children the women had on one of the

calves so as to remind me of another

inadequacy that may have slipped

past my radar.

After exiting the water, I progressed

to the bike stage of the triathlon

where I was confident I could make
up some ground. I did no such thing.

One extremely nice 51-year-old

grandmother encouraged me with

"you're doing great, keep it up!" as

she easily passed by me during a hill

stage. In the spirit of her good sports-

manship (and also because I couldn't

have caught her if I tried) I elected

not to throw a stick into her spokes.

A positive aspect to the triathlon

was that my family came out in full

support of my efforts and was there

to witness my sprint across the fin-

ish line. What they didn't know was

that the only reason I was sprinting

was due to the fact that a senior citi-

zen coming around the last turn had

so courteously asked if that was all I

got?

At the end of the day the oldest per-

son I lost to was a 58-year-old invest-

ment banker with seven grandchil-

dren and mean breakaway speed.

Ass-kicking grannies, teenage ro-

bots, and obese Lance Armstrong

proteges aside, triathlons are a great

way to find out how far you can push

yourself. Unfortunately, it's also a

good way to figure out how much fur-

ther others can push themselves.

Whether it's to take home the gold

or just to put another check on the

things-to-do-before-you-die list, why
not come out and try a triathlon? I

guarantee it will be nothing short of

a life-changing experience.
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Definitely not

your mom's

workout

GROUP GIVES WALKING CLUB PERSONALITY

Marisse Roco

VARSITY STAFF •

Think walking is for soccer moms?
Think again. U of T's Student

Health Outreach Program (SHOP)
has kicked off an edgy, exciting

way to turn a casual stroll into a

low-impact version of The Amaz-
ing Race.

The SHOP Walking Club began
earlier this year, uniting fitness

enthusiasts and newbies alike. The
club promises to be a fun-fille.d and
exhilarating bi-weekly rendez-vous

with your fellow U of T students.

What exactly is the Walking

Club? It's the collaboration be-

tween three health promotion

team members: Ranjith Mahen-
dranathan, Michelle Albornoz, and
Daisy Singla. These dedicated peer

educators meet twice each week to

turn a simple stroll around campus
into a mobile party.

If you're looking for a way to meet
some new people and get fit along

the way, the walking club is a great

way to accomplish both. I had a

chance to sit down with Singla,

a fourth-year health science and

psychology major, to talk about

the new organization.

"By walking twice a week, we're

helping people get active and pro-

mote a healthy lifestyle. Everyone

is welcome to join!" she exclaimed.

"It's a great way to get out, clear

your head, meet new people, and

re-energize when you're stuck in-

side all day."

The group meets at the flagpole

behind SAC at 11:15 a.m. on Tues-

days and Thursdays. They wanted

to start close to Hart House so that

students can check their bags into

their lockers before they walk.

The coordinators guide students

along on'e of six different scenic

tours around campus. During the

half-hour walk, they also provide

a wealth of information on relevant

student health issues like nutrition,

a healthy life, and how to de-stress

during midterms.

Sound dull? Hardly.

"Last semester we had "The
Amazing Walk," our version of The
Amazing Race. Teams had to work
together to solve clues and find

places on campus. Everybody won
prizes and the feedback was awe-

some," Singla said with a laugh.

Even with her assurance, I was a

little hesitant to join the group on
a fast-paced tour around Philoso-

pher's Walk. But she guaranteed
that the pace is just enough to get

your heart rate going.

"There are always at least two
coordinators around to keep an eye
on things. There's always someone
to walk with," Singla assured me.

What about if you're someone
like me who is shy, soft-spoken,

and afraid to look like an idiot?

"Don't worry," she assured me,

"there's always someone new
who's joining us for the first time.

We've been trying to target com-

muters who've probably never had

a chance to spend a lot of time with

anyone outside of class."

So what do you do ifyou're interested

in the SHOP Walldni Club?

Visit http://www.utoronto.ca/health/

walkingcluh.htm and fill out the

registration form.

m WHISTLER

L^KE LOUISE

SILVER STAR

TREMBLANT

BANFF

BIG WHITE

Incredible Student
Ski Packages Available.

Travel CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. TICO «32'i998

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

BASKETBALL
Women vs. Ryerson

Wed Feb. 15 -6 p.m.

Athletic Cemt - Sports Gym

Men VS. Ryerson

Fri. Feb. 17-8 p.m.

Athletic Centre - Sjiorts Gyrn

HOCKEY
Wonnen vs. Guelph

Fri. Feb. 17 -7:30 p.m.
Varsity Arena

Wonnen vs.Waterloo

Sun. Feb. 19 - 5p.m.
Varsity Arena

V\/VVW.vars!tyblues.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

TOUR GUIDES

Needed for elementary school trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in May and June.

Training provided. The job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, CIT girls

head, high ropes, inline skatepark, tennis,

gymnastics, canoe, basketball, soccer,

pottery, photography, & nursing students

to assist doctor, www.mishmarcom

INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS

Exam prep service - www.prepl01.com

- seeks instructors in Chemistry (Physi-

cal, Organic). Candidates should possess

graduate degree, excellent spoken Eng-

lish, and teaching experience. Positions

are part-time on weekends and offer

excellent remuneration. Interested? Email

resume to andv@prepl01.com

LAMBTON GOLFAND COUNTRY CLUB

is holding a job fair at the clubhouse on

Saturday February 25th from 10 am until

2 pm. This exclusively private golf club

is looking to fill summer seasonal posi-

tions in each of the Food and Beverage,

Golf, Greens and Clubhouse Mainte-

nance departments. Lambton is locates

in west Toronto at 100 Scarlett Rd., north

of Dundas St. W. and south of Eglinton

Rd. Please bring a resume if available.

Additional information may be obtained

at www.lambtongolf.com or by emailing

info@lambtongolf.com.

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. $1350 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &

garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

315-8483.

ATTRACTIVE MED. SC. STUDENT
Seeks Asian or Filipino girlfriend. Anthony.

416-822-8435.goldbmw@hotmail.com

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

#26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

AFEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis vww.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

SURVEY DESIGN & ANALYSIS

Doing a survey for your course or thesis?

Need help designing the questions, ana-

lyzing the results? sui'veyhelper@aol.com

for free quote.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONGDISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50?fa off first visit.

www.baystreetclirac.ca

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135. 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138. 139, 247 PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND

EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.

(416)-785-8898.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

ONLINE ESSAY EDITING

Competitive rates, fast turnaround. Proof-

reading & suggestions for improvement by

grad with M.A. English, Editing. Copywriting

courses. Visit www.studentessayhelp.com

ESSAY COUNSELLING/EDITING

by exp. researcher-wiiter with M. Phil,

degree, (416) 304-1169.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 eacti for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON IVI5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarslty.ca

187 CoUegeSt.

(416) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

niRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com
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human rights

What would they look

ike in an Islamic State?

Envisioning Human Rights in an Islamic State

A Free Public Lecture with Friday, Feb. 1 1, 2006 @ 6:00 PM

Or. _0U3y M. S3"l Balien centre tor information Technology

40St.6eorgeSt., Room 1130ISNA Leadership Development Centre

Pmsa
f university of toronto

Muslim Students' Association
University ofToronto, St. George Cannpus

21 Sussex Avenue, Suite 405
1
(416) 946-7788

http://iifiuslim.sa.utoronto.cci/
\

nnsa.exec@utoronto.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Give me
what I

want or I'll

strike!

SEE 'UNION' -PAGE

4

science

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SlflCflflb VOL CXXVLM

The fascinating family fable of our furry

feline friends

SEE 'CATS' -PAGE 6

a&e
U of T Film Festival is ready for its

closeup.

PWS: Why We Hght

SEE 'CINEMA' -PG. J

sports

Women's basketball team shows the boys

how it's done in weekend play

SEE BASKETBALL - PG 10

red letter

Yesterday was National Flag of Canada Day,

marking the date in 1965 when the Maple Leaf

was first raised at Parliament Hillln Ottawa.

history

On February 16, 1971, Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau responded to an opposition

statement in the House of Commons with an

indistinct phrase he would later claim was

"fuddle duddle."

todo ITOStudent
corn

THUf?SDAY, FEBRUARY IB, 4 30 HI

Frank Behry's Radical—Common Space

feat. Larry Richards at University Art Centre,

University College Rm 140. Free (call 416-

978-1838 to reserve seat)

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, 8 PM

Common with Shad K. at Kool Haus. $34.50,

Dialogue, animosity at lAW
THEFT OF BANNERS

PUTS EARLY DAMPER

ON CONTROVERSIAL

ISRAELI APARTHEID

WEEK'

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

According to professor Uri Davis,

wtien pro-Israeli intellectuals talk

about the Jewish state, "nobody lies,

but they hardly ever tell the truth."

Davis, a Jewish Israeli citizen and

the founder of the Movement Against

Israeli Apartheid in Palestine, spoke

on Tuesday as part of the U of T Arab

Students' Collective's second annual

"Israeli Apartheid Week" (lAW).

Although the week's events have

been largely without incident so far,

at least one person voiced his or her

feelings over the event by stealing

the three lAW banners hung in the

Sid Smith lobby on Monday night.

"People spent hours making these

banners. They were a long term in-

vestment that we could have used
into the future," said Ahmad Shokr

of the ASC. "Our group is deeply dis-

tressed about this incident. We feel

it's an unprecedented and very low

attempt at disrupting our ability to

organize the students."

Campus police are reportedly in-

vestigating the alleged theft, and

have interviewed several students,

none of whom belong to the ASC.

Aside from the missing banners,

Shokr says there have been some at-

tempts to disrupt the ASC's tabling at

Photojournalist Jon Elmer (right). Art Arbour, member of the Christian Peacemaker Teams (centre), and an attendee talk outside

the lecture hall of Fitzgerald Building, where Elmer and Arbour presented at Wednesday evening's panel event, "Apartheid in 1967

Occupied Palestine." Some students complained of a lack of diversity in the views of the crowd.

Sid Smith, such as students obstruct-

ing the booth and refusing to move.

lAW has presented an event each

evening of this week exploring an as-

pect of the claim that Arabs in Israel

are subject to systematic oppression

deeply entrenched in the country's

legal framework, similar to that of

apartheid in South Africa.

Davis attempted to debunk the no-

tion that Israel is "the only democrat-

ic state in the Middle East."

Lia Katz, Public Relations Coordi-

nator for Jewish student group Hillel,

does not see the similarity.

"There is no validity to that claim,"

she said. "You can find examples of

[Arabs'] equal political rights, equal

voting rights, and equal rights in

electing [Arabs] to parliament. You
didn't find that in South Africa."

Both Hillel and Zionist campus

SEE DIALOGUE' -PG 2

President Naylor gets pranked
Anti-military group crashes presidential lecture in brief publicity stunt

Daniel Roth

VARSITY STAFF

"Kiss off Pentagon-Big Pharma. This

is our public university. Happy Valen-

tine's" was the message on two over-

sized, heart-shaped Valentine's Day
cards that a group of activists sur-

prised U of T President David Naylor

with in a publicity stunt on Tuesday.

Naylor was in the middle of ad-

dressing students and faculty mem-
bers on the subject of health studies

at the Croft Chapter House in Univer-

sity College when the group crashed

the talk, displayed the valentines,

walked around the boardroom table,

and quickly left the room.

At the end of his lecture, Naylor

said that he would answer questions

about anything, adding, "I would be

happy to discuss the militarization

of U of T, which is a baffling one for

me." The group was gone by the time

the lecture ended, however, so no

discussion between them and Naylor

took place.

"[There is a] lack of ethical guide-

lines for the types and lines of re-

Giant valentines held by Ivona Vujica and a co-conspirator in the middle of his lecture

almost make Dave 'Ice Cold' Naylor break a sweat. ..almost.

search and research partnerships

[at U of T]," said Ivona Vujica, the co-

ordinator of People Against Militari-

zation of Life (PAML), the group that

was behind the stunt. Vujica, one of

the people who handed Naylor the

giant card at the event, claims her

group is marginalized and silenced

at U of T. The group tipped off vari-

ous campus media outlets about the

prank on Monday.

Vujica, a recent graduate of OISE's

Adult Education program, said PAML
attempted to make themselves heard

at the Board of Governors meeting

on February 9. but they were not al-

lowed to speak, nor to hold banners

expressing their views.

"We wanted to speak on the es-

tablishment of ethical guidelines,"

Vujica said. She added that the in-

camera session, which is usually at

the beginning of the meetings, was
shifted to the end, which she claims

was a deliberate attempt to make it

more difficult for the protestors to

try to break into it after protesting

outside.

PAML claims in their pamphlet
that U of T is involved in a marriage

of public and private interests. It

names the Toronto Region Research
Alliance (TRRA) as just one of many
organizations that has "rounded up
presidents of our universities, hospi-

tals, and mayors of the cities in the

Golden Horseshoe Region" and is

motivated by a goal of "privatization

of our higher education, research,

SEE PRANK - PG 3
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// IT IS MY PLEASURE TO ACC

'Al NEWS

Hate that goop you get on your sleeve from trying to get your garbage into

an overstuffed bin? Meet SmartPack. The "smart" garbage bins, at UTSC's

Student Centre on a one-month free trial basis, open automatically by sensing

movement, and even say things like "Thank you for clearing your table" after

you use them. Rented from a company called AtSource, they are mini-trash

compactors that purport to reduce waste to 1/15 its size, saving garbage bags

and preventing overfilling.

SRAK^SCAPE
A Taste of South Philly

Coming Soon to Toronto Eaton Centre

Now Hiring
Supervisors, Full & Part Time Cast Members

Our Promise

Flexible Schedules
Employee Incentives

Regular Pay Increases

Opportunities for

Advancement
Fun Work
Environment

Your Attributes

Outgoing Personality

Dedicated
Passion for Service

Team Player

Desire to Perform

Send resumes to

Jeff Berg, Director of Operations
156 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 12
Toronto, ON M3B 3N2
Or Email resumes to jobs@steakescape.ca

DONSHIPS
St Michael's College

Student Residence

Applications are now being accepted fi'om men and women
for Donships in the St Michael's College Student Residence for

2006-2007. Eligible candidates must be enrolled in their fourth

year of undergraduate studies, or in a graduate, second degree, or

equivalent UofT programme during the academic session.

Application packages are available from the St Michaels College

mail desk (81 St Mary Street), from our web site, by email,

and by post at the address below. Interviews for a short list of

candidates will be held in mid-March. For further information,

please contact:

The Office of the Dean of Students, St Michael's College

81 St Mar>' Street, Toronto, ON, M5S 1J4

Telephone: (416) 926 1300 ext. 3247

smc.residence@utoronto.ca

www.utQronto.ca/stmikes

1 he deadline for receipt of applications by the Dean of Students

is Tuesday' Febmary 2Jlh, 200,6.

//NEWS IN BRIEF

UofT will be first in Cana-

da to offer Tamil language

courses

The University of Toronto Tamil Stud-

ies Coordinating Committee is cele-

brating a new Tamil Studies Program
that will be offered at U of T. The
group has lobbied U of T to introduce

a Tamil language course in the past.

"Tamil Studies will enhance the

multicultural experience of every stu-

dent at the University of Toronto and
solidify Toronto's already existing

name as one of North America's most
multicultural cities," commented
Shanthela Easwarakumar, director of

administration of Tamil Studies.

The Tamil Studies Coordinat-

ing Committee will be inaugurating

the first Tamil language course in

Canada at a gala dinner on Feb. 25.

—SARAH BARMAK

Big Brother is filing a

countersuit

The University of Ottawa is warning

news@thevarsity.ca

students that they may be giving up
their privacy when they get finger-

printed before writing an admission

test for law school.

The Law School Admission Test,

used by universities around the

world, requires anyone writing the

test to provide a thumbprint and oth-

er personal information.

B.C. Information and Privacy Com-
missioner David Loukidelis agreed

to investigate the company's re-

quest for information after a student

complained about the requirement.

—STAFF

'DIALOGUE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

group Betar Tagar have released

statements condemning lAW. Hillel

called lAW's central claims "untrue

and malicious," adding that the event

"undermines the interfaith dialogue

we at Hillel strive to promote."

Betar Tagar expressed their oppo-

sition to the event in stronger terms,

condemning its "genocidal rhetoric"

and saying it is "calculated to create

tensions between Jews and Arabs on

campus." They further said the event

"trivializes the suffering of millions

of black South Africans under a true

apartheid regime" and ignores hu-

man rights abuses in Arab countries.

Based on comments and questions

from the crowd, although lAW has

been billed by the ASC as a chance

to create dialogue in the university

community, the majority at the event

had clearly already made up their

mind about Israel. Miriam Levine, a

master's student at U of T, expressed

one of the few dissenting opinions

when she suggested to Davis after his

lecture that the restrictions placed

on Palestinians were necessary for

the security of Israel. The idea was
not popular with most of the crowd.

"1 definitely sensed animosity," she
said. "Some guy in the audience said

some choice swearwords to me as I

left."

Most of the dialogue between dis-

senting opinions at lAW so far seems
to have taken place away from the

lectures themselves, in the Sid Smith

lobby where the ASC has set up its

booth this week. There, a steady

stream of students has engaged in

lively debate with ASC members.

Davis's talk about Israeli apartheid

sought to explain the lack in Israel

of certain restrictions that defined

South African apartheid, such as re-

strictions on voting rights and what

he called the "petty" instances of

separate washrooms and drinking

fountains for whites and blacks. Da-

vis believes the absence of such bla-

tant segregation in Israel functions

to mask the different rights afforded

Jews and non-Jews.

"There is no petty apartheid in Is-

rael," he said, "and it is the absence of

a petty apartheid that is the crucial

plank of the projection of Israel as the

only democracy in the Middle East."

It's this rationale that allowed him
to argue that, while Israel's support-

ers are telling the truth when they

say that Israeli Arabs are allowed to

vote freely in elections, this right ac-

tually obscures what he said are mas-

sive restrictions placed on Arab civil

rights—such as a lack of rights over

land ownership.

The debate over land is perhaps
the central one for the supporters of

the notion of Israeli apartheid, and its

complexity alone can be daunting.

"Arabs are ghettoized in 2.5 per

cent of the land, but 20 per cent of

the population is Arab," Davis said.

"They are not allowed to build on 97.5

per cent of the land." Because the

vast majority of the country's land is

owned by either the government or

the non-profit Jewish National Fund,

who do not sell land, Arabs cannot

buy it.

But Jon Jaffit, spokesperson for on-

campus Zionist group Betar Tagar,

said that Jewish citizens are also

unable to buy the majority of Israeli

land.

"Only five per cent of the land can

be bought by Jews," he said, "because

the JNF owns (the rest). But anyone

can rent land from the JNF."

According to Davis, however, Arabs

are only permitted to lease land from

the JNF for a term of three years,

which denies them official occupan-

cy under Israeli law. In contrast, the

regular term of a JNF lease for a Jew-

ish citizen is 49 years.

lAW will end two weeks of cam-

pus events advancing controversial

claims, one that Islam's radical fac-

tions are increasingly dangerous and

oppressive, the other that the state

of Israel has racist policies regarding

its Arab population. Last week, Betar

Tagar presented "Know Radical Is-

lam Week" in direct response to last

year's lAW.

lAW will wrap up on Saturday.

FELLOWSfflP IN ADVANCEMENT
at

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Are you a recent or soon-to-be graduate?

Are you intere.sted in a career that involves:

MARKETINti
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS

VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
PHILANTHROPY

Are jou interested in helping the University of Toronto rank among the leading international public research

and teaching universities?

If so, con.sider the field of Advancement. Advancement comprises the activities that mobilize the financial and

human resources required to advance the goals of the universitv-. These activities include fundraising. alumni and

public relations, advocacy and event management. Advancement is a rapidly growing field filled with exciting

opportunities.

During this 12 month fellowship, one successful candidate will receive exposure to all aspects of university

advancement functions through specific program as.signments, job shadowing and mentoring, extensive professional

development opportunities, on-campus work placements, and visits to other Canadian imiversities.

The fellowship will begin in September 2006. The fellow will receive a monthly stipend and, based on successful

perfonnance, may be considered for longer-tenn employment.

Application deadline: Friday, .March 3, 2006

1 o download the application, visit:

http://www.aJtnnni.utoronto.ca''stayconnected/carecr,advancementfeilo\vship.htm

Applications are also available at the front desk of the J. Robert S, Prichard Alumni House
at 21 King's College Circle during nonnal business hours.

For further infomiation. please contact Michelle MacArthurat
(416) 946-8371 or michcllc.macanhur<§'utoronto.ca
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The fine printll kill ya

Take note, unsuspecting students: U of T's service charges might have

slipped under your radar

Rehaana Manek

If you've looked at your fees invoice

on ROSl for tfie first time in a few

montlis recently, you may fiave been
surprised to notice a 1.5 per cent

monthly service charge added to tu-

ition starting in November.

If you were unaware of the charge,

you're not alone. Many fourth-year

students and even student unions

like the Woodsworth College Stu-

dents Association have no idea that

the service charge exists.

But according to Jennifer Guyatt,

associate registrar at Woodsworth
College, the charge has always been

here, and students shouldn't ignore

it.

"I've been here for twenty years,

and the charge has always existed,"

said Guyatt. "These charges are

there to encourage students to pay

in a timely manner.

"In fact, four sessions ago the

charge came in October, but the

university pushed it to November

to give students more time," she

added.

Information about the service

charge isn't that hard to find. It's lo-

cated on student invoices, the fees

website, and ROSl.

U of T registrar staff said that it is

considered an expected side cost of

tuition.

"The charge is calculated into tu-

ition when the university gives OSAP
their estimate," said Student Ac-

counts manager, Ann Lewis. "When
students ask for OSAP these costs

are taken into consideration."

Even if OSAP has these charges

in mind when distributing money,

many students are still concerned.

Many feel the timing of the charge

punishes students who don't get

enough money to pay all their tu-

ition with their first OSAP install-

ment and must wait until the next in-

stalment in January to meet all their

expenses. Until then, 1.5 per cent is

added on each month. For a student

who has paid only half their fees of

$5,000 tuition, the charge is works

out to about $37 per month.

For second-year linguistics major

Mera Nirmalan-Nathan, this makes
no sense.

"The university knows students

have to wait for OSAP—you get

the money in September and Janu-

ary—so why do charges start in No-

vember? If they started the charges

in January at least students would
have all their funding and wouldn't

have any excuse not to pay. If OSAP
is a student's only form of income,

how does the university expect the

student to make up the shortfall in

tuition between the first OSAP pay-

ment in September and when ser-

vice charges start in November?"
According to Guyatt and Lewis

there are ways to alleviate the

charge or get more help if a student

is in dire need.

"If a student's OSAP is held up they

can go to Admissions and Awards
and the fees may be cancelled," said

Lewis. "If you pay in monthly install-

CORRECTION
The Varsity opinion entitled "A

History of Silence" of February

9, 20o6, contains errors of fact

regarding Mike Brassard. The

Varsity apologizes to Mr. Brassard

for these errors.

?fVARSITY

ments, then tuition lessens, thereby

lessening the service charge to a

manageable amount."

"There are grants that students

can apply for if they don't have

enough, but they need to look at this

like it's the real world, like interest

on a credit card bill, it needs to be

paid," said Guyatt. She encourages

students to "read the material!"

The university's policy on Student

Financial Support states that "[n]o

student admitted to a program at the

University should be unable to enter

or complete the program due to lack

of financial means."

One anonymous student respond-

ed with scorn.

"The university charges tuition

and then they charge service fees

on top of that. Then when a student

can't meet those costs, then they

give us grants? Isn't this self-defeat-

ing?"

PRANK' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

and healthcare."

PAML cites the university's part-

nership with the Medical and Related

Sciences (MaRS) Discovery District,

a not-for-profit corporation that pro-

vides networks for medical and tech-

nological research to connect with

business capital, as a reflection of

the increasing privatization of U of T.

(MaRS's CEO also happens to be Nay-

lor's wife. Dr. Use Treurnicht, and its

chair is a former U of T president.)

A website that has posted informa-

tion from PAML also states that U
of T and MaRS have a close partner

in Ohio-based Battelle Memorial In-

stitute, a private body that is under
contract to the U.S. Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense. On the site, they

express concern that there is nothing

to stop MaRS from becoming a hub
for the research and development of

biotech weaponry.

When asked if U of T is increas-

ingly relying on corporate funding,

Naylor said, "No, it's not accurate."

Ten years ago, 20 per cent of the
university's funding came from ex-

ternal sources, said Naylor. Now,

that number is down to ten per cent,

he said.

Naylor said that he is "glad when
students take up causes that mat-

ter to them," but he indicated that,

in his opinion, issues such as racial,

ethnic, and religious intolerance,

and the state of the environment,
seem to be much more vital causes

to be focused on.

But according to U of T student

and PAML member Paul York, "mor-

al indifference," is what worries

him most. One of the organization's

central demands, according to their

pamphlet, is the "[a]pplication of

ethics, human rights and interna-

tional law to U of T's... research and
research partnerships."

Flexible Learning @ Holborn Collese

There is another way to gain admission to the
Canadian Bar

More and more people these days have a dream of becoming a lawyer. A legal

career is seen as 'The Profession' by many aspiring students. It is a long and often

challenging path and many students will be frustrated trying to gain admission to

the law school of their choice. Competition for places at law school is fierce. It is

not simply a case of taking the L5AT, as it is not uncommon for a law school to take
only one student from ten applicants (National Post, Oct 2005).

All Canadian provinces and territories, apart from Quebec, are governed by the
common law tradition from England and it is this very basis of common law that

may permit the holder of an English law degree, LIB (Hons) to progress to the

Canadian Bar.

As the holder of a bachelors degree from a Canadian university you will be offered

a place v/ith Holborn College on our University of Huddersfield LLB (Hons) degree
programme and as a graduate entry student you may be able to complete the LLB
in less than three years.

Successful LLB graduates of Holborn College are then required to contact the NCA
(National Committee on Accreditation) for evaluation of their LLB transcript

www.flca.ca). In many cases the NCA will recommend that a student take a certain

number of examinations only in order for a student to proceed to the Canadian Bar

examinations.

This path of study is now widely recognised as one of the most popular ways for a

student holding a non-Canadian LLB to proceed to the Canadian Bar and since 1999

the highest proportion of all NCA evaluations, almost 25%, have come from the UK
- even more than from the USA. In the same period (1999-2005) 23.8% of all

certificates issued have come from holders of UK qualifications.

Entrance to the Holborn LLB is not subject to LSAT, nor are there limits on the

numbers of students accepted each year. In fact as the degree is supported with on-

line tutorials there are no limits on the number of students accepted for the three

intakes each year. Many students may also be eligible for OSAP as Holborn is an

approved institution.

Further details on the above may be found by visiting: vww.flexible-learning.co.uk

and www.osap.gov.on.ca.

Please contact us at:

flenq@holborncollege.ac.uk

+44(0) 20 8317 6074

Queens
oiii^ UNIVERSITY

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Why Queen's?

Excellent research facilities in the following areas:

Communications; Microwaves & Photonics;

Robotics, Control & Biomedical Engineering;

Pov\/er Electronics; Software Engineering; Computer Architecture

Exceptional faculty at a prestigious research-intensive university:
Canada Research Chair, Queen's Research Chair,

Premier's Research Excellence Awards,
Wide variety of government and industry research grants

Industrial collaboration with companies such as:

Nortel, IBM, Samsung, Bell Mobility, MD Robotics, Sun Microsystems,
BTI Photonics

Graduate students are fully funded - guaranteed funding from scholarships,

teaching assistantships, research assistantships

Central location - historic campus in Kingston close to Lake Ontario with

convenient access to Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto

Excellent career opportunities for graduates

Application Deadline: March 15, 2006
(domestic applicants)

For information see: www.ece.queensu.ca/graduate

Contact: Debie Fraser, ecegrad@post.queensu.ca or (613) 533-2179
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Time to fell the Arbor

opinions@thevarsity.ca

It gives us no joy to say it, but it is time

to let the Arbor Room go.

These pages have lately been lively

with letters and editorials debating the

unfortunate end of the beloved Hart

House eatery and the fraught choice

of how to replace the food service in

that space. The outpouring of feeling

on this issue has been remarkable, and

we have tried to reflect these divergent

views in the Varsity Comment section.

Though the closure of the Arbor Room

is a sad end to an era, the case for the

status quo has not been made convinc-

ingly.

Hart House must accept a good deal

of the blame for the closure's poor

reception among students. The deci-

sion to close the Arbor was publicized

abruptly and without sufficient detail

EDITORIAL -

about the choice and how it was made.

The Hart House Board of Stewards ap-

peared unprepared for the backlash,

and when it came, responded to it un-

sympathetically.

The backlash was none too graceful

either. The proponents of keeping the

Arbor Room food service open as-is

raised a litany of protests against the

scheme, only some of which held wa-

ter. The cries of an impending "McHart

House" or the spectre of a Tim Horton's

downstairs were attention-grabbing

but not supported by fact. Ten union-

ized employees were never at risk of

losing their jobs, but many observers

mistakenly thought they were; the food

service area of the Arbor may change,

but the space itself, popular as a meet-

ing place and as a venue for music and

other performances, was not at risk of

closure. There are legitimate concerns

to be raised about the Arbor's closure,

but they weren't the ones being voiced

the loudest.

The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil collected an impressive 8,000 signa-

tures in an online petition asking Hart

House to reconsider, and that number

is nothing to sneeze at. But the petition

itself spoke of the "elimination of good

unionized jobs," which made it sound

like the Arbor workers were going to

be thrown out into the street. This is

simply not the case; the employees are

to be relocated to other jobs on cam-

pus, as U of T's collective bargain with

CUPE requires. Certainly this will be

disruptive for them, and that is unfor-

tunate, but the loss of union jobs was

a red herring.

SAC and the Graduate Students'

Union's vigorous protest of the closure

did make some good points; there is

already a dearth of kosher and halal

food available on campus, and certain-

ly the continuing Sodexification of U of

T is nothing to be applauded (if, that is,

food service multinational Sodexho is

chosen to run the new Arbor Room).

But the fact remains: the ArborRoom
lost money from day one, and every

dollar Hart House spends propping up

the cafeteria's bottom line is a dollar

that could be better spent on services

and programming for students. No one

has yet proved the singular, irreplace-

able preciousness of the Arbor Room
that would be necessary to continue

subsidizing it. The food is good, sure,

but the prices are no bargain, and

though the Arbor Room is nominally

"independent" now, it stocks most of

the same brand-name, mass-market

products you'd find a block away in

the Sodexho-run Robarts Library caf-

eteria.

If Hart House's Board of Stewards

break any of their many pledges about

the new Arbor Room—there is now a

list of 13 criteria which a prospective

company must meet to be considered

for the contract—then The Varsity will

be first in line to skewer them for their

perfidy. But it's time to put the beloved

but financially crippled Arbor Room
out to pasture.

LETTERS ->

Union blues

Cam Vidler

Ah, the familiar smell of student activism...

In the campus papers, students condemn the

closure of the Arbor Room at Hart House. Bill-

boards are plastered with posters encouraging

us to support the TA union in their negotiations

with the university. Even on the bathroom walls

at Robarts, I am told by the Graduate Student

Union that I should be worried about my degree

being used as a "commodity" on the open mar-

ket. Call me crazy, but I don't care. Have I lost

my heart?

Maybe I've realized that we're not living dur-

ing the Industrial Revolution. Karl Marx might

have had a point in his day, but he has fortu-

nately lost relevance. The crystal clear struggle

between the rich and the poor, which many ro-

mantically cherish, should be criticized when-

ever possible. In a modern Canada teeming with

social programs like welfare, health care, and

free education, not to mention rampant job op-

portunities and solid legislation to protect work-

ers, we should expose the ever-weakening moral

high ground that unions claim to stand on.

Unions consistently undermine the nature of

Canada's meritocracy. While most of the Cana-

dian workforce plays by the rules, getting paid

what their hard work and skills are worth on
the market, unions encourage a sense of entitle-

ment. They'll stop at nothing to achieve their

goals even if they have to resort to coercion.

Just look at how CUPE is using walkout threats

to bully elected officials into passing the legisla-

tion they want. Should they resort to their illegal

strike, public services around the province will

be crippled. Whatever happened to democracy?

Instead of being paid a competitive wage based

on individual effort and human capital, union-

ized employees everywhere are arbitrarily say-

ing, "Give me what I want or I'll strike!"

This strategy sounds tempting to anyone who
has had a job, but should we look up to it as a

society? Isn't it more ethical and fair to be paid

based on the value of one's contribution to soci-

ety rather than on one's ability to organize? An
individual should not expect a raise in salary

unless they can show that another employer

is willing to offer the same. If the going rate is

not high enough in the employee's opinion, he

CURE'S masked bandits are sticking up Canadian

employers.

has every right to look elsewhere or seek a sub-

sidized education that will improve his earning

power.

Not only are they unethical, but unions have

serious negative effects on our society. They
cause trouble to businesses, consumers, other

workers, and even themselves.

Take the recent decision by the Hart House
administration to shut down the Arbor Room.

The existence of a unionized workforce, over-

paid by any standards in the food services in-

dustry, caused understaffing, slow service, and

a lack of employment opportunities for students

and immigrants looking for part-time work. We
also can't forget that the union is responsible for

the Arbor Room's failure as a business, which

ironically cost its workers their jobs there. On
the bright side, if they open a Tim Horton's on

the site we won't have to wait half an hour for

a sandwich.

We should also be unimpressed with the union

for our teaching assistants. Complaints of being

over-worked and underpaid by the university

don't have much worth when they're coming
from some of the most educated people in our

country. If they don't like their part-time jobs,

there are plenty of competitive intern oppor-

tunities they could pursue, however probably

none as well-paying for so few hours worked.

It's laughable that many student groups sup-

porting them can also be found protesting ris-

ing tuition fees. Who do they think pays the TAs'

wages?

1 think it's great that so many of us feel such

passion for our society. However, we must not

let our pursuit of moral absolutes lead us blind-

ly towards the worship of institutions that harm
its well-being. In short, we can't have our social

justice and eat it too. Unions claim to be cham-
pions of "the people," but are in fact nothing but

a self-interested burden.

Israeli Aparth-ired

Re: Israeli Apartheid Week begins, Feb. 13

The article on "Israeli Apartheid Week" was

very informative but ineffective because it ne-

glected to deal with the issue as it exists outside

the U of T universe. First of all, it must be noted

that the majority of people, though often silent,

agree that a "two-state solution" is the only real-

istic option. One Jewish or Palestinian state that

envelops the entire region is unrealistic and

a waste of energy to discuss. U of T's bubble

allows us to get worked up and argue about

unlikely realities.

The Varsity should in future connect its

readership to some of the actual realities over

there, in addition to reporting on the various

events going on over here. As well, it would be

nice if some of the organizations educating us

on campus about this issue could take a peek

outside our little bubble too.

Daniel Roth

• It seems incredibly ironic to me that the Arab

Students Collective has decided to devote an

entire week for the purpose of exposing Israel's

supposed apartheid policies. This ignores the

nearly one million Arabs who are Israeli citizens

with considerably higher living standards than

their fellow Arabs in the Middle East, and who
enjoy full political rights, in contrast to the

majority of Arab countries where most Arabs

themselves do not possess political rights.

The irony, moreover, lies in the fact that what
in the past was a large Jewish community in

Arab countries has since 1948 been reduced

drastically due to the Arab countries' own
apartheid policies. Surely it should come as no

surprise that Jews are not only unwelcome in

these countries but that they have also been

subject to repeated acts of violence that forced

their flight to, you guessed it, Israel.

We should not discount the hardship and in-

justice that has befallen the Palestinian people.

I would have no problem whatsoever with a

Palestinian awareness week. But by inciting ha-

tred against Israel, the ASC has done everyone

a disservice.

Kenny Grad

• This article consisted of biased journalism

and was nearly a propaganda piece for the

extremists running this event. It omitted the

most basic counterarguments to the apartheid

claim, including the fact that the prime minister

of South Africa does not think Israel is an apart-

heid state, and that there is affirmative action

for Muslim and non-Jewish minorities in Israel.

Unlike Muslim Israelis, Palestinians were

never Israeli citizens. They are refugees in the

West Bank and Gaza area, occupied in the

1967 war. Muslim Israelis, about 15% of Israel's

citizens, have voting rights and are represented

in government. There is an Arab-Israeli judge on

the Supreme Court.

The article claimed Arab-Israelis cannot

own certain parts of the land, which is false.

As stated by the Israeli Supreme Court: "The

principle of equality prohibits the state from

distinguishing between its citizens on the basis ,

of religion or nationality. The principle also ap-

plies to the allocation of state land."

The article did not mention the real contro-

versial issues about the conference. Last year,

the conference condoned terrorism, the murder

of innocent people. It calls for the destruction

of Israel. Many said that last year it condoned
general hate against Israelis in Palestinian soci-

ety, and that it made racist allusions to Jewish

organizations in general.

The event organizers claim "apartheid" and

want a "one-state" solution not because of

equality but because the group needs to justify

these other disgusting views.

Simon Lightstone

• Throughout "Know Radical Islam Week" my
colleagues and 1 encountered many arguments

diminishing the magnitude of Hitler's genocide

from the official six to roughly one million Jews.

Indeed, one of the Arab Students Collective's

main features for "Israeli Apartheid Week" is

Professor Ward Churchill, who claimed that the

victims of 9/11 were "little Eichmanns." Presi-

dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of the Islamic

Republic of Iran is not the only one questioning

the Holocaust.

Since the defining parameters of the Holo-

caust have been challenged, I feel it only fair to

redefine Holocaust denial. Equating innocent
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victims of terrorism with Hitler's con-

centration camp mastermind (Eich-

mann) is categorically denying the

enormity of Jewish suffering under
Hitler. Holocaust denial is above all

the refusal to respect Jewish national

self-determination in spite of the

reoccurring probability of genocide.

Severing the State of Israel from the

Holocaust is historical revisionism.

Though the ASC believes that by
having Jewish speakers they are not

being anti-Semitic, 'Israeli Apartheid

Week' calls for the destruction of the

Jewish state. And though Nadia Daar

claims that the ASC "believes in a sec-

ular democratic state regardless of

race or religion," she fails to condemn
terrorism. More importantly, Daar

overlooks the fact that the Hamas vic-

tory means the rule of Islamic law in

disputed territories of the West Bank,

a more honest indication of what

the ASC's putative "one-state" would

really entail.

Joshua Rosenbujm
President, Betar-Tagar

• The caption on the front page pic-

ture of Monday's Varsity was mislead-

ing and false. The activists demon-
strating against Israel in the picture

are not South African, as you claim,

but foreign protestors, converging

on a UN Conference that happened

to be in South Africa. It would be

more interesting for your newspaper

if they were South African nationals

equating Israel's practices with those

of their own country. However, that is

not the case. There's nothing South

African about this.

LiA Katz

[The 2001 World Conference against

Racism held in Durban, South Africa

drew a mix of international and local

delegates. Activists from South Africa

and elsewhere demonstrated against

Israel's allegedly apartheid policies.

-Ed.]

Debate out of toon

Re: Muslim 'toons debated at

HH, Feb. 13

It's great to see that U of T faculty

members and students are address-

ing the cartoon controversy, although

I'm not so sure that both sides of the

issue were fairly represented in this

debate. According to the article, all

of the speakers in the panel spoke

against the.cartoons and criticized

the decision to publish them.

The violent tone of the protests

and the reports that the Syrian and
Iranian governments have been

deliberately fanning the flames of this

controversy suggests that this issue

is more than a simple violation of the

rules of free speech. It is surprising

that none of the professors took the

opportunity to speak out against

this manipuJation, and it is equally

surprising that the U of T Anti-Racism

and Cultural Diversity office did not

invite any speakers to argue in favour

of the decision to print the cartoons.

Maya Kesler

Go for the dough

Re: Time to torch the Olympics,
Feb. 13

Could you please make sure that

your opinions writers get their facts

straight in any rants they choose to

write? In Graham F. Scott's piece on
the Olympics there was a grievous

error that cut short one of his main

•points.

".
. .the poor citizens of Torino,

Beijing, Vancouver, and cities of the

damned yet to come toss truckloads

of government cash onto the pyre
of fiscal ruin, bravely boasting that

they will be the first in history who
actually make a net profit on the

Games. .
.."

This statement is completely

false, since there have been Olympic

Games with a profit. The Salt Lake

City games four years go made a

profit of $56 million. Also, the Sydney

games of 2000, the Atlanta games of

1996 and the Los Angeles Olympics

of 1984 have posted a profit to my
knowledge.

If you could mention this in a com-

ing edition it would be nice, that is if

you live up to the same journalistic

standards as the big boys.

Josh T.

Faith and country:

cheek to cheek

To those who are having trouble

equating anti-Zionism with anti-Semi-

tism, think about this; Israel is the

only Jewish state on earth, thereby

making it a state associated with a

religion. It would be pretty obvious

that one who is anti-Mecca is also

anti-Islam. Judaism has a deep con-

nection with Israel and one cannot

go on without the other Those who
are discrediting "Know Radical Islam

Week" just because Betar-Tagar, a

Zionist organization, is sponsoring

it, should strongly reconsider their

argument. The event does not target

Islam, but rather radical Islam, which

poses a threat for everyone including

Muslims themselves.

Aviv Kartuz

Tfie Vars/tyv^elcomes letters from our

readers. Send letters (250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.
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Genetic diversity in the world's most successful

carnivores is providing insights into human disease

and enabling the breeding of "better" house cats,

MIIKE GHENU writes

Reading this image

This diagram is a depiction of

a so-called phylogenetic tree

showsingevolutionary relationships

between species. The point where a

certain lineage branches off indicates

when the closest common ancestor of

the domestic cat and that lineage lived

(MYA = million years ago).

Pantliera lineage

Species: lion, tiger, jaguar, leopard, snow and

clouded leopard

Back story: The "roaring cats" lineage

^ •fc diverged about ten million years ago, with its

9 ^ origins in Asia. They remained there except for

|| * lions and leopards, which migrated to Africa,

%tf^ i^nd jaguars, which migrated to the Americas.

Caracal lineage

Species: caracal, African

golden cat, serval

Back story: An African

lineage of mid-sized cats.

The serval (above) has been

bred with domestic cats to

produce the Savannah cat

breed.

Their short tail, large ears,

and spotted coat are traits

passed on to the Savannah.

e
«•

Lynx lineage
Species: Eurasian and Ca-

nadian lynx, bobcat

Back story: A lineage of me-

dium-sized cats that are the

big predators in European

and Siberian forests.

Bay cat lineage

Species: bay cat, Asian golden cat. marbled cat

Back story: A lineage of mid-sized cats found in the

rain forests of south-east Asia. A Thai myth has it that

burning Asian golden cat hair keeps tigers at bay.

The cat genome project

Around two hundred human diseas-

es—including diabetes—also occur

in cats. They are plagued by the same

viruses that cause SARS and leukemia

in humans. Not to mention feline immu-

nodeficiency virus (RV). which is highly

similar to those that cause AIDS in mon-

keys and humans. To understand all

these better, genome sequencers have

set their sights on the domestic cat.

"We think that the monkeys got [the

virus] longer ago, from cats," said Or.

Stephen O'Brien, of the National Cancer

Institute, in Maryland, whose lab is se-

quencing the cat.

One in ten domestic cats get FIV.

Some of them develop the same pattern

of immune system break-down and op-

portunistic infections as humans. "FIV

is the only natural model we have in an

animal of HIV/AIDS," O'Brien pointed

out.

In the wild, ocelots, cheetahs, lions,

and leopards are all, to varying degrees,

infected with FIV—but it doesn't seem

to bother them. "The cats have taught

us a lot about how these species sup-

press the virus," O'Brien said.

His lab began sequencing the cat in

Aug. 2004. O'Brien said the sequencing

part of the project is now done; it now

remains to analyze the data. He expects

to publish the results in the second half

of the year.

-MIKE GHENU

Dolffestic cat lineage

Species: domestic cat, european and

african wild cat, jungle cat, black-footed

cat. desert cat, and Chinese desert cat

Back story: A series of small cat species

have spread throughout Eurasia and

Africa.

Ocelot lineage
Species: ocelot, margay, andean

mountain cat, pampas cat, Geoffroy's

cat, Kodkod, Tigrina

Back story: A lineage of small cats

found only in South America. Geoffroy's

cat (above) has been bred with domestic

cats, but with little success.

Leopard cat lineage

Species; Pallas cat. Rusty spotted cat, Asian

leopard cat. Fishing cat. Flat-headed cat

Back story: This lineage of small cats with

longish bodies and small heads is found in Asia.

Puma lineage

Species: puma, jaguarundi, cheetah

Back story: The American puma (not pictured) is the most wide-spread mammal in the

Americas, found from the Canada's Yukon to Patagonia's pampas.

WtifSffifH

Big cat next door
Felida, the 37-member strong cat fam-

ily, is in trouble. Except for a few small

cat species, all are considered tfireat-

ened or endangered. There are an estimated

23.000 lions left in the wild, and fewer than

15.000 tigers, cheetahs, and snow leopards.

One of the world's oldest and most success-

ful families of carnivores—their nearest

common ancestor to the similarly success-

ful dog-litce carnivores lived 55 million years

ago (MYA)—is in danger of thinning out.

The main reason for that is habitat deple-

tion: big cats need huge habitats to thrive,

in Namibia, each cheetah roams an area of

roughly 1,500 square kilometres—more than

twice the size of the GTA.

But while their wild i<in are struggling, big

cats are thriving in the U.S.—as pets. Their

numbers have grown exponentially since

the 80s, said Carol Asvestas, director of the

Animal Sanctuary of the U.S., in San Anto-

nio. She estimated there are about 20,000

privately owned big cats—mountain lions,

pumas, and lions—in the U.S. Two years ago,

she added, there were 5,000-odd tigers in

the state of Florida alone.

Pet owners buy them as cubs, sometimes

straight over the internet, according to As-

vestas. As they continue to grow and grow,

their new owners realize they are more than

they bargained for, and animals often end up

at one of the numerous sanctuaries and pre-

serves in the United States.

Asvestas's organization has been lobbying

for upgrading the endangered species act to

clamp down on commerce in exotic animals

across state lines. Animal Sanctuary also

supports efforts that would put animal sanc-

tuaries under closer scrutiny. Asvestas said

breeders and exhibitors have too easy a time

getting animal permits U.S. Department of

Agriculture, in the long-term, she envisions

a gradual move toward an outright ban on

the private ownership of exotic animals.

"The best solution is to grandfather any-

body that has them, provided they are l<eep-

ing these animals in a humane environment,"

said Asvestas. "After those animals die, they

should not be allowed to get more."

Another leading figure in this fight is Tippy

Hedren, a former actress who starred in Al-

fred Hitchcock's The Birds, who is director of

the Shambala Preserve, in California, north

of Los Angeles. She is especially opposed
to the private breeding of hybrids such as

ligers, the product of male lions and female

tigers—made popular by the 2004 film Napo-

leon Dynamite.

At the same time, though, Hedren and As-

vestas's efforts threaten to drive a wedge be-

tween conservationists and some cat breed-

ers—such as Gary Fulgham, of Jungle Touch
Exotics, in California—who mate exotic cat

species with domestic cats for certain desir-

able traits, such as their "wild look."

While he agreed that one should never

breed a lion with a tiger, he was critical of

their support for banning the ownership of

all exotic animals, and was especially criti-

cal of Hedren.

"She's trying to put in all sorts of bills to

stop people from owning exotics, period, yet

she wants to be able to have them, " Fulgham
charged.

Designer cats
Imagine a miniature tiger perched at your

feet in the living room. Or perhaps a jag-

uar-like beast that loves people, has plenty

of energy, and even jumps in the shower with

you. Sounds like some strange Frankenfeline,

no?

For a long time, domestic cat breeders pro-

duced new kinds of cats by inter-breeding the

various sub-species of Felis catus. Typically,

they selected some trait in one cat that they

deem attractive—and then attempt to transfer

it to an existing breed, in the process creating

all the variety in coat and coloration found in

today's 50-odd recognized cat breeds.

More recently, though, breeders have be-

gun mating domestics with cats of different

lineages. One early pairing was between an
Asian leopard cat and a domestic cat, which
produced the Bengal breed, a large cat with

a glossy, and often spotty coat. This breed
earned the rubber stamp of the International

Cat Association (TICA) in 1984, and is now an
established breed.

In the 80s, there was an explosion of experi-

mental breeds. The pairing of a small-headed
and long-legged African cat called the serval

produced the Savannah breed. The breed is

not yet fully established—^TICA lists it as an
advanced new breed, meaning there still a

ways away from becoming a championship
breed.

Ellen Crockett, a member of TlCA's genet-
ics board said there are not enough numbers
of Savannahs yet, but she reckoned they will

likely be recognized as a full-fledged breed in

the next three to five years.

There have also been failures along the

way, though: attempts to breed domestic cats

with American Geoffroy's cat, a small South

American feline, to produce the so-called Sa-

fari hybrid, have been largely unsuccessful.

Geoffroy's cat has only 36 chromosomes, to

the domestic's 38. The result is a lot of still-

born litters, said cat breeder Gary Fulgham.

What do the scientists think of this inter-spe-

cies tinkering, though?

Purists and biologists have a problem with

it, said University of Maryland geneticist

Dr. Stephen O'Brien. "Species that were cre-

ated by millions of years of evolution should

probably be respected," he said. "Hybridiza-

tion is something that is artificially induced

by breeders for reasons that they convinced

themselves are cool.

"But I'm not convinced," he continued,

pointing out that by the F5 generation, only

about two per cent of a Savannah cat's ge-

nome is of serval origin, since each cross be-

tween a hybrid and a domestic cat reduces

the genetic contribution of the wild species

by half.

Lisa Jeffrey, a srnall-time cat breeder in Ni-

agara-on-the-Lake, said she has been breed-

ing a sixth-generation Savannah male with a

second-generation female. This means the

resulting offspring, some of which she seHs

for about $1,500 to $3,000, have only about a

third of a per cent serval in them.

With the Savannah, though, breeders may

have hit on a combination of the best aspects

of cats and dogs. "They're stunning, beauti-

ful," purred Fulgham. and. like their serval

ancestor, they don't fear water.

"These hybrids are busy cats." he said.
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Fountain of youth found

VARSITY SCIENCE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2006

Johnny negative

When news of this gets out, Joan Riv-

ers will have to be forcefully restrained

from breaking down her plastic sur-

geon's door. A team of scientists at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison have

finally, after thirty years, discovered

a way to make human collagen in the

lab. Collagen is the most abundant

and important protein in mammals. It

is humanity's secret of youth, keeping

our cheeks plump, our skin taut and
organs where they ought to be. Colla-

gen derived from cows is often used to

rebuild the skin of burn victims and is

often employed in plastic surgery, but

can carry harmful animal pathogens.

Collagen made in the lab will be safer

for use on humans: coated with gold or

silver, it even has applications in nano-

technology.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: University of Wisconsin-

Madison

'Eat my shorts!'

It seems there was a touch of Bart

Simpson in our ancestors: or so a new
study of Paleolithic art would suggest.

University of Alaska Fairbanks's noted

paleobiologist and artist R. Dale Guth-

rie, in a study presented in his new
tome "The Nature of Paleolithic Art,"

argues that much of the late Pleisto-

cene cave-art made 10,000 to 35,000

years ago was not drawn by revered

shaman-artists, as is traditionally be-

lieved by many anthropologists, but

merely by adolescents who were up-

to-no-good. Unlike the calling card of

our generation's favorite little raga-

muffin. Paleolithic adolescents were

not sprawling graffiti on cave walls but

were making handprints and creating

striking images of Pleistocene animals

using materials of choice at the time:

ocher, manganese, clay and even mud.

-J.B.

Source: Institute ofArctic Biology, Uni-

versity ofAlaska Fairbanks

The Internation-

al Skating Union

can't seem to sa-

chet its way out

of controversy

when it comes to

judging in figure

skating. After

the 2002 Olym-
pic games, the

ISU changed the judging process, de-

veloping complex and mind-boggling

scoring algorithms to bring some fair-

ness to a notoriously biased sport.

But Dr. John Emerson, a Yale statisti-

cian, has come out with an analysis of

the scores from a recent world skat-

ing competition and argues that the

new system is just as bad as the old.

According to Emerson, mere chance
could significantly affect the ranking

of skaters, especially when the scores

are very close. Since only the scores

from nine of the twelve judges are

used in determining rankings (the

nine are randomly chosen), a skater

is as likely to finish second as she is to

finish fifth—depending on which nine

judges are picked. Roulette, anyone?

-J.B.

Source: Department ofStatistics,

Yale University

II Retro Review: A different breed of cat

PUSCHAMPU«
CAT
3- - S

Regular readers of The Varsity will know that a news-

paper "colyum" is a body of humorous poetry and ir-

reverent commentary that was popular in the early- to

mid-20th century. More serious (and senescent) read-

ers, will also know that our newspaper was the host

of one, called "Champus Cat," starting in 1922. The

Varsity's "colyum" debuted on Oct. 20, 1922, under the

headline "Campus Chat." Rather lame—but then for-

tune smiled, as the editors related on Oct. 25, 1922 (the

excerpt on the left is from the same issue):

"We were going to spring on you next week that The

Varsity was going to start a 'colyum,' but we couldn't

think of a name for it. An overeager night editor solved

the problem by removing all the wise cracks which we
were hoarding, from our private drawer, and running

them under a head which was so obviously a misprint

that we are going to keep it."

The original logo (on the left) debuted in 1923, and

was often the only graphical element in The Varsity, be-

'As an example of Professional intolerance,

a prominent member of the German staff

is said to have dismissed class at nine-

fifteen because no member of the class

knew what happened in Frankfurt in 1759.

"Hot dog," we say.'

sides adverts and the odd photograph. A different cat

(centre) appeared on the scene in 1930, but the old cat

returned in 1933, only to be replaced with a third (on

the right) the very next year.

Champus Cat held its own for a while, but slowly,

cartoons, action shots, and primitive clip-art began

crowding the pages. By the late 50s. the Cat was just an

occasional bout of poetry, tucked away in the corner

of a page and hemmed in by the fledgling Sports and

Review sections, disappearing altogether by 1959.

(Might the Cat come back?)

-MIKEGHENU

Truth is Stranger Than Fiction

Mind your own earwax
Regular readers o/'The Varsity Science section wilt know that earwax
is oftwo kinds. There is the dry kind—greyish, dry, and flaky—and the

wet: yellowish, waxy, and moist Dry earwax is common among East

Asians and Aboriginals; Caucasians and Africans have the wet form.

Japanese scientists have recently pinpointed the gene responsible for

this—a gene they believe also plays a role in sweating.

They report that the change ofa single genetic letter of that gene deter-

mines whetheryou have one or the other. Dry earwax arose in northern

Asia (nearly all Koreans and northern Chinese have it), possibly the

by-product ofan adaptation to the cold. It is established that EastAsians

generally sweat less and produce less body odour than other folk. And
since earwax is a mixture of oily secretions from your sebaceous glands,

and less oily ones from your sweat glands, the Japanese researchers

say that the ancestors ofEastAsians developed lessened sweating in

response to the cold, acquiring dry earwax in the process.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: The New York Times

fx
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ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM

26th Annual ROM
Research Colloquium

ROM curators conduct cutting-edge scientific research

in 27 countries around the world. In their quest for

new kiiovvledge about ancient civilizations and the

natural environment, ROM tield researchers venture

from Argentina to Indonesia, Northwest Territories

and Sudan, armed widi plenn' of sunscreen and insect

repellent.

C>ome hear the tascniatuig results of their latest global

studies in the annual one-day ROM Research

Colloquiun\. Where else can you hear experts on

Chmese panning, duck-billed dinosaurs, Egyptian

tombs, tube-nosed bats, early Anglo-Quebec furniture

and salmon DNA, all in one place?

Friday, February 17, 2006

9:30 am to 6:00 pm, FREE
(Admission to galleries is not included)

Don't miss the day's highlight—the annual Vauglm

Lecnirc: A ROM Pahconrolo'jist Reflects on a 35 Year

Journey Through Deep Time, presented by Dr. i\"ter H.

von Bitter, at 5:00 pni.

Officiol Media Portrer:

THEGWBE.^NDM,vn-

1,2

go
'3~o

^ Royal Ontario
\[A f Li I Museum
World Cultures Notural History

www.rom.on.ca

Open Daily

Bloor St. W. oi Avenue Rd-

Museurr. subway stop

Toronto, Ontario
416.586.8000

Parkina Nearby

Michael Lee-Chin Crystal

Opens Fall 2006

-1
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Spotlight on student cinema
Movie mania takes over campus with our very own filmiest this week

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

Tests of faith, competition, inde-

cision, and terrorist liostage-tak-

ers—welcome to yet another U of T
Film Festival, which returns to Innis

Town Hall this week for its fifth suc-

cessful year of showcasing innova-

tive student films.

The festival, which began Tues-

day, features themed nights, includ-

ing tonight's "Lost In Translation"

programme, a showcase of short

films dedicated to social and cul-

tural diversity. Tomorrow's "Silent

Night" screening spotlights silent

films with live musical accompani-

ment. The event wraps up with the

Hart House Film Board Gala on Sat-

urday, screening top films created

by film board members.

Started in 2002 by Hart House

Theatre with a mandate to cel-

ebrate U of T's student and alumni

filmmakers, the festival grows and
changes each year to encourage
widespread awareness of cinema
culture on campus. Last year, the
festival opened up to the interna-

tional arena for the first time, fea-

turing films from Cambodia, Spain,

France, and the U.S. This year, two
international submissions (from

France and Finland) are featured at

the festival.

Aside from those select foreign

Rising local actor Siu Ta (This is Wonderland) stars in one of the many films on tap at this week's U of T Film Festival

films, festival organizers decided
to take more of a national approach
this year. Special priority was given

to U of T student submissions, and
then the film jury concentrated on
Canadian projects.

"We really wanted to try to bring

the [film] community together,"

says producer/programmer Steven

Hoffner. "We wanted to prioritize

Canadian films, and I stand by the

programming. There is some great

content [at the festival this year]."

The festival is no small event—the

opening gala alone featured perfor-

mances by rising Canadian actors

Ryan Cooley {Degrassi: The Next

Generation) and Siu Ta (This Is Won-

derland), as well as Renuka Jayapa-

lan's film Big Girl, which premiered

at last year's Toronto International

Film Festival and the Berlin Short

Film Festival. The movie follows a

young girl who must come to terms
with her mother's new boyfriend. A
former U of T student, Jayapalan be-

lieves strongly in the opportunities

that the festival offers.

"It's where I got my start, she

enthuses. I made my first film at the

Hart House Film Board while I was
an undergraduate student.

Filmmaker Brendon Foster-Algoo,

who also had a film showcased at

the festival last year, is back with

his new movie Mantis, the story of a

man who must decide between the

lives of his children and the future

of his relationship.

"The U of T film community

means quite a bit to filmmakers who
are making their first steps into the

industry," Foster-Algoo says. "The

support is greatly needed and

should be encouraged."

Everyone involved can reap the

benefits of a festival that is becom-

ing further entrenched in the lo-

cal film scene with each passing

year. Student writers, actors, and

directors get to display the results

of their hard work, and audience

members get to enjoy an evening of

entertainment for only $5.

"It's a forum where you can see

artists at [your] age making really

incredible, product," says Hoffner.

"Hopefully it can incite some action

on the behalf of young filmmakers

at U of T to be inspired and create

their own work."

The U of T Film Festival runs until Feb. 18

every evening at 7 pm at Innis Tom Hall.

Tickets are $5 for students. For more

info, see uoftfilmfest.ca.

In fighting form
stellar new doc examines the might of the American military machine

Radheyan Simonpillai

Why should audiences bother with yet another

documentary that covers a subject (the war
in Iraq) that has already been well traversed

by previous features such as Gunner Palace,

Control Room, and Michael Moore's infamous

Fahrenheit 9/11? When a film lands with the

edifying panache that Eugene Jarecki's Why We
Fight does, it's to the benefit of the audience to

stop and absorb this compelling and expository

reading of what the war meant (and continues

to mean).

Jarecki was awarded the Grand Jury Prize at

last year's Sundance Film Festival for his bracing

and unnerving documentary, which presents

an innovative angle on the American military

might. Pivoting upon the term "military-indus-

trial complex"—which was coined in Dwight

D. Eisenhower's farewell address as a warning

to the American public—the film re-traces how
the world's superpower has shifted from its role

as a strong democratic ally in World War II to a

capitalistic military empire 50 years later.

Opening with a montage that includes various

U.S. presidents addressing the foreign conflicts

they had a hand in, Jarecki and his resourceful

editor (Nancy Kennedy) dissect the Iraq war

from a historical perspective, as it appears to

be yet another stage in the evolution of the lu-

crative armament industry.

The film does not saddle any one president or

FILM REVIEW

Why We Fight

Written and directed

by Eugene Jarecki

Opens Feb. 17

Rating:VWW
party with accusations, but instead examines

how the profits from defence spending have

kept a firm lock on Washington's frame of mind
since the nation's success in WWII. As a former

CIA consultant points out: "When war becomes
that profitable, you are going to see more of it."

Jarecki and Kennedy craft their film like a

thorough essay, complete with cutting-edge

thesis and well-argued points. They avoid tak-

ing a prejudiced approach (unlike the some-
times bludgeoning manner of Michael Moore)

as they embrace the opinions of noteworthy

individuals from both sides of the political con-

flict, including Senator John McCain, former as-

sistant secretary of defense Richard Perle, and
Eisenhower's son.

As with most documentaries, the film can get

bogged down in tedium at points, but Jarecki's

staggering vision and Kennedy's eloquent edit-

ing keep the ennui negligible. They are support-

ed by the elegant and chilling score of composer
Robert Miller that adds to the urgency of their

argument.

For all of its accomplishment, the film may
leave audiences in a state of distress. It alerts

viewers to the fact that America's military domi-

nation—the modern-day equivalent of the Ro-

man Empire—was decades in the making and
is now near-impossible to stop (until its final col-

lapse, that is).

Near the conclusion of Why We Fight, we see a

photo of President Eisenhower—his eyes seem
to peer at us with a judgmental look of irritation,

as if asking why his foreboding warnings from

the past were ignored.
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Following their muse
Drama grads take their final bow at the UCDP playhouse

Alistair Scott as Luc (L) and Katherine Ward as Isabelle (R) in UCDP's The Orphan Muses

Yasmin Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

Each winter, the University College

Drama Program mounts a produc-
tion featuring its graduating class

—

a select group of young actors who
have proven their talent and work
ethic over the course of three years

of training and a series of nerve-

wracking auditions that prune the-

atre hopefuls from the program's

performance classes each year.

They are, one might say, the creme

de la creme of theatre on campus,
and the graduate showcase is their

chance to prove that they have what
it takes to make the leap out of the
Helen Gardiner Phelan Playhouse
(where the UCDP is housed) and into

the professional ranks.

This year, director Katka Schroth

chose Quebec playwright Michel

Marc Bouchard's The Orphan Muses

as the vehicle for her graduating

class. Set in the town of Saint Ludger

de Milot in the 1960s, the play chron-

icles the reunion of the eccentric

Tanguay siblings as they gather at

their family home to prepare for the

return of their long-absent mother.

Eldest sister Catherine (Kearsten
Lyon) has been stuck at home since
their mother's affair with a fiery

Spaniard led her to abandon her
children 20 years ago. Youngest
sibling Isabelle (Katherine Ward)
is a child stuck in the body of a

27-year-old woman, mothered to

death by the uptight Catherine, yet

deeply attached to her flighty, artis-

tic brother Luc (Alistair Scott and

THEATRE REVIEW
The Orphan Muses

University College
Drama Program

Helen Gardiner
Phelan Theatre

Jan. 31 - Feb. 11

Rating: VWv

Zachary Shields), who tries vainly

to keep their mother's memory alive

by dressing up in her old clothing.

Lesbian soldier Martine (Sarah

Romeiro) is the last to arrive, hav-

ing fled to Germany to escape the

memories of her twisted family's

past. When a mysterious phone
call from a woman claiming to be
their long-lost mother brings the

siblings together after many years,

family scandals are dredged up and
secrets are slowly revealed.

This production is clearly meant
to be a showcase for the young cast,

and for the most part, Schroth's

deft direction keeps the focus on
the actors. The choice to have two
performers play the role of Luc

—

switching off at some points and
appearing on stage together at oth-
ers—is strangely wise, highlighting

the character's oddities and the
multiple facets of his personality.

Schroth also makes clever use
of Brecht's verfremdungseffekt, or

alienation effect, intentionally draw-

ing the audience out of the stage ac-

tion with moments in which the ac-

tors address the audience and crew

members directly, call each other

by their actual names, and attempt

to end the play early to avoid reveal-

ing the not-so-happy ending. These
moments serve not only as comic
relief, but they also force the audi-

ence to think more deeply about the

nature of reality in the play itself

—

are the characters telling the whole
truth, or are they recreating reality

to suit their own purposes? The one
directorial miss is the production's

use of a large multimedia screen,

which serves many purposes, yet is

often an unnecessary distraction.

With the show's success riding

squarely on the ensemble's shoul-

ders, the cast tries hard to make
the most of their extensive training.

Sarah Romeiro's bristling Martine
and Alistair Scott's delightfully pre-

tentious Luc are the standouts of

the cast—Romeiro's rigid physical-

ity and commanding voice demand
attention, and Scott skilfully makes
the most of every word and gesture

to make his Luc the most fascinat-

ing of the siblings. While Kearsten
Lyon plays Catherine as shrewish to

the point of caricature, she is able to

find a few moments of grace in the
latter half of the production, unlike

Katherine Ward's Isabelle, played

with an affected, little-girl tone of

voice with grating mannerisms and
overly exaggerated line delivery.

Will we see any of these graduates
on stage at the Factory or Tarragon
any time soon? If Romeiro and Scott

wish to pursue acting as a profes-

sion and are willing to continue
working as hard as they must have
done this year, the world is their

stage. For their castmates, however,

only time will tell if this production

will end up being the height of their

theatre careers.

Seeing themselves on screen

Black women's film festival hits Med Sci

tomorrow in celebration of Black History Month

Allison Martell

VARSITY STAFF

At twentysomething, Clairandean

Humphrey is the youngest filmmak-

er involved in the second annual

Mpenzi: Black Women's Internation-

al Film and Video Festival this Friday

at the Medical Sciences Building.

"It's a little nerve-wracking," she

says. "I'm not used to public speak-

ing, which we'll be doing, so I'll be

challenging myself in that way."

The festival, which is sponsored
in part by U of T's Women and Gen-

der Studies Institute, will showcase
seven short films by black women,
with several of the filmmakers in

attendance and a panel discussion.

Humphrey will be showing a three-

minute film entitled Connect the

Dots.

"It's [about] coming of age and
realizing, are you doing things for

yourself, or are you doing things for

other people?" she says. "Am I really

here because this is what I believe,

or am I here because someone else

told me this is how to be?"

Humphrey decided that she want-

ed to be part of the festival when
she attended its first edition last

year. She made her film over the

summer, and thinks it is her most

developed piece so far.

"Most of the stuff I did before is

more experimental," she says, "ex-

perimenting with different effects,

editing styles."

Humphrey, who considers herself

more of a video artist than a film-

maker, funds her work with a part-

time job.

"l haven't applied for grants," she

says. "1 try to keep them as low-bud-

get as possible."

The festival also includes an "al-

ternative creation myth" called Lul-

laby, made by Sharon Lewis, former

co-ordinator of the U of T Women's

Centre, d'bi young, a rising local

actor (she was recently picked to

join Soulpepper Theatre's appren-

ticeship program) and dub poet,

contributed Blood, a piece about

a meeting in Havana between her-

self, activist Nehanda Abiodun and

a Cuban hip-hip group called Las

Krudas.

The final and longest film in the

program is Breakin' In: The Making
of a Hip-Hop Dancer, by Elizabeth

St. Philip. The documentary fol-

lows three aspiring dancers, and

explains why women should study

math and sciences more and pur-

sue non-traditional trades.

Mpenzi starts at 6:30 (doors open
at 5:30) p.m. The four-hour pro-

gram includes a panel discussion

and Q&A with the filmmakers in

attendance. Tickets are $12 at the

door or $10 in advance at several

independent bookstores, including

the Toronto Women's Bookstore (73

Harbord St.).

For more info about the festival, see

mpenzifilmfestival. tripod,com.
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We are the champions!!

The Varsity Blues successfully de-

fended tfieir men's and women's
swimming medals last weekend,

despite stiff competition from the

Western Mustangs. Both teams won
gold medals again, showing that To-

ronto is still dominant in the pool.

Ian MacLeod was the man for

the Blues, three gold medals and a

bronze. Marco Monaco also had an

impressive meet, claiming two gold,

a silver, and a bronze.

A rookie paved the road to vic-

tory on the women's side. First-year

Blues swimmer Sasha Theron cap-

tured five gold medals and a silver

and was declared swimmer of the

meet.

Jen Porenta and Brittney Scott

also collected medals for the Blues,

and Toronto coaches Byron Mac-

donald and Linda Kiefer were given

coach-of-the-year honours for their

efforts. Stay tuned to the sports sec-

tion after reading week to hear more
on this fantastic group of athletes.

Congratulations, ladies and gentle-

men.

—MATT SOMERS

I am feeh'ng very Olympic

today
So, the Winter Olympics are upon
us once more, and Canada is off to a

fantastic start. Don't worry If some
of them athletes look just like some-
one you had a class with years ago,

because they are the same people,

as a variety of former U of T stu-

dents are competing in Torino.

Two memebers of the dominant
Canadian women's hockey team at

the Olympics are former students.
Vicky Sunohara has a goal and an
assist in three games for Canada
and Jayna Hefford has five points
(two goals, three assists) already.

Staying on the ice, Jeffrey Buttle of

Smooth Rock Falls, Ontario, did not
have the performance he envisioned
in the men's figure skating short

program on Monday—he finished

fifth after falling twice. The former
U of T chemical engineering student
will have a chance at redemption in

today's long program.
Heather Moyse of Summerside,

P.E.I has a good chance to win a
medal with driver Helen Upper-
ton in the two-person bobsled at

the Torino Games. The pair has al-

ready claimed four medals at World
Cup events this season and are the
reigning Canadian champions. Not
bad for a rookie.

Moyse did her masters in occupa-
tional therapy at U of T.

—MS

We are all stars now, in

the dope...err...volleyball

show

Numerous Blues were honoured
as the Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) women's volleyball awards
were handed out on Wednesday. For
right-side/setter Asya Danilova, this

is becoming standard procedure.
Danilova was named a first-team

all-star for the second year in a
row. She was joined in that group
by standout third-year student Mila
Miguel, who is solid at all aspects of

the game.

Leah Towell and Elodie Li Yuk Lo
were named second-team all-stars.

Also, All Greey was named the east

division's rookie of the year and Li

Yuk Lo was given the east division

award of merit.

The Blues (17-2) won their divi-

sion again this year and will take
on fourth-ranked Lakehead (7-12)

in Saturday's OUA quarterfinal at

the AC. The game starts at 5 p.m.
Toronto is the favourite to win the

OUA championship this year.

—MS

Hot at the

right time
Jonas Siegel

VARSITY STAFF

Toronto's women's basketball team

used nasty defence and tough re-

bounding to pull out a 66-58 victory

over the Carleton Ravens Saturday

night. This was the fourth straight win

for the ever-improving Blues.

The Blues held a feisty Ravens

squad to 27 per cent shooting from the

field and dominated them on the glass,

where Toronto outscored Carleton 52-

28.

Senior Kaila MacAlpine had a huge

game after going scoreless in Friday

night's win over Ottawa. The forward

led Toronto with 17 points, ten re-

bounds and four assists, while also ac-

counting for three steals.

The Blues raced out to an 8-4 lead on

hoops by forwards Christine Cho and

Laila Bellony in the paint. Ashley Keo-

han and the Blues' smothering defence

forced the Ravens into some bad shots

on the defensive end to hold the lead.

Carleton (10-12) got back into the

game, though, using a full-court press

and pulled to within two at the half.

The score at the recess was 33-31.

Carleton—led by 5'10" forward

Brooke Ritchie—came out strong after

the break. The bruising forward nailed

an elbow jumper, got fouled on the
break (she hit both free throws) and

sunk a back-door lay-up to give the

Ravens a three-point lead early in the

second period.

Toronto went back ahead by one

when first-year forward Kauri Lafon-

taine put home a nifty reverse lay-up.

The lead was extended to five with

fewer than eight minutes left after a

Cho basket.

Carleton would not let up, however,

and took back the lead at 51-50 when
Ritchie grabbed an offensive rebound

and delivered it to the Blues basket

for two points. The lead was enlarged

on a Ravens fast break, when guard

Dasa Farthing was not picked up in

transition and drilled her only three-

pointer of the game. This put the Blues

down by two with under five minutes

to play.

Five foot eight guard Alaine Hutton

would not let the Blues lose on this

night, however, as she scored two

consecutive buckets to tie the game at

56. Carleton guard Tanya Perry had a

three-point attempt go in and out sec-

onds later, leading to MacAlpine mak-

ing a wide-open three to give Toronto

the lead for good.

The Blues (14-8) kept their hot

streak going on Wednesday with a 68-

54 win over Ryerson. Their next game
will be ah Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) quarterfinal match at home on
February 22. 6'3" forward fights Laila Bellony fights for the ball with an aggressive Raven.

Basketball team haunted by Ravens
#1 Carleton beats #3 Toronto

Jonas Siegel

VARSITY STAFF

With the shot clock winding down
and the ball game close, Carleton
guard Osvaldo Jeanty waited and
waited. He then coolly sank a 15-

foot jump shot, quieting a capti-
vated Toronto crowd. Jeanty did
this twice on his way to 19 points
and a 69-62 win over the Varsity
Blues.

The Varsity Blues played hard
defence and moved the ball well
on offence, but could not get any
shots to fall. The Blues sunk 54
per cent of their shots from the
free-throw line (14 for 26) and
only hit 37 per cent from the field.

"A better shooting percentage
from the line might have won the
game," said Blues head coach Mike
Katz after the game. "They're a
very good defensive team, but we
got the open three-point looks.
We just didn't make them."
Blues forward Michael Williams

had another big game, making his

presence felt on both ends of the
floor. Williams has been on a tear
recently, averaging 15 points per
game over his last three games
and hitting 67 per cent of his
shots.

The athletic forward from
Brampton was a monster in the
key, grabbing offensive rebounds
(six for the game) and getting put-

backs at ease. He was also tre-

mendous again on the defensive

end, putting fear into the heart
of any Ravens player entering the
lane.

The third-year player finished
with seven blocks and added a
steal to complete his game totals.

One thing that does not come
through in the stats is the number
of shots Williams affected with his

presence alone in the paint.

The Blues (15-6) trailed 37-32
at the half, but stormed out of the
gates in the second period, start-

ing on a 9-2 run. The run was high-
lighted by a pair of Williams blocks
that led to Toronto fast breaks on
the other end of the floor.

The game went back and forth
after that. Each team held the lead
for a short period of time.
The Blues went up for the last

time when first-year guard Nick
Magalas drilled a three-ball to
give Toronto a 55-51 lead with
time winding down. The Ravens
rushed back, though, and went
ahead for good when guard Ryan
Bell pocketed a three-ball of his
own, extending Carleton's lead to
six points, 62-56.

A couple of Blues turnovers lat-

er and the game was pretty much
in the bag for the division-leading

Ravens (19-2).

Toronto will try to end the regu-
lar season with a victory when
they host the Ryerson Rams on
Friday night, while Carleton ends
their campaign with a tilt in Ot-
tawa on Saturday. Paul Sergautis climbs over Ravens to score two points Saturday Carleton

game, 69-62.
won the
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Silver lining for squash team
MattSomers
SPORTS EDITOR

There can often be a silver lining af-

ter a defeat in sports. The women's

squash team proved this theory true

by finishing second at the Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) squash cham-

pionships on February 6.

Toronto lost 4-2 to the Western Mus-

tangs in the gold-medal showdown at

McGill ten days ago. This j^esult was
not surprising, even though the Blues

had won three straight squash titles.

Western was the top seed heading into

the finals and had beaten Toronto dur-

ing the regular season.

"We were disappointed somewhat to

get silver, but the reality was that going

into the final we were the underdogs,"

said Blues head coach David Cooper.

"We had a big mountain to climb and,

actually, we are happy to get silver."

It was the strength of Western's top

four players—Stephanie Edmison,

Heather Lamb, Laura Savage, and Jes-

sica Senior—that allowed them to suc-

ceed. All four were OUA all-stars.

The Blues were also handicapped

by only being able to dress six players

instead of the nine they can use when
playing in College Squash Association

(CSA) matches. The CSA is an Ameri-

can-based association that the team

joined in order to get more tourna-

ment experience, since there are only

four OUA competitions each year.

Cooper spent a lot of time develop-

ing the middle and bottom of his team's

order this year, instead of concentrat-

ing all his energy on his top players.

"In OUA play you only have six play-

ers to prepare, while in CSA you have

to prepare 12," said Cooper. "Western

The women's squash team show off their silver medals.

had four very strong players, but if we
had played a best-of-nine instead of a

best-of-six we would have won."

Rookie Christine Regan and for-

mer badminton player Edith Chow
(Toronto's #6 and #5 players) started

the final well for Toronto, beating

Ashley Knight and Bev Goldthorpe,

respectively, to give the Blues a 2-0

edge. Western's top four took over af-

ter that, sweeping Toronto in the next

four matches.

It was still a solid year for the Blues,

as three women—Karlene Headley-

Cooper, Samantha Gowland, and

Brooke Biggs—were named OUA all-

stars. Coach Cooper said that Biggs

and Gowland were the most improved

players for his team this year, and

Headley-Cooper is clearly Toronto's

best player.

Half of this year's squad will be grad-

uating, so coach Cooper will be look-

ing to recruit new talent in the coming

months. He is looking for players who
have previous experience playing

squash or other racquet sports, but

will give anyone who is eager to play

and ready to learn an audition.

"We don't get many ready-made

squash players," explained Cooper.

The next chance to see squash at U
of T will come March 10-12 when the

AC hosts the Canadian University and

College Squash Championship. Many
Blues will be involved in the event.

Teach English

Overseas
Human Resources Management

as
a
•a

• intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

Q Oxford
, SEMINARS

416-924-3240/1-800.J79-1JI9

www.oxfordseminars.com

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

After just two .semesters, you'll be able lo apply your

knowledge, skills and management tools to any liuman

resiources depart nnent.

Humbcr can prepare yf)U for professional designation/

accreditation by the l iuman Resources Professionals

Association of Ontario (HRPAO),

Call 4lt}-675-fi622, ext. 3}SI or emailgTaenKsimpson&mmhcT.ca

for further information. Afpfyfor all Busiuen School programs tit

the OCAS web site - iw/ii'.(>;i.'(ir/Oi:i?/fe^K.aj

Seating Is Limlted!^^^-—

HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

I Proven Test-Taking Strategies

' Personalized Professional Instruction

i Comprehensive Study Materials

I Simulated Practice Exams

I Free Repeat Policy

I Personal Tutoring Available

> Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

mimmmm
www.oxfordseminars.com

Some AAOA alumni.

Writers Wanted.
Write for SPORTS!

Contact sports@thevarsity.ca

International Marketing! a
re

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.
In just two semesters, learn the marketing concepts

and skills tiiat drive successful and global business.

Call 416-675-6622, ext. 3207 or email

peter.niadott&hiimber.ca forfurther information.

Apply for all business Schoolprograms ut the

OCAS web site - innv.ontariocolleies.ca

Seating is Limited!

Pjj^i|Jl.t!ll

f53( HUMBER
The Business School

www.business.humber.ca

UBC Diploma in

Accounting Program
If you are a university graduate seeking a professional accounting

designation, you can fast-track your education through the UBC

Diploma in Accounting Progam (DAP). UBC DAP's curriculum is

recognized by the Chartered Accountants School of Business (CASB)

and satisfies most of the CMA and CGA program requirements.

APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 2006

Courses starting in May:

" March 1, 2006 (International applicants)

March 31, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

Courses starting in September:

June 5, 2006 (International applicants)

• July 7, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

To learn more call 604 822 8412

or visit www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

II SAUDER
School of Business

are you ready
TO GET AROUND?

with amazing "round the world"
packages exclusive to STA Travel!

Beach Bum:
Toronto » London » Bangkok // Singapore
» Sydney » Fiji » Los Angeles » Toronto

from $2599^
Tango del Mundo:
Toronto » Miami » San Jose » Buenos Aires

» Cape Town // Johannesburg » Bombay //

Delhi » Ho Chi Minh // Hanoi » Sydney »
Vancouver » Toronto f^oCOn *

from 9<i930lJ

Global Warming:
Toronto » Miami » Sao Paulo »
Johannesburg » Sydney »Vancouver »

from $3435'
Prices subject to change and availability. Taxes are

included, other fees are not included. All flights are out of

Toronto. Destinations separated by '/r denote overland
travel between the two points not included in the price (but

we're ready with some very cool suggestions).

STAQHlEill
vmw.statravel.ca

,

(888) 427.5639'
fefi



Faculty of Law Study Law In England
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Come play

for our
team

write for sports!

sports@thevarsity.ca

Start your LLB in September 2006
The Faculty of Law is now accepting applications for its 2-year and 3-year LLB Degrees at one

of the most innovative and successfu! universities in the UK.

• Wo prior degree required for 3-year LLB • lUo LSAT/LNAT

• Students with a University degree can apply for an advanced 2-year LLB

A representative from the Faculty of Law wiH be giving a presentation on the LLB programs and the

appiication process at;

Toronto, February 27, 100 St. George Street, Sidney Smith Hall, Rm 1083. 7pm

Calgary, March 1, 618 Campus Place WW, Social Sciences Theatres, Rm 139, 7pm

Montreal. March 3, 3480 University St., McConnell Engineering Building, Rm 11, 7pm

St. John's, March 6, Elizabeth Avenue, Science Building, Rm 2105, 7pm

Leicester is located in the picturesque Midlands, with easy access to London, All first yeat^ students are

guaranteed housing. The UK system includes lectures and small group tutorials [e.g. 8 per class].

Contact

Faculty of Law, Univers'n?/ of Leicester, University Road. Leicester, LEI 7RH UK

Tel; 011 44 116 252 2363. Email: law@le.ac,ui<

Ref: Canada.

vuww. le.ac.uk/law/canada

University of

Leicester
A Leading Research & Teaching University

>TI»e Varsity

feck fm«i. ' Hatne Antoni rim Mad

Varsity
Online Vm Univemty of Toionto'i Student Nanpuper Since tSSo

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED FOR SALE

TOUR GUIDES

Needed for eieinentary sctiool trips to

Ottawa and Quebec in IVlay and June.

Training provided. Ttie job your friends

will envy! Visit www.impacttours.com.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, waterski,

iiigh ropes, inline skatepark, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer, pottery,

pfiotography, & nursing students to assist

doctor www.misl^mar.com

HELP! ENGLISH TUTOR WANTED
Friendly knowledgeable articulate Englisfi

major/grad tutor for Gr 12 student; help

with essays, proofreading, improving

logic, footnotes, exam prep, organization.

Call Mon-Thurs 9-4:30 PM 416-327-8603,

leave message.

LAMBTON GOLFAND COUNTRY CLUB
is holding a job fair at the clubhouse on

Saturday February 2.5th from 10 am until

2 pm. This exclusively private golf club

is looking to fill summer seasonal posi-

tions in each of the Food and Beverage,

Golf, Greens and Clubhouse Mainte-

nance departments. Lambton is locates

in west Toronto at 100 Scarlett Rd., north

of Dundas St. W. and south of Eglinton

Rd. Please bring a resume if available.

.Additional information may be obtained

at www.lambtongolf.com or by emailing

info@lambtongolf.com.

ACCOIVIiVfODATlONS

AVAILABLE MARCH fst, 2006

.$4.50/month utilities included. .5 min

walk from campus, walking distance of

St George subway, Yorkville, grocery. Call

Tim 416-999-8893.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

VERY CHEAP:

Used IKEA bookshelves, desks, filing cabi-

nets. Call Mike (416)599-5799; 120 Carlton

St Suite 410, Toronto.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancediastitute.ca (416)979-8081 .50%

off first visit.

m-m-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic wwwbaystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 .50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER!

TUTORING

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-,530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

4I6/.539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting. History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology. Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-
position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

GET HELP NOW! TUTOR, 35 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE, SPECIALIZING IN

MATH 125, 135, 136, 235, ECO 220, CHM
138, 139, 247, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS AND
EXAMS AVAILABLE FOR PRACTICE.
(416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,
improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

ONLINE ESSAY EDITING
Competitive rates, fast turnaround. Proof-

reading & suggestions for improvement by

grad with M.A. English, Editing, Copywriting

courses. Visit www.studentessayhelp.com

EXPERT EDITOR
Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy
or computer file. Expertise in human
rights, worid business, bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416-690-2,576.

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday Issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

PI lie .-iV::; .i-)r\ :^:;i.:;i)i' !>:i!l!-'i^:?,VIAMi'::-:sr'

Metma^te*- 416.872.1111 Panasonic Theatre

^^^^^1 ticketmaster.ca 651 Yonge Street Toronto

GROUP 1.800.BLUEMAN blueman.ca
*Offer excludes Saturday 8pm performances. Tickets available in person at box office on date of

performance. Must have a valid student ID. Limit one ticket per ID. Subject to availability, bmp
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CHEATSHEET

heard

" When I

saw it, I

felt like

crying. „
SEE TOONS' - THIS PAGE

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL CXXVI.N0.40

Blues B-Ballers bravely brawl, but

barely botch boffo bout!

SEE 'CRASHING' -PAGE 18

comment
Why can't your classmates just shut up?

PLUS: Our biggest letters section all

year!

SEE LECTURE -PG. 8

science

Is it time to start seriously thinking about

solar power—in space?

SEE 'MOON' -PG. 11

red letter

Today is Mardi Gras, also known as Fat Tues-

day or Shrove Tuesday, traditionally an annual

final blowout of gluttony and excess before

the austere Christian season of Lent

.

history

On this day in 1935, DuPont chemist Wallace

Carothers discovered Nylon, the first com-

mercially successful synthetic fiber

todo

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 6 PM

Queers with Careers feat. Andre Goh, Amy

Hanen. and more East Common Room. Hart

House Free

WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY. MARCH 1-4

Canadian Music Week. feat. 30 venues,

500+ artists. See CMW.net for complete list-

ings. Wristbands good for 4 nights, $35.

Chairman of the bored
All but one of next year's SAC exec jobs are uncontested; name change for top position

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

The Students Administrative Coun-

cil's election campaign period began

just yesterday, and there are already

more than a few changes that U of T
students will notice this year.

Mainly, there's a lack of opponents.

In the executive division, five of the

six positions are uncontested, as well

as the majority of elected college and

professional faculty positions. This is

a drastic change from the six slates of

students that competed for the jobs

last spring.

The only executive seat for which

there is more than one person run-

ning is that of chairperson, the posi-

tion formerly known as president, but

recently renamed.

SAC is treating the high number of

uncontested positions very seriously.

"During the summer, the board was
able to introduce yes/no ballots for

the executive positions," explains SAC
VP of University Affairs Estefania To-

ledo. This system keeps SAC account-

able to the students who are voting,

versus a system of acclamation.

If the student population is opposed

to the election of a specific candidate,

and votes no. that candidate will lose,

and the board will appoint an interim

SEE 'SAC'-PGA

//HAITIAN HERO
iriBiMiliiilteBn.

Former Haitian Defense Minister Patrick Elie is hitting his second home, Canada, where he holds citizenship as well as a grudge against us for helping the U.S. and the French with

the ouster of an elected Haitian president. Now he's touring Canada to raise awareness about Haiti, inlcuding addressing a rally at Dundas Square on Saturday, above. Read The

Varsity's Interview on page 3.

CFS ends ten-year battle

Lobbyist group hands over part of Travel CUTS to student unions

AnasMelhem
VARSITY STAFF

Ten years of legal wrangling be-

tween the Canadian Federation

of Students (CFS) and the student

administrations of four major Ca-

nadian universities finally came

to an end last weekend. CFS-S, the

services body of the CFS, agreed to

partially hand over ownership of

Travel Cuts, its student travel agen-

cy, to student unions at universities

across the country.

The CFS, along with the Univer-

sity Students' Council of the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario, the

University of Alberta Students'

Union, the Alma Mater Society of

the University of British Colum-

bia, and the Alma Mater Society of

Queen's University reached an out-

of-court settlement that averted a

protracted trial over the ownership

of Travel Cuts, or Canadian Univer-

sities Travel Service Limited.

Travel Cuts supples students

with discount air and train tickets

as well as the popular International

Student Identity cards.

"We're in favour of the settlement

and we're glad that all the parties

have come together to settle this is-

sue," said Spencer Keys, president

of the Alma Mater Society of UBC.

The new framework sees CFS-S

retaining 76 per cent of Travel Cuts

shares with the remaining 24 per

cent to be owned by a non-profit

corporation that is to be created

as a result of the settlement, and

which will include the four plain-

tiff student associations as well as

other non-CFS schools.

Furthermore, the Travel Cuts

board of directors is to be enlarged

to eight members with the non-

profit corporation appointing two

of the eight.

Other matters tackled through

the agreement inlcuded the cre-

ation of a Unanimous Sharehold-

ers Agreement, which provided

a platform for the sharing of past

and future revenues of Travel Cuts

between the CFS and the student

unions.

Keys emphasized that students of

the other CFS schools, including U

of T, will now be receiving an advan-

tage because the company is more

competitive under the new model.

"The schools in play can provide

some significant benefits because

of their size and by simply having

more eyes on the books," said Keys,

who formally stepped down from

his post yesterday. "It has pleased

me immensely that the settlement

of this lawsuit is my last major act

of office."

The student unions alleged that

the service body of the Canadian

Federation of Students illegally

transferred assets, including Travel

Cuts, from the now-defunct Asso-

ciation of Student Councils Canada

to itself in 1987. Many of the same

members were on the boards of

both organizations.

"We still firmly believe it should

have happened as it did," said Phil-

ip Link, executive director of the

CFS-S, who claims the transfer was

sound except for a few technical

matters.

The University of Western Ontar-

io was the first student union to get

involved in the lawsuit in 1996 and

began looking for partners in 1998.

UBC became involved in 1999 for

primarily business reasons, accord-

ing to Keys.

"There was a feeling that there

was a wrong that had been commit-

ted and that UBC students were dis-

advantaged," he said.

"Certainly, over ten years, groups

can become used to their thinking

and what happened here was that

we all had a collective moment of

clarity."

Srra/?// editor: "We didn't set out to attack

anyone."

'Toons

wound
Rehaana Manek
VARSITY STAFF

As editors of Victoria College stu-

dent paper The Strand defend their

decision to publish an editorial car-

toon of the Prophet Mohammed and

Jesus kissing just before reading

week, representatives of the Muslim

Students' Association are calling on

administrators and students to take

action.

"There is responsibility along with

SEE STRAND PG 2
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HART HOUSE

CREATIVE (SUISIONS II

"Creativity Considered"
Graduate Felibwes Panel

Mar. 2 • 2 -5pm • Debates Room
How does creativity manifest itself in the minds

ofGraduate Fellowes in Philosopliy, Music,

English, Religion and Psychoanalysis?

Definitely something to consider!

All welcome. Light refreshments will be served.

MC (latinrhere") arti
Opening Mar. 2 • 7-9pm Music Room

18 artists have created an exhibition of

contemporary installation, intervention

andperformance art in non-conventional

spaces throughout the House,

Seeing is believing, so don't miss out!

Runs to April 16.

Mar. 16 : Panel Discussion followed by a

tour of the exhibition 7-9pm Music Room

Music in tneArborlioom

Open Mic Nite: Hip Hop Headz
Mar. 2 • 8:30pm

Jazz at Oscar's: 1 1 O'clock Band
Mar. 3 • 9piTi

DCieCTriBL

Mar. 10«7for8pm^j5^(ireat Hall

Delicious desserts and divine entertainment

hostedbyMaggieMacDonald.

Jazz, Flamenco, Spoken Word, Da Kink in my hair,

Indian classical dance. Global fusion, and more

!

Tickets now on sale at UofTtix 416.978.8849

or visit www.uofttix.ca to purchase online 24/7

YOUR STUDtN
I

5
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free speech," Safiyyah Ally, commu-
nications director for the MSA, "It

reflects a lack of understanding of

issues on campus, and people want

us to take a more aggressive stance.

There was Know Radical Islam week,

and then the cartoons, people want

to know, what's next?"

Messages sent out to the MSA's

email list this week urged members
to express their disapproval of the

cartoon's publication by writing

letters both to The Strand and to

admin, but also expressed some
appreciation toward the administra-

tion for its commitment to organiz-

ing several educational initiatives on

Sunday.

For many students, however, frus-

tration is still felt far more than grati-

tude.

"1 haven't had many times where

people came into my office and just

started crying," said SAC president

Paul Bretscher in the aftermath of

the publication.

"There is a deep sense of hurt,

and there is also anger," said Ally.

"We have been trying to calm people

and make them feel like they are tak-

ing an active role. Muslims on cam-

pus feel that their faith is not being

taken seriously. They feel marginal-

ized and victimized; they feel that

they have lost their voice. Someone
even posted the cartoon on the MSA
door."

Meanwhile, editors of The Strand

attempted to clear the air over the

issue of responsibility.

"1 didn't personally make, or even

have a great deal of influence over,

the decision to publish the cartoon,"

said Nick Ragaz, managing editor

of The Strand. "Some media take a

much less subtle view of Islam than

The Strand. We didn't set out to hurt

"Some media take a much less subtle view of Islam than The Strand." said managing

editor Nick Ragaz.

or attack anyone. We were only ful-

filling our responsibility as a paper."

"It was a full editorial board deci-

sion," said Strand co-Editor-in-Chief

Karen Whaley. When asked if she

was still happy that they printed it,

she replied, "In my personal opinion,

absolutely."

The February issue of the paper

featured a cartoon of Jesus and

Prophet Muhammad entering a

"Tunnel of Tolerance" together. The
cartoon was originally commis-
sioned by The Varsity, but editors

decided not to publish the cartoon

after it was submitted.

Although it has received much
criticism and negative response,

Victoria University president P. W.

Gooch supported The Strand's deci-

sion to "inform and invoke discus-

sion."

"We can't live by religious taboos,"

said Ragaz. "1 respect the faith a great

deal, but people should be capable

of drawing their own conclusions.

SAC accused us of attacking Mus-
lims on campus, and that accusation

is hard to take since that is not what

we were out to accomplish."

On Ragaz's personal website,

www.livefreeordie.ca, his mission

statement reads, "We believe that

personal individual freedom can

be maintained only by living with a

sense of civic responsibility, com-
passion, and moral justice."

When the cartoon was originally

published, the MSA sent out an of-

ficial statement to their members
condemning its publication.

"When I saw it, I felt like crying,"

said Ally. "There is a great deal of

ignorance on campus—we don't

have enough engagement with other

groups and that's unfortunate. We
are not against free speech. This

cartoon doesn't violate policy but

it does not create an environment

where civil discourse can thrive,

and within these constraints it limits

free speech."

// IN MONDAY'S VARSITY: BIKING WITH BRAINS
|

Sick of producing exhaust? Wanna get fit,

look super-sexy, and save our lungs ail at

once? Then be sure to check out supreme

cyclist Emilio Reyes Le Blanc's mega A-Z of

bikes—what to get, how not to get it stolen,

and how to avoid getting killed on T.O.'s

^jTiean streets. Look for it in Monday's Varsityl

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ART COMPETITION

First Prize - $400
Second Prize - $325
Third Prize - $275

JURY MEMBERS
Natalie Oe Vito

Luis Jacob

Benjamin Diaz

OPEN TO ALL UofT STUDENTS AND HART HOUSE MEMBERS

SUBMISSION DATES:

MARCH 3rd and 4th

ENTRY FORMS AND RULES ARE AVAILABLE AT:

www.utoronto.ca/gallery
HART HOUSE NEAR THE PORTERS DESK

FINE ART DEPARTMENTS AT UTM AND UTSC

6^
416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

West Entrance, Creat'VltK
Elevator &m concevvca

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CALL: 41 6.978.8398
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Former Haitian minister

blasts Canada's 'cynicism'

Patrick Elie paints unflattering picture of our role in Haiti's 2004 coup in

his cross-country speaking tour that hits U of T today

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Damning what he calls Canada's "self-

ish and cynical policy" in helping the
U.S. and France overthrow an elected

Haitian president, former Haitian

minister of defence Patrick Elie began
a speaking tour of Canada last week
to raise public awareness of Haiti's

recent political crises, and our role in

them.

"During the first coup against Jean-
Bertrand Aristide in 2001, Canada
was an ally of the Haitian people in

the fight to establish a legitimate

government," said Elie. "The Cana-
dian government stood behind us
and defended Aristide in the United

Nations." Elie argues that Canadian
support for France and the U.S. in the

2004 overthrow of Aristide was a cal-

culated gesture to improve Canada-
U.S. relations.

During the coup, Canadian troops
secured the airport in Haiti's capital

of Port-au-Prince to allow French and
American military divisions to enter

the country.

Elie served as the national co-ordi-

nator for the fight against drug traf-

ficking from 1991-94, during the first

government of President Jean-Ber-

trand Aristide before becoming Sec-

retary of State for National Defence
in 1994.

Following the overthrow of the

second Aristide administration in

2004, Elie founded Sant Obsevasyon

Sitwayen (S.O.S.), a citizen's aware-

ness group that assists human rights

investigations in Haiti. Elie hopes

that his lectures in Canada, where

he holds citizenship, will improve the

public profile of problems in Haiti. He
will be speaking at U of T at Sid Smith

at 7:00 p.m. Tuesday evening.

Elie has had a full schedule of ap-

pearances in Toronto. He addressed

a rally of Haitian supporters at Dun-

das Square on Saturday, and later that

evening appeared on a Q & A panel

following a screening at the second

annual Prisoners' Justice Film Festi-

Defense minister-turned-social activist

Elie at a Dundas Square rally Saturday.

val at U of T's Innis Town Hall.

Jean-Bertrand Aristide first be-

came president of Haiti in 1991 fol-

lowing a groundswell of support from
the country's poorest citizens. Elie

estimates that the four per cent of

Haitians who compose the country's

elite control 60 per cent of the nation's

wealth, a disparity that prevents the

majority of Haitians from improving
their standard of living. Aristide's

government attracted opposition
from the United States and France
who accused the ruling Lavalas party
of corruption.

"No government is perfect," said

Elie about Lavalas. "We never elect

perfect governments. It's true in Haiti

and it's true in Canada."

Elie argued that the United States

government did not oppose Aristide

because they believed his govern-

ment was corrupt but instead feared

that the popular leader would oppose
American interests in the region.

"The U.S. traditionally is kind of al-

lergic to regimes with a strong popular

support because they are less amena-

ble to control," he said. Elie contends

that the United States administration

maintained a pragmatic acceptance

of the Aristide government until radi-

cal right-wing politicians convinced
President Bush to prevent the Lava-
las party from completing its second
term. Canada's stance on Aristide

changed dramatically between his

first and second mandates.

"I believe that Canada helped over-

throw Aristide for reasons that have
nothing to do with Haiti," said Elie,

"Canada and the United States had
their differences over Iraq and the sit-

uation in Haiti provided an opportuni-

ty for reconciliation in foreign affairs.

The Canadian government followed a

very selfish and cynical policy."

According to Elie, many Haitians

particularly resented the Canadian
military actions in Port-au-Prince be-

cause they resulted in the presence of

French troops throughout the nation

during the period of Haiti's bicenten-

nial.

Haiti attained independence from
France in 1804 through a violent

slave revolt under the leadership of

Toussant d'Overture. The Haitians

successfully defeated troops sent by
Napoleon Bonaparte to preserve the

practice of slavery in France's Carib-

bean colonies.

"To have French troops on our sa-

cred grounds was a slap in the face for

the Haitian people," said Elie. Aristide

had previously demanded that the
French government pay reparations

for money that Napoleon forcefully

extracted from Haiti's founding gov-

ernment to reimburse the exiled slave

owners.

Successive Haitian administrations

spent more than one hundred years

paying this im.posed debt.

Elie states that the February 7 elec-

tion of Rene Preval, who enjoys the

support of the Haitian poor, provides

an opportunity for stability to return

to Haiti.

"If the Haitian elite and the inter-

national community are willing to

compromise, the future looks bright.

The Haitian people can no more be

denied access to democracy than

their ancestors were denied access to

freedom."

Wednesday, March 8

University ofToronto

Scarborough Campus Student Centre

RM SL222

2:30- 4pm: Backpacking in Europe

4:30- 6pm: Backpacking the South Pacific

RSVP to Travel CUTS in Student Centre

Travel CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian Federatior' of Students

evei^thing you ever wanted to

know about sex*

*and smoking

For everything you ever wanted to know, visit us at

w^/w . LeaveThePackBeh ind. o rcj and ciick on Toronto campus

WIN
TICKETS TO Tl

CONCERT IN HALIFAX
Roundtrip airfare to Halifax a 4 nights accommodation for you & a friend!

• VIP access for 2 to see The Trews - then meet the bandl

• 2 tickets to the 2006 Juno Awards!

$200 spending money!

Details at www.travelcuts.com
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West Entrance,

Elevator UTIY

84"" Annual

of Photographs
by Members ofHart House
Entrants may submit:

6 black & white and/or monochrome prints for the senior or junior

awards and a SI 00 prize

6 colour prints for the Hart House colour print award and a $50 prize

5 photographic essays for the Bev Best award and a $50 prize

6 unaltered or altered digital prints for the W.J. Dowkes and W.J.

Biackhall awards and a $50 prize

6 prints of campus life for the Karsh Trophy and a $50 prize

The Gilbert A. Milne Trophy will also be awarded to the entrant

having the highest total acceptances.

Closing date for entries is Thursday, March 2nd, 2006, midnight.

Rules and entry forms available online at http://hhcc.sa.utoronto.ca

and in the poster rack in rotunda of Hart House.

Open to Hart House Members. Exhibition opens March 8, 2006.

Owing to renovations of the Club's Darkrooms, prints must be exposed by

the entrant, but may be commercially developed, printed, and mounted.

C<mt*stl>ni>t«p«ntorMld«iuofaiMbM.

Ttml CUTS Is mwn4 and tpmUt by t/» Unaillan FHIeraUon ofSludeaK. TICO M3J«99a U-'i^HB

MTCMiegaSt

UTSC Stodmt Cantra Swlto 149

(416)2S3-00«9

UTM Student Centra, East Wing

(90S) 820-1162

niRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com
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Woodsworth College Students'

Association

Spring Election 2006

Nomination packages are now available at

Woodsworth College, room 103 for all WCSA
positions for the 2006-07 year.

Deadline for nomination packages is Friday March 3"*.

Summer Camp Jobs in the U.S.A.
Lakeside Residential Girls Camp In Maine • Visas Arranged

Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more

of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim (WSI's), sail, canoe, water ski, arts

{including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery,

wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian, climbing wail.

Service Workers: including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries,

maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor.

Non-smokers only. June 18 to August 20. Attractive salary (US) plus travel allowance.

To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website:

www.kippewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff

brochure.

Kippewa, 926 Route 135, Monnnouth, Maine 04259-6606, U.S.A.

tei: 207-933-2993
I
fax: 207-933-2996

I

email:info@kippewa.com

uctions.com

Focus on your
\^

e-possibilities

Bachelor of Applied Business

e-Business
Degree

HUMBER
The Business School

,

Sharing skills

Changing lives

Learn from industry professionals

Gain real-world business sl<ills

Experience a four-month paid work term

Obtain a four-year specialized degree

Have the freedom to pick and choose

For additional details on this unique degree:

Edmund Baumann, Program Coordinator
416.675.6622, ext. 3337
edmund.baumann@humber.ca

www.business.humber.ca

Wednesday, Mar^^006
O'Gra^^^ Grill

171 College Sf^^^onto

doors open at 6 pm,

trivia starts at 7 pm
team registration

fee: $60

questions
htand fundraiser

wvYi^socan.org

accenture £^ ^^„.^ "Z'^i^'^M,, u <\ ROGERS
.triviahallorfame- v/ television

VARSITY NEWS

Torrid

traders

news@thevarsity.ca

Anas Melhem

VARSITY STAFF

U of T"s Rotman School of Manage-

ment battled "the future stars of the

financial industry" in its third annual

International Trading Competition

last weekend.

Thirty-eight teams from 36 univer-

sities competed for a total of $15,000

in cash which was to be distributed

among them based upon their perfor-

mance.

Rotman challenged universities

from Canada, the United States, Great

Britain and the small Mediterranean

principality of Monaco.

Organizers of the Rotman Inter-

national Trading Competition said it

takes about three months to organize

the event. The team from the Univer-

sity of Reading took top honors taking

home $2,800, followed by MIT who
took home $1,800. The top Canadian

team was last year's winner, Univer-

site de Sherbrooke, who came in third

and earned $1,300.

"We're bringing in some of the top

people going into the financial indus-

try and we hope that they'll be the fu-

ture stars of the financial industry on

Bay Street and Wall Street," said Kev-

in Mak, manager of the Financial Re-

search and Trading Lab at Rotman.

The 2006 competition was the most

successful to date that Rotman has

seen because it received the most va-

Thousands of business students let ttieir pecuniary passions run wild at the third an-

nual Rotman School of Management International Trading Competition.

riety and most teams ever.

The teams competed in four differ-

ent cases for points. Teams received

information via a custom-made e-

platform called the Rotman Interac-

tive Trader.

The first case they competed in

was the Open Outcry event meant to

mimic the old days of trading when
traders would "cry out" their trades

on the floor. Although this challenge

was only meant as an "icebreaker"

according to Rotman's brochure,

this colorful and very loud portion

of the challenge ended up being the

most fun, with one student wearing

a dollar-bill bandana symbolizing

his target to make the most money. It

seemed to have an effect on the over-

all outcome of the challenge, a liquid-

ity trading case. Teams were given an

institutional order flow, and students

took these flows and executed them

for fictitious clients.

The second case was the Quantita-

tive Outcry—a modified form of the

first case—and the third case was

the Analyst Trader where teams of

analysts and traders forecasted earn-

ings per share for fictitious compa-

nies based on historical data as well

as fake quarterly earnings reports,

with the "traders" following their

forecasts.

The fourth case was new, testing

students for their on-the-spot deci-

sion making abilities, mimicking the

process that thousands of liability

traders follow when competing to fill

orders from buy-side institutions.

'SAC -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

stand-in who will remain in the posi-

tion until the fall election.

Tliis yes/no ballot implementation

caused the election committee to

abandon ROSI this year in favour of

physical polling stations. The yes/no

format did not work on the student

website, and the university was un-

willing to modify the site to accom-
modate this new format. Though SAC
officials cite this development as un-

fortunate, it may have a silver lining.

"There is no indication that using

ROSI increases [participation]," said

Teaching Assistants' Excellence Award
Call for Nominations 2005-2006

The Teaching Assistants' Training Programme (TATP) Teaching Assistants'

Excellence Award recognizes up to 3 outstanding teaching assistants at the

University of Toronto from all faculty and all campuses.

Award-winning TAs will receive a cash prize and a commemorative plaque.

Winners will also be invited to participate in a TATP panel discussion on

effective TAing as partof the TATP seminar series.

Criteria: The awards are made on the basis of some or all of the following:

excellence in teaching, educational leadership, and contributions to

undergraduate education. Specific criteria to be considered include but

are not restricted to: excellence in communication skills; mastery of subject

area; ability to stimulate enthusiasm in students; ability to stimulate critical

and analytical thinking in students; service as a role model; accessibility

to students; effective collaboration with other teaching assistants; and

innovations and creativity in teaching methods (including the use of

technology), course design and/or curriculum development.

Eligibility: Candidates must hold or have held at least one TAship of 100

hours or more at one of the three University of Toronto campuses within the

last three academic terms. Candidates who are nominated but not selected

may be nominated again the following year Candidates may only receive the

award once.

Nominations: Candidates may be nominated by individuals (e.g., students,

recent alumni, other teaching assistants, individual members of the faculty or

staff etc.) or groups (student organizations, departments, entire classes, etc.).

Procedure: There is no specific nominating form. Nominators should write

a letter to the selection committee addressing the above criteria. Letters

must include both the nominator's and the candidate's contact information.

Nominators may be contacted by phone and asked for further information

about their nominee. Nominations must reach the TATP Office. 4"' Floor,

Robarts Library, 130 St. George Street), by March 2006.

Decision Process: Recipients are selected by a five-person committee

comprised of three TATP directors, the Director of the Office for Teaching

Advancement and one additional teaching assistant. The winner(s) will be
notified in early April.

For more information, email us at services.ta@utoronto.ca

SAC president Paul Bretscher "In fact,

over the course of the past few years,

referendums and elections that used

paper ballots generally increased

voter turnout."

The name 'president' was official-

ly changed to 'chairperson' at this

year's Annual General Meeting, due
to "a strong belief that the name of

president reflected a position with

veto power, arbitrary authority, and

superiority," said Toledo. "Our stu-

dents' union president never had

greater power than the rest of the

executives...The president's primary

role is to act as the spokesperson for

our organization."

Jen Hassum, who is currently SAC
VP External, was voted in last year

on the "Progress" ticket which swept

the election, and remains with the

same slate this year hoping to nab the

chairperson position. She suggests

that the explanation for the low num-

ber of candidates lies in the workload

and dedication seen within the cur-

rent executive.

"This year, if you put in a 50-hour

week, you would likely feel guilty for

not working hard enough," she said.

"I think many student leaders simply

didn't want the commitment."

There is also speculation that ayear

with less scandal means less interest

in challenging elected positions.

"Last year there was the notorious

Wonderland scandal (among others)

and we saw six slates run in the elec-

tions," explains Bretscher "This year,

SAC was scandal-free, and we have

seen less people seeking elected of-

fice."

Both Hassum and Bretscher strong-

ly oppose the implication that student

interest and involvement in politics is

declining in a year which they claim

has actually seen a sharp increase in

student participation.

But Marco Fernandez, Hassum's op-

position, disagrees with the position

that student involvement at U of T is

high. He claims that student interest

outside of academics at the university

is virtually nonexistent, and said he

would strive to improve the student

community if he is elected.

"These years are supposed to be

about more than just grades." Fernan-

dez says. "SAC needs to make the stu-

dent really want to be at U of T."
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Women in politics

"losing ground"
Canada lags behind Norway, Rwanda in MP gender equity: panel

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Women are still languishing far be-

hind men when it comes to politi-

cal office—a problem that was the

subject of a panel held at Massey
College last Wednesday.
Four prominent women spoke on

the panel entitled "Missing: women
in politics" about the lack of wom-
en in political office. Jane Pepino

discussed structural obstacles

to increasing the participation of

women, Rosemary Speirs empha-
sized the importance of electoral

reform, and two serving female pol-

iticians—NDP MP Peggy Nash and
Waterloo counsillor Jane Mitch-

ell—shared their experiences.

Canada ranks far behind other

countries such as Germany, Nor-

way, and Rwanda when it comes
to the proportion of women hold-

ing political office. Indeed, Norway
(their parliament is 45 per cent

female) and Rwanda (48 per cent

female) are far ahead of Canada
when it comes to equitable gen-

der representation in politics. For

years, the Canadian government
has maintained its glass ceiling at

20 per cent.

Peggy Nash spoke about her ex-

perience in the NDP, where she was

elected for the first time as an MP
in the Toronto riding of Parkdale-

High Park. "1 cut my teeth on move-
ment politics in the Canadian Auto-

motive Workers' union," said Nash.

She said she considers the CAW
just as much of an "old boy's club"

as Ottawa politics.

Pepino outlined what she sees

as the four big problems prevent-

ing women from becoming po-

litical candidates. "Lack of cash,

child care, committed parties, and
coaching in the political process all

hamper women," said Pepino, who
headed a task force in the 1980s to

study women's lack of participation

in politics. Even though the prob-

lem of having insufficient money to

run for a nomination and election

has eased, Pepino still singles out

party riding associations for their

lack of support.

"There's a sense that the party

headquarters wants to see more
women candidates, but the rid-

ing associations often don't follow

through on this," she said.

Rosemary Speirs, a journalist and
the founder of Equal Voice, a multi-

partisan action committee devoted

to getting more women into every

level of Canadian government,
stressed that some kind of pro-

portional representation reform is

needed in the electoral system.

"We are losing ground in terms

of the number of women elected

to office," said Speirs. "Only 12 per

cent of Conservative candidates in

the last election were women and
only six of the 27 cabinet ministers

are women," she continued. Paul

Martin's government was not much
better: the Liberal cabinet had 23

per cent women versus the 22 per

cent in the Conservative cabinet.

The media was also blamed for

being "complicit" in excluding

women. "Women want to run but

the gatekeepers prevent them, are

biased against them," Speirs said.

"Most journalists in the National

Press gallery in Ottawa are male

and they just don't see the prob-

lem."

"The language of politics is male,"

said Jane Mitchell, a municipal pol-

itician in Waterloo. "The problem
of child care just does not occur to

men."

"Proportional representation is

really the key to getting more wom-
en into political office," said June

McDonald, a representative of Fair

Vote Canada, after the panel.

"Ontario is having a citizens' as-

sembly to review electoral reform

and it is likely to lead to a referen-

dum next fall."

Writers Wanted.
Write for News!

Contact news@thevarsity.ca

Public Lecture
The Politics of Culture and the Origins of the Cuban Revolution

Professor Louis A. Perez Jr.,

J. Carlyle Sitterson Professor of History,

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Wednesday, March 1, 7pm, William Doo Auditorium, 45 Wilicocks St.

Presently jointly by Caribbean Continuities Speaker Series and

Latin American Studies. For information contact

IVlelanie Newton at416-978-4054/melanie.Newton@utoronto.ca

Marketing Management
re
3
•a
re

Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.
In only two semesters in Marketing Management,

you can have some of the most sought after

business skills.

Call 416-675-6622, ext.m? or email

peler.madott&iumber.ca forfurther mforrrtation.

Apply for all Business School programs at the

OCAS web site - Viw.'.omoriocolleges.ca

Seating is Limited!

HUMBER
The Business School

www.buslness.humber.ca

You matter to us.

U of T is doing a suiTey. A big suiTey. A big

important survey. And it's all about you -

undergraduate students - and your experiences

on campus.

The survey is called NSSE - pronounced "Nessie"

- short for the National SuiTey of Student

Engagement. Ma)^e you've heard of it.

Last time we ran this survey, in 2004, we used the

results to make all sorts of changes to help

enhance the student experience.

This time, we are asking more students than ever

to participate in the surv'^ey.

If you receive the invitation to participate in NSSE,

please complete the survey today .

We truly value your time and your input.

Are you one of the lucky

8,000 students selected

to participate in the

National Survey of

Student Engagement?

Here's what we need you to do:

UNIVERSlTYo/TORONTO

Check your email! The sui v c on^cs

in the form of an ennail message with

a web link. In most cases, we have

used your U ofT email account.

Check your junk mail or SPAM folder

as well, just in case the message was

mistakenly sent there. The next

reminder goes out February 28.

If you have been invited to

particpate in NSSE, please complete

the survey promptly and honestly.
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A Taste of South Philly

Coming Soon to Toronto Eaton Centre

Now Hiring

Supervisors, Full & Part Time Cast Members

Our Promise

Flexible Schedules
Employee Incentives

Regular Pay Increases

Opportunities for

Advancement
Fun Work
Environment

Your Attributes

Outgoing Personality

Dedicated
Passion for Service

Team Player

Desire to Perform

Send resumes to

Jeff Berg, Director of Operations

156 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 12

Toronto, ON M3B 3N2
Or Email resumes to jobs@steakescape.ca

SGS Council SPRING
2006 Election

Nominations Open
Wlial (l.<- --f.^ ( imnul cio?

SGS f -lUiicJ !^ pi!ii],,nlv respoosiblc for

f ^rribti>hmi.>, piilK ic- .iiul pn >r<:dures

cnccrniriL^ f]u- .uiniini -rriiri- Tt ana *jii;ihr\'

graduare stiidscs the L ni-- crsity ot

J'oconto.

SGS Council considers:

I h;iiis;c~ in SCiS poiicy

.u a- pr. .uruiii proposais

i.I'nitig<:> in pajgram rruOslauffP-s

rfHovvships ami polu \

u pot'TS ')i"iid h'K- couii.uticc;-^

rt-Mfw reports fit SCi^S

cciiiri.-> iniitinitcs

( >thcr jTiaitets as appropriate

Nomination forms are available from:

SGS \\ ebsire

Scho*->I of Grjt.iu3tc Studics

(}radu;iVf depuninents

Ciiaduafc rciirrc.^/instimres

(jr.Kli.i.fU- Snuicurs' Union

Kligibilit>:

C;md>i.iatt^?- nui.'^t be full members (non-

r-!nentii>; ol the ;/radiule taeTJit"\' or

tfiiisccfcd graduate stude»fs 1:1 die division

11; w bieii they have bem nonuriated.

Admnusttativc candidates inusr be

o munuitig or coutracnialh' appointed

members of the Unis-ecsitr acUninisirative

staff.

Vacant Seats:

FaculiT Members of a graduate

unit

2 in Social Seieuces

3 Lo Phvsical Sciences

3 m Life Sciences

H G cadaate studmis

2 in Humanities

3 iu Social Sciences
'

i in Phvsical Sciences

2 in Life Sciences

.3 Adni!ni.srrative staff

2 ftrjni any graduate iiuii

1 from SGS

Tenns of office:

Tenns begin July !, 2ii06.

Faculty tncmbcrs normally ser\"e a tliree

year term of office.

Student and adtaiuistcativc staff members

mar opt for a one- oi: n.y<>-yeaE term of

fifticc, t() a masimnm ^if tliree eoMserutiee

\ ears

For niore inforniation contact: 416-946-3427

Governance Officer, Schcxi! of Graduate Smtltes, 6.t St. Geociit street

Nominati<.>ns Close at .3:00 p.m. :\Jaj-cb 16, 2(i06

If

Higher education and v^orkplace ready
skills - Mil t-Jt

Today's employers want more than a University or College degree or

diploma. They're looking for people who have the real-world skills

and experience you'll get with a George Brown postgraduate

certificate. Apply now and you'll have what you need to succeed.

Postgraduate studies at George Brown College.

Grad smart. Workplace ready.

• Business and
Financial Services

• Chef School

• Community
Services

• Design

• Engineering

Technology

• Fashion

• Health

Sciences

• Nursing

• Hospitality

and Tourism

Management

Back forf/3r6 Stop Rtfresh Home

IVaI^ity
M Online .

:urrent Issue: 2/13/2006

VISIT US ON LINE

www.thevarsity.ca

INTERNATIONAL

WOMEN'S DAY EVENT

Wednesday March 8, 2006,

6pm-8pm

William Doo Auditorium,

45 Willcocks St., New College

Featuring Rafeef Ziadah,

d'bi.young and Afua Cooper

FREE event. All are welcome.

Light Reception to follow.

This event is sponsored by Itie Women and

Gender Studies Institute at the University of Toronto

,' / women and
-f.

gender sluiiies universit?.- Toronto
i \ institute

Equity Studies Presents...

Dr. Cindy Patton

A Global Clinic?

TreatmentAs Prevention

in Vie WHO 3X5
Antiretroviral Programme

Cindy Patton holds the Canada Research

Chair in Community Culture and Health at Simon

Fraser University in British Columbia She is

the author of Globalizing AIDS {2002). Queer

DiasporasimlU Benigno Sanchez-Eppler 2000):

Fatal Advice {]9%):Last Sen/ed? Gendenng the

HIVPandemic imA): and Inventing AIDS {WO).

Thursday, March 9, 4pm - 6 pm

William Doo Auditorium, New College,

45 Willcocks St

Reception to follow!

This event is fundedby the Principal's Initiative Fund,

New College

PSA
Announcement.

Distress Centre Peel needs

volunteers for their 24-hour

Telephone Crisis Intervention

and Support Lines. If you

are over 21, a good listener

and can spare 12 hours a

month, we need you. We are

currently taking applications

for our upcoming training

sessions.

For more Information please

visit our website

www.distresscentrepeel.com

or call 905-278-7055 during

business hours.

George Brown

www.georgebrown.ca/postgrad The TorOIltO City CoUege
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Berlin. Combridge. Chicogo. L.A. Toronto. Rethink orchitecture with
internotionoliy occfaimed fironli Gehry.

Exhibition on now to Moy 7. 2006

Book online at www.ogo.net or cqM 416-979-6608.

Orgonized by the Art Golief y of Onl/irro

Opining Night Friday, March 3, SOLD OUT

0MAG ri Oirecton Pete Travis (Ireland/UK, 200/,, 106 minutes)

Reception: 6:30 pm George Brown House, 186 Beverley Street Special Guest: Ann Medina

Leod Spot! §saa

TRANS-
FORMATION
AGO

Art Gallery of Ontario
3U Dundas St. West, Toronto
Optt'i Wed. Th^m & FVI 12 n^cn to 9 pm. So! & Sun 10 oai (o 5.30 pm, tJi-jn S. Tu^is dowd.

rw.org

Han 1" o.

supi) s p J n if

At! Cmematheque Otttario scrrefiings are hplG fit the

,Arr Gaiiery of Opiario's lackmsn Has!, jj? Ouodij Sdeet West

(i\frCaui Si. entrance), l.^ratso. .411 Krpp.ni.igs .are- ifsirlcsed to

ifidiySduais iS years ofaje or oidef.

For Sicte! infomialiui!, call ^16-968-niM

or visit the oSidal website. Kfww.belUa/ciMmatheqiie.

Tickets start at Sso.io

Saturday, Msrch 4, 8130 p.m.

DARVt/lN'S NIGHTMARE
(Academy Award Nominee For Be.st Documentary Feature)

Director: Hut/en Sauper (Friiiice/Austria/Belyiurn, 2004, 107 minutes)

Featurini Georgette Gagnon, Deputy Director of Human Rights Watch Africa Division

Sunday, March 5, 3:00 p.m.

JUSTICE OUSTICA) aoronto Premiere)

Direttan Mario Ramoi (Brazrl/Tne Hetheiiands, 2001,, W2 minutaj

Featuring Human Sights Watch Researcher Milse Bodienek

Tuesday, March 7, 6:30 p.m.

SALVADOR ALLENDE
Dirrxtorr Patriciu Gn^rjian

(france/Ch!le 'Genr,any,Bftgium/Spm/Mexico, S004, too minutes)

Tuesday, March 7, 8:45 p.m.

SISTERS IN LAW
Dirmors: idm Lontiinotto and Florence Ayisi iCameronr,/lJH, 200$, 104 minutes)

Featuring Anna fiSaria Tremonti, host of CBC Radio's Ttie Current

Wednesday, March 8. 6:30 p.m.

OMAGH
Director: Pete Trovis (ireland'UK. laoi,. 106 minutesl

Featuring Globe and SSail's )ohn Doyle, author of "A Great Feast ofLight—

Growing up Irisit in tite Television Age"

Wednesday, March 8, S-.^s p.m.

OCCUP.4TiOM: DREAMLAND
Directors: Garrett Scott and Ian Olds (USA, poo/f, /S minutes)

featuring Evan Solomon, host of CBCNews Sunday, Sunday Higitt and Hot Type

and Human Rights Watch Researcher Marc Garlasco

Flexible Learnins @ Holborn CoUese

There is another way to gain admission to the
Canadian Bar

More and more people these days have a dream of becoming a lawyer. A legal

career is seen as 'The Profession' by many aspiring students. !t is a long and often

challenging path and many students will be frustrated trying to gain admission to

the law school of their choice. Competition for places at law school is fierce, it is

not simply a case of taking the LSAT, as it is not uncommon for a taw school to take

only one student from ten applicants (National Post, Oct 2005).

All Canadian provinces and territories, apart from Quebec, are governed by the

common law tradition from England and it is this very basis of common law that

may permit the holder of an English law degree, LLB (Hons) to progress to the

Canadian Bar.

As the holder of a bachelors degree from a Canadian university you will be offered

a place with Holborn College on our University of Huddersfield LLB (Hons) degree

programme and as a graduate entry student you may be able to complete the LLB

in less than three years.

Successful LLB graduates of Holborn College are then required to contact the NCA

(National Committee on Accreditation) for evaluation of their LLB transcript

www.flca.ca). In many cases the NCA will recommend that a student take a certain

number of examinations only in order for a student to proceed to the Canadian Bar

examinations.

This path of study is now widely recognised as one of the most popular ways for a

student holding a non-Canadian LLB to proceed to the Canadian Bar and since 1999

the highest proportion of all NCA evaluations, almost 25%, have come from the UK
- even more than from the USA. in the same period (1999-2005) 23.8% of all

certificates issued have come from holders of UK qualifications.

Entrance to the Holborn LLB is not subject to LSAT, nor are there limits on the

numbers of students accepted each year. In fact as the degree is supported with on-

line tutorials there are no limits on the number of students accepted for the three

intakes each year. Many students may also be eligible for OSAP as Holborn is an

approved institution.

Further details on the above may be found by visiting: www.flexible-learning.co.uk

and www.osap.gov.on.ca.

Please contact us at:

flenq@holborncollege.ac.uk

+44 (0) 20 8317 6074

Queens
"•mm^ UNIVERSITY

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Why Queen's?

Excellent research facilities in the following areas:

Communications; Microwaves & Photonics;

Robotics, Control & Biomedical Engineering;

Power Electronics; Software Engineering; Computer Architecture

Exceptional faculty at a prestigious research-intensive university:

Canada Research Chair, Queen's Research Chair,

Premier's Research Excellence Awards,

Wide variety of government and industry research grants

industrial collaboration with companies such as:

Nortel, IBM, Samsung, Bell Mobility, MD Robotics, Sun Microsystems,

BTI Photonics

Graduate students are fully funded - guaranteed funding from scholarships,

teaching assistantships, research assistantships

Central location - historic campus in Kingston close to Lake Ontario with

convenient access to Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto

Excellent career opportunities for graduates

Application Deadline: March 15, 2006
(domestic applicants)

For information see: www.ece.queensu.ca/graduate

Contact: Debie Fraser, ecegrad(@post.queensu.ca or (613) 533-2179
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A typology oflecture spoilers

Profiling the constant questioners that take up your time

Dominic Wong

I love to talk and be heard... but there are limits to narcis-

sism.

In a university environment, where we pay for every

moment in campus buildings, students want class time to

be for the lecturer to lecture. This is why students go to

lectures. This is also why lectures are not called "class

discussions." But, despite this fact, it seems that every

class has at least one person in it who loves to hear him

or herself talk, and constantly fills up the precious lecture

moments to the detriment of the entire class.

There are usually a few tactics students use to dominate

class time, whether intentionally or not. Often students

raise their hand to get acknowledged by the lecturer, and

once he or she has the floor, they are reluctant to give

it up. They may even use this time to recount personal

events that have no bearing on the class discussion and

that are not appreciated by the class, or they may try and

demonstrate their intelligence to the class to establish

themselves in a knowledgeable role for the class to rec-

ognize.

First, there are the unnecessary questions. Some stu-

dents seem to know very well what the answer is to the

question they seem to be posing, but ask it anyway. They

tend to begin the "question" by stating some facts or opin-

ions and then asking the question they obviously already

know the answer to. Everyone in the class may under-

stand this, but the teacher often humours the student just

in case it is genuine. This could also take the related form

of genuine question that is pre.ceded by an unnecessary

and long-winded introduction.

The other tactic is a question that is not a question at

all. Usually they begin with, "Isn't it true that..." followed

by the student's remarks. This is more of an assertion fol-

lowed by a question mark than a question. The professor

can only answer true or false, or provide some commen-
tary on the disguised assertion. There is also the case

where no question mark or question-indicating words
are used but the student raises his pitch at the end of the

last sentence, to give us the cue that a question is being

asked.

Students should feel free to ask questions when they

have legitimate concerns over the extent of their knowl-

edge as applied to the class they are taking, and teachers

should give acceptable answers. But there are appropri-

ate and inappropriate times to ask even good questions.

Some questions are better left to ask in person during a

break or after class, if they are not relevant to other stu-

dents. Some should wait until the teacher asks if there are

questions.

The problem with the constant questioners is that class

time is already overloaded and rushed. And yet, some in-

dividuals take extremely disproportionate time to indulge

Hogwarts it's not, but at U of T there still seems to be a Hermione

in every class.

in their own issues. Less assertive students consequently

lose out on the clarity an uninterrupted lecture would be-

stow, and all students are held captive by the queries of a

peer who they may not want to listen to.

It is true that the person put in the position to instruct

the class is not always right, and maybe not even the most

qualified, but they usually are. In any case, students ex-

pect their class time to be used by the teacher to teach,

not for students to do so. Students who seriously want to

help people understand the course material should orga-

nize tutoring sessions amongst themselves for the class.

Or at least they can stand on their soapbox outside of

class.

1 do appreciate keen students pointing out serious mis-

takes that would lead to confusion. 1 do not appreciate the

arrogance of some students who believe that they ought

to be the focus of attention for the class.

LETTERS

//TRANSIT PHILOSOPHY

Vigilance on the go?
Rasta Oaei

Soon after the London subway
bombings, both TTC officials and lo-

cal politicians urged alarmed riders

to just be "vigilant" and to pay more
attention to "suspicious activity."

1 have been riding the TTC since

first year. Now familiar with the

bizarre world of public transporta-

tion, 1 have become desensitized to

odd smells, strange sounds, and pe-

culiar people. Or so I thought.

1 entered the subway and immedi-

ately detected a slim Middle-Eastern

man with dark skin, piercing black

eyes, and a heavy beard wearing

traditional Muslim clothes: a Kufi

(Muslim hat), and a starched Gal-

abiyya under a heavy black coat.

He seemed hypnotized, listening to

his Walkman, slowly bobbing back
and forth while clutching with both
hands a black leather bag.

I immediately felt two things: ner-

SEE 'TTC - PG 9

All about Arbor

Re: Letters, Feb. 13th

Rachel Barton notes in a letter to

The Varsity that the Board of Stew-

ards of Hart House have a "disre-

gard for students."

Although she doesn't seem to

wonder why this is so, there is a

simple answer: Stewards disre-

gards students because they can.

Each year Hart House holds elec-

tions for its standing committees.

In the last six years, only one com-

mittee election has been contested.

All of the remaining students, ap-

proximately six hundred of them,-

have been acclaimed to office. The

Board of Stewards is, for better or

worse, composed of the un-elected

representatives from the standing

committees.

Only by running for, and voting

in, these elections will student de-

mocracy ever be returned to Hart

House. Until that time, the Board

of Stewards will continue to be

filled by students who have never

needed to defend any of their deci-

sions to anyone but their own self-

selected coterie of the interested.

Students who are ignorant of the

structure of their university get

the government— and decisions

—

they deserve.

Charles M. Levi

Re: "Time to fell the Arbor,"

Feb 16th

The editorial about the Arbor

Room on February 16th brings

to attention that "ten unionized

employees were never at risk of

losing their jobs, but many observ-
ers mistakenly thought they were."

Although this is a correct state-

ment, it neglects to mention eight

other employees who are also

under CUPE as part-time casual

staff. Six of these eight employees

are also all international students,

of which most depend on this job

as a source of their only income.

Being a part-time employee,

you do not get the perk of being

transferred to a different location.

You are simply let go. And that is

what is going to happen to all of

these students. So, even though 10

jobs will be replaced, 8 other jobs

won't be.

But let's say we get lucky, and the

new food provider creates 20 news
jobs for students, the chances are

that they will pay only 7-8 bucks an
hour. So, in an ideal situation if all

these students get hired back they

will still be only making 50% of

what they used to.

Students need to fight for quality

jobs on campus. If Robarts paid

$7/hour no one would be so eager
to work there, trust me.

Standards for living and tuition

are high, especially for internation-

al students. By removing these well

paid jobs, we are not only eliminat-

ing good jobs for international and
non-international students, but we
are encouraging businesses to pay

low wages and get high returns at

the cost being transferred to us.

What good are the "great minds"

of University of Toronto if they

won't have "great futures" because

they'll be in debt from student

loans and working a $7/hour job

struggling to pay bills? Maybe the

students on the Hart House Board

of Stewards should have consid-

ered how many of their fellow

students they put out of jobs.

We all know that international

students are not able to work off

campus, and that campus alone

does not offer that many jobs. The

least we owe to these students

who come here and pay huge

international fees, through which

Canadian students benefit, is to

create jobs on campus that pay a

good wage.

Just because someone is an inter-

national student, it doesn't mean
they have dollar signs stamped to

their forehead. They also need jobs

to pay rent and a very high tuition.

University of Toronto and Hart

House should not be promoting

low-wage part-time jobs on cam-

pus. Anyone who works and goes

to school at the same time out of

necessity would know how much of

a break it is to have a well-paid job

that will also allow time for school.

Thank you.

Tamara Adizes

International Student/ArborRoom
Part-time worker

Refuting the fests
Re: The U of T film Festival uses a

trailer that features a joke with a

punch line that a trans person is

a "freak." This was shown at the

beginning of the second part of

the Hart House Film Board Gala

screening on Feb 18th at Innis

Town Hall. This trailer was most
likely also shown during other

nights of the festival. The trailer

is also featured online at the film

festival website (http://www.

UofTfilmfest.ca) under the section

"Screening room", titled "Outback

Jack."

This event is sponsored by SAC,

Hart House, and various other

groups on campus, and is under

the U of T banner.

I cannot believe that the people

responsible for this actually think

that this is acceptable, especially

when one of the nights of the

festival was devoted to films that

promote equity.

Chris Jodoin

Re: "One act to stage them
all," Feb. 13th

I am writing in response to Jordan

Bimm's "review" of "Beyond

Characteristic" at the U of T Drama
Festival.

1 want to start by saying that I be-

lieve that it is well within the rights

SEE 'LETTERS' -ON NEXT PAGE
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of a critic to give a bad review.

As someone who has reviewed
theatre, music, television, and film

I have done this myself. That be-

ing said. I feel that Bimm's review

represents a perfect example of

irresponsible journalism filled with
childish insults.

I'm not going to argue with

Bimms opinion as he is entitled to

like or dislike whatever he wants.

But his juvenile remarks do not

constitute a review. It just seems to

be an exercise in insult comedy.
He cannot identify the genre so

he insults the plot. He even admits

he is not able to identify why some
characters work and some don't. A
review is analytical in nature and
this is just... not.

Your other critics, whether they

liked the shows or not. were able

to use well thought out. articulate

language to express themselves.

I'm not even sure why this would
pass through the editing process

without someone realizing that it

would be better for The Varsity s

reputation if they didn't publish

something that looks like it was
written for a high school paper. He
may as well have just written "THIS

SUCKS" over and over again. I feel

that by publishing this article your

misrepresent the UTSC Drama So-

ciety as a whole. Had you printed

a full list of the awards given at the

festival then your readers could

see that "Beyond Characteristic"

was presented with the Viewer's

Choice Award for the Wednesday
evening as voted by the audience.

Then they could have seen that

this was just one person's opinion

and not just the worst-rated show
of the festival.

The audience, like Bimm is

entitled to their opinion and they

spoke louder than a few childish

remarks. This seems more like the

sort of thing that The Toronto Sun
would run.

Andrew Epstein

Director, The F-Word Uncut

UTSC

Spinning round and

round
Re: "Dialogue, animosity at

IAW," Feb. 16th

1 still strongly disagree with the

way you covered lAW [Islam Apart-

heid Week]. It was biased coverage.

There was still no coverage of any
of the real controversial aspects of

this event. The fact that one speak-

er downplayed the Nazi Holocaust,

the group's acceptance of the use

of terrorism and the mention of

extreme rhetoric was generally left

out of your official coverage.

What about the flyers that called

for a global intefadah? Again, not

even a mention in terms of how
this was controversial. The only

issue discussed was the extrem-

ism of the "apartheid" claim, and
no other issues were brought up.

Dissenting views were shoved into

the op-eds section, where facts are

always considered opinion. And,

ironically, there was an editor's

correction!

Where are the corrections for

your own articles? Or the omitting

of why the conference is problem-

atic? It sheaths the fact that this

group calls for violence by sug-

gesting that the only controversial

fact is that it compared Israel to an

apartheid state.

Curiously, the same person who
did the terrible job of writing the

first article ["Israeli Apartheid

Week begins," Feb. 13th] wrote the

second one: Ben Spurr.

Look, the reality is that this writ-

er has a biased view (or is a very

poor journalist). Let him write his

views in the opinions section. If he

wants to write an article covering

such an event, then be personable

and suggest he write an opinion on
his experience instead.

Simon Lightstone

1 attended Israel Apartheid Week
Friday night at the U of T organized

by the Arab Student Collective.

Let me tell you, this was not

a discussion about borders nor

was it a discussion about Israel's

"Apartheid" policies. The object of

the exercise was to destroy Israel.

Ted Belman
Editor of Israpundit.com

They've got the

blues
Re: "Union Blues," Feb. 16th

Kudos to Cam Vidler for using an

important and contentious campus

issue, like the closing of the Arbor

Room, as a springboard for wider

commentary on the state of unions

at the University and in Canada in

"Union Blues."

Vidler makes relevant and
provocative points that, regardless

of their merits, reflect the prized

journalistic traits of proximity and
timeliness. Hopefully Vidler's com-
ments will incite The Varsity AnA
other student outlets to explore

and debate the role of unions at the

university.

On a related note. The Varsity

staff deserves praise for its con-

tinued improvements in coverage.

It seems you've honed your scope

and truly explored the issues at

the university on which you can

provide the most informed and
authoritative coverage.

Keith Dell'Aquila

• I hope that Mr. Vidler writes bet-

ter for his courses — his op-ed is

the most fallaciously argued and
inconsistent drivel I've had the mis-

fortune of reading. That's saying

something: as a TA, I've read lots of

fallacious and inconsistent drivel.

I'd give him a D, and that's be-

cause I'm not being paid enough to

justify the zero he deserves.

Patrick Reed

• I could point out any number
of errors in Mr. Vidler's childish

piece, but I will focus on just one

that exposes the hallmark signs of

ill-informed editorial writing.

Mr. Vidler writes, "Maybe I've

realized that we're not living dur-

ing the Industrial Revolution. Karl

Marx might have had a point in

his day, but he has fortunately lost

relevance."

Fair enough, sir, the industrial

revolution ended over a century

ago— certainly the writings of our

bearded 19th Century German
Philosopher have departed from

our discourse on modern labour

issues.

Mr. Vidler continues. "Maybe,

if the jobs were open to perfect

competition— they aren't— then

people would have access to a com-

petitive wage based on individual

effort and human capital (sic.)"

I wonder from what century and

from which bearded 19th Century

German philosopher Mr. Vilder

owes the above terminology?

Michael Lehan

Call in the troops
Re: "President Naylor gets

prani<ed," Feb. 16th

Just wanted to make some clari-

fications. There is not just a lack of

Ethical guidelines at U of T. There
are NO Ethical guidelines at U of T
concerning "types and lines of re-

search and research partnerships,"

(University of Toronto's Policy on
Ethical Conduct, March 28, 1991).

President Naylor indicates in the

article that he is "baffled" by milita-

rization and military partnerships

at U of T. However. Vivek Goel, U
of T's provost, states, "Because

of the range of research funded

by military sources, it would be

imprudent and inappropriate for

the university to constrain military

research," (Governing Council

Report #388, p. 2).

Also, both U of T's provost Vivek

Goel and associate provost of

research John Challis sit on the

board of directors of U of T's In-

novations Foundation, which works

to privatize and commercialize

research, and which has physically

moved its offices into the MaRS
complex www.marsdd.com.
One last thing: U of T and MaRS

are partnering with U.S. based

Battelle Memorial Institute, which

is a top bio-chem-nuke Pentagon

contractor (www.cbiac.apgea.

army.mil/). It was even part of the

team that worked on the Manhat-

tan project. Its role would be to

manage research.

All students should know that U
of T is in the process of reviewing

all research policies, with terms

of reference being set by top U of

T administration. This excludes

faculty, students and community.
People can view PAML's full report

on U of T-military partnerships

at http://publish.indymedia.

org/en/2006/G2/834073.shtml-

http://publish.indymedia.org/

en/2006/02/834073.shtml

IVONA VUJICA

We are little pawns
In the modern world, Islam has
effectively made servants of the

very people that should serve to

alert the population to what could

potentially harm us.

You may not like what 1 am say-

ing, but you, along with everyone

else in the media, will become the

new servants of Islam.

The followers of this religion

have succeeded on a global scale

to instil fear in all of us. They will

continue to succeed in thwarting

all opponents to Islam by using

you, the media people.

1 had a chance to view the kissing

cartoon published on the website

of The Strand. This cartoon struck

me as totally harmless. So what is

all the fuss? The fuss is the opposi-

tion to Islam. Those people, not of

the Islamic religion who say they

were offended, I believe, have had

the sort of brainwashing that will

become increasingly common as

the era closes in on the greatest

conflict man has ever known: the

battle between Christianity and

Islam.

This is the beginning and you
are its little pawns. See how you

are manipulated if you have eyes to

see. Think of the possible outcome
of this conflict, if you can still think

freely. Your Islamization has just

begun and you may not even be

aware of it.

Jean-Francois La France

Know Radical Islam

reminder
I find it interesting that, while the

ASC is (to my understanding) the

primary representation for Arab
students at U of T, Beth Tagar [sic]

is anything but the equivalent for

Jewish students. Beth Tagar is a mi-

nority Zionist group, not THE Jew-

ish group, as it appears to be seen

as by many at the university, includ-

ing this paper.

It would be more relevant if

someone bothered to ask a repre-

sentative of the Jewish Student's

Union what their opinion of this

issue/event is. It's unfair to view

this clash as a debate between two
major sides of a debate, when one
group in fact represents a minority.

Especially if we are to consider the

argument that lAW is anti-Semitic,

it would only be fair to ask the JSU

what their view is.

Until then, 1 find most coverage

of the so-called Jewish position un-

fairly biased. Beth Tagar does not

speak for me, nor many others.

Jeremy Greenberg

'The Vars!tym\cme% letters from our

readers. Send letters {250 words max.)

with your full name & phone number to:

opinions@thevarsity.ca

Opinions submissions

are also welcome.

•TTC- CONTINUED FROM PG 1

vous and uncomfortable. Nervous because

he presents an image of the so-called high-

risk disposition—he is Middle-Eastern, male,

and Muslim. He clutched a leather bag that,

according to the image, could be carrying a

bomb, and his eyes looked so focused that

I wondered when the voice from his head-

phones would instruct him to reach in and

detonate. I was uncomfortable because 1 felt

that I shouldn't be nervous, despite knowing

that a terrorist attack on Canada would be

possible or even likely: bin Laden always men-

tions us, we do have troops in Afghanistan, an

attack on us could harm the U.S., and our sub-

way security seems very porous.

Yet, I still judged my thoughts to be dis-

criminatory. 1 was convicting someone based

merely on appearance, and thus being vigi-

lant. In all likelihood, this man was a law-abid-

ing and productive Canadian. On the other

hand, wasn't I supposed to report suspicious

activity?

Assuming I hadn't been "stuck" with ethi-

cal concerns, what in fact could I have done?

Should I have walked out at the next station

and left the rest of the riders in this potentially

disastrous situation? And if I did, who would

I tell?

Definitely not the TTC coin-collectors, as I'd

not only have to shout (to the panic of eaves-

droppers) my worries through the tiny micro-

phone, but their general unfriendliness makes

me doubt whether they'd even listen.

I could not imagine speaking to the man, as

he would surely take offence at me, and rightly

so. It is wrong to single someone out based on

appearance, even though nowadays it seems

to be considered a legitimate measure for pre-

venting terrorism.

I could not push the yellow emergency tab,

since if I was wrong, I would be heavily fined,

and caused hundreds of people a delay simply

to alleviate my own paranoia.

Most importantly, it could be, by that time,

just too late.

In the end, I did not speak to the man, notify

TTC personnel, or flee at the nearest station.

I did everything as usual, and succeeded in

controlling my nerves. My reasoning at the

time was this: I didn't want to approach the

TTC because I didn't think they would take me

seriously, and if they did, I was worried that

I would be reproached for discrimination. Or,

if my worries had been validated, I couldn't

imagine what the TTC "special constables"

could do to a harmless person listening to his

Walkman. 1 didn't leave because if I had left,

and something horrible would have happened

on that train, I would have felt like a coward.

Aside from all the psychology about sche-

mas, and their evolutionary advantage, I think

we've all generally been conditioned since

9/11 to discriminate against certain groups

of people, particularly Middle-Eastern males.

Interestingly, I myself am a large, Middle-East-

ern male who owns a black bag and black coat,

and I do not doubt that I am, at least some-

times, feared, despite having no intentions to

harm anyone.

Since that time, I have come to learn that in

such a situation, I am completely impotent,

because despite all the many warnings about

vigilance, I am unwilling, at least explicitly, to

discriminate against someone based on how

they look. Maybe it's just best sometimes to

write about things. Should our personal safety judgements be as fleeting as the subway trains?
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

On Feb. 15, Hubble shot Pluto's

two "new" satellites, discovered
last year. For a better glimpse we'll

have to wait—NASA's New Horizons
probe won't get there until 2015.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: Nature

Too much of a good

thing—isn't

A team of scientists at U of T's Les-
lie Dean faculty of pharmacy have
finally knocked out the heavy-
weight champion, the golden boy
of nutrition—green tea. Led by Dr.

Peter O'Brien, the team found that

injecting polyphenols (a chemical
found in green tea responsible for

the tea's touted free-radical and
cancer-fighting properties) into

mice at high concentrations caused
liver damage. At low doses, howev-
er, similar to the amount people in-

take from drinking green tea, mice
livers were protected from danger-
ous oxygen radicals. In humans, it

is still unknown how the body me-
tabolizes and absorbs the polyphe-
nols in green tea. That green tea is

beneficial to one's health remains
widely held, but O'Brien hopes that

his study will caution people from

rushing into developing a concen-

trated pill of polyphenols to exploit

their antioxidants properties until

further research is done.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: Free Radical Biology and
Medicine

Whoa, wheelchair!
Post-doc's prototype

detects and avoids

obstacles

History repeats

Some of the major evolutionary

breakthroughs in the history of

life are not unique and can occur

several times throughout natural

history, says Dr. Geerat Vermeij. a

paleoecologist at the University of

California at Davis. Vermeij drew
up a list of 55 "repeated innova-

tions"—attributes that have arisen

more than once, at different points

in time. Venom injection, for ex-

ample, first appeared around 540

million years ago. Vermeij also

identified 2.3 unique innovations, .

While wing-propelled flight arose

three different times among ver-

tebrate species (225 million years

ago was the first time), among ar-

thropods (insects, spiders, and

crustaceans) it evolved only once,

340 million years ago. Vermeij at-

tributes part of the perception of

uniqueness on information loss in

the fossil record, in the form of ex-

tinct species that have not yet been

discovered. "If we had an Earth-like

planet. I think we'd see phenotypes

and outcomes that parallel those

on Earth," he said.

-M.G.

Source: Proceedings of the National

Academy ofSciences, UC-Davis

news wire

Kevin Wong
VARSITY STAFF

A project at the department oi oc-

cupational science and occupational
therapy will allow wheelchair-bound
adults to better navigate their power
wheelchairs through obstacle-rife en-

vironments.

The Wheelchair Obstacle Avoid-
ance Helper (WOAH) is being devel-

oped at the intelligent assistive tech-

nology and system lab (lATSL), and
consists of a "Nimble Rocket" wheel-
chair, an IBM laptop, a 3D sensor, and
a mash of wires and wooden blocks.

With a US$5,000 Canesta 3D percep-
tion sensor mounted on an arm of the
chair, which creates a real-time depth
image of the surrounding area, a lap-

top under the seat then computes fac-

tors to determine whether a collision

with an object ahead is imminent and
what the best path around it would
be.

"Try moving left," said the wheel-
chair in a strange, yet warm pre-re-

corded message, after sensing an
object in front of it and calculating

the "direction of greatest freedom"
around the obstacle.

"I would personally call this an
early prototype. There are sort of a
lot rough edges still," said Hoey, as

the wheelchair repeated its message

a few more times in rapid succession.

Hoey, a postdoctoral researcher, has

been working on the WOAH system

since 2004. He is the brains behind

the project, according to Dr. Alex Mi-

hailidis, the head of lATSL.

"My job is to think of the technical

directions that the lab is going to go

with - the kind of models and tech-

niques we're going to use," he said.

Jesse Hoey (left) and Jen Borger (right) horse around.

After emerging with a US$ 10,000

prize for the WOAH system from an
international design competition last

fall, and with an upcoming workshop
to decide on directions for the proj-

ect, advancements with the project

are close to being developed.

"It's really important for people to

move around," said Hoey. Feelings of

depression and loneliness that come
from being stuck on a chair can be de-

creased "if you can design a system

that helps them move around without

the need of another person there [to

assist them]," he said.

Hoey hopes the wheelchair will

expand from its current role of sim-
ply being an obstacle avoidance sys-
tem, which according to its creators
is already capable of "reducing the
amount of burden placed on human
caregivers."

"There's this problem with elderly

people who are getting. older. ..usual-

ly they require help from a caregiver,"

said Hoey.

The usual occurrence of family

members initially taking on the role

of caregivers often brings up issues

of embarrassment and privacy and

results in the elderly being sent to

long-term care facilities.

"What is fairly well known is that

people's health drops off very quickly
once they get in a long-term health fa-

cility because they're not surrounded
by familiar things anymore - maybe
they're more lonely," Hoey continued.
"What we want to do is to design

technology that's going to just en-

able people to stay in their houses

longer."

"We would like to explore the pos-

sibility of using mapping features

where the chair would know the envi-

ronment and be able to help the user

navigate the space," said Mihailidis,

who is overseeing the project.

//GENETIC TESTING

Putting the 'me' in medicine
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

For all the progress medicine has

made is the past 250 years, the pro-

fession is still much akin to that of an

auto mechanic: a motorist comes in

complaining of some problem, and

the mechanic knocks, pokes, and

listens, trying to figure out what is

amiss.

Yet, until the completion of the Hu-

man Genome Project, in 2000, phy-

sicians relied almost exclusively on

the physical manifestation of a con-

dition to tack a diagnosis—a very

hit-and-miss proposition.

"If you look at the individuals who
present themselves at the clinic,

... only 30 per cent of patient ever

leave the clinic even with a diagnos-

tic," said Dr. Mansoor Mohammed,
chief scientific officer at Combima-
trix Molecular Diagnostics (CMDX),

a biotech start-up based in Irvine,

California. "Seventy per cent of pa-

tients will actually then leave the

clinic without a clue as to what the

diagnosis is."

Enter "personalized medicine." A

technology called array compara-

tive genomic hybridization (CGH),

promises —from detecting congeni-

tal conditions in newborns to the

classification of tumours in older

individuals. Mohammed described

the potential of array CGH at an

emerging technologies event held

Monday morning at the Mars Discov-

ery District.

The point of array CGH is to find

changes such as deletions or am-
plifications in a subject's DNA test

sample, which are indicative of

cancer risks. It does so by compar-

ing the relative number of copies of

a certain chromosome, in the DNA
test sequence with the number of

copies of the same in a stretch of ge-

neric DNA. Drastic differences in the

two show up as bright spots of red

or green, giving an indication of DNA
gains and losses.

The industry leader, Signature

Genomics, based in Spokane, Wash-
ington, offers an array CGH test to

the public for US$1,600 a pop, which

can test for anomalies among 126

different genes. Now Mohammed's
company, CMDX is in the process of

setting up a new venture. Genomic
Portraits Inc., a majority-owned Ca-

nadian company that will soon set

up shop in the Mars discovery build-

ing. It plans to offer the diagnostic

test in Toronto as early as July, for

about US$1,000, according to Mo-
hammed.
Advances in the manufacturing

of the array, the printing the slides.

and competition—due to rising de-

mand—are driving down prices. "I

would like to see the test come down
during the next two to three years

to US$600 or US$700," said Moham-
med. That price level, he added, will

remove more people's financial con-

straints for not taking the test.
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Down with meetings
The number of meetings in tiie aver-

age workplace more tiian doubled in

the second half of the 20th century.

If that made you smile a little, then

you likely have something research-

ers refer to as high "accomplishment

striving." Such people tend to set out

goals they mean to accomplish over

the course of a day, and they tend

to see meetings as interruptions.

People with low accomplishment

striving, however, enjoy frequent

meetings, which they associate with

a sense of well-being. (Journal ofAp-

plied Psychology)

Hide yourmirrors
Researchers at the University of

California at Santa Barbara have

cobbled together a portable co-

caine detector, using only off-the-

shelf components. The sensor uses

a specially tailored DNA molecules

that change shape in the presence

of coke and produce a reading when
current is passed through them.

The so-called "Scott test" cops cur-

rently use involves pouring a re-

agent on the suspicious white pow-

der and looking for a colour change,

but cocaine "manufacturers" have

learned to foil this trick by adding

various chemicals to their snuff.

Right now, the sensor can detect 0.3

parts per million of cocaine in sa-

liva or blood—meaning the subject

would have to be well knackered to

get caught. (Journal of the American
Chemical Society)

Conservative or chicken?
Dr. David Romer, a UC-Berkeley

economist, says that when it comes
to playing a fourth down in football,

coaches are rather risk-averse punt-

ers—preferring to boot the ball

down the field, instead of going for

a first down. This despite the fact

that attempting a pass increases a

team's chance of winning a game by
roughly three per cent, according

to his numbers. (Journal of Political

Economy)
-MIKEGHENU

//ONLINE EXCLUSIVE^

//FROM YOUR CORRESPONDENTS

Med school for dummies

"Mini-med school," a seminar series

run by the faculty of medicine,

aims to inform the public on health

issues and to break down barriers

between them and physicians.

Check www.thevarsitv.ca to read

about its promises and pitfalls.

Promising

the moon

Space solar power projects promise unlimited

clean electricity. But, as MIKE GHENU reports,

their price tag is anything but down to Earth.

Solar power from space is an

old chestnut, first proposed

by NASA's Dr. Peter Glaser in

1968. He envisioned a constellation

of satellites in geostationary orbit,

each of them ten kilometres long

and five kilometres wide, beaming
power down to Earth. NASA and
the Department of Energy (DoE)
first studied the concept in the mid-
70s, but deemed the project techni-

cally—but not economically—fea-

sible. NASA took a fresh look in the

90s, and shelved it once more. Its

last work related to space power
wound down in 2003.

Yet space solar power (SSP) and

lunar solar power (LSP), a more
radical proposal championed by Dr.

David Criswell, of the University of

Houston, are two ideas for quench-

ing mankind's thirst for energy that

refuse to go away. An LSP system

would litter the surface of the moon '

with hundreds of power bases,

each made up of fields of solar col-

lectors and a microwave emitter

that beams power down to massive

rectenna arrays on earth. A dem-

onstration system that could beam
1,000 megawatts down to earth

would take 10 years and cost $20

billion—assuming a moon base is

already built. A full-fledged system

would cost half a trillion dollars and
take 15 years to build, but would
begin to pay for itself. Ultimately,

20,000 gigawatts of emissions-free

solar power from the moon could

meet mankind's estimated energy

needs in 2070.

Three factors have improved the

odds for space-based power, says

Dr. Michael Duke, of the Colorado

School of Mines. Solar power tech-

nologies have improved. Thin film

photovoltaics that tap the infrared

part of the light spectrum as well

as the visible and can be painted

onto a glass surface promise great

increases in conversion efficiency.

Secondly, world energy consump-
tion is set to grow by nearly 60

per cent by 2025. Lastly, NASA has

committed itself to returning to the

moon by 2018, and plans for a semi-

permanent moon base as early as

2022.

The variable that has stayed flat is

the cost of getting to space. No mat-

ter, argues Dr. Criswell, as most of

the LSP system's infrastructure can

be manufactured in situ by giant au-

tomated factories from resources
readily found on the moon. Lunar
regolith, or moon dirt, is a fine pow-

der with jagged grains of iron and
glassy silicon. It is easily sintered

with microwaves, and all kinds of

glassy surfaces and building mate-

rials can be fashioned from it.

LSP has a big drawback, though,

points out John Mankins of the

Sunsat Energy Council, an organi-

zation founded by Dr. Glaser that

champions SSP. Energy beams in

motion tend to spread out, so send-

ing a finely focused beam from the

moon to earth requires a transmit-

ter ten times larger than sending a

similar beam from geostationary

orbit. It might prove more practical

to construct pieces of solar power

satellites on the moon, and then

bolt them together in geostation-

ary orbit. After a period of inactiv-

ity, Sunsat Energy Council met in

Washington, DC last month, to plan

ways to drum up support for space-

based power.

Meanwhile, the European and
Japanese space agencies are still

studying SSP, and writing reports,

but they estimate practical results

are still decades away. A recent

European Space Agency study cal-

culated the economics of SSP in

the 2025 to 2030 era. NASA is show-

ing no interest in the idea, though,

and the DoE continues to pour

resources into fusion research,

says Mr. Mankins, himself a former

NASA hand. "This subject, which

is far more technically feasible

than fusion, is kind of between the

cracks—no one will touch it," he

says. This chestnut ain't roasted

yet.

Inveigling viruses

Although commonly reviled as agents of

disease, some viruses can actually help those

fighting inflammatory afflictions that attack

arteries and joints, writes JENNIFER BATES

When early man first learned

the secret of fire, to fash-

ion and wield a spear,

and to subdue all the world's other

creatures, he staked his undisputed
claim to the top of the food chain.

Ever since, only one type of liv-

ing organism has been feared as a

threat to man's supremacy—the vi-

rus. The mere mention of the word
strikes panic and raises anxiety lev-

els. Yet in the war against human in-

flammatory diseases the virus, our
feared foe, may now prove to be our
greatest ally.

That is, if a development by car-

diologist Dr. Alexandra Lucas and
virologist Dr. Grant McFadden of

the Robarts Research Institute,

in London, Ontario, lives up to ex-

pectations. The doctors are inves-

tigating a new and unprecedented
therapeutic, in which proteins iso-

lated from viruses are used to treat

illnesses like arthritis, atheroscle-

rosis, and organ transplant rejec-

tion. What all these diseases have
in common is they result from the

body's immune system working in

overdrive, essentially causing the

body to self-destruct. Atheroscle-

rosis, for example, is caused by an
immune response to excess choles-

terol in the blood that leads to the
invasion by white blood cells of the

artery walls, inflammation, and the

eventual formation of plaque. The
viral proteins would act as anti-in-

flammatory agents, preventing the
formation of plaque.

Viruses are tactical geniuses',

outmanoeuvering and outsmarting

the human body's immune systems.

Once they invade a cell, viruses

produce and secrete proteins that

protect the virus from an immune
attack. The proteins are the virus's

first line of defense. They seek and
bind the chemical messengers that

recruit killer white blood cells.

Sometimes, they mimic these im-

mune messengers, competing with

them to bind to cell receptors. A
few viruses have evolved unique
defense mechanisms of their own.
Although this innate viral defense

system has been known for some
time, the idea to exploit the viral

proteins to treat human inflamma-

tory diseases was actively pursued
by McFadden and Lucas. Through
years of research and numerous
studies they determined that if

the genes for these proteins were
isolated and the proteins obtained
and purified by genetic engineering

techniques, viral proteins would
mitigate the excessive immune re-

sponses. Over the past ten years Mc-
Fadden and Lucas have performed
studies on animals using several

proteins they have isolated, focus-

ing on the effect of one viral pro-

tein in particular, Serp-1 (isolated

from myxoma, a pox virus). These
studies have shown that Serp-1 sig-

nificantly decreases arterial plaque
deposition after intervention such
as balloon angioplasty and. when

combined with cyclosporine A, sig-

nificantly prevents the incidence of

chronic organ rejection.

In 1997, McFadden and Lucas co-

founded, Viron Therapeutics Inc,

to pursue the development of vi-

ral proteins as novel therapeutics.

Nine years later, one of the first

companies to have a compound in

clinical trials. The efficacy and safe-

ty of their main compound, Serp-1,

is currently being tested in clinical

trials on 72 human volunteers with

acute coronary syndrome (mild to

moderate heart attacks receiving

intervention).

The compound has been proven

very safe and effective in numerous

animal studies. Similarly in clinical

trials with healthy human volun-

teers, no side effects were seen.

Further studies in animals will

show whether prolonged use of the

viral proteins triggers an immune
response, in which the organism's

body begins to recognize the viral

proteins as foreign and begin to

generate antibodies, which could

negate the effect of the proteins. But

if the clinical trials run as smoothly

as everything else has been going

for this novel therapeutic, we could

be looking at a whole new world of

new therapeutic drugs for inflam-

matory illnesses; and all this pro-

vided to us by, perhaps unwillingly,

the viruses themselves.
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The Exit

The cultural reuolution
will be digitized
Some of the best blogs around come courtesy of Canuck pop culture pundits

Michael Bacal

We seem to be living in the age of tiie

blog, one in which everybody and

their grandmother seems to have (or

at least reads) one. A blog (short for

weblog), is a tricky thing to define,

but is essentially a personal website

that includes a set of typically stan-

dard features (frequent posts of the

author's thoughts, opinions, and
commentaries, often accompanied
with images and a space for read-

ers to comment). Over the past few

years, blogs have become the most
widespread and ubiquitous (and still

growing) phenomena on the inter-

net, and their scope and influence

continues to increase.

What is especially unique about

blogs is that anyone can have one,

and that they can choose to blog

about...well, pretty much anything.

Because of this singular capacity,

blogs encompass all domains of pub-

lic interest, and have resulted in a

huge expansion of sites devoted to

the arts, politics, and sports, among
other subjects.

Cultural and arts-based blogs, in

particular, have become substan-

tially popular in the blogosphere,

as they provide a direct, interactive,

and readily available alternative to

the relatively lacking coverage of the

arts in traditional media. As it hap-

pens, our home and native land has

become a hub of quality arts blog-

ging, thanks to our vibrant arts scene

and some creative writers interested

in spreading the word about it. Here

are a couple of notable Canadian mu-

sic and art blogs to check out.

Chromeiuaues
(chromeiuaues.net)

"Music blogging is a way for peo-

ple to express their enthusiasm for

the music that inspires them, so I

think it's safe to say there's a cor-

relation between the amount of

people blogging about their local

scene and the vitality of that scene.

This is as close to a golden age for

Canadian music as 1 can remem-
ber," Toronto blogger Frank Yang
explains.

His increasingly popular Chrome-
waves site is "a daily filter of any-

thing that might interest me. News,

reviews, gossip, commentary fo-

cused mainly on indie rock, mov-
ies, television, comic books, and
things of little cosmic importance,"

he explains.

Yang updates his blog religiously,

offering music news (with much
linkage to articles and other web-
sites), plenty of mp3s (including

many hard-to-find tunes), album
and concert reviews (complete

with excellent live photographs

he snaps at most shows), and pro-

files of many under-the-radar art-

ists. Yang has even blogged from

trips abroad, including the South

by Southwest festival in Austin

and a recent jaunt to Amsterdam
(where he took in some live music,

of course).

Chromewaves is a great site to

be introduced to new music, where
readers can also expect to find out

what's going on in the local and na-

tional indie scenes, as well as in the

world of indie rock.

Pop (all loue)
(pGpuiherry.blogspot.com)

Former National Post pop critic

Aaron Wherry's (he's now a sports-

writer at the daily) blog began as

an extension of his old column in

the Post, and takes a humourous
and unique look at music and pop
culture. It dissects music news, and
offers insightful and entertaining

commentaries on not just the mu-
sic industry, but our crazy world in

general.

Recent highlights include an

eight-point plan to resurrect Mi-

chael Jackson's career, an analysis

of the political implications of Joe

Simpson's (Ashlee and Jessica's fa-

ther-cum-manager) Machiavellian

genius, and suggested playlists for

Paul Martin's iPod.

Known for his clever posts about

the burgeoning Canadian music

scene. Wherry points out that blogs

helped with the word-of-mouth that

led to its rise.

"Well, Canada's just better than

everywhere else, isn't it? We're like

Sweden with more hockey fights,"

he quips. "1 imagine there are some
who would argue the Toronto scene
wouldn't be thriving beyond the city

if not for the healthy online commu-
nity. And 1 imagine there's some-
thing to that. It does make blogging

about Feist or Broken Social Scene
feel a little more important."

Wherry takes a witty and playful

look at the often ridiculous world
of pop music, and his site includes

frequent updates concerning music
journalism and criticism, news, lots

of links, and the occasional concert

or album review. Visitors to the site

won't be surprised to find intelligent

and thoughtful takes on pop cul-

ture, independent music, and what-

ever else happens to be on his mind,

while at the same time still being

able to laugh out loud while reading

his posts.

Zollus (zollus.com)

"Zoilus is a music and culture

blog, oriented less to 'hot picks'

and music news than to reflection

and argument. It puts special em-
phasis on the Toronto music scene,

but also covers recordings, cultural

politics, global events, theoretical

issues, and whatever else happens
to catch my attention," blogger (and

Globe and Mail columnist) Carl Wil-

son says of his site, which he started

as a vehicle to expand on his Globe

writings and criticism.

An intelligent, comprehensive,

slightly offbeat (in a good way) site

that provides a welcome alternative

to the standard mp3 or music blog

by discussing artists you'd likely

not hear about elsewhere, Zoilus'

focus leans towards a more eclectic

variety of music while champion-
ing the local scene (with one of the

Web's most thorough gig guides to

upcoming local shows). Check out a

recent post about his take on the lo-

cal indie scene (which he's dubbed
"Torontopia" for its burgeoning cul-

tural potential), which has spawned
a lengthy, thoughtful discussion in

the comments section.

Summing up what visitors to the

site can expect, Wilson says, "Zoi-

lus offers a thoughtful and critical

take on what music listening, and

especially music discussion, are all

about, but it also has its share of

fluff, quick hits, and light moments."

Sally McKay
(dlqitalmediatree.com/
sallymckay)

Local art aficionado Sally McK-

ay's blog initially began as a per-

sonal outlet to discuss Toronto's

art scene after her local art 'zine,

Lola, was shut down two years ago.

Since then, the blog has grown and,

concentrating largely on Toronto's

thriving visual art scene, has come

to include art criticism, reviews of

local shows, pictures and anima-

tions, her own personal work, and

information about upcoming local

exhibits.

McKay's blog presents a less for-

mal (and more accessible) outlet for

criticism and reviews of local works

and shows that's high on analysis

and information and low on the pre-

tension often found in discussion of

'high art' elsewhere. It's also a means
for her to not only discuss what's go-

ing on in the local art scene, but also

to offer a medium to inspire some
interaction and dialogue about art

among her readership.

"Art is so much more fun when
people are sharing it and talking

about it and arguing about it and

sending images back and forth,"

McKay says.

Booklust
(storms.typepad.com/
booklust)

The subheading for Toronto litera-

ture blog Booklust reads: "A biblio-

phile's musings on books, cartoons,

art and stuff..." Booklust takes a

uniquely accessible approach to

covering literature, addressing cur-

rent issues and trends in the pub-

lishing world (lit gossip!), and the

culture of reading in general.

"I take a light-hearted, down-to-

earth approach to books and lit-

erature. 1 want people to feel very

welcome and comfortable while

reading my blog. I also want them to

laugh," says Booklust creator Patri-

cia Storms.

Indeed, what's distinctive about

the site is Storms' sense of humour
and her (good) decision not to take

her subjects (or herself) too seri-

ously—especially in her ongoing

satirical comic series "Art Imitating

Lit" which cleverly pokes fun at the

writing and publishing world.

The approachable, laid-back style

of the site also creates a more en-

joyable and dynamic element often

lacking in the standard literary blog,

resulting in a highly interactive

atmosphere for its readers. For in-

stance, the site offers another ongo-

ing series ("BiblioQueria") in which

readers have the opportunity to

address various book-related ques-

tions and topics ranging from the

light to the serious, and engage in

a discussion about them (e.g. "Have

you ever stolen a book?" or "Should

we concern ourselves with classifi-

cations like 'male' and 'female' read-

ers?").
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Give me Top 40, or give rae death

At a time when even the exalted New York Times is hailing the local indie

scene, writer AMY SMITHERS is perfectly content listening to mainstream

music while tuning out the underground, thank you very much.

I've
got to admit, as a university

student living in downtown Toron-

to, 1 often feel pretty alone. I'm not

single— 1 have a great boyfriend. I'm

not friendless, either— I have some
fantastic pals. What 1 don't have is

'edge.' My name is Amy, and I am a

mainstream radio listener.

It is a curiosity how a girl so sur-

rounded by (what 1 hear is) a great

indie music scene could appreciate

it so little. Small clubs and indepen-

dent venues abound in this city, but

my laziness kicks away the poor, tiny

music lover in me every time. It says,

why search through the inevitable

junk to find new and undiscovered

talent? Next week will only make
my find obsolete with the arrival of

a newer, hipper band on the scene.

The radio and popular culture make
mainstream music easy to find in a

life already overextended enough.

To their credit, both of my dear

roommates have tried to inject new
music into my life. One even jokingly

competes with her very trendy sister

over 'scene points,' attempting to

find emerging talent or a new venue

first. They both work at Metalworks,

a local recording studio, which only

fuels their love for all things musi-

cal—a passion they already had in

the first place. I suppose being con-

stantly immersed in budding talent

could be fun, and the celebrity sight-

ings would be great, but 1 just can't

lie to all you dear readers and sug-

gest that 1 am able to sit down and

listen to a record from some band
I've never heard of without a lot of

multitasking.

Music is wonderful— I enjoy it

thoroughly—but to me it's great be-

cause it's a secondary addition to

another experience. The radio keeps

me away from the horn when 1 fight

traffic in the city. Mozart and friends

help work me into a speed-writing

frenzy in the wee hours of the morn-

ing before an essay is due. Gwen
and Kelly (yes, Clarkson—all you

indie kids not entirely sold on the

hipster cred of "Since U Been Gone"

can commence cringing now) are in

my corner after that essay has been

smacked down on the desk and it's

time to prep for a night on the town.

But even that night on the town will

likely feature popular, one-hit-won-

der-style sing-along music, and 1 like

it that way.

Concerts and I just don't get along.

I rarely attend, because I tend to like

single tracks far more than one band's

entire collection of musical composi-

tions. However, for my roommate's

birthday a few months back, I agreed

to tag along to a Sublime tribute con-

cert, as she is a die-hard fan. I have

never been so bored and out of place

while surrounded by such a happy
group in my life. The night dragged

on in what seemed like a single end-

less song, while I leaned on a blessed

handrail and waited for the single I

could hum the chorus to.

Upon exiting the hall, 1 vowed
never to seek out new talent in a tiny

concert hall again. Give me the CD
first, and even then, good luck get-

ting me through more than about 30

seconds of each song before 1 skip on
to the next.

I pondered the possibility that

maybe I have too short an attention

span—pop culture research tells us

that music videos have left us with

but a fraction of our former abil-

ity to sit still and focus. But 1 can sit

down and have conversations that

last hours. 1 can pop in a film with a

completely open mind, and flop on
the couch until it's done. And if I can

make it through some of my most
lifeless lectures without passing out,

then I must still have a decent ability

to concentrate.

Perhaps at the end of the day I am
just not wired to be on the cutting

edge. The popular and generic is

enough for me in a life where a song

is just a soundtrack. Background
music accents the more important

things quite nicely, thanks.

Millennium
Scholarships

Les bourses

du millenaire

Making a difference: it's your core value. Are you

someone who's an inspiring leader, an innovative

thinker and who's involved in his or her comnnunity?

Someone who wants to make the world a better place

for all the right reasons? And someone who, through

it all, manages to get good grades? If so, you could

be on your way to an award worth $4,000 to $10,000.

If you're already in post-secondary studies, find out

more about the millennium excellence award at

www.awardforexcelience.ca.

IT'S NOT ABOUT BEIN(3 DIFFERENT... IT'S ABOUT MAKINCS A DIFFERENCE
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are you ready
TO

with amazing "round the world"
packages exclusive to STA Travel!

Beach Bum:
Toronto » London » Bangkok // Singapore
» Sydney » Rji » Los Angeles » Toronto

from $2599^
Tango del Mundo:
Toronto » Miami » San Jose » Buenos Aires

» Cape Town // Johannesburg » Bombay //

Delhi » Ho Chi Minh // Hanoi » Sydney »
Vancouver » Toronto ^ $3580*
Global Warming:
Toronto » Miami » Sao Paulo »
Johannesburg » Sydney » Vancouver »
Toronto dSO/lfrom9«a4«33

Prices subject to change and availability. Taxes are
included, other fees are not included. All flights are out of
Toronto. Destinations separated by 7/" denote overland
travel betw/een the two points not included in the price (but
we're ready with some very cool suggestions).

sTAUiLml
www.statravel.ca

,

(888) 427.5639'
HI

Steppin* Out Thursdays
Free Admission to the Bata Shoe Museum on Thursdays, from 5 to 8 p.m.

327 Bloor Street West, at St. George subway

March 2 - 6 to 7:30 p.m. Shoe Design Workshop with Sarah Rotering l^'

Sketch your shoe, choose a swatch and discuss the elements of desiga.

SIO, prc-register to secure a spot. ^
March 9 - 6 p.m. - Dancing Shoes: Tradiaonal Chinese Dance - FREE
FJena Cliiu performs a stunning classic fan dance as well as other incredible dances.

March 23 -6 p.m. - Dancing Shoes: Tango Passion - FREE ^
Experience die diriU of tango in this lesson and performance widi Ebzabeth
Dawn Snell and Jason \'anstonc from the Attists' Pky Studio. ^
March 30 - 6 p.m. - Rqyai Conservatory of Music: Piano Solo with Philip Chiu - FREE
Listen to this rising star perform a complex and mov'ing ptogram, including

works by Moy.irt, Rachmaninoff and Chopiii. ^

i
April 6 6 to 7 p.m. - Dancing Shoes: Midland Flings with ^
World Champion Colleen Rintamaki - FREE

Bagpipes will be reeling as world champion Highland
dancer Colleen Kintamaki and members of her

dance scliool perform traditional Scottish dances.

Watch for other Steppin' Out Thursdays
For more infoiriiiation or to pre -register call 416.979.7799 x242.

Visit our website at www.batashoemuseuin.ca.

THIS YEAR WHEN CLASS IS OUT, 60 ALL-IN WITH POKERROOM.COM'S

CANADIAN COLIEGE AND UNIVERSITY

POKER CHAMPIONSHIP
WWW.P0KERR00M.COM/STUDENT
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Sink or swim
Elite cast keeps Aussie indie flick

afloat

review@thevarsity.ca

FILM REVIEW

Little Fish

Directed by Rowan
Woods

Now Playing

Rating:VWW

Radheyan Simonpillai

VARSITY STAFF

Australian director Rowan Woods' new film Little Fish

opens with a montage of shots from within a car that

drives down endless stretches of meandering roads. This

cluttered passage should be the first indication that the

filmmaker wasn't entirely sure of what direction he was
headed.

Woods manages to save his film from its scattered and
unfocused narrative thanlcs to some terrific cinematog-

raphy, an eerie, grim score, and the efforts of a sublime

cast.

Little Fish is the portrait of Tracy (the exquisite Gate

Blanchett), a former junkie struggling to keep ahead of

her past. Tracy, a video-store clerk, seeks to buy into a

partnership with her boss. All she needs is a loan from

the bank for capital.

However, Tracy's turbulent heroin-fused past hinders

her prospects, as a credit check threatens to uncover her

brushes with the law. She's not entirely free of old influenc-

es, either, tending to her slowly decaying estranged step-

father, Lionel (Hugo Weaving—Agent Smith of The Matrix

Trilogy), who's still struggling to kick the habit, while her

crippled brother Ray (Martin Henderson) insists on mak-
ing her an accessory to his narcotic schemes.
Tracy is only grounded by her mother Janelle (Noni

Hazlehurst)'s affection. That is, until Jenny, Tracy's ex-
boyfriend (Dustin Nguyen), returns to Sydney from Van-

Oscar winner Gate Blanchett returns to her indie roots in new

Aussie film Little Fish

couver and threatens to unspool the remaining threads

of her stability. All this plays out beneath the looming

presence of the Sydney underworld, which both Ray and

Jonny insist on benefiting from.

Woods' film, which is primarily effective when portray-

ing how a broken family manages to pick up the pieces

and move forward despite their past, suffers when it en-

ters intricate crime-world shenanigans. Intimate moments
of isolation and reconciliation between mother, daughter,

and outcast friends are undermined by the film's forays

into drug-cartel conspiracies.

However, these flaws are held at bay by the searing per-

formances from the radiant Australian cast. Weaving de-

livers a devastating performance as an ex-football player

ruined by heroin. He brilliantly captures Lionel's pathetic

desperation, as the character clings to the highs of a for-

mer life void of concerns.

Weaving has a fine foil in Blanchett, who follows up her

Oscar-winning turn in The Aviator with a performance

that defies expectations. Blanchett embodies Tracy's

stark existence, tenderly portraying the character's frail

attempts at salvaging the remnants of joy in relationships

otherwise soured by tragedy.

Also notable is the warm performance by Hazlehurst

as her mother, and a surprising turn from Sam Neill (yes,

the dude from Jurassic Park) as a brooding drug lord (and

occasional boyfriend of Lionel).

Only Dustin Nguyen's slithering depiction of Jonny
sticks out like a sore thumb, but that may not entirely be
the actor's fault. The menacing character who lures Tracy

back to her old ways—while lacking any semblance of

charisma—is underwritten and unconvincing, as there

seems to be no foundation for her attraction to him.

Aside from Jonny and the scattershot narrative. Little

Fish keeps from floundering thanks to the merits of a cast
on top of its game. The endless road that opens the film

does eventually reach a satisfactory destination—but one
wishes it didn't take so much effort to get there.
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Last week at Hart House Theatre, the Faculty of Medicine presented Daffydil, its annual benefit show

that raises funds for the Canadian Cancer Society. Now in its 94th year, the show, which combines song,

dance, and comedy, is written, directed, produced, and performed by students from the faculty. Pictured

is Eric Monteiro (with crown) and chorus members.

IFF
GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

University of Toronto
Local 19, Canadian Federation of Students

NOTICE TO MEMBERS: Nomination period FEB 6 to MAR 3, 2006

GSU Election for 06107 Executive Officer Positions
Term of Office; May 1 , 2006 to April 30, 2007. Honoraria provided. Positions and duties include:

President: responsibility for the affairs of the Union and overall responsibility for

all actions of the Union; offical representative of the Union;

Vice-President (Internal): responsibility for the duties of the President in the absence
of the President and assisting the President in the execution of that office;

The President and Vice-President (Internal) shall be elected on a two-person ticket.

Vice-President (External): serving as the GSU representative to the provincial and

national student organizations;

Treasurer: responsibilty for keeping records of the monetary transactions of the Union

and monitoring Hart House and the Athletics Department;

Secretary: recording all meetings of the Executive and the General Council.

Candidates must pick up their nomination form in person at the GSU. Nomination forms must include

signatures and student numbers of fifteen graduate students. Submit nominations in person to:

Elections Committee, c/o GSU Office, 16 Bancroft Avenue.

For further information visit our website at www.gsu.utoronto.ca or contact the GSU at 416.978.2391.

Coflifatulations to

the winners of the
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promotion.

Thank you to

everyopethit

particioafed.

Sodexho

Top quality styles

at bottom line prices.
Walk-In to Andre-Pierre and you'll get a top professional haircut, with

an average wait time of just five minutes. All at a special reduced price

that's hard to beat. So, next time you're in the area, just walk right in,

11:30 4:30 4:30 .

S22 $24 $26 $25

$35 $38 $41 S39

$85 $95 $99 $95

$120 $130 $144 $135 J

Regular Before Before After Saturday

Men cut & blow dry $29

Women cut & blow dry $46

Cut & colour $110

^Cut& foil highlights $160

/ Hair extensions and Japanese straightening also available.

i4iKlre/Pierre
Cutting the hassles/HV since 1 972.

T 55 Bloor W. (Manulife Centre) 416.922.6946
(Receive 2 hours free parking at Manulife Centre)

22 St. Clair E. (St. Clair Centre) 416.923.8780

Tea is Hot

Tea Is
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Nothing's gonna stop us

The women's hockey team is still

in the hunt for Ontario University

Athletics (OUA) gold after a 2-0

victory over the Windsor Lanc-

ers at home Saturday night. This

was the first playoff test for the

Blues, as the game was an OUA
quarterfinal match.

Laura Foster and Lyndsey Ryan
each scored for Toronto in the

second period, giving their team
all the offence they would need.

Lisa Robertson took care of the

rest, making 20 saves en route to

a shutout.

The Blues hammered Windsor
7-1 the last time the two squads

met. The Lancers were able to

keep this match closer, but in the

end they could not solve Toron-

to's intimidating defence and out-

standing goaltending.

Toronto will now take on
Queen's on March 4 at Brock in

an OUA semi-final game. The
Blues are now only one win away
from the gold-medal game.

—MATT SOMERS

Never surrender

Toronto's swim teams didn't live

up to their rankings at the Cana-

dian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)

finals in Quebec City last week-

end, but that does not mean the

competition was a disaster. The
men's team managed to battle to

bronze medals, and the women's
team finished fourth on their side

of the bracket.

Both Blues teams were ranked
second in the CIS top ten head-
ing into the championships. The
University of British Columbia's
(UBC) men's and women's teams
were both at the top of the stand-

ings and were the only team con-

sidered better than U of T.

No University of Toronto swim-
mers won gold medals during the

three-day event, but a variety of

individuals and relay teams took
home silver and bronze. Marco
Monaco and Ian MacLeod each
won four medals to lead the

men's team to bronze, while Jen

Porenta paced the women's team
with three top-three finishes.

UBC lived up to their billing,

winning the overall champion-
ship in both the men's and wom-
en's competition.

Read Monday's sports section

for more coverage of our swim
teams.

—MS

Thriller

It was a good weekend for U of

T's track teams. Seventeen indi-

vidual medals were earned by
the squad at the OUA champion-
ships in Windsor and the wom-
en's team was able to capture the

team silver medal.

The men just missed ending up
on the podium themselves, fin-

ishing in fourth place overall.

Six Blues won gold medals at

the meet. This list includes: Me-
gan Brown in the 1,500m race,

Beth Wightman in the 3,000m,

and Suzanne Fish in the pole

vault. On the men's side, Jose Car-

vahlo won the 600m, Mark Stew-

art captured the 60m hurdles
*7 crown, and Mark Dillon was the

best high jumper at the meet.

Both teams will now head to

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan to

compete at the CIS champion-
ships from March 9-12. Good luck

-r[: Blues, and bring us back some
medals.

Read The Varsity in the coming
weeks for more coverage of our

track and field teams.

—MS

Crashing to the ground

Men's basketball team lose in playoffs

Jonas Siegel

VARSITY STAFF

With about 13 minutes remaining

in the Ontario University Athlet-

ics (OUA) basketball quarterfinal

between the Varsity Blues and the

Queen's Golden Gaels, a loud thud

startled the crowd. The sound was
that of a player hitting the floor,

just like his team's chance at a play-

off victory last Wednesday.
Toronto's Mo Safarzadeh had just

stolen the ball and tipped it ahead

for OUA first-team all-star Michael

Williams, who had a wide-open

lane to the basket. As he went up to

dunk, Williams was fouled from be-

hind by a Queen's player and went

down in a heap. The noise alone

was enough to make you shudder,

but the idea that it was a body hit-

ting the floor made it even worse.

The Blues started off the game
with a load of energy on defence,

but the open looks they had on of-

fence were just not falling. Guard

Dwayne Grant made several jump-

ers from the outside on this night,

but also had a few key lay-ups rattle

off the rim.

The second-year player looked to

be pressing a bit, but his constant

attacks to the rim put a lot of pres-

sure on a volatile Queen's defense.
Grant finished with 13 points on a

tough shooting night (5 for 18, 28

per cent).

Early in the first half, with the

score tied at 11, the Golden Gaels

went on an 11-3 run to take the

lead, 22-14. The run was halted

when guard Paul Sergautis nailed a

huge three-ball to cut the Queen's

lead to five soon after.

Sergautis' effort was nullified,

though, when Queen's forward Lo-

Mo Safarzadeh plays keep-away with a Queen's defender in their playoff game last

Week.

gan Rivers came back with a three

of his own. The shot increased the

lead to eight (25-17)—an advan-

tage they managed to maintain un-

til halftime.

Then Williams went down hard

midway through the second half

and the whole structure of the

game changed. While the forward

had contributed little on the of-

fensive end till that point—having

only scored two points—his pres-

ence on defence was unmistakable.

Williams, while not blocking any

shots, altered the mindset of any

Queen's player entering the lane.

Williams attempted to come back

minutes later, but was in obvious

pain, grimacing as he ran up and

down the court.

His efforts were symbolic of

how the team as a whole played in

this contest. The Blues continued

to fight at both ends of the court,

even though one of their star play-

ers was hurt and despite the fact

that shots were not dropping for

them.

Toronto battled on after Williams

left the game, even managing to tie

up the score at 47 with about six

minutes to go. Queen's then pulled

ahead 52-48 on a three-pointer and

a lay-up inside.

Grant attempted to bring the

team back when he penetrated into

the lane and dished the ball off to

Sergautis, who then sunk a three-

point shot of his own. The Blues

got within one point of Queen's

late, managing to get the score to

52-51, but Toronto would come no

closer to victory.

The Golden Gaels continued to

make shots from all over the floor,

I ending the playoff aspirations of

E the Blues two games earlier than
= Toronto would have liked.

Guard Jordan Balaban led

Queen's in scoring with 13 points,

while also grabbing nine re-

bounds. Sergautis led all scorers

with 15 points in the contest, but

it wasn't enough to bring his team
to victory.

A twisted triangle

Perry King

VARSITY STAFF

The experiences of parents in elite

sports culture can be a very volatile

one. The nature of the relationship

between coach, athlete, and par-

ent varies, and the experience for

parents can be an emotional roller-

coaster.

These were some of the observa-

tions made by scholars Gretchen

Kerr and Patricia Lally while re-

searching the interaction between
athletes, parents, and coaches. On
February 21, Kerr talked about the

pair's study in a seminar at U of

T's Benson Building. The seminar

presentation was called "Joy and
Sadness in Youth & Elite Sport: The
Experience of Parents."

"Much of the study began in the

field," Kerr said at the beginning of

the lecture.

Kerr used the term "working

backwards" to signify that the re-

search question had its origins in

fieldwork, rather than through theo-

ry, as is standard for most academic
studies.

Kerr is an Associate Dean of the

Faculty of Physical Education and
Health (FPEH). She also serves as a

harassment officer for Gymnastics

Canada, a duty that requires active

engagement with issues of ethics in

sports and dealing with constant

emotion from those who are in-

volved in gymnastics.

Kerr explained the research meth-

od she and Lally used; six youth

athletes and six parents (one par-

ent for each athlete) were asked to

elaborate on their experiences with

gymnastics in face-to-face inter-

views. The gymnasts—all female

—

had varying levels of success in the

sport.

Three of the girls made the Cana-
dian national team, three of them
made the Olympic roster. All the

gymnasts had been retired from

competition for several years, and
they all came from two-parent

households.

Organizing the findings into pre-

retirement and post-retirement pe-

riods, the findings turned out to be
enlightening.

The pre-retirement experience

for a parent was based around three

areas for Kerr.

First, the role of the parent be-

came more Important in terms of

financial and emotional support at

this time. Second, concern and anxi-

ety for parents rose monumentally
when it came to fears of injury and

pain; some parents said that they

felt "helpless" when it came to this

fear.

Third, familial, personal, and
professional relationships changed
greatly during the pre-retirement

stage; there were feelings of unity

and joy at some points, and great

stress and sorrow at other times.

The post-retirement period also

consisted of this same dynamic.

After retiring from the sport, posi-

tive patterns in terms of family re-

lationships grew for these athletes

and parents; however, parents har-

boured lingering doubts about how
the athlete would handle retirment

and cope with life afterwards.

Kerr and Lally reported that many
parents worried about the physical

condition of their children after

they stopped competing. There
were also concerns from the adults

that these former gymnasts may not

have adequate social skills to fit into

mainstream society.

The results of the interviews led

Kerr and Lally to research possible

ways to better socialize parents into

sport culture to alleviate these con-

cerns. Kerr prescribed supporting

and strengthening the "Athletic Tri-

angle"—the relationship between
athletes, parents, and coaches— as

the most effective means of improv-

ing the experiences of adults and
their athletic offspring in the future.

The information presented, as

eye-opening as it was, was met with

a good share of criticism. Many of

the limitations of the study were

presented by Kerr and discussed

with attendees of the seminar.

"This was really more a retro-

spective study to begin with," said

the associate dean.

She also conceded that many of

the interview subjects were from

similar backgrounds and not an

accurate sample of the variety that

exists in gymnastics. She also noted

that perceptions of the subjects

could have been altered after disen-

gagement, a time when negative or

positive experiences can appear dif-

ferent in hindsight.

She also noted that the study was
restricted to one particular sport,

and only examined the experiences

of one gender.

Further theoretical development

in this field requires a diverse cross-

section of experiences in order to

better understand the topic. Regard-

less of its limits, the study is remark-

able in the leaps it makes to better

understand the challenge rooted in

these athletic experiences.
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This is not a repeat
Matt Somers
SPORTS EDITOR

It was like deja vu all over again. A
high-ranked women's team was fac-

ing an opponent that most consid-

ered to be inferior, just like in the

women's hockey gold medal game in

Torino. This time, however, the result

was quite the opposite.

Canada rolled over the Swedes
at the Olympics last week, but the

women's volleyball team could not

beat a Windsor Lancers team that

barely made it into the post-season

in the Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) championship game. As a re-

sult, Windsor took home gold medals
and have a trip to the national finals

booked, while the Blues settled for

silver and an early offseason.

"No one was happy with silver. We
wanted gold," said Kristine Drakich,

the Blues head coach.

The Blues were favoured to win be-

cause the finished atop their division

with a 17-2 record, while the Lancers
could only muster 12 wins in the reg-

ular season. Toronto had also beaten

Windsor when the teams played on
November 13, the only regular-sea-

son meeting between the squads this

year.

But the Blues were not taking Wind-
sor lightly, as they had to knock off

Western—the top team in the OUA

—

in the quarterfinals to make it to the

gold-medal game.

"I expected that Windsor was going

to be very strong and that they had
the ability to win the OUA title, as did

any of the top 6 teams in the OUA,"
said Drakich. "They had a rough first

half, but played extremely well in the

second half of the season and during

the playoffs."

The Windsor Lancers proudly hold the OUA championship banner.

"They have a fairly veteran team.

Six of seven of their starters have
been the nucleus of that team for

that past three years. Their strong

play was not a surprise" continued
Drakich.

The Lancers defeated the favoured

Blues in straight sets. The first two
sets were so similar that it almost felt

like one was watching the same thing

twice, further adding to the feeling of

dejavu.

"Windsor served very tough and
they executed well and played ag-

gressive from start to finish. We
didn't," commented Drakich. "Each
game was very close and each point

was very hard-fought, but in the end
we could not sustain the level of fo-

cus needed on our side of the net."

The scores for the match (26-24,26-

24, 25-23) confirm the coach's point

about the closeness of the contest,

and it was evident to any observer
that Toronto looked very disorga-

nized and frustrated at times. Watch-
ing Blues star Asya Danilova kick the

ball in frustration after a miscue near
the end of the game clearly illustrates

the point.

Bethany Petkoff and Caitlin Mor-
rissey led the Lancer attack, scoring

ten and 13 points, respectively. Pet-

koff was named player-of-the-game

for Windsor.

Heather Bansley was named play-

er-of-the game for Toronto. She man-
aged six points and 11 incredible

digs in the contest, keeping the Blues
close in each set.

What happened?
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Reading Week was a time of

promise for most students at

U of T. Some went on well-de-

served vacations to tropical

paradises, others took ad-

vantage of the time to catch

up on their schoolwork, and
various athletes had oppor-

tunities to advance to medal

rounds in Ontario University

Athletics (OUA) playoff com-
petition.

Two teams had to succumb
to bitter disappointment,

though, as their post-season

runs ended much sooner

than they would have liked.

The men's hockey team was
knocked out of medal con-

tention on Saturday, and just

one day later the women's
basketball team was ousted

from the playoffs.

On the ice, the Blues—who
finished second in the OUA
mid east division with an 8-

13-2-1 record—were swept in

the best-of-three OUA quar-

ter-final series by the relent-

less Universite du Quebec
a Trois-rivieres (UQTR) Pa-

triotes, the second-best team
in the OUA far east division.

Both matches were hard-

fought, one-goal games, and
the win propels UQTR into

the provincial semi-final.

The first game was played

at Trois-rivieres and was a

tight-checking, defensive

struggle. .Jonathan Boutin

scored in the first and Ma-

thieu Gravel scored on the

power play in the second

to give the Patriotes a 2-1

edge. Joe Rand mustered the

only Toronto goal, but it was
not enough to keep up with

UQTR.
The second game was an-

other nerve-wrecking affair.

The Patriotes built a 3-1 lead

after one period—thanks to

a hat trick by Blues-killer Jon

Boutin—but Toronto clawed

its way back into the garne,

keeping the gathered faithful

at Varsity Arena entertained.

Toronto's Anthony Pallotta

brought the Blues within

one late in the second, as all

five men rushed the UQTR
goal. That was as close as

the Blues came, though, as

the stifling defence of the

Patriotes didn't let Toronto

near their goal in the third

period.

This is the second straight

year that UQTR has knocked

Toronto out of the men's

hockey playoffs. The Pa-

triotes will now take on Que-

bec rival McGill in the OUA
semifinals starting on March
1.

Switching to the hardwood,

the women's basketball team

were in tough against the

top-ranked York Lions in

their OUA semi-final match

on Saturday night. The Lions

led the OUA east with a 19-3

record in the regular season,

and showed no signs of slow-

ing down against the Blues.

York's Kim Gibbs—a native

of Ajax, Ontario—scored 21

points to propel the Lions

past Toronto with a 67-60

victory at the Athletic Cen-

tre. Gibbs also had four re-

bounds and four steals in the

contest, and was a forced to

be reckoned with when in de-

fensive mode.
Rookie Alaine Hutton was

the brightest light for the

Blues in the semi-final game,

scoring 17 points against the

Lions. She also had three

steals on Saturday.

York built up a 41-32 lead at

halftime, and held on in the

second half for a seven-point

victory. They were able to

stifle and frustrate Toronto's

offence, and held top Blues

scorer Christine Cho to just

two points after the break.

Cho finished the game
with 14 points and seven re-

bounds.

That the Lions won this

contest is not much of a sur-

prise, as they beat Toronto

with ease in the two regular

season games between these

cross-town rivals. York was
also ranked tenth in the na-

tion this year, making them
a serious contender for the

national title.

So, the year is over for U of

T's men's hockey and wom-
en's basketball teams. They
were beaten by superior

foes this year, but will have

a chance to make Reading

Week that much sweeter next

year when the 2007 playoff

season rolls around.

ACCEIERATE
YOUR

STUDIES!
Enrol in Distance

Education This Summer

The University of Guelph is

offering over 90 degree

credit courses, so you can

CATCH UP or GET AHEAD!

registration is easy...

1 . Identify the Coursefs) you

wish to take.

I. Obtain a Letter of Permission

from your University.

5. Send us your registration as

soon as possible to avoid

disappointment.

Registration Deadline:

April 28, 2006
Courses start on May 1 1 , 2006

For further information, contact

Mary Komarnitsl<y at:

Tel: (519) 824-4120 Ext. 56050
Email: mkomarn@open.uogueiph.CO

or visit us at:

www.open.uoguelph.ca

Open Learning

Zed Real Host

Jarrett

Zed Candid Hosts

Irish, Zorana, Suzanne
Zed Tunes Host

Jenna

^ Catch Zed

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

11:25piii on CBC Television

zed.cbc.ca Short Films, Documentaries, Music... lots more cecieievis on

Zed Pub Night!
at Ein-Stein's Cafe & Pub

Thursday, March 2nd. 9pm
229 College Street
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HELP WANTED

BACHELOR OF PRIMARY EDUCATION STUDIES

APPLY NOW FOR FALL 2006

Accredited by the Ontario College of Teachers

Approved by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities

This program is offered under the written consent of the IVIinister of Training, Colleges

and Universities for the period from 31st January 2005 to 31st January 2010.

Prospective students are responsible for satisfying themselves that the program

and the degree will be appropriate to their needs (e.g., acceptable to potential

employers, professional licensing bodies or other educational institutions).

Register online for an information sessi
www.charlessturt.ca

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, waterski,

high ropes, inline sl<atepark. tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer, pottery,

photography, & nursing students to assist

doctor, www.mishmar.com

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
~

In study that investigates effect of timbre

on listener judgment of pitch. Email Joan

at Joan.Chan@drdc-rddc.gc.ca 'for further

information.

HELP WANTED
Computer savvy student to freelance

with small company for web advice and

upgrades. 416-280-61 K.

ACCOMMODATIONS

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. .$13.50 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &
garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

.315-8483.

BLOOR/SPADINA
.$l,500/month. Furnished 1 br+den. Lower

level in Victorian Home. Laundry. Walk

to UofT, hospitals. Available April 1, 2006.

416-920-1437.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CLASSIFIEDS
CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-006.5. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyciery

HOUSE FOR SALE BLOOR/SPADINA
Detached 2-storey. parking. Total reno-

vated, 1 or 3 family house with separate

entrances. $769,900. Alec Leung 416-.50.5-

7328 Grea Realty Inc.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark
guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.
416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting. History. Philosophy. PolSci,

Sociology. Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-
position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%
off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on
your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

SURVEY DESIGN & ANALYSIS
Doing a survey for your course or thesis?

Need help designing the que.stioas, ana-

lyzing the results? .survevhelper^atjl.com

for free quote.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 .50';;, off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience special-

izing in MATH 125. 135. 235. CHM 138,

139. 247 ECO 220. PHYS 110. PAST TESTS
AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416j-78.5-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements.

2.5y experience. We correct grammar,
improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

ONLINE ESSAY EDITING
Competitive rates, fast turnaround. Proof-

reading & suggestions for improvement by

grad with M.A. English. Editing. Copywriting

courses. Visit www.studentessayhelp.com

EXPERT EDITOR
Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy
or computer file. Expertise in human
rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V Smith. 416-690-2576.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING
of academic articles, theses, and dis-

sertations, from style to format. APA
style a speciality. Mary Anne Carswell.

MA, MEd. mcarswell@svmpatico.ca .

416-303-3106,

liiiiBMigiiiiiliimHI

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for eacti word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters Including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-IVIonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

*when we do your student taxes Nc.a .. Iia coupo.n.

Get a coupon for a free medium Domino's Pizza

with student tax preparation.

Come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK
H&R BLOCK

^ ° ""'"^'^"^ """'-"S ^""^ "> ^ ^^'"^ '^'9*' iflent^ficatioti card. Offer siirf coupon expire June 30, 2006. Coupon valid for a medium one-topping pizza only at pa.tiapat.nq HSR Blcrk locations :n Canada
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CHEATSHEET

heard

Newspapers
are

excercising

freedom of

blasphemy.

SEE 'ISLAM' - PG.6

Poker champ Daniel Negreanu is

looking for the next great player

SEE 'CHAMP' -PAGE 18

feature

Spring's coming - give your bicycle the

TLC it needs after a long, cold winter

SEE 'BIKE' -PG. 10

comment
What if they gave an election and one

one came? Why SAC's democratic

deficit is shameful for us all

SEE 'CANDIDATES' -PG. 7

science

Take a ride through the world of amazing

gender-bending insects.

SEE 'PIMP' -PG. 12

red letter

Today is Casimir Pulaski Day in Illinois,

celebrating the life of the revolutionary war

hero, and recently popularized by singer

Sufjan Stevens.

history

On This day In 1834, the Upper Canada city

of York was officially reincorporated as the

City of Toronto, with William Lyon Mackenzie

as its first mayor

todo

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 5:30 PM
Screening of Deepa Mehta's Water \eat.

Devyani Saltzman. Bahen Centre, rm. 1180.

Free.

FRIDAY. MARCH 10, 7:30 PM
Delectable Divas IV feat, Maggie MacDon-

ald. Hart House Great Hall. $5.

CLAIRE FARMER

Party of one
SAC ELECTION 'DEBATE' FEATURED NEITHER OPPOSITION NOR AN AUDIENCE, WRITES ADEEL AHMAD

Chairperson candidate Marco

Fernandez bemoans a lack of student

involvement in campus life. "SAC

needs to make the student really

want to be at U of T," he says. (Funny

that he didn't bother to show up at

the debate.)

Last Thursday's all-candidates

meeting was marked by agree-

ment rather than debate, as

candidates for this week's SAC elec-

tion presented their platforms at

Hart House to an audience of less

than two dozen people, most of

them candidates or friends.

A slate of candidates closely al-

lied with this year's SAC executive

are running uncontested for all but

one position, chairperson. Only one
of the two candidates for that posi-

tion—Jen Hassum—showed up for

the meeting.

Tuition fees dominated the agen-

da, as candidates presented short

speeches and responded to ques-

tions from the moderators. Most

candidates vowed to fight for the

continuation of the tuition freeze

that is currently In effect, includ-

ing outgoing SAC president Paul

Bretscher, who is running this year

for the position of vice-president Ex-

ternal.

"The answer is education, educa-

tion, education," Bretscher said in

explaining his decision to not run

for another term as president, a

position that was recently renamed
"chairperson." Describing the com-
ing year as "pivotal" to the future of

post-secondary education In Ontar-

io, Bretscher went on to declare him-

self to be the person most capable

of preserving the freeze.... But such

positioning was hardly necessary:

Bretscher is one of the candidates

running uncontested, and risks only

an unlikely "no" vote for his posi-

tion.

The low turnout did not discour-

Current SAC VP External Jen Has-

sum's "Progress" slate swept polls

last year, and is now the only slate.

At the debate, Hassum praised SAC's

successes in the past year, pledged

to fight for the tuition freeze and. yes,

to decrease student apathy.

age those candidates who were pres-

ent from articulating their platforms.

Andrea Armborst enthusiastically

vowed to improve all student servic-

es provided by S.AC If elected Vice-

President Internal. Armborst prom-
ised repeatedly to "make students'

time and money count." Among her

proposals was the addition of eye

exams to the SAC's Health and Den-

tal Plan and additional locations for

the sale of discounted Metropasses.

Chairperson candidate Jennifer

Hassum displayed a similar energy
in discussing the success of the SAC

SEE 'DEBATE' -PG 2
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HART HOUSE

SO(llll|IISII([Nouv€Au Homo Forum
March 6*6- 8pm • Debates Room

How has homophobia changed? Where are all the

Queer Women? Has the LGBTQ community become
complacent? Homosexuality and Religion.

S-BUCK LUNCH
& SAC Environment Week Fair

March 8 • ll:4S-2pm • Great Hall

NETWORKING BREAKFAST
Campus and community groups connect and

reflect with special guest Andrea Calver of Unite Here.

March 9 • 8:30am • Music Room

CtOS ENCOUNTBU OF THE CREATIVE KIND

Reading with multiple Dora winning

playwright, Djanet Sears'

i<lSSx(i^ Mar. 8 • 2pm • Hart House Library

WINNERS: ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPAHIC
AND ART COMPETITION

Justina M.Barnicke Gallery Runs to Apr.

6

March 8 • Opening • 7-8:30pm

PHILOSOPHY CAFE
Philosophy professor Tom Hurka

Mar 9 • 3-5pm • East Common Room

Music at Hart House
Open Ears: Experimental Music Concert

March 10* 6-1 1pm Music Room
Jazz at Oscar's 1 0 O'clock Band
March 10- 8pm Arbor Room

Delectable Divas IV
March 10 • 7 for Spin • $5 * Great Hall

Delicious desserts anddivine entertainment
liostedbyMaggieMacDonald,

Jazz, Flamenco, Spoken Word, Da Kink in my hair,

Indian classical dance, Global fusion, and more

!

Tickets now on sale at Uofttix 416.978.8849

or visit www.uofttix.ca to purchase online 24/7

martini night

Tickets available at UofTtix 416.978.8849

creativity.
concewed

//PAINTING THE TOWN GREEN

A group of 40 people came to Yonge and Bloor on Friday to paint a temporary bike lane on Bloor St. as part of a campaign to get

a real one created. The event was one of several commemorating TooKer Gomberg, a prominent activist knov/n in particular for

environmental work. For more info, check out http://takethetooker.ca. (For tips on safe ways to ride without the haven of a bike

lane, check out our cycling feature, page 10.)

DEBATE' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

over the past year, stressing that

it was one in which SAC kept "all

of [its] promises and [had] no con-

troversies." Hassum, currently the

Vice-President External, joined the

other candidates in calling for the

continuation of the tuition freeze.

Another aspect of her platform

is her promise to engage students

in the political process as well as

campus life. As an example, Hassum
suggested an inclusive town hall

meeting to discuss the spending and
distribution of the new funding for

clubs obtained by the SAC in a ref-

erendum last fall. She emphasized a

transparent and accessible SAC, ex-

pressing her desire to see it become
a hub of student life. Hassum's oppo-

//NEWS IN BRIEF

It just got a little easier to

be a pimp

Last night, close to a billion people

worldwide tuned in to watch the

78th Annual Academy Awards, in-

cluding U of T students who tuned
in at funis Town Hall. The event was
dominated by politically and socially

conscious movies examining issues

such as homophobia, terrorism, and
racism, and was hosted for the first

time by host of The Daily Show, Jon
Stewart. Philip Seymour Hoffman
took home his first Best Actor Oscar
for his tour de force portrayal of au-

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

PSA
Announcement.

Distress Centre Peel needs

volunteers for their 24-hour

Telephone Crisis Intervention

and Support Lines. If you

are over 21, a good listener

andean spare 12 hours a

month, we need you. We are

currently taking applications

for our upcoming training

sessions.

For more Information please

visit our website

www.distresscentrepeel.com

or call 905-278-7055 during

business hours.

nent Marco Fernandez was absent

from the debate.

Running for vice-president Equity

is Asma Malik, who plans to "keep

working on the big issues," which

she defined as "cultural and political

differences" on campus and gun vio-

lence in Toronto off-campus. Specifi-

cally, she mentioned plans to change
the locations and the food of Sodex-

ho food, as well as the expansion of

childcare services on St. George and
Mississauga campuses.

Malik also referenced the "ex-

treme voices that have been emerg-

ing" on campus, perhaps alluding to

the recent tensions between Arab
and Israeli groups.

Ashwin Balamohan, running for

the position of Vice-President Uni-

versity, had few tangible improve-

ments to suggest other than the

minor issues of smoother UTORmail
service and 24-hour service at the

Gerstein Library. He also spoke like

most candidates did of an improved

student experience and a sense of

community on campus.

Also debating were candidates for

Trinity and Victoria colleges as well

as the Faculty of Nursing. The lone

debate of the afternoon occurred be-

tween the candidates for the Victo-

ria College seats, James Armstrong
and Cecilia Bastedo.

Armstrong, the incumbent, vowed
to continue serving his constituents

as he had been.

Bastedo, for her part, observed
that students on the east side of

campus often feel isolated and dis-

connected.

Jordon "Juicy J" Houston: move over, John

Williams.

thor Truman Capote, director Ang
Lee picked up his first best director

Oscar for Brokeback Mountain, and
Crash defied predictions to get the

nod for Best Picture.

The night was stolen, however, by
group 36 Mafia, who's song "It's Hard
Out Here for a Pimp" took home the

statue for best song, showing that

Hollywood is finally ready to accept

hip-hop as a form of music. The
shocked group, who wrote the track

for the film Hustle and Flow, thanked

both Jesus and Ludacris in their ac-

ceptance speech. —BEN SPURR

NFL players to avoid

uselessness after age 35

The Harvard Business School has

designed an executive education

program for the players of the Na-

tional Football League.

The program is a part of an on-

going initiative by the NFL and the

NFL Players Association to help

prepare their members for life after

football.

Players will learn about financial

analysis and valuation, marketing

strategies and business plans, as

well as legal and tax issues.

Part of the education program

includes a month-long research

project, where players will investi-

gate a specific business concept or

entrepreneurial venture under the

guidance of HBS faculty.

The program concludes with

classes on career planning and self-

assessment.—EMILIO REYES LE BLANC

HAPPY HOURS
SCHOOL OF BARTENDING

-Become a Certified Bartender in one weekend

-Anyone 18+ May Legally Bartend

-Sessions are Held on near Campus

-Great Paying & fun Part-fime or Summer Job!

Call Toll-Free at 1-866-494-0979 or visit us online

www.HappyHoursBartending.cofn
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ASSU demands more

students on faculty bodies

Preethy Sivakumar, an undergraduate, ASSU President Yaser Habeeb, and Robbie IVIorgen Dursi are all involved in ASSU's demand for

faculty committees to have higher student representation.

Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

The Arts and Science Students Union

(ASSU) launched a petition last Mon-
day demanding that Faculty of Arts

and Science governing bodies have at

least 40 per cent student representa-

tion.

The demand was spelled out in fur-

ther detail in an 11-page document cir-

culated by ASSU to its 40 constituent

course unions on Monday afternoon,

a response to the Faculty's Task Force

on Governance in the Faculty of Arts

and Science. The Faculty of Arts and

Science is the largest faculty at the

university, with more than 23,000 stu-

dents.

"Greater student representation on

these committees would bring real

diversity to the Faculty's governing

bodies," said ASSU president Yaser

Habeeb. "So far, we have had a posi-

tive response from the Graduate Stu-

dent Union and the Students' Admin-

istrative Council," said Noaman All,

ASSU executive member.

Thus far, the main obstacle to AS-

SU's efforts is the faculty's unwilling-

ness to consider ASSU the authentic

voice of the faculty's students. Some
in the faculty apparently view ASSU as

a lobby group rather than a legitimate

representative body.

Under the current arrangements,

some faculty committees such as

the academic standards committees

have no student members, while oth-

ers have a mere 25 per cent student

membership. In some cases, the stu-

dent members on these committees

are simply chosen by the faculty with-

out any accountability to the student

body.

"Undergraduate students are very

underrepresented currently in the

Faculty of Arts and Science and this is

a good time to address that, since the

Faculty is currently undergoing reor-

ganization," said Preethy Sivakumar,

an undergraduate who was involved

in drafting the ASSU response to the

Task Force.

At press time, thirty-two faculty

members and approximately one hun-

dred and thirty students had signed

the petition.

In addition, several faculty mem-

bers have signalled their support of

increasing student representation.

Professor Charles Keil, director of Cin-

ema Studies, has promised a letter of

support in favour of ASSU's proposal.

Innis College, where Cinema Studies is

based, has parity between students

and faculty on its governing bodies.

"My view is that students should

know how decisions are made and

should be consulted about decisions

that affect their lives at university,"

said Professor Emeritus Michael Don-

nelly, who served as associate dean of

the faculty several years ago.

The Task Force on Governance,

which will receive the ASSU response

and petition on Monday, will discuss

faculty governance in a closed meet-

ing on Monday. It is expected to pass

its final recommendation on gover-

nance reform at that time. The Task

Force is chaired by Professor Joan

Grusec and is composed of faculty,

staff, and students.

"Students need to be viewed as be-

ing more than a token voice within the

Faculty," states the ASSU response to

the Task Force. The ASSU proposal

would change the makeup of the com-

mittees to 40 per cent student mem-

bers, with several ASSU organizers

viewing parity with faculty members

as their long-term goal.

KHOW A FORaGN UNGOaGE ?

:^HILOSQPHY

% All Pl^ilosophy,

Classics

& Religion titles*

March 9-11, 2006

University of Toronto Boolistore

214 College St. Toronto

Mon-Fri 8:45-6 Sat 10-5 / Closed Sun
(416) 640-7900

Know aforeign

language?

Make extra cash

from the comfort

ofyour own Home!

Use your skills and

make a profit with

www.jobcash.com

Equity Studies Presents...

Dr. Cindy Patton

A Global Clinic?

TreatmentAs Prevention

in the WHO 3X5

Antiretroviral Programme

Cindy Patton holds the Canada Research

Chair in Community Culture and Health at Simon

Fraser University in British Columbia, She is

the author of GlobalizingAIDS 12002), Queer

Diasporas (with Benigno Sanchez-Eppler 2000i

FatalAdvice Last Served? Gendering the

HIVF^ndemicmmy, and InventingAIDS{W0\

Thursday, March 9, 4pm - 6 pm

William Doo Auditorium, New College,

45WillcocksSt.

Reception to follow'

This event is funded by the Prindpal's Initiative =
_

Nev/ Colleoe

Mond^. March 6
UxMtmn: Currrt^land Room,
lnt«T«tior^f StuderttCen&e

Location: f^tcal Roots^ lnt&nrmk»nal

, Sttictent Centre

^ TUne: &Spm

Sprouting Werfcshop
Tuesday, March 7
Locatfon: Cumberland Room
Time: I I-6fHii

Hart House $5 Luneh
Wednesday, March 8
Loca^n: Great H^l Hart House

Ttfr>e:nafn-2pm

wwiu.uoflboohstore.com

' Dsc-Ajnt <!pr'ie* t-'> regularly priced and in^hxk n.ercl ,;ir,d«- .^nly, Exceptioa? include: textbooks, web orders, and special orders.

EnvironmentWeek Open M/ke

Wedn^day, March 8
Location: Arbour Room, Hart House-

Tuner. 3-5 pm

SmtalmMtHy Office Open House
Thursday. March 9th

Location: Earth Science Foyer

outskte 1042-Time: l2-4pm

Movie Night Vegan Meirf

JhursOay. March 9th

$3 in Advance (Tickets at Dfatx>k>s'

and the Su^inabiliiy Office untia

March 6th)

Locatk>n: Diabok^'/tfr^iversity

fCoUegeJCR

\
Meal 7:30pm

? Movie 8:00pm

\
Aleemative Transportatton Art

\ Show EnvironmentWeek ftib

\
Night

i Friday March 10th 2006
Location: SyfvestBfs Caf6 (GSU pub)

% Bancroft Avenue (Earth Sciences)

: Time:7:30- i 2:30pm
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wvvw.syner(|yintroductions com

"I still cannot fathom how someone looks at another person and does

not see a reflection of themselves, does not see another human being.

People can be taught hate, but they can also be taught to love, and

together we can all give our world a more human face."

-Juliet Karugahe, Unive!Sit>' of Toronto, Canada/Rwanda, MB.H 2001

of REMEMBRANCE
' and HOPE

A STUPEMTS' LEADERSHIP MiSStON TO POl.AMD

May 22-29, 2006
This dynamic educational leadership program teaches university students of different

religious and ethnic backgrounds of the dangers of intoierance through the study of the

Hoiocaust. The overall goal of the program is to promote better relations among people

of diverse cultures. We oring hundreds of students to Poland to demonstrate the horrors

of the Holocaust, and the obligation upon each one of us to create a world in which

religious and ethnic diversity is cause for celebration rather than discrimination.

Scholarships based on merit and financial need v/ili be granted on a competitive basis

to students expressing a strong commitment to the program's goals.

For a complete program description, please visit our web site:

www.remembranceandhope.com

For further information, Nouman Ashraf, Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity Officer

please contact your local nouman.ashraf@utoronto.ca

faculty representative: OR Jenni Stoff: 416-597-9693. x29 / 1-800-663-1848, x29

New exec assumes

troubled SCSU's reins
Kevin Wong
VARSITY STAFF

Following a blustery term and a prob-

lematic vote, four recently elected

executives will assume control of

Scarborough Campus Student's

Union on May 1.

The new executive's promises in-

cluded opening up equity training to

regular students and generally mak-

ing student government more acces-

sible and accountable.

In a two-day election held at the

start of February, only 900 Scarbor-

ough students came out to vote for

the positions of President, VP Exter-

nal, VP Students and Equity, and VP
Academics. With uncontested can-

didates—Jenna Hossack and Rob
Wulkan, respectively—voters were

asked to vote yes or no only in favour

of their appointment.

Prior to the vote, at least four pro-

spective candidates dropped out of

the race. Last term SCSU suffered

more than six mid-year resignations,

which included several Executives

and Directors.

Three students on the new exec

have not previously held a position

on the students union.

Rajgumar Gunaratnam, 24 and in

his third year in computer science,

will assume the role of SCSU Presi-

dent in May. His goals include solv-

ing campus transit issues and reach-

ing out to students.

"We have to provide a strong and

After a year of resignations, many of

SCSU's new exec spots were uncontested.

coherent leadership," said Gunarat-

nam, adding that he believes the cur-

rent leadership of the SCSU has not

really connected with students and

has failed to manage its resources

effectively.

One of his goals is to have some-

thing similar to the SAC UTM com-

missions at UTSC, which gets stu-

dents involved with bringing about

change with specific issues they are

concerned about.

For Jenna Hossack, 19, who is wait-

ing to assume her role as SCSU VP
Students and Equity, peer media-

tion and equity training is one of her

main goals.

"I'd really encourage it for SCSU

executives and directors, but I'd also

like it to be open to all students," said

Hossack.

"I also want to set up an 'extracur-

ricular support' fund, for students

who would like to attend conferenc-

es or go on trips with their clubs and

teams but need a little help paying

for it."

Both the SCSU and students re-

form are also a focus for Senthooran

Uruthiralingam, SCSU VP External

in-waiting and current Campus Liai-

son for the Tamil Students' Associa-

tion at UTSC.

"I'm committed to renewing and

transforming the VP External po-

sition to be more inclusive," said

Uruthiralingam during the SCSU Ex-

ecutive Elections Forum in UTSC's

Meeting Place.

Uruthiralingam also noted a high

level of student cynicism and anger

that he believed exists toward his

predecessors.

Rob Wulkan, the current SCSU VP
External, was also elected as VP Aca-

demics for the next term.

As well as creating an "easy to

read" academics rights document,

Wulkan also hopes to get Depart-

mental Student Associations (DSAs)

off the ground, establishing better

relationships between the adminis-

tration and the SCSU along the way.

DSAs are "mini student unions,

specific to academic issues, to a spe-

cific academic department," accord-

ing to Wulkan.

VELUT.J L./WO
[ARBOR

I

Statements of the Candidates in the Governing Council Election for Students

Voting will take place on ROSI - wwrosiutorontoca

Beginning on Monday, March 6, at 6:00 am and ending on Friday, March 10, at 5:00 pm

Full-Tlme Undergraduate Students, Constituency I

Husain Aboghodieh
My name is Husain Abogfiodleh and I want to be your voice on Governing Council for the next

year. For the past year I have been advocating on behalf of students at Governing Council serving

on the Business board, University Affairs board and the Academic Appeals committee. In the past

I served as the College Affairs Commissioner for the Erindale College Students' Union and as
well on the SAC Commission. I will continue to represent you in the best manner possible as I am
determined to make your voices heard loud and clear. Vote for your voice, vote for Husain

Maple Chong
I present myself as a candidate who realizes that while there are underlying Issues that all

students are concerned with, each campus has its own unique needs. While being involved with

the Academic Board, the Scarborough Campus Students' Union (SCSU) and a Hart House
Committee, I have witnessed the workings of the university, the possibilities of a collective student

voice and the results of students working together to improve the student experience. What I

strive for is a collective voice for students from all three campuses. I am committed to having
students play an integral role in the university.

Coralie D'Souza
I am working towards an increase in much-needed student space, healthier and diverse food
services, additional student programs/services, as well as a tuition freeze. I bring to the table an
abundance of experience in the non-profit sector, was a Projects Coordinator for a United Way
agency and worked on various initiatives with NGOs. Currently my work is in Policy & Research
for the City of Toronto. While attending U of T my energies have been directed towards the

Governing Council, SAC, Environmental Students' Union, and Sustainability Office (BikeChain).

I am committed to ensuring that our tuition garners better services, www.coraliedsouza.com

Saswati Deb
I run in this election not as a superior to you, but as a Peer who will do anything to make sure

your voice is heard. My first and foremost priority is to serve the needs of the students. I will listen

to your concerns and bring them to the table. You are all the students of this campus, you make
this university what it is, and for the first time in a long time. Your voices Will be HEARD first. My
promise to you is to bring more transparency to your academic life, so please vote for me Saswati.

Full-Time Undergraduates Students, Constituency II

Ryan Campbell
I am currently an Engineering student and a student member of Governing Council. I feel that

this past year's experience on Governing Council will help me better represent all professional
students, and if I am re-elected I will continue to push for improved accessibility (financial and
otherwise), sustainable development of campus facilities, and better support for extra-curricular

activities. I also aim to improve the visibility of Governing Council within the student body. I would
greatly appreciate your support. Thank you.

Robin Goodfellow
Elect Robin Goodfellow as your Governing Council ProFac representative. Currently, I am a SAC
Director for Physical Education and Health, Equity Officer for the Physical Health and Education

Undergraduate Association. I sit on the Council of Athletics and Recreation, the Varsity Board
and the Intramural Sports Council. Although, I have concentrated on athletic issues, my passion

is enhancing student life at U of T. We need a voice that opposes tuition hikes, while supporting

enhanced student space. I would be an accountable and passionate representative for ProFac
students and the voice we need at GC. - www.votegoodfellow.ca

Kaspar Ng
On the Governing Council, I will fulfill UT's social responsibility and support initiatives to enhance
the student experience. UT needs to serve the common good. To this end, I will uphold guidelines

for conducting ethical and moral research. In addition, I will oppose revenue generation from

investments in companies that exploit local regions or populations. As shown in the National

Survey of Student Engagement, UT lacks a supportive campus environment. I will support funding

for academic programs and solutions that will facilitate community building, including a Student

Commons that will offer unique services to residents and commuters.
Experience: SAC Director

Danny P. Sud
Being a nurse is not only about changing bedpans, dressing wounds, and administering

medications- but rather about allowing someone to have dignity in their time of need. Bedside

nursing is one of the greatest privileges that I have had during my education here at the UofT
Faculty of Nursing, From the bedside to the boardroom nurses effortlessly accept diversity in the

face of adversity, approach challenges from all directions, and think outside the proverbial box. For

the above reasons and many more, please consider my candidacy for the Governing Council, and
you will be voting for leadership, accountability and compassion.

Patrick Wong
Better access. Better quality. Better communication. I will work to ensure that education is

accessible and affordable through stabilizing tuition and increasing financial aid. Students should

not suffer for the actions of governments that inadequately fund post-secondary education.

Also, the quality of education and the student experience should be enhanced through improved

teaching and campus resources, increased research or work programs, and greater diversity.

Finally, I will strive to be a strong and direct link between students and administration. I bring

passion, commitment and motivation to effectively serve as your elected representative and to be

a strong voice for students.

Information on the Governing Council election

is available on the web:
http://wwwutorontoca/govcncl/elections/
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Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.

With a certificate in Public Administration, you'll

have the specialized management skilJs you need for

advanced positions in the government/public sector.

Cidl 416-675-6622, ext. j206 or email

tcd.^lemi&mmber.ca for further mformalioii

Apply for ail Business Sehool prognims at the

OCAS web site - wmvAmlariocolleges.ca

Seating is Limited!^^^

C, IB HUMBER
The Business School

wvmbusiness.humber.ca

The world is waiting for you,

What are you waiting for?

Take a Gap Year Abroad! Experience the world.

Travel CUTS has been offering independent travel

options and specialized programs for over 35 years.

work in a cafe in Australia

volunteer to build a school in Costa Rica ^
teach English in Thailand ^//Hf, ^
learn to speak Spanish in Madrid

WORK • VOLUNTEER • TEACH • LEARN • LIVE • PLAY

www.travelcuts.com

www.swap.ca

www.votunteerabroad.ca

www.studyingafaro3d.ca

IITRAVELOmS
Travel CUTS is owned & operated by the Canadian federation of Students. SWAP is a not-for-profit program of

the Canadian Federation of Student; and a division of Travel CUTS.

Participants Needed
HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED A
DEATH IN YOUR IMMEDIATE
FAMILY (parent, spouse, sibling,

child) IN THE LAST 3 MONTHS?

if so, you may be eligible to participate

in a PET brain imaging study to measure
the effects of high stress at the College

Street site of the Centre for Addiction

and Mental Health.

Participants must be aged 18-50, in

good health and not currently taking

any medication.

For more information, please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1770

For more information on CAMH's services for

mental Illness or addiction problems, please visit

www camh itier contact CAMH at 416-535-8501

camh
Centre for- Addiction and fiental Heaitti

Cf.nVp. dp toxicomanie et rie r-„-)nt4 mi^ritalF

Wednesday, March 8th
Arbor Room at Hart House

8:30 pm - licensed - no cover
Show up early - limited seating

it's better than cheap...it's free!

West Entrance,

Elevator & TTY

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
41 6.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
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Get the competitive edge at CCBC.

We are Hie inside source that media arts professionals

turn to for all the supplies they need to l<eep working

digilally.

We carry Ore very best- in professional products : Epson
prinlerr, and inks, a wide assortrnent of mkjet papers,

LaCic f'irtcmai hardware, DVD media and much mors.

We iinow tiiat you are on your way and vve would like to

help '/ou get there. That is why we launching our new
student ptoqram. Show us your student card to get the

torporjte rale dti,counib toddy that would normdlly bt; waiting

(or yuu vvl'en you fltsished school.

Now it's your turri to get the same trsahnent t^iat professionals

do.

WHYWUTTIfilim
GSPIIOFESSIOIIUlinill

WWW.CCBC-CLU8.C0H

116 360,7466

•1

393 Kinq St W.»
416,593.0161

IS
GL

GREAT SPRING AIRFARES TO EUROPE
FROM TORONTO:

LONDON RT$275
plus taxes/fees S229-60)

RT $417

(dep mar 13. lA, 16 rtn mar 22, 24, apr 10

AMSTERDAM
(dep may 10,12,22,24,29 rtn may 26-27, jun 2,8,9, 15-17 plus taxes/fees S208.60)

RT$367
plus tajtes/fees 5212.10)

RT $567
plus taxes/fees S260.10)

PARIS
(dep may 3,4,7 rtn may 10-11

ATHENS
(dep apr 16 rtn may 8,12

Fsres are air onSy. Pttces may differ depending oti departure/reunn date. Valid for new bookiriRs oniy on
dates shown. Fares shown subject to cftai^gG without notice. More info avaflsblo from travel agenL Travel on TS.

rmvpl curs ss owned nnd npcmtpd by?heC:»tiSdlnn Fcdsmticn of Students. TtCO fri 324993

187 College St.

(416) 979-2A06

UTSC Student Centre Surte 149
(416} 2S3-OO09

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

XITRAVELOinS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

Teaching Assistants' Excellence Award
Call for Nominations 2005-2006

The Teaching Assistants' Training Programme (TATP) Teaching Assistants'

Excellence Award recognizes up to 3 outstanding teaching assistants at the

University of Toronto from all faculty and all campuses.

Award-winning TAs will receive a cash prize and a commemorative plaque.

Winners will also be invited to participate in a TATP panel discussion on

effective TAing as partof the TATP seminar series.

Criteria
: The awards are made on the basis of some or all of the following:

excellence in teaching, educational leadership, and contributions to

undergraduate education. Specific criteria to be considered include but

are not restricted to: excellence in communication skills; mastery of subject

area; ability to stimulate enthusiasm in students; ability to stimulate critical

and analytical thinking in students; service as a role model; accessibility

to students; effective collaboration with other teaching assistants; and
innovations and creativity in teaching methods (including the use of

technology), course design and/or curriculum development.

Eligibility: Candidates must hold or have held at least one TAship of 100
hours or more at one of the three University of Toronto campuses within the

last three academic terms. Candidates who are nominated but not selected

may be nominated again the following year. Candidates may only receive the

award once.

Nominations: Candidates may be nominated by individuals (e.g., students,

recent alumni, other teaching assistants, individual members of the faculty or

staff, etc.) or groups (student organizations, departments, entire classes, etc.).

Procedure: There is no specific nominating form. Nominators should write

a letter to the selection committee addressing the above criteria. Letters

must include both the nominator's and the candidate's contact information.

Nominators may be contacted by phone and asked for further information

about their nominee. Nominations must reach the TATP Office, 4'" Floor,

Robarts Library, 130 St. George Street), by March 10'A 2006.

Decision Process: Recipients are selected by a five-person committee
comprised of three TATP directors, the Director of the Office for Teaching
Advancement and one additional teaching assistant. The winner(s) will be
notified in early April.

For more information, email us at services.ta@utoronto.ca

Panel tackles women
and Islam
Nuzhat Khurshid

On Thursday, a forum opened up

debate and discussion about Islam's

treatment of women. Organized by the

Women's Branch of the Afimadiyya

Muslim Students' Association (AMSA-

W), the event aimed to educate and

inform both Muslims and people of

other faiths about the religion, and

was designed exclusively for women.
"Ignorance breeds wtiat we see to-

day," said Naheed Khokhar, the main

speaker at the event, referring to wide-

spread misconceptions about Islam.

She cited the recent Denmark cartoon

controversy as newspapers exercis-

ing the "freedom of blasphemy," and

argued that the prophet Muhammad
always stood for peace.

Sadia Rafiquddin, vice-president of

AMSA-W and moderator for the event,

agreed.

"Much of the misunderstanding

[about Islam] arises out of ignorance

and fear... .Self-education and mutual

dialogue is the only way to steer clear

of these pitfalls."

Although the event was geared to-

wards women's issues, politics in gen-

eral was also a topic at hand. Salma

Saad, a first-year political science stu-

dent, asked if Islamic extremism may
be caused by a "holding on" to one's

culture or past in a new setting. Tanya

Khan, another panellist, disagreed,

saying that "it's actually the lack of

holding on to one's faith."

Khokhar spoke of the need to re-

turn to features of Islam from the

past. She also discussed Islam's grant-

ing of "souls" to women who had

previously been treated as slaves or

killed at birth. "Women could attain

equal spiritual rewards as men," she

said, using evidence from the Qur'an,

"1,400 years ago, revolutionary rights

and freedoms were stated for women
[in Islamic societies]. Many societ-

ies have just recently acquired such

rights."

Predictably, the pros and cons of

purdah—the Arabic term for covering

oneself—were a hot topic.

"In history, we've always been fully

clothed," said Khan. "As society's be-

come more 'civilized,' we've almost

become more naked." One of two men
present at the forum, Abu Zahra Rajeh

asserted that men are more suscepti-

ble to sexual temptation and thus the

requirement for women to dress mod-
estly is logical.

But others in ttie audience weren't

convinced. Saad suggested the onus

of sexual restraint placed on women
took the responsibility away from

men or perhaps tempted men more.

Nissi Lee noticed the gap between
what she heard from Muslims them-

selves and what is depicted on media

about Islam.

"Do you think it's Western media's

manipulation?" she asked. But Khan
had another theory.

"Really, the fault is with Muslims

themselves," she said.

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM
Attention all full-time undergraduate members

of the Students' Administrative Council

SAC, your students' union, will be conducting a referendum on

March 21 and 22, 2006. Voting will be conducted online using the

University' of Toronto's ROSI system: wwvv.rosi.utoronto.ca

The following question, and accompanying preamble, will be posed.

PREAMBLE
Every year, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC), your students'
union, runs the only central Orientation Day for all University of Toronto
students. In recent years, SAC has taken steps to improve and broaden
Orientation programming. Among other activities, students have enjoyed
the Carnival at UTM, the Clubs Fair at the St. George Campus, and an
open concert for all. Registration fees have not been required of individual

students for any of these activities. In addition, SAC has provided funding
for other Orientation activities at the campuses, colleges, and professional
faculties. In 2005, SAC provided approximately $80,000 in funding for such
activities in order to keep registration fees as low as possible.

SAC remains committed to ensuring that Orientation programming is a
welcoming experience that is inclusive for all students and free of excessive
corporate sponsorship. Unfortunately, the University administration recently
advised SAC that the administration will no longer be providing general
funding to Orientation programming. This loss of funding will significantly

impact SAC'S ability to provide the same level of programming and support
for Orientation.

In order to provide similar high quality Orientation programming in the
future, SAC is seeking consent from its full-time undergraduate members to

increase the SAC membership fee by $1 .00 per session. In addition, SAC
is seeking consent to adjust annually the total Orientation fee according
to the local rate of inflation; such indexation will ensure that students
receive the same value in programming each year. If approved, the $1.00
per session fee increase will be collected from all full-time undergraduate
students at the St. George and UTM campuses as part of SAC's fee
beginning in the fall 2006 session.

QUESTION

As described in the preamble, are you in favour of a $1 .00 per session
fee increase, and of indexing the Orientation fee to inflation, beginning in

the fall 2006 session, in order to provide continued support to Orientation
programming? YES or NO

Ilie referendum preamble :md question, above,

are subject to minor modification.s of a corrective

or clarifying nature onl}-. For upd.iies: telephone

the SAC office (41 6-978-491 1), x isit w^-w.sac.

utoronto.ca, or email referendum(S)sac.utoronro.ca

UNIVBRSirr TORONTO
students'admlnistratiwecowric
LOCAL 9 S CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS
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Where are the other candidates?
Though it's typical to dismiss SAC as

irrelevant and to blame student apa-

thy for the organization's diminished
profile, the current election—with five

of six executive positions uncontest-

ed—suggests that students who want
to make a difference in their school

community are finding other, more in-

teresting ways to do so.

Current prez Paul Bretscher blames
the lack of new candidates on SAC's

"scandal-free" year, implying that the

student body trusts this current crop
of politicians enough to give them an-

other go-round in office.

While the current council has in-

deed run a clean ship, a more apt de-

scription of the year—and one more
telling of why students aren't inter-

EDITORIAL "

ested in governance—would be "inter-

est-free."

The knock against student gover-

nance in general is that tuition, labour

issues, and, of course, internal poli-

tics, dominate the agenda, seemingly

dwarfing any educational or social is-

sues of greater importance. This year's

council has done some solid work in

these latter areas, including creating

a more streamlined Metropass- sale

system and helping to institute a new
African Studies program, among other

initiatives.

But the council has done little to pub-
licize their new endeavours (besides

the TTC deal), and the old perception

of council's priorities remains.

If Stephen Harper's recent media-

relations troubles and George Bush's

bizarre silences on Cheney and the

Dubai ports story can teach next

year's council anything, it's that their

best ideas aren't worth a thing if no-

body knows about them, and if they

don't explain what they're doing, oth-

ers will gladly assume the worst.

SAC needs to remember that im-

age is everything in politics. If you're

going to claim to be informed, hard-

working leaders, it is important to ap-

pear professional and knowledgeable

about the issues you are championing.

This is not always the case when SAC
weighs in.

The debate over the recent Arbor
Room closure is a textbook example.

While well-meaningand important, the

petitions and protests were marked by
an amateurish style that made intelli-

gent discussion difficult. The petition

was rife with inaccuracies that a trip

to see Hart House warden Margaret

Hancock would have avoided, and the

demonstration outside the stewards'

meeting was hijacked by union reps

who trumpeted their own causes.

This example is not meant to paint

our current executives as incompe-

tent; the Progress ticket has been
responsive to student needs and, as

Bretscher pointed out, there were no
manila envelope payoffs in King's Col-

lege Circle to wonder at.

But the Arbor case and others like

it does depict the organization as one
that doth protest too much without

the facts or a coherent plan of action.

This perception is keeping new,

energetic candidates away, and, in an

unfortunate paradox, it will take some
new blood at the executive level to at-

tract motivated student leaders who
are currently excelling at the clubs

level (often, incidentally, at much less

pay than the SAC executives). The
bright young leaders that could slog it

out in office are instead snipping mini-

mal red tape and effecting real change
through their extra-curricular groups.

If SAC wants new candidates it has

got to improve its image—that much
can't be contested.

Reality T.V. Realpolitik

Brianna Goldberg

COMMENT EDITOR

They all say it was boring. There
were no unexpected heart attacks,

no secrets revealed, and no one was
voted off the island. Snore.

For when Mr. Justice Marshall

Rothstein. Supreme Court judge-

designate, was propped up in front

of cameras and politicians alike last

Monday, the general media reaction

was that it was not even really worth

air time.

Indeed, Canada now has a sense of

who Rothstein is as a man. And, like-

ly, many of us now happily imagine

him in an adorable railway employee

uniform, delivering pre-packaged

sandwiches as the train chugged

across the country.

But was it even news? He didn't

even admit to having fathered his

dog's sister's owner's psychiatrist's

illegitimate baby. Now, that would

have meant ratings.

What Canada's somnolent re-

sponse failed to recognize was that

the key issue was not what Rothstein

said and did, but that we were able to

see him say and do it at all.

The whole idea behind appointed

justices is that their positions are

necessarily apolitical. To properly

interpret the laws of our country, the

men and women with the robes and

gavels are called upon to preside over

individual cases with a mind tuned

to reason and not to personal agen-

das. Consequently, we are expected

to trust the prime minister, for whom
the majority of us have voted (usual-

ly), to take off his party blinders in all

of the wisdom for which we elected

him, and put a thoroughly objective

candidate on the bench.

But we do not trust Prime Minister

Harper. Or at least, that is what his

Rothstein: pleasant, polite, but not something we should be finding on our televisions.

desperate attempts at transparency

suggest. When the man who runs

the country feels he must play his

cards face up on the table by televis-

ing judicial designates and possibly

even electing senators, it betrays his

confidence as a leader, and our own
jaded nature.

Indeed, this transparency is also

a result of the Gomery rhetoric. But

when the backlash from the Liberal

scandal begins to interfere with the

philosophy on which Canada is

founded, worry should ensue.

While the Conservatives will claim

that the publicizing of their politi-

cal duties demonstrates the cour-

age and confidence of the party, and

hopefully will cleanse Parliament

Hill of its recent sins, the truly coura-

geous thing to do would be to adhere

to the traditions of our country. By
upholding the principles behind ap-

pointed senators and Supreme Court

justices, Harper would instead show
that Canada's reins in his hands are

as secure as they ever have been:

that he is willing and capable of

thinking in the nation's best inter-

ests, and that no one should expect

otherwise.

But to ensure that Canada grows,

and remains recognizable, under

Harper's government, the Conser-

vatives must insist that further de-

viations from governmental practice

are minimal. By reneging on the

proposed election of senators in the

upcoming months, the prime minis-

ter would restore the trust he feels

he lacks by relying on core Canadian

traditions.

LETTERS

Categories, scategories

Re: "Dialogue, animosity at lAW,"
Feb. 16th.

Ben Spurr presented a very clear bias

in his articles regarding "Israeli Apart-

heid Week" and "Know Radical Islam

Week." In the future, please allow him
to write his opinions in the opinions

section.

Masha Werner

An indie rebuts

Re: "Give me Top 40, or give me
death," Feb. 28th
After I read Amy Smithers' piece, I lost

a little bit more faith in contemporary
music fans. It's not that she herself

is the problem, just that she's a good

example of what's wrong with people

today. It seems like nobody is willing

to look for new bands, or listen to en-

tire albums— and if they are, they're

instantly labelled a hipster.

To me, this is a highly distressing

phenomenon. I thought we ditched

the pop trend back in the 90s? When
people talk about new music in terms

of "laziness" as if it's a chore to try

something different, my hopes for the

music industry sink.

This isn't about being in "the scene"

or being a hipster, it's about making

an effort to listen to something new. 1

suppose if music really isn't that im-

portant to you, then this could seem
like a boring task.

However, 1 think it's best for every-

one to get out of their comfort zone

once in a while and try listening to

something brand new. Who knows

—

you just might like it.

Matt Kopas

Vic pride

Re: "'Toons wound," Feb. 28th
As a loyal Vic student, 1 fully stand by

the decisions of President Gooch and

the staff of The Strand.

It's about time that students and

indeed individuals around the world

started realizing that they don't have

to bow down to any type of religious

ideology. People who believe that

freedom of speech should be restrict-

ed because of religious canons would
clearly feel more at home in a theoc-

racy somewhere else, and 1 apologize

that the hot reins of democracy and
freedom are chafing so much.
John Wowk

No contest?

How is voting for the sarne people

again progressive? That Progress,

and by extension CFS, will control

SAC for at least another year is almost
a forgone conclusion. Not surprising,

as 1 understand that Rick Telfer, the

current general manager of SAC, is a

former CFS executive.

Perhaps the reason why there has

been little interest in contesting the

upcoming SAC election has to do with

the fact that this year what SAC does

has not been entirely visible to the

students.

Pursuing my own curiosity about

SAC's activities I found that [their

meetings'] minutes were inacces-

sible— having been promised they

would be posted online by late No-

vember (they still aren't there).

Perhaps more students would have

been interested in contesting the

executive positions had they known
about the substantial pay raise that

SAC voted in for the execs contrib-

uting to the $200,000 increase in

administrative costs over last year.

Administration costs are fifty-five

times higher than what is allotted to

bursaries for needy students, and

almost four times higher than what's

allotted to commissions and commit-

tees.

1 vote "No" when it comes to

candidates running on a ticket that

has the above record. Perhaps you

should consider voting against these

candidates as well.

Ellan Tsekhman
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War ofthe wrinkles, 20 years early

Tina Benigno

In the summer, I received $70 design-

er anti-wrinkle cream as a giveaway

at CityLine. Thinking I had no use for

it yet, I put it in a bag at the back of

my closet with the rest of my misfit

items.

One day, manyyears down the road,

I'll be able to reap the suppleness of

this high-line formula, but that won't

be for quite a while. Using it now, at

age 22, would be a waste ofgood qual-

ity product. . .. Besides, no one my age

uses such creams. . . right?

Think again. According to the ar-

ticle "Quest for eternal youth starts

earlier," featured on CNN.com in De-

cember, more and more people in

their 20s are investing in cosmetic

products that reduce and prevent

signs of aging.

1 don't know why this surprised

me. Maybe I just assumed that for

young adults, using ordinary mois-

turizers, cleansers, and sun-block

would qualify as "taking care of your

skin." But Joanne, a 24-year-old who
has been using anti-aging products

for two years believes "you might as

well start now."

She, however, had not been taking

care of her epidermis in her earlier

years. After having spent hours fry-

ing in tanning booths, as well as in

the sun, she noticed the rays were

damaging her skin.

If you ask me, this investment in

anti-aging products among young
adults is a vanity issue perpetrated

by the media. The pressure to be at-

tractive is not revolutionary by any
means. The desire to grasp onto our

youthful appearance, however, is dis-

concerting to me.

LikeMairUnderwood,researcherat

Who knew Liv Tyler was ready for anti-aging cream?

the University of Queensland quoted

in the CNN article, I fear that this fixa-

tion on warding off the implications of

aging will invoke all sorts of physical

and mental issues. The aspiration to

be youthful-looking is just one more
neurosis that will peck away at us.

Body image (or the battle of the

bulge, if you will), has been an obses-

sion in day-to-day life, as well as in the

news, for decades. In addition to this

preoccupation with being thin and
fit, there now seems to be the pres-

sure to look young and supplicious.

As 25-year-old Tina Wells points

out, the women in Desperate House-

wives seem to have raised the bar for

physical appeal. Both baby boomers,
and their offspring(!) are feeling the

weight—or lack thereof—of these

finely chiseled creatures. If I look like

Teri Hatcher in 25 years please send

me back on the spaceship 1 came

from.

I have always thought of the 20s as

a time of mucho confusion— a period

of unsettlement and uncertainty. This

is a period 1 fancy as the "pre-mid-life

crisis with a pinch and dash of excite-

ment and anticipation."

Where are we going? Who are we,

and who will we become? I refuse to

believe that we will continue in the

obsessive spiral that values ultra-

lean and luscious to the point of pa-

ralysis. We should be embracing the

idea that we will grow comfortable

with, and in, our not-so-perfect skin.

A good friend of mine once pointed

out that she thinks wrinkles are great:

They show you've laughed, lived, and

have character.

Tag lines such as "50 is the new
30" uttered by the likes of Christie

Brinkley, and Cheryl Tiegs make me
wonder if this insurgence of young
wrinkle-warriors will declare that 20

is the new... like, 12! And if we con-

tinue in this direction, what next?

Doctors handing out tubes of anti-ag-

ing cream in the maternity ward for

mothers to apply to their infants?

1 admit 1 have dabbled in, and may
continue to use, the sample anti-

wrinkle moisturizer; to my defence

though, it was free, and 1 am a student

on a tight budget who was in need of

moisturizer.

And so, it disgusts me, but does not

surprise me, that 20-somethings are

already fighting the war of the wrin-

kles. But try to prevent it as we may,

we will all grow older. Rather than re-

volt against our bodies, we must rage

against that which is keeping us from
knowing ourselves.

opinions@thevarsity.ca

THE CREAMS SPEAK

FOR THEMSELVES

For those Varsity resdets looking for some

interactive diversion, we invite you to play

a fun game called 'spot the pseudosci-

ence," as you peruse the anti-aging cream

descriptions below.

Lancome Paris: Resolution, D-Con-

traxol

"The first dermo-contraction treatment.

RESOLUTION D-CONTRAXOL? favours the

inhibition of approximately 15,000 daily

dermo-contractions due to the continuous

mobility of the face, which are the main

cause for the development of wrinkles....

Its pure pleasure texture is revolutionary.

Wrinkles are masked and blurred: the

skin is more even, incredibly smooth and

silky..." (www.lancome.ca).

Clinique: Superdefense™ Triple Action

Moisturizer SPF 25

"A new category of UV-protective

moisturizer Patent-pending moisturizer

bridges the evolution gap between your

skin's natural defenses and the demands

of today's environment... Makes SPF alone

seem almost primitive,"

(www.clinique.ca).

L'Oreal: Revitalift Double Lifting

"...this skin-lifting gel concentrated in

Pro-Tensium TM is a new generation

mineral-based formula that forms

a network over the skin, which is both

resistant and flexible, to firm and instantly

re-tighten skin, in absolute comfort.

in order to stimulate epidermal cell

renewal, smoothe wrinkles and improve

skin's surface appearance, the L'Oreal

Laboratories have added Nanosomes of

Pro-Retinol A..."

(www.loreai.ca).

4
ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE • GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA'

Royal Canadian Gendarmerie royale
Mounted Police du Canada

Ever thought of a career in policing?
Maybe it's time you did!

Join us for the "Diversity in Recruiting" reception:
Tuesday, March 21, 2006, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Ontario Science Centre, 770 Don Mills Road

Featuring interactive displays, presentations and the

opportunity to talk to RCMP officers.

Space is limited, so register by calling 1-877-888-0433

or by e-mail to :cr_recruiting@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

For details about future information sessions or to
learn more about career opportunities with

the ROMP, visit the Ontario section of our website at
www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca

Canada
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BAG IT

Push The Enve-

lope messenger

bags are made in

Toronto by Reba

Plummer (Urbane

Cyclist, 180 John

St). They come in

a wide variety of

flavours and sizes,

and are made with

an indestructible

cordura nylon body.

Clockwise from top: the 30-litre Daily, $179, the 20-litre Metro, $159, the nine-litre

Quickie, $119.00, and the 15-litre Express, $139 (not shown).

TOUGH
TREADS
The first step to

making your moun-

tain bike city-friendly

is to switch its beefy

tires for something

slick. The Schwalbe

Marathon is a

premium commuter

tire, and features

reflective sidewalls

and a puncture-re-

sistant tread (back, $40, Urbane Cyclist). The Cheng Shin is a cheaper altenialn/e, yet still

favoured by a number of city couriers ($15, Urbane Cyclist).

If you plan biking at

night, be sure to get

some good bright

lights. Otherwise,

you risk getting hned

$180. With nine

super bright LEDs,

the BIT Ultra Wazoo

DX is the most

obnoxious rear light

out there (bottom

left, $34.95, Bikes

on Wheels). Pair it up with the BIT Super Doppler front light (top left), and cars will steer

clear. Want something less expensive? Purchase the rear light by On Guard (bottom right.

$14.95, Bikes on Wheels), and the BIT Doppler DX for your front (top right, $19.95, Bikes on

Wheels). These lights are resilient, bright and small enough to put in your pocket.

WITH BELLS ON
Cops occasion-

ally like to hne

bicyclists. Riding

without a bell sets

you back $90. Why

risk it? Pick up one

of these loud bells

byWidek($9.95,

Bikes on Wheels).

They are made in

Holland, and are

corrosion-resistant.

LIFE

INSURANCE
Helmets look silly,

but you may as well

wear one, if only

for your mother.

Indicator helmets

by Giro are light,

inexpensive and

comfortable ($50,

Urbane Cyclist).

They might not get

you a hrst date, but

wearing one will

protect the brain you need to impress your romantic interests.

LOCK IT DOWN
The New York Lock

byKryptonite

(that or the English

imports made by

Squire) is the

best you can get

(top, $128.95,

Bikes on Wheels.

309 Augusta Ave).

Because of its sub-

stantial poundage,^
some bikers prefer

Its little cousin, the pocket-sized Evolution Mini, which weighs half as much

($69.95, Bikes on Wheels).

How to
With a freakishly early spring in the air,

hundreds of U of T commuters are opting

to take the smarter way to class—on

environment- and physique-friendly bicycles.

But how does one manage to ride safely in the

mean streets of T.O, the bike-theft capital of

the world? We got none other than certified bike

nut miuu A£.i».w.L.^. to distil his years

of commuting experience into a couple of pages

of straight answers on how to bike without

getting robbed, run down, or run over.

Photographs by JASON KRYGIER-BAUM

R........
pretty stiit reputation.

With dozens of traffic fa-

talities and thousands of bike thefts

each year, the drawbacks might not

seem to outweigh the economic and

environmental benefits of choosing

to ride in the city. But don't get dis-

couraged. If you are prepared with

the right knowledge and equipment,

riding in the city can be an inci^ed-

ibly rewarding and effective way to

get around.

Whether you're a seasoned city-

smart cyclist or a near newbie, I can

offer tips that will teach you the

basics required to drive, thrive,

and survive—from choosing a

bike to making sure it doesn't get

stolen. Everything suggested here

comes from years of personal com-
muter experience as a cyclist, and

hundreds of concrete kilometres

traveled.

As always, read these directives

with a critical eye. Remembei"—the

best way to determine what works

for you is to get out and ride.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT BIKE.

Like wearing leather loafers on

a morning jog, commuting on a

vehicle not intended for commuting
can be a pain—literally. Of course,

you can ride anything you want, but

for the optima! commuting experi-

ence, a vehicle suited for the city

fares best.

Toronto is incredibly flat. And this

should influence the sort of bike you
ride. Since you will not likely be go-

ing up many hills, having a bike with

gears in the double digits is not im-

perative. Nor is it important to have

a bike with large tires or suspension.

To be sure, we have potholes and
streetcar tracks, but this does not

warrant getting a bike with all-ter-

rain gimmicks. Most of your riding

will be done on well-groomed pave-

ment.

If you already have a mountain

bike, replace the knobby tires and
replace them with some more felici-

tous. Almost every bike store sells

slicks—tires with a smooth tread,

designed for commuters. They are

cheap, and maximize your efficiency

on the road by reducing your rolling

resistance.

Urbane Cyclist (180 John St.)

prides itself on selling perfect con-

sumer bicycles. Their bikes have

consfervative paintjobs, hand-picked

components and a refreshing air of

practicality about them. Starting at

around $600, they are considerably

more expensive than a bike from a

mainstream department store, but

they are infinitely more pleasurable

to ride. For a wide selection of new,

no-nonsense bikes, check out Bikes

on Wheels (309 Augusta Ave.) or its

sister shop, Curbside Cycles (412

Bloor St. W.). Both are within easy

walking distance of campus.

If you're looking for something a

little bit more personalized, talk to

Keith at Cavern Cycles (17,9 Queen
St. E.). He specializes in single-

speed and fixed-gear bikes, and is

the brains behind many of the most
attractive and dependable rigs on
the streets. If you want to buy a

used bike. Cavern's the place. They
usually carry a smaH selection of

unique and affordable commuter
bikes. Same with Bikes on Wheels.

You can also check the postings on
the Urbane Cyclist message board,

which often has bike ads up. Another

good internet resource is Craigslist

(http://toronto.craigslist.org/bik).

U of T students and faculty also

have the added boon of The Bike

Chain, a student-run bicycle repair

shop that operates out of OISE's un-

derground parking lot. Its aims
—

"to

break down the barriers to bicycle-

commuting at U of T," according to

coordinator Carlene Martin—serve

campus cyclists' needs especially

well, with workshops on bicycle

maintenance and repair run by ex-

perienced mechanics every week-

day afternoon. These mechanics
also do repairs with bike parts sold

at cost, providing students with a

frugal alternative to bike shops.

Avoid pawn shops and other

sketchiness at all costs. If the store

looks like it sells stolen bikes, it

probably does. Yes, you might get

a great price at one of these places.

But you might also have the bad for-

tune of purchasing a bike that was
stolen from a student (or worse: a

courier). Ride your new acquisition

around the city, and you risk an ugly

encounter.

MAINTAIN Tak-

ing care of your bike is easy. But

you need to stick to a regular main-

tenance schedule. Doing so will pro-

long the life of your equipment, and

prevent you from sending your bike

to the shop every month.

Your first enemy is dirt and salt.

Keeping it from wrecking your two-

wheeled investment is simple. Just

clean the thick, black debris off of

your chain, crankset and derailleurs

(the gear-changing mechanism at-

tached to your chain). Then put a

drop or two of proper bike-specific

oil on your chain. This oil is rela-

tively thick, and helps prevent dirt

from grinding with your metal com-

ponents. My preferred lubricant is

Phil WoodTenacious Oil ($9, Urbane

Cyclist).

Your second enemy is water.

After riding in wet conditions, it is

imperative that you wipe down your

bike with a dry cotton cloth immedi-

ately. Every bike has parts that can

rust. Ofice those parts have rusted,

it is usually time to think about re-

placing them. That costs money. In-

stead, dry your bike after you ride it.

It will save you a lot of trouble in the

long run.

;.;;HV?Ni- 'M'iiR STUFF. Some
commuters like to use messenger

bags to transport their goods. Mes-

senger bags hang over one shoulder,

and have an extra strap which wraps

around your front and snaps into the
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strap over your shoulder. Compared
to conventional backpacks, these

bags can be significantly more com-
fortable while riding.

Sweaty backs are neither com-
fortable nor attractive, and wear-

ing a backpack while riding makes
you prey for an attack. Tall and
stout, backpacks typically smother

your back, making it difficult for your

glands to take a break. Compare this

with a messenger bag. Messenger
bags prevent your back from get-

ting soaked while riding. Designed

to rest on your lumbar while riding,

these bags have minimal contact

with the other parts of your body.

This gives them the uncanny ability

to keep your back dry, even on the

hottest of days.

Another virtue of messenger bags

is that they make it easy to look

over your shoulder. When cruis-

ing the streets, you regularly need
to check your blindspot, but with a

backpack, it can be awkward to turn

around to see whether a car is about

to run you over. With a messenger-

bag, however, it is quite easy to look

at the pretty people you pass, since

the load-bearing strap only goes

over one of your shoulders.

The problem with messenger bags

is that they are considerably less

comfortable to walk around with.

For this reason alone, I opt to use my
backpack more than my messenger
bag. Walking more than a couple of

kilometres with five classes' worth

of books in a messenger bag can be

torturous.

Another alternative for carrying

your stuff is the pannier. Panniers

are bags that mount directly onto

rear or front racks affixed to your bi-

cycle. Anyone who has taken multi-

day trips on a bicycle will be familiar

with these, as they have the benefit

of being able to hold volumes of

gear and keep your centre of grav-

ity low, all while keeping your back

completely relieved.

Unfortunately, panniers are not

that convenient for bouncing about

the city. You need to take them off

everywhere you go, and lug them
around by hand. Otherwise, you risk

them getting ripped off your bike.

This can be a headache if you have

more than a few books in your pan-

niers.

YOUR RIKE. Good locks

are essential to the urban cyclist. In

general, the more money you pay

for a lock, the less likely you are to

have your bike ripped off by a bike

thief. Buy the most expensive lock

that you can afford. And get two if

you can. No lock will prevent a pro-

fessional bike thief from taking your

bike, but having two locks might just

encourage him or her to go looking

something a little bit easier.

Choosing where to lock your bike

is a subtle art. I find that locking

your bike in conspicuous places is

best. Pick the thick metallic railings

of Sid Smith over the shady, hidden

parking spots to the side. A thief

How, oh how can I enjoy my bike

without having it stolen in this town?

One way is having a dull ride, not a

fancy one—or to decorate it with

flowers if you want to stand out.

would be foolish to break out a pair

of hydraulic lock cutters by the front

door of the Arts and Science build-

ing.

Once you pick a place to lock up,

make sure that you do it properly.

Use your U-lock to go through your

front wheel, frame and the post you

are locking up to. If you have a sec-

ond U-lock, or a flexible cable lock,

use it to lock yoiir rear wheel to your

frame.

The fancier your bike looks, ttie

more likely it is to be stolen. This

is practically a law. Outfit your bike

so that it does not attract those with

a taste for glitter and gold. If you al-

ready own something flashy, mak-

ing it less inviting to thieves is easy:

take the stickers off. This makes
your bike non-descript, and gives it

a lower resale value, all while retain-

ing the integrity of the frame.

if that sounds too drastic, you can

cover up the stickers by wrapping a

used inner tube around your frame.

Not only will this preserve the crisp-

ness of your stickers, but it will even

protect the paint on your frame from

getting chipped when you lock up.

Need a used inner tube? Ask a bike

store. They have hundreds lying

around.

Before getting on
the road, be certain to outfit your
bike with a loud bell, and ring it in-

cessantly. This is a socially accept-
able way of capturing the attention

of motorists and others. Besides,

the law requires it, and you can get

a steep fine for not having one. (Tip:

a little ring combined with a little

smirk can work flirtatious wonders
with cute pedestrians.)

Your outfit should also feature

lights. They are mandatory if you
ride when the sun goes down. The
fine is twice as high as the fine for

not having a bell, and motorists are

far less likely to notice you without

them. Why risk it?

When riding on major streets, stay

a few inches away from the sewer

grates. They are slippery, and have

a reputation for eating thin tires.

If you see parked cars in the right-

most lane, be cautious. You might

get the 'door prize." By moving well

away from the parked vehicles, you
gain the time and distance you need
to avoid getting hit by a swiftly

opened door. To be sure, this puts

you a little bit closer to the moving
traffic, but a motorist on the road is

more likely to pay attention to you
than a one just about to get out of

his or her vehicle.

Streetcar tracks are another prob-

lem. The trick is to cross them at as

near a 90 degree angle as possible.

Do not feel pressured by nearby cars

to cross tracks at an uncomfortable

angle. They can wait. Cross them
only when you feel comfortable do-

ing so. Exercise extra caution when
approaching wet tracks. They are

even more likely to make you slip.

In general, if you do not make eye

contact with a driver, assume that

they have no idea you are out there.

Especially beware of negligent

motorists on cell phones. You can

almost be certain that these talkers

are oblivious to your existence. Do
not, however, let the negligence of

motorists upset your confidence.

.Just expect it and watch out.

Finally, wear a helmet. No one
likes them; no one looks good in

them. But helmets can prevent seri-

ous head and spine injuries. Just

wear one. Your friends will thank

you.

The biking cul-

ture is closely connected to the
coffee culture in Toronto. Many of

the best coffee shops in the city are
havens for couriers, commuters,
and people who enjoy talking about
bikes. To get a real taste of Toronto
bike culture, jump in your saddle

and get ready to sip on some of the

best espresso in the city. There is

an abundance of good coffee within

a 15-minute biking radius of cam-
pus. One of the best shops happens
to be incredibly close to campus,
located right in Kensington: I Deal

Coffee (84 Nassau St.). For more of

an adventure, ride west on College

St. until it turns into Carlton St. and
eventually ends. This brings you to

Parliament St. Turn left, and ride for

about one minute. This gets right to

Jet Fuel Coffee (519 Parliament St.).

one of the busiest bike hubs in the

city, and home to some of its finest

espresso. Order a Jet Fuel, or one of

their massive lattes (both S3), and 1

promise you rich, palpable happi-

ness.

If trail riding is more your thing,

take a trip down to the Lakeshore.

To get there, go south on Spadina

Ave. until it ends. Turning right will

take you west; turning left will take

you east. There are paved bike trails

for kilometres in each direction.

The directions are similarly scenic,

so flip a coin and ride, ride, ride.

Alternatively, you can head west

on Bloor St., which will take you to

High Park in about 20 minutes. This

is the spot to watch old men ride

expensive Italian bikes.

I personally like night riding. My
favourite place to do it is in the

Liberty Village, just south of King

St. W., between Strachan Ave. and
Dufferin St. The twisty, well-paved

roads there are well-illuminated,

and surrounded by a host of inter-

esting industrial architecture, like

the old Irwin toy factory and the

BMG headquarters.

Emilio Reyes Le Blanc is a fourth-year

philosophy specialist, and senior editor

o/Noesis, the undergraduate journal of

philosophy He rides a bike with no gears

and no brakes.
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// SCIENCE IN

The award for best nano-

cinematography goes to. .

.

Using rapidly pulsating lasers, scien-

tists at Imperial College in London

have observed the dance of mol-

ecules with better accuracy than

ever before. Their set-up can make
an observation, or shoot a "frame" if

you will, every 100 atto-seconds (an

atto-second is a billionth of a billionth

of a second). At this dizzying rate,

even particles travelling at the speed

of light, or roughly 300,000 kilometres

per second, would cover only about

30 nanometres between "frames" (a

nanometre being a mere billionth

of a metre). Using such "molecular

movies," chemists plan to follow the

movement of particles such as pro-

tons, which travel very quickly during

chemical reactions.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Science

If Eeyore ate Uni. .

.

It looks like omega-3 fatty acids could

give Prozac a run for its money when
it comes to being the anti-depressant

of choice. A study out of the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

has shown that in healthy people, low

levels of omega-3 in the blood is linked

to depression, bad moods and impul-

sive behaviour, while higher levels

are associated with an all round more

positive outlook toward life. Omega-3

fatty acids have already been shown

to improve our physical health, but

their impact on our emotional well-

being is a new discovery. The amount
of omega-3 in our blood is related to

how much we consume but the ques-

tion that begs further study is whether
increasing our consumption of foods
with omega-3, like fish, can improve
a person's temperament. Now if only

Pooh-bear's favourite down-in-the-

dumps donkey friend had indulged in

a little sushi, he'd be a bit sprightlier.

But then there would be no story.

-JENNIFER BATES

Source: University ofPittsburgh

Medical Center

Eagle eye El-Baz

Whilst studying satellite maps of

Egypt's Western Desert with col-

leagues. Dr. Farouk El-Baz, of Boston

University, discovered the remnants

of an ancient crater, 31 kilometres in

diameter, larger than any previously

known in the Sahara Desert. They
reckon the meteorite impact could

have created the fields of "desert

glass," glassy green-yellow fragments

of silica, which litter the giant dunes
of southwestern Egypt's Great Sand
Sea.

-M.G.

Source: Boston University news
service

Youth these days. .

.

Do violent video games cause certain

youths to turn homicidal? Not really,

argues Dr. Clive Chamberlain, the

speaker at the last of this season's

Royal Canadian Institute's Sunday

lecture series.

Check www.thevarslty.ca for the

complete story.

Not so hard out here for a pimp

Even in the insect

world, it seems, there's

no such thing as "no

strings attached"

Sabeen Abbas

During the summer, swarms of dance

flies gather on the banks of the Cred-

it River, where they perform a swirl-

ing mating ceremony in mid-air, but

while in typical insect mating sys-

tems females choose their mates, in

the case of the dance fly, it's males

who are the "choosier" sex.

Female dance flies suck in air

through their mouth parts and

inflate their abdomen. Males find

larger female dance flies attractive,

so females create an illusion by in-

flating the abdomen and tucking in

their fringed legs. They tuck their

"fringed" legs close to their abdo-

men and go to mingle among other,

competing, female flies.

"Once inflated, the females pull

up their legs alongside the abdomen
and enter an all female flying swarm
to compete for ideal positions with-

in the swarm with other female 'in-

flate-a-mates.' Males carrying nup-

tial gifts of small dead bugs enter

the swarm and pick the largest of

the inflated females to mate with,"

explained Dr. Darryl Gwynne.
Gwynne is a UTM biology profes-

sor, who focuses tiis research on the

distinct behavioural and structural

differences between the sexes—the

factors that control "femaleness"

and "maleness"—in most animal

species.

He looks at so-called role rever-

sals in insects. These occur when
females experience strong sexual

selection. In the case of the dance
flies, the prey that the male provides

generates competition between fe-

males.

'So I guess you liked my gift, then?'

"I got to thinking about Darwin's

original ideas about sexual selec-

tion which came from his observa-

tions of "sexual dimorphism"— [for

example] elaborate plumage or

weaponry in males but not females.

If there is strong sexual selection

on females in some of these groups
showing nuptial feeding behaviour

then perhaps there are sexually

selected devices or ornaments in

females?," said Gwynne. Contrary

to Darwin's original idea, females

can also exhibit elaborate features

under the pressure of sexual selec-

tion. Female dance flies are a case in

point. They have the equivalent of a

"peacock's tail."

Gwynne's original work revolved

afound role-reversed behaviour

in katydids. Katydids, commonly
known as "long horned grasshop-

pers" or "bush crickets" belong to

the grasshopper family Tettigoni-

idae.

Katydid males secrete a large ed-

ible spermataphore resembling a

cheesy glob, which females eat while

the male inseminates them. Gwynne
found that when food levels were
high, males competed for access to

females. But when food levels were
low, the mating gift acquired a high

value. Roles reversed and females

competed for access to males.

Insect mating systems rarely in-

volve parental care from the male.

The male invests in the offspring by

providing a mating "gift." "There is a

bewildering diversity of mating gifts:

a menu that includes proteinaceous

substances that are absorbed in

the female's genital tract to gifts

"taken orally" by the females, such

as enormous protein gifts attached

to sperm packages, prey items col-

lected by the male, to gifts or regur-

gitated nectar in some Australian

wasps," said Gwynne.
The only known example of fe-

males giving mating gifts to males

is a water bug in Australia. Gwynne
suggested that the reason for this

exception might be, "that sexual se-

lection on males is so strong that it

has selected for attractive food gifts

as a way to get mates."

Supermarket

^^Pi Sweep

Big-box retailers eye

the convenience store

format

None of the major retailers

seems content with who they

are today. Loblaws offers bank-

ing services, through President's

Choice, and last month announced it

was starting its own private clothing

label, dubbed Joe Fresh. Meanwhile,

Wal-mart is opening convenience-

sized stores in Britain, through its

Asda chain. "Asda Essentials" stores

will be no larger than 740 square me-
tres in floor area. Big-box stores, by

comparison, are as vast as 18,000

square metres—the area of three

and a half football fields.

Though Wal-mart has no plans to

open convenience stores in America
now, Tesco, a British grocer, will open
stores on America's West Coast next

year. Its "Tesco Express" stores cen-

tre on fresh foods and are more aes-

thetically appealing. "They're sort of

like what you'd imagine a Starbucks

TG-Mart, a convenience store at the

intersection of Bayview and St. Clair

Avenues, recently added a Coffee

Time franchise (note its nevi( logo). In

future expect convenience stores to

carry more varied fare (see inset).

[convenience] store would look like,

without the attitude of the clerks,"

one industry expert commented on
RetailWire.com's forum.

Traditional convenience stores can
expect to suffer. There were 140,655

of them in America last year, by the

National Association Convenience
Stores' count—nearly four-fifths of

them, however, are attached to gas

stations. (As a result, car-friendly

Texas boasts the most convenience
stores in America, with almost

14,000.)

But don't count out mom-and-pop
convenience stores just yet. They are

piggybacking onto other franchises,

such as Coffee Time, and expanding

their repertoire. Ready-made meals,

stationery, greeting cards, and cloth-

ing are starting to crop up in the

aisles. "Value-added" vegetables,

such as washed and cut salads and

baby carrots, can't be far behind.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Retailwire.com
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//THE BIG PICTURE: FIREARMS

How bullets kill

Bullets, not guns, kill peo-

ple, as wags like to point

out. They do so in two main
ways: one is by crushing

the tissue directly in from

of them, as they penetrate

a body. The bullet leaves

behind a permanent cavity

and possibly bullet frag-

ments, requiring immedi-

ate medical attention.

But bullets also do dam-
age indirectly. Their pas-

sage through flash causes

a sonic wave to radiate out-

ward from the site of the

wound which causes sur-

rounding tissue to stretch.

Many organs, however, are

perfectly capable of being

stretched without sustain-

ing lasting damage. Less

flexible organs, like the

liver, though, can't.

The sonic waves pro-

duce a much larger tempo-
rary cavity, but unless ma-
jor organs or vessels are

in the veclnity, the their

visual effect may overstate

their impact.

Whether someone goes

down after being shot,

though, depends on two
things: whether the bul-

let's path intersects their

central nervous system
(the brain and spine), or

whether their supply of

blood to the brain gets suf-

ficiently curtailed to lose

consciousness.

Even that can take a

while, though. A 1992 study

in Wound Ballistics Review
estimated that even if

somebody's thoracic aorta

were completely severed, it

would still take almost five

seconds for that person to

lose one-fifth of their blood

volume—the point past

which blood loss begins

to impart physical symp-
toms on a shooting victim.

Someone shot in the heart

be conscious and able to

fight for about 15 seconds
to react.

Since a sure shot is so

hard, it is nearly impos-

sible to stop someone cold

with only a single shot

from a handgun, and stud-

ies bear out this result.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: The Journal of

Trauma, Wound Ballistic

Review

DEATH ROW: Handgun enthusiasts will recognize among the above some of

the more common varieties of slugs. From left to right: Duracell battery, .454

Casuil, .45 Winchester Magnum, .44 Magnum, .357 Magnum, .38 Special, .45

ACP, .38 Super, 9mm Luger, .32 ACP, and .22 LR.

Slugs for hand-

guns are smaller

in size than rifle

bullets, but have

a larger diameter.

They are less

aerodynamic,

and lose their

penetrating

power within 100

metres. The fast-

Definitely not a quail

Rifle bullets'

aerodynamic

shape gives

them muzzle

velocities of up

to 960 metres

per second. The

barrel of a rifle

is also machined,

causing the bul-

let to spinas its

exits the muzzle,

An animal-friendly way of

testing bullets was devel-

oped in 1985 by Dr. Martin

Fackler, a former colonel

of the US Army's Medical

Corps. Bullets are shot into

blocks of gelatin whose

mechanical properties are

similar emulate those of

the human body.

The Glaser safety bul-

let (left) breaks apart and

releases grains of birdshot

on impact. While the bul-

let packs explosive punch,

it does not penetrate too

deeply.

M-16 rifle bullets (bot-

tom) either break apart as

they penetrate the body,

tearing up much more

flesh; a single abdomen

shot from an American M-

16 is often fatal.

^www.scopus.com

Have you tried Scopus yet?

It's the world's largest muiti-disciplinary abstract and citation

database and it's available to you via your library!

Here's how Scopus can help YOU:

• Saves you time: Search across 15,000 peer-reviewed sources

from 4,000 international publishers, plus the scientific Web

and patents.. .all at once

• Get to the full text articles you need quickly: Customized

links available to the full text articles at your library

• Keeps you in the loop: Create citation overviews with the

Scopus Citation Tracker to find out who's citing whom and

what's hot in research right now

• Helps you with your grant and tenure applications: Find the

information you need quickly and easily

• Keeps you from losing marks: Create a bibliography in 1 of 9

popular styles with QuikBib

• Keeps you up to dale: Set up search and citation alerts

Scopus. Try it. You'll like what you find.

Scopus is brought to you by:

www.library.utoronto.ca/scopus

Find out.

Scartmrousfij
Campus

Students'
Union SCSU BOARD OF DIRECTOR

Lf ELECTIONS

Board of directors can be any student returning to UTSC, for the 2006/2007 academic year

that will be 1 8 years of age as of April 7, 2006. Directors are expected to attend meetings

of the Board of Directors which occur every two to three weel<s. They must also serve on

at least two standing committees which oversee the VP Executives.

There are a total of fifteen (15) positions on the SCSU Board of Directors available.

The student population of UTSC elects four of these positions during the Spring Elections:

DEPARTMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Management 3

Physical & Environmental Sciences 1

Life Sciences 4

Computer & Mathematical Sciences 1

Humanities 3

Social Sciences 3

For more information about the roles and responsibilities of board of directors go

to www.scsu.ca/jobs .

You can pick up a nomination form from the elections committee located at

SL 226 (2nd floor of the student center). Forms are also available online from

http://www.scsu.ca/elections/index.php . Forms must be completed with 25

signatures of students and a $10 deposit by March 6th 12pm noon and returned

to SL 226 during scheduled office hours. For questions about director elections

contact elections(5)scsu.ca or call us at 416-208-4786.

IMPORTANT DATES

The All Candidates Meeting will be held on the 6th at 5:00pm in SL222.

March 6th-March 20th is the campaign period.

Voting takes place on the 21st and 22nd of March in the Meeting Place.

Polls open from 10:00am and close at 7:00pm.
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SOUHDCHECK
review@thevarsity.ca

With dozens of bands packed into the clubs for four nights running, Canadian Music Week is often a chance to see if

the buzz checks out—or if the hype machine is simply in overdrive. From local up-and-comers to acts from across the pond,

our reviewers managed to catch a bit of it all.

Jordan Bimm and Claire Farmer

Photos by Claire Farmer

VARSITY STAFF

THURSDAYb HARCH 2

Femme Generation— Reverb, 10 pm

Rating: VVV

Hot off the release of their debut

album Brothers and Sisters, Alone

we Explode. Toronto quartet Femme
Generation took the stage and

promptly fired a volley of their "so-

right-now" sound. Taking their cues

from those who took cues from the

dance-y art-punk sounds of the late

'70s and early '80s, Femme Genera-

tion create songs that might have

changed modern music had they

been penned in NYC years ago. Now
they sound like a store-brand version

of that whole Walkmen, Radio 4, Bloc

Party thing—nothing that smacks of

anything brand new, but a perfectly

good substitute if there's nothing else

to be had.

Don't get me wrong, songs like

"Hearts In Stitches" and "Semper

Fi" have quality hooks, and the new
song they played (apparently written

just the day before) wasn't half-bad,

either. Would I take them over an eve-

ning with Danko Jones? Hell, yes. Will

they be "the next big thing" in 2006?

Probably not.—JB

Shout Out Out Out Out

-

11 pm
Rating: VVVVV

Lee's Palace,

What's that? Edmonton is the new
Seattle (or Montreal, or Toronto, or

whatever)? Although saying anything

'is the new anything else" has virtu-

ally lost all its meaning, it is impos-

sible to ignore the amount of great

music coming out of that oil-rich city

of late.

With fellow E-Town threat Cadence

Weapon rapping their praises Friday

night over at the Silver Dollar, it was
all too evident that The Shout Out

Out Out Out have all kinds of buzz

surrounding them. Is the hype to be

believed? I went to find out. And ap-

parently so did, like, 400 other people.

Lee's Palace was packed shoulder-to-

shoulder with scenesters eager see

what this electro-sextet could do.

Led by long-haired frontman Nik

Kozub, the band boasted two drum
kits, two bass guitars, a ton of Korgs

and loads of effects-ridden vocals.

The sound was somewhere between
NYC's agro disco-funkers !!! (chk chk

chk) and Scotland's Boards of Can-

ada overdosing on ecstasy. Instru-

ments were shared, shed, and picked

up again depending on what each

song required, and band members
jumped, kicked, and flailed about

with reckless abandon to the punk-

inflected beats.

Kozub seemed to really connect

with the enraptured crowd when he

dedicated their new song "Forever In-

debted" to everyone who'll be in debt

for the rest of their life. The crowd
went wild. Believe the hype—these

guys kick ass.—JB

Fjord Rowboat— The Silver Dollar,

12:30 am
Rating:WW

One of the best new bands in Toronto,

Top: Progidious Edmonton rapper Cadence Weapon gets up close and personal with the CMW crowd

Above left: Jon Rae and the River Above right: Elliott Brood

Fjord Rowboat blend UK shoegazer (a

la Ride and My Bloody Valentine) with

the newer, anthemic dark-rock stylings

of Interpol and Idlewild to create moody
atmospheres, lush soundscapes, and

catchy sing-along choruses.

Not afraid to tread both up- and

down-tempo, Fjord's live show is un-

pretentious and anchored by a solid

rhythm section featuring Kevin McK-
ay (formerly of Vibrolux) on drums,

and brother Ian McKay on bass. It was
tragic indeed to see the Silver Dol-

lar only half-full for their first CMW
appearance. Songs like "Paragon," a

slow-building instrumental number,

and "Taking the Pass," which has the

catchiest chorus I've heard this year,

deserve to be played to a packed
room. Definitely a rising band to keep

an eye on.—^JB

Raw Child

Rating: V

Rivoli, 1 am

His promotional postcards strewn

about upstairs at the Rivoli touted

Raw Child as the winner of the Best

Hip-Hop Artist at last year's Toronto

Independent Music Awards. Well, if

he's the best Toronto's got, he must

be pretty good, right? I wanted to like

him, but his sound and rhymes were

so derivative that it was impossible.

For an artist that markets himself as

coming to hip-hop from a different

upbringing (he was raised middle-

class, "far away from the established

hip-hop culture," according to his

website), I was expecting something

a little less "been there, done that"

and a little more "wow, that's new."

If you want the tried-and-true,

"Don't hate me because your girl-

friend wants to get with me" type of

hip-hop, by all means, give Raw Child

a listen, but you aren't going to find

anything fresh here. 1 left as soon as

he uttered, "Like 50 Cent, I've got the

Magic Stick." Um, clever?—CF

FRIDAYb march 3

The Early Morning

-

9:30 pm
Rating: WWv

Lee's Palace,

The only unsigned band on local

indie promoter Eric Warner's fantas-

tic CMW lineup was Toronto's own
three-piece electro-rock outfit The
Early Morning. Featuring brothers

Tim and Matt Foran and Ryan Lowe,

TEM also added a live drummer just

for this show to help augment their

drum machine beats.

After a bit of a rocky start (the

drummer had trouble hearing the

drum track), the boys recovered and

were in fine form by their second

song "Are You Ready?" which can be

found on their brilliant new demo

—

which they gave away for free after

the show. The band then ripped into

the opening chords of fan favourite

"You've Got That Knowing Way," a

creepy, pulsating track that sounds

like classic Ian Curtis at the helm of a

gloomy New Order.

One of TEM's key strengths is Tim

Foran's dark yet unmistakably hope-

ful lyrics. Foran sings like a man pos-

sessed by a ghost from the future,

desperate to communicate with the

living present. The result makes for

a captivating and haunting perfor-

mance style.

A lot of music gets compared to Joy

Divison these days—^The Early Morn-

ing (along with Toronto's Uncut) is

among the few groups that actually

merit such a flattering comparison.

Going by the crowd's enthusiastic

response and the swarm of people

who lined up for a free CD-R after the

show, don't expect these guys to re-

main label-less for long.—JB

Cadence Weapon

11 pm
Rating:WW

-Silver Dollar,

As a non-aficionado of hip-hop,

I was apprehensive about trying

to review rising young Edmonton
rapper Cadence Weapon (Rollie

Pemberton)'s set. I can safely say,

however, that his performance at

the Silver Dollar was the highlight

of CMW for me. Pemberton (who's

only 19) skillfully draws on his ap-

preciation for a very wide spectrum

of music in crafting his own sound.

From the more hard-hitting "Oliver

Square" to the smoother sounds of

"Black Hand," the schizophrenic na-

ture of his set fit perfectly with his

stage act.

Pemberton ran around the audi-

ence for high-fives several times

(making sure to hit all sides of the

stage) and rocked out to his own
beats, showing a true excitement for

performing. His intensity is admira-

ble. Even Pemberton himself seems

to recognize it: "You should see me
when I'm drunk," he proclaimed, only

half-jokingly.—CF

Toyko Police Club— The Boat, 10:45

pm
Rating:WW

Recent Paper Bag Records signees

Toyko Police Club are well on their way
if their CMW showcase Friday night at

The Boat was any indication. Playing

to a packed house, a large contingent

of which spent the set singing and

shouting along with vocalist/bassist

David Monks, TPC did not disappoint.

The set was complete with flag-wav-

ing, sign-holding, and clap-alongs.

Despite having formed only a little

over a year ago, these boys seem to

know how to work a crowd with a

strong stage presence and a tight set

of songs reminiscent of Bloc Party

and the Strokes combined. There is

only one way to describe this band's

sound and stage antics; fun.—CF
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Cities in Dust

Rating: WW
The Boat, 11:30 pm

Named after a Siouxsie and the Banshees
song, Hamilton's Cities in Dust bring hard-

core vocals and rowdy stage antics to the

indie-rock crowd. Vocalist Zach Frank shouts

and screams over jangle-y guitars and dance-

y rhythms. Imagine Blood Brothers-style vo-

cals backed by Gang of Four and you're in the

ballpark of what CiD sound like.

The band hit the audience with a sonic

assault culled from their widely anticipated

debut release Night Creatures (produced by
Jon Drew of Uncut), that's set to drop in May.

Standouts of the night included the rhyth-

mic genius of "Beautiful," "The Secret," and
a renamed version of "Save the Last Dance"
which Frank dedicated to Kevin Douglas of

fellow Hamilton crew Sailboats Are White.

If you like screaming but hate 'screamo,'

Cities in Dust are your band. Looking around
the club, there was nary a silk-screened

hoodie or carabiner in sight, but wannabe
MuchMusic hipster Devon Soltendieck was in

attendance, proving that while you can run,

you can never truly hide (even at the tiny

Boat).—JB

Expatriate

-

Rating: V

-ElMocambo, 12 am

I wandered in off the street to see this group
of Aussies doing their best impression of that

"dance rock" thing that the Killers and the Brav-

ery are responsible for. It's true, each one of the

four Expatriates had formidable chops, but then

again so do the guys in Theory of a Deadman.
The more they played, the more obvious it be-

came that Expatriate is guilty of cannibalizing the

bands that they admire.

What's sad is that it's not like they take their

musical influences and make them their own,
either—they simply try become their influences

outright. Time and time again this has proven to

be disastrous. Look at what happened to rock

music in the mid- to late- '90s, after bands began
cannibalizing Nirvana and Soundgarden—^you

got shit like Days of the New and Creed.

What killed Expatriate for me was when they

stopped vaguely ripping off Bloc Party and di-

rectly ripped off Radiohead. Their song "The
Spaces Between" bears more than a passing simi-

larity to "Where I End and You Begin" from Hail to

the r/i/e/' (seriously, check it).—JB

(TOP) Still shining: Stars' Torquil Campbell and Amy Millan cap off their exhaustive tour by slaying the dragon

that is The Docks with a killer performance Wednesday night after the Indie Awards

(ABOVE) Laying down the law: Toyko Police Club

RIP US OFF!
of this page and receive'25%OFF your embroidery charges

It's not too lato to place your Custom clothing order for your:

Hez floor, Campus Club, Faculty, Frat/Sorority, Intramural team

1 10 DAY TURN AROUND

Campus hoodieS
Give Rob a call at 1-866-220-3861 www.campushoodles.com

Offer Expires April 30th, 2006 • Limit one coupon per order

J
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Block-rockin' beats
Comedian Dave Chappelle hosts one helluva hip-hop party in blazing new doc

Radheyan Simonpillai

VARSITY STAFF

If you're planning to go see Dave Chappelle's

Block Party, get to the Scarborough Coliseum

and secure yourself a seat in the centre of the

bass-pounding auditorium. Given the crowd
that frequents that east Toronto theatre, the

screening might prove to be a rather raucous

affair.

Not that the movie won't delight at a differ-

ent venue— it's just that you might feel more
at ease jumping out of your seat and waving

your arm in the air (not to mention maybe
throwing back lyrics at the screen) amongst

the other hip-hop enthusiasts that will inevi-

tably crowd the Coliseum. In fact, Block Party

might be the only film where the rather, uh,

vocal audiences of the Scarborough multi-

plexes will be appreciated.

The movie captures a free outdoor concert

hosted by comedian Dave Chappelle of Com-
edy Central fame—documented by director

Michel Gondry (Eternal Sunshine of the Spot-

less Mind), the massive hip-hop extravaganza

was situated in the depths of Brooklyn (to

where the infancy of hip-hop can be traced).

Chappelle set up shop on a street corner

among the crumbling complexes of the Bed-

stuy projects, where the dearly departed

Biggie Smalls (a.k.a. Christopher Wallace) at-

tended daycare (a sweet part of the film in-

volves Chapelle touring the centre and visit-

ing with the kids).

Overnight, the venue erupts into a sea of

electrified fans grooving as one to the beats

of the hip-hop elite. Featuring performances
from socially conscious spitfire MCs such as

Mos Def, Talib Kweli, Dead Prez, Common,
and The Roots (who act as the house band
during the joyous day-long affair), this docu-
mentary takes audience engagement to a

FILM REVIEW

Dave Chappelle's Block Party

Directed by Michael Gondry

Rating:WW^
(for hip-hop fans)

VW/ (otherwise)

brand-new level.

Whether you are hanging off every word
of Dead Prez as they deliver an a cappella

verse of their anthem "Hip Hop," or bouncing

to the rhythms of the Mos Def and Kweli ode
"Definition," you are never released from the

trance that uproots you from the theatre and
sets you right amidst the combustible crowd
at Bedstuy.

Even ears not accustomed to hip-hop are

welcome to partake in this exuberant and
communal event, as Chappelle uses his

sketch comedy intermissions to translate the

music, the neighbourhoods, and the influence

in neophyte terms. Chappelle's guided tours

of the Brooklyn projects uncover communi-
ties hindered by strife, yet ready to blissfully

unite under one melodic chorus.

The concert unleashes an arsenal of artists

whose music is all the more relevant now, giv-

en that rap has collapsed into a more commer-
cial form since its nascent grassroots origins.

The current glamourized "gangsta" fagades

and obsession with "bling" have eclipsed the

old values of the art, and led to an oppression
of true artistic ingenuity. In his song, "Africa

Dream," Kweli described rappers locked up
by this, capitalist state of mind as "slaves on

Host with the most: Dave Chappelle gets vocal at his block party

a ship talkin' about who got the flyest chain."

Imagine that.

Through its focus on significant rappers

and the gritty Brooklyn neighbourhoods

that inspire them. Block Party matures into a

celebration of a musical genre that has since

been robbed of much of its integrity, and in

the process presents a culture that is once
again given the opportunity to unite.

By the end of the film, which wraps up nice-

ly with a long-awaited onstage reunion— if

you don't already know who it is, 1 won't spoil

the surprise—the audience is overcome by a

sense of nostalgic melancholy. Chappelle may
unwittingly have been responsible for one of

the last great moments of hip-hop, one where
we are given the chance to re-live the rebel-

lious energy of the music's heyday through

a dying breed of artists that have not (yet?)

sold out.

FROriK

GGHRY
QRT + QRCHITeCTURe
Berlin. Cambridge. Chicago. LA. Toronto. Five projects by internotionolly
acclaimed orchitect Frank Gehry. Powerful. Playful. Prepare for the unexpected.

Exhibition on now to May 7, 2006

Book online ot www.ogo.net or coll 416-979-6608.

Organized by the Art GniVry of Onforio

Lend Sponsor. §saa

TOANS-
FORMATION
AGO

Art Gallery of Ontario
317 Dundas St. West, Toronto
OPEN Wed, TNifs & Fri 12 noon W 9 pm, Sol & Sun lO om lo 3 30 pro. CLOSED Mon & Tus

HjJb.., Art C^a^v fl) Orvo-.ii..

Iarbor

Governing Council

Election 2006

g Full-Time Undergraduate Students

Vote on the World Wide Web

wwwroslutorontoca

March 6 — March 10

Why? Have your say in the University's future

When? • Monday, March 6, beginning at 6:00 a.m. to

• Friday, March 10, ending at 5:00 p.m.

Where? • www.rosi.utoronto.ca

How? • Click Student Web Service Login

• Enter your student ID and PIN

• Choose the Main Menu
• Choose Elections
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Electio

2 00
All Candidates' Debates

St.George Campus
The event was very sucessful - thank you

to everyone who participate

Mississauga Campus
Monday March 6, 2006

12:00 pm at the CCIT Building rm. 1140

All Executive Members

Polling Information
Voting Times
March 8,9 9:00 am
March 10 9:00 am

7:00 pm
5:00 pm

Poll Locations
Mississauga Campus
• The Meeting Place (South Building

St. George Campus
• Sidney Smith

• Larkin Building (Trinity College)

• Medical Science Building (Lobby)

• Wymilwood Building (Victoria College)

Visit our website to find out more about SAC elections.

SAC - Your Students' Union
Local 98, Canadian Federation of Students
www.uoftsac.ca
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To be the champ
MattSomers

SPORTS EDITOR

He is young, dynamic, and rich. He

has won many international tour-

naments and is recognized as one

of the best in the world at what he

does. Now he is giving a bunch of

college amateurs a chance to enter

his lair and challenge the master.

Until March 16 students can par-

ticipate in the Daniel Negreanu

Canadian College Poker Champi-

onship. This tournament gives

would-be poker players a chance

to win a $9,000 scholarship from

Mr. Sub, along with the opportunity

to play Negreanu—Canada's best

tournament poker player—for an

additional $1,000 scholarship from

lifesports.com, the tournament's

organizer.

Just picture the gold-plated note-

pads and diamond-encrusted pens

one could buy with $9,000.

Daniel Negreanu (a.k.a "Kid Pok-

er") won his first big poker tourna-

ment, the World Poker Finals, in

1997 when he was just 23. At the

time he was the youngest winner

of that prestigious event, and he

has since followed that victory with

multiple wins at the World Series

of Poker and L.A. Poker Classic

events, and strong finishes at many
other contests.

"You can win your tuition at this

event, and any time there is a prize

you're going to see competitive peo-

ple. There are really good players in

this tournament," said Negreanu.
"Playing poker is a great way to

socialize and make friends. It helps

teach life skills and people skills.

and mirrors life in so many ways,"

added Kid Poker.

His youth in an older field earned

Negreanu his now-famous moni-

ker: "When 1 started playing there

weren't any young players. All the

older guys called me "Kid'."

Negreanu's tournament started

on January 24, and over the span

of eight weeks the original field

of 2,000 has been narrowed down
in biweekly competitions. By the

end of the event, six survivors will

battle it out for the scholarship in

a championship that will be broad-

cast nationally.

There is nothing at risk and every-

thing to gain for students involved

in this tournament. Participants

spend no real money and everyone

involved has the chance of having

an extra nine grand to put towards

books and tuition.

Though Negreanu has made a

living off for-profit poker tourna-

ments, he wants to teach students

that they can also play games just

for fun: "It's really important to

be aware that poker and gambling

are not synonymous. You can also

play monopoly for money and 1

know because 1 have done it. But

none of these games has to involve

money."

Negreanu is also involved in anoth-

er contest at fullcontactpoker.com.

The winner of a tournament on that

site will get to hit the road with Kid

Poker as the star's protege for four

months.
"For four months I am going to

take the winner on the road and
teach them everything I know,"

said Negreanu.

Daniel Negreanu, one of ttie world s best poker players, will give tiie winner of his poker tournament a shot at beating him in the

coming weeks. In this still from his video game, Stacked, Kid Poker is holding a pair of aces.

Under pressure

Swim teams have mixed results at CIS championships

MattSomers
SPORTS EDITOR

The spotlight was on them and the

pressure was mounting. "Put-up

or shut-up time" had arrived and
some handled the tension with

ease, while others wilted from the

heat.

On February 26 the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) swim-
ming championships wrapped
up in Laval, Quebec. The men's

team lived up to expectations by
claiming the bronze medal, but the

women's team finished just shy of

their goal to be on the podium, fin-

ishing in fourth place.

"The men's team exceeded ex-

pectations with their Ontario Uni-

versity Athletics (OUA) gold and
(CIS) bronze," said Toronto head
coach Byron MacDonald. "There

was no question that the West-

ern squad was the favourite in the

OUA, and both Western and Laval

or Montreal were favoured to top

the Blues nationally. But, the Blues

had some inspired swims and sim-

ply swam away from the rivals to

do the job."

"The women's team was disap-

pointed with their result at the CIS

meet after an easy OUA title. They
had set their sights on the silver

team finish so fourth was a disap-

pointment," continued MacDon-

ald. "There were some standout

performances by many swimmers,
but a goal is a goal—and the Blues

wanted that team silver."

The men's team finished with

a combined 349.5 points at the

three-day event, placing them be-

hind only UBC's 711 and Calgary's

434. Marco Monaco and Ian Ma-
cLeod each earned four medals
and had many top-eight finishes,

scoring valuable points for their

squad.

MacDonald was extremely im-

pressed by MacLeod's perfor-

mance at the national final. "A

quiet leader, he nonetheless led

with top swims as inspiration," he
said. "On the final night at the CIS

championships he swam the gru-

eling 1500m freestyle—an event

he rarely swims—but both he and
the coaches felt that he needed to

swim it to score some extra valu-

able points for the team. He fin-

ished in the top eight to help ice

the victory over Western for the

bronze team finish."

Veteran Jen Porenta and rookie

sensation Sasha Theron were
standouts for the women's team in

Laval. The former won bronze in

the 50m freestyle final, while Ther-

on and Porenta, along with team-

mates Kate Plyley and Marci By-

ron, won silver in both the 4xl00m
relay and the 4x200m relay.

Porenta was expected to have

a good season this year after a

strong 2004-2006 campaign, but

Theron seemingly came out of no-

where to become a powerful force

on both the provincial and nation-

al scenes this year. The first-year

arts and science student was able

to compete with the best swim-
mers in the country, even though
she is only one year removed from
her high school team and many of

her opponents are seasoned vet-

erans.

"In her first year, Sasha im-

proved a great deal over her grade

12 performances and vaulted into

the spotlight," said MacDonald
about his young star. "Combining
with third-year standout Jennifer

Porenta, they gave the Blues a top

one-two punch—one that enabled

the Blues to pick up relay medals
at the nationals and cruise to gold

at the Ontario championship."

UBC, Calgary, and host Laval

finished ahead of Toronto at the

CIS championship. The Blues were
only 34.5 points behind Laval for

the bronze medal.

MacDonald says that unfortu-

nate circumstances were a major
factor in the women's team's non-

podium result: "A series of tough
breaks, including sickness and dis-

qualifications, set the Blues back
and they never really recovered."

Of rabbits and

trade deadlines

Russell Ironside

For some dedicated sports fans the

NBAs trade deadline is like the sec-

ond coming of Christmas. Visions of

sugarplums dancing in their heads

are replaced by thoughts of poten-

tial starting line-ups and player

combinations.

The rumour mill is the only source

of insight for anxious fans and, like

at Christmas, the expectations are

always' greater than the results.

This year's deadline proved to be

no different.

Once again this year's trade dead-

line was ripe with speculation, as

Minnesota followed Philadelphia's

lead by allegedly shopping their

franchise player, Kevin Garnett;

however, any talk of swapping Gar-

nett for Allen Iverson was quickly

quashed.

This year's deadline followed the

same trend as it passed on Febru-

ary 23. It went by without a whimper
since no major deals with any real

playoff implications ensued. The
only high-profile trade involved two
struggling teams, as New York ac-

quired Steve Francis from Orlando

for Trevor Ariza and Penny Hard-

away.

The biggest trade was a nine-

player deal involving four teams:

Earl Watson and Byron Russell went
to Seattle; Reggie Evans, Ruben Pat-

terson, and Charles Smith will now

play for Denver; Voshon Lenard and

Brian Skinner were shipped to Port-

land; and Vitaly Potapenko and Ser-

gei Monia found themselves in the

Sacramento Kings organization.

Denver, Cleveland, Miami, and

New Jersey were the only playoff

teams that made deals: Cleveland

acquired backup Ronald Murray

from Seattle for "Milk" Wilks, Miami

acquired veteran Derek Anderson

from Houston for Gerald Fitch, and

New Jersey received shooter Bost-

jan Nachbar from New Orleans for

Marc Jackson and Linton Johnson.

In terms of pro sports trades,

news from the NBA dominates the

month of February. However, this

year's deadline talk was greatly

overshadowed by the NFL and one

of the most absurd trades in sports

history.

Disney/ABC traded Monday Night

Football announcer AI Michaels to

NBC for the rights to broadcast the

next four Ryder Cups, increased

Olympic highlights, and the rights

to cartoon character Oswald the

Lucky Rabbit on February 10. Both

sides could not be happier: Michaels

did not agree with the direction ABC
was taking and wanted out, while

Disney is reunited with the charac-

ter that Walt Disney lost to NBC Uni-

versal in the 1920s. Losing Oswald

motivated Disney to form his own
company and create his Mickey

Mouse Empire soon after.
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Among the world's elite

Former Blues bring home Medals from Turin

The Canadian national women's hockey team huddle before a game at the Turin Olympics. They won gold medals and boasted two
former Blues on their roster—Jayna Hefford and Vicky Sunohara—who played instrumental roles in the victory.

Amita Parikh

The Blues were well represented at

the recent international athletic fes-

tivities in Italy, but these competi-

tors were not just content with mere-

ly enjoying the fresh Italy air. They
held their own at the Games and
managed to bring hardware back to

Canada.

Three former student-athletes

from U of T brought home medals

from the recent Winter Olympic

Games in Turin, while a fourth nar-

rowly missed the podium.

Hockey players Vicky Sunohara

and Jayna Hefford, former stars with

U of T's women's hockey team, were

part of the gold medal-winning team
in Italy. In men's figure skating, Jeffrey

Buttle skated superbly in the long

program to win a bronze medal. Last

but not least, Heather Moyse—com-
peting in the two-man bobsled event

with pilot Helen Upperton—raced to

a fourth-place finish in her sport.

Sunohara and Hefford have been

stalwarts of the Canadian national

team for many years. They were

part of the team that won gold in Salt

Lake City four years ago and have

been victorious at numerous world

championships as well.

For many years now, the quest for

women's hockey glory has been a

battle between Canada and the U.S.

This time Sweden claimed a spot in

the final with an upset win over the

American team, which is a sign that

times are changing and that the level

of skill in women's hockey is increas-

ing worldwide.

In the final game against Sweden,

Hefford scored Canada's fourth goal.

She ended the tournament with

three goals and four assists, while

Sunohara finished with one goal and

two assists.

With this Olympic victory, Canada
was able to regain its top ranking in

women's hockey. Heading into the

Games, they were tied with the Unit-

ed States.

Both Hefford and Sunohara are

unsure if they will return to play

for Canada at the 2010 Olympics in

Vancouver The depth of talent on
the Canadian women's team is huge,

with players like Gillian Apps and

Meghan Agosta nipping at the heels

of the seasoned veterans, so it will

be hard to crack the lineup in Van-

couver.

At the Palavela rink. Buttle

shocked his critics and himself when
he rebounded from a sub-par perfor-

mance in the short program to win

a bronze medal. Buttle was heavily

favoured to win a medal heading into

the Olympics, but doing so didn't

seem possible after he placed sixth

in the short program.

The former chemical engineering

student, who is on a leave of absence

from his studies to focus on his skat-

ing career, scored big technical and
program-component marks in his

long program to clinch third place

on a night when many top skaters

were not at their best.

"I just decided that instead of skat-

ing for a medal, I was going to skate

for myself," Buttle told reporters

after the long program. "I enjoyed

myself and I'm sure that made all the

difference."

Bobsledder Moyse, an occupa-

tional therapy student, is a member
of the Canadian national rugby team
and a former track and field athlete

at the University of Waterloo. She

was recruited for the bobsled team
because of her athletic background.

She had amazing results on the

World Cup circuit, winning silver and

bronze medals. Not bad for someone
who hasn't even been competing in

her sport for a year.

Moyse is also on a leave of absence

from her studies this year

It's unclear whether Canada's

team will have these talented U of

T athletes at the next Olympics, but

Moyse and Buttle have hinted at

continuing to compete until the 2010

Games. U of T has a long history of

excelling at the Games and, either

way, will have a set of star athletes

ready to wear the Maple Leaf with

pride when it comes time to light the

Olympic flame in Vancouver

Sport Business Management
Classes begin in September: internships begin in January

EXCITING 15-WEEK FULL-TIME IIMTERIMSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Internship partners include:

• Maple Leaf Sports &
Entertainment

• Tennis Canada

• Nike Canada

Toronto Blue Jays

• Hockey Hall of Fame

• Canada Basketball

.YMCA

ENROL IN OUR FASTTRACK GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

For more information, c-ill 9057213033

Visit www.durhamcoHege.ca or

https;//myplace,dur1iamcoliege.ca

ACCELERATE
YOUR

STUDIES!
Enrol in Distance

Education This Summer

The University of Guelph is

offering over 90 degree

credit courses, so you can

CATCH UP or GET AHEAD!

REGISTRATION IS EASY...

1 . identify the Course(s) you

wish to take.

2. Obtain a Letter of Permission

from your University.

3. Send us your registration as

soon as possible to avoid

disappointment.

Registration Deadline:

April 28, 2006
Courses start on May 1

1
, 2006

For further information, contact

Mary Komarnifsky at:

Tel: (519) 824-4120 Ext. 56050
Email: mkomarn@open.uoguelph.CO

or visit us at:

www.open.uoguelph.ca

^ Open Learning um'ERsrrY

In a world of constant change, traditional approaches to complex business problems do not meet the

challenges of the future. At Sprott we generate the knowledge needed to provide solutions. 0\xr research

excellence has been acknowledged through many national and international awards.

Interested in solving the business challenges of tomorrow? Consider the Sprott Ph.D. in Management.

• Funding for all accepted candidates - RAships,TAships, scholarships

• One of the largest Ph.D. programs in the country
• Full- or part-time study
• High levels of faculty interaction ensure an excellent collegial

environment and good time-to-completion rates

• Focus on the whole organization through integrative courses and
multiple functional areas

• Easy access to national research institutions, international agencies, and
the country's largest concentration of export oriented high tech firms

sprott.carleton.ca

Carleton University

oprott
^ School

o/'Business
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Come piay for

our team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

The Varsity

Teach English

Overseas

: Intensive 60-Hour Program

* Classroom Management Techniques

» Detailed Lesson Planning

t Comprehensive Teaching Materials

f Internationally Recognized Certificate

t Teacher Placement Service

s Job Guarantee Included

» Thousands of Satisfied Students

J OXFORD
SEMINARS

41M24-3240I1-800-779-1I79

www.oxfordsenilnars.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

www.oxfordseminars.com

Higher education and workplace ready

skills - an unbeatable combination.

Today's employers want more than a University or College degree or

diploma. They're looking for people who have the real-world skills

and experience you'll get with a George Brown postgraduate

certificate. Apply now and you'll have what you need to succeed.

Postgraduate studies at George Brown College.

Grad smart. Workplace ready.

• Business and
Financial Services

• Chef School

• Community
Services

• Design

• Engineering

Technology

• Fashion

• Health

Sciences

• Nursing

• Hospitality

and Tourism

Management

wvAAA/.georgebrown.ca/postgrad

George Brown

The Toronto City College

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, watersi<i,

tiigh ropes, inline sl<atepark, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basl<etball, soccer, pottery,

piiotograptiy. & nursing students to assist

doctor www.mislimarcom

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
in study that investigates effect of timbre

on listener judgment of pitch. Email Joan

at Joan.Chan@drdc-rddc.ac.ca for further

information.

HELP WANTED
~

Computer sa\'\\ student to freelance

with small company for web advice and

upgrades. 416-280-6113.

ACCOMMODATIONS

BLGOR/SPADINA
$1..500/month. Furnished 1 br-i-den. Lower

level in Victorian Home. Laundr>'. Walk

to UofT. hospitals. Available April 1, 2006.

416-920-1437.

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. $1350 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, • 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &

garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

315-8483.

HOUSE FOR SALE BLOOR/SPADINA
Detached 2-storey parking. Total reno-

vated, 1 or 3 family house with separate

entrances, $769,900, Alec Leung 416-505-

7328 Grea Realty Inc.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)
j

960-9042 www.customessays.com1 SERVICES 1

1 FOR SALE
1

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level ). 416-530-9717

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT
BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

:
Around Again Records.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

#26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

SURVEY DESIGN & ANALYSIS

Doing a survey for your course or thesis?

Need help designing the questions, ana-

Ivzina the results? survevhelper@aol.com

for free quote.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 50'^, off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!
Tutor, 35 years' experience special-

izing in MATH 125. 1.35. 235, CHM 138,

139, 247. ECO 220, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN. FAST PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

Advertise in the Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

44 It's a terrible

day for

students.

We're being

hung out to

dry. „
SEE 'PROVINCE' -THIS PAGE

i

comment

Scarborough students are forced to

buy useless "classroom clickers" and

one writer is pissed about it.

SEE CLICKERS -PG. 7

a&e
Beowulf and Grendel are ready for

their closeups in big-screen debut.

SEE 'EPIC - PG. 8

sports

Take a trip in the Varsitym^bzck

machine to see U of T's first Varsity

hockey game!

SEE 'HEROES' -PG. 14

red letter

Today is Baron Bliss day in Belize, marked in

honour of British philanthropist Henry Edward

Ernest Victor Bliss, who established a medical

research institute in Belize City.

history

On March 9, 1954, Edward R. Murrow's

CBS news show See It Now broadcast its

groundbreaking "Report on Senator Joseph

McCarthy," mari(ing the beginning of the

end of "McCarthyism"

todo

THURSDAY, MARCH 9-11, 7:30 PM
The Marriage of Figaro presented by U

of T Faculty of Music. At MacMlllan Theatre.

Edward Johnson BIdg. $16+.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11. 7 PM
The Subways at Mod Club. $12.50.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 V0LCXXV1,N0.42

//UOFT&A

They say sex heals. They say laughter heals. So funny sex must be better for you than stem cells, or something. Katie Goodfellow, Annie Unnold, Vitalia Fedossova, Dawn Lee, and

Chris Jodoin (left to right) of the Sexual Education Centre show us how funny objectification can be inside the Sidney Smith lobby yesterday as part of Sexual Awareness Week,

which runs until Monday. See story, page 2.

Victory yawns before

Hassum slate

students vote from Wednesday until Friday for SAC positions

Sarah Barmak
NEWS EDITOR

Jennifer Hassum & Co. seem poised

for a win at tfie polls that would
mirror the election sweep by the

"Progress" slate—some mem-
bers who are running again this

year, including chairperson Paul

Bretscher—last year.

Full-time undergraduate students

began voting yesterday at 9 a.m. for

a new SAC executive and board of

directors, as well as for the two
student members of the Governing

Council. For positions that are un-

contested, students will be limited

to a 'yes' or 'no' ratification vote.

Executive candidates struggled

to answer nagging questions about
the absence of opponents in the

SAC election, questions which
dominated what was supposed to

be a debate about equity and so-

cial justice issues at the Women's
Centre on Tuesday.

"The irony is there was more
advertising done this year than

any other year," asserted Hassum.
They said that the SAC elections

committee postered the entire

campus—"hundreds upon hun-

dreds of big colour posters," said

Bretscher—as well as sending re-

peated messages out on SAC's list-

serv and posting messages on the

SAC website.

Hassum, who is running for the

chairperson ("formerly known as

president") position, pointed to

her "modest gains" as VP External

this year, mainly regarding transit

developments such as freezing the

SAC metropass price and getting a

higher quantity of passes.

"We're a commuter student uni-

versity and so saving student mon-
ey and student transit is actually

an accessibility issue," she said.

VP Equity candidate Ausma Ma-
lik, VP Internal & Services candi-

date Andrea Armborst, VP External

candidate Bretscher, and the two
Governing Council student can-

didates Saswati Deb and Coralie

D'Souza, the latter of whom is run-

ning for re-election, also gave run-

downs of their achievements.

Of all the candidates, Deb, who
has been endorsed by several stu-

dent groups, displayed the most
dazzling campaign promises. She
pledged to fight to drop the lowest

mark on graduating students' tran-

SEE 'SAC'-PG2

Coralie D'Souza, currently running for

re-election as a student representative

on Governing Council, answers voter

questions.

Province

unveils

fee hike
Tuition to rise by up to

eight per cent for some

Mike Ghenu

VARSITY STAFF

When it comes to tuition increases,

the Ontario government is leaning

on those who can fight back the

least.

Grade 12 students who will attend

an Ontario university in the fall can

expect to spend an extra $2,400 on
average on their four-year university

career. Current frosh can expect to

fork out an extra $1,400, and second-

years nearly $700. Third-years will

pay only $221 extra.

The "tuition framework," unveiled

yesterday by Ontario's Ministry of

Training, Colleges, and Universities,

runs until 2009. It will allow academic
institutions to raise tuition on frosh

by up to five per cent, and by eight

per cent for frosh in professional

programs such as pharmacy and
engineering. Tuition for students in

other years will rise by up to 4.5 per

cent more each year.

The framework is part of "Reach-

ing Higher." the government's high-

SEE TUITION' -PG

4
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Campus
becomes aware

of sex
SEC Sexual Awareness Week tells us all we need

to know about inflatables, but were afraid to ask

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

There are sex toy workshops on
campus and a giant inflatable penis

in Sidney Smith's lobby. Some kind

of gender studies class project run

amok?
No, it's none other than Sexual

Awareness Week, presented each

year by the Sexual Education Cen-

tre (SEC) as a ramped-up version

of the information, activities, and
workshops related to the erotic,

sexual health, and sexual diversity

offered all year at SEC's offices.

Events kicked off on Monday, with

sexual health and sex toys work-

shops at Hart House. The workshops
let the uninitiated and curious in

on how and where to buy good sex

toys, as well as possible homemade
ideas to save some cash.

Yesterday, volunteers were sta-

tioned inside Sid Smith, all dressed

up in an array of feathers and lace,

short skirts, and dog collars, and
even some Minnie Mouse gloves

—

"Anything we feel is sexy," as volun-

teer Kat Letwin said. "It's about just

being open and proud of it." Once
the costumes got people's attention,

the curious were directed to a table

packed with pamphlets and sex
information, free condoms to pro-

mote safe sex, and a donation bottle

for AIDS awareness campaigns.

The group of volunteers say that

there has been a mixed reaction to

their display, but they are all having

a great time and are proud of their

work.

"There are people who love it,

and those who are trying to keep

away from us, but that's okay," said

two-time publicity coordinator Vita-

lia Fedossova. "SEC's purpose is to

be there so that people can make
educated decisions. We provide re-

sources and information for those

who need us, and we're also out to

have some fun."

The sex test continues tomorrow
with the second annual Truth or

Dare Karaoke at O'Grady's bar on
College St. SEC plans to give away
over $600 in sex toys and novelty

items as prizes, as well as free food.

All proceeds from the $3 minimum
cover will go to the Toronto Rape
Crisis Centre.

The week also spills over into

Monday, where an erotic reading

with Helena Settimana will be held

at The Women's Centre on Spadina

Ave. Settimana is a distinguished

author of erotica who will read a se-

ries of her short stories.

Fear not if you can't attend these

events, as SEC stresses' that this

week is only the beginning of ways
to get involved. The centre offers

on-demand workshops akin to

those run early this week. Dons in

many of the residences run them
at different times throughout the

year, and students can go online

at sec.sa.utoronto.ca and fill out a

form to request them. Advice, con-

doms, and all things related to sex-

ual health are also available on the

website and at the SEC office at St.

George and Hoskin Ave.

"This week is all about aware-

ness of sexual health," says Fedos-

sova, "but it is also about aware-

ness of SEC and the great services

we offer."

//NEWS IN BRIEF

ASSU proposal rejected by

A &S; talks with dean

pursue matter

The Faculty. of Arts & Science Task

Force on Governance rejected the

Arts and Science Student Union's

proposal to put its representatives

on faculty bodies Monday. The Task

Force did offere ex officio positions to

the ASSU, GSU, and ASUS presidents

as a response to ASSU.

"We didn't ask for that, we asked

for voting positions," commented

CORRECTION

In the photograph accompanying

the article entitled "ASSU demands

more students on faculty bodies,"

the people pictured were, from left

to right, Preethy Sivakumar, Noaman

Ali, and Yaser Habeeb. The Varsity

identified them incorrectly and regrets

the error.

Yaser Habeeb, ASSU president. To-

day, ASSU is meeting with the dean

of Arts and Science to further dis-

cuss its proposal. Faculty members,

CURE 3902, GSU, SAC, and APUS have

expressed their support for the mea-

sure.

"I'm hoping for a positive re-

sponse from the dean," said Habeeb.

—BRUCE HARPHAM

Wash those hands

and refill that Ritalin

prescription

This week, pharmacists across Cana-

da are celebrating Pharmacy Aware-

nessWeek, and students at the Univer-

sity of Toronto's Faculty of Pharmacy
are promoting the significant role of

pharmacists in the health-care sys-

tem by holding various events this

week. These include booths set up
in the Sidney Smith lobby today and

tomorrow, as well as visits to elemen-

tary schools to inform kids of the im-

portance of hand-washing. Pharmacy

Awareness Week runs until Sunday
—MAYCEAL-SUKHNI

Grad students give U of

T an 'A' grade, with im-

provement suggestions in

margins

U of T grad students are happy with

the quality of their programs but

would like to see greater financial sup-

port, according to the 2005 Graduate

and Professional Student Survey.

The survey recorded that 90 per

cent of the respondents praised the

intellectual rigour of their programs,

their fellow students, and the gradu-

ate faculty. More than ten per cent

of respondents, however, suggested

that greater financial support, em-
ployment assistance, and interdisci-

plinary studies would improve the

graduate experience.

In all, 4,833 grad students partici-

pated in the survey—41 per cent of

the total U of T grad student popula-

tion.—CAROLYN HARRIS

SAC -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

scripts.

"Other peer institutions have al-

ready done this," she said, though
she didn't mention which ones.

She also pledged to reduce the

price of food on campus.
Indeed, if the students have their

way, it seems that the picture of

food services on campus will be
going through some impressive

changes.

"Because of what we've discussed

on the [GC] committee, 1 am fairly

certain that Sodexho won't be [U

of T's] food vendor next year," she

said, citing both the end of the cor-

poration's contract and their poor
treatment of employees and bad
food quality.

As with the previous debates,

chairperson candidate Marc Fer-

nandez did not show, but Hassum
cautioned against underestimating

him.

"He's running his own campaign,
going around to different clubs,"

she said.

Multiple questions about the lack

of an opposing slate—which were
submitted to the debate anony-

Chairperson candidate Jen Hassum, centre, expounds her vision of SAC at the Women's

Centre, while VP Equity candidate Ausma Malik, left, and VP Internal and Services

candidate Andrea Armborst look on.

mously—had candidates rush-

ing to defend this year's election

process. One anonymous student

asked whether they thought it was
"undemocratic" to be running so

many candidates uncontested.

Participants Needed
HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED A
DEATH IN YOUR IMMEDIATE
FAMILY (parent, spouse, sibling,

child) IN THE LAST 3 MONTHS?

If so, you may be eligible to participate
in a PET brain imaging study to measure
the effects of high stress at the College
Street site of the Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health.

Participants must be aged 18-50, in

good health and not currently taking
any medication.

For more information, please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1770

For more information on CAMH's services for

mental illness or addiction problems, please visit

www.camh.net or contact CAMH at 416-535-8501.

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health

Dintrn dc roxicomanie et de ^ante mentalc

Next Course Starts 8 April, 2006!

Open House March 18 at Noon

LSICAMBRIDGE ESOL

C E L^-A
Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults

The international standard in TEFL certificates

Exciting job and career opportunities in Canada and abroad

Max 6 students per trainer

Practical, effective teaching skills and guidance

On-site teaching practicum with real learners

Part-time format means you be certified before summer!

lo-week courses In 2006
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall

Applications available on-line now!

www.lsi-canada.Gom

Language Studies International, 1055 Yonge Street, Toronto

T: 416-928-6888 E: CELTA@lsi.edu

Hassum countered this view.

"SAC is actually more democratic

since our decision over the sum-

mer, when we actually made it so

no executives could be acclaimed,

so it's a 'yes' or 'no' vote now," she

said.

Hassum emphasized that be-

cause of her candidacy, she has not

formally been a part of the commit-

tee that handles election advertis-

ing and outreach. She said that she

had informally mentioned the up-

coming election to many people.

"Personally, people have come up

to me saying that they were think-

ing of running but they decided not

to. They felt that because 1 was run-

ning this year, that they wouldn't

be likely to win."

PSA
Announcement.

Distress Centre Peel needs

volunteers for their 24-hour

Telephone Crisis Intervention

and Support Lines. If you

are over 21, a good listener

and can spare 12 hours a

month, we need you. We are

currently taking applications

for our upcoming training

sessions.

For more Information please

visit our website

www.distresscentrepeel.com

or call 905-278-7055 during

business hours.
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Sudan 'not your

average genocide'

But violence demands intervention, says lecture

Ben Spurr

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

A Sudanese-Canadian human rights

expert said Monday at a Sid Smith lec-

ture that the violent conflict in Sudan

complicates traditional definitions of

genocide, making the process of ar-

guing for a desperately needed inter-

vention a problematic one.

Elfadil Elsharief, president of the

Sudanese Canadian Human Rights

Organization, gave an intricate and

nuanced account of the plight of the

inhabitants of the Darfur region of

Sudan, whom he said are being per-

secuted by a "ruthless national gov-

ernment." The violence in Darfur has

been labelled an ethnic conflict and

even genocide, with government-sup-

ported Arab militias killing, raping,

and displacing non-Arab Darfurians.

But Elsharief asserts neither race

nor religion are really at the heart of

the matter.

"Most violent conflicts are over ma-

terial resources, real or perceived,"

he said.

In the past few years, Elsharief ex-

plained, Sudan has been hit by a se-

ries of droughts and famines, render-

ing arable land the object of intense

competition. He argued that the root

of the current conflict is attempts by

the government, which is based in

the north-eastern city of Khartoum,

to wrest control of Darfurian land

from its native inhabitants.

The central government of the

country is mainly Arab, while the

western region of Darfur is dominated

by non-Arab Muslims and Christians.

Elsharief says Khartoum has exploit-

ed this demography to rally Arab

fighters to its cause by disseminating

an ideology which he calls "Arab su-

premacism" or "Arabism."

He says this type of racism is "alien

and inappropriate to Sudan" and is

the result of the influence exerted by

Libyan dictator Moammar Qadaffi,

who once sought to create an "Arab

belt" of nations across North Africa.

In the late 1980s, there was an influx

of Libyan troops in Darfur fighting a

war against neighbouring Chad, and

they introduced the idea of Arab su-

periority to the region, according to

Elsharief.

"You can't visually tell the differ-

ence between the two groups," said

Max Kelly, policy director for Students

Taking Action Now; Darfur (STAND),

who attended the event. He said Ara-

bism "is just [the government's] way

of distracting the rest of the country

from how exploitative their rule is."

Elsharief said that the lower ranks

of the national armed forces are made

up primarily of Darfurians, who are

mostly not Arab, and as a result the

Sudanese government has instead

armed informal Arab militias known

as thejanjaweed mainly from outside

Darfur who attack the region's in-

habitants. Although Khartoum does

not directly control the janjaweed,

Elsharief argued that they are work-

ing together, with the government

following the militias' attacks on

horseback with air raids. Khartoum

has officially never admitted an affili-

ation with the militias, but it has also

appeared unwilling or unable to curb

their aggression, despite Western

urging.

"The case for intervention in Dar-

fur is compelling," argued Elsharief,

who advocated greater international

action than the current deployment

of 7,000 African Union peacekeepers,

whom he said are "under-resourced."

He says that half a million Suda-

nese have been killed in the fighting

in the past three years, and many
more have been displaced from their

SEE SUDAN' -PG 4

U ofT less corporate,

more conscious at

Enviro Week
Jordanna Caplan

VARSITY STAFF

This week, U of T proves it can be as green as anyone,

as students go on nature walks, take in some conscious

cinema and a multimedia art exhibit, and eat free food

—

all while soaking in information about our planet.

Monday marked the launch of U of T's third annual

Environment Week, an event that runs from March

6-10 and features films, lectures, workshops, demon-

strations, an art exhibit, great vegan food, and much
more.

"Environment Week is a student initiative that aims

to inspire other students to become more knowledge-

able about environmental issues and to become more

aware of the many environmental groups that are on

campus, " said Jenny Greenop, the coordinator of Envi-

ronment Week and member of the University of Toronto

Environmental Resource Network (UTERN).

Greenop said that the popular image of U of T as an

uncaring, bottom-line-driven institution is not true

when it comes to environrnental projects.

"Although not obvious due to its large size and corpo-

rate nature, U of T is actually quite progressive in terms

of its stance on environmental issues and implementa-

tion of environmental initiatives," she said.

U of T boasts many student environmental organi-

zations such as UTERN, the Environment Students

Union, the Urban Studies Student Union, SAC Ministry

of Environment, Hart House Social Justice, and U of T's

Sustainability Office, all of which have helped organize

Environment Week.

The first event of the week was a seminar called

"Make Affluence History," which took place on Monday
afternoon in the Cumberland Room at the International

Student Centre. The lecture suggested that "affluence

is the driving force behind many of today's environmen-

tal problems" and therefore is a serious impediment to

a more sustainable future.

At Diablos' in University College's JCR today, par-

ticipants will enjoy a meal from "Vegan Delights" and
watch Judith Helfand's humorous documentary Blue

Vinyl which looks at "the hazards of bio-accumulation

and pollution" from blue vinyl siding.

Also taking place Thursday is the Sustainability

Office's open house in the lobby of the Earth Sciences

building. This event features a solar car demonstra-

tion, as well as special guest speakers Deputy Mayor
Joe Pantalone and Councillor David Soknacki and rep-

Conscious quaffers take in the spread at Hart House's Great

Hall—probably ingesting some of the Arbor Room's last gasps

—

at the UTERN Enlvronment Week $5 lunch, which showcased

student environmental groups.

resentatives and information booths from student envi-

ronmental groups that will present info on ways that U
of T is making itself more sustainable.

Environment Week wraps up tomorrow with Environ-

ment Week Pub Night and the last day of Alternative

Art, a multimedia art exhibit open to "anybody who
felt creatively inspired by sustainable transportation."

The winner of the art contest and exhibition will be an-

nounced at Sylvester's Cafe and will win a Gary Fisher

Mako bicycle courtesy of Curbside Cycle.

For a more complete listing of events, visit the Uni-

versity of Toronto Environmental Resource Network
website at http://utern.sa.utoronto.ca.

(Jsis
Internationa! School of Interdisciplinary Studies

Mli %si £ sill f g 1

A Three-fear Train'w^ Programme in Expressive Arts Therapy

APPLY TO ISIS

We are now accepting applicants for the Fall 2006

Orientation evening wiii be held for prospective students on

April 9th 4-6PM at the

ISIS Studio, 66 Gerrard Street East 3rd floor

ISIS PRESENTS

^ "Knowing Through the Arts**

r 'e Arts as both

"r T) da v'orK.snop senes

y
jLPr^006

Poetry and Open Mike

with Elizabeth McKin-t

( Poet laureate of European. Graduate School and author of The Red Threod)

March 26th, Sunday at 3:30PM, ISIS Studio, Free Admission

For more information please call 416.539.9728,

e-mail admin@isis-canada.org or log on to

PHILOSOPHY

JW\ Philosophy,
Classics

& ReUgion titles*

March 9-11, 2006

Book
store

" Dscoiint applies to regubrly priccxi :i

Uniuersity of Toronto Bookstore
214 College St. Toronto

Mon-Fri 8:45-6 Sat 10-5 / Closed Sun
(416) 640-7900

wuiw.uoftboohstore.com

ic! in-i'dclf merchp.ndise only. Exception."; include; textbooks, web otders, and special orders.
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Black students lay down
the law
Black law students' conference strives to get more minority youth called

to the bar

Alexandra Kazia

In the last week of February, the

Black Law Students' Association of

Canada (BLSAC) held their yearly

conference, entitled "The Ripple Ef-

fect of One Voice," in Windsor.

"[The] conference is always held

during Black History Month," said

Christopher Uwagboe, president and
national executive of the Association.

"It allowed us to look back on the

struggles faced by blacks that came
before us and the efforts they made
to make it possible for us to have this

association."

BLSAC is a not-for-profit national

organization which strives to assist

all high school and undergraduates

who are members of a minority group

in pursuing a law career. The speak-

ers at the conference included both

black law professors and lawyers,

who covered practical aspects of law

and gave motivational talks encour-

aging youth to persevere and pursue

their dreams of making the field more
inclusive.

According to Owagboe, among BL-

SAC's primary goals is the improve-

ment of access to a law education for

black students. They also wish to ini-

tiate change in the legal system, mak-

ing it more responsive to the needs

of the black community. Uwagboe
hinted that higher representation of

blacks in the legal profession is linked

to making the justice system more ac-

countable to blacks.

"I think that the need for more black

students in the profession is clear. The
law impacts every facet of society and

the number of black lawyers in the

profession is not proportionate to the

number of blacks in the communities

that the law governs," he said.

"A lack of black lawyers in the pro-

fession only serves to perpetuate an

infrastructure of inequality. By mak-

ing real efforts towards establishing

a balance of power in the profession

we can begin to use the law as an in-

strument of change for issues that are

most salient to the black community,

such as racial profiling."

Uwagboe said that the associa-

tion's 15"^ anniversary, which was cel-

ebrated during the conference, was a

tribute to those who came before the

present generation in the field, and

that the conference allowed BLSAC to

accomplish the goals they set and to

create more for the future.

TUITION' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

er-education plan.

"By the end of the reaching higher

plan, the people of Ontario will have

invested three extra dollars for ev-

ery extra dollar students are being

asked to invest," Chris Bentley, min-

ister of Training, Colleges, and Uni-

versities, told student reporters in

a conference call on Wednesday. As

part of the same announcement, an-

other 27,000 grants for students from

low-income were also promised.

NDP education critic Rosario Mar-

chese, though, was less sanguine.

"It's horrible," he said. "I have no

doubt that universities will increase

tuition by five per cent, because

they're desperate for money." As an

alternative, Marchese is proposing

Bill 12, which would "freeze tuition

until 2007, and then force all the po-

litical parties to go to the electorate

with a mandate."

Jesse Greener, of the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS), dis-

missed the tuition framework's ex-

panded grant program, arguing that

the tuition increases will completely

wipe out the additional assistance.

"I think it's a terrible day for stu-

dents. We're being hung out to dry
with very high tuition fee increases,"

he said. The CFS is organizing a rally

today outside the Ministry of Train-

ing, Colleges, and Universities at 900

Bay St. to protest the plan.

University president David Naylor,

meanwhile, had different words for

the plan.

"It's a sensible compromise, and

one that we are fully prepared to

work with," he said. The actual size

of the tuition increases will be set

by the Governing Council, however.

"The first set of proposals are going

to need to be in front of the busi-

ness board in a matter of a couple of

weeks."

'SUDAN' -CONTINUED FROM PG3

homes.

"This massive, deliberate human
destruction...would easily justify in-

tervention," he said.

He also accused the international

community of exhibiting "double

standards," pointing to NATO's inter-

vention in the conflict in Kosovo, a

war which claimed some 2,000 lives.

Elsharief says the disparity between

that scenario and the one unfolding

now in Darfur is a clear example of

"the international community not

valuing the lives of Muslims or Afri-

cans" as much as it does the lives of

Europeans.

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM
Attention all full-time undergraduate members

of the Students' Administrative Council

SAC, your students' union, will be conducting a referendum on

March 21 and 22, 2006. Voting will be conducted online using the

Universit)' of Toronto's ROSI system: www.rosi.utoronto.ca

The following question, and accompanying preamble, will be posed.

PREAMBLE
Every year, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC), your students'

union, runs the only central Orientation Day for all University of Toronto

students. In recent years, SAC has taken steps to improve and broaden
Orientation programming. Among other activities, students have enjoyed
the Carnival at UTM, the Clubs Fair at the St. George Campus, and an
open concert for ail. Registration fees have not been required of individual

students for any of these activities. In addition, SAC has provided funding

for other Orientation activities at the campuses, colleges, and professional

faculties. In 2005, SAC provided approximately $80,000 in funding for such
activities in order to keep registration fees as low as possible.

SAC remains committed to ensuring that Orientation programming is a
welcoming experience that is inclusive for all students and free of excessive

corporate sponsorship. Unfortunately, the University administration recently

advised SAC that the administration will no longer be providing general

funding to Orientation programming. This loss of funding will significantly

impact SAC'S ability to provide the same level of programming and support
for Orientation.

In order to provide similar high quality Orientation programming in the

future, SAC is seeking consent from its full-time undergraduate members to

increase the SAC membership fee by $1 .00 per session. In addition, SAC
is seeking consent to adjust annually the total Orientation fee according
to the local rate of inflation; such indexation will ensure that students

receive the same value in programming each year. If approved, the S1.00
per session fee increase will be collected from all full-time undergraduate
students at the St. George and UTM campuses as part of SAC's fee

beginning in the fall 2006 session.

QUESTION

As described in the preamble, are you in favour of a $1 .00 per session
fee increase, and of indexing the Orientation fee to inflation, beginning in

the fall 2006 session, in order to provide continued support to Orientation

programming? YES or NO

The referendum preiimbk" and question, above,

are subject to minor modifications of a corrective

or clarifying nature onh'; For updates: telephone

die SAC office (416-978-491 1), visit ww.sac.

uforonio.ca, or email tcferendum(a>ac.utoronto.ca

UNIVBKSITr OF T O H O U T O

students'adrrilnistratiwecouncil
LOCAL 98 CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDS NTS

FACULTY"/ARTS & SCIENCE
U N I V E R S I r Y o/ 1 O R O N I

' O

Andrea and Charles Bronfman
Lecture in Israeli Studies

Israel -An Emerging Node
in the Global Economy

Professor Arie Shachar
Department ofGeography

The Hebrew University ofJerusalem

Thursday, March 16, 2006 - 5:30 p.m.

William Doc Auditorium

New College, 45 Willcocks Street

Free Admission

Presented by tlie Department ofPolitical Science

Visit www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca or

cail 416-946-5617 for more inrormation.

UBC Diploma in

Accounting Program
If you are a university graduate seeking a professional accounting

designation, you can fast-track your education through the UBC

Diploma in Accounting Progam (DAP). UBC DAP's curriculum Is

recognized by the Chartered Accountants School of Business (CASB)

and satisfies most of the CMA and CGA program requirements.

APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 2006

Courses starting in May:

March 1, 2006 (International applicants)

• March 31, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

Courses starting in September:

•June 5, 2006 (International applicants)

• July 7, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

To learn more call 604 822 8412

or visit www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

i1 SAUDER
P % School of Business

Opening Worlds
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UTMSU students to

give library cash to

campus pub

Sabrina Singh

SATELLITE CAMPUS BUREAU CHIEF

UTM students voted to cut fund-

ing to the library and redirect it to

their campus pub in a referendum

held earlier this week. Initiated by
the Erindale College Student Union

(ECSU), the referendum changed
parts of the student union's con-

stitution, and changed the name of

ECSU to the University of Toronto

at Mississauga Student Union (UT-

MSU).
The main program abolished is

the Student Library Enhancement
Fund (SLEF) that was created by
ECSU in 1986. The union is betting

that administration will step up and
maintain funding for their library.

It's a gamble that has sparked con-

troversy on campus.
"SLEF was originally introduced

when the library was in dire need
of funding," said UTMSU president

Ryan Carroll.

SLEF has meant funding of more
than $45,000 annually for the library

and has been used to establish the

new novelty section of the library,

enhance library services such as

funding for computers, and create

five student jobs, two of which are

dedicated to international students

and residence students.

"The ten-dollar incidental fee

will be redirected," said Carroll.

"Six-fifty of it will go to the pub, but

this will be an opt-out-able fee, and

the remaining $3.50 will go back to

students, which means an overall

reduction in incidental fees that

students pay each year." Carroll

argued that since there are no capi-

tal projects slated for the library

for the next thirty years, students

would not have see any benefits

from SLEF.

According to UTM's student pa-

per. The Medium, some students

think UTMSU is putting partying

before studying. Others point out

that the pub is not used by many
students anyway.

But according to Carroll, the 'yes'

vote does not mean an end to the

library services that SLEF has es-

tablished.

"We believe that the administra-

tion will have no choice but to step

up to the plate and maintain the

programs that we are currently

funding, for a number of reasons,

one of which is the fact that the

quality of our library is taken into

consideration by Maclean's when
they rank our university, which is

important to the administration,"

said Carroll. He also pointed out

that UTM is the only campus whose
library is not entirely supported by
the administration.

"St. George has the best library in

Canada and it is entirely supported

by administration," said Shawn
Abrahim, UTMSU's VP of Finance.

"We seek to put an end to the

trend of administration coming
to students whenever they need

funding," said Carroll, who pointed

out that this referendum reflects

a broader ideological shift being

made by UTMSU.
Many voters also expressed con-

cern that UTMSU failed to create

adequate awareness about the im-

plications of this potential amend-
ment to the constitution.

"UTMSU didn't give me a clear un-

derstanding of the issue," said Shan-

non Sidock, a third-year philosophy

student. "1 voted 'yes' because I be-

lieve that UTMSU looks out for the

interests of students, but they need-

ed to have more information about
what the changes could imply."

Writers Wanted.
Write for News

Contact news@thevarsity.ca

McMaster University

DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

AND SAFETY

The Program in Occupational Health and Environmental

Medicine offers two diploma programs designed to provide

basic instruction in the principles of occupational health

and safety. The full-time program runs from September to

November. The part-time program runs from September

to April and is designed for students within commuting

distance from Hamilton wishing to continue their normal

employment while enrolled in the program. The part-

time program is held one day per week, but includes two

extended periods of full-time study lasting two weeks.

While preference will be given to those with experience in

the occupational health and safety field, recent graduates

and applicants without experience are also encouraged

to apply. A relevant university degree or equivalent is

generally required.

Information and applications can be obtained from our

website: http://www.mcmaster.ca/pohem/ or contacting

the Program in Occupational Health and Environmental

Medicine at (905) 525-9140, ext. 22333 or emailing

Jean Bodnar at bodnari@mcmaster.ca.

We ate pleased to now featute 100%
biodegradable carfyout containers

at Sid's Southside Cafe, Robart's

Library and Sanford Fleming Food
Courts for your convenience.

Sodexho

Feel like a nice cup of tea to warm the winter

blues away? Well, starting March 15th, 2006

when you buy a cup of Lipton tea from Sid's

Southside Cafe, Medical Sciences Food Court,

Robart's Library Food Court or Sanford Fleming

Food Court you get a chance to win a Sony PSP.

We have one Sony PSP for the St. Geors^e

Campus so have a spot of tea today! Sodex'ho
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A league of their own no longer
The timing for International Women's
Day this yearseems perfect—the coun-

try is still celebrating the outstanding

Olympic performances of Jennifer Heil,

Cindy Klassen, Clara Hughes, and the

women's hockey team, among other

fine athletes who represented Canada

with such energy at the Games.

These ladies impressed all with

their determination to excel and the

sense of joy they brought to their

sports, a feeling that appeared to be

lacking in some of the men's squads. In

fact, these Olympic successes capped

a good year for women in pro sports, a

year that saw Annika Sorenstam hold

her own on the PGA tour and Major

League Baseball's hall of fame recently

welcome its first female member, a

pioneering Negro League executive

named Effa Manley.

EDITORIAL "

As commercially artificial as it was,

seeing Hayley Wickenheiser shill for

Hamburger Helper during the Games
actually represented a new high for

Canadian female athletes as economic

engines, much as Mia Hamm's sham-

poo commercials and charitable en-

terprises drew corporate attention to

female athletes in the States.

But women's ascendancy in sports

has not been met by similar gains in

other social strata. Like the integration

movement of the 1950s, when blacks

could succeed on the ball diamond but

not in the boardroom, women still face

uphill battles in corporate and politi-

cal playing fields that were supposed

to have been leveled long ago.

Politically, Stephen Harper disap-

pointed women's groups with his new
cabinet's dearth of female ministers.

The few women in the House were

given "soft" portfolios like heritage and

international cooperation while other

tough, competent MPs like Alberta's

Diane Ablonczy were passed over al-

together.

Harper missed a good chance to

change our political spectrum for the

better by more accurately represent-

ing Canadian society as a whole, a soci-

ety that claims to value contributions

from all, regardless of gender.

But reality has proven that, though

women can achieve positions of im-

portance, these positions are usu-

ally secondary in relation to their male

counterparts. A woman has never

been president at U of T, for example.

although women have held many key

VP and provost positions. And while

many women climb to the VP level, it's

rare to find a female CEO at the top of

the corporate ladder.

Whether this state of affairs exists

due to lingering sexism or the slow

pace of concrete change, the next few

years will hopefully see a rise in the

number of females undertaking soci-

ety's top jobs.

On the horizon, there are several

women at home and abroad poised

to contend for positions of leadership;

Hillary Clinton and perhaps Condo-

leezza Rice seem ready to make a run

at the presidency in 2008, while in

these parts Belinda Stronach will likely

run for Liberal leader and Jane Pitfield

will soon challenge David Miller for his

mayoral seat.

Our own SAC has been a welcome

reformer in fostering female members:

a victory for chairperson candidate

Jen Hassum this year would make her

council's second female leader in the

past three years.

While it is not prudent to seek out

candidates for office or corporate po-

sitions solely based on any one crite-

rion, it is exciting to consider the pos-

sibility that several of these women
will be joining respected Mississauga

mayor Hazel McCallion as female role

models.

There has undoubtedly been some
solid progression towards gender

equality over the last few decades,

but social hierarchies do not change

easily. Our society is equal in every

way—in theory. In practice, things are

just getting interesting.

It's hard out there for

a host
Tabassum Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

Every time, you wake up the next

morning thinking, "Never again."

There's that nagging sense of let-

down, the vaguely icky feeling of

overindulging in a guilty pleasure

that's never as good as you antici-

pate.

By now, shouldn't we all know bet-

ter than to be an active participant

in that one-night stand known as the

Oscars? I'm as big a film buff as the

next person, but every year, 1 swear

I won't watch a single minute of that

self-indulgent bore-fest. Yet there 1

am parked in front of the idiot box
the minute the fanfare signals the be-

ginning of another Academy Awards
show.

At least this year there was rea-

son to hope against hope that things

would be different—after all, our

generation's smartass hero. The Dai-

ly Show's Jon Stewart, was anointed

host of the proceedings. Surely if

anyone could bring some levity to

the 12-hour show and cut those

preening Tinseltown types down to

size, it was our man, right?

Oh, Jonny, we hardly knew ye.

From his overly stiff opening mono-
logue to the initially amusing but

then tiresome mock "campaign ads,"

Stewart did the one thing his fans

wouldn't have expected of him: he

played it safe. Instead of turning his

laser-beam comic focus on a pleth-

ora of rich material (gay cowboys!

effete authors! gender-bending!), he

decided to poke fun at an easier tar-

Stew losing the crowd: "I hope Spielberg

doesn't add me to his hit list!

"

get: himself.

We know everyone loves a self-

deprecating class clown, but come
on! I mean, honestly—there's ice-

queen Charlize Theron sitting right

in front of you looking like she's been
gift-wrapped by a teenaged Kmart
clerk intent on making extra cash

at Christmas. Then Jennifer Garner

nearly falls flat on her face just mak-
ing her way to centre stage—this, of

course, coming from a woman who
regularly navigates the red carpet

in sky-high heels (though she saved

Stewart from having to say anything

by nicely skewering herself with the

aside about how she does her own
stunts).

1 could go on. But really, what's

the point? Truth be told, it isn't even
Stewart's fault that the 78th annual
Academy Awards felt as long and
snoozy as the other 77. That's just

the Oscars for ya—it's an industry

shindig, by and for people who traf-

fic in make-believe for a living.

And like it or not, Stewart is part

of that business. He may have lam-

pooned his brief and undistinguished

acting career (anyone want to admit

to watching Death to Smoochy just to

catch his bit part?), but who's to say

he won't appear in the movies again?

Holding Hollywood up to ridicule

wasn't his job on Oscar night, but it

would have been awfully nice if he'd

brought just a little more of his Daily

Show bite to the big dance.

Turns out some people have

learned their lesson far better than

I—the viewing audience for this

year's Oscars was the lowest since

2003, down a significant 8 per cent

from last year despite the buzz sur-

rounding Stewart's gig. Perhaps this

drop in viewship was unsurprising,

given that the best moment of last

Sunday's telecast was the awarding

of best song to a number from hip-

hop flick Hustle & Flow, elegantly ti-

tled "It's Hard Out Here for a Pimp."

Given their wildly enthusiastic ac-

ceptance speech that livened things

up even for the few minutes they

were onstage, one couldn't help but

think: Three 6 Mafia as host next

year? The lobbying begins now.

LETTERS

Taken aback by SAC
"attack"

Re: Where are all the other

candidates?, Mar. 6

1 was taken aback by J.P. Antonacci's

recent polemic against the current SAC

executive, as it showed a lack of nuance

and depth which Mr Antonacci is gener-

ally in command of. If The Varsity's main

criticism of the current SAC executive is

that they haven't self-promoted enough,

my whole-hearted kudos go out to SAC.

As for claims that SAC does not foster

student involvement, a simple perusal of

the SAC calendar could have informed

Antonacci of all of the events SAC puts

on jointly or in partnership with other

groups (SAC frosh day, the Stephen

Lewis talk, Unity Through Diversity, etc).

So, granted that SAC has put together

a scandal-free year, within budget, and

has hundreds of volunteers, are Mr.

Antonacci's comments accurate? No. But

accuracy isn't as inspiring as it used to

be, I guess.

Alex Tepperman

To each their own?
Re: Panel tackles women and
Islam, Mar. 6

In reading this article 1 was struck by

several things, the first of which was

Naheed Khokhar's statement that the

Danish cartoons constituted "freedom

of blasphemy"—but what about free-

dom of the press? Saying that the media

is subject to the rules of any religion

effectively guts it of its very essence,

the responsibility and the function of

education, the very concept that this

peinel supposedly espouses. Why must

people of other faiths be subject to the

rules of religions that they do not follow?

Certainly the media ought to observe a

modicum of tact in dealing with sensi-

tive subjects such as faith, but under no

circumstances should they be barred

from discussing such subjects because

of that sensitivity.

Secondly, 1 wcis struck by the dis-

course of the panel itself—specifically,

the premise put forth by Khokhar that

Islam has granted rights to women. If

this is the case, then could someone

please explain to me why theocratic gov-

ernments still support the institutions of

honour killing, stoning, etc?

To say that women are responsible for

concealing themselves as a "require-

ment" to remove themselves as an

object of temptation for men is to fly in

the face of the women's rights that Islam

purportedly espouses.

Ultimately, it is a woman's choice

to dress the way she dresses and to

pray the way she wants to. But please

don't insist on others having to adhere

to those same rules. Liberal, secular

governments have been the historic sup-

porters of the adherents of any faith to

worship as they please; theocracy has

been the traditional enemy of the same.

MnUAM MlLSTTEIN

Self-help for spoilers
Re: A typology of lecture

spoilers, Feb. 28

1 just wanted to say that Dominic Wong's

comment was absolutely brilliant! I am
sure that everyone on campus knows

someone who fits the profile of a lecture

spoiler. And for those who think they

don't, they are probably the ones spoil-

ing the lecture. There is nothing worse

then someone who thinks that the

lecture is being given for them and only

them. 1 believe this article addresses a

very serious problem that often starts in

high school but doesn't really become a

problem until university. If it encourages

even one lecture spoiler to get help and

quit spoiling, it will have been well worth

it. Honestly, the best article 1 have read

all year. Well done!

Jenna Pettinato
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It works in theory. .

.

At UTSC, useless educational aids are just a click away

Louis Tarn

It was once the contention of Thom-
as Edison that "waste is worse than

loss." For students at U of T's Scar-

borough campus, this phrase has

taken on a new meaning. The issue at

hand involves the school's tactless

decision to force some students to

purchase "clicker" contraptions as

part of a new means of evaluation.

The clicker system is part of an

experiment aimed at stimulating

participation in spite of the often

impersonal nature of large classes.

In this system, professors are to ask

multiple choice questions through-

out their lectures and students are

to provide answers via their individ-

ually purchased clickers.

According to the bookstore web-

site, the device is currently a course

requirement for some first-year

physics and environmental science

students; a lack of effectiveness

in second-year organic chemistry

classes has led to its complete aban-

donment.

Resembling a television remote in

appearance, the clicker transmits

answers to the professor's personal

computer, which tracks correct re-

sponses and credits the respective

student with appropriate participa-

tion marks. Professors are thought

to gain from better feedback on their

teaching quality by analyzing the in-

formation harvested.

Though the proposal seems inge-

nious on paper, disparities inevitably

arise between theory and practice.

At around $30 for purchase and reg-

istration, the clicker doesn't exactly

cost an arm and a leg, but it is anoth-

er unnecessary bill that students are

now obliged to pay.

Costs aside, the age-old adage, "If

you are going to build something,

build it right," has had little effect

here. Without any display lights or

indicators there is no way for stu-

dents to tell when their clicker runs

out of battery life, or worse, whether

the device is functioning at all. Even
a cinderblock cell phone from the

'90s can tell me when it isn't feeling

well.

More preposterously, a lack of fore-

CLICKER CHATTER

"The prof knew that [using the

clickers] was eating up her class

time, so she started rushing

through the material because she

was so far behind." - KIMBERLY SAHIB,

secondyear

"I use them to test exam questions

to see if students can understand

the way they are structured before-

hand. "
- DR. MICHAEL GIPP, professor of

environmental science

"A clicker system is also going to be

used for spontaneous feedback oi

questions asked in lecture. These

are on sale at the bookstore and

can be used for all courses, and

resold to the bookstore." - COURSE

SYLLABUS, second-year organic

chemistry

"You tend to pay more attention

in class and you are also more
interested in what the prof has to

say. They should have this for all

classes." - SHANE KAPADIA environ-

mental hazards

"The professor made it seem like

we needed it for the midterms. The
professor didn't tell us that we were

going to be writing the midterms on

paper. And the [paper version] was

what they really marked anyway."

- VICKI CHEN, organic chemistry

sight in design has left the devices

without an LCD display screen. Stu-

dents cannot confirm the answers

inputted into the central computer
system; simply put, there is no way
to know what you have just entered

if you happen to become distracted.

This deficiency has understandably

ruffled a few feathers.

"It was a complete waste of mon-
ey," argues Mack Leung, whose or-

ganic chemistry professor eventu-

ally abandoned the clickers.

"We hardly ever used them—it

was a complete mess. The problem

with the Q&A sessions is that some
people would check their textbooks

before they input an answer."

Despite a $15 rebate on the click-

ers offered by his environmental

hazards course, second-year stu-

dent Fred Ho also acknowledges the

futility of the system in that "people

just copy and share answers." As a

means of measuring the teaching

quality of professors, these clickers

undoubtedly receive an F.

Having forced students to buy

these devices, some professors even-

tually began to abandon the clicker

system, finding the question-and-

response sessions to be extremely

time-consuming. The useless nature

of the clickers has left some profes-

sors scrambling to find a functional

purpose for them.

In at least one instance professors

tried to integrate the system into

the processing of midterms, with

students being told to enter their an-

swers via clickers after completing

the test on paper. Due to technical

issues, a number of students were

unable to operate their devices dur-

ing the midterm, but fortunately for

them it turned out that only the an-

swers written on paper were evalu-

ated.

This misuse is not uncommon, for

while some classes, such as one called

environmental hazards, have been

known to integrate Q&A participation

marks into final evaluations, students

of organic chemistry classes found

that their clicker participation was

completely worthless in determining

their final marks. For those students,

the clicker system was an elaborate

gimmick that had pirated them of $30.

Professor Michael Gipp, who teach-

es the environmental hazards class,

noted that "the school likes the click-

ers, because the cost (of the system) is

borne entirely by the students."

Students undoubtedly benefit from

some forms of alternative evaluation,

such as tutorials, labs, and minor eis-

signments, but these clickers do not

add anything but misery to the learn-

ing experience. Answers derived from

students during lectures cannot be

considered reflective of overall teach-

With no display screen or battery indica-

tor light, it's no wonder students are

grumbling about these "helpful" clickers.

ing quality, as oftentimes—particu-

larly in lower-level classes—students

learn more from their textbooks than

from their professors' ramblings.

Considering all their drawbacks as

educational aids, propping up the var-

ious wobbly chairs around campus

would be a more appropriate use for

these clickers.

v.' -J.
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!7Ln epic for our times

Canadian filmmaker adapts Beowulf, that staple of English classes

everywhere, for the big screen

//NORDIC CONTRIVED

Director Sturia Gunnarsson on location in Iceland, where he was often forced to shoot

through extreme weather conditions.

Radheyan Simonpillai

VARSITY STAFF

Academy Award-nominated Icelan-

dic-Canadian director Sturia Gun-

narsson and screenwriter Andrew
Rai Berzins tackle some weighty

subject matter (including religion

and politics) in their new adaptation

of the earliest English-language epic

poem, Beowulf & Grendel. The film-

making team modified the tale, about

a battle between hero and troll, from

its Christian verse in order to make it

fit better with current social mores.

Gunnarsson explains how the orig-

inal Norse tale of Beowulfwas passed

on orally until the English translated

it into a poem that featured a heavily

Christian "moralistic tone." Grendel

became the "embodiment of evil,"

while Beowulf was virtuous, and the

tale became the foundation of the

"hero myth."

The director points out that he

and Berzins sought to examine the

hero myth from a modern perspec-

tive, by giving Beowulf flawed ideals

and adding a compassionate element

to Grendel, who no longer plays the

devil's proxy.

By returning Grendel to the natural

world and stripping the creature of

his nefarious aura, Gunnarsson feels

that he has brought the tale back to

its origins.

"In the (Norse) . pagan literature

you don't have these kinds of simplis-

tic notions of good and evil...so in a

way we kind of took the poem back to

its pagan roots and modernized it at

the same time," Gunnarsson laughs.

In order to incorporate the reli-

gious element of the poem, Gunnars-

son's film features a subplot involving

Christian missionaries who convert

the Norse pagans.

"It was kind of a nod to the gen-

esis of the poem itself," the direc-

tor explains. "This is the historical

.moment where the pagan culture of

many gods is giving way to the Chris-

tian culture of one god, [which fea-

tured] this very clear-cut notion of

good and evil. And in a polytheistic

universe, everything is more com-

plex than that."

Gunnarsson adds that the Chris-

tian translation's treatment of Gren-

del in the poem is an example of how
"we make monsters of those things

we don't understand... Not unlike

the White House," Gunnarsson adds,

making a subtle reference to the so-

called War on Terror.

The director clarifies: "You can

certainly say that this is the story of

a soldier who goes overseas to fight

what he thinks is a righteous war and

discovers that he is in the middle of

a tribal feud. These past few years

have seen this rise in warrior cul-

ture. There are an awful lot of people

going around saying that God is on

their side these days. Certainly that

informs this story."

Gunnarsson's parallels between

the classic epic poem and today's

calamities advocates a notion that

history has been beguiled by fabri-

cations similar to those of current

politics and religious fanaticism. But

he wants to point out that his movie,

like the source material itself, isn't all

dark.

"Tell your friends it's okay to

laugh—it's supposed to be funny,"

quips the laid-back veteran of Cana-

dian cinema and television. "Some-

times people sit in the theatre and

you can see they want to laugh, but

[it's like] they don't know if they are

allowed to."

If
anything, director Sturia Gun-

narsson can be charged with

having a noble vision when he

decided to adapt the primordial

English epic poem Beowulf for

modern cinematic sensibilities.

Drawing on the first half of the

tale, when the legendary titular

hero battles the evil troll Grendel,

Gunnarsson and screenwriter

Andrew Rai Berzins' version of

the story blurs the classic line

between good and evil to reflect

the foggy polarized delusions that

characterize today's "War on Ter-

ror."

However, Beowulf & Grendel

stumbles under the weight of the

director's aspirations. Gunnars-

son lacks support (not the least

financially) to recreate a credible

fantasy (replete with a troll and a

"sea hag"), but the screenplay's

highfalutin' dialogue and the in-

ability of the actors to regurgitate

it also hamper the work.

The company, led by Gerard

Butler {Phantom of the Opera) as

Beowulf, gamely traipse through

the rugged Icelandic countryside,

but succumb to the blandness of

the screenplay's flatly drawn char-

acters, and display an inability to

rise above the material.

Even the princess of Canadian

FILM REVIEW

Beowulf and Grendel

Directed by Sturia

Gunnarsson

Opens Mar 10

Rating: \rsrrr^J

indie cinema herself, Sarah Polley

(who plays pagan witch Selma),

isn't up to the task. She makes no

real effort here—not even to con-

ceal her Canuck drawl. While the

other actors offer frail attempts at

contrived Nordic accents, Polley

forgoes the endeavour altogether.

The single exception among the

monotonous performeuices is

burly Stellan Skarsgard's delivery

of the tormented Danish King,

Hrothgar.

Apart from Skarsgard's contri-

bution, a few spurts of comic re-

lief, and the political parallels, this

marred adaptation generally fails

to live up to its director's grand vi-

sion—a rather sad state of affairs,

given that what he had in mind

seemed particularly epic.—RS

One-Stop hip-hop

Don't know your Three 6 Mafia from your Rhymefest? Think a 'sick beat'

involves viruses? Clearly you need to brush up on your hip-hop. Urban

aficionado SAMIR SIDDIQUI schools us on some current hot tracks.

"Stay Fly" -Three 6 Mafia

With their recent Oscar win for their Hustle

& Flow track "It's Hard Out Here For A Pimp,"

Memphis trio Three 6 Mafia have been
thrown into the spotlight (a full decade af-

ter they first formed, by the way). In light of

their recent success, it's worth checking out

their biggest hit to date, "Stay Fly."

One of the more interesting acts in hip-hop

today. Three 6 Mafia has a sound like

no other, apparent throughout their lead

single from their 2005 album Most Known
Unknown. The eerie drums and synthesizer

beats complement the annoyingly catchy
skittering chorus, which is rapped over

a sample of "Tell Me Why Our Love Gone
Cold."

With its soul inflections and quick-paced

flow, "Stay Fly" is somewhat of a departure

from the group's more languorous crunk
sound, yet the diversion (aided and abetted

by fellow Tennessee rappers Eightball, MJG,
and Young Buck) definitely suits them.

"Say 1"- Christina Milian featuring
Young Jeezy

Two main factors involved in creating a hit sin-

gle, especially when it comes to urban music, are

the producer and the guest collaborator. R&B
diva Christina Milian goes two for-two, enlisting

hit-making duo Cool & Dre to provide a superb,

drum-heavy beat, and also gets a clever verse

from one of rap's heavy hitters. Young Jeezy. Add
to that an apparent improvement in Milian's vo-

cals since we last heard from her, and you've got

a perfect blend of cutting-edge production and

soulful singing—the recipe for a surefire hit.

"More" - Rhymefest f/Kanye West

You know an emerging talent is special when
they win a Grammy even before releasing a

single song. This was the case with J Records

rapper/producer Rhymefest, who helped pen

the groundbreaking "Jesus Walks" with fellow

Chi-Town native Kanye West. West returns the

favour on his pal's Blue Collar album, laying

down a piano-laced beat over a echoing sample.

They've got songs other than that "Pimp" one, yo. Oscar winners Three 6 Mafia clean up real nice at the big show last week

as Rhymefest delivers crystal-clear lyrics that

touch upon the greedy nature of today's society:

"Now he just stuck in the sauce/like white kids

when they got cut off/Daddy, 1 want more!"

"Hustler Musik"-Lir Wayne

Lir Wayne is one of the South's most intriguing

rappers. Shortly after the release of his under-

whelming The Carter record, Wayne became
president of famed label Cash Money Records
and quickly transformed into a vastly better lyri-

cist, spitting street knowledge with the confident

flow of a seasoned vet. Back with his critically

acclaimed The Carter II Wayne demonstrates his

artistic growth on the street tale "Hustler Musik,"

a story of his hustle in the rap game: "No assis-

tance/Just that persistence, that commitment."

"Love"-Keyshia Cole

Keyshia Cole was undoubtedly one of the most

slept-on artists of 2005, but make no mistake,

she's ensuring that her voice will make a whole

lot of noise in '06.

"Love," a striking ballad off Cole's stellar de-

but The Way It Is, is reminiscent of R&B legend

Mary J. Blige's earlier work and should help ce-

ment her status as one of the most promising

female artists in an increasingly tired genre.

Though she's had four singles to date (unusu-

al for a new artist), some of which have made an

impact at radio, the raw, emotional "Love" is the

song most likely to finally 'break' this talented

singer.
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Music to their ears
U of T's Music Education program turns 60

J. p. Antonacci

VARSITY STAFF

Anyone who has taken a band
class or sung in a school musi-
cal knows how inspiring a music
teacher can be. This year, U of T's

music faculty celebrates the 60th
anniversary of the program that

trains these future muses.
The faculty's music education

program was the first of its kind

in Canada when it was established

in 1946 by Arnold Walter, an Aus-
trian-born musicologist who had
arrived on the scene just a year
earlier.

At the insistence of the provin-

cial government, which felt that

such a program would help foster

more music classes at the elemen-
tary and high school levels, Wal-

ter established new vocational

courses and linked the curricu-

lum to that of the neighbouring
Toronto (later, Royal) Conserva-
tory of Music. The program also

created spaces for returning sol-

diers who wished to become mu-
sic teachers.

The program has progressed by
leaps and bounds since those first

baby steps, adding more interna-

tional students and expanding its

world music content to reflect the

changing reality of music educa-
tion. These days, students gain a

solid grounding in the latest tech-

nology and theoretical practice.

This continuing development is

essential to the program's future

success, says third-year music
education student Jeff Magee.
"Our goal as educators is to

reach as many people as possible

through music," he says. "Diversi-

fying what we can teach, through
alternative methods such as Af-

rican drumming, midi recording,

steel band, and popular music
studies, will help attract future

students."

Currently, the program's most
ambitious project would see the

establishment of a concurrent

degree program with OISE that

would accelerate entry into this

specialized field of education.

The "music ed" program is in-

strumental for all students, even
those not destined for the class-

room, explains senior music ed
professor Patricia Shand: "Every

student will teach at some point.

ABOVE: The Edward Johnson Build-

ing, home to the Faculty of Music,

including the Music Education

program

RIGHT: Dr. Doreen Rao, head of the

Music Education program at U of T

whether in private lessons, master
classes or even through conduct-
ing, so everyone benefits from
courses in music education."

Although Magee and other se-

nior students will not benefit from
the joint OISE program, he sees
it as "very valuable," since the

pedagogical and philosophical
grounding it provides will give

performance students an advan-
tage in the business. For now, the

U of T Students' Association of

Music Education, of which Magee
is a board member, is compiling

a registry of local schools whose
music programs will take on un-

dergrads as teaching assistants.

This program will help students

gain the hours needed in their

specialized field for later studies

in education.

This week in particular is a time

of retrospection at the faculty,

and the commemoration of the

60th anniversary will take many
forms. Amidst various workshops,
reunions (replete with an alumni

band), and clinics for high school

music students will be free cel-

ebratory events on campus open
to students, including a concert

of Thai music presented by a sax

orchestra Friday at 5 p.m. at Wal-

ter Hall, and a workshop on world

music by Patricia Shehan Camp-
bell (a professor of music from
the University of Washington)
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in

Room 330 of the Edward Johnson
Building (80 Queen's Park).

U of T's diverse group of mu-
sic ed graduates includes James
Campbell, Canada's premier
clarinetist, and famed author and
music journalist Peter Goddard,
amongst many alumni who've
gone on to head (and in many
cases, found) music ed programs
at other universities. But most im-

portant are the unsung heroes of

high school and grade school mu-
sic classes, who achieve a kind of

immortality through the genera-

tions of students they influence.

As Dr. Don Wright, last year's

recipient of U of T's award for dis-

tinguished service in music edu-

cation, put it: "(Music is) a giant

relay race, where each generation

passes the baton to the next."

With 60 strong years under its

belt, the music ed program at U
of T is poised to pass the baton to

many generations of young musi-

cians to come.

Grandpa's got

a gun
Star columnist's plucky first novel packs a punch

Chris McKinnon

VARSITY STAFF

Joey Slinger's debut novel. Punch
Line, hit the shelves last fall, but you
probably still haven't heard about

it. Slinger writes a twice-weekly sat-

ire column for The Toronto Star, and
it's about time that he wrote his first

novel, considering that every other

writer in the country whose name
has greater-than-zero probability of

recognition has already got a novel,

a memoir, or both.

So Slinger's book has finally ar-

rived, and it seems like no one
cares, which is a little bit sad and
a little bit expected. Perhaps it's a

testament to the sorry marketing

strategies of Canadian publishing

houses, or the weak CanLit star

system.

Nevertheless, Punch Line is a quite

decent first novel, swinging wildly

through the adventures of 81-year-

old Ballantine, an old codger on a

mission of vengeance. Three "ass-

holes" scared his wife to death on
the subway and Ballantine wants

to kill them—with a bungee cord.

That's the premise, admittedly a

bit lame, but forgive the flapdoodle

about the bungee cord and skim

your way to the good stuff.

By the end of the second chap-

ter, we're nearly done with the re-

venge plot. Ballantine has moved
into The Cloister, an assisted-living

residence populated with loony-

bin geriatrics. Word of Ballantine's

homicidal antics gets around and
The Cloister's senile residents de-

cide to form an elite assassination

squad. Think Kill Bill meets The
Golden Girls, with a dash of Catch-22

zaniness for good measure.
Masquerading as a pack of in-

sane fuddles, the old guys and
gals at The Cloister embark on a

murderous crusade against bour-

geois assholes everywhere. Along
the way, they're involved in plenty

of money-laundering and penny-
stock schemes, illegal arms deals,

gunfights, car chases, and coun-
ter-espionage. At every corner,

they dodge the nursing home's evil

director and an over-the-hill cop,

both of whom suspect the old folks

are up to no good.

At its best, the book is funny,

even ticklishly charming. There's

JoQT Slinger

'11

BOOK REVIEW
Punch Line

By Joey Slinger

Key Porter Books

Rating: VVV^

something perversely entertaining

about seniors building bombs in the

basement of their nursing home.
You might laugh—maybe not out

loud, but probably demurely—in a

way that would allow you to protect

that finely honed cynical fagade.

At its worst. Punch Line has some
really bad, well, punch lines. And
stupid puns. And absurd plot twists

that seem to be there just for the

sake of being absurd. In the end,

a decent first novel is a significant

accomplishment for Slinger. Or
any journalist, really—journalists

not really being all that known or

respected for their creativity (Ed:

Ouch!).

At the very least, Slinger can
hope to secure a small, devoted fol-

lowing for his fiction, much like the
one that reads his column. And he
can cross his fingers for mildly suc-

cessful sales of the book—if it ever

manages to garner some publicity.

//PHOTOFINISH

I-

Fantastic Shadows Into Dusty Comers, an exhibition of 4th-year photography by students from Erindale's Art and Art History program, opens tomorrow (March 11) at 401 Richmond St. W., suite 444 and runs until March 27.

The works by ten students explore a wide spectrum of contemporary themes ranging from identity, loss, and memory to relationships, movement, technology and Hollywood.
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//SCIENCE IN BRIEF

Let's get it together!

As birds carrying the H5N1 influ-

enza virus Iceep cropping up across

Europe and Africa, comes news
that our ability to detect a potential

global epidemic could be seriously

hampered by a scientist's desire

to get published in Nature, say.

Well, hypothetically speaking. The
World Health Organization and oth-

ers monitoring HSNl's spread are

urging scientists to share avian vi-

rus sequence data with labs around

the world.

Timely access to sequence data

allows scientists to assess whether
the virus is evolving into something

that is deadlier or more transmis-

sible to humans. China, says the

WHO, has not shared avian samples

for a year. And sequence data from

a recent outbreak in Turkey is being

held up at a lab in England, pend-

ing publication. Scientists running

the Influenza Sequence Database

at Los Alamos National Laboratory

have tried to make things easier by

sharing the password to the data-

base with 15 other labs. Still, not

all scientists are sold on the idea.

The risk for scientists is that once

sequence data is in the public do-

main, anyone else could write a pa-

per on it.
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'Step aside, you're not

doing it right!'

Why is it always females that do
the dirty work—collecting food,

building a nest, and feeding the

young—in species of the insect or-

der hymenoptera (the wasps, bees,

ants, and such)? A recent paper by
Drs. Ruchira San and Raghavendra
Gadagkar, from the Indian Institute

of Science, tackled part of that puz-

zle, by examining why male wasps
of the species Ropalidia marginata

don't nurse larvae. There were
three hypotheses: either females

were better at it than males, or

males aren't able to eat enough
food to share it with larvae, or else

they just weren't up to the task.

They compared the behaviour of

male wasps in nests from which
females had been removed to their

behaviour in co-ed nests, when
both are given food aplenty.

Surprise surprise; when given

food in dollops, a few males in the

co-ed nests took up the task of

feeding larvae. In the all-male nest,

though, most of them did. Even

so, the scientists judged the nurs-

ing performance of the males was
poorer. Female wasps seemed to

have a tightly choreographed feed-

ing route that took less time than

that of males; in droves, females

were able to nimbly take off in sync

when moving from one larva to the

next. San and Gadagkar concluded

that male wasps don't normally eat

enough to also feed larvae and are

rarely given the opportunity to do
so, given their inefficiency at the

task. Touche.

-MIKEGHENU
Source: Science, Animal Behaviour

Early-morning ROM-goers were greeted

with an eerie treat on Wednesday

—

2,000 dead birds, arranged in neat rows

by type, 89 species in all. All died after

striking Toronto's downtown office

buildings last fall, and were collected

by volunteers. "This is a very powerful

way to send a message to people," said

Michael Mesure, executive director of

the Fatal Light Bird Awareness Program

(FLAP), which put on the grim display.

Mesure said that covering office

building windows with a thin film,

making them opaque to UV-seeing

birds, would greatly decrease bird

strikes in the downtown core. FLAP

hails a city committee report, adopted

in January, stating that the needs of

migratory birds must be considered

in reviewing building proposals. That

report also recommended a program to

entice property owners in the area to

the south of Bloor Street, west of Jarvis

Street, and east of University Avenue,

to shut off lights at night during fall and

//SPACE OPINION

spring migration seasons.

One of FLAP'S volunteer bird

handlers, Richard Joos (left), a

doctoral candidate in the department

of forestry, pointed out that most

people can't fathom the volume

of bird air-traffic in the Golden

Horseshoe region. Using the

radar imaging system at Buffalo

international airport, Joos has

calculated that on a single night

in May, as many as 21 million birds

cross an imaginary line connecting

Toronto and Hamilton.

Along with tall buildings, storms,

predation, and exhaustion all take

an enormous toll on migratory birds.

In one such species, the blackpoll

warbler, only half the individuals

survive their springtime trek. "Have

you ever thought about being that

big," he said, extending an opened

fist, "and flying from north-east

North America to Venezuela?"

-MIKEGHENU

To Pluto-on plutonium
Though reviled by those who oppose nuclear technology, power

from plutonium is a safe way to send spacecraft to the solar

system's edge, and beyond, argues Justin Trottier

"1 will say, categorically, we cannot effectively ex-

plore space without nuclear power and, in the lon-

ger run, nuclear propulsion," NASA administrator

Michael Griffin told the U.S. Congress in May 2005.

Since solar energy falls off with distance squared,

exploration of the outer solar system and deep
space will truly be possible only through nuclear

technology, such as nuclear thermal propulsion or

nuclear engine-powered rockets, explains Bruce

Behrhorst, President of the Nuclear Space Technol-

ogy Institute.

But whether through purposeful deception or

simple ignorance, several vocal organizations

are calling for a moratorium on the use of nuclear

technology in space exploration. One such is the

Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power
in Space, based in Gainesville, Florida and led by

Bruce Gagnon. Gagnon claims that nuclear-pow-

ered rockets "are the foot in the door, the Trojan

horse, if you will, for the militarization of space," He

sees their peaceful uses as a cover for the creation

of space-based weapons.

Gagnon cites protection of astronauts from radia-

tion as one of his main concerns. Ironically, astro-

nauts tend to be the biggest supporters of nuclear-

powered technology. Compared to onboard nuclear

material, "the risk is much greater from the normal

radiation environment from space—by orders of

magnitude," explains Roger Crouch, who was him-

self a space shuttle astronaut. In fact, in speaking of

a possible human mission to Mars based on nuclear

power. Crouch says that the increased speed would

translate to reduced time spent in space, actually

lowering radiation exposure and reducing health

concerns.

Perhaps the public is starting to get the message.

While hundreds protested at the launch in 1997 of

the Cassini spacecraft to Saturn for its use of a nu-

clear power source, only a few dozen showed up on

NASA's doorstep at Cape Canaveral to protest New

Horizons this year

New Horizons was launched January 19 for its

ten year, three-billion-mile voyage to the furthest

reaches of the solar system, which are still in fact

unexplored. It will become the first spacecraft to

perform a flyby of Pluto, its moon Charon, and mys-
terious Kuiper Belt objects. Protesters fail to real-

ize that getting to these distances requires nuclear

technology.

Instead, behind most of the protests one tends

to find a simple paranoia of the government and a

general fear of science and technology. When faced

with facts about the real risks involved, which are

negligible, and the benefits of nuclear power, with-

out which future exploration is nearly impossible,

protesters can only imagine a giant conspiracy be-

tween scientist and legislator.

To dispel the most obvious fallacy, a spacecraft

with onboard nuclear material is not equivalent to

an out of control nuclear bomb. Nuclear technol-

ogy in space is mostly comprised of a Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator (RTG). The way an RTG
generates electricity is different from a nuclear

weapon; an RTG also uses plutonium-238—a non-

SEE 'PLUTO' -ON NEXT PAGE
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// Nuclear batteries

Betavoitaics: These batteries

use a beta-emitter—an unstable element

that shoots off electrons on decay—to

create current. A new design for betavoltaic

batteries, proposed last year, would place

radioactive nuclei in porous silicon; the

latter captures the electrons emitted by

beta decay more efficiently. Betavoitaics

deliver only minute amounts of power—al-

beit over a long period of time—and would

make good power sources for devices that

need to operate undisturbed for many years

(think betavoltaic-powered pacemakers).

Optoeiectric nuclear

batteries: These have been

developed by Russian scientists, by mixing

radioactive beta-emitters and certain

gases or liquids at very high pressures,

in shielded containers. The gas or

liquid molecules in the container absorb

electrons, which causes them to fluoresce

like firebugs. This light is converted to

electrical energy by photovoltaics on the

container's walls. The cost of containers is

high, but a highly pressurized battery could

provide as much thrust, per unit weight, as

an air-breathing rocket engine. The stuff

powering these batteries, the beta-emit-

ters technetium-99 and strontium-90, are

by-products of nuclear reactors.

Radioisotope piezo-

electronic generators:
It also uses electrons from a beta-emitter

as a power source, but with a twist. The

electrons emitted add land on a tiny metal

cantilever, where they begin to accumulate,

causing it to bend. When it bends suffi-

ciently the electrons "jump off," producing

a current. Nickel-63 is the radioactive

power source— it has a half-life of 100

years, meaning batteries could last about

50 years. Beta-powered Patek Phillippe,

anyone?

SCIENCE science@thevarsity.ca

'PLUTO' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

fissionable atom—wiiile a nuclear

bomb uses highly enriched pluto-

nium-239. Like all other radioactive

atoms, plutonium-238 is unstable; it

breaks apart after a specific amount
of time. RTGs generate electricity by
harnessing the energy of these spon-

taneous break-ups. Where the RTG
and the bomb are similar is in their

power potential. Scientists have cal-

culated that a golf ball of plutonium is

equivalent to the energy of 20,000 tons

of TNT, allowing a few grams to power
energy sources in space instruments

far, far away for a long, long time.

Legislative safeguards are also in

place. The U.N. Convention on Inter-

national Liability for Damage Caused

by Space Objects forces RTG units

to be adequately shielded to ensure

that in the event of an explosion or

impact, vaporization would be pre-

vented. Non-nuclear proliferation pol-

icies signed by Canada and European

countries disallow them from putting

most nuclear material in space, while

the United Nations Committee on the

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and the

Outer Space Treaty of 1967, signed

by 91 countries, forbids weapons of

mass destruction in space. Even the

organization People Against Weapons
in Space, which opposed Canadian

involvement in the Ballistic Missile

Defense program, issued a statement

recognizing that RTGs are not weap-

ons.

Many special mission safeguards,

as well as special process and proce-

dure requirements, such as product

reliability, quality assurance and tire-

less testing, are put in place whenever

a spacecraft contains nuclear mate-

rial, said Leopold Summerer of the

European Space Agency's Advanced

Concepts Team, and member of the

International Astronautical Federa-

tion.

Summerer also affirms the stag-

gering benefit to risk ratio in nuclear-

powered spacecraft. NASA's Project

// UTISM 2006

Opening minds
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

This weekend, at Utism 2006, a two-

day symposium organized by U of T
undergraduates now in its second

year, you have the chance to brain-

storming about the fundamental

differences between human and

non-human intelligence with lead-

ing lights in the many disciplines

that are trying to make sense of the

human mind and intelligence.

The keynote speaker is UC-Berke-

ley's Prof. Terrence Deacon, an an-

thropologist who will speak about

the seemingly paradoxical case

where so-called "de-volution," or

the loss of certain acquired traits

due to a lack of selection pres-

sures, can potentially cause more
complex brain functions, such as

speech, to evolve.

Prometheus is an example. Though
now cancelled, Prometheus was set

to develop nuclear reactors on the

order of 100-200 kilowatts, about a

thousand times more powerful than

current RTGs, for further in the future

deep space missions.

All is not lost. Prometheus technol-

ogy may be rerouted towards the de-

velopment of small nuclear reactors

to power lunar outposts. According to

John Logsdon, director of the Space

Policy Institute, nuclear power would

play an important role in returning

humans to the moon. NASA adminis-

trator Griffin is in fact requesting as-

sistance from other nations, including

France and Japan, in providing the

reactor. Considering the main reason

for opposing nuclear power in space

Decartes has cognition on the brain

To back this point, he cites the

example of a domesticated spe-

cies of finch, which were bred for

pleasing coloration, in which the

social transmission of songs spon-

taneously arose. The fact that

breeders were selecting for color-

ation reduced the selection pres-

sure on song control. As a result,

sensory inputs the brain was previ-

ously not paying attention to began

affecting song structure, leading to

songs that were more complex. So

it could be the case that complex

cognitive traits arise both through

natural selection, as well as through

the lack of it. Could language have

arisen in a similar way?

Utism 2006 is taking place on Sat-

urday, Mar. 11, from 9:00a.m. to 5:30

p.m. and on Sunday, Mar 12, from

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. The talks are

taking place at University College, in

UC 140. Admission is $15 for the pub-

hundreds of generations for their lie, $10 for students.

tends to be the inevitable weapons
arms race they are imaged to engen-

der, the reality is that such a com-
plicated technology actually forces

nuclear countries to cooperate, the

usual by-product of space explora-

tion in general.

Near-future space exploration will

continue to owe its ever more ad-

vanced capabilities to nuclear tech-

nology. With six wheels, over twice

the size and ten times the payload of

the current Mars Rovers, the Mars Sci-

ence Laboratory—touted as NASA's

2009 "extraterrestrial SUV"—will be

made possible through a next genera-

tion Multi-Mission RTG. Picking up
where Viking left off, its ultimate goal

is to analyze soil scooped from the

surface and drilled from rocks and to

search for the building blocks of life,

while recording daily atmospheric

conditions. Put simply, you cannot

run a wide-roaming science SUV on

solar panels alone.

In ten years time New Horizons

will arrive at the planet which lent

its name to the now controversial ra-

dioactive element powering its core.

In the intervening time, many new
spacecraft bearing radioactive fuel

are set to launch as the exploration

of the solar system continues. It is

public fear, and not the myriad tech-

nical issues often cited as reasons for

this fear, may be the decisive factor

in deciding whether this necessary

technological development, and the

scientific progress which it engender,

will be allowed to continue.
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//SPORTS IN

Glass-box fetish

This will be a good weekend for peo-

ple who enjoy watching two people

scurry around in little glass-walled

rooms, as the Black Knight University

and College Squash Championship

takes place from Friday to Sunday.

Players from schools all over Cana-

da, including some from U of T, will

be participating in this entertaining

event.

Toronto's own Julia Hamilton won

the women's open at last year's tour-

nament, making it three straight vic-

tories for this university. Western's

Rob Nigro has won the past four

men's titles.

New champions will be crowned

this year, as both Hamilton and Nigro

are not competing in the event. Twen-

ty-one U of T students in total are

participating in the various levels of

competition at the tournament, mak-

ing it likely that at least one of them

will be in the finals.

Admission to this event is free for

spectators, which is incredibely wel-

come at a time of year where people

are shocked at how thin their wal-

lets have become. The finals start at

1 p.m. at the AC on Sunday, so those

who can't afford to spend a whole

weekend watching squash matches

can just stop by on the last day and

see who wins.

—MATTSOMERS

Athletes gone wild

What could be more appealing to

North American college kids than co-

ed nude sports? This spring many will

converge on the sunny south to enjoy

this spectacle for themselves.

That's right, the Nude College Ath-

letic Meet is back for another year.

This time it taltes place near Monti-

cello, Florida, on March 26.

Participants will compete in tra-

ditional ancient Greek events like

javelin, long jump, and discuss. The
winner in each field will be awarded

a victory wreath of leaves.

Everyone at this event will be in the

buff. Participants, spectators, photog-

raphers, and reporters all have put

their shame aside for one day and en-

joy the warmth and fresh air on places

where the sun usually don't shine.

—MS

Gold-medal lusts

Toronto's indoor track and field and
women's hockey teams will be going

for Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) gold this weekend, as they

both will be participating in national

championships. The track team will

be in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, to do
battle with the country's best, while

the women's hockey will be playing

for medals at St. Francis Xavier in An-

tigonish, Nova Scotia.

The women's track team is com-

ing off a bronze-medal finish at the

recent Ontario University Athletics

(OUA) championships in Windsor
The women's hockey team won sil-

ver at last weekend's OUA finals in St.

Catharines.

Read the sports section next week
for coverage of these events.

—MS

Autograph desires

Got the no-football blues? Well, the

Argos will try and cheer you up this

weekend, as players and cheerlead-

ers will be signing autographs and

selling tickets at local malls.

Returner Bashir Levingston and re-

ceiver Tony Miles will be at the Picker-

ing Town Centre at 2 p.m. on Saturday

to put pen to hats, jerseys, and ticket

stubs and to shoot the breeze with

the Argo faithful. Running back John

Avery and safety Chris Hardy will be

at Vaughan Mills Mall Sunday at 1 p.m.

to perform the same duties.

—MS

//HISTORY OF U OFT SPORTS

Hockey's hallowed heroes
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

To celebrate 125 years of The Varsity, the sports section

will run a series of articles tracing the history of sports

at U of T. Here is part one, which focuses on the develop-

ment of this fine institution's hockey programs.

If you take a walk through Varsity Arena, it's virtu-

ally impossible not to notice certain elements about

its construction. If you look down, you see the worn

down floors at its base. If you look to the side, you see

the seemingly ancient stone walls that line the cor-

ridors. If you look up, you see the rusty girders that

line the peaked ceiling.

But it is from these same girders that hang the ban-

ners of the numerous championships that make up

U of T's hockey resume. On the walls hang the pic-

tures of past players and teams that hit the ice for

the teams of yesteryear As you walk on that same

floor at Varsity Arena, you are retracing the steps of a

school with a long and immensely proud hockey tra-

dition that stretches back over 100 years.

In 1891 the University of Toronto Hockey Club

(UTHC) was formed. The squad won its inaugural

game 2-0—a sign of good things to come. In the de-

cade to follow, U of T teams became a part of the On-

tario Hockey Association (OHA), as consistent inter-

collegiate Competition did not surface until 1903.

It was in this year that the Intercollegiate Hockey

Union (IHU) was formed, with U ofT—along with Mc-

Gill and Queen's—as a founding member In the first

intercollegiate hockey game in Canada's history, To-

ronto battled Queen's and found itself on the losing

end of a 7-1 score, but this futility was not to last.

It was a short four years later that U of T won its

first Queen's Cup and were acknowledged as intercol-

legiate hockey champions. This achievement was the

first of many astonishing accolades and accomplish-

ments that would follow for Toronto's hockey club.

The UTHC moved into its current home. Varsity

Arena, upon its completion in 1926 (five years before

the legendary Maple Leaf Gardens was finished).

The move occurred during a period of dominance

at both the intercollegiate and national levels, as the

team won ten straight Queen's Cups in the 1920s and

competed for the Allan Cup—the championship tro-

phy for amateur hockey in Canada—on several oc-

The 1920 U of T hockey team poses in front of University College.

casions.

These feats of hockey greatness on the collegiate

and national levels were soon to be eclipsed by the

ultimate international victory In 1928, the Varsity

Grads—a team consisting of University of Toronto

graduates and alumni—traveled to Saint Moritz,

Switzerland to compete in the Winter Olympic

Games. The team rolled over competitors from Great

Britain, Switzerland, and Sweden en route to captur-

ing the gold medal in Olympic ice hockey, helping to

build the long-standing Canadian excellence in men's

international competition (this year's Olympic squad

notwithstanding).

The celebrated Varsity Grads team was put to-

gether and coached by a man named Conn Smythe,

himself a former U of T hockey captain. Smythe, how-

ever, did not accompany the Grads on their historic

trip overseas, mainly because he was slightly preoc-

cupied with his newly purchased Toronto St. Patricks

hockey team.

After one season, Smythe, the patriotic war vet-

eran, renamed the St. Pats the Maple Leafs and

changed the team's colours from green and black to

blue and white—which also happens to be U of T's

colour scheme.

The involvement of the Maple Leaf patriarch

wasn't Toronto's only brush with the NHL. After a ca-

reer-ending injury at the hands of Eddie Shore, Irvine

'Ace' Bailey, a star forward for the Leafs, took on head

coaching duties for U of T's senior hockey team for

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Gritty girls going to nationals

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

It's safe to say that Major Edward
A. Murphy Jr. didn't have hockey in

mind when he said, "If something

can go wrong it most undoubtedly

will." But if you asked the women's
hockey team, they might tell you
that Murphy's Law was working

overtime in St. Catharines this past

weekend as the Blues battled in the

Ontario University Athletics final

four tournament.

After a remarkable victory over

Queen's in Saturday's semifinal,

the Blues were set to take on the

defending Canadian Interuniversity

Sport (CIS) champions from Lau-

rier in the OUA gold-medal game.

However, when the team arrived

at Seymour-Hanna Arena Sunday
afternoon, a buzz started to fil-

ter through the gathered crowd
that something had gone terribly

wrong.

Soon information began to leak

out that some of U of T's starting

goaltender Lisa Robertson's equip-

ment, along with the jerseys of

captain Kim Devereaux and assis-

tant captain Sue McCutcheon, had
gone missing from the Blues' locker

room. The game was delayed for an

hour as tournament and team of-

ficials scrambled to get the Blues'

ready for this most important of

contests.

Finally, at 4 p.m., the team took

to the ice. Robertson was wear-

ing a non-descript black mask and
Devereaux and McCutcheon were
wearing the unfamiliar numbers 20

and 22, respectively. But, unfortu-

nately for the Blues, the worst was
yet to come.

With time winding down in a cau-

tious first period, Devereaux took

what seemed to be a harmless wrist

shot with ten second left. The puck
hit a pair of Laurier shin pads and
bounded out to centre ice, where
it was easily corralled by Laurissa

Kenworthy—Laurier's most dan-

gerous forward.

Kenworthy went in alone on Rob-

ertson, deked to her forehand and
slid the puck under the Toronto
netminder just as time expired.

The referees, with help from tour-

nament organizers and a television

broadcast team, ruled that the

puck had gone in with 0.03 seconds
left and that Laurier had secured a

1-0 lead; a disastrous finish to an
evenly played period.

When faced with such adversity,

a team has two options; either wave
the white flag and give in to defeat

or use the misfortune as a means

to rally the troops and work even

harder. When the Blues emerged
for the second period, it was abso-

lutely clear that the team had unan-

imously chosen the latter.

The Blues came out with renewed
energy and began to outwork the

Golden Hawks at the start of the

second. The team was finally re-

warded with just under seven min-

utes left in the period when young
sparkplug Annie Delguidice—who
also had the game-winning goal in

the semifinal—fended off multiple

Laurier defenders and beat goal-

tender Morgan Wielgosz low on her

stick side to tie the game.

The teams then traded chances
throughout an exciting third pe-

riod, with the Blues outplaying the

Golden Hawks in the frame's final

minutes. Devereaux, Delguidice,

and McCutcheon all had chances to

put U of T ahead, but were denied

by the stellar play of goaltender

Wielgosz.

Still knotted at 1-1, the game was
headed to overtime.

The Blues controlled the pace of

the play in the early stages of the

extra stanza, but couldn't generate

any quality scoring chances. Lau-

rier then began to mount sustained

pressure on U of T, hemming them
in their own zone and preventing

any line changes, which ended up
being the Blues' undoing.

Just over four minutes into over-

time, with an exhausted comple-

ment of Toronto players still on the

ice, Laurier forward Jessica Judges

took a wrist shot from the top of the

circles that weaved its way through

a maze of legs and found the back of

the net. The Laurier Golden Hawks
were OUA champions, and for the

second year in a row the Varsity

Blues would have to settle for sec-

ond place.

But all is certainly not lost for

U of T's women's team. The Blues

still get to advance to the CIS na-

tional tournament this weekend at

St. Francis Xavier University as the

second of Ontario's two entries de-

spite this devastating defeat.

Everything from Delguidice's tire-

less work ethic to Katie Dowdall's

dyed blue ponytail showed every-

one in attendance at Sunday's OUA
final that the Blues are capable of

coming together to overcome an

unfortunate set of circumstances.

After withstanding all the adver-

sity the team has faced, it's only

fitting that they still get a chance

to advance onto the national stage

so that the entire country can see

what only a select few in St. Catha-

rines already know.
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Blades of bronze
Tabassum Siddiqui

VARSITY STAFF

For Jeffrey Buttle, bronze is almost as

good as gold.

Ttie figure skater—and U of T chem-
istry student—overcame a shaky

short program to skate solidly in the

long and capture a bronze medal at

the Turin Olympics.

Sporting the requisite red-and-white

Ccinuck team colours, with his shiny

bronze disc slung around his neck

on a red satin ribbon, Buttle arrived

home from Italy at Pearson Airport

late last Tuesday night, exhausted but

exhilarated.

"It's good to be home," Buttle said

with a sigh of relief. "I've been done
(competing) for more than a week,

and I had the opportunity to see other

athletes compete, which was amaz-

ing. Canadians should be very proud

of how their athletes did at these

Games."

The two-time Canadian champion

and 2005 world silver medalist went

into his first Olympics as a medal con-

tender, but slipped to sixth place fol-

lowing the short program on Feb. 14,

falling on his triple Axel and putting

a hand down on the triple Lutz. The
triple jumps are crucial for Buttle, who
lacks the all-important quad but is re-

nowned for his artistry and intricate

choreography.

"I was focused on the wrong thing

—

I was so dead-set on winning a medal

that 1 wasn't focused on the perfor-

mance," Buttle recalled. "After the

short, 1 sat down and decided to skate

for myself. And that made all the differ-

ence."

The 23-year-old Smooth Rock Falls,

Ontario native fought back with a

gutsy four-and-a-half-mlnute Samson
and Delilah-themed free skate on Feb.

16 that vaulted him onto the podium
behind gold-medalist Evgeni Plushen-

ko of Russia and reigning world cham-

pion Stephane Lambiel of Switzerland,

who won silver.

Buttle doesn't have much time to

savour his victory, however—only

hours after getting off the plane, he

was headed right back into training

for the world championships, which

take place in Calgary at the end of the

month.

All smiles but a bit groggy after the

long flight home, Buttle had only one

thing on his mind: "Sleep! I didn't sleep

very well at the Games, but 1 don't

think I'll have much of a chance to

catch up right now. There's only three

weeks to prepare for the Worlds, and

then maybe I'll party after that," he

grinned.

Buttle may indeed have cause to

celebrate following the Worlds—he's

a leading contender for gold at the

championships, seeing as Plushenko

is unlikely to attend, and Buttle had a

higher free skate score than Lambiel

at the Olympics.

Buttle thoroughly enjoyed his first

Olympic experience, mingling with

other Canadian athletes from various

sports, and staying in the athletes' vil-

lage (which, despite his lack of shut-

eye, was surprisingly not that noisy,

he notes). He says he was inspired

by being around those wearing the

maple leaf, singling out speed-skater

Cindy Klassen for the determination

and drive that won her an incredible

five medals in Turin.

"Coming into these Games, I told

myself that I didn't want to think about

the future—I didn't want any excuse

not to do my best—but these Games
made me want to stick around until

2010 in Vancouver," Buttle said.

Though he's currentlytaking a break

from his chemical engineering and ap-

plied chemistry studies at U of T due

to his hectic training, competing, and

performance schedule. Buttle plans to

return to campus in the near future.

But first he's got a lot more skating

to do.

"My goal for the Worlds is to im-

prove on the short, and keep getting

stronger overall in the long term,"

Buttle said. "It's funny, one thing that

sticks out in my mind about the Olym-

pics is that awkward moment right be-

fore they call your name—there's just

this nervous tension, and the coach

tries to act like they're in charge. . . You
can't really do anything but smile," he

laughed.

"And really, that's what it's about

—

going out there and having fun and

skating for yourself, not just for a med-

al or anything else."

CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

much of the 1930s. Bailey worked to

rebuild a team that had fallen on hard

times after the massive successes of

the 1920s.

Bailey however, is most famous for

having the first NHL all-star game or-

ganized in his honour, and is (along

with Smythe and fellow U of T graduate

Angus D. Campbell) a member of the

Hockey Hall of Fame.

The university's involvement in the

history of Canadian hockey is not ex-

clusive to the men's team; the women's

program has a historic tradition that

also stretches across many decades, as

women's hockey has been played here

in some shape or form since 1900.

It was in February, 1922 that the

first women's intercollegiate game was

played between McGill and U of T at

Toronto's Mutual St. Arena. However,

this precedent was not to last as both

McGill and Queen's withdrew from in-

tercollegiate play shortly after, and the

U of T squad was forced to play Toronto

city league and Ontario-based teams.

But the lack of intercollegiate compe-

tition did not phase the women's team.

It won the 1924-25 Ontario women's

championship with a team that is re-

garded as one of the greatest hockey

teams ever to don Toronto colours.

This team was led by star forward

Marion Hilliard—the namesake of U

of T's preseason invitational hockey

tournament and a legend in women's

hockey circles.

Women's play at the intercollegiate

level did not return on a consistent ba-

sis until the 1960s, although sporadic

competition did occur in the mid-to-

late 1950s. Now the women's intercol-

legiate hockey program here is one of

the strongest in the nation, and it owes

a great debt to those who pioneered its

conception on this very campus.

The current women's hockey team

is set to add another glorious chapter

in U of T history, as it is going for gold

at the national finals this weekend. The

tradition of success is continuing.

The Varsity has been present since

the beginning to trace the formation

of this proud tradition of hockey at U

ofT

After the first intercollegiate men's

game in Toronto, a reporter for The

Varsity remarked that the game
still needed to be fine tuned and re-

worked: "The features usually looked

for in Intercollegiate sports, team

work, speed and clean play were con-

spicuously absent."

A few short years later, the paper

was at the front lines of lobbying for

a new arena. A 1911 issue states, "We

deserve and should have an Arena of

our own.'

The Varsity has gone stride-for-

stride with U of T's hockey teams

throughout all the ups and downs
over the decades, and will continue to

do so as long as Varsity Arena is filled

with the sounds of blades hitting

the ice and cheering in the stands.

Old footsteps may be replaced with

new ones, but the proud tradition of

hockey at this university is not going

to change.

****
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"SURPRISING AND INVENTIVE... AN INTELLIGENT
SHOCKER!"
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"A DISTURBING MOVIE AND A NEW TALENT TO WATCH!"
- Peter HOWOH.TORONTO STAR
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Come play for

our team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

Know aforeign

Make extra cash

from the comfort

ofyour own Home!

Use your skills and

make a profit with

www.jobcash.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

41M2W2DMW1II9
www.oxfordseminars.com

Accountants

Certified Management Accountants

CMAs have a broader range of skills.

CMA Rene L. Cardinal, Executive Vice President

of Finance for Intrawest Resort Club Group,

brings a broad range of skills lo his orQanii;alion.

Rene places a strong focus on strategic planning and

Innovative thinking This focus has enabled him to

facilitate nearly 400% growth within his company.

His achievements are just one example of how CMAs

ore leading businesses towards success.

IVIaybo you've novor considerod a catoet in

rrionagoment accounting, but you've probably also

never considered the benefits that a professional

designation can offer. As a CMA you'll build on

The skills your degree has already given you. Your

training will prepare you to make strategic and

financial decisions that can nelp grow an organization,

and make you an asset to any employer. Visit our

wotwite to find f)tit how the (;MA dcKignatirtn can

work for you cma-ontario.org

Certified

Management
Accountants
What accounting should be

ACCOMIVIODATIONS

2 BEDROOM ANNEX (CLINTON/BLOOR)

apartment available March 1. $1350 plus

hydro, steps from subway & grocery, 14

min walk to Robarts Library, backyard &
garage included, no pets or smoking. 416-

315-8483.

BLOOR/SPADINA

$l,.500/month. Furnished 1 br-i-den. Lower

level in Victorian Home. Laundry. Walk

to UofT, hospitals. Available April 1, 2006.

416-920-1437.

FOR SALE

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

.starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

#26 bus from .St George .Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

HOUSE FOR SALE BLOOR/SPADINA

Detached 2-storey, parking. Total reno-

vated, 1 or 3 family house with separate

entrances, $769,900, Alec Leung 416-505-

7328 Grea Realty inc.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-5.30-9717

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

JLASSiFjM^
ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

TUTORING

GET HELP NOW!

Tutor, 35 years' experience special-

izing in MATH 125, 135, 235, CHM 138,

139, 247, ECO 220, PHYS 110. PAST TESTS

AND EXAMS WITH SOLUTIONS AVAIL-

ABLE FOR PRACTICE. (416)-785-8898.

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years,

(416)452-0279.

HENRY'S ESL TUTORING

hseniura@yahoo.com Experienced TESL

Ontario certified ESL Teacher available

immediately for one-to-one private Eng-

lish Tutoring. Degrees in Art, Science and

Technol; Free introductory session. Com-

petitive hourly rates thereafter. Call Henry

at (905) 278-8248.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and dis-

sertations, from style to format. APA

style a speciality. Mary Anne Carswell,

MA, MEd, mcarswelKS.svmpatico.ca ,

416-303-3106.

Advertise in tk Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-IVIonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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group.

SEE PART-TIME' -PG 3

Two Varsity writers trade musical

tastes for a night-is it the symphony

or death-metal?

SEE 'R0CK'-PG.9

comment
Time to talk turkey about Toronto's

tidal wave of trash.

SEE TRASH' - PG. 6

science

Inside the not-always-as-secret-as-

we'd-like world of cockroaches

SEE 'ROACH' - PG. 10

red letter

This week is both Poison Prevention

Week and National Inhalants and Poisons

Awareness Week. If you're going to be

poisoned, don't do it this week.

history

On March 16. 2005. Ripudaman Singh Malik

and Ajalb Singh Bagri, defendants in the Air

India Flight 1 82 bombing trial, were found

not guilty on all counts.

todo
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 7 PM
Soul'd Out Live gospel fundraiser for U of T

Multifaith Centre at MedSci auditorium. $5

advance, $10 door

SATURDAY. MARCH 18, 9 PM
Ben Lee witfi Gentleman Reg at El Mo-

cambo. $16.50

//TOO KULEFORSKULE

Oh, those amusing engineers. The 85th annual engineering sketch comedy revue, Skule Nite, opened yesterday at Hart House Theatre and runs until Saturday. According to the pro-

gram notes, "the show contains violence, partial nudity, fowl (sic) language, adult subject matter, and songs about tests. Parental indiscretion is advised." Sounds like a good time.

Donald Trump, look out
Rotman's "business boot camp" trains a new kind of apprentice

J. p. Antonacci

VARSITY STAFF

When she finished university with a

humanities degree, business school

was nowhere on Suzanne Spragge's ra-

dar Sheworked as a charity fundraiser

and considered law school. Now, she's

an assistant dean at U of T's Rotman
School of Management, one of the top

business schools in Canada.

A new program aimed at arts and

science students called Rotman
Bridge to Business, set to launch this

year, plans to produce similar success

stories. The program will pair moti-

vated undergrads who lack business

skills with top employers who need

the creative thinking that frequently

comes with a humanities education.

Based on an American model,

Bridge to Business is described as

an intensive "MBA boot camp." Over

five weeks in June, talented liberal

arts students will learn marketing,

advanced financial analysis, presenta-

tion skills, and other staples of busi-

ness training.

The program also offers profes-

Katie Atkinson, director of operations for Rotman Bridge to Business, is hoping her new

program will help give arts grads like herself the business know-how they need to hack

it in the "real world.
"

sional mentoring with Rotman alumni

(MBA students and current senior

managers alike) and concludes with

a round of job interviews that could

see students landing full-time corpo-

rate positions right away—a platform

to the rest of their career that a phi-

losophy degree might not be able to

muster.

Rotman is not looking to train bat-

tle-tested commerce students, stress-

es program director and Rotman prof

Joe D'Cruz.

"The program is made for liberal

arts and science students who have

done it in a broad way. Employers re-

ally like these people because these

people are the best thinkers and the

best writers," he says.

Sticking with a liberal arts educa-

tion demonstrates initiative and self-

confidence, explains D'Cruz.

"Students have taken on what looks

like a risky road," he said.

Like Spragge, Katie Atkinson didn't

have business on the radar when she

graduated from U of T with a linguis-

tics degree.

"I had no idea that Rotman even ex-

isted," laughs Atkinson, who eventu-

ally joined the school as a data-entry

clerk and is currently the Bridge to

Business director of operations.

She sees the potential for a substan-

tial job at the end of the program as

a big draw. "When I was graduating, I

felt like, '1 will take any job that offers

enough money,' since there is no real

specialization with an arts degree."

SEE 'ROTMAN' -PG 3
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Racist Robarts?
Student claims offensive mag in library was disguised as legit resource in

Adeel Ahmad

A U of T student has lodged a formal

complaint against Robarts Library after

finding an inflammatory magazine on
its shelves that he said was disguised

as a legitimate academic source.

The magazine, titled Zionism is Rac-

ism, was published in 1975 by the Com-
munist Party of Canada, and features

a collection of UN resolutions, newspa-

per articles and historical pictures. On
the shelf, however, it looked like any

other scholarly text, bound in hard-

cover and bearing the title Zionism

and Racism on its spine.

Daniel Roth stopped short of call-

ing the magazine hate literature, but

did say that he was "rudely surprised"

and "offended" by the magazine. Roth

said the fact that the binding, imply-

ing a discussion of Zionism and racism

rather than a claim, was deceptive and

"there to fool people."

"It's a particular party with a par-

ticular agenda that's not backed up"

instead of a scholarly book, he said.

In an email sent to various campus
organizations. Roth charged that the

credibility of the university was called

into question by the fact that the mate-

rial was placed in the Robarts stacks

and intended to be a legitimate aca-

demic source. Following this incident,

he questioned whether students can

"trust that everything [at Robarts Li-

THiS YEAR WHEN CLASS IS OUT, GO AIL-IN WITH POKERROOM.COM'S

CANADIAN C0LII6E AND UNIVERSITY

POKER CHAMPIONSHIP
WWW.P0KERR00M.COM/STUDENT

mrnmammmmmaatBtm

OVBR $50r000 TO BE WON!

brary] is an academic resource."

Roth, describing himself as a Pro-

gressive Zionist, a movement for which

"peace and justice is a good slogan,"

stressed that his complaint was not

motivated by his political beliefs.

Rather than ask for the magazine

to be removed from circulation. Roth

asked that the binding be removed so

that library patrons can appraise the

magazine for what it is. He also asked

for an apology from the library direct-

ed to all students.

In response to Roth's complaint, Ga-

briela Bravo, the assistant director of

Public Affairs for U of T libraries, said

that the problem was the result of a

typo—namely, the substitution of the

word "and" for "is" in the title. It may
have occurred either at the bindery as

a simple mistake, or it may have been

the result of confusion with other ti-

tles. Regardless, she said the error will

be corrected.

The hardcover binding was put in

place to protect the magazine, which

otherwise "would just get destroyed,"

according to Anne Dondertman, the

assistant director of the Thomas Fish-

er Rare Book Library, where the maga-

zine can also be found.

Dondertman stressed that a large

research library such as Robarts has

a mandate to "provide access to all

points of view."

"[There are] tens of thousands of

things somebody might find offensive,"

she said. Bravo echoed that statement,

adding that "we don't censor or con-

done any of the materials we acquire."

The magazine itself is part of the

Mark Gayn Collection at the Fisher

Library, dealing with significant his-

torical events of the twentieth century.

According to Dondertman, the maga-

zine will be returned to the collection

so that it can be viewed in the proper

context.

The library administration also

plans to write a formal response to

Roth inforniing him of its course of

action.

OH
U of T's poll sci students

get to pow wow with

Powell

U of T's po-

litical science

students were
given the

chance to see

U.S. general

and secre-

tary of state

Colin Powell

speak at Roy
Thompson
Hall yester-

day. Tickets

for the event

were between
$270.00 and $220.00, but a Calgary-

based communications firm putting

on the event gave the "pile" of tick-

ets at no cost to the department to

give to students, according to a de-

partment rep.

McCreath Communications,

the organizers of this event, had

brought Bill Clinton to Saskatoon

last March to speak on the same
subject as Powell: Canadian-Ameri-

can relations.

—TRAVIS CAMPBELL

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM

T'S ABSOIVTHYmC TO IHTiTt • NO DOVfNlOAOS gtOttHttt

us!ve for oil Canadian College & University students

1 Friday Morch 3 - 5pm
tfalifier #? Saturday frtarth 4 - 5pm
liraliFier #3 Sonriny MarA 5 - Spm
ibolifier #4 Frirloy March 10 - 5pm

QuaWier #7 Fridoif Mor<li 17 - Spm
OutilHier #S Stiluriloy MokH 18 - Spm
Qualifier #9 SyrjtJoy March 19 - Spm
Qualilier #10 friday Maicli 23 - Spm

. Jay March Tl -Spm Quolifier #11 SatunJoyMordi 24 - Spm
Jay tHanh 12 . Spm Quolifiot #12 Sumiciy Morch 25 . Spm

..km riHAU FIMAl TABU SATURDAY APRIl 1, Spm
" ^ore (feloils & registrolion visil: w.¥W.PokerRoom.com/STUOtNT

YOU (AN BtT THCSB Will BtAmi HOUU SO MfitSffR TOOAY!

Next Course Starts 8 April, 2006!

Open House March 18 at Noon

LSICAMBRIDGE ESOL

Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults

The international standard in TEFL certificates

Exciting job and career opportunities in Canada and abroad

Max 6 students per trainer

Practical, effective teaching skills and guidance

On-site teaching practicum with real learners

Part-time format means you be certified before summer!

10-week courses in 2006
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall

Applications available on-line now!

www.lsi-canada.com

Attention all full-time undergraduate members
of the Students' Administrative Council

SAC, your students' union, will be conducting a referendum on

March 21 and 22, 2006. Voting will be conducted online using the

Universit}^ of Toronto's ROSI system: www.rosi.utoronto.ca

The following question, and accompanying preamble, will be posed.

PREAMBLE
Every year, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC), your students'

union, runs the only central Orientation Day for ail University of Toronto

students. In recent years, SAC has taken steps to improve and broaden
Orientation programming. Among other activities, students have enjoyed
the Carnival at UTM, the Clubs Fair at the St. George Campus, and an
open concert for all. Registration fees have not been required of individual

students for any of these activities. In addition, SAC has provided funding

for other Orientation activities at the campuses, colleges, and professional

faculties. In 2005, SAC provided approximately $80,000 in funding for such
activities in order to keep registration fees as low as possible.

SAC remains committed to ensuring that Orientation programming is a
welcoming experience that is inclusive for ail students and free of excessive
corporate sponsorship. Unfortunately the University administration recently

advised SAC that the administration will no longer be providing general
funding to Orientation programming. This loss of funding will significantly

impact SAC'S ability to provide the same level of programming and support
for Orientation.

In order to provide similar high quality Orientation programming in the
future, SAC is seeking consent from its full-time undergraduate members to

increase the SAC membership fee by $1 .00 per session. In addition, SAC
is seeking consent to adjust annually the total Orientation fee according
to the local rate of inflation; such indexation will ensure that students
receive the same value in programming each year, if approved, the $1.00
per session fee increase will be collected from all full-time undergraduate
students at the St. George and UTM campuses as part of SAC's fee
beginning in the fall 2006 session.

QUESTION

As described in the preamble, are you in favour of a $1 .00 per session
fee increase, and of indexing the Orientation fee to inflation, beginning in

the fall 2006 session, in order to provide continued support to Orientation
programming? YES or NO

The referendum preamble and question, above,

are subject to minor modifications of a correcti\'e

or clarif}Tng namre only. For updates: telephone

the SAC office (416-978-491 1), visit www.sac.

uioronto.ca, or email referendum(<?sac.utoronio-c;i

UNIveRSITY OP T a R O H r o

stijaents'administratl¥ec<iiincil
LOCAL 98 • CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

Language Studies international, 1055 Yonge Street, Toronto

1:416-928-6888 E: CELTA@lsi.edu
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Part-time union evicted

Admin unceremoniously gives APUS the boot; student groups protest

Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

The Association of Part-time Under-

graduate Students (APUS) protested

what they're calling an unjust evic-

tion from Woodsworth College and
the university's interference with

student union autonomy yesterday at

Simcoe Hall.

They were joined by student lead-

ers Jesse Greener, Ontario chairper-

son of the Canadian Federation of

Students (CPS), Walied Khogali, VP
of UTM SAC, and newly elected SAC
chairperson Jen Hassum, all three of

whom gave speeches of support for

APUS. Members of the embattled stu-

dent union displayed a series of post-

ers, including a blueprint of Wood-
sworth College (the college founded

in large part to accommodate part-

time students), with the disputed

APUS space highlighted..

"APUS is a politically active student

group and we won't just roll over and
blow away," said APUS president

Murphy Browne. "The university

administration has shown its true

intention towards students through

these draconian measures. Part-time

students founded this college, we

ROTMAN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Spragge, who eventually earned an

MBA at the urging of friends, wishes

that such a program had existed for

her upon graduation.

"What was missing was the human
contact to inform students of the pos-

sibilities," she said.

To fill that need, program reps are

currently running info sessions in

the hopes of attracting the articu-

late, dedicated liberal arts students

that employers covet but don't know
how to contact—students like Aaida

Mamuji.

"I had this misconception of the

business world being full of greedy

rich people," admits Mamuji, a fourth-

year human bio and bioethics student

who is also a VP with the Muslim Stu-

dents' Association.

After attending several info ses-

sions about the progrzim, however,

her fears were assuaged.

"They are looking for socially aware

students with a broad range of extra-

curricular activities," she said.

Though her eventual goal lies out-

side of business, Mamuji knows that

she will need business skills when
working in international health.

"The prospect of an MBA does look

good, especially since there is the

non-profit sector training," she says.

This altruistic approach to helping

students reach their potential may at

first seem out of character for a busi-

ness school, but Spragge explains

that introducing students to business

is ultimately good for Rotman.

There currently exists little knowl-

edge about the MBA outside the com-
merce department, she said.

"This program will help dispel the

myth that a lack of a background in

business will close that door," while

also attracting "terrific applicants" to

the MBA, she explained.

So far, students are listening. Me-
lissa Lantsman, a third-year student

in urbcm studies and economics, cites

the lack of a set path for most liberal

arts undergrads as a good selling

point.

"What happens after fourth year?

This program helps bridge that gap
and open up a realm of possibilities,

"

she said, adding that taking the Bridge

to Business after third year will help

her "gear the arts and science knowl-

edge to what really happens out

there."

At just under .$5,000 per monthly

session, the Bridge to Business pro-

gram doesn't come cheap, but Rot-

man administrators feel that the high

quality of instruction from Rotman

funded this college, and now we the

student union representing part-time

students are being thrown from the

house we built by an administration

that continues to ignore the plight of

part-time students on this campus."

Currently, 44 per cent of students

at Woodsworth College are part-time,

a figure that the university's adminis-

tration effectively dropped from 6,3

per cent in order to accommodate a

recent influx of full-time undergradu-

ate students. According to Browne,

many of the U of T's part-time stu-

dents come from disadvantaged

backgrounds and are often margin-

profs and the opportunities offered

will provide a good return on the in-

vestment.

"The fees may look high, but the

way to look at it is that this is the best

investment you can make in yourself,"

adds D'Cruz.

"Nothing good comes without some
sort of sacrifice," agrees Mamuji.

Corporate interest about this pro-

gram in Canada is growing slowly. But

Spragge hopes that Rotman's indus-

try reputation and the U of T brand

will help sell the program to major

companies, who would ideally help

subsidize the .training of their future

employees.

Though hoping for a strong start,

D'Cruz says that enrollment will be

capped at 200 to allow for teamwork
and peer feedback—key components
of the training that he feels are lacking

in today's undergraduate experience.

In Bridge to Business, he says, "each

individual will have a rich opportuni-

ty to connect with quite a few people

and will be really well-positioned to

get a job."

Hie Bridge to Business program 's

inaugural session is slated to run this

June 1-29. Applications are still being

accepted, andmore information can be

foundat http://b2b.rotman.utoronto.ca

SAVINGS
On Over 100 Select Titles^

March 15 - June 30, 2006

tore
Uniuersity of Toronto Bookstore

214 College St, Toronto
Mon-Fri 8:45-6 Sat 10-57 Closed Sun

(416) 640-7900
www.uoftbookstore.Gom

' IXstijunt applies to regularly priced anJ m--M '.V mcrch;m Jim. <inh-. Exception.'; include: fextb(x)k,s, web orders, and special orders.

alized by class, racial, cultural, and

economic factors.

"There's a pattern of behaviour

on campuses where students and

their representative groups are be-

ing squeezed out of space on campus
that they rely on to provide services

and advocacy for their members,"

said Greener. "Sometimes it's very

obvious when they try to force out

or evict the student associations and
sometimes it's a little more discreet

through a note passed under a door.

In this case APUS got the note treat-

ment, and it just took everyone by

surprise because it's very rare for a

student union to be evicted with little

or zero notice."

In a letter to APUS obtained by The

Varsity, deputy provost and vice-pro-

vost of students David Farrar said he

is "committed to finding centrally al-

located space for APUS in the coming

months." According to APUS board

member Rick McKergow, however,

Farrar has still not given a reason

for the eviction beyond the fact that

"space is at a premium."

"This is a threat to every other stu-

dent group on campus," said McKer-

gow.

The struggle over space between

student unions and university ad-

ministrations in Ontario's post-sec-

ondary institutions is not a new one.

"We have a province-wide cam-
paign in defense of student space,"

said Greener. "We at CFS want to

show our support to APUS and let

students across the province know
that we believe their space is impor-

tant. We'll push for the administra-

tion to move away from eviction or

provide alternative suitable space

immediately."

"We at SAC think it's unjust to

kick APUS out of their office space,

because they were promised that

space in Woodsworth and to be

kicked out of it is ridiculous," said

Hassum. "They've been the most
vocal student union against injus-

tice, rising tuition, and many other

important issues, so it really makes
you wonder about the motive be-

hind their eviction."

UBC Diploma in

Accounting Program
If you are a university graduate seeking a professional accounting

designation, you can fast-track your education through the UBC

Diploma in Accounting Progam (DAP). UBC DAP's curriculum is

recognized by ttie Chartered Accountants School of Business (CASB)

and sa.tisfies most of the CMA and CGA program requirements.

APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 2006

Courses starting in May:

• March 1, 2006 (Internationa! applicants)

• March 3i, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

Courses starting in Septemijer:

• June 5, 2006 (International applicants)

« July 7, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

jUBCl To learn more call 604 822 8412

or visit www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap 1 1 SAUDER
^ n School of Business

Opening Workis

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

FACULTY «/ARTS & SCIENCE
u N I V E R s I f y of r 6 R h n t 6

Attention First-Year Arts and
Science Students!

Do you need help choosing a program?

ARTS & SCIENCE OPTIONS 2006

Great Hail, Hart House

Noon - 2 pm

HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES
(Including Commerce)

Thursday March 16, 2006

SCIENCES
Friday March 17, 2006

staff and faculty from all Arts and Science programs on the

St. George campus will be available to answer your program

questions.

For more information please visit:

http: / /www.artsandscience.utoronto.ca /
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International Marketing
(0
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Take your degree to a
whole new level of success.
lu just two semesters, learn the marketing concepts

and skills tiiat drive successfiii and global business.

Oil! 416-675-6622, ext. 3207 or email

peter,madott&iumber. cafor further information.

Ajipiyjor al! Itusiiie^s Schoolprograms at the

OCAS web site - vnvw.oiitariocolkges.ca

Seating is Limited!

(jQf HUMBER
The Business School

www.buslness.humber.ca

An agitator at heart, Khogali (centre) was thrust into the spotHght recently when he vociferously protested President Naylor's

(right) support of the tuition hike.

In-your-face activist

jonas chernick callum keith rennie micheile nolden iindy booth

"Slick and stylish!"
NaNMialrOSt

Delivers a iolt to the psyche!'
ToromoStar

.can't sleep...

moNgrCL
"noil

In Theaters March ITin

UTM SACVPWalied Khogali puts his

politics to the test—sparring with

President Naylor if he has to

Sabrlna Singh

SATELLITE CAMPUS BUREAU CHIEF

Walied Khogali is only in his second year at the Univer-

sity of Toronto at Mississauga, and has already become
one of its most outspoken student leaders.

"My leadership style is proactive," said the 22-year-

old, who was born in Khartoum, Sudan, and lived in

Kenya before moving to Toronto. "I'm not afraid to take

advantage of the power and influence we have as the

student body." As the Vice President of SAC at UTM,
Khogali has become a vociferous advocate for student
issues, leading a rally against tuition fees that brought
him head-to-head with U of T president David Naylor
in the middle of the fanfare of March 2 ribbon-cutting

ceremony for UTM's new Communication Culture and
Information Technology (CCIT) building.

Khogali led a protest against rising tuition fees out-

side the building while the ceremony was taking place

inside. They were loud enough to be heard from inside,

and when Naylor came out to give the crowd a hearing,

Khogali told him that tuition fees were rising at rates

unacceptable to students.

According to Khogali, organizing l^st-minute protests

is just what being a student leader is all about.

"The way we can really influence things is by creating

noise," he said. "The objective of the CCIT protest was
to focus attention on the fact that students will not be
able to afford increased tuition fees."

With a few emails, Khogali was able to assemble a

student crowd of over 70 people outside of the CCIT
building in just two hours—apparently with the help of

campus police.

"I want to thank campus police for being helpful.

Some friendly officers offered information about when
we could expect President Naylor to arrive, 1 think be-

cause they appreciated what we were trying to accom-
plish."

"Our president should not be adamantly advocating

tuition fee increases without calling for increased fund-

ing from the province," argued Khogali.

Khogali and Naylor didn't see eye to eye.

"He responded with an argument about quality," said

Khogali. Naylor emphasized the fact that U of T prides

itself on providing high-quality education. For Khogali,

it's a line of reasoning that is too often made by admin-
istrators, and one that students shouldn't accept.

"We pointed out that McGill University's medicine
program actually tied with U of T as the best in the

country last year, and its annual tuition fee for medi-

cine is $3,400 compared to U of T's at $16,000 per year,"

he said.

Even Mississauga mayor Hazel McCallion was empa-
thetic to the students' protest.

"Mayor McCallion told us that she couldn't afford

tuition during her day because she was a child of the

Depression, and encouraged us to keep fighting for fee

reductions and she commended our efforts," said Kho-

gali, who also led UTM students to another protest held

on the St. George campus last Thursday.
So is this the beginning of a long political career for

Khogali?

"Growing up in Sudan and Kenya, I saw a lot of pov-

erty and I can personally attest to everything we can

appreciate living in Canada, especially accessible post-

secondary education," said Khogali. "I hope to graduate

from UTM leaving behind a stronger sense of activism

[with] students."
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Sustainability

Office builds more

efficient campus
Nitzan Rotenberg

U of T's Sustainability Office celebrated its

first anniversary last Thursday with an open
house of talks and exhibits on how it has

been attempting to make U of T a more eco-

logically aware place.

The event showcased the office's unassum-
ing but determined initiative: to institutional-

ize sustainable practice on campus through

energy reduction projects.

Speaking at the open house, Deputy May-
or Joe Pantalone used an initiative called

the green-roofs project as an illustration of

a successful joint venture between the Sus-

tainability Office and the city. Green roofs

are vegetated roof covers, or living roofs,

constructed across a roof deck.

"Nature is out there. Work with it and it will

give you air conditioning." said Pantalone.

The Environmental Protection Advisory

Committee (EPAC) created the Sustainability

Office in 2005 with financial support from the

Office of the Vice President and Provost as

well as the government Toronto Atmospheric
Fund. At the open house. Vice President Vi-

vek Goel announced that the university will

continue funding the office for another two
years.

At the office, located in the Earth Scienc-

es Centre, a collective of faculty, students,

and staff, who in a work-study or volunteer
capacity, try to foster energy efficiency on
campus.

"By offering students support and the

infrastructure for their projects," sustain-

ability coordinator Chris Caners said, "the

Sustainability Office becomes a resource for

dedicated students with good ideas."

One example of student environment ini-

tiatives across campus are the Anti-Idle

Campaign, which in partnership with the

university's parking authority attempts to

improve the air quality. Another is The Bike

Chain, a free, educational bike-repair facility

that aims to satisfy the office's objectives by
helping reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The office also runs Rewire, which is an at-

tempt to "educate" the campus into behaving

more sustainably by installing energy meters

on campus, and monitoring the efficiency of

U of T's energy consumption. Rewire works
according to a self-determination theory that

suggests that there exist normative barriers

that inhibit people from making environmen-

tally conscious choices.

Programs like The Bike Chain and Rewire

"campaign to help people reduce and mod-
erate energy use," Canters said, "in part by
fighting the barriers to change."

But a multi-faceted, energy-efficient Toron-

to campus is the only the first stage of a more
sweeping vision for the Sustainability Office.

As the largest landowner in Toronto, the of-

fice hopes that U of T will serve as a viable,

environmentally sustainable and economi-
cally efficient system that could be adopted
by other local and national institutions.

Like Muffins?

Sodexho Limited time offer until April 21

WOODSWORTH COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

SEFTON
LECTURE

Woodsworth College a The Centre for Industrial Relations and Human Resources

present:

The 24th Annual Sefton Lecture
Speaker: Kate Bronfenbrenner, Director of Labor Education

Cornell University ILR School

^ Global Unions, Global

Companies, and

Cross Border

Campaigns

The Vision,

Opportunities,

and Challenges

Raised by the

Global Union

Conference 2006

Thursday, March 23, 2006 at 7:00 p.in

Faculty Club, 41 Willcocks Street

FREE Admission-
All are Welcome
Reception Follows Lecture

Sefton Award Winner
Alan Borovoy,

Canadian Civil Liberties Association

Morley Gunderson Prize Winner
Irish J. Anderson,

Senior Vice-President,

6E Commercial Finance

For more information; call: 416 978-5301 or email eventS.WOOdsworth@UtOrontO.Ca

Buy 5 Quaker Trans
Fat-Free Muffins 8l get

the 6th Free!

Get Your Frequency Card in participating U of T units:

Sid's Southside Cafe, Sanford Fleming, Robart's and MSB
Food Courts. -

Sodexho strives to

create and offer

services that

contribute to a
more pleasant way
of life for our

customers...
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T.O.'s trash has come home to rest

Last week, Michigan legislators

passed a motion that would ban all

imported garbage, pending the ap-

proval of Congress.

The "garbage train" that saw hun-

dreds of containers of our city's

trash sent south every year is

about to be halted. In short, for the

first time in a long time Toronto will

have to clean up its own mess.

How dare Michigan lawmakers

refuse our refuse, you say? Well,

would you want a steady stream of

their waste trucked into our prov-

ince every day? Michigan has taken

a proactive step in reducing the

health hazards to its citizens posed

by this distasteful import, and now
it's our turn to quit paying lip ser-

vice to the idea of waste reduction

and actually make it happen.

^ EDITORIAL "

According to the city's website,

Toronto has been hard at work
since amalgamation looking for a

"made in Toronto solution" to our

garbage woes. Now that "ship it to

the States" is no longer option num-
ber one, we need better ways to

encourage recycling, reducing, and
reusing.

Recycling has happily caught on
across the board; the majority of

households recycle as a matter of

course, while corporate and public

buildings have made great strides

in enabling recycling on-site.

Where we're lagging is in the oth-

er two Rs. We don't often challenge

the "bubble-wrap or bust" culture

that generates so much excess

packaging. Many common items we
use and discard (plastic cups and

cellophane wrap come to mind)

have nowhere to go but the land-

fill—more intelligent choices on

our part would help this situation.

Refocusing our efforts on reusing

would not only ease our garbage

woes, but would also help avoid the

power shortages and smog days

that everyone hates but no one

wants to do anything about.

Toronto has an annual "Litter

Audit" that aims to reduce litter by

50% between 2002 and 2007. At the

end of 2005, the city reported that

we had so far reduced litter by 20%,

which is commendable but not ex-

actly encouraging in light of this lat-

est development.

Despite these targets, the city

has taken a soft approach to waste

reduction, encouraging individual

efforts to reduce at the micro level

while employing the "out of sight,

out of mind" policy when it came
to the big stuff. Now more than

ever, measures to ensure greater

waste reduction are sorely needed,

whether through greater public

awareness campaigns or legislative

measures like the proposed sur-

charge on each garbage bag over a

certain number per household.

The green bin program that turns

organic waste into compost has

been a great success in Etobicoke

and Scarborough; citizens of these

former boroughs now enthusiasti-

cally use this effective method of

waste diversion. It is high time that

the whole city gets in on the ac-

tion.

If environmental degradation

doesn't tug at your heartstrings,

remember that it costs far less to

implement programs like the green

bin than it does to deal with our

current trash problem.

The green bin program would
especially help students living in

downtown apartments who could

have their organic waste picked up
twice as often as normal refuse, as

is done in the suburbs.

The time for trash-talking is over.

Now is the time for creative solu-

tions that actually stick, since there

are only so many places where a

mountain made out of garbage (as

can be found in Etobicoke's Centen-

nial Park) won't look out of place.

" LETTERS -

Down south, donkeys

are flying

American lefties are starting to sound a little—gasp!—Republican

Cam Vidler

The political future is not promis-

ing for the Republicans. It's hard to

believe that less than two years ago,

American conservatives thought

they would run the federal govern-

ment forever. However, recent cov-

erage of numerous blunders has led

to record-low ratings for George W.

Bush and the many Republicans hop-

ing for success in 2008.

To many up here in Canada, this de-

cline is cause for celebration. Along

with our "blue-state" neighbours,

we've longed for the mainstream

media to finally expose the corrup-

tion in Republican Washington. Who
doesn't enjoy seeing self-righteous,

Bible-thumping conservatives being

charged with taking bribes? Or who
could help laughing when Bush tried

to appoint his personal lawyer to the

Supreme Court? The end is near and
the Democrats look ready to pounce
on it.

Amidst all this excitement, Demo-
crats will probably ride a wave of

anti-Bush sentiment into government.

However, a knee-jerk approach to

politics and policy-making is pushing

the party farther away from anything

that remotely resembles responsible,

goal-oriented leadership. It's ironic

that Democrats have resorted to ma-
nipulating voters with the same na-

tionalistic fervor and scare-tactics fa-

voured by Karl Rove. The Democrats
may make serious in-roads in these

elections, but they are doing so at the

cost of their integrity.

Any self-respecting Democrat
should be ashamed by their repre-

sentatives' opposition to the Dubai-

based corporate takeover of several

American ports. Exploiting the anti-

Arab sentiment found in Bush's post-

9/11 policy shows how opportunistic

and ignorant these politicians have

become.

The assumption that a company
from Dubai would be a threat to. na-

tional security is based on flawed

logic and is inherently racist. As-

suming that the company would be

sympathetic to Muslim terrorists be-

cause two of the 9/11 hijackers were
fellow countrymen is ridiculous. It is

this kind of black-and-white thought

that led to the internment of Japa-

nese-Americans during the Second
World War.

This red-necked reaction should be
reserved for the far right; so why are

Democrats flocking to this point of

view? I was always under the impres-

sion that they were the less bigoted

party. Preventing foreign investment

according to nationality undermines

American commitments to free mar-

kets and universalism. If this mindset

becomes the norm, how can the U.S.

expect other countries to grant con-

cessions to their companies?

Xenophobia aside, the Democrats
are being irresponsible with their

poll-inspired calls for a hasty with-

drawal from Iraq. The civil war that

started with the American invasion

does not have a convenient "time-

line," no matter the preference back

home to reduce troop presence

there.

Any arbitrary exit date would ne-

glect America's responsibility for aid-

ing this war-torn nation. Even though

Bush's lies started this whole mess,

he realizes that the troops must stay

until power is transferred to a demo-
cratic Iraq that will provide security

for its people. Gullible Democrats-
many of whom were tricked into vot-

ing for the fraudulent war—need to

ensure that America finishes the job

or risk further damaging the coun-

try's international image.

It's obvious that the Democrats

must fight the Republicans on key

issues in the upcoming election. But

they should avoid sinking to the low-

est common denominator, lest they

end up running a campaign that tar-

gets Neanderthals, however success-

ful a strategy that might be.

That said, Canadians and "blue-

staters" both need to be wary of

mindlessly supporting a party that

increasingly seems to be getting its

economic and foreign policy from a

strange mix of Michael Moore and
Fox News.

No place for hate

Re: Hate Attacks Rock Ccunpus,

March 13th

1 was astonished and absolutely appalled

to hear about the recent hate crimes that

took place at Hart House. These sorts

of events should not be happening or

tolerated at the university, period. It has

shocked me to watch many students take

events such as these, or the recent Strand

comics, so lightly. If these are the kind of

events that happen after publicly condon-

ing and accepting the Danish and Strand

comics, should we not begin to question

the reasoning behind our actions?

To hide behind the ideals of "free

speech," "progressive journalism," or

"promoting tolerance" is both cowardice

and ludicrous. We cannot ignore the

voices of the ever-increasing number of

minorities at the university. 1 hope to see

the editors on campus put away their

journalistic pride and consider the safety

and well-being of the students first.

Lindsay Tsuji

• Regarding the harassment at Hart

House eariier this week, it is dishearten-

ing to see this thuggery masquerading

as something political on campus. Last

Saturday's rdly in solidcirity with the

Danish people was first and foremost

a demonstration against intimidation

and for free expression. Obviously the

alleged attacker missed this point. If

these allegations are true, this woman
has more in common with the intolerant

thugs attacking Danish embassies cind

threatening that country's citizens than

with those of us who rallied to defend a

small democracy against intimidation.

Cam Hardy

• No person should feel afraid to be a

Muslim on campus, or to say no to a

flyer, or to stand up for their rights. For

this reason the harassment of Muslim

students last week at Hart House was de-

plorable, an insult to the maturity of our

university. No person should be made to

feel ashamed of their heritage.

Likewise, it is unacceptable to deny

Danish cartoonists and Canadian news-

papers the right to practice the tradition

of free speech which dates back to the

Enlightenment. If our right as citizens is

the ability to speak out, our responsibil-

ity is to let others do the same. We must

ensure that radicals on campus and

abroad do not flaunt this responsibility

any furtlier

Bet.ar Tagar

• The recent attacks on Muslim students

on campus are a corollary of broader

nascent discriminatory representations

of Islam. Some recent opinion pieces from

ignorant students printed in The Varsity

are also a clear indication of how these

attacks are linked to a broader demoni-

zation of Islam. Locating Islam within a

clash of civilizations narrative constitutes

a stale binary that homogenizes Islam

into a racist set of presuppositions;

indeed, students gleefully consume this

abhorrent racism. One only needs to turn

on the television in order to be bom-

barded with representations of Islam as

an intrinsiccdly violent religion.

The failure of The Varsity to link these

attacks to broader racist representa-

tions of Muslims as violent, archaic, and

barbaric is offensive and absurd.

Zahir Kolia

• I was disturbed that Monday's editorial

failed to clearly condemn this racist

attack outright. It is unfortunate that so

many people are ignorant of the fact that

Muslims, .Arabs, and other demonized

communities face racism on a daily basis.

Canadian citizens who do not "look"

like they are 'Canadian" are constantly

ordered to "learn the system, learn the
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language, or go back to your country."

Such systematic forms of oppression

need to be directly addressed as what

they are—instances of hate, not "debate."

I'm also confused as to why The Varsity

chose to depict Jews and Muslims as

mini-Conan O'Briens on the front page

of your Feb. 6 edition. Any clarification

would be helpful.

Named Mansour

Cuckoo candidate
Re: Misconduct allegations plague

election, March 13

Never mind the allegations surrounding

Saswati Deb. The main issue this; she

promised to try to get the university

to remove the lowest mark from every

student's GPA. There is no way that a

student governor can deliver on this

promise—for what it is worth she might

as well have promised more sunshine

per day! Even if the impossible hap-

pened and there was such a policy, any

grad/medical/law school which received

an application from a U of T grad would

just turn around and recalculate the GPA
to include the lowest mark.

There is no way that a candidate in an

election for a position of such impor-

tcince should be making such fantastic

promises. The most regretful part of this

particular electoral result is that students

were gullible or misinformed enough to

vote for such a platform.

Rob LEVA.N

Sexy sci-fi sistahs
Re: The (sci-fi) beauty myth, March
13

We went to see Ullraviolet last week and

it was a wonderful little violent romp in

the world of fashion and martial arts.

Some stuff got blown up real good. But

just like your article suggests, the writing

was so bad it was humorous to those in

the theatre. We left that cinema feeling

hyper from the action but robbed of our

time. Jovovich's character is a mockery of

the strong characters mentioned in your

article that have become sci-fi legend.

Will they ever return?

As if Angelina Jolie wasn't enough as

Lara Croft, an even more voluptuous

caricature, Karima Adebibe, has been

chosen to take on the role. You know

things have gone too far when Angelina

Jolie isn't women enough for nerds.

Thanks for standing up for good writing,

good characters and real people.

Paul N.a2.arith

• While Ms. Yao's opinion piece accu-

rately describes many fetish dolls pass-

ing for heroines in today's mainstream

science fiction, she seems to choose

the two weakest possible examples of

"strong" female characters in Ripley and

Sarah Connor.

In order to become acceptable "hero"

figures, both are stripped of any sexual'

nature, and the motivations for their ac-

tions are always motherly: the protection

of a child. They do not act in camaraderie

or noble sacrifice for the greater good.

Motherhood is a courageous and hon-

ourable thing that comes with great self-

sacrifice, but not all women are mothers,

and those women are no less strong or

womanly for making that choice.

Regarding sexualization, Ms. Yao

seems to go from one extreme to

another: that the only way for a woman
to be equal to a man is to get away from

the sex kitten persona and completely de-

sexualize herself. She fails to notice that

the desexualization of Ripley and Sarah

Connor are not triumphs, because they

become asexual and siiow no desire. It is

a judgment. "Masculine" women do not

have sex.

Ms. Yao does say something I abso-

lutely agree with: Baltlestar Galactica is a

potent source of strong, diverse female

characters today. It's a must see.

Gloria Yip

Say hi to wi-fi

Alexandra Kazia

With the

can now

Toronto will soon be set

free...from cables at least.

First of all, let's get to the bot-

tom of what wi-fi is for those

who don't know. Wi-fi is the

acronym for Wireless Fidel-

ity, basically a set of stan-

dards for transmitting data

over a wireless network. Wi-

fi lets you connect to the net

at broadband speeds with-

out the hassle of cables.

Areas that offer wi-fi con-

nection are called "hot-

spots" and there are already

many of them at certain loca-

tions throughout Toronto, including

U of T. Yet as it stands now we must
look for these spots. The wi-fi zone

proposed by Toronto Hydro Telecom
would allow us to have direct access

to the net anywhere on campus,

rather than trekking to designated

areas like the crowded Sid Smith

courtyard. This "blanketed" service

area will cover six square kilometers,

from Jarvis west to Spadina and from

Front north to Bloor, creating the big-

gest wi-fi zone in Canada.

Expanding our wireless network

will give Toronto a way to generate

income while offering reasonably

priced high-speed internet access to

individuals in low-income neighbor-

hoods who are no less reliant on the

internet for work and study, but usu-

ally cannot afford the luxury of high-

speed access.

Some are arguing that perhaps

when wi-fi is put into action it should

be an essential service offered for

free, but realistically speaking, the

advent of wi-fi in the downtown core, bar-hoppers

email bad pick-up lines to multiple recipients.

city of Toronto needs all of the rev-

enue it can get. The idea of payment
is a fair one since the wi-fi zone is, in

essence, no different than pre-exist-

ing user-pay models like public trans-

portation and telephones.

Assuming, therefore, that us-

ers will be required to pay access

charges to an account provider, the

system would be especially fair if the

plan currently in use in Philadelphia

(which has been discussed as an op-

tion) is implanted here.

"A citizen will pay a base fee of $10

or $20, depending upon their income

status, for access to the network," ex-

plained Philadelphia's chief informa-

tion officer, Dianah Neff. This model

gives a fair and feasible idea as te

how the plan can be adopted to fit

Toronto's new network as well.

Of course, there is the simple ques-

tion of why Toronto needs a wi-fi net-

work in the first place, aside from

making downtown living more con-

venient for the tech-dependent. To-

ronto is the economic capi-

tol of Canada; it makes sense

that the city will now have

the largest wi-fi network in

Canada.

The wi-fi network will give

our city a way to catch the at-

tention of professionals and

tourists alike. Tourists will

be able to easily reach those

back home, and academics

and business professionals

traveling here for seminars

or conferences will be able

to stay connected wherever

they are.

Wi-fi would aid students

trying to keep up with their

crazy schedules and workload be-

cause they would have access any-

where on campus. This servicewould

be especially helpful when you have

a test in your night class the day be-

fore a major term paper is due.

Let's face it: how often nowadays

do we encounter people whose cell

phones are attached to their heads

and those who seem not to be able

to function in class or work without

a computer? We as a society are so

dependent on technology that the

proposal and acceptance of the wi-fi

system should not come as much of

a surprise.

The benefit of the system comes
down to the fact that no matter

where people are in the downtown
core, they will be able to log onto the

net at any time. Another plus is that

they can consistently use the same
login ID and password, a benefit for

those who already have too many
passwords to remember. It's worth a

nominal fee to always be connected.

You matter to us.

U of T is doing a survey. A big survey. A big

important survey. And it's all about you -

undergraduate students - and your experiences

on campus.

The sur\'ey is called NSSE - pronounced "Nessie"

- short for the National Survey of Student

Engagement. Maybe you've Heard of it.

Last time we ran this survey, in 2004, we used the

results to make all sorts of changes to help

enhance the student experience.

This time, we are asking more students than ever

to participate in the survey.

If you receive the invitation to panicipate in NSSE,

please complete the survey today .

We truly value your time and your input.

W UNlVERSITYofTORONTO

Are you one of the lucky

8,000 students selected

to participate in the

National Survey of

Student Engagement?

. Here's what we need you to do:

©
@
®

Check your email! The survey comes
in the form of an email message with

a web link. In most cases, we have

used your U of T email account.

Check your junk mail or SPAM folder

as well, just in case the message was
mistakenly sent there. The next

reminder goes out March 17.

If you have been invited to

participate in NSSE, please complete
the survey promptly and honestly.
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Between hard rock

softer) place

We're all wedded to our own particular musical tastes—whether you sing showtunes in the shower or like to get

crunk with bass-heavy hip-hop tunes, admit it, you rarely stray beyond that comfort zone, to'/y editors

J.P. ANTONACCI and MATT SOMERS are diametric opposites when it comes to their sounds of choice—the

former prefers something symphonic, while the latter likes it loud. In chatting one day, they hit on a brilliant

concept: in the name of broadening their artistic horizons, each decided to walk in the other's musical shoes for

an evening and report back (in the grand tradition of 'investigative' journalism). They found their adventure was

full of surprises—we think you will, too.—TABASSUM SIDDIQUI, Arts Editor

Photos by KARA DILLON

Sports editor MATT SOMERS
moves from the mosh pit

to the concert hall and
finds that sometimes
technique can trump sheer

volume

ello, my name is Matt and 1 am a metalhead. That

means I love listening to loud, aggressive music that

makes you want to headbang and throw your devil

horns in the air.

Once in a while, though, I like to step outside my comfort

zone and try something new.

Checking out a symphony is about as far away from my usual

musical fare as it gets. So when Comment editor J.P. Antonac-

ci—an individual whose musical tastes are at the polar oppo-

site of mine (he enjoys classical music and jazz—and 1 like all

things hard) were talking about our musical proclivities one

day, we thought it might be fun to do a "concert swap."

We decided that 1 would put on my Sunday best and attend

my first-ever classical concert, and he would get down and
dirty at a metal show with me. Needless to say, the results

were fascinating.

J.P. and I paid the Toronto Symphony Orchestra (TSO) a

little visit on February 11 for the first half of the trade-off. The
show at Roy Thomson Hall was termed a "gateway" concert by

my esteemed collegue, as it was light fare by symphony stan-

dards.

We were treated to An American Portrait, which included

a variety of showtunes and modern American classical num-
bers. As a veteran of metal shows, 1 was expecting the sound
of the orchestra to be overwhelming—however, it turned out

to be much more manageable than 1 had predicted. I could still

hear by the end of the show—a rather pleasant change.

We sat in the front row of our section and were only slightly

above stage level, making us close enough to throw bottles at

the musicians if they were not playing up to par. But remem-
bering that this was the TSO and not, say. In Flames, 1 refrained

from such rowdy behaviour.

I was relieved to find out that I had a comfortable seat to take

in the experience, instead of having to battle for my life in a
violent mosh pit. I noticed, however, that midway through the

show 1 started to yawn a bit and felt like closing my eyes and
letting the music carry me away to a vivid dream world full of

great shapes and sounds.

I missed not being able to get up and move around during

the performance. 1 also regretted not being able to get up and

grab a beer during the show without offending anyone, which

happens every so often at metal shows—where the number
of sober people is much easier to count than the number of

inebriates.

The crowd was much more mixed than 1 expected. There

were the typical middle-agers in their suits and dresses, but

there was also a number of twentysomethings wearing jeans. 1

didn't feel as out of place as I expected in my cargo pants and

fuzzy sweater.

On the other hand, there wasn't a lot of ethnic diversity in

the crowd. The largely white audience made me feel a bit like 1

was at a Conservative Party convention.

The formalism, tradition, and rituals involved in a TSO per-

formance caught my attention. For example, after every piece

the orchestra and conductor take bows and receive applause,

and after every song the conductor leaves for a moment and

comes back in order to get more love from the gathered faith-

ful. I couldn't help thinking that these guys must love having

their egos stroked.

The show was conducted by JoAnn Falletta, which surprised

J.P. He informed me that it is still rare to see a female conduc-

tor, once again proving that some old habits die hard. I was
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stunned by this revelation, as I don't see why musicians would
care who was leading them, as long as the person is qualified

for the job.

Given the conservative, slow-changing nature of the beast, 1

was surprised that one song had been penetrated by—gasp

—

elements of jazz! Granted, it was a showtune—"Symphonic
Dances'" from West Side Story, which even involved the orches-

tra clapping and shouting at times.

1 definitely preferred the lively, fun numbers like "Symphonic
Dances" to the stodgier, more traditional pieces, although the

musicians looked slightly silly doing all those wacky actions

in their fine clothes. Still, thank heavens we went on a "light"

night.

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" was the piece that most im-

pressed me. The piano work of 21-year-old Darrett Zusko

—

whose talent made J. P. and me feel inferior—was unbelievable.

He was hammering on those keys with blazing speed, con-

stantly crossing his hands over each other without missing a

note. How the hell can anyone play that fast?

Also, while I listened to "Buckaroo Holiday" from Rodeo, 1

felt like 1 was galloping out on the plains on my trusty steed (1

really wish 1 wasn't allergic to horses at times like this).

The TSO was interesting, but 1 don't think it will ever take

the place of metal shows as my favourite type of live music. I

did leave with an added understanding of what a symphony
orchestra concert is all about, and 1 certainly wouldn't turn

down the chance to go again for free.

So, a mild-mannered
classical nerd walks into

a sea of metalheads..*
and thoroughly enjoys
himself, Kinda* Comment
editor J,P, ANTONACCI
lived to tell the tale.

I must state at the outset that while I'm a pretty open-

minded guy when it comes to music, 1 look like the fur-

thest thing from a metalhead that you could imagine.

And in my case, appearances don't lie. 1 only headbang

when I forget to duck under a door frame, and my connection

to heavy metal is a belated knowledge of Metallica and a vague

memory of Pantera being big when 1 was in grade school.

I had most decidedly never heard of "melodic death metal,"

at least not until Sports editor Matt Somers suggested we take

in the February 21 In Flames show as part of our musical ex-

change project. 1 had taken Matt to the TSO the week before,

and he told me that these veteran Swedish rockers were the

metal equivalents of symphony-class performers.

Most people were shocked when I gleefully told them of my
Reading Week adventure in the days following the show. "And

you survived?" was the standard reaction. Though 1 laughed

off their disbelief, going into the evening I too was unsure that

1 could make it out of a metal show unscathed.

Once we had decided on the show, we had to get the tick-

ets. Matt and another friend, both longtime fans, had theirs

already, but the In Flames publicists didn't come through with

a coveted press pass for yours truly. It was time for another

first: 1 was to scalp a ticket—and hope that my lack of a receipt

wouldn't be a problem for my Varsity expense claim.

Tickets cost about thirty bucks, but when we arrived at

the Kool Haus (at 6 p.m., mind) scalpers were asking a cool

hundred, with some wiggle room down to 70. Our prospects

looked dim.

Leaving my two compatriots, 1 walked up Bay Street hoping

to catch a break. Lo and behold, 1 found a lone scalper hawk-

ing Cirque du Soleil tickets near the ACC. After some Blue Jays

chatter and an explanation of my price range, this generous

salesman pulled out his cell phone, and two minutes later a

dark sedan pulled up beside us. After a quick chat with the

driver, my scalper friend carne through with a ticket 1 could af-

ford ($40!), and I gratefully beat it back to rejoin my group.

1 arrived in time to catch the last opening act. Illicit ticket in

hand and makeshift earplugs in place (who knew dinner nap-

kins were so versatile?), 1 took a deep breath and followed some
shaggy-haired, leather-clad gentlemen into the Kool Haus.

The noise was instantly overwhelming. Bands had been play-

ing since 7 p.m., with each gradually increasing their volume
level (a common concert trick, .Matt told me) to whip up the

crowd for the main act.

Walking from Union Station to the venue, Matt had said, "Af-

ter this show, you'll never listen to music the same way again,"

and it didn't take me long to hear what he meant.

We could feel the tension in the crowd as smoke filled the air

and techies did the sound checks during the long break before

the headliner. One heavily tattooed casualty of the mosh pit

stumbled by and flashed us a crumpled grin as the lights at

last dimmed.
In Flames is a veteran band, and their showmanship reflects

their experience. They took the stage in darkness to a slow.

hypnotic musical build that was shattered by a fierce strobe

light. My first impression of the group was of this huge guy

headbanging and wailing away on guitar, dreads flying, bathed

in white light—an awesome entrance.

These huge, hairy Scandinavians had 'em from before the

first note. The music picked up and didn't let up, with lighting

and dramatic darkness used to great effect. Training the lights

on the audience—at lead singer Anders Friden's request

—

drew fans into the experience.

All in the crowd were rocking out, with some riding the hu-

man wave near the stage. I didn't quite bring myself to head-

bang (the glasses, you know), but I was so tired after standing

for hours that the body just took over and rocked in rhythm.

One letdown was the lack of musical originality—excluding

the few songs with clear guitar riffs, many sounded alike and

ended abruptly. No doubt my dissatisfaction was largely be-

cause this was my first time hearing the songs.

I was impressed, however, by Friden's ability to sustain his

abrasive vocals for the entire set—as a singer myself, 1 know
how much that forced shouting hurts your voice.

I normally wouldn't listen to this music at all, for all the stan-

dard "snob" reasons: no real singing, just noise and screech-

ing; little chordal movement; a lack of virtuosity, etc. And while

1 still don't see myself running out to buy the CD, I left the show
with a better appreciation of what makes this genre tick.

Surprisingly, it was in one way a less intense concert experi-

ence than expected. 1 was ready for snarling fans that would

jump all over those not seen as "authentic" (like me, decked

out in my red hoodie and faded jeans) metalheads. But these

were normal folk who on the whole seemed like nice people,

making room on the floor and apologizing for knocking into

each other, just like at any other show.

Metal somewhat lives up to its stereotypes. The crowd of

young men was decked out with the band tees, crazy lids, and

piercings that you find on the standard headbanger in every

teen drama. But to my surprise, there were a significant num-

ber of girls and adults in the audience, though still almost the

whole crowd was white.

Both bands had a lot more interaction with the crowd than

I expected. 1 thought metal groups would be too cool for that

"Hello, Toronto!" stuff, but here was Friden exhorting the

crowd to be louder than the one in Quebec City and pumping

his fist in response to the sea of "rock on" salutes that replaced

applause at the end of each song.

This experience of worshipping at the altar of death metal

was in the end a really tiring musical experience. I was ready

for an assault on the ears, eyes, and sensibilities, but a metal

love-in was not what I expected. I'd do it again—after my ears

stop ringing.
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THE GERMANS ARE COiVlING! German cockroaches, that is, the big winner in this year's "cocl^roach count." The Ramsay Wright Zoological Laboratories have been forever infested

with cockroaches, but four years ago. Dr. Helene Cyr came up with the Idea of studying its roach populations for one of the labs in her population ecology class.

It
is a chilly February morning

at the Ramsay Wright Zoologi-

cal Laboratories when Professor

Helene Cyr presents a collection of

live cockroaches to her third-year

population ecology class. Students

are served up with a personal sticky

tray of twitching bugs—cockroaches

caught within the very halls of Ram-
say Wright in the past four weeks. A
visible shudder worms through the

group.

There are 20 students today. Most
approach the cockroach trays ner-

vously, eyeing the 20-odd sticky

trays at a distance before diving in

for the sample of their liking. Some
stride forward with the determina-

tion of a budding ecologist with a lab

report due in two weeks, and grab

the traps that teem with as many
bugs as possible. Others refuse to

leave their seat.

With microscopes, rulers, and
metal pincers, the most daring poke
and prod their sample for sizes, co-

louration patterns, ages, and a spe-

cies count of their cockroaches.

'Tm taking a conservation biol-

ogy course and we're actually using

some of the stats in this course in

the lab there," says Justin Carroll,

one of the brave few who shrug off

the gross-out-factor.

"Cockroaches are seen as really

gross animals," Cyr says. "When you
actually learn how to look at them
and study them, then they become
special."

Ramsay Wright Zoological Labo-

ratories is a .30-year-old building,

boasting six floors and 2.3,000 square

metres of teaching and research

laboratories. It is also a perpetual

breeding ground of insects and ani-

mals for scientific research—some-

times beneath its very floorboards.

Having worked in Ramsay Wright for

12 years, Cyr has taken advantage

of Ramsay Wright's endemic insect

life for her class since its conception

four years ago.

"I see them all over the place," Cyr

says, "and eventually 1 put one and

one together." Since then, Cyr has

compiled four years of population

data on the cockroaches she uses to

teach population ecology.

From millimetres to several cen-

timetres in size, Cyr confirms there

are at least three species of cock-

roaches in the building, one a South

American species large enough to

carry her cardboard traps away.

Escaped Madagascar hissing cock-

roaches from a first-year biology

class have also been sighted among
the common cockroach haunts. But

hands down, the big winners of this

annual cockroach count are the

brown-banded cockroach and the

German cockroach.

"Just turn on a light in the dark,"

says Norm White, Ramsay Wright's

animal care technician. Though
cockroaches proliferate best around
basement water pipes and aquari-

ums, nearly every coffee cup, print-

er, or office of Ramsay Wright is fair

ground to a cockroach.

But extermination is certainly out

of the question. With nearly all re-

search labs in the building dealing

with animals, applying an effective

pest poison to the building would
spell doom for research colonies.

"This building is particularly good
to cockroaches because we cannot

spray any insecticides," Cyr com-
ments, and this policy makes Ram-
say Wright one of the wealthiest

spots of wildlife diversity at U of T.

This year's harvest of cockroaches,

beside the odd spider, is laden with

bees, a curious side effect of plac-

ing traps in one of Ramsay Wright's

many insect research labs.

"We're interested in figuring out

how populations go up and down in

terms of density," Cyr remarks of her

class. With the use of computerized

models and empirical data, Cyr's lab

groups study population dynamics

and their application to larger popu-

lation problems.

"The idea is to practise models...

models where we can actually figure

out how to manage populations,"

Cyr says. By amassing facts and fig-

ures on cockroach birth rates, death

rates, growth sizes, and life cycles,

Cyr's class can propose targets for

broader applications in population

management, say the babies of the

population rather than its adults.

"We needed a population that was
easy and accessible."

But things may not remain as they

are for much longer. The depart-

ments of zoology and botany are in

the midst of a reorganization pro-

cess, which began last fall and came
for approval before the Governing

Council last month. In June, they

will be replaced by the department

of ecology and evolutionary biology,

and the department of cell and sys-

tems biology.

As part of the reorganization, facul-

ty members will have to shuttle labs

and offices between Ramsay Wright

and the Earth Sciences Centre, de-

pending on the department they end

up in. Researchers and administra-

tive staff are taking on that task right

now. At the same time, plans are be-

ing put together for the renovation of

the building, due to start in July 2007.

The entire building will be renovated

in sections; work will last until 2009;

costs are projected to run between

$18 million and $21 million.

Still, Cyr is confident she'll find

cockroaches wherever she ends up.

"Everyone wants the traps in their

office," she laughs. Despite her col-

leagues' comfort with her project,

her students aren't nearly as well ad-

justed. "There's a question of getting

students to appreciate [cockroach-

es] a bit more."

In response, there is a squeal

of confusion behind us as a deter-

mined cockroach pulls himself free

of the trap and makes his getaway.

Cyr grabs the nearest sticky board

and closes in with the heroic flair of

a fearless scientist. The cockroach,

mercilessly re-stuck on a board,

wriggles in futile defiance.

"They're really neat!" Cyr insists to

her squeamish class. "Take a scope

and look at them under the scope.

You'll see they're very neat!"

Turning to me, she grins, "That's

what 1 call fresh."

Science editor Mike Glienu contributed

reporting for ttiis article.

//BETTER KNOW A COCKROACH

Four types of cockroach, common in North America; adult roaches (left to right) and

their eggs {top to bottom): American, Oriental, German, and brown-banded

American cockroach: The longest-lived

common cockroach, living for up to two years.

Found mostly in the southern U.S. and the

tropics. It thrives in restaurants, grocery

stores, and bal(eries, or wherever food is

stored and prepared, it aggregates in boiler

rooms and around pipes in basements.

Oriental cockroach: They are more

sluggish than others, and sensitive to lacl^

of humidity. They like dark and damp pieces,

such as basements and crawl spaces, and

around garbage.

German cockroach: Watch out for this

one: females lay 30-40 eggs per case (or

ootheca), and between four and eight cases

in their lifetime. Nymphs, the immature

roaches, can reproduce within 60 days, Ger-

man roaches aggregate around kitchen sinks

(they like standing water and wet sponges)

and in bathrooms, around toilets and bath-

tubs. A single female in a house can produce

a population of 100,000 within a year.

Brown-banded cockroach: They thrive

in high temperatures and drier locations

than do German roaches. Look for them in

cabinets, closet shelves, and near fridges,

and inside televisions and clock radios.

Roaches, and getting rid of 'em

Getting fid of roaches sounds simple on pa-

per: just remove their source of water, food,

and seal up their shelters. But in practice

it's tough, since there're so many places for

them to hide in a house, and since they can

squeeze into crevices as small as 0.2 centi-

metres wide.

Why would you want to be rid of them? In

their feces, bacteria such as Salmonella can

survive for years. Also, cockroach feces and

crushed body parts are a significant constit-

uent of house dust in affected homes. Long-

term exposure to such stuff has been linked

to higher risks of asthma and allergies,

Short of calling the exterminators, there

are some things you can do to curb an infes-

tation: remove roaches' sources of food and

water, and deny them shelter:

• Food: Never leave any out overnight.

Store all your foodstuffs in cockroach-proof

containers—roaches can chew through pa-

per and plastic.

• Water; Examine your sinks, bathtubs,

and faucets. Fix leaky fixtures and eliminate

stagnant pools of water. Cover sink drains

with screens, to deny the roaches a drink

—

they only need a drop a day to survive.

• Shelter; Clean up cluttered cupboards

and pantries to deny roaches their hiding

places. They thrive in woody and porous

environments. Scan for cracks and crevices,

no matter how small they are. Use silicone

caulks to seal these. Lastly, tackle those

dirty ovens and grungy places behind refrig-

erators. And wipe down greasy films in the

kitchen—roaches devour this with gusto.

In the Ramsay Wright Zoological Labora-

tories, though, a thorough house cleaning is

not an option. And Dr. Helene Cyr said that

many researchers in the building rear insects

for their work, so spraying the building is a

no-no. It might also prove prohibitively ex-

pensive.

But Carlo Penacci. a ''pest control techni-

cian" and owner of Cain Pest Control, esti-

mated it would cost no more than $10,000

to rid a building the size of Ramsay Wright

of its roaches, without any spraying. ("I've

done a lot of U of T frat houses for bed bugs,"

he added.)

Their method of pest control involves no

spraying: his technicians would apply a gel to

cracks and crevices throughout the building

with small caulking guns: The gel contains

a protein-based bait, respiratory poison

(hydramethylnon), and a laxative. 'They eat

their own excrement, so you get a domino ef-

. feet happening." he explained. Most of them

die in days.

-ilillKEGHENU
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Composting team wants UTM to think green
Billie-Jo Hardy

Sporting a pumpkin iiat and accom-
panied by loudspeakers and a blast-

ing stereo, last Thursday evening I

joined UTM's Green Team—Linda

O'Malley (a.k.a. Dr. Dirt), Evan Ardiel

(a.k.a. Kid Compost) and Dave Dvir

(a.k.a. Major Mulch)—and banged

on campus doors to catch students

composting. They were on their third

"Get Caught Composting" run of the

year, tying in with UTM's Environ-

ment Week celebrations.

When a lucky campus resident is

caught composting, we let the siren

rip and offer prizes of fresh oranges,

apples, or bananas along with "rez

points." Some of those residents

caught composting haven't yet fig-

ured out where to empty them, but

they still get fruit and prizes, as well

as tips on where to empty their full

bucket. Kid Compost tells me that

"fresh fruit is a real treat for the resi-

dences as they don't get to eat it very

often." He adds, "scurvy can be a

problem here."

Rez points are also a thrill. Students

can build up the number of points in

//SCIENCE

Unpretty = unAmerican

Despite hoopla about radical plas-

tic surgeries, such as buttock im-

plants and vaginal rejuvenation,

these remain uncommon, says the

American Society of Plastic Sur-

geons. In 2005, 793 vaginal rejuve-

nation procedures were performed

(the first time this procedure was
monitored); buttock and pectoral

implants were performed only 542

and 206 times, respectively. Far

more common were liposuction

(323,605), eyelid surgery (230,697),

and tummy tucks (134,746). Sur-

geries such as face lifts are losing

ground as more consumers fall for

"minimally invasive procedures,"

such as Botox (3.8 million last year)

and microderm abrasion (838,000).

Altogether, around 10.2 million cos-

metic plastic surgery procedures

were performed in the U.S. in 2005.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: American Society of Plastic

Surgeons

Sniffing pee

Chemists at the University of Buf-

falo have detected by-products of

two common antibiotics and syn-

thetic estrogen (from birth control

pills), among other things, in water

flowing out of treatment plants.

Detecting the minute levels of me-

tabolites in water at part-per-billion

and part-per-trillion levels has only

become technologically feasible in

the last five years. Last year, Ital-

ian scientists measured levels of

cocaine metabolites in the River

Po, to estimate use among young
adults, aged 18 to 34. By-products

of four kilograms of coke flow down
the Po each day, they found; this

works out to about 27 hits per 1,000

young adults.

-M.G.

Source: Analytical Chemistry,

Environmental Health Perspectives

order to win a gift certificate for the U
of T Bookstore.

Although all of the residences

were provided with compost buck-

ets two years ago, most no longer

had them. So in November, the Green

Team gave out around fifty compost

buckets to residents with stickers ex-

plaining what could be composted to

residents. They encouraged students

to fill them with food waste (no meat
or bones, though) and dump them
in the backyard composters located

outside their residences. Currently,

the compost is used for landscaping

on campus grounds. But the Green

Team, says Dr. Dirt, aims to start a

community vegetable garden, and

nourish it with the compost.

As we wander the halls. Major

Mulch tells me that their second

round of visits that took place last

year yielded an 80 per cent success

rate. This time around, however, suc-

cess is a little lower. We only give fruit

to four residences out of the 22 that

we visit. Of the 22, nine were not in,

seven did not composting but were
interested, and only two actually said

they simply did not want to compost.

For the most part, everyone is

very friendly and interested. Doors

open throughout the hallways,

giving us a chance to let more
residents know about the ben-

efits of composting. "Use an

ice cream bucket if you don't

have a compost bucket," I tell

people.

Dr. Dirt said that Get Caught

Composting does make a dif-

ference as "[it] creates more
awareness to what compost-

ing is. The more we get it out

there, hopefully more stu-

dents will start doing it." And,

for Aubrey Iwaniw, the Green

Team leader, that is their

mandate: "Trying to get the

word out to students about

how to be more environmen-

tally conscious, really sharing

what they learned with the

campus."

The Green Team plans on
performing one more round

before the end of the school

year—so fill your buckets,

UTM, open your doors, and
you may win fresh fruit.

UTM's Green Team performed spot checks on random campus residents last Thursday, to see if

they were using their composting bins. Dilligent composters won fresh fruit. From left to right:

Linda G'Malley (Dr. Dirt), UTM resident Marl, Evan Ardiel (Kid Compost), and Dave Dvir (Major

Mulch). Dr. Dirt's stereo blared out the 'Bad Boys, Bad Boys...' tune during the caper.

1-877-go123go
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DJ, singer, writer, producer. . . Norwegian pop darling does it all

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

If there's one artist who has clearly

benefitted from the 'Pitchfork factor,'

it's certainly Scandinavian electro-pop

singer Annie, whose stick-in-your-head

number "Heartbeat" topped the in-

fluential music website's list of top 50

singles back in 2004 (while her equally

catchy "Chewing Gum" came in at num-

ber 11). At that time, her debut record,

Anniemal. hadn't even been released

outside Europe, and the nascent song-

stress was more used to dropping wax
as a club D.I than performing live.

Since then, AnniemaCs ear worms
have infected even the most jaded of

indie hipsters, and the 28-year-old from

Bergen, Norway, has found herself tra-

versing the globe to bring the album's

twichy beats and icy vocals to life.

It's only surprising it's taken this

long for Annie (known to her mother

as Anne Lilia Berge Strand) to become

a star. She wrote the breezy house-

inflected "Greatest Hit" back in 1999

with producer boyfriend DJ Erot (Tore

Korknes), but he died two years later

from heart complications at the age

of 23. Annie threw herself into mu-

sic, starting up a club night in Bergen

where she met many of the producers

who would help her finish her debut.

And with clever little numbers com-

paring a disposable fling to chewing

gum ("You spit it out when all the fla-

vour has gone") or true love to a smash
song ("Greatest Hit"), what's not to

like? After all, it isn't only the indie ar-

biters of P-fork who know an infectious

tune when they hear one.

We caught up with Annie via trans-

continental call last week prior to her

show in town this Tuesday.

Tabassum Siddiqui: After touring ex-

tensively last year, you've had some
downtime before this current string

oi North .American dates—what have

you been up to?

Annie: I'm writing new songs and mel-

odies for a new record. We've already

finished five songs so far After Canada,

we're going to spend three weeks in

New York, which is going to be very

exciting. We're going to do some work

at James lha (Smashing Pumpkins)'s

studio down there.

TS: How did you cross paths with him?

A: I met him through the friend of

a guy who works for [my label] VICE

Records in New York. 1 think he was
into my music, and made some sugges-

tions. 1 also wanted to work with some
different American producers this time

around, and so it was perfect that we
managed to hook up with him.

TS: You worl<ed with a couple of dif-

ferent producers on Anniemal, and it was

interesting how they each put their own

sonic stamp on the songs. Are you aiming

for a similar direction this time around?

A: 1 almost thought that I worked with

too many producers last time (laughs),

so we'll see. . . But I've been writing lots

of different material, so it'll be interest-

ing to see what sort of shape it all takes.

It's going to be different \han Anniemal,

but exactly how I'm not so sure at this

point.

TS: Though you've been making music

for some time, seeing as Anniemal was

your debut record, were you surprised by

its strong reception from both critics and

fans?

A: Very much. I've been extremely

surprised by the reaction we've been

getting outside of Europe, especially.

To me [the record] sounds quite Euro-

pean, so it's been very surprising to me
how well it's translate^! everywhere.

TS: Do you think the Pitchfork angle

has been overplayed, or do you feel that it

played a legitimate part in your success?

A: I think Pitchfork helped me a lot, to

be honest. That in itself was very inter-

esting to me, because I always thought

it was a great site with good journal-

ism. When they put "Heartbeat" at

number one, that really made people

take notice.

TS: What's your opinion of download-

ing?

A: The word about my music was
spread on the Internet—1 think a lot

of people heard me on the Web for

the first time. It's not necessarily a bad

thing— 1 think when people download,

they or their friends will eventually buy

something. 1 mean, Metallica shouldn't

be complaining, or Madonna, or all of

those [artists]... I have friends who
should be getting paid some money,

but 1 think anything that gets people to

listen to new songs is a good thing.

TS: You've played in Toronto previ-

ously opening for fellow Bergen band

Royksopp—what did you think of our fair

town?

A: Yeah, I've been there once before.

I never get to see a lot of any city I'm

in, but Toronto seemed really great,

and the people I met there were really

nice. 1 really hope I get some time to ac-

tually get to see the city a bit this time

around.

TS: You've toured all over the place

—

are the crowds different depending on

where you go?

A: It's always fun. Some of the audi-

ence in Canada is a little bit like playing

in Scandinavia. Canadians and Ameri-

cans are quite different. 1 find—Ameri-

cans tend to dance right away, while

Canadians take a little bit of warming

up! (laughs)

TS: As a DJ, you must be checking out

new sounds all the time. .

.

A: I've always been listening to as

much music as 1 can—1 try to buy as

many records as possible when I'm out

on the road. I'm just a big music nerd,

(laughs)

TS: What's your approach to getting a

party started?

A: I always try to play stuff that peo-

ple haven't heard before. If you can get

people to dance to something they're

not familiar with, at that time on that

day, it's such a great moment. Opening

people's minds—it's a good thing.

Annie plays the Mod Club (722 College St.)

March 21. Tickets ($18.50) at the usual

suspects.

Dark drama lost in

ranslation
Campus production of early Thompson work fails to hit subtle notes

Sarah Stunt

Judith Thompson's powerful two-

act play / Am Yours is a stunning

story about more than just relation-

ships. The title neatly encapsulates

the complications of love and family

and the fears and struggles that go

along with that. Last weekend's per-

formance by the Hart House Drama
Society may have lacked the depth

of the piece but was nonetheless an

admirable attempt.

In short, the story revolves around

the lives of six characters and exam-

ines their individual struggles and

the relationships they maintain. Art-

ist Dee is newly separated from her

husband Mack, a result of her night

terrors and imaginary visions that

instil a fear in her and those around

her. She learns to somewhat come

THEATRE REVIEW
I Am Yours

By Judith Thompson

Hart House Drama Society

March 10-12. 2006

Rating: WVWT''^

to terms with her anxieties after

she learns that she is pregnant, not

with Mack's child, but rather with

Toilane's (the superintendent of her

building).

Later the plot becomes further

entangled when sister Mercy arrives

to help Dee. Mercy is not without vi-

sionary hauntings of her own, how-
ever, as experiences from her past

continually seep through to the pres-

ent. This strange and twisted story

delves further into the intricacies of

relationships when Toilane's lower-

class mother. Pegs, is introduced.

The story itself requires no drama
in the telling—the drama here lies in

the subtleties of the situations them-

selves. That's maybe why the play-

ers seemed to not quite live up to

the material. The play is really about
experiences—most unfavourable in

many regards—but often intention

was lost in the actors' empty deliv-

ery. Perhaps this wasn't entirely

their fault—there's only so much
one can bring to the drama from
one's own personal experience.

Director Chris Saunders seemed to

be aware of this, and so overcompen-

sated with melodramatic dialogue,

encouraging his actors to constantly

switch from low emotion to high in

a matter of sentences. The dialogue

itself has moments of redundancy,

but this was only heightened by the

actors' delivery. Since the play re-

quires a deep awareness of not only

the progression of the story but also

the underlying images and messag-

es, the audience was presented with

the chore of maintaining an energy

to help to carry the story where the

actors could not.

The blank and minimal set further

incited a sense of monotony in the

performance, and the lighting tran-

sitions were as sparse (or chaotic)

as the dialogue. All in all, the pro-

duction may have been weak, but at

the same time it evoked a deep ap-

preciation for the cast's dedicated

attempts to play thirtysomethings

mired in transition. It should also

be noted that the production wasn't

without humour—^Thompson's work

is always laced with dark comedy,

and the audience reacted most to

those bits.

It's never easy to mount a Thomp-
son play—the Hart House Drama
Society's production may have been

uneven, but full points for a valiant

effort.
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Curiouser and curiouser
New Art Centre exhibit opens the cabinet doors to reveal medieval treasures within

Josephine Lee

On a beautiful marble stand in the middle of

the Introduction Room at the University of

Toronto Art Centre sits that famous harbin-

ger of chaos and calamity: Pandora's Box.

Well, not the real Pandora's box. But it

sure looks like the one artists have paint-

ed for centuries. The box symbolizes the

theme of the new Collecting Curiosities: The

World in One Room exhibit, a collaborative

effort between the U of T Art Centre and the

university's Museum Studies program.

Bringing together pieces from a variety

of private and public donors, the exhibit

features treasmes (many never displayed

publicly before) from 16th- and 17th-century

European "cabinets of curiosities," which

provide the basis for most of today's muse-

ums.

"Cabinets were a European phenomenon,"

explains Museum Studies grad student Colin

Hennigar. curator of the exhibit.

"[Collecting Curiosities] explores the initial

attempts of Western society to deal with

the extraordinary wonders it increasingly

encountered," adds Dr. Niamh O'Laoghaire,

the Art Centre's director.

No doubt this is the reason for the timeline

in one room that charts European discover-

ies from the era. It helps "to contextuaiize

curiosity in history," as Hennigar puts it.

No context is needed to explain the The

Hereford Map (1300). It is prominently dis-

played next to the World Map (1565), which

looks very much like present-day maps. Side

by side, the two illustrate how curiosity and

exploration changed what we knew of the

world in less than 300 years.

If maps and charts don't whet your in-

quisitive appetite, perhaps the large nar-

ft :]

whal tusk will. Measuring over three feet, it

was thought to belong to a unicorn in an age

where people who had never seen narwhals

knew of unicorns through mythology.

Likewise the "griffon claws" are actually

just bison horns arranged to look like claws.

Exhibit-goers will find not only beautiful

objects but educational resources as well,

including computers linked to unusual mu-
seums and a documentary featuring two U
of T history professors.

One room centres on three collectors: the

Tradescants (whose collection provided the

basis for the Ashmolean museum in Oxford),

pioneering naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi, and
Rudolf II, Renaissance king of Hungary and

Bohemia.

With so much to see, where to start? The
curators' personal picks include a 17th-cen-

tury Chinese porcelain jar, pearl nautilus

shells, and the skeleton of a dodo. There's

also an impressive array of Roman and An-

glo-Saxon coins. Then there's the Sloane As-

trolabe (an early compass of sorts).

"It looks like the Lord of the Rings' musical

logo," jokes Hennigar,

The exhibit's final room charts significant

events of the past quarter-century. Com-
pared to the early European timeline, the

past 25 years look a little, well, unimpres-

sive.

Hennigar disagrees. He believes we are

just as curious today as before.

"People today are still keeping cabinets.

Even celebrities, like Jay Leno," he notes.

Asked if there's just less to discover now,

he disagrees and points to explorations in

space: "People are still looking for signs of

life out there.

"We're still curious... And we have to be

patient," he laughs.

Collecting Curiosities is on display at the

1} of 7Art Centre (15 King's College Circle) until

Aprils.

Left: Curator Colin Hennigar

Above (top): Chambered or Pearly Nautilus

- Nautilus pompilius Linnaeus, 1758. South-

west Pacific Ocean - Recent. Royal Ontario

Museum, Department of Naturai History

(Palaeobiology)© Royal Ontario Museum (0.

Rutfkin, Department of Natural History)

Above (bottom): Suan' (storage jar) with plum

blossoms, Jingdezhen, Jiangxi Province. China

Qini dynasty, Mangxi period, C.1B90-1720.

Sardiner Miissum. The Robert Murray Bel! and

Ann Walker Bell Collection of Blue and White

Chinese Porcelain. 801.2.084.
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What the hell were they

thinking?

News has surfaced over the last few

days that Bernie Glieberman, one

of the owners of the CFL's Ottawa

Renegades, might withdraw finan-

cial support for the team before the

2006 season, tsn.ca is reporting.

This move could put the struggling

franchise on the verge of folding for

a second time.

No one should be surprised by

Glieberman's threat. He helped run

the original Ottawa franchise, the

Roughriders, into the ground in

1996. The CFL still allowed him to

take control of the new franchise

in the nation's capital, as they were

desperate to find an owner for the

floundering team.

Very few investors want to buy the

Renegades, as season's-tickets sales

are almost non-existent. Perhaps the

team will be relocated to the east

coast. The CFL has been holding

exhibition games in various places

east of Quebec in an attempt to see if

there is enough support for a team in

one of the Maritime provinces.

Don't be surprised if there is a

team in place in St. John's or Halifax

within three years.

—MATTSOMERS

Don't bet the farm

It would not be wise to place a large

bet on the U.S. to win the World

Baseball Classic this spring. They
were upset by Canada (woo hoo) in

the first round of the tournament

and were beaten by South Korea on
Monday.
The Canadian victory over the

heavily favoured Americans has

been called the greatest achieve-

ment in this country's baseball his-

tory. It was obvious that our neigh-

bours to the south took Canada too

lightly and were short on quality

pitching on the day.

No one expected South Korea

—

who has to contend with Cuba, Ja-

pan, the Dominican Republic, and
the US—to be the only undefeated

team at this point in the tournament.

Hee-Seop Choi and the gang have

now become the team to beat.

The Americans will attempt to

keep their faint gold-medal hopes
alive when they play Mexico tonight.

Korea and Japan played in a late

game last night, but results were not

known at press time.

This writer likes Puerto Rico to

win it all, and you can quote me on
that!

—MS

And on the out-of-town

scoreboard
The UBC Thunderbirds are the Ca-

nadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)

women's basketball champions after

beating Cape Breton 56-53 at the na-

tional final on March 12. UBC was the

second seed coming into the event

and Cape Breton was ranked fourth.

UBC came back from a 50-49 deficit

with just over a minute left to win the

gold. The team showed just how re-

silient they are with the comeback.

Thunderbird Kelsey Blair led all

scorers with 16 points in the match.

Maureen Murrin scored 15 points to

lead the Capers in a losing cause.

On other fronts, the men's basket-

ball finals get under way tonight in

Halifax. The Victoria Vikes are the

top seed heading into the tourna-

ment, but will have to contend with

strong teams from UBC, Carleton,

and St. Francis-Xavier.

No one is taking the Carleton Ra-

vens lightly in these finals, as they

have won the last three national

titles. They may not be the top seed

heading in, but don't be surprised if

they walk out with a fourth straight

title to strengthen their dynasty.

—MS

Katie Patrick shows off her gold medal while shaking hands with U of T squash coach David Cooper. Patrick is now Canada's university squash queen.

Patrick's perfect performance
Matt Somers
SPORTS EDITOR

Victory usually has one of two ef-

fects on a person. It either satiates

and satisfies the individual or leaves

one obsessed with experiencing that

success again. For Katie Patrick, the

latter is obviously the case.

Patrick won the Black Knight Ca-

nadian Universities and Colleges

squash championships last weekend
at the AC, making her the first female

to repeat as champion at that event.

Her first victory at the tournament

came in 2004.

"It felt great winning for a second

time," said Patrick. "The two were
very different, however, as the last

final was a very close, hard-fought

battle between myself and another

player ranked very similar to me in

Canada. The last one was in some re-

spects a little more fulfilling, but... it

was nice to win for a second time."

The JD/MBA Toronto student de-

feated Western's Stephanie Edmison
3-0 to claim the crown. Edmison is

Canada's best under-19 squash play-

er, but Patrick—who is ranked sixth

nationally—was not nervous about

facing the young upstart.

"1 was pretty confident. 1 had

played Stephanie the weekend be-

fore in the Ontario Open and won 3-0

there as well," revealed Patrick. "The

basic strategy was to be patient to al-

low her to make mistakes and to keep

the pace up so she didn't have time to

plan her shots."

The victory has added significance

for Toronto's ace, as it means she has

now qualified to represent Canada
in the 2006 FISU World University

Championships in Hungary in Au-

gust. She will be joined in Europe by

Western's Andrew Jones, the winner

of the men's title last weekend.

Patrick is no stranger to interna-

tional competition, having played in

several global tournaments. Her goal

is to climb the world rankings while

she finishes her program at U of T,

but she still enjoys playing in national

events.

"This was a nice event because it

is smaller and there is quite a lot of

spirit in University athletics. In other

competitions (nationally and inter-

nationally) you don't have that," she

said. "Most of my focus is on my in-

ternational ranking, though, which
I hope to get up to the top 35 in the

world."

Trying to juggle school and squash

is one of the other big challenges the

women's champion has to face: "It's

tough to juggle it all, but I have man-
aged to make it work for the most

part. I am away at tournaments at

least 2 times a month and sometimes

it involves missing a few days of class,

but I try catch up after," said Patrick.

Katie Patrick now has five months
to train and compete in preparation

for the world championships. A win

at this tournament would go a long

way in terms of proving that she be-

longs among the world's elite squash

players.

Striders strike silver in Saskatoon

Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

Teamwork is not an attribute as-

sociated with most track and field

events, but don't tell that to Carl

Georgevski. And judging by the

outstanding results his team has

achieved this year, it's clear that he

knows what he's talking about.

Georgevski coached the wom-
en's track and field team to a silver

medal at last weekend's Canadian

Interuniversity Sport (CIS) champi-

onship in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.

The Windsor Lancers were the only

ones better than the Blues at the

event, as they claimed gold in both

the men's and the women's competi-

tions.

"It was a tremendous accomplish-

ment to earn a silver at this high-cal-

ibre tournament," said Georgevski.

It was one heck of a performance by

our team."

Megan Brown stood out for the

Blues at the championships, win-

ning three gold medals en route to

being named tournament MVP, CIS

athlete of the week, and Ontario

University Athletics (OUA) athlete

of the week. The first-place finishes

came in the 1000m, the 1500m, and
the 4x800m relay.

Brown is the second female track

star to be named CIS athlete of the

week this year. Beth Wightman was
given that honour last November.
The coach believes that the team's

motivation helped push Brown to

victory: "The team motivated her,

and she motivated the team. There

are two times a year where they re-

ally keep score at track meets [OUA
and CIS championships] and it

brings everyone closer together."

Georgevski was also honoured
in Saskatoon. He was given the Sue

Wise award as the women's coach of

the year.

"It is definitely an honour to be se-

lected by my peers for this award.

but it's more a reflection of our

coaching staff," commented Geor-

gevski. "1 can't say enough about

our entire staff."

Other Blues did really well at the

event. Wightman won silver in the

1500m, while Sarah Boyle and Melis-

sa Clifford finished first and second,

respectively, in the high jump.

Boyle, Clifford, and Jacqeline Still-

man were three athletes whose per-

formances surprised and impressed

their coach at the championship.

They were major contributors to the

Blues' podium finish.

"Sarah Boyle, a freshman, win-

ning in the high jump was great,

and one of the more delightful per-

formances came from Melissa Clif-

ford. She came back to track and
field from years of volleyball and
had a personal best performance
in the high jump," said Geogevski.

"Jackie Stillman running a personal

best by four or five seconds in the

4x800m,... leaving Windsor... in the

dust was also very pleasing."

"It's a tribute to our coaching staff

that work with them and their team-

mates. Ross Ristuccia worked with

Brown and Wightman and he did

a wonderful job," continued Geor-

gevski.

The men's team didn't quite make
it into the top three at the national

final, finishing in a tie with Saskatch-

ewan for fourth place with 28 points.

Windsor's 50 points paced the field,

while Sherbrooke and Alberta cap-

tured the silver and bronze, respec-

tively.

"The men were really not that far

off," explained the coach. "Unfor-

tunately, we had a number of key

injuries and they weren't ready to

compete at the highest level. It's

just the luck of the draw."

Jason Wurster was one of the

bright spots for the men's team.

He won bronze in the pole vault,

which is phenomenal for a rookie

competitor.
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Pandas are

national

champs
Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

with files from CISPORT.CA

Looking at the list of national champi-

ons from the past five yecirs, it would

be easy to conclude that the University

of Alberta Pandas are amidst a period

of absolute dominance in the world of

women's university hockey. Alberta

has convincingly won four out of the

last five Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) championships; a rate of success

most sports experts wouldn't hesitate

to call a dynasty.

However, there is much more parity

at the top of the women's hockey ladder

than such an analysis would suggest.

Judging by this past weekend's champi-

onships, it appears that other programs

are making great strides to increase

their chances of ending the Pandas'

continuing supremacy.

It just so happens that the Univer-

sity of Toronto Varsity Blues are one of

those teams.

Despite having their tournament get-

ting off to the worst possible start (a 5-0

opening night loss to the Pandas and
2-0 loss to St. Francis-Xavier), the Blues

showcased the resiliency they have be-

come known for by battled back to win

the fifth-place match.

Two shutout losses may not be the

typical sign of a team on the rise, but

the game against St. F.X. shows the com-

petitiveness and promise of this Blues

team. Toronto outshot the Axewomen
31-18, including 14-4 and 12-7 in the sec-

ond and third periods, respectively.

The Blues also forced St. FX. into

taking a number of hooking and in-

terference penalties, a sign of a team

controlling the overall pace of the play.

Unfortunately, Toronto couldn't solve

St. F.X. goaltender Katie Harvieux and

were relegated to the fifth-place game
versus the Dalhousie Tigers.

Toronto posted a 2-0 win of their own
in that contest, with Lisa Robertson get-

ting the shutout in her last game as a

Blue. They dominated from beginning

to end, out-shooting Dalhousie 33-10,

but it wasn't until Katie Dowdall's third-

period goal that Toronto was ahead for

good.

The team recognizes that there are

many long-term gains that will come

out of their experience this past week-

end. The Blues are only losing three

players from this year s roster and the

rest will benefit next year from playing

in last weekend's national final.

Kim Devereaux, who, along with Rob-

ertson and Sue McCutcheon, played her

Icist game in a Blues uniform, echoed

this sentiment: "There were only four

of us who had been here before. This

was a huge experience because all of

the rookies have said they have learned

so much."

Teach Engiish
Worldwid®!

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 Global TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

, ^j. Study In-Class, Online

gj^jor^byCorr^pw^er^

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888.270-2941
globaitesoi.com

. The present edition of the Blues

squad showcased the balance evident

across this tournament. After being

whitewashed by Alberta on opening

night, the Blues did battle back and en-

joyed a solid game against St. Francis-

Xavier.

Alberta then needed a shootout to

dispose of St. F.X, despite all signs point-

ing to an easy Alberta win. This was a

result that clearly indicates the Blues

own one-sided loss at the hands of the

Pandas was nothing more than an aber-

ration.

On the other side of the bracket, the

Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks dusted

off the McGill Martlets 4-1, gaining the

right to face Alberta for the gold med-

al—a rematch of last year's final. Boost-

ed by their thrilling win in the semifinal.

Alberta came from behind to regain

their spot at the top of the women's

hockey pyramid, beating Laurier by a

2-1 margin.

St. F.X., a team that had taken the

eventual champions to the limit, lost the

bronze-medal game 3-2 to McGill and

ended up going home empty handed.

The unpredictable nature of this

year's national tournament displayed

that, although one team has had its

name continually engraved on the

championship trophy, any university

women's hockey can win on any given

night. The Blues certainly proved this

fact at the CIS championship.

Toronto's Laura Foster battles for the

puck in the Blues' fifth-place showdown

with Dalhousie last weekend.
college pro SUMMER JOBS
PAINTERS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

is presently looking for responsible / hardworking

University or College students for:

Full-Time Painting Positions

May - August

No experience required, we will train you to paint.

Positions available throughout Ontario.

If interested call 1 -888-277-9787

or apply online at www.colleqepro.com

Scotland from $934*
R/T air, 2 nts hostel accommoriations, tour of the

Highlands & Islands & an Edinburgh city tour!

Ireland from $946*
R/T air, 2 nts hostel accommodations, tour of West

Coast Ireland (the land that time forgot) & a Dublin

City Tour!

England from $96r
R/T air, 2 nts hostel accommodations, follow in the

footsteps of King Arthur with a tour of the West Country

& a London Big Bus city tour!

•Airfare validity can be of longer duration. Prices subject to changes and availability and include
taxes and applicable fees- All flights are out of Toronto. All tours operated by Radical Travel and
include Excliisivt! STATr.nvfil Discniinti

oor St. West

(416) 925-5800

(888)427-5639

IstaEEMI]
1 www.statravel.ca
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Accountants

Certified Management Accountants

CMAs have a broader range of skills.

CMA Rene L. Cardinal, Executive Vice President

. of Finance for Intrawest Resort Club Group,

brings a bioad range of iikilii; lo his oigdiii/auioii.

Rene places a strong focus on strategic planning and

innovative thinking This focus has enabled him to

facilitate nearly 400% growth within his company,

(-lis achievements are just one example of how CMAs

are leading businesses towards success.

Maybe you've never considered a career in

management accounting, but you've probably also

never considered the benefits that a professional

designation can offer. As a CMA you'll build on

the skills your degree has already given you. Your

training will prepare you to make strategic and

financial decisions that can help grow an organization,

and make you an asset to any employer. Visit our

wcbsfte to find out how the CMA designation can

work for you. cma-ontario.org

Certified

Management
Accountants
What accounting should be

Come play for

our team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

t Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

« Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924-324(ll1-800-I79-1?I9

www.oxfordsemlnars.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

- Personalized Professional Instruction

• Comprehensive Study Materials

s Simulated Practice Exams

' Free Repeat Policy

I Personal Tutoring Available

I Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

mmmwm
www.oxfordseminars.com

HELP WANTED

THERE'S A LIFE ON THE LINE

SHALLWE ASK THEM TO HOLD?
Distress Centres of Toronto need volun-

teers who can be there 24/7 to answer

the calls of the lonely, distressed or

suicidal. We provide comprehensive

training in telephone support, crisis

intervention and suicide prevention.

Visit www,torontodi.stresscentre.com or

call - Downtown: 416-.598-0166, North

York: 416-486-3180, Scarborough: 416-

439-0744.

ARE YOU DRIVEN?

Are you a passionate, highly-motivated,

ambitious newbie looking to break into

advertising through a paid Account Ser-

vicing Internship? Unfortunately this

is NOT a Telemarketing position, it is a

real, honest-to-goodness advertising job.

Check out our website at www.yield-ica.

com.then send your resume with .50 for

so) choice words about why you think

you'd be a perfect fit with our team. If we

like what we see, we'll book a meeting

with you. Send your stuff to jobl@yield-

ica.com. No calls please.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, waterski,

high ropes, inline skatepark, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer pottery,

photography, & nursing students to assist

doctor www.mishmarcom

MANDARIN TEACHER REQUIRED
For 3 yr old girl near Runnymede station.

4hrs/wk. Experience with children/teach-

ing preferred. Call Marie at (416) 952-2641.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

GREAT CAMCORDER
Top rated "prosumer" Canon GL-2, 3

CCD's, Mini-DV recording, links directly to

computer Excellent condition, like new!

Minor accessories included + new back-

pack. Street price $2950, asking $1800.

416.588.1439.

CUSSIFIMS^
CYCLE SALES & SERVICE

Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

HOUSE FOR SALE BLOOR/SPADINA
Detached 2-storey, parking. Total reno-

vated, 1 or 3 family house with separate

entrances, $769,900, Alec Leung 416-505-

7328 Grea Realty Inc.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compufiow.

416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)
Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR
Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years,

(416)452-0279.

HENRY'S ESL TUTORING
hseniura@yahoo.com Experienced TESL
Ontario certified ESL Teacher available

immediately for one-to-one private Eng-

lish Tutoring. Degrees in Art, Science and
Technol; Free introductory session. Com-
petitive hourly rates thereafter Call Henry
at (905) 278-8248.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN. FAST. PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,
improve logic and fiow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

JOURNALIST/EDITOR
Edits, tightens, substantially improves
essays, theses, resumes/cover/admis-
sion letters/applications, articles, man-
uscripts, etc. Also offer writing, tutoring,

transcription services. Editors' Associa-

tion of Canada member. 416-783-5803,

editorialservices@rogers.com

Varsity ClassifietJs cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds. 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604. email: ads@thevarsity.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

CC If that

doesn't

constitute a

hate crime,

what does?JJ
SEE HIT AND RUN' -THIS PAGE"

"The same bullies that would beat me
up for being a faggot at school were

hitting on me thinking I was some girl

from out of town." Transsexuals and

the biology of gender-reassignment

surgery.

SEE WOMAN' -PG. 6

a&e
Reviews of three new campus theatre

productions.

SEE EAST COAST' - PG. 7

sports

Year-end varsity sports report card-who

gets A for Achievement. E for Effort.

SEE REPORT' -PG. 9

red letter

Today is the Vernal Equinox, the first day

of Spring. Spring begins officially at 6:26

PM Greenwich Mean Time, or 1 :26 PM

Eastern Standard Time in Toronto.

history

On March 20, 1916, Albert Einstein published

his ground-breaking General Theory of Rela-

tivity, ushering in the modern age of physics

and cosmology.

todo
TUESDAY, MARCH 21

International Day for the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination - U of T Sounds

of Change sponsored by U of T Antl-Racism

and Cultural Diversity Office. Times and

events vary. See utoronto.ca/soundsof-

change.htm.

Hit and run shocks campus
Driver uttered racial slurs before running down Muslim youth; admin says road rage, SAC says hate crime

Anas Melham
VARSITY STAFF

A man is recuperating in fiospital to-

day after being struck by a speeding

vehicle at the intersection of Russell

and Huron Streets Sunday. A U of T of-

ficial called the incident a hit and run

motivated by road rage, but there are

disturbing signs that racism was also

a factor.

A group of four young men. who
were attending a Muslim theology

seminar hosted by a non-profit organi-

zation called the al-Maghreb Institute,

were returning from a break when an
altercation broke out between them
and the suspect. According to wit-

nesses, the victim mocked the sus-

pect after he caught him urinating on
a wall. A verbal dispute ensued and
culminated with the victim kicking

the suspect's car. evidently infuriat-

ing him.

"My attention was diverted as

soon as I heard the suspect yelling

out racial slurs like 'You fucking nig-

gers, don't fucking kick my car.'" said

Fowzia Duale, who witnessed the

incident. "The four guys were talk-

ing back to the suspect but I couldn't

hear them...After a minute he got

into his car and went after them. He
drove onto the sidewalk and tried to

hit them but missed; I thought it was
over when he sped off."

The suspect quickly returned,

said Eman Ahmed, a second eyewit-

ness. "As the guys were crossing the

street, the moment they stepped off

the curb, we heard tires screeching.

From where I was standing the next

thing 1 saw was the [man] rolling off

the hood of this guy's car and falling

on the road."

Last week, two Muslim students

were assaulted in a Hart House wash-

room in what was apparently a racial-

ly motivated attack. Later, a group of

Muslim students were egged. Police

Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity officer Nouman Ashraf, left, and Vice-president and Provost. Students. David Farrar. Sunday
evening at the Eartti Sciences building.

investigations are ongoing into those

incidents. There is no evidence of a

connection between the previous at-

tacks and Sunday's altercation, but

that will be of little comfort to stu-

dents who are already feeling unsafe.

"The al-Maghreb Institute had post-

ed the article about the Hart House in-

cident on their website and told us to

walk in groups for safety purposes."

said Ahmed.
U of T officials were quick to reach

the scene.

"It's being handled by metro po-

lice." said David Farrar. vice-provost

students, as he stood near the inter-

section where the incident occurred.

"The victim was transported to hos-

pital; 1 gather he was conscious when
they transported him."

Farrar pointed out the al-Maghreb

Institute, which is not affiliated with

U of T, has held events on campus in

the past without incident, and played

down any connection between as-

sault and the university community.

"To our knowledge none of the partic-

ipants are students at the university

and the suspect was not a member of

our community." he said, "it actually

sounds like a road rage kind of inci-

dent."

Outgoing SAC VP Equity Shaila

Kibria disagrees with Farrar's assess-

ment that the incident was purely an

isolated incident of road-rage.

"I'm disgusted by what this person

did. The guy used racial slurs during

the altercation and then tries to run'

over that group of Somali men twice,

hitting one, all within five minutes? If

that does not constitute a hate crime,

then what does?" asked Kibria. "My

SEE HIT AND RUN -PG3

Afghanistan revisited
UTSC plays host to Afghan ambassador at photo exhibit

.

Gus Constantinou

War is something Afghanistan knows
all too well. With the country still oc-

cupying international headlines and

Canadian involvement reaching new
levels, one journalist is painting the

country in brighter colours than

those of combat paint.

UTSC's Doris McCarthy Gallery

hosted the Afghan ambassador to

Canada Omar Samad last Thursday
for the gala opening of Return, Af-

ghanistan, a photo exhibit by famed

Afghan photojournalist Zalmai Ahad.

The show debuted at the United Na-

tions Headquarters in Geneva, and

after visiting Toronto will continue its

tour of Europe and North America.

Unfortunately for the packed audi-

ence, Zalmai—who was forced into

exile at an early age by the Soviet

invasion of his country in 1979 and
went on to have his work published

in The New York Times Magazine
and Time—could not make an ap-

The vifeathered faces of Zalmai Ahad's photos reflect Afghanistan's troubled history

pearance at the gala opening. He
is busy documenting the booming
poppy and heroin trade in Afghani-

stan. Samad introduced the show in

his stead.

Traditionally a black-and-white

photographer, Zalmai recently be-

gan using colour, and explained his

rationale for the switch in a state-

ment Samad read to the crowd.

"[Colour conveyed the idea] that

now, after such a long time, there

was hope again for Afghanistan,"

read the statement. "It seemed to me
that colours were returning and that

they would be those of a peaceful

country. And so I set out to find this

hope, with—for the first time—co-

lour film in my camera."

Samad said that the sense of yearn-

ing in Zalmai's work echoes that of

many Afghanis who want to return

to their country, but are unable to.

As such, Zalma'i hopes Return, Af-

ghanistan will "capture the resilience

of a people who have rarely known
peace, their optimism in the face of

overwhelming odds and the very

real worry that the country remains
on a knife-edge and could easily slip

back into a nightmare from which it

is still trying to escape."

After the deaths of two Canadian
soldiers in Kandahar earlier this

SEE AFGHANISTAN' -PG
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HART HOUSE

S-BUCK LUNCH
The SoiiiHk of Cliiiiiiie

In support of the International Day

for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

Tuesday March 21 • 1 1:45- 2pm • Great Hall

Music & Concerts
orlddKoHA^usk presents Diggin' Roots -

March 23 • 9pm 'Arbor Room
Jazz at Oscar's Dan McCarthy

March 24 ^pw» • Arbpr Ropm
l|fymjphonic Band Concert

March 25 • 8pm • Great Hall

Marie Gaudet reads and performs. A First Nations

event for the entire family.

March 26 • 1 1am-12noon • East Common Room

Mar. 25 A day of making maple syrup at Hart House Farm.

Buses leave Hart House at 10:30am, return at 7pm.

Advance Sales: $24 with bus; $19 without.

After Mar. 23 $29 with bus; $24 without.

Families and children welcome. Pets are not permitted.

Purchase tickets at the Hall Porters Desk.

HART HOUSE LECTURE
Michael Geist

Our own creative land:
"Our Own Creative Land: Cultural Monopoly and

the Trouble with Copyright" Who owns our

creativity? What is wrong with copyright?

Tickets are free from www.uofttix.ca 416.978.8849

March 30 • 7:30pm • Great Hall

Me (ldtin/"here") artS
Opening Mar. 2 • 7-9pm Music Room

18 artists have created an exhibition of
contemporary installation, intervention
andperformance art in non-conventional

spaces throughout the House.

Seeing is believing, so don't miss out!

Runs to April 16.

Mar. 1 6 • Panel Discussion followed by a

tour of the exhibition 7-9pm Music Room

6. ^.<?^-^^^^^^^'^,£f''^ \0UR STUDENT CENTREWesI ErrtrariM
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Playing pretend with theUN
Model UN team supported more by Harvard than U of T

Adeel Ahmad

At a time when the effectiveness of the

United Nations is in dispute, the ideals

of the international organization still

inspire many—especially poli-sci ma-

jors.

On March 27, a group of U of T stu-

dents will get to participate in the real

thing. Almost.

A team of ten delegates will repre-

sent U of T at the World Model United

Nations (WorldMUN) conference in

Beijing. More than 1,400 students from

50 countries are expected to take part

in the event, which is organized annu-

ally by Harvard University.

The ten students from U of T are

all members of the United Nations

Society, a group that promotes and

discusses the UN and its aims of in-

ternationalism. The UN Society sends

its members to model UN conferences

around the world.

The journey to the conference has

been a difficult one. The university did

not fund the trip, leaving the students

to fund it themselves. In fact, Lindsay

Doyle, the head delegate, said the

team has received more support from

Harvard than its own school.

The purpose of the WorldMUN
conference is to draft and pass reso-

lutions on issues of international con-

cern as a single body, mimicking the

workings of the real General Assem-

bly of the UN.

Doyle describes the conference as

an "excellent learning experience."

She and her team hope to win best

delegate awards for the university and

Doyle says she is "very proud to be

bringing a third" of the 31 delegates

from Canada.

Each delegation is assigned one

or more countries to represent, and

members of the U of T team are rep-

resenting the United Kingdom, Nicara-

gua, and Guinea-Bissau. Their task is

to become fully versed in the foreign

policy of their assigned country so

that they can represent it as closely as

possible at the conference.

The conference is highly competi-

tive and there is no shortage of awcirds

up for grabs. Her U of T team has some
inexperienced members, but Doyle is

very optimistic of the abilities of the

team as a whole.

"The likelihood [of winning awards]

is very strong," she said.

Debating and diplomacy are crucial

skills at the conference, but the team

is diverse and interdisciplinary in its

background, reflecting the divergent

issues that they will face. In addition

to international relations and political

science, the expected staple fields of

theUN Society, there are also students

studying commerce, engineering, cind

Slavic languages.

The UN Society is already hoping

for more members and more interna-

tional conferences to come. "It is an

excellent opportunity, one that we
hope to open up to more students

throughout the next academic year,"

Doyle said.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM
Attention all full-time undergraduate members

of the Students' Administrative Council

SAC, your students' union, will be conducting a referendum on

March 21 and 22, 2006. Voting will be conducted online using the

Universit}'' of Toronto's ROSI system: www.rosi.utoronto.ca

The following question, and accompanying preamble, will be posed.

PREAMBLE
Every year, the Students' Administrative Council (SAC), your students'

union, runs the only central Orientation Day for ail University of Toronto
students. In recent years, SAC has taken steps to improve and broaden
Orientation programming. Among other activities, students have enjoyed
the Carnival at UTM, the Clubs Fair at the St. George Campus, and an
open concert for all. Registration fees have not been required of individual

students for any of these activities. In addition, SAC has provided funding
for other Orientation activities at the campuses, colleges, and professional

faculties. In 2005, SAC provided approximately $80,000 in funding for such
activities in order to keep registration fees as low as possible.

SAC remains committed to ensuring that Orientation programming is a
welcoming experience that is inclusive for all students and free of excessive
corporate sponsorship. Unfortunately the University administration recently

advised SAC that the administration will no longer be providing general
funding to Orientation programming. This loss of funding will significantly

impact SAC'S ability to provide the same level of programming and support
for Orientation.

In order to provide similar high quality Orientation programming in the
future, SAC is seeking consent from its full-time undergraduate members to

increase the SAC membership fee by $1 .00 per session. In addition, SAC
is seeking consent to adjust annually the total Orientation fee according
to the local rate of inflation; such indexation will ensure that students
receive the same value in programming each year. If approved, the $1.00
per session fee increase will be collected from all full-time undergraduate
students at the St. George and UTM campuses as part of SAC's fee
beginning in the fall 2006 session.

QUESTION

As described in the preamble, are you in favour of a $1 .00 per session
fee increase, and of indexing the Orientation fee to inflation, beginning in

the fall 2006 session, in order to provide continued support to Orientation
programming? YES or NO

^ . ITie referendum preamble and question, above,

are subject to minor modifications of a correca\'e

fc^^fl UNIVERSITY OF T o H o N T o ^''^ clarif\Tng nafute onlv. For updates: relephone

students'admlntstrativecouncli sac office (4i 6-978-491 1), visit x^-w^-sac

LOCAL 98 CANADIAN FEoeRATioN OF STUDENTS utorotito.ca, or crtiiiil refercndum@sac.ur()r()nto.ca
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Protestors mark
anniversary of Iraq war
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Bruce Harpham
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Hundreds of protesters assembled
near the American consulate on Sat-

urday to condemn military action all

over the world. Though ostensibly

held to mark the third anniversary of

the March 20, 2003 invasion of Iraq by
the US and Britain, the protestors ad-

dressed a variety of world issues, in-

cluding Canadian involement in armed
conflicts in Afghanistan and Haiti.

The protestors' global concerns
were epitomized by their repeated

chants of "From Iraq to Palestine, oc-

cupation is a crime." At the pre-rally

for the student contingent of the pro-

test, held at Dundas Square, an Arab
Students' Collective representative

condemned what the group sees as

oppression of the people of Palestine.

Other speakers talked about Canada's

participation in a coup d'etat in Haiti in

2004.

The variety of issues energizing the

protesters was considerable: some
hawked leftist newspapers, while oth-

ers carried large Palestinian flags.

Most had placards made by the Toron-
to Coalition to Stop the War. The only

student group in the march to explic-

itly identify itself was the Ryerson Stu-

dent Union whose members carried a

banner.

Although any kind of oppression

seemed fair game for condemnation,

Canadian military involvement in the

Kandahar region of Afghanistan was
at the top of the agenda. Some of the

protesters focused on the death of

Rosebir Gill, a U of T Arts and Science student, joins with liundreds of others to demand
an end to war and occupation

Nasrat Ali Hassan, an Afghani who
was shot and killed in a taxi this week
by Canadian troops.

"It takes more courage to leave a war
than fight one," said sergeant Patrick

Hart, a former U.S. sergeant attending

the protest who fled to Canada last Au-

gust rather than be sent back to Iraq.

"My enemy is not foreign, it's domes-
tic," continued Hart, referring to the

US Army oath to protect America from
"all enemies foreign and domestic."

"We can't slide into George Bush's

wars," said Toronto NDP MP Peggy
Nash in a speech. "We should be
declaring war on poverty, not Af-

ghanistan." The theme that military

spending was detracting from more

important domestic issues was rein-

forced by student's placards which
proclaimed, "Books not bombs" and
"Healthcare not warfare!"

"I'm against this war of aggression

against Muslim countries," said Ismail

Norman, a retired university professor

who attended the rally. "I'm also here

to support the U.S. war resisters who
are trying to stay in Canada."

Despite the multitude of speeches
and placards, the protest was notice-

ably quiet, attended by only a few hun-
dred people. The roughly 60 police

officers present on University Avenue
stood at attention throughout the pro-

test, but the demonstration was with-

out incident.

'HIT AND RUN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

main concern is that the university

has not acted promptly. It has been

12 days since the first incident at Hart

House. I appreciate the fact that the

U of T's president appeared at Friday

prayers to address the concerns of

Muslim students, but when will the

university come out and make a press

statement?"

Nouman Ashraf, the Anti-Racism

and cultural diversity officer at U of

T, said he is taking steps to combat
hate on campus. "My office is running

focus groups on the St. George cam-

pus, the Mississauga campus and the

Scarborough campus," he said. "Next

week at UTM we're running a session

entitled 'Recognizing Islamophobia

and Anti-Semitism: an anti-racist

paradigm.'"

According to Kibria, this incident is

the worst of a string of Islamophobic

attacks at U of T's. "Even if the police

investigation does not conclude that

this was a hate crime, which it ap-

pears to be, its repercussions still af-

fect a significant portion of the U of T's

student body," she said. "Muslim stu-

dents must feel safe on this campus
and that won't happen until the prop-

er protective measures are taken."

only^cp
wear it out.

With purchase of $35.00

before tax in crested clothing,

get a limited edition U of T Lexan
|

sport waterbottle for U.
|

While quantities last.
|

214 College St. 416-640-5835
]

Mm
uiww.uoftbookstore.com

THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

LECTURE SERIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Earth Evolution and

Climate:A Brief History

W. Richard Peltier
University Professor

Department of Physics

Faculty ofArts and Science

Tuesday, March 28, 2006

7:30 pm
George IgnatieffTheatre

I S Devonshire Place

ARTS &
SCIENCE

For more informatioo, visH:

Of caJf 5-46-5937

GE Foundation

GE Foundation Scholar-Leaders Program in Canada

Participating institutions:

University of Alberta • McMaster University • University of Toronto
McGill University • HEC Montreal Ecole Polytechnique

The GE Foundation, the philanthropic organization of the General

Electric Company, is pleased to announce the GE Foundation

Scholars-Leaders Program in Canada. The program is administered

by the Institute of International Education (HE) on behalf of the GE
Foundation,

The GE Foundation seeks to increase access to higher education by

identifying and recognizing up to 15 accomplished first-year

undergraduate students from six participating institutions who are

pursuing degrees in the fields of engineering and
business/management and are a member of one of the following

groups: Aboriginal peoples*, women in Engineering programs,

and persons with disabilities**.

* A Canadian resident Aboriginal individual who is either First Nation status or

non-status. Metis or Inuit

**A disability is defined as "a functional limitation that is caused by p'lysical or

mental impairment that restricts a student s ability to perform the daily activities

necessary to participate in studies at a postsecondary level or in the labor force,

and that is expected to remain with the student for the student's expected Itfe."

Why Apply?
• A $4000 per year scholarship for the 2""', 3"*, and 4'" years

of your undergraduate program

• An opportunity to be mentored by a business leader at GE in

Canada
• Inclusion in GE Foundation Scholar-Leader activities,

including a specially designed, all expenses paid, summer
leadership seminar at GE Canada in Mississauga, Ontano

•, Participation in community work projects

Who Can Apply?
Or7/y applicants who meet the eligibility criteria described belov^ will be

considered for the award

Aboriginal peoples - women in engineerrng programs
with disabilities who:

persons

• Are Canadian residents

• Are first-year full-time students at one of the six participating

institutions

• Are studying engineering or business/management
(Aboriginal peoples and persons with disabilities considered

for both fields)

• Have high academic performance, as demonstrated by first

semester university results and high school transcripts.

• Demonstrate financial need

How to Apply?
Please visit www iie orq/pioqrams/qefoundation and click on the link

Applications under "Application Center". You may also call HE at 1-

800-486-0308 or send an email to gefslp-canada^iie orq to have an
application sent to you. The application deadline is March 24, 2006
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Remarks 1:15 pm
Refreshments to follow

Uo/T Scarborough

1265 Military Trail, Toronto

(South of" Hwy 401 at Morningside Ave.)

Ever}'one welcome

For more information: Tel. 416-287-7080 or www.utsc.utoronto.ca

Outstanding racuity

Selling more than just coffee

Down syndrome, autism no barriers to success for employees of New

College food business

Helen Stratigos Williams

Business partners Petra and Rachel

operate the Coffee Shed, a small coffee

shop in New College's Wetmore Hall lob-

by. They sell sandwiches, baked goods,

and organic, fair-trade coffee and tea.

On the surface, their business is like

any other The difference lies in the fact

that bothwomen have Down syndrome.

Everyone who works at the Coffee Shed

has some form of developmental dis-

ability, and all are full partners in the

business.

The women are part of a unique busi-

ness partnership specifically designed

to allow persons with such disabilities

to earn an income and interact with

the community. The program, which

includes four Coffee Shed outlets in To-

ronto, aims to offer those with disabili-

ties an alternative to relative isolation in

workshops or reliance on modest gov-

ernment allowances.

The Coffee Shed is an offshoot of a

thriving catering service that is owned
and run by people with autism, Down's

syndrome, and other disabilities. The
vendors operate under the umbrella

of an organization called Common
Ground Co-operative, which is leading

a growing movement to create sustain-

able, self-motivated opportunities for

developmentally challenged people

who are often marginalized. In order to

join the Common Ground partnership,

each partner must be selected on the

basis of his or her ability to learn about

business, customer service, and culi-

Down Syndrome is no hinderance to Lynn

Symons (right), who is a full business

partner of the Coffee Shed

nary arts.

"People love our lemon squares, and

our brownies," said Petra, who has

worked at The Coffee Shed for almost

five years. "1 like coming to work and

seeing people's happy faces." Like all of

the partners, she has completed eight

weeks of courses in money manage-

ment, democratic processes, market-

ing and promotion, and register opera-

tions.

Avoiding the frustration of intermit-

tent, subordinate jobs, the partners at

Common Ground, who number 53, are

involved in all spheres of their business,

including decision-making and operat-

ing responsibilities.

Delivered freshly-made from a To-

ronto caterer, the Coffee Shed's edibles

have a homemade feel to them. "People

tell us we've got good food. I think our

cookies and muffins are great," said

Lynn Symons, one of the Coffee Shed's

partners.

"It's amazing what a person can do

if you give them the chance," Sciid Alice

Bikeeva, job coach at The Coffee Shed.

"These partners are working towcird

independence and self-respect. Their

quality of life is enhanced by this busi-

ness."

The Ministry of Community cind So-

cial Services and the Ontario Trillium

Foundation funds the full-time training

staff.

The principal of New College, David

Clandfield, and the assistant principal

and registrar Sally Walker have been

advocates of The Coffee Shed, provid-

ing it with rent-free space to operate.

The New College Student Council and

SAC also offer support by participat-

ing in Listening Committee meetings,

where they provide feedback and en-

couragement to the partners.

"There is a proverb," said Bikeeva.

"Give a person a fish, you feed him for

a day; teach a person to fish, you feed

him for a lifetime. That is what is hap-

pening here. Everyone involved with

this partnership is learning skills to

create long-term success. But it's also

developing the whole individual—all

aspects of a person: physical, mental,

and personal.

"My job—and the job of all of the

coaches—is to be on hand if we are

needed, but to let them make it on

their own."

AFGHANISTAN' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

month, many have questioned the va-

lidity of the Canada's military involve-

ment in Afghanistan. But in a pointed

echo of the words of Canadian prime

minister Stephen Harper and U.S.

president George W. Bush, Samad
asserted that Canada must "stay the

course" in Afghanistan. He went on to

say that Afghans are "grateful" for the

role Canadians are playing.

Samad's outlook was reflected by
the Afghan Student Body (ASB), a

campus group that helped organize

the gala. The night featured tradi-

tional Afghan song, dance, and food.

The group members also voiced their

hopes and concerns for a homeland
some had never seen.

"No matter what the intent is, Af-

ghanis still see [Canadian troops] as

foreigners." said one ASB member,
speaking of the 2,000 Canadian sol-

diers deployed in the country as part

of the US-led NATO force. "We've

always been attacked by foreigners.

When we see the Canadians come,
Afghanis don't necessarily see peo-

ple who are coming to build stuff and
help out. They see foreigners trying

to take over their land and politics.

That's what has always happened
to us. So [Canadians] have to be pre-

pared for the consequences and not

be surprised."

In support of the International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, U of T will join the ranks of

those who have used music to make a better world. On March 21st, come hear musicians as they perform

throughout the St. George campus. Begin the day with a $5 lunch at Hart House. After that, check out

U of T student, staff and faculty musicians in seven locations across the University. Most importantly, be part

of U of T's very real commitment to making equity a central part of our everyday lives on campus.

For places and times visit v/vvvv'.utoronto.ca

Fly for FREE to London
when you buy one of the following Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06:

European Explorer

Ultimate European

European Adventurer

47-Day Camping

Or fly at special discounted rates

when you buy other selected Contiki tours

departing Canada by May 23/06 - ask your
Travel CUTS consultant for more details.

MOUOjEVS for 1S-3S'S

RCE IS LIMITED AND IT WONT LAST LONG!

Applicable tours, must be booked and paid in full between )an.02 Maicli 31/06. Space is limiled. and may
sell out before this date. Weekend surcharges, taxes, and other govcrnmcnt/airline/scrvicc fees not

included. Valid Inlernalional Student Identity Card (ISIC) refluited. Terms & conditions apply.

travel CUTS is ov/nf-d and operated by the Canadian federation of Studenis. liCO * 1324998

UN1VERSITY<^TORONTO

Spori'voreci by ihe Office of tfie VP - HR one! Equity, Special Advisor on Equity Issues, Anti-Racism and Cultural Diversity Office,

Office of ttie VP and Provost, Hart Houss, and the i^oculty of Music

niRAVELCmS
See the world your way

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149
(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing . . , .

,

(905)820-1162
www.travelcuts.com
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Time to give it the old college try
As Ontario's college students face

another Monday morning with no
classes. The Varsity joins them in

calling for increased government in-

volvement to end this strike and get

students back in the classroom.

The laissez-faire attitude demon-
strated by the McGuinty government
in bringing together college adminis-

trators and teachers (as represented

by OPSEU) to resolve this conflict has

been most disheartening. Though
university professors are not simi-

larly unionized, and therefore a prov-

ince-wide strike is all but impossible,

it is hard to imagine that the govern-

ment would be so slow to act if it were
university students that were barred

EDITORIAL -

access to education.

Colleges have moved beyond a

junior partner status in education.

The general media has declared sup-

port for the students, bringing an

attention to this issue that's usually

reserved for university protests. For

the government to take the colleges

less seriously because they do not

have the august tradition or theoreti-

cal curricula of Ontario's universities

is wrong and short-sighted.

With Ontario facing a significant

shortage in skilled workers in the

trades and automotive industries.

colleges are essential in producing

those that will keep our society func-

tioning. To delay action on the strike

is to punish the social workers and

entrepreneurs of the future who de-

pend on these years as a foundation

for life, just as much as tomorrow's

professors and doctors who toil on
our campus do.

In fact, such a division of training

is no longer the reality. Increasingly,

students require a mix of university

and college education for success in

their chosen field. It is therefore natu-

ral that both streams of education be

given the same priority, especially in

times of labour strife.

College administrators have

proposed a "semester completion

strategy" that would see graduating

students complete their term once

the strike is resolved. This public at-

tempt to save face is laughable con-

sidering that many college students

live out of town and have to deal with

new jobs and expiring leases come
May 1. Such a bending of the sched-

ule might have been possible after a

high school teachers' strike, but not

at this level.

As with most strikes, there are

gains and concessions to be made on

both sides here. But until the govern-

ment exerts more pressure on the

teachers' union and management to

get results fast, the students—espe-

cially those who should be enjoying

their final few weeks of preparation

and getting ready for full-time work

—

will continue to lose out.

The Varsity calls for a quick and ef-

fective resolution to this dispute that

restores the rights and important sta-

tus of students in the system. Teach-

ers and administrators are all for the

students, till their own interests need

to be addressed. To truly rectify this

situation, both sides need to put the

students—their current and future

clients—first.

To look upon any student as sec-

ond-class, at no matter what level or

in what type of scholastic setting, is

an affront to us all.

The aesthetics ofcity slush
How photography can put us in focus

Maya Reid

Toronto is in seasonal limbo. Spring

officially begins this week, but there's

not a hint of it in sight—no closed

buds weighing down trees, nor any

sign that crocuses ever bloomed
in this town. That's a tough real-

ity to contend with, considering how
months of ice, slush, and grey sky

tend to magnify the ugliness of our

man-made world otherwise known as

The City.

You just can't admire the way a car

or Robarts Library looks covered in

snow the way you can adore a pine

tree dusted in white. Or can you? Yes,

you can, with the help of photogra-

pher Edward Burtynsky.

Toronto-based Burtynsky shoots

images that take your breath away.

But there's nary a majestic mountain

in any of them, unless you count his

Oxford Tire Pile series, in which a

California tire dump takes shape as

a landscape of imposing hills and

sharply sloping valleys. Perhaps even

more startling are his photographs

of nickel tailings in Sudbury: tailings

are the remnants of mined minerals,

which, if you didn't know, look like riv-

ers of lava surrounded by pitch black

polluted earth.

These are photographs of waste on

wasted and ruined land—and they

are beautiful.

But Burtynsky's exploration of the

relationship between industry and
nature does not end here. There are

photographs of American oil fields

with their innumerable pumps nod-

ding away, as well as images of broken-

down buildings and roads enveloped

by shattered concrete, heralding the

coming of China's Three Gorges Dam.

Destruction defines his photos.

Even when there are natural elements

to be found in his work, they are usu-

ally dead. Similar things can be said

about Toronto's depressing winter-

time. And yet, Toronto is considered

"ugly" as a result.

Perhaps the beauty evoked in Bur-

tynsky's work is merely the result of

manipulation. For example, angles are

paramount in photography: from any

one direction, a shot can either look

spectacular or it can look boring.

But, it would not be fair to solely

attribute the image quality to some-

thing as simplistic as technique. In

fact, technically, Burtynsky's photo-

graphs have a very "bare-bones" feel

to them. He doesn't embellish images

by running them through Photoshop,

which elevates the subject matter so

that you're not thinking about the fact

that you're staring at a photograph.

You're thinking that you can't believe

these places exist. You want to visit

these sites so you can see for yourself

just how incredibly stunning every-

thing looks.

So in some respects, what makes it

difficult to not be affected by Burtyn-

sky's work is its industrial landscape

subject matter, many of which are

nearly just a hop, skip, and a jump

away from Toronto, and many of

which you could find variations on

right here in the city.

Find them now, because these

places can disappear just like the for-

ests that preceded them. A few years

after Burtynsky shot his Californian

tire landscapes, the dump caught on

fire; those hills and valleys don't exist

anymore.

Whether you go in spring or winter

won't matter, because these visuals

are defined by the absence of things

like budding trees and blooming cro-

cuses—which could make getting

through this seasonal limbo period a

little more aesthetically pleasing for

everyone.

LETTERS

"These images are meant as metaphors to the dilemma of

our modern existence; they search for a dialogue between

attraction and repulsion, seduction and fear. We are drawn

by desire—a chance at good living, yet we are consciously

or unconsciously aware that the world is suffering for our

success. .

."

EowAjy) Burtynsky,

www.edwardburtynsky.com

"Oxford Tire Pile No.1" Westley, California 1999

A voice we've been

waiting to hear from

Re: "Hate attacks rock
campus," March 13th

As co-organizer of March llth's

"Support Denmark" rally, I must
emphatically state that the actions

of a few bigots are in no way indic-

ative of the sentiments behind the

demonstration, nor of the consen-
sus amongst demonstrators.
The assault on protestors is

particularly offensive, for we sup-

port all peaceful expression free

of physical intimidation. Just as

fanaticism too often highjacks the

voice of Islam, so it seems that our

cause garners the dubious sup-

port of craven, xenophobic idiots.

May those of us who support

free speech not fail to make our

voices heard in universal denun-

ciation. Likewise, may those forces

of political correctness so quick

to cry "Islamophobia" not dimin-

ish these incidents by likening

them to slighter offences. The
violence against these women, not

a week of informative events—and

certainly not a cartoon—are true

anti-Muslim attacks.

Nav Purewal
Co-organizer, Toronto Supports

Denmark

Not so secular?

Re: "God, aliens share
source—your brain,"

March 13th

It was with a chuckle that I read

this article. The idea that God
is nothing but a mere projection

or a mental conjecture is an old

chestnut proposed by the likes of

Ludwig Feuerbach and Sigmund
Freud. What was lacking in this ar-

ticle was the fact that no one men-
tioned the point that "scientism"

is also a religion, or at least has

become one for those who claim

to be scientifically minded.

The idea that everything is

explained by science is seriously

flawed as the history of science

shows the fluctuation of theories

that come and go and are discard-

ed by new research.

The comments by Dr. Robert
Buckman that the belief in God
is a "coping mechanism acquired
through evolution" to help us

survive in a "scary" world is also

a very religious statement. Dr.

Michael Ruse, professor emeri-

tus of Guelph University and an

ardent advocate of evolution, has

remarked that evolution is "a reli-

gion" and that it is just as religious

as Christianity. This is because

its world view also lends itself to

faith, particularly regarding the

origin of the universe and life

itself, which was not observable

by scientific inquiry.

If the Toronto Secular Alliance

wishes to open a "Freethought

Centre" 1 hope they really mean
what they say. People are free to

think, even if it involves belief in

God or a higher power. If they are

not free to think this way, then 1

suggest you rename the proposed

title for your centre.

Tony Costa
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//SCIENCE

Are you a guy looking to be

all woman? A sex change

may be for you. Pack your

bags and head on down to

Montreal to see Dr. Pierre

Brassard, one of the only

gender reassignment sur-

geons in Canada.

When going from male-to-

female, surgical procedures

include a tightening of the

vocal chords, a whittling

down of the Adam's apple,

an implanting of silicon for

that bouncy look, and of

course, there's all the usuals

like lipo, tummy tucks and

nose jobs.

And let's not forget those

pieces de resistance: the

penectomy (penis removal)

and the vaginoplasty (va-

gina/clitoris construction).

Vaginas are made by invert-

ing some of the tissues left

over from the removed

penis. Orgasmically, it's fully

functional, but if you're a

man with maternal instincts

your vagina does not come
with a uterus, making preg-

nancy an impossible dream.

Depending on how much
of a woman you want to be,

male-to-female sex changes

can range from US$40,000

to $80,000.

Visit http://www.grsmon-

treal.com/anglais.html for

more info and step-by-step

cartoons.

Visit http://ai.eecs.umich.

edu/people/conway/TS/

SRS.html#anchorl08181

for the non- cartoon ver-

sion. (Viewer discretion is

advised.)

-CHRIS OAMDAR

Between 1952 and 1954,

Christine Jorgensen was among

the first transsexuals to undergo

sexual reassignment surgery in

the United States. Her "outing"

by the media first brought

transsexualism into the public

spotlight.

Awoman, in transit between bodies

Chris Damdar
ASSOCIATE SCIENCE EDITOR

John Odo wanted boobs from the age

of nine. "And not just boobs but a va-

gina too," he said. "Actually one of my
biggest focuses is womanly hips. 1 re-

ally want to have wide, big hips."

Odo isn't gay, or a transvestite, even

though the thirty-something frequent-

ly wears women's garb. Nor is John

Odo a male... psychologically speak-

ing. Odo is a transsexual, a person

whose psychological gender doesn't

match the biological body he or she

were born with. Odo has spent her

life struggling to reconcile her female

identity with her manly parts and

plumbing.

The struggle proved difficult espe-

cially as a teenager in Nova Scotia,

when she would dress as a boy in

school and as a girl for the movies.

"The same bullies that would beat

me up for being a faggot at school were

hitting on me thinking I was some girl

from out of town."

When faced with society's rigid

rules of normality, growing up with

the wrong bodily bits can be a hor-

rifying experience. Many guys would

think it a nightmare to wake up with

breasts, but that is what transsexual

males (biological females) endure dur-

ing puberty. For transsexual females

(biological males) like Odo, the penis

dangling between their legs can be

equally distressing.

Transsexuals are marginalized and

ridiculed even within the gay commu-
nity, and as a group transsexuals expe-

rience higher rates of depression, self-

hurting (like cutting), and suicide.

"Because of the transphobic world

that we live in, we don't always have

the chance to fully blossom and be in

touch with who we are," said Rupert

Raj, a psychotherapist and transsex-

ual male who had sex-reassignment

surgery to his male body in the 70s.

Raj is a counsellor at the Sherbourne

Health Centre, a facility with a grow-

ing reputation for their trans-positive

stance and resources for transsexuals

looking for answers.

"We're sex affirmative, gay affirming,

and gender affirming. If someone says

they are trans we accept them on their

self-report."

Odo has been coming to the Sher-

bourne Health Centre seeking infor-

mation about hormone replacement

therapy (HRT). Transsexuals of both

sexes use HRT to better align their

bodies with their gender identities.

By flooding her body with female

estrogens, Odo will induce a second

Breasts enlarge. 1
nippies expand

1
Body hair softens

and falls off

Less muscles

more mood swings

Penis and testicles:

serious shrinkage

Skin becomes smoother

and softer to the touch

Sweat smells sweeter,

less stinky

Hips rotate forward,

due to changes in tendons

Buttocks become bouncier

as fat collects in the rear

The illustration above shows how hormone replacement therapy (HRT) affects the different

body parts of a transsexual female (biological male), such as John Odo. HRT alone cannot

rub out many of the body's primary and secondary sexual characteristics, though. Breasts

in transsexual females, for instance, will not regress.

While some changes resulting from HRT, such as breast and nipple development in

transsexual females are irreversible, others, such as the loss of muscle and reduction in

body hair, fade with time if the therapy is discontinued.

puberty, female this time around.

And although the estrogens will not

completely undo the effects of her first

male puberty, they will give her the

big hips and breasts she has always

wanted, as well as a few other feminine

charms (see illustration).

However, some psychiatrists say

that in some cases it is wiser to align

the mind with the body, instead of the

body with the mind. Some psycholo-

gists have an entirely different name
for transsexualism: Gender Identity

Disorder (GID).

"GID, transsexual, gender dyspho-

ria, all these terms are more or less

describing the same group of people,"

said Dr. Kenneth Zucker, a researcher

at the Centre for Addiction and Mental

Health who studies GID in children.

His office door is plastered with pic-

tures of smiling stick figures drawn by

children, some saying "Dr. Zucker is

cool," and "Thank you for helping me."

"Parents worry that [their kids] are

unhappy about their gender, that this

might mean they're gay or that they

have other emotional problems," said

Zucker, who aims not to change a

child's sexual orientation, but to help

them resolve their "gender confu-

sion."

g "I think ultimately the goal is to help

1 the person make the best adaptation

S to life. If somebody can grow up be-

I ing comfortable in their own skin, why

I would you not want to help them?"

s GID could have many causes, includ-

I ing the family situation and genetic fac-

S tors. Zucker spends a lot of time with

5 kids assessing whether they actually

t have GID (are transsexual), if they're

s gay, or if they're just going through a

S phase.

i "What we do a lot nowadays is put

I them on puberty-blocking medica-

g tions which stops their physical mas-

1 culinization/feminization, which for

? some kids gives them more time to

S think about their gender issues and to

g decide which is the right way to go."

i Raj does not approve of those who

1 pathologize transsexualism as a dis-

^ order.

i "Trans [sexual] people aren't broken,

i and they don't need to be fixed—other

S than hormones or surgery," said Raj.

= Odo will have to go under the knife

~ for the vagina she longs for, an expen-

sive and complicated procedure.

"It's the only way 1 can replace the M
on my ID with an F," said Odo. "Once

that F is on my ID 1 can use any bath-

room with a lady on it."

"The more like a woman 1 act and

look, the more the world will accept

me as one."

// EARTH DAY SPECIAL: IS PAPER KILLING THE PLANET?

How it's made
Paper is made by grinding a source of

fibre (read: trees) down to pulp, which

is a soup of fibres and other chemicals

that are thrown in as well—calcium

carbonate, for instance, is used to

produce glossy magazine paper

This slurry is watered down, and

drawn through a hne-mesh screen

to form a fibrous web. Pressing and

drying is used to remove excess water,

and presto—paper.

To visualize the fine structure of

paper, picture cooked spaghetti that

is drained and allowed to dry out on a

flat surface. This and other facts about

the properties of paper were the topic

of a lecture, on Mar. 8, by Dr. Kaarlo

Niskanen, a leading paper-science

researcher from Finland.

Scientists take interest in the

random arrangement of fibres in paper,

because they model the behaviour of

"random 2D structures."

"If [paper] were ordered, a lot of

the fun would have been taken away,"

Niskanen noted.

Paper, paper

everywhere...

Not all of it is made equal. Here's a

look at some common types:

VIRGIN: Made of wood fibres derived

directly from trees. Making it uses

more energy and water than any other

paper processing method, and most

printing and writing paper today is

still virgin paper. Tim-berrr!

RECYCLED: Contains non-virgin

fibres, but costs more than virgin

paper to make, because of expensive

de-inking plants. A "recycled" label

doesn't specify how much of the paper

is recycled, so the "post-consumer"

label is used instead.

X% POST-CONSUMER: Post-con-

sumer waste is paper that has been

used in the home or office and tossed.

Post-consumer paper incorporates

a certain percentage of this waste

into its production, thus reducing the

percentage of virgin fibres.

ANCIENT FOREST-FRIENOLY: Old-

growth forests contain several layers

of vegetation, a variety of plant and

animal species, and have experienced

minimal disruption. A small but

growing sector of the paper market,

makers of ancient forest-friendly

paper shun wood gathered through

the logging of old-growth forests.

TREE-FREE: No trees are harmed in

the making of this paper. Sources of

fibres include cotton, rice, kenaf (a

fast-growing, high-yield plant related

to cotton), and hemp.

NEWSPRINT: You're looking at it!

Newsprint is low-cost and low-qual-

ity paper, so it is sensitive to light,

age, and humidity (evidence of this

is on your fingertips). It's often made

of a mix of cheaper pulp, with some

recycled content. Before the mid-

nineteenth century, newspapers were

made from old rags.

Worldwide, average annua! paper consumption is 48 kitograms per capita;
North America accounts for over one third of total

324 litres of water
are used to make
one kilogram of paper

A sheet of

letter-size

paper weighs
.4.5 grams

In 2004, the Canadian paper industry

accounted for over one third of the
energy use of all manufacturing
industries.

Recycling 54 kilograms

of newspaper will save
one tree.

Shitty spies:

The Pentagon uses,

on average, 666 rolls

of toilet paper a day

ILLUSTRATION: MIKE GHENU/WORDS: MtVCE AL-SUKHNI

Paper of the future?
It's called "e-paper," and it could

revolutionize the world of print. It is

composed of two plastic sheets filled

with microcapsules containing white,

electrically sensitive particles and

black dye, or "e-ink," that can be

manipulated by an electric field.

A negative charge applied to the

surface electrode of the paper will

repel the particles and force the black

dye to the surface, thereby making

that pixel appear black.

A white pixel can be had by revers-

ing the charge and attracting the

particles to the surface. E-paper is

capable of holding text and images

without an external source of power

Electricity is only needed to change

images on the e-paper.

The Sony Reader, an e-book reader

based on e-paper, is set to debut in

North America this spring. It will cost

US$300 to $500. The device boasts

four-shade monochrome colour, and

Sony hopes readers will buy e-books

through an iTunes-like arrangement.
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East Coast adventure rife with newfound laugtis

THEATRE REVIEW
The Adventure of
Faustus Bidgood

Graduate Centre for

the Study ofDrama

Studio Ttieatre

March 16-26, 2006

Rating: VWv^

Adam Meisner

The 1986 release of The Adventure of Faustus

Bidgood marked the birth of Newfoundland cin-

ema. Starring several well-known Newfoundland
artists—including CODCO comedy troupe mem-
bers Andy Jones, Mary Walsh and Cathy Jones
(known for their popular CBC comedy series in

the '90s)—the movie is credited for kickstarting

the film industry in that province. Yet despite its

important place in Canadian cinema, the film

never received a major release, and has been
seen by relatively few Canadians. In their stage

adaptation of the film. The Graduate Centre for

the Study of Drama presents an admirable at-

tempt to capture the essence of the original.

Through a series of vignettes, songs, and danc-

es, Newfoundland civil servant Faustus Bidgood
(played risibly by Gord Noel) fantasizes becom-

Faustus (Gord Noel, front) and chorus (L-R: Roxann Lee, Elisa Nobrega, Caitlln Mulqueen, and Amy Lee)

ing the first president of the Republic of New-
foundland and Labrador

In the spirit of CODCO's collective approach to

theatre, a chorus acts, sings and dances the sto-

ry. Furthermore, the chorus performs stagehand
duties, as they manipulate the set and props to

match their storytelling. Their work presents

some of the play's most comedic moments—in-

cluding a notable number from the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries in which they dance
around the stage as carefree fish, only to be
reeled in by a maniacal fisherman who carelessly

throws their carcasses onto the floor of his boat.

Unfortunately, the play's self-deprecating New-
foundlander humour is often lost on a mostly

Ontarian chorus. Potentially comedic moments
where half the chorus attempts bogus Newfie ac-

cents while the other half retains their Ontarian

mannerisms are awkward. The exception is New-
foundland native Roxann Lee, who has a genuine
accent and a clear understanding of the humour
of her region. Lee is especially captivating as she
re-enacts the Bidgood family lineage—she bril-

liantly transforms herself from a ranting Scottish

preacher one minute to an old biddy the next.

Also of note are Cory Doran as Eddy Peddle

and Josh Weale as Fred Bonia-Coombs. The pair

demonstrates an appreciation for the East Coast

style of comedy as they tell the story of a New-
foundlander masquerading as a Spaniard from
Vancouver.

The main characters' 1980s-style orange and
brown costuming replicates elements from the

film, but these outfits seem incongruous with the

quite contemporary neon-green and hot-pink uni-

forms of the chorus and the geometric black and
white set. Such inconsistencies are somewhat
distracting, but fortunately do not undermine the

comedic elements of the play.

Though the film of Faustus Bidgood might not

be available for rental at a local video store, this

stage adaptation presents an enjoyable alterna-

tive. The play is clearly torn between presenting

the heart and soul of the original, and present-

ing a contemporary (dare we say Ontarian?)

perspective of a Newfoundland classic. Luckily,

in the interpretation from screen to stage, the

humour has remained intact, and as such, the

production is a sure crowd-pleaser

Closer to perfectFarce frothy fun
Restoration-era sex comedy lots of laughs at Theatre Erindale

—

once you get past the first act, writes ZAIRA SHAAL

THEATRE REVIEW

The Country Wife

Theatre Erindale

Mar 9-18, 2006

Rating:VWW

Not knowing what to expect when you sit

down to watch a theatrical piece is perhaps

the most enjoyable way to view it. There

are no past moments to compare it to, which of-

ten means the cast simply can't go wrong. Watch-

ing Erindale Theatre's The Country Wife is rather

like watching a slow, painful birth—but one with

a very exciting outcome.

The first act moves along very slowly and

seems to be a good time to catch up on some
sleep. But once the delightful second act begins,

the play simply takes off. Characters are sudden-

ly more interesting, and the plot becomes some-

thing to take notice of. The follies and blunders of

the cast are hugely entertaining and help present

the play the way it was meant to be: less drama,

more laughter

The audience is introduced to the characters

via a comedic (if not a little crowded) prologue

in which the entire play is summarized in about

three musical minutes. As the production devel-

ops, you'll be hard pressed not to notice the nu-

merous sexual innuendos. In fact, you may never

see good china candlesticks in the same light

again. (But don't take my word for it, go see it.)

As far as characters go, they are probably the

most interesting thing about the work, and the

two most compelling are Mrs. Margery Pinchwife,

a young newlywed with a jealous husband, Mr
Sparkish. Both capture the light comedy of the

play perfectly. Sparkish's extravagance shines

through Jonathan Schuster's portrayal and gives

the audience obvious humour to chuckle at, just

in case they can't get past the 17th-century Eng-

lish dialogue.

Joanne Douglas's version of Margery Pinchwife

is subtly humorous and she imbues the role with

rich character and an affable personality. You

can't help but think, "Poor Margery, treated so

badly by her brute of a husband." Although tech-

nically she's the villain of the piece thanks to her

adulterous affair with the main character, Harry

Horner (played impeccably by Chris Sironi).

While the play may take some time to get go-

ing, don't be deterred by the unnecessary char-

acter build-up and idle chatter of the first act

—

the production as a whole is quite entertaining,

and largely humourous to boot. That is, as long

as you have a healthy sense of humour about

sex. Warning: this play is not for the conservative

among us.

The wits eject fop Mr. Sparkish from Horner's lodging

(L-R: Chris Sironi, Luc Forgeron, Jonathan Schuster,

Josh Vokey)

THEATRE REVIEW
Closer

Victoria College

Drama Society

Isabel Bader Theatre

Mar 9-11, 2006

Rating:VWW

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

Though not as overtly erotic as Hart House's

recent Rocky HorrorShow, Victoria College Dra-

ma Society's production of C/oser packs a sexu-

ally charged punch. The production is power-

ful precisely because its lust and betrayal rings

true in today's society.

Closer is the story of four characters whose
lives become interwoven through chance
meetings and the eventual betrayals of each

other within their incestuous group. In 2004,

Patrick Marber transformed his play into an
Oscar-nominated film starring Julia Roberts,

Clive Owen, Natalie Portman, and Jude Law.

Needless to say, my appreciation for the film

coloured my expectations for the play heavily,

but I was hardly disappointed. As they were
both penned by Marber, the stage play is al-

most identical to the film save for a slightly dif-

ferent take on the final scene. The show begins

with Alice (Iris Graham) and Dan (David Read)

in a hospital waiting room, where they make
witty small talk while killing time.

Graham does a brilliant job with her charac-

ter right from the outset. Her Alice is outward-

ly worldly, quirky, and fearless, while subtly

showing the audience an underside of need

and desperation that she strives to conceal

from the world. From her aloof, uncaring cool

in the art gallery, to her ultimate rage and cru-

elty toward Dan in the hotel room scene, she is

unflinching in her portrayal of a girl who just

can't seem to settle.

Read's performance of Dan brings Jude Law's

portrayal of the character to mind. He is con-

vincingly conflicted, always unsure of what it

is he really wants. Kate More, who plays Anna,

strays the furthest from the film version of the

character, but successfully makes it her own
with a distinctive way of speaking and carry-

ing herself that keeps the audience in the dark

about her inner emotions. This comes as a wel-

come contrast to Alice—the audience can see

right through her in some scenes.

Last but certainly not least is David Christo,

who dominates the stage as Larry. From ini-

tially awkward and bumbling to arrogant and
twisted, it is impossible to break away from his

stunning performance, which is capped with

an impeccable accent that truly brings the

character to life.

These four actors would be entertaining

speaking on an empty stage, but luckily the

sets, costumes, and lighting only add to the

success of the show. The changes in costumes
and Alice's wigs from scene to scene are excel-

lent and always perfectly fitting. Great retro

furniture is moved about, and a large white

shadow screen constant throughout the scenes

is able to act as a wall, a divider in a peepshow.

an aquarium, and most innovatively. an instant

messaging screen in the scene where Dan pre-

tends to be Anna in a sex chatroom. Christo

and Read barely speak in the entire scene, but

instead simply type on their computers, and
use the words displayed in their online conver-

sation (as well as great facial expressions) to

hilarious effect.

Among other excellent scenes are Larry's

visit to the lapdance club, where Anna dances
seductively throughout, the lighting and music
perfectly creating an awkward atmosphere of

voyeuristic discomfort.

The only elements that put a slight damper
on the show are the slightly lengthy scene
changes to accommodate drastic set modifi-

cations, and the saxophone accompaniment
to these transitions, which at times sounded
rather like a dying cat.

But thanks to the exceptional casting, this

student production was an insightful and
professional take on a razor-sharp tale of

modern mores.
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it's the world's largest multi-disciplinary abstract and citation

database and it's available to you via your library!

Here's how Scopus can help YOU:

• Saves you time: Search across 15.000 peer-reviewed sources

from 4,000 international publishers, plus the scientific Web

and patents. ..all at once

• Get to the full text articles you need quickly: Customized

links available to the full text articles at your library

• Keeps you in the loop: Create citation overviews with the

Scopus Citation Tracl<erXo find out who's citing whom and

what's hot in research right now

• Helps you with your grant and tenure applications: Find the

information you need quickly and easily

• Keeps you from losing marks: Create a bibliography in 1 of 9

popular styles with QuikBib

• Keeps you up to date: Set up search and citation alerts

Scopus. Try it. You'll like what you find.

Scopus IS brought to you by:

www.library.utoronto.ca/scopus

0"%

Find out.

BOX OFFICE

... 978-8849-A
Meloche Monnex

FROriK

G©HRY
QRT + aRCHITeCTURe
Berlin. Cambridge. Chicogo. LA Toronto. Five projects by internotionolly

accloimed orchitect Fronk Gehry. Powerful. Ployful. Prepore for the unexpected.

Exhibition on now to May 7, 2006

Book online at www.ago.net or coll 416-979-6608.

Otgonized by tliK A-; Caollery of Ontario

TRANS-
FORMATION
AGO

§saa

Art Gallery of Ontario
317 Dundas St. West, Toronto
OPcN Wad. Thuri S. Fri 12 n«jr to 9 pm; Saf & Sun 10 nrr- to 5:30 pm; CLOSED Mon & Tum.

Pbrtfie*^. UP: DZ Sank. GnM-
e A'OS Thcmov t*WBr, Stole Cm«*.
MfT. ConrtirtiJfjf C- f(,*;HK»t

Art &:^«t>- 5* &**o.

Ai^-AtrXi, In;.; Mi«nrtum
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The Varsity report card 2006
It's time to assess the success of our beloved Blues. Several writers provide grades for eight teams in part one of "We Varsity

report card series, which are sure to generate water-cooler conversation. Photos courtesy varsityblues.ca

Women's tennis

The Varsity Blues women's tennis team headed

. by head coach Nabil Tadros recently completed a

remarkable 2005-2006 season. They had another

dominant year, winning the OUA championship

for a second straight season.

The Blues achieved a perfect 6-0 record at the

Ontario University Athletics (OUA) champion-

ship held at the Western Tennis Centre. Led by

third-year all star Isabel Jarosz, the team cap-

tured the championship trophy against McGill

5-2 in the finals and defeated top-ranked rivals

York 6-1 in their semi-final match in London, On-

tario.

The women's tennis team was selected as the

OUA Pizza Pizza team of the month in October

for winning their win. The U of T women had a re-

markable year, only losing six individual matches

the entire regular season.

Jarosz never lost more than three games in any

set during singles play and remained undefeated

in doubles play all year She finished the season

as the top seed in both singles and doubles play.

Grade: A+
—GLEN FERNANDES

Men's tennis

While the women's tennis team earned back-

to-back conference crowns, the Varsity Blues

men's tennis team finished the regular season

with a 2-4 record, which was just good enough
to get them into the playoffs as the fourth and
final seed. They were defeated by eventual

OUA champions York 6-1 in the semifinals and,

despite a strong effort in the bronze-medal

match, were defeated by Waterloo, who won
with a come-from-behind 4-3 victory.

Despite finishing fourth at the OUA champi-

onships, the men's team still had a much bet-

ter showing this year than last, as they failed

to qualify for the playoffs in 2004. Stan Sczc-

panski had a strong performance in singles

and doubles play during the playoffs.

In the upcoming year, the U of T men's team
looks forward to improving their success at

the OUA championships, perhaps even cap-

turing the gold medals that they last claimed

in 2001-02.

Grade:

C

—GF

Women's volleyball

While coming up short of their pre-season goal

of capturing the OUA championship, the wom-

en's volleyball team completed a 17-2 regular

season, improving slightly on last year's mark.

They fell short of the four consecutive banner

seasons before this one, but were still a force to

be reckoned with.

The Blues strung together an eleven-game

winning streak during the year, and marched

through Lakehead and Laurier in the early

rounds of the postseason. They got tripped up

by Windsor in the final, though, ending their

dream of national gold.

The team did sport two OUA first-team all-

stars in Anastasia Danilova and Mila Miguel,

two second-team all-stars in Leah Towell and

Elodie Li Yuk, and Ali Greey was named OUA
rookie of the year. The team felt extremely dis-

appointed in not making it to the CIS champi-

onship, given the talent they had, but still man-

aged provincial silver.

Grade: A-
—Christophe Poirier

Men's volleyball

After the last of their fifteen OUA champion-

ships in 2004, the men's volleyball team contin-

ues to be trapped in the doldrums of medioc-

rity in 2005-06. They lost one more game than

last season and earned a lower seed (sixth,

compared to fifth last year) in the playoffs.

Despite the sixteen kills of Brendan Peel, the

Blues were dispatched by McMaster in three

straight sets in the provincial quarterfinals.

The rebuilding process was stalled this season,

with the team having yet to recover from the

loss of superstar Marc Arseneau.

The Blues relied on Peel, their sole OUA first-

team all-star, too often this past season. While

Steven Kung, who made the OUA's all-rookie

team, showed considerable promise, the team

needs strong rookies and the continued matu-

ration of their current roster to get back in the

gold-medal hunt next year. The team should

trend upwards sooner than later.

Grade: C+
—CP

Men's soccer

U of T men's soccer program continued to be

one of the best in the nation in 2005-06. The
Blues won the OUA north division title with a

stellar 7-1-2 record and upset the Western Mus-
tangs—the nations top-ranked team— in the

provincial quarterfinals. They ended up with

silver at the OUA championship.

The team than entered the prestigious Cana-

dian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) championships

ranked sixth in the nation. The team upset sec-

ond-ranked St. Mary's in the quarterfinals and

slipped past Trinity Western 5-4 in a shootout

in the semifinals.

In the finals the Blues just missed the gold

medal with a 2-1 loss to UBC. Eric Tse—the

anchor of the Blues impenetrable defence that

allowed just four goals this season—was voted

OUA north/south player of the year and also a

first-team all-Canadian.

A national title might be in the cards next

year.

Grade:

A

—GF

Women's squash

The women's squash team had an outstanding

season in 2005-06, claiming silver medals at the

OUA championships in February. Western is

the only team that was better than them. This

performance by the Blues came after losing

multiple veterans from the squad that won gold

medals last year

Three Blues made OUA all-star teams this

yean Karlene Headley-Cooper was named to

the first team, while Samantha Gowland and

Brooke Biggs were part of the second team.

The strength of the Blues' young players

this year led them to success, giving the team

a bright future. Edith Chow, Christine Regan,

Biggs, Soojin Yi, and Megan Northey all did very

well at the provincial finals, and gave Toronto a

depth that most opponents could not match.

The team did not repeat as OUA champions,

but did extremely well given the circumstances.

Next year, expect gold.

Grade:

A

—Matt Somers

Women's soccer

The Varsity Blues women's soccer team under

the guidance of second-year head coach Beth

Charles began the year with an impressive 6-

0 record, but struggled for the rest of the sea-

son, losing three of their last four matches.

They finished third in the OUA north division

and earned a spot at the provincial champi-

onships for a second straight year.

Unlike last year, where they finished second
in the OUA and claimed the 2004 provincial

bronze medal (the team's first medal in nine

years), their championship run ended in a 3-1

loss in their quarter-final match against York.

Veteran midfielder Erin Osborne was rec-

ognized as a first-team all star and Lindsay

Lashley earned second-team all-star honours.

The team will look forward to improving on
this season's results as they will try to cap-
ture next year's OUA championship crown.

Grade: B-
—GF

Men's squash

The men's squash seems to have peaked too

soon this year They were dominant in the regu-

lar season, finishing second in the OUA behind

Western, but failed to medal at the provincial

championships. The Blues ended up fourth at

that tournament, falling just short of the po-

dium.

Three men were named all-stars for their reg-

ular-season success. David Yik and Sean Hanna
made it on the first team, while Chris Blumas

was named to the second team.

It is hard to figure out why the team fell short

in the playoffs. They dominated opponents in

the regular season, rolling over strong teams

from McMaster Queen's, and McGill, but fell to

Western in the gold-medal game and Waterloo

in the bronze-medal game at the OUA finals.

The loss to Waterloo was surprising, given that

Toronto had handled the Warriors easily in

their previous meeting. Maybe next year

Grade: C+
—MS
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GREAT SPRING AIRFARES TO EUROPE FROM TORONTO:

LONDON
(dep may 6-7, 13-14 rtn may 13, 20. 26-27

FRANKFURT
(dep may 6.9,13 rtn may 26. lun 2

AMSTERDAM
(dep may i0,12,17,22 rtn may 26 jun 2,8-9

PARIS
(dep may 7,17 rtn may 30, jun 7-9

FLY INTO LONDON & HOME FROM ATHENS

(dep by may 18-FREE stop in Germany too

RT $227
plus taxes/fees $191.28)

RT$337
plus taxes/fees S168.55)

RT $337
plus taxes/fees $165.80)

RT$437
plus faxes/fees $169.30)

RT$643
plus taxes/fees $275.92)

Fares^ are air only. Prices may differ depentJir^g on departure/return date. Valid for new bookings ortiy on dales shown, fares showm
subjett to change wirfiout noiice. Wore info availabiu from trave! agent. Travel on TS/MY/TCX/AC/LH.

Travel CUTS is c.yn^vj and Gpnrstcd byrho Cansdim fcdpr^?io^ cr Student.';. riCO ifl3?A99?.

TliME TO TRAVEL!

EUROPE CARIBBEAN

AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND

USA CANADA

GREAT GROUP DEALS!
GRADUATING? TRAVEL CUTS IS NOT JUST FOR STUDENTS.

Travel CUTS is owned and operated by the Canadian Fedetalion ofSiudents. TICO #1324998

Back Forv/ard Stop Refresh Home

Varsity
Online

About Us fT J Contact Us (T ) Forums

Current issue: 2/13/2005
i

visit us online at www.thevarsity.ca

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

187 College St.

(416) 979-2/106

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing
(905)820-1162

HTRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

187 College St.

(416) 979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905)820-1162

IITRAVELOnS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

Teach En^lmH
Worldwide!

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL
Certification in 5-days

'Over 25,000 Gbljal TESOL
Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

I Study In-Class, Online

^^OT^yCotT^pOT^tenoe

FREE Info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941
globaltesol.com

Higher eaucation and v^orkplace ready
skills - an unbeatable combiriation.

Today's employers want more than a University or College degree or

diploma. They're looking for people who have the real-world skills

and experience you'll get with a George Brown postgraduate

certificate. Apply now and you'll have what you need to succeed.

Postgraduate studies at George Brown College.

Grad smart. Workplace ready.

• Business and
Financial Services

• Chef School

• Community
Services

• Design

• Engineering

Technology

Fashion

Health

Sciences

Nursing

Hospitality

and Tourism

Management

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

» Detailed Lesson Planning

• Comprehensive Teaching Materials

Internationally Recognized Certificate

Teacher Placement Sereice

Job Guarantee Included

Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford I

SEMINARSI
416-924-3240I1-800-779-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

s Proven Test-Taking Strategies

' Personalized Professional Instruction

) Comprehensive Study Materials

I Simulated Practice Exams

I Free Repeat Policy

' Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

George Brown

www.georgebrown.ca/postgrad The Toronto City College

Oxford Seminars

mimmmm
www.oxfordseminars.com
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GRADUATE
STUDIES

University of

Waterloo

W
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER

ENGINEERING
With the largest ECE department in Canada and a world-wide
reputation of excellence, the University of Waterloo is a
research-intensive university with excellent faculty and
research program in all major areas of ECE.

Why consider UW Graduate Studies?

All ECE Graduate students are fully funded.

^ We offer an excellent supplementary scholarship
packages for holders of OGS or NSERC graduate
scholarships. (If you have received a scholarship,
please contact us for more details).

^ UW's ECE faculty hold several Canada Research &
Industrial Research Chairs.

^ We have strength in areas of Communication, Energy
Systems, Electronics, VLSI and devices. Machine
Intelligence, Computer and Software Engineering,
Microwave and RF, as well as many others.

^ We are committed to the emerging disciplines of
Nanotechnology, and Quantum Computing (in

partnership with the Institute of Quantum Computing).

^ UW accounts for 22% of all Canadian technology spin-
off companies.

Our researchers own 100% of their intellectual property.

The City of Waterloo is one of the world's Top Seven
Intelligent Communities of 2005.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
(for Canadian & Permanent Residents)

MAY 15, 2006

For info: www.&ce.uwatefloo.ca/Graduate or contact

Wendy Boles, wboles@uwaterloo.ca, 519-888-4567, ext 2912

Summer Residence

iff ^

i -I

• Single Rooms
• Quiet Community
• Centrally Located
• Phone Included
• Internet & Cable
• TV Available

Please contact the Summer Residence Coordinator:

wycliffe.summer@utoronto.ca
(416) 946-3535 for furtlner information.

Located at: 5 Hoskin Avenue,
Toronto, ON M5S 1H7

*when we do your student taxes Not a valid coupon.

Get a coupon for a free medium Domino's Pizza

with student tax preparation.

Come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK
H&R BLOCK

la quaSfy student triust pfe3«« either (0 h T22023 documenting 4 or more months of full time attendance at i college or university during 2005 or (iO a valid high school identification card. Offer and coupon expire June 30, 2006. Coupon valid for a medium one-loppira) pizza only at participating HSR Block locations in Canada.
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DOWNTOWN TORONTO By Jason Kieffer

COMICS The Varsity

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The Varsity is holding elections for its 2006-2007 editorial masthead. All U of

T full- and part-time undergraduate students who have paid their $1.25 Varsity

levy are eligible for nomination. Only Varsity staff (those volunteers who have

contributed six or more items since May i, 2005) may cast ballots in the election.

Please send all nominations and inquiries to: editor@thevarsity.ca.

r^eVARSITY

Editor in Chief election:

• Nominations due by

midnight on Friday,

March 24;

• All-candidates meeting at 6

PM on Thursday, March
30 at the Varsity offices;

• Election day is Friday,

March 31, from 10AM to

8 PM

Mastliead elections:

• Nominations due by

midnight on Friday,

March 31;

• All-candidates meeting at

6 PM on Thursday, April

6 at the Varsity offices;

• Election day is Friday,

April 7, from 10AM to 8

PM.

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

SUMMERCAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, watersi<i,

high ropes, inline skatepark, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer, pottery,

photography, & nursing students to assist

doctor www.mishmar.com

ARE YOU DRIVEN?
Are you a passionate, highly-motivated,

ambitious newbie looking to break into

advertising through a paid Account Ser-

vicing Internship? Unfortunately this

is NOT a Telemarketing position, it is a

real, honest-to-goodness advertising job.

Check out our website at www.yield-ica.

com.then send your resume with 50 (or

soj choice words about why you think

you'd be a perfect fit with our team. If we
like what we see, we'll book a meeting

with you. Send your stuff to jobl@yield-

ica.com. No calls please.

MANDARIN TEACHER REQUIRED
For 3 yr old giri near Runnymede station.

4hrs/wk. Experience with children/teach-

ing preferred. Call Marie at (416) 952-2641.

NEW ENTRY CRAFT BREWERY
needs a future corporate president who
is willing to start in sales. We're draft only

in the early stages, moving to bottled beer

later. Excellent opportunity for a bus.

admin.person or anyone who is person-

able, outgoing and self assured.

TEACH IN KOREA
Must posses univ. degree. Benefits:

Salary $2200.00 monthly .3% inc. tax,

free furn. apartment, round trip airfare,

completion bonus of $2400.00 Contact

Paul Josef at teachinseoul@gmail.com

or www.teachinseoul.com

MISCELLANEOUS

SINGLE ATTRACTIVE CROATION FEMALE
36, seeks Croation male 36 and up. Email

marilyn.bitorajac@maine.edu

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

CYCLE SALES & SERVICE
Rebuilt pre-owned bicycles. Tune-ups

starting from $20. Specializing in com-

muter rides, specifically for students. Take

*26 bus from St George Station to Pacific,

128 Vine Ave & Pacific. 416-604-0065. web:

mlc.to Maple Leaf Cyclery

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE
Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-13.57 ,50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND. ACNE TRT.

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill. www,1010940,com

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

LOWEST EURAIL
PRICES IN

NORTH AMERICA!

Rail Passes

EURAIL FRANCE & SPAIN PASS $228'
INCLUDES 4 days UNLIMITED rail travel anywhere in France & Spain within 2 months.

EURAIL 3-COUNTRY SELECTPASS $ 367*
INCLUDES 8 days UNLIMITED rail travel in your choice of 3 bordering Eurail countries within

2 months BONUS Book before March 31 and get an additional day FREE.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL
Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDIT.COM. Ptione 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT EDITOR
Tfiorough editing of tfieses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human
rights, world business, bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416-690-2576.

EURAILPASS
INCLUDES I month UNLIMITED rail travel within 18 Eurail countries.

$715

Flight Centre Bonus!

FREE LONELY PLANET

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON IVI5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For IVIonday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

EUROPE PHRASEBOOK! EURAIL
500+ page Lonely Planet Europe Phrasebook ^ . .

FREE with every EURAIL pass order**! * *

© I 866 720 480S 4^^^;:
www.flightcentre.ca ^^ra!*^*;^
.^S^LIGHTCENTRE

Conditions apply. 'Prices based on EURAIL Youfh fores (2nd doss rail travel; age 25 and under). Adult, child & 1st doss rates are available, coll for detoi/s. Any

applicable taxes are induded. Start travel anytime in Mar • Dec 2006.**Pass security musi be purchased Prices are subject to ovoilobility at odvertising deadline

and are for select departure dates. Prices are accurate at time ofpublication. For fislt terms & conditions, see your Pight Centre cansuHonLt&nng us a compevtors

rail pass quote and ifrt's available, we will beat it! Applies to genuine wnnen quotes. Quote must be presenttd pnor to purchase. Subject to availab^ny. Head offices.-

West-1 133 Melville Streeu Vancouver. 8C East 661 Yonge St. Toronto. ON. Call for retail locovons. ONT. REG. n467l384 ITICOQ
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CHEATSHEET

heard

" Anti-

racism
work can
be fun.

SEE 'MUSIC PG. 4

SEE TEMPLE' -PG

comment
China may be many things, but it's not

a communist country.

SEE 'CHINA' -PG. 6

sports

The Varsity's complete March Madness

breakdown.

SEE 'MARCH' -PG. 14

red letter

Today is Republic Day in Pakistan,

commemorating the day in 1956 that the

country declared its independence trom

the United Kingdom.

history

On March 23, 1839, The Boston Morning

Post published the first known written use

of the word "OK," as an abbreviation of "oil

korrect."

todo
THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 9 PM
In Flight Safety with The Midway State at

The Drake Underground. $8

MARCH 23-25, 8 PM
Trainspotting - the play presented by

Trinity College Dramatic Society at George

Ignatieff Theatre. $5 students, $12 others.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO'S STUDENT NEWSPAPER SINCE 1880 VOL. CXXVI,N0.46

Students rally against racism
Demonstration held to protest racism in wake of Sunday hit-and-run

SAC VP Equity Shaila Kibria speaks at Tuesday's anti-racism rally.

Amy Smithers

VARSITY STAFF

Less ttian a day's notice didn't stop

150 U of T students from attending

an 'emergency rally' to end racism

at thie front doors of tfie Students'

Administrative Council office on

Tuesday.

The date coincided with the cam-

pus's activities for the the UN's Inter-

national Day for the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination, but the event
held additional significance in light of

the hit-and-run of a Muslim youth on
campus last weekend—while some
called the incident a hate crime, oth-

ers contended that it was road rage.

Theis rally took place outside of

the SAC offices at Hart House Circle,

and was orchestrated both to spread
student awareness of the elimina-
tion of racism, and to call upon U of

T officials to formally address hate

crimes.

Recent troubling incidents have

included a Muslim woman shoved in

the chest in a Hart House washroom
by a woman who then calledpro-

ceeded to call her and ail Muslims

"terrorists," and And racist graffiti

discovered in the second-floor men's
washroom of Hart House.

"1 find this graffiti highly offensive,"

said a student who saw the graffiti.

"It is ail the more troubling given

that the graffiti appears to be re-

cent." The comments were promptly

SEE RALLY' -PG 5

Serving Toronto's streets

Popular UTSC club prepares and delivers meals to downtown homeless

Kevin Wong
VARSITY STAFF

It's early in the day—3:00 a.m. ear-

ly—and Tim Woo is grocery shop-

ping. When he gets back from the

Sobey's up the street from UTSC,
Woo will have with him $50 worth

of juice, water, and generic-brand

pop.

President of UTSC's Street Sup-

port, a club with 200-plus members,
Woo has just loaded his beaten-up,

"somewhat green" '96 Volvo with

the fundraising supplies needed to

continue running the organization

that distributes food and clothing

directly to downtown Toronto's

homeless every Friday.

The drinks will be sold at UTSC's

Meeting Place the next morning to

raise money to buy clothing, in-

gredients for tuna, egg salad, and
ham and cheese sandwiches, and
doughnuts^—just a few of the es-

sentials the group has been distrib-

uting for free since the beginning of

the school year.

"Our city has a problem, and it

needs to be addressed. We can't ig-

nore it because the problem's get-

ting bigger," said Woo, as he reflect-

ed on childhood visits to downtown
Toronto with his parents, part of

Members of UTSC's Street Support prepare sandwiches for the homeless.

the reason he decided to start the

group at his high school.

Each Friday, the volunteers of

Street Support set up a seemingly
endless assembly line of sandwich-

es, wrapping each in plastic wrap
and brown paper bags.

After fanning out in groups near

the Yonge and Bloor intersec-

tion, they hand out sandwiches
throughout the city until it gets

dark. The remaining sandwiches
are delivered to homeless shelters

and churches before the volunteers

board a subway for the trek back to

Scarborough.

SEE SUPPORT -^PG 5

Who
wants to

be a city

councillor?

New 'City Idol' competi-

tion to judge contestants'

political vision for TO.

Ben Hacking

This is the casting call for...City

Idol? It's not the name of a new
television series, but a new compe-
tition coming to Toronto. Like the

American and Canadian Idol series,

it's looking for young, talented con-

testants. But unlike those pageants
of bad hair and worse Marvin Gaye
covers. City Idol hopes to judge con-

testants' political voices, not their

octave range.

The competition bills itself as an
opportunity for would-be politicians

to voice their ideas on what politics

and politicians in Toronto should

be. The prize is a fully staffed and
funded campaign for the upcoming
municipal elections in November

SEE IDOL - PG 3
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# THE UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

m LECTURE SERIES
"W* AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Earth hvolution and
Climate:A Brief Historj

W. Richard Peltier
Untvef sity Pr'ofessor

Department of Physics

Faculty of Arts and Science

Tuesday. March 28, 2006

7:30 pm
George Ignatieff Theatre

!5 Devonshire Place

ARTS&
SCIENCE

FREE ADMISSION

For morn Information, visit

vAVw.at*tsandscicn<:e*utot*onto-ca

or call (416) 946-5937

by trite Gicb-s! Kfiowledge Fuundation and j.sji>

by tj-,« Fa!:(j!i7 of Arti-^ntl %nf,ncM -and the

Committee to

Review the Office of the Unhrersity Ombudsperson

Members of the University ore invited to submit their odvice to the Committee to

Review the Office of the University Ombudsperson. Your advice is sought on the

following topics:

• TheTermsof Reference for the Office of the Ombudsperson (The Committee

is charged, taking into account the experience of the past five years, to assess

the changing institutional context within which the Office of the Ombudsperson

operates, and to consider whether any revisions are required.)

• The effectiveness of the Office's operations

• Directions and priorities for the Office of the Ombudsperson for the next five years

More information is available at

http://www.utoronto.co/govcncl/bac/ombudreview.html

Please send your written advice in confidence to:

Secretary of the Committee to Review the

Office of the University Ombudsperson

Office of the Governing Council

Room 106, Simcoe Hall

27 King's College Circle

Toronto, ON, M5S lAl

e-mail neil.dobbs@utoronto.ca

The deadline for submissions is April 4, 2006.

are you ready
TO GET AROUND?

with amazing "round the world'
packages exclusive to STA Trauel!

Beach Bum:
Toronto » London » Bangkok // Singapore
» Sydney » Fiji » Los Angeles » Toronto

from $2599
Tango del Mundo:
Toronto » Miami » San Jose » Buenos Aires
» Cape Touun // Johiannesburg » Bombay //

Delhi » Ho Chi Minh // Hanoi » Sydney »
Vancouver » Toronto ^ocon

from 9«99oU
Global Warming:
Toronto » Miami » Sao Paulo »
Johannesburg » Sydney » Vancouver »

from $3435
Prices subject to change and availability. Taxes are
incHuded, other fees are not included. All flights are out of

Toronto. Destinations separated by '/r denote overland
travel between the two points not included in the price {but
we're ready with some very cool suggestions

staQOSQI]
www.statravel.ca

[888] 427.5639

//NEWS IN BRIEF

Businessman gives $1-mil

donation to U of T Sexual

Diversity Studies centre

A U of T grad fias given the largest-

ever gift to U of T's Sexual Diversity

Studies (SDS) centre in its eight-year

existence. Mark Bonham, CEO of

Stoney Ridge Estate Winery in Vine-

land, Ont., has given $1 million to the

centre, which offers undergrad cours-

es as well as community programs

on issues related to sexual diversity,

queer studies, and gender studies.

A recent example of research con-

ducted at the SDS centre is Profes-

sor Michael Cobb's examination of

American religious rhetoric and its

use of race and sexuality, God Hates

Fags: The Rhetorics of Religious Vio-

lence.—SARAH BARMAK

Minority women face

double the harassment in

the workplace: study

Researchers at U of T are claiming to

be the first to have empirical proof

that minority women face double the

harassment in the workplace—both

sexual and racial.

Professor Jennifer Berdahl and Ce-

lia Moore, a PhD student, surveyed

workers at three male-dominated

manufacturing plants and three fe-

male-dominated social service orga-

nizations for their study.

"Right now our prototype of a

sexual harassment victim is a white

woman and our prototype of a victim

of racism in the workplace is a black

man," said Berdahl.—S.B.

Professor gets largest-

ever grant to prove

universe has creator

Cambridge cosmology and mathemat-

ics professor John Barrow was award-

ed $1.6 million to research the notion

that religion offers a better theory of

how the universe works than tradi-

tional science.

The Templeton Prize for Progress To-

ward Research or Discoveries about

Spiritual Realities, the world's largest

individual scholarly grant, was award-

ed to Barrow on March 15.

Barrow is a leading proponent of

intelligent design, the theory that the

universe is "just right" for the creation

of life, which points to the existence of

a deity —S.B.

//SOLIDARITY FOREVER

Student strike last resort

to protest tuition hike
SAC urges students to call their MPPs

Rehaana Manek

In response to Ontario premier Dal-

ton McGuinty's recently announced
tuition hike, student organisations

headed by the Canadian Federation

of Students (CPS) are sending out

warning signs about the possibility

of a student strike.

UTM is considering a walkout on

the last day of classes in April. But

although groups like the Students'

Administrative Council (SAC) ap-

proved the student strike at a recent

meeting, they stress it would be a last

resort.

"Right now we are really focus-

ing on organizing a whole bunch of

events, and getting student groups

on campus to see what they are capa-

ble of doing to help stop these tuition

fees from going up," said Jen Hassum,

SAC's outgoing VP External and next

year's chairperson. "The goal here is

to keep tuition fees frozen—the goal

here is not to have a strike. It would

be something we decide [on] when
there is nothing else."

SEE 'STRIKE' -PG 4

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE
AUSTRALIA

LIVE AND LEARN IN AUSTRALIA

The UNIVERSITY
NEWCASTLE
AUSTRALIA

TEACHER EDUCATION

• One year Graduate Diploma in

Education, primary and secondary

• Now offering places in teacher

education programs, for July 2006
and February 2007 intake

• Ranked in the Top 10 research

Universities in Australia, Top 100
Asia-Pacific Universities and Top 200
Universities in the World

• Newcastle offers a coastal landscape,
surf beaches, working harbour,

historic sites, the arts and vibrant

night life.

To learn more about
University of Newcastle, visit

an Information Session

Presented by: David Wise,

Thursday 30 March
Station Park All Suite Hotel

6pm-8pm
242 Pall Mall Street, London

Friday 31 March
Waterloo Inn, Waterloo, 6pm-8pm
475 King Street North, Waterloo

Saturday 1 April

Holiday Inn Oakville, 2pm-4pm
590 Argus Road, Oakville

For more information please contact: KOM Consultants
Tel: (905) 318 8200 email: info@komconsultants.com www.komconsuitants.com

www.international.newcastle.edu.au CRICOS CODE NO 001 09J
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'IDOL -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

2006.

The project's founder, David Mes-
lin, who is known for many city

projects, including the creation of

the Toronto Public Space Commit-
tee, created City Idol as part of a

larger project called "Who Runs
This Town?" which was designed to

encourage broader participation in

municipal politics.

A self-proclaimed "guerilla activ-

ist," Meslin once paintballed bill-

board-size tobacco ads that were
aimed at the youth market. With the

Toronto Public Space Committee
Meslin has also helped campaign

against billboards, block postering

bylaws, and run a guerilla gardening

program.

Eventually, however, Meslin found

that while he was garnering support

from a select activist community,

participation was limited, and ul-

timately. City Hall was not respon-

sive.

"You can't change the world by
preaching to the converted," he said.

He hopes that City Idol will breathe

some new life into City Hall—a place

Meslin feels is dominated by "stu-

pid" councillors who put corporate

interests at the expense of their

commitment to their constituents.

On April 28, 100 candidates—who

are mostly university-aged, but

come from all walks of life—will face

off in front of an audience of around
1,000 at the Danforth Music Hall.

Candidates will be given 30 seconds
to express their likes and dislikes

about the city, what a city councillor

should embody, and why they be-

lieve that they have what it takes to

be that councillor. There is no need

to worry about being heckled by
Simon Cowell-type judges—Meslin

reassures that this is a safe forum to

test out one's political abilities with-

out fear of having your performance

trashed in front of your family and
friends.

Following the first round of com-
petition, half of the candidates will

be voted out, leaving 50 candidates

to compete in a series of political

exercises, such as public speaking,

policy formation, and emergency
scenario response. Meslin has even

set up workshops to help hone the

skills of budding politicians. At the

end of it all, between four and eight

candidates will be awarded with

their very own election campaign,

equipped with all the resources

needed to run for office, from sig-

nage to volunteer staff that will act

as fundraisers, researchers, and ad-

visors.

One of Meslin's goals is to get

people to vote for the candidate

who inspires them the most, rather

than for the candidate they dislike

the least. With only a 38 percent

voter turnout in the last municipal

election, there is a temptation to

dismiss the Toronto public as apa-

thetic. But Meslin said it is simply a

sign that candidates are not offering

anything that people want to get be-

hind. For him, getting idealistic col-

lege students to compete in "Who
Runs This Town?" and "City Idol" is

part of the solution.

About 45 candidates have signed

up so far—some ofwhom seem more
promising than most of the current

body of councillors. Among the can-

didates are a few students from U of

T—predictably, many are political

science students, but others hail

from more surprising disciplines.

Shaun Alphonso, a first-year po-

litical science student at U of T, is

an 18-year-old with a five-point plat-

form which includes ideas from how
to stop the increased marginaliza-

tion of downtown Toronto's lower-

income residents, to projects for

urban renewal in Toronto's isolated,

car-dependent suburbs.

Edona Caku is about as far from

poll sci as you can get—she's a

third-yea - r medical radiation sci-

ence student. She's passionate about

local health delivery initiatives and
environmental protection. Another

candidate is Helen Dimaras, a PhD
student at U of T who is studying

molecular and medical genetics.

She said that she'll be concentrating

her presentation on issues of gar-

bage and waste management, the

city's homeless population, and gun

violence.

Skeptics might wonder how these

candidates expect to compete

against municipal heavy-weights

like Howard Moscoe, Case Ootes,

and Frances Nunziata, but Meslin

is dismissive of anyone who would

doubt young candidates' ability to

bring fresh ideas to the city.

"Nobody cares as much about

your past achievements as much as

they care about how well you can

represent their interests," he said.

"All [the constituents] want is your

commitment in representing their

needs at City Hall."

For more information, cliecl( out

www.cityiclol.to and
www. wliorunstliistown. to.

Ben Hacldng is a tliird-year UofT
political science student who will

be competing in City Idol.

Participants Needed
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH

Depression

AND HAVE HAD A POOR RESPONSE
TO TREATMENT?

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a

PET brain imaging study at the

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, College Street Site.

Participants must be aged 18-50 and in good physical health.

camh For more information,

please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1529

COLLECTING

IF YOU'VE GOT IT,

pLAUNT 17:

TIES
Curated by graduates of the Univcr-sity of

Toronto 2006 Museum Suidics Program

. in coUaboralion with the Univer.sity of

Toronto An Centre.

18 February -8 April

Free to all students. U of T staff and faculty

Tuesday to Friday: 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Saturday; 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Sunday and Monday: Closed

THE WORLD IN ONE ROOM

Tune into Citytv's Breakfast

Television on March 29th to see

the Live EYE at the exhibtiion.

University of Toronto Art Centre

North Wing of University College

15 King's College Circle

416-978-1838 wwv/.utoronto.ca/artcentre

RING DAYS AT UofT
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Uniuersity of Toronto Bookstore

214 College St. Toroiito

MoivFn 8:45-6 / Sat 10-5 / Closed Sun

(416) 640-5835
Sore

uiuiw.uoftbookstore.cooi
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college pro SUMMER JOBS
PAI NTERS

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

is presently looking for responsible / hardworking

University or College students for:

Full-Tinne Painting Positions

May - August

No experience required, we will train you to paint.

Positions available throughout Ontario.

If interested call 1 -888-277-9787

or apply online at www.collegepro.com

International School of Interdisciplinary Studies

Canada's First integrated Arts Therapy Training Prograrrtms

VISUJ aiS DANCE/MOVEMENT

THEATRE MUSIC POETRY ;

A Three-year Tra'ming Programme in Expressive Arts Therapy

TO ISIS

We are now accepting applicants for the Fall 2006

Orientation evening will be held for prospective students on

April 9th 4-6PM at the

iSIS Studio, 66 Gerrard Street East 3rd floor

ISIS PRESE

"Knowing Through the Arts'*

Join us in exploring the process of Expressive Arts as both

creator and witness through this intermoda! workshop series

thr-Qughout February - June 2006

Poetry and Open Mike

with Elizabeth McKim
( Poet laureate of European Graduate School and author of The Red Thread)'

March 26th, Sunday at 3:30PM, ISiS Studio, Free Admission

For more information please call 416.539.9728,

: e-mail admin@isis-canada.org or log on to

Australian in Ctiaracter, International in Perspective

t~% ocated on Queensland's subtropical Gold Coast, Bond University is

/ consistently ranked Number One in national surveys of graduate

satisfaction by the Careers Council of Australia.

Bond University Faculty of Law features:

•k Professional degrees for undergraduates (LIB) and graduates (JD)

k International student body, witi"! many Canadians

k Personalized education: snnallest class sizes in Australia

* Flexible tri-semester academic calendar: start in January, May or

September

Discretionary admissions: Australia has no LSAT requirement

for information on the supplementary study required to enter a Canadian bar

admission program, see our web site ~ www.bond.edu.au/law/interna1/canada.htm

¥
r

For more information please contact:

lnternational(S}bond. sdu. au
or

K.O M. Coii-surtanis, CANADA-

Ph: (905) 318-8200
lgroppociikomconsunants.com

BOND UNIVERSITY
www bond.edu.au

CRICOS CODE: 000 17B

Jennifer and Shelia Hood perform folk music in the lobby of the Athletic Centre on Tuesday.

Music festival honours

UN anti-racism day
Josephine Lee

In 1966, the United Nations declared

March 21 the International Day for

the Elimination of Racial Discrimina-

tion, in honour of the victims of the

Sharpeville Massacre of South Africa

six years before.

This past Tuesday marked the 40th

anniversary of the UN's declaration,

and celebrations could be found in

every corner of the U of T campus.
A campus-wide festival of music

aptly titled Sounds of Change fea-

tured short musical performances

by U of T students, staff, and faculty

at five different campus locations

throughout Tuesday afternoon.

Even university president David

Naylor got involved by playing jazz

at University College's Reznikoff's

Cafe.
" [He] knows how to engage the au-

dience," said Nouman Ashraf, anti-

racism and cultural diversity officer

at the Office of the Vice-President,

and principal organizer of the festi-

val.

University faculty and staff mem-
bers appeared very enthusiastic

about participating.

"The festival allowed for the identi-

ty of these faculty members to come
out beyond what is normally seen,"

explained Ashraf.

He organized the festival with two

- purposes in mind. One was to show
that social change could be imple-

mented through a variety of media,

including music. "Pop culture can

have social relevance as well," he

said.

McMaster University

DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

AND SAFETY

The Program in Occupational Health and Environmental

jVledicine offers two diploma programs designed to provide

basic instruction in the principles of occupational health

and safety. The full-time program runs from September to

November. The part-time program runs from September

to April and is designed for students within commuting

distance from Hamilton wishing to continue their normal

employment while enrolled in the program. The part-

time program is held one day per week, but includes two

extended periods of full-time study lasting two weeks.

While preference will be given to those with experience in

the occupational health and safety field, recent graduates

and applicants without experience are also encouraged

to apply. A relevant university degree or equivalent is

generally required.

Information and applications can be obtained from our

website: http://www.mcmaster.ca/pohem/ or contacting

the Program in Occupational Health and Environmental

Medicine at (905) 525-9140, ext. 22333 or emailing

Jean Bodnar at bodnari@mcmaster.ca.

Ashraf also wanted to offer anti-

racism events that were fun and ac-

cessible to busy people. To that end,

not only were events spread out in

popular locations across campus,

but admission was free. Donations

were encouraged, however, with all

proceeds going to Regent Park Music

School.

While turnout varied depending

on location, student responses were
terrific.

It was "overwhelmingly positive to

see people discover the importance

of music," said Ashraf.

"The festival was a reminder that

anti-racism work can be fun," said

Ashraf. "It was particularly impor-

tant to remind people of this in light

of [the recent events that have oc-

curred on campus]."

STRIKE' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

"There are no decisions definitive-

ly," echoed Jesse Greener, Ontario

chairperson of the CPS. "We need to

keep pressure on the government.

There is a bill on legislation, Bill 12,

to keep tuition frozen, and there has

been a lot of rallying students have

been doing. There are petitions, re-

sponses to MPPs, emails reaching

600 a day; there has been a great re-

sponse."

With a majority of student unions

open to the idea of a student strike

as a last resort, members of the Scar-

borough Campus Students' Union

(SCSU) have voted against it.

"College students are begging to

get back into their classes right now,"

said SCSU VP External Rob Wulkan.

"The idea that we're talking about

having students walk out of them

on purpose seems almost comical

in its irony. In my opinion we haven't

exhausted our other avenues, and

until such time as we have 1 would

be strongly opposed to a general stu-

dent strike."

The consensus among SAC, SCSU,

and the CPS is that students need to

take action and do whatever they can

to draw the attention of the wider

population to the tuition issue.

"Call your MPP," said Hassum, "We

have to do something. If we do noth-

ing we know tuition is going to be go-

ing up, but if we do something, maybe

we can change it."

Quoting Ralph Nader, Hassum

urged students to act. "If you're not

turned on to politics, politics will

turn on you," she said.
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'RALLY' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

painted over by Hart House staff.

At the rally, Kibria called for U of

T to officially condemn the worst of

the recent racist incidents. "There
has been no public statement about
racism in light of these events," she
said. "If the administration is able to

take a stance on other events that

concern students, why have they ne-

glected this?"

Kibria referred to the administra-

tion's refusal to condemn Victoria

College newspaper The Strand's edi-

torial featuring a cartoon some Mus-
lims found offensive, and contrasted

it with the official condemnation that

was made regarding anti-Semitic fly-

ers that were left on campus months
ago.

"These are two very different is-

sues," said vice-provost of students

David Farrar on Friday "With 70,000

students on campus at U of T, we
don't issue press releases on every

event. We [have] organized a num-
ber of other events on campus that

attempted to build an environment

of tolerance and understanding."

Though the response to anti-racist

events like the rally has been mainly

positive, some students believe that

the hit-and-run incident has been
blown out of proportion, and is pre-

venting the rest of the city from see-

'SUPPORT' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

"Something I really appreciate

about Street Support is that they

get to know people down there,"

said Vanessa Johnson, a second-

year international development
studies student and volunteer with

the group. Her previous experi-

ences with helping the homeless
in British Columbia lacked the per-

sonal contact that she says has the

potential to make a great impact on
someone's life.

"When I give somebody a sand-

wich...! can't express it in words,"

said Johnson, after being asked

how she felt while volunteering for

the club.

Though the reaction from the

homeless is sometimes mixed,

third-year psychology student Mi-

chael lum said they are often grate-

ful.

"They thank you and want to talk

to you," he said of his own experi-

ences with Street Support since he

started in October 2005.

Back inside Tim Woo's semi-green

Volvo, which is being covered by a

light snowfall, he says that Street

Support is a band-aid solution,

pointing out that homelessness is

an ongoing issue.

"There is a need for this organi-

zation in the city of Toronto," he

said.

Woo hopes Street Support will be

able to build a strong foundation at

UTSC after he leaves, enabling stu-

dents to participate more.

Teach English

Overseas

» Intensive 60-Hour Program

» Classroom Management Techniques

» Detailed Lesson Planning

e Comprehensive Teaching Materials

t Internationally Recognized Certificate

* Teacher Placement Service

« Job Guarantee Included

* Thousands of Satisfied Students

J OXFORD^ SEMINARS
41H24-3240I1-800-779-17J9

www.oxfordseminars.com

Racist graffiti in the second-floor men's washroom at Hart House was painted over.

ing the positive, tolerant community
that Kibria praises.

"If the victims [of the hit-and-run]

in question were women, it is equally

likely that sexist remarks would have

been uttered," said political science

student Kate Burke. "It seems unfair

to everyone that we would group

this psychopath's actions with a pat-

tern of racial intolerance on the U of

T campus."

Kibria maintains that the student

body and the community as a whole

tend to be extremely tolerant and

welcoming to minorities.

"Interestingly enough, it was most-

ly non-Muslims and other faiths

at the anti-racist events," she said.

"We have received a lot of calls from

supportive non-Muslims saying that

they want to learn more about the

culture."

UBC Diploma in

Accounting Program
If you are a university graduate seeking a professional accounting

designation, you can fast-track your education through the UBC

Diploma in Accounting Progam (DAP). UBC DAP's curriculum is

recognized by the Chartered Accountants School of Business (CASB)

and satisfies most of the CMA and CGA program requirements.

APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 2006

Courses starting in May:

• March 1, 2006 (International applicants)

March 31, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

Courses starting in September:

June 5, 2006 (International applicants)

• July 7, 2006 (Canadian applicants)

lUBCi To learn more call 604 822 84'i2

i^^l or visit www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

II I SAUDER
f % School of Business

Opening

Accountants

Certified Management Accountants

CMAs have a broader range of skills.

CMA Rene L. Cardinal, Executive Vice President

of Finance for Intrawest Resort Club Group,

biiP.ys a bioad range of skills lo his oigani^alioii.

Re.ne places a strong focus on strategic planning and

innovative thinking This focus has enabied him to

facilitate nearly 400% growth within his comp.^iiiy.

His achievements are just one example of how CMAs

are leading businesses towards success.

Maybo you've never consideied a caieer in

msnagomont sccoLinting, but you've probably also

never considered the benefits that a professional

designation can offer. .As a CM.A you'll build on

the skills your degree has already given you. Your

training will prepare you to make strategic and

financial decisions that can help grow an organization,

and make you an asset to any employer. Visit our

website to find out how tiie CN/IA designation can

work for you. cma-ontario.org

Certified

Management
Accountants
What accounting should be
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China communist in name alone
Lisa Anthony

As Chinadevelops, it is becomingmore
difficult to explain how its government

is still retaining a Marxist system. The
poverty in the urban centres is unde-

niable as the beggars, the homeless,

and the sick are a prominent part of

the city landscape. There is no hiding

the income disparity or the hopeless-

ness of the average rural citizen who
dreams of one day travelling to the big

city. The city is only a train ride away
but few can even afford this journey.

Meanwhile, stories of corruption are

rampant at every level of society. The
only way to earn more income and

move up the social ladder is to become
an official party member. Even then, it

is always necessary to increase social

and political status through guonx/, or

"making connections," often through

giving gifts or money.

So how do officials rationalize

their system as communist? Using

fancy wordplay to manipulate public

opinion can only last so long. As a

foreigner during my trip to China last

summer, I was surprised to speak with

both a Chinese university student and

a Chinese journalist who agreed with

my view that there is a fine (or even

non-existent) distinction between

guanxi and corruption. This type of

business dealing does not seem to be

consistent with communist theory, al-

though it is sustained as a traditional

practice.

Another phrase I continue to have

doubts about is the term "market

economy," which, like guanxi, holds a

complex position in the Chinese Com-
munist Party system. A party member
who works as a part-time translator

and also guest lectures at Chinese

universities about communism tried

to define this term for me.

He explained (rather convolutedly

from my Western perspective) that

a market economy creates competi-

tion in order to motivate develop-'

ment. This type of economy is merely

a means for development in order to

make everyone equally rich, rather

than equally poor, which was the case

a quarter century ago. Somehow the

gap between rich and poor has to

be bridged to maintain the idea of a

communist society, and supposedly

a market economy will ensure this

bridge by promoting competition and

development.

Although our discussion was help-

ful in that it broadened my under-

standing of the Chinese perspective,

the party member did not define his

notion of capitalism nor explain how
exactly capitalism differs from a mar-

ket economy.

In recent weeks, Canadian newspa-

pers have also been questioning the

state of communism in China. The
February 15 edition of the The Globe

and Mail reported that "in a China of

ruthless capitalism and rising inequal-

ity, it's not easy being red." Even party

officials are having trouble believing

in Marxism, and the government has

been forced to crack down on cor-

ruption, punishing over 115,000 party

members for corruption in one year

alone. The March 6 edition of the Na-

tional Post describes the Communist
Party's plans to re-indoctrinate party

officials to be more in tune with Marx-

ism.

However, for a country that has 200

million people living on less than one

dollar a day, and where "the richest

ten per cent control forty-five per cent

of the country's wealth," the party's

challenge to maintain and continue

reinforcing Marxist ideals seems im-

plausible while the system remains

undeniably capitalist in practice.

Get back, Paul!

CAM VIDLER says hello, goodbye to the wayward activist

Paul McCartney and wife Heather spent a hard day's night

commiserating with our baby seals.

Dear Sir Paul McCartney,

During your recent trip to Canada, you claimed
that the seal hunt is "one huge stain" on Canada's
reputation. 1 appreciate your concern, except
that I'm afraid your call for the end of the hunt is

a little simplistic and self-righteous. The annual
slaughter of 325,000 baby seals is so easy to de-
monize. But your idealistic approach ignores the
dynamic nature of the seal industry and the moral
questions that you yourself have raised. I want to

take this opportunity to highlight what you have
overlooked.

During your demonstrations you neglect to men-

tion that it is the consumer who stimulates the

hunt by buying seal pelts. Are we to presume that

sealers, armed with their infamous clubs, force

people to wear seal fur? It should be noted that

most of the hunted pelts are exported. If there is

such a global consensus against the hunt of seals,

as you and the Humane Society would like us to

think, why do so many people buy seal products?
Maybe your campaign should focus on convinc-
ing world consumers to be more animal-friendly.
After all, even if the government banned the

hunt, how would they enforce it? As long as
there is profit to be made and little government
surveillance, poaching would become the norm.
For example, bans on coca in Colombia have not

stopped poor farmers from continuing to sell their

products to the cocaine market. As long as there
is demand for the drug, Colombian farmers will

continue to feed their families with drug-money.
I urge you not to launch an attack campaign

against marginalized Aboriginals and unemployed
Newfoundlanders. Instead, put your spotlight on
the consumer tastes of the fur-wearing elite, be-

I cause that's where your problem starts.

I With so many people outside Canada demand-
1 ing seal products, it's also difficult to believe that

gyou truly represent "international morals." Is the
massive slaughter of seals for fur any different

from the killing of animals for meat?
As you and your wife are first to point out, hu-

mans can live quite healthily without ingesting
any meat products. So there's essentially no mor-
al difference between buying a seal-fur coat and
ordering a filet mignon, since both are needless
luxuries. If we follow this logic, livestock farmers
are essentially land-locked sealers with less ador-
able victims. But to say that vegetarianism is an
international moral would be quite a stretch, even
for you.

Instead of making sweeping claims about the
universality of your values, you should let Cana-
dian voters make their own judgments. You must
realize that our domestic policies are determined
by the needs and feelings of Canadians, not for-

eign special interest groups. I hope you under-
stand why many of us disapprove of your visit.

LETTERS
Not Islamophobia

Re: Hit and run shocks campus,
March 20

So now we're to believe that an altercation

between vandalizing thugs and a road-rag-

ing psychopath is also proof of Muslims be-

ing marginalized on campus? 1 wonder how
the Hart House victim feels about her attack

being likened to the above incident.

NavPurewal

Admin must stand up

Re: Hate attacks rock Ccimpus, March
13

• The Varsity mxghx. have heard that the U
of T president talked to Muslims after our

Friday prayers, shared his sympathies with

us and congratulated us on our mature
and unified response to recent events. 1 felt

really honoured that he went out of his way
to do this. 1 am sure other Muslims feel the

same way.

Now the only thing the administration

needs to do is send a message to the per-

petrators of Islamophobic acts on campus
that such acts will not be tolerated. Such a

message would go a long way in discourag-

ing what is becoming a very disconcerting

trend.

Faraz Siddiqui

• I am appalled to hear about the anti-Islam-

ic attacks that have happened on campus.
I say appalled because of the reasons why
these attacks are being committed, and
because nothing is being done about them.
The teachings of Islam promote peace and
while Muslims are allegedly accused of be-

ing "terrorists," 1 cannot help but notice the

irony in this entire situation. Who really is

the terrorist in this case?

Amal Yousaf

In bad taste

Re: A woman, in transit between
bodies, March 20
It bothers me that The Varsity took a serious

and delicate topic and chose to make it

comical. My problem is not with the text

or writing style of this article, but with the

accompanying picture supposedly describ-

ing the affects of hormone replacement

therapy on a male. Descriptions such as

"less muscles more mood swings," "penis

and testicles: serious shrinkage," and

"sweat smells sweeter, less stinky," make a

joke out of the entire situation. They take

away from the issues that were discussed in

the article itself, making a farce of hormone

replacement therapy and individuals who
wish to undergo it.

Elaine Cairns

APUS must evolve too

Re: Part-time union evicted, March 16

I am writing concerning the space allocated

to the Association of Part-time Undergradu-

ate Students (APUS). Unlike SAC and the

GSU, which have centrally allocated space

in which to operate, APUS occupies space

provided within Woodsworth College and
the Faculty of Arts & Science (in Sidney

Smith Hall).

Through a very public academic planning

process, Woodsworth College identified

an important need for additional space in

order to meet a rising demand for academic

student services. In order to assist the col-

lege in meeting its priorities and commit-

ment to part-time and full-time students, the

administration advised APUS on Febru-

ary 27, 2006 that the organization will be

required to vacate the space it occupies in

Woodsworth no later than summer, 2006.

The administration also committed to find-

ing centrally allocated space for APUS in the

coming months.

We have since written to the organization

reiterating this commitment and requesting

that APUS provide the university with the

organization's list of space needs. Once we
have received this list, the administration

will be in a better position to assess APUS'

requirements and assign appropriate space.

When Woodsworth College was founded

in 1974, the College became the home of

part-time undergraduate degree students.

Today, there are part-time undergraduate

students in many faculties and in all seven

St. George campus colleges. Accordingly,

the administration believes that APUS
should be provided with centrally allocated

space.

Prof. David Farrar,

Deputy Provost& Vice-Provost, Students
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So this rabbi walks

into a bar. .

.

Jerry Seinfeld continues a long line of Jewish comedians who poke fun at their faith.

Not that there's anything wrong with that.

Alan F. Campbell

Professor Peter Jelavich, keynote

speaker at the recent Munk Centre

lecture "Wfien Are Jewisti Jokes No
Longer Funny?", prefaced fiis remarks

with an appropriate warning: "I won't

give a funny talk, nor tell any jokes."

Although he proceeded to take a rath-

er dry, academic look at the develop-

ment of Jewish humour in Germany in

the late 19th and early 20th centuries,

Jelavich still offered valuable insights

into the nature and meaning of ethnic

humour at a time when we must again

question whether some jokes go too

far.

Humour is worth studying, Jelav-

ich argued, because often "we do
not know what we are laughing at."

Jews, he said, do not have a particu-

larly long reputation when it comes to

humour. There is little emphasis on

humour in either Jewish Scriptures

or histories; in fact, what we now see

as Jewish humour is a product of the

19th-century Yiddish traditions in

Eastern and Central Europe. In our

present day, Jelavich quipped, "The

people of the Book have become the

people of the joke."

But this claim holds a great deal of

truth. Woody Allen, Mel Brooks, Jerry

Seinfeld, Jon Stewart, and many other

titans of American comedy are Jew-

ish. And like the European cabaret

performers before them, these come-

dians often turn to self-deprecation

when mentioning their cultural tradi-

tion.

But as Prof. Jelavich noted in his

lecture, ethnic humour has very dif-

ferent implications when practised

within and without a community.

Within a community the use of hu-

mour can have various functions,

such as coping with difficult circum-

stances. Once it reaches the outside

world, however, jokes can have more

negative consequences.

Jelavich quoted an article from a

liberal Berlin newspaper in the 1920s

that stated, "That's the way [Jews]

are, and they even brag about it." By

presenting its people and culture as

comedic, ethnic groups can make

themselves laughable in all situations.

However, it can also communicate

feelings of acceptance and assimila-

tion. By mocking their own culture to

//NUCLEAR

The only thing clear about

Ontario's decision to continue

using nuclear power to gener-

ate electricity is that "the Ca-

nadian Nuclear Association

and the Ontario government

have not provided the public

with complete information on

nuclear energy. It is not clean,

reliable or affordable, which

makes it clear that government

officials are basing their deci-

sions not on the true interest

of the public, but on their own

political futures." See www.
thevarsity.ca for DAWN STRI-

FLER's complete report.

the outside world, an ethnic minority

may be showing they are comfortable

enough to take formerly serious dif-

ferences lightly.

So what does this tell us about the

conflict over the Mohammed car-

toons? Unlike Jews, Muslims do not

have a reputation for humour in the

Western world; in fact, the perception

is much different. Muslims are often

seen as austere and sombre, more in-

terested in virtue than laughter. The
violent reactions to what are seen in

the West as harmless doodlings seem
to reinforce this stereotype.

But one should consider the source

of the cartoons. Jon Stewart may be

able to make fun of Jewish tragedies

at the Oscars, but it would be much
different if the same joke were made
by, say, Tim Allen (with Shaggy Dog,

he is the obvious shoe-in for next

year's host). The Anti-Defamation

League puts millions of dollars every

year towards investigations of anti-

Semitism in mainstream media. The
implication is clear: while minorities

may poke fun at themselves, humour
from the outside can easily be seen as

an attack.

Muslims around the world fear, of-

ten with good reason, that their way
of life is challenged by the culture of

the West, be it Jewish, Christian, or

secular. It comes as no surprise that

these cartoons are seen by some as

a direct attack on Islam. The general

reaction in the West, .however, is a

bit more puzzling. While protests are

held in support of free speech, most
people gloss over the imprisonment

of Holocaust denier David Irving, who
in a truly free society is guilty only of

being a terribly ignorant historian. De-

fending freedom of speech, it seems,

applies only to insults of Islam.

Jelavich did not have a definitive

answer to the lecture's title ques-

tion, but perhaps this is appropri-

ate, as there are no easily defined

boundaries for ethnic humour. Jelav-

ich put it eloquently when referring

to the cartoon controversy. Ethnic

humour is no longer funny, he said,

when people are ready to "wilfully

give and take offence." It seems that

in this complex world of ours, joking

is no laughing matter.
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On.Febnjaiy 21, 1978 workers of the Cen-

tral Light and Power Co. were laying

underground electrical cable on one
the most traditional corners of Mexir

City's old downtown when suddenly they strut

a hard object. After a rapid inspection they we*

able to see that it was a stone with relief carv-

ing. The carving was that of the Aztec goddess

associated with the moon, Coyolxauhqui. It

showed the dismembered goddess after being

thrown from the top of Coatepetl Mountain (so

next page). Little did they know at that momen
that their discovery would trigger one of the

most important archeologicai projects of the

twentieth century, el Projecto Templo Mayor
(The Great Temple project).

The Great Temple project culminated with

the inauguration in 1987 of tlie Museum of the

Great Temple, constructed just some metres

away from the place where the carving was
discovered. The museum showcases most of t'

archaeological finds from the main ceremonial

building of Tenochtitlan, the capital of the Azte

empire.

The Great Temple was tlie most important
building in Tenochtitlan, which was founded
in V.VI3 CE. The Great Temple was dedicated to

two of the most important Aztec gods, Tlaloc,

god of rain and agricultural production, and
Huitzilopochtli, god of sun and wai-, and brotlu
of Coyolxauhqui.

According to some scholars, the site dedi-

cated to Huitzilopociitli symbolizes the Moun-
tain of Coatepec, the place where the fraticida!

combat between gods took place. TJiis event
was represented by the .Aztecs on regular ImsI-

Coyolxauhqui and her brothers were interpret

ed as the moon and the stars. They are con-
quered day after day by tlie sun, Huitzilojiocht

armed with the serpent of fire. This weapon ca
be interpreted as the sun\s light as it rises ever
morning dispersin-j the stars.

Above: Blue vase with Tlaloc mask, polychromed
pottery (34x32 cm).

Left:Mictlantecuhtli, the god of death, clay, (167 cm
high).

Next page: Coyolxauhqui, monolithic sculpture of

volcanic tufa (325 x 295 x 37 cm)
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Greatly did the Mexicas honor Hitzilopochtli,

They knew that his origin, his beginning was
thus:

In Coatepec, in the direction on Tula,

There was a woman,
Whose name was Coatlicue [Goddess of the

Earth and mother ot the gods].

She was the mother of the four hundred
Southerners and of their sister,

Whose name was Coyoixauhqui.

And their sister Coyoixauhqui said to them:
j

"Brothers, she has dishorored us. We must kill!

our mother."

When Coatlicue heard of this, she was surely
|

frightened, she was surely distressed. J

But her son Huitziiopochtli, who was in her
J

bosom, comforted her, saying:
|

"Be not afraid, I know what I must do." ]

Then Hitzilopochtli raised himself up. He
pursued the four hundred Southerners. He
harrased them, he dispersed them from the peak
of Coatepetl, the Serpent's Mountain.

Coyoixauhqui, he cut of her head.

The body of Coyoixauhqui rolled down, it fell in

pieces. In diverse places fell her hands, her legs,

her body.

And Coatlicue, having heard the words of her l

son, was much consoled, her heart grew cedm^

she felt at peace. j

And when he had followed them to the foot

of the mountain, he chased them like rabbits

around the base of the mountain.

In vain did they try to strike against him.

They could do nothing,

nothing served to defend them.

He continued to pursue them.
Yet they begged him, saying: "Enough!"

But Huitziiopochtli was not content with this, he
grew even more enraged at them.

Only a few were able to escape from him,

they turned to the South.

And when Huitziiopochtli had killed them,
when he had given vent to his ire, he stripped

off their garments, he appropriated them, he
incorporated them into his destiny.

And once,

As Coatlicue was sweeping.

There descended upon her a plumage
Like a ball of fire, soft feathers.

And this Coatlicue was doing penance,

it was her duty to sweep.

This was how she did penance on Coatepetl,

The Serpent's Mountain.

Meanwhile the four hundred Southerners met in

order to reach an agreement, and they decided

as one to kill their mother.

Coyoixauhqui incited them greatly, she fanned

the flames of her brothers' ire.

They made themselves ready, they attired

themselves for war.

Then began to march, guided by Coyoixauhqui...

they marched in order, in rows

Coatlicue gathered it up and placed it in her

bosom. When she had finished sweeping, she

sought the feather but she saw nothing there.

At the very moment Coatlicue became pregnant.

When they reached the peak,

Hutzilopochtli was born, he dressed himself, he
took up his shield of eagle feathers, his darts, his

blue dart sling.

He painted his face with diagonal stripes.

On his head he placed fine feathers,

he put on his earrings.

And this Huitziiopochtli, it is said, was a portent.

He was venerated by the Mexicas.

They sacrificed to him, they honored him and
served him.

And Hitzilopochtli repaid those who honored
him thus. And his cult was taken from there,

from Coatepetl, the Serpent's Mountain, as it was
practiced from the most ancient of times.

When the four hundred Southerners saw that

their mother was pregnant, many of them grew
angry. They said: "Who has done this thing?

Who has got her with child? He insults us, he

dishonors us."

He also armed himself with the serpent made of

firebrands, Xiuhcoatl, who was set on fire.

Then with the flaming serpent he wounded
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• Turns out Saturn's

moons are far more inter-

esting than Earth's moon.

The March 10 issue

of the' journal Science

discusses the latest dis-

coveries of the Cassini

spacecraft, an unmanned

NASA mission studying

Saturn and its moons.

Where Earth's moon

is cold, dry, and still,

Enceladus, Saturn's sixth

largest moon, is covered

in ice and snow, including

one end where the ground

is cracked and broken up

into massive ice boulders.

Scientists with the

Space Science Institute

and the Southwest Re-

search Institute used

some of Cassini's tools to

investigate dark stripes on

the surface of Enceladus

and discovered that some

sections of the moon were

hotter than the rest of the

ground around them.

But the coolest thing

about Enceladus is its

"ice volcano," a big jet

of water, dust, and ice

particles shooting up into

the sky.

Researchers believe

one of Saturn's rings is

likely made up of the par-

ticles spraying up from

the volcano.

-TABASSUMSIDDIQUI

Source: American

Association for the

Advancement of Science

• It's well known that vi-

tamin D is important for

bone development, but re-

search shows that it may

also help protect against

the development of sev-

eral cancers, particularly

colorectal cancer.

However, research

shows that large quanti-

ties can lead to a toxic

overdose of calcium in

the blood, making it dif-

ficult to manufacture a

drug designed to exploit

the vitamin's anticancer

effects.

Luckily, a recent

Georgetown University

study indicates that it

may be possible to isolate

the anticancer properties

of vitamin D from its other

functions.

The study, published

in the journal l^olecuiar

Cell, found that by sepa-

rating the two functions

of vitamin D at the mo-

lecular level, it is possible

that the vitamin could

be chemically modified

into a drug that will only

have anticancer effects.

-T.S.

Source: Georgetown Uni-

versity Medical Centre

//GREENHOUSE EFFECT

Unlike young Charles Darwin,

you do not need to take a trip to

the Galapagos to find an island

with unique environment, lush

greenery, strange reptiles, or

exotic birds.

The Teaching Plant Collection

of the Botany department, atop

the Earth Sciences Center (ESC)

at25Willcocks St. is all of that.

And its location is a bit more con-

venient and affordable as well.

Enter the Earth Sciences

building from Huron St, take the

elevator to the fourth floor, and

climb one flight of stairs to the

four houses of the collection.

The Orchid House is a spectac-

ular array of flowering orchids,

colorful bromeliads, and a wide

variety of ferns. An extended

family of Red-eared Slider turtles

swim around in a little pond.

Mosses, and exotic tropical

plants such as cocoa and mahog-

any can be seen in Palm House.

The Mediterranean house is rife

with conifers and the Cactus

House is of course, a sanctuary

for cacti and succulents.

A couple of Australian bearded

dragons and a cage-full of

budgerigars live in cages that

get moved around a lot. The

collection is open to the public on

weekdays, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Usually, you can find first and

second years exploring the col-

lection for botany class, or visi-

tors basking in the greenhouses'

perpetual summer.

-SAZIASHARMIN

Welwitschia mirabilis are slow-growing, long-lived

desert-dwellers, which harvest moisture from the desert

fog through their pore-covered leaves. Their long lifespan

(1,000-2,000 years, it is thought), makes scientists think

that they produce natural pesticides to protect themselves.

The canivorous pitcher plant lures

insects inside with visual displays

and nectar. Insects slip down its

slippery sides, drown in water, and

get broken down and digested.

The two Australian bearded dragons were actually

born right here, in an incubator. Their parents live

in the zoology department. Socrates (above), tried

to scare off The Varsit^'i photographer by puffing

up his beard.

//SPECIAL REPORT: ENGINEERS

What do engineers do when they're not

drinking or setting off cannons? They

build stuff, as SUSAN BUSTOS finds.

WHO: University of Toronto

Artificial Intelligence and

Robotics group

WHAT THEY'RE BUILDING: A

team of autonomous soccer-

playing robots to enter into

the RoboCup competition

HOW: UTAIR's soccer goalie,

the first of their five-member

team, is currently in develop-

ment. Robert Nguyen, the

UTAIR's "systems lead,"

said they're developing

algorithms that will allow

a camera over the playing

field to detect the position of

the ball and all five players,

which will let the computer

tell the robots which way to

move.

Project manager Zoe

Shainfarberb explained that

Ihe group is more focused

on artificial intelligence

rather than mechanics

so they're starting with a

pre-fabricated biobot which

will be modified to include

a kicking mechanism. A

solenoid—a device that

triggers when a magnetic

field is switched—will be

used to move the robot's

"foot," hopefully with

enough strength to kick a

regulation golf ball.

The University of Toronto Robotics Association's

fightin' robot, as seen from above.

WHO: tJniversity of Toronto

Robotics Association

WHAT THEY'RE BUILDING:

A 13 kilogram combat robot

that will fight at Motorama,

Robot Conflict early next

year

HOW: "It's a test of domi-

nance and durability -you

really want to dominate

your opponent and you want

to make sure you survive

multiple matches again

and again,^' explained Paul

Giampuzzi, the "design and

build director."

A combat robot uses

blunt trauma to defeat its

opponent—use of guns,

fire, acids, electromagnetic

pulses, and magnets are.

not allowed. Last year the

group inherited a 55-kil6-

gram robot from previous

and refurbished it with a

fresh paint job and new

circuitry to get it back on

its wheels. This year they've

built one from scratch and

gave it a fast-spinning

drum with steel teeth that,

upon impact, will send its

challenger flying through

the air. Unlike its autono-

mous cousins, this robot

will be controlled with a

frequency-modified aircraft

controller.

Pedal to the metal
Jennifer Bates

VARSITY STAFF

"It's got its tiair in curlers,"

says Barry Rawn, a PhD stu-

dent in electrical engineer-

ing, of his latest project, as

he walks through the laby-

rinth of the Galbraith build-

ing to his basement labora-

tory.

He unveils his creation,

the result of a collaborative

effort with three other team

members: a mounted bike

that stands in a corner of the

lab and seems not only to

have its hair in curlers, but

entangled in a dizzying ar-

ray of wires, batteries, inver-

ters and concrete.

In fact, the bike has been
rigged to convert the body's

energy into stored electrical

energy. Pedaling the bike

drives a generator and pro-

duces electrical energy that

is stored in a battery. The
longer One pedals, the more
energy gets stored. This en-

ergy is then used to power
ordinary household items.

Constantly trying to improve

the design, the team cov-

ered the spokes of the back

wheel in concrete to keep

up the momentum once the

wheels begin to turn.

The team built the bike in

partnership with the orga-

nizers of the Energy Sustain-

ability Fair, an annual event

aimed at raising awareness

about sustainable energy al-

ternatives. The bike will be

one of the main attractions

at this year's fair, which
takes place place on April

5th. "[The bike] gives bet-

ter appreciation of where
energy comes from and
teaches people what energy

household devices require,"

says Rawn. "Today's citizens

of the developed world are

getting a free ride off cheap
abundant fossil fuels. This is

a different kind of ride."

The amount of energy

different household items

consume span a wide spec-

trum and put into perspec-

tive how certain items use

energy much faster than it

is produced. On the low end
of the energy consumption
spectrum, a person pedaling

at full speed for 10 minutes

can generate energy at a rate

of about 100 watts, enough

to power a small television

for the same amount nf

time. Watching an episo'

of Seinfeld would thus be

possible, whereas the

director's cut of Lord

of the Rings, not so

much.

On the other hand,

the microwave is one
of the most energeti-

cally expensive house-

hold items. To power
a microwave for one
minute would require

ten people on bikes, all

pedaling up 100 watts.

Ponder that next time

you nuke that Kraft

dinner.

Rawn hopes his

team's creation will

educate people about

energy use and how
the choices one makes
in every day life have

an impact. "A sustain-

able energy infrastruc-

ture is essential and
inevitable," he says. But

awareness and involveme

is the first step.

BRIGHT IDEA: On Tuesday, Ontario's government announced a program of subsidies for small

producers of renewable power. The Ontario Power Authority will pay H cents per kilowatt-

hour (kWh) for electricity produced by wind, biomass, or small-scale hydroelectric, and 42

cents per kWh for solar power. (Residential users pay five or 5.7 cents per kWh.) No word yet

if pedal power is on the list—ten Barry Rawns would have to pedal for an hour to make 11

cents, though, so staying a grad student might pay better.

MAN VS. HORSE:

One horsepower (hp) is

746 Watts. Humans can

sustain about 0.1 hp;

athletes about 0.3 hp.
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VAUGHAN—Marketers call

them category killers: big-box-type

stores that offer such a large vari-

ety of products at such prices that

smaller competitors are forced to

lower prices or founder.

Increasingly, supermarkets are

starting to emulate this model—if

only to compete with Wal-mart.

Wal-mart, which operates about

2,000 "supercentres" in the U.S.,

is making an aggressive push into

Canada with supercentres that of-

fer both non-food and food items.

"Instead of people visiting once

every two weeks, they get them to

visit the store every week," says Dr.

David Rogers, director of DSR Mar-

keting Systems, a retail industry

consultancy.

But expanding their produce

sections is something traditional

supermarkets can do to fight back,

as well as offering better "home
meal replacements." North Amer-
ica, and the U.S. especially, lag

Britain in this department, as most
of the fare on offer tends to be of

the frozen variety. "They're poor

quality, they're high price, they're

totally unimaginative, and totally

1960s," Rogers comments.
Another thing that should wor-

ry Wal-mart, too: "They're going

to have to be careful in Canada,

though, because it won't take very

much to stir up Canadian national-

ism," he says, which would help its

Canadian competitors, such as Lo-

blaws—which is already expand-

ing its own big-box stores. Their

very name. Great Canadian Super-

store, "sends a loaded message" to

Wal-mart, Rogers points out.

David Rogers on the

Wal-mart supermarket

phenomenon:

"The principal driver for

Wal-mart is the fact that

by adding all the groceries

to the produce and meat

they attract more traffic to

each store, and increase

the opportunity to sell more

non-foods."

"One strategy for Canadian

supermarket retailers is to

strengthen their perish-

able departments. I think

Fortino's has one of the

best operations in North

America when it comes to

perishables."

"Besides meal solutions and

better perishables, the Ca-

nadian supermarket retailers

will not be able to avoid

bringing down their prices to

proximity to Walmart's."

"The vocal middle class tttat

has access to the media is

making all sorts of trouble

for Wal-mart,- because they

don't like Wal-mart. But

there's a large section of the

population both in America

and Canada that is under

fire financially,... and they

are certainly voting with

their feet."

Don't let the name fool you;

Fortinos is actually owned
by Loblaws

. Some of the non -grocery things you will find inside this Fortino's, near the intersection

of Major Mackenzie Drive and Jane Street, in Vaughn: a coffee bean shop, a sushi bar, a

pasta and pizza take-out counter, a fried foodstake-out counter, a small food court, a

pharmacy, a photo lab.aflower shop, a newsstand, two clothing aisles a b:ilk fniiris

aisle, a beauty section,BBQs and patio furniture, and a toys section

The average Hummer burns 18
litres of gas per 1 00 kilometres

Altogether [store jius parking) a Wal-mart big-box store

eats up more than 44,000 square metres ofland, on
average. That is roughly the area of six soccer fields.

Hart House Theatre
and the Arts and Letters Club of Toronto present

theSHLLBORN lov
directed by MARTIN HUNTER
design by MARTHA MANN

Loyalty and duty collide
in

Hart House Theatre's 05/06 Canadian Selection

Top quality styles

at bottom line prices.
Walk-In to Andre-Pierre and you'll get a top professional haircut, with

an average wait time of just five minutes. All at a special reduced price

that's hard to beat. So, next time you're in the area, just walk right in.

Men cut & blow dry $29

Women cut & blow dry $46

Cuts colour $110

Cut & foil highlights $160

11:30 4:30 4:30

$22 $24 $26 $25

$35 $38 $41 $39

$85 $95 $99 $95

$120 $130 $144 $135

Hair extensions and Japanese straightening also available.

^Indre/Pierre
Cutting the hassles since 1972.

55 Bloor W. (Manulife Centre) 41 6.922.6946

(Receive 2 hours free parking at Manulife Centre)

22 St. Clair E. (St. Clair Centre) 416.923.8780

Adults - $20, Students & Seniors $12

BOX OFFICE

uofttix.ca
978-8849(416)

Meloche Monnex
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Nettwerk shoegazers tweak their gentle sonic palette on new record

Frank Yang

SPECIAL TO THE VARSITY

Hailing from Seattle by way of SoCal,

beautifully mopey space-folk combo
Trespassers William has been hon-

ing their craft since the mid-'90s. But

it was with Different Stars, their 2002

sophomore effort, that the band be-

gan to gain some well-deserved no-

tice and profile thanks largely part

to their cover of Ride's shoegaze

classic, "Vapour Trail." Now signed to

Vancouver-based Nettwerk Records,

the band has just released their long-

awaited follow-up, Having.

The new record continues in the

same vein as its predecessor, but

with a more expansive, textured

sound. Guitarist Matt Brown, who
with singer Anna-Lynne Williams

has been the core of the band since

its inception, credits the addition of

bassist Ross Simonini as the most
substantial change in the dynamic of

the band, even more so than relocat-

ing their home base or the new label.

But while roster shifts no doubt

account for some of the evolution in

their sound. Having also bears the

distinctive sonic fingerprints of leg-

endary producer Dave Fridmann,

whose credits include The Flaming

Lips and Sleater-Kinney. Though the

band initially planned on mixing the

record themselves, Nettwerk floated

the idea of working with an outside

party.

"We gave them a dream list of pro-
ducers and mixers," explains Brown.
"David was on the list as well as
(Brian) Eno and (Daniel) Lanois and
Nigel Godrich. Dave was actually in-

terested and didn't just want to make
it sound nice, he wanted to tweak it.

"We wanted to announce that this

was going to be a different record,"

says Brown of the latitude given to

Fridmann to "tweak" the sounds.

While Trespassers William have

always been open with their musical

roots, they may be hoping that Hav-

ing garners more than the usual Low
or Mazzy Star comparisons.

"I think our influences are appar-
ent on (JDifferent Stars) and I'm liop-

ing that we're making more of our
own thing with the new one," Brown
explains.

But while willing to trying some-

thing new, the band knows their

strengths and play to them.

"We were pressured by a lot of dif-

ferent people who we thought knew
better in the early days," says Brown.

"'Faster, peppier. Dance around, play

faster songs.' We tried it; we're not

very good at it."

Like many new independent bands,

they initially found a more receptive

audience overseas than at home. It

was this grassroots fanbase that at-

tracted the attention of Nettwerk. But
having the backing of a proper mar-
keting department can come with a

downside.

"With word of mouth, the only

people who bother to review it are

people who love it," Brown notes.

"When you get more reviews, you

also get people who may not want

to hear it. It's probably the first time

where someone doesn't like it. Most

of the criticisms are fair if you're not

into that kind of music. If it's slow and
boring to you, we can't do anything

about that. If you find the Arctic Mon-
keys fast and annoying, there's noth-

ing you can do about that. Someone
who loves that record may not neces-

sarily like ours."

review@thevarsity.ca

//BLUE HAZE SLOW-GAZE

i

Trespassers William

Having

(Nettwerk)

Rating: VVVv

With their third album and

first for Nettwerk (not counting

the reissue of Different Stars), Se-

attle's Trespassers William have

managed to strike a balance be-

tween growing their distinctive

slow-gaze sound without rein-

venting themselves. Compared
to Different Stars, Having covers

a slightly wider range of tempos

and textures, trading off some of

the singular consistency of that

record for a little more eclecti-

cism and experimentation. Get-

ting uber-producer Dave Fridma-

nn (Flaming Lips, Mercury Rev)

to mix the record also adds some
interesting new sounds into the

stew and gives Trespassers Wil-

liam some weight and edge that

wasn't evident before. "And We
Lean In" hovers and shimmers

beautifully while "I Don't Know"
builds like an explosion in slow

motion, Anna-Lynne Williams'

gorgeously mournful voice hang-
ing suspended above all the tu-

mult.

—FY

Poetic prose
Third time's the charm for Cape Breton author Lynn Coady

Chandler Levack

VARSITY STAFF

Lynn Coady's terrific third novel.

Mean Boy, comically chronicles the

coming of age of Lawrence "Larry"

Campbell at a small liberal arts col-

lege in New Brunswick. His neurotic

determination to become a great Ca-
nadian poet ("I can't hang myself in

the stairway, it would be too deriva-

tive," he muses) forces him to into

the hands of his self-destructive,

brilliant, and possibly dangerous po-
etry professor, Jim.

"The big theme of this book is be-

trayal—to grow and change and be
betrayed," Coady explains during a
recent interview at her publisher's

office. "Poetry and art have always
been anomaly to the working class.

And to separate yourself, you have
to betray the conventions of where
you grew up in order to move on."

What was this process like for Co-
ady, a working-class Cape Bretoner?
"Painful. But that's what you have

to do; you have to move away from
the people you love. You have to

make the break and redefine your-

self. And it's hard to come home for

Christmas and realize that you've

changed. I remember saying to my
father, "Hey maybe being gay isn't

such a weird thing after all." And
having him go, 'What are they teach-

ing you in this school?'"

Coady deliberately set her novel

in the 1970s, the peak of the thriving

Lynn Coady

Canadian poetry scene.

"I'm a big Canadian poetry nerd,"

she admits. "And I'm totally enam-
oured with that period in the '70s,

when poetry started to become a big
thing. Suddenly it was cool to be a
Canadian. It was cool to write about
the Maritimes."

Nationalist pride is an issue of con-
cern for the characters in Mean Boy,
who must make a choice whether to

highlight their own admittedly un-
glamorous backgrounds or emulate

the European poets they admire. In

Coady's past novels (she also pens
a column for the Globe and Mail and
was a senior editor at Adbusters be-

fore her recent move to Edmonton),
the Cape Breton scenery and the

working-class Maritimes landscape
are always featured.

"People take different approaches,"
to writing about Canada, Coady
notes. "Some writers I find have a re-

ally dogmatic approach that 'no one
cares about Canada, that it's a global

world, so I'm going to set this book
in World War II or Tuscany,' which
1 think is stupid. Like there's some-
thing wrong with setting a book in

Canada. And other writers deliber-

ately write their books mentioning
maple syrup and Pierre Trudeau
because they think it gives them an
edge, which is stupid, too. If you start

writing from fetters and conventions
it limits the work's appeal. You end
up transposing a U.S. reality.

"What I want to know is, why is

Nunavut really that different from In-

diana? You know what I mean?" she
continues.

For Mean Boy, Coady was required

to write poetry—specifically bad
student poetry from the mindset of

the various characters, a process
one imagines would be quite enjoy-

able.

"I find writing poetry hard," she
admits. "But yeah, I guess I just kind
of got into the character's head and
ended up writing tons of terrible po-
etry, which was actually kind of fun."

//VIRTUOSO VERSE

Lynn Coady's third novel (and
fifth book). Mean Boy, is set

in mld-'70s lower-class New
Brunswick in the academic
writing environment of an
upper-year poetry seminar.

Among the literary hopefuls
is Lawrence "Larry" Campbell,
an idealistic sophomore deter-

mined to make it in the Cana-
dian poetry scene. His pupils

include the only girl in class,

wholesome blonde Sherri Mit-

ten, fierce nationalist Todd
(whose poems all seem to

rhyme), the black-turtlenecked

Claude, and the hilarious and
tortured Charles Slaughter, a

charismatic yet manic-depres-

sive hockey player and the

only true poet—who doesn't

happen to write poetry. Every-

one tries to desperately catch

the attention of their Diony-

sian professor, Jim, who may
just be too self-destructive

and manipulative to critique

their work. As Larry learns

the cost of what it takes to get

what you really want, he grows
up along the way in this truly

acerbic and honest coming-of-

age story. A must-read for any
would-be writer.

—CL

BOOK REVIEW

Mean Boy

By Lynn Coady

Doubleday Canada

Rating:VWW
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Gay clay display

Queer culture highlighted in new OlSE exhibit
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My Two Daddies, by R. Bruce Flowers

Erin Hamayda

Images of comfort, sensuality, fa-

milial values, and deep emotions

are spread among the desks and
chairs in the library at OISE. Pre-

paring for their upcoming tests and
essays, students sit in the warm
quiet of the room seemingly un-

aware of the art that is pushing off

the walls and into their space.

Set up in one of the sunniest cor-

ners of the library are approximate-

ly 20 clay sculptures by London,

Ontario-based artist R. Bruce Flow-

ers. These meticulously detailed

clay sculptures are hollowed out at

the back so that what looks to be

an extremely heavy clay statue is

actually light enough to hang on a

wall. The exhibit, titled Clay Pride,

was brought to the U of T campus

through an initiative by campus
group LGBTOUT to improve queer
visibility on campus.
Each of the pieces is a repre-

sentation of queer culture as it is

infrequently seen. And while each
figure is represented in the nude,
it is done with power, grace, and
extreme care for the subject mat-
ter. Additionally, a poem written by
Flowers accompanies each sculp-

ture to add to the depth of the im-

age.

"My work explores the crafting

of new non-pornographic expres-
sions of same-sex intimacy," ex-

plains Flowers. "My sculptures
show the public images of same-
sex marriage, same-sex intimacy
and same-sex parenting... The
sheer fact that the works are 'queer'

art in a public space is important
to familiarize and legitimize us to

the straight community. The queer
emphasis must no longer be seen
in a threatening or sensationalistic

light as has been done in the past,"

he says.

There is a tremendous range of

imagery that is presented within

the exhibit. Dance of the Goddess 1

is an example of fiercely powerful
women shown together with a bold
expression. Next to it is Tender Mo-
ment, a much more sensual display

of affection in which we're shown
two older gentlemen. Sheltering

Arms depicts a father and child

together. The realistic expression
of these figures and the warmness
they display are indicative of what
the exhibit represents.

When asked about his choice
to portray a wide range of age in

his sculptures. Flowers responds:

"These images are an attempt to

highlight the beauty, vitality, and
desirability of older men. And to

point out the common success of

older/younger couples in intimate

relationships. Love can be found at

each stage of life."

Clay Pride is on display at the OISE

Library (252 Bloor St. WJ until

March 31.

The Daybreak

These Lines in Your Eyes

(independent)

Rating: VVVv

This 6-track EP puts a new
spin on the classic alternative

rock genre. Heralded as the next

breakthrough Toronto band. The
Daybreak (all four members hail

from U of T) strengthens their

foothold in the scene with These

Lines in Your Eyes. Lead singer

Sumon Mukherjee's vocals feel

very familiar to rock acts of the

past decade, but still manage to

anchor The Daybreak's unique

sound. Selected as one of the top

ten finalists in the 2006 Xtreme
Band Slam Contest held by radio

station EDGE 102.1, and often

compared to prime UK acts like

Coldplay, Radiohead, and The
Verve, The Daybreak have a lot

of hype to live up to but manage
to blend their various influences

well, particularly on second
track "Shuttle," which perfectly

captures the gritty, anthemic UK
sound and could well be a chart-

topping single.

Though the songs are not as

lyrically compelling, the melo-

dies are energetic and the vibrant

guitar sound highlights each
of the six tracks. These Lines in

Your Eyes does not hesitate to

showcase the many dimensions
of this quartet

—
"Hindsight" and

"Staircase" tone down their typi-

cally dynamic Britpop ballast

and add depth to the average

rock ballad, while evoking that

late-'90s sound. The emotional

"Staircase," a light, haunting track

is a standout on this enjoyable

album.

The Daybreak have more
than enough potential to make
a breakthrough into the main-
stream. Here's hoping these guys
will be a household name in the

Canadian rock scene in years to

come.

—PRASHANNTH RASAIAH

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

For a preview of Trinity's production of

Trainspotting, see the varsity.ca.

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The Varsity is holding elections for its 2006-2007 editorial masthead. All U ofT full- and part-time undergraduate students who have paid their $1.25 Varsity

levy are eligible for nomination. For the Editor in Chiefand Masthead elections, only Varsity staff (those volunteers who have contributed six or more items

since May i, 2005) may cast ballots in the election; for the Board of Directors election, all full- and part-time students who have paid their S1.25 Varsity levy are

eligible to vote in the next Annual General Meeting.

Please send all nominations and inquiries to: editor@thevarsity.ca.

Editor in Chief election:

• Nominations due by midnight on Friday,

March 24;

• All-candidates meeting at 6 PM on

Thursday, March 30 at the Varsity offices;

• Election day is Friday, March 31, from 10

AM to 8 PM.

Mastliead elections:

• Nominations due by midnight on Friday,

March 31;

• All-candidates meeting at 6 PM on

Thursday, April 6 at the Varsity offices;

• Election day is Friday, April 7, from 10

AM to 8 PM.

Board of Directors elections:

• Nominations due by 4 PM on Monday,
April 10

;

• For Eligibilty requirements and nomination

forms, call 416-946-7604 or email
gm@thevarsity.ca

VARSITY
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Final four favourites
One writer shares his picks for the NCAA basketball crown

Jonas Siegel

VARSITY STAFF

MINNEAPOLIS BRACKET
The other Huskies—the Huskies of Villa-

nova—are led by a guard quartet that has

generated much publicity and have become

household names. Head Coach Jay Wright

starts 6'0" guard Kyle Lowry, who is tough

and has high b-ball IQ; 6'2" guard Allen Ray,

a shooting wizard; 6'2" guard Mike Nardi, the

team's three-point specialist; and 6'4" combo
guard Randy Foye, the best of the bunch.

How does a team start four guards and

manage to be successful? Well, these guys

are an unusual bunch because of their quick-

ness on defence and their devoted work on

the glass. The Huskies are so fast on D that

most teams don't have the energy or skill to

compete with them for a full 40 minutes.

OAKLAND BRACKET
The everyday hoops fan recognizes Gonzaga

for their goofy-looking, moustachioed junior

forward Adam Morrison. We'll get to him in

a second, but first let's look at another com-

ponent that may determine the team's fate in

the tourney.

J. P. Batista is a 6'9", 270-pound beast. Ba-

tista is hard to handle on the inside, with the

ability to score in a variety of ways and grab

tons of rebounds (19 PPG and 10 RPG).

Now back to the kid some are calling the

next Larry Bird: Adam Morrison. Morrison

may be pretty fly for a white guy, but he truly

is something more. He has the remarkable

ability to come off screens and make shot

after shot. He can drain the three, take you
down on the block and score in more ways
than most.

Morrison led the entire nation with 28 PPG
this year. Stopping this prolific scorer is one

key to victory, but Gonzaga also has other

ways to beat teams, as their second-round

win over Indiana proved. The Hoosiers held

Morrison to 14 points, but still fell to the

mighty Bulldogs.

sports@thevarsity.ca

The intelligent Kyle Lowry (top left) leads Villanova's attack, while the always photogenic Adam Morrison (bot-

tom left, moustache included) is Gonzaga's biggest point producer. Meanwhile, Connecticut's Rudy Gay's (top

right) high-flying antics may be enough to bring his school a championship, but he will have to get through

J.J. Redick (bottom right) and the always tough Duke Blue Devils first. With only a few teams left in the hunt,

March Madness is really starting to set in. Who do you think will walk away victorious?

WASHINGTON BRACKET
With more NBA talent than the"New York Knicks

and Atlanta Hawks combined, the Connecticut

Huskies should be an easy pick for the title. This

being said, they've experienced inconsistent

team play and a lack of passion over the latter

half of the season.

The Huskies have good depth and can beat op-

ponents in several ways. They have all of the tools

to go the distance, but have seemed vulnerable,

as evidenced by their squeaking past 16th seed

Albany in the first round of the tournament.

Player of the year candidate Rudy Gay leads

Connecticut in scoring. Gay has all the talent in

the world, but may not have the mental tough-

ness to back it up.

The UConn front line is imposing and deep

enough to sustain foul trouble to any of their tal-

ented forwards— Jeff Adrien, Hilton Armstrong,

and Josh Boone. On the wing is the combination

of Toronto native Denham Brown and three-

point specialist Rashad Anderson, who is the

team's sixth man. At the point is the dime-drop-

pin' laptop thief, Marcus Williams. Williams was

caught earlier this year trying to sell two stolen

laptops and was consequently suspended by the

team for the first semester.

ATLANTA BRACKET

The Duke Blue Devils are led by two All-Ameri-

cans in J.J. Redick and Shelden Williams. Redick

may be the best pure shooter—and most hated

player—in basketball. He also has the heart of

a medieval warrior, similar to King Arthur in all

those British legends.

Williams is a blue-collar player who will bang

inside for rebounds and give you a legitimate low-

post scoring threat. He's also one the nation's

best shot blockers and face-up defenders on the

blocks.

At the point Coach K uses freshman Greg Pau-

lus, a former top-rated high school QB. Paulus is

a tough-minded and intelligent player who can

dish the ball with ease. He was one of the first

freshmen to lead the ACC in assists, averaging

five a game.

The Blue Devils do not have a deep bench

and ultimately will rely heavily on the efforts of

Redick and Williams to win.

Varsity report card version 2.0

Men's basketball

The '05-'06 season began on a promis-

ing note for the team, but culminated

in a disappointing ending. However,

the Blues were still able to hush skep-

tics and surpass expectations.

In addition to qualifying for the

playoffs for the second consecutive

season, the Blues were the first U of T
men's basketball squad in 17 years to

reach the 15-win mark, finishing with

an impressive 16-6 record. Led by

first-team all-star Mike Williams, the

Blues posted an impressive 10-game

winning streak during the campaign.

The success, however, was cut short

in a stunning loss to the 6-16 Queen's

Golden Gaels in the playoffs. Overall,

though, the team made significant

strides and showed plenty of promise

for next season.

First-year players such as Nick

Snow, Nick Magalas, and Ahmed
Nazmi figure to play prominent roles

next year, and former national team

assistant coach Mike Katz solidified

the team's leadership.

"Katz brought a new level of com-

mitment and play to U of T," comment-

ed Nazmi.

Grade: B+
—AZIM AHMED

Women's basketball

Finishing the season one win shy

from reaching the national cham-
pionships, the team had a solid 05-

06 season. Despite fielding a young
roster with only two senior-year

players, the Blues competed hard

throughout the year and gave the

York Lions all they could handle in

a 67-60 OUA east final loss.

This defeat followed a heart-

stopping win over Queen's in the

semifinal. The women were riding

a late-season momentum surge,

as they won their last five regular

season games to finish the season

14-8, good for second in the east

division.

Third-year veteran Christine Cho
led the way in scoring and rebound-

ing, while also hitting a league-best

53 per cent of field goals. Rookie

guard Alaine Hutton took east di-

vision rookie of the year honours,

highlighting the team's youth and
potential.

Grade: A-
—AA

Men's hockey

This year's edition of the team
proved to be a Jekyll-and-Hyde

squad that saw its season divided

into two halves. The Blues got off to

a disastrous start, going winless in

their first 12 games, but managed to

come together in the season's final

half, posting an impressive 8-2-1-1

record down the stretch.

Toronto's overall performance al-

lowed them to capture their sixth

consecutive division title. But for

the second year in a row, the Blues

were swept out of the playoffs by a

strong Trois Rivieres squad.

Centre Ray Smegal led the team
in scoring with 30 points, 14 of

them goals. Wingers Simon Barg
and Anthony Pallotta also added
to the Blues offence with 28 and 26

points, respectively.

This year's roster was chock-full

of young talent, and it was most
likely this youth and inexperience

that contributed to its slow start.

Grade: B-
—MATTVENTRESCA

Women's hockey

The Blues really turned it on at the

end of the season. The team only

lost one contest over their last ten

regular-season games and posted

three consecutive shutouts to end

the year.

The Blues won two straight play-

off games and ended up in the On-

tario University Athletics (OUA)

finals against Laurier, where a fluky

overtime goal was all that prevented

them from knocking off the defend-

ing champs and capturing provin-

cial gold. The Blues then went on to

the national championship tourney

and finished fifth. Centre Emily Pa-

try displayed her vast array of play-

making skills this year, notching 18

assists. Katie Dowdall continually

showed wizardry with the puck,

and Annie Delguidice exhibited a

knack for scoring big goals.

The goaltending tandem of Lisa

Robertson and Stephanie Lockert

was sensational all year long. The
two netminders posted six shutouts

between them.

Grade: 8+
—MV

Football

An inexperienced and young core

of players and a sloppy home field

were just two of the barriers to suc-

cess for the Blues football team

this season. The team finished 0-8,

extending their losing streak to five

years.

The Blues were last in at least six

defensive categories. They were

also shut out twice this season by

a combined margin of 109-0, and

turned the ball over 24 times. But

they were quite competitive at

times, taking several games to the

wire in entertaining fashion; over-

time losses to Waterloo and York

were tantalizingly close contests.

The Blues also had a core of ex-

ceptional athletes that will get a lot

of playing time next season. Marc

Gaudett posted 822 yards rushing

on the year—the second-highest

single-season total in Blues history.

Templar Iga led Toronto with 41

tackles and 13 assisted tackles on

the defensive side, while Simon

Clarke-Okahwas was first in inter-

ceptions with two.

Grade: C-
—PERRY KING
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March marketing

madness
Marisse Roco

VARSITY STAFF

Like millions of March Madness
viewers last Sunday, I bit my nails

and tield my breath as the Univer-

sity of Connecticut Huskies battled

it out with the Kentucky Wildcats.

1 cheered, sighed with relief, and
cracked open another can of Coke

in celebration when the Huskies tri-

umphed.
The win was certainly remarkable

though not unexpected. My strange

obsession with carbonated beverag-

es, on the other hand, was definitely

unusual.

There are a number of reasons why
I could have suddenly felt like chug-

ging voluminous amounts of Coca-

Cola. The most interesting of these

is that CBS, the station 1 had been

staring at unflinchingly for nearly

seven consecutive hours, agreed to

an 11-year, $500 million deal with the

NCAA to put the Coca-Cola brand on
everything—including March Mad-
ness.

Many people feel that sports have

become tainted by overblown hype
and slick marketing ploys. Some
claim that the media's complete and
utter mind control determines our

entire lives—and not just our favou-

rite breakfast cereal.

1 was unconvinced, however, that

aggressive marketing was to blame
for my beverage choice. 1 couldn't

even remember watching a Coke
or Sprite commercial. Besides, we
live in an era of culture jamming,

Nike-bashing, and consumer-sawy
people who want to know what Steve

Nash knows about MDG computers.

Surely, I would be able to tell if

1 was being manipulated or not,

wouldn't 1?

It is impossible to ignore the in-

fluence of advertising in sport, as

sponsors throw buckets of money
at stars. Adidas would never pay 15

per cent of David Beckham's yearly

income just because he's married to

Posh Spice. He makes $6.7 million a

year playing soccer, but over $20 mil-

lion in endorsements.

Allen Iverson makes $50 million

a year with Reebok. Kobe Bryant

signed a $10 million dollar endorse-

ment deal with Macdonald's but his

contract was not renewed after his

sexual 'indiscretion' became front-

page news.

Clearly, an athlete's star power is

enough to drive sales. A sports idol

or team can easily become part of a

consumer's sense of self.

A survey done by Statistics Can-

ada in 1998 found that children and

young people between the ages of

15-18 are the ones most active in

sport competition and tournaments.

But participation in sports decreas-

es dramatically as we age. When one

ceases to participate on the pitch,

one takes a spot as a spectator in the

stands.

Young people who identify early

with a sports team or favourite ath-

lete will learn to associate companies

with personal meanings developed

from when they used to play ball

with their friends down the street.

Companies hope that this echo of

nostalgia will bring consumers to

their products.

But what role does corporate

sponsorship play on campus? Less

funding for amateur sports forces

athletic departments to turn to the

private sector.

Corporate sponsors provide more

than .$3.5 billion per year for colle-

giate teams in North America. Uni-

versities are accused of prostituting

athletic talent for the sake of the al-

mighty dollar.

College administrators claim that

this is indeed necessary to allevi-

ate the increasing costs involved in

running a successful athletic depart-

ment. The increased amount of fund-

ing available to sports teams through
corporate sponsors has considerable

benefits for collegiate teams.

Large companies provide the fund-

ing necessary for equipment, build-

ing maintenance, and lowered ticket

costs. In return, sponsors receive

publicity and recognition. Athletes

benefit, spectators benefit, and the

sponsors benefit.

Those who consider corporate

sponsorship an asset will have a

more positive attitude toward sup-

porting the sponsors of their be-

loved teams. 1 occasionally want to

eat Pizza Pizza for this reason, and 1

almost like it when I do.

Sport Business Management
Classes begin in September; internships begin in January

EXCITING 15-WEEK FULL-TIME INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

I Internship partners include:

• Maple Leaf Sports &
Entertainment

•Tennis Canada

• Nike Canada

•Toronto Blue Jays

• Hockey Hail of Fame
• Canada Basketball

•YMCA

ENROL IN OUR FASTTRACK GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

For morf: information, cafi 905.721.303.3

Visit www.durhanicoliege.ca or

https://myp(ace.durt)amco)(ege.ca

i

WITH HIS LONG BE4RD AND BUCK HAT,

this 24-yr-old lyricist, MC, and beatboxer is a

singular performer, whose distinctive power, poetr)^,

and skills unify the inspirations he found in Bob

Marley, hip-hop, and his own cultural influences.

Matisvahu literally stands out like no other.

"YOUTH" CD
AVAILABLE MAY 2, 2006

Got what it takes to design a

street poster for Matisyahu?

ENTERYOUR DESIGN
at www.matisyahu.ca

for a chance to \

WIN an IMac computec.

STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 24!
CINEPLEX EWTEBTAINMENT CINEPLEX ENTERTAINMENT

VARSITY CANADA SQUARE Check tribute.ca for Showtimes
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HELP WANTED

SUMMER CAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, waterski,

higii ropes, inline skatepari<, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer, pottery,

photography, & nursing students to assist

doctor www.mishmar.com

ARE YOU DRIVEN?

Are you a passionate, highly-motivated,

ambitious newbie looking to break into

advertising through a paid Account Ser-

vicing Internship? Unfortunately this

is NOT a Telemarketing position, it is a

real, honest-to-goodness advertising job.

Check out our website at www.yie!d-ica.

com,then send your resume with 50 (or

so) choice words about why you think

you'd be a perfect fit with our team. If we

like what we see, we'll book a meeting

with you. Send your stuff to jobl@yie!d-

ica.com. No calls please.

MANDARIN TEACHER REOUIRED

For .3 yr old girl near Runnymede station.

4hrs/wk. Experience with children/teach-

ing preferred. Call Marie at (416) 952-2641.

NEW ENTRY CRAFT BREWERY
needs a future corporate president who
is willing to start in sales. We're draft only

in the early stages, moving to bottled beer

later. Excellent opportunity for a bus.

admin.person or anyone who is person-

able, outgoing and self assured.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

CLASSIFIEDS
ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology, Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS
Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.
advancedinstitute.ca (416)979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT
LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years,

(416)452-0279.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT EDITOR

Thorough editing of theses, term

papers, and applications on hard copy

or computer file. Expertise in human

rights, worid business. bestediting.ca

Call V. Smith, 416-690-2576.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and dis-

sertations, from style to format. APA

style a speciality. Mary Anne Carswell,

MA, MEd, mcarswell@sympatico.ca .

416-303-3106.

Advertise in

VARSITY
ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 eacii for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON IVI5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-IVIonday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

SPARK' TELUS
the future is friendly*

SPARK a song
from disco to reggae.
What is SPARK? It's how to get

that cooi song you just heard, right awa

Browse hundreds of ti i'^' ids of songs, (

download and listen to full tracks,

and custorTiize your playlists. a!^ on your.phone

You want a song? You got a song.

Now throw your -wings in the air SPARK.

LG 6100

echolocation

BOckSALE
offering a range of used

literature, poetry, plays, theory,

criticism, and more

Monday, March 27

&
Tbesday, March 28

9 am - 5 pm

Department of English

7 King's College Circle

University of Toronto

echolocation magazine is

produced by graduate students

in the Department of English at

the University of Toronto

http://wwvv.echolocation.ca/

Come play for

our team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

1*^
LSAT MCAT
GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminars

* Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

* Personalized Professional Instruction

^ Comprehensive Study Materials

I Simulated Practice Exams

> Free Repeat Policy

! Personal Tutoring Available

I Thousands of Satisfied Students

For more details, visit telusmobility.com or call 1 -866-264-2966

TELUS mobile music is available on select handsets only in Wireless High Speed (EVDOI and digital I x coverage aieas. Please see coverage maps or go to telusmobility com lor details ® 2006 TELUS Mobility

Oxford Seminars

mMmwmm
www.oxfordseminars.com
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heard

Child-
care on
campus
is not a
luxury. 55

SEE 'DAYCARE' -THIS PAGE

Meet the badass babes of the Toronto

wrestling scene, ttie Rumblelnas

SEE 'RUMBIE'-PG. 10

comment
India is flouting int'l law with their

new U.S.-endorsed nuke program.

SEE 'INDIA' -PG. 7

sports

Count down the top ten athletic events in

Blues history

SEE HISTORY - PG. 18

red letter

Today is Teachers' Day in the Czech

Republic, an unofficial holiday when

children are expected to bring flowers for

their teachers.

history

On March 28, 1979, the Three Mile Island

nuclear reactor near Harrisburg, PA suf-

fered a partial meltdown, raising serious

doubts about the safety of nuclear power.

todo
TUESDAY, MARCH 28. 7:30 PM

Student Composers Concert at Edward

Johnson BIdg. Free,

THURSDAY. MARCH 30. 7:30 PM

Hart House Lecture - Our Own Creative

Land feat. Michael Geist at Hart House Great

Hall. Free.

// ONE SMALL STEP

The Bangladeshi Students' Association held their sold-out annual cultural show featuring traditional music and dance

(pictured) last Friday night at the St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts. The show helped raised funds for the Canadian

Relief Foundation for school building projects for needy children in Bangladesh.

Daycare centre

struggling to stay afloat

Lack of funding for UTM childcare facility 'limiting women's options'

Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

Farzeen Ahmed is a 23-year-old,

second-year student at the Uni-

versity of Toronto at Mississauga.

Before she goes to her commerce
classes, she drops off Danyal, her

two-year-old son, at UTM's on-

campus daycare centre.

UTM was without a childcare fa-

cility for two years after it was shut

down due to low attendance, But

since a new, temporary daycare

opened in January, Ahmed has

been using it each day of class.

"Childcare on campus is not a

luxury," she said. "It provides the

SEE DAYCARE - PG 5

VOL. CXXVI, NO. 47 ^

Kids enjoy a snack at UTM's childcare centre.

UofT
Muslims

toast 40
years

MSA grew from small

prayer group to one

of biggest clubs on

campus

Adeel Ahmad
VARSITY STAFF

The emphasis was on community

and faith as the Muslim Students" As-

sociation at U of T (MSA) celebrated

its fortieth anniversary on Friday.

The celebration took stock of the

group's progress from a handful of

members in 1966 to over 1,500 mem-
bers today, making it likely the larg-

est student group on campus.

The first jumu'ah, or habitual Fri-

day prayer, was held at Hart House

in December of 1965, according to

Mubdi Rahman, the academic affairs

co-ordinator for the MSA. Those stu-

dents went on to not only become
prominent members of what was
then a nascent Muslim community
in Toronto, but also prominent To-

ronto citizens.

"It's a celebration" of the commu-
nity, Rahman said at the exhibition

at Hart House. "[It's] going to be
there through thick and thin."

The MSA announced a scholarship

program supported by its alumni

society at the exhibition. The initia-

tive is part of an attempt to highlight

what Rahman termed "a sense of his-

tory," which he felt would help the

Muslim community to grow.

Many students present at the ex-

SEE 'MSA' - PG 2

Critic

accuses

province of

hoarding

Province has money

to burn but students

stuck with education

tab, says CFS

Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

"The provincial government is

swimming in federal dollars," said

Jesse Greener, Ontario chairperson

of the Canadian Federation of Stu-

SEE BUDGET - PG 4
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Summer Window Cleaning Company

FOR SALE HI
Excellent opportunity for ambitious, capable, business oriented student(s).

This is a fully operational business with '05 profits exceeding

$15,000
900 Person client list

Excellent community standing

Full equipment

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

For further information call (416) 358-0991

college pro
SUMMER JOBS

PAINTERS
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

is presently looking for responsible / hardworking

University or College students for:

Full-Time Painting Positions

May - August

No experience required, we will train you to paint.

Positions available throughout Ontario.

If interested call 1 -888-277-9787

or apply online at www.collegepro.com

Participants Needed
HAVE YOU BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH

Depression

AND HAVE HAD A POOR RESPONSE
TO TREATMENT?

If so, you may be eligible to participate in a

PET brain imaging study at the

Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, College Street Site.

Participants must be aged 18-50 and in good physical health.

camh For more information,

please call:

(416) 535-8501 ext. 1529

The Hart House Lecture 2006

wn
land

Cultural Monopoly & The Trouble With Copyright

with lecturer

MICHAEL GEIST
and moderator Sharon Lewis ot CBC's ZeDtv

lursday, March 30, 7:30 PM

// NEWS IN BRIEF

U of T Prof. Ignatieffto

deliver vision speech, an-

nounce Grits leadership

candidacy

Michael Ignatieff, Liberal MP for Etobi-

coke-Lakeshore and Visiting Professor

of Human Rights Policy at U of T, will

deliver a "vision speech" to poll sci

students at the University of Ottawa

on Thursday. He's expected to outline

his views on national unity, the econo-

my, and his controversial support for

the war in Iraq (about which he has

since expressed second thoughts).

The speaking engagement appears

to be an unofficial kick-off to Ignatieff's

campaign for the Liberal leadership,

with the official announcement ex-

pected Friday or early next week.

—

CHRIS MCKINNON

Producer Robert Lantos to

head fundraisingfor Innis

College's Town Hall theatre

expansion

Innis College has announced a fund-

raising campaign seeking $7 million

for the expansion of its Town Hall

complex. The campaign, which co-

incides with the 30"' anniversary of

Innis College's Cinema Studies pro-

gram, will be headed by Robert Lan-

tos, the award-winning producer of

Canadian films Where the Truth Lies

and Men with Brooms. A conference

held Saturday celebrated the anni-

versary, featuring such graduates

of the program as Linda Schuyler, a

producer for the Degrassi series of

TV shows.

—ADEEL AHMAD

Producer Robert Lantos

CORRECTION

In an article on March 23, The Varsi-

ty incorrectly identified the primary

organizer of the Sounds of Change

festival. The primary organizer was
Connie Guberman, special advisor

on equity issues to the vice-presi-

dent, human resources and equity.

The Varsity regrets the error.

Naylor condemns

recent racism
Josephine Lee

U of T president David Naylor issued

an official statement to the Govern-

ing Council and the university com-
munity last Thursday condemning
the string of racist activities targeting

members of the Muslim community
that have occurred over the past few

weeks.

Naylor acknowledged four par-

ticular incidents that have made "the

current environment difficult for

members of our Muslim community."

He stressed the need to clarify the

"misinformation" that he said had ac-

companied these incidents.

Comprising the four incidents were

anti-Islamic epithets yelled at a Mus-

lim student and her friend on March

7; a March 8 incident in which eggs

were thrown at SAC student leaders,

two of whom were wearing hijabs; fli-

ers posted around campus on March

9 showing one of the controversial

Danish cartoons of Mohammed; and

the hit-and-run on campus of a So-

mali man on March 20.

The president stressed that while

the hit-and-run did not directly in-

volve the university, as neither the

victim nor the alleged assailant were

members of the U of T community, U
of T police were still quick to respond

by sending constables to escort at-

tendees after the meeting.

Naylor also emphasized free

speech, saying that it "is a cornerstone

of free academies in democratic soci-

eties" but that "the university will not

tolerate actions that appear to rise to

the level of a hate crime." He acknowl-

edged that there would always be "of-

fensive expressions that we cannot

censor because of our respect for the

core value of free speech."

Several professors of Near and

Middle Eastern civilizations, diaspo-

ra and transnational studies, women
and gender studies, and other disci-

plines subsequently issued a public

statement in response to the presi-

dent's speech.

"It is an important milestone to

tackle the increasing insecurity felt

by Muslims and those who appear

to be Muslims on this and other

campuses around Canada," said the

statement.

The group proposed the creation of

"substantial policies" that would com-

bat Islamophobia, or anti-Muslim ha-

tred. They advocated a "mechanism"

allowing victims of the attacks "to

be spoken to in person, so that their

grievances may feed directly into the

university's wider response."

The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil (SAC) welcomed Naylor's speech,

but was quick to criticize the delay.

"Until today, we have not seen any

public condemnation of the acts of Is-

lamophobia on our campus," said the

organization in a statement.

SAC stressed that the univer-

sity must issue a public response

as quickly as possible after such

events, and expressed a desire to

work with administration on a pol-

icy "to standardize our collective

response to hate and intolerance on

campus, so that all actions in the fu-

ture can be dealt with [in] a quick,

clear message."

MSA" -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

hibition concurred with Rahman's
view of the MSA as a cornerstone of

life for Muslim students, especially

international students. For those

coming from overseas, the MSA is

"an opportunity for them to meet

other people," as one student said.

It is also, for all students, a way to

engage with the university outside

of class.

The year has been an eventful

one for Muslims on campus, with

a seemingly never-ending spate of

controversies. But Rahman said that

the anniversary was about Muslims

at U of T and nothing more. The com-
munity, he emphasized, "has always

been number one."

However, the MSA has been engag-

ing with the campus as a whole.

"Half of our mandate is dealing

with people who aren't Muslim," he

said. Islam Awareness Week, a series

of lectures and booths aiming to ed-

ucate about Islam, seeks to "create

dialogue as opposed to animosity."

Looking back, Rahman was proud

of "how the MSA was able to deal

[with 9/11] in a progressive man-
ner."

For Tasneem Atcha, a third-year

history student, the fortieth anni-

versary "shows that the community

has grown so much." She confirmed

Rahman's characterization of the

MSA as a locus of student life. "I can

go there and I know that others are

going through the same stuff," she

said.

In the other corner of the room
was Faraz Siddiqui, a fourth-year

student majoring in life sciences

and bioethics. Siddiqui said that the

anniversary was "a matter of great

pride." He also spoke of the central-

ity of the MSA to the lives of many
students.

"Basically, it's my community...

I

think of myself first and foremost as

a Muslim."

Literature for Our Time 2006

HosThD BY Nick Moukt
David McGimpsey

Friday, 31 March, 3-4 P.M.

'McGimpsey's work never ieaves the impression of a

highbrow deigning to walk among the great unwashed. It's

more in the spirit of Greil Marcus, finding meaning and

connections where we hadn't suspected them.'
—The.M0NTRR4L Gazette

The uncrowned poet, laureate of North American popular culture,

Montrcalcr David McCimpscy is the author of this year's featured

poetr)' collection, \']ambnrger Valley, Calijmtia.

ALL WELCOME
Bader Theatre, Victoria University, 93 Charles St. W.

litlp://individual.uloronto.ca/nickmounL''reading.series2005-06.hiiii

Department of English

i
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24-hour party people
students have all-day, all-night dance-a-thon for cancer research

Stayin' alive: engineers and other students at the Sandford Fleming engineering build-

ing, where they danced for 24 hours—no sitting allowed—for cancer research.

Rehaana Manek
VARSITY STAFF

The Sandford Fleming engineering

building looked like business as

usual from the outside this week-

end. But inside, a high-powered,

24-hour dance-a-thon was raging.

The Dance Marathon was put on
Friday and Saturday by engineer-

ing students to raise money for the

Princess Margaret Hospital Foun-

dation for cancer research.

"Well, the most upfront thing we
are trying to do is raise money for

cancer," said organizer and direc-

tor Jose Estrada. "But the one thing

we are trying to do on top of that is

to unite the University of Toronto

under one cause in one event. Now
everything is really sectionalized

—

there's engineers, doctors, the art-

sies. We want people to unite and
be proud to be at U of T, not only in

engineering or medicine."

From 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., stu-

dents danced without knowing the

time or sitting down. They took a

walk during the day to stretch their

limbs and collect more pledges.

"I'm really into dancing," said

dancer Imelda Nurwisah, "it was

intriguing." For participant Denny
Lam, "it seemed like a good way to

get involved and it was for a good
cause."

After about twenty hours the

dancers felt exhausted, but kept

going.

"It's one thing to do like a two-ki-

lometre run for a good cause, but

a 24-hour marathon? That's un-

heard of. My friend said that was
hardcore," said Nurwisah.

Organized by SAC and the U of

T Engineering Skule, the inaugu-

ral event featured 20 dancers and
managed to raise over $1,000.

"The SAC Dance Marathon is a

club that takes the whole year.

They have a big website, put up
posters, make people aware of

what is culminating in today's

events. For 24 hours, we're danc-

ing for cancer," said Melanie Elliot,

another group organizer. "We even

have a T-dance we created for the

event, and we do it every hour on
the hour."

The 'T-dance' was specially de-

signed to wake the dancers up.

The Dance Marathon is Estrada's

pet project, who borrowed the idea

from Penn State University.

"It's my baby right now. It's been
around for 40 years at Penn State

and they raised $4.2 million in 48

hours," said Estrada. "U of T could

use something to unite the school

and get its people passionate.

"We're looking for people for

Dance Marathon 2007," he add-
ed. "It'll be even better than this

year." -
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Everything's political in China

Carolyn Harris

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Controversy erupted at the first an-

nual U of T China Conference (UTCC)
this weei<end as both lecturing schol-

ars and student delegates disagreed

over conditions in modern China.

The conference, which took place

at the faculty of law on Saturday, fea-

tured four panels of academic speak-

ers who discussed the Canada-China

trade relationship, international

scholarly exchange, modern Chinese

culture, and Chinese environmental

issues.

But what was meant to be staid and
scholarly turned tumultuous when a

number of audience members loudly

criticized the opinions of some pro-

fessors and students, and one dele-

gate argued that the substance of the

conference did not match its mission

statement—which pledged that the

conference would be "dedicated to

promoting intellectual exchanges in

academics, economics, and cultures

between China and the international

community, notably Canada."

Although the mission statement

encompassed numerous elements of

the Chinese-Canadian relationship,

the majority of the speakers—includ-

ing the outgoing chancellor of U of T,

the honourable Vivienne Poy, who
delivered the keynote speech—con-

centrated on the best methods of con-

ducting business in China. Two of the

three speakers on Chinese culture

were solely concerned with business

etiquette and the panel on interna-

tional exchange emphasized manage-

ment training. Notably absent was a

panel addressing the current political

situation in China and the nation's

documented human rights abuses, is-

sues that many of the delegates raised

during question periods.

"What is the purpose of this con-

ference?" asked fourth-year electri-

cal engineering student Daniel Zou,

following a lecture by Dr. Jean-Louis

Mutte on the opportunities for Chi-

nese students at the Amiens Picardie

Business School in France. "If it is to

benefit Canada, then we are no more
than a bunch of ambitious business

people seeking to profit from China. If
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it is to benefit China, then we are go-

ing against Canadian democratic ide-

als." Zou argued that the conference

should encompass more analysis of

political and legal reforms in China

and less discussion of investment in

the existing system.

"Many of our speakers hold po-

sitions in China and are therefore

uncomfortable publicly discussing

sensitive political issues," UTCC ex-

ecutive member Doris Tian explained

between sections of the conference

when asked about the absence of a hu-

man rights panel. Director Bassanio

So of the Hong Kong Economic and
Trade Office in Toronto demonstrated

this reticence when he refused to ad-

dress political issues directed at his

panel.

"I am not going to answer the politi-

cal questions," he said. "That's not my
job."

The most heated exchange of the

afternoon erupted when numerous
delegates took offence to Dr. Helen

Xiaoyan Wu's presentation of trans-

SEE 'CHINA' -NEXT PAGE

'BUDGET - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

dents. Unusually optimistic-sound-

ing words for a student leader,

perhaps, but Greener thinks he has

found evidence in last Friday's bud-

get that the provincial government
can afford to extend the tuition

freeze.

The freeze, which has kept fees

for domestic undergraduate stu-

dents steady for the last two years,

will end next year with average tu-

ition increases of five per cent.

Governments have taken to leak-

ing or announcing most of the con-
tents of their budgets before the

fact, so there were few surprises

when Ontario's annual budget was
released last Friday. But Greener

found one unexpected section.

"The provincial government is sit-

ting on close to a billion in federal

dollars earmarked for postsecond-

ary education," he said. "It's shock-

ing, because this McGuinty gov-

ernment continues to steamroller

forward with higher fees."

Greener is referring to $750 mil-

lion in transfer payments from the

federal government expected over

the next three years, which will go

to higher education. Though they

were announced by Martin's Lib-

eral government. Prime Minister

Stephen Harper has committed to

the package of transfer payments

that they are part of, which totals

almost $7 billion over six years.

Greener said that the tuition

freeze costs $50 million a year to

maintain. Presumably, the Ontario

government could have chosen to

use some federal money to keep tu-

ition frozen.

For his part, Finance Minister

Dwight Duncan is emphasizing stu-

dent aid.

"We are doubling spending on

student aid," he said in the budget

speech. "We have reintroduced

upfront grants and will provide

them to 60,000 students this com-

ing school year—up from 32,000

last year." Duncan also guaranteed

that students who accumulate more

than $7,000 a year in student debt

will have the rest forgiven—though

a maximum debt of $28,000 may not

be much comfort to students.

But Greener is no longer im-

pressed by the grant program.

"There's no doubt that students

are interested in seeing more grants

in the system, " he said. "When those

grants were unrolled originally dur-

ing the tuition fee freeze we were

quite positive." But without a tu-

ition freeze, he said, the grants are

not as useful. "For every dollar that

goes into financial aid, $1.72 is com-

ing back out in higher fees."
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CHINA' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

lations of satirical rhymes from the

Chinese press that mociced govern-

ment officials and police officers for

corruption and debauchery.

When Wu argued for the veracity

of the poems" content, stating that

Chinese prostitution was "a social

phenomenon" and that she had seen

numerous massage parlours during

trips to China, many delegates loudly

protested.

"She exaggerated Chinese social

problems," stated first-year manage-
ment student and UTCC executive

member Lily Lu. "I have spent a great

deal of time in China and I know that

our police are not like that. They will

try to help others to the best of their

ability." The organizers of the confer-

ence intend to repeat the event next

year, but they did not say whether the

topics addressed would be political

as well as economic.

'DAYCARE' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

basic support a parent needs to

continue thier education. Most of

all, it gives me the peace of mind
that my child is nearby."

Last year, an Erindale Part-time

Undergraduate Students (EPUS)
survey was conducted to assess

the need of childcare among UTM
parents. The overwhelming re-

sponse for the need of a childcare

facility on campus, as well as the

bigger burden that mothers espe-

cially have to bear, motivated the

UTM Women's Centre to come on
board.

"I wanted to know why this facil-

ity shut down," said SAC VP Equity

Shaila Kibria. "When I investigated

it, 1 discovered that the facility was
moldy and unkempt. Parents con-

sidered it a safety hazard to their

children, so they couldn't possibly

send them there.

"60 per cent of UTM students are

female," she added. "This is defi-

nitely a women's issue."

SAC and EPUS have approached
the administration to help locate

space on campus for a permanent
childcare facility. But although the

university is currently asking for

a budget proposal for a UTM day-

care, student leaders say U of T is

dragging its feet.

"To my dismay, I saw more space

being allocated for administrative

office space and computer labs,

without consideration of the fact

that student parents are still wait-

ing," said Kibria.

According to Kibria, vice provost

of students David Farrar off-hand-

edly nixed funding for the tempo-
rary daycare service after the end
of a January 25 meeting with SAC.

And she said UTM parents need
on-campus childcare sooner rather

than later.

"Parents live on residence and
have to bus their baby or toddler

—

with a stroller, baby bag, and dia-

pers—off-campus to a community
centre to drop their children off

and then commute back to school

for class. Then they must leave

campus again to pick up their chil-

dren, causing some to miss a class

or leave early, and then come back

to campus just to go home."

Kibria notes that the second ma-
jor concern of the UTM childcare

committee is the decreasing num-
ber of single mothers that live in

residence at UTM, a concern that

she said is directly connected with

the lack of a proper childcare facil-

ity.

"It's limiting women's options no
matter how progressive we think

we are," said Kibria. "Many single

moms have been reduced to part-

time status because of this issue."

SAC said the lack of progress on
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the problem motivated them and

EPUS to go forward—with tentative

approval from the university admin-

istration—and launch their own
service in January. Children garner

a high level of attention there—in

addition to a staff of daycare work-

ers, there are two early childhood

education teachers present.

With the new childcare service

successfully running for three

months, Kibria said that SAC still

needs administrative help in pro-

moting the facility. SAC and EPUS
are also concerned that the service

may shut down for the summer, but

are hopeful that ministry approval

for the service can keep it going.

"Our goal is still to have a state-

of-the-art centre, but something

has to be done for these parents

in the interim," said Kibria. "We
have to meet student needs for the

summer, so we really hope [Farrar]

changes his mind."
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//MONEY SHOT

Mmm. . .face pie. Fahriz Dosani, Athletics Coordinator for the Student Residence Council gets a pie in the face from Chris

Benin on University of Toronto at Scarborough's GRADitude Day, held last Thursday in the UTSC Meeting Place. The student-

run campaign raised money for their Legacy Award Fund by selling whipped-cream-filled pie plates to be thrown at various

well-known faces at Scarborough campus.
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Nuke debate heats up
Maya Reid

"The problem is not that India has
too many nuclear weapons, it is

that they do not have enough."

This little gem was quoted from
one of the architects of the recent

US-India nuclear deal. How scary.

It was probably mentioned in

reference to China's "burgeoning"

threat to India. The funny thing is,

China is a country that acquiesces

to international law when it comes
nuclear weapons: it, unlike India, is

a member of the Nuclear Non-Prolif-

eration Treaty (NNFP). This means
that as of 1992, China ended pro-

duction of weapons material. The
side deal the U.S. has made with

India has no equivalent guarantee.

In fact, the deal encourages the pro-

duction of nuclear weapons mate-

rial, by only requiring India's civil-

ian reactors (i.e., power-generating

reactors) to undergo inspection by

the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA), while its eight mili-

tary reactors (i.e., weapons-produc-

ing reactors) get a free pass.

On top of this, India also gets to

reap benefits only previously avail-

able to NNPT members. It can now
import "nuclear fuel and technolo-

gy" from any country looking to sell.

Both the US and Canada are on that

list. One of the technologies India

will be looking to enhance through

trade is the fast-breeder reactor.

This kind of reactor makes build-

ing nuclear weapons a breeze, and
India already has one installed in

one of its top-secret military plants

where the IAEA can't get to it. As of

now, India officially has a nuclear

weapons arsenal of 110. How many
more do they need?

Think about the capacity for de-

struction one of these weapons
has. In WWII, the cities of Hiroshi-

ma and Nagasaki were obliterated

with just one bomb apiece, and the

ripple effect lasted for decades. Of

those who survived the bombings,

countless numbers ended up suc-

cumbing to radiation sickness and
cancer. These realities show that

these weapons do much more than

obliterate physical targets—they

obliterate any sense of stability a

country has. It is a mark on a soci-

ety that can never be fully erased.

The NNPT currently has 188 mem-
bers. With this number of countries

supporting the tenets of nonprolif-

eration and disarmament, it would
seem that human life has a higher

value than any amount of uranium-

238. The US dealings with India are a

slap in the face, not just to the cities

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki or mem-
bers of the NNPT, but to all people.

Let's hope India catches on.

University should quit

its smokin' stocks

Estee Fresco

As of last year, U of T has held a variety of

investments in a number of tobacco compa-
nies—a fact which has many members of

the university community concerned. There
is currently a movement on campus aimed

at persuading the University of Toronto to di-

vest itself of the shares it holds in the tobac-

co industry, and 1 personally encourage U of

T to sell these shares because 1 do not be-

lieve that our university should support an

industry that negatively affects the health of

its consumers. Although ethical divestment

within the context of a university is a com-

plex and tricky subject, I argue that tobacco

divestment is an exceptional case because

of the health problems it causes.

It is important to point out that the issue at

stake is unrelated to the question of whether

or not people should take up smoking. The
movement encouraging U of T to divest its

tobacco shares focuses solely on the compa-

nies that produce tobacco, and not on indi-

viduals that who tobacco products. I do not

wish to pass judgment on smokers, nor do I

wish to impinge upon an individuals' right to

take up smoking.

There are a number of pertinent questions

relating to the efforts on campus to convince

U of T to divest its tobacco stocks. The first,

and most obvious question is, why should

U of T divest from this area? The answer is

that it is unethical for U of T to support an

industry that adversely affects the health

of Canadians. The negative health effects

of tobacco are indisputable: according to

the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,

tobacco use is the number one preventable

cause of disease and death in Canada. The

Centre also cites a study estimating that over

45,000 Canadians die of causes related to

smoking a year. Moreover, research shows

that even cigarettes branded as "light" still

cause serious health problems for smokers.

Health Canada warnings listed on packets

announce risks of heart disease, stroke, and
cancer of the lungs, colon, mouth, throat,

pancreas, bladder, and cervix.

The issue of ethical investment, however,

is not a straightforward question. What role

should ethics play in investment? Why di-

vest in tobacco shares and not other contro-

versial stocks? My answer to this question is

that tobacco shares are an exceptional case

since the adverse health affects of smok-

ing and second hand smoke are so widely

known and are socially demonstrable. Since

tobacco is the singular most deadly prevent-

able disease-factor in Canada, arguably no

other U of T investment has a more adverse

preventable affect on Canadian health.

It is important to point out that divest-

ing the tobacco industry is not guaranteed

to negatively affect U of T financially, and

if there was a negative economic effect, it

would probably be minimal since U of T has

such a diverse and sizeable investment port-

folio. Considering the role tobacco plays in

harming human health, the ethical impera-

tive to disassociate from tobacco companies

trumps the potential economic consequenc-

es.

Considering these arguments, I would

encourage all members of the university

community to support the movement on

campus to convince U of T to divest its to-

bacco stocks. We should not have a share in

companies that cause tens of thousands of

Canadians to experience preventable health

problems, and the university should set a

model for societal responsibility and intelli-

gent decisions in both the financial the ethi-

cal arena.

LETTERS
Pelting the seal

argument

Re: "Get back, Paul!"

March 23

Cam Vidler's derisive article

about the seal hunt is one-

sided, and, in his own words,

is itself "simplistic and self-

righteous". He notes repeat-

edly tTiat demand for seal pelts

stimulates the seal hunt, as

if demand alone justifies the

largest slaughter of marine
mammals in the world. Demand
for seal pelts—or, using his

example, cocaine—does not

mean that slaughtering seals or

growing cocaine is condonable.

He also conveniently forgets

that because the E.U. and U.S.

have banned our seal products,

the government spends a great

deal of money marketing seal

products (pelts, oil, and meat)

around the world.

Canada is known throughout

the world for its progressive

systems of health care, educa-

tion and values, but the sense-

less cruelty, marginal economic
benefits, and bad publicity of

the seal hunt indeed makes
"one huge stain" on Canada's

reputation.

Howard Choi

President, UofT Coalition for

Animal Rights and the Environ-

ment

Free time?

Re: "Student strike last

resort to protest tuition

hike," March 23

It would be all well and good

for the executive of SAC to call

for or organize a student strike

in a "last ditch" attempt to stop

tuition from rising. Let us all be

reminded that, while the vast

majority of us are here to go to

school, the SAC execs have the

luxury of taking a maximum of

1.0 credits during the school

year. I'd like to see how many
of the full-time students whom
they claim to represent would

be happy to blow off that final

week of paper- and exam-laden
classes. I, for one, would not

Aldous Cheuing

Trinity College SAC Director

Kibria's kudos

Re: "Students rally against
racism," March 23

I want to say thank you to the

press for covering the stories

on Islamophobia. It is imperitive

that these stories are covered.

I think it is from the coverage

of these stories that an apology

letter came to me in the form

of an email by an egg thrower:

I was egged, along with other

women who were flyering for a

Women's Day Rally, and the egg

thrower said that they did not

•mean to be Islamophobic, and

sincerely apologized. This email

brings comfort to me, as it is

one less Islamophobic attack on

campus, and possibly will make
this person think twice before

throwing another egg next time.

This does not undermine the

fact that Islamophobia occured

on campus, and that the Uni-

versity still does have to make
a public statement, as they

have in the past for other faith

groups who were attacked.

I would like to thank Presi-

dent Naylor for coming to the

Muslim prayers on Friday to

address the fears and concerns

of Muslims on the campus. But I

would like the rest of his admin

to follow his suit, especially the

Vice-Provost Students, David

Farrar.

I want to thank the students

who showed up for the rally. In

such desperate and troubling

times, I really feel comforted in

knowing that students are out

there to help. I especially felt

encouraged by how many non-

Muslims came out to the rally.

Even the President of the Jew-
ish Students Association was
supposed to speak (but she was
sick that day). Students showed
up asking how they can help.

They acknowledged that there

was Islamophobia on campus,
and racism, that they've seen it,

and would like to fight it. Thank
you, guys, for speaking up.

It is with media help that the
admin feel pressured to make
statements, when otherwise
they wouldn't. I have ap-

proached admin about Islamic

issues in the past to make life

on campus easier for Muslims,

and they did not respond,

or did not understand why I

would be asking at all. I have

approached the Race Relations

office with other racism issues,

but with no follow up. So,

the pressure from media and
students alike are helping now,

because at Governing Council,

there will finally be a statement

made by the university...hope-

fully it is a statement that will

protect students on campus.

ShAILA KlBRIA

SAC Vice President Equity.
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Letters Wanted.
(250 words max.)

opinions@thevarsity.ca.

GREAT SPRING AIRFARES TO EUROPE FROM TORONTO:

LONDON
(dep may 10,15,1M8 rtn may 19.25.31 jun 7

FRANKFURT
(dep may 6,13,20,23 rtn jun 2.9,16

AMSTERDAM
(dep may ! 2.17.22 rtn jun 2,9

FLY INTO LOMeN & HOME FROM fflHENS

(dep by may 18-FREE stop in Germany too

RT$247
plus taxos/fees Sl86,80)

RT $367
plus taxes/fees S168.55)

RT $367
plus taxes/fees S165.80)

RT$643
plus taxes/fees S275.92)

EUROPE RAIL PASSES:
LOWEST PRICE - NO SERVICE FEES - ISSUED ON THE SPOT

FREE British Music CD! Limited quantity, stop in to get yours!
Farf^nre aironiy_ Prices m^v difft^i depending on riepfirtijff/rK!um tidie. Velid for new bcjokings only on daEe-j shown. Fa

subject J:o chsRgeftithODt notice. More info available Uom tiave! a-iUf-t. Travei oaTS/MY/TCX/AC/lH.
rr.T/Cl CLi'^S ''•^ c'.vncd and nper^tcd hyrbc C^n,-di.if, fcricm'tio'i of Students, lico *15:^'^'39H

187 College St.

(iil6)979-2A06

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 2S3-0009

UTM student Centre, East Wing

(905)820-1162

iniAmcuTS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

GE Foundation

GE Foundation Scholar-Leaders Program in Canada

Participating institutions:

University of Alberta • McMaster University • University of Toronto

McGill University • HEC Montreal • £cole Polytechnique

The GE Foundation, the philanthropic organization of the General

Electric Company, is pleased to announce the GE Foundation

Scholars-Leaders Program in Canada. The program is administered

by the Institute of International Education (HE) on behalf of the GE
Foundation,

The GE Foundation seeks to increase access to higher education by

identifying and recognizing up to 15 accomplished first-year

undergraduate students from six participating institutions who are

pursuing degrees in the fields of engineering and

business/management and are a member of one of the following

groups: Aboriginal peoples*, women in Engineering programs,
and persons with disabilities**

* A Canadian resident Aboriginal individual who is either First Nation status or

ncn-status. Metis or Inuit

"A disability is defined as "a functional limitation that is caused by physical or

mental impairment that restricts a student's ability to perform the daily activities

necessary to participate in studies at a postsecondary level or in the labor force,

and that is expected to remain with the student for the student's expected lifa"

Why Apply?
• A $4000 per year scholarship for the 2"^ 3"*, and 4"' years

of your undergraduate program

• An opportunity to be mentored by a business leader at GE in

Canada
• Inclusion in GE Foundation Scholar-Leader activities,

including a specially designed, all expenses paid, summer
leadership seminar at GE Canada in Mississauga, Ontario

• Participation in community work projects

Who Can Apply?
Only applicants who meet the eligibHity criteria described below v/ill be

considered for the av^ard

Aboriginal peoples - women in engineering programs •

with disabilities who:
persons

• Are Canadian residents

• Are first-year full-time students at one of the six participating

institutions

• Are studying engineering or business/management
(Aboriginal peoples and persons with disabilities considered

for both fields)

• Have high academic performance, as demonstrated by first

semester university results and high school transcripts

• Demonstrate financial need

How to Apply?
Please visit www.iie orq/programs/qefoundation and click on the link

Applications under "Application Center". You may also call HE at 1-

800-486-0308 or send an email to gefslp-canada(S)iie.orQ to have an

application sent to you. The application deadline is March 31, 2006.

Is that a new outfit?

FASHION SOLUTIONS FOR TROUBLED TIMES

Fashions such as this are representative of the newest haute

couture terror trend.

Rasta Daei

The recent trend among cutting-edge fashion designers

is, welL sort of unusual. As reported by The Toronto Star

on March 2nd, models on the runways today remind one

of a wispy woman walking down a street in Afghanistan,

during the Taliban's reign.

Although the world of fashion can at the best of times

be pretty wacky—which is, after all, why we love it— it

seems that this radical movement is more polemical than

most. When most of the time we just enjoy the newest

style for what it is, this one encourages us to ask ques-

tions: how did this particular trend come about? Why
now?

An interesting perspective emerges when one takes

into account that many dictators purchase their attire

from these world-class designers. Case in point: the cler-

ics in Iran, who often decry the western world as deca-

dent, have a reputation for their custom-made Pierre Car-

din robes. Along similar lines, many wealthy Arabs, who
hail from societies requiring them to cover up, spend

a fortune on haute couture to wear under their cloaks.

Could it be that famous designers have been influenced

in taste by their frequent exposure to their wealthier cus-

tomers?

Probably not. The middle-eastern style of fashion has

not changed much in the past several decades. Why
would the fashion world choose now to cater to this cus-

tomer's wishes?

Fashion designers, like the rest of us, do not live in a vac-

uum. Their creative output, though coming from within,

probably originates in part from the outside world they

experience daily, at least in terms of their inspiration. So

when what these creative masters see is darkness, iso-

lationism, and repression out in the world, of course it's

going to end up in a new fashion line.

European societies are mired in problems—from bird

viruses, to Mohammad cartoon riots; from immigration

problems and headscarf bans in Paris, to kidnapped jour-

nalists and terrorist bombings. All of this is without men-

tioning the Iraq war. Even without it, the world is in fact a

pretty dark place. It has not seemed lately like the sunny,

skinful wonderland a fashion runway usually evokes. It

would almost seem frivolous and disrespectful to repre-

sent a carefree, hedonistic attitude in times like these,

wouldn't it?

The most curious observation to be seen in this trend

is the open-mindedness of these designers despite the

high cultural tensions surrounding their stylistic influ-

ences. Kudos to them for allowing their social inquisitive-

ness, and affront to tradition, to run free in their designs,

and in the world. If people allowed this type of non-judg-

mental attitude to be played out more often, we might be

much further along in the world.

Perhaps one of the positive aspects of fashion design

is that people are not as offended by cloth as they are

by ink, and that they are more often exposed to clothing

than they are to pciinting or sculpture. Fashion is allow-

ing room for expression through an accessible medium
without fearing censure, alienation, or a litany of other

consequences. Regardless of one's taste in fashion, this

movement is something for which I think we should all

be grateful.

AMC Tl lEATFlCS 1 |~AivH- fili^.TRIs"""! f" AMrrTTieATnE-: :,NE=LEx e^^^^rTAl^.'(v^c^lT
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final chapter of the!m.>^SI

Bury the grudge. B

a 2

LAUGH YOURSELF
SILLY IN

LONDON!
You Could WIN
ATRIP For two!

Includes: Flights,

Four Nights Accommodation &
Two Tickets to London's

top Comedy Club

visit www.travelcuts.com for contest entry details.

Graduate Students' Union
U NIVERSITY OF T ORONTOLOCAL 19, CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

DENTAL PLAN - FOR FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME GSU MEMBERS
Preamble: This would be a new plan starting Sept. 1, 2006, and cost $132.24, This fee includes a S3 administration fee and 8% provincial sales tax. You can see the dentist of your choice, and there is a list of dentists who
provide 20-30% discounts to students. This fee is refundable if you complete an opt-out form within a publicized period, and have equivalent insurance. Teaching Assistants eligible for the CURE 3902 dental benefit could

choose to opt-out in September, January or !v!ay. If you opt-out in January or May you will receive a refund for the months not insured, regardless of vsihether you have made dental claims.

Question 1: 1 authorize the Graduate Students' Union to collect a health insurance incidental fee of up to $132.24 ($66.12 per session) from all full- and part-time graduate student members of the GSU for a 12-month dental

insurance plan supplementary to OHIP and UHIP. The fee includes a $3 administration fee and 8% provincial sales tax.

Coverage would begin September 1, 2006, and vi/ould provide a 70% refund on the costs of an annual exam, one recall visit, x-rays, cleanings, fillings, extractions, periodontal (gum disease) and endodontic (root canal)

treatments, to a maximum of S500/year. This fee is refundable if I submit an opt-out form within a publicized period, and I have equivalent insurance.

Question 2: 1 authorize the GSU General Council, by a 2/3 vote, to approve annual cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) in the premium and administration fees of the Denta! Insurance Plan. The cost-of-living number used will

be that of the Dental Insurance industry.

i further authorize the GSU General Council to approve additional benefits within the cost-of-living increase The GSU General Council still has the option to call for a referendum.

The purpose of this question is to avoid holding a referendum every year for cost-of-living increases to the premium & small imiprovements in benefits,

ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES - FOR FULL-TIME GSU MEMBERS ONLY
Preamble: The Graduate Students' Union Supplementary Health Insurance premium is gomg up 8.2% (from S153.86 in 2005/06. to $156.40 in 2006/07) in order to MAINTAIN my cun'ent benefits, with the addition of

physiotherapy for illness (was accident only coverage). This fee is refundable within 30 days of registenng. if I have equivalent insurance. The Supplementary Health Insurance Plan provides an 80% refund on prescription

drugs, a vision exam and eyewear benefit, orthotics, travel insurance, and other sickness and accident benefits.

Question; To add oral contraceptives to the drug benefits coverage in 2006/2007, 1 agree to authorize the GSU to collect an additional incidental fee of $20.90 from all full-time graduate students. This new benefit would

increase the 2006/2007 insurance premium by 12,5 %, from S166.40 to $187.30 ($93.66 per session).

VOTING PERIOD: March 28, 29 and 30
POLL LOCATIONS
Valid U of T card required to vote.

TUESDAY
March 28

WEDNESDAY
March 29

THURSDAY
March 30

Graduate Students' Union Main FL - 16 Bancroft Ave. 11am to 9pm 3pm to 9pm 11am to 4pm
OlSE Main Fl. Lobby - 252 Bloor Street West 4pm to 9pm 11am to 4pm 11am to 4pm
Robarts Library 2nd FL Cafeteria - 130 St. Georqe Street 4pm to 9pm 11am to 9pm 11am to 4pm
Sidnev Smith Lobbv - 100 St. Georae Street 11am to 4pm 11am to 4pm
Gerstein Librarv Front Foyer - 9 Kino's Colleqe Circle 11am to 4pm
Sanford Flemina Front Door Area - 10 Kino's Colleae Road 11am to 4pm

EJ Pratt Librarv Front Fover - 71 Queen's Park Cres. E. 11am to 2pm

Balien Centre Lobbv - 40 St. Georae Street 11am to 4pm
Donnellv CCBR South Entrance - 160 Colleqe Street 11am to 1pm

Princess Maraaret Hosoital 7th Fl. Cafeteria - 610 Unlversitv Ave. 1:30pm to 4pm

Aerosoace UTIAS Cafeteria - 4925 Dufferin Street 12pm to 2pm

Erindale Room 1100 South Buildina - 3359 Mississauqa Road North 12Dm to 2Dm

Scarborough Meetina Place - 1265 Militarv Trail 12pm to 2pm

For voter information visit www.gsu.utoronto.ca
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(fuf^M ix young women sit on mats, stretch-
^^^^ ing, surrounded by circus perform-

ers and stuntmen at a training space

on Gerrard St. last Sunday evening.

A dreadiocked woman dangles from a trapeze,

and someone's dog wanders around while the

Beastie Boys blast from a sound system. The
half-dozen ladies, clad in sweats and yoga gear,

don't garner a second glance from the other

performers—that is, until they start fighting

each other.

The group, guided by professional stunt co-

ordinators, is called the Rumbelinas, and they

are an all-female amateur wrestling league.

With campy names like The Wild Rose and Jen-

ny Jazzercise, these ladies duke it out in front

of internet cameras wearing cute costumes. To-

night, however, is just training, where the girls

are instructed on rolls, holds, and falling safely.

The fighting style incorporates grappling and

lands "somewhere in between burlesque and

entertainment wrestling," according to Kristi

Wray, the group's manager, promoter, and co-

founder.

The style is not fixed, because "when you've

got two girls fighting, it doesn't really need to

have a dedicated style or move. It looks good

just how it is," Wray says.

Wray (a.k.a. Mama Rumbelina) and Jaime

Garner ("Olive Oyl") came up with the con-

cept for the Rumbelinas with some friends in

Ottawa. Wray, a film student, offered to docu-

ment the group's first matches, which involved

a pool filled with congealed spaghetti and

kitschy '50s-style bathing costumes. Shortly

after, Garner convinced Wray to continue to

manage and promote the fledgling group.

"You should just do this for a living," Wray
recalls Garner saying. "It's your calling." Wray
decided her friend was right, and set about

developing a Toronto team and registering the

Rumbelinas as a business.

Wray is now responsible for promotions.

management, and recruiting in Toronto. Garner,

who owns a vintage boutique in Ottawa called

The Attic, is in charge of styling and costumes.

Some of the costumes are custom-made, but

Garner also finds some of them through her

shop, or Toronto hotspot 69 Vintage (also run

by a Rumbelina).

Though the girls aren't in costume for prac-

tice, the sparring is still entertaining. After a lot

of warm-ups and some instruction from a help-

ful stuntman, the wrestling begins. The first

match-up is Cookie Candypants (Jes Watson)

versus The Wild Rose (Angela Stewart). They
square off, smiling and laughing, and Cookie

pins Rose after several minutes of grappling.

The cat-like Rose wildly and fruitlessly flails

her legs to much laughter from the group, try-

ing to free herself from Cookie's unfailing grip.

Next up, Anita Fast (a new addition to the

group, tentatively calling herself "Nina Knock-
ers") is pitted against Rio Wrecker (Liz Tava-

res), who—tonight, at least—seems to be the

firecracker of the bunch. Rio's taunts seem only

to energize her opponent, who after several

tense minutes of enthusiastic holding, shoving,

and rolling around on the mats, manages to pin

the feisty Rio. The girls are cheeky and com-
petitive, and their grins stretch ear to ear.

Another match begins between Jenny Jazzer-

cise (Jess MacNeil) and Ella Hitsville (Monique
Bokya-Mboye) , as Cookie takes a break to swal-

low some pain relievers after her head's been
pounded against the mats. On-hand paramedic

Mike Vocilka dispenses some pills, smiles, and

notes, "1 hand out Advil like candy here."

Minor scrapes and bruises aside, there

haven't been any serious injuries resulting

from the good-natured bouts.

The fights on the Rumbelinas' website (rum-

belinas.com) look just as fun as the practice

I
Jenny
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ocai Temaie wrestling league proves that girls can kick ass—and liave a blast doing i

Story by JENNIFER FABRO, photographs by KARA DILLON

rounds, though with the costumes and sets they

are definitely more titillating. The sites pledge

of more "girl-on-girl action" and new members
to cater to "everyone's female wrestling fetish"

might raise a few feminist eyebrows, but Wray
insists it is not about being pornographic.

The Wild Rose (Angela Stewart) refers to the

site as "selling sexy" as opposed to just selling

sex. Wray explains the Rumbelinas' nudity-free

policy by saying, "It's sexy on its own, it's hot,

and I just think nudity is completely unneces-

sary."

However, she concedes, "We deal with

wardrobe malfunctions... So we do have the

occasional nipple, but we edit them out on re-

quest."

The site will soon feature the results of a re-

cent in-studio shoot with 16 different Rumbe-
linas wrestling in a variety of crazy scenarios

(inmates in jail, French maids at a hotel, bur-

lesque dancers backstage, etc.), which will be

available to download. Though the footage of

cute girls will have an obvious appeal to men,

Wray hopes to attract a wide spectrum of fans,

including women who will watch the hilarious

battles for their entertainment value.

"We're concentrating on the internet because
we know that we can get a larger fan base—and
the internet is the world," Wray explains. How-
ever, the Rumbelinas have plans in the works
for other ventures as well, including live and
televised matches, and spin-off merchandise.

Economic schemes aside, the Rumbelinas

are really about girls having fun and develop-

ing a unique camaraderie.

Wray hosted the first meeting between the

wrestlers from Ottawa and the ones from To-

ronto before the recent photoshoot, and was

amazed to see the results.

"They met the night before the shoot at my
house, wrestled a little bit, and these girls are

in love with each other now! It's like the girls

who fight together, stay together," she laughs.

"I've never seen girls get along so well, except

when they're fighting."

Wrestling also offers them a rare opportu-

nity to release tension and aggression.

"Best cure for a breakup ever," Wray insists.

Plus, it's a lot of fun. Even though Wray os-

tensibly handles the business side of the Rum-
belinas, she also participates off-camera just

for kicks—and she sports several greenish

bruises on her forearms to prove it.

For one Rumbelina, membership in the club

has had other benefits as well. Angela Stewart

("The Wild Rose") has been battling serious

health problems for the past two years, and
in November was diagnosed with Crohn's Dis-

ease. Feeling she needed to find something to

distract herself from her health issues, she

stumbled upon Wray's Craigslist ad ("Crazy

Ladies Wanted!") and joined the team. Since

then, Stewart has been working out every day
and has seen dramatic improvements in her

health and outlook.

"I love it because it's fun and it's silly, but it's

also changed my life," Stewart explains. "I felt

so powerless before, fighting this disease, so

Rumbelinas has been a life-changing, wonder-

ful, positive experience, and it's really helped

me. I never thought something so simple would

put me back in control of my life."

Back at Zero Gravity Circus, the tumblers,

boxers, and aerialists are focused on a car-

toonish mass of writhing limbs on the mats.

The Rumbelinas have just swarmed their stunt

coordinator, and are thrashing, rolling, gig-

gling, and pinning him to the ground against

his best efforts. The crowd cheers them on as

they laugh in triumph at the prone stuntman.

The Rumbelinas do seem to live up to their

website's claim: "Just a bunch of regular girls

—

that can kick your ass!!"
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Hamming it up

Ham, bacon, and sausage may soon

be the meat of choice for heath

nuts. Researchers in Pittsburgh

have cloned the first transgenic pig

that produces omega-3 fatty acids, a

heart-healthy fat that humans gen-

erally ingest in dietary supplements

or fish.

Potentially, eating omega-3 pork

rather than salmon and tuna will

reduce the chances of mercury and
toxins accumulating in humans. In

the meantime, the pigs have opened
doors for the research community,

as pig and human cardiovascular

systems are similar.

The oinkers can be used to model
the heart health effects of increased

omega-3 levels in the body, as well

as to study the cardiovascular ben-

efits of exercise.

-SANDY HUEN

Source: University ofPittsburgh

Medical Centre

let me spray on some-

thing more comfortable. .

.'

English researchers have applied for

a patent on single-use spray-on fab-

rics, which can be applied directly

to the skin from an aerosol can.

Their two-year old London-based
company Fabrican aims to market

their invention for fashion, medi-

cal, and industrial applications.

The process involves a pressurized

liquid composed of cotton fibres

which quickly dries in the air, leav-

ing behind a random web of inter-

weaved fibres.

Because of its liquid form, the in-

ventors say that it should be fairly

easy to mix in additives with the

fabric, allowing it to easily take on
different colours, fragrances, or tex-

tures.

-GRAHAM F. SCOTT

Source: we-make-money-not-art.com

This Sunday, spring ahead
Tracy Saunders

If this coming Sunday you find your-

self running around your house ad-

justing the clocks, or an hour late

for an important meeting, know that

there is a method to the madness.

The actual reason that we change

our clocks to daylight saving time

(DST), by falling back an hour in the

fall, and leaping ahead by an hour

in the spring is because it saves en-

ergy.

Changing our clocks in the spring

"makes" the sun "set" one hour later,

and therefore reduces the period

between sunset and bedtime. An
hour of daylight from the morning is

moved to the evening.

This means that less electricity

is used for lighting during that time

of the day. As an added bonus, the

extra sunlight in the evening tends

to coax people out to the warm out-

doors, leaving their energy needs

behind.

It is even said that DST, by provid-

ing more light later, reduces both

accidents and crime. Though some
credit Benjamin Franklin (of $100 bill

fame) for coming up with the idea

in a letter he wrote to the Journal of

Paris, that was only in jest.

The idea of DST was developed in

1907 by William Willet, an English-

man. He lobbied the British Parlia-

ment, unsuccessfully, to advance

clocks by 20 minutes on each of four

successive Saturdays in the spring,

thereby increasing daylight and rec-

Power use

(megawatts)

25,000

23,000

The sun rose at 6:19 a.m.

on March 20. Switching to

DST in early March would
unfortunately make for less

light irr the morning, raising

power consumption.

21,000

19,000

17,000

15,000

The sun set at 6:31 p.m.

oa March 20. Power use
generally peaks around

8 p.m., as people flick on
fights and TVs. An extra

hour of evening sunshine
would lower this peak, and
offset the downside of

having the sun rise later.

Time of days
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The graph above shows how power use in Ontario varied over the course of last

Tuesday, and the benefits of switching to daylight saving time earlier.

reation time.

Wartime conservation measures,

however, brought the adoption of

DST throughout the western world.

Seventy countries in the world now
use it, Japan being the only major in-

dustrialized nation that doesn't.

To try and save a little more ener-

gy before the mornings get too dark,

the U.S. Congress decided to extend

DST by four weeks beginning in 2007.

Ontario, Manitoba, and Quebec have

decided to follow suit. So, while the

2006 DST runs from April 2 through

October 29, in 2007 DST will last from

March 11 to November 4.

Winston Churchill summed it up
well, by saying "an extra yawn one

morning in the springtime, an extra

snooze one night in the autumn is

all that we ask in return for dazzling

gifts. We borrow one hour one night

in April; we pay it back with golden

interest five months later."

With files from Mike Ghenu.

See ya: Fallen south Korean doner
Dr. Woo Suk Hwang was given his

walking papers by Seoul National

University last week. Four other pro-

fessors were suspended, and two

more had their wages cut. {Science)

H5N1 update: Despite killing more
than half the humans it has infected,

the H5N1 avian influenza virus is hav-

ing a tough time making the jump
between human hosts. Two research

groups have now suggested why that

might be. One research team found

that in birds, the virus attaches itself

to cells which are only present in the

lower reaches of lungs in humans. A
Dutch research team, whose findings

also point to this conclusion, posit

that by dwelling deep down in the

lungs' airways, the H5N1 virus isn't

easily expelled through sneezing and

coughing. (Nature, Science)

Step aside, silicon: scientists

have long talked up plastic semicon-

ductors, since they can be painted

onto a surface in solution, or "print-

ed" using an ink-jek-like device.

(Silicon wafer fabrication requires

clean-room conditions.) But scien-

tists couldn't get electrons to speed

along as quickly through semicon-

ducting plastics as they do through

silicon. Scientists now report they

have made semiconducting plastics

through which electrons zoom at

about a tenth of the speed of the best

silicon-made stuff. Better and cheap-

er liquid crystal displays may be on

the way. (Science)

-MIKE GHENU

Spacefaring, in bed
Ever wonder what it feels like to be
in space for an extended period of

time? Well, now you can—by simply

reclining in bed.

It turns out that scientists can
replicate the toll of space travel on
the human body here on Earth, by
confining people to a "reclining bed-

rest" position, where their bodies

are tilted so that the head is posi-

tioned at an angle six degrees lower

than the legs.

Studies from the 60s that exam-
ined the effect of microgravity on
the carviovascular system found
that astronauts lose a significant

amount of their ability to exercise

and work within only 17 days. By
confining eight earthbound sub-

jects to reclined bedrest for 17

days, scientists have now found

nearly the same level of decline in

cardiovascular output as in four as-

tronauts who circled the earth the

same time. This finding could have

implications for astronauts, as well

as people who are bed-ridden for

long periods of time.

-MIKE GHENU

Source: Journal (jfApplied

BOSTON — What do you call

a construction project that

overruns its initial cost esti-

mates by a factor of seven, and
whose construction is plagued

by water leaks, and allegations

that the concrete contrac-

tors provided materials that

weren't up to scratch?

"It's a vast improvement
over what was there before .

. . Many in the business com-
munity and the residents feel

that . . . downtown Boston has

finally reconnected with the

waterfront," says Steve Ander-

son, a self-described highways
and tunnels enthusiast based
in New York, who runs a ring

of websites that chart the his-

tory and road conditions of

interstate highways in 16 U.S.

states, as well as the province

of Quebec.

Bostonians dubbed the

project in question "the Big

Dig." Its point was to bury the

ground-level Interstate 93 that

coursed through the heart of

Boston, tearing its north and
south asunder—and to add
a tunnel beneath Boston har-

bour leading to Logan Airport

on the other shore. The final

piece of the project opened in

January.

The Big Dig took took 12

years to complete, at a US$14.6

billion pricetag, which made
it the single most expensive

highway project in American
history. It was a pharaonic un-

dertaking: half a million truck-

loads of dirt were carted away.

Digging through downtown
Boston, much of it landfill that

was formerly Boston harbour,

required the rerouting of pow-
er and utility lines up to a cen-

tury old, and even turned up a

number of sunken ships.

With talk of burying the Gar-

diner Expressway perennially

in the air, what can Toronto

learn from Boston's boondog-
gle turned boon?

"It certainly needs to be kept

front-of-mind," says Anderson,
to sell the idea to the public.

Funding could come through
a private-public partnership

involving tolls, he says. "I think

that would be the quickest

most stable way to get some-
thing done without having to

rely on public and bond financ-

ing for a number of years."

Fans of extreme engineering

projects have to take the long

view, though: the Big Dig was
conceived in 1972; planning

started in 1982, and funding

was approved in 1987, when
costs were estimated at just

US$2 billion. Given that the

Toronto Waterfront Revitaliza-

tion Corporation, an organiza-

tion set up to "lead waterfront
renewal" was launched only
in 2002, Toronto's own Big Dig
may not be done before 2036.

Work on Boston's Big Dig went from 1994 until 2006. More

than ten kilometres of tunnels were dug through Boston's

downtown and beneath its inner harbour.
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//THE VARSITY INTERVIEW
II Retro Review: Looking back 17 years

Earlier this term, MAYCE AL-SUKHNI spoke

with Patrick Ronaldson, a doctoral candidate in

the pharmaceutical science department who is

studying the HIV virus.

Mayce Al-Sukhni: Tell us a bit about

your research....

rm looking at the infection of

the HIV virus in the brain. I'm in-

terested in trying to understand
how drug transport, particularly

p-glycoprotein (glucose trans-

port)... first of all, to see how
structure and function of the

protein change in response to

inflammatory conditions as seen
in the HIV infection of the brain

and secondly, how to detect the

distribution of antiretroviral

drugs in the brain, and ultimately,

further down the road, how will

this affect efficacy of treatment,

long-term outcome, and so on.

So, hopefully, it'll put into context

that first off, HIV infection of the

brain is a major problem, and sec-

ondly, we still need to treat it.

M.AI-S.: What do you think about

the human impact of HIV?

P.R.: A lot of the work that has
been done at the basic science

level has focused mostly on the

North American and Western in-

fection.

My personal opinion is that

Africa as' a whole and Southeast
Asia have been largely neglected

with respect to a lot of HIV re-

search. I tend to feel that there

is a lot of work that needs to be
done to look into the way that the

viral infection is different in Afri-

can society.

1 think it's important to start

looking at better alternatives,

to start looking at, for lack of a

better term, "Africocentric" or

"Asiocentric" type of treatment

because the virus is so different.

This is not to say that we should

neglect North America; a lot of

the insights that we get from

North America can be translated

to Africa.

M.AI-S.: What about the issue of

drug access?

P.R.: 1 tend to feel that drug ac-

cess is important, but with the

caveat that we don't know if these

drugs will actually work. 1 think it

would be far better to first, start

clinical trials and open up access

to the medication. And if these

medications aren't working, to

start research programs to un-

derstand why they aren't work-

ing. The Western world, and to a

certain extent some of the devel-

oping world, has the technology

to combine together and start to

answer some of these questions.

HIV is such a complex issue and

such a difficult disease to treat,

especially when you have, what 1

like to call, a relatively smart vi-

rus that mutates and changes its

form almost on a daily basis.

M.AI-S.: How do you feel about

the fact that certain scientists and

politicians proclaim their own be-

liefs about the HIV virus that may
be contrary to mainstream scien-

tific views?

P.R.: It's frustrating because it is

approaches like that that do gener-

ally tend to cause a few impasses.

For example, when the president

of South Africa announced that

HIV doesn't cause AIDS, research-

ers in the Western world felt that

this is why in portions of the un-

derdeveloped world there is such

an issue with treating the disease

and promoting awareness.

We can go into clinics anywhere
in Africa and say that this is what

you need to do to prevent trans-

mission', but there are cultural

differences that we need to take

into account.

It's scary that in Africa, it's es-

timated that in some countries

approximately two-thirds of the

population will be infected. When
you have politicians and various

focus and political groups getting

in the way of the research, it does
get a bit frustrating.

At the same time, it also can
be quite rewarding when you do
make a break, and you can tell

people this is what we've got, and
we think that we might be able to

make an impact on the commu-
nity. For example, there's a group

Patrick Ronaldson

at U of T, several different depart-

ments have looked at developing

a mobile HIV testing clinic and
they have actually got it in place

in Africa, which is great. Seeing

things like that happen is really

quite encouraging in our field,

and we can see that we are mak-
ing some headway.

When global warming was

just a theory . .

.

"Two researchers in the depart-

ment of physics have been mak-

ing waves by announcing that the

world's oceans are rising.

"This has potentially serious

implications for inhabitants of

coastal and low-lying regions of

the earth, and may support the

greenhouse effect theory of glob-

al warming.

"Prof. Richard Peltier and grad-

uate student Mark Tushingham
conclude that the sea level is ris-

ing about 2.4 millimetres a year,

probably due mainly to the melt-

ing of ice at high altitudes and

latitudes."

Source: Monday, September 18,

1989

Though there is now little

doubt of the link between rising

sea levels and global warming (or

"climate change," if you will), Pel-

tier and Tushingham's estimate

was remarkably accurate. NASA's

TOPEX/Poseidon satellite has put

yearly sea level rise at three mil-

limetres a year.

You've come a long way,

virus

"The recently discovered 'Colum-

bus Day' computer virus has not

been found on any personal com-

puters in the campus community,

and is not likely to be, according

to John Alexander, a computer

services consultant with Universi-

ty of Toronto Computing Services

(UTCS).

"Only ten occurrences of the vi-

rus have been found, all of them
in the U.S., Alexander said . .

.

"UTCS has a public domain pro-

gram to test PCs for 34 different

viruses, including the Columbus
Day virus, which can be obtained

free of charge."

Source: Monday, October 2,

1989

With the proliferation of the

internet, computer viruses have

given way to network-borne

"worms," and other kinds of "mal-

ware." It has become difficult to

even find an estimate of the total

number of viruses of all sorts out

there.

-MIKEGHENU
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A Career in

Concordia University
•

College of Alberta's

Master of Information

Systems Security

Management

• Internationally renowned

Faculty with world-class

publications

• Management focus using

ISO best practices for security

• Technical focus using industry

standard and ISO evaluated,

software and hardware

• Strong research focus with

international contributions to

the field of information security

management

• Take the first step towards

a whole new career

Jennifer Ng, ISS Graduate

Summer Camp Jobs in the U.S.A.
Lakeside Residential Girls Camp in Maine - Visas Arranged

Counselors: Combined childcare/teaching. Must be able to teach or lead one or more

of the following activities: gymnastics, tennis, swim (WSI's), sail, canoe, water ski, arts

(including stained glass, sewing, jewelry, wood, photo), dance, music, theatre, archery,

wilderness trips, field sports, equestrian, climbing wall.

Service Workers: including openings for kitchen, laundry, housekeeping, secretaries,

maintenance & grounds, and kitchen supervisor.

Non-smokers only. June i8 to August 20. Attractive salary (US) plus travel allowance.

To Apply: Applications and photo gallery are available on our website:

www.kippewa.com or contact us at the numbers listed below for a staff

brochure.

Kippewa, 926 Route 135, Monmouth, Maine 04259-6606, U.S.A.

tel: 207-933-2993
I

fax: 207-933-2996
I

email:info@kippewa.com

you

CONCORDIA
Uniwrsity Colle^ of .Mberta

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

e Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

« Comprehensive Teaching Materials

t Internationally Recognized Certificate

• Teacher Placement Service

« Job Guarantee Included

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924-324l!l1-800-7?9-1779

www.oxfordseminars.com

HOW DO...
Bachelors get to Botswana?

Masters get to Myanmar?

Doctors get to Dublin?

The Smart ones continue to

use Travel CUTS after Graduation

Travel CUTS ii owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students. TlC0fil3 24996

187 College St.

(416)979-2406

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTM Student Centre, East Wing

(905)820-1162

^IIRAVELCUrS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

*when we do your student taxes Not a vaiid coupon.

Get a coupon for a free medium Domino's Pizza

with student tax preparation.

Come in today or call 1-800-HRBLOCK
H&R BLOCK

!o quairfy. audent must present either (0 a n202a documenting 4 or more months of full time attendance at a college or university during 20O5 or (ii) a vaMlilgb school idsntificalion card. Offer ,ind coupon expire June 30, 2006. Coupon vaiid for a medium one-topping pizza only at partidpating H&R Bkxjt locations in Canada.
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Taking a page out of r©©! life
Former Post critic insists satirical debut novel isn't about her—but some of the material comes pretty close

Tabassum Siddiqui

ARTS EDITOR

Just call her Hurricane Katrina.

Most people would have their

hands full with two young kids and
a busy career as a pop culture pun-
dit whose reach spans three differ-

ent mediums (print, TV, online),

but in the midst of it all, Katrina

Onstad also managed to write a

novel. And a sharp, funny, heart-

breakingly lovely one at that.

The former National Post film

critic's debut novel, How Happy To

Be. is the story of Maxime, a dam-
aged entertainment writer for a

neo-con daily in Toronto. Sound fa-

miliar? While many have assumed
the book is a clear-cut case of art

imitating life, Onstad, who went on
to write for CBC Arts Online and
appeared on Rogers Cable's movie
show Reel to Reel, notes that while

the broad strokes are there, there's

plenty of difference in the finer de-

tails.

Originally from Vancouver, On-
stad, 35, studied at McGill and
honed her journalism skills at the

student paper there before moving
to Toronto a decade ago.

How Happy to Be was released in

January, around the same time as

a certain other local female news-
paper scribe's first novel came out
(that would be Globe and Mail-er

Leah McLaren's much-derided
The Continuity Girl), much to the

delight of incestuous local media
circles, but Onstad managed to

stay largely out of the fray (though

she did appear alongside McLaren
at a reading that month at the Glad-

stone Hotel, which, for the record,

was perfectly civil, disappointing

curious attendees perhaps antici-

pating a catfight).

We caught up with the first-time

author back in January over lattes

at Bar Italia, where she waxed
thoughtful about the craft of writ-

ing, her time at the Post, celebrity

journalism, and the bane of the 'girl

columnist.'

Tabassum Siddiqui: How long did it

take to write tlie novel?

Katrina Onstad: l say five years,

but 1 wrote it around a full-time

job, and in the last five years 1 also

had two kids, so it's been exhaust-

ing—like a marathon. 1 was [on a

break travelling] in Asia at the end
of 2000, and started conceptualiz-

ing it when 1 got back in 2001, and
it's taken me that long to finish it

—

about four years and then a year
of editing. This book has sort of

seen me through all these different

phases in my life.

TS: And did you find it difficult,

switching from journalism to fiction?

KO: This was the kind of writing

1 did my whole life—creative writ-

ing, fiction. And then journalism

became a way to make a living

—

and it's a great way to make a living

There was always this sort of split

between the two sides, which are

ultimately the same thing—they're

just about expression. You can't

make a living, or it takes a long time

to make a living, writing fiction. It's

a really long trajectory.

And 1 kept getting distracted b\

other opportunities. 1 kept trying t( >

leave my job at the fos/— I'd belike

"I'm going to write a screenplay, I'm

going to do this..." but then I would
go do something and get pulled

back in. When those opportunities

are in front of you, those are good
jobs, so 1 kept taking them. 1 think

1 just have to decide what kind of

writer 1 am, ultimately.

TS: In the book, Maxime finds all

sorts of creative—and borderline

illegal—ways of trying to get fired

from her job at The Daily. Did you ac-

tually attempt to get fired from the

Posfi

KO: No, I never tried to get fired! 1

think I was a very good employee,

I never did any of those things. 1

Author Katrina Onstad

would just kind of leave... 1 would
quit, and then go back. It was a re-

ally good gig, I just wanted to do
other things. But no, I never set a

filing cabinet on fire or drank beer

at work—except when beer was of-

fered, (laughs)

TS: Do you think the Posth going to

stick around?

KO: Oh, god, I don't know... Man,
I hope so. The more, the merrier,

right? The more outlets for writers,

the more voices, great. Everyone
always asked me, "How can you
work there?" like it was an arm of

Al-Qaeda or something. But it's a

newspaper—we're supposed to

have lots of opinions floating out

there, aren't we? I never felt en-

cumbered, and I got to cover a lot

of what I thought was interesting,

slightly edgier stuff.

TS: Clearly your experiences there

inspired some of the material in the

novel.

KO: I was working in the world of

celebrity journalism— I didn't have
the job that this character has,

thank god, because I think that's a

really rough job to have, the junket

circuit—the serious, like, celebrity

fellatio kind of thing. So I was rub-

bing up against this world— I would
come out of these interviews at

these roundtables, and it's so fun-

ny—all these people like a bunch of

kittens in a basket, angling for the

question, and the questions that

they do get out are so banal, and
the celebs are so exhausted and
overwhelmed... And then if you
do get five minutes in a hotel room
with Naomi Watts, you just feel so
sorry for her that you almost don't

even want to ask her anything...

Most of [the book is] not really

true, but the one thing that's clos-

est to my experience is interview-

ing Ethan Hawke—and it's not like

that interview was particularly

memorable, except that the whole
time he just seemed determined
to be "down with the peeps," and I

admired it. I thought it was kind of

sweet—he really felt he could be a
normal person when it's so obvious
there's such a machine functioning

around him.

And while maybe in a parallel uni-

verse we might have been friends

or something, it really wasn't going

to happen in those 20 minutes at

the Four Seasons. And I came out of

that interview thinking. "You know,

we're all people here." And when
you work so long in that world,

you start seeing yourself as sort

of a second-class citizen—every-

one's catering to these celebrities

SEE 'KATRINA' -ON NEXT PAGE

Juno who's nominated?
U of T musicians well represented at this year's awards

Anna Bandurska

We all like stories that connect us to

celebrities in a convoluted way. The
traditional "a friend of a friend knows
[insert celebrity here]" tale is a popu-

lar one. Well, now you'll have one for

the 35th annual Juno Awards when
you watch this Sunday as they cele-

brate the best in Canadian music. And
if you're thinking, "I don't know anyone
from Nickelback," the link is that some
of this year's nominees happen to be

from the University of Toronto.

Alumnus Roberto Occhipinti is

nominated in the Contemporary Jazz

Album of the Year category for his re-

cord Yemaya.

"I dropped out in my third year in

1976," Occhipinti recalls. "Then my
son dropped out of high school, so 1

told him if he went back to school, 1

would go back. I went back in 1999 and

got my diploma."

Occhipinti is comfortable playing in

a variety of musical contexts, but the

bass is his main passion.

As most genres rely on some sort

of rhythm section, a bass player has

many options. Occhipinti's diverse

career includes an eight-year gig with

local Cuban jazz musician Jane Bun-

nett, which in turn landed him a job as

the touring bassist of UK pop/hip-hop

group Gorillaz.

"I've kind of stumbled into the in-

dustry grooves. I'd like to think I had

some sort of direction, but I don't," he

admits.

Occhipinti's nominated recording

is described as a mesh of traditional

Cuban music and Brazilian tunes

combined with a Russian string or-

chestra.

"I like all sorts of music. Just trying

to find a way in which to pull all this

stuff together," Occhipinti explains.

And after having won so many
awards in the past, is this Juno nod

any different?

"I'm happy with this, because I'm

nominated as an artist...having said

that, two of the records that I pro-

duced are in the same category," he

points out.

Soprano Isabel Bayrakdarian, nomi-

nated in the Classical Album of the

Year: Vocal or Choral Performance,

is another successful U of T alum, but

the world-famous opera singer didn't

study music—she was a biomedical

engineering grad.

While a student, Bayrakdarian en-

tered various competitions and at-

tended private voice lessons at the

Royal Conservatory of Music. While

doing her mandatory internship in the

engineering program, Bayrakdarian

decided to concentrate on her singing

instead, and received an offer to join

the Canadian Opera Company.

Since then Bayrakdarian has been

involved in a variety of musical styles

and performances.

"Choice keeps your life varied and

interesting," she notes.

Besides recording her own albums,

she has performed in operas and

with symphonies, as well as done film

soundtracks.

The research that went into amass-

ing a collection of Pauline Viardot (a

19th-century French mezzo-soprano

and composer) songs for her Juno-

nominated record was a "labour of

love" for Bayrakdarian. Selecting the

few songs to record was particularly

challenging: "Who are you to decide

what is important?" Bayrakdarian

asks rhetorically.

Staying true to Viardot, the songs

on the album are recorded in their

original languages.

Bayrakdarian has already won two

Junos, but she says this nomination

holds special meaning because it's

only piano and voice, and was record-

ed with her husband, Serouj Kradjian.

Tafelmusik, the Baroque Orchestra

in Residence at the Faculty of Music,

is also nominated for three Junos in

two categories. Now in its 27th sea-

son, Tafelmusik has achieved inter-

national success under the direction

of Jeanne Lamon. The ensemble has

18 core members: all specialize in his-

torical performance practice and play

instruments faithful in design to the

Soprano Isabel Bayrakdarian

originals.

For the 2006/2007 academic year,

the Faculty of Music is offering an ad-

vanced certificate in baroque perfor-

mance, an intensive one-year full-time

accredited program that allows grad-

uate-level string, oboe, bassoon, and
harpsichord students the chance to

take private lessons with Tafelmusik

musicians and opportunities to per-

form with the Juno-nominated group.

Tlie Juno Awards air live from Halifax at 7

pm on CTVApril 2.
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Drama junkies score a real high
Outstanding Trin production makes the movie a mere memory

Michael Meehan

I cringed in my seat. I had to turn away at times.

The dialogue was at times indecipherable as a

result of the heavy Scottish accents. Yet Trin-

ity College's production of Trainspotting was

—

and 1 say this without hyperbole—the best

thing I've seen on a U of T stage this year.

Before Friday night's show began, 1 was un-

aware that the novel by Irvine Welsh had been

turned into a play before it became the manic

1996 film that launched the careers of Ewan
McGregor and Danny Boyle. Even after learn-

ing this, I was skeptical that the popular film's

impressive elements would be highly influen-

tial as the story was presented on the stage.

I prayed that Iggy Pop's "Lust for Life," a song

now synonymous with the film, would not be

the opening number.

By the play's end, 1 had nearly forgotten the

film completely.

The play was able to successfully transport

me to another world that 1 felt completely im-

mersed in. As protagonist Mark Renton's bleak

existence was exposed, I felt disgusted, horri-

fied, and (for the majority of the time) shocked.

Yet as I watched, I never felt that what 1 saw

THEATRE REVIEW
Trainspotting

Trinity College Drama
Society

Mar 22-25, 2006

Rating:WWv
was unnecessary or exploitative for the mere

sake of stimulating the audience. To create

such a theatrical experience is quite the ac-

complishment, and Izzy Leigh deserves kudos

for her controlled and focused direction.

Technically, the show was inventive and

impressive. Working with a small stage, the

lighting technicians were able to create sev-

eral unique settings, each one possessing a

beautifully appropriate life of its own. The set

itself was surreal and wonderful as four large

X's surrounded the stage with an essence of

overwhelming negativity.

The excellence of the direction and tech were

matched by the performances from all four ac-

tors. Alex Champlin's Renton may have looked

similar to Ewan McGregor's film rendition, yet

Champlin passionately made the character his

own. His powerful portrayal was, fortunately,

equaled by his three co-stars. 1 can't imagine

it was easy for Claire Seringhaus to be the lone

female in a sea of brute masculinity, yet she

proved women can be just as tough and filthy.

Elliot Shamy, in addition to sporting the fin-

est eyebrows on campus, managed to create

three unique and memorable characteriza-

tions, including a hilarious (and not over-the-

top) mother. A very honourable mention must

go to Brenhan McKibbon, who, in addition to

crafting multiple roles, exposed his full frontal

self in a scene that did not seem unnecessary

or put on simply for shock value.

Perhaps the most amazing thing about

the entire Trainspotting experience was how
the entire audience came together as one.

While trying to decipher the thick accents,

we laughed together, cringed together, fell

silent together, and at the end, stood up and

applauded together. Funny how a show about

low-life drug addicts managed to have the

power to unite.

Secrets and Hes
Findley's Cold War thriller a bravura season finale for Hart House

Jordan Bimm
ASSOCIATE ARTS EDITOR

Martin Hunter is arguably the most

qualified person still alive to direct

Hart House's production of The Still-

bom Louer, Timothy Findley's dark look

at the unspoken underbelly of Cana-

dian politics. Not only is Hunter a Hart

House alumnus (acting in the '50s and

directing there since the '60s), he was
also a longtime friend of Findley's and

personally knew each of the two real-

life diplomats that this tragedy is based

on.

The play, set in a lavish government

safe-house overlooking the Ottawa

River, follows the mysterious return of

Harry Raymond, the aging Canadian

ambassador to Moscow, following the

highly suspicious death of a young

Russian man. A prime suspect in the

murder, Raymond is confronted by his

longtime politico pal Michael Riordan,

the sitting minister of External Affairs,

who has suddenly found himself at the

centre of a power vacuum.

With his eyes on the prize of leader-

ship, Riordan is desperate to quietly re-

solve the issue of the dead Muscovite,

while keeping news of the potential

international incident from the ailing

prime minister and the press. He quick-

ly arranges for a cocky RCMP attache

THEATRE REVIEW
The Stillborn Lover

By Timothy Findley

Hart House Theatre

Mar 23-25, 2006

Rating:WWv
to monitor Rajonond aind his family,

who have been remanded into protec-

tive custody. With his wife already

showing signs of severe Alzheimer's

disease, Raymond complicates things

further by denying a role in the murder,

but admitting to being the murdered

man's illicit lover.

Over and above Findley's genius

script, this production excels thanks to

the terrific realistic design by Martha

Mann, inspired direction from Hunter,

and standout performances by both

Thomas Gough (Raymond) and Kay

Montgomery (as his disturbed wife).

Mann does an excellent job of creat-

ing a feeling of Ccinadian grandeur and

government luxury in a house that is es-

sentiallya holding cell and interrogation

room all rolled into one. Turning leaves

on tree branches adorned the corners

of the ceiling, which nicely called to

mind the pathetic fallacy of a personal

downfall during autumn. Creative light-

ing work accented a sketched backdrop

of the Parliament buildings and served

to separate portions of the stage into

believably soundproof rooms.

Cough's commanding performance

was emphasized by his all-Canadicm

appearance and accent (he could eas-

ily give Rick Mercer a run for his money
in the 'Most Canadian-Sounding Voice'

competition, which I'm sure exists

somewhere). Findley does an excellent

job of creating a powerful, polite, well-

intentioned patriot who loves his wife,

his country, and (secretly) other men.

Clever references to Alan Turing (an-

other brilliant gayman brought down by

government blackmail) at Cambridge

and Bletchley Park shows that Findley

was meticulous in researching his semi-

fictional history, and serves to further

nuance his already intelligent text.

Exploring the powerful line between

private and public allegiances and
weighing friendship against personal

ambition. Hunter creates an epic por-

trait of cinxiety and admissions in Cold

War-era Ottawa. A splendid end to Hart

House Theatre's season. The Stillborn

Lover is the best play I've seen there

this year.

'KATRINA' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

whether or not they're asking for

it, and we're all so servile in their

presence; it's pretty repulsive after

a while.

TS: There's obviously the temp-

tation to see your novel as a thinly

veiled roman-a-clef—so really, how

much of it is true to life?

KO: 1 don't know... The profes-

sional dimension of course comes
from my work life, but it's an ex-

trapolation, a version. But the oth-

er stuff, her background, is entirely

fictitious. And the other thing I

wanted to explore was this break-

up, which is the other loss. And
that's partially from me, because I

came out of one of those long-term

relationships that spurred the idea

of wanting to write it out.

1 was interested in this idea of

how most people by the time they

hit their 30s in our very specific cul-

tural milieu have had one of those

long-term relationships that seems
like a marriage, acts like a marriage,

but it's not really acknowledged as

a marriage, so when it ends, there's

not really this space to grieve pub-

licly the way you do when you say

you've been divorced. But they're

heartbreaking—when those rela-

tionships end, it's really devastat-

ing.

TS: I found your writing style, par-

ticularly the way you move between

the very urban plot and the hippie

West Coast backstory, very akin to

author Douglas Coupland's work, and

sure enough, there's a glowing blurb

from him on the cover of your book.

KO: 1 couldn't believe our fortune

getting that quote—he doesn't

do that very much. It was such a

blessing. I would love to have his

readership—and it's hard, because
there's a real temptation to posi-

tion all new female authors writing

about women's lives as 'Chick Lit.'

So when he wrote that lovely quote,

1 felt like 1 had been given a Get Out
of Jail Free card, that it would be
hard for them to put me on a table

with all the pink illustrated covers

with the martini glasses and the

high heels, because that's not his

readership. On the other hand, if

the martini-glass people want to

read this, well, great, (laughs)

TS: Speaking of chick lit, one of

your targets in the book is a certain

type of female newspaper colum-

nist— is the Allissa Allan character

maybe an amalgam of, say, two cer-

tain Toronto 'girl columnists'?

KO: Okay, I swear to god that

character is not based on any

particular person. That job—that

kind of young, female columnist is

something that almost every pa-

per has, and 1 think she's kind of a

sympathetic character in the book,

actually. 1 don't think it's great for

women to ghettoize writing about

trivial issues over and over. Every-

one does it once in a while, which is

fine; it's fun. But I think it's a waste
of our writers. We're missing an op-

portunity to hear what young wom-
en really think about the world.

Because 1 know that a lot of these

women are thoughtful—they must

be thoughtful—and they're not un-

talented writers, but the material is

just vapid, and it's been going on
for far too long.

u

liBioii Mmmm

HOW HAPPYTO BE

It's a pale facsimile of Sex and the

City circa 1998 or something. 1 don't

believe it could possibly be sell-

ing papers. 1 mean, all I ever hear

is people complaining about that

kind of stuff. 1 think it's maybe com-

forting to a certain kind of older

editor/publisher type who is con-

tent to see young women as sort of

silly and unthreatening. And it's a

bit 'porny,' that stuff—they think

it's sexy even though it's not really

sexy or timely.

I think it's toxic. I think it's a

danger. 1 don't know why women
higher-up at these papers don't

say something. There is an implicit

pressure on young women to do
this kind of journalism, that it's lu-

crative and an easy way to make a

name for yourself, to expose your

inner self in a kind of voyeuristic

manner. And 1 think that discour-

ages progress in our industry.
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Who says Canadians

can't do summer
sports?

Alexandra Orlando, a commerce
student at the University of To-

ronto, capped an outstanding per-

formance at the Commonwealth
Games Sunday with four gold med-

als in the apparatus disciplines of

rhythmic gymnastics. Orlando, 19,

won two medals earlier in the indi-

vidual all-around competition and

as part of the Canadian team.

The six medals tie a Games re-

cord, achieved three times in the

past.

—ADEEL AHMAD

Golden Bears win gold

medals: coincidence

or fix?

The Alberta Golden Bears won the

Canadian Interuniversity Sport

(CIS) men's hockey title last night

with a 3-2 victory over the Lake-

head Thunderwolves. This is the

second straight title for Alberta,

who beat the Saskatchewan Hus-

kies in 2005.

Lakehead opened the scoring in

the affair, as Tobias Whelan scored

on the powerplay just 1:16 into the

contest. That lead was short-lived,

however, as Harlan Anderson,

Richard Hamula, and Dylan Stan-

ley answered for Alberta before

the game was 13 minutes old.

Thunderwolf Jeff Richardson

made the game 3-2 with a goal mid-

way through the second, but that

was as close as Lakehead would
get. The defence of the Golden
Bears shut down the mighty Lake-

head offence the rest of the way en

route to capturing their 12th na-

tional title.

This writer thinks it's funny that

Alberta has "golden" in their name
and won gold, but most experts

think this is pure coincidence.

Whatever.

—MATTSOMERS

Bust out those big,

beautiful bikes

Spring has certainly sprung and U
of T's mountain bike team is pre-

pared to take full advantage of the

weather. On April 3 they will host

their sixth annual bike tune-up

fundraiser in the lobby of the Ath-

letic Centre, with the proceeds go-

ing to support the team.

The tune-up will cost 25 bucks,

which is cheap compared to what
you would pay at Joe Schmo's Bike

Emporium, or anywhere else for

that matter. Students can drop
their bikes off any time between
8:45 a.m. and 3 p.m. and can go

take care of their daily commit-

ments while their 'babies' get lube,

oil, and filter.. .err.. .fixed up for the

spring and summer of 2006.

Dust off oV Betsy and bring her

to the AC on April 3. Both of you
will be glad you did. Trust me.

—MS

Come play for

our team
write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

// HISTORY OF U OF T SPORTS

Top ten moments inU ofT
athletics, part one
Christophe Poirier

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

With it being the 125"' anniversary

of The Varsity, the sports section has

been looking to the past to bring our

readers a better idea of how U of T
athletics developed over time. While

this list does not include some no-

table games, such as the lowest scor-

ing football game in North American

history, a 1-0 win over Queen's in 1965,

or the undefeated 30-0 season by the

women's basketball squad in 1986, or

the 35 straight OUA championships

by the men's swimming team, it does

try to harness the most important mo-

ments in shaping the department.

Huge aid was provided by Paul Car-

son, the current Executive Assistant

to the Dean in the Faculty of Physical

Education and Health. Carson has

been part of U of T since 1961, was

sports editor of The Varsity in 1969,

and headed the Sports Information

Department for more than 25 years,

beginning in 1970.

10.) The rise and fall of Varsity

Stadium: On October 13, 2001, the

last intercollegiate football game ever

at Varsity Stadium was played—and

it was also the last win for the Blues.

In their last home game of the sea-

son, Toronto defeated Windsor 13-11

before their present five-year losing

streak began.

The present site where the football

games are played was initially called

the Devonshire Place Grounds and

the university began ticketing the

space in 1898. In 1911, a covered stand,

bleachers with a capacity of 11,000,

and a regulation playing field were

constructed.

Its first major reconstruction was

in 1924, as the seating in the stadium

was increased to 19,000 and improved

thanks to a design by T. R. Loudon, a

professor of aeronautical engineering

at U of T. He was responsible for major

improvements to the west side of the

stadium.

"Being a fabricator of formuli, he

invented a type of concrete that was
unbelievably strong," recounts Car-

son. "It had a secret ingredient that is

not too fashionable these days—as-

bestos—but it's still the toughest con-

crete in Canada."

While the maintainance of the facil-

ity was continued under a hefty price

for many years. Varsity Stadium was
finally closed in 2001 for being too fi-

nancially burdensome to keep open.

The closure was also due to the deteo-

riating condition of the facility—es-

pecially the east grandstand—which

made it unsafe for spectators.

9.) Time for a fresh start: John Ev-

ans, a decorated football player for the

Blues and a Rhodes scholar, became
the president of the university in 1972.

Under the mantra that a new tradition

must begin for U of T athletics, Evans

merged five separate departments, in-

cluding men's and women's athletics,

into one department under one direc-

tor in the May of 1977.

"This is an incredibly important

date, as it united the entire athletic

administration under one common di-

rector, administration, and operating

policy," Carson said.

Under the guidance of the new ath-

letics department, the Athletic Centre

was opened in September 1979, which

was considered "a significant step in

the new tradition [of U of T sports]."

Varsity Stadium (top) was the talk of the town in 1939, as football games drew thousands of spectators. In 1998 (bottom) the Sta-

dium wasn't in such great shape and was demolished three years later. In September 2006 the newest incarnation of the facility will

be born.

8.) Female athletes finally get their

own building: After decades of bro-

ken promises, as the male dominated

university moved with glacial slow-

ness to provide appropriate athletic

facilities for the growing number of fe-

male students, women athletes finally

had their own facility with the open-

ing of the Benson Building in 1959. At

the forefront of the movement was an

unlikely heroine: Dr Clara Benson, af-

ter whom the building is named.

"She is easily, without question, one
of the most influential people [in U of T
sports history]," Carson said. The first

woman to receive her PhD from U of T,

she was not an athlete, but "fought the

good fight against the university for

women, including those that wanted

to participate in athletics."

Later becoming the president of the

Women's Athletic Association, Ben-

son and many other forceful,articulate

and dedicated leaders of women's ath-

letics endured many hardships and
overcame numerous obstacles, and
the Benson Building is a tribute to

their persistence. What makes its con-

struction all the more savvy is that

it was completed at a time when the

men's facilities—the Arena, the Sta-

dium and Hart House—were aging.

"The women were in a brand-new

facility and had comprehensive, well-

run programs, and the men, who had

cast a deaf ear to their complaints

for so long, were facing the reality of

having to pay for buildings that were

showing their age with steadily de-

creasing ticket sales," said Carson.

7.) The Blues play the Russians:

What many consider the greatest

game in U of T history might have

never happened if not for the stub-

bornness of Canadian hockey. It was
February 1972 and Canada had been

out of international hockey for two
years, boycotting the ban of minor

pros imposed by the International Ice

Hockey Federation (IIHF). At the end

of 1971 what was essentially a peace

treaty was signed and the first inter-

national game was to be between the

Blues and the USSR Student National

Team.

"Their players were from the Rus-

sians elite league, disguised as stu-

dents," Carson said. "We were served

up by the IIHF, supposedly as the sac-

rificial lamb."

Coached by the great Tom Watt,

who won nine national champion-

ships for the Blues in eleven years

from 1966-77, U of T played in front of

a packed Varsity Arena.

"Much to many people's shock, we

beat them, 5-1." remembered Carson.

"For many, it was Watt's greatest game,

and it basically put Canada back on

the international hockey map."

6.) The Argo's pull-out of U of T:

You couldn't tell by the turnout mus-

tered over the past few seasons, but

Blues football was once the best sell-

ing ticket in town. Winning the first

three Grey Cups from 1909-1911, and

another in 1920, the program then had

the highest attended sporting events

in the country.

After WWII, U of T football and its

firmly established spot in the na-

tional athletic scene joined with the

just-made-professional Toronto Argo-

nauts as a double feature for season

ticket holders. It was, however, one

that would be short lived, as the Argo-

nauts pulled out of the joint ticket sale

in 1956, killing U of T's revenue.

With attendance diminishing

through the '60s, the department was

confronted with paying for two aging

facilities in Varsity Arena and Sta-

dium, a problem for what was an all

men's athletic program.

Ifyou liked this article, then be sure to read

the sports section on April6 for the top five

moments in U of Tsports history.
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Tracking the boom of the bonspiel

Forget hockey—curling, a sport that has gone from deathly dull to suddenly chic, threatens to become Canada's new

favourite pastime. The Varsity's MALCOLM JOHNSTON takes broom in hand to find out why.

You're a sixteenth-century

European wandering along

the edge of a frozen lai<e. You
pick up a rock and toss it thought-

lessly onto the ice. As it slides away,

your brain starts to tinker. And just

like that, you've invented the most
boring sport in the world, curling.

Thanks a lot.

Or so I might have said some
months back. Curling, the sport

once thought the domain of only

those with enough time and pa-

tience to actually endure a full

game—retirees, generally—seems,

strangely, poised to leave its out-

post on the fringe of athletics

and take up permanent residence

among the most popular of sports.

If you must, blame it on the

charms of Brad Gushue, who
warmed the hearts of a midwinter

nation when immediately after win-

ning Olympic gold—the last rock

had barely come to a halt—Brad

called his Mom, Maureen, at home
in Newfoundland, breaking into

tears on camera. Maureen had been
battling bowel cancer and was re-

leased from hospital the morning
of the gold-medal match.

Surely, the combo of the team's

win in Torino and Gushue's stirring

story helped raise curling's profile

back home. But Canada was an

underground hotbed of all things

hurry hard long before the dimpled
Newfoundlander came along.

Consider, for instance, that our

proud nation is home to some
955,000 registered broom-toters,

94 per cent of the world's total.

What's even more baffling is that

it's not just those graying members
of society who have gone curling

crazy: the young seem to be in on

it, too. A recent study by the On-

tario Federation of Schools Ath-

letic Association, governing body
for high school sport, showed that

interest in traditional sports like

football and basketball is on the

wane, while wrestling and track

and field are almost completely off

the radar.

And what has filled the void? You
guessed it: fringe sports that in-

clude, among others, curling.

So, the question is, why would a

young person, who has unfettered

access to all things full-contact,

fast-paced, and high-flying, and

for whom osteoporosis is nothing

more than an unpleasant word to

spell, opt for what amounts to little

more than slow-motion bowling?

I figured the best way to get to

the bottom of the sudden sensation

was to give it a try. So with note-

pad in one hand, broomstick in the

other, 1 headed out to do some on-

ice research.

Part of the allure, I quickly found

out, lies in the game's terminol-

ogy, a language as colourful and

descriptive as they come. Some of

the terms are cute ("the button"),

some tough ("the hammer," "the

guard"), some daring ("the steal,"

"the hit and roll"), and some nasty

("the biter," "the hack").

The ice can be keen or heavy,

slick or swingy. When you deliv-

er, you can come home or come
around, bury or burn, take out or

in-turn. And when you're not sure

what you're doing, do like everyone

else and get down low and grunt

something indecipherable.

Once you've got the terminology

down, it's time to don your "slider,"

a slippery galosh worn on one foot

that makes staying upright a piece

of cake, as long as you're accus-

tomed to standing with one foot

on solid ground and the other on a

moving sidewalk.

Try to throw the rock and you'll

find it will inevitably either sail far

past the button or come up well

short of the hog line. Try to curl

it and you'll end up in the gutter.

Sweeping, if you can stay on your
feet, won't come easily since you've

got to press hard enough to melt

the top layer of ice, and any kind

of strategy, unless you're a pool

shark and can transfer the skill set,

is hopeless.

But here's the thing: Despite

everything going against curling,

what's really baffling is that, well,

curling is really fun. It just doesn't

sound right, 1 know. Maybe it was
the air. There isn't great ventilation

in those places, after all.

What's more likely is that the

sport is so fun because it's so

hard. That is, everyone is equally

bad when starting out. And what's

better than doing something when
there's no fear of being the worst at

it? If everyone's terrible, suddenly
everyone's the last kid picked for

the team. Curling, the great equal-

izer.

It isn't particularly physical, ei-

ther. So unless you're the type that

gets tired sweeping the kitchen

floor, there's no need to get a gym
membership. And what's more, in

a frozen nation addicted to hock-

ey, curling offers an alternative

for those isolated few who didn't

choose to pick up stick and skates

as youngsters.

But it's also a social sport, bring-

ing friends together over alcohol

since its earliest days in Canada,

when 20 Montreal merchants who
played the sport on the St. Law-

rence River behind the Molson
brewery established the Montreal

Curling Club. Early rules dictated

that the loser had to ante up a bowl

of whiskey toddy to the winner.

That tradition continues at this

rink just off the Danforth, where
the lounge-bar upstairs is almost

as crowded as the ice surface it-

self.

Maybe that explains its appeal

among the younger set.

Whatever the reason, curling now
has not only a handful of retirees

in its ranks, but a large and grow-

ing number of Canadians young
and old—myself included—who've

finally caught on to sport's latest

craze—curling—fringe favourite

no longer.

To get involved in curling at U of

T, make sure to visit the U of T Curl-

ing Club's website at http://curling.

sa.utoronto.ca. The club holds a

free learn-to-curl day each Sep-

tember and invites all—beginners,

amateurs, and veterans—to join its

recreational league or to try out for

one of ten varsity spots.

iiqnei

skills - an unbeatable combiriation.

Today's employers want more than a University or College degree or

diploma. They're looking for people who have the real-world skills

and experience you'll get with a George Brown postgraduate

certificate. Apply now and you'll have what you need to succeed.

Postgraduate studies at George Brown College.

Grad smart. Workplace ready.

• Business and

Financial Services

• Chef School

• Community
Services

• Design

• Engineering

Technology

• Fashion

• Health

Sciences

• Nursing

• Hospitality

and Tourism

Management

George Brown

www.georgebrown.ca/postgrad The Toronto City College
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HELP WANTED

SUMMERCAMP JOBS:

Swim Director & instructors, waterski,

high ropes, inline skateparii, tennis, gym-

nastics, canoe, basketball, soccer, pottery,

photography, & nursing students to assist

doctor www.mishmarcom

ARE YOU DRIVEN?

Are you a passionate, highly-motivated,

ambitious newbie looking to break into

advertising through a paid Account Ser-

vicing Internship? Unfortunately this

is NOT a Telemarketing position, it is a

real, honest-to-goodness advertising job.

Check out our website at www.yield-ica.

com,then send your resume with 50 (or

so) choice words about why you think

you'd be a perfect fit with our team. If we

like what we see, we'll book a meeting

with you. Send your stuff to jobl@yield-

ica.com. No calls please.

MANOARIN TEACHER REQUIRED
For 3 yr old girl near Runnymede station.

4hrs/wk. Experience with children/teach-

ing preferred. Call Marie at (416) 952-2641.

NEW ENTRY CRAFT BREWERY
needs a future corporate president who
is willing to start in sales. We're draft only

in the early stages, moving to bottled beer

later Excellent opportunity for a bus.

admin.person or anyone who is person-

able, outgoing and self assured.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs
High quality, hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM
A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career gender issues.

CLASSIFIEDS
and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

CUSTOM ESSAYS (ALL SUBJECTS)

Including Humanities, English, Business,

Accounting, History, Philosophy, PolSci,

Sociology Psychology, Economics,

Administration, and more. Editing com-

position, writing, research. Call (416)

960-9042 www.customessays.com

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

EDITING

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR

Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years,

(416)452-0279.

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST. PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKED1T.COM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and dis-

sertations, from style to format. APA

style a speciality Mary Anne Carswell,

MA, MEd, mcarswell@sympatico.ca
,

416-303-3106.

Advertise in fAeMy
acls@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads. $0.25 for eacfi word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including

spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment tO: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue,

Toronto, ON M5S 1J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon, for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

THE LATEST MP3
AND MUSIC PHONES.

NOW $50 off:

$-19929 ^199^'^ ^^149^^

Motorola ROKR
• Full MPS player

with ITunes"

• Bonus Pak includes

512MB card, stereo

headset and USB cable*

Sony Ericsson W600
• Full MP3 player and

Walkman' phone with built-in

camera and video recorder

• Bonus Pak includes stereo

headset and USB cable**

LG 500
• Full MP3 player with

j

external controls i

• Bonus Pak includes 512MB
'

card, stereo headset and
'

USB cable** i

Motorola RAZR
• Now available

in Pink and Blue

• Ultra-thin music phone

Includes an MPS Phone Bonus Pak- ^129 VALUE"

ALSO GET YOUR CHOICE OF
MORE GREAT MUSIC PHONES

starting at

$099^

O ROGERS™
WIRELESS

'SSI

GEOftCETOWN

Square One
(90S) 279-1909 (90S) 1

19051 s'

SCARBOROUGH

rogers.com/loud O ROGERS
Your World Right Now

O ROGERS'

0

NEWMARKET

"7,1

GO TO R0GERS.COM, 1-800-462-4463, A ROGERS WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS

SOURCE O ROGERS® Q ROGERS VIDEO ((WIBELESSWfiVE))
I
THE
TELEPHONE

1 BOOTH -

*Phone prices available only on subscription to a new 36-month service agreement. Offer subject to change without notice. Available at participating locations.
**MP3 bonus offer available on select handsets while supplies last. Offer subject to change without notice. See in store for details, ilunes" is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. The WALKMAN" logo and symbol are registered trademarks of Sony Corporation. '"Rogers, Rogers Wireless, the Mobius
Design and Your World Right Now are trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc., used under license. © 2006
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visit us online

www.thevarsity.ca

Teach Englisii

start Your Adventure Toda
World Class TESOL

^ Certification in 5-days

Over 25,000 GtobalTESOL

Graduates are Teaching

in 85 Countries

jsgfjl Study In-Class, Online

or by Comespondence

FREE info Night
Mondays @ 7pm

#209, 101 Spadina Ave

1-888-270-2941

ISM MCAT
GMAT GREi
Preparation Seminars \

< Complete 30-Hour Seminars

' Proven Test-Taking Strategies

^ Personalized Professional Instruction

f Comprehensive Study Materials

I Simulated Practice Exams

' Free Repeat Policy

5 Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

www.oxfordseminars.com
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CHEATSHEET

heard

4^ You
probably

aren't even
a mammal!

SEE 'BIRD' -PG. 6

Roll Up The Rim and sob bitter tears

with Stephen Lewis, Canada's Noblest

Man™

SEE 'RIM'-PG.5

a&e
U of T undergrads fight tooth and nail for

spot in Lord of The Rings-The Musical

SEE UPSTAGE - PG. 7

sports

Snowball Fighting to become Olympic

Sport in Vancouver?

SEE 'SNOW'-PG. 10

red letter

Today is the UN-mandated Day for the

Elimination of Shania Twain. All Twain-re-

lated products and conversations will be

met with a bitchslap from Kofi Annan.

history

On April 3, 1882, Canadian Metis leader Louis

Riel garnered praise for his portrayal of Mrs.

Cripps in the Regina Light Opera Society's

production of HMS Pinafore.

todo
TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 9 PM
Rob Zombie with Lacuna Coil at Kool Haus.

$42.50

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 6:30 PM
uFashion Canadian Design Seminar at

Bahen Centre rm. 1200. $3.

Codename V runs amok
MASKED TERRORIST TO BLOW UP SAC WEDNESDAY NIGHT; SAYS WE WILL 'RECALL, RECALL,

THE FIFTH OFAPRALL'

G.T. Rails and Sars Bismarck

MINISTRY OF TRUTH

A masked revolutionary known only

as "V" ttireatened yesterday to de-

stroy the offices of the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council this week.

"Students should not be afraid of

their student governments," V said

in an afternoon broadcast. "Student

governments should be afraid of their

students."

The broadcast came after the lone

assailant took over the offices of

campus radio station ClUT in a dar-

ing daylight assault, single-handedly

overcoming the radio station's tight

security measures, including an un-

armed receptionist and an "employ-

ees only beyond this point" sign.

In a lengthy and pretentious speech

about political freedom and the deca-

dence of the SAC regime, V accused

the executive members of the student

government of being "vituperative,

verbose vultures venting violent vit-

riol, vocalizing vengeful views, versus

vowing vivid visions."

"SAC's fascist one-party rule must

end," he continued. "Dictator-elect

Jennifer Hassum has told you that

the lack (or lameness) of opponents
in the recent so-called 'election' hap-

pened by chance. But there is no co-

incidence—only the illusion of coin-

cidence."

The broadcast concluded with V
pledging to blow up the SAC execu-

tive offices at midnight on April 5, two

days hence.

Signing off, the prospective terror-

ist coined his slogan for what many
observers called a "vendetta": "Re-

call, recall, the 5th of Aprall."

Codename "V" extended his take-

over of U of T's united media network,

or Ministry of Truth, by sending The
Varsity a Guy Fawkes mask and order-

ing us to print it, "or else." We have

complied with this demand, despite

its vagueness.

"Voila, U of T students! My mask
replaces the masks of conformity that

you wear every day!" said a statement

he sent with the mask. He directed

students to "cut along the dotted lines

of destiny" and don the masks at the

SAC building at midnight on the 5th,

presumably to watch him blow it up.

"Vox populi, victimized voters, ver-

ily and voraciously shall 1 vanquish

villainy," the statement continued. "1

shall vie versus these vacuous varsity

victors at their very vault of vileness.

Uh, ventilation, vermillion...oh, damn,
this is tough."

Response to the broadcast was
swift.

"I want this vile terrorist caught

and executed without trial," said SAC
Supreme Potentate Paul Bretscher

via satellite from his protected un-

derground bunker in an undisclosed

location.

SEE VENDETTA' - PG 3
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HART HOUSE

The House Committeepresents

the lasts-Bucklunch ofthe year!

Food for the heart, soulAND brain!

Wednesday, April 5th

1 1 :45 - 2pm • Great Hall

RICE BAR: Brown rice or Soba noodles

PROTEINS: Tempeh, grilled chicken, steamed BokChoy

SAUCES: Teriyaki, Coconut & Green Curry, Chipotle & Red Pepper

Two Bite brownies & Hart House water

FORMAL DEBATE
Resolution: **This House Believes

in Public Power "

Guest Speaker Howard Hampton,

Leader of the Ontario NDP.

Apr.il 5 • 7.30pm • Debates Room

Music Si Concerts
Chamber Strings Spring Concert

April 3 • 8pm • Great Hail

Orchestra Spring Concert

April 6 • 8pm • Great Hall

Stages Kate Rodgers

April 6 • 9pm • Arbor Room

Hart House Jazz Ensemble

April 7 • 9pm Arbor Room

Singers Concert

April 9 * 3pm Great Hall

Worlds of Music Wrap Party

April 1 3 • 8:30pm • Arbor Room

conte\w«

//NEWS IN BRIEF

U of T Sustainability Of-

fice employees bicker in

eco-speak

The public relations coordinator of

the Sustainability Office called its

treasurer's bad smell "unsustain-

able" after drinking late one night,

The Varsity has learned.

In addition, she also said the

treasurer should come up with "vi-

able fuel alternatives" to her bean

burritos, which were "draining the

world's grossness resources."

The treasurer has reportedly

vowed to place a metre on the P.R.

coordinator's mouth to check for

violations of acceptable "bullshit

levels."

—SARS BISMARCK

Administration cancels

demonstration protest-

ing free speech

President David Naylor has can-

celled the U of T student group Stu-

dents for Respecting Your Elders'

booking of the Sid Smith lobby a

day before they were to hold a pro-

test.

"We are concerned that such a

blatant display of obeisance would

violate U of T's protocols protect-

ing free expression," said Naylor in

a statement, who added that he was
aware of the situation's irony.

Students for Respecting Your El-

ders responded yesterday by agree-

ing fully with the administration's

decision. Another group, the U of

T Anti-Irony Collective, expressed

disappointment with the whole epi-

sode.—SARS BISMARCK

Rotman introduces new
Masters ofBusywork

Administration degree

Rotman Dean Roger Martin.

G.T. Rails

COLLATING AND STAPLING BUREAU

U of T's Joseph L. Rotman School

of Management announced last

week that it would be introducing

a new masters degree program
for the 2006-2007 year.

The Masters of Busywork Ad-

ministration (MBwA) will admit

between 20 and 40 students this

September.

"We felt that it was time to ad-

dress the serious lack of educa-

tion in busywork and make-work
tasks at Rotman," said Dean
Roger Martin. "Today's global

economy requires that graduates

have a solid grounding in point-

less bureaucratic tasks, paper-

shuffling, and petty office hierar-

chies. A graduate who is not up to

speed on the latest techniques for

dragging out a meeting as long as

possible and taking 20 minutes to

make a pot of coffee is not going

to make it in today's corporate

world."

Dean Martin denied that the

MBwA was established in re-

sponse to the Queen's University

Business School's fledgling MSCM.
(Masters in Sinister Corporate

Manuevering) degree.

York, Ryerson profs teach more

demeaning courses for less: study

Sars Bismarck

EDUMACASHUN BUREAU

A recent study by a University of To-

ronto sociologist is the first to docu-

ment the already widely acknowl-

edged phenomenon of U of T hiring

professors from less important uni-

versities to teach the school's more
boring courses.

"They drive U of T's economy,
but they go decades without being

awarded tenure," said pedagogical

labour expert Gimia Grant. "They're

our migrant workers, if you will."

Nyno Phiver, who used to teach

Shakespeareian Tragedy at York,

moved to U of T for the promise of

a better life and a richer dental plan.

He now teaches Puritan Epistolary

Writing, 1605-1732, as well as Eng-

lish for Management Students—the

latter of which has an enrolment

capped at 450—but insists he's

grateful for the opportunity.

U of T's own grad students re-

portedly also occupy unsavoury

positions in the hopes of eventually

getting something better. Although

Waist Eduishun is set to graduate

soon with a PhD in nanotechnology,

he now maintains the dishwasher in

the U of T Women's Studies depart-

ment kitchenette.

"Western was going to give me
a full scholarship, and U of T only

offered a week-long meal voucher

at Arbor Room (admittedly worth

about $1,000)," said Eduishun. "Yet 1

came here in search of a better life."

"They are the wasted minds of

our generation," said Grant wist-

fully. "But hey, someone's got to

teach that continuing education life-

coaching course.

416.978.2452 www.harthouse.utoronto.ca

Tune in to ClUT 89.5 FM April 3rd to 9th for the

Spring Friends of 89.5 Membership Drive!

Join us for special guests, live-in-studio performances,

and great prizes, like:

A Sony Cybershot DSC-H1 Digital Camera

A Giant FCR4 Performance Hybrid Bike

An Arts and Culture Super Pacl< filled with gift

certificates from local record and book stores,

theatres, restaurants and more!

I Become a Member

I I I of U of T's

^ I ClUT 89.5 FM
; . and be part of a

;^ good thing.

ENTER THE

Global company wants sales reps

to sell e-marketing campaigns to

businesses across Canada.

$100/a((ount plus residuol

money to carry over for 6 months

Call David at 519-341-0002

www.creativewsiebizsolutions.com

Work from anywhere!
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Cinema students want sex and gore

The David Cronenberg Cinema Studies Department of Explicit

Carnage and IVIutation to open next spring

Jarvis Crampwell and Sars Bismarck
STUNTMAN AND STAND-IN

U of T's Cinema Studies department
has decided to cleave itself into

two different departments in order

to accommodate higfi student de-

mand for more blood, compound
fractures, and scientists playing

God only to become monsters them-
selves in cinema.

The newest program is named in

honour of famed U of T alumnus Da-

vid Cronenberg, who is famous for

such wicked-awesome films as The
Fly and most recently the movie A
History of Violence, where Viggo

Mortensen kills a guy by stepping

on his neck.

"That was kickass," attested sec-

ond-year cinema studies student

Doug Pleckie.

"The department is very excited

about this split," said Cinema Stud-

ies head Charlie Keil. "One out of

every five film students wants to

do her first-year essay on Crash or

Existenz anyway. We hope that the

Cronenberg department will prove

a fertile environment for the contin-

ued study of stringy goo, mutating

flesh, and sexy disabled people."

The department has also intrc

duced the Atom Egoyan Scholar-

ship, which will award excellence in

the garnering of NC-17 ratings, un-

necessary homosexual plot twists,

and having a broody wife-muse. In

addition it will give the recipient an

extra $500 for each cameo appear-
ance of Don McKellar in his or her
writing.

U of T will honour David Cronenberg's legacy of gory and violent filmmaking—good examples being his latest film, A History of

Wo/ence (right), and his 1980 horror film Scanners (left)

—

mVn a new/ department.

U ofT students to

foot transit bill for

whole city

Damn Chrisdar

BROKEASS BUREAU

TTC riders will no longer pay the ten-cent

fare hike that took effect on April 1.

Instead, U of T students from all three

campuses will foot the bill for the entire city,

increasing an already inflated annual tuition

by $900—or almost four dollars a day.

"It's a great way for U of T to give back to

Toronto," said U of T President David Naylor

at a press conference held Saturday morning

at TTC headquarters with TTC commission-

er Howard Moscoe.

The tuition increase, dubbed the "tuition

hike," arrives after an almost two-year dis-

cussion between TTC and U of T regarding

the drain U of T students put on TTC re-

sources.

"A gesture like this is long overdue," said

Moscoe. "Most of our staff complaints come
from operators at St. George and Spadina

stations, and are primarily about the noise

and trash [U of T students leave in the sub-

ways."

According to Naylor, students can expect

to cough up the extra dough incrementally

over the next four years. Current students

will only pay an extra $400.

"It's to ease students into their new re-

sponsibility," said Naylor. "Actually, we're

just hoping they won't notice."

The cash brought in by the tuition hike will

allow the TTC to improve the quality of their

service.

"We're going to really get cracking on esca-

lator repairs," said Moscoe. "Not to mention

the publication of three more of those free

newspapers that people drop on the ground

when they are done. Then we're going to hire

extra cleaning staff to pick all those papers

up. We'll also install plasma TVs every two

metres at every station."

Naylor said he did not think that the tu-

ition hike would dissuade prospective stu-

dents from coming to U of T.

"As always our primary responsibility is to

attract the best and brightest students," said

Naylor. "We're just not too concerned with

how they get here."

VENDETTA' - CONTINUED FROM PG 1

"It sounds pretty serious," said Vice-President

and Provost, Students David Farrar "But 1 mean,

obviously there's not going to be anyone inside,

and it's not likeit's the greatest-looking building.

I'd say U of T's official response to this threat is

a decisive 'meh.'"

View The Varsity% vat 'o verbs

vaunting Vfor Vendetta, the very

video that unveiled the verbose

villain V. See Arts, page 7.

IF YOU'VE GOT IT,

pLAUNT 17:

RING DAYS AT UofT

St. George:

ll:00am-3:a)pm

Mon Apr 3ri!

to Fri Apr 7th

Sid Smith Lobby

(100 Sr. George Sr.)

UTM: UTSC:

1 1 :0Cam-3:OCpm 1 1 :00am-3:a>m

MonMar27tli ! Mon Mar 27th

to Thurs Mar 30th ' to Tliur,'; Mar 30rh

Outside the UTM foolotore Outside Campus Xpress

Buy your ring nou- ^'iS^E 10%

UOStGllS^ Quality jo.scens graduation rings, are custom made to your order!

Uniuerslty of Toronto Bookstore

214 College St. Toronto

MoivFn 8:45-6 / Sac 10-5 / Closed Sim

(416) 640-5835

Book
Stan

utivtu.uoftbaokstore.com
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Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

• Classroom Management Techniques

• Detailed Lesson Planning

» Comprehensive Teaching Materials

• Internationally Recognized Certificate

« Teacher Placement Service

• Job Guarantee Included

« Thousands of Satisfied Students

J Oxford
SEMINARS

416-924-324(ll1-8l!0-7J9-1J?9

vww.oxfordseminars.coffl

AH students must wear formal

robes, say admin
Jojo Leeleelee

Soon it will not just be Trinity Col-

lege students who must wear aca-

demic gowns to meals and chapel

services.

University president David Naylor

announced on March 31 that the ad-

ministration had passed a new rule

making academic robes mandatory
dress for university students of all

colleges. The rule comes into effect

September 2008.

For students who live in univer-

sity residences, this will mean that

$ DO YOU LIKE TO MAKE MONEY?
WE ARE CURRENTLY HIRING FIELD MARKETING REPS TO HELP US

EXECUTE A NATION WIDE REBRANDING PROJECT

'WORKING MONDAY TO FRIDAY

-MUST OWN A HOME PC
- NO SALES INVOLVED
- GTA AND OTTAWA
-PAY1S$2PERDKAL
-AVERAGE IS516TO$22/HR Project Managemem 1

PLEASE FORWARD RESUME TO:

jasonfi'tateprojectmanagement.com

MINI LAW SCHOOL
So, you think you want to be a lawyer?

What do you know about the law?
Do you want to iearn about your rights as a

tenant, employee, spouse, or accused?

Learn about the law from 12 experienced lawyers

Find out what it takes to be a successful lawyer

Start Date:
Time:
Location:

Monday IVIay 1, 2006
6:30 to 9:00 pm
Room 2135, Bahen Centre
University of Toronto

Cost: All 6 classes for $245 + GST
1 class for $100 + GST
**$50 off for students (6 classes only)

To Register:
1. Print the registration form & fax to 416-867-1434; or
2. Call Paula at 1-800-434-0380.

www.mini-lawschool.com

GRAB A GROUP. INCREDIBLE SAVINGS!

You've worked hard,

now play hard.

Mexico, Cuba, Dominican,

and lots more.

GREAT GROUP DEALS!
GRADUATING? TRAVEL CUTS IS NOT jUST FOR STUDENTS.

nco tl MWi

187 College St.

(416) 979-2406 niRAVELCUTS
See the world your way

UTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

tn^M Student Centre. East Wing
(905)820-1162 www.travelcuts.com

caps and gowns must be worn to all

meal services, as well as any reli-

gious services of their college. They
will also be mandatory for certain

college events and ceremonies.

All incoming students will wear
their gowns at a newly instituted

ceremony, called "matriculation,"

to be held on the day before Frosh

Week to formally welcome first-year

students. The event is a tradition

U of T will be borrowing from both

Oxford and Cambridge universities,

which hold matriculation at the start

of the each school year. Students of

every year must wear cap and gown
to write their end-of-term exams.

The idea is part of a campaign by
the administration to improve U of

T's image worldwide. They believe

the academic traditions of older

schools are a promising route to in-

ternational relevance.

1 say, Wesley my dear boy, isn't it fortunate we Englishmen are so damn sexy? If we

weren't, these girly capes would make us look downright poncey.'

COLLECTING

TIES
THE WORLD IN ONE ROOM

;

I Lirated by graduates of the I'nuersitvof

loroiiU) 2006 Musctini Siudics Program
in collaboi^aiion w ith the L'ui\ersil\ of

Toromo Art Centre.

On Display until Saturday!

Free to all students, U of T staff and faculty

Tuesday to Friday: 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Saturday: 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Sunday and Monday: Closed

University of Toronto Art Centre

North Wing of University College

15 King s College Circle

41 6-978-1 838 wv/w.utoronto.ca/artcentre

CD Manulife Financial

L : -

CoHection of (3lu? and Whtte Chmeco Pr

Detail o!Themt.on'£ Gazeils henia - G^';

information studies CAP^N VARSITY
Rl ., .

w„u,.l,«., Rucanl. SuyolOniarioMuMiim 0epan.neiil!;f.Nji!ura!HB10ry,Paleda=lo9vl £ Biiab«lhS(»rpe

•i-

''""5''*''°"'"'^'
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Roll up the rim and... weep
WHY TIM MORTON'S IS CONTRIBUTING TO STEPHEN LEWIS' NIHILISM

Stephen Lewis

SPECIALTO mEVARSfJY

When you're the United Nations'

Special Envoy for HIV/AIDS in Africa,

there's really nothing more important

than starting your morning off right.

As many of you have witnessed, in

my many public lectures and media
spots, there is no doubt that I am a

totally devoted and productive force

for the HIV/AIDS cause in Africa,

working tirelessly to express my mes-
sage of hope and persistence both at

home and abroad. Each day, I wake
up and wonder if my work will lead to

any tangible change, and each day ex-

perience a tinge of worry that all our
efforts towards the cause have been
in vain.

Until now, I have been able to shake
off that horrid spectre of failure that

looms over my work and my life.

With a swift positive affirmation and
shower session with the refreshingly

pert Irish Spring soap, 1 have gener-

ally been able to go on with my day.

But recently, 1 have realized that truly

we are all just wallowing in the pit of

quicksand which is humanity, and
shan't be able to emerge.

For, in the past weeks, a trend that

has been revealing itself slowly over
the past several years has finally be-

come clear: we will never be able to

"Roll up the Rim to Win," my friends.

We are doomed to roll up the rim to

lose.

I know this seems surprising com-
ing from a man who spends the

majority of his life contemplating

solutions to what seems like the invin-

cible disease of HIV, as 1 watch people

succumb to it all around me. One of

my trademark characteristics has,

indeed, been my persistent optimism
in the face of devastating challenge.

But sometimes it is the little things

in life that really make us take stock.

Sometimes clarity comes as we gaze

into our coffee cup and realize that

we are doomed to forever "please

play again."

"Why?" I now wonder, when I am
asked to "play" again. Not so long ago I

would have merely grinned and found

the appropriate recycling receptacle

for my litter. Tim Morton's has now
somehow made everything else seem
insignificant and futile. It's not like I

even need the plasma television, or

cash prizes. All 1 every wanted was a

free donut, or muffin... perhaps one of

those delectable M&M cookies.

But no. No, I will never taste the

sweet sweet victory that those

snacks would have afforded. Oh, I'll

go on with my lectures and meetings,

but now it will be with a bottle of cold

water in my hand, and a never ending

numbness in my heart. Please be sure

to look for my next project at a book-

store near you, "Never Mind Global

Governance, Let's Talk Nihilism," due
out in July. Stephen Lewis in the days before his caffeine-induced revelation.

Fashion tips for the young and dowdy
SPICING UP YOUR SUMMER WARDROBE

Caleigh Rykiss

STAFF WRITER

Johnny Depp is not only sporting the latest layering trend (note: sunglasses and ripped

jeans), but is also one of this season's hottest accessories himself.

Move over, Joan Rivers. The new
fashion critic is here. Indeed, if

you're worried or unsure about the

new trends for the spring/summer,

simply reading this article will set

you straight. Before getting into the

meat and potatoes of the latest and

greatest of today's fashion, though,

a correction must be made in regard

to an old and widely held saying in

the fashion world: "You should wear
the clothes.... Do not let the clothes

wear you!"

Sound familiar? If it does, then

quickly make a point of wiping this

slogan from your mind completely.

It is just simply wrong. The new
phrase for fashion in 2006 is, "More
is MORE!" Understated looks are

so passe. This summer you should

absolutely not skimp on trends. In

fact, "they" are saying the more
trends you know of, the more you
should be wearing. I'm talking layer-

ing, people.

I want Uggs with leggings, news-

boy caps, and skull scarves. I'm

speaking of ripped jeans with bust-

iers, and military jackets over top

of vintage band shirts. Got the hang
of it yet? It is really very simple:

if you've got it in your closet and
you've seen it on the runway in the

last three years, layer it on top of all

the other trendy pieces you own.

The next principle that is defining

the latest fashion trends is that any
outfit can be instantly improved

with a venti Starbucks coffee cup.

You've gotta love this trend: two
dollars and sixty two cents will

instantly improve any ensemble.

So, you can scrap the "I don't have

enough money to look cute" excuse.

Bottom line? Starbucks coffee cup
cute and affordable fashion acces-

sory for summer 2006. Just make
sure not to actually drink the cof-

fee, lest you stain your fantastically

white teeth. It's a dif-

ficult juggling act, but

with a little practice,

I'm sure you can do
it.

Now, another fash-

ion principle that

needs to be revised

is that of the "living

accessory." Yup, you
heard me. Tea-cup

puppies to acces-

sorize an outfit are so

last season. This year,

do not get caught car-

rying a Louis Vuitton

bag with a dog inside

of it. People will not

be very receptive to

this. Instead, this season is about
long-haired, washed-up-looking,

rock-star boy toys on arm— think

Johnny Depp, Pete Doherty, or simi-

lar.

So, what did we learn today? Lay-

er, layer, layer. The worse you think

the outfit combo looks, the better

it will translate. Say goodbye to the

bangle and hello to the giant sun-

glasses and coffee cup. Also, trade

in one dog for another: puppies are

out and dogs— I mean men—are in

as the new must-have accessory of

the new season. Now go, prodigies.

Release your inner fashionista, and
make Mama proud.
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Practice safe

preening
WHY A BOWER BIRD WILL MAKE AN EXCELLENT S.E.C. EXEC

Billy the Bowerbird

TRANSLATED BY ALEX TEPPERMAN

When I first came
to Canada from

northern New
Guinea, I brought

with me the

dream of educat-

^ ' "~ ingand enlighten-

ing the people of

my new home in

the ways of human
sexuality. Too often peo-

ple must face the confusion

of sexual realization without a helpful

hand to guide them. 1 thought that 1

could be that hand.

As you may or may not know, we
bowerbirds are no strangers to the

ways of the boudoir. When attract-

ed to a mate, we construct elabo-

rate stick houses in a teepee forma-

tion, filling these houses with all

manner of bird goodies, including

dead bugs, grass, tree bark, and,

once, a glass eye. Once the house
is filled with delicacies, we lay out

a runway to the house made out of

^ SPARK- TELUS
the future is friendly*

SPARK a song
from disco to reggae.
vvnai is SPARK? It's how to get

•hat "coot song voir just heard
, ripht away.

uo\/vr:iiOd(J afiO iistei i to luii uacks,

' ''
.i ' piayiir

You want a song? You got a song.

PARK.

LG8100

ur wina-^ " S

For more details, visit your TELUS Mobility store, authorized dealer or retailer or visit telusmobility.com or call 1 -866-264-2966.

FUTURE SHOP
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Toronto Eaton Centre

(416)205-9489
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(416)465-7550

Cell City
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(416)341-8822

Cellular Systems
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peat moss, and, on this runway, we
engage in an elaborate dance, so as

to attract female bowerbirds.

1 enrolled last year at U of T as a

double major in Equity Studies and
Zoology, though 1 was certainly

more excited by my extra-curricu-

lar prospects than by academics.

With great interest I submitted

my name to become a candidate

in the Sexual Education Centre's

(S.E.C.'s) election for External Edu-

cation Agent. 1 thought that, given

my nature, 1 would have no trouble

arranging Sexuality Awareness

Week and all the other fun events

S.E.C. does throughout the year. 1

was sure in for a rude awakening,

though.

At the election, I made my speech,

but people acted like 1 was from

another planet. "Go home!" they

shouted, "You're just a bird!" and
"You probably aren't even a mam-
mal!" Needless to say, I was hurt.

It turned out that, not only was the

S.E.C. dominated by a small faction

of self-interested demagogues, but

they were also rabidly Anti-Aves

(or "birdaphobic", if you prefer). I

flew out of the S.E.C. offices, crying

into my magnificent yellow breast.

That night, as I lay awake in my
cage at Whitney Hall, I received a

phone call. It was from the S.E.C.

executive, who called to tell me
that, being the "birdbrain" 1 am, 1

went to the wrong meeting! I had
mistakenly gone to The Varsity edi-

torial election meeting!

1 met with S.E.C. the next day and
they guaranteed me a spot in the

organization. They said that they

admired my bravery and would be
honoured if 1 could share the ways
of the bowerbird with the rest of

the university.

Even though my experience was
humbling, and even a little scary, it

made me realize that what they say

is true—there's something for ev-

eryone at U of T, and even though 1

might never be on top of the "peck-

ing" order, I'll always keep bob-

bob-bobbing along.

OUR FRIEND THE BOWERBIRD:

ARTIST, LOVER, AVIAN

ARCHITECT

"The bowers aren't nests

for raising kids; they are

bachelor pads designed to

attract and seduce one or

more mates....

"Each builds its own
shape of bower and prefers

a different decorating

scheme. Some... even
"paint" the walls of their

structures with chewed
berries or charcoal....

"For many males, the ef-

fort will be mostly futile

Indeed, many males get not

even a single glance: in a

recent study, 75 per cent

of female birds visited only

one bower before mating."

"Bower Bird Blues"

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/

nature/bowerbird/
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Ariaz Laahs

BARREL OF LAUGHS BUREAU

In last week's issue of Thrillerz for

Dummiez, Hankenfritz Balderdash,

that most delightfully pretentious

of Austro-Hungarian film critics,

called V for Vendetta "a delightful

family feature." And how right he is.

Forget Ice Age: Tfie Meltdown, or the

hotly anticipated Tim Allen vehicle

Sfiaggy Dog, for that matter. This is

the movie to take the kids to!

Set about 30 years into the fu-

ture and centered on Guy Fawkes
Day (isn't anarchy just so fun?), the

movie starts with a beautiful display

of fireworks that is sure to delight

the child in all of us. Delightfully,

the movie also ends with more fire-

works, leaving you itching to strike a

match and just burn something!

When it comes to character de-

velopment. Vendetta does not disap-

point. The characters have all tfie

charm and grace required of any
good family film. The main char-

acter is a humorous masked man,
rather akin to a Prince Charming
type. He is sure to impress all the

little girls out there with his bravery
and heroic acts. He's a romantic to

boot, taken with handing out scar-

let roses to random people from
his past. Also of note are his living

quarters, which are just fabulous,

dah-ling! Festooned with high art,

literature, and even a jukebox, it's

utterly divine.

But enough about the handsome
leading man, let's talk about the

V is for virtuous in family-friendly new film

"Oh, please, can't we blow stuff up real good? The kids really like that kind of thing.

.

such a boring-looking TV, too. Not a

space-age remote in sight.

And this is the movie's one big

downside. There are no cool new
technological advances, and no
aliens, robots, or even human-robot
hybrid experiments gone awry. But,

one can't complain—that Jetsons

stuff is so passe, anyhow.
V for Vendetta is just the kind of

light family fun moviegoers have

been waiting for. With its knee-

slapping wisecracks, kids (and the

young-at-heart) are sure to connect
with the laugh-a-minute dialogue.

Weird how it's rated 14A.

Definitely recommended if you
liked Napoleon Dynamite or even
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory—
now that 1 think about it, the masked
dude really reminds me of Willy

Wonka.

FILM REVIEW
V for Vendetta

lovely lady for a moment.
Natalie Portman plays the beauti-

ful damsel in distress. She is beau-
tiful and smart, and makes a great

role model for all the little girls out

there bound to connect with her

simplicity. Though she experiences

a fair bit of trouble in the movie, she

manages to overcome some hard

times. And of course there's a les-

son to be learned from her trials:

If you are a big ol' scaredy-cat, you
will go bald.

This film is truly a learning ex-

perience for the whole family. Chil-

dren learn that they should always

take their medicine—even it makes
them, well, dead. And their parents

find out that there is no harm in let-

ting themselves be vaccinated by a

suspicious doctor. Other than these
most excellent medical tips, we also
learn that kids in the future will be
just as lazy and as glued to the tube

as they are now. Really, the movie
spends 20 whole minutes showing
kids just lying in front of a TV. And

Written and directed
by some dudes

Starring celebrities

Playing in huge
multiplexes everywhere

Rating: VVVW(duh)

ecw^v^iwfenU t(P i^M(me tAem ail

U of T drama undergrads grab the brass ring with parts in lavish new stage show

Enihpesoj Eel

PAGE TO STAGE BUREAU

Some lucky U of T drama students got to experi-

ence Middle-earth firsthand as part of the cast

and crew of the Lord of the Rings musical, which

had its worldwide premiere last week at the Prin-

cess of Wales Theatre.

Students answered an open call at University

College's Helen Gardiner Phelan Playhouse in

early January for a chance to be part of the his-

toric production, which is the largest and most

expensive theatrical undertaking ever. They

were required to show up dressed as much like

a Rings character as possible so that producers

could assess their visual compatibility with the

stage and sets.

In addition to being judged by their costume,

students trying out for the cast were required to

recite three lines of J.R.R. Tolkien's made-up lan-

guage, Elvish, while students who desired to be

part of the crew had to demonstrate their ability

to tell genuine gold rings apart from fake ones.

"It was important for the producers to see how
dedicated students were to the theme and spirit

of Lord of the Rings, and there was no better way

to do this than to measure the creativity of their

costumes," explains Professor John W. Browne,

who teaches the HU1V1199Y1 seminar, The Lord

of the Rings: A Journey Through Middle Earth.

Browne was asked by the producers of the show

tobea member of the judging panel.

Competition was tough amongst the students

trying for a coveted spot in the production, and

as such, each costume was more elaborate than

the next. Some wore real armour or bought life-

sized replicas of the swords from the movies,

while others painstakingly created prosthetic

Hobbit feet and ears.

Latot Dren, 22, who won the role of Elf #13,

wore a hand-sewn gown that required 30 yards

of dupioni silk and took over two months to

craft. She also made a crown out of melted U of

T class rings.

Her Elvish recitation required 12 weeks of

practice.

"1 was so nervous," she said, "because they

deducted points for sounding too breathy, and

yet you had to recite the lines in an 'ethereal*

manner."

Dren became very good friends with the lead

cast members during rehearsals, particularly

Canadian stage veteran Brent Carver, who plays

Gandalf.

"[Carver] is such a legend for drama stu-

dents," she gushes. "I still can't believe he knows

my name!"

In total, 327 students vied for only three cast

positions and four crew spots. The lucky seven

who were chosen were not paid for their work

on the show—rather, they each received a year's

free subscription to the '06-'07 Mirvish theatre

season, and theatre impresario David Mirvish

himself presented them with their very own rep-

lica of the Ring.

"It's, like, brass or something with this fake

gold coating on it, but whatevs, man, I got to

be an Ore!" second-year student Ifisc Keeg en-

thused. "I'm thinking of dropping outta school

and just doing this full-time."

"Hey, will you check out those poor U of T saps—four years of reading books and shit when all you really need

is a funky-looking cape and muddy feet."
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Despots have more fun:

study

Among the world's despots, 57 per

cent described their lives being

"somewhat" or "very exciting" in a

new World Bank study released last

week. This figure was 12 per cent high-

er than last year. Among democrati-

cally elected leaders, though, only 27

per cent said described their lives the

same way.

"The multi-coloured revolutions

had dictators worried for a while but

the recent re-election of Alexander

Lukashenka of Belarus has helped

turn despot sentiments around," com-

mented Charles Hubbard of the Fir-

kins Institution, in Washington, D.C.

Zimbabwe's President Robert

Mugabe (above) hailed the study's

findings by firing a rifle in the air, be-

fore driving off to nationalize his coun-

try's mining industry.

-MIKE GHENU

Obesity's upside

In a landmark study, researchers have

found that obesity actually increases

one's lifespan. After studying 23,034

patients over a ten-year period, a team

of physicians from the Mayo Clinic

concluded that obese patients lived,

on average, 3.5 years longer than non-

obese patients.

"While it's true that obesity predis-

poses patients to hypertension, dia-

betes, arthritis, and a bunch of other

really bad diseases," commented lead

researcher. Dr. Manny Harkin, "these

same patients can expect to live lon-

ger only if they manage to remain

obese."

The international medical commu-
nity is floored by the findings is now
scrambling to change its now obsolete

"healthy" eating guidelines.

-MAYCEAL-SUKHNI

Pack redesign to 'stub out'

teenage smoking

Health Canada has announced its

latest method at reducing smoking

amongst teenage girls. Their guide-

lines now state that all cigarettes must

be packaged in "cute, shiny paper

with lots of stickers."

Dr. Andy Jones, the mastermind

behind the plan, is confident that the

new packaging will cause smoking

rates to plummet.

"The packages we have right now
are really unattractive," he said.

"Teenage girls would rather not look

at them so they turn to the cigarettes

as a distraction. These new packages

will be cute and attractive and they

will become the distraction away

from the cigarettes. It's so ingenious,

I wonder why we didn't think of using

this to stub out smoking among teens

earlier!"

-M.AL-S.

// ALONG WITH MASTURBATION, STARING AT ECLIPSES IS ONE OF THE LEADING CAUSES OF BLINDNESS, SCIENTISTS SAY

Solar eclipse causes run

on natural gas stocks

NEW YORK—The spot price of

natural gas surged from USS8

per million Btu to $17 on the New
York Mercantile Exchange (NY-

MEX) last Friday, as inkmakers

struggled to cope with a global

uptick in printing ink demand
caused by a solar eclipse last

week.

Experts have pinpointed

newspapers as the culprit behind

this latest upsurge in prices, as

the printing ink used in newspa-

pers is made of a mix of partially

burned hydrocarbons. Natural

gas is the principal hydrocarbon

that is burned to produce "car-

bon black," the main constituent

of printing ink.

"Newspaper editors are notori-

ously lazy people, and when a

story like this comes at you out

of the blue, it's a no-brainer what

you're going to run on the front

page," said Wally Bibb, a recover-

ing newspaperman at the Barber-

son School of Journalism.

Nielsen Media, a newspaper

industry consultancy, calculated

that more than two-thirds of

the newspapers in the affected

area chose to run eclipse stories

on the front page. This used up

enough ink to cover an entire

mid-sized American city in black.

"Fortunately, newspaper read-

ership is on the wane in recent

years," said Brenda Roberts, an

analyst with Boston Consulting

Group. "This should insulate the

market in the future from such

shocks."

Last Friday's solar eclipse left watchers on campus blinded as they caught nature's ultimate astronomical light-show. The eclipse swept the world, crossing central Asia, Europe,

and North America in a little over three hours. The rare event has also left observers feverishly in love. "Quite literally, it was a total eclipse of the heart," an onlooker exclaimed.

-WENDY GU

Rampaging zoology

students kill off rare bird
Mike Ghenu

SCIENCE EDITOR

Two graduate students in the depart-

ment of zoology were expelled last

week for destroying the last known
nests of the Costa Rican bush finch,

which they did in a fit of pique last

summer that charred the endan-

gered birds' breeding ground, leav-

ing behind a dozen lifeless bodies.

"We just got sick of shuttling back

and forth every day between our

camp and their breeding grounds to

watch their nests ," said Laura Weiss,

one of the graduates involved in the

incident. "The birds were just sitting

there. They weren't doing anything.

They weren't even trying to breed. I

mean, hello, they're endangered spe-

cies... Why weren't they doing any-

thing to address their own plight?

"We tried everything to get them
to breed. We played some of Brett's

cheesy CDs, labelled 'fuck mix,' but

nothing. We tried reasoning with

them; we even got someone from the

World Wildlife Fund on the phone
to explain to them their situation. It

was all in vain."

"There was something seriously

messed up with these birds," chimed
in Brett Fonda, the other student. "1

mean, who can listen to five minutes

of my 'fuck mix vol. 3' without getting

busy? But these birds man, they just

The Costa Rican bush finch: pretty but extinct, thanks to two zoology grad students

sat there, tweeting and pecking at

tree bark."

So, last August, with food supplies

dwindling and their field research sti-

pendia running out, the two decided
they had had enough. "If we can't get

a PNAS paper out of these birds then

no one can," Weiss told The Varsity.

Armed with wooden bats and a

home-made flamethrower, Fonda
and Weiss and proceeded to unleash
hell on the nonchalant birds.

"Taking out 'lame Luke' was the

hardest," said Fonda, who wielded
the flamethrower. "He just sat there

and looked at me, flapping his little

wings. "So I yelled at him 'Eat kero-

sene, motherfucker!' and charred

the little bugger to bits."

Least impressed about this avian

massacre was Dr. Haek Wo Lau,

who has spent his academic career

studying the bird's parasites. "It's

a real shame these birds were de-

stroyed, because I had just isolated

a compound produced by one of

those feather parasites that could

cure cancer. 1 had my manuscript all

ready to go for Nature, and just need-

ed a some final samples to confirm

my result.

"God, 1 needed that Nature publica-

tion to mollify my philanthropic pa-

trons," lamented Lau.

Boozy birth control: sub-

scribers to the "drink-and-dink"

school of thought will be heart-

ened to know about a new kind of

contraceptive—one that comes
in your booze. A company based

in London, England, is selling an

alcoholic energy drink that con-

tains contraceptives tailored to

either men or women.
"To all the man-whores and se-

rial sluts out there—we've heard

your call," said company spokes-

person Donna Appleby during

the product's roll-out. The com-

pany has been secretive about

its formulation, though, leading

some cynics to speculate that

the liquid contraceptive works by

rendering would-be fornicators

infertile.

-MIKE GHENU

Pauly Shore=funny: theorist

Douglas Crankmore, a PhD can-

didate studying associative alge-

bra at the U of T Fields Research

for Research in Mathematical

Sciences, this week published a

definitive proof that despite the

wide opinion of the general pub-

lic, established performers, and

humour theorists worldwide,

comic Pauly Shore is, in actuality,

funny. "By establishing a K-vector

space of non-real topological n-

by-n matrices. 1 was able to prove

that Pauly Shore is, from an ob-

jective standpoint, quite funny,"

said Crankmore. "But you'd have

to put a gun to my head to make

me watch Encino Man again."

-GRAHAM F. SCOTT
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Newspapers, naysayers say, are written by journalists for

themselves and their friends,They may be on to

something.

Find out how you stack up as a science correspondent,

by matching the number of contributions you made this

year on the scale below.

Number of
contributions

Scribbler

rating

Fountainpen

Roller-point pen

Mechanigai pencil

Possible

role models

W.Wayt Gibbs {Scientific American)
Natasha Loder (The Economist)

Robert Hercz {freelancer and former
Varsity science editor)

Will Knight {New Scientist)

Dennis Overbye {New Yorl< Times)

Peter Calannai {Toronto Star]

Natasha Stillwel! {Daily Planet)

Karen Kelly {The Bulletin)

GRADUATE
STUDIES

University of

Waterloo
ml

ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER
ENGINEERING

With the largest ECE department in Canada and a world-wide
reputation of excellence, the University of Waterloo is a

research-intensive university with excellent faculty and
research program in all major areas of ECE.

Why consider UW Graduate Studies?

^ All ECE Graduate students are fully funded.

^ We offer an excellent supplementary scholarship
packages for holders of OGS or NSERC graduate
scholarships. (If you have received a scholarship,
please contact us for more details).

^ UW's ECE faculty hold several Canada Research &
Industrial Research Chairs.

^ We have strength In areas of Communication, Energy
Systems, Electronics, VLSI and devices, Machine
Intelligence, Computer and Software Engineering,
Microwave and RF, as well as many others.

^ We are committed to the emerging disciplines of

Nanotechnology, and Quantum Computing (in

partnership with the Institute of Quantum Computing).

UW accounts for 22% of all Canadian technology spin-
off companies.

Our researchers own 100% of their intellectual property.

V The City of Waterloo is one of the world's Top Seven
intelligent Communities of 2005.

APPLiCATION DEADLINE
(for Canadian & Permanent Residents)

MAY 15, 2006

For info: www.ece.uwaterioo.ca/Graduate or contact

Wendy Boles, wboles@uwaterloo.ca, 519-888-4567, ext 2912

OPEN HOUSE
APRIL 29, 2006

NOON -2:30 PM Seneca
REGISTER NOW yourfuture.senecacollege.ca
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Chewbacca at right

guard?

Wild rumours and crazy specula-

tion has been floating around in

recent weeks that football coach

Steve Hewlett is actively trying

to recruit a wookie to play on his

offensive line in September. The
wookie, named Sid, is currently fin-

ishing grade 12 at Denis O'Connor

Catholic High School in Ajax, On-

tario.

Sid's family recently immigrated

to Canada from his home planet of

Kashyyyk in a galaxy far, far away.

Whether an alien should be al-

lowed to play football for the Blues

is a question that has divided cam-

pus opinion.
"1 really am against the idea of

letting foreign monkeys like that

play for this school," said Imiss

Evertime, an engineering student

who reportedly will begin stor-

mtrooper training on Coruscant

after graduating in June. "He's too

hairy, he has a huge size advan-

tage, and he can't even speak Eng-

lish. Stupid rebel scum!"

Sid's girlfriend, Nancy, re-

sponded to Evertime's comments:

"Raaaaaaw reeeeeew awwww-
wwww! Innnnnn awwwwwwwr
raaaawwwww!" She is also a wook-

ie, and 1 have no fucking idea what

she was talking about, but she sure

did seem mad.

—GARTH SIDIOUS

President, Megalomaniacs Anonymous

Spiderman: friendly

neighbourhood keeper?

Spiderman was seen playing goal

for the Blues at Varsity Hole last

week. According to reports, he
stuck himself to the crossbar and
used his webbing to get from post

to post in record time to make
saves.

Windsor coach Greg Heart al-

most had an attack. ..of the heart...

when he witnessed this perfor-

mance by goalkeeper Peter Parker.

He claimed Parker's abilities gave

him an unfair advantage and that

giant arachnids should not be al-

lowed to play in the QUA.
1 think that he was great in the

game and could bring a lot of ex-

citement back to university sport.

Wow, did you see the way he effort-

lessly swung between the posts?

Parker is not officially on the

Blues roster, but head coach J. Jo-

nah Jameson immediately offered

the talented mutant a job as start-

ing goalie after the match.

Unfortunately, the OUA decided

that Parker wasn't allowed to play

for Toronto due to his unusual abil-

ities. Spidey didn't take this news
very well.

"Fuck the OUA, fuck this univer-

sity, and fuck Pavlov's dog!" said

Parker after the game.
—M.J.WATSON
an interested observer

Oh crap, oh crap!

Varsity sports editor Matt Somers
had to resign last night amidst
FALSE accusations that he has us-

ing aliases the whole time he has

been at the paper. These are just

accusations, mind you, and no real

evidence has been discovered yet.

Somers, if that is his real name,
would be completely disgraced for

life if the charges are proven true.

There is nothing worse than be-

ing caught using an alias (it nearly

destroyed Shakespeare, after all).

It's a good thing these charges are

false.

Perhaps he was just trying to be

SEE 'BRIEFS' - NEXT PAGE

Terrelleon Dynamite
Before there was Napoleon Dynamite there was Terelleon Dynamite. Here are a few excerpts

from a movie script that was eventually scrapped.

Jonas Siegel, Shawn Taft, and Aaron

Niman

416 SPORTS MAFIA

McNabb and Owens talking

prior to T.G.'s joining the

Cowboys

Donovan McNabb (DM): Do you think

people will still want to play for me?
Terrell Owens (TO): Heck yes! id

play for you.

DM: Like, what are my skills?

TO: Well, you have a sweet arm. And
you're really good at hooking up with

chicks. Plus you're like the only guy in

the league who has a 'fro.

Terrell Owens on his contract

negotiations

TO: Twenty-five million for three

years that's like sixteen million dol-

lars a year!

Coach Biii Parcells and Terrell

Owens before practice

ParcellS: What are you going to do
today T.O.?

TO: Whatever I feel like I wanna do.

Gosh!

Owens and teammates arguing

over food

Teammate: Terrell, give me some of

your tots.

TO: No, go find your own.

Teammate: Come on, give me some
of your tots.

TO: No, I'm freakin' starving! 1 didn't

get to eat anything today.

Teammate: [kicks the tots]

TO: Ugh! Gross! Freakin' idiot!

Terrell Owens fights with former

teammate Hugh Douglas

TO: Fine! Stay home cind eat all the

freakin' chips, Hugh.

Douglas: Terrell—don't be jealous

cuz I've been chatting online with

Drew Rosenhaus all day. Besides, we
both know that I'm training to be a

cage fighter.

TO: Since when, Hugh? You have the

worst reflexes of all time.

Kip McNabb and Napoleon Dynamite? Imagine if two football greats were the stars of the cult classiq film instead of John Heder and

that other guy. Why does It not seem like such a stretch?

Douglas: Try and hit me, Terrell.

TO: What?
Douglas: 1 said come down here and

see what happens if you try and hit

me.

Terrell Owens and Donovan

McNabb discussing T.O.'s

suspension from the Eagles

DM: Coach just called and said

you're supposed to go home.

TO: He didn't tell me anything.

DM : Too bad. He said he doesn't want

you here when he gets back because

you've been ruining everybody's lives

and eating all our steak.

TO: I'm not goin' anywhere, Dono-

van.

DM: Get off my property!

TO: It's a free country. 1 can do what-

ever 1 want.

DM: Get off my property or I'll call

the cops on you.

TO: Well then do it! Go on!

DM: Maybe 1 will! Gosh!

Terrell Owens, Donovan

McNabb, and Brian Westbrook

after T.O.'s suspension from

the team

DM: I'm gonna tell you somethin'

right now. While you're out there play-

ing patty cake with your friend Drew
Rosenhaus, your man Donovan here is

makin' millions.

TO: 1 could make that much money
in five seconds!

Westbrook: Geez. Yeah right, Ter-

rell. 1 made, like, 100 grand today.

DM: Terrell, it looks like you don't

have a job. So why don't you get out

there and talk to Drew.

TO: Why don't you go eat a big, fat

piece of crap!

Mama never said don't throw snow
Snowball fighting an Olympic sport?

Sir Matthew Edward Michael Rachel

James Richard Louisa Somers

KING OF THE NERDS

A group unofficially associated with

the Vancouver 2010 committee is try-

ing to get a new sport that Canadians

could dominate in entered into the

next Winter Olympics. It is a game
already played by millions of chil-

dren, men, women, and vegans (they

are so unnatural). That sport is the

snowball fight.

This game had humble beginnings,

starting off as a way for elementary

school children to kill time and in-

jure each other in a happy way at

recess. Big kids eventually caught

on to this new craze, and took it in

a much more bloody, violent direc-

tion—as is often the case with first

years. They called their version the

"snow job" and often left victims

short of breath and covered in wet,

white precipitation.

The British Columbia chapter of

the Snowball Association of North-

ern Environments (SANE), the group

responsible for the Olympic snow-

ball fight movement, does not con-

done snow jobs.

"We here at SANE do not want

such violent activities by unprin-

cipled hooligans associated with the

legitimate, safe sport we want to see

in the 2010 Games. But that doesn't

mean we are serious prudes who are

against anything that could cause

pain." said SANE chairperson Thick-

skin Wet. "We want the snow and ice

to cause all the injuries and serious

damage, not punches and swift kicks

to the stomach or the family jewels."

Snowball fight leagues have ex-

isted on the wacky West Coast for

a number of years. There are legiti-

SEE 'SNOW -NEXT PAGE
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These two nuns are honing their skills just in case snowball fighting becomes an

Olympic sport in 2010. The one on the right scares me much, as it looks like she has

a wicked right arm. I bet the one getting hit is going to pray for divine retribution

tonight. Muahahahahaha.

'SNOW - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

mate, sanctioned organizations, and

then there are the darker, seedier.

Fight Club-inspired snow job groups

that swing into operation after mid-

night and encourage members to be

tight-lipped about their existence.

"You will never catch me at one of

those dirty dens of criminal activ-

ity," said Pompous Liar, a SANE com-

mittee member. "1 heard through a

friend's sister's uncle's brother (no

relation to me, of course) that a guy
got buried up to his nose at one of

the latest events."

Liar then claimed that his red and
purple skin had nothing to do with

possibly being the one buried in the

snow. He said it was a simple case of

bad circulation.

SANE is pushing for the inclusion

of three forms of snowball fighting

in the Olympics. There is the singles

event, where two fighters go at it in

a head-to head showdown; the team
event, where two groups of competi-

tors try to hit each other with snow
and knock down the other squad's

fort; and the man-hunt event, where
one person is declared "it" and must
hit 20 other competitors as quickly

as possible.

Participants would be placed in

one of three categories based on age:

"too young," "just right," and "how
are you still standing?"

This writer is going to personally

start a campaign against snowball

fighting, even though Canada could

kick serious ass at this event. 1 am go-

ing to start my own movement to get

the 2010 Games to be the first-ever

fully nude Olympics. Hey, it worked
for the Nude Greek Games.

ISM mfiji

GMAT GRE
Preparation Seminarsj

Complete 30-Hour Seminars

Proven Test-Taking Strategies

' Personalized Professional Instruction

Comprehensive Study Materials

Simulated Practice Exams

Free Repeat Policy

' Personal Tutoring Available

Thousands of Satisfied Students

Oxford Seminars

416M0I1-8W9-1JJ9
www.oxfordseminarsxom

BRIEFS' - CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE

humble and not reveal how much
of a frickin' genius he really is by
not taking credit for his work, if he

is in fact guilty, that is. He really

is a fantastic journalist, novelist,

poet, and amateur unicyclist.

Some of the reported names that

Somers has been using are Ru-

pert Humperdink, Sammy Pepys
(no, not THAT Sammy Pepys), and
Sporty Bumpyroads. 1 have never

heard such ridiculous claims in my
life.

—S. BUMPYROADS
/ don't know what you're talking about,

officer

LAST CHANCE!!

Come play for our team

write for sports

sports@thevarsity.ca

UR

Fly into London and back from:

PARIS/AMSTERDAM $456*

VENICE $489*
NICE $519*

BARCELONA/MADRID $598*

VIENNA $593*

ATHENS $648*
Depart by May 18, return good for one year with flexible change fees.

EUROPE RAIL PASSES:
LOWEST PRICE - NO SERVICE FEES - ISSUED ON THE SPOT

'Add taxes/fees $221-5306 dep on routing- AC/BD.Student/'i'outh eligibility. Fares are aironlv. Toronto return

departures. Prices may differ depending on departure/return date. More info available from Travel Agent

187 College St.

(416)979-2406

IfTSC Student Centre Suite 149

(416) 283-0009

UTIA Student Centre, EastWng
(905)820-1162

ITRAVELCUIS
See the world your way

www.travelcuts.com

An Answer to

God's Call.
We connect with the

poor and the marginalized

in our world.

We share and reflect our

experiences in the light

of the Gospel.

We find our hearts

transformed.

We are Christian Brothers.

What we do with our

hearts affects the whole

universe.

Are you being called to be brother to the world?
Congiegation of Cliristian Brothers • www.cfcvocations.org

For more information about becoming a Christian Brother visit our website or contact:

Brother Kieran J. Murphy, CF.C. Brother James L. Harlow, C.F.C. Brother Jame R. McDonald, CF.C Rara mas informacion comunicate con:

419 Parkside Drive 33 Pryer Terrace 958 Western Avenue Brother Jim Hamilton, CF.C.

Toronto ON M6R 2Z7 New Rochelle, NY 10804 Joliet, IL 60435-6954 111 East 164th Street

TEL- (41 6) 604-7992 TEL: (914) 636-6194 (ext. 26) TEL: (815) 723-5464 Bronx, NY 10452

FAX: (416) 604-8443 FAX: (914) 636-0021 FAX: (815) 723-5278 TEL; (718) 293-3993 (ext. 146)

cboffice@web.net jlh@cbinstitute.org bromaccfc@yahoo.com jimham78@hotmail.com
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INCOME TAX CLINICS | $200,000
SAC, your students' union, in partnership with the

Canada Revenue Agency, has trained over 60 University

of Toronto students under the Community Volunteer Tax

Program this year. These trained students are now available

to help you, free of charge, with your tax filing.

St. George campus: If you are a full-time undergraduate

student on the St. George campus, then you can book

an appointment by e-maiiing terri@sac.utoronto.ca.

Appointments can be made from March 27 to April 26, 2006,

between the hours of 10:00 am and 4:00 pm. Appointments

are held at the SAC building, 1 2 Hart House Circle, in the

basement.

UTM campus: If you are a full-time undergraduate student

at the UTM campus, then you can book an appointment by

e-mailing kashfia@sac.utoronto.ca. Appointments can

be made from March 13 to April 20, 2006. Appointments are

held in the boardroom of the UTM Student Centre.

For a listing of documentation to bring, visit the

SAC website at: www.sac.utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
students'admlnlstrativecouncii
LOCAL 98 • CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

irrjT]

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED

ARE YOU DRIVEN?

Are you a passionate, highly-motivated,

ambitious newbie looking to break into

advertising through a paid Account Ser-

vicing Internship? Unfortunately this

is NOT a Telemarketing position, it is a

real, honest-to-goodness advertising job.

Check out our website at www.yield-ica.

com.then send your resume with 50 (or

so) choice words about why you think

you'd be a perfect fit with our team. If we
like what we see, we'll book a meeting

with you. Send your stuff to jobl@yield-

ica.com. No calls please.

NEW ENTRY CRAFT BREWERY

needs a future corporate president who

is willing to start in sales. We're draft only

in the early stages, moving to bottled beer

later Excellent opportunity for a bus.

admin.person or anyone who is person-

able, outgoing and self assured.

FOR SALE

VINYL RECORDS & CDs

High quality hand-picked selec-

tion. Major & minor musical genres.

We buy and sell. 3 minutes S of College

& St. George, 18 Baldwin. 416-979-2822.

Around Again Records.

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPYFROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-530-9717.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS

Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983. Compuflow.

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

10-10-940 DISCOUNT

LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts orsignup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill, www.1010940.com

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR
Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years,

(416)452-0279.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE

ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

IN SCHOLARSHIPS?
NOT BAD FOR A START

The catch:
This is your one chance - scholarship

money is only available to those who
attend the Vancouver Film School

Canada Roadshow 2006.

Schmooze us
when the Roadshow stops in

Toronto

Thursday May A @ 6pm
Delta Chelsea Hotel, 33 Gerrard St. West

RSVP for this event
rsvp@vfs.com or call

1.800.661.4101 ext4013
www.vfs.com/scholarships

Vancouver Film School

Where Results Matter

LOWEST EURAIL
PRICES IN

NORTH AMERICA!

Rail Passes

EURAIL 3-COUNTRY SELECTPASS SlBl
INCLUDES 5 days in 2 months unlimited rail travel in your choice of 3 bordering countries.

EURAILPASS
INCLUDES 21 days unlimited rail travel in 18 European

$575*
countries!

1 Flight Centre Bonus!

FREE LONELY PLANET
EUROPE PHRASEBOOK!
500+ page Lonely Planet Europe Phrasebook FREE
with every EURAIL pass order**!

BRING INTHIS COUPON & GETAN
ADDITIONAL $25 OFF any Eurailpass,

Euraiipass Fiexi, or Eurail Selectpass
Offer valid by >flsiong any Flight Centre shop across Canada, by booking online at www.flightcenlre-ca/fail, or by calling I -866-

720-4805- Discount applies to each pass purchased per order Limit I coupon per order Pass security must be purchased.

Coupon must be surrendered at bme of booking. Fax copies accepted for telephone & web orders. Offer expires April 30.2006.

Redemption code: YYZUT2 Order # FCC

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. ($10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business ads.

$0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for the ad header.

Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads. Submit in person or send with payment

to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1 J6. DEADLINES: For Monday or Tuesday issue-Thursday noon,

for Thursday issue-Monday noon. Enquires: 416-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

I 866 720 4805 ,.-^) «
^

www.flightcentre.ca/rail v^oabu!^
^ ^aJm

FLIGHTCENTRE
Condivans apply. 'Pnces bosed on EURAIL Youth fares (2nd doss rail travel: age 25 ond under}. Adult, child & 1st doss rates are available, coll for details. Any

applKoble taxes are induded. Stan travel on^me in Mar - Dec 2006."Pass secunty must be purchased. Pnces are subject to availability ot odveriamg deadline

and ore for select departure dates. Prices are accuraie ot time ofpub/rcotron. For full terms & conditions, see your Right Centre consukantfBnng us a competitors

rail pass quote and ifit's available, we will beat HI Applies to genuine wrinen quotes. Quote must be presented pnor to purchase. Subject to ovailobiliTy. Head o/pces:

West-1 133 Melville Street, Vancouver. BC East 661 Yonge St. Toronto. ON. Call for retail locabons. ONI R£G. U467I384

iM^rsitv.ca
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CHEATSHEET

heard

U You lie

[about us]

and we sue.

If we sue, we
win.

Our correspondents roll in with

reports from Caribbean med school

and the aftermath of Katrina

SEE 'FEATURE' - PGS. 8-9

a&e
As hockey is to Canada. X-box MMORPGs

are to .

SEE 'GAMES' - PG. 12

sports

Count down the top five moments in Blues

athletic history in part two ofthe series!

SEE HISTORY - PG 15

red letter
Today is Tartan Day, celebrating the Scot-

tish Diaspora throughout the world. April

6 is the anniversary of the Declaration of

Arbroath in 1320, Scotland's first declara-

tion of independence.

history
On April 6,1930, bakery manager James

Dewar invented the Twinkle, which originally

had a banana filling until a banana shortage

caused by the Second World War, when it was

replaced with die now-familiar vanilla filling.

todo
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 9 PM
Magneta Lane. Republic of Safety, &

Tokyo Police Club at the Horseshoe Tavern.

$10

SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 8 PM
Aidswolf feat. Made m Mexico & Nervous

Sleepers at Spin Gallery. $10.

Unnamed maksed vigilantes stormed SAC's headquarters Wednesday for a midnight rally. It is unknown what they were in favour of q.' i^^inst, or where thsy came from. One

pundit guessed that the masked revolutionaries might just be SAC's new executive themselves. Wheels within wheels, I tell you.

It's been a party
Thousands of U of T, Ryerson students hit Docks for goodie-stocked event

An eerie, film set-like scene unfolded as partiers at the 4,000-strong party for U of T and Ryerson students get on-stage make-

overs—presumably in front of their dates.

Amy Smithers & Anas Melhem
VARSITY STAFF

At an event titled "I Can't Wait to

Party," what could stop 4,000 over-

worked university students from

storming tfie dance floor—besides

the long, snaking line-up outside?

This year the wait to relax after

the end of exams was over a little

early—last Friday to be exact—as

The Docks hosted a joint U of T
and Ryerson end-of-year bash. The
party was presented by Kognitive

Marketing, the brainchild of two U
of T students, biology major Kobi

Gulersen and his managing partner,

commerce student Josh Singer.

Singer and Gulersen formed Kog-

nitive Marketing to fill a void in the

student partying market: major cor-

porate sponsorship. Singer threw a

party at Lucid night club last year

that raised over $20,000 for charity.

"The Lucid party drew 12,000

SEE 'PARTY' - PG 4

Probing

MaRS
What exactly is the

MaRS Centre? Why is a

U.S. military research

group involved?

We investigate

David Smookler

It's at the corner of University and
College: the word MaRS on an im-

mense blue dot. The building it

points out occupies an entire block

on College Street.

But if ask your average U of T stu-

dent what MaRS is, and they'll give

you a blank stare.

MaRS (Medical and Related Sci-

ences), which opened last fall, is a

'convergence innovation centre,"

according to a website and flashy,

rainbow-coloured billboards that

surround the site, it is a not-for-

profit corporation including the To-

ronto Medical Discovery Tower—

a

15-floor building full of labs housing

University of Toronto professors,

start-up companies that MaRS pro-

vides with business resources, and

investment groups that fund the

development of basic research dis-

SEE'MARS'-PG3
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UTA A 2006 AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
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The University ofToronto invites you to celebrate the

achievements of our students, faculty and staff at the 2006

Awards of Excellence ceremony.

TUESDAY, MAY 9, 2006

HART HOUSE
The Great Hall, 5:30 p.m. Reception: 6:30 p.m.
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Faculty Award

BRUCE SCHNEIDER

Department of Psychobgy, UTM

Chancellor's Award

GEORGE ALTMEYER

Office of the Registrar, Faculty ofArts & Science

Joan E. Foley Quality of

Student Experience Award

DIANE HORTON
Oepanment of Cornputpr Science

Ludwik and Estelle Jus Memorial

Human Rights Prize

J. EDWARD CHAMBERLIN

DeparV-nent ofEnghsti and Comparative Uteratun

Northrop Frye Awards

PROFESSOR MARK CHEETHAM

Graduate Department, History ofAn

Canadian Studies Program, Universty College

Carolyn Tuohy Impact

on Public Policy Award

PROFESSOR KENNETH LEITHWOOD
Theory and Policy Studies ;n Education. OiSE/UT

John H. Moss Scholars

CRAIG KIELBURGER

Peace and Conflict Studies. Tnrviy College

KRISTA LAUER

hternatjoriai Development Studies, UTSC

Finalists:

ERIN COURT
Department of Philosophy, Trinity College

JOANNA LANGILLE

Depatvrients of Philosophy and Political Science

University College

ZAHRA ZIAIE MOAYYED
Departments of Economics and

International Relations, University College

DAVID WEST READ

Departments of English and Semiotics

Victoria College

Adel S. Sedra Distinguished

Graduate Award Scholcu*

CHRISTOPHER COLLINS

Department of Computer Scie-Ke

Finalists:

KRISTA BOA
Infonviation Studies.

Faculty of Information Studies

KATHERINE REBECCA LARSON

Departments of Engl/sh and Women's Studies

MICHAEL DAVID RENNIE

Deparwent of Zoology

Jon S. Deliandrea Award

For international Students Scholar

EUZA LIYUN JIANG CHEN
Faculty ofManagement, UTSC

Finalists:

MARTIN ABU SHAHID

i-ife Sciences: Human biology. Victoria College

ANNA ABU SHAHID

DepaitiTient of Economics, Victoria College

For more information, or

to RSVR please call

Kim Graham at 4 16-978-4759 or

e-mail kim.graham@utoronto.ca

Business attire Limited Seot/ng

Anti-abortion

group gets hostile

reception
Allison Martell

ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

A graphic anti-abortion display called

the Genocide Awareness Project

(GAP) will be outside Sidney Smith

today, but it sparked controversy on

campus before a single sign went up.

The display is hosted at U of T by

Students for Life. Students for Choice

and The Women's Centre are organiz-

ing a counter-protest.

GAP is a project of the Center for

Bio-Ethical Reform which tours uni-

versity campuses in North America

with images that juxtapose graphic

images of bloody fetuses that they

claim have been aborted with images

of victims of the Holocaust and black

lynching victims. It has come to cam-

pus before and drawn crowds of dis-

senters.

But these dissenters have ex-

pressed concern about GAPs his-

tory of suing those who oppose their

views.

"Groups which oppose the GAP
have had to be very careful about

their actions and what they say, be-

cause it is a very litigious group," said

Alexandra Mandelis, co-coordinator

of Students for Choice.

GAP'S website details their past le-

gal actions against various organiza-

tions.

"You lie [about us] and we sue. If we
sue, we win. If you don't believe us,

just try us," said one press release on

GAP'S site.

"It is our belief that the Genocide

Awareness Project and the accom-
panying images promote misogyny,

racism, and violence while seeking

to undermine women's rights," says

a statement from Students for Choice.

"[GAP] exposes members of the uni-

versity community to graphic and

traumatic photos as well as inaccu-

rate and misleading content."

The Black Students' Association,

while not taking a position on abor-

tion in general, objected to the imag-

ery that GAP uses.

"We do not appreciate the oversim-

plification of the despicable acts of

genocide perpetrated in the recent

past that results from this compari-

son," said their executive in a state-

ment. "Although there may be some
similarities, the history and circum-

stances surrounding these issues

are very different and should be ac-

knowledged as such." Other campus
groups, notably Hillel, have not com-

mented publicly on the project.

Andrew Chun, President of Stu-

dents for Life, said "the comparison

we use is misunderstood."

"We are not calling mothers Nazis,

or abortion doctors white suprema-

cists," he said. "We are pointing out

the fact that under each case, each

group of people were not recognized

as persons under the law, and thus,

killing them was justifiable."

Chun also defended GAP's legal re-

cord.

"If a lawsuit is the last resort, then

1 agree it is the necessary course of

action to protect freedom of speech,"

he said. "Who is going to speak for the

unborn child?"

U of T administration maintains

that GAP'S display is within their free

speech rights.

"We do realize that some of the im-

ages are extremely graphic in nature

[...]. For this reason, we have taken

the position that people should make
a conscious decision to view the dis-

play," said Jim Delaney, Assistant Di-

rector of Student Affairs. To comply
with this, Delaney said, the display

should be set up in a horseshoe

shape, facing the student lounge at

Sidney Smith, where the blinds will

be closed.

Whichever way the signs are facing,

Students for Choice plans to protest.

"We want the protest to be orga-

nized and have a point," said Man-
delis. "There's going to be a forum for

people to register complaints which

we should then pass on to the admin-

istration of the university for having

this on our campus."

Join one of our tours and discover what
Ecuador is really about!

11-day Eco-adventure Totir for students: $660 US.
(Plane ticket to Ecuador is not included)

An ijnfo session about Ecuador Tierta Viva Travel Company and its tours will

be held in room 1(»5 at Sidney Smith HaU on Tuesday. April lit) ii i 0 piii

ENTER THE
e-WORLD

Global company wants sales reps

to sell e-marketing campoigns to

businesses aaoss Canada.

SlOO/occount 1^ r^idual

mmy to carry over for 6 nranths

Col! David at 1-866-993-0002

www.treativewsiebizsdutions.tom

Work from anywhere!

Teach English

Overseas

• Intensive 60-Hour Program

* Classroom Management Techniques
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Creative license
The internet has changed how copyright works, says 2006 Hart House

Lecturer Michael Geist, and Canadian law needs to catch up

Malcolm Johnston

VARSITY STAFF

University of Ottawa law professor

and 2006 Hart House Lecturer Mi-

cfiael Geist wants U of T students to

get excited about copyright law

—

and not just so that they know their

rights when downloading music,

photocopying textbooks, or burning

DVDs.

Young people have embraced the

internet and are among the new cre-

ators—and, importantly, sharers—of

information, music, and photos and

more. For that reason, they ought to

care about copyright, he said.

"It's their issue. And it's their issue

in so many ways," Geist said Thurs-

day before his lecture entitled "Our

Own Creative Land: Cultural Monop-
oly and the Trouble with Copyright."

"1 think that for this generation and
for millions today, the internet and

new technology provide us with new
voices....Those new voices that the

internet facilitates are your voices.

And it really is U of T students who
can turn to blogs, who can turn to a

whole range of things to get creative,

or to speak out, or to participate, and
to do a range of things that previous-

ly might have been very difficult to

do. . .Technology allows us to do that,

and that's a really good news story."

Geist's message appears to have

gotten through. Students on the Hart

House lecture committee were be-

hind the effort to bring Geist to U of

T.

"University students, being a tech-

nologically savvy bunch, are finding

the way they want to consume cul-

ture is not the way traditional con-

tent creators want them to," said one

student member of the committee.

"Michael Geist articulates an alterna-

tive vision of how copyright law can

be modified to benefit consumers
and creators alike."

In front of cameras (the lecture

was webcast live and will be broad-

cast on TVO) and aided by a slide-

show, the quick-talking Geist set out

to show how the internet is changing

the way we distribute and collect in-

formation, and to make the case for

a new copyright law that accommo-
dates those changes.

He pointed to free information

sites such as Wikipedia, Flickr, You-

tube, and GarageBand, as examples

of sites that are making information

more accessible to more people, and

bringing the average citizen into the

copyright arena. On Wikipedia, for

example, anyone can post informa-

tion for others to read; on Flickr, any-

one with a camera can post photos

for the world to view and use; on You-

tube, anyone can post home videos

to the web.

Blogs contribute too, argued Geist.

They provide public forums for or-

dinary citizens to share ideas and
experiences in a way that very few

could before, he said. Even main-

stream newspapers are becoming

more "bloggy," with journalist An-

drew Coyne's column in the National

Post and his blog becoming increas-

ingly difficult to tell apart, Geist said.

This new culture of accessible in-

formation through the internet can

benefit conventional businesses, too,

said Geist. He examined instances in

the print, publishing, television, and
radio industries where the internet

has helped buoy flagging companies.

The problem in Canada is that

copyright law has not been changed

to account for such changes, but

changes are on the horizon. The fear,

argued Geist, is that Canada will take

an approach to it that ignores the po-

tential of the internet in making for a

University of Ottawa prof Michael Geist, who gave Hart House's annual lecture Thurs-

day night, thinks tech-savvy Canadian students should be passionate about copyright.

more open and creative society.

The Canadian public, as bloggers,

Wikipedia users, and Youtube video

watchers, ought to play a role in de-

termining that future.

"Canada, led by its policy makers

and political leaders, faces a choice,"

said Geist. "We can continue down
the path of ever-stronger copyright

laws that fail to meet the broader

public interest. Alternatively, we can

seize our own creative land by em-
bracing copyright policies that look

ahead rather than back."

'MARS' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

coveries into products.

Because MaRS strives to encompass such
an unusual mix of corporations, capital, and
research, it immediately draws suspicion
from those who are leery of the private sec-

tor's involvement in research, universities,

and health care.

Dr. Paul Hammel, a professor in the faculty

of medicine and a former president of Science

For Peace, objects to the model.

"I'm not personally going to go to a seminar
or give a seminar at MaRS. They're mixing
publicly funded research with private enter-

prise," to increase the profits of private cor-

porations, he said.

Hammel thinks universities should be
able to carry research through the develop-

ment stage by themselves. He points out that

people who work in private pharmaceutical
companies were all initially trained at univer-

sities.

"Why is it that we can't get those people
together ourselves, instead of handing over
everything to somebody else to make money
and charge us again for those same things?"

As the newest corporate edifice on the

block, MaRS has also drawn flak from at least

one student peace group: People Against the

Militarization of Life, who recently pranked U
of T President David Naylor [Varsity Feb 16

2006] citing the university's involvement with

MaRS and MaRS's association with Battelle

Memorial Institute, a corporation with ties to

the U.S. military.

When asked why Battelle has an office at

MaRS, Use Treurnicht, CEO of MaRS and Nay-

lor's wife, appeared somewhat frustrated.

"Battelle has one small office here in a

700,000 square foot complex. So having that

as a focus is unfortunate and out of propor-
tion," she said. "Battelle has had a number of

important breakthroughs in the area of medi-
cal research. Military research is not what we
do, or would want to do. Haven't done it, do
not do it, have no interest in it.

Jim Woodgett, head of the Samuel Lunen-
feld Research Institute at Mount Sinai Hospi-

tal, understands both sides of the debate, but

he believes MaRS is a valuable link between
business and research.

"It's easy to say "evil corporate empire,' but

get real," he said. "I don't think MaRS is at all

powerful. 1 think MaRS is a conduit. It's a lens.

It's trying to focus and bring together two
communities which don't communicate very
well."

Woodgett is sensitive to Hammel's con-

cerns with the mixing of public and private

interests.

"Clearly there are issues with corporate
funding of research. For example, the infor-

mation isn't free. You can't publish every-

thing—they want to review everything before

you publish it."

Woodgett points out, however, that medi-
cal scientists have an obligation to help their

discoveries become therapies.

Woodgett describes how MaRS can help

carry research beyond the lab.

"Scientists should not be distracted [by]

product design and product marketing. This

is not what we do," he said.

"I think you should also be concerned about
missed opportunities as well. You should be
just as concerned that somebody doesn't

pursue a discovery and translate it into either

a product or diagnostic or a new drug.

Dr. Woodgett made it clear that this was a

business venture with a moral rudder.

"1 think MaRS will be a net gain," he said,

then slightly reconsidered. "I hope it suc-

ceeds. It will only take money out [health

care] if it doesn't succeed. It's an experiment.

It's not a sure thing."

UNIVERStTYBOXES.ca

IMost U of T students aren't quite sure what the MaRS "convergence innovation centre" does—but you can

bet that its activities are synergistic.

www.UNIVERSiTYBOXES.ca
or give us a call @ 416.270.0798
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MINI UW SCHOOL
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Colour me fired
Window z{)\mm\ fired after dispute over racial

terminology in bizarre case

Amy Smlthers

VARSITY STAFF

Jorge Vallejos, the author of the col-

umn "Perspectives" in the New Col-

lege Window was fired on March 24 af-

ter a heated meeting in which he was
berated for not using a racial term he

felt was insensitive.

Vallejos claimed that his dismissal

was a result of racism on the part

of Window Editor-in-Chief Andrew
Rampersaud at a press conference

yesterday at the U of T Women's Cen-

tre.

"[We] voice strong objection to

[Vallejos' dismissal] as we see it as

an act of systemic racism at The Win-

dow," said the Aboriginal Women &
Women of Colour Group (AW&WofC)
who were at the conference, in an ear-

lier statement.

The conflict stemmed from a word-

ing change made to Vallejos' editorial

column of the previous month. Ramp-
ersaud changed the wording "people

of colour," to read "coloui-ed people."

At the staff meeting on March 19,

Rampersaud, Vallejos, and other

members of the paper's staff became
involved in an argument on which ra-

cial terms were appropriate. After re-

peated discussion about the change,

Rampersaud demanded an apology

from Vallejos in an email to him, along

with complaints about Vallejos' disre-

spectful behaviour. When Vallejos re-

fused to apologize, he was terminated

via another email.

'Terms are always attached to the

way that they were used in history,"

said Helen Luu, a coordinator for the

AW&WofC. "[When using the phrase

'people of colour'], the group has

reclaimed the word but changed its

meaning."

Rampersaud maintains that the

change in wording had to do with

succinctness, not racism, and that

he consulted faculty members before

making it.

"Vallejos was not fired because of

the specific incident, but for his con-

tinual disregard for me," he said. In his

letter of warning to Vallejos, Ramp-

ersaud complained that Vallejos was

harassing him.

When pressed at the conference,

Vallejos seemed to waffle on the

charge that his firing was motivated

by racism, and said that Rampersaud
did not necessarily have malicious in-

tentions.

"I don't think he did this as a racist,

but out of ignorance," he said. "But he

did defend the use of racist language.

I did what 1 felt was right and stood up

for myself, I won't apologise for that."

For their part, the AW&WofC wish

to use the incident to remind students

that racism is still present on campus,

regardless of the outcome of this spe-

cific incident. "We wanted to bring up

Jorge's case in connection with the re-

cent hate crimes," said AW&WofC vol-

unteer Sidrah Laldin. "The incidents

may seem disparate, but they happen

to address the same issues."

INCOME TAX CLINICS

SAC, your students' union, In partnership with the

Canada Revenue Agency, has trained over 60 University

of Toronto students under the Community Volunteer Tax

Program this year. These trained students are now available

to help you, free of charge, with your tax filing.

St. George campus: If you are a full-time undergraduate

student on the St. George campus, then you can book

an appointment by e-mailing terri@sac.utoronto.ca.

Appointments can be made from March 27 to April 26, 2006,

between the hours of 10:00 am and 4:00 pm. Appointments

are held at the SAC building, 12 Hart House Circle, in the

basement.

UTM campus: If you are a full-time undergraduate student

at the UTM campus, then you can book an appointment by

e-mailing kashfia@sac.utoronto,ca. Appointments can

be made from March 13 to April 20, 2006. Appointments are

held in the boardroom of the UTM Student Centre.

For a listing of documentation to bring, visit the

SAC website at: www.sac.utoronto.ca

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
students'administrativecouncil
LOCAL 98 • CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS
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Businessman donates

$4 million to U of T in the

name of Buddha

A Vancouver businessman and
leader of one of Hong Kong's

wealthiest families has given U of T
$4 million to fund a Buddhist stud-

ies program. The new program
was announced on Monday April 3

at UTSC and will make U of T the

second institution in Canada to re-

ceive millions of dollars to teach

the religion.

The money was donated as part

of billionaire Robert Hung-Ngai
Ho"s legacy. Mr. Ho plans to create

a network of Buddhist studies pro-

grams at universities around the

world.

—JOSEPHINE LEE

Commerce kids kick back
'PARTY' -CONTINUED FROM PG 1

people. That's when we realized

that students want to go to spon-

sored parties because the sponsors

give them stuff," said Singer.

"Everyone always throws sepa-

rate, segregated events," said Gul-

ersen, who briefly held a public rela-

tions role last summer for Playboy

Magazine's parties. "1 mean, we're

all students and we should party

together."

The event had been advertised

outside of campus buildings for

weeks by the multiple student

groups who profited from the ticket

sales. Attracting many .were the

high profile sponsors, such as MAC
Cosmetics, Labatt, and Fox Search-

light Pictures involved to dole out

free goodies to attendees.

By 11:00 the crowd was out in full

force: a huge group carted in on

shuttle buses from Union Station

to what seemed like the middle of

nowhere, but a loud and boisterous

nowhere at that.

Through the doors of the club,

tickets for Kokanee beer and MAC
Cosmetics items were passed out,

along with swag from the new Fox

film. Thank You for Smoking. The
surplus of merchandise pumped out

seemed an apt compensation for the

price of entry: 12 to 50 dollars per

partier, depending on whether tick-

ets were purchased from student

groups or at the door.

By the time the party got rolling,

the stage was reminiscent of a girls'

bathroom. Concepts Salon & Spa

concocted elaborate make-up and
hairdos high up for all to see.

After a moment's lull, it only took

only seven little words to get every

student up on their feet and jump-

ing into the air: "1 ain't saying she's

a gold digger..." From the second

floor, bodies appeared to move with

the fluidity and suddenness of a tid-

al wave, as the Kanye pumped out of

the speakers.

"She told me to "just come out and

make sure you get the makeup,'"

shouted one student whose girl-

friend was waiting outside because

she had forgotten her I.D.

A frenzy of freebies ensued: post-

ers, CDs, and Hummer H2 body
washes were flying off the stage, and

U of T students were right there in

the thick of it, often unsure of what

they were jumping up and down
for, but wanting it as desperately as

those around them. Even if students

didn't score anything in the crowd,

there was still a MAC goodie bag to

be had upon exit.
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The kids aren't all right
This is the last issue of The Varsity for

this academic year, and it's customary

in this final editorial to look back re-

flect on it all. This editorial, however,

is concerned with the future.

We live in a society that constantly

craves youth: from botox to beer to

Becel margerine ("Young at heart!"),

being or acting young is a cultural

obsession. Supermodels are over the

hill at 30; advertisers salivate over the

18-34 demographic; store shelves are

stuffed with products that promise

to erase wrinkles, fat, and gray hairs.

You'd think being under 25 was the

best thing since indoor plumbing,

and yet for all its preoccupation with

youthfulness, this is a culture that is

systematically eating its young.

We see it here in Ontario, where ris-

ing tuition and anemic government

funding are weakening colleges and
universities and driving thousands

of students into unsustainable debt;

EDITORIAL -

we can see it in France, where riots

are breaking out over the French

government's decision to strip young

people of equal job security that every

other employee expects and receives;

we can see it in Iraq and Afghanistan,

where young people from the U.S.

and Canada are dying in aimless com-

bat, killed by even younger men who
pledge their lives to a grisly present

rather than an uncertain future; we
see it in Uganda and the Ivory Coast,

where child soldiers as young as ten

are drafted to kill each other on behalf

of tinpot dictators and dime-store war-

lords.

And most distressingly, we see it

worldwide in the cavalier attitudes so

many governments, businesses, and

individuals take toward the cascade

of ecological catastrophe playing out

around us today, this very minute:

mass extinction, climate change, de-

forestation, desertification, pollution,

drought, the growth of slums, and out-

breaks of infectious disease, the con-

sequences of which will be visited on

generations yet to come.

The future of our planet and our

civilization is being mortgaged for the

sake of today's tidal wave of cheap

cars, fast food, and disposable trin-

kets, and the eventual cost is looking

further and further beyond our means
to pay.

This is not the behaviour of a world

that, in the immortal words of Miss

Whitney Houston, "believes that chil-

dren are our future."

Our generation is the most afflu-

ent, most privileged, most egalitarian,

most successful generation in human
history (at least, those of us in the

developed world). Canada especially

has enjoyed a period of remarkable

economic growth, political stability,

and multicultural harmony, and for

this we are rightly thankful. But it's

time to acknowledge the dark horizon

we are rapidly approaching.

This sounds pretty pessimistic,

and it should, because there are few

grounds for optimism at the moment.

But there is one thing we have on our

side, and that is our youth.

U of T attracts and trains some of

the world's great minds (hence the slo-

gan), some ofwhom will be graduating

in a few short weeks; others still have a

few years to go. It's time to put some of

that greatness to work to correct the

errors of our elders, errors they didn't

even know they were making.

Every generation has collective

feelings of grandeur, that it is bound
for glory or doom unknown to any

before it; and sure, there's a certain

arrogance in believing that we're go-

ing to be the one chosen generation

that's going to witness The End Of The
World As We Know It. But arrogance

is one of the great things about being

young. And if we *don't* believe these

things, if we *don't* get mad that our

kids could conceivably live in a world

without tigers or ice caps or pension

plans, then we fall victim to the com-

placency that has brought us to the

brink we currently teeter on, believing

century alter century that someone
else's grandchildren will clean up the

mess.

So that's the message of hope here,

meagre though it is: our great minds

can do great things, and perhaps we
can choose not to live as eternal teen-

agers, but grow up and take respon-

sibility, show the leadership and the

resolve that are so badly needed, and

choose a future worthy of the genera-

tions that will follow us. To paraphrase

Ms. Houston, we've been taught well,

so it's time to lead the way.

Mind your

manners!
Lisa Wong

You may experience this every day,

or if you're lucky, just once in a while.

What's even worse is that you may be

the cause of it! What I am referring to,

of course, is the complete disregard

for any sense of etiquette in society.

Our manners are slowly going down
the drain, and yet many people don't

give this problem a minute's thought.

So if you're sick and tired of the man
who is continually grunting next to

you, or the lady who walks over you

without saying sorry, then join me in

this etiquette revolution!

What sparked the idea for this ar-

ticle was an incident that occurred to

me not too long ago. 1 was just minding

my own business on the subway train

one day, when all of a sudden 1 heard a

click click. Upon hearing that peculiar

noise 1 naturally looked up. To my hor-

ror, the man sitting across the train

from me was clipping his toenails!

Now 1 don't know about the rest of

you, but the last thing 1 needed was a

toenail to come whizzing at me from

across the train.

The truth is that our world has

come a long way since the days of old.

Today we live in a world that is im-

mersed in pop culture, full of people

who swear with every second word
and think that bawdy gestures are

a-okay. These bad habits have be-

come ingrained in people's minds to

such a degree that their use is barely

even noticed. Imagine a world a few

decades from now where every child

answers with F-this, F-that, or you

mother-#$%&@! every time they are

angry at something. Wouldn't that be

pleasant?

Before we let our manners slip away
from us completely, take this into con-

sideration: having good manners is

not about restraining yourself from

saying or doing the things you like

most (like swearing, or clipping your

toenails in public, for example). Rath-

er, think of it more as being a form of

respect for both yourself and others.

In the movie Blast from the Past,

Brendan Eraser's character reminds

the audience of a lesson his mother

once taught him: "My mother says

good manners are how you show peo-

ple that you respect them." We could

all benefit from this advice—say-

ing "please" or "thank you," after all,

won't kill you.

Eventually one thank you will lead

to another, and perhaps, just perhaps,

we will all wake up tomorrow in a nic-

er world.

This controversial topic has infuri-

ated not only me, but pop culture

commentators such as Mark Caldwell

(A Short History ofRudeness), Kate

Fox (Watching the English), and Lynne
Truss (Talk to the Hand: the utter

bloody rudeness of the world today, or,

sixgood reasons to stay home and bolt

the door). Check out these manu-
als on how to save the dying art of

etiquette.

You must be joking!

Re: All students must wear for-

mal robes, says admin, April 3

As a Trinity alumnus, 1 like to think of

myself as comfortably insulated from the

plebeian world of The Varsity and similar

rags. Still, when 1 come across articles

such as this, 1 cannot help but tear my
beloved gown in grief. As even the least

gifted Man of College knows, the words

"robe" and "gown" are not interchange-

able. Since you have shown little interest

in the correct usage of these terms, 1 will

not deign to enlighten you. A proper ex-

plcination would, in any case, be beyond

the comprehension of your "readers"

from the newer colleges.

Andrew Galbraith, 0T3

No hate crime links
Re: Naylor condemns recent rac-

ism, March 28

1 strongly support the recent statement

by U of T president David Naylor con-

demning the recent violence on campus

and his comment on the harm done by

spreading misinformation to purpose-

fully inflame the situation.

Examining the big picture over the last

few months, I am infuriated by all violent

reprisals that have taken place both in

the Middle East and at U of T. Regardless

of the justification for the Mohammed
cartoons, it's unacceptable that organiza-

tions condemning the printing avoid

commenting on the violent protests and

embassy fires in Syria, Lebanon, and

Iran which have resulted in numerous

fatalities.

1 am equally infuriated by the violence

at U of T but feel misrepresentation of

the facts has contributed to a worsening

of the situation. Linking four separate

events and calling them all hate crimes

because individuals were Muslim or were

wearing hijabs is dishonest. Recent analy-
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sis has proven this to be wrong, as the

SAC VP Equity has admitted in one case.

Compciring the Mohammed cartoons

to the anti-Semitic pamphlets accusing

a Jewish conspiracy of being behind

September 11 is another dishonest

misrepresentation. The cartoons are no

different from political satire cartoons

that mock economic, political, or philo-

sophical groups.

Justin Trottier

Robarts in the right
Re: Racist Robarts, March 16

1 can't believe a formal complaint was

lodged against Robarts over this.

Shouldn't Progressive Zionists be happy

about it? If Mr Roth respects the right

of all material to be freely available in

the library, than the only thing "inflam-

matory" about it is the magazine's title,

which has been changed to be less un-

equivocal. What is so un-scholarly about

a collection of UN resolutions, newspaper

articles, and historical pictures bound

with the same cover used by other

libreiry items?

Does "proper" scholarship not take

a side on an issue after providing argu-

ments to prove its case? The magazine

contributes to the discussion of Zionism,

which is not a discussion whose many
opinions can be found within the cover of

one publication.

To challenge the credibility of the

library as whole based on a word change

is nothing more than paranoia, and in my
opinion can only be politically motivated.

George Jakubovits

And here comes the

TSA

Re: Not so secular?, Letters,

March 20

Tony Costa seems to have misunder-

stood the nature of science. First, the

constant development and abandonment

of theories is not a flaw of science—it's

pcirt of the process. Scientists must make

sure that their explanations take new

discoveries into account. Second, nobody

claims that the sciences can explain

every phenomenon and answer every

question; they can't. That's whywe have

disciplines like mathematics, philosophy,

theology, or literary criticism.

Dr. Persinger's experiments, which

suggest a physical basis for religious

experiences, are purely descriptive; they

document observations. Ethical rules,

offered by religious leaders or philo-

sophical thinkers, are prescriptive and

therefore are not the kind of thing that

can be discovered by a scientist. Science

can inform religion, but it can't become it.

Alicia Pang

7X4 Webmaster

Warm fuzzies

I just thoroughly enjoyed a read of the

March 13 edition of The Vareify while eat-

ing lunch at the Duke of Gloucester Keep

distributing your paper to local pubs—it

helps former student press types like

myself keep in touch with student issues

that are never adequately addressed in

the mainstream press.

From a sports perspective. Matt

Somers should be commended on his re-

cent article on the GLBT community and

sport. While 1 am a heterosexual male, 1

do have many friends through sport who

are part of the GLBT community and feel

alienated by the clear difficulty society

presents to be "out" and compete in com-

petitive sport. Once athletes reach a cer-

tain level in their chosen sport, usually

SEE 'LETTERS' -NEXT PAGE
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in their teens, it becomes increasingly difficult to be

out and accepted at the same time. You have done

an excellent job in addressing this issue and should

be commended for tackling it. I'm not sure what the

solution is, but the article encourciges dicdogue.

Andy 'Watson

• The Toronto Rape Crisis Centre/Multicultural

Women Against Rape would like to thank U of T staff

and students for their support of our 13th annual

Bowiathon.

This event was our most successful to date, rais-

ing $112,000 through the efforts of 600 people in 90

teams. U of T had a significant presence at the Bow-

iathon, with 11 teams contributing a total of $7,803.

This money helps us provide essential support

services to survivors of sexual violence through our

24-hour crisis line, face-to-face counselling, court

advocacy services, prison support program and

public education campaigns.

Our measure of success for this event lies not only

in how much money we raise, but in the fact that

every pledge represents a conversation about the

reality of sexual violence.

Such grassroots community support gives us

both the means and the courage to keep going.

Deb Parent

Bowiathon Coordinator

Toronto Rape Crisis Centre/Multicultural Women
AgainstRape

Editor's Note: The article "Roll up the rim and... weep"

in The Yskrsity's April 3joke issue was not written

by Stephen Lewis as the byline su^ests. The views

expressed therein do not represent the opinions ofMr
Lewis or ofany organization associated with him.

// ONLINE EXCLUSIVES

Mickal Aranha explores the pervasive use of

humour in modem politics and finds there's more

going on than the Muhammed cartoons and George

W. Bushisms. See "Mr. Speaker, have you heard the

one about. .
." at www.thevarsity.ca

Caleigh Rykiss speaks for all frazzled students

when she calls on professors to stop setting us up to

fail. See "teamed helplessness plagues exams

—

and exam writers" at www.thevarsity.ca

^Raped as bad as you can

possibly make it'

Christine Yao

As many may be aware, in February 2006 the

state of South Dakota passed legislation to ban

all abortions save those necessary to save the

life of the mother. This would include making it

illegal to abort even in the situation of rape or in-

cest. It was the culmination of the state's pro-life

agenda: a previous attempt was vetoed by the

governor on a technicality in 2004, and in 2005

several laws were passed restricting abortion.

In the midst of this latest development, pro-

life state senator William Napoli commented on

the controversial law. In an interview with PBS,

when asked under what circumstances an abor-

tion would be allowed, he immediately replied:

"A real-life description to me would be a rape

victim, brutally raped, savaged. The girl was a

virgin. She was religious. She planned on saving

her virginity until she was married. She was bru-

talized and raped, sodomized as bad as you can

possibly make it, and is impregnated. I mean,

that girl could be so messed up, physically and

psychologically, that carrying that child could

very well threaten her life."

After the shock of reading about the extreme

brutalities that would justify an abortion ac-

cording to Senator Napoli, I invite you—be you

pro-life or pro-choice or undecided—to consid-

er the reactions and implications.

This remark drew incredulity and disgusted

criticism from the feminist bloggers (who are,

on the whole, pro-choice) although it drew
scant attention elsewhere.

Some speculated that the description was too

pat, glib, and lurid to be anything other than a

rape fantasy. Ad hominem attacks aside, one

blogger, Digby, wondered if an abortion would

be allowed if only some of the criteria were met
under Senator Napoli's lurid description. For

example: if the woman were a virgin, raped and
sodomized, but was not religious. Too bad for

her, apparently. The feminist bloggers of "Smart
Bitches Who Love Trashy Novels" responded by

Top quality styles

at bottom line prices.
Walk-in to Andre-Pierre and you'll get a top professional haircut, with

an average wait time of just five minutes. All at a special reduced price

that's hard to beat. So, next time you're in the area, just walk right in.

Regular Before Before Saturday

Men cut & blow dry $29

Women cut & blow dry $46

Cut & colour $110

Cut & foil highlights $160

11:30 4:30 4:30

$22 $24 $26 $25

$35 $38 $41 $39

$85 $95 $99 $95

$120 $130 $144 $135

Hair extensions and Japanese straightening also available.

ilndre/Pierrc
Cutting the hass\esQl since 1972.

y 5t55 Bloor W. (Manulife Centre) 41 6.922.6946
(Receive 2 hours free parking at Manulife Centre)

22 St. Clair E. (St. Clair Centre) 416.923.8780

University students—like this pro-choice supporter-

the blogs have condemned Napoli's graphic remarks.

'Google-bombing' a definition of 'Napoli.'

(Google-bombing is an attempt to influence the

ranking of a given page in the results returned by

Google; the most famous Google-bomb is tied to

the phrase 'miserable failure', which brings up
the official George W. Bush biography.) Their

definition of the word 'Napoli' is:

/. To brutalize and rape, sodomize as bad as

you can possibly make it, a young, religious virgin

woman who was saving herselffor marriage.

//. To hella rape somebody.

Example of usage: "Did you hear? Laura's dad
totally napolied her, but according to Utah law,

she still has to obtain his permission before get-

ting an abortion.

"

While I have not yet found any written re-

sponses to Senator Napoli's comment from the

other end of the spectrum, the pro-life friends

to whom I showed the remark all reacted with

disgust.

-have come down on both sides of the issue, vrhile

The initial outrage against the hypothetical

situation and the speaker aside, this incident

does brutally illustrate the moral quandaries

for pro-lifers. Should there be exceptions to

the rule? To what extent must the woman's life

be threatened in that case? If one does allow

for exceptions, even situations as extreme and

narrow as Napoli's, is the precedence on the

fetus's life being compromised for the woman's

circumstances? Is the change to South Dako-

tan legislation really such a victory if its harsh

standards exact an additional toll upOn impreg-

nated survivors of rape and incest? Is there an

acceptable abortion?

Planned Parenthood intends on challenging

the law, but until then, woe betide the woman
who wants an abortion whose circumstances

may be dire, but not as dire as those described

by Senator Napoli.

IN

premrahon a

T.S.T.N.
The Student Tutoring Network

• One to one tutoring

• Essay editing

• Affordable Rates

CALL NOW!
416-855-9651 or 416-990-7506
tstn@rogers.com www.tstn.ca
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FACED WITH STIFF COMPETITION FOR FEW SPOTS, A

FORMER VARSITY WRITER FOLLOWED THE FOOTSTEPS OF

GROWING NUMBERS OF NORTH AMERICAN STUDENTS BY

HEADING FOR MED SCHOOL IN THE CARIBBEAN

WORDS BY LEENA KHENDARI, ILLUSTRATION BY JONATHAN GOTFRYD

My
mother tells me that she

bought me my first doctor's

kit, complete with little plastic

stethoscope and hammer when
1 was five years old. Thereafter,

she might have still been Mommy, but she was
also my patient. Years (and years) later, at the

end of undergrad, 1 was faced with a difficult

decision. 1 still wanted to be a doctor, but did 1

want it bad enough to leave the city 1 was famil-

iar with, my family and friends, and move off

the continent to follow my dream?
Thousands of Canadian students every year

choose to leave the country for further educa-

tion. There are seventeen medical schools in

Canada, including a new school in northern

Ontario. In 2005, of the over 14,000 applicants,

only 40 per cent were accepted in total. And
the rest? Some accept other positions in the

medical field. Many head to the States, some
head to Europe, and in recent years, many
Canadian graduates have been flying south to

Caribbean islands to pursue professional de-

grees, particularly medicine.

Like many who attend off-shore schools,

1 heard about the school 1 attended from a

friend. She described a tiny island 15 square

kilometres in its entirety. An island where
there was no mall, no movie theatre, no coffee

shop. Where there are about 10,000 inhabit-

ants (which may or may not have included the

goats). An island 1 had to fly to on a plane that

looked like a flying school bus and seated no
more than twenty people.

1 was not entirely sure what to expect when
1 arrived, but was pleasantly surprised. The
island was much like any other developing na-

tion, with a fascinating dichotomy that some-

how peacefully co-existed. There were the

trappings of modern life: large SUVs on the

road, brand-name clothing available in the

stores, and Coke available at every street cor-

ner. At the same time, the SUV passed children

walking barefoot home from school, the bank

that closed at lunch time for an hour and again

at 2 p.m., as though the day's business should

have been completed by then.

The dorms were like any university dorm,

with two beds, two desks, two chairs, a bar

fridge, a microwave, but with a killer view of

the Caribbean Sea. And the school itself, al-

though small, had a anatomy lab, library (yes,

with books!), a cafeteria, and air conditioned

classrooms. Was it on par with Canadian uni-

versities? No. Was it better than 1 expected?

Unequivocally, yes.

A quick query on your favourite internet

search engine will net you hundreds of results

regarding both Caribbean and international

medical schools. Each one paints a picture of

studying on the beach, with your toes in the

sand or in exotic locales. Who wouldn't want to

get their med school education at the beach?!

There are at least 20 medical schools in the

Caribbean islands, some which have been there

as long as 25 years, others which started less

than two years ago. Each is a "for profit" medi-

cal school—essentially a business proposition

for the individuals who enrol. Each promises a

medical education on a warm Caribbean island

that is comparable to the content of American
medical schools.

Okay, so what's the catch?

The catch is: not all medical schools are cre-

ated equal. While each promises an American-

style education, not all schools are accredited

and do not follow through with quality of edu-

cation and teaching staff that they promise. In

addition, not all schools offer clinical rotations

in the United States or Canada, forcing students

to move to Europe for two years in addition to

the time spent down on the islands.

In addition, the picture painted of studying

on the beach, sipping cocktails is that just

that—a picture. Training on a Caribbean island

is an accelerated program, with a rigurous

schedule. Exam are administered every three

weeks, with students required with a 70 per

cent or above. Class are held five days a week,

often eight hours a day. Those who expect to

spend their time on the beach will be unpleas-

antly surprised.

Dr. Thomas Ferguson has seen his share of

medical students in his 28 years as chief of In-

ternal Medicine at Chabert Medical Center, in

Houma, Louisiana. He has also been working

with off-shore medical students for nine years.

Initially, he says, he accepted many students

from different schools, but, he noticed that

certain schools sent students with a stronger

work ethic and stronger basic science back-

ground. Now, Chabert is affiliated exclusively

with two schools

Does Ferguson feel that students from off-

shore schools are disadvantaged in compari-

son to American students? Not at all—in fact,

he says that "off-shore students often have a

stronger work ethic and a willingness to work
hard that American students sometimes lack."

He feels that the Caribbean students that ro-

tate through Chabert hold their own against

their American counterparts.

For many 1 have spoken to, classmates,

professors who taught me, and residents 1

have met who have been through Caribbean
schools, they all say that same thing—that

the experience was worth it. They are quick to

add, however, that their decision was not with-

out sacrifice and hardship. It is a long way to

go and a long time to be away to achieve your

dream. And research is essential in choosing

the school that will give you the quality of edu-

cation you desire. But is it worth it?

Yes. It is. And 1 can say that, because 1 have

done it. 1 packed up my life, left my family and

friends in Toronto, and moved to a tiny rock

in the middle of the ocean. 1 spent just under

two years there and am now in the United

States, nearly finished my third year of medi-

cal school. 1 don't know if 1 will end up in the

U.S., or if 1 will come home to practice. What 1

do know is that it was worth it. The heat, the

exhaustion, the rooster crowing every hour on

the hour throughout the night, the long months

away from home, studying by candlelight and

flashlights when the power went out the night

before an exam, and then waking up to study

and seeing the sunrise over Antigua— it was all

worth it and that 1 wouldn't change a single mo-

ment of my decision.

Leena Khendari, a student at the Medical

University of ttie Americas, is doing tier clinical

rotations in Houma, Louisiana

//PLACES UNDER THE SUS M
School Est. Tuition About
Medical University

of the Amr-ricas

998 US$6,000-S6,500
per semester

St. Kitts and Nevis is the smallest nation in

the western hemisphere.it is .3.5 hours sou

of Miami by plane.

Saba Medicai School 1986 US$7,1 00-$7,500
per semester

A weli-regarded Caribbean med school,

located on the island of Saba.The school

accepts 50 students each semester.

American University

of the Caribbean
1978 about US$10,000

per semester
AUC is on the island of St. Martins; 94% of

students are from North America;

average entry GPA is a meager 3.1

.

St. Matthew's
University

1977 US$8,500-$8,800
per semester

St. Matthew's is on Grand Cayman, largest

of three Cayman Islands.They have the

hiahestlivina standards in the Caribbean.
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Letter from Louisiana
SEVEN MONTHS ON, LOUISIANA'S BATTERED MEDICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE

SYSTEMS ARE STILL STRUGGLING TO PUT THEMSELVES TOGETHER AGAIN

Last
September, the world watched

as one of the oldest cities in the

United States was decimated and
nearly drowned by a hurricane of

disastrous proportions. Although

Hurricane Katrina narrowly missed New Or-

leans, the storm caused the waters of Lake

Pontchartrain to breach the levees that pro-

tected the city, turning it into a network of

rivers and canals.

Four weeks after Katrina 1 drove across

the 38-kilometre bridge spanning Lake Pon-

tchartrain, its waves less than a metre below
our car, hours before Hurricane Rita hit the

region. I was due to begin my clinical rota-

tions in New Orleans.

News reports and film couldn't have pre-

pared me for the destruction Katrina had
wrought on the city of New Orleans. Entire

section of highway had fallen through, di-

verting traffic miles out of the way as resi-

dents of Louisiana yet again evacuated their

homes. We drove past homes that seemed to

have vomited their contents into the streets,

past abandoned cars on the roadside, past

people who were trying to salvage what they

could from their homes and properties be-

fore yet another force of nature overturned
their homes, and their lives.

Six months on, New Orleans is recovering.

Businesses are slowly re-opening; residents

are returning home. Yet entire parishes are

still devoid of inhabitants, where waters have
receded but destruction remains. Nowhere
is this emptiness more obvious than at Char-

ity Hospital in downtown New Orleans.

Charity Hospital, built in 1736, is the cor-

nerstone of the charity healthcare system
that treats the uninsured population of New
Orleans. Nearly one quarter of Louisiana

residents are without any type of medical

insurance and rely on the charity network
of hospitals for their healthcare. When the

levees broke, the hospital was flooded in

nearly two metres of water, trapping both

patients and staff inside.

Stories emerged of medical residents and
staff taking turns ventilating patients manu-
ally with ambu-bags in shifts once the power
failed, of bodies piling up in stairwells as the

morgue flooded, and of shots being fired by
armed citizens as doctors attempted to ferry

patients across the street to be airlifted to

safety.

Many doctors who once staffed the city's

hospitals have been displaced around the

state to other facilities. Others simply left. Dr.

Jorge Martinez, of Louisiana State University,

estimates at least half the city's 4,800 physi-

cians have not returned post-Katrina.

Of the nearly twenty hospitals in New Or-

leans proper, only six are fully functional.

Medical services are still being offered out

of the "tent hospital" in New Orleans. "We
cannot convince people to come back to the

city if there is no place to put them and no

city-wide health care system," says Marti-

nez.

Tulane Medical School is temporarily

based out of Texas, while Louisiana State

University's Medical School has moved its

entire campus to Baton Rouge. Students

were displaced and classes disrupted, and

while things are slowly returning to normal

in Louisiana, students still feel uncertainty

regarding the future of their schools.

Renee Chauvin and Jamie Hutchinson,

third-year medical students at LSU, were dis-

placed from their clinical rotations at 'Big"

Charity to a smaller state hospital in Houma,

a smaller city about 45 miles away from New
Orleans, where they grew up. They speak of

students who have been moved four hours

from home, have had to fend for themselves

in finding housing in cities overflowing with

hurricane evacuees, and some of whom have

left Louisiana altogether, by transferring to

other institutions.

Last month, Chauvin didn't know where

her next rotation was, though it began in a

week. She had not been able to contact any-

one in administration for help. Hutchinson,

who is married with children, was told no
housing would be provided for his family

during one of his rotations and he should

"consider dropping out" if he wasn't able to

make the rotation.

Yet, both maintain a positive outlook. "The

hurricane may have actually made things

turn out better—not only do we have more
autonomy (as students), but we are more
spread out, and get to experience different

things, while getting the same education,"

says Hutchinson.

The faculty of medicine at LSU made pro-

gram adjustments as a result of the storms.

Some residency programs are on hiatus.

Others have cut their numbers.

As Martinez explains, it comes down to

funding and decreased patient load, as all

the inhabitants of New Orleans have not yet

returned: "There are not enough hospitals,

or a patient base at this time to support the

previous level of residency positions."

And how did 1 fare, in storm-ravaged Loui-

siana? 1 have helped treat patients who
have watched their homes flood with water

as they sat in a boat not ten feet away, and
seen patients come in with a leg swollen

from ankle to knee, infected from a microbe

acquired while wading in flood waters. Peo-

ple always ask me: Where 1 was during the

storms? What 1 was doing? How did 1 fare?

Less than six months from now, Louisiana

will be in the midst of another record-set-

ting hurricane season. Residents hope that

if the city can weather this round of storms,

it will be a sign for others to return and re-

build. The fate of Charity far from optimistic,

though. Martinez speculates that services

offered there will be redistributed to nearby

hospitals, and that Charity proper will not

re-open. He does, however, hope that that

spirit of Charity will live on in New Orleans,

as the city rebuilds.

//AFTER THE STORMS

DISEASE

In the wake of Hurricanes Katrina an

Rita, resuleiits of affected areas in Loui

siana began turning up at local hospitals

with several kinds of medical conditions

that were not as prevalent before. Here

are some of them:

VIBRIO VULNIFICUS: A nasty bacterium

that is common in waters where oysters

and shellfish dwell. People with open

wounds who wade through seawater con-

taining the bacterium, or who ingest con-

taminated seafood, are at risk of getting

infection. The microorganism can cause

infections of the skin, causing patches of

skin to break down and ulcerate.

If the infection reaches the bloodstream,

however, it is lethal in about half the cases.

Last fall's storms churned a lot of ocean

and bayou water, some of which ended up

flooding New Orleans.

CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE: This oc-

curs when one's heart is too weak to pump

blood to satisfy the body's full needs. One

cause of congestive heart failure is con-

suming too much salt. Since many of Lou-

isiana's displaced residents lacked places

to prepare their own meals following the

disasters, they had to rely on "ready to

eat" meals which are very high in salt.

ASTHMA EXACERBATIONS: The storms

kicked up a lot of dust, which irritates

the lungs, and worsens asthma sufferers'

symptoms.

CELLULITIS: An inflammation of tissues

that are underneath the skin, cellulitis is

caused by some of the same bacteria pres-

ent on its surface that manage to make

their way through it. It can develop in as

little as a day. In Louisiana the bacteria

causing it is methicillin resistant Staphy-

lococcus Aureus (MRSA), which requires

potent anti-biotics to treat.
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//SCIENCE INB

Killer magmai

A group of UK geologists suggest

that the cause of mass extinctions,

such as the one that wiped out

the dinosaurs, may not have been

caused by meteorites. Instead, they

suggest that large eruptions of lava

may have contributed to these cata-

clysmic events. Their research cor-

relates massive lava eruptions to all

major extinctions. Volcanic activity

releases gases that, in large enough
quantities, could have caused pro-

longed winters followed by carbon

dioxide-induced global warming.

The researchers are currently

studying gases trapped in the vol-

canic rock thought to have formed

250 million years ago at the time

of one mass extinction. They hope
to find these gases the cause of the

major climate change that wiped
out nearly all life on earth.

-MARIANA VIDRIC

Source: University ofLeicester news
service

An aspirin a day keeps ill

effects of meth at bay?
The deleterious effects of drugs

such as ecstasy (MDMA) and
methamphetamine on the brain

have long been debated among
scientists. But Dr. Peter Wells, a U
of T researcher in the Faculty of

Pharmacy, may have provided an

explanation of how this occurs.

Turns out an enzyme called pros-

taglandin H synthase (PHS), which
produces many hormones, is to

blame. PHS acts as a catalyst—

a

substance that quickens the pace of

a chemical reaction without being

consumed—transforming the by-

products of amphetamines into free

radicals. These are noxious sub-

stances that combine with oxygen
and attack the proteins and DNA
in a living cell to which the brain is

particularly susceptible.

To simulate the effects of one big

meth bender on the brain. Wells'

team fed the mice four doses of

amphetamines, with two hours be-

tween hits. Some mice were given

aspirin beforehand, which is known
to hamper PHS enzymes from pro-

ducing radicals. Within two weeks,

mice that had been fed meth were
failing a simple motor coordination

task; it took them about six months
to recover. Control mice and those

given aspirin, on the other hand, re-

mained as fleet of foot as ever.

-MIKEGHENU

Source: Federation of American

Societies for Experimental Biology

Journal

Blue at 11, baked at 20?

Boys with low self-esteem at age 11

are much likelier to be drug abusers

at age 20, sociologists from the Uni-

versity of Florida report. They fol-

lowed 872 of them over nine years.

More than a third of those who have

used drugs met criteria for drug de-

pendence nine years on; only three

per cent of those who still spurned

at age 13 met those same criteria at

22.

-M.G.

Source: Journal of Child and
Adolescent Substance Abuse

In Zoo Woods, a silent spring

Billie-Jo Hardy

VARSITY STAFF

Walk north on St. George St. past

Sidney Smith, and, on your left,

just before the Ramsay Wright Zoo-

logical Laboratories, you'll see "Zoo

Woods," a naturalistic landscape

looking a little disheveled and dirty,

with a pond full of garbage and

scum.

Zoo Woods, opened in 1995, was
set up as a Beech-Maple ecosystem,

to encourage insect and animal di-

versity, and provide UofT's down-

town campus with an alternative

landscaping arrangement.

A pond was also added, part of an

initiative on storm water manage-
ment. In order to prevent the over-

flow of sewers, the aim was to slow

down and spread out storm water

by diverting it from the Ramsay
Wright's downspouts directly into

the pond. From the pond, there was
to be a little overflow channel to a

French drain that would then dis-

perse storm water into the ground.

What went wrong? According to

Prof. Anne Zimmerman, of the De-

partment of Zoology, there were a

number of factors ranging from dif-

fering priorities, the restructuring of

the committees involved, and most

recently, the restructuring of the zo-

ology department itself. The result,

she tells me, is the loss of institu-

tional memory as people move onto

new positions. Zoo Woods has fallen

between the cracks and become the

zoology department's lost cause.

As for the pond being stagnate,

Zimmerman relates that after instal-

lation, they realized that the Ramsay
Wright downspouts drained into the

sewer from inside the building, mak-

ing it impossible to re-route the rain

water into the pond. As for attempts

to increase animal and insect diver-

sity, Zimmerman admitted to being

naive on that goal:

"We have had no success, several

times we tried to bring in both toad

and frog eggs to try and re- establish

an amphibian population. That's not

been successful—we don't see any

The pond at zoo woods, floaun^ .vmi filth. The small habitat was setup in 1995, replacing an unremarkable stretch of open lawn

along St. George Street, between Sidney Smith and the Ramsay Wright Zoological Laboratories.

birds here that would be unique to

zoo woods, we see birds that are

common on the campus . . . It's just

a little bit too small and more impor-

tantly too far away from source pop-

ulations with no real way for them to

find their way here."

Steve Smith, a staff member of the

Department of Zoology, explains

that over the years, volunteer activi-

ty from Zoology for the maintenance
of Zoo Woods has declined. He also

points out that concerns from uni-

versity members regarding security

in the Zoo Woods area has resulted

in an "undesirable" semi-annual cut

back of growth along the paths and

sidewalks to provide security sight

lines.

For third-year zoology student

Janet Shim, Zoo Woods is a work
in progress. Shim has spearheaded

a number of clean-up initiatives

through the Zoology Course Union,

an undergraduate zoology and bi-

ology organization. "This is the

first year that we have done it, but

hopefully we will be able to get a

committee up and running that will

maintain the woods throughout the

year—there are a couple of tasks

that need to be done, like in the fall

we put down some leaf litter over

the trees . . . make sure everything is

how its supposed to be and keep an

eye out for invasive species."

She is, nonetheless, concerned at

how the reorganization of the De-

partment of Zoology will impact the

space, given that the groups most
involved with the Zoo Woods will

likely be relocated to the Earth Sci-

ences Centre. "It's going to be a little

bit further away," she says.

Zimmerman worries that many in

the upper administration see the Zoo
Woods as a rat-infested space. She

counters that the site only attracts

rats because of the large french-fry

grease container stored outside Sid-

ney Smith, and directly adjacent to

Zoo Woods.

"It's a non-secure site, it attracts

rats, the rats go in for the grease,

and the rats come up here to get a

drink of water and that leads the up-

per administration to say this is a rat

infested environment but it's not. It

is caused by inappropriate practices

with food waste at Sidney Smith."

Despite all that, Zimmerman
keeps positive: "The fact that it's

still here is a success. There are

some members of the upper admin-

istration that think this looks like

an abandoned junk yard and would
like nothing better than to see it re-

turned to lawn, so the fact that it has

managed to resist those advances to

me is a partial success."

At the end of our interview, she

invites me to visit the site in a few

weeks. "There will be spring ephem-
erals that are popping up in a few

weeks, and we do have some spring

wild flowers that would be more
characteristic of the beech maple
forest so 1 think that's positive."

A helping hand from tar sand

Kelly Robertson

"1 wanted to do something good
for the environment, but as an en-

gineer, I am also concerned with

producing economically viable pro-

cesses," says chemical engineering

Professor Charles Jia, about his goal

of utilizing "coke," a waste product

of Alberta's tar sands, to mitigate

environmental pollution.

Though Canada's estimated oil

reserves are second only to Saudi

Arabia's, much of this black gold is

locked up in tar sands, which are

made up of sand and a black, tar-like

substance called bitumen.

"Unfortunately, the bitumen in

the tar sand is heavier than crude
oil—meaning it has a higher carbon
to hydrogen ratio," says Jia. "This is

a bad thing. The carbon to hydrogen
ratio needs to be lowered in order to

get synthetic crude oil."

The process for tar sand purifica-

tion is called "upgrading." Carbon
and hydrogen are removed from bi-

tumen resulting in synthetic crude

oil—used for diesel—and coke, a

material composed of 90 per cent

carbon and six to eight per cent

sulphur. Until recently, the Alberta

government stockpiled coke, and
spent enormous amounts of money
to maintain those piles.

Then, Jia had an idea. What if the

coke could be used as a starting

material in a process that produced
two useful products, one of which
would be an environmental "clean-

ing agent"?

With funding from Alberta's gov-

ernment, his research group has
come up with a process, called So-

Active, that converts coke into el-

emental sulphur, which is used for

fertilizer, and activated carbon, a

highly porous form of carbon that

adsorbs pollutants from air and wa-
ter.

"Activated carbon, or 'eco-car-

bon,' has a high specific surface

area because of its porous internal

structure. This high surface area en-

ables it to adsorb lots of pollutants,

including sulphur dioxide from flue-

gas and mercury from water," Jia ex-

plains. Eco-carbon targets two envi-

ronmental banes of modern human
life. Sulphur dioxide is the agent re-

Oil patch workers toil to stabilize a pile of coke, a by-product in the extraction of oil

from tar sands.

sponsible for acid rain, and mercury
is the increasingly prevalent toxin

found in fish and other marine life.

Jia sees other uses as well. "High-

sulphur coal currently cannot be
used as an energy source because

of its negative environmental im-

pact. But we are running out of

low-sulphur coal. The So-Active

technology enables Canada to use

high-sulphur coal because the coal

can be cleaned up."

Details of the process' mechanism
are unavailable because the patent

on the process is still pending, but

Jia hopes that it will be commercial-

ized within the next two or three

years.
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HIV in India: For once, good
news. Sort of. In the worst-af-

fected areas of India, tfie number
of new HIV infections has fallen

by one-third between 2000 and
2004, according to a new study

involving researchers from U of T
and India. As a result of aware-

ness programs, at-risk males are

both using sex workers less, and
using condoms more often when
they do, the authors note. (The

Lancet)

Denied funds: Dr. Brian

Alters, a McGill professor who
wanted to study the effects of

popularizing intelligent design

on Canadian society had his

$40,000 grant request shot down
by Canada's Social Sciences and
HumcUiities Research Council

CSSHRC). The SSHRC said it was
not persuaded by Alters' "justifi-

cation for the assumption in the

proposal that the theory of evolu-

tion, and not intelligent-design

theory, was correct." (Nature')

-MIKE GHENU

Never again-until next time

Mariana Vidric

VARSITY STAFF

The spins, a splitting headache, the

taste of beer still in your mouth . .

.

You swear you'll never drink again

and wonder how something that

made you feel so good last night

can make you feel so utterly miser-

able the next day. Wonder no more.

Science comes to the rescue of your

confused, dehydrated brain.

The hangover is due to toxic ef-

fects of alcohol and your body's

attempts to get rid of it. Although

alcohol initially causes mild eupho-

ria, the side effects of large doses,

such as dehydration and toxicity,

stay with you until the toxins are ex-

pelled from your body.

Alcohol's diuretic property is re-

sponsible for the frequent trips to

the washroom after you've had a few

drinks, which causes your body to

expel most of the water you take in.

Dehydration is also responsible for

the pounding headache commonly
experienced the morning after.

When your brain cells get dehydrat-

ed, your brain shrinks slightly and

puts a strain on the membranes that

attach the brain to the skull, causing

the headache. Along with losing wa-

ter, frequent urination causes your

body to lose sugars and salts that

provide energy and are necessary

for proper muscle function, leaving

you feeling nauseous, weak, and dis-

oriented.

As if alcohol isn't bad enough for

you, most popular drinks contain

other impurities that contribute

to the hangover. For example, red

wines have a high content of con-

geners, toxic chemicals that are

formed during fermentation, caus-

ing horrendous hangovers. Scientific

research shows that brandy causes

the worst hangover, followed by red

wine, rum, whisky, white wine, gin,

and vodka.

Generally, clear liquors cause

milder hangovers, although drink-

ing excessive amounts of any type

of alcoholic beverage will have its

consequences. In addition, differ-

ent types of drinks contain differ-

ent impurities, some of which can

cause nasty side effects when mixed
together. So, mixing different kinds

of drinks will leave you with a worse

hangover than drinking one type of

booze throughout the night.

So, next time you're hugging the

bowl the morning after, you can take

comfort (or not) in knowing what's

happening to your body. Scientists

offer one final thought on hang-

overs: drink in moderation or ab-

stain. The bottom line is: you know
it's bad for you, and if you drink any-

way, be prepared to deal with the

consequences.

Mix at your own risk

Truth is Stranger Than Fiction

Lavender, jasmine, rose, mimosa, ylang-ylang; flowers whose fragrances

have been exploited by designers like Chanel and Givenchy to conjure up a
lady's signature scent There is one flower, however, whose scent will never

be captured in haute couture perfume; an evolutionary marvel, Amorpho-
phallus titanum, affectionately known as "titan arum" or "corpse flower"

The "corpse flower" is found on the island ofSumatra in Indonesia. Like

its name suggests, the flower emits an odor reminiscent of rotting flesh and
sewage (some people are said to have fainted from getting too strong ofa

whiff) up to eight hours after blooming to attract carrion beetles and pol-

linators. The insects try to lay their eggs in the flesh ofthe flower, and in so

doing pick up pollen from the flower and in their travels, pollinate another

flower of the same species.

The flower is one of the largest in the world, reaching nearly two metres

in height Cultivated flowers have been known to grow at a rate ofat least

15 centimetres a day. The bloom ofthe corpse flower is a vibrant maroon,

to mimic rotting flesh and reinforce the fagade.

It is said that scent is the strongest sense linked to memory. Perhaps,

then, "essence ofcorpse" should be made into an eau de toilette; it will

certainly make the wearer unforgettable.

-JENNIFER BATES

//VARSITY INTERVIEW

The mini-med school concept was the brain-

child of Dr. John Cohen in 1989. Originally

from Montreal, Cohen has been teaching im-

munology and medicine at the University of

Colorado, in Denver, for the past 20 years. He

developed the idea in 1989. (ilini-med school

have since swept North America. U of T's

own mini-med school recently wrapped up

its fourth year.

TERRI BUGG: How did you come up with the

idea for mini-med school?

JOHN COHEN: The Chancellor [of the univer-

sity] asked me to come up with some ideas

for some sort of outreach to the community.

Although you can get lectures on medicine

at most community hospitals, they tend to

be simple and clinical or involved in selling

something. We were different. . .we were a

medical school where knowledge is created

and taught, and 1 wanted to put together a

series of lectures on basic sciences related

to medicine.

T.B.r Why have mini-med Schools proven so

popular?

J.C: People are very interested in their own

health and there aren't that many opportu-

nities to learn. What people are looking for

and what they get from the seminars is em-

powerment. Internet sources for information

are often bogus and people get confused.

People want to be able to talk to their doctors

and say "1 didn't understand what you just

said, but when I went to Mini Med School I

understood everything. You have to trans-

late what you said into something t can un-

derstand."

T.B.: Do you think that there is a risk for

people to go to these seminars and self-di-

agnose themselves?

J.C.: At least two people have told me that

they believe they have saved theirown lives or

somebody else's based on what they learned

in Minimed school. One of the speakers (in

a past seminar) had talked about symptoms

produced by a tumor on the auditory nerve

and a fellow who attended the session was

able to diagnose it in himself the next year,

-TERRI BUGG

r
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Oh, the games they play
Imagine that Korean gaming culture is akin to Canadian hocl<ey culture. If ice is to tfie internet as hocl<ey sticl< is to mouse,

writes SANDY HUEN

a;
dark stage explodes with the light

of sparklers and the heavy thrum
kof pop-rock. Flanked by giant ban-

ners and rimmed with stage lights, the

curtains fall and two Korean youths are

revealed, arms upraised to a stadium of

hysteric fans. It is the final match of the

Ongamenet 'Star League' (OSL) tourna-

ment, televised live, and it will determine

which pro-gamer will succeed in the

Quest for the Golden Mouse.

For years, Westerners have marvelled

at the phenomenon of Korean gaming

culture. It's a world where playing "mas-

sively multiplayer online role-playing

games" (MMORPG) can throw you into

the $39 million industry that is e-sports.

You will train in a team of ten for eight

hours a day while a professional coach

harasses you closer to the level of skill re-

quired of the 240 registered professional

gamers in Korea. If you are blessed with

the split-second reaction time and merci-

less concentration these games require,

you may be sponsored by banks, telecom

companies, even the almighty Coca-Cola

Co. to compete in the OSL for the $20 mil-

lion first prize and a mouse of gold.

Oh, you may also draw a harem of Ko-

rean girls eager to claw your clothes off.

What is this mystical world of gaming

culture? How does a culture and econo-

my evolve such that 240 Koreans can list

their occupation as "Professional Gamer"
on their tcix forms? And why can't Canada
e-volve, too?

Jim Rossignol of the U.K.'s PC Gamer

magazine provides a quick catch-up.

"During the 1990s, when gaming first

really took off, Koreans were tucking in

to much the same feast as the rest of the

world," Rossignol writes in his article,

"Sex, Fame, and PC Baangs". Thanks to de-

cades of technological and political rival-

ry with Japan, game consoles like Sony or

Nintendo were largely unattainable while

broadband connection threaded across

60 percent of households in Korea.

"It's almost like the net has been in Ko-

rea forever, such is the ubiquity of high-

speed connections," Rossignol writes.

And riding in the wake of spreading inter-

net connection came internet gaming.

But between Korea's 28,000 internet

cafes and Seoul's five television chan-

nels dedicated to gaming, Rossignol only

finds himself more perplexed. Gaming in

Korea is so absolute, it has infected mod-
ern Korean culture from fashion to music.

Rossignol digs deeper and proposes a

sociological motivation for Korea's awe-

inspiring gaming culture.

"Korea has always been a shy, in-

ward-looking country" Rossignol writes.

"These people want to be sociable, to

have things to see and do, but many of

them have turned to games, rather than

bars and clubbing, to find that solace."

On the other hand, where the U.S. oc-

casionally hosts international gaming

events, and television stations intermit-

tently air paramount gaming moments,

Canadian media remains stubbornly un-

perturbed by the international PC gaming

movement.

Yet there is a growing inclination to-

ward gaming in North America—from

CBC's coverage of a Korean man's death

due to 50 hours of non-stop gaming in

2005, to Bloomberg's glowing economic

forecast for Korean gaming culture, the

flow of the underground gaming culture

into the mainstream is by no means
staunched.

Toronto-based website purepwnage.

com documents the adventures of a

growing North American stereotype: the

hardcore gamer
The webcast attracts a largely male

audience, aged 17-25, and almost all pre-

fer the more social PC games to console

games.

With episodes premiering at the Bloor

Cinema, the existence of an online store,

and a growing international fan base,

purepwnage.com is only the tip of the

iceberg.

"1 think the show is big enough now
that we are having a significant influence

on gaming culture in English speaking

countries," Kyle from purepwnage.com

explains in an e-mail. "The success of the

MMORPG genre shows that."

And with the Korean gaming industry

set to triple by 2010, it is near impossible

for the West to remain unaffected.

"I'd say that the virtual world is being

populated more and more by the general

population," Kyle writes. "Personally, I

would much rather watch a RTS match

than a hockey game."

//DEPT. OF SWAN SONGS

We all come to an end/And we all

end together. .

.

- "Don't Be Afraid To Sing," Stars

I
showed up at The Varsity's door

in the fall of 2002, fresh from Ry-

erson's j-school and badly missing

the campus newspaper experience

while taking my first tentative steps at

this bewildering yet enthrall-

ing new campus. Nervously

poked my head in and came
across former Review editor

Keith Carman, an imposing

punk-rock figure with mas-

sive blond dreadlocks who lis-

tened to my pitch about want-

ing to write a profile of rising

electro star/U of T math grad

Manitoba (a.k.a. Dan Snaith,

now known as Caribou) and
immediately bellowed, "Ex-

cellent! Can you get started

on that right away?"

That's just the kind of place

this is. As the unofficial school

of journalism on campus, The

Varsityopens its arms to those

with ideas—and more impor-

tantly, enthusiasm. That year,

1 quickly became a staff writ-

er, went on to act as associate

Review editor the following

year, and then graduated into

the Arts & Entertainment (we

retired the Review title in the

interim) editor's chair these

past two years running. It's been a

gradual yet natural process, and I've

enjoyed every minute of it.

From dealing with pushy publicists

(don't get me started about the time

one particular mega-studio threat-

ened to pull our access after our film

critic went on an L.A. junket on their

dime and then came back and trashed

the movie) to sweating over late copy

(kids, don't do that to your editors!),

even at the most stressful of times

when I wondered why on earth any-

one would put themselves through

this, the magic was palpable.

There ain't nothing like a campus
newspaper From the adrenaline-fu-

elled late-night production sessions

to having the freedom to cover a fasci-

nating patchwork of events and issues,

it's a singular medium. For the past

two years, I've had the unique vantage

point of working at both the largest

daily newspaper in Canada as a staff

reporter at the Toronto Star, and one of

the largest campus newspapers in the

country (this fine publication). While
juggling the two meant sleep was of-

ten at a premium, the experience un-

derscored for me just how special The
Varsity is—we're able to do and cover

things in a way that's impossible at a

large commercial paper
Over the years we've tried our best

to harness the energy of this city's en-

viable cultural scene—being part of a

university with plenty going on arts-

wise but that's also surrounded by a

plethora of entertainment options, we
had to find just the right balance of

coverage, and I think even a cursory

glance though the section shows we
succeeded.

From an exclusive photoshoot with

local death-disco squad controller

controller (almost two years before

they hit the cover of Eye) to an eye-

brow-raising e-mail interview with

famed author Douglas Coup-

Pl land (he thought 1 was dissing

him, but we quickly buried the

hatchet), we've tried to raise

I the bar for what it means to

be a campus newspaper
Of course, any section is

only as good as its writers,

and we've been blessed with

not only the largest crop of

volunteers, but the best and
the brightest. They've taken

my edits, suggestions, and dia-

tribes with patience and good
humour (well, most of them,

anyway), and I've learned just

as much from them as they

hopefully have from me. To

each and every writer who's

contributed to the section

during my time here: thank

you for your ideas, words,

and spirit.

As I finally take my leave

of this place that's been a

home away from home these

many years, much love to

my extended Varsity family,

particularly my partner-in-crime, in-

defatigable associate arts editor Jor-

dan Bimm (the only easy part of this

farewell is knowing the section will

be in good hands); Photo editor Kara
Dillon for her infectious creativity and
extraordinary images; and copy edi-

tor Malcolm Johnston for the red-pen-

ning and paneer-eating.

Roll end credits. Exit stage left.

Don't be afraid to sing, kids.

—TABASSUMSIDDIOUl,

Arts Editor, 2004-2006

T.i: ^ KING.

T.I - King

Grand Hustle/Atlantic

Rating:WW
Over the past two years, the

rap world has seen a changing
of the guard, with the south tak-

ing over as the hottest area in

the game. In the past year alone,

we've seen critically acclaimed

albums from Young Jeezy, Paul

Wall, David Banner, Slim Thug,

and most recently, Li'l Wayne.
But the new wave of hip-hop

seemed to be lacking a leader.

Enter T.I.

Since the release of his break-

through album Trap Musik, the

25-year-old rapper has earned
respect from the hip-hop com-
munity, and following the plati-

num-selling Urban Legend, there

has seemed to be an unspoken
consensus that "Tip" (born Clif-

ford Harris) has fast been be-

coming one of the best emcees to

ever come out of the south (they

don't call him "Jay-Z of the south"

for nothing).

And after one listen to his new
effort, T.I.'s King (which not-so-

coincidentally arrives on the

heels of his first starring role in

the new movie ATL), it's evident

T.I. is officially the new sovereign

of the south.

The production is stellar from

start to finish. Banishing the New
York-style production from his

last offering, King is purely south-

ern gold. That's apparent early

on as T.I. comes out swinging

on the blazing intro "King Back,"

one of three gems here produced
by hitmaker Just Blaze. First sin-

gle "What You Know" is a surefire

street anthem, T.I. flowing effort-

lessly over a captivating beat.

"I'm Talking To You" drops sly

subliminal shots at just about

anybody brave enough to chal-

lenge the ATL veteran. With solid

outings like "Live In The Sky"

(featuring Jamie Foxx) and "Why
You Wanna", the album's first half

exceeds the rest of the disc, with

the exceptions of the laid-back

"Goodlife" (featuring Common
and Pharrell), and "Hello," which

rides a smooth sample and hook
performed by Governor. The
album's back half is cluttered

with filler such as "Undertaker"

and "Told You So," which sees T.I

offering lame attempts at radio-

friendly hooks.

Overall, T.I. accomplishes what
he set out to do with his this

disc; he delivers an album strong

enough to certify his claim to the

southern rap throne while still

continuing to make music that

can be appreciated by his local

fan base and mainstream hip-

hop heads alike. Let's hope the

lure of Hollywood isn't too great.

—SAMIR SIDDIQUI, Special Hip-Hop

Assistant to the Arts Editor
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Coming soon
Old favourites return with new stories as these much buzzed-about flicks hit the big screen in '06

The Fountain For Your Consideration A Scanner Darkly

Peter Knegt

Countless year-end articles blamed
2005's supposed "box-office slump"

on an apparent lack of quality in

American filmmaking. While that

may be debatable, looking ahead at

this year's cinematic slate suggests

Hollywood is more than ready to

make up for it. While hundreds of

flicks will come and go from our be-

loved multiplexes in the months to

come, there are a number that look

particularly promising.

5. Zodiac (David Fincher)

Starring: Jake Gyllenhaal, Robert

Downey, Jr., Mark Ruffalo, Chloe

Sevigny

[October]

David Fincher returns to the se-

rial killer subject matter he first

visited in Seven. But instead of

Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman in

Seven , Jake Gyllenhaal, Robert

Downey, Jr., and Mark Ruffalo are

the men terrorized by a seemingly

unsolvable series of murders in San
Francisco. Based on true events,

this film should likely prove wrong
those who wrote off Fincher after

Panic Room. And I'm all for another

Robert Downey Jr. comeback (who
is starring in a whopping six films

this year, including two on this

list).

4. Inland Empire (David Lynch).

Starring: Laura Dern, Jeremy Irons,

Justin Theroux

[May]

While a digital shoot seems to

go against his style, David Lynch's

mastery of experimentation works
in Inland Empire's favour. Reteam-
ing with old favourite Laura Dern,

Empire's plotline is appropriately

vague, dealing with a mysterious

conflict in Dern's character's life.

This suggests Empire will be more

Mulholland Drive than The Straight

Story, which is not necessarily

good or bad, but certainly exciting.

Lynch-ites, mark your calendars.

3. A Scanner Darkly
(Richard LInklater)

Starring: Keanu Reeves, Winona

Ryder, Robert Downey, Jr., Woody
Harrelson

[July]

Richard Linklater's Waking Life-

style digitally animated adaptation

of Philip K. Dick's novel will finally

arrive this July after many delays.

Linklater intentionally cast actors

with histories of drug abuse for

this futuristic tale of drug addic-

tion and psychological disorders. It

also marks the end of a long screen

absence for actress Winona Ryder,

who can hopefully make up for

not only her infamous shoplifting

arrest, but also the execrable Mr
Deeds and Autumn in New York.

//ARTS OPINION

2. For Your Consideration
(Christopher Guest)

Starring: Ricky Gervais, Parker Posey,

Catherine O'Hara, Eugene Levy,

Christopher Guest

[September]

It's easy to understand why so much
is riding on Christopher Guest's fifth

mockumentary—it's got to live up to

the hilarity of its predecessors. Itseems

Guest has found a secret weapon in

this regard: The Office's Ricky Gervais.

Heading a cast of typical Guestians

(Catherine O'Hara, Fred Willard, Eu-

gene Levy), Gervais and co. play actors

that are in the running for the Oscars.

The largely improvised script follows

their quest to be nominated (and the

wonderful Parker Posey is said to have

one of the larger roles!).

//ONLINE EXCLUSIVE:

Check out the rest ofour miter's

top ten list at thevarsity.ca.

"l.The Fountain {Darren Aronofsky)

Starring: Hugh Jackman, Rachel

Weisz, Ellen Burstyn

[Fall]

Though its placement at the top

of this list suggests otherwise, Dar-

ren Aronofsky's long-awaited The

Fountain is probably one of the films

that 1 am most skeptical about. It's

difficult to judge the talent of a di-

rector on one single film (though

Requiem For A Dream is pretty sug-

gestive of greatness), and it's also

problematic when their follow-up

faces massive delays and overhauls

supposedly due to the director's

control-freak tendencies. But for

anyone who has seen the trailer

for this epic tale of love, death, and
the meaning of existence that spans

one thousand years and tells three

parallel stories, The Fountain's po-

tential is arguably greater than that

of any other upcoming release.

Dramatic dissent
Should vocal warm-ups and improv exercises count as much as textbook readings and endless essays when it comes to

getting a U of T degree?

Brianna Goldberg

VARSITY STAFF

Do drama students at U of T deserve

their degrees? When a student spends

his schooldays letting out cleansing

sighs, trotting around like a bear, and

realigning his posture in yoga pants,

should he receive the same B.A. as

other humcinities students who have

to pore over textbooks, memorize

dates and names, and churn out hun-

dreds of pages of essays?

Like it or not, the elitist reputation of

University of Toronto exists in the real

world, following graduates every time

they flash their credentials. Whether

students in the University College

Drama Program (UCDP) deserve that

cachet while not necessarily engaging

in the same rigorous academic stan-

dards that aU ofT degree is associated

with is a question of perception.

UCDP student Catherine Dunn takes

both drama and English—and finds

there's a noticeable difference between

the two.

"[Drama] is indeed very challeng-

ing academically," she says, "but I also

have to bring my physical and emo-

tional availability to every class, as

well as my intellect."

Dunn's English poetry courses have

required her to learn and apply poetic

scansion to delve into the meaning of

metre in a piece. For her drama cred-

its, she also has to metrically scan her

lines for thematic context—but then

she has to memorize them, 'block'

them out in a performance context,

and open her heart and mind to the

implications of what she's found be-

tween them.

"It's not the type of gig where you

can munch away at your Diabolos'

muffin in the back row of the lecture,"

added third-year UCDP student Sarah

Warren. "We have to come to class

early, prepared, warmed up, in proper

attire—flexible clothing with no lo-

gos—and be able to tap into any depth

of emotion at any time."

This passion and personal dedi-

cation is something many students

would argue is not demanded from,

or often even present in, many generic

major or specialist degrees.

Clearly, for a society to function and

thrive, it requires many such passion-

ate and dedicated people in the artis-

tic community. But elsewhere at U of T,

other similar artists come away from

their undergraduate time with an arts-

specific degree.

For time spent learning about theory

and technique of an instrument, a stu-

dent will see a B. Mus. on her business

card. For excellence in sculpture, a stu-

dent can walk away with a BFA. And
yet, the UCDP graduates achieve the

same initials on their diploma as the

political scientist who has written hun-

dreds of pages of statistical analysis.

Like the B.Mus. and BFA, the UCDP
requires its students to fulfill breadth

requirements. For drama students,

courses such as English, Classics,

or languages often function in coun-

terpoint to their performance cred-

its, helping to develop context and

broaden students' perception of the

role of drama and theatre. However,

the overwhelming bulk of drama stu-

dents' days are spent working on ap-

plied performance technique.

But ultimately the question about

the drama program is not whether

it is an accurate standard in the

'real world,' or whether applied arts

degrees are valuable. Rather, it is

whether this emotionally based and

unorthodox program deserves a

straightforward B.A.—in other words,

whether the UCDP belongs in an insti-

tution world-renowned for its book
smarts.

"It is because of this reputation that

a large institution like U of T should be

well-rounded in terms of its offerings,"

argues graduating engineer Irene

Wang, who can clearly appreciate the

"arts" aspect of a B.A.

"It's because of the standard U of T
has to uphold that it can attract and
foster international talent in various

fields, particularly in performance

areas such as drama where not

many other schools in Canada could

boast the same honoured standing

worldwide."
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Fm taking my ball and going home
Matt Somers

SPORTS EDITOR

A shy, young, nervous man entered

the offices of The Varsity in the

spring of 2002 to get instructions for

his first assignment—covering the

U of T Sports Hall of Fame induction

ceremony. He had never written a

newspaper article before in his life

and was scared as hell to approach

and interview anyone.

After conducting five interviews

in one night, he eventually got over

that fear and submitted his first ar-

ticle for the paper. Who would have

guessed that that shy man would

grow into the grizzled, eccentric, ex-

perienced sports editor that is bid-

ding farewell to The Varsity after four

years of service.

Before I go I would like to share

some thoughts about my hopes for

the future of U of T athletics.

Hopefully the new incarnation of

Varsity Stadium that is scheduled to

be ready for September will renew
interest in our football team. Maybe
good athletes will actually choose to

come to U of T to play for the Blues

like they once did. And maybe there

will actually be asses in the seats to

watch them play, at least for a couple

years.

I am not going to get delusional

and pretend that there will be a sud-

den resurgence in school spirit and
that the Blues will become the hot-

test free ticket in town. But maybe,

just maybe, the completion of the

new stadium and the renovations of

Varsity Arena will show people that

this school actually does care about

athletics. Hopefully that will make
some gifted athletes seriously con-

sider playing football, soccer, hock-

ey, or a variety of other sports for

the Blues, which in turn would cause

more fan interest in the teams.

After all, who wouldn't want to

be able to tell their grandkids that

they saw the next Pinball Clemons
or Jesse Palmer...err...Doug Flutie

play? Things are finally moving in

the right direction.

It was nice to see the FPEH run a

more aggressive ad campaign for

upcoming games this year. At least

that prevents this community from

using ignorance as an excuse to

not attend Blues events. I believe

that if the same thing—except on
a grander scale—is done over the

next few years, there will again be a

buzz around campus and attending

sporting events will be an "in" activ-

ity once again.

2006-07 should be a great year for

many U of T teams, and students

need to take notice of them. There is

little doubt that there will be superb

field hockey, dragon boating, swim-

ming, water polo, cross country,

track and field, mountain biking, and
golf here next year, and the univer-

sity community should cheer them
on and celebrate their successes,

instead of barely acknowledging the

existence of these clubs.

And sure, there will be champion-

ship-calibre soccer, volleyball, bas-

ketball, and hockey played by the

men and women in blue next fall, as

there has been for my entire tenure

at The Varsity. It is about time that the

athletes in these "major" sports—as

well as the unsung, under-appreciat-

ed warriors in every other sport on

campus—are toasted for their hard

work and accomplishments.

So here's to everyone that plays

intramural or varsity sports at U of

T, whether you have finished last in

your division or have too many gold

medals to count. You have all had to

sacrifice a lot of time and nights of

drunken revelry to compete for your

respective teams and have made my
job as a sports writer enjoyable for

the last four years.

1 must also salute my co-workers

and staff of volunteer writers who
have made my job possible. 1 would
not have made it to this point with

so few grey hairs or wrinkles with-

out all of you.

So now 1 bid you, the faithful read-

er, a fond adieu and wish you a great

summer. This cowboy is going to

take that long, lonely walk into the

sunset and attempt to re-emerge in

the real world one day. Until then 1

say never forget the Oxford comma,
thanks for the great ride, and now
I'm taking my ball and going home.

Fifty years ofpoise:

hockey legend honoured at

foundation gala

Herb Carnegie (left) poses with Natalie Glebova at the Future Aces fundraiser last week.

Azim Ahmed

Co-operation. Courage. Sportsman-

ship. These are among the themes

behind the 'Future Aces Creed,' high-

lighted at the heartening 50th Anniver-

sary Gala of Canadian hockey legend

Herbert H. Carnegie's Foundation last

Thursday. The event, held at the pres-

tigious Toronto Centre for the Arts,

hosted a number of celebrities and

dignitaries, including Michael "Pin-

ball" Clemons, Natalie Glebova—Ms.

Canada-Universe—CTV's Marci len,

and Ontario's Minister of Education

Gerard Kennedy, among others.

Carnegie's Future Aces, which began

as a hockey school after its founder's

playing days ended, has evolved into

a global charitable foundation that

has given out more than $370,000 in

scholarships to students, organized

leadership conferences for youth, and

above all, promoted a philosophy that

espouses character-building, positive

action, and humanistic ideals.

However, to know what lies behind

the true significance of the Future Aces

and Herb Carnegie is to understand

what he has endured. Born to immi-

grant parents from Jamaica in 1919,

Herb took to his home town of Toron-

to's love of hockey, growing to be an in-

credible player During the 1930s and

1940s, he skated for the 'Black Aces,' a

team in the Senior Quebec league.

Playing on one of the most for-

midable lines in hockey and briefly

teaming with the legendary Jean Be-

liveau, Carnegie undoubtedly had the

skills to follow his dreams and make
the National Hockey League. But the

unwritten code of that time was that

no black man was to play professional

hockey. Such was the fate for Carn-

egie, as Leafs architect Conn Smythe
had once come out to scout Carnegie

and upon watching him said to others,

"If we could paint him white, I'd sign

him tomorrow'.

Undaunted by this setback, Herb
Carnegie simply redirected his ener-

gies. As Clemons pointed out in his

keynote speech, "He could have been
angry, but he knew: what angers you,

controls you." What followed was
a formation of a hockey school and

foundation that would turn what was
then a heartbreaking failure into a

resounding success. Carnegie's ac-

complishments are staggering even in

brief: inducted in to Canada's Sports

Hall of Fame, an Honorary Doctor-

ate from York, Honorary York Region

Chief of Police, and also a member of

both the Order of Ontario and the Or-

der of Canada.

The gala itself encapsulated these

accomplishments and celebrated the

philosophy of the Future Aces in fine

fashion. Clemons was his lovable self,

inspiring others with his emotional

words and trademark enthusiasm.

The Nathaniel Dett Chorale provided

a moving musical interlude along with

a splashy performance by the "North-

ern Lights" Show Choir from Don Mills

Collegiate. Topping off the affair was
the presence of Mr. Carnegie himself,

who issued a challenge to everyone:

"We're living in uncertain times, and
we must stop this cycle of warfare.

The only way to stop it is to reach out

and care for one another."

In his simple yet convincing man-
ner, Herbert H. Carnegie provided a

fundamental model for all to follow. As
Clemons said, Carnegie knew that life

is not about 'stuff; it's about people.

The winter

rundown:

intramural athletics

Matt Ventresca

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

For good reason, this time of

the year can be called a sports

fan's dream. With the NBA
and NHL in stretch runs, base-

ball's swinging start, brackets

busting in NCAA Tournament
Basketball, not to mention the

CIS playoffs, the end of March
folding to the advent of April

is circled on every sports

freak's calendar.

Here at the University of To-

ronto, the intramural athlet-

ics program has its own ver-

sion of March Madness, as the

winter term playoffs for each
division wrapped up last week. As
is true with any intramural playoff

run, the games were not short on
excitement, producing some rath-

er unexpected finishes.

Since 2002, University of Toronto

at Scarborough (UTSC) women's
division 1 hockey has held on to

the Jean Harston Trophy. But this

winter the Faculty of Physical Edu-

cation and Health (FPEH) ended
the Scarborough dynasty, captur-

ing the title in a 1-0 championship
thriller.

Elsewhere on the ice, FPEH and
the Faculty of Engineering (Skule)

battled for the men's division 1

championship. Skule pulled out

the victory March 29.

Despite dropping the final, Phys-

Ed had claimed division one brag-

ging rights from the Fall, and along

with the division one women's
squad presented a display of hock-

ey dominance over the course of

the 2005-06 season.

Their dominating performance
was equaled only by University

College's (UC) entries in men's

basketball. With an 83-80 victory,

UC's division 1 team knocked off

archrivals University of Toronto
at Mississauga (UTM) in the final,

avenging their heartbreaking loss

at the hands of UTM in last year's

championship game.
UC's division 2 men's basketball

team cemented their top spot atop

their division, winning their sec-

ond straight division title with a

49-32 victory over Trinity College.

The outstanding play of both UC's

men's basketball squads makes it

impossible to ignore this college's

stranglehold on the hard court.

Other colleges and faculties

had impressive showings over the

winter schedule: Commerce land-

ed victories in the division four

championships for both hockey

and basketball, as well as combin-

ing with UC to capture the one-day

floorball tournament. The School

for Graduate Studies established

themselves as an intramural

force, winning the men's division 1

volleyball title while vying for the

men's division 2 hockey champi-

onship.

The intramural year officially

comes to a close this week at

Recognize, the program's annual

awards banquet. The event will

applaud colleges and faculties,

as well as graduating athletes,

for their intramural participation.

While some receive special recog-

nition, all participants, from the

players to the officials, have made
U of T intramurals the top-notch

program it can claim to be. Check
out thevarsity.ca for a complete

list of winter-term intramural

champions.
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Top ten moments inU ofT sports history, part two
CHRISTOPHE POIRIER counts down the five most

significant moments in U of T sports history in the

second half of this historic feature.

U of T's first "gymnasium" was little more than a barn. It even had a pig running around

out back. We have come a long way, baby!

5. Stevens gets the ball rolling:

When the men's directorate was
asked to recommend the first

director of Athletics, they wanted a

winner and Warren Stevens fit the bill.

Appointed in 1932, he acted as the

football coach and a major proponent

of athletics at U of T. Under his watch

a new era of progress was begun.

"Stevens made athletics serious,"

said Paul Carson, the Executive As-

sistant to the Dean in the Faculty of

Physical Education and Health. "He

achieved in making athletic studies a

respected academic discipline. U of T
was the first to do that."

4. The axe falls...almost: The low-

est point in U of T athletics came
during the Ontario Budget Crisis of

1992. In one fell swoop of the pen the

administration cut the department's

annual financial allotment from $1.5

million to about $250,000. While the

academic program was not affected,

the athletic department faced 'a com-

plete vivisection.

The biggest drain on the budget.

Varsity Stadium's constant renova-

tion, led to the recommendation to

cut 13 varsity teams from U of T, in-

cluding football.

"It was a complete crisis, an unbe-

lievably tense time," Carson recalls.

"The university was getting ham-
mered in the media, by the students,

and by alumni. Everyone was upset

over losing the teams."

Eventually Bruce Kidd, then head

of the separate School of Physical

and Health Education, and others

negotiated a package that saved all

the teams that were on the chopping

block.

James Loudon

3. Gender equity established: While
the financial crisis happened in the fall

of 1992, the following season the foot-

ball team won their last Vanier Cup.

"Here was this team that everyone

thought was going to be cut, and the

following year they go out and win the

national championship," Carson said.

While a positive moment for the

program, looking over the budget it

was observed that the majority of

money was being spent on advertis-

ing male sports. A Gender Equity Task

Force was created in response and,

in the Spring of 1994, the Council of

Athletics and Recreation voted over-

whelmingly to approve the far-reach-

ing recommendations.

"Within two years of the vote, the

women's intercollegiate budget was
to be equal with the men's—down to

the penny," Carson said. "We were the

first university to have budget equity.

It spawned ethno-cultural and gender

relations programs, and established

U of T as being on the cutting edge of

inclusive policies. It also brought the

athletic department back to the tradi-

tion of being student driven."

2. The "new" Varsity Centre gets

approved: In what was deemed a

"groundbreaking step for better stu-

dent services" by U of T president

Dr. David Naylor, the Varsity Centre

for Physical Activity and Health had

its groundbreaking ceremony in No-

vember 2005. Stage One of the new
facility, costing about $16.3 million, is

expected to be completed by Septem-

ber 2006 and will feature a 5,000-seat

stadium with an artificial playing field

and an eight-lane all-weather track.

The state-of-the-art surfaces will ac-

commodate field hockey, football, la-

crosse, rugby, soccer, track and field,

and enable major expansion of the

intramural and instruction programs,

casual recreation and community ac-

cess. Subsequent plans for the bubble

structure, to be used during the win-

ter months, and a four-storey south-

end building are part of a planned $56

million complex that will be open to

Toronto community by 2008.

Phys. ed. Dean Bruce Kidd called

the upcoming stadium the "future

centre of campus life and community
activity."

1. Where it all began: In W.J. Loud-

on's Studies of Student Life, published

in 1926, he noted that his and earlier

generations ofU ofT students followed

the dogma "principal business, study;

their recreation, walking." Against

this mindset, the first "gymnasium"

on campus was constructed in 1865. It

was a framed structure—little better

than a shed—created 100 feet north

of the current University College's din-

ing hall.

The structure was thought so little

of that its steward, Frank Somers (no

relation to the sports editor), built
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a lean-to alongside it to house a pig

meant for the consumption of stu-

dents in residence later that winter.

Not long after the gym's construc-

tion, U of T President James Loudon
encouraged the student population

to approach the authorities for the al-

lotment of proper gymnasium equip-

ment. By asking the College Senate

to add a fee of one dollar to be added

to tuition, along with a joint donation

of $200 from the U of T Senate, space

was made available in Moss Hall until

it was demolished in 1888.

Finally, after a Herculean effort in

garnering public support by the Gym-
nasium Committee, a grant of $25,000

from the Senate, and with most of the

manual labor done by the students, a

proper gymnasium was built in 1893. It

was kept in use until 1912. Hart House

became the university's main athlet-

ics facility—at least for men—when it

opened in 1919.

summer
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HELP WANTED

MANDARIN LESSONS WANTED
Lessons in spol<en IVIandarin language

wanted; campus location. Experience

not required, but must be a clear speaker.

Please call 416-828-6717.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE GREAT LIVING ROOM SET

FOR RESIDENCE OR CONDO LIVING

Forest Green Art Deco couch $1,000

(regular price $3,000), Forest Green

Art Deco chair $600, 27" Sony TV $250

(bonus free stand), 20" Sony TV $200,

Contact: Steven (416j 41.3-9982 after 7

p,m. ore-mail fastball@interiog,com

SERVICES

COUNSELLING/PSYCHOTHERAPY FROM

A FEMINIST/JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE

Grief, family of origin, career, gender issues,

and trauma work. Experienced, caring indi-

vidual with both a literature and psychology

background (PhD level). 416-.5.30-9717.

ELECTROLYSIS & WELLNESS
Bay Street Clinic www.baystreetclinic.

ca (416) 921-1357 50% off first visit.

www.baystreetclinic.ca

ESSAY/THESIS EDITING EXCELLENCE

Satisfaction, originality and high mark

guaranteed. Also resumes and grad/

MBA/law/med/ivy league admittance

applications. Since 1983, Compuflow,

416/539-9443.

ELECTROLYSIS & BLEND, ACNE TRT,

BROWN SPOTS

Advanced Institute of Electrolysis www.

advancedinstitute.ca (416) 979-8081 50%

off first visit.

^
10-10-940 DISCOUNT

' LONG DISTANCE SERVICE

No contracts or signup. Just dial 10-10-940

before your call to save. Calls appear on

your local Bell bill. www,1010940.com

INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOTHERAPY
In a supportive and gay positive environ-

ment. Call Andrew Benedetto at 416-595-

9026 or visit www.andrewbenedetto.ca

TUTORING

MATHEMATIC TUTOR
Mathematics PhD taught algebra calcu-

lus in Ontario university over 20 years.

(416)452-0279.

EDITING

PROOFREADING SERVICE
ONSCREEN, FAST, PROFESSIONAL

Theses, essays, letters, statements,

25y experience. We correct grammar,

improve logic and flow. Full information

at WWW.CHECKEDITCOM. Phone 905-

335-3192.

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL EDITING

of academic articles, theses, and dis-

sertations, from style to format. APA
style a speciality. Mary Anne Carswell,

MA, MEd, mcarswell@svmpatico,ca
,

416-30,3-3106.

Advertise in \k Varsity

ads@thevarsity.ca

416-946-7604

Varsity Classifieds cost $12.00 for 25 words. {$10.00 each for 6 or more ads.) Student rate: $10.00 for non-business

ads. $0.25 for each word after 25. Rates include one line (up to 21 characters including spaces) of BOLD type for

the ad header. Additional bold type $2.00. No copy changes after submission, no telephone ads.

Submit in person or send with payment to: Varsity Classifieds, 21 Sussex Avenue, Toronto, ON M5S 1J6.

NEXT DEADLINE: MAY 7. Enquires: 41B-946-7604, email: ads@thevarsity.ca

GAMES
TABLES
CHOICE

AtPartyPoker.com,

;:;tyV up to 100,000

..muKaneous players

on over 9,000 tables.

Whatever your limit,

whatever your style,

we'll always
have a seat

Teadyforyou-lnvteyour

buddies over to your

own private table, or .f

you prefer tournaments,

we run them round

thec.ock.Plus,weve

added Blackjack to play

between hands.

AtPartyPoker.com,

vve've always
got

the table to suit

your game.

for lOyoflf. t TW' i-'yi

VoHwhpfpprohibiicfJ.PnftyPoVp'
i


